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Preface
Welcome to the 12th International Conference on “Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing”
(RANLP 2019) in Varna, Bulgaria, 2-4 September 2019. The main objective of the conference is to
give researchers the opportunity to present new results in Natural Language Processing (NLP) based on
modern theories and methodologies.
The Conference is preceded by the First Summer school on Deep Learning in NLP (29-30 August 2019)
and two days of tutorials (31 August – 1 September 2019).
The Summer School lectures are given by Kyunghyun Cho (New York University), Marek Rei
(University of Cambridge), Tim Rocktäschel (University College London) and Hinrich Schütze (Ludwig
Maximilian University, Munich). Training in practical sessions is provided by Heike Adel (University
of Stuttgart), Alexander Popov (Institute of Information and Communication Technologies, Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences), Omid Rohanian and Shiva Taslimipoor (University of Wolverhampton).
Tutorials are given by the following lecturers: Preslav Nakov (Qatar Computing Research Institute,
HBKU), Valia Kordoni (Humboldt University, Berlin), Antonio Miceli Barone (University of Edinburgh)
and Sheila Castilho (Dublin City University), Vlad Niculae and Tsvetomila Mihaylova (Institute of
Telecommunications, Lisbon).
The conference keynote speakers are:
• Kyunghyun Cho (New York University),
• Ken Church (Baidu),

• Preslav Nakov (Qatar Computing Research Institute, HBKU),
• Sebastian Padó (Stuttgart University),

• Hinrich Schütze (Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich).

This year 18 regular papers, 37 short papers, 95 posters, and 7 demos have been accepted for presentation
at the conference. The proceedings cover a wide variety of NLP topics, including but not limited to:
deep learning; machine translation; opinion mining and sentiment analysis; semantics and discourse;
named entity recognition; coreference resolution; corpus annotation; parsing and morphology; text
summarisation and simplification; event extraction; fact checking and rumour analysis; NLP for
healthcare; and NLP for social media.
In 2019 RANLP hosts four post-conference workshops on influential NLP topics: the 2nd Workshop
on Human-Informed Translation and Interpreting Technology (HiT-IT 2019), the 12th Workshop on
Building and Using Comparable Corpora (BUCC), the Multiling 2019 Workshop: Summarization Across
Languages, Genres and Sources as well as an Workshop on Language Technology for Digital Historical
Archives with a Special Focus on Central-, (South-)Eastern Europe, Middle East and North Africa.
We would like to thank all members of the Programme Committee and all additional reviewers. Together
they have ensured that the best papers were included in the Proceedings and have provided invaluable
comments for the authors.
Finally, special thanks go to the University of Wolverhampton, the Institute of Information and
Communication Technologies at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, the Bulgarian National Science
Fund, Ontotext and IRIS.AI for their generous support of RANLP.
Welcome to Varna and we hope that you enjoy the conference!
The RANLP 2019 Organisers
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Abstract

ment analysis (Correa and Zander, 2017; Kavasidis et al., 2018).
Tabular data is a powerful way to represent the
data, among other elements of a document like
charts, images etc. Tables are found in a variety
of classes of digital documents and are very useful to readers to capture, search and compare the
facts, summarizations and draw conclusions. Automatically extracting the information from the tables and representing the information in more convenient formats for digital consumption add immense value in the field of document understanding (Gilani et al., 2017; Hao et al., 2016).
Tables contain structured data but often are rendered as semi-structured and unstructured on the
digital documents for human consumption. Data
can be represented using a variety of layouts in tables without losing the meaning of data (Anand
et al., 2019). The layout of tables can vary in
alignment, line and word spaces, column and row
spans, borders and other styling information. Depending on the type of documents and authors, the
tables may not contain any border lines and the
structure of the tables will still be understandable
to readers. The data represented by the tables in
itself can have different semantics. For example,
in a table, a column may contain a list of prices
in dollars, indicating that all the values of that column contain numeric data only. Similar semantic information is embedded in the table rows as
well. Further, a column may have multiple subcolumns, making the original column to span multiple table cells horizontally. In rare cases, rows
can also span multiple table cells vertically. All
these characteristics of a table make the automatic
extraction of table information more challenging.
Table extraction is a sub-problem of document
understanding, that deals with information extraction and representation of tabular data. Extraction
of information from tables in documents has chal-

In this paper, we present a relationship
extraction based methodology for table
structure recognition in PDF documents.
The proposed deep learning-based method
takes a bottom-up approach to table recognition in PDF documents. We outline the
shortcomings of conventional approaches
based on heuristics and machine learningbased top-down approaches. In this work,
we explain how the task of table structure
recognition can be modeled as a cell relationship extraction task and the importance of the bottom-up approach in recognizing the table cells. We use Multilayer Feedforward Neural Network for table structure recognition and compare the
results of three feature sets. To gauge the
performance of the proposed method, we
prepared a training dataset using 250 tables in PDF documents, carefully selecting the table structures that are most commonly found in the documents. Our model
achieves an overall accuracy of 97.95%
and an F1-Score of 92.62% on the test
dataset.

1

Introduction

Usage of digital documents have elevated drastically over the last two decades and a need for
automatic information extraction from these documents has increased. Portable Document Format (PDF) has been introduced by Adobe in 1993.
PDF documents are the most common format of
digital documents and are extensively used in scientific research, finance, enterprises etc. As the
production and usage of PDF documents have increased massively, substantial research work has
focused on automating the methods for docu1
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spatial distance of neighboring words.
Klampfl et al. (2014) experimented with two unsupervised approaches for table recognition and
showcased the importance of spatial distances between words of a table using vertical and horizontal histogram projection of words coordinates.
Experiments using rule-engine has been proposed by Shigarov (2015), considers the physical layout of a rendered table, and the logical layout representing the relationships between the elements of a table, differently. Another work of Shigarov et al. (2016) shows promising results in recognizing the columns and rows of tables by using
the word and line distances, the order of appearance of text chunks. The methodology makes use
of configurable thresholds in its heuristic decision
making.
The heuristic and rule-based solutions make
various assumptions on the visual, type and content, structural details of tables and the thresholds
used in the algorithms. These assumptions may
not hold on heterogeneous documents and may
even break the system.
Perez-Arriaga et al. (2016) have made use of
both k-nearest neighbor and layout heuristics,
making it a hybrid methodology to recognize the
table structure. The method groups the words
into rows and columns using spatial distances of
words heuristically. Interestingly, the spatial distance thresholds are learned using the k-nearest
neighbor algorithm. Their work also proposes a
heuristic method to identify the headers of the table. Deep learning based semantic segmentation
has been used by Schreiber et al. (2017) where
an image of a document is fed to the neural network to identify the rows and columns of a table. However, the work makes use of a heuristic
post-processing step to improve the table structure
recognition.
Clinchant et al. (2018) have made an extensive comparison of three different Machine Learning approaches to recognize the table structure
in hand-written register books. The method first
recognizes the cell locations and then groups the
cells into rows. The experimentations do a thorough comparison of CRF, a variation of Graph-CN
called Edge-CN, and conventional Logistic Regression algorithms. However, the method works
on already recognized headers and columns of the
table and addresses only row recognition task.
To the best of our knowledge, most of the re-

lenged the researchers over the last two decades.
An ample amount of research work has been carried out leading to a diverse list of approaches including heuristics, rule-engine, and recently machine learning based proposals.
We believe, generalizing the patterns across the
variety of table layouts in diverse type of documents, is best solved by machine learning approach. We propose a bottom-up approach for table structure recognition as a cell relation extraction task between the table text tokens using deep
learning. The way a human understands the tables can be analogous to the proposed approach.
Often, relation extraction task involves classification of an entity pair to a set of known relations,
using documents containing mentions of the entity pair (Kumar, 2017). By considering the table
recognition task as a relationship extraction problem, we introduce a novel approach suitable for
several document understanding solutions.
The proposed method deals with the basic
building blocks of any table, the table cells. With
this approach, we hope to solve the column and
row spanning, the presence or absence of borders,
and other challenges mentioned earlier. The table
recognition system operates at token-level and involves learning the complex patterns in order to
extract the cell relationships among the table text
tokens using deep learning.

2

Related Work

According to the well-known ICDAR 2013 Table
Competition (Gbel et al., 2013), the problem of
table understanding can be split into table location
detection, table structure recognition, and table interpretation. Each of these sub-problems has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers
and has extensive work.
A peek at the literature shows that many heuristic solutions have been proposed for table structure recognition. Most of those work consider
the white space and layout analysis. Yildiz et al.
(2005) propose an algorithm to recognize the
columns of a table using distances between lines
and then identify the cells to find the rows. The algorithm makes a few assumptions about the structure of the tables. The work of Krüpl and Herzog (2006) takes a bottom-up approach towards
structure recognition using heuristics but works on
browser-rendered documents. The methodology
aggregates words into columns by considering the
2

guistics, determining whether two or more expressions in a text refer to the same person or thing,
is a relation extraction task. We take the idea of
relation extraction and formulate the task of table structure recognition as identifying the cellrelationship among all the content of individual
cells of a table. When the tokens that are part of
a table are considered as the smallest possible elements of a table, the relation extraction task will be
to identify whether given two tokens of table text,
belong to the same cell or not. If two tokens belong to the same cell, then those two tokens have a
belong-to-same-cell relation. In our experiments,
this task of binary relationship extraction is considered as a binary classification problem.
For every pair of tokens, the goal of binary relationship classifier is to determine whether the two
tokens belong to the same cell or not. An important thing to note here is that this relationship between the two tokens is transitive. If a token A is
related to the token B and the token B is related
to the token C, then the token A is related to C.
Hence, we don’t need to generate feature vectors
of all the possible pairs of tokens in a cell to determine all the tokens of a cell, we only need to make
sure that all the tokens of a cell are connected via
a chain of such transitive dependencies.
Once we predict the belong-to-same-cell relation between token pairs, we group all the table
tokens into different cells. This is a simple task of
aggregating different token pairs into their respective cells. Using this data of all the table cells and
the tokens in each of the cells, we can model the
recognition of rows and columns of the table again
as a relation extraction task between the pairs of
table cells themselves. However, in this work, we
concentrate only on cell recognition.

lated work of table recognition try to identify the
columns and rows of tables first and then locate the
intersections of rows and columns as table cells.
A few heuristics based works have considered the
grouping of words into blocks and then aggregating blocks into rows and columns. A common
downside of these methodologies is that they fail
to capture the information about rows and columns
spanning multiple table cells. Few of the heuristic
approaches do try to solve this issue however, they
fail to generalize the solution.
We propose a purely bottom-up approach by
building the table structure by recognizing the individual cells of the table and their location in the
document. The task of recognizing the table cells
is addressed as cell-relation extraction between the
tokens present in the table.

3

Methodology

In this section, we first explain how we modeled
the table structure recognition as a relation extraction task, then the training data preparation, and
finally describe how the binary relationship classification is modeled using a Multilayer Feedforward Neural Network.
3.1

Cell Relationship Extraction in Table
Structure Recognition

Humans will recognize the table structure even
without a need for borders, based on visual clues,
spatial distances and the content of the cells.
These visual clues present in the tables help the
readers to recognize the location of table cells easily, by bringing all the words of a cell together both
visually and semantically. The proposed method is
based on this idea of identification of cell relationship among the table words. The first step towards
the recognition of rows or columns is the identification of table cells and thus the whole process of
table structure recognition is a bottom-up process.
This reasoning is based on the underlying definition of any table: Unit of a table is a cell, horizontal and vertical alignment of cells forms rows
and columns, respectively. Tokens are generated
by using white-space and new-line characters as
delimiters. In this paper the terms token and word
are used interchangeably.
Relation extraction is a well-known task in Natural Language Processing, which deals with classifying whether a given set of n samples have any
of m different relationships. For example, in lin-

3.2

Data Preparation

Detecting Tables and Training Data
Generation
The detection of the location of tables in PDF documents is the first task in the process of table extraction and this location information is prerequisite to our system. There are several open source
and free of charge tools for detecting table locations in PDF documents. In our experiments, we
used Tabula to obtain the location details of a table
in the document. The location of a table is represented by five values, pageNum, (startX, startY)
and (endX, endY). All the coordinates are assigned
3

Figure 1: Features used in cell-relation extraction. A) T00, T01, T02,... are the tiles in the first row of tile
matrix. B) T00, T10, T20,... are the tiles in the first column of tile matrix. C) (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are the
start and end coordinates of a token. D) sameCell=1, Pair of tokens which have sameCell relationship.
E) samceCell=0, Pair of tokens which do not have sameCell relationship.
for every token, we create a pair of current token with every token, which is located within an
imaginary rectangular window around the current
token. The size of this imaginary rectangular window will help us determine the number of pairs of
tokens to generate.
Training sample is a vector of all the features of
a pair of tokens as denoted by 1.

with respect to a Cartesian plane centered at the
top-left corner of the document page. We used an
off-the-shelf library to get the content in a PDF
document inside a given region, that, along with
the coordinates of characters (x,y), provides the
font style for every character in the document. The
characters along with their coordinates and font
styles are further aggregated into tokens, by using
the white-space and new-line characters as delimiters.

V = [W1 Fi , W2 Fi , sameCell]

(1)

Where, W1 Fi are n features of first token, W2 Fi
are n features of second token, and sameCell is the
target class indicating True if the two tokens belong to the same cell, False otherwise (see Figure
1).
The target class, sameCell is captured using Datoin’s WYSIWYG annotation tool, that allows to
select a sequence of words on the PDF document
and tag those words as a table cell. The training
data is generated using the annotated PDF documents and the target label sameCell is assigned
accordingly for all the pair of words.

With the help of table location and the location of individual tokens in the document, only
those tokens which are within the given table location are collected by comparing their corresponding coordinate values. Specifically, all the tokens, whose x coordinate is between startX and
endX and whose y coordinate is between startY
and endY are collected as table text tokens.
After collecting all the tokens from table text
using the table coordinates, we generate the training data for the binary relationship classification.
Training data requires a pair of tokens and a target label indicating whether or not those two tokens belong to the same cell or not. Once we have
a list of all the tokens that are part of the table,

Cell Relationship Features
For each token in the table, we generate a set of locational and visual features. Use of semantic fea4

neighbor or right neighbor. Similarly, we identify
whether that token is nearer to the top neighbor or
bottom neighbor (see Figure 1). We have used the
absence of neighborhood tokens as a set of four
categorical features as well, indicating whether or
not a given token has left, right, top and bottom
neighbor token.
Type and Style features(TSF). Another significant visual clue used by humans in determining
whether two words belong to the same cell or not
is the content and the styles used in the words. A
binary feature representing whether a token is a
number or not was used to capture the data similarity within a row or a column. For every pair of
tokens, the comparison of font size and bold styles
are used to indicate whether the two tokens have a
similar font style or not. Use of semantic features
of the content of words could be another important
clue in differentiating the words into cells.
We find that Neighborhood, Clustering and
Alignment features play a critical role in distinguishing the tokens that do not belong to the same
cell. All of the feature generation techniques are
based on the coordinates of each of the tokens and
the coordinates of the table itself. The number of
tiles and the number of neighboring tokens are the
parameters which can be tuned to achieve better
table structure recognition accuracy.

tures of tabular data along with the mentioned features of this work can be one of the future works
with the intention of improving the accuracy of the
system.
We group the features used in the relation learning task as four categories as below.
Location and Tile features(LTF). The absolute
location of a token is important evidence to indicate that it is indeed part of the table. Along
with the absolute location, a more generalized positional information of tokens relative to the document makes the contextualization and localization
of tokens easier for a reader.
To capture these relative location and distance
information, for each token in the table, we consider (x,y) of starting of the token, and (x,y) of
the ending of the token in documents (see Figure
1). In order to incorporate contextual information
about a token, we split the entire document page
into an imaginary matrix of tiles of size (n X m)
and for each tile, we assign a tile number. For
each table token, based on its coordinates we find
in which tile the token is located, and we include
its tile number, the row, and columns of the tile as
features of that token (see Figure 1).
Neighborhood features(NF). The position of the
surrounding tokens of a given token indicates the
relative position of a token to its neighbors and
captures the empty spatial distance around a token. For a given table token, we find a list of n
nearest tokens in all the four directions, left, right,
top and bottom based on the neighboring tokens’
spatial distances with respect to the current token
(see Figure 1). The horizontal and vertical relative distances between these neighboring tokens
are used as features. The Location and Tile features of neighboring tokens are also included as
part of the given token’s feature set. This feature
ensures that there exists a chain of transitive dependency connecting all the tokens of a cell.
Clustering and Alignment features(CAF). A human reader makes use of the relative closeness
and horizontal and vertical alignments of a given
word, especially when a table is not completely
bordered, to decide which cell the word belongs
to. The proximity of a pair of tokens and the presence of neighboring tokens for each token in four
different directions captures the information about
the relative closeness.
Among all the neighborhood tokens, we identify whether a given token is nearer to the left

3.3

Relation Classification Using Multilayer
Feedforward Neural Network

We have used a Multilayer Feedforward Neural
Network to model the binary relationship classifier
in the experiments. In order to learn the complex
patterns that exist in the table layouts, and generalize these patterns we decided that deep learning is the right tool. Working at token-level, we
have huge training data as well and deep neural
networks seemed a right candidate for the task.
The generated training data is fed into the Multilayer Feedforward Neural Network that uses relu
activation function in the hidden layers and a sigmoid activation function in the output layer. The
models were trained using Adam optimizer and Binary cross-entropy loss function as defined in 2
(Zhang, 2019).
Loss = − [y log(p) + (1 − y) log(1 − p)] (2)
Where y is a binary indicator of correct prediction of a sample, p is the predicted probability for
a training sample.
5

Feature Parameter
Number of left, right, top and bottom neighbor tokens
Window size for token pair generation
Number of tiles

Value
1
30 x 30 pixels
20 tile rows x 20 tile columns

Table 1: Word-level feature generation parameters
The input feature vector of N dimension is fed
into the network and the sigmoid output value is
decoded as binary classes, 0 indicating that the two
tokens do not belong to the same cell, 1 indicating
that the two tokens belong to the same cell. In
our experiments, the Multilayer Feedforward neural network has been built using Keras backed by
Tensorflow, for quick experimentation and development.

4
4.1

number of tokens that are in the same cell will be
less than the number of tokens that are not in the
same cell.
Measuring how many predicted cells are actual
cells in a given table, would be a more explanatory metric for evaluation. However, if one token among all the tokens of a cell is wrongly predicted by the relationship classification model as
belonging to a different cell, then measuring the
correctness of this prediction at a cell-level would
be challenging. So we decided to use the accuracy of the binary classification model itself as our
evaluation metric. This token-level metric is simpler and straightforward.

Experiments and Results
Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

Due to the lack of publicly available datasets that
suit our methodology, we prepared the training
data on our own. The dataset used for the experiments contains a total of 250 PDF documents, having one table per document. We ensured that the
tables present in our dataset represent the possible diverse type of tables that are most commonly
used. Our dataset has tables with and without borders, with and without column headings, with column and row spans, with all types of text alignments, varying line, and word spacing, and font
styles. All the PDF documents were annotated using Datoin’s WYSIWYG annotation tool.
Using the parameters listed in Table 1, we created approximately 0.3 million training samples
from all the tokens of 250 tables, containing 83
different features. Training samples are split by a
9 to 1 ratio for training and testing, keeping approximately 30,000 samples for testing.
True Class
False Class
Samples size

Training data
60,000
2,10,000
2,70,000

4.2

Hyperparameters

We have experimented with the hyperparameters
of the neural network architecture itself. Table 3
defines the set of hyperparameters used in our experiments. In terms of the number of weights, Set1 is a simpler network with fewer weights to learn
and Set-2 is a more complex network.
Hyperparameter
Number of layers
Number of Epochs
Batch size
Learning Rate

Set-1
4
200
300
0.001

Set-2
5
300
100
0.001

Table 3: Hyperparameters used in Multilayer
Feedforward Neural Network
Feature Set
LTF
NF CAF

Test Data
9,000
21,000
30,000

TSF

Table 2: Approximate distribution of target labels
The distribution of target labels in our training
and testing dataset is shown in Table 2. The imbalance in the distribution of classes makes sense because for every token in the table, within an imaginary rectangular window around that token, the

Features
Location and Tile features
Neighborhood features,
Clustering and
Alignment features
Type and Style features

Table 4: Feature sets used in the experiments
It is important to note here that a smaller batch
size and a higher number of epochs do increase the
F1-Scores and help the model to learn more com6

Feature Set
LTF
LTF & NF CAF
LTF, NF CAF & TSF

Class
True
False
True
False
True
False

Precision
77.89%
95.13%
93.65%
94.07%
94.10%
97.56%

Recall
91.33%
85.91%
89.50%
96.10%
90.85%
98.27%

F1-Score
83.51%
90.29%
91.07%
95.73%
92.62%
98.15%

Table 5: Results of binary relation classification using Hyperparameter Set-2
that of True class. One possible reason for this
could be, the tokens that are not likely to be in the
same cell will clearly have a distinguishable set of
locational and neighboring features. It is clear that
the recall of True class is causing the F1-Score to
be low. Our training dataset has comparably fewer
training samples for the True class this could be a
possible reason for the low recall scores.
Manual verification of individual table cells
with the prediction of the relation classifier shows
that the model is able to generalize the cell recognition task across a variety of table cells. The
cell relationships are identified accurately irrespective of the presence of borders lines, column,
and row spans and text alignments. The relationship among the tokens of a table is learned
by the model based on Neighborhood, Clustering
and Alignment features of the tokens. However,
for a few tokens where the neighborhood features
do not have a clear separation with tokens from
nearby cells, the model combines the tokens from
adjacent cells, producing wrong predictions. Because of the absence of visual separation among
the tokens of two closely aligned cells, the model
predicts those multiple cells as a single cell.

plex patterns in the data, at the cost of increased
training time.
4.3

Experiments

We have experimented with many combinations of
feature sets and feature generation parameters and
selected the best three sets of features, as listed in
Table 4. The Neighborhood features and Clustering and Alignment features are combined into one
set because both the features measure the togetherness of two given table tokens.
In each of these experiments, we have further
experimented with 2 sets of neural network hyperparameters listed in Table 3.
4.4

Results and Discussion

All the experiments with the two sets of neural
network hyperparameters listed in Table 3, indicated that Set-2 outperforms the Set-1. So, we
have listed only the results of experiments carried
out using hyperparameters Set-2 in Table 5.
Multiple experiments indicated that neighborhood features have sufficient information to capture the table structure and the use of visual clues
does increase accuracy. However, one experiment
showed that increasing the number of neighboring
tokens for each token, reduces the Recall measure
of True class. Increased number of False classes
could be a possible explanation for this behavior.
Also, increasing the number of hidden layers or
hidden units of the network did not improve the
accuracy further.
The model achieved an overall accuracy of
97.95% on the test set after training the network
for about an hour. Clearly, the model is predicting
the cell-relationships on unseen token pairs with
very high accuracy. A set of 20 documents containing a variety of tables, which are not part of
training documents, are considered as a validation
set.
The F1-Score of False class is much better than

5

Conclusion and Future Work

By applying the idea of relation extraction in table structure recognition task, we have shown the
possibility of high accuracy information extraction
in unstructured documents. Table structure recognition as relation extraction task is a novel approach in table extraction process and to the best
of our knowledge has never been explored. We
have taken the first step towards this direction and
have proved that a bottom-up approach of cell relationship extraction is the right way towards table structure recognition task. We have compared
three sets of features and showcased the significance of cognitive features in our experiments.
For a few of the tables, closely aligned adja7

cent cells are wrongly identified as one cell. Incorporating the semantic features of the content of
the words, especially using Natural Language Processing, will enrich the feature vector and should
help the model to do better generalizations. Exploring the different layout and visual features and
improving the accuracy of the proposed method
could be one of the possible future works.
Building on top of cell-relationship recognition
work, we hope to explore the table structure extraction further. The knowledge of table cells can
be used to build up the rest of the table structures
from bottom-up. We believe that the relation extraction methodologies apply to other document
understanding tasks and we hope to explore them
as well.
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Abstract
Social media plays a great role in news dissemination which includes good and bad
news. However, studies show that news,
in general, has a significant impact on
our mental stature and that this influence
is more in bad news. An ideal situation
would be that we have a tool that can help
to filter out the type of news we do not
want to consume. In this paper, we provide
the basis for such a tool. In our work, we
focus on Twitter. We release a manually
annotated dataset containing 6,853 tweets
from 5 different topical categories. Each
tweet is annotated with good and bad labels. We also investigate various machine
learning systems and features and evaluate
their performance on the newly generated
dataset. We also perform a comparative
analysis with sentiments showing that sentiment alone is not enough to distinguish
between good and bad news.

1

Introduction

Social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, Reddit,
etc. have become a major source of information
seeking. They provide chances to users to shout
to the world in search of vanity, attention or just
shameless self-promotion. There is a lot of personal discussions but at the same time, there is
a base of useful knowledgeable content which is
worthy enough to consider for the public interest. For example in Twitter, tweets may report
about news related to recent events such as natural
or man-made disasters, discoveries made, local or
global election outcomes, health reports, financial
updates, etc. In all cases, there are good and bad
news scenarios.

Studies show that news, in general, has a significant impact on our mental stature (Johnston and
Davey, 1997). However, it is also demonstrated
that the influence of bad news is more significant
than good news (Soroka, 2006; Baumeister et al.,
2001) and that due to the natural negativity bias,
as described by (Rozin and Royzman, 2001), humans may end up consuming more bad than good
news. Since bad news travels faster than good
news (Kamins et al., 1997; Hansen et al., 2011) the
consumption may increase. This is a real threat to
the society as according to medical doctors and,
psychologists exposure to bad news may have severe and long-lasting negative effects for our well
being and lead to stress, anxiety, and depression
(Johnston and Davey, 1997). (Milgrom, 1981;
BRAUN et al., 1995; Conrad et al., 2002; Soroka,
2006) describe crucial role of good and bad news
on financial markets. For instance, bad news about
unemployment is likely to affect stock markets and
in turn, the overall economy (Boyd et al., 2005).
Differentiating between good and bad news may
help readers to combat this issue and a system that
filters news based on the content may enable them
to control the amount of bad news they are consuming.
The aim of this paper is to provide the basis to
develop such a filtering system to help readers in
their selection process. We focus on Twitter and
aim to develop such a filtering system for tweets.
On this respect the contributions of this work are:
• We introduce a new task, namely the distinction between good and bad news on Twitter.
• We provide the community with a new gold
standard dataset containing 6,893 tweets.
Each tweet is labeled either as good or bad.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
dataset containing tweets with good and bad
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labels. The dataset is publicly accessible and
can be used for further research1 .
• Provide guidelines to annotate good/bad
news on Twitter.
• We implement several features approaches
and report their performances.
• The dataset covers diverse domains. We also
show out-of-domain experiments and report
system performances when they are trained
on in-domain and tested on out-of-domain
data.
In the following, we first discuss related work.
In Section 3 we discuss the guidelines that we use
to annotate tweets and gather our dataset. Section 4 provides description about the data itself.
In Section 5 we describe several baseline systems
performing the good and bad news classification
as well as features used to guide the systems. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2

Related Work

In terms of classifying tweets into the good and
bad classes no prior work exists. The closest studies to our work, are those performing
sentiment classification in Twitter (Nakov et al.,
2016; Rosenthal et al., 2017). Kouloumpis et al.
(2011) use n-gram, lexicon, part of speech and
micro-blogging features for detecting sentiment in
tweets. Similar features are used by Go (2009).
More recently researchers also investigated deep
learning strategies to tackle the tweet level sentiment problem (Severyn and Moschitti, 2015;
Ren et al., 2016). Twitter is multi-lingual and
in Mozetič et al. (2016) the idea of multi-lingual
sentiment classification is investigated. The task,
as well as approaches proposed for determining
tweet level sentiment, are nicely summarized in
the survey paper of Kharde et al. (2016). However, Balahur et al. (2010) reports that there is no
link between good and bad news with positive and
negative sentiment respectively.
Thus, unlike related work, we do tweet level
good vs. bad news classification. We also show
that similar to Balahur et al. (2010), there is no evidence that positive sentiment implies good news
and negative sentiment bad news.
1

https://github.com/aggarwalpiush/
goodBadNewsTweet

Figure 1: Good news tweet

Figure 2: Bad news tweet

3

Good vs Bad News

News can be good for one section of society but
bad for other section. For example, win or loss related news are always subjective. In such cases,
agreement towards news types (good or bad) is
quite low. On the other hand, news related to
natural disaster, geographical changes, humanity,
women empowerment, etc. show very high agreement. Therefore, while defining news types, topicality plays an important role.
We consider news as good news if it relates to
low subjective topics and includes positive overtones such as recoveries, breakthroughs, cures,
wins, and celebrations (Harcup and ONeill, 2017)
and also beneficial for an individual, a group or
society. An example of good news is shown in
Figure 1. In contrary to that, the bad news is defined as when it relates to the low subjective topic
and include negative overtones such as death, injury, defeat, loss and is not beneficial for an individual, a group or society. An example of bad
news is shown in Figure 2. Based on these definitions/guidelines we have gathered our dataset (see
next Section) of tweets containing the good and
bad labels.

4

Dataset

Data collection To collect tweets for annotation,
we first choose low subjective ten topics which
can be divided into five different categories. Then,
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Category
Health
Natural Disaster
Terrorist Attack
Geography and Env.
Science and Edu.

Topics
Ebola
Hiv
Hurricane Harvey
Hurricane Irma
Macerata oohmm
Stockholm Attack
AGU17
Swachh Bharat
IOT
Nintendo
Total

Collected

Annotated

892
663
2,073
795
668
743
652
21
627
78
7,212

852
630
1,997
772
625
697
592
21
602
65
6,853

Table 1: Categories, their topics, and distributions for the dataset generation.
we retrieve the examples from Twitter using its
API2 . Next, we discard non-English tweets and
re-tweets. We also remove duplicates based on
lower-cased first four words of tweets keeping
only the first one. Thereafter, we filter only those
tweets which can be regarded as news by using an
in house SVM classifier (Aggarwal, 2019). This
classifier is trained on tweets annotated with the
labels news and not news. We use this classifier to
remove not news tweets from the annotation task3 .
We select only tweets where the classifier prediction probability is greater than or equal to 80%. In
Table 1, we provide information about the topics
and categories as well as statistics about the collected tweets that will be used for annotation (column collected).
Data Annotation For data annotation, we use
the figure-eight crowdsourcing service4 . Before
uploading our collected examples, we carried out a
round of trial annotation of 300 randomly selected
instances from our tweet collection corpus. The
aim of the trial annotation was
• to ensure the newsworthiness quality of our
collected examples.
• to create test questions to ensure the quality of the annotators, for the rest of the data,
which was carried out using crowdsourcing.
• to test our guidelines described in Section 3.
2

https://www.tweepy.org
Since we want humans to annotate tweets as good and
bad news we apply this approach to filter tweets that are not
news at all and so avoid our annotators spending valuable
time on annotating tweets that are not our target.
4
https://www.figure-eight.com/
3

We ask three annotators5 to classify the selected
examples into good and bad news. We also allowed a third category cannot say. We computed
Fleiss’ kappa Fleiss (1971) on the trial dataset for
the three annotators. The value is 0.605 which indicates rather a high agreement. We used 247 instances agreed by all the three annotators as test
questions for the crowdsourcing platform.
During the crowd annotation, we showed each
annotator 5 tweets per page and paid 3 US Cents
per tweet. For maintaining quality standards, in
addition to the test questions, we applied a restriction so that annotation could be performed
only by people from English speaking countries.
We also made sure that each annotation was performed maximum by 7 annotators and that an annotator agreement of min. 70% was met. Note if
the agreement of 70% was met with fewer annotators then the system would not force an annotation to be done by 7 annotators but would finish earlier. The system requires 7 annotators if
the minimum agreement requirement is not met.
We only choose instances that are annotated by atleast 3 annotators. In addition to the good and bad
news categories we also ask annotators to mandatory provide their confidence score (range between
0-100%) for the label they have annotated6 . We
discarded all the tweets where we did not have
at least 3 annotators with each having min. 50%
confidence value. We also discarded tweets that
are annotated by less than three annotators. We
5

All are post-graduate students who are fluent in English
and use Twitter to post information on a daily basis.
6
We found this strategy better than providing the option
cannot say and later allowed us to discard annotations where
the confidence score was less than 50%.
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use a total 7,212 tweets to annotate. After all filterings, we remained with 6,853 instances which
were classified as good and bad news. Topic-wise
number of successful annotations are displayed in
the fourth column of Table 1.
Inter Annotator Agreement To calculate
agreement between the annotators of the crowdsourcing annotation results, we select the top
three confident annotator labels for each sample.
Based on this, we record an agreement of 0.614
as Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) score indicating a
good agreement among the annotators. We also
claim stability in our annotation task because of
the score similarity with that of trail annotation.

5

Method

Sentiment: We use the textblob9 tool to compute sentiment score over each tweet. The score
varies between -1 (negative) to 1 (positive).
POS-Tag: This feature includes 36 different
pos-tags (uni-gram) and are used as binary features.
Significant terms: Using tf-idf values we also
extract the top 300 terms (uni-gram and bi-gram,
300 in each case) from the training data and use
them as binary features. Note, we extract for good
and bad news separate uni-grams and bi-grams.
Tweet Characteristics: This feature contains
tweet specific characterstics such as the number
of favorite counts, tweet replies count and number
of re-tweets.

We experiment with several machine learning approaches and features. Before using the tweets in
decision making, we also apply a simple preprocessing on them. In the following, we briefly outline these.

5.2.2

5.1

5.2.3

Preprocessing

TF-IDF

In this case, we simply use the training data to create a vocabulary of terms and use this vocabulary
to extract features from each tweet. We use tf-idf
representation for each vocabulary term.
Embeddings

We use the ArkTokenizer (Gimpel et al., 2011) to
tokenize the tweets. In addition to tokenization,
we do lowercasing and remove digits if available
in text.

Finally, we also use fasttext based embedding
(Mikolov et al., 2018) vectors which are trained
on common crawl having 600 billion tokens.

5.2

We investigate 8 classifiers for our task including
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLPC), Support Vector
Machine with linear (LSVC) and rbf (SVC) kernel, K Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), XGBoost
(XGB) and Decision Tree (DT). In addition, we
also fine-tune BERT-base model (Devlin et al.,
2018). Each classifier, except the BERT, has been
trained and tested on each possible combination of
the three feature types.

Features

We extract nine features for each tweet and divide them into Structural, TF-IDF and Embeddings features.
5.2.1

Structural features

Emoticons: We extract all the emoticons from
the training data and use them as a binary feature,
i.e. does a tweet contain a particular emoticon or
not.
Interjections: We use existing list of interjections7 and use them similar to Emoticons as binary
feature.
Lexicons: We use existing positive and negative
lexicons8 and use them as a binary feature.
7
https://www.vidarholen.net/contents/
interjections/
8
http://www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub/FBS/
sentiment-analysis.html

5.3

6

Classifiers

Results

Overall results We performed a stratified 5fold cross-validation. We evaluate each resulting model on a held-back development dataset
containing 264 good news postings and 764 bad
news ones. The 5-fold cross validation has been
performed on the training data containing 4,332
bad news and 1,493 good news instances. For
9
https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/
dev/
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Feature set
Structural
Embeddings
TF-IDF
Structural + Embeddings
Structural + TF-IDF
Embeddings + TF-IDF
ALL

SVC

XGB

LSVC

KNN

RF

MLPC

DT

LR

.78
.88
.86
.86
.87
.89
.88

.78
.86
.85
.85
.87
.87
.88

.77
.87
.86
.87
.87
.89
.89

.77
.86
.83
.79
.80
.87
.82

.77
.85
.84
.86
.87
.88
.87

.63
.85
.84
.86
.86
.87
.86

.74
.72
.83
.78
.81
.81
.82

.78
.87
.87
.87
.87
.89
.88

BERT-base model with its pre-trained embedding features: .92
Table 2: F1 (macro) scores of different classifiers on different feature types evaluated on the test data. MultiLayer Perceptron (MLPC), Support Vector Machine with linear (LSVC) and rbf (SVC) kernel, K Nearest
Neighbour (KNN), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), XGBoost (XGB) and Decision Tree
(DT).
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Good news

fake
racism
fox
attack
migrants
fears

services
cured
resistant
energy
support
arrested

Table 3: Top uni-grams from the good and bad
news significant term lists.
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Structural feature analysis We also evaluate
the structural features of the task independently
(Figure 3). For this, we use the SVC classifier as it
is one of the best performing traditional methods.
From the figure, we see that the significant term
feature gives the best performance. The difference
to the other features is greater than the 23% F1
score. The differences are also significant after
Bonferroni correction (p < 0.008). In Table 3
we list some frequent uni-grams from the significant good and bad term lists. From the table, we
see that the terms are certainly good indicators for
distinguishing between the two classes.

Bad news

Si

each model, we use grid-search method to select the hyper-parameters with best model’s efficiency. The results reported are those obtained on
the test data and are summarized in Table 2. Overall we see that the performances of the classifiers
are all highly satisfactory. Among the more traditional approaches, the best performance is obtained through SVC, LSVC, and LR. We see also
that these approaches work best when embeddings
along with tf-idf features are used, although LSVC
achieves the same results when all features are
used. However, the best performance is achieved
with the BERT-base model leading to 92% F1
score. We computed also significance test using
paired t-test between BERT and more traditional
machine learning approaches10 . However, after
Bonferroni correction (p < 0.007) we found no
significant difference between BERT and the other
systems.

Figure 3: Structural features’ performance using
the SVM classifier evaluated on the test set.

We always use the best result for every system.
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0.84

Tweets

0.8
0.75

0.66

LS
V
C

Be

rt

0.65

C

0.65

0.67

LR

0.7

SV

F1 (Macro)

0.85

Figure 4: Out-of-domain performance of different
systems.
Sentiment for good-vs-bad news We also
tested whether sentiment score can predict good
vs. bad news as Naveed et al. (2011) found a relationship between these two. For this, we use the
textblob sentiment scorer and classify any tweet
as good news when its sentiment score is greater
than 0 otherwise bad. Using this strategy we could
only achieve an F1 score of 55%. This shows that
tackling the good/bad news classification task using sentiment scores is not appropriate. This also
confirms the findings of Balahur et al. (2010).
Out-of-domain experiments We also investigate how stable the models are when they are
trained on in-domains and tested on out-of-domain
data. For this purpose, we split our dataset into a
training set consisting of all examples except instances belonging to the health category. We use
four of the best-performing systems (BERT, SVC,
LSVC, and LR) to train on this training set. The
resulting models are tested on the held-out health
data. Results are shown in Figure 4. From Figure
4 we see that BERT is stable and achieve an F1
score of 84%. The performance of the other system drop by a great margin to the max. 67% F1
score. From this, we can conclude that BERT is a
better system to use for good-vs-bad Twitter news
classification.
Detailed analysis on BERT Our overall but also
the out-of-domain experiments show that BERT is
outperforming the more traditional machine learning approaches. On the overall (1,028 testing instances) results, BERT fails only to classify 63
cases correctly. Using t-SNE distribution (van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008), we analyse BERT’s

12th layer embedding vectors (having 300 dimensions) for random 100 test points (Figure 5). The
analysis shows that BERT can classify semantics
of good and bad news instances correctly even the
instances are in proximity. From Figure 5, we see
that mostly outliers are misclassified.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a new dataset having
6,853 tweet post examples annotated with good
and bad news labels. This dataset will be publicly
available for the research community. We also presented a comparative analysis of supervised classification methods. We investigated nine different feature types and 8 different machine learning
classifiers. The most robust result in our analysis
was the contribution of the BERT-base model in
in-domain but also in out-of-domain evaluations.
Among structural features, significant terms significantly outperform the rest. We also showed
that sentiment scores are not appropriate to classify good-vs-bad news.
In our future work, we plan to expand our investigation by including other features. We also plan
to propose this model for the good-bad classification of news articles.
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Abstract

similar issues to those faced by documentary and
descriptive linguists whose primary endeavor is
the study of minority languages. Lessons learned
from such studies are highly informative to NLP
researchers who seek to overcome analogous challenges in the computational processing of these
types of languages.
Assuming that large monolingual texts are
available, an obvious next step is to leverage
these texts to augment the NMT systems’ performance. Various approaches have been developed for this purpose. In some approaches, target
monolingual texts are employed to train a Language Model (LM) that is then integrated with
MT models trained from parallel texts to enhance
translation quality (Brants et al., 2007; Gülçehre
et al., 2015). Although these approaches utilize
monolingual text to train a LM, they do not address the shortage of bilingual training datasets.
In other approaches, bilingual datasets are automatically generated from monolingual texts by
utilizing the Translation Model (TM) trained on
aligned bilingual text; the resulting sentence pairs
are used to enlarge the initial training dataset
for subsequent learning iterations (Ueffing et al.,
2008; Sennrich et al., 2016). Although these approaches enlarge the bilingual training dataset,
there is no quality control and, thus, the accuracy
of the generated bilingual dataset cannot be guaranteed (Ahmadnia et al., 2018).
To tackle the issues described above, we apply a new round-tripping approach that incorporates dual learning (He et al., 2016) for automatic
learning from unlabeled data, but transcends this
prior work through effective leveraging of monolingual text. Specifically, the round-tripping approach takes advantage of the bootstrapping methods including self-training and co-training. These
methods start their mission from a small set of
labelled examples, while also considering one or

The quality of Neural Machine Translation
(NMT), as a data-driven approach, massively depends on quantity, quality and
relevance of the training dataset. Such
approaches have achieved promising results for bilingually high-resource scenarios but are inadequate for low-resource
conditions. This paper describes a roundtrip training approach to bilingual lowresource NMT that takes advantage of
monolingual datasets to address training
data scarcity, thus augmenting translation quality. We conduct detailed experiments on Persian-Spanish as a bilingually
low-resource scenario. Experimental results demonstrate that this competitive approach outperforms the baselines.

1

Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has made
considerable progress in recent years. However,
to achieve acceptable translation output, large sets
of aligned parallel sentences are required for the
training phase. Thus, as a data-driven paradigm,
the quality of NMT output strongly depends on the
quality as well as quantity of the provided training data (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Unfortunately,
in practice, collecting such parallel text by human
labeling is very costly and time consuming (Ahmadnia and Serrano, 2017).
Low-resource languages are those that have
fewer technologies and datasets relative to some
measure of their international importance. The
biggest issue with low-resource languages is
the extreme difficulty of obtaining sufficient resources. Natural Language Processing (NLP)
methods that have been created for analysis of
low-resource languages are likely to encounter
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two weak translation models, and makes improvement through the incorporation of unlabeled data
into the training dataset.
In the round-tripping approach, the two translation tasks (forward and backward) together make
a closed loop, i.e., one direction produces informative feedback for training the TM for the other
direction, and vice versa. The feedback signals—
which consist of the language model likelihood of
the output model and the reconstruction error of
the original sentence—drive the process of iterative updates of the forward and backward TMs.
For the purpose of evaluation, we apply this approach to a bilingually low-resource language pair
(Persian-Spanish) to leverage monolingual data in
a more effective way. By utilizing the roundtripping approach, the monolingual data play a
similar role to the bilingual data, effectively reducing the requirement for parallel data. In particular, each model provides guidance to the other
throughout the learning process. Our results show
that round-tripping for NMT works well in the
Persian-Spanish low-resource scenario. By learning from monolingual data, this approach achieves
comparable accuracy to a NMT approach trained
from the full bilingual data for the two translation
tasks (forward and backward).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents the previous related work.
In Section 3, we briefly review the relevant mathematical background of NMT paradigm. Section 4
describes the round-trip training approach. The
experiments and results are presented in Section 5.
Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 6.

but improvements are small. The production of
synthetic parallel texts bears resemblance to data
augmentation techniques, where datasets are often
augmented with rotated, scaled, or otherwise distorted variants of the (limited) training set (Rowley
et al., 1998).
A similar avenue of research is self-training
(McClosky et al., 2006). The self-training approach as a bootstrapping method typically refers
to the scenario where the training dataset is enhanced with training instances with artificially
produced output labels (whereas we start with neural network based output, i.e., the translation, and
artificially produce an input). We expect that this
is more robust towards noise in MT.
Hoang et al. (2018) showed that the quality of
back translation matters and proposed an iterative
back translation, in which back translated data are
used to build better translation systems in forward
and backward directions. These, in turn, are used
to reback translate monolingual data. This process
is iterated several times.
Improving NMT with monolingual source data,
following similar work on phrase-based SMT
(Schwenk, 2008), remains possible future work.
Domain adaptation of neural networks via continued training has been shown to be effective for
neural language models by (Ter-Sarkisov et al.,
2015).
Round-tripping has already been utilized in
SMT by (Ahmadnia et al., 2019). In this work,
forward and backward models produce informative feedback to iteratively update the TMs during
the training of the system.

2

NMT consists of an encoder and a decoder. Following (Bahdanau et al., 2015), we adopt an
attention-based encoder-decoder model, i.e., one
that selectively focuses on sub-parts of the sentence during translation. Consider a source sentence X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xJ } and a target sentence
Y = {y1 , y2 , ..., yI }. The problem of translation
from the source language to the target is solved
by finding the best target language sentence ŷ that
maximizes the conditional probability:

3

Related Work

The integration of monolingual data for NMT
models was first proposed by (Gülçehre et al.,
2015), who train monolingual LMs independently,
and then integrate them during decoding through
rescoring of the beam (adding the recurrent hidden state of the LM to the decoder state of the
encoder-decoder network). In this approach, an
additional controller mechanism controls the magnitude of the LM signal. The controller parameters
and output parameters are tuned on further parallel training data, but the LM parameters are fixed
during the fine tuning stage.
Jean et al. (2015) also report on experiments
with reranking of NMT output with a 5-gram LM,

Neural Machine Translation

ŷ = arg max P (y|x)
y

(1)

The conditional word probabilities given the
source language sentence and preceding target language words compose the conditional probability
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a stacking LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997). The goal is to derive a context vector ci
that captures relevant source information to help
predict the current target word yi .
While these models differ in how the context
vector ci is derived, they share the same subsequent steps. ci is calculated as follows:

as follows:
P (y|x) =

I
Y
i=1

P (yi |y<i , x)

(2)

where yi is the target word emitted by the decoder
at step i and y<i = (y1 , y2 , ..., yi−1 ).
To compose the model, both the encoder and decoder are implemented employing Recurrent neural Networks (RNNs) (Rumelhart et al., 1986), i.e.,
the encoder converts source words into a sequence
of vectors, and the decoder generates target words
one-by-one based on the conditional probability
shown in the Equation (2). More specifically, the
encoder takes a sequence of source words as inputs
→
−
and returns forward hidden vectors hj (1 ≤ j ≤ J)
of the forward-RNN:
→
−
−−→
hj = f (hj−1 , x)
(3)

ci =

(8)

where hj is the annotation of source word xj and
αt,j is a weight for the j th source vector at time
step t to generate yi :
αt,j = PJ

exp (score (di , hj ))

j 0 =1 exp

(score (di , hj 0 ))

(9)

The score function above may be defined in a variety of ways as discussed by Luong et al. (2015).
In this paper, we denote all the parameters to be
optimized in the neural network as Θ and denote C
as the dataset that contains source-target sentence
pairs for the training phase. Hence, the learning
objective is to seek the optimal parameters Θ∗ :

These forward and backward vectors are concatenated to make source vectors hj (1 ≤ j ≤ J)
based on Equation (5):
h→
− ←
−i
hj = hj ; hj
(5)

Θ∗ = arg max
Θ

4

The decoder takes source vectors as input and
returns target words. It starts with the initial hidden vector hJ (concatenated source vector at the
end), and generates target words in a recurrent
manner using its hidden state and an output context.
The conditional output probability of a target
language word yi is defined as follows:

X

I
X

(x,y)∈C (i=1)

log P (yt |y<t , x; Θ)
(10)

Method Description

Round-tripping involves two related translation
tasks: the outbound-trip (source-target direction)
and the inbound-trip (target-source direction). The
defining traits of these forward and backward tasks
are that they form a closed loop and both produce informative feedback that enables simultaneous training of the TMs.
We assume availability of: (1) monolingual
datasets (CX and CY ) for the source and target
languages; and (2) two weak TMs (emergent from
training on initial small bilingual corpora) that
bidirectionally translate sentences from source and
target languages. The goal of the round-tripping
approach is to augment the accuracy of the two
TMs by employing the two monolingual datasets
instead of a bilingual text.
We start by translating a sample sentence in one
of the monolingual datasets, as the outbound-trip
(forward) translation to the target language. This
step generates more bilingual sentence pairs between the source and target languages. We then

(6)

where f is a non-linear function and di is the hidden state of the decoder at step i:
di = g(di−1 , yi−1 , ci )

αt,j hj

j=1

Similarly, we obtain backward hidden vectors
←
−
hj (1 ≤ j ≤ J) of the backward-RNN, in the reverse order.
←
−
←−−
hj = f (hj−1 , x)
(4)

P (yi |y<i , x) = softmax (f (di , yi−1 , ci ))

J
X

(7)

where g is a non-linear function taking its previous state vector with the previous output word as
inputs to update its state vector. ci is a context
vector to retrieve source inputs in the form of a
weighted sum of the source vectors hj , first taking as input the hidden state di at the top layer of
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translate the resulting sentence pairs backward
through the inbound-trip translation to the original
language. This step finds high-quality sentences
throughout the entirety of the generated sentence
pairs. Evaluating the results of this round-tripping
approach will provide an indication of the quality of the two TMs, and will enable their enhancement, accordingly. This process is iterated for several rounds until both TMs converge.
We define KX as the number of sentences in
CX and KY as the number of sentences in CY .
We take P (.|S; ΘXY ) and P (.|S; ΘY X ) to be two
neural TMs in which ΘXY and ΘY X are supposed
as their parameters. We also assume the existence
of two LMs for languages X and Y , trained in
advance either by using other resources or using
the monolingual data (CX and CY ). Each LM
takes a sentence as input and produces a real number, based on target-language fluency (LM correctness) together translation accuracy (TM correctness). This number represents the confidence of
the translation quality of the sentence in its own
language.
We start with a sentence in CX and denote
Ssample as a translation output sample. This step
has a score as follows:
R1 = LMY (Ssample )

∇ΘY X E[Rtotal ] =

E[(1 − α)∇ΘY X log P (S|Ssample ; ΘY X )] (15)
Algorithm 1 shows the round-tripping procedure.
Algorithm 1 Round-trip training for NMT
Input: Monolingual dataset in source and target
languages (CX and CY ), initial translation
models in outbound and inbound trips (ΘXY
and ΘY X ), language models in source and target languages (LMX and LMY ), trade-off parameter between 0 and 1 (α), beam search size
(N ), learning rates (γ1,t and γ2,t ).
1: repeat:
2: t = t + 1.
3: Sample sentences SX and SY from CX and
CY respectively.
4: // Update model starting from language X.
Set S = SX .
5: // Generate top-N translations using ΘXY .
Generate sentences Ssample,1 , ..., Ssample,N .
6: for n = 1, ..., N do
7: // Set LM score for nth sampled sentence.
R1,n = LMY (Ssample,n ).
8: // Set TM score for nth sampled sentence.
R2,n = logP (S|Ssample,n ; ΘY X ).
9: // Set total score of nth sampled sentence.
Rn = αR1,n + (1 − α)R2,n .
10: end for
11: // SDG computing for ΘXY .
P
∇ΘXY Ê [Rtotal ] = N1 N
n=1
[Rn ∇ΘXY log P (Ssample,n |S; ΘXY )].
12: // SDG computing for ΘY X .
P
∇ΘY X Ê [Rtotal ] = N1 N
n=1
[(1 − α)∇ΘY X log P (S|Ssample,n ; ΘY X )].
13: // Model update.
ΘXY ← ΘXY + γ1,t ∇ΘXY Ê[Rtotal ].
14: // Model update.
ΘY X ← ΘY X + γ2,t ∇ΘY X Ê[Rtotal ].
15: // Update model starting from language Y .
Set S = SY .
16: Go through lines 5 − 14 symmetrically.
17: until convergence.

(11)

The R1 score indicates the well-formedness of the
output sentence in language Y .
Given the translation output Ssample , we employ the log probability value of s recovered from
the Ssample as the score of the construction:
R2 = log P (S|Ssample ; ΘY X )

(12)

We then adopt the LM score and construction
score as the total reward score:
Rtotal = αR1 + (1 − α)R2

(13)

where α is an input hyper-parameter.
The total reward score is considered a function
of S, Ssample , ΘXY and ΘY X . To maximize this
score, we optimize the parameters in the TMs utilizing Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) (Sutton
et al., 2000). According to the forward TM, we
sample the ssample and then compute the gradient of the expected score (E[Rtotal ]), where E is
taken from Ssample :

To achieve reasonable translations we use beam
search. We generate N-best sample translations
and use the averaged value on the beam search results to estimate the true gradient value.1

∇ΘXY E[Rtotal ] =

E[Rtotal ∇ΘXY log P (Ssample |S; ΘXY )] (14)

1
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We used beam sizes 500 and 1000.

5

Experiments and Results

We trained an RNN-based LM (Mikolov et al.,
2010) for each language using its corresponding
monolingual corpus. The LM was then fixed and
the log-likelihood of a received message was utilized for scoring the TM.
To start the round-trip training approach, the
systems are initialized using warm-start TMs
trained from initial small bilingual data. The goal
is to see whether the round-tripping augments the
baseline accuracy. We retrain the baseline systems
by enlarging the initial small bilingual corpus: we
add the optimized generated bilingual sentences to
the initial parallel text. The new enlarged translation system contains both the initial and optimized
generated bilingual text. For each translation task,
we train the round-trip training approach.
We employ Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
(BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2001) (using multibleu.perl script from Moses) as the evaluation
metric. BLEU is calculated for individual translated segments by comparing them with a data set
of reference translations. The scores of each segment, ranging between 0 and 100, are averaged
over the entire evaluation dataset to yield an estimate of the overall translation quality (higher is
better).
The baseline systems for Persian-Spanish are
first trained, while our round-trip method conducts
joint training. We summarize the overall performances in Table 1:

We apply the round-trip training approach to bilingual Persian-Spanish translation, and evaluate the
results. We used the Persian-Spanish small bilingual corpora from the Tanzil corpus (Tiedemann,
2012),2 which contains about 50K parallel sentence pairs. We also used 5K and 10K parallel sentences extracted from the OpenSubtitles2018 collection (Tiedemann, 2012),3 as the validation and
test datasets, respectively. Finally, we utilized 70K
parallel sentences from the KDE4 corpus (Tiedemann, 2012),4 as the monolingual data.
We implemented the DyNet-based model architecture (Mi et al., 2016) on top of Mantis
(Cohn et al., 2016) which is an implementation of
the attention sequence-to-sequence (Seq-to-Seq)
NMT. For each language, we constructed a vocabulary with the most common 50K words in
the parallel corpora, and OOV words were replace with a special token <UNK>. For monolingual corpora, sentences containing at least one
OOV word were removed. Additionally, sentences
with more than 80 words were removed from the
training set.5 The encoders and decoders make
use of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) with
500 embedding dimensions, 500 hidden dimensions. For training, we used the SGD algorithm
as the optimizer. The batch size was set as 64
with 20 batches pre-fetched and sorted by sentence
lengths.
Below we compare the system based on
the optimized round-trip training (round-tripping)
through two translation systems; the first one is the
standard NMT system (baseline), and the second
one is the system that generates pseudo bilingual
sentence pairs from monolingual corpora to assist
the training step (self-training). For the pseudoNMT we used the trained NMT model to generate
pseudo bilingual sentence pairs from monolingual
text, removed sentences with more than 80 words
(as above), merged the generated data with the
original parallel training data, and then trained the
model for testing. Each of the translation systems
was trained on a single GPU until their performances stopped improving on the validation set.
This approach required an LM for each language.

NMT systems
baseline
self-train
round-trip

Pe-Es
31.12
29.29
34.91

Es-Pe
29.56
27.36
33.43

Table 1: BLEU scores for Persian-Spanish translation task and vice-versa.
As seen in Table 1, the round-tripping systems
outperform the others in both translation directions. In Persian to Spanish translation, the roundtripping system outperforms the baseline by about
3.87 BLEU points and also outperforms the selftraining system by about 6.07 BLEU points. In the
back translation from Spanish to Persian, the improvement of the round-tripping outperforms both
the baseline and self-training by about 3.79 and
5.62 BLEU points, respectively.
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the round-trip training approach. The baseline systems outperform the self-training ones in all cases

2

http://opus.nlpl.eu/Tanzil.php
http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles-v2018.php
4
http://opus.nlpl.eu/KDE4-v2.php
5
The average sentence length is 47; an upper bound of 80
ensured exclusion of non-sentential and other spurious material.
3
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ation. Thus, a possible future direction would
be to design and test the round-tripping approach
for more tasks beyond MT. We note that roundtripping is not restricted to two tasks only. Indeed,
the key idea is to form a closed loop so feedback
signals are extracted by comparing the original input data with the final output data. Therefore, if
more than two associated tasks form a closed loop,
this approach can applied in each task for improvement of the overall model, even in the face of unlabeled data.

because of the noise in the generated bilingual sentences used by self-training. Upon further examination, this result might have been expected given
that the aim of round-trip training is to optimize
the generated bilingual sentences by selecting the
high-quality sentences to get better performance
over self-training systems. When the size of bilingual corpus is small, the round-tripping makes a
larger improvement. This outcome is an indication
that round-trip training approach makes effective
use of monolingual data.
Table 2 shows the performance of the baseline alongside of the enlarged translation systems,
where the latter leverages the training text of the
baseline and the round-tripping systems as well.
NMT systems
baseline
enlarged

Pe-Es
31.12
34.21
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Es-Pe
29.56
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Abstract

The RM is required since different languages
exercise different syntactic ordering. For instance,
adjectives in English precede the noun, while they
typically follow the noun in Spanish (the cloudy
sky versus el cielo nublado); in Persian the verb
precedes the subject, and in Chinese the verb
comes last. As a result, source language phrases
cannot be translated and placed in the same order
in the generated translation in the target language,
but phrase movements have to be considered. This
is the role of the RM. Estimating the exact distance
of movement for each phrase is too sparse; therefore, instead, the lexicalized RM (Koehn, 2009)
estimates phrase movements using only a few reordering types, such as a monotonous order, where
the order is preserved, or a swap, when the order
of two consecutive source phrases is inverted when
their translations are placed in the target side.
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has been
receiving significant attention due to its impressive
translation performance (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
NMT differs from SMT in its adoption of a large
neural network to perform the entire translation
process in one shot, for which an encoder-decoder
architecture is widely used. In this approach, a
source sentence is encoded into a continuous vector representation. Subsequently, the decoder uses
that representation to generate the corresponding
target translation.
NMT’s word-by-word translation generation
strategy makes it difficult to translate phrases.
This is a significant MT challenge as the meaning of a phrase is not always deducible from the
meanings of its individual words or parts. Unfortunately, current NMT systems are word-based or
character-based where phrases are not considered
as translation units. By contrast, phrases are more
effective than words as translation units in SMT.
Indeed, leveraging phrases has had a significant
impact on translation quality (Wang et al., 2017).

Phrases play a key role in Machine Translation (MT). In this paper, we apply a
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model
over conventional Phrase-Based Statistical
MT (PBSMT). The core idea is to use
an LSTM encoder-decoder to score the
phrase table generated by the PBSMT decoder. Given a source sequence, the encoder and decoder are jointly trained in
order to maximize the conditional probability of a target sequence. Analytically, the performance of a PBSMT system is enhanced by using the conditional
probabilities of phrase pairs computed by
an LSTM encoder-decoder as an additional feature in the existing log-linear
model. We compare the performance of
the phrase tables in the PBSMT to the
performance of the proposed LSTM and
observe its positive impact on translation
quality. We construct a PBSMT model using the Moses decoder and enrich the Language Model (LM) utilizing an external
dataset. We then rank the phrase tables
using an LSTM-based encoder-decoder.
This method produces a gain of up to 3.14
BLEU score on the test set.

1

Introduction

The three most essential components of a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system are:
(1) Translation Model (TM); (2) Language Model
(LM); and (3) Reordering Model (RM). Among
these models, the RM plays an important role in
Phrase-Based SMT (PBSMT) (Marcu and Wong,
2002; Koehn et al., 2003), and it still remains
a major focus of intense study (Kanouchi et al.,
2016; Du and Way, 2017; Chen et al., 2019).
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LSTM-based encoder-decoder, thus yielding improvements in quality. Sentences with the highest
scores are selected as the translation output.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the previous related work.
Sections 3 and 4 describe our PBSMT framework
and LSTM encoder-decoder integration, respectively. Section 5 presents the key elements of our
approach, bringing together PBSMT and LSTM
encoder-decoder for phrase scoring. The experimental results are covered in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 presents conclusions and future work.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) (Rumelhart et al., 1986) are a class of artificial neural network that has recently resurfaced in the field of
MT (Schwenk, 2012). Unlike feed-forward networks, RNNs leverage recurrent connections that
enable the network to refer to prior states and,
thus, to process arbitrary sequences of input. The
cornerstone of RNNs is their ability to connect
previous information to the present task. For example, given a LM that predicts the next word
based on previous words, no further context is
needed to predict the last word in the clouds are
in the sky.

2

When the gap between the relevant information
and the place that it is needed is small, RNNs learn
the next word from past information. But there are
cases where more context is needed, e.g., in the
prediction of the last word in I grew up in Spain
and I speak fluent Spanish. The word Spain suggests that the last word is probably the name of a
language, but to narrow down that language, access to a larger context is needed. It is entirely
possible for the gap between the relevant information and the point where it is needed to become indefinitely large. Unfortunately, as that gap grows,
RNNs are increasingly unable to learn to connect
the information.

Related Work

Recently, various neural network models have
been applied to MT. However, few approaches
have made effective use of neural networks to enhance the translation quality of SMT.
Sundermeyer et al. (2014) designed a neural TM
that uses LSTM-based RNNs and Bidirectional
RNNs, wherein the target word is conditioned not
only on the history but also on the future source
context. The result was a fully formed source sentence for predicting target words.
Feed-forward neural LMs, first proposed by
Bengio et al. (2003), were a breakthrough in language modeling. Mikolov et al. (2011) proposed
the use of recurrent neural network in language
modeling, thus enabling a much longer context
history for predicting the next word. Experimental results showed that the RNN-based LM significantly outperforms the standard feed-forward LM.
Schwenk (2012) proposed a feed-forward neural network to score phrase pairs. They employed a feed-forward neural network with fixedsize phrasal inputs consisting of seven words, and
with zero padding for shorter phrases. The system also had fixed-size phrasal output consisting
of seven words. Similarly, Devlin et al. (2014)
utilized a feed-forward neural network to generate translations, but they simultaneously predicted
one word in a target phrase. The use of feedforward neural networks demands the use of fixedsize phrases to work properly.
Zou et al. (2013) also proposed bilingual learning of word and phrase embeddings, which were
used to compute the distance between phrase
pairs. The result was an additional annotation to
score the phrase pairs of an SMT system.
Chandar et al. (2014) trained a feed-forward
neural networks to learn the mapping of an in-

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) are an extension of RNNs, capable of learning such longterm dependencies. RNNs are a chain of repeating modules of neural network and, in their simplest form, the repeating module has a single layer.
LSTMs also have this chain-like structure, but the
repeating modules have four interacting layers.
This paper presents a PBSMT model based on
the Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007) with a LM
that is enriched by an external dataset. Scoring of
the phrase table generated by Moses is achieved
through a LSTM encoder-decoder, and the result
is then evaluated in an English-to-Spanish translation task. Specifically, the model is trained to
learn the translation probabilities between English
phrases and their corresponding Spanish ones.
The trained model is then used as a part of a
classical PBSMT system, with each phrase pair
scored in the phrase table. Our evaluation proves
that this approach enhances the translation performance. Although Moses itself is able to score
phrases as a part of the coding process, our approach includes the scoring of phrases using the
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correspond to a logarithmic scaling of the probabilities of each model. The translation process involves segmenting the source sentence into source
phrases x, each of which is translated into a target phrase y, and reordering these target phrases to
yield the target sentence ŷ. This model is considered superior in comparison to the noisy-channel
model because of the ability to adjust the importance of individual features, thus controlling each
feature’s influence on the overall output.
In the PBSMT model, the TM is factored into
the translation probabilities of matching phrases
in the source and target sentences (Ahmadnia
and Serrano, 2015). These are considered additional features in the log-linear model and are
weighted accordingly to maximize the performance as measured by Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2001). The neural LM Bengio et al. (2003) has become a community standard for SMT system development, i.e.,
neural networks have been used to rescore translation hypotheses (k-best lists). Recently, however, there has been an emerging interest in training neural networks to score the translated phrase
pairs using a source-sentence representation as an
additional input (Zou et al., 2013). We adopt this
approach for our own PBSMT enrichment, as further detailed below.

put phrase to its corresponding output phrase using a bag-of-words approach. This is closely related to the model proposed by Schwenk (2012),
except that their input representation of a phrase
was a Bag-Of-Words (BOW). A similar encoderdecoder approach that used two RNNs was proposed by Socher et al. (2011), but their model was
restricted to a monolingual setting.
More recently, an encoder-decoder model using an RNN was proposed by Auli et al. (2013),
where the decoder was conditioned on a representation of either a source sentence or a source context. Kalchbrenner and Blunsom (2013) proposed
a similar model that uses the concept of an encoder
and decoder. They used an n-gram LM for the encoder part and a combination of inverse LM and
an RNN for the decoder part. The evaluation of
their model was based on rescoring the K-best list
of the phrases from the SMT phrase table.

3

From SMT to PBMST

Our enhancement to SMT takes a noisy channel model as a starting point, where translation is
modeled by decoding a source text, thereby eliminating the noise (e.g., adjusting lexical and syntactic divergences) to uncover the intended translation. However, as in our prior work (Ahmadnia et al., 2017), we adopt a more general, loglinear variant to accommodate an unlimited number of features and to provide a more general
framework for controlling each feature’s influence
on the overall output. Standard probabilities are
scaled to their logarithmic counterparts that are
then added together, rather than multiplying, following standard logarithmic rules. The log-linear
model is derived via direct modelling of the posterior probability P (y1I |xJ1 ):
ŷ = arg max P (y1I |xJ1 )

4

Following Ahmadnia et al. (2018), we enhance
NMT performance by estimating the conditional
probability P (yiI |xJj ) where (xj , ..., xJ ) is a
source sequence and (yi , ..., yI ) is its corresponding target sequence whose length I may differ from J. The LSTM computes this conditional probability by first obtaining the fixeddimensional representation ν of the source sequence given by the last hidden state of the LSTM,
and then computing the probability of the target
sequence with a standard LSTM as the neural LM
formulation whose initial hidden state is set to the
representation ν of the source sequence. This is
specified as follows:

(1)

y1I

where x is a source sentence.
The PBSMT model is an example of the noisy
channel approach, where the translation hypothesis y is presented as the target sentence (given x as
a source sentence), and the log-linear combination
of feature functions is maximized:
( M
)
X
J I
ŷ = arg max
λm hm (x1 , y1 )
(2)
y1I

Integration of LSTM Encoder-Decoder

P (yiI |xJj ) =

I
Y
i=1

P (yi |ν, y1i−1 )

(3)

where the P (yi |ν, y1i−1 ) distribution is represented
with a softmax over all words in the vocabulary.
To compose the model, both the encoder and
decoder are implemented employing RNNs, i.e.,

m=1

In the log-linear model of Equation (2), λm corresponds to the weighting coefficients of the loglinear combination. Feature functions hm (xJ1 , y1I )
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the encoder converts source words into a sequence
of vectors, and the decoder generates target words
one-by-one based on the conditional probability
shown in Equation (3). Specifically, the encoder
takes a sequence of source words as inputs and re→
−
turns forward hidden vectors hj (1 ≤ j ≤ J) of
the forward-RNN:
→
−
−−→
hj = f (hj−1 , x)
(4)
←
−
Similarly, backward hidden vectors hj (1 ≤ j ≤
J) of the backward-RNN are obtained, in reverse
order.
←
−
←−−
hj = f (hj−1 , x)
(5)

where αij is a weight for the j th source vector at
time step t to generate yi :
exp (score (ht , hj ))
αij = PJ
j 0 =1 exp (score (ht , hj 0 ))

The score function above is calculated as follows:2
score(ht , hj ) = hTt hj

L(θ) =

5

(7)

(8)

where Wc is a parameter matrix and ht =
g(ht−1 , yt−1 ). Here, g is an RNN function that
takes its previous state vector and previous output
word as input and updates its state vector. ct is a
context vector to retrieve source inputs in the form
of a weighted sum of the source vectors hj , first
taking as input the hidden state ht at the top layer
of a stacking LSTM.
The goal of the approach above is to derive a
context vector ct that captures relevant source information, thus enabling the prediction of the current target word yt . While a variety of models may
be used to derive a range of different context vectors ct , the same subsequent steps are taken. Equation (8) defines our choice for ct :
S
X

αij hj

(9)

(12)

Phrase Scoring by LSTM

2

The decoder puts more attention (weights) on source
vectors close to the state vector.
3
Region of probability concentration.

j=1

1

k
log P (yik |y<i
, xk )

The centerpiece of our PBSMT enhancements is
the inclusion of two stages: (1) training of a LSTM
encoder-decoder on a phrase table; and (2) subsequent use of training output scores as additional
features in the log-linear model when tuning the
SMT decoder.
During LSTM encoder-decoder training, the
frequencies of each phrase pair in the original corpora are ignored. This measure is taken to reduce the computational expense of randomly selecting phrase pairs from a large phrase table according to the frequencies. Additionally, this measure ensures that the LSTM encoder-decoder does
not learn to rank each phrase pair according to its
frequency of occurrence.
Regarding the latter point, one reason behind
this choice is that the existing translation probability in the phrase table already reflects the frequency of phrase pair occurrence in the original corpus. With a fixed capacity of the LSTM
encoder-decoder, we need to ensure that most of
the capacity of the model is focused on learning
linguistic regularities, i.e., distinguishing between
translations, or learning the manifold3 of translations. Once the LSTM encoder-decoder is trained,
we add a new score for each phrase pair to the existing phrase table. This allows the new scores to
enter into the existing tuning algorithm with minimal additional overhead in computation.
An alternative to what is described above is the
replacement of the existing phrase table with the

where Ws is a parameter matrix in the output layer
and h̃t is a vector:

ct =

K X
J
X
k=1 i=1

The decoder takes source vectors as inputs and
returns target words, starting with the initial hidden vector hJ .1 Target words are generated in a
recurrent manner using the decoder’s hidden state
and an output context. The conditional output
probability of a target language word yi is defined
as follows:

h̃t = tanh(Wc [ct ; ht ])

(11)

Given training data with K bilingual sentences, we train the model by maximizing the loglikelihood as follows:

These forward and backward vectors are concatenated to make source vectors hj (1 ≤ j ≤ J)
based on Equations (4) and (5):
h→
− ←
−i
hj = hj ; hj
(6)

Pθ (yt |y<t , X) = sof tmax (Ws h̃t )

(10)

Concatenated source vector at the end.
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LSTM encoder-decoder. In such an approach, the
problem would be recast in the form of the following implementation: given a source phrase, the
LSTM encoder-decoder generates a list of target
phrases (Schwenk, 2012). However, in this alternative, an expensive sampling procedure must
be performed repeatedly. In our approach, the
only phrase pairs that are rescored are those in the
phrase table.

6

produces the best-scored phrases as output.
For the training phase of SMT, we apply the following steps:
• Tokenization: Insert spaces and punctuation
between words.
• True-casing: Convert initial words in each
sentence to their most probable casing, to reduce data sparsity.

Experiments and Results

• Cleaning: Remove both long and empty sentences, as they may cause misalignment issues within the training pipeline.

Numerous large resources are available for building an English-Spanish SMT system, many of
which have become community standards, used in
translation tasks in annual workshops and conferences on SMT hosted by ACL, NAACL, EACL,
and EMNLP (SMT 2006-2015 and WMT 20162019). Bilingual datasets include Europarl, NewsCommentary, UN, and two crawled corpora.4 For
our purposes, we have trained the Spanish LM using about 700M words of crawled newspaper material.5
We select a subset of 350M words for language
modeling as well as a subset of 300M words for
training the LSTM encoder-decoder. We use the
test set newstest2011 and newstest2012 for data
selection and weight tuning with Minimum Error rate Training (MERT) (Och, 2003), and newstest2013 as our test set. Each set has more than
70K words and a single reference translation.
For training the neural networks, including our
LSTM encoder-decoder, we limited the source and
target vocabulary to the most frequent 10K words
for both English and Spanish. This covers approximately 90% of the dataset. All the Out-OfVocabulary (OOV) words were mapped to a special token (<UNK>).
The baseline PBSMT system is built on top of
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) with default settings.
Moses is an SMT decoder that enables automatic
training of TMs for any language pair using a large
parallel corpus. Once the model is trained, an efficient search algorithm finds the highest probability translation among the exponential number
of candidates. Training the Moses decoder yields
a phrase model as well as a TM which, together,
support translation between source and target languages. Moses scores each phrase in the phrase
table with respect to a given source sentence and
4
5

The LM is built with the target language (in
our case-study, Spanish is the target language) to
ensure fluent and well-formed output. KenLM
(Heafield, 2011), which comes bundled with the
Moses toolkit, is used for building our LM. Also
to train the TM, GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) is
used for word alignment. Finally, the phrases are
extracted and scored as well. The generated phrase
table is later used to translate test sentences that
are compared to the results of the LSTM encoderdecoder.
The following steps are applied to build the
NMT system with the LSTM Encoder-Decoder:
• Vocabulary building: Generate vocabulary
corpus for both source and target sides.
• Corpus shuffle: Shuffle the vocabulary corpus of both source and target languages.
• Dictionary building: Create dictionary by
leveraging an alignment file to replace the
<UNK> words.
The files mentioned above are fed to the LSTM
encoder for the training phase of the NMT system.
The number of epochs is set to 1000. LSTM cells
are used with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014), also 0.001 and 512 are as error rate and
batch size, respectively. The validation split of 0.1
is used for the training as well. After the training
step, the LSTM decoder will be used to translate
given sentences.
In order to analyze the improvement of the
performance of LSTM encoder-decoder over the
SMT system analyzing the scores of the phrase
pairs, we did the same as (Cho et al., 2014); selecting those phrase pairs that are scored higher
by the LSTM encoder-decoder compared to the

These two corpora are quite noisy.
Word counts refer to Spanish words, after tokenization.
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compared the resulting translation quality of the
LSTM against PBSMT and a NMT baseline, and
demonstrated a BLEU score increase of up to 3.14
and 1.12, respectively. We also noticed that SMT
works well for long sentences while NMT works
well for short sentences.
Since NMT systems usually have to apply a
certain-sized vocabulary to avoid time-consuming
training and decoding, such systems suffer from
OOV issues. Furthermore, NMT lacks a mechanism to guarantee/control translation of all the
source words and favors short translations, resulting in fluent but inadequate translations.
Issues outlined above are fodder for future
work. For example, the incorporation of SMT features into the NMT model within the log-linear
framework may be a future next step to address
the training/decoding issue above.

SMT system with respect to a given source sentence. The scoring of the phrases provided by the
LSTM encoder-decoder is similar to the scoring
of the phrases provided by the phrase table of the
SMT system as the quality of the translation is approximately the same.
We employ BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001) as the
evaluation metric. BLEU is calculated for individual translated segments by comparing them with a
dataset of reference translations. The scores, between 0 and 100 are averaged over the whole evaluation dataset to reach an estimate of the translation overall quality. Table 1 shows the results on
both development set as well as test set.
Model
PBSMT
NMT-baseline
LSTM

BLEU-dev
30.84
31.95
33.49

BLEU-test
28.51
30.53
31.65
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LSTM encoder-decoder scores indicate in overall improvement in translation performance in
terms of BLEU scores. As seen in Table 1, our
LSTM encoder-decoder outperforms the NMTbaseline by 1.12 BLEU points while it outperforms the PBSMT by 3.14 BLEU points. Our
LSTM encoder-decoder is able to score a pair of
sequences (in terms of a conditional probability)
or to generate a target sequence given a source sequence.
We evaluated the proposed model with the SMT
task, using the LSTM encoder-decoder to score
each phrase pair in the phrase table. Qualitatively, we showed that this model captures linguistic regularities in the phrase pairs and also that
the LSTM encoder-decoder proposes well-formed
target phrases. We also found that the LSTM
encoder-decoder contribution is orthogonal to the
existing use of neural networks in the SMT system. We conclude that further performance improvements are likely if we were to use the LSTM
encoder-decoder and the neural LM together.
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Abstract

Among these resources PropBank is a commonly used semantic resource which includes
predicate - argument structure by stating the roles
that each predicate can take along with the annotated corpora. It has been applied to more than 15
different languages. However, manually creating
such semantic resource is labor-intensive, timeconsuming and most importantly requires a professional linguistic perspective. Also limited linguistic data further blocks generating PropBanklike resources.
Various studies such as Zhuang and Zong
(2010), Van der Plas et al. (2011) (2014),
Kozhevnikov and Titov (2013), Akbik et al.
(2015), which transfer semantic information using
parallel corpus, are presented to cope with these
problems. In this way, semantic information projected from a resource-rich language (English) to
a language with inadequate resources and PropBank of the target language is automatically generated. Here the assumption is translated parallel
sentences generally share same semantic information. Word and constituent based alignment techniques are widely used to construct mapping between source and target languages for annotation
projection. Previous studies report translation divergences and language specific differences affect
the quality of the projection. Filtering projections
using learning methods is suggested to increase
precision. In this paper, we present our study to
create automatic Turkish PropBank using parallel
sentences from English PropBank.
This paper is organized as follows: we first
give brief information about English and Turkish PropBanks in Section 2. In Section 3, Studies for the automatic proposition bank generation
are discussed. In the next section proposed methods are presented. First, we explain the annotation projection using parallel sentence trees. Then,
we propose methods for aligning parallel sentence
phrases not aligned with tree structure. Finally, in

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is an important task for understanding natural languages, where the objective is to analyse
propositions expressed by the verb and to
identify each word that bears a semantic
role. It provides an extensive dataset to enhance NLP applications such as information retrieval, machine translation, information extraction, and question answering. However, creating SRL models are
difficult. Even in some languages, it is infeasible to create SRL models that have
predicate-argument structure due to lack
of linguistic resources. In this paper, we
present our method to create an automatic
Turkish PropBank by exploiting parallel
data from the translated sentences of English PropBank. Experiments show that
our method gives promising results.

1

Introduction

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a well defined
task that identifies semantic roles of the words
in a sentence. Event characteristics and participants are simply identified by answering “Who did
what to whom” questions. Having this semantic
information facilitates NLP applications such as
machine translation, information extraction, and
question answering. After the development of statistical machine learning methods in the area of
computational linguistics, learning complex linguistic knowledge has became feasible for NLP
applications. Recent semantic resources specifically for SRL which provides input for developing statistical approaches are FrameNet (Fillmore
et al., 2004), PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer,
2002) (2003), (2005), (Bonial et al., 2014) and
NomBank (2004). These resources enables us to
understand language structure by providing a stable semantic representation.
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ies constitute a base for Turkish proposition bank,
but their size is limited and construction of these
proposition banks consumed a lot of time.

Section 5, we conclude with the results.

2
2.1

PropBank
English PropBank

3

PropBank is the bank of propositions where
predicate-argument information of the corpora is
annotated and semantic roles or arguments that
each verb can take are posited. It is constituted
on the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) Wall
Street Journal [WSJ]. The primary goal is to label syntactic elements in a sentence with specific
argument roles to standardize labels for the similar arguments such as the window in John broke
the window and the window broke. PropBank
uses conceptual labels for arguments from Arg0 to
Arg5. Only Arg0 and Arg1 indicate the same roles
across different verbs where Arg0 means agent
or causer and Arg1 is the patient or theme. The
rest of the argument roles can vary across different verbs. They can be instrument, start point, end
point, beneficiary, or attribute.
Moreover, PropBank uses ArgM’s as modifier labels where the role is not specific to the verb group
and generalizes over the corpora such as location,
temporal, purpose, or cause etc. arguments. The
first version of English PropBank, named as The
Original PropBank, is constructed for only verbal predicates whereas the latest version includes
all syntactic realizations of event and state semantics by focusing different expressions in form
of nouns, adjectives and multi-word expressions
to represent complete event relations within and
across sentences.
2.2

Automatic PropBank Generation
Studies

PropBanks are also generated automatically for
resource-scarce languages by using parallel corpus. In this section, proposition bank studies for
automatic generation are presented. Zhuang and
Zong (2010) proposed performing SRL on parallel
corpus of different languages and merging the result via a joint inference model can improve SRL
results for both input languages. In the study an
English and Chinese parallel corpus is used. First
each predicate is processed by monolingual SRL
systems separately for producing argument candidates. After the candidates formed, a Joint Inference model selects the candidate that is reasonable
to the both languages. Also, a log-linear model is
formulated to evaluate the consistency. This approach increased F1 scores 1.52 and 1.74 respectively for Chinese and English.
Van der Plas et al. (2011) presents cross-lingual
semantic transfer from English to French. English syntactic-semantic annotations were transferred using word alignments to French language.
French semantic annotations gathered from the
first step were then trained with a French joint
syntactic-semantic parser along with the French
syntactic annotations trained separately. Joint
syntactic-semantic parser is used for learning the
relation between semantic and syntactic structure
of the target language and reduces the errors arising from the first step. This approach reaches 4%
lower than the upper bound for predicates and 9%
for arguments.
Kozhevnikov (2013) shows SRL model transfer
from one language to another can be achieved
by using shared feature representation. Shared
feature representation for language pairs is constructed based on syntactic and lexical information. Afterwards, a semantic role labeling model
is trained for source language and then used for
the target language. As a result SRL model of the
target language is generated. Process only requires
a source language model and parallel data to construct target SRL model. Approach is applied for
English, French, Czech and Chinese languages.
In the next study, Van der Plas (2014) improves the
labeling results with respect to the previous work

PropBank Studies for Turkish

There have been different attempts to construct
Turkish PropBank in the literature. Şahin (2016a;
2016b), Şahin and Adalı (2017) report semantic
role annotation of arguments in the Turkish dependency treebank. They construct PropBank by
using ITU-METU-Sabancı Treebank (IMST). In
these studies, frame files of Turkish PropBank are
constructed and extended by utilizing crowdsourcing. 20,060 semantic roles are annotated in 5,635
sentences. The size of the resource is stated as a
drawback in the study. Recently, Ak et al. (2018)
construct another Turkish Proposition Bank using
translated sentences of English PropBank. So far,
9,560 of 17,000 translated sentences are annotated
with semantic roles. Also, framesets are created
for 1,330 verbs and 1,914 verb senses. These stud34

relations with verbal predicates. In the newer versions adjective and noun relations are also annotated. Since we compare projection results with
manually annotated corpus (Ak et al., 2018) which
only contains verbal relations, we use the initial version of the English PropBank. We downloaded this dataset and imported annotations for
the selected sentences. After this step 6,060 sentences among 9,558 were enhanced with the English annotations. Below in Figure 1, a sample
sentence is presented. English annotations are inserted inside “englishPropbank” tags right after
Turkish annotations which reside in “propbank”
tags. Some of the words have only English annotation, because there is no word translated in
the Turkish sentence for this node. As an example, “their” in Figure 1 has annotations in the englishPropbank tag but there is no equivalent translation in Turkish, presented as “*NONE*”, so
propbank tag does not exist. English tags have
predicate information that annotation belongs to.
“Müşterilerinin” (customers) in the same example has “ARG0$like 01#ARG1$think 01” in the
englishPropbank tag which means there exists at
least two words whose root is in verb form. Here
the word is annotated with respect to “like” and
“think” separately. We have separated multiple
annotations with “#” sign and in each annotation
predicate label and role is distinguished by “$”
sign. In the Turkish annotation, WordNet id of the
predicate was used instead of predicate label.

(Van der Plas et al., 2011) by building separate
models for arguments and predicates. Also, problems of transferring semantic annotations using
parallel corpus is examined in the paper. Token-totoken basis annotation transfer, translation shifts,
and alignment errors in the previous work is replaced with a global approach that aggregates information at corpus level. Instead of using English semantic annotations of roles and predicate
together with French PoS tags to generate French
semantic annotations, English annotations of predicates and roles used separately to generate one
predicate and one role semantic annotations separately.
Akbik et al. propose a two stage approach (Akbik et al., 2015). In the first stage only filtered
semantic annotation is projected. Since high confidence semantic labels projected, resulting target
semantic labels will be high in precision and low
in recall. In the next stage, completed target language sentences sampled and a classifier is trained
to add new labels to boost recall and preserve precision. Proposed system is applied on 7 different
languages from 3 different language family. These
languages are Chinese, Arabic, French, German,
Hindi, Russian, and Spanish.

4

Methods

Among the studies for Turkish proposition bank,
Ak et al. (2018) is constructed on parallel English
- Turkish sentences from the Original English
PropBank. We have used the corpus provided in
this study to automatically generate proposition
bank.
4.1

4.1.2

After importing English annotations, it is necessary to determine predicate(s) of the Turkish sentences. Morphological structures of the words are
examined to detect predicate candidates. Words
were morphologically and semantically analyzed
in translated Penn TreeBank. We have used “morphologicalAnalysis” tag to check the morphological structure of the words. In Figure 1, sample
morphological structure is displayed.
The word which has a verb root and verb according to last inflectional group is treated as the
predicate of the sentence. Once we found a word
suitable for these conditions, we gathered English
PropBank annotation. If it is also labeled as predicate in English proposition bank, we got the predicate label, e.g. like 01, to find annotations with respect to this predicate. We searched for the found

Automatic Turkish PropBank Using
Parallel Sentence Trees

Penn Treebank structure offers advantages for
building fully tagged data set in accordance with
syntactic labels, morphological labels and parallel
sentences. We used this structure to add English
PropBank labels for each word in the corpus. In
this manner, we exploited this parallel dataset to
transfer English PropBank annotations to an automatic Turkish PropBank.
4.1.1

Transfering Annotations to Automatic
Turkish PropBank Using Parallel
Sentences

English PropBank Labels

Original English PropBank corpus (Palmer et al.,
2004) is accessible through Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). This resource is the initial version
of the English PropBank and it only includes the
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Figure 1: Part of a sentence tree : English PropBank annotations reside in “englishPropBank” tags.
PropBank labels transferred from English annotations but no annotation exists in hand annotated
proposition bank. Annotations to be compared is
not valid so we did not include this set in the evaluation.

predicate label in the annotations and transfered
annotations matching with the predicate label. If
we could not find a predicate in Turkish sentence
or the corresponding English label did not contain
Predicate role annotation, we skipped to the next
predicate candidate.
During the transfer, a mapping was needed due
to the difference between English and Turkish (Ak
et al., 2018) argument labeling. English PropBank
corpus has “-” sign in ArgM’s like ARGM-TMP
and also some of the arguments from Arg1 to Arg5
are labeled with the prepositions such as ARG1AT, ARG2-BY etc. We processed these differences and then transferred labels into the “propbank” tags. After analyzing Turkish sentences
we found out some sentences have more than one
predicate, so we continued to search for another
predicate in the sentence and ran the same procedure for each predicate candidate.
4.1.3

Transferred
Correct
19,373
Incorrect
6,441
Undetermined 5,999
Total
31,813

Untransferred
Not H.A. 8,837
H.A.
Total

4,129
12,966

Table 1: Results of the comparison between automatic proposition bank and hand annotated (H.A.)
proposition bank.
When we remove undetermined 5,999 words in
the comparison; 19,373 annotations from 25,814
annotations are correct, which gives us ∼75% accuracy for transferred and comparable set. These
5,999 annotations may be hand-annotated and recompared for validity of the transferred annotations.
In Table 2, we present occurrences of erroneous
annotation transfers. Only top ten occurrences are
presented. Arg0-Arg1 transfers are the most occurred incorrect transfers 1,843 among 6,441 incorrect annotations. Second most occurred error
is in Arg1-Arg2 labels. Errors in Arg0-Arg1 and
Arg1-Arg2 labels forms ∼44% of the transfer errors.
On the other hand, when we look at the all
word results, 12,966 roles were not transferred.
If we take these untransferred instances as incorrect; 19,373 annotations out of 38,780 annotation
are true and the accuracy drops to ∼50%. However, 8,837 of untransferred annotation are not an-

Experiments

Annotations gathered from the English sentence
were compared with the Turkish hand-annotated
proposition bank (Ak et al., 2018). Comparisons
were done at the word level by checking the annotations for each corpus. Among the 6,060 sentences enhanced with English PropBank roles,
848 sentences did not have a predicate in Turkish proposition bank. Therefore, in 5,212 sentences, 44,779 word annotations were compared.
31,813 annotations were transferred from English
to Turkish. Results of the comparison are presented in Table 1. 19,373 words annotated with
PropBank roles correctly . 6,441 annotations are
incorrect, PropBank tags are different in both corpus. 5,999 annotations are undetermined, valid
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Different Arguments
ARG0-ARG1
ARG1-ARG2
ARG2-ARGMEXT
ARG1-PREDICATE
ARG0-ARG2
ARG4-ARGMEXT
ARG1-ARGMPNC
ARG1-ARGMMNR
ARG1-ARGMTMP
ARG1-ARGMLOC

# of Occurrence
1,843
961
462
255
229
226
220
186
160
148

tree formatted English sentence to extract English
propbank annotations. However, since the target
sentence do not have tree structure definition we
used other word alignment methods to determine
annotation projection.
4.2.2

In order to transfer annotations, first we tried to
match predicates of English sentence and Turkish translation. Again we utilize “morphologicalAnalysis” tags to determine predicate candidates
in the phrase sentence. Words which have a verb
root and verb according to last inflectional group
is treated as the predicate candidates of the sentence. Once we found all the words ensuring these
conditions, we gathered all English PropBank annotation labels which are tagged as “Predicate” in
‘englishPropbank” tag. To align predicates in different languages, we tried to exploit WordNet’s
(Ehsani et al., 2018) interlingual mapping capabilities. For each predicate in English sentence
we find Turkish translation by searching English
synset id in the WordNet. English synset id is located in englishSemantics tags as in the sample
in Figure 1. If there exists any translation in the
WordNet, we take Turkish synset id and search it
in the predicate candidates found for phrase sentence. Whenever translation found, we align predicates and try to transfer annotation with respect
to aligned English label. For annotation transfer of
other arguments we again align words using WordNet’s interlingual mapping. An example WordNet
record is presented in Figure 3.
First results gathered with only WordNet mapping were very low. True annotation count is
2,195 among 29,168 annotations tagged manually
which yields 7.53%. However, transferred false
annotation count is only 342. System heavily relies on semantic annotations for both English and
Turkish words where some of the words failed to
have semantic annotation. We look deeper into
dataset provided by Ak et al. (2018), 11,006 English words do not have semantic annotation so we
failed to match these words with Turkish counterparts.
Some words are not annotated semantically
such as, proper nouns, time, date, numbers, ordinal numbers, percentiles, fractional numbers,
number intervals, and reel numbers. Most of
these words are same in Turkish translation so
we matched English and Turkish words by string
match. For example if a sentence contains proper

Table 2: Counts of different argument annotations
between transferred annotations and hand annotations.
notated in the hand-annotated corpus. Only 4,129
are valid PropBank arguments. In this respect, if
we count only valid arguments for untransferred
annotations, accuracy is ∼65%.
4.2

Automatic Turkish PropBank Using
Parallel Sentence Phrases

In the previous method, annotation projection using parallel sentence trees is discussed. However,
finding such a resource in a special format is difficult especially if you are working with a resourcescarce language. Most of the time creating a formatted parallel resource like tree structured sentences complicates translation procedure. In this
section, automatic generation with translated sentences without tree structure will be examined.
4.2.1

Semantic Alignment Using WordNet

Phrase Sentence Structure

For the phrase sentences, English sentences retranslated without tree structure. Prior the annotation projection, linguists in the team annotated phrase sentences and populated “propbank”
and “shallowParse” tags so that we check the correctness after the annotation transfer. 6,511 sentences among 9,557 phrase sentences have predicate according to hand annotations for newly
translated sentences. However, only 5,259 sentences have English PropBank annotation, so we
take this set to transfer annotations. As you remember, the same number in the previous section
was 5,212. Here translation and annotation differences change the processed sentence count.
Tag structure of Penn Treebank is preserved
to simplify morphologic and semantic analysis
requirements during the annotation transfer. In
Figure 2, sample phrase sentence can be seen.
Unlikely Figure 1, syntactic tags which indicate
tree structure are not included. We used original
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Figure 2: Part of a phrase sentence : Translated words in Turkish tags. Helper tags gives additional
information for each word.
As an alternative we decided to reinforce annotation transfer by using constituent boundaries
identified with shallowParse tags by our linguist
team mates. Example of shallowParse tags can
be seen in Figure 2. Prior to the annotation transfer, phrase sentences are annotated for constituent
boundaries which can be used to group argument
roles in the sentence. After transferring annotations with respect to semantic annotations, we run
another method over phrase sentences which calculates maximum argument types for each constituent and tags any untagged word with the calculated max argument role within the constituent
boundary. This procedure further enhance true annotations to 4,255 but also increase false annotations to 1,202. After constituent boundary calculation, correct annotation transfer percent is increased to ∼14.59%. In Figure 4 annotation of
the sentence 7076.train is presented. Untagged
words in “Özne” and “Zarf Tümleci” constituent
boundaries are tagged with the found argument
role within the boundary. Note that, we did not
use the constituent types but we use boundaries of
the constituents.

Figure 3: Sample WordNet record found by
searching “ENG31-01781131-v”, English synset
id, from the sentence in Figure 1.

noun “Dow Jones”, the same string also exists in
the Turkish translation too. However, it may take
additional suffixes, so we only check whether English words starts with Turkish root word. Also,
translational differences are encountered like decimal separator in English is “.” where some Turkish
translations “,” is used. We replace this differences
by looking whether the first morphological tag is
“NUM”. After these tunings, we rerun the procedure and get 2,680 true and 531 false annotations
which increases true annotations to 9.19%. Another problem is erroneous semantic annotations.
If English and Turkish semantic annotation is not
right, alignment is not possible. Even in the best
scenario where both word is annotated, if WordNet mapping is incomplete, an alignment can not
be established.

4.2.3

Word Alignment Using IBM Alignment
Models

Word alignment through semantic relation requires fair semantic annotation for both languages
and also sufficient semantic mapping between languages. We search different word alignment methods between English and Turkish sentences. IBM
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(1) [The
less-rigorous
Senate
version]ARG0
[would]ARGM-MOD [defer]Predicate [the deductibility]ARG1
for [roughly five years.]ARG2-for

English Word
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve

(2) [Daha az sıkı türden bir Senato versiyonu]Özne - Subject
[aşağı yukarı beş yıl için]Zarf Tümleci - Adverbial Clause
[düşülebilirliği]Nesne - Object [ertelerdi.]Yüklem - Predicate
(3) [Daha az sıkı türden bir]NONE [Senato]ARG0
[versiyonu]NONE
[aşağı yukarı]ARG2
[beş]NONE
[yıl]ARG2 [için düşülebilirliği]NONE [ertelerdi.]PREDICATE
(4) [Daha az sıkı türden bir Senato versiyonu]ARG0
[aşağı yukarı beş yıl için]ARG2 [düşülebilirliği]NONE
[ertelerdi.]PREDICATE

Turkish Word
Reserve
Rezerv
mevduat
Bankası’nın
kuruluşlarındaki
komisyonları
Bankasının
kuruluşlarında
komisyon
Federe

Probability
0.72270917
0.15328414
0.03056293
0.02731664
0.01375332
0.01375332
0.00611259
0.00458444
0.00458444
0.00458444

Table 3: Word alignment probabilities for English
word ”Reserve” calculated by IBM Model 1.
English Word
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve

Figure 4: Annotation reinforced with respect to
constituent boundaries: (1) English sentence (2)
constituent boundaries identified with shallowParse tags for sentence in 7076.train, (3) Argument roles for the same sentence after annotation
transfer, (4) Argument roles for the same sentence
after reinforce method.

Turkish Word
Reserve
Rezerv
Federe
Bankası
tasarruf
kuruluşlarına
üzerindeki
bu
kurumlarına
Merkez

Probability
0.67700755
0.14360766
0.06154614
0.05265972
0.03072182
0.02117394
0.01111856
0.00212005
0.00004452
0.00000002

Table 4: Word alignment probabilities for English
word ”Reserve” calculated by IBM Model 2.

alignment models offer solution to our word alignment problem. IBM Models are mainly used for
statistical machine translation to train a translation model and an alignment model. IBM Model 1
(Brown et al., 1993) is the primary word alignment
model offered by IBM. It is widely used for solving word alignments while working with parallel
corpora. It is a generative probabilistic model that
calculates probabilities for each word alignment
from source sentence to target sentence. It takes a
corpus of paired sentences from two languages as
training data. These paired sentences are possible
translation of the sentences from source language
to target. With this training corpus, parameters of
the model estimated using EM (expectation maximization). IBM Model 2 has an additional model
for alignment and introduce alignment distortion
parameters. We decided to use IBM model 1 &
2 to establish word alignments instead of WordNet’s interligual mapping. We input sentence pairs
and gather alignment probabilities for each English word to Turkish equivalent. 244,024 word
pairs are taken as output where for each English
word, 10 most probable Turkish words are listed.
Alignment probabilities for word “Reserve” is presented in Table 3 and 4 for IBM Model 1 and 2
respectively.

words tagged with “PREDICATE” tag in English
sentence are stored into a map which includes
predicate label from the “englishPropbank” tag
e.g. “like 01” and English word from the “english” tag e.g. “like”. Then we search alignments
for each found English predicate. Here we observed that aligned Turkish words may not occur
in the phrase sentence as they found in the alignment table. Words may include additional suffixes,
so we use Finite State Machine(FSM) morphological analyzer available in our NLP Toolkit of Ak
et al. (2018) to extract roots of the aligned Turkish
words. Since we have several possible morphological parse for each aligned word, we created
an array for possible roots. In parallel, we found
predicate candidates from the phrase sentence as
we stated in the previous methods. Then we tried
to match aligned words and possible roots with the
found predicate candidates. If there exists a predicate candidate that matches with the aligned word
or one of its roots in the array, we tagged the candidate as “PREDICATE” and update map as predicate label and synset id of Turkish predicate.
After finishing predicate discovery, we transfer
annotations for found predicates. To do that we
look for the annotations with respect to the predicate labels in the map. For each record in map we

After gathering alignment data, we transfer annotations to phrase sentences from English PropBank labels in the tree structured sentences. All
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We use these rules to tag any untagged word.
After applying these rules annotation transfer result is as shown in Table 5 and 6. Results show
that rules applied slightly change the correct annotations. For model 1 rules output much more
correct annotation than the incorrect ones whereas
in model 2 the number of correct and incorrect annotations gathered are nearly same. However, precision for model 1 is improved to 59.44% and for
model 2 precision become 59.86%.

took the predicate label and corresponding Turkish synset id. When we found an annotation with
this predicate label, first we extract the argument
and try to find aligned word for the processed English word. For the alignment again we find the
most probable word from the table and use FSM
morphological analyzer to extract possible roots.
Then for each word we search Turkish sentence to
match words with aligned word or possible roots
extracted. If matched Turkish words do not have
argument annotation, we transfer argument with
the synset id found in the map record.
As we discuss in the previous annotation transfer procedure 4.2.2, some of the English words
such as proper nouns, time, date, numbers, ordinal
numbers, percentiles, fractional numbers, number
intervals, and reel numbers stay same or take additional suffixes in Turkish translation. So we include the same method used for matching these
words. In a case words are not aligned with the
information from alignment table, and a valid annotation present in English word, we search exact
string match or any word starts with the root of
English word in the Turkish sentence.
We run our procedure with IBM Model 1 & 2
separately. We add reinforce step previously used
in Section 4.2.2. Unlikely previous attempts, after examining language structure we decided to
add rules to tag any untagged words after annotation transfer. We observed argument types affect
noun inflections, for some argument types the last
word in constituent boundary is taking certain suffixes. So first we find untagged word and select
the last word in its constituent boundary. Since
we run reinforce step beforehand, only untagged
constituents exists in the sentence. In this respect,
we set the following rules to determine argument
annotation for untransfered words;

IBM Model 1 + Reinforce + Rules
Transferred
Untransferred
Correct
17,340 Not H.A. 1,151
Incorrect
9,664
2,170
Undetermined 14,384 H.A.
Total
41,388 Total
3,321

Table 5: Results for IBM Model 1 alignment.

IBM Model 2 + Reinforce + Rules
Transfered
Untransfered
Correct
17,464 Not H.A. 1,078
Incorrect
9,635
2,075
Undetermined 14,457 H.A.
Total
41,556 Total
3,153

Table 6: Results for IBM Model 2 alignment.

5

Conclusion

We proposed methods to generate automatic
Turkish proposition bank by transferring crosslanguage semantic information. Using the parallelism with English proposition bank gives us an
opportunity to create a proposition bank in a short
time with less effort. We currently have 64% accuracy with the hand-annotated proposition bank
(Ak et al., 2018) for parallel sentence trees. When
we consider only transferred annotations, accuracy is rising to ∼75%. We also present annotation
projection to phrase sentences using WordNet and
IBM alignment models. WordNet alignment heavily relies on semantic annotations, correct annotations transferred after this method is ∼14.59%.
However, 4,255 correct argument roles are transferred among 5,457 arguments which means 79%
of the transferred roles are correct. To increase
annotation transfer for phrase sentences, we have
also proposed alignment with IBM Model 1 and
2. Both models yields ∼60% correct annotations.
Annotations transferred with these methods can
provide a basis for proposition bank creation in
resource-scarce languages. Annotations may then

• For nouns and proper nouns:

– Have no suffix then ARG0
– Last morpheme tag is “ACCUSATIVE” (-(y)H,
-nH) or “DATIVE” (-(y)A, -nA) then ARG1
– Last morpheme tag is “LOCATIVE” (-DA, nDA) or “ABLATIVE” (-DAn, -nDAn ) then
ARGMLOC
– Last morpheme tag is “INSTRUMENTAL” ((y)lA) then ARG2

• For all word types

– Morphological parse contains date, time then
ARGMTMP
– Morphological parse contains cardinal number,
fraction, percent,
range, real number, ordinal number then
ARGMEXT
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be checked quickly by the annotators and proposition bank reach the final state.

P. Kingsbury and M. Palmer. 2003. Propbank: The next
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Abstract

is concerned, both subjective opinions and objective fact reporting (cf. §5) may, in some cases, be
sources of impartiality. The importance of the context is one of the main difficulties in detecting bias
at the sentence level. Some types of point-of-view
bias are equally challenging for humans to detect.
Partisanship in editorials, for example, tends to go
unnoticed when in line with the reader’s own ideas
and beliefs (Yano et al., 2010). A further complication arises from the ambiguity of the term bias,
which stands for a lack of fairness or neutrality in
realms as varied as human cognition (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1974), society (Ross et al., 1977), media (Entman, 2007), internet (Baeza-Yates, 2018;
Pitoura et al., 2018) or statistical models and algorithms (O’Neil, 2016; Shadowen, 2019), to name
a few. With so many different types of bias and
their varying definitions, it is not trivial to set the
scope of a bias-detection study.
The majority of the work on this task is performed on news articles (Hirning et al., 2017; Baly
et al., 2018; Bellows, 2018) and political blogs
(Yano et al., 2010; Iyyer et al., 2014) rather than
Wikipedia, because of the relative scarcity of examples an encyclopedia provides. Yet, unlike alternative data sources, Wikipedia comes with a
definition of bias outlined in its content policy
for neutrality of point of view (NPOV). The
core guidelines in NPOV are to: (1) avoid stating opinions as facts, (2) avoid stating seriously
contested assertions as facts, (3) avoid stating facts
as opinions, (4) prefer nonjudgemental language,
and (5) indicate the relative prominence of opposing views. In addition, Wikipedia provides lists of
bias-inducing words to avoid,1 such as positively
loaded language (puffery) in the form of peacock
words (e.g., best, great, iconic); unsupported attributions, or weasel words (e.g., some people say,

We propose a multilingual method for
the extraction of biased sentences from
Wikipedia, and use it to create corpora
in Bulgarian, French and English. Sifting through the revision history of the articles that at some point had been considered biased and later corrected, we retrieve the last tagged and the first untagged revisions as the before/after snapshots of what was deemed a violation of
Wikipedia’s neutral point of view policy.
We extract the sentences that were removed or rewritten in that edit. The approach yields sufficient data even in the
case of relatively small Wikipedias, such
as the Bulgarian one, where 62k articles produced 5k biased sentences. We
evaluate our method by manually annotating 520 sentences for Bulgarian and
French, and 744 for English. We assess the level of noise and analyze its
sources. Finally, we exploit the data with
well-known classification methods to detect biased sentences. Code and datasets
are hosted at https://github.com/
crim-ca/wiki-bias.

1

Introduction

Our goal is to automatically detect neutral point
of view (NPOV) violations at the sentence level
with a procedure replicable in multiple languages.
Sentence-level bias detection is a type of sentiment analysis, closely related to subjectivity detection (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003; Wiebe and Riloff,
2005; Wilson and Raaijmakers, 2008; Murray and
Carenini, 2009; Lin et al., 2011; Al Khatib et al.,
2012), where an opinion is considered subjective,
and a fact, objective. Yet, as far as bias in writing

1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Words_to_watch
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it is believed, science says); uncertainty markers, known as hedges (e.g., very, much, a bit, often, approximately), editorializing (e.g., without a
doubt, arguably, however) and more. When an
article is considered biased, an editor can flag it
by adding a tag such as {{POV}} to its source,
which displays a disputed neutrality warning banner on the page. These explicit guidelines (and
the editors who apply them) help reduce biased
language in Wikipedia over time through a continuous process of collaborative content revision
(Pavalanathan et al., 2018). Still, new instances of
bias are introduced just as often as old ones are
overlooked because of humans’ inherent difficulty
with subtle expressions of point-of-view partiality.
Recasens et al. (2013) showed that when presented
with a biased sentence from Wikipedia, annotators
manage to correctly identify the loaded word in
only 37% of the cases.

is too costly for large multilingual datasets.
Hube and Fetahu (2018) learn to detect bias in
Wikipedia on a manually annotated corpus of sentences from the inherently biased Conservapedia,
with a precision of 0.74. When tested on an unlabeled dataset extracted from Wikipedia however,
the classifier obtains a precision of 0.66 for the
sentences classified with a certainty over 0.8.
Recasens et al. (2013) first propose a heuristic to
automatically build a labeled corpus with biased
sentences. Out of all revisions of NPOV-tagged
articles, they identify the bias-driven edits based
on the comments the editors left at commit. Although reliable, this method yields a fairly small
set of examples for English (2,235 sentences) and
none for smaller Wikipedias, first because of its
dependence on revision comments (which are optional), and second, because it limits the examples
to bias-driven edits containing five or fewer words.

2

2.2

Related Work

As for data vectorization, previous work on bias
detection relies either on features from pre-trained
language models, custom feature-engineering or
both. Bellows (2018) finds no significant difference in performance for classifiers trained on
Word2vec, GloVe, or fastText representations.
Several studies (Recasens et al., 2013; Ganter and
Strube, 2009; Hube and Fetahu, 2018) employ
multiple lexical, contextual, and linguistic features
which, while boosting performance, remain dependant on handcrafted word lists, specialized lexical resources such as SentiWordNet (Baccianella
et al., 2010), subjClue (Gitari et al., 2015), etc.,
and grammatical parsers that often cover only English. Yano et al. (2010) combine word vector
representations from GloVe (as semantic features),
32 boolean lexicon-based features from Recasens
et al. (2013) and document vector representations
(as contextual features) to distinguish between different uses of the same word. They find that when
training a logistic regression classifier, the semantic features alone perform better than both the contextual and the combination of the two.

Bias detection approaches vary primarily in terms
of corpora, vectorization methods, and classification algorithms. We present a review of the related
literature along this division.
2.1

Vectorization

Corpora

Among those who tackle NPOV violations in
Wikipedia, some rely on available datasets
(Vincze, 2013), others perform manual annotation
(Hube and Fetahu, 2018; Ganter and Strube, 2009;
Herzig et al., 2011; Al Khatib et al., 2012), still
others attempt to automatically extract labeled examples (Ganter and Strube, 2009; Recasens et al.,
2013; Hube and Fetahu, 2018). Our approach is in
line with the latter.
Using existing corpora, while being the cheapest method, predetermines which types of bias
will be explored and in which languages. Vincze
(2013) uses WikiWeasel, the Wikipedia subset
of the CoNLL-2010 Shared Task corpora (Farkas
et al., 2010) to study discourse-level uncertainty
by manually annotating linguistic cues for three
overt manifestations of bias: weasel, hedge and
peacock words. Ganter and Strube (2009) focus on
detecting hedges in a corpus of 1000 extracted sentences tagged with {{weasel}}, Bhosale et al.
(2013) try to detect promotional content, while
Kuang and Davison (2016) train their model on
the English corpus of Recasens et al. (2013).
Manual annotation ensures higher quality but

2.3

Classification Algorithms

Also performing bias classification at the sentence
level, Vincze (2013) detects sentences containing
weasel, hedge or peacock words from the WikiWeasel corpus with a precision of 0.74, recall of
0.69 and F1 of 0.71, by using a dictionary lookup
approach. Bellows (2018) reports an accuracy of
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0.68 on a corpus of 2,143 biased sentences from
news articles, vectorized using tf-idf and classified
with a Mutlinomial Naive Bayes, and an accuracy
of 0.77 for a CNN and 0.78 with a RNN. Finally,
Hube and Fetahu (2018) achieve an F1 measure of
0.70 using Random Forest on 686 manually annotated sentences from Conservapedia.

3

weasel
weasel-inline
weasel words
weasel word
weasel section
weasel-section
weasel inline
weaselinline
weasel-words
weasel-word
weaselword
weasel-name
weaselwords
weasel section
weasel words
weasel word

Dataset Description

We propose a procedure to semi-automatically derive a labeled corpus of biased sentences from a
Wikipedia dump in any language, which, for this
paper, we applied to the April 2019 dumps2 for
Bulgarian, French and English.
3.1

Tagset Curation

First, we manually compile a list of NPOVrelated tags for each of the target languages using the names of relevant Wikipedia maintenance
templates3 ({{POV}}, {{NPOV}}, {{neutral
point of view}}, {{peacock}}, etc.).
Most tags, however, vary in spelling, not only
based on the context (e.g., inline or at the beginning of an article), but also because of the
open and collaborative nature of Wikipedia. Table 1 shows the sixteen most frequent “weasel” tag
variations, only five of which (in bold) are documented on Wikipedia. While the official tag is the
most frequently used, the unofficial variations account for almost 35% of the most frequent ways to
tag a page containing weasel words.
While it may be effortless for human editors
to interpret the meaning of these variations, it
is not trivial to automatically identify all NPOVrelated ones. Simply extracting all the tags starting
with the official form of “weasel” yields unrelated
tags such as “weasel, back-striped” (an animal) or
“weasel, ben” (a punk singer). For that reason, we
automatically compiled exhaustive tag frequency
lists in each language, and then manually selected
the relevant variations of each.
3.2

Count

Ratio

201,092
89,352
21,755
16,991
3,954
3,743
2,631
2,213
2,176
2,102
1,967
956
503
225
124
80

0.5748
0.2554
0.0622
0.0486
0.0113
0.0107
0.0075
0.0063
0.0062
0.0060
0.0056
0.0027
0.0014
0.0007
0.0004
0.0002

Table 1: “Weasel” tag variation in English
we extract the tag together with the pair of adjacent revisions, where the older one is tagged as
biased and the newer one is not. We opted for
this diachronic retrieval method, rather than relying on the repertoire of articles in Wikipedia’s
“NPOV dispute” section (Herzig et al., 2011; Recasens et al., 2013) since the latter only features
currently tagged articles, while our method digs
NPOV violations from revision histories.
3.3

Processing and Filtering

Each of these revision pairs undergoes a cleaning process using regular expressions to strip as
much of the Wikipedia markup, links, and page
references as possible, while preserving visible
text and essential punctuation. At this point, we
proceed to tokenize the text and split it into sentences using the rule-based tokenizer and sentencizer methods of spaCy (Honnibal and Montani,
2017), whose 2.1.3 version supports 51 languages.
Finally, we replace all numbers with a special token (numtkn), strip all remaining punctuation,
and convert everything to lowercase.
Our algorithm also extracts revision pairs where
the second member was the subject of a redirect or
vandalism, which we filter out. We then compare
the revisions to obtain the lists of deleted and inserted sentences for each pair. In about 20% of
the cases, the difference consists in simply deleting the NPOV tag, which we believe is an artifact
of editorial wars (Sumi et al., 2011; Yasseri et al.,

Revision Extraction

We look for occurrences of the selected tags across
all revisions of each page, going forward from the
oldest one. When a biased revision is found, we
follow its evolution until the POV tag disappears,
at which point we assume the problematic content has been either rewritten or edited out. Next,
2

https://dumps.wikimedia.org
For English, see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Category:Neutrality_templates
3
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4.1

2012), given the contentiousness of most NPOVflagged topics. Another 20% of the revision differences we set aside are punctuation or case-related.
We further clear the dataset from outliers
(mostly acts of vandalism) by removing those
with more than 400 edited sentences. Finally,
we exclude revision pairs with minor differences (character-based Levenshtein distance of 1),
which are spelling corrections rather than bias resolution. Table 2 gives the number of initial, final
and excluded revisions per language.
Revision pairs
initial number
tag removal
punct./case
redir./vandalism
deletions only
insertions only
spelling
outliers
Total pairs

BG

FR

EN

1,021
–257
–194
–56
–33
–28
–3
–2

46,331
–10,255
–5,967
–1,524
–2,740
–2,819
–136
–153

197,953
–61,397
–44,345
–17,154
–11,331
–2,938
–400
–609

448

22,737

59,779

For each language, we distribute the tagged/
untagged revision pairs into four bins, based on
the number of sentences that were removed in the
edit (bin 1: 1 or 2 sentences removed, bin 2: 3–
6, bin 3: 7–15, bin 4: 16 or more; these values were determined empirically to yield balanced
bins in terms of revision pairs). Each annotator labeled 296 randomly picked sentences for a given
language, distributed equally across the four bins.
72 of these sentences (24%) were shared by all
annotators working on the same language, while
the remaining 224 were labeled by a single annotator (cf. Table 4), thus allowing us to annotate
more sentences while maintaining enough overlap to measure inter-annotator agreement (IAA).
The Bulgarian sample was annotated by two native
speakers, English by three with near-native proficiency, and French by two natives.

Table 2: Number of revision pairs per language

BG

FR

EN

Removed
Added
Unchanged

4,756
3,288
1,468

105,939
72,183
33,756

800,191
494,993
305,198

Total

9,512

211,878

1,600,382

All

Ann1

Ann2

Ann3

Total

BG
FR
EN

72
72
72

224
224
224

224
224
224

—
—
224

520
520
744

The annotators were given identical instructions. For each sentence in their sample, they had
to say whether it violated any of the NPOV principles stated in §1. The annotators were always
presented with the full revision pair, so they had
access to the context.
4.2

Dataset Evaluation Results

Since we had three annotators for English, we used
Fleiss’ κ to measure IAA. Tables 5 and 6 give the
rate of positive annotations and IAA per language
and per bin. On average, across all languages and
bins, the annotators found 48% of positives in their
samples, with an overall IAA of 0.41. Leaving out
BG bin 4 (the only one with a negative κ), we get
an average positive rate of 47% (std = 0.08) and
an average κ value of 0.46 (std = 0.14). Our IAA
coefficients are consistent with Vincze (2013),
who had 200 English Wikipedia articles annotated
by two linguists for weasel, peacock and hedge
words, with IAA rates of 0.48, 0.45 and 0.46, respectively, and higher than the 0.35 reported by
Hube and Fetahu (2018), who crowdsourced the
annotation of sentences from Conservapedia into
biased and unbiased. Identifying such phenomena

Table 3: Number of sentences per language

4

Lang

Table 4: Number of sentences per annotator

To build the final corpora, we take all removed
and added sentences (under 300 tokens) from the
pre-filtered revisions for the positive and negative
classes respectively. We balance the dataset by
using unchanged sentences (also treated as negatives), as shown in Table 3.
Sentences

Protocol

Dataset Evaluation

Once we have collected the tagged/untagged revision pairs for each language (as per §3.2), we
evaluate their potential for automatic bias detection. Our intuition is that the sentences that were
removed together with the NPOV tag in the same
edit likely contain some form of bias. Insertions,
on the other hand, come with little guarantee of
neutrality, so we focus on the removed sentences.
45

(2) a. (before) its support is low only in the cholla

is thus not trivial but reasonable agreement can be
expected.
Bin

BG

EN

FR

avg

std

1
2
3
4

0.34
0.64
0.63
0.63

0.51
0.45
0.45
0.52

0.47
0.45
0.38
0.34

0.44
0.52
0.48
0.50

0.07
0.09
0.11
0.12

avg
std

0.56
0.13

0.48
0.03

0.41
0.05

0.48
0.03

0.06
0.10

province which has for nearly numtkn years supported kim dae jung a well known leftist politician
born in that province who also served as president
of south korea numtkn numtkn

b. (after) its support is low only in the jeolla province
which has for nearly numtkn years supported kim
dae jung a well known progressive politician born
in that province who also served as president of
south korea numtkn numtkn

(3) a. (before) from the numtkn th century confucianism

Table 5: Positives in annotations

was losing its influence on vietnamese society
monetary economy began to develop but unfortu-

Bin

BG

EN

FR

avg

std

1
2
3
4

0.32
0.22
0.32
– 0.23

0.55
0.58
0.31
0.39

0.67
0.44
0.61
0.68

0.51
0.41
0.41
0.28

0.15
0.15
0.14
0.38

avg
std

0.16
0.23

0.46
0.11

0.60
0.10

0.41
0.08

0.18
0.21

nately in negative ways

b. (after) from the numtkn th century confucianism
was losing its influence on vietnamese society and
a monetary economy began to develop

5

The manual annotation also highlighted the variety of bias expression. Previously, Recasens et al.
(2013) had identified two major classes: epistemological and framing bias (subjective intensifiers and one-sided terms), where they considered
the first one to group more implicit expressions
such as factive and assertive verbs, entailment and
hedges. Based on their work and Wikipedia’s
Manual of Style, we present biased examples from
our corpus4 and discuss them in terms of the overt/
covert nature of the biased statement, its length
(one or more words), and its level of ambiguity.

Table 6: Inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss’ κ)
About half of the annotated sentences turn out
to be neutral. Below, we discuss the sources of the
noise we have observed in our dataset (including
the added sentences).
4.3

Expressions of Bias

Sources of Noise

We identified two types of noise: pipeline-related
and human-related. Pipeline-related noise is either
noise introduced at the pre-processing phase (e.g.,
due to inconsistent sentence segmentation) or
noise that remains despite our filtering and cleaning efforts (e.g., NPOV-unrelated edits longer than
one character, differences resulting from the introduction of an infobox, differences consisting in
changing the spelling of numbers).
Human editor-related noise comes from the data
itself and stems from the behaviour of Wikipedia’s
editors. It includes edits which introduce bias (often intentionally, as in (1) below), vandalism, corrections of factual mistakes unrelated to bias, replacing bias with another bias (cf. (2)), and collateral edits, i.e., neutral sentences neighbouring biased ones indirectly targeted by a large-scope edit
(cf. (3)). Below are some examples.

Subjective intensifiers are mostly expressed
through single-word verbal and nominal modifiers
(adverbs and adjectives) as in (4) and (5), but may
also take the form of superlatives or quantifiers.
They explicitly undermine tone neutrality by introducing overstatements and exaggerations (6).
(4) a. (before) some prominent liberals including scott
reid were strongly critical of volpe s response

b. (after) some prominent liberals including scott reid
criticized volpe s response

(5) (before) he is truly one of the greatest americans
(6) a. (before) this is an absurd statement because the
cavalry of any age is designed first and foremost to
run over the enemy and separate them as to make

(1) a. (before) cardinal health inc is a holding company
b. (after) cardinal health is a healthcare company ded-

4

Examples are taken from the English evaluation subsets,
where sentences are in lowercase, stripped of punctuation and
numbers are replaced by numtkn.

icated to making healthcare safer and more productive
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security zone

them far more vulnerable to being overwhelmed and

b. (after) in the first operation litani in numtkn the

overrun

b. (after) this is wrong because the cavalry of any age

israel defense forces and south lebanon army oc-

is designed first and foremost to run over the enemy

cupied a narrow strip of land described as the se-

and separate them as to make them far more vulner-

curity zone

able to being overwhelmed and overrun

To state an opinion as a fact may be done with
the use of an adverb (12) or an omission (13).

Clichés and jargon tend to be non-ambiguous
but introduce low-frequency words in the corpus,
as a result of being discouraged by Wikipedia.

(12) a. (before) in fact the need for fast and secure fund
transfers is growing and in the next year instant

(7) (before) x force was concocted by illustrator rob liefeld

payments will quickly become the new normal for

who started penciling the new mutants comic book in

electronic fund transfers

numtkn

b. (after) it is predicted that in the next year instant

Describing or analyzing rather than reporting
events is a form of partiality harder to model, as it
may not necessarily contain explicitly proscribed
vocabulary.

payments will become the standard for electronic
fund transfers

(13) a. (before) in numtkn the journal won the praise of
fascist leaders

b. (after) there are some authors who retain that

(8) (before) he was a former club rugby and an opening

the journal won the praise of fascist leaders

batsman in club cricket but did not have the ability to
make it all the way to the top level these two sports have

Intentional vagueness or the omission of factual information (14), is arguably the hardest type
of bias expression to detect not only for machines,
which are expected to recognize the lack of data
as an informative feature, but also for humans,
since filling factual gaps requires a fair amount of
domain-specific knowledge.

become his particular area of expertise however he is
very knowledgable on all sports that are played

(9) (before) however the most important consequence of the
battle was that president lincoln was able to sieze upon
the victory claim it as a strategic victory for the north
and release his emancipation proclamation

Active voice may be used in cases like (10) to
stress the agency of a participant in a situation,
alongside a positively loaded support verb.

(14) a. (before) as of numtkn it is the ethnic minority party

(10) a. (before) the united states department of justice in-

b. (after) as of numtkn it is the ethnic minority party

dicted the company but amway secured an ac-

in romania with representation in the romanian

quittal

parliament and is part of the governing coalition

in romania with representation in the romanian
parliament

b. (after) the united states department of justice in-

along with the justice and truth alliance and the
conservatives

dicted the company but amway were acquitted

To state a fact as an opinion is to use a weasel
word to undermine the fact (11) or hide its source.
While previous research shows the success of
word-lists in detecting this particular type of bias
(Recasens et al., 2013; Ganter and Strube, 2009),
Vincze (2013) warns against the ambiguity of
many of them. For example, most can be a weasel
word (Most agree that...), a hedge (most of his
time), a peacock (the most touristic beach) or neutral (He did the most he could.)

6

Classification Experiments

The goal of the experiments is to assess the usefulness of the dataset in a sentence classification task.
Our hypothesis is that having similar examples in
both the biased and non-biased classes would help
to single out discriminative words targeted by the
NPOV-related edits.
Each dataset was split into a training set (80%),
a development set (10%) on which we tuned the
parameters, and a test set (10%) on which we ran
a single evaluation with the best parameters.

(11) a. (before) in the first invasion operation litani in
numtkn the israeli military and south lebanon army
sla occupied a narrow strip of land ostensibly as a
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6.1

Embeddings

• C: 1.0e–3, 1.0e–2, 1.0e–1, 1.0e0, 1.0e+1,
1.0e+2 and 1.0e+3.
• Solver: sag, saga.

We used fastText’s classification function (Joulin
et al., 2017), which implements a multinomial logistic regression algorithm on top of pretrained
word embeddings. It uses word and character level
embeddings to predict the class value of an instance. The parameter optimization was done by
altering values for epoch (5, 10, 25), learning rate
(0.1, 0.01, 0.05), word n-grams (1 to 5), minimum
count (1–5), embedding dimensions (100, 300),
loss function (softmax, ns, hs), minimum character level n-gram size (2, 3), using pretrained vectors or not, and learning rate update rate (50, 100).
When applying fastText’s pretrained vectors,5
we obtained comparable results for English and
French without any significant gain, and with
lower performance on Bulgarian. Thus, the final model chosen for its overall best performance
across all three languages was trained without the
use of an additional language model. The best performing values were then tried out on the test set.
6.2

Using the training and development sets to run
the grid search optimization on all three languages, the average F1 measure was used to see
which parameter values offered the best average
performance across the board. The selected values
were then used to run the same algorithm once on
each language’s training and test sets.

7

Results and Discussion

Table 7 shows the results for the experiments
detailed in §6 for the SGD, fastText and logistic regression (LR) algorithms. For each performance measure, dataset section, algorithm and
language, we provide results with respect to the
biased class. The highest performance obtained
on the test dataset of each language is in bold.
For the LR algorithm, the best performances
were obtained using a C value of 0.001 with the
saga solver using a unigram model of 100 features without inverse document frequency (idf)
reweighting. The best parameters for the SGD
used a model of unigrams to trigrams, with an α
of 0.001 and idf reweighting. For fastText, the best
performing parameter set used the default values7
and a minimum of 5 occurrences per token.
Overall, the similar results between the development and test sets for each algorithm confirm
that they did not overfit. Furthermore, all three
measures have relatively low variance across languages, except for recall with SGD, which is considerably lower for Bulgarian (also impacting F1 )
than for the other two languages.
We observe that FastText’s vectorization and
classification methods deliver higher precision
upon larger datasets, but SGD and LR assure a
much higher recall regardless of the number of examples.
While relatively better, the SGD performance
level on the test set leaves room for improvement.
This is likely due to the noise level in the sentences
labeled as biased, which count many non-biased
examples (see §4.2). The results are equally likely
affected by the lexical and contextual ambiguity of
the biased expressions, as discussed in §5. However, we do observe comparable best performance

Bag-of-Words Vectorization

We also experimented with classic bag-of-word
vectorization with the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) (LeCun et al., 1998) and logistic regression (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000) algorithms.
Each algorithm was run with the same settings
on all three datasets to get the best average overall performances for precision, recall and F1 measure. Parameter optimization was done using a
grid search. Stop word lists were used for each
language, which is the only language-specific aspect of the experiment.
The optimization for SGD ran 72 permutations
with the following parameters:
• Bag-of-word n-gram size: unigrams only, unigrams and bigrams, unigrams to trigrams.
• Bag-of-word size: 100, 150, 300, 500, 1,000
and 3,000.
• Use idf reweighting or not.
• α value: 0.01, 0.001.

All the other parameters were set to their default
values.6 For logistic regression, 504 permutations
were tested using the following settings:
• Same BOW n-gram size and BOW size and
value type as SGD.
5
Available for 157 languages, pretrained on Common
Crawl and Wikipedia (Grave et al., 2018) https://
fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
6
Version 0.21.2 of the sklearn toolkit.

7
For version 0.8.3 of https://github.com/
facebookresearch/fastText
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Measure

Lang.

Dev-SGD

Test-SGD

Dev-fastText

Test-fastText

Dev-LR

Test-LR

Precision

BG
FR
EN

0.5387
0.5059
0.5112

0.5886
0.5087
0.5083

0.5324
0.5533
0.5656

0.5330
0.5520
0.5634

0.5182
0.5151
0.5230

0.5032
0.5161
0.5224

Recall

BG
FR
EN

0.4318
0.8877
0.8357

0.5049
0.8363
0.8277

0.4752
0.5724
0.5686

0.4937
0.5721
0.5718

0.6219
0.6751
0.5344

0.6303
0.6739
0.5354

F1

BG
FR
EN

0.4794
0.6444
0.6334

0.5435
0.6146
0.6291

0.5022
0.5627
0.5671

0.5126
0.5619
0.5676

0.5653
0.5844
0.5286

0.5596
0.5845
0.5288

Table 7: Results for each language, dataset and classification method for the biased class
indicates that the task is not trivial even for humans.
Using our corpora, we tested three classification
algorithms: bag-of-word vectorization with SGD,
fastText, and logistic regression.
In future work, we would like to improve the
quality of the dataset by addressing issues uncovered during the human evaluation, such as incoherent sentence segmentation, enumerations, minor
edits and remaining noise. Another conceivable
optimization is to segment the dataset into two or
more subsets according to the main forms of bias
expression (e.g., explicit vs implicit). It would allow to explore and evaluate different forms of bias
separately, which in turn might motivate differential classification techniques. Finally, populating
the negative examples class with sentences from
Wikipedia’s Featured Articles (in line with Bhosale et al. 2013) might help reduce class ambiguity
by reinforcing the contrast between neutral encyclopedic tone and expressions of bias.

across corpora of varying size and languages from
different families.
On the test set, our best overall average F1
measure ranged between 0.56 and 0.62. This is
lower than Vincze (2013)’s 0.71 or Hube and Fetahu (2018)’s 0.70, but our approach uses a large
corpus, automatically derived from Wikipedia in
any language with minimal language-specific input, applied to sentence-level bias detection, while
Vincze (2013) used a monolingual, dictionarybased approach, and Hube and Fetahu (2018) relied on language-specific resources to extract multiple lexical and grammatical features. Our results set the baseline for sentence-level bias detection across the three languages of this corpus.
Higher performance for a specific language may
be achieved by a reconfiguration of the parameters
or by the introduction of additional features.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a semi-automatic method to extract
biased sentences from Wikipedia in Bulgarian,
French and English. As this method does not
rely on language-specific features, apart from the
NPOV tag list and a stop word list, it can be easily
applied to Wikipedia archives in other languages.
It relies on the tags added by human editors in the
articles that they considered biased. We retrieve
the last tagged revision and the untagged revision
following it and regard them respectively as biased
and unbiased. By comparing the revisions, we get
the lists of removed and added sentences.
We manually annotated 1,784 of the removed
sentences, for all three languages combined, and
found that only about half of them were actually
biased. An average Fleiss’ κ of 0.41 (0.46 if ignoring an outlier), consistent with the literature,
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Abstract

for those languages. In this paper, we designed
and evaluated various supervised setups to perform morphological segmentation using a handannotated segmented lexicon for training.
The efficiency of supervised approaches (especially of deep neural network models) is naturally
highly dependent on the size of training data. In
order to evaluate the effect of the training data
size on our segmentation models, we created a
rich Persian hand-annotated segmentation lexicon,
which is, as far as we know, the first and the only
such computer-readable dataset for Persian. Persian (Farsi) is one of the languages of the IndoEuropean language family within the Indo-Iranian
branch and is spoken in Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and some other regions related to ancient
Persian. In addition, we evaluated our models on
Czech and Finnish, however, the amount of annotated data for them is substantially lower.
Automatic morphological segmentation was
firstly introduced by Harris (1970). More recent research on morphological segmentation has
been usually focused on unsupervised learning
(Goldsmith, 2001; Creutz and Lagus, 2002; Poon
et al., 2009; Narasimhan et al., 2015; Cao and
Rei, 2016), whose goal is to find the segmentation boundaries using an unlabeled set of word
forms (or possibly a corpus too). Probably the
most popular unsupervised systems are LINGUISTICA (Goldsmith, 2001) and MORFESSOR, with
a number of variants (Creutz and Lagus, 2002;
Creutz et al., 2007; Grönroos et al., 2014). Another version of the latter which includes a semisupervised extension was introduced by (Kohonen
et al., 2010). Poon et al. (2009) presented a loglinear model which uses overlapping features for
unsupervised morphological segmentation.
In spite of the dominance of the unsupervised
systems, as soon as even just a small amount of

Morphological segmentation of words is
the process of dividing a word into smaller
units called morphemes; it is tricky especially when a morphologically rich or
polysynthetic language is under question.
In this work, we designed and evaluated
several Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
based models as well as various other machine learning based approaches for the
morphological segmentation task. We
trained our models using annotated segmentation lexicons. To evaluate the effect
of the training data size on our models, we
decided to create a large hand-annotated
morphologically segmented corpus of Persian words, which is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first and the only segmentation lexicon for the Persian language. In the experimental phase, using
the hand-annotated Persian lexicon and
two smaller similar lexicons for Czech and
Finnish languages, we evaluated the effect
of the training data size, different hyperparameters settings as well as different
RNN-based models.

1

Introduction

Morphological analysis must be tackled somehow
in all natural language processing tasks, such as
machine translation, speech recognition, and information retrieval. Morphological segmentation
of words is the process of dividing a word into
smaller units called morphemes. Morphological
segmentation task is harder for those languages
which are morphologically rich and complex like
Persian, Arabic, Czech, Finnish or Turkish, especially when there are not enough annotated data
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niques into their CRF-based model via a feature
set augmentation. (Ruokolainen et al., 2014)

segmented training data is available, then the entirely unsupervised systems tend not to be competitive. Furthermore, unsupervised segmentation still has considerable weaknesses, including
over-segmentation of roots and erroneous segmentation of affixes (Wang et al., 2016). To deal
with those limitations, recent works show a growing interest in semi-supervised and supervised
approaches (Kohonen et al., 2010; Ruokolainen
et al., 2013, 2014; Sirts and Goldwater, 2013;
Wang et al., 2016; Kann and Schütze, 2016; Kann
et al., 2018; Cotterell and Schütze, 2017; Grönroos
et al., 2019) which employ annotated morpheme
boundaries in the training phase.
In our work we designed and evaluated various
machine learning models and trained them using
only the annotated lexicon in a supervised manner.
Our models do not leverage the unannotated data
nor context information and only use the primary
hand-annotated segmentation lexicons.
Experimental results show that our Bi-LSTM
model perform slightly better than other models in
boundary prediction for our hand-segmented Persian lexicon, while KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm) performs better when the whole word accuracy is under question.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
addresses the related work on morphological segmentation. Section 3 describes the methodology
and machine learning models used in this work.
Section 4 introduces our hand-segmented Persian
lexicon as well as related preprocessing phases.
Section 5 presents the experiment results compared to some other baseline systems and finally
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) have recently
achieved great success in sequence learning tasks,
including outstanding results on sequential tasks
such as machine translation (Sutskever et al.,
2014). Wang et al. (2016) proposed three types
of window-based LSTM neural network models
named Window LSTM, Multi-window LSTMs
and Bidirectional Multi-Window LSTMs, in order to automatically learn sequence structures and
predict morphological segmentations of words in a
raw text. They used only word boundary information without any need for extra feature engineering in the training phase. The authors compared
their models with selected supervised models as
well as with an LSTM architecture (Wang et al.,
2016), and similarly to the work of Ruokolainen
et al. (2013), their architecture is based on the
whole text and context information instead of using only the lexicon. Cotterell and Schütze (2017)
increased the segmentation accuracy by employing semantic coherence information in their models. They used RNN (Recurrent Neural Network)
to design a composition model. They also found
that using RNN with dependency vector has the
best results on vector approximation (Cotterell and
Schütze, 2017).
Recently, using encoder-decoder models Bahdanau et al. (2014) (attention-based models) made
some great successes in machine translation systems. Kann and Schütze (2016) used an encoderdecoder model which encodes the input as a sequence of morphological tags of source and targets and feeds the model by sequence of letters of
a source form. They select the final answer using
a majority voting amongst their five different ensembled RNN encoder-decoder models. Kann and
Schütze (2016), proposed a seq2seq (sequence-tosequence network) architecture for the word segmentation task. They used a bi-directional RNN
to encode the input word (i.e. sequence of characters) and concatenated forward and backward hidden states yielded from two GRUs and pass the result vector to decoder part. The decoder is a single
GRU which uses segmentation symbols for training. She introduced two multi-task training approaches as well as data augmentations to improve
the quality of the presented model. She shows that
neural seq2seq models perform on par with or bet-

Related Work

Supervised morphological segmentation, i.e. using a lexicon (or a corpus) with annotated morpheme boundaries in the training phase, has attracted increasing attention in recent years. One
of the most recent successful research directions
on supervised morphological segmentation is the
work of (Ruokolainen et al., 2013), whose authors employ CRF (Conditional Random Fields), a
popular discriminative log-linear model to predict
morpheme boundaries given their local sub-string
contexts instead of learning a morpheme lexicon.
(Ruokolainen et al., 2014) extended their work
to semi-supervised learning version by exploiting
some available unsupervised segmentation tech-
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the continuation letter, respectively. For example for word “goes”, the encoded segmentation
is “LLBL”, which shows that there is a segmentation boundary in front of the third letter (“e”).
While in our model we consider only morphologically segmented lexicon and we do not employ
any other information like corpus contexts or lists
of unannotated words, this encoding is sufficient
and make the specification of boundary location
easy.
In the case of presence of a semi-space letter (a feature specific for the Persian written language), the semi-space letter is always considered
as a boundary letter. An experiments focused on
this feature is described in Subsection 5.2.3, which
shows that our models could perform better when
this information exists in the annotated lexicon.

ter than other strong baselines for polysynthetic
languages in a minimal-resource setting. Their
suggested neural seq2seq models constitute the
state of the art for morphological segmentation in
high-resource settings and for (mostly) European
languages (Kann et al., 2018).
The main studied language in our work is Persian, which belongs to morphologically rich languages and which is powerful and versatile in
word building. Having many affixes to form new
words (over a hundred), and the ability to build affixes and especially prefixes from nouns, the Persian language is considered as an agglutinative
language since it also frequently uses derivational
agglutination to form new words from nouns, adjectives, and verbal stems. Hesabi (1988) claimed
that Persian can derive more than 226 million
words (Hesabi, 1988).
To the best of our knowledge, the research
on morphology of the Persian language is very
limited. Rasooli et al. (2013) claimed that performing morphological segmentation in the preprocessing phase of statistical machine translation could improve the quality of translations for
morphology rich and complex languages. Although they segmented very low portion of Persian words (only some Persian verbs), the quality of their machine translation system increases
by 1.9 points of BLEU score. Arabsorkhi and
Shamsfard (2006) proposed a Minimum Description Length (MDL) based algorithm with some
improvements for discovering the morphemes of
Persian language through automatic analysis of
corpora.

3

3.1

Classification-Based Segmentation
Models

In the first setup, we convert the segmentation task
(the task of segmenting a word into a sequence
morphemes) simply to a set of independent binary decisions capturing the presence or absence
of a segmentation boundary in front of each letter in the word. For this task, we use various
standard off-the-shelf classifiers available in the
Scikit-learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
So far, we provide the classifiers only with features that are extractable from the word alone.
More specifically, we use only character-based
features. These character-based features include
letters and letter sequences (and their combinations) before and after under the character under
question, which is subsequently assigned one out
of two classes: “B” for boundary characters, and
“L” which stands for continuation characters. The
main task of these methods is then to train a classification model to classify all characters in the word
into those two classes, given binary features based
on surrounding characters. For example, for the
fifth character of word “hopeless”, some of our
features could be: “e”, “le”, and “ope”. The classification predictions are performed independently.

Our Machine Learning Models

In this work we decided to evaluate selected machine learning models including those featurebased machine learning approaches in which the
task of word segmentation is reformulated as
a classification task, as well as various deeplearning (DL for short) neural network models.
Because of huge number of learned parameters in DL, having enough training data is critical.
The fact that we decided to create a large handannotated dataset for Persian allows evaluating the
effect of the training data size on a relatively wide
scale, as described in Section 4.
We convert all segmentations into a simple
string format in which letters “B” and “L” encode the presence of the boundary letter and

3.2

Deep Neural Network Based Models

Besides the classification-based segmentation
models, we designed and evaluated five DL models based on GRU, LSTM, Bi-LSTM, seq2seq and
Bi-LSTM with the attention mechanism, respectively. The first three models are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The presented seq2seq model, is
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similar to the model described in (Grönroos et al.,
2019). The last presented model is an attention
based model, which is shown in Figure 3. In this
model, we use Bi-LSTM as encoder and LSTM as
attention layer, and finally, outputs of encoder and
attention layers are added together.

et al., 2011) as well as the Czech dataset used in
our experiments are described.
4.1

We extracted our primary word list from three different corpora. The first corpus contains sentences
extracted from the Persian Wikipedia (Karimi
et al., 2018). The second one is popular Persian
mono-lingual corpus BijanKhan (Bijankhan et al.,
2011), and the last one is Persian-NER1 (Poostchi
et al., 2018).
For all introduced corpora, using Hazm toolset (Persian preprocessing and tokenization tools)2
and the stemming tool presented by Taghi-Zadeh
et al. (2015), we extracted and normalized all
sentences and in the final steps using our rulebased stemmer and a Persian lemma collection, all
words are lemmatized and stemmed. Finally all
semi-spaces are automatically detected and fixed.
Words with more than 10 occurrences in the corpora were selected for manual annotation. We
decided to send all 80K words to our 16 annotators in the way that each word is checked and
annotated by two independent persons. Annotators decided about the lemma of a word under
question, segmentation parts, plurality, ambiguity
(whether a word has more than one meaning) or
they might delete the word if they think is not a
proper Persian word. Moreover, some segmentations predicted by our automatic segmentator with
high confidence score were offered to our annotators. We removed almost 30K words which were
selected to be deleted by both annotators. And remaining 50K words sent for inter-annotation comparison part. In this step, all disagreements were
checked and corrected by the authors of this paper
and finally all words were quickly reviewed by two
Persian linguists. The whole process took around
six weeks. In order to use a hand-annotated lexicon in our work, we extracted the segmentation
part from the dataset and converted it to our binary
model which is described in Section 3.
The total number of words we used in our Persian dataset is 40K. The dataset is publicly available in the LINDAT/CLARIN repository (Ansari
et al., 2019).

Figure 1: The schema of the LSTM/GRU models
used in this experiments.

Figure 2: The schema of the Bi-LSTM model used
in this experiments.

Figure 3: The schema of the Bi-LSTM with the
attention mechanism model used in this experiments.

4

Persian Hand-Annotated Morphological
Segmentation Dataset

Morphological Segmentation Lexicons

In this section, the rich Persian hand-annotated
dataset and the existing Finnish datasets from
the Morpho-Challenge shared task 2010 (Virpioja

1
https://github.com/HaniehP/
PersianNER
2
https://github.com/sobhe/hazm
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4.2

Existing Finnish and Czech Segmentation
Datasets

such accuracy in our experiments in addition to
our lexicon evaluation. For this new experiment,
we selected a part of a mono-lingual text and after
removing all presented words in the text from our
training lexicon, the remaining segmented words
are considered as the training set and finally accuracy of word segmentation of words in test sentences is reported separately.

We downloaded the Finnish segmentation dataset
from the Morpho-Challenge shared task 20103
(Virpioja et al., 2011) and converted them into our
binary format. The Finnish dataset contains 2000
segmented words. While comparing to our handannotated Persian dataset these datasets are small,
we used them to see the efficiency of our presented
models when the size of training dataset is limited.
The Czech dataset results from a prototype segmentation annotation of Czech words. A sample
of 1000 lemmas were selected randomly from DeriNet, which is a lexical database focus on derivation in Czech (Žabokrtský et al., 2016). The
lemmas were manually segmented by two independent annotators, and all annotation differences
were resolved subsequently during a third pass
through the data. The annotation resulted in 4.6
morphemes per word, partially as a result of the
fact that the lemmas were sampled uniformly, regardless of their corpus frequency, and thus the selection is biased towards longer words.

5

5.1

Baselines

We used two baseline systems which we selected
to compare our models with. The first baseline is an unsupervised version of MORFESSOR,
which is introduced and implemented by Creutz
et al. (2007). The second baseline is FlatCat
(Grönroos et al., 2014), which is a well-known
semi-supervised version of MORFESSOR that
uses the Hidden Markov Model for segmentation.
In addition to the annotated data, semi-supervised
MORFESSOR (i.e. FlatCat) uses a set of 100,000
word types following their frequency in the corpus as their unannotated training dataset. For both
baselines, the best performing model is selected
and compared with our neural network based models.

Experimental Results

To partition our dataset (Persian, Czech and
Finnish) into training, development and test sets
a commonly used method is used (Ruokolainen
et al., 2013), which involves sorting words according to their frequency and assigning every eighth
term starting from the first one into the test set
and every eighth term from the second into the development set, while moving the remaining terms
into the training set.
In order to evaluate the effect of the training
data size, we randomly select the first 1/64, 1/32,
1/16, 1/8, 3/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and all amount of data
from the training set to carry out experiments with
different training sizes. In all experiments, we report three evaluation measures: the number of correctly predicted morpheme boundaries (in terms of
precision, recall, and f-measure), the percentage
of correct binary predictions on all characters, and
the percentage of correctly segmented words.
As described in Section 2, some previous works
reported accuracy in terms of the number of correct predictions (boundary and word) in a running
text, instead of considering unique words sampled
from a lexicon. Hence we decided to also report

5.2

Results and Discussion

As described in Section 4, we designed various models for the morphological segmentation
task. In the following subsections, different experiments done in this work are reviewed. In all
tables, the column entitled by W% indicates the
proportion of perfectly segmented words. The
column entitled by Ch% indicated the accuracy
of characters which are classified as boundary or
non-boundary. Finally, P%, R%, and F% indicate precision, recall and F-measure score respectively for the morpheme boundary detection, naturally excluding the trivial final position characters
from our evaluation.
5.2.1

Comparison of Different Models

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of morphological segmentation using our Persian handannotated dataset if the whole training data is
used. For each model, only results of the bestperforming hyperparameter configuration are reported. As is shown in Table 1, our Bi-LSTM
model performs slightly better than the rest in
boundary prediction, however, the classification
models are surprisingly almost on the par with our
complex DL model. Considering word accuracy,

3
http://morpho.aalto.fi/events/
morphochallenge2010/datasets.shtml
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Model

P% / R% / F%

W%

Ch%

Model

P% / R% / F%

W%

Ch%

LSTM
GRU
Bi-LSTM
Seq2Seq
Bi-LSTM with Attention
SVC, Kernel: linear
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 2
SVC, Kernel: rbf
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 5
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 3
Logistic Regression, Solver: sag
Logistic Regression, Solver: liblinear
Logistic Regression, Solver: lbfgs
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 5
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 10
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 30
Ada Boost, Estimators: 100
Decision Tree
Random Forest, Estimators: 10
Random Forest, Estimators: 100
Bernoulli Naive Bayes
Perceptron MaxIteration: 50
Unsupervised MORFESSOR
Supervised MORFESSOR

90.09 / 87.55 / 88.80
85.43 / 84.50 / 84.96
92.50 / 88.65 / 90.53
88.04 / 84.04 / 86.09
92.57 / 85.85 / 89.08
85.86 / 82.20 / 83.94
89.57 / 85.86 / 87.67
89.71 / 84.42 / 86.99
89.77 / 83.91 / 86.74
89.58 / 85.89 / 87.70
87.55 / 79.66 / 83.42
87.55 / 79.60 / 83.42
87.49 / 79.78 / 83.46
86.22 / 82.47 / 84.30
86.22 / 82.47 / 84.03
90.23 / 86.69 / 88.42
83.34 / 64.10 / 72.46
88.25 / 87.05 / 87.65
89.75 / 84.87 / 87.15
89.93 / 85.92 / 87.88
78.38 / 88.31 / 83.05
83.98 / 74.45 / 78.93
69.58 / 81.10 / 74.90
82.13 / 92.94 / 87.20

64.10
58.35
66.51
59.10
65.30
73.08
78.72
77.61
77.17
78.70
72.60
72.63
72.64
73.12
73.12
78.64
58.21
76.83
76.08
77.37
66.71
65.07
29.01
59.56

93.20
91.44
94.37
91.65
93.52
94.45
95.72
95.52
95.45
95.73
94.39
94.39
94.39
94.56
94.56
95.73
90.83
95.38
95.30
95.54
93.21
92.52
83.28
91.60

LSTM
GRU
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM with Attention
SVC, Kernel: linear
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 2
SVC, Kernel: rbf
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 5
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 3
Logistic Regression, Solver: sag
Logistic Regression, Solver: liblinear
Logistic Regression, Solver: lbfgs
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 5
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 10
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 30
Ada Boost, Estimators: 100
Decision Tree
Random Forest, Estimators: 10
Random Forest, Estimators: 100
Bernoulli Naive Bayes
Perceptron MaxIteration: 50
Unsupervised MORFESSOR
Supervised MORFESSOR

99.67 / 29.08 / 44.98
99.99 / 28.01 / 45.01
86.96 / 32.82 / 47.66
81.50 / 44.18 / 57.30
78.39 / 76.83 / 77.31
89.00 / 77.62 / 82.23
90.06 / 74.83 / 81.74
91.35 / 64.71 / 75.75
89.70 / 76.56 /82.61
82.43 / 69.37 / 75.34
82.43 / 69.37 / 75.34
82.43 / 69.37 / 75.34
82.56 / 71.23 / 76.48
82.56 / 71.23 / 76.48
82.56 / 71.23 / 76.48
76.45 / 38.48 / 51.19
79.58 / 76.29 / 77.90
87.41 / 68.44 / 76.77
88.08 / 72.83 / 79.73
64.27 / 76.43 / 69.82
73.22 / 75.36 / 74.27
25.85 / 89.87 / 40.15
70.48 / 79.67 / 74.79

03.58
03.59
04.88
05.53
38.11
47.55
45.92
35.83
46.57
31.92
31.92
31.92
33.55
33.55
33.55
16.28
39.41
37.45
44.29
26.38
31.92
00.32
31.49

81.57
81.60
81.30
78.26
91.16
93.63
93.34
91.75
93.58
90.95
90.95
90.95
91.27
91.27
91.27
85.38
91.38
91.75
92.62
86.84
89.60
30.53
87.68

Table 2: Result of applying our models on small
Finnish segmented lexicon.

Table 1: Result of applying our models on small
Persian segmented lexicon. P%, R%, and F%
indicate precision, recall and F-measure score respectively. W% means the percentage of number
of correct predicted words and Ch% indicated the
the accuracy of characters which are classified in
two boundary or non-boundary classes.
classification models are performing better than
DL models. A possible explanation for this is that
the classification models make use of n-gram features and handle the characteristics of the whole
word more efficiently than sequence-based models. Moreover, regarding our experiments, the presented seq2seq model does not perform well. An
explanation could be that while there is not any
available context information, the used attention
mechanism does not have any far parts to make a
relation between them. Moreover, our Bi-LSTM
with the attention mechanism does not perform
better than normal Bi-LSTM either. Finally, Tables 2 and 3 show the results of this experiment on
two other languages, Finnish and Czech, for which
the sizes of training data are very limited comparing the Persian dataset. As we expected, with so
small training data, the classification methods perform better than more complex DL strategies.
Table 4 shows a comparison of our DL models,
when different LSTM output sizes and drop-out
thresholds are tested. Only two best-performing
models (LSTM and Bi-LSTM) are shown.
As is seen in the tables, the classification models perform well when compared to more complex
DL models. One explanation for this evidence is
the lack of any external information (other than
a segmented lexicon) which limits the number of

Model

P% / R% / F%

W%

Ch%

LSTM
GRU
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM with Attention
SVC, Kernel: linear
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 2
SVC, Kernel: rbf
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 5
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 3
Logistic Regression, Solver: sag
Logistic Regression, Solver: liblinear
Logistic Regression, Solver: lbfgs
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 5
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 10
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 30
Ada Boost, Estimators: 100
Decision Tree
Random Forest, Estimators: 10
Random Forest, Estimators: 100
Bernoulli Naive Bayes
Perceptron MaxIteration: 50
Unsupervised MORFESSOR
Supervised MORFESSOR

69.64 / 36.44 / 47.82
74.72 / 27.23 / 39.92
68.56 / 48.33 / 56.69
66.62 / 71.16 / 68.81
84.28 / 70.84 / 76.98
91.42 / 69.46 / 78.94
91.39 / 67.40 / 77.59
94.03 / 48.71 / 64.18
90.95 / 60.37 / 72.57
90.69 / 66.89 / 76.99
90.69 / 66.89 / 76.99
90.69 / 66.89 / 76.99
82.18 / 79.93 / 81.04
87.50 / 76.15 / 81.24
82.18 / 79.93 / 81.04
88.85 / 57.46 / 69.79
78.46 / 56.26 / 65.53
91.42 / 65.86 / 76.57
91.76 / 68.78 / 76.82
85.94 / 74.44 / 79.77
80.45 / 72.04 / 76.01
44.28 / 99.33 / 61.25
67.12 / 77.43 / 71.91

04.19
00.59
05.38
08.98
20.95
31.73
30.53
20.35
25.14
25.04
25.04
25.04
28.74
29.34
28.74
16.16
15.56
29.34
29.34
26.94
19.16
00.59
05.95

69.77
63.86
67.45
72.16
83.88
85.90
85.19
79.32
82.64
84.80
84.80
84.80
85.77
86.62
85.77
81.08
77.49
84.67
85.77
85.64
82.71
44.61
73.33

Table 3: Result of applying our models on the
Czech segmented lexicon.
Model
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM
LSTM
LSTM
LSTM
LSTM

Parameters
Outstate: 25 Dropout:
Outstate: 50 Dropout:
Outstate: 70 Dropout:
Outstate: 70 Dropout:
Outstate: 25 Dropout:
Outstate: 50 Dropout:
Outstate: 70 Dropout:
Outstate: 70 Dropout:

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5

P% / R% / F%
89.44 / 82.80 / 86.00
88.79 / 87.89 / 88.34
91.39 / 88.85 / 90.10
92.50 / 88.65 / 90.53
91.69 / 83.00 / 87.13
93.09 / 82.29 / 87.36
90.09 / 87.55 / 88.80
87.86 / 88.59 / 88.22

W%
59.44
62.57
64.51
66.51
62.32
60.82
64.10
62.19

Ch%
91.73
92.86
93.70
94.37
92.45
92.67
93.20
92.72

Table 4:
Effect of using different hyperparameters on LSTM and Bi-LSTM models, two
best performing deep neural network models for
Persian dataset
possible features from the training data. For example there is no information about some previous words, and consequently RNN-based models
can not learn any information about distant previous characters in the training phase. Possibly,
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this also explains the inferior performance of our
seq2seq model compared to the Bi-LSTM model
implemented for this work.
Finally, Table 5 shows results of selected models when the segmentation is done on all words
occurring in a corpus instead of a segmented lexicon. In this experiments we expected those words
with more frequency has higher effect on results
comparing with less frequent words.

kind of space in Persian words and consequently
our hand-annotated dataset contains these semispaces correctly. While we wanted to test the effect of having this prior knowledge in the lexicon,
we evaluated our models in two different forms. In
the first case, we used our hand annotated dataset
as is. In the second case, we removed all semispaces from the lexicon. Table 6 shows a comparison for deploying our models on these two different datasets and as could be seen in this table,
having the accurate dataset which is created by our
preprocessing strategy could improve results drastically.

5.2.2 Effect of Training Data Size
In order to evaluate the effect of the training data
size on our DL models, different amount of training data are selected from and feed to our models.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 demonstrate an experiment
in which the baseline line is the results of unsupervised version of MORFESSOR for similar test
dataset. Only four best performing feature-based
models in addition to two DL-based models are
selected to be shown here. As this figure shows,
after having more than 10K training instances, increasing the training data further does not have a
substantial effect any more.

6

The main task of this work is to evaluate different
supervised models to find the best segmentation
of a word when only a segmented lexicon without
any extra information is available in the training
phase. In recent years, recurrent neural networks
(RNN) attracted a growing interest in morphological analysis, that is why we decided to design
and evaluate various neural network based models (LSTM, Bi-LSTM, GRU, and attention based
models) as well as some machine learning classification models including SVM, Random Forest,
Logistic Regression and others for our morphological segmentation task. While a critical point
in any DL model is the training data size, we decided to create a rich hand annotated Persian lexicon which is the only segmented corpus for Persian words. Using this lexicon we evaluated our
presented models as well as the effect of training data size on results. Moreover, we evaluated
and tested our models on some limited datasets for
Czech and Finnish languages. Experimental results show our Bi-LSTM model performs slightly
better in boundary prediction, however the results
of classification-based approaches overcome the
DL models in percentage of completely correctly
segmented words.

5.2.3 Semi-Space Feature for Persian Words
An important feature of the Persian and Arabic
languages is the existence of semi-space. For example word “( ”کتابهاbooks) is a combination of
word “ ”کتابand “”ها, in which the former is Persian translation of word “book” and the latter is
morpheme for a plural form. We can say these
semi-space signs segment words into smaller morphemes. However, in formal writing and in all Persian normal corpora, this space is neglected frequently and it could make a lot of problems in
Persian and Arabic morphological segmentation
task. For example both forms for the previous
example, “ ”کتابهاand “ ”کتابها, are considered
correct in Persian text and have the same meaning. To deal with this problem and in order to
improve the quality of our segmentation dataset,
we implemented a preprocessor to distinguish this
Model

P% / R% / F%

W%

Ch%

LSTM
Bi-LSTM
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 3
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 30
Random Forest, Estimators: 100

94.42 / 92.93 / 93.67
95.97 / 93.69 / 94.89
93.88 / 92.11 / 92.99
94.50 / 92.77 / 93.63
94.32 / 91.99 / 93.10

78.14
78.37
89.85
89.91
88.64

95.13
95.79
97.02
96.93
96.66

Conclusion
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Table 5: Experiment results when a model is used
to predict boundaries of Persian words of a small
corpus instead of lexicon words. Only five best
performing models are shown.
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Figure 4: The effect of Persian training data size on boundary detection F-measure.

Figure 5: The effect of Persian training data size on whole-word segmentation accuracy.
Model
LSTM
Bi-LSTM
SVC, Kernel: linear
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 2
SVC, Kernel: rbf
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 5
SVC, Kernel: poly, Degree: 3
Logistic Regression, Solver: sag
Logistic Regression, Solver: liblinear
Logistic Regression, Solver: lbfgs
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 5
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 10
KNeighbors, Neighbors: 30
Ada Boost, Estimators: 100
Decision Tree
Random Forest, Estimators: 10
Random Forest, Estimators: 100
Bernoulli Naive Bayes
Perceptron MaxIteration: 50
Unsupervised MORFESSOR
Supervised MORFESSOR

with semi
P% / R% / F%
W%
90.09 / 87.57 / 88.80
64.10
92.50 / 88.65 / 90.53
66.51
85.86 / 82.20 / 83.94
73.08
89.57 / 85.86 / 87.67
78.72
89.71 / 84.42 / 86.99
77.61
89.77 / 83.91 / 86.74
77.17
89.58 / 85.89 / 87.70
78.70
87.55 / 79.66 / 83.42
72.60
87.55 / 79.60 / 83.42
72.63
87.49 / 79.78 / 83.46
72.64
82.47 / 86.22 / 84.30
73.12
86.22 / 82.47 / 84.30
73.12
90.23 / 86.69 / 88.42
78.64
83.34 / 64.10 / 72.46
58.21
88.25 / 87.05 / 87.65
76.83
89.75 / 84.87 / 87.15
76.08
89.93 / 85.92 / 87.88
77.37
78.38 / 88.31 / 83.05
66.71
83.98 / 74.45 / 78.93
65.07
69.58 / 81.10 / 74.90
29.01
82.13 / 92.94 / 87.20
59.56

Ch%
93.20
94.37
94.45
95.72
95.52
95.45
95.73
94.39
94.39
94.39
94.56
94.56
95.73
90.83
95.38
95.30
95.54
93.21
92.52
83.28
91.60

without semi
P% / R% / F%
W%
91.15 / 74.76 / 82.15
51.42
89.19 / 77.18 / 82.75
52.58
81.67 / 77.75 / 79.66
68.17
86.52 / 82.96 / 84.71
75.66
86.34 / 80.96 / 83.56
74.39
86.11 / 80.11 / 83.00
73.00
86.30 / 83.02 / 84.63
75.30
83.83 / 75.75 / 79.58
68.61
83.84 / 75.75 / 79.59
68.63
83.74 / 75.59 / 79.46
68.47
82.19 / 76.34 / 79.15
67.36
82.19 / 76.34 / 79.15
67.36
82.19 / 76.34 / 79.15
67.36
75.17 / 51.87 / 61.39
52.95
88.24 / 86.05 / 87.13
75.92
85.04 / 78.17 / 81.46
70.83
85.21 / 79.66 / 82.34
71.95
75.63 / 84.91 / 80.00
62.01
75.41 / 77.28 / 76.34
62.51
71.16 / 81.88 / 76.14
30.33
81.60 / 92.24 / 86.60
58.84

Ch%
89.53
89.64
92.62
94.43
94.08
93.90
94.39
92.77
92.78
92.73
92.52
95.52
92.52
87.87
95.21
93.38
93.65
92.01
90.05
83.48
90.80

Table 6: The effect of considering semi-space on training data when all training data are used.
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Abstract

WSI systems, text fragments containing ambiguous words are hand-labeled with senses from some
sense inventory (a dictionary or a lexical ontology). WSI systems are given text fragments only
and should cluster them into some a priori unknown number of clusters (unlike Word Sense
Disambiguation systems, which are also given the
sense inventory).
Words that can appear instead of an ambiguous word in a particular context, also known
as lexical contextual substitutes, are very helpful
for WSI because possible substitutes strongly depend on the expressed meaning of the ambiguous word. For instance, for the word build possible substitutes are manufacture, make, assemble, ship, export if it is used in the manufacturing some goods sense and erect, rebuild, open
for the constructing a building sense. Baskaya
et al. (2013) proposed generating substitutes using
n-gram language models and had shown one of
the best results at the SemEval-2013 WSI shared
task for English (Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013).
Later Amrami and Goldberg (2018) proposed
generating contextual substitutes with a bidirectional neural language model (biLM) ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). With several other improvements, they had achieved new state-of-the-art results on the same dataset. However, their method
simply unites substitutes generated independently
from probability distributions P (wi |wi−1 ...w1 )
and P (wi |wi+1 ...wT ) estimated by the forward
and the backward ELMo LM independently, each
given only one-sided context. This results in noisy
substitutes when either left or right context is short
or non-informative.
The main contribution of this paper is an approach that combines the forward and the backward distributions into a single distribution and
fuses the similarity to the ambiguous word into
the combined distribution. This allows taking into

Word Sense Induction (WSI) is the task
of grouping of occurrences of an ambiguous word according to their meaning. In
this work, we improve the approach to
WSI proposed by Amrami and Goldberg
(2018) based on clustering of lexical substitutes for an ambiguous word in a particular context obtained from neural language models. Namely, we propose methods for combining information from left
and right context and similarity to the ambiguous word, which result in generating
more accurate substitutes than the original approach. Our simple yet efficient improvement establishes a new state-of-theart on WSI datasets for two languages.
Besides, we show improvements to the
original approach on a lexical substitution
dataset.

1

Introduction

Ambiguity, including lexical ambiguity, is one of
the fundamental properties of natural languages
and is a central challenge for NLP and its applications. Lexical ambiguity is a common situation
when a single word has several meanings which
can be either closely related (coffee as a plant, as
a drink, or as beans for preparing that drink) or
entirely unrelated (band as a musical group or as
a strip of material). Consider the word book in
book a flight or buy a book. Depending on the
expressed meaning, machine translation systems
should translate this word differently, search engines should find different information, personal
digital assistants should take different actions, etc.
Word sense induction (WSI) is the task of
clustering of occurrences of an ambiguous word
according to their meaning. For evaluation of
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account all information we have about a particular ambiguous word occurrence for better substitutes generation. We compare several methods
for combining distributions. Substitutes retrieved
from the combined distribution perform much better for WSI achieving the a state-of-the-art on the
SemEval 2013 dataset for English as well two
datasets for Russian.

2

The approach presented in this paper is also
an instance of vector clustering methods. More
specifically, it exploits contextual substitutes for
the ambiguous word to differentiate between its
senses. Baskaya et al. (2013) proposed using substitute vectors for WSI, and their system AI-KU
was one of the best-performing systems at SemEval 2013. Alagić et al. (2018) proposed another
approach which leverages lexical substitutes for
unsupervised word sense induction. They perform
clustering of contexts using the affinity propagation algorithm (Dueck and Frey, 2007). The similarity between instances is measured using three
different measures based on cosine similarities between pre-trained word embeddings by Mikolov
et al. (2013). One measure relies on an average of
embeddings of context words. Another one relies
on an average of embeddings of lexical substitutes
(also combination of both measures is tested). Finally, Amrami and Goldberg (2018) proposed using neural language models and dynamic symmetric patterns establishing a new best result on this
dataset. Their approach is described in details in
Section 3 as a starting point for our method.

Related Work

The first methods to word sense induction were
proposed already in the late 90s (Pedersen and
Bruce, 1997; Schütze, 1998; Lin, 1998) with several competitions being organized to systematically evaluate various methods, including SemEval 2007 task 2 (Agirre and Soroa, 2007), SemEval 2010 task 14 (Manandhar et al., 2010)
and SemEval 2013 task 13 (Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013) for the English language, and RUSSE
2018 (Panchenko et al., 2018) for the Russian language.1 Navigli (2012) provides a survey of word
sense induction and related approaches. Methods
for word sense induction can be broadly classified
into three groups: context clustering approaches,
word (ego-network) clustering, and latent variable
models. We discuss these approaches below. Also,
note that methods for learning word sense embedding (Camacho-Collados and Pilehvar, 2018) can
be used to induce vector representations of senses
from text.
2.1

2.2

This group of methods cluster word ego-networks
consisting of a single node (ego) together with
the nodes they are connected to (alters) and all
the edges among those alters. Nodes of an egonetwork can be words semantically similar to the
target word or context features relevant to the
target. This line of work starts from the seminal work of (Widdows and Dorow, 2002) who
used graph-based methods for unsupervised lexical acquisition. In this work, senses of the word
were defined as connected components in a graph
which excludes the ego. Véronis (2004), Biemann
(2006), and Hope and Keller (2013) further developed this idea by performing clustering of nodes
instead of the simple search for connected components. Pelevina et al. (2016) proposed to transform word embeddings to sense embeddings using
graph clustering (Biemann, 2006). The obtained
sense embeddings were used to solve the WSI task
based on similarity computations between the context and the induced sense.

Context/Vector Clustering Methods

This methods from this group represent a word instance by a vector that characterizes its context,
where the definition of context can vary greatly.
These vectors are subsequently clustered.
Early approaches, such as (Pedersen and Bruce,
1997; Schütze, 1998; Reisinger and Mooney,
2010) used sparse vector representations. Later
approaches dense vector representations were
adopted, e.g. Arefyev et al. (2018) and Kutuzov
(2018) used weighted word embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013) pre-trained on a large corpus to represent context of an ambiguous target word. Anwar et al. (2019) used contextualized (Peters et al.,
2018) and non-contextualized (Mikolov et al.,
2013) word embeddings to cluster occurrences of
ambiguous occurrences of verbs according to their
semantic frames.
1

Word/Graph Clustering Methods

2.3

Latent Variable Methods

Methods from this group, define a generative process of the documents which include word senses
as a latent variable and then perform estimation

https://russe.nlpub.org
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is done S times resulting in S representatives of
the original example consisting of 2L substitutes
each. Then TF-IDF BoW vectors for all representatives of all examples of a particular ambiguous
word are built. Finally, agglomerative clustering
is performed on the obtained representations with
a fixed number of clusters. To provide more information to the LMs the target word can be included
in the context using the technique called dynamic
patterns. For example, given the sentence These
apples are sold everywhere instead of ’These ’ the
forward LM receives ’These apples and ’ and instead of ’ are sold everywhere’ the backward LM
receives ’ and apples are sold everywhere’. The
underscore denotes the position for which the language model predicts possible words.
Thus, lexical substitutes are obtained independently from the forward and the backward LM
and then united. For soft clustering required by
the SemEval-2013 dataset, the probability distribution over clusters for each example is estimated
from the number of representatives of this example
put in each cluster. For the RUSSE (the Russian
WSI) datasets we further convert soft clustering
into hard clustering by selecting the most probable cluster for each example.
The second baseline (named base) simplifies
the original method by skipping sampling and using S = 1 representative consisting of the union of
the top K predictions from each LM. While being
simpler and deterministic, this modification also
delivers better results on RUSSE. Additionally,
we have found that baselines with dynamic patterns translated into Russian perform worse than
their counterparts without patterns (original-nopat and base-no-pat) on RUSSE. This is in line
with the ablations study from Amrami and Goldberg (2018) who found that the patterns are useful for verbs and adjectives but almost useless for
nouns which the RUSSE datasets consist of. Interestingly, our best models perform better without
dynamic patterns on all datasets.

of the model from unlabeled textual data. For instance, Lau et al. (2013) relies on the Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006). Latent
topics discovered in the training instances, specific to every word, are interpreted as word senses.
Since the HDP is generative, also new instances
can be assigned a sense topic. Latent variable
model of Bartunov et al. (2016) is a Bayesian extension of Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) that
automatically learns the number of word senses;
it relies on the stick-breaking process. Amplayo
et al. (2019) propose another graphical model
which tackles the sense granularity problem, setting new state-of-the-art results for the SemEval
2010/2013 WSI datasets.

3

Bayesian Fusion of Lexical Substitutes
from Bidirectional Language Models

In this section, we describe the method of word
sense induction proposed by Amrami and Goldberg (2018), which is based on lexical substitutes
generated given left and right context separately
and then united together. Then we propose several methods to build a combined distribution incorporating information from left and right context as well as the similarity to the target word
for better substitutes generation. For qualitative
comparison, Table 1 lists lexical substitutes generated by different methods for several randomly selected sentences from the TWSI dataset (Biemann,
2012). For readability, we select either the top 10
predictions from the combined distributions or the
union of the top 5 predictions from the forward
and the backward distributions. The actual number of substitutes may be smaller due to duplicates
appearing after lemmatization of substitutes.
3.1

Baselines: No Fusion (Union of
Substitutes)

We base our approach on the method by Amrami
and Goldberg (2018) (named original hereafter),
which has achieved state-of-the-art results on the
SemEval-2013 dataset for English WSI. Suppose
c is the target ambiguous word and l, r are its left
and right contexts. First, the method employs pretrained forward and backward ELMo LMs (Peters
et al., 2018) to estimate probabilities for each word
w to be a substitute for c given only the left context
Pf wd (w|l) or only the right context Pbwd (w|r).
Second, from the top K most probable words of
each distribution L substitutes are sampled. This

3.2

Fusion at the Level of LM Distributions

During preliminary experiments, we have found
that uniting substitutes retrieved from the forward
and the backward LM independently results in
lots of substitutes not related to the target word
sense. For instance, consider the first example
in Table 1 where the ambiguous word is the last
word of the sentence. The backward LM simply
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base-no-pat

base

BComb-LMs

BComb-3

It offers courses at the Undergraduate and Post Graduate levels in various subjects.
sept, industry, feb, university, discipline, nov, dec,
language, field, oct

offer, course, teach, subject,
style, topic, background,
size, include, provide

profession, subject, industry, university, discipline,
sector, guise, language,
field, department

field,
occupation,
language, discipline, sector,
guise, profession, subject,
department, industry

Wakeboards with a three - stage rocker push more water in front of the wakeboard, making
the ride slower but riders are able to jump higher off the water.
slightly trip perfect become journey climb trek bit
speed

faster landing climb bend rid
harder speed walk bike

jump incline slope climb
bend trek

dive incline climb trek slope
journey crawl

The couple were married on the bride’s family estate at Ballyhooly, Cork, Ireland; afterwards the couple set up home at Caddington Hall.
tree bear residence holiday
wedding vacation live farm
cottage

marry mansion be live castle
farm cottage move divorce

honeymoon croft ranch
vineyard homestead residence farmhouse wedding
farm cottage

farm ranch residence wedding croft cottage homestead

Table 1: Examples of generated lexical substitutes: baselines and our models. Contexts are from the
TWSI dataset. Ambiguous word is underlined, substitutes intersecting with human-generated are bold.
Here base is the baseline approach of Amrami and Goldberg (2018) and base-no-pat is its simplified
version without patterns, while BComb-LMs and BComb-3 are our models described in Section 3.
predicts all words which can appear before dot resulting mostly infrequent abbreviations. Dynamic
patterns help a little, but there is still no context
available for the backward LM to disambiguate
the target word. To solve this problem we propose combining distributions from the forward and
the backward LM first and then taking the top K
words from this combined distribution. We experiment with the following combinations.
3.2.1

we estimate fused distribution as follows:
P (l, r|w)P (w)
P (l, r)
P (l|w)P (r|w)P (w)
=
P (l, r)
P (w|l)P (w|r)
.
∝
P (w)

P (w|l, r) =

The numerator is estimated as Pf wd Pbwd , but pretrained ELMo LMs don’t contain frequencies of
the words in the vocabulary, so we cannot directly
estimate the denominator. Instead we approximate
it with Zipf distribution (the vocabulary is sorted
by frequency):

Average (avg)

This straightforward method of fusion of two distributions computes an average of forward and
backward distributions (no information about the
target word is used):
1
P (w|l, r) = (P (w|l) + P (w|r))
2
1
= (Pf wd + Pbwd ).
2
3.2.2

(2)

P (w) ∝

1
,
(k + rank(w))s

(3)

where k and s are hyperparameters: the first is
needed to perform adjustment for frequent words
while the second defines how quickly word frequency drops as its rank grows.

(1)

3.2.3

Bayesian Combination of LMs
(BComb-LMs)

Three-Way Bayesian Combination
(BComb-3)

Substitutes should not only be compatible with
context, but also similar to the target word c. Amrami and Goldberg (2018) integrate information

Using Bayes’ rule and supposing left and right
context are independent given possible substitutes
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about the target word using dynamic patterns, but
here we propose a probabilistic approach of fusion
of forward and backward distribution with the information about the target word. Namely, we estimate similarity using a scaled dot product of output embeddings from ELMo:

ambiguous words, including 20 nouns, 20 verbs,
and 10 adjectives. It provides 20-100 contexts
per word, and 4,664 contexts in total, which were
gathered from the Open American National Corpus and annotated with senses from WordNet. We
used this dataset as the test set and tuned all hyperparameters except for the number of clusters on
the TWSI dataset (Biemann, 2012).

embTw embc
),
(4)
T emperature
where T emperature is a hyperparameter which
allows scaling this distribution to fit to the LM distributions. Similarly to BComb-LMs and supposing the target word is independent from the context given possible substitutes (which can be interpreted as fixing a particular sense of the target):
P (w|c) ∝ exp(

P (w|l, c, r) ∝

P (w|l)P (w|r)P (w|c)
.
P 2 (w)

Evaluation metrics. Performance is measured
with two cluster comparison measures: Fuzzy
NMI (fNMI) and Fuzzy B-Cubed (fB3 ) as defined
in (Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013).
4.1.2

Figure 1 shows a geometric average (AVG) between Fuzzy Normalized Mutual Information
(fNMI) and Fuzzy B-Cubed F1 (fB3 ) depending
on the number of clusters. Following Amrami
and Goldberg (2018), Table 2 reports the results
for the number of clusters equal to 7 which is
the average number of senses in SemEval-2013.
BComb-3 shows the best results closely followed
by BComb-LMs, while the avg combination methods performs worse but still outperforms baseline
methods.

(5)

4.2

Experiment 2: RUSSE 2018 WSI Task

4.2.1
Figure 1: SemEval 2013 task 13: geometric average of fNMI and fB3 with respect to the number of
clusters per word. Hyperparameters are selected
on the TWSI dataset (Biemann, 2012).

4

Experimental Setup

For the Russian language we test our methods
on the active-dict and the bts-rnc datasets from
the RUSSE 2018 WSI shared task (Panchenko
et al., 2018). These datasets are split into dev
and test parts containing non-overlapping ambiguous words. The bts-rnc dataset relies on contexts sampled from the Russian National Corpus
(RNC)2 and annotated based on the sense inventory of the Large Explanatory Dictionary of Russian3 . The dev set contains 30 ambiguous words
and 3,491 contexts. The test set contains 51 ambiguous words and 6,556 contexts. The active-dict
dataset is based on the Active Dictionary of Russian, which is an explanatory dictionary (Apresjan, 2011). For each sense, contexts were extracted from the glosses and examples of this dictionary. The train/development set has 85 ambiguous words and 2,073 contexts. The test set has 168
ambiguous words and 3,729 contexts.

Evaluation and Results

To evaluate the quality of our proposed approach,
we performed three experiments. Two of them are
based on WSI datasets coming from the shared
tasks for English (Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013)
and Russian (Panchenko et al., 2018). The last
experiment compares substitutes generated by the
original and our methods to the human-generated
substitutes using a lexical substitution dataset for
English (Biemann, 2012).
4.1

Discussion of Results

Experiment 1: SemEval 2013 WSI Task

4.1.1 Experimental Setup
First, we evaluate our methods on the SemEval2013 dataset for English WSI (Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013). The dataset contains contexts for 50

2
3
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Model

fNMI

fB3

AVG

One sense for all
One sense per instance

0.000
0.071

0.623
0.000

0.000
0.000

Best competition results (Jurgens and Klapaftis, 2013)
AI-KU
Unimelb

0.065
0.060

0.390
0.483

0.159
0.170

Best after-competition results
(Amrami and Goldberg, 2018)
(Amplayo et al., 2019)

0.113
0.096

0.575
0.622

0.254
0.244

0.120
0.139
0.135

0.562
0.566
0.586

0.260
0.280
0.281

This paper
avg
BComb-LMs
BComb-3

Table 2: SemEval 2013 task 13: comparison to the previous best results. Following Amrami and
Goldberg (2018) the number of clusters is 7, other hyperparameters are selected on the TWSI dataset.

Figure 2: RUSSE-2018 development sets: ARI with respect to the number of clusters per word. Hyperparameters are selected on the TWSI dataset.
Evaluation metrics. Performance is measured
using Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) (Hubert and
Arabie, 1985).
4.2.2

ters BComb methods are indeed better than Avg.
We report results for (i) a fixed number of clusters
(selected on the development sets) and for (ii) individual number of clusters for each word selected
by maximizing the silhouette score of clustering4 .
Using individual number of clusters consistently
improves results for all our methods.

Discussion of Results

Figure 2 shows results on the development set using the same hyperparameters used for SemEval2013. Despite being selected on an English WSI
dataset, they perform surprisingly well. Similarly
to SemEval-2013, on active-dict BComb methods
outperform Avg by a large margin. However, on
bts-rnc dataset, Avg seems to be the best performing method which we attribute to suboptimal hyperparameters. For our final submissions to the
leaderboard reported in Table 3 we selected hyperparameters on the development set corresponding to each dataset and with these hyperparame-

4.3
4.3.1

Experiment 3: TWSI Lexical
Substitution
Experimental Setup

In the third experiment, we evaluated the quality of
lexical substitutes generated by our methods comparing them with human-generated ones from the
4

https://scikit-learn.org/
stable/modules/clustering.html#
silhouette-coefficient
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bts-rnc
Test

active-dict
Test

0.355 / 0.436
0.464 / 0.502
0.455 / 0.473

0.254 / 0.255
0.304 / 0.331
0.300 / 0.332

0.348
0.351
0.281

0.307
0.264
0.236

Model
avg
BComb-LMs
BComb-3
post compet’n best results
competition 1st best result
competition 2nd best result

Table 3: RUSSE 2018 test sets: comparison to the previous best results. The number of clusters is
selected on corresponding development sets (like other hyperparameters) / using silhouette score.
TWSI dataset by Biemann (2012). Version 2.0
of the dataset was used in our experiments. The
dataset is composed of 1,012 frequent nouns with
2.26 senses per word on average. For these nouns,
the dataset provides 145,140 annotated sentences
sampled from Wikipedia. Besides, it features a
sense inventory, where each sense is represented
with a list of words that can substitutes.

Model

0.115
0.058
0.093
0.073
0.127

0.035
0.020
0.032
0.025
0.041

Table 4: TWSI lexical substitution: comparison our method to the baseline model by Amrami
and Goldberg (2018) on the dataset of humangenerated lexical substitutes.

Discussion of Results

LMs is combined in a more principled way using Bayesian fusion of distributions rather than
a simple union of substitutes generated independently from each distribution. More specifically,
this work shows that integration of the forward and
the backward distributions retrieved from neural
LMs and the similarity to the target word results in
better-generated substitutes for ambiguous words,
which enabled achieving a new state-of-the-art for
WSI for two languages.

Table 4 reports the results. One should carefully
interpret these results since humans generate precise but not exhaustive lists of substitutes. For
instance, for the sentence Henry David Thoreau
wrote the famous phrase, “In wildness is the
preservation of the world.” BComb-3 model generates the following substitutes: dictum, proverb,
poem, motto, epitaph, slogan, quote, aphorism,
maxim from which only slogan and maxim were
generated by humans. As one may observe, according to metrics, both base methods with patterns and BComb-3 generate much more humanlike substitutes than their counterparts that do not
take into account the target word (base-no-pat and
BComb-LMs) with BComb-3 being a little better.
Examples of generated substitutes are shown in
Table 1.

5

prec.@10

base
base-no-pat
avg
BComb-LMs
BComb-3

Evaluation Metrics Performance is measured
using precision and recall among top K = 10 lexical substitutions.
4.3.2

rec.@10
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Conclusion

We proposed a new method for neural word sense
induction which improves the approach of Amrami and Goldberg (2018). We show that substantially better results can be obtained if the information from the forward and the backward
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Abstract

written as “de”, otherwise (in {a,ı,o,u}) it is written
as “da”. For example, in the sentence “Selin de
burada” meaning “Selin is also here”, the last word
before the clitic (“de”) is “Selin” whose final vowel
is “i”. Thus, the clitic is written as “de”. Whereas,
in the sentence “Fatma da burada” meaning “Fatma
is also here”, the last word before the clitic (“da”)
is “Fatma” whose final vowel is “a”, causing the
clitic to be written as “da”.
The “de/da” clitic in Turkish is a conjunction
when it is written separately and has the same meaning as "as well", "too", and "also" in English. In
addition to being a conjunction, the “de” and “da”
homonyms may be used as locative suffixes meaning “at” or “in”. For example, the word “araba”
(car) with the suffix “-da” (“arabada”) means “in
the car”. Although the “de/da” clitic in the meaning
of conjunction must always be written separately,
it is commonly confused with the locative suffix
"de/da" and incorrectly written concatenated to the
previous word.
The misspelling of the "de/da" clitics alter the
meaning of a sentence, and possibly render it meaningless. For example, when the clitic in the sentence "Araba da gördüm" is misspelled as "Arabada
gördüm", changes the meaning from “I also saw
a car” to “I saw it in the car”. This type of misspelling happens to be one of the most pervasive
and annoying misspellings in Turkish. One can
frequently encounter expressions of criticism and
frustration in this regard.
Morphological analysis is not very useful in
spelling correction of “de/da” since in most cases
new meaningful words form when it is written as
a suffix. As such, most of the Turkish spell checkers perform poorly or not at all. The only way to
differentiate between them is to take the sentence
context into account.
This work proposes a neural sequence tagger
model to detect and correct “de/da” errors. The

For the spell correction task, vocabulary
based methods have been replaced with
methods that take morphological and grammar rules into account. However, such
tools are fairly immature, and, worse, nonexistent for many low resource languages.
Checking only if a word is well-formed
with respect to the morphological rules of a
language may produce false negatives due
to the ambiguity resulting from the presence of numerous homophonic words. In
this work, we propose an approach to detect and correct the “de/da” clitic errors
in Turkish text. Our model is a neural sequence tagger trained with a synthetically
constructed dataset consisting of positive
and negative samples. The model’s performance with this dataset is presented according to different word embedding configurations. The model achieved an F1 score
of 86.67% on a synthetically constructed
dataset. We also compared the model’s performance on a manually curated dataset of
challenging samples that proved superior
to other spelling correctors with 71% accuracy compared to the second best (Google
Docs) with 34% accuracy.

1

Introduction

Misspellings can change the meanings of words
and, consequently, of sentences, which can lead
to major miscommunication and frustration. This
paper focuses on a common spelling error in Turkish, namely the spelling of the “de/da” clitic. Its
written form (“de” and “da”) depends on the vowel
harmony rule that is based on the last vowel of the
word previous to the conjunction. When the final
vowel of the prior word is in {e,i,ö,ü} the clitic is
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model employs a conditional random field (CRF)
for choosing the best prediction based on score
vectors that are provided by a multilayered bidirectional LSTM. Words in input sentences are replaced with word embeddings trained with different algorithms. The model is tested with various
combinations of these pretrained embeddings on
a synthetically constructed dataset, where the best
scores were obtained when all three embeddings
were used that yielded an F1-Measure of 86.67%.
It was also tested on a manually created more challenging dataset.
The main contributions of this work are:

Our model focuses on the Turkish clitic “de/da”
that means “also, as well, too” and must always be
written separately. It is commonly confused with
the locative suffix “de/da” that means “at” or “in”
as explained in Section 1.
2.2

In 2003 a data format was introduced for the
CoNLL-2003 shared task: Language-independent
named entity recognition (Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). In this format, each word is on a separate line with an empty line after each sentence.
The first item of a line is a word, the second is a
part-of-speech (POS) tag, the third is a syntactic
chunk tag, and the fourth is the named entity tag.
To represent sequences of meaningful words, the
chunks and entities use B-TYPE to indicate the
beginning and I-TYPE to indicate being inside the
phrase. The TYPE refers to the type of the entity
(i.e., person). Numerous datasets for NLP tasks
utilize this format for interoperability. A word with
tag “O” (outside) is considered as not being a part
of a phrase. The CoNLL format is often used for
publishing datasets. We use a variant of this format for representing correct and incorrect sentence
samples as detailed in Section 4.1.

• state-of-the-art spelling corrector that handles
the “de/da” misspellings in Turkish,
• a comparative analysis of alternative word embedding models for spell checking Turkish
sentences,
• a dataset of Turkish sentences with difficult to
detect “de/da” errors, and
• a demo website for spellchecking sentences
including “de/da” cases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents background information needed
to follow this work, Section 3 discusses the state-ofthe-art and current solutions to spelling corrections
in Turkish, Section 4 discusses the model and experiments, Section 5 presents an evaluation of the
proposed model, Section 6 reflects on observations
and provides insights about the future work, and
finally concluding remarks are given in Section 7.

2
2.1

The CoNLL Sentence Representation

2.3

Word Embeddings

Word embeddings are the vector representations of
different sets of words. They are one of the most
widely utilized methods used for language representation. Word embeddings are capable of capturing the semantic and syntactic similarity between
words. In this work the word embeddings that
are used are GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), fastText (Grave et al., 2018) and Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013).
Global Vectors for Word Representation
(GloVe) (Pennington et al., 2014) is an unsupervised learning algorithm to acquire word
vectors form words. It works on word to word
global co-occurrence matrices and is successful
in capturing semantic information. It combines
global matrix factorization and local context
window methods to create word embeddings.
FastText (Grave et al., 2018) is an open-source,
lightweight library for very fast text classification
introduced by Facebook in 2016. FastText is proposed as an extension of Word2Vec that trains
models given labeled texts, performs predictions,
and evaluates models. It is a hierarchical classifier
where labels are represented in a binary tree that

Background
Clitic, Conjunction and Locative Suffix

A clitic is a morpheme that is syntactically independent but phonologically dependent and attached
to a host. It has the syntactic characteristics of a
word, but depends phonologically on another word
or phrase.
A conjunction is a word that syntactically connects other words or larger constituents while also
expressing a semantic relationship between them.
Some conjunction examples from English include
and, or, but and if. The clitic “de/da” can be given
as an example conjunction in Turkish.
The locative suffix indicates the locative case,
which is the grammatical case that conveys a location. In Turkish, the locative case is specified by
the suffix “-de/-da”.
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Benim
de
aklım
sende
kaldı

3

ben+Pron+Pers+A1sg+Pnon+Gen
de+Conj
akıl+Noun+A3sg+P1sg+Nom
sen+Pron+Pers+A2sg+Pnon+Loc
kal+Verb+Pos+Past+A3sg

Zemberek is a collection of natural language processing tools for Turkish and is capable of various
tasks including morphological analysis, tokenization and sentence boundary detection and basic
spell checker. It is also used as the spell checker for
LibreOffice. However, it is not capable of detecting
the misspelling of the clitic "de/da" as it does not
make a semantic analysis on the sentence.(Akın
and Akın, 2007)
ITU Turkish Natural Language Processing
Pipeline can make syntactic and morphological
analysis of raw Turkish sentences, although it is
not capable of making a semantic analysis and thus
fails to classify and correct spellings of Turkish
"de/da" clitic (Eryiğit, 2014).
The spelling correctors for Turkish do not satisfactorily correct misspellings of the “de/da” clitic
as they are limited to the morphological analysis of
words which is insufficient for accurately classify
them. Google, Microsoft Office, and LibreOffice
all have different spell checkers for Turkish but
none of them present satisfactory results in the case
of handling the “de/da” clitics in Turkish. Their
accuracy is significantly lower compared to our
model as will be detailed in Section 5.

Table 1: The morphological analysis of a Turkish
sentence (My mind also remains with you) with
both the clitic and the affix forms of “de”.

facilities much faster model training without loss
of accuracy. FastText breaks words into n-grams
creating sub-words that are fed to the model to obtain the embeddings of each word. The tri-grams
of the word selam are sel, ela, and lam. In this
way information about patterns within words are
captured, which enables out of vocabulary words
to be processed.
Word2Vec models generate word embeddings
with a two-layer neural network that creates a set
of feature vectors for words in a corpus.

2.4

Related Work

Turkish Language

Turkish is an agglutinative language, where complex words are derived by stringing together morphemes. In agglutinative languages a sequence of
affixes are attached to the end of the words. Table 1 shows the morphological analysis of the sentence (using the ITU NLP pipeline (Eryiğit, 2014)):
“Benim de aklım sende kaldı.”, which roughly translates to “My mind remains with you too” (a manner
of expressing that one’s thoughts are with someone). More literally it translates to “Also, my mind
has remained with you.” This sentence includes
both forms of “de”, which are shown in bold. The
“de” following “Benim” refers to ”also”. The affix
“de” within “sende” is locative and means at you
(in English this is expressed as with you).

4
4.1

Experiments and Results
Data

To train the model, sentences with both correct and
incorrect spellings of the clitic “de/da” are required.
For this purpose, incorrect sentences have been
generated from the correct sentences from a corpus consisting of approximately 75 million Turkish
sentences extracted from various websites, novels
and news sites (Yildiz et al., 2016). Since the corpus was extracted from novels and news sites, the
sentences are assumed to include only a few or
no orthographic errors. Thus, the spellings of the
“de/da” cases are considered to be correct when
written separately, attached as a locative suffix, or
used as a conjunction. Note that some words simply end with “de/da” and these suffixes are not due
to locative morphemes (i.e., ‘ziyade’ meaning plentiful). However, such cases are few and considered
negligible.
To generate incorrectly spelled forms of “de/da”
samples, two simple actions are performed: (1)
append the separately written “de/da” to its preceding word and (2) separate the “de/da” suffixes

The morphological analysis of Turkish sentences
can get very complex. It is rather difficult for
non native speakers to learn the ordering of affixes
and to distinguish among the clitics. Even native
speakers may have trouble distinguishing the intended meaning and will need to clarify the context. These complexities present significant challenges to building language supporting tools for
Turkish. Although, machine learning approaches
show promise.
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Sentences
Tokens

Train
15,203
383,066

Dev
3,729
94,232

Test
2,070
51,226

lem since it achieved the state-of-the-art results for
named entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging
and chunking tasks.
4.3

Table 2: The number of sentences and tokens for
the training, development, and test dataset used in
training our models.

The initial task was to train the model with Turkish
word embeddings. For this task, GloVe was used
with the dimension size of 300 and window size of
15. The pretrained word vectors for Turkish were
obtained from the model trained on Common Crawl
and Wikipedia using fastText (Grave et al., 2018).
The pretrained Word2Vec vectors are for Turkish
with dimension size 300 (Güngör and Yıldız, 2017).
The models were trained using Continuous Bag of
Words (CBOW), with position-weights, dimension
size of 300, character n-grams of length 5, and a
window size of 5 and 10 negatives.
Parameter optimization was performed to
achieve the best F1 scores. During hyperparameter optimization, the training was performed for
10 epochs using fastText embeddings for all possible configurations for the following criteria:

from the words that contain them. For example,
for the sentence “Kedi de gördüm” (meaning “I
also saw a cat”), the sentence “Kedide gördüm”
(meaning “I saw it at the cat”) is generated by concatenation. Both are syntactically correct sentences
but have very different meanings. The sentence
“Evde kalıyorum” meaning “I am staying at home”
which uses the locative suffix “de/da” correctly, the
sentence “Ev de kalıyorum” is generated. The resulting sentence is an incorrectly separated “de/da”,
which translates to “I am staying also home”, which
doesn’t make sense.
The generated sentences are tagged in a manner
like the CoNLL NER tags (Section 2.2). We tag incorrectly spelled terms with “B - ERR” and all others
with “O” (other), such as:
Incorrect sentence
Correct sentence
Onlar O

Onlarda B-ERR

da O

'Sende O

'Sende O

kalsın O

kalsın O

, savcılığa O

, savcılığa O

verirsin O

verirsin O

'O

'O

dediler O

dediler O

. O

• batch size: [8, 16, 32, 64]
• RNN layer size: [1, 2, 3, 4]
• learning rate: [0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2]
• hidden size: [16, 32, 64, 128, 256]
The hyperparameters with the highest F1 score
are: batch size=16, RNN layer size=2, learning
rate=0.2, and hidden size=256. These parameter
values were used to train models with different
word embedding configurations for 150 epochs. All
models were trained on a PC with GPU GeForce
RTX2080 with 32 GB RAM. A single training took
approximately 10 hours to complete.

. O

The dataset consisting of sentences whose words
are tagged with “B-ERR” and “O” are divided into
training, development, and test sets (Table 2).
In addition to the this synthetically constructed
dataset, a dataset consisting of 100 Turkish sentences with misspelled forms of “de/da” is formed
manually. The sentences in this second dataset is
created so that they are syntactically correct but
semantically challenging to understand1 .
4.2

Experimental Setup

5

Results and Evaluation

A total of seven different models were trained with
the optimal parameters. The embedding types
used were GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), fastText (Grave et al., 2018) and Word2Vec. These
embeddings were also combined by concatenating them to form a new embedding with a higher
number of dimensions. Furthermore, two baseline
models were used for comparison purposes. Baseline model baseline1 considers only the separately
written “de/da” as correct, falsely classifying the
correctly spelled locative suffix “de/da” as a misspelling. Baseline model baseline2 considers only

Model

A multilayered bidirectional LSTM and CRF based
model (Akbik et al., 2018) that uses pretrained
embeddings was considered suitable for our prob1
Both this and the synthetic dataset is shared at https:
//github.com/derlem/kanarya
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Model BL P
G fT W 1 2 (%)
+
10.60
+ 59.89
+
87.09
+
87.05
+
87.67
+ +
90.55
+
+
89.79
+ +
87.59
+ + +
91.56

R
(%)
25.67
74.32
81.53
79.73
79.50
81.98
81.83
80.03
82.28

F1
(%)
15.00
66.33
84.22
83.23
83.39
86.05
85.63
83.64
86.67

Maça iyide
olmadı.

Bu adam öyle aslında çokta kötü bir adam
değil.
Ya ders calış yada çık dışarıda oyna.
Sonunda bizde derin öğrenmeye geçtik.
Kalemleri ve kitabı ev de kalmış.
Belkide
ettik.

Galatasaray’ı şampiyonluktan

Onuda yaptığında gidebilirsin.

Table 3: A comparison of the results our model
trained with various combinations of the Glove (G),
fastText (fT) and Word2Vec(W) methods on a synthetically constructed dataset against two baseline
models (BL-1 & BL-2). P, R and F1 refer to the
precision, recall, and F1 measures.

Figure 1: The errors caught by our model with the
best configuration on challenging sentences.
tegrate this work with morphological analysis to
yield a more complete spell checker for Turkish.
Recently, much success is being reported regarding the use of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), which
we are currently working on to obtain word embeddings, which we expect to further increase the
performance of our model.
The proposed model can be integrated with various platforms, ranging from text editors to social
media to messaging platforms. The “de/da” distinctions can be especially difficult for foreigners
who are attempting to learn Turkish as a second
language. Such spellcheckers could be very useful
in assisting learning. We are also working on developing and API and a demo service that make this
work more accessible. The scope of access will be
limited by the resources we are able to acquire.

the suffix form of “de/da” to be correct, falsely classifying the correctly spelled “de/da” conjunction
as a misspelling. The results of these models are
shown in Table 3.
Figure 1 shows some of the challenging sentences that where spelling errors and were correctly
identified using our best model. The erroneous
words are shown with a red bounding box. In these
examples, the second sentence correctly identifies
“çokta” as an error. In Turkish, when “-de/da” is to
follow a work that ends with of the letters “p, ç, t,
k, s, ş, h, f”, “-de/da” becomes “-te/-ta”. However,
as a grammatical term it is referred to as “de/da”
and is the more common case.
Finally, we examined the performance of various
configurations of our model with other well-known
spellcheckers for the 100 manually curated challenging sentences. Table 4 shows that our models
performed significantly better than others. The best
model utilizes the Word2Vec embeddings with an
accuracy of 71% while the second best accuracy
was achieved by Google Docs with 34%.

6

başlamıştık aslında ama

7

Conclusions

We developed a deep learning model to detect orthographic errors caused by the misspelling of the
clitic “de/da” in Turkish. This model uses various
word embeddings to train a model for the named entity recognition task for this clitic. The best model
achieved an F1 score of 86.67% on a synthetically
constructed dataset. To our knowledge, this is the
state-of-the-art result for spelling correction for the
misspellings of “de/da” clitics in Turkish. These results are very encouraging. We intend to extend the
model with a similar case as well as make all the
resources related to this work accessible as open
source.

Discussion and Future Work

The work presented in this paper created a state-ofthe-art model that achieved a much higher accuracy
in detecting the “de/da” misspellings in Turkish
when compared to existing spell correctors. Our
model currently only addresses the misspelling of
the “de/da” clitic. Further work is needed to in75

Ours
Others
G fT W ITU
+
+
+
+ +
+
+
+ +
+ + +
+
+
+
+

Acc
(%)
55
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71
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29
0
0
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Abstract

shows that a prevailing opinion often outweighs
even direct knowledge. Computational tools that
could warn against possible manipulation in the
text can thus offer an invaluable help even to an
informed reader.
In the following text, we are presenting the first
results of a research project aimed at automatic
analysis of the style of a newspaper text to identify
a presence of specific manipulative techniques. In
the first phase, a specific tool for expert annotations of selected news from 4 Czech internet media sites was developed (Baisa et al., 2017). This
tool has now been used to obtain 7,494 annotated
articles with detailed manipulative techniques annotations of texts expressing e.g. blaming, demonizing, relativizing, labelling, or fear mongering.
The following Section 2 provides detailed information about the dataset characteristics and content. In Section 3, an evaluation of 10 classification techniques and their results with the benchmark dataset is presented.

Propaganda of various pressure groups
ranging from big economies to ideological
blocks is often presented in a form of objective newspaper texts. However, the real
objectivity is here shaded with the support of imbalanced views and distorted attitudes by means of various manipulative
stylistic techniques.
In the project of Manipulative Propaganda
Techniques in the Age of Internet, a new
resource for automatic analysis of stylistic
mechanisms for influencing the readers’
opinion is developed. In its current version, the resource consists of 7,494 newspaper articles from four selected Czech
digital news servers annotated for the presence of specific manipulative techniques.
In this paper, we present the current state
of the annotations and describe the structure of the dataset in detail. We also offer an evaluation of bag-of-words classification algorithms for the annotated manipulative techniques.

1

2

The Benchmark Dataset

The Propaganda benchmark dataset currently contains data from two successive years. The first part
is based on two sets of articles from 2016. The
newspaper texts were extracted from four newspaper media domains1 which were previously scrutinized by annotators as possible sources of proRussian propaganda. The downloaded cleaned
data were merged with the annotation data stored
separately in a SPSS2 format (converted with the
GNU PSPP tool3 ) which is used widely in Social
science research. The result is a corpus with metadata (structure attributes) available for full-text

Introduction

State and pressure groups propaganda is a very
well studied phenomenon from the sociological point of view (Herman and Chomsky, 2012;
Zhang, 2013; Paul and Matthews, 2016). With the
spread of digital media, the influence of propaganda news grows rapidly (Helmus et al., 2018)
and the consequences of public opinion manipulation reach new levels (Woolley and Howard,
2017).
The main way of self-protection against such
propaganda influence lies in careful verification
of the presented information sources. Nevertheless, psycholinguistic evidence (Fazio et al., 2015)

1
sputnik.cz, parlamentnilisty.cz, ac24.cz
and www.svetkolemnas.info.
2
https://www.ibm.com/products/
spss-statistics
3
https://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/
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Figure 1: Numbers of articles with significant attribute values (not null, neutral or missing) in the whole
collection of 7,494 documents. The first (yellow) columns show numbers for the whole collection and the
second (blue) columns show an example of a filtered subset of articles containing the word "Trump".
g) Fear mongering: is the text trying to appeal
to fear, uncertainty or other threat?

search in the Sketch Engine corpus manager (Kilgarriff et al., 2014). As far as we know, this is the
first corpus of propaganda text annotated for detailed ensemble of manipulative techniques. The
full document texts were thus supplemented with
the following attributes (see Figure 1 for representation of particular attributes in the dataset):

h) Fabulation: does the text contain unsubstantiated, overstated or otherwise incorrect
claims?
i) Opinion: does the author of the text present
his or hers personal opinion?

a) Blaming: does the text accuse someone of
something?

j) Location: what is the main location the text
talks about?

b) Labelling: the text uses specific labels –
short and impactful phrases or words – to describe a person or a group.

k) Source: is the text presented as being based
on a specific source?

c) Argumentation: does the text present facts
or arguments (logical, emotional, etc.) to
support the main claim?

l) Russia: is the topic related to Russia?
m) Expert: is the text or opinion in the text presented as being supported by an expert?

d) Emotions: What is the main emotion the text
is trying to evoke in the reader? Anger, hate,
fear.

n) Attitude to a politician: neutral, negative,
positive for up to 3 mentioned politicians.

e) Demonizing: is the “enemy” and/or his/her
goals or interests presented in the text as being evil?

o) Topic: migrant crisis, domestic politics, etc.

f) Relativizing: are the presented actions of a
person, group or party being relativized?

q) Focus: foreign, domestic, can’t be determined.

p) Genre: report, interview, or commentary.
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Figure 2: An example of (a part of) an annotated article with ranges showing demonizing and grievance
as a value of the emotions attribute.
r) Overall sentiment: neutral, negative, or positive.

Table 1: Text statistics of the two parts of the
benchmark dataset.

The second part, articles from the same domains
published in 2017, has undergone a fine-grained
annotation using a specific data processing and annotating tool (Baisa et al., 2017), which requires
the annotators not only to specify the respective
attribute values but also enrich them with particular phrase examples. The annotators were asked
to amend each significant attribute value (not null,
neutral or missing) by marking a particular block
(or blocks) of text that offer the evidence of the
value. The attributes are split into two groups. The
attributes a) to n), denoted as range attributes, are
bound to a sequence of words from the text, the
attributes o) to r), i.e. the document attributes, are
related to the article as a whole. An example of
annotated range attributes can be seen in Figure 2.
Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the annotation process, there was only one annotator per
document and the inter-annotator agreement could
not be decided.
The text of the articles has been extracted from
the media server web pages, then tokenized using
unitok (Michelfeit et al., 2014) and morphologically annotated using majka (Šmerk, 2009) and

Tokens
Words
Sentences
Paragraphs
Documents

2016
2017
2,774,178 930,304
2,331,116 781,725
144,097 49,140
50,554 17,264
5,500
1,994

Total
3,704,482
3,112,842
193,237
67,818
7,494

desamb (Šmerk, 2010). The dataset thus allows
complicated full-text search in the articles. The
size of the data (sub)sets is in Table 1.

3 Dataset Evaluation
We have performed the dataset evaluation to express the baseline accuracy of assigning the labels
automatically using 10 machine learning classifiers. The classifiers were trained with the 20,000
most frequent lemmata present in the corpus, with
the text transformed to a numerical vector format
using bag-of-words using TF-IDF weighting.
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3.1

Labelling

Argumentation

Emotions

Demonizing

Relativizing

Fear mongering

Fabulation

Opinion

Location

Source

Russia

Expert

Topic

Genre

Focus

Overall sentiment

Server

dummy
bernoulli nb
multinomial nb
nearest centroid
passive aggressive
random forest
ridge
sgd elasticnet
sgd l1
sgd l2

Blaming

Table 2: Classifier Accuracy

.59
.67
.67
.66
.70
.69
.72
.71
.70
.70

.79
.78
.79
.71
.79
.81
.82
.82
.81
.82

.69
.59
.70
.62
.72
.74
.75
.73
.72
.73

.81
.74
.81
.63
.77
.81
.81
.81
.81
.81

.96
.87
.96
.74
.96
.96
.96
.96
.96
.96

.93
.85
.93
.80
.94
.93
.94
.94
.94
.94

.91
.84
.91
.75
.92
.92
.92
.92
.92
.92

.74
.75
.74
.71
.78
.77
.79
.78
.78
.78

.86
.84
.86
.75
.84
.87
.89
.89
.89
.89

.41
.56
.52
.58
.74
.67
.75
.76
.76
.76

.60
.63
.60
.60
.67
.68
.70
.70
.70
.70

.70
.73
.71
.55
.79
.80
.80
.82
.82
.81

.74
.63
.74
.67
.80
.80
.81
.80
.81
.80

.32
.53
.54
.56
.69
.63
.71
.71
.70
.71

.89
.91
.89
.80
.95
.92
.96
.96
.96
.96

.53
.72
.86
.66
.85
.85
.87
.87
.87
.87

.75
.72
.75
.65
.73
.76
.78
.77
.77
.77

.63
.80
.72
.73
.92
.88
.91
.93
.94
.92

Selected Classifiers

Table 3: Examples of word sentiment data used in
the experiment.

For the evaluation, we have chosen a representative subset of classification techniques, which are
often employed in bag-of-words tasks for attribute
value estimation. The resulting set of classifiers
includes:

Czech
neschopný
čistý
poměrný
hojný
přijatelný
závadný
přı́stupný
zastrčený
úslužný

• dummy: a baseline, classifies every instance
as the majority class present in the input data.
• passive aggressive: an efficient Perceptron-like classifier (Crammer et al., 2006).
• Two Naive Bayes variants: bernoulli nb
assumes that the data is Bernoulli distributed,
while multinomial nb assumes a Multinomial distribution (McCallum et al., 1998).

English
Positive
incapable
0
clean
0.5
proportional 0.25
abundant
0.125
acceptable 0.625
harmful
0
accessible
0.625
inserted
0.125
obliging
0.75

Negative
0.75
0
0.5
0
0
0.375
0
0
0

the closest mean (McIntyre and Blashfield,
1980).

• Three different Support Vector Machine
classifiers trained using stochastic gradient descent: sgd l1 with L1 regularization, sgd l2 with L2 regularization and
sgd elasticnet with Elasticnet regularization (Zhang, 2004).

3.2

Evaluation Strategy

The final accuracy scores have been obtained by
stratified 3-fold cross validation to evaluate the
performance of the classifiers. In the 3-fold cross
validation, documents were first grouped by their
classes. Each of these classes was then divided
into 3 parts. The training set for the investigated
classifier then consists of two parts of all groups
and the test set consists of the remaining parts of
all groups. There are three different ways to select
which of the parts will go into the training and the
evaluation sets. Each classifier has been evaluated
three times, once with each of these ways or folds.
The resulting score was computed as the average
of the three scores obtained for each of the folds.

• ridge is a regularized linear regression
based classifier (Rifkin and Lippert, 2007).
• random forest: An ensemble of decision
tree classifiers is built on samples drawn from
the training set. The resulting class during the
classification is obtained by taking the most
common class as assigned by each of the decision trees (Breiman, 2001).
• nearest centroid: computes a perclass mean of examples during training, the
classification then assigns class according to
80

Table 4: Classifier prediction accuracy sorted by the weighted F1-score which takes into account imbalanced attribute classes. The resulting accuracy is compared to the baseline accuracy of the majority
class.
best classifier weighted F1 accuracy baseline difference
Demonizing
sgd l2
.85
.96
.96
.00
.84
.96
.89
.07
Genre
sgd elasticnet
Server
sgd l1
.83
.94
.63
.31
Relativizing
sgd elasticnet
.82
.94
.93
.01
Fear mongering
passive
.81
.92
.91
.01
aggressive
Opinion
sgd l2
.79
.89
.86
.03
Focus
ridge
.77
.87
.53
.34
Labelling
ridge
.73
.82
.79
.03
Expert
ridge
.73
.81
.74
.07
Russia
sgd l1
.71
.82
.70
.12
Emotions
ridge
.70
.81
.81
.00
Fabulation
ridge
.70
.79
.74
.04
Overall sentiment ridge
.70
.78
.75
.04
Location
sgd l2
.68
.76
.41
.36
Argumentation
ridge
.65
.75
.69
.06
Blaming
ridge
.65
.72
.59
.13
Topic
sgd elasticnet
.64
.71
.32
.39
Source
ridge
.63
.70
.60
.10
3.3

Evaluation Metrics

positive words, only negative words and of their
average score computed as a difference between
word positivity and negativity. The overall document scores were then computed as a maximum
positive paragraph score, maximum negative paragraph score and maximum and minimum of the
average word score for each paragraph.
Each of the resulting document sentiment scores
were evaluated for a correlation4 with positive and
negative values of the selected attributes annotated
in the data. The results are presented in Table 5.
None of the attributes has proven really strong correlation, but several attributes partly correlate with
the maximum negative sentiment of the document.
Interestingly, there is no correlation in case of the
emotions attribute.

Each trained classifier predicts the class for a document based on its text. By comparing the results to the dataset gold standard data, each of the
classifier was evaluated by means of its attributerelated accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score.
The accuracy results are summarized in Table 2
and compared with the dummy baseline accuracy
in Table 4.
3.4

Correlations of Attributes and Sentiment
Coefficients

The set of article attributes contains several items
which express sentiment values, either to the article as a whole or to a mentioned politician. We
have evaluated the possibility of using the article
sentiment analysis to predict the corresponding attribute values for the texts.
The paragraph sentiment analysis results were
explicitly expressed as an average score of positivity and negativity of particular words. A list of
6,261 words was prepared as projections of SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010) scores via the
Czech WordNet (Rambousek et al., 2018; Horák
et al., 2008) database, see Table 3 for examples.
Each paragraph received an average value of only

4

Conclusion and Future Directions

We have introduced a new benchmark dataset
for propaganda manipulative techniques detection
in Czech newspaper texts. The dataset contains
7,494 documents annotated for the presence of
eight manipulative techniques and 10 document
attributes relevant for propaganda detection. The
4
Computed as Spearman’s correlation coefficient with
statistical significance.
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Table 5: Correlations of selected attributes and document sentiment analysis scores. The † symbol
denotes statistically significant values (p < 0.05) of Spearman’s correlation coefficient.
Attribute
blaming
demonizing
fear mongering
emotions compassion
emotions fear
emotions hate
emotions grievance
overall sentiment
attitude1
attitude2
attitude3
attitude avg

max positive
0.18 †
0.11 †
0.16 †
0.02
-0.07 †
0.06 †
-0.00
0.16 †
0.04 †
0.10 †
0.13 †
0.13 †

max negative
0.23 †
0.13 †
0.18 †
-0.00
0.02
0.04
-0.05
0.18 †
0.04 †
0.15 †
0.13 †
0.14 †

dataset is currently being expanded with the third
part of documents from 2018 and it is planned to
be released for public access after this expansion.
We have evaluated the current data with 10 current classification techniques. Regularized linear
regression and Support vector machines are able
to classify the data with the best accuracies, even
though the manipulative techniques need to employ extra features to significantly improve over
the baseline.
In the currently running experiments, we are
preparing new evaluation of the dataset using detailed stylometric features and distributed semantic representations of the texts.

max average
0.17 †
0.11 †
0.16 †
0.03
-0.07 †
0.06
-0.00
0.16 †
0.04 †
0.09 †
0.11 †
0.11 †

min average
-0.23 †
-0.12 †
-0.18 †
-0.00
-0.02
-0.04
0.05
-0.18 †
-0.04 †
-0.16 †
-0.13 †
-0.15 †
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Abstract

2015). This type of work represents words as
vectors in a semantic space where the proximity between word vectors indicate the existence
of a semantic relationship between the terms involved. The diachronic analysis is then performed
by building a different semantic space for each period of investigation and aligning vectors belonging to different spaces in order to make them comparable. The variations in the similarity between
the word vectors in two different spaces marks
possible changes in the context of appearance of
that word. This is used as a proxy indicator of
change, either cultural, social or semantic, associated with the occurrence of that specific word.
This kind of work has generated a variety of resources for the diachronic analysis of word meanings, covering different time periods, languages,
and genres.
While the broader area of automatic detection
of semantic shift of words is gaining momentum,
only little effort has focused on the more specific
problem of analysing the semantic shift of named
entities. This problem has a huge impact on the
correct identification of entities in context, with
repercussions on many natural language processing problems, such as entity linking and search,
aspect-based sentiment analysis and event detection (Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010b; Tahmasebi
et al., 2012; Georgescu et al., 2013).
Generally, an entity has a clear referent and
what evolves is the context in which it appears
or the surface form used to refer to it. In this
work, we build a resource that tracks how the surface forms used to link an entity change over time
by taking into account the revisions of Wikipedia
pages. In doing so, we also extract time-dependent
contexts of each mention of a link in Wikipedia

In the last few years, the increasing availability of large corpora spanning several
time periods has opened new opportunities
for the diachronic analysis of language.
This type of analysis can bring to the light
not only linguistic phenomena related to
the shift of word meanings over time, but
it can also be used to study the impact
that societal and cultural trends have on
this language change. This paper introduces a new resource for performing the
diachronic analysis of named entities built
upon Wikipedia page revisions. This resource enables the analysis over time of
changes in the relations between entities
(concepts), surface forms (words), and the
contexts surrounding entities and surface
forms, by analysing the whole history of
Wikipedia internal links. We provide some
useful use cases that prove the impact of
this resource on diachronic studies and delineate some possible future usage.

1

Introduction

The availability of large corpora spanning different time periods has encouraged researchers to
analyse language from a diachronic perspective.
Language is dynamic and detecting significant linguistic shifts in the meaning and usage of words
is a crucial task for both social and cultural studies and for Natural Language Processing applications. Recent work focusing on the automatic detection of the semantic shift of words has adopted
diachronic (or dynamic) word embeddings (Kim
et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2016b; Kulkarni et al.,
84
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a distributed, time-based, word representation for
the JISC UK Web Domain Dataset (1996-2013)
corpus.

pages. The Wikipedia page history, sometimes
called revision history or edit history, tracks the
order in which changes were made to any editable
Wikipedia page. We believe that this corpus can
help researchers to design approaches for tracking entities usage over time. This resource can be
functional to promote new research for dynamic
embeddings of named entities. We propose some
preliminary case studies for proving the potentiality of this resource.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the state of the art, while Section 3 describes
the methodological aspects of our approach. Section 4 shows some use cases of our resource followed by some final remarks.

2

Other research efforts have been directed to
release resources and applications for the visual
analysis and querying of these diachronic collections. The Google Ngram viewer (Michel et al.,
2011) was released as a tool for allowing users to
query the Google Ngram corpus, a collection of
ngram occurrences spanning several years and languages extracted from the Google Book project.
Hellrich and Hahn (2017) proposed a system that
allows users to explore different corpora via a diachronic semantic search. They used the Corpus of Historical American English, the Deutsches
Textarchiv “German Text Archive”, and the Royal
Society Corpus, in addition to the Google Books
Ngram Corpus.

Related Work

The diachronic analysis of language via word embeddings has been an active area of research during the past decade that has generated many resources for several time periods, languages and
genres. Kim et al. (2014) used Google Ngram
as a diachronic resource to build word embeddings via Word2Vec on a random sample of the
10 million 5-grams from the English fiction portion of the corpus. The authors made the resource
available, but due to space limitations, they released the word embeddings only for the 5-year
time period. A similar approach was proposed
by Grayson et al. (2016), where Word2Vec embeddings are trained on the Eighteenth-Century
Collections Online corpus (ECCO-TCP) by taking into account five twenty-year periods for 150
million words randomly sampled from the “Literature and Language” section of the corpus. Hamilton et al. (2016b) also trained word embeddings on
the Google Ngram for detecting semantic changes.
The authors analysed four different languages, i.e.
English, French, German and Chinese, and created a resource which has been successfully used
in subsequent studies (Garg et al., 2017; Hamilton
et al., 2016a). A different approach to detect the
semantic shift of words was adopted by Kulkarni
et al. (2015). The authors adopt a change point
detection algorithm on the time series generated
by computing the cosine similarity between word
embeddings trained on several corpora, such as:
Twitter, Amazon reviews, and the Google Book
Ngrams. A similar approach is proposed in Basile
and McGillivray (2018), in which the Temporal
Random Indexing (TRI) is adopted for building

Research directed toward the specific problem
of detecting changes in the context surrounding
named entities has attracted limited attention compared to the broader area of automatic detection
of the semantic shift of words. Some previous
work on named entities focused on problems related to searching (Berberich et al., 2009; Kanhabua and Nørvåg, 2010a; Zhang et al., 2016).
Tahmasebi et al. (2012) proposed an interesting
approach to identify the evolution of named entities. Berberich et al. (2009) defined a method
for query reformulations able to paraphrase the
user’s information need using terminology prevalent in the past. In this work, the original dataset
is enriched with annotated phrases extracted from
the text by using Wikipedia page titles. In Kanhabua and Nørvåg (2010a), Wikipedia internal
links and redirect pages are exploited for finding
synonyms across time by using different snapshot
of Wikipedia. The identified synonyms are used
for query expansion in order to increase the retrieval effectiveness. In some respects, this approach is similar to ours. However, it does not
use page revisions and the relation between concepts, surface forms and contexts. Zhang et al.
(2016) described an approach to find past similar terms closest to a given present term. The
goal was to improve the retrieval effectiveness in
archives and collections of past documents. In this
work, Wikipedia is only functional to the creation
of the test set, where only the information about
the entity lifetime is used (e.g. the time when the
name of a country or a company changed). Re85

the changes over time of the temporal relation
existing between the surface form, the target
and context. For example, it is possible to track
the change over time of different surface forms
linking to a specific target or to detect the change
in the target context. All these capabilities open
several possibilities to the analysis of entities
using a diachronic perspective.

garding named entity evolution, Tahmasebi et al.
(2012) proposed a method to capture the evolution
of one name into another by using a sliding window of co-occurrence terms. The corpus used for
the evaluation is the New York Times Annotated
Corpus. Lansdall-Welfare et al. (2017) analysed
a collection of historical data spanning 150 years
of British articles. The authors focus on historical
and cultural changes that are tracked via a quantitative analysis of word frequencies. However,
they expand their methodology to a “semantic”
level by working on named entities extracted from
text. The work proposed in Szymanski (2017)
is the first attempt to highlight the potential of
diachronic word embeddings for solving analogy
tasks involving entities and relationships, although
this work does not seek to capture named entities
in an explicit way. Moreover, Caputo et al. (2018)
applied a method to recognise and linking named
entities in the whole New York Times corpus. The
Temporal Random Indexing is then applied on the
annotated corpus in order to build a semantic vector representation for entities and tracking significant shift in their contexts. An explicit representation of named entities is also provided in (Bianchi
et al., 2018) where the authors tackle the problem
of incorporating time in the Knowledge Graph embeddings in order to provide a similarity measure
between entities that accounts for temporal factors.

3

Figure 1: Flowchart of the dataset creation.
Figure 1 depicts the process followed for the
creation of our resource. The starting point is the
Wikipedia meta history dump which includes all
the page revisions in XML format. The dump
is composed of several XML files containing the
page revisions in Mediawiki syntax. Each XML
file is parsed using the DKPro-JWPL API1 , which
is able to produce the accurate Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) of each page revision. From the
AST, we extract all the internal links that refer
to standard2 Wikipedia pages; each internal link
has a surface form and the name of the linked
Wikipedia page. In addition, we extract the year
from the revision timestamp and the context as
the n words around the internal link. The context is processed using the StandardAnalyzer provided by the Apache Lucene API3 . Each extracted
internal link is saved in a CSV file as a record consisting of: year, pageId, target, surface form, left
context and right context.
An example of a row in a CSV file is reported
below:

Methodology

The revision history associated with each
Wikipedia page opens the way to different diachronic analyses of the highly interconnected
concepts represented by its pages. In Wikipedia,
pages are interconnected by internal links manually created by users that consist of a surface
form and a target. The target is another Wikipedia
page, and can be regarded as a “conceptual” link
created by the user between the surface form and
a specific concept (the Wikipedia page). The
same surface form can link several entities and
the same entity can be linked to several surface
forms. Moreover, since a surface form occurs
in a specific context, we can define the surface
context as a window of n words to the left and
to the right of the surface form. Each page has
multiple revisions created every time a user edits
that page, and each revision page is associated
with a timestamp, so that it is possible to track

1

https://github.com/dkpro/dkpro-jwpl
We remove links to special pages, such as category and
user pages.
3
http://lucene.apache.org/
2
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henson 1 associates 1 eric 1
tracking 1 facial 1 technology
1 collaborated 1 six 1 starting 1
worked 1 animation 1
The aggregated format shows that the surface
form Apple Computer was used twice for linking the target Apple Computer, while the surface
form Apple was used only once. The BoW follows
each surface form. In the first aggregation step,
an aggregated file is created for each segment of
the Wikipedia dump, then in the second aggregation step, all the segments are merged in the final
dataset.
In this first version of the dataset we do not take
into account disambiguation pages and redirects.
Managing redirects is a very challenging problem
since they are not consistent over dumps.
Relying on this final dataset, we built a search
API for easily retrieving all the information related
to the target, the surface form and the context according to a specific time period4 .
We exploit the meta history dump dated 1st
February 2019; the first Wikipedia pages are dated
2001. The original dump size is about 950GB, the
total size of the CSV files is about 30GB, while
the final dataset obtained by aggregating data from
the CSVs is about 47GB. We set to 10 the dimension of the context window. Since a page can have
multiple revisions in the same year, in building our
resource we consider only the latest one for each
year. It is possible to perform a more fine-grained
analysis by taking into account more revisions per
year (e.g. a revision for each month). The total number of distinct targets is about 31M, which
is larger than the effective number of Wikipedia
pages for several reasons: 1) some targets are a
redirect to other targets; 2) some pages have been
removed or renamed over the years; 3) some targets are a link to a specific section of a page. In
this release, we do not take into account these issues, which we plan to tackle in a future release.
The search API can be used for building several applications, such as a RESTful Web Services
for remotely querying the data, data analysis for
discovering when named entities or surface forms
change their usage, and data visualisation.
It is important to underline that the proposed approach is completely unsupervised and language
independent since it does not require any NLP pre-

2003 11057 forge forge forging
term shaping metal use heat
hammer basic smithy contains
sometimes called hearth heating
metals commonly iron steel
malleable temperature
The row meaning is that in page 11057 in the
year 2003 the target forge is linked by the surface
form forge with the right context forging, term, ...
and the left context sometimes, called, ....
Since the tuple <year, surface form, target>
can occur multiple times, we aggregate multiple
tuple occurrences in a single record. The aggregation step is performed several times, one time for
each dump file plus a final step that aggregates all
the records in a single file that represents our final
dataset.
In the final file, information is stored as follows:
• A row starting with the sequence #T
<TAB>Ti which identifies the beginning of a
sequence of rows in the file that are related to
the page (concept) Ti (until a new row starting with #T is encountered). Ti represents the
Wikipedia page title;
• A sequence of rows containing several values separated by the tabular character in the
form: year yk , surface form sj , the number
of time that the surface sj is used for linking Ti in the year yk . Then, we build a Bagof-Word (BoW) from the words occurring in
the context, and in the same row we provide
the BoW size followed by all the words in
the BoW represented as a sequence of pairs
<word, occurrences>.
A row in the aggregate format is shown in the
following example:
#T Apple Computer
2018 Apple Computer 2 30 freedos
1 x 1 supports 1 support 3
officially 1 10 1 s 1 programming
1 9 1 scsi 1 bda 1 2005 1 usb
2 mac 3 announced 2 storage 2
august 1 31 1 ray 2 advanced 1 os
3 its 2 interface 2 blu 2 joined
1 aspi 1 march 1 8.5.1 1 disc 2
mass 2
2018 Apple 1 21 developed 1
computer 1 years 1 independently
1 group 1 computer’s 1 1987
1 he 1 while 1 advanced 1

4
The dataset and the source code are available here
https://github.com/pippokill/dae
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4.2

processing step. Moreover, the proposed methodology is intrinsically multi-language because it is
possible to rely on the specific Wikipedia dump of
the language under analysis. In addition, it is possible to exploit multi-language Wikipedia links for
comparing the evolution of named entities across
different languages.

Another interesting analysis concerns the change
over time of the contexts of a given target. In this
case, it is possible to compute the displacement
over time of the target concept by computing the
cosine similarity between the context BoWs. For
each pair of years, we build a BoW vector for the
context of the target concept. Then, we generate a
time series by computing the cosine similarity between the BoW of two consecutive years (BoWyi
and BoWyi+1 ). Figure 2 reports the time series
generated for the concept “Donald Trump”; we
observe a change point corresponding to a drop in
similarity between 2015 and 2016.

One limit of our approach is the short time
frame taken into account since Wikipedia was
launched in 2001. However, our approach is incremental and the dataset can grow when new
Wikipedia dumps are available. Moreover, the
dataset is not only useful for diachronic analysis
of entities, but the detection of semantic changes
over a short period of time can be exploited to
improve the performance of several algorithms,
such as entity linking, relation extraction and ontology/knowledge graph population.

4

Use cases

In this section we report some use cases that have
emerged from an exploratory analysis of the proposed dataset. We perform the analysis by indexing the 1M most frequent targets extracted from
the final dataset. We build an API for querying the
dataset by using the Apache Lucene library. Each
following subsection reports details about a specific use case.
4.1

Contexts of a given target

Figure 2: BoW cosine similarity time series for the
concept “Donald Trump”.

Concepts linked by a surface form

The first use case concerns the analysis of the concepts linked by a surface form over time. Table
1 shows the concepts linked by the surface form
“Donald Trump”. While before 2015 there is only
one concept linked by this surface form, since
2016, the concepts related to the presidential campaign have emerged, with the concept “Presidency
of Donald Trump” occurring in the first top-5 concepts since 2018. It is important to underline that
the first column (2015) reports only one concept
since no other concepts are related to the surface
form “Donald Trump” in the 2015. This is due to
the fact that in this preliminary study we limited
our analysis to the 1M most frequent targets and
not the whole set of 33M targets. A reverse analysis shows the usage of the surface form “President
Trump” to refer to the concept “Donald Trump”
since 2017.

Figure 3: BoW cosine similarity time series for the
concept “Arnold Schwarzenegger”.
A similar analysis performed for the concept
“Arnold Schwarzenegger” shows a change point
between 2002-2003 and 2003-2004, as reported
in Figure 3. Through the analysis of the most
frequent words in the BoWs of the contexts of
“Arnold Schwarzenegger” in the period 20022004, it emerged that while the most frequent
words in 2002 were film, actor, movie, terminator,
in 2003 new words such as governor and California related to “Arnold Schwarzenegger” political
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2015
Donald Trump

2016
Donald Trump presidential
campaign,
2016
Protests against Donald Trump

2017
Donald Trump

2018
Donald Trump

2019
Donald Trump

Protests against Donald Trump

Protests against Donald Trump

Donald Trump sexual
misconduct allegations

Donald Trump presidential
campaign,
2016
Donald Trump sexual
misconduct allegations
Donald Trump (Last
Week Tonight)

Donald Trump presidential
campaign,
2016
Donald Trump sexual
misconduct allegations
Presidency of Donald
Trump

Donald Trump presidential
campaign,
2016
Protests against Donald Trump

Political positions of
Donald Trump
Stop Trump movement

Donald Trump sexual
misconduct allegations
Presidency of Donald
Trump

Table 1: Top-5 concepts linked by the surface form “Donald Trump”.
activity have started to appear, to become the most
frequent words in the BoWs since 2004.
Another interesting use case is the analysis of
the BoWs of the targets linked by the same surface form. This analysis may highlight changes
in the way common words are used for referring
to named entities. For example, analysing the usage of the surface form “tweet”, we observe that
since 2012 it has been used to refer to the concept
“Twitter”, while before 2012 it did not refer to any
concept.
4.3

gets (concepts). Using this approach it is possible to show how the similarity between two targets changes over time. In particular, for each time
point we build the BoW of each concept and then
we compute the similarity between the BoWs. It is
important to point out that the target BoW is built
by taking into account the context around each occurrence of the target in the corpus. In this way,
if two targets occur in similar contexts their BoWs
will be similar. We adopt two strategies:
point-wise: each BoW is built by taking into account only the target occurrences at time ti ;

Similarity between two entities over time

The last scenario shows the possibility to compute
the similarity between two entities over time as the
cosine similarity between the target contexts. Figure 4 reports the time series of similarities between
three pairs of entities (Apple-Microsoft, AppleIBM, IBM-Microsoft). It is interesting to observe
that the similarity between IBM and Microsoft is
higher then the similarity between Apple and the
other two entities, although Apple is equally related to both of them.

cumulative: each BoW is built by taking into account all the target occurrences up to time ti ,
including time ti . The idea is to take into account all the previous history of the target and
not only the time period under analysis.
Observing the plots in Figure 5, it is possible
to note that the similarity between United StatesU.S. President and United States-Donald Trump is
constant across time, while we observe an increment in similarity between U.S. President-Donald
Trump after the year 2018. This increment is
clearly evident in the point-wise analysis (Figure
5a), as we expected. It is important to underline
that in Figure 5a some points are near zero (20092014) this means that the targets do not occur in
similar contexts in that periods and indeed the two
BoWs share just a few words. Figure 5b show a
different trend, since we take into account all the
previous target occurrences before the time ti by
exploiting the cumulative approach.
The promising results obtained in this preliminary case study about BoW similarity suggest that
it is possible to build effective “time-dependent”
embeddings by using our resource.

Figure 4: Comparison between pair of entities.
Finally, the plots in Figure 5 show the cosine
similarity between the BoWs of two different tar89

(a) Plot of the point-wise targets BoW cosine similarity over(b) Plot of the cumulative targets BoW cosine similarity over
time.
time.

Figure 5: BoW analysis of pair of targets: plot over time of the cosine similarity between BoWs of two
targets with point-wise (a) and cumulative (b) strategy.
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Abstract

cept corresponds to a set of individuals sharing similar characteristics and may or may not be lexicalized. Thus, the ontology labels cannot be polysemous. The strength of ontologies is in their formal consistency. The weaknesses are linked to their
coverage, size (as stated in (Raad and Cruz, 2015),
”large ontologies usually cause serious scalability
problems”), and human effort needed for their building. The potential of the LSNs is linked to the large
amount of explicit semantic information they contain. However, a filtering process is needed to discriminate irrelevant information (polysemy, noise).

Building multilingual ontologies is a hard task as ontologies are often data-rich resources. We introduce
an approach which allows exploiting structured lexical semantic knowledge for the ontology building.
Given a multilingual lexical semantic (non ontological) resource and an ontology model, it allows mining relevant semantic knowledge and make the ontology building and enhancement process faster.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, termino-ontological resources are increasingly rich in terms of data they rely upon. The
scientific community works intensively on data acquisition for the ontology building. In particular, the
NeOn project1 has been set up to provide a methodology for the ontology engineering by integrating
preexisting knowledge resources into an ontology
building process. The NeOn methodology contains
a consistent framework for modular ontology building as well as for setting up ontology networks. Here
we focus on exploiting Lexical Semantic Networks
(LSNs) to enrich an ontology or accompany the
ontology building process. We assume that LSNs
represent knowledge as it is expressed through the
human language whereas ontologies provide a formal description (specification) of a conceptualization (concepts and relationships between those concepts) shared by a community of agents. A con1

Mathieu Lafourcade
LIRMM
860 rue de St Priest
34095 Montpellier

2

State of the Art

The opportunity of ontology construction empowered by the use of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques and tools has been explored for
more than 20 years. Among the achievements, one
can distinguish the tools which take into account the
difference between the lexical term and the ontology concept (differentiated tools) and those that do
not make such distinction. Differentiated tools and
methods suggest extracting the terminological units
from texts and organizing them as a network using
a set of hierarchical and equivalence relation types.
Such network guides the ontology expert through
the conceptualisation and ontology building process. Such process relies on an intermediary structure, a termino-ontology (for instance, the Terminae suite, (Szulman, 2012)). Undifferentiated tools
use some statistical information to suggest the can-

http://neon-project.org/nw/About_NeOn.html
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didate concepts. They exploit such methods as formal concept analysis (Mondary, 2011) or knowledge
based methods (for instance, TextToOnto2 ). ”Lexical ontologies” (Abu Helou et al., 2014) are successfully used for ontology building. Numerous approaches targeted at high level ontology or information retrieval ontology based on general knowledge
(such as (Marciniak, 2013)) rely on PWN. Others
use PWN and domain specific semantic lexicons for
forming the concepts (Turcato et al., 2000). Many
other ontology learning techniques use distributional
semantics to learn lightweight ontologies, for example, (Wong, 2009).

sourcing methods and, in particular, games with a
purpose (GWAPS) such as JeuxDeMots3 and additional games . This commons sense network has
been built since 2007. It is a directed, typed and
weighted graph. At the time of our writing, RezoJDM contains 2.7 millions of terms that are modeled
as nodes of the graph and 240 millions of relations
(arcs).
The MLSN (Bebeshina-Clairet, 2019) is a multilingual LSN (it covers French, English, Spanish, and
Russian) with an interlingual pivot built for the cuisine and nutrition domain. This network is inspired
by the RezoJDM in terms of its model. Structurally
speaking, the MLSN is a directed, typed, and valuated graph. It contains k sub-graphs corresponding to each of the k languages it covers and a specific sub-graph which fulfills the role of the interlingual pivot. Similar to the RezoJDM, we call terms
the nodes of the MLSN and relations - its typed,
weighed, and directed arcs. The MLSN nodes may
correspond to one of the following types : lexical items (garlic), interlingual items (pertaining
to the interlingual pivot and also called covering
terms), relational items (i.e. relationship reifications such as salad[r has part]garlic), and category
items parts of speech or other morpho-syntactic features (i.e. Noun:AccusativeCase).

In the framework of corpora based approaches to
the ontology building such as described in (Kietz
et al., 2000), the idea of notable (salient, relevant)
element or relevant piece of knowledge (RPK) has
been introduced. It corresponds either to the frequent terms appearing in a corpus and to the tacit
knowledge contained in texts. Such tacit knowledge corresponds to the semantic relationships (subsomption relationship and other specialized relationships). Their presence in texts may take the form of
”indices”. In contrast, the explicit elements may reveal the presence of concepts. The main drawback
such definition of RPKs is that it relies on the features defined or recorded for a particular language.
In addition, statistical criteria are often preferred and
it is difficult to qualify such RPKs from the semantic
point of view and in a language independent manner. In this paper, we will detail the experiments we
conducted to provide a new definition of the RPKs
based on the structured lexical semantic information
and describe the way so defined RPKs can be used
to help the top down ontology building process.

3

As it has been difficult to set up the pivot using
a multilingual embedding (joining multiple spaces,
one per language) as well as to avoid pairwise alignment based on combinatorial criteria, the pivot has
been started as a natural one using the English edition of DBNary (Sérasset, 2014). It incrementally
evolves to become interlingual. The pivot evolution
relies on sense-based alignments between the languages of the MLSN and aims at taking into account
the difference of sense ”granularity” in different languages. For example, as stewin English can be translated as into French as pot-au-feu and ragoût. It
reflects the conceptualization discrepancy as ragoût
refers to sauté the ingredients and then add water

Ressources

In the present section, we will describe the resources
we used in our experiments.
The RezoJDM (Lafourcade, 2007) is a lexical semantic network (LSN) for French built using crowd2

3

https://sourceforge.net/p/texttoonto/wiki/
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whereas pot-au-feu refers to boiling them together in
a larger amount of water than used for the ragoût. In
the MLSN pivot we have the interlingual term corresponding to stew (which covers the English term)
with two hyponyms corresponding to 0rench terms.
The alignments are progressively obtained through
external resources or by inference. Thus it can be
considered as a union of word senses lexicalized or
identified in the languages covered by the MLSN.
. Even though we assume the pivot as being interlingual, it is still close to a natural one. A relation
r ∈ R is a sextuplet r =< s, t, type, v, ls , lt >
where s and t correspond respectively to the source
and the target term of the relation. The relation
type is a typical relation type. It may model different features such as taxonomic and part-whole relations (r isa, r hypo, r has part, r matter, r holo),
possible predicate-argument relations (typical object
r object, location r location, instrument r instr of an
action), ”modifier” relations (typical characteristic
r carac, typical manner r manner) and more4 . The
relationship valuation v corresponds to the characteristics of the relation which are its weight, confidence score, and annotation. The relation weight
may be negative in order to model noise and keep the
information about erroneous relations easy to access
programmatically so they could not affect the inference processes. The confidence score is a score attributed to a particular data origin (external resource,
inference process). In practice, this feature is an array as different origins may provide the same relation. The confidence information is provided as an
argument to the function that maps from some external knowledge resource to the MLSN. In case of
relation calculated by an inference process, it corresponds to the precision evaluated on a sample of
candidate relations returned by this process. To annotate a relation we add a complementary information that allows qualifying this relation. The figure 1
details and exemplifies the annotation scheme.

Figure 1: MLSN: relationship annotation scheme.
graph) labels. At the time of our writing, the MLSN
contains 821 781 nodes and 2 231 197 arcs. It covers
4 languages : English, French, Russian, and Spanish.
MIAM (Desprès, 2016)5 is a modular terminoontology for the digital cooking. It provides knowledge necessary for the elaboration of general nutritional suggestions. The knowledge model of this
ontology gathers expert knowledge on food, food
transformation, cooking actions, relevant dishes that
reflect french culinary tradition, recipes necessary
to cook such dishes. MIAM contains about 7
000 nodes and 30 000 semantic (non subsumption/ontological is-a) relations.

4
4.1

Method: Immersion - Projection
Summing up the Method

Our method is built upon the idea of projecting a
model (the MIAM model) onto a multilingual or
monolingual LSN (respectively MLSN and RezoJDM) in order to extract an intermediary resource
that can be used by ontology or domain experts in
the scope of information retrieval or validation of the
automatically suggested pieces of knowledge.
Our method differs from others by the definition of
the RPK and by the use of a non ontological semantically structured resource for ontology building. We
define RPK as follows : ”a relevant piece of knowledge is either a term or a relation or a semantic
structure which is known as qualified and qualifying”. Qualified refers to the possibility to describe

The labels ls and lt correspond to the language (sub-

4
We also introduced more specific relation types such as r entailment, 5 http://www-limics.smbh.univ-paris13.fr/
r cause, r telic role, r incompatible, r before, r after etc.
ontoMIAM/
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the RPK in a discrete way (i.e. by enumerating the
typed relations). If the RPK is a term, it needs to
have a high in-degree (which reveals its conceptual
role as it is used to define other terms of the network). If the RPK is a relation, it needs to be contextualized (through the annotation mechanism represented on the figure 1 or through the constraints
put on source and/or target terms of the relation). If
the presumed RPM is a graph structure (path, subgraph), it needs to possess a certain number of occurrences in the network. Qualifying refers to the
possibility to use the candidate RPK for endogenous
inference process. If the RPK is a term, it needs
to have hypernyms, hyponyms, synonyms among its
neighbours. It has to be aligned with other terms
pertaining to the other languages of the LSN (if such
LSN is multiligual). If the RPK is a relation, it must
not be unique (other real or potential6 relations must
exist in the network). If the candidate RPK is a structure, its terms and relations must be qualifying.

output is the action of inferring terms and relations
in the target LSN (MLSN, RezoJDM).
In their general form, the mapping rules state: ”If
x and y are respectively domain and range of an
Object Property p of the ontology to be immersed
and y is a subclass of C, then x has a relation R
with y and y has a relation is-a with C in the receiving (target) LSN”. Such rules have been defined for the multilingual experiment for two reasons. First, for each of the 93 MIAM properties, we determined relevant MLSN semantic relation types (or set of types). Thus, the Object Property aPourProduitInitial (hasInitialProduct) corresponds to the substance and partwhole meronymy (MLSN relations typed r has part
and r matter). Second, we mapped the ontology
labels to the MLSN terms by coincidence (3 930
terms; i.e. poulet basquaise formally denotes a
MIAM concept, a lexical item with the same label already exists in the MLSN) or by composition
(4 135 terms, i.e.: unité mesure capacité doesn’t
correspond to any existing MLSN term because it
doesn’t correspond to any commonly used collocation in French; this label is split and integrated into
MLSN with the semantic relations that link its parts.

Here we detail the experiments that have been conducted on the basis of the MLSN in order to propose ”pseudo-class” and ”pseudo-property” candidate RPKs to enhance the MIAM ontology and those
concerning the enrichment of an ontology draft using the monolingual LSN, RezoJDM (Lafourcade,
2007). These experiments rely on lexical knowledge. Therefore, the resulting RPKs have no pretension to the ontological validity. The decision pertains to the human expert.
4.2

As part of the monolingual experiment, 115 descriptors have been automatically expressed in French
on the basis of their Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) strings. All the terms except one were already present in the RezoJDM network. We exploited the relations typed r carac (typical characteristic) for this experiment. This relation has been
annotated using the URIs of the ontology properties
aPourDescripteurBruit (hasSoundDescriptor is immersed as follows: croûte r carac :: bruit
croustillant (”croûte has typical characteristic linked
to the noise croustillant”7 ). The premises of the
mapping rules rely on the contextualization of the
LSN relations. Such contextualization is possible
when using sets of hypernyms and neighborhood semantic relations of the source and target terms of a

Immersion

The projection of a given ontology model onto a
LSN starts by the immersion of such model. The
immersion mechanism uses a set of manually defined mapping rules. It is possible to generate them
automatically for the ontological resources that exploit standard vocabularies (such as RDFS, SKOS
and other machine readable formats). The input of
the immersion algorithm is the reference ontology
(MIAM) and the set of mapping rules whereas its
6

7

Relations that can be calculated using inference.
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crust has typical characteristic linked to the sound crusty

relation. Meta-information attached to the LSN relations (annotations, weight) may also be used. For
instance: pétrir r object pâte ∧ pétrir r isa technique de base ∧ pâte r isa préparation8 ).

poultry”). This analysis allowed selecting a subset
of relation types to consider during the experiment.
The RPK(ci) inference includes two steps: validation of the hierarchical chain (figure 2) and RPK(ci)
candidate suggestion.

As part of the immersion process the ontology labels
become LSN terms that can be polysemous.
4.3
4.3.1

Projection
Inference in the LSN Context

In the MLSN context we set up several algorithms
to discover relevant pieces of knowledge (RPK) of
the types ”class/individual” (ci) and ”ontology property”(op). To discover the RPK(ci) we compare
the neighborhood terms inside an hierarchical chain
which goes up to a high level MIAM concept immersed into the LSN. For the RPK(op) we look for
(real or possible) MLSN relations similar to the immersed MIAM properties. The inference scheme we
use is the abduction scheme. When we have two
similar terms (such as cohyponyms) the relations detained by one of them can be proposed for the other.
For a term T, the abduction implies selecting a set of
similar terms (according to some criteria) in order to
propose the relations detained by those similar terms
to T .
4.3.2

Figure 2: Hierarchy chain validation. Ti are the terms of the
hierarchy chain. We check by triangulation their semantic
relatedness and use a subset of relations types (such relations
are noted R) for that.
We calculated and validated hierarchical chains corresponding to 1 322 top MIAM concepts pertaining
to the Aliment module. First we obtained 132 213
chains. After filtering them by weight, the set has
been reduced to 53 749 chains (40% of the initial
set). Still, a certain number of redundancies may exist inside this statistically pre-filtered set since a long
chain may include several shorter ones. The logical
filtering by triangulation left us with a set containing
9 600 hierarchical chains (18% of the number of statistically filtered chains and 7% of the initial number
of candidates).

Discovering the RPK(ci)

In MIAM, the general axioms concern the disjunction between the MIAM classes which is the basis of
the ontology consistence. To translate them in terms
of MLSN, we considered the labels of the classes
listed in the axioms in order to identify the criteria that could have determined the disjunction. We
manually analyzed a subset of the MIAM axioms
and came up with the following criteria: affiliation
(r has part i.e. a specific label (organic)), transformation (r carac i.e. boiled mixture, cubed vegetable), composition (r matter i.e. produit à base de
poisson ”fish based product”), category based distinctions (r hypo i.e. volaille type dinde ”turkey type
8
knead r object dough ∧ knead r isa basic technique ∧ dough r isa
mixture
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Hierarchical chain examples after filtering:
(1) ”baguette complète→pain complet →
pain→ingrédient de recette de cuisine→aliment”
(2) ”angélique→confiserie→bonbon”.
RPK(ci) examples:
truffe chocolat subClassOf chocolat
pomme à cidre subClassOf pomme
sucre de pomme subClassOf confiserie
The analysis and validation of the hierarchical
chains corresponds to the important memory load.
The complexity of the algorithm depends on the importance of the MIAM concept being processed as
well as on the length of the hierarchical chains that
are considered. The use of a subset of the semantic relations types available in the MLSN reduces
the number of combinations to process. Thus, given

that the highest in-degree typed r isa in the French
sub-graph of the MLSN is 5 264 (for the term aliment) and that the maximum length l = 9, the
complexity in the worst case would be O(dlisa or
O(5 2649 ) = 3, 103436942 × 1033 .

The MIAM ontology we try to enrich counts 21 565
instances of Object Properties. Once they are immersed into the MLSN, one could consider that we
have the same number of inference rule instances
that can be used for the cross-lingual RPK(op) discovery. A naive approach would be setting up a
cross-lingual inference mechanism. However, such
approach would be error-prone due to the potential alignment and polysemy issues. In addition,
as MIAM has been built according to the top-down
methodology by a community of domain experts, it
contains a variable number of instances per property.
The naive approach would reiterate this imbalance.

The table 1 introduces the results obtained for the
discovery of RPK(ci) related to the top level concept
Aliment in the French sub-graph of the MLSN. The
#candidates
11 520

#valid
11 289

%valid
98%

#new
4 741

%new
42%

Table 1: The RPK(ci) discovery.

To refine the RPK(op) discovery, we experimented
a rule based approach. First, the validity of the rule
for the source language is calculated. Second, structures similar to those specified by the rule are being
discovered in the MLSN (in other languages).

automatic evaluation of the proposed RPK(ci) would
mostly rely on similarity measures. However, the
projection step implicitly relies on relatedness and
similarity between the LSN terms. Thus, in our future work, the RPK(ci) evaluation will need human
expert decisions.
4.3.3

The rule has the following form:
property=aPourEtatPhysique
(property name)
src=?s (domain, set of terms)
reltype=r_carac (relation type)
tgt=?o(range, set of terms)
source_isa=aliment(src hypernyms)
target_isa=etat physique
(tgt hypernyms)
annotation=int:physical state
(meta-information)
src_feat=OUT/r_pos/int:Noun
(in and out relations that characterize terms in the
source set)
tgt_feat=OUT/r_pos/int:Adj (in and out
relations that characterize terms in the target set)
If a given rule allowed detecting enough structures
in the source language (at least, 2 structures), it is
considered as a valid one and can generate the qualifying object. Thanks to this object, candidate structures are detected in the other language sub-graphs
of the MLSN. The mechanism of RPK(op) discovery reveals the following elements that allowed discovering new pieces of knowledge : possibly annotated semantic relation (case of the properties such

The RPK(op) Discovery

The RPK(op) discovery seems to be particularly
useful in the context of multilingual ontology
building or localization of an existing ontology.
In our experience, each module of the MIAM
ontology has its own hierarchy of properties. While
immersing them into the MLSN, these properties
have been expressed in terms of semantic relations
contextualized using annotations. The choice of
the MLSN semantic relation type made for these
properties allows us to distinguish the following
cases for the MIAM Object Properties (OPs):
composition based (aPourProduitInitial,
”hasInitialProduct”);
related to processes (
aPourMethodeDeConservation,
”hasConservationMethod”); temporal and spatial
relation based (aPourMoisPrimeur, ”hasEarlyMonth”); characteristic based (aPourEtat,
”hasState”); OPs with a specific sub-graph9
(aPourAlimentAmi, ”hasFriendlyFoodItem”).
9

A subset of MLSN terms connected through semantic relations.
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4.3.4 Towards the Automatic Suggestion of the
RPKs(op)

as aPresenceLactose, aPresenceGluten);
specific pattern (defined by rules); complex structure for properties related to processes. The results
obtained using possibly annotated relations(in particular, Data Properties)) are presented in the table
2. the potential improvement is estimated as an increase compared to the initial number of property
instances (impr.%).

#DP
aTeneurLipide
aPresenceLactose
aPresenceGluten

#MIAM
0
2 593
289

#RPK(op)
4 741
530
820

filt.
3 271
408
762

To extend the RPK discovery experiment, we tried
to automatically suggest pseudo ontology properties to be submitted to the domain and ontology human experts. We considered the ontology SensoMIAM10 for this experiment. This ontology is a
MIAM module but we considered it as a ”draft” ontology as the sensory aspect modeling is a flourishing research and development area and the SensoMIAM could be improved. We used the monolingual LSN (RezoJDM). The SensoMIAM contains
sensory descriptors such as DescripteurTact
(”TactileDescriptor”) = {astringent, filandreux,
..., nerveux}; DescripteurSubstance (”SubstanceDescriptor”)= {aéré, dense, . . . , épais}

+%
+16%
+263%

Table 2: The RPK(op) discovery on the basis of simple semantic relations.

To calculate the RPK descriptors RPK(desc), we
explored the semantics of the source terms of the
relations typed r carac. If the set of outgoing
relations of such terms connects them to a food
item and if they have a set of typical characteristics shared with other terms with an hypernym
≈ ”food”, the target term of their outgoing relations typed r carac that is not present in the SensoMIAM can be suggested as a potential RPK(desc).
The relation typed r carac is annotated. The process is represented on the figure 3. The experience allowed to suggest the RPK(desc) such as:
DescripteurArome={sucré-salé, miellé, . . . ,
vinaigré} or DescripteurTact = {écailleux,
spongieux,. . . , floconneux}.

Example of the output of the rule-based algorithm:
ru:jarkoje aPourProduitDiscriminant podlivka
(”stew hasDiscriminatingProduct sauce”) and
en:stew aPourProduitInitial en:vegetable (produce)
(”stew hasInitialProduct vegetable”). Our rulebased RPK(op) experiment (given the actual state of
the MLSN) yielded the results listed in the table 3.
Fully automated structure-based evaluation such as
described in (Fernández et al., 2009) may be chosen to compare to other resources available on the
Web such as (Dooley et al., 2018). To address the
ontology accuracy, completeness, conciseness, efficiency, consistency, and other features (Raad and
Cruz, 2015), a combination of methods is needed. In
particular, gold standard ontology, specific tasks and
corpora may be used for evaluation. A task-based
evaluation such as semantic analysis (BebeshinaClairet, 2019), dietary conflict detection from dish
titles (Clairet, 2017) have been used for the MLSN.
To evaluate the output of the immersion- projection
method, we need to organize our triples into a fully
structured ontology. This will be one of the priorities
of our future work.

We automatically suggested and semi-automatically
validated 342 RPKs(desc). We explored the possibility of suggesting relevant RPKs to human experts. We defined 3 pseudo-properties for testing: aPourComposantFlaveur (”hasFlavourComponent”), aPourComposantToucher (”hasTouchComponent”), and aPourComposantAspect (”hasAspectComponent”). To populate them, we explored the
RezoJDM relations typed r has part and r matter
and considered the characteristics that can be shared
10
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m
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
P
P
P
S
S
S
S
S
-

prop
aPourProdInit.
aPourEtatPhys.
aPourForme
aPourLabel
aPourMethodC.
aPourMois
aPourRegion
aPourProdCon.
aPourProdInitialA.
aPourTypeDeCuis.
aPourDomCul.
aPourDecoupe
aPourSaveur
aPourDescripteurBr.
aPourCouleur
aPourAspectSurf.
aPourSensationT.
Total

#in
2031
543
39
114
115
116
289
98
41
23
82
82
752
119
233
176
54
5388

en
292
30
77
15
94
117
98
256
94
155
112
82
51
67
192
40
84
2384

fr
1208
29
78
11
101
221
71
302
147
124
92
78
78
80
451
35
77
3960

es
203
10
5
3
13
23
2
143
12
80
120
56
47
10
59
12
21
937

ru
2 245
53
37
1
156
28
57
103
567
285
1313
77
98
6
423
52
12
4953

#out
3 039
85
132
29
309
116
216
570
259
686
1276
272
232
159
911
101
155
9531

%aug
+149%
+16%
+338%
26%
+269%
+288%
+75%
+582%
+633%
+2 986%
+1 557%
+332%
+31%
+134%
+391%
+58%
+287%
+177%

Table 3: Rule-based approach. m -name of module (Aliment (A), Preparation (P), Sensory (S)), prop - property, #in MIAM triples, en, fr, es, ru - MLSN sub-graphs. #out - overall number of suggested RPK(op) after filtering, %aug potential improvement.
pseudo-property (it must be related to the terms
”flavour”, ”touch”, and ”aspect”) and by checking
the sufficient intersection size between the relation
sets typed r carac of the ”whole” and its ”part”.
Conclusion and Perspectives
We described a method that attaches an intermediary
resource containing relevant pieces of knowledge
harvested from semantically structured resources in
different languages to the main building process.
The method suits for other domains of knowledge
and the amount of work necessary for the immersion
process is proportional to the size and to the type of
the ontological resource to be enhanced. It is also
possible to use such resources as WordNets 11 as the
basis for the intermediary resource. Among the difficulties linked to our method appear the differences
between formal representation paradigms as well as
the availability of well structured and semantically
rich resources.

Figure 3: (1) relation annotation. (2) RPK(op) suggestion.
by a ”whole” and its ”parts”. We tried to generalize to the ”whole” some of the characteristics of
its parts. Automatically suggested toy triples: veau
Orloff aPourComposantFlaveur lard from
{gras, viande} ”veal Prince Orloff has a component
that influences its flavour lard because they share
fat, meat”; gratin aPourComposantAspect fromage from {gratiné, gras, brûlé} ”gratin has a component that influences its aspect cheese as they share
characteristics grilled, fat, burned”. We automatically suggested 1 709 RPKs(op) for the pseudoproperties we explored. They have been automatically validated by constraining the range of the

11
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Abstract

where large volumes of training data are not available, neural machine translation has come with
diminishing returns (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
The general-purpose regularizers do not provide
enough inductive bias to enable generalization, it
seems. This is an area of active research, and other
work has explored multi-task learning (Firat et al.,
2016; Dong et al., 2015), zero-shot learning (Johnson et al., 2016), and unsupervised machine translation (Gehring et al., 2017) to resolve the data
bottleneck. In this paper, we consider a fully complementary, but much simpler alternative: naive,
linguistically motivated regularizers that penalize
the output sentences of translation models departing heavily from simple characteristics of the input
sentences.
The proposed regularizers are based on three
surface properties of sentences: their length (measured as number of tokens), their amount of
punctuation (measured as number of punctuation
signs), and the frequencies of their words (as measured on external corpora). While there are languages that do not make use of punctuation (e.g.,
Lao and Thai), in general these three properties
are roughly preserved across translations into most
languages. If we translate a sentence such as (1),
for example:

Neural machine translation models have
little inductive bias, which can be a disadvantage in low-resource scenarios. They
require large volumes of data and often
perform poorly when limited data is available. We show that using naive regularization methods, based on sentence length,
punctuation and word frequencies, to penalize translations that are very different
from the input sentences, consistently improves the translation quality across multiple low-resource languages. We experiment with 12 language pairs, varying the training data size between 17k to
230k sentence pairs. Our best regularizer
achieves an average increase of 1.5 BLEU
score and 1.0 TER score across all the
language pairs. For example, we achieve
a BLEU score of 26.70 on the IWSLT15
English–Vietnamese translation task simply by using relative differences in punctuation as a regularizer.

1

Introduction

One of the major challenges when training neural networks is overfitting. Overfitting is what
happens when a neural network in part memorizes the training data rather than learning to generalize from it. To prevent this, neural machine
translation (NMT) models are typically trained
with an L1 or L2 penalty, dropout, momentum,
or other general-purpose regularizers. Generalpurpose regularizers and large volumes of training
data have enabled us to train flexible, expressive
neural machine translation architectures that have
provided a new state of the art in machine translation.
For low-resource language pairs, however,

(1)

That dog is a Chinook.

it is relatively safe to assume that a good translation will be short, contain at most one dot, and
contain at least one relatively frequent word (for
dog) and at least one relatively infrequent word
(for Chinook). This assumption is the main motivation for our work.
Contributions Our contribution is three-fold:
(a) We propose three relatively naïve, yet linguistically motivated, regularization methods for
machine translation with low-resource languages.
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such as the European Parliament data1 , to regularize the learning helps improve the translation
quality (Miceli Barone et al., 2017). This approach produces good results, but it is not applicable in low-resource settings because it requires
large amounts of data in the language of interest.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to introduce naive, linguistically motivated regularization methods such as sentence length, punctuation and word frequency.

Two of the regularizers are derived directly from
the input, without relying on any additional linguistic resources. This makes them adequate for
low-resource settings, where the availability of linguistic resources can generally not assumed. Our
third regularizer (frequency) only assumes access
to unlabeled data. (b) We show that regularizing a standard NMT architecture using naive regularization methods consistently improves machine
translation quality across multiple low-resource
languages, also compared to using more standard
methods such as dropout. We also show that combining these regularizers leads to further improvements. (c) Finally, we present examples and analysis showing how the more linguistically motivated
regularizers we propose, help low-resource machine translation.

2

3

Model Description

3.1

Baseline

In order to show the impact that our regularizers have on the translation quality, we use an
off-the-shelf NMT system described by Luong
et al. (2017) as our baseline. The model consists of two multi-layer recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), one that encodes the source language and
one that decodes onto the target language. For
the encoder cell, we use a single Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) layer (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and output the hidden state, which
then gets passed to the decoder cell.
We train our models to minimize the crossentropy loss and back-propagate the loss to update the parameters of our model. We update network weights using Adam optimization (Kingma
and Ba, 2014), which calculates the exponential
moving average of the gradient and squared gradient, and combines the advantages of AdaGrad and
RMSProp. For the purpose of comparison, we set
the dropout to 0.2, similar to Luong et al. (2015b).

Related Work

End-to-end neural machine translation is based on
encoder–decoder architectures (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Cho et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015a, 2017),
in which a source sentence x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )
is encoded into a vector (or a weighted average
over a sequence of vectors) z = (z1 , z2 , ..., zn ).
The hidden state representing z is then fed to the
transducer (also called decoder) which generates
translations, noted as y = (y1 , y2 , ..., ym ).
Neural machine translation has achieved stateof-the-art performance for various language pairs
(Luong et al., 2015a; Sennrich et al., 2015; Luong and Manning, 2016; Neubig, 2015; Vaswani
et al., 2017), especially when trained on large volumes of parallel data, i.e., millions of parallel sentences (also called bi-sentences), humanly translated or validated. Such amounts of training data,
however, are difficult to obtain for low-resource
languages such as Slovene or Vietnamese, and in
their absence, neural machine translation is known
to come with diminishing returns, suffering from
overfitting (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
In order to avoid overfitting, NMT models are
often trained with L1 or L2 regularization, as well
as other forms of regularization such as momentum training or dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2015; Miceli Barone et al., 2017).
However, these regularization methods are very
general and do not carry any language specific information.
On the other hand, it has been shown that transfer learning approaches using out of domain data,

3.2

Regularized NMT

To apply our new regularizers, we add each regularizer to the loss function during the training of
the NMT model (Luong et al., 2015a; Luong and
Manning, 2016; Luong et al., 2017). Since we
aim to minimize the cross-entropy loss, this means
that we favor training instances which have a low
penalty from the regularizers (e.g., a small length
difference). Importantly, we do not use dropout
in this scenario, as we want to contrast our naive,
but linguistically motivated signals with a traditional, but not linguistically motivated regularization method, i.e., dropout.
Furthermore, we do not explore alternative
ways for adding regularizers to the loss function here (other alternatives could be to have a
1
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methodologies such as punctuation-based alignment (Chuang et al., 2004). Our second regularizer is based on this simple idea, as it penalizes
training instances where the quantities of punctuation marks differ between input and MT output
sentences. Example (2) is taken from the training
set of the French–English translation task:

weighted penalty which is then tuned to find the
best penalty and added to the loss function for testing). The main purpose of this work is to study
the effect of naive linguistically motivated regularizers and show that they can improve translation
quality; we leave it to future work to find the optimal configuration of regularizers that maximizes
the overall translation quality.

4
4.1

(2) I N

Pas parce qu’ils sont moins bons, pas
parce qu’ils sont moins travailleurs.
R EF And it’s not because they’re less smart,
and it’s not because they’re less diligent.
O UT And . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Naive Regularizers
Length-Based Regularizer

NMT models have shown to suffer “the curse of
sentence length”, and it has been hypothesized that
this is due to a lack of representation at the decoder level (Cho et al., 2014; Pouget-Abadie et al.,
2014). Our proposed sentence-length-based regularizer penalizes relative differences between the
input and the MT output lengths during the training of the NMT model:
reglength = |l0 − l1 |

We note that the punctuation in the French input
sentence matches the punctuation of the desired
English reference. However, during an early training step, the NMT model translates the input to a
sequence containing six times the number of punctuation marks in the input sentence, which is obviously incorrect. Our punctuation regularizer further penalizes examples like this one.

(1)

4.3

Here, l0 and l1 represent the input sentence and the
MT output sentence lengths, respectively, as measured by the number of words (not to be confused
with L1 and L2 regularization methods).
Note that this regularizer is different from the
word penalty feature in phrase-based machine
translation (Zens and Ney, 2004), which only penalizes the target sentence length. The relative difference between the input and the MT output sentence lengths is also used as a feature in Marie and
Fujita (2018).
4.2

Our last regularizer is based on the distribution of
word frequencies between the source and the target sentences. Generally speaking, if the source
sentence contains an uncommon word, we assume
that its translation in the target language is also
uncommon. The intuition behind this regularizer
is that if the source sentence contains one uncommon word and three common words, then its accurate translation should contain similar word frequencies. The example below is extracted from
the English–French translation task:

Punctuation-Based Regularizer

(3) I N

But now there is a bold new solution to
get us out of this mess.
R EF Mais il exist une solution audacieuse
pour nous en sortir.
O UT Mais maintenant il y a une solution pour
nous en sortir.

The punctuation-based regularizer penalizes training instances whenever the amount of punctuation marks in the input sentence differs from the
amount in the MT output sentence. It is computed
as follows:
regpunct = |p0 − p1 |

Frequency-Based Regularizer

The English sentence contains the frequent word
there and the less frequent word bold. The French
output sentence is acceptable, but it is not accurate since the English word bold (audacieuse in
the reference translation) was omitted in the output. During training, the frequency regularizer penalizes such cases that have a big divergence between the word frequencies in the input and output
sentences.
The purpose of our frequency-based regularizer

(2)

Here, p0 and p1 is the total number of punctuation
marks in the input and the MT output sentence,
respectively.
Unfortunately, the only available methods to
generate more efficient NMT models have included data intensive methods such as sentence
alignment (Bahdanau et al., 2014). Some very
early research done in alignment used simple
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Languages

#Words

Czech
English
French
German
Russian
Slovene
Vietnamese

1.7M
85.57M
55.72M
35.47M
2.5M
1.45M
3.5M

Languages
Czech
French
German
Russian
Slovene
Vietnamese

Table 1:
The size of the Wikipedia dumps
(#words) used to calculate word frequencies for
each language.

Test

122,382
232,825
206,112
178,165
17,125
133,317

480
890
888
887
1,144
1,553

1,327
1,210
1,080
1,701
1,411
1,268

Example (4) shows an input sentence and its MT
output, for which we would compute the frequency vectors as follows:
−
v→
f (‘was’), . . . ,f (‘neck’)i
in = hf (‘it’),
−
→
vout = hf (‘c’était’), f (‘une’), . . . ,f (‘cou’)i

5

(3)

5.1

Experiments
Data

The purpose of our experiments is to show that signals such as sentence length, punctuation or word
frequency help improve the translation quality of
a standard neural machine translation architecture.
To that effect, we experiment with 12 translation
tasks, translating from English to six low-resource
languages, and vice versa.
The six languages represent the following language families: Slavic, Romance, Germanic, and
Austro-Asian. We further vary the size of the
training data to test how our regularization methods affect the quality of the MT output in different setups. Table 2 contains the size of the training, development and test set for every language
pair. Note that the training sets vary considerably
in size, from 17k sentence pairs for Slovene to almost 233k for French.
The data is from the International Workshop
on Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT), except for Russian, Slovene and Vietnamese which
are from IWSLT 2015, the data for the remaining translation tasks is from IWSLT 2017 (Cettolo
et al., 2012).

(4)

Essentially, this regularizer penalizes translations if their word frequency distributions diverge
too strongly from those of the source sentence.
(4) I N

It was a big lady who wore a fur around
her neck
R EF C’était une dame forte qui portait une
fourrure autour du cou

2

Development

O UT C’était une femme forte portant une
fourrure autour du cou

To calculate the word frequencies f (w) for each
language, we use the Wikipedia database2 as an
external resource. Table 1 contains the size of
the datasets (in number of words) used to estimate
these. We note that there is considerably more data
for English and French than for e.g. Vietnamese
(cf. Table. 1); we discuss the effect that this might
have on the results in Sec. 6.
−
We interpret the resulting frequency vectors →
v
as distributions, for which we now calculate the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to obtain our
regularization term:
−→
regfreq = DKL (−
v→
in , vout )

Train

Table 2: The size of the training data in sentence
pairs. To test our proposed models, we experiment by translating to/from English for every nonEnglish language.

is to calculate how different the MT output sentence is from the source input in terms of vocabulary distribution. For instance, the frequency of
using the word chauve-souris in French is almost
similar to the frequency of using its English translation bat in English. The same could be applied
for the more frequent words such as et in French
and its English translation and.
We start by computing the frequency vectors
−
−→
v→
in and vout , containing the frequency for every
word wi in the input and MT output sentence, respectively:
→
−
v = hf (w1 ), . . . , f (wn )i

Sentence Pairs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database
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Preprocessing The purpose of our experiments
is to learn how to efficiently translate low-resource
languages. For that purpose, we do not use any
advanced preprocessing for any of our translation
tasks except tokenization where we use the script
from the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). We
also set the maximum sentence length to 70 tokens
and the vocabulary size to 50k.
5.2

Training Details

BLEU

Luong et al. (2015)
Luong et al. (2017) (dropout=0.2)
Baseline (dropout=0.2)
+ Length
+ Punct
+ Frequency
+ Combined

23.30
25.10
26.43
26.77
26.71
26.12
27.13

Table 3: Baseline vs. our proposed models on
the English–Vietnamese translation task, using the
same dataset as Luong et al. (2015b). The results in bold represent statistically significant results compared to the baseline according to MultEval (Clark et al., 2011).

We use the attention-based model described in Luong et al. (2015b). Our model is composed of two
LSTM layers each of which has 512-dimensional
units and embeddings; we also use a mini-batch
size of 128. Adding an attention mechanism in
neural machine translation helps to encode relevant parts of the source sentence when learning the
model. We propose to add additional regularizers
on top of the attention-based model at each translation step.
We have noticed that the convergence highly depends on the language pairs involved. While our
baseline model is identical to the NMT model described by Luong et al. (2015b), we deviate from
their training procedure by continuing the training
until convergence, which for us took 15 epochs instead of the 12 epochs described by the authors.
The convergence in our case is measured by the
models having no improvements on the development set over five epochs.
Table 3 shows that our baseline is +1.5 BLEU
points better than the scores reported by Luong
et al. (2015b). On top of that, our length-based and
punctuation-based models produce a statistically
significant improvement over the baseline (+0.5
BLEU points).
We train all our models automatically until convergence. In Table 4, we report the number of
epochs it took to converge by translation task
when translating to/from English. We note that
except for Czech and Slovene, which converged
the quickest, most of the translation tasks took between 15k and 20k steps to converge.

6

System

Translation Task

#Steps

Lang→English
Czech
French
German
Russian
Slovene
Vietnamese

12K
20K
20K
22K
10K
15K

English→Lang
Czech
French
German
Russian
Slovene
Vietnamese

12K
22K
20K
18K
11K
15K

Table 4: Number of steps it took until the models
stopped improving for all the translation tasks.
gram based metrics BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), as well
as the error-rate based metric TER (Snover et al.,
2006). The evaluation metric BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) is based on n-gram matching between
the input and the output, whereas the error-rate
based metric TER (Snover et al., 2006) measures
how many edits are needed so that the machine
translation resembles the man-made reference.

Evaluation

In order to show that the naive regularizers which
we propose in this paper significantly boost the
translation quality, we test the machine translation output using the toolkit MultEval defined in
Clark et al. (2011). In this paper, we report the
results using three commonly used metrics: the n-

6.1

Results

Table 5 shows the results for all language pairs and
all metrics. We observe an improvement over the
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System

Languages
Czech

French

German

Russian

Slovene

Vietnamese

EN→Lang

Baseline
Length
Punct
Frequency

14.01
14.65
14.98
14.75

32.13
32.32
32.79
33.47

22.07
21.64
22.89
22.14

12.87
12.81
13.06
13.50

5.60
4.98
5.64
1.95

26.43
26.77
26.71
26.12

Lang→EN

Baseline
Length
Punct
Frequency

21.32
21.83
21.96
21.88

31.51
31.09
32.43
32.26

24.41
24.56
25.17
24.87

15.39
15.29
16.36
15.90

8.85
9.05
9.63
9.18

24.94
25.87
25.32
24.35

(a) BLEU
EN→Lang

Baseline
Length
Punct
Frequency

17.62
18.41
18.43
18.16

51.11
51.10
51.67
52.10

40.47
39.93
41.18
40.57

16.12
16.80
16.77
16.79

26.52
27.03
27.00
26.95

11.46
12.01
12.30
12.29

Lang→EN

Baseline
Length
Punct
Frequency

24.66
25.07
25.10
25.27

31.77
31.55
32.31
32.16

27.23
27.11
27.75
27.43

20.63
20.65
21.45
20.80

16.28
15.95
17.05
16.85

28.11
28.71
28.48
27.86

(b) METEOR
EN→Lang

Baseline
Length
Punct
Frequency

62.64
62.18
61.69
62.46

49.21
48.96
48.57
48.87

57.17
57.90
57.24
57.63

70.17
70.85
70.04
69.40

77.20
79.51
77.02
87.20

54.29
53.93
54.03
54.99

Lang→EN

Baseline
Length
Punct
Frequency

57.06
55.68
56.29
57.32

46.42
46.44
45.37
45.55

53.31
53.29
52.31
52.75

63.62
63.31
62.24
62.10

72.46
72.54
72.11
75.73

53.66
52.74
53.51
54.72

(c) TER

Table 5: Contrasting our three proposed models to the baseline (NMT; Luong et al., 2017) across 12
translation tasks. We evaluate all the models using BLEU, METEOR and TER. The bold values represent the models that show statistically significant improvements over the baseline (p < 0.001; Clark
et al., 2011). Note that for BLEU and METEOR, higher is better, while for TER, lower is better. All
regularization schemes almost consistently lead to improvements, with the punctuation-based regularizer
achieving the highest gains.
baseline across almost all language pairs for all
models and across all metrics. We obtain statistically significant results for almost all translation
tasks for at least one regularization method.

frequencies (cf. Table 1; English has around 80M
words and French has around 50M words, whereas
all other languages have much less data).
The most challenging translation tasks are
Slovene–English and English–Slovene, especially
in terms of error rate. The results show that
with 17k sentence pairs as a training set, it becomes more challenging to efficiently learn anything. The results we obtained are between 2
and 5 BLEU points when translating from English. The Slovene output contained many nontranslated words. Specifically, this task greatly
suffers when using the word frequency regularizer,
with an error increase of about 10 TER points from
English to Slovene. We do not observe such losses
for the Czech–English and English–Czech transla-

More specifically, the punctuation regularizer
outperforms all the other models on all translation tasks except for French–English and English–
French. For the latter, we observe that the word
frequency regularizer is better than the other systems. This could be explained by the fact that
the English vocabulary has many words borrowed
from French, which makes the word frequency
regularizer a better signal than punctuation or sentence length for this specific task. It also could
be due to the fact that both English and French
have the largest vocabulary for training the word
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R EF That’s 90 percent of our time surrounded by architecture .
BASE <unk> percent of our time via architecture .
F REQ <unk> percent of our time surrounded by architecture .

tion tasks, even though the vocabulary size for estimating the word frequencies is lower for Czech.
We hypothesize that this is due to the Czech training set being seven times larger than the Slovene
one. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact
that for Slovene we only have 17K sentence pairs
for the training step; whereas for Czech, we have
122K sentence pairs, which helped control the
model compared to Slovene.
One case where the punctuation regularizer succeeds consistently is on the English–German and
German–English translation tasks, with an error
reduction of about 1 TER point. This reflects the
similarity in punctuation between these languages.
Although we also observe improvements using the
other regularization methods, e.g. the length-based
method, these are not statistically significant here
as calculated by MultEval (Clark et al., 2011).
Table 3 shows the BLEU scores of seven different systems including the one where we combine
our three regularizers on the English–Vietnamese
translation task. The combined regularizer does
not only produce a statistically significant improvement of almost 1-BLEU point over the attention based baseline, but it also outperforms all
the other regularizers achieving a BLEU score of
27.23.

7

(6) I N

Débloquer ce potentiel est dans
l’intérêt de chacun d’entre nous .
R EF Unlocking this potential is in the interest of every single one of us .
BASE <unk> that potential is in all of us .
F REQ <unk> that potential is in the interest
of all of us .

More precisely, entourés in French is almost as
frequent as surrounded in English, which is a word
that our model with frequency-based regularization translates correctly, while the baseline does
not. Additionally, in Example (6), our model has
a better fluency and adequacy than the baseline
since it not only correctly translates l’intérêt to interest, but also correctly produces of all instead of
in all, as in the baseline output.
7.2

The punctuation-based regularization performs
best in the German–English and English–German
translation tasks. This regularizer penalizes cases
where the difference in the number of punctuation
between the source and the target sentences is particularly large. As seen in Example (7), simply
introducing this bias into a translation model leads
to an output which more closely matches the punctuation of the source and target sentences.

Translation Examples

The punctuation regularizer outperforms the baseline in most cases, and all of our regularization
methods show statistically significant improvements in at least one language. Below we present
examples, extracted from the test data, of how
each of the regularization methods affects the output in comparison to the baseline model. The purpose of the examples is to show how each objective function in the learning component affects the
performance component.
7.1

(7) I N

Und die Antwort , glaube ich , ist ja .
[ " F = T ∇ Sτ " ] . Was Sie gerade sehen , ist wahrscheinlich die beste
Entsprechung zu E = mc2 für Intelligenz , die ich gesehen habe .
R EF And the answer , I believe , is yes .
[ " F = T ∇ Sτ " ] What you’re seeing is probably the closest equivalent to
an E = mc2 for intelligence that I’ve
seen .
BASE And the answer , I think , is yes .
P UNC And the answer , I think , is yes . [ " R
= T T <unk> " ] What you’re looking
at is probably the best <unk> <unk>
<unk> of intelligence that I’ve seen .

Frequency-Based Regularizer

The frequency-based regularization method penalizes cases where the distribution of the target vocabulary greatly differs from the source vocabulary. We have noted a significant improvement
for this specific regularizer when translating from
French to English and vice-versa. Examples (5)
and (6) show how this regularizer is improving the
translation output.
(5) I N

Punctuation-Based Regularizer

90 % de notre temps entourés par
l’architecture .

The baseline MT output completely fails to cap108

Example (10) shows another case of how the output of the frequency-based regularization system
actually shows overall improvements in an extremely low-resource language. The output of our
system is semantically closer to the reference than
the baseline output, up to the word educate. In addition, the system preserves a similar length as the
source sentence.

ture anything from the input except for the first
part up to “. . . is yes.” Our punctuation-based
model, however, manages to capture most parts of
the sentence.
7.3

Length-Based Regularizer

Finally, the length-based regularization method
leads to noticeable improvements in the Czech–
English and English–Czech translation tasks. Example (8) shows that introducing an input sentence length bias led to an MT output that is much
closer to the reference than the baseline. The input
sentence consists of 12 tokens (including punctuation), the baseline output consists of 10 tokens,
while our length based regularization model preserves the length of 12 tokens.

(11) I N
R EF
BASE
F REQ

Finally, Example (11) shows a low-resource case
where our system manages to make subtle changes
in order to reach the correct translation, whereas
the baseline system does not.

(8) I N

V roce 2009 jsem ztratila někoho ,
koho jsem velmi milovala .
R EF In 2009 , I lost someone I loved very
much .
BASE In 2009 , I lost somebody who I loved .
L EN In 2009 , I lost somebody who I loved
very much .

7.4

8

Conclusion

We have shown that using naive regularization
methods based on sentence length, punctuation,
and word frequency consistently improves the
translation quality in twelve low-resource translation tasks. The improvement is consistent across
multiple language pairs and is not dependent on
the language family. We have reported and discussed examples demonstrating why and how each
regularizer is improving the translation quality.
Our proposed approach shows that even naive,
but linguistically motivated, regularizers help
improve the translation quality when training
NMT models. We believe this shows the usefulness of using task-related regularizers for improving neural models, and opens the door for future
work to exploit these regularization methods in an
even more efficient manner by experimenting with
different ways of combining the regularizers with
the loss function.

General Improvements

The Slovene dataset is our smallest with about
17k sentence pairs for training. Despite the low
amount of resources available in Slovene, we
found that introducing very naive linguistic biases
into our machine translation models actually leads
to subtle differences that result in an output closer
to the reference, not only lexically, but also semantically. In Example (9), we compare the output
of the frequency based system against the baseline
for the Slovene to English translation:
(9) I N
R EF
BASE
F REQ

Mi smo tu na vrhu .
We are here on top .
What we are at the top .
We are here at the top .

In kaj potem ?
And so , what after that ?
And then then ?
And then , what ?
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Abstract

Interpretability means that our system exposes
rich symbolic information in the form of CCG derivations. Transparency means that it works with
a compact and intuitively plausible lexicon. The
lexicon is itself an artifact that can be inspected.
We achieve these goals by equipping CCG with
graph-based semantics. Meaning reprentations are
constructed through the operations of a simple
graph algebra, which effectively constrains the
search space for parsing and lexicon induction and
makes the available operations and resulting lexical items easy to understand.
Technical contributions of this paper include
a modified expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm to induce compact delexicalised CCG lexica, a technique for training a syntactic-semantic
supertagger with incomplete labels, and a hybrid
update mechanism for training the linear parsing
model.

We describe a new approach to semantic
parsing based on Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG). The grammar’s semantic construction operators are defined
in terms of a graph algebra, which allows
our system to induce a compact CCG lexicon. We introduce an expectation maximisation algorithm which we use to filter our lexicon down to 2500 lexical templates. Our system achieves a semantic
triple (Smatch) precision that is competitive with other CCG-based AMR parsing
approaches.

1

Introduction

Parsing sentences to formal meaning representations, known as Semantic Parsing, is a task at the
frontier of Natural Language Understanding. Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is a meaning representation language that represents sentence semantics in the form of graphs. Research
on AMR parsing systems has been very productive
in recent years with many competing approaches.
Current AMR parsers vary regarding the extent
to which they rely on a formal grammar. Some
of the most successful systems generate AMRs
through an end-to-end neural architecture, with no
explicit symbolic derivations (Zhang et al., 2019).
Other parsers employ transition systems with limited explanatory power (Peng et al., 2018). Constructing grammar-based semantic analyses that
can be understood in terms of linguistic theory is a
more difficult task than end-to-end AMR parsing
because of the additional structural requirements
on the output and the algorithmic constraints imposed thereby.
In this paper, we explore how semantic parsers
can be built to be interpretable and transparent.

1.1

Related Work

This work builds upon the concept of graphalgebraic CCG, which has so far been tested only
in the context of lexicon induction (Beschke and
Menzel, 2018). We extend the lexicon induction
process by delexicalisation and EM filtering and
demonstrate the first end-to-end parsing system
based on graph-algebraic CCG. The idea of applying graph algebras to AMR parsing has also
been applied in the context of Interpreted Regular
Tree Grammar (Groschwitz et al., 2018). Furthermore, improved definitions of graph-composing
CCG combinators have been proposed (Blodgett
and Schneider, 2019) to cover a wider range of semantic phenomena.
Other systems that apply CCG to AMR parsing use an encoding of AMR graphs to λ-calculus
expressions (Artzi et al., 2015; Misra and Artzi,
2016). One drawback of these systems is that lexicon induction is coupled to the training loop of a
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Figure 1: An example graph-algebraic CCG derivation.

2.2

Abstract Meaning Representation

parser, which makes it compute-intensive and difficult to manage. We address this issue by performing lexicon induction in a separate step.
Besides AMR parsing, CCG has also been used
for joint syntactic-semantic parsing in other contexts (Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2014; Lewis
et al., 2015).

The Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR;
Banarescu et al., 2013) is a meaning representation language that underlies much recent work in
semantic parsing. In AMR, meaning is annotated
on the sentence level in the form of a labeled, directed graph. While the nodes of the graph represent instances of concepts, edges represent roles
that these entities play with respect to each other.

2

2.2.1

Background

This paper uses Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) to derive Abstract Meaning Representations (AMR) using a graph-algebraic modification of CCG’s syntax-semantics interface. These
concepts are briefly introduced in this below.
2.1

Evaluation of AMRs

AMR parsers are usually evaluated with respect to
the Smatch metric (Cai and Knight, 2013), which
measures precision and recall of semantic triples
in an AMR graphs with respect to a gold standard
graph. The computation of Smatch relies on finding an optimal alignment between the two graphs,
which is usually approximated.

CCG for Semantic Parsing

Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) describes syntax and semantics as part of the same
derivation process (Steedman, 2000). CCG derivations are trees where every node is annotated with
both a syntactic and a semantic category. The categories at the leaves of the tree are drawn from a
lexicon, while categories at the inner nodes result
from the application of combinatory rules to the
child nodes’ categories. The syntax-semantics interface in CCG is transparent, meaning that the
same rule is always applied to syntactic and semantic categories.
In CCG, categories are understood as n-ary
functions. Syntactic categories essentially express
the type of the associated semantic category by
specifying the types of constituents that can be
accepted as arguments, either to the right of the

2.3

Graph-Algebraic CCG

Graph algebras are an established means to model
the derivation of AMRs (Koller, 2015). A modification of CCG that applies graph-algebraic operators to semantic categories has first been presented by Beschke and Menzel (2018). They define a
set of semantic operators that apply to s-graphs,
which contain specially marked source nodes,
which are consecutively indexed starting from 0.
They also define three semantic operators:
• Application, which 1) merges the root of
an argument graph with the highest-indexed
source node of the function graph and 2)
merges all source nodes that have the same
index.
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X

h0i

(Y /Z1 )/Z2 : X

⇒
⇒

(X/Z1 )/Z2 : X

⇒

X\X : conj

⇒
⇒

X: X
X: X

h0i

h0i
h1i

X\Y : X

h0i

h0i

X\Y : X

X: X

h0i

h0i
h1i

h0i

.:
X: X

h0i
h0i
X

h1i
X

h0i
h1i
h0i

Table 1: The set of binary combinators used in our system. Circles and diamonds correspond to arbitrary
AMR subgraphs. X and Y represent arbitrary syntactic categories. The conj node represents any concept
corresponding to a conjunction, such as and or contrast. Edge labels are omitted.
The combinators Forward Application (>), Backward Application (<), Forward Composition (B>),
Backward Crossed Composition (B× <), and Forward Generalised Composition (B2 >) all use the Application semantic operator. The Conjunction (conj) combinator uses the Conjunction semantic operator,
and Left and Right Punctuation (lp, rp) use Identity.
• A set of alignments linking tokens in the sentence to nodes in the meaning representation,
obtained from automatic alignment tools

• Conjunction, which 1) merges the root of an
argument graph with the 1-indexed source
node of the conjunction graph, and 2) renames the 0-indexed source node of the conjunction graph so that it becomes the highestindexed source node in the combined graph
(thus becoming accessible for application).

A set of lexical items explaining the sentence
can then be obtained by walking down the syntactic parse tree, starting at the root with the full
sentential meaning representation. At each binary
derivation step, the meaning representation is partitioned into two subgraphs by unmerging nodes
as appropriate. Each split is done in such a way
that it can be reversed using a graph algebraic
combinator and the token-to-node alignments are
honored.
For any token, this procedure may generate several or no lexical entries. If the alignments do not
uniquely specify how the meaning representation
should be divided in a splitting step, all alternatives are explored. Also, splitting may abort at an
inner node of the derivation if there is no combinator that satisfies the alignment constraint.
This work adds two steps to the lexicon induction process: the delexicalisation of lexical items,
followed by filtering for the most probable derivation for each sentence according to EM estimates.

• Identity, in which the function graph is
empty and the argument graph is returned unchanged.
An overview of the rules as well as how they are
applied in the context of CCG derivations is given
in Table 1.
An example derivation is given in Figure 2.

3

Lexicon Induction

For parsing with graph algebraic CCG, a lexicon
must first be obtained. We achieve this using the
recursive splitting algorithm by Beschke and Menzel (2018), which uses the following information
to induce lexical items from an AMR-annotated
sentence:
• The sentence’s AMR

3.1

• A syntactic CCG parse obtained from a syntax parser

We achieve generalisation over content words by
delexicalising lexical entries. We follow the ap114

Delexicalisation

Algorithm 1 Variation of the inside-outside algorithm to estimate parameters over CCG derivations. See Section 3.2 for function definitions.
Input: Data set S; scoring function S COREi
Output: Distributions PTi+1 and PLi+1
1: countT [j] ← 0 for 0 ≤ j < |T |
2: countL [j] ← 0 for 0 ≤ j < |L|
3: for s ∈ S do
4:
chart ← S PLIT
P(s)
5:
likelihood ← e∈chart[0,|s|−1] INi+1 (e)
6:
for e ∈ chart do
i (e) OUT i+1 (e)
7:
c ← S CORElikelihood
8:
for (t, l) ∈ D ELEX(e) do
9:
countT [t] ← countT [t] + c
10:
countL [l] ← countL [l] + c
11:
end for
12:
end for
13: end for
countT [t]
i+1
14: PT (t) = P
countT [t0 ]| for t ∈ T
0

proach from Kwiatkowski et al. (2011) which divides lexical entries into templates and lexemes. A
template is a graph wherein up to one node has
been replaced by a lex marker. A lexeme x—y is a
pair of a word x and a node label y. For examples
of templates and lexemes, see Table 2.
The idea of the delexicalisation algorithm is that
a node in the graph which corresponds to the lexical meaning of the lexical entry is replaced by a
marker, converting it into a template. Since it is
not known in advance which node carries the lexical meaning, we replace every node in turn and
add all resulting templates to the lexicon. Every
replaced node label is associated with the token
currently under consideration and stored as a lexeme.
Not all lexical entries contain a node with lexical meaning, e.g. in the case of function words.
Therefore, the original meaning representation is
also added to the lexicon as a template along with
an empty lexeme.
Special lexemes are also added that map any
word to a node labeled by the word’s lemma, its
surface form in quotes, or any of the propbank
frame names associated with its lemma.
This process creates a large amount of superflous template/lexeme pairs. Therefore, the lexicon is subsequently filtered using Expectation
Maximisation.
3.2

i+1
15: PL (l)

Both splitting and delexicalisation generate spurious templates and lexemes. We wish to keep only
those that generalise well by being broadly applicable. In contrast, noise introduced during grammar induction should be removed.
This noise manifests itself in spurious derivations for the sentences of the training set. Expectation Maximisation (EM) is applied to identify a
single most likely derivation per sentence. Every
template and lexeme that in not used in at least one
of these derivations is deleted.
We use a variant of the inside-outside algorithm
(Baker, 1979) to estimate multinomial distributions Pt for templates and Pl for lexemes. From
these, we derive a probability distribution over derivations:
P (d) =

for l ∈ L

instantiated by the derivation.
Our inside-outside algorithm operates on split
charts, which keep track of all derivation nodes
created during recursive splitting. A split chart c
for a sentence s contains cells c[i, j] with 0 < i ≤
j, j < |s|. A cell contains a number of entries e,
each of which is associated with a meaning representation MR(e) and a (possibly empty) set of
child pairs (l, r) ∈ C LD(e), which are in turn
entries. An entry can also have several parents
e0 ∈ PAR(e), in which case it also has a neighbour
N B(e, e0 ) for every parent e0 .
To compute a probability for an entry, we employ a function D ELEX which decomposes the
entry’s meaning representation into all possible
template-lexeme pairs.
Inside and outside probabilities for entries are
calculated recursively as follows:

Expectation Maximisation

Y

=

t ∈T

P countL [l] 0
l0 ∈L countL (l )|

IN

i+1

(e) = S COREi (e)
X
+

IN

i+1

(l,r)∈C LD(e)

OUT

i+1

(e) =

X

e0 ∈PAR(e)

Pt (t)Pl (l)

(t,l)∈LEX(d)

where LEX(d) gives all template-lexeme pairs

where
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OUT

(l) · INi+1 (r)

i+1

(e0 )

· INi+1 (N B(e, e0 ))

S COREi (e) =

X

section and output the predicted token-wise supertag distributions (clipping at 99% cumulative
probability). To obtain supertag predictions on the
train section, we employ 5-way jackknifing: the
data is split into five parts and predictions for each
part are obtained by training on the remaining four
parts.
During training, the occurrence of the correct
label within the top-10 predictions for every token
is monitored and training aborted when this measure stops improving (early stopping).

PTi (t)PLi (l)

(t,l)∈D ELEX(MR(e))

A given meaning representation MR(e) can be
created by either instantiating a lexical entry with
probability S COREi (e), or by deriving it using
any of its pairs of children (l, r) with probability
IN i (l) IN i (r). All of these are alternative choices;
therefore, the probabilities are summed to make
up the inside probability. The outside probability
is composed of the entry’s parents’ outside probabilities and the entry’s neighbours’ inside probabilities.
Algorithm 3.2 describes how an updated set of
parameters is estimated using these calculations.

4

4.1.1 Limited Supervision
The grammar induction process as described in
Section 3 attempts to find lexical items for every
individual token, but may stop early if no combinatory rule fitting the alignment constraint is available. In this case, no supervision for training the
tagger is available at the token level. We overcome this issue by labelling the respective tokens
as UNK (the same label used for rare templates occurring only once) and masking UNK tokens in the
loss function.
This allows the tagger to fill in the gaps with
reasonable templates that are in the lexicon. However, it also means that not every sentence from the
train set can be perfectly parsed any more, because
it is possible that its meaning representation cannot be constructed using the induced token-level
lexical entries.

Parsing

Our parser uses a CKY-style chart parsing algorithm to parse sentences to AMR. For each
token, template-lexeme pairs are drawn from the
lexicon. Recursively, derivation nodes are created
according to CCG/AMR rules. All candidate derivation nodes are evaluated with respect to a linear model. A beam search limitation is applied,
meaning that only the top n candidates from each
chart cell are kept.
The flip side of using a delexicalised lexicon is
that every template can now be applied to every
token. To limit the number of leaves that have
to be considered, we employ a supertagger which
predicts the most suitable template for each token.
We then limit our search to the most probable templates as predicted by the supertagger.
4.1

5

Training

To drive the parser, we train a linear model over
graph algebraic CCG derivations. Since we do not
observe derivations in the data, this is an instance
of latent variable learning and a supervision signal
must be generated. We take a dual approach by
combining two weak supervision signals:

Supertagging

For supertagging, we use a single-layer BiLSTM.
For inputs, the raw tokens and syntactic CCG categories predicted by a CCG supertagger are used.
The model is then trained to predict the template
instantiated by each token.
The following preprocessing steps are applied:

1. An oracle is used to heuristically generate
silver-standard derivations, which can then
be used for training.
2. The derivations found by the parser are evaluated and used for cost-sensitive parameter
updates.

• Tokens are embedded using the third layer
produced by ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).

5.1

• CCG supertags, as well as templates, that occur in less than two sentences are replaced by
UNK.

Model

We train a linear model using a structured perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002) with Adadelta
updates (Zeiler, 2012). We use features over paths
in the graph as well as the identities of invoked
templates, lexemes, and combinators.

To predict supertags on the dev and test sections, we train the supertagger on the entire train
116

Template

Lexeme

Combined

N : lex

weapons—weapon

N : weapon

N P/N : h0i

the—∅

N P/N : h0i

nuclear—nucleus

N/N : h0i

said—say-01

(S\N P )/N P : say-01

N/N : h0i

mod

(S\N P )/N P : lex

lex
ARG0

h0i

ARG
1

Iran—“Iran”

ARG0

h0i
h1i

1

N P : country

name

name

nucleus
ARG

h1i

N P : country

mod

name

name

op1

lex

op1

“Iran”

Table 2: Selected templates and lexemes from the induced lexicon. The templates are among the 20 most
highly scored according to EM parameters; the lexemes among the top 50.

a

Director

of

the

International

Science

and

Technology

Center

NP /N

N /PP

PP /NP

NP /N

N /N

N

conj

N /N

N

ARG0

name

name

name

govern-01
h0i

h0i

op1

“International” h0i

h0i

name

and

op2

op1

ARG1

h0i

country

organization

director

“Science”
>

N

h0i

“Technology” h0i

“Center”
>

N

country

organization

name

name

name

name
op1

op2

op1

op2

h1i

op1

op2

>

NP

NP

>

PP

<

N

op2

“Technology” “Center”

“International” “Science”

lex

conj

N P \N P

and

director
ARG0

govern-01

ARG1

op1

op2

h0i country

organization
name

op1

op2

op1

name

name

name

op2

“Technology” “Center”

“International” “Science”
>

NP

<

NP
and
op2

op1

country

director
ARG0

name

name

govern-01
op1

ARG1

organization

op2

“Technology” “Center”

name

name
op1

op2

“International” “Science”

Figure 2: A derivation for a subsequence of PROXY NYT ENG 20020406 0118.25, as produced by
our parser.
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5.2

Oracle Parsing

derivation. Cost-sensitive updates let the parser
search for complete derivations and enforce a
margin between the best derivations in the beam
and all the others. We follow Singh-Miller and
Collins (2007) by implementing a cost-sensitive
perceptron algorithm which weights hypotheses
according to their Smatch f1 score.

In latent variable learning in structured prediction
settings, the challenge is to obtain an unobserved
derivation for a known gold-standard result. In
this case, gold-standard sentential AMRs are annotated in the AMR corpus, but they are not related to the sentence by a grammatical derivation.
A common approach to this challenge is forced
decoding (Artzi et al., 2015): the parser is used
to construct derivations which lead to the correct
result by pruning all hypotheses from the search
space which deviate from the gold-standard AMR.
E.g., all AMRs that contain elements not present
in the gold-standard could be pruned.
However, as noted in Section 4.1, not every
gold-standard AMR can be reconstructed perfectly
using the induced lexicon due to the incompleteness of the splitting algorithm, which defies finding correct parses using forced decoding.
Instead, we train the parser using an oracle
driven by a heuristic scoring function which scores
the correctness and completeness of an intermediate hypothesised AMR. We parse the sentence using CKY with beam search, ranking intermediate
results according to the harmonic mean of the following values:

5.4

While early updates are efficient, our oracle is imperfect. To allow the parser to improve over oracle
parses, we use a cost-sensitive update whenever a
parse has been found whose Smatch f1 score surpasses that of the oracle parse.

6

Experimental Setup

We evaluate our parser1 on the proxy section of
the AMR 1.0 corpus (LDC2014T12; Knight et al.,
2014). This section consists of newswire texts.
Sentences are tokenised and lemmatised using Stanford NLP (Manning et al., 2014). We
use EasyCCG to obtain CCG parses and supertags (Lewis and Steedman, 2014). Token-toAMR alignments are obtained by combining outputs generated by the JAMR aligner (Flanigan
et al., 2014) and the ISI aligner (Pourdamghani
et al., 2014), as described by Beschke and Menzel (2018).
First, we induce a CCG/AMR lexicon from
the entire proxy-training section, delexicalise the
entries, and filter for the best derivations using
EM, as described in Section 3. We perform 100 iterations of EM. Sentences longer than 100 tokens
are filtered out. The resulting lexicon contains
15630 templates and 10504 lexemes.
Next, we extract template tag sequences and
train our suppertagger on them. First, tags for the
training data are predicted using 5-way jackknifing. Then, a model is trained on the entire training
section and used to predict tags for the dev and test
sections of the corpus. Since only templates are
predicted that occur in at least two training sentences, a set of 2453 templates is used for prediction. The top-10 recall of the annotated supertags
is 96.4% on a randomly chosen held-out portion
of the training set.
Finally, the induced lexicon as well as the predicted tag sequences are used to parse the proxytest section of the AMR corpus. We use a beam

• Triple precision: the proportion of nodeedge-node triples in the intermediate result
that also occur in the gold standard meaning
representation.
• Alignment recall: the proportion of node labels that are linked by an alignment edge to
one of the intermediate result’s tokens that
also occur in the intermediate result.
This scoring function is designed to rank results in proportion to their deviation from the gold
standard, achieving a soft form of pruning.
Having obtained a set of derivations using oracle parsing, we finally re-rank these derivations
by their Smatch f1 scores and use the best derivation to perform a parameter update using an early
update strategy (Collins and Roark, 2004).
5.3

Combined Update Strategy

Cost-Sensitive Update

Another approach to training with weak supervision for structured prediction are cost-sensitive
updates. While the gold-standard to update towards is unknown, an evaluation metric is available for the AMR that results from a specific

1
For information on reproducing the experiments, see
https://gitlab.com/nats/gramr-ranlp19/.
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System
This paper
Artzi et al. (2015)
Misra and Artzi (2016)
Liu et al. (2018)

P

R

F

0.688
0.668
0.681
-

0.423
0.657
0.642
-

0.524
0.663
0.661
0.731

7.1

The parser output in Figure 5 shows some of
the most common errors produced by our parser.
Firstly, the sequence International Science and
Technology Center is not recognised as a contiguous named entity. Additionally, Technology Center is misrecognised as a country. Both of these
issues can be classified as supertagging errors, as
they result from the templates chosen from the lexicon. In this specific case, the supertagger’s behaviour could likely be improved by adding named
entity features to its input. In general, the supertagging task is challenging, especially in the case
of function words, which tend to be highly polysemous.
Additionally, the scopes of and and of are inverted. This can be interpreted as a weakness of the
parsing model, which misjudges the probability of
the respective scope assignments. Although one
would hope for a semantic parser to improve precisely upon these semantically informed syntactic
decisions, this behaviour is perhaps to be expected
given that we train a sparse linear model with a relatively small amount of training data. Replacing
the linear classifier with a neural model that computes embeddings of graph meanings, such as the
architecture proposed by (Misra and Artzi, 2016),
could improve the parser’s judgment.

Table 3: Smatch results on the proxy-test section
of LDC2014T12. Liu et al. (2018) did not report
precision and recall in their paper. P stands for
precision, R for recall, F for f1 score.
size of 15 during parsing and 20 for finding oracle
derivations (see Section 5.2). Parses whose root
categories do not match any of the top-10 derivations produced by EasyCCG are dropped from the
parser output2 .
The smatch tool3 is used to calculate Smatch
precision, recall, and f1 scores for the parser output.

7

Discussion

Results

We compare our system to two previous CCGbased AMR parsers (Artzi et al., 2015; Misra and
Artzi, 2016), as well as the current state of the art
in AMR parsing on this data set (Liu et al., 2018).
The results are shown in Table 7. The system introduced in this paper achieves comparable precision to the other CCG-based systems, but lower
recall.
This gap is largely, but not completely, explained by sentences that were not parsed at all:
when unparsed sentences are excluded from the
evaluation, our system achieves a precision of
0.701 and a recall of 0.6154 . Oracle parsing
achieves a Smatch precision of 0.886 and an f1
score of 0.706.
The evaluation set contains 823 sentences in
total, of which 170 were not parsed, resulting
in a coverage of 79%. Of these sentences, 68
were skipped because they were longer than 40
tokens. The remaining 102 are unparsed because
the parser failed to find a complete parse.

8

Conclusion

We have introduced a pipeline for training a CCG
parser which jointly models syntax and semantics.
A central element of our architecture are efforts to
reduce the lexicon size. With 2453 delexicalised
templates, our parser uses a relatively small lexicon despite the templates being induced automatically. We employ a semantic construction mechanism that is less powerful with λ-calculus, but
still achieve competitive precision.
Future directions in this line of work could include applications that make use of the system’s
transparency, such as the interactive training of
parsers without gold-standard annotations, or the
application of external constraints such as contextual knowledge to the parser.

2
This restriction was included because the parser tended
to favour interpretations of sentences as NP instead of S.
3
https://github.com/snowblink14/smatch,
revision ad7e655
4
The precision improves when unparsed sentences are
excluded because the smatch tool does not permit empty
AMRs to be specified. Unparsed sentences are therefore represented by single-node placeholder AMRs, which are penalised in terms of precision.
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Abstract

Currently the best WSD systems are supervised,
i.e. they leverage annotated corpora as training
data (Yuan et al., 2016; Vial et al., 2018; Melacci
et al., 2018). However, data labeling is a bottleneck for WSD, even more so than in other
fields of NLP. Semantic annotation is a costly process, requiring expert annotators (Taghipour and
Ng, 2015; Pasini and Navigli, 2017). If we consider that neural networks, the best performing approach in virtually every task in NLP, are particularly data-hungry, it appears unlikely that there
will be much progress in WSD unless either more
data is available, or less data is needed.
Between the two directions, we believe efforts
towards the latter will prove more fruitful, firstly,
because of scalability considerations, and secondly, and more importantly, because of the recent growth in the use of transfer learning, as exemplified by contextualized embeddings. Contextualized embeddings have been shown to produce much better results on downstream tasks
compared to end-to-end training, even when less
data is provided (Peters et al., 2018; Howard
and Ruder, 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; He et al.,
2018; Akbik et al., 2018). Contextualized embeddings that use words as tokenization units, such
as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), are most suited
to WSD. They are usually trained through selfsupervised Causal Language Modeling (CLM)
(Lample and Conneau, 2019): given a word sequence w1 , w2 , . . . , wn the system has to use w1
to predict w2 , the sequence w1:2 to predict w3 and
so on. CLM is inherently unidirectional, as the
model must not be able to “peek” at the word it
has to predict. Thus to encode the left and the right
contexts two separate networks have to be used,
even if they often share part of the weights and are
jointly trained.
As regards the use of contextualized embeddings in WSD, this is bound to pose a problem.

While contextualized embeddings have
produced performance breakthroughs in
many Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tasks, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
has not benefited from them yet. In this paper, we introduce QBERT, a Transformerbased architecture for contextualized embeddings which makes use of a coattentive layer to produce more deeply
bidirectional representations, better-fitting
for the WSD task. As a result, we are
able to train a WSD system that beats the
state of the art on the concatenation of all
evaluation datasets by over 3 points, also
outperforming a comparable model using
ELMo.

1

Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the task of
associating a word in context with the right meaning among a finite set of possible senses (Navigli,
2009). Consider the following sentence, in which
SERVED is the target word:
(1) The waiter standing near the counter SERVED
the revolutionary cause well.
In WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), the most used English computational lexicon in NLP, the following
two senses are associated (among many others) to
the verb to serve:
1. devotion: devote (part of) one’s life or efforts
to, as of countries, institutions, or ideas;
2. food: help to some food; help with some food
or drink;
The WSD system, in this case, would be tasked to
associate the target word with the correct meaning
– i.e. the devotion sense.
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framing of WSD as a tagging task (Raganato et al.,
2017a; Vial et al., 2018).

Consider the sentence (1) above. It features attractors, i.e. words or phrases pushing the sense interpretation in one direction or the other, with the left
context providing a strong cue for the food sense
and the right for the devotion sense. In this paper, we propose a modification of the usual CLM
architecture for transfer learning that enables us
to train a high-performance WSD system. In this
context, we make the following contributions:

Transfer Learning WSD Systems One of the
best performing WSD systems (Yuan et al., 2016)
employs a semi-supervised neural architecture,
whereby a unidirectional LSTM was trained to
predict a masked token on huge amounts of unlabeled data (over 100B tokens). The trained
LSTM was used to produce contextualized embeddings for tagged tokens in SemCor; then kNN or
a more sophisticated label propagation algorithm
was used to predict a sense. The size of the training data makes replication difficult – a reimplementation attempt with a smaller corpus led to
worse results (Le et al., 2018). A similar approach
using ELMo contextualized embeddings has been
presented by Peters et al. (2018), but the results
were underwhelming. Another attempt at using
transfer learning in WSD has been carried out by
Melacci et al. (2018). The authors enhanced IMS
with context2vec (Melamud et al., 2016), obtaining performance roughly on a par with Yuan et al.
(2016).

• we introduce the BiTransformer, a novel
Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) coattentive layer allowing deeper bidirectionality;
• we introduce QBERT (Quasi Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers), a novel Transformer-based architecture
for CLM making use of the BiTransformer;
• we train a WSD model using QBERT contextualized embeddings, outperforming on the
standard evaluation datasets both the previously established state of the art (by a
large margin) and a comparable model using
ELMo;

Contextualized Embeddings Most of the approaches to contextualized embeddings involve
CLM pretraining of directional (either attentive or
recurrent) networks. Very successful CLM-based
models include ELMo, in which two separate directional LSTMs are fed the output of a shared
character-based Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) encoder (Peters et al., 2018), and OpenAI GPT, using Transformers instead of LSTMs
and a BPE vocabulary (Sennrich et al., 2016) with
regular embeddings instead of the CNN encoder
(Radford et al., 2018). Another popular approach,
Flair, features character-level LSTMs, outputting
hidden states at word boundaries (Akbik et al.,
2018). As CLM architectures are normally unidirectional, one alternative in order to guarantee a
joint encoding of the context is the Masked Language Modeling (MLM) of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), which, however, requires a variety of tricks
at training time.

• we use QBERT to beat ELMo on the recently established Word-in-Context (WiC)
task (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2019).

2

Related Work

Despite the limited availability of training data, the
WSD systems offering the best performances are
supervised ones. Many of the approaches are still
end-to-end, i.e. they only make use of the information learned during the WSD training.
End-to-end WSD Systems In WSD traditional
machine learning techniques are still very competitive because they are not as data-hungry as neural
networks. The very popular It Makes Sense (IMS)
system (Zhong and Ng, 2010), based on Support
Vector Machines and hand-crafted features, performs very well when word embeddings are used
as additional features (Iacobacci et al., 2016); the
classifier by Papandrea et al. (2017) also gets competitive results. The system of Weissenborn et al.
(2015) attains very high performances, but only
disambiguates nouns. More recently, neural models have been developed (Kagebäck and Salomonsson, 2016; Uslu et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2018).
Some of the most successful offer an intuitive

3

The QBERT Architecture

Similarly to other LM-based approaches to contextualized embeddings (Peters et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Devlin
et al., 2019), the architecture we hereby propose
has two main components, which we will refer to
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Figure 1: A high-level view of the QBERT architecture.
second (F ). To combine the shifted sequences
we use a novel Transformer layer variant taking
them both as input, the BiTransformer, featuring a
co-attentive mechanism in which P attends over
F and F attends over P . The Encoder is
trained on CLM using an Adaptive Softmax layer
(Grave et al., 2017) as Prediction Head.

as Encoder and task-specific Prediction Head. In
Figure 1 we show a high-level view of our system. Raw tokens are fed to the encoder, which embeds them into context-independent fixed-length
vector representations (the word embeddings, W
in Figure 1), then uses them to produce contextdependent hidden representations (the contextualized embeddings, C), where the context is some
subset of the sequence itself. The Prediction Head
exploits the vectors produced by the Encoder to
perform a task.
3.1

3.2

Transformer Variants in QBERT

In the QBERT Encoder we employ three distinct variants of the plain Transformer: the futuremasked Transformer, the past-masked Transformer and the BiTransformer. To introduce them
we first need to elaborate further into the inner
workings of the layer. A vanilla Transformer layer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) can be defined as a multihead self attention submodule followed by a timewise 2-layer feedforward network, with additional
residual connection (He et al., 2016) and layer normalization stabilizing training (Ba et al., 2016).

Encoder

As will become clear in what follows, the Encoder of the QBERT architecture is able to compute the hidden representation of a word wt in a
sequence w1:n as a function of the weights and
of the whole sequence except wt itself, i.e. of
w1:t−1 and wt+1:n . To embed tokens, the Encoder uses the Adaptive Input layer (Baevski and
Auli, 2018). Sinusoidal positional embeddings
are added to the output and passed to two separate stacks of masked Transformers, computing
two directional encodings of the sequence, with
one (P ) having past and present (w1:t ) information encoded in the present-token hidden vector
and the other (F ) having present and future (wt:n )
information instead. Since in the CLM training
information about the present token must be hidden from the output layer, we shift and pad the
sequences in order to have only the past tokens
encoded in the output of the first stack (P ) and
only future tokens encoded in the output of the

Core (Self) Attention The intuition behind the
attention mechanism is very simple (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015). We have a sequence of vectors (the nq queries Q of dimension dq ) and we want to compute relevance scores
against some other sequence of vectors (the nk
keys K of dimension dk ) specific to each couple
of vectors q and k. The nq × nk relevance score
matrix is then used to compute nq weighted means
of another sequence of vectors (the nk values V
of dimension dv ). So, if we pack Q, K, V into
matrices, the mechanism can be distilled into the
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from P and the first from F and add padding to
the opposite sides. This effectively shifts the hidden representation by one place to the left and
by one place to the right. We refer to the resulting sequences as, respectively, P and F . As
a result, the ith position of P encodes information from tokens w1:i−1 while F encodes wi+1:n .
Formally:
P =P AD ⊕ P1:n−1
(3)
F =F2:n ⊕ P AD

formula:

QK T
attn(Q, K, V ) = softmax( √ )V
(1)
dk
√
where dk is a normalization factor meant to
prevent the dot products from getting too large.
In the case of the self attention mechanism Q,
K, V stand for the same matrix. In the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), multi-head attention
is used, in which n attentions (the heads) are computed in parallel, concatenated and then combined
through dot product with a dq n × do matrix W o .
For each attention head hi , there are three weight
matrices WiQ , WiK , WiV , multiplying respectively
Q, K and V . Formally, we define multi-head attention (attnM H ) as:

where ⊕ denotes concatenation along the timestep
dimension. The padding vector P AD is learned
during training. The process is visualized in Figure 1, where tokens are aligned according to their
shifted positions.

attnMH (Q, K, V ) =
n
M
(QWiQ )(KWiK )T
√
[softmax(
)(V WiQ )]W o
d
k
i=0
(2)

where ⊕ denotes concatenation along the second
dimension.
Transformer Masking In the past and future
stacks, as well as in the BiTransfomer layer, we
employ a masking mechanism on attention to enforce directionality, i.e. to force the relevance
scores computed between Q and K to be 0 for
tokens following or preceding the current one, as
needed. Masking can be implemented by performing an elementwise sum between QK T and
a nq × nk masking matrix M , whose values are
set to −∞ if Ki and Vj are to be excluded from
the attention computation, else 0. In our architecture we employ two different masking matrices:
a future masking-matrix Mf which is set to −∞
when i < j and a past-masking matrix Mp set to
−∞ when i > j; note that Mf = MpT . Multihead and masked attention can be combined by
simply using the same masking matrix in each attention head. We use Mf in the past Transformer
stack and Mp in the future stack, producing, respectively, P and F . To encourage the network
to encode comparable representations we tie the
weights between layers at the same depth on the
past and future stack.
3.2.1 Timestep Shift
Present-token information is still encoded in both
P and F . To remove it, we use a simple shifting approach where we detach the nth timestep
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3.2.2

BiTransformer

To combine P and F we employ the BiTransformer, a novel Transformer layer variant that uses
a masked coattentive multihead attention mechanism over two sequences. Masking allows P
to attend over F while keeping present-token
knowledge hidden from the network, and vice
versa. This allows deeper bidirectionality in that
the resulting output is not a naive combination of
two separate directional representations but rather
the result of a whole-sequence attention, albeit
computed in a two-step process, where the first
step can be arbitrarily deep (the masked Transformer stacks) and the second is always shallow
(the BiTransformer). Unfortunately, BiTransformers cannot be stacked as each timestep in the output of the layer encodes information about every
token in the sequence but the one it has to predict in CLM, so any further use of attention would
make pretraining impossible.
The BiTransformer requires modifications to
the first part of the vanilla Transformer intramodule architecture. First, both input sequences
are layer normalized separately. We compute
a masked multihead attention using the futuremasked sequence P as Q, the past-masked sequence F as K and V , using the past-masking
matrix Mp . To give an insight into what happens,
the position i of the n queries, encoding information about words 1 to i − 1, is allowed to look
at positions i to n of the keys, encoding words
wi+1:n , wi+2:n and so on. Then we compute the
reverse, using F , P and future-masking matrix Mf . This process results in two sequences to
which input residuals are added, and then added

size of 80000 tokens. As an optimizer we employ
regular Nesterov-accelerated SGD, with a learning rate that first increases linearly from 10−5 to 1
during a warmup phase lasting 2000 updates, and
then varies from a maximum of 1 to a minimum
of 10−5 according to a Cyclical Learning Rate
(Smith, 2017) policy with cosine scheme, with a
period of 2000 updates. With each cycle, the period is multiplied by 1.5 while both the maximum
and minimum values are halved. We train until
convergence.
We implement the system and training logic in
pytorch with the help of the fairseq library.

together via a simple elementwise sum. The rest
of the layer works just like a regular Transformer
layer. We formally describe this coattentive mechanism as follows:
0
P
=LayerNorm(P )

0
F
=LayerNorm(F )

0
0
0
O =attnM M H (P
, F
, F
, Mp )+

0
0
0
attnM M H (F
, P
, P
, Mf ) + P + F
(4)

O goes through the 2-layer feedforward to produce
contextualized embeddings, which are used as input for the task-specific Prediction Heads. We describe them in the relevant paragraphs of Sections
4.1 and 5.

4

4.2

In our experiments we compare QBERT with three
different contextualized embeddings systems:

Experimental Setup

1. Off-the-shelf pretrained ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018). We employ a model featuring 4096sized bidirectional LSTMs and 512-sized
contextualized embeddings1 , pretrained on
the concatenation of a Wikipedia dump and a
few English monolingual news corpora2 , for
a total of 5.5B tokens.

In what follows we first describe the Encoder architecture hyperparameters and CLM pretraining
details (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2 we describe
the contextualized embeddings systems we use as
comparison in the WSD and Word-in-Context experiments. Finally, we report the setup and results
of the experiments in Section 5.
4.1

Comparison Systems

2. Off-the-shelf pretrained Flair (Akbik et al.,
2018).
We employ the models the
project’s page3 refers to as mix-forward
and mix-backward, pretrained on “Web,
Wikipedia, Subtitles”4 . We concatenate their
contextualized embeddings.

QBERT Encoder Pretraining

CLM Prediction Head and Hyperparameters
To train the QBERT Encoder on CLM we use
an Adaptive Softmax (Grave et al., 2017) layer
as Prediction Head. Following Baevski and Auli
(2018), we tie the weights (Press and Wolf, 2017)
of the embedding matrices but not the projective
weights. Both Adaptive Input and Adaptive Softmax use a vocabulary of 400k words, with cutoffs
set to 35k, 100k, 200k and a shrinking factor of
4. The past and future stacks as well as the BiTransformer feature an input and output size of
512, while the first layer of the internal feedforward projects the input to 2048 dimensions, the
same as the base configuration in Vaswani et al.
(2017). The masked Transformer stacks are both
5-layer deep.

3. SBERT (Shallowly Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers), a baseline featuring the same architecture as
QBERT but missing the BiTransformer layer:
the outputs of the past and future stacks are
simply combined through elementwise sum
after the position shift.
We do not include in our comparison the BPEbased systems BERT and GPT (Devlin et al.,
2019; Radford et al., 2018) as they use a different
tokenization unit, which is not suitable for WSD.

Training Hyperparameters We train QBERT
on the English UMBC corpus (Han et al., 2013),
which contains around 3B tokens. In our training
loop we feed the input in batches of 5000 tokens,
splitting the corpus in sequences of max 100 tokens. We found it beneficial to accumulate the gradient for many training steps, performing an update every 16 batches, resulting in a virtual batch

1
The model implementation and weights are available in
the allennlp library.
2
The corpora used are the 2008 to 2012 news
crawls, available at http://data.statmt.org/
news-crawl/en/
3
https://github.com/zalandoresearch/
flair
4
There are no further specifications about the composition
of the training corpus.
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5

Evaluation tasks

Training and Test Data For each comparison
system we train two WSD classifiers, one using
only SemCor as training corpus and the other using the concatenation of SemCor and the corpus
of WordNet’s Tagged Glosses5 (WTG). WTG includes 117659 manually disambiguated WordNet
synset glosses, with 496776 annotated tokens. We
test the performance of the models on the English all-words evaluation datasets from the SensEval and SemEval WSD evaluation campaigns,
namely Senseval-2 (Edmonds and Cotton, 2001),
Senseval-3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004), SemEval07 (Pradhan et al., 2007), SemEval-13 (Navigli
et al., 2013), SemEval-15 (Moro and Navigli,
2015) and their concatenation (ALL). We use
SemEval-2015 as our development set, to select
the best epoch of the run. We use the version of
SemCor and the evaluation datasets included in the
WSD framework6 of Raganato et al. (2017b).

As the first and main experiment we train and evaluate a WSD Transformer classifier (Section 5.1.1)
using QBERT and comparison contextualized embeddings. To corroborate the results, as further experiments we evaluate the performance of the contextualized embeddings on the Word-in-Context
task (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2019) (Section 5.2).
5.1
5.1.1

Word Sense Disambiguation
Setup

To perform our WSD experiment we train a simple Transformer-based classifier, which we evaluate on all-words WSD benchmark datasets. We
use F1 on the test set as a measure of performance.
Architecture Our Transformer classifier takes
as input the w-weighted mean between the word
embeddings produced by the Encoder (the Adaptive Input layer in the case of QBERT, the
character-level CNN in the case of ELMo) and
the contextualized embeddings. We freeze the Encoder and only train w and the weights of the
Transformer classifier. As Flair has no word embeddings, we concatenate the outputs of the forward and backward models with GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), and substitute the
weighted mean with a dense layer projecting the
concatenated matrix to the Transformer hidden
dimension. The classifier produces a probability distribution over an output vocabulary which
includes all the possible synsets plus a special
<untagged> symbol for words with no associated tag. During training only, we treat monosemous words as tagged. At test time, we predict the
synset with the highest probability among those
associated with the lemma of the target word. Importantly, we do not employ any Most Frequent
Sense backoff strategy.

5.1.2

Results

We show in Table 1 and Table 2 the results of
the evaluation on all-words WSD of the Prediction Head trained on top of QBERT and the comparison systems. Our best model beats all the
previously established results on all evaluation
datasets. While the performance of the systems
using SBERT and ELMo are also very competitive, in many cases exceeding the state of the art,
QBERT consistently outperforms them, achieving
one of the largest performance gains in years.
SemCor If we restrict the comparison to models trained on SemCor (Table 1), QBERT beats
the state of the art with a margin of 0.7 points on
Semeval-07 and 1.5 points on SemEval-13. On
our development set, SemEval-15, we get a score
2 points over the state of the art. On Semeval-2
and Senseval-3 our F1 score is in the same ballpark
as, respectively, Yuan et al. (2016) and Uslu et al.
(2018). QBERT also performs well measured
against our comparison systems. SBERT achieves
lower performance across the board, but attains
overall competitive results on all the datasets.
ELMo performs on a par with SBERT on the concatenation of all datasets, but gets better results
than QBERT on the development set. Flair, perhaps as a result of its purely character-based nature, is severely outperformed on most datasets.

Hyperparameters All models are trained with
Adam for a maximum of 60 epochs. We use a similar learning rate scheduling scheme as in the CLM
training, first linearly increasing the value from
10−5 to 10−3 , then using a cosine CLR scheduler
with period 200, maximum learning rate 10−3 and
minimum learning rate 10−4 ; with each cycle the
maximum and minimum are halved, while the period is doubled.

5

http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/
glosstag.shtml
6
http://lcl.uniroma1.it/wsdeval/
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Systems
IMS (Melacci et al., 2018)
IMSWE (Melacci et al., 2018)
IMSC2V+P R (Melacci et al., 2018)
supWSDEmb (Papandrea et al., 2017)
BiLSTMatt+lex (Raganato et al., 2017a)
GASext (concat) (Luo et al., 2018)
BiLSTM (Vial et al., 2018)
BiLSTM+VR (ensemble) (Vial et al., 2018)
LSTM+LP (Yuan et al., 2016)
fastSense (Uslu et al., 2018)
SotA (single model)
SotA (ensemble)
ELMo + WSD Pred. Head
Flair + WSD Pred. Head
SBERT + WSD Pred. Head
QBERT + WSD Pred. Head?

Dev. set
–
–
–
–
S07
S07
WTG
WTG
–
S2
–
–
S15
S15
S15
S15

S2
0.702
0.722
0.738
0.727
0.720
0.722
0.735†
0.731
0.738
0.735
0.735
0.735
0.719
0.702
0.731
0.734

S3
0.688
0.699
0.719
0.706
0.694
0.705
0.709†
0.706
0.718
0.735
0.735
0.735
0.718
0.702
0.719
0.732

S07
0.622
0.629
0.633
0.631
0.637
–
0.625†
0.613
0.635
0.624
0.637
0.637
0.607
0.615
0.640
0.644

S13
0.653
0.662
0.682
0.668
0.664
0.672
0.676†
0.712
0.695
0.662
0.695
0.712
0.703
0.694
0.694
0.710

S15
0.693
0.719
0.728
0.718
0.724
0.726
0.716†
0.716
0.726
0.732
0.728
0.728
0.762
0.732
0.741
0.743

ALL
0.681
0.696
0.713
–
0.699
0.706
0.705†
0.718
–
–
0.713
0.718
0.714
0.699
0.715
0.724

Table 1: Results of the evaluation on the English datasets of models trained on SemCor. We include as
competitors supervised systems capable of performing all-words WSD on the whole WordNet inventory.
We report in the ‘Dev set.’ column the development corpus used (if any). The † symbol indicates that
the result is an average of 20 training runs. Bold means that the result is the highest one among non
ensemble models. We use ? to mark significant improvement against best single model performance
on ALL according to a z-test (p < 0.05). We report in the four row blocks 1) competitor SVM-based
systems; 2) competitor neural networks; 3) state of the art as the maximum value in the previous rows;
4) QBERT and our comparison systems.
Systems
BiLSTM (Vial et al., 2018)
BiLSTM+VR (ensemble) (Vial et al., 2018)
SotA (single model)
SotA (ensemble)
ELMo + WSD Pred. Head?
Flair + WSD Pred. Head
SBERT + WSD Pred. Head?
QBERT + WSD Pred. Head?

Dev. set
SMP
SMP
–
–
S15
S15
S15
S15

S2
0.744†
0.752
0.744
0.752
0.743
0.728
0.746
0.757

S3
0.708†
0.701
0.735
0.735
0.726
0.715
0.722
0.739

S07
0.625†
0.668
0.637
0.668
0.648
0.646
0.675
0.659

S13
0.708†
0.726
0.708
0.726
0.754
0.725
0.717
0.746

S15
0.745†
0.745
0.745
0.745
0.786
0.775
0.783
0.791

ALL
0.719†
0.727
0.719
0.727
0.741
0.725
0.734
0.749

Table 2: Results of the evaluation on the English datasets of models trained on the concatenation of
SemCor and WTG. We use the same notation as in Table 1, employing ? to mark significance against
the single model state of the art. Models from Vial et al. (2018), marked by SMP, use a random sample
of sentences from SemCor and WTG as development. In the row blocks we report 1) competitor neural
networks; 2) the state of the art as the maximum value in the previous rows and in Table 1; 3) QBERT
and our comparison systems.
SemCor and WTG When we report in the comparison systems trained on the concatenation of
SemCor and WTG (Table 2), QBERT beats the
state of the art more consistently and by a larger
margin. We reach 1.3 points above the previous state of the art on Senseval-2, 0.4 points on
Senseval-3, 2.4 on Semeval-07, 3.8 on Semeval13 and 4.6 on Semeval-15 (which is however our
development set). On the concatenation of all
datasets, our margin is of 3 points. Even if we consider the ensemble of 20 models trained on SemCor and WTG by Vial et al. (2018), we get better results on every dataset with the exception of
SemEval-07, with a difference of 2.2 points on

ALL. With respect to our own comparison systems, QBERT performs better than ELMo, Flair
and SBERT in this setting as well. ELMo gets very
competitive results compared to the previous state
of the art, which it beats on many datasets. Compared to QBERT, however, it gets worse results
on almost every dataset, with the single exception of SemEval-13. Flair underperforms also in
this setting. SBERT achieves good performances,
but still consistently lower than QBERT, except
for SemEval-07, which is however a small dataset
whose F1 scores show high variance across different training runs.
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5.2

System
Elmo (ours)
Flair
SBERT
QBERT

Word-in-Context

The Word-in-Context task (WiC) was recently
established by Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados
(2019). Like WSD, WiC requires identification
of a contextually appropriate meaning, but it is
framed as a simpler binary classification task:
given two contextual occurrences of the same
lemma, predict whether the pair shares the same
sense. The dataset includes 8320 context pairs, divided between training and development (the test
set has not yet been released). By including the
same target word in each element of the pair, the
dataset is constructed in such a way that contextinsensitive word embeddings would not perform
better than the random baseline. Thus, the dataset
is an ideal evaluation set for assessing the quality
of the semantic information encoded in contextualized embeddings.
5.2.1

Acc. σ
1.41
0.91
1.13
1.22

Table 3: Results of our ELMo, SBERT and
QBERT models on the WiC dataset evaluation
dataset. We report the mean and standard deviation of the accuracy for 5 runs.
In this setting ELMo performs on a par with
SBERT and Flair, while QBERT achieves the best
result. Note that the quasi-deeply bidirectional encoding that QBERT can exploit through the BiTransformer might see its effectiveness reduced in
this setting since many pairs feature limited context, even as short as 2 or 3 words. Still, the results of the WiC task corroborate those of the allwords WSD, providing evidence that joint encoding is crucial to better performance in word-level
semantics.

Setup

6

Among the baselines offered by Pilehvar and
Camacho-Collados (2019), one uses ELMo contextualized embeddings as input to a simple twolayer feed-forward classifier. We replicate the
same setting, but using the concatenation of
QBERT Encoder word and contextualized embeddings as input instead. Also, as the authors have
not yet released the gold keys for the development
set and evaluation can only be performed by uploading a prediction file to the Codalab competi1
tion page7 , we take 10
of the training instances as
our development set, and use the provided development set for testing. We train the system for a
max of 40 epochs, submitting the epoch with best
accuracy on the development split. WiC’s scorer
reports the accuracy calculated on the predictions.
We implement the same system employing ELMo,
Flair (using the concatenation of GloVe and contextualized embeddings) and SBERT as well. Performance is measured by mean accuracy over 5
runs.
5.2.2

Acc. µ
59.97
60.23
60.03
60.74

Conclusion

In this paper we showed that the use of contextualized embeddings enables a WSD system to beat
the previous state of the art. Moreover, we demonstrated that the use of the BiTransformer coattentive mechanism in the QBERT contextualized
embeddings model itself results in even stronger
performance. As a result, we attain one of the
largest gains in WSD performance in years, with
a margin of 3 points over the best reported single model on the concatenation of all datasets, and
of 2.2 points over the best ensemble model in the
literature. We leave for future work the assessment of whether the gains brought about by the
use of the BiTransformer in QBERT carry over
to other tasks, helping to bridge the gap between
CLM-based and fully bidirectional MLM-based
contextualized embeddings. We release the code
to train the QBERT Encoder and the WSD classifier, along with pretrained models at https:
//github.com/mbevila/qbert.
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Abstract
In this work, we address the evaluation
of distributional semantic models trained
on smaller, domain-specific texts, particularly philosophical text. Specifically, we inspect the behaviour of models using a pretrained background space in learning. We
propose a measure of consistency which
can be used as an evaluation metric when
no in-domain gold-standard data is available. This measure simply computes the
ability of a model to learn similar embeddings from different parts of some homogeneous data. We show that in spite of being a
simple evaluation, consistency actually depends on various combinations of factors,
including the nature of the data itself, the
model used to train the semantic space, and
the frequency of the learned terms, both in
the background space and in the in-domain
data of interest.

1

Introduction

Distributional semantic (DS) models (Turney and
Pantel, 2010; Erk, 2012; Clark, 2015) typically
require very large corpora to construct accurate
meaning representations of words (Bengio et al.,
2003). This big data methodology presents challenges when working with text in a specific domain
or a low-resource language. In this paper, we are
interested in modeling concepts in philosophical
corpora, which are far smaller than a typical web
corpus. Instead of training directly on the philosophical in-domain data, which is too sparse for
learning, we rely on a pre-trained background semantic space, thus simulating a speaker with some
linguistic knowledge coming to a new domain.
Our focus is the evaluation problem encountered when working with domain-specific data.

DS models are typically evaluated on gold standard datasets containing word association scores
elicited from human subjects (e.g. Bruni et al.,
2014; Hill et al., 2015). Beside the limited practical use of such evaluation metrics (e.g. Gladkova
and Drozd, 2016), this is not a feasible method for
evaluating DS models in low-resource situations.
When domain-specific terminology is used and
the meaning of words possibly deviate from their
most dominant sense, creating regular evaluation
resources can require significant time investment
from domain experts. Evaluation metrics that do
not depend on such resources are valuable. Thus,
we introduce the metric of consistency, which requires a model to learn similar word embeddings
for a given term across similar sources, for example, two halves of a book.
Philosophical texts make a suitable case study
for out-of-domain data, as words may have very
different meanings in philosophy than in general
usage. For example, while a proposition is synonymous for offer or proposal in ordinary language,
in philosophy it is, among other things, a bearer
of truth-value (McGrath and Frank, 2018). Furthermore, philosophical writing is often precise and terminology tends to be defined or at least discussed
in the text, so there should be enough information
for modeling meaning even when working with
small data, for instance in one or multiple works by
a particular philosopher or from a particular philosophical tradition. Last but not least, the field of
philosophy could benefit from this type of modeling — although philosophers have not yet made
broad use of computational methods (Betti et al.,
2019), it has been shown that new insights can be
obtained using an information retrieval tool based
on a distributional semantic model of digitalized
philosophical texts (Ginammi et al., in press).
Using philosophical data, we perform a battery
of tests which reveal interesting properties of con-
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sistency. We show that in spite of being a simple
evaluation, consistency actually depends on various combinations of factors, including the nature
of the data itself, the model used to train the semantic space, and the frequency of the learned terms,
both in the background space and in the in-domain
data of interest. This leads us to conclude that the
evaluation of in-domain word embeddings from
small data has to be controlled extremely carefully
in order not to draw incorrect conclusions from experimental results.

2

sic evaluation (Schnabel et al., 2015) are interesting, but require domain experts, as well as instructions that elicit the desired type of semantic relation (i.e. similarity). Extrinsic evaluation requires a
downstream task that can be evaluated, but in this
use case we are interested in the information encoded by the DS model itself. QVEC (Tsvetkov
et al., 2015) evaluates by aligning dimensions of
a semantic space to linguistic features, but we are
interested only in evaluating some vectors rather
than an entire space (target term vectors but not
the background space vectors), and this approach
requires language-specific resources.
Nooralahzadeh et al. (2018) evaluate domainspecific embeddings by building a query inventory for their domain from a glossary containing
synonym, antonym and alternative form information. Unfortunately, such structured glossaries are
generally not available for specific philosophers.
Hellrich and Hahn (2016) test their models for reliability in a study investigating historical English
and German texts, another relatively low-resource
domain. Their reliability metric involves training
three identically parametrized models, and comparing the nearest neighbors of each word in each
model using a modified Jaccard coefficient. This
metric does not require any language-specific data,
but it mainly serves as a test of the impact of the
sources of randomness in Word2Vec, and not as
a measure of the systematic semantic differences
across various data sources.

Related Work

Learning embeddings for rare words is a very challenging process (Luong et al., 2013). Word2Vec
(W2V, Mikolov et al., 2013a)’s skipgram model
can learn embeddings from tiny data after modification, as shown by Herbelot and Baroni (2017) when
it consists of just a single highly informative definitional sentence. However, philosophical data is typically small data rather than tiny data. While tiny
data consists of a single definitional sentence, our
small data consists of multiple context sentences
per term that are not necessarily definitional. Herbelot and Baroni’s (2017) Nonce2Vec (N2V) has
not been tested on this type of data. W2V has been
tested on smaller datasets, but was found to be suboptimal (Asr et al., 2016) and surpassed by SVD
models on a 1 million word dataset (Sahlgren and
Lenci, 2016).
Different DS evaluations test different aspects
of the learned embeddings (i.e. Wang et al., 2019).
Most existing methods are however not easily applicable to our task. The typical evaluation of comparing embedding similarities to a gold standard
of word similarity scores, such as the SimLex-999
dataset (Hill et al., 2015) cannot be applied, because we are interested in the representation of
specific terms: even if these terms are present in
the evaluation set, their meaning in the philosophical domain is likely to differ. Manually creating a
domain-specific resource requires labor-intensive
effort by domain experts, which makes it impractical to port standard datasets to a specific type of
corpora. This holds also for other evaluation methods such as analogy scores (Mikolov et al., 2013b),
as well as coherence (Schnabel et al., 2015), which
is based on the idea that pairs of similar words
should be close in semantic space.
Methods where human raters directly respond
to output of the model, such as comparative intrin-

3

Consistency Metric

We propose consistency as a useful metric to evaluate word embeddings in the absence of domainspecific evaluation datasets. We consider a model
to be consistent if its output does not vary when its
input should not trigger variation (i.e. because it is
sampled from the same text). Thus, a model can
only be as consistent as the input data it is trained
on and it requires the experimenter to compute data
consistency in addition to vector space consistency.
To evaluate data consistency, we create vectors
for target terms in a domain corpus under two conditions: a) random sampling; b) equal split. The
‘equal split’ condition simply corresponds to splitting the data in the middle, thus obtaining two
subcorpora of equal size and in diachronic order.
Given a pre-trained background space kept frozen
across experiments, the vector representation of a
target is generated by simple vector addition over
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its context words. Therefore, the obtained vector
directly represents the context the target term occurs in, and consequently, similar representations
(in terms of cosine similarity) mean that the target
term is used in a similar way in different parts of
a book/corpus, and is thus consistently learnable.
Crucially, though, this measure may interact with
data size. Kabbach et al. (2019) recently noted a
sum effect in the additive model, where summed
vectors are close to each other. It may be the case
that additive model vectors summed over more context data contain more information and may have
higher similarity between each other, resulting in
higher consistency scores. We test this in Section 6.
When randomly sampling, we limit the number of
sentences per sample to control for this.
To evaluate space consistency, we create identically parametrized models as in Hellrich and
Hahn’s (2016) reliability metric, but over different
parts of the data, with the data being split in the
middle, as just described. We consider two ways
of comparing two vectors a~1 and a~2 : by similarity, where a higher cosine similarity indicates more
consistency, or by nearest neighbor rank, where a
higher rank of a~1 among the nearest neighbors of
a~2 indicates more consistency. Every vector in the
background space, as well as a~2 , is ranked by cosine similarity to a~1 to compute this rank value.
Although it is more complex than having a single metric, we must consider both rank and similarity simultaneously: rank is a more relative metric
and helps to ground the similarity value in the local
context of the target term. A vector with 0.8 similarity but lower rank is a worse result than a vector
with 0.8 similarity and a high rank, as the low rank
means that the vectors are in a dense part of the semantic space and a very high similarity is required
to consistently identify which of the neighbouring
vectors refers to the same concept. Conversely, a
low-similarity, high-rank vector can be a cause for
scepticism, as it may have been placed far out from
the rest of the semantic space.
We take consistency to be a desirable property of
word embeddings at the level of a certain domain.
Of course, consistency only measures one specific
desirable property of embeddings and should thus
not be interpreted as a general quality or accuracy
score. But even taken on its own, we will show that
it exhibits complex behavior with respect to data,
background vectors and term frequency.

4

Task Description

Our overall aim is to obtain consistent embeddings
of terms central to the works of Willard Van Orman Quine (1908-2000), an influential 20th century philosopher and logician. As the meaning of
terms may differ between authors and even between books by the same author, we need to learn
such embeddings from small data, bounded by the
occurrences of the term in one particular book.
Quine datasets We build novel datasets based
on a corpus of 228 philosophical articles, books
and bundles written by Quine, with a focus om
two of Quine’s books: A System of Logistic (Quine,
1934) and Word & Object (Quine, 1960). These
Quine texts are part of a larger corpus of philosophical texts, which is still being compiled, that
are central to the history of scientific ideas (Betti
and van den Berg, 2016). We focus on these particular works from the corpus because testing consistency is best done on homogeneous data, and our
philosophy domain experts informed us that Quine
was a remarkably stable philosopher in his outlook
(Betti and Oortwijn, p.c.).
The first book is a formula-heavy logic book, deviating strongly from ordinary language. Such a
technical book is particularly likely to be internally
consistent. It contains 80,279 tokens after tokenization and manual replacement of formulas with special tokens. The second book is more textual and
consists of standard philosophical argumentation.
Our domain experts consider it conceptually consistent. It contains 133,240 tokens after tokenization. The full corpus of the 228 Quine articles contains 1.7 million tokens and is pre-processed with
NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) for sentence splitting and
tokenization. A less common preprocessing step
we took was to remove one-character tokens from
the texts. These works contain many one-letter variable names, logical symbols and other formal language that a model might otherwise use to position
vectors of Quine terminology in particular areas
of the semantic space, as these tokens are highly
infrequent in the general domain.
To obtain terms that would be relevant to model,
we automatically extract terms from the two books’
indexes, as the most important terminology is
likely to be listed there. We include multi-word
terms, and divide the terms into 70%/30% subsets
for training and testing, resulting in a 157 / 67 split
for Logistic and a 184 / 79 split for Word & Ob-
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ject. The target terms thus differ per book, as each
book lists different terms in its index. Instead of
this automatic approach to obtaining target terms,
an expert-created resource could provide a better
set of target terms, if available. If neither this nor a
terms glossary or index of terms is available, keyword extraction methods could be used as an alternative way of obtaining terms for evaluation. In
cases where the model will not be used for any
analysis of domain-specific content downstream, it
may be sufficient to randomly select words from
the text as target terms.
Next, we derive datasets from this corpus using
our two conditions for data consistency: random
sampling and equal split. In random sampling, for
each target term that meets a frequency cutoff of 10,
we randomly select five non-overlapping samples
of up to 10 random sentences that contain the target
term, divided evenly across the samples if the term
occurs in fewer than 50 sentences. This gives us the
datasets Quine-WordObject-rnd (with Word & Object core terms as target terms), Quine-Logistic-rnd
(with System of Logistic core terms) for our two
books of interest, and Quine-all-rnd sampled from
the full Quine corpus, where we also use the Word
& Object core terms as target terms.1 In the equal
split condition, we divide a book into two halves at
a chapter boundary, and extract all sentences containing index terms that meet a frequency cuf-off
of 2 in each half, resulting in the datasets QuineWordObject and Quine-Logistic. With random sampling, we intend to capture the basic consistency
of the model. With equal split, we aim to capture
consistency across potential meaning development
throughout the book.2
Wikipedia dataset For cross-domain comparison, we apply our method to a 140M word preprocessed Wikipedia snapshot using the same random sampling process. As target terms, we used
300 randomly sampled one-word Wikipedia page
titles, following Herbelot and Baroni (2017).

5

Method

Before evaluating whether we have space consistency, we must establish to what extent we have
data consistency, following our argumentation in
1

Word & Object touches upon much of Quine’s work, so
its terminology can be considered representative.
2
While our datasets are derived from copyrighted works
and cannot be shared, we provide replication instructions,
term lists and code here: https://bloemj.github.io/quine2vec/

Section 3. To obtain an embedding for a new target term, we use an additive model over its context words, using as background space ordinary language representations. For the in-domain context,
we use a window size of 15, with the window being
restricted to the sentence. The background space
is based on a Wikipedia snapshot of 1.6B words
trained with Word2Vec’s Gensim implementation
with default parameters, and containing 259,376
word vectors in 100 dimensions. For each target
term, context words undergo subsampling, which
randomly drops higher-frequency words.3 The vectors of the remaining context words are summed
to create a vector for the target term. This additive
model was used by Lazaridou et al. (2017) for their
textual data, and was shown by Herbelot and Baroni (2017) to work reasonably well on tiny data.
We calculate the vectors separately per sample (or
book half), yielding comparable term vectors.
Next, we turn to space consistency. We use our
consistency metric to evaluate two models that are
suited to learning embeddings from small data:
Nonce2Vec (Herbelot and Baroni, 2017) and an
SVD-reduced count-based model over concatenations of our datasets with general-domain data.
The first model, Nonce2Vec, modifies W2V’s
‘skip-gram’ model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) in a
way that is inspired by fast mapping (Carey and
Bartlett, 1978) in humans. Human learners can
acquire new words from just a single token and
this process of fast mapping appears to build on
concepts that are already known (Coutanche and
Thompson-Schill, 2014). Nonce2Vec models this
through incremental learning, an initial high learning rate, greedy processing, and parameter decay.
To simulate the existence of background knowledge, Nonce2Vec maps its novel word vectors into
a previously learned semantic space, based on the
aforementioned Wikipedia snapshot and the same
subsampling procedure. Target term vectors are initialized to their sum vector from the additive model.
For each sentence, the model is trained on the target
term, only updating the weights for that term and
freezing all other network parameters. The learning
rate and context window size decay in proportion
to the number of times the target term has been
seen, and the subsampling rate increases per sentence.
Secondly, we try a count-based approach, creat-
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3
Some promising alternative subsampling methods for tiny
data were recently discussed by Kabbach et al. (2019).

Dataset
Quine-WordObject
Quine-Logistic
Quine-WordObject-rnd
Quine-Logistic-rnd
Quine-all-rnd
Wiki-rnd

cos-sim
0.938
0.907
0.919
0.935
0.953
0.927

rank
1
22.4
1
1
1
1.001

n
1
2
3
4
8
all

Table 1: Consistency metrics on different data sets
using the additive model.
ing vectors over the general-domain and in-domain
data at the same time. In this procedure, we concatenate a particular Quine dataset with a 140M
word Wikipedia corpus sample, in which the Quine
terms are marked with special tokens in order
to be trained separately from the same term in
the Wikipedia data. We create embeddings from
this corpus, applying PPMI weighting and singular value decomposition (SVD) to reduce the models to 100 dimensions, to match the dimensionality
of our other models and because factorized count
models have been shown to work well on smaller
datasets (Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016). We use the
Hyperwords implementation of Levy et al. (2015),
with a window size of 5, and other hyperparameters
set to the default values.
In both the above approaches, we can then compute vector space consistency between different
vectors learned for the same term over different
splits of the data.

6

Consistency of Data

We start by applying the additive model to quantify
data consistency on the different datasets described
in Section 4. We compute average similarities and
nearest neighbor ranks over the vectors of all target
terms in a dataset. For the randomly sampled data
sets, we have five vectors per term, one from each
sample, and compute the metrics over all unique
combinations of 2 vectors. For the equal split setting, we compare the term vectors summed over
each half of the book.
The additive model produces highly consistent
embeddings on the training data: for most terms,
the vectors summed over each book half are each
other’s nearest neighbors in the background space.
This trend is also observed for the test sets presented in Table 1, where we observe high consistency for the embeddings from both books.
Using the book halves of System of Logistic
(Quine-Logistic) gives us a slightly lower data con-

cos-sim
0.794
0.837
0.905
0.923
0.956
0.987

Table 2: Data consistency for the term analytical
hypotheses in Word & Object when varying the
number of sentences per sample n.
sistency score than random sampling from that
book (Quine-Logistic-rnd), possibly because the
meaning of a term may evolve from the first half
to the second half of a book. This suggests some
utility of the data consistency measure in quantifying meaning development throughout a text, as
long as other factors are controlled for. We also see
that the Wikipedia domain data (Wiki-rnd) is less
consistent than the Quine domain data (Quine-allrnd), which is to be expected as it contains more
diverse text.
These results seem to indicate that the additive model provides consistent embeddings. This
means that it must be possible to learn consistent
embeddings from these datasets, at least up to the
consistency values reported here, as the additive
model directly represents the contexts that predictive models use for training.
As already mentioned, however, the factor of
data size may interfere with consistency. We do
observe in Table 1 that the consistency of data
sampled across the full Quine corpus is higher. Although we limited our samples to 10 sentences per
term, not every core Quine term is used frequently
enough to have 5 samples with the maximum size
of 10 sentences. Specifically, in the full Quine
dataset, 68.6% of terms reach the maximum size,
while in the Word & Object dataset, only 32.1%
of terms reach it. In the Wiki set, this is 90.9%,
showing that its lower consistency is not explained
by limited data. To fully control for data size, we
would need to use artificial data: if we control for
the number of sentences, the number of words and
the number of words subsampled still affect data
size. As we are mainly interested in the quality of
models on our own philosophical corpus, we leave
this for future work.
Instead, we test the effect of data size by summing two vectors for the same term over varying
numbers of sentences, and computing the consis-
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Dataset
Quine-WordObject
Quine-Logistic
Quine-WordObject-rnd
Quine-Logistic-rnd
Quine-all-rnd
Wiki-rnd

tency between them. Table 2 shows a clear effect
of data size: vectors summed over more sentences
have higher data consistency. This shows that data
consistency should ideally be computed within the
constraints of a particular data size, because vectors summed over more context are more informative and thus more consistent.

7

cos-sim
0.686
0.748
0.695
0.743
0.717
0.589

rank
1.21
1.48
2.11
1
1.59
507.8

Table 3: Consistency metrics on different data sets
for the Nonce2Vec-based models.

Consistent Spaces

Having established that our data is consistent even
with fairly small samples, we proceed to use two
small data approaches to place terms consistently
in vector space. We start with Nonce2Vec (N2V),
which uses the sum vectors from the additive
model for initialization and trains only on that vector, as it does not update the vectors in the background space, only that of the target term.
For this experiment, we modified N2V in two
ways. Firstly, it now takes multiple sets of input
sentences per target term, one from each sample
or book half, and trains each term on all sets separately, resulting in multiple term vectors, one over
each sample. Secondly, we implemented the consistency metrics described in Section 3 for comparing the different sample vectors and analyzing their
position in the background space.
Using N2V’s default parameters, we obtain low
consistency scores. While N2V was designed for
learning from a dataset with one sentence per term,
the terms in our dataset occur in more sentences.
A likely consequence of this difference, having
small data instead of tiny data, is that the default
parameters may include a too high learning rate
and N2V’s parameter decay may be too fast. A
learning rate that is too high can result in models with low stability. To adapt to small data, we
tune N2V’s parameters on the full Quine dataset
with the training set of target terms. We performed
a grid search following a parameter space containing different learning rates ([0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5]),
the number of negative samples ([1, 3, 5]), the subsampling rate ([100, 3000, 5000, 10000, 20000]),
learning rate decay ([30, 70, 100, 180]), subsampling rate decay ([1.0, 1.3, 1.9, 2.5]) window decay ([1, 3, 5]), window size ([15]). Bold values are
the best performing values in Herbelot and Baroni
(2017) or defaults of N2V. We obtain our best performance with a learning rate of 0.1, 5 negative
samples, a learning rate decay of 30 and a subsampling decay factor of 2.5.
We obtain fairly consistent embeddings with

Dataset
Quine-WordObject-rnd
Quine-Logistic-rnd
Quine-all-rnd
Wiki-rnd

cos-sim
0.352
0.436
0.440
0.321

Table 4: Consistency on different data sets for the
SVD models.
these parameters on the test set, as shown in Table 3: the vectors learned from the two book halves
in the Quine-WordObject and Quine-Logistic
datasets are often each other’s nearest neighbour, with average nearest neighbour ranks of 1.21
and 1.48, respectively. Surprisingly, although this
model is initialized using Wikipedia background
vectors, that domain (Wiki-rnd) fares the worst in
terms of consistency, as it does in the additive
model. In general, these vector space consistency
scores are lower than the data consistency scores
we saw before, so there is room for improvement.
We therefore turn to our other approach that is
not based on the additive model: the SVD models
over the concatenation of in-domain and generaldomain data. When concatenating the datasets, we
have to ensure that the target terms in our random
samples of in-domain data are trained separately
from the same term in the general domain and in
other samples. We therefore mark them with a different ID for each sample. As before, we compute
cosine similarities between these target terms from
different samples to measure consistency.
Table 4 shows that the resulting embeddings are
not very consistent, with much lower average cosine similarities between the samples that does not
reflect the consistency of the data, as indicated by
the additive model in Table 1. The consistency
of the SVD vectors is also lower than that of the
Nonce2Vec vectors from the previous experiment.
One possible explanation for the difficulty that
both of these models have in learning from our data
is in the bridging of the domain gap between the
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Group of terms
System of Logistic
Word & Object
Q-High-freq W-Low-freq
Q-Low-freq W-Low-freq
Q-Low-freq W-High-freq
Q-High-freq W-High-freq

Dataset
Quine-WordObject-rnd
Quine-Logistic-rnd
Quine-all-rnd
Wiki-rnd

similarity
0.323
0.366
0.735
0.417
0.109
0.078

Table 5: Average similarities between Quine vectors and Wiki vectors in our SVD model. Q =
Quine, W = Wiki.
Wikipedia general-domain spaces and the Quine
terminology. To quantify the difference between
domains, we selected all sentences from the Quine
corpus containing 35 target terms and concatenated
them with our 140M word Wikipedia sample, as
in the previous experiment. These terms were selected to be either high-frequent or low-frequent in
the Quine domain and either high-frequent or lowfrequent in the general domain. Again, the Quine
terms were marked in order to be trained separately from the same term in the Wikipedia domain,
and we created a SVD model. In this SVD model,
we computed the cosine similarities between each
Quine term and its Wikipedia counterpart, and take
this to be a measure of domain difference.
Table 5 shows a clear effect of term frequency.
We grouped all terms according to two factors:
their frequency in the Quine book they were selected for (low, relative frequency4 < 0.0005 or
high, relative frequency > 0.001) and their frequency in the Wikipedia domain (low, RF <
0.000025 or high, RF > 0.00005).5 We observe
that infrequent terms with a dominant philosophical sense such as stimulus have more similar vectors in both domains despite their sparsity in both
corpora. Generally, terms that are highly frequent
in the Quine-domain but have low frequency in
the Wikipedia domain are more similar between
the two domains (Q-High-freq W-Low-freq). To a
lesser extent, this is also true for terms that are lowfrequent in both domains.
This result indicates that bridging the domain
gap should be easier with these philosophical core
terms than with frequent Wikipedia terms. The fact
that our models are less consistent on Wikipedia
data also indicates that the generality of this domain is more relevant than any specific differences
with the Quine domain. It must therefore be possi4F
C
5

where F is the term frequency and C is the corpus size.
Different thresholds are necessary for the larger corpus.

cos-sim
0.352
0.353
0.382
0.475

rank
22,947
24,513
17,262
2,902

Table 6: Average similarities between learned
in-domain term vectors and pretrained generaldomain background vector on different data sets
for the Nonce2Vec-based models.
ble to learn good representations from this data by
using background knowledge from the Wikipedia
domain, but the models we tested did not reach the
level of consistency of the additive model.
For better or for worse, our models do move
away from what is in the background space. In
our Nonce2Vec experiment on the Quine-all-rnd
dataset, we also measured the average cosine similarity and nearest neighbour rank of the pretrained
Word2Vec term vector from the background space,
compared to the vectors we learned for that same
term from the in-domain data. These numbers,
shown in Table 6, reveal that the model does not
stay close to the pre-trained background vectors
in order to achieve high consistency, which could
be a risk if consistency was used as a learning
signal in combination with an invariant initialization. Furthermore, the vectors learned from the
Wiki data are closer to the pre-trained vectors than
those learned from the Quine data. This is expected
of a good model, as there is no domain gap to
bridge when training with Wikipedia context sentences into a Wikipedia background space. This
also means that the vector representations for terms
as used by Quine become more distinct after training, as our philosophy domain experts would expect of a good meaning representation of these indomain terms.
We must again note that consistency is not the
only desirable property of word embeddings. Unfortunately, other properties are more difficult to
evaluate on low-resource data. Without a domainspecific evaluation set, we can only explore issues
with quality by examining nearest neighbors of
vectors that our metric marks as perfectly consistent. We observe both in our results, illustrated
by cherry-picked examples from the Nonce2Vec
model on the Quine-WordObject dataset. Table 7
shows that the nearest neighbours for both book
half vectors for the term talking (Word & Object)
look bad. The vectors’ nearest neighbours are some
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Term
1
talking 2
3
1
2
verbs
3
4

a~1 NNs
wrongfulness
axiomatically
particularized
logophoric
deverbal
adpositions
uninflected

a~2 NNs
axiomatically
epiphenomenon
impredicative
logophoric
resumptive
countability
adverbials

ical terminology, consistency helps us assess the
quality of embeddings for philosophical terms,
which may differ in meaning across a book or an
author’s work, and for which no gold standard evaluation sets are available. These embeddings can
then be used to aid in the examination of large
volumes of philosophical text (Ginammi et al., in
press). Beyond our use case, the consistency metric is quite broadly applicable — a relevant background semantic space is necessary, but this can be
constructed from out-of-domain data.

Table 7: Qualitative examination of some nearest
neighbours of target term vectors computed over
book halves 1 and 2 of Word & Object.
apparently unrelated words yet they are closest to
each other (similarity 0.751). We thus have high
consistency, but not a good semantic representation. The word verb is an example that does work:
all nearest neighbours from the background space
are linguistic terms. The two verbs vectors are also
closest to each other (similarity 0.625).

8

Conclusion

Our results show that it is possible to learn consistent embeddings from small data in the context of
a low-resource domain, as such data provides consistent contexts to learn from. Applying an additive model that sums general-domain vectors from
a pre-trained background space resulted in similar
vectors for the same terms across different contexts
from the same domain. The Nonce2Vec model also
results in consistent embeddings that are closer to
vectors of the same term trained on different context sentences than to vectors of other terms. The
summed vectors from the additive model applied
to our philosophical small data are highly discriminative, distinguishing the target terms from background terms almost perfectly.
Our results show the benefits of using consistency as an intrinsic evaluation metric for distributional semantic models, particularly for lowresource situations in which no gold standard similarity scores are available. While the metric may
appear simple, it proved useful both for evaluating
the homogeneity of a dataset and for evaluating
the stability of vector spaces generated by a given
model. Consistency turns out to depend on various combinations of factors, including the nature
of the data itself, the model used to train the semantic space, and the frequency of the learned terms,
both in the background space and in the in-domain
data of interest.
For the specific purpose of modeling philosoph-

Like any metric, the consistency metric does not
answer all of our questions about the quality of our
embeddings. Although the additive model is more
consistent than the others, both its dependence on
data size and the not-always-great qualitative results show that exploring other models is worthwhile for small data. Further research is required
to determine whether the representations produced
by the additive model are useful for downstream
tasks. Using the knowledge of domain experts
in a structured evaluation task would be a good,
though resource-intensive, next step. Our metric
helps quantify the reliability of a model before investing more resources into evaluation.
Our observation that the consistency metric depends on a variety of other factors shows that consistency is a non-trivial aspect of the evaluation
of distributional semantic models that should not
be overlooked. In future work, we will apply the
consistency metric to evaluate other models, and
datasets from other domains.
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Abstract

sequence (Sutskever et al., 2014) models, encoding a user’s utterance and its context to decode
the answer provided by the chatbot. However,
this method does not explicitly allow to locate and
make use of specific information such as entity
recognition (e.g. a person’s workplace) and requires large amounts of data in order to flawlessly
extract and process particular pieces of information relevant for the task at hand, usually a mandatory requirement for GO Chatbots.
The second category entails partitioning the dialog system into smaller subsystems, usually implemented and trained separately. An example
of such a system (Li et al., 2017) consists of
several components: Natural Language Understanding, Dialog Manager, and Natural Language
Generation. The Dialog Manager is often implemented with the aid of reinforcement learning
(RL) based techniques, for instance using Deep QNets (DQN) (Mnih et al., 2015) and having the
main goal of learning the policy on account of
which the agent will be able to provide answers.
The first approach is used with more favourable
outcomes in the case of open-domain dialogue
systems (Serban et al., 2016) than in closeddomain dialogue systems (Peng et al., 2017), because it does not require a method to reward the
accomplishment of the task. Instead, the success of the conversation resides in the engagement of the user, measured in the level of coherence and cohesion of the dialog. The second approach better fits learning tasks having less labeled
data, where the validity of the answer can be determined through evaluating the task’s completion
(e.g. making a restaurant reservation). These RLbased dialogue systems have the ability to simulate conversations, thus exploring the unknown dialogue space efficiently.
Currently reduced performance of domainspecific conversational agents in fields such as cus-

Goal-Oriented Chatbots in fields such as
customer support, providing specific information or general help with bookings or
reservations, suffer from low performance
partly due to the difficulty of obtaining
large domain-specific annotated datasets.
Given that the problem is closely related to
the domain of the conversational agent and
that data belonging to a specific domain
is difficult to annotate, there have been
some attempts at surpassing these challenges such as unsupervised pre-training
or transfer learning between different domains. A more thorough analysis of the
transfer learning mechanism is justified by
the significant boost of the results demonstrated in the results section. We describe extensive experiments using transfer learning and warm-starting techniques
with improvements of more than 5% in
relative percentage of success rate in the
majority of cases, and up to 10x faster convergence as opposed to training the system
without them.

1

Introduction

Goal-Oriented Conversational Agents (GO Chatbots) are seeing increased use to help users to
achieve predetermined goals, but they can handle only very simple tasks, such as playing songs,
searching information, set alarms or reminders.
Building a dialogue agent to fulfill complex tasks
remains one of the fundamental challenges for the
Natural Language Processing (NLP) community
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general.
There are two dominant approaches for solving this problem. The first one relies on (fully)
supervised learning, e.g. using sequence-to142
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In order to train a model for a more complex domain such as customer support, the improvement
has to be validated on multiple datasets from different domains. Also, because the cost of annotating data for such a domain is very high, transfer learning methods should be studied for possible improvements that increase the automation of
domain-specific conversations with few data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the related work for Goal Oriented Chatbots. The model used in our experiments is detailed in Section 3 and the datasets
in Section 4. The results of our experiments are
described in detail and interpreted in Section 5.
Finally, future improvements and conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

tomer support, providing certain information or
general help with reservations etc., is partly due to
the difficulty of obtaining large annotated datasets.
With each new domain and each new conversation flow introduced by a new task, newly annotated data need to be fed into the system in order
to assimilate them and later provide the best answer for different inputs. The efforts for selecting,
categorising and annotating the data are substantial, no matter the previous experience or domainknowledge. This paper analyses the possibility to
alleviate the data annotation endeavor through the
inter-domain transfer learning technique (Ilievski
et al., 2018). Alongside with unsupervised pretraining and others, transfer learning has proven
a significant contribution to deliver better results,
but it has only been tested with datasets from a
small number of domains. We experiment with
larger datasets, wider scenarios and we offer a
richer understanding of the method, premises and
results for overcoming the lack of data.
In this paper, we provide a thorough study
on the impact of transfer learning in goaloriented chatbots, starting from the work presented by (Ilievski et al., 2018). They proposed
the possibility to reuse the knowledge gained from
a source domain to boost the training and testing
performance of a machine learning chatbot model
on a different target domain, as described in more
detail in the following sections. They identify two
cases:

2

Related Work

We have already classified the existing solutions
used for building machine learning chatbots in two
categories, based on the learning method: supervised learning and reinforcement learning. In this
section, we are providing a more in depth analysis
of these two alternatives.
Serban et al. (2016) propose a solution for
non-goal-driven systems, which uses an encoderdecoder model and word embeddings to generate
the response of the agent starting from the utterance of the user as input. The architecture is composed from two RNNs: one for the utterance level,
which treats the dialogue as a sequence of utterances, and one at the word level, which processes
an utterance as a sequence of words. This model
is trained on movie scripts and the dialogues include the speech acts. A detail worth mentioning here is that the pre-training is performed on a
large related, but non-dialogue, corpus. The consequence is that the model accomplishes slightly
better results compared with an initialization with
fixed word embeddings.
Another supervised learning model for chatbots
is presented by (Wen et al., 2017). The architecture is significantly more complex, and is divided
in several modules. The utterances received from
the user are converted into two representations:
a probability distribution over the slot-value pairs
called the belief state, and an intent representation
generated by an intent network. A database operator selects the most probable values in the belief
state and makes a query to the database. A policy
network takes as input the intent representation,

• domain overlap - the source and target domains are different, but share a fraction of actions, and
• domain extension - the source domain is extended by the target domain.
In both cases, there are common actions that justify the transfer learning between domains instead
of independently training models for each of them.
This approach has two effects: (1) the success rate
of the model obtained with transfer learning is significantly higher than that of the model trained
without any prior knowledge, and (2) transfer
learning can be an alternative or complementary
to warm starting, which also requires labeled data.
The results presented by the aforementioned authors represent a significant improvement for GO
Chatbots, but they are obtained with only three
domains, with relatively small datasets: Movie
Booking, Restaurant Booking, and Tourist Info.
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essary to have the same state distribution in both
domains, therefore the bots trained on the source
domain must be aware of the actions in the target
domain. They obtain an improvement of 65% in
success rate in the case of domain extension and
20% for domain overlap. This represents a noteworthy result and one of the reasons we chose to
study this mechanism in more detail. Another reason is the faster learning resulted from the combination of transfer learning with warm start.

database result, and belief state and returns a representation of the next system action. Finally, a
generation network uses the action representation
to generate a template sequence, which is filled
with actual values from the database. This system
is very similar to the one used in the current paper, but the former is trained in a supervised fashion and, therefore, it is possible to fail at finding
a good policy due to the shortcomings in dialogue
exploration. Firstly, the policy is learned by a network instead of using RL (our case) and, secondly,
the  − greedy policy used in our experiments ensures the exploration of unknown states, instead
of relying entirely on seen training data and rigid
choices.

In a more recent paper, Wolf et al. (2019)
present the improvement brought by transfer
learning in generative tasks such as open-domain
dialog generation. A Transformer model (Vaswani
et al., 2017) is pre-trained on a large unlabeled
dataset, followed by a fine-tuning step in which
two loss functions are optimized: (1) a nextutterance classification loss, and (2) a language
modeling loss. As a result, the model outperforms
the existing systems by a significant margin obtaining 51% absolute improvement in perplexity
on the validation dataset.

A possible solution for the disadvantage of using supervised training in the model presented
above is proposed by Su et al. (2016). The architecture is similar, but there is a difference in
the policy network training: it receives the current
state and predicts the next system action in a supervised fashion in the first phase, followed by a
reinforcement learning phase. The purpose of the
second phase is to improve the generalization capacity of the policy by a better exploration of the
action space using reinforcement learning.
A step forward in solving complex tasks is done
by Peng et al. (2017). They introduce a hierarchical deep reinforcement learning architecture
for solving composite tasks for travel planning,
that are a collection of subtasks such as: book
air ticket, reserve hotel room, buy train ticket,
etc. This type of tasks are a challenge for RL
approaches because of the reward sparsity, the
slot constraints between different subtasks and
the agent’s tendency to switch between different
subtasks frequently when conversing with users,
which leads to poor user experience. The dialogue
manager consists of (1) a top-level dialogue policy that selects subtasks, (2) a low-level dialogue
policy that selects the actions in a given subtask,
and (3) a global state tracker that supervises the
cross-subtask constraints.

Given that many works successfully engage unsupervised learning in various manners, there still
remains the question: how does unsupervised pretraining work? An answer is formulated by (Erhan
et al., 2010) and a possible explanation is that the
pre-training guides the learning towards basins of
attraction of minima that support better generalization from the training dataset. Therefore, it acts
like a regularizer for the supervised fine-tunning
phase, when the parameters are restricted to a relatively small space. This assumption is reinforced
by the results that show an effectiveness’ upgrade
of pre-training as the number of units per layer increases, a better generalization performance, but
worse training errors, and worse performance than
random initialization for small networks, all characteristics of regularization. They also show a
growth in the probability of finding a local minima by increasing the depth of a network with random initialization, compared to an unsupervised
pre-training.

Ilievski et al. (2018) use the transfer learning
mechanism for chatbots employing neural models
to reduce the amount of training data and speed up
the learning process for new domains. This can
be accomplished with the transfer of the parameters learned in a source domain to a target domain, which has some common actions with the
former. In order to apply the transfer, it is nec-

The most important advantage of pre-training is
the possibility of using unlabeled data, which is
really helpful given the high costs of data annotation. Therefore, the effect of pre-training with very
large datasets observed in the experiments is the
most surprising result of the paper (Erhan et al.,
2010): the early examples determine the basin of
attraction for the remainder of the training and the
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supervised fine-tuning cannot escape from it. The
hypothesis is that those examples induce changes
in the magnitude of the weights, which decreases
the number of regions accessible to the stochastic gradient descent procedure. This is why, in a
large-scale setting, the influence of unsupervised
pre-training is still present, in contrast to the classical regularizers, when the effect disappears with
more data.
Nevertheless, fine-tuning large pre-trained
models is parameter inefficient, because each
task requires an entirely new model. A compact
and extensible model is needed in order to solve
this shortcoming. For this purpose, (Houlsby
et al., 2019) introduce adapter-based tuning,
which achieves a mean GLUE score of 80.0
on several text classification tasks, compared
to 80.4 achieved by full fine-tuning, using 1.3
task-specific parameters in total, compared to 9.
This method also facilitates continual learning
(training on a sequence of tasks) and multi-task
learning (training on simultaneous tasks).

3

user has an internal state su composed of a goal G
and an agenda A. The goal consists of constraints
C and requests R. At each step t, the user simulator
generates the user action au,t based on the current
state su,t and the last agent action aa,t and updates
0
the current state su,t .
Natural Language Generation (NLG) is the
module that generates natural language text for the
user dialogue actions. For better results, a hybrid approach is used, including a model-based
NLG and a template-based NLG. The modelbased NLG is an LSTM decoder, which takes a
dialogue action as input and generates a sentence
with slot placeholders. If the sentence can be
found in the predefined templates, the templatebased NLG is applied for filling the slots, otherwise, the utterance generated by the model-based
NLG is used.
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is
the opposite to the NLG module: it takes as input an utterance and determines the user’s intent and the set of slots associated with it (e.g.
{movie name: ”deadpool”, date: ”saturday”,
number of people: ”5”}), in order to form a semantic frame. It is implemented with an LSTM
and its objective is to maximize the conditional
probability of the slots and the intent, given the
utterance.
The Dialogue Management (DM) includes
two submodules: Dialogue State Tracker and
Policy Learning module. The goal of the Dialogue State Tracker is to build a representation of
the current state for policy learning, using the semantic frame received from the NLU component.
It keeps the history of the user utterances, system
actions and the query results from the Knowledge
Base.
Policy learning module generates the next action of the system at according to the policy π =
P (a|s), given the current state st , in order to accomplish the user goal in the smallest number of
steps. The state st includes the latest user action,
the latest agent action, turn information, history
dialogue turns and the available database results.
A DQN (Mnih et al., 2015) is used to approximate
the state-action function Q(s, a|Θ) and contains
the experience replay mechanism.

Model

The system used in this paper is a semantic frames
system (Li et al., 2017). It represents the dialogue
as a set of slot-value pairs and at each step t, given
the user utterance ut , the agent takes an action at ,
which can be either the final result or a request for
a value of an empty slot. The architecture consists
of two parts: a User Simulator module and a Dialogue Manager module.
The purpose of the User Simulator is to interact with the Dialogue Manager in order to train a
policy for an agent. First, a user goal is chosen
randomly from the goals’ pool and is unknown for
the agent, but it tries to help the user to accomplish it during the dialogue. The goal consists of
two types of slots:
• inform slots - represent the constraints imposed by the user, hence their values are
known (e.g. {movie name: ”deadpool”, city:
”Madison Heights”, date: ”saturday”, number of people: ”5”}).
• request slots - represent the values that the
agent should provide, hence they enclose
unknown values to the user (e.g. {price,
start time, critic rating}).

4

Dataset

In order to study the impact of transfer learning in multiple domains, we choose MultiWOZ

Then, the user utterance ut is generated following the Agenda-Based model (Li et al., 2016): the
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(a) Hospital with pre-training on Attraction domain.

(b) Taxi with pre-training on Train domain.

Figure 1: Small number of extra slots in target domain.

the task respecting the constraints imposed by the
user. In the second case, the user sends a list of
request slots besides the list of inform slots, and
the agent should accomplish the task and answer
to the user’s questions.

2.0 (Budzianowski et al., 2018), a large-scale
multi-domain corpus of natural human-human
conversations, collected through the Wizard-ofOz framework (Kelley, 1984). It contains about
10000 samples from seven domains, with an average of turns per dialogue between 8.9 and 15,
depending on the domain. From this dataset, we
select the following five domains: hotel, attraction, train, taxi, hospital, and also keep movie
and tourist domains used by Ilievski et al. (2018).
These domains are grouped in source-target pairs
according to their common slots, resulting five
new opportunities for transfer learning. The total
number of slots for source and target domains, respectively, as well as the amount of common slots
is presented in Table1. We call extra source/target
slots the difference between the total domain slots
and the common ones.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Source
Domain
movie
restaurant
hotel
train
movie
tourist
attraction

Target
Domain
restaurant
tourist
attraction
taxi
hotel
hotel
hospital

Source
Slots
6
9
13
9
17
9
9

Target
Slots
9
9
9
6
13
13
4

Common
Slots
3
6
5
4
5
6
3

Table 1: Number of slots per domain
This is a noteworthy detail, because it can influence the success rate through the experience accumulated in the warm start phase. In this phase,
a fixed-size buffer is filled with experiences from
positive-outcome conversations. Thus, the learning process gains a boost when having to selfcalibrate based on an experience which will lead

The goals can be divided into two categories depending on whether they contain request slots or
not. In the first case, the user sends a list of inform
slots to the agent and the agent should accomplish
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(a) Attraction with pre-training on Hotel domain.

Figure 2: Medium number of extra slots in target domain.

to goal-achievement. We have noticed that the
best results are obtained with warm start on norequest goals, following that the agent will manage to achieve request goals during training. As
we increased the percentage of request goals in
the warm start buffer, the overall success rate
decreases and the learning curve becomes less
smooth.
The total number of goals per domain is distributed as follows:

small compared with the number of slots from the
hotel domain, and the agent trained on the source
domain is not able to learn. Consequently, we increased nmax turns to 40 turns.
5.1

The first set of experiments aims to analyze the
convergence for the agent with and without transfer learning on new domains. We group the experiments in three categories, according to the number of extra slots in the target domain, as follows:
1. small number of extra slots (less than 2 slots);
2. medium number of extra slots (between 3 and
6 slots); and 3. big number of extra slots (greater
than 6 slots). We are interested in the improvement
transfer learning brings to the success rate and the
convergence pace.
Figure 1 presents the learning curve for the target domains with a small number of extra slots.
For hospital domain with pre-training on attraction, both agents converge to a success rate greater
than 95%, but the agent with transfer learning converges in a few epochs (<5), while the scratch
agent needs 40 epochs to reach similar accuracy values. In the case of taxi domain with
pre-training on train domain, the improvement of
transfer learning is 15% for train dataset and 19%
for test dataset. In absolute terms, the success rate
increases from 80% to 91% for train dataset and
from 76% to 91% on test dataset.
For the attraction domain with pre-training on
hotel, presented in Figure 2, the model obtained
with transfer learning has a success rate 7% higher
than that of the scratch model on train dataset.
This denotes an increase from 68% to 73% in absolute terms. For test dataset, transfer learning im-

• 3000 training and 400 testing user goals in
hotel, train and attraction;
• 2000 training and 200 testing user goals in
taxi datasets;
• 80 training and 15 testing user goals in hospital dataset.

5

Different Domains

Experiments

The experiments are executed on overlapping domains, with the setup from (Ilievski et al., 2018)
and running each experiment 10 times, with
nepochs = 100 epochs. The second set of experiments mimic testing on extension domain by
restricting the slots in the source domain to the
common ones. The warm start technique with
experience replay buffer is used for both transfer learning and scratch agent (the same version,
but without transfer learning), and the experience
buffer is flushed when the agent reaches, for the
first time, a success rate of 0.3. We also keep
the maximal number of allowed turns per dialogue
nmax turns = 20 in most experiments, except in
the case of attraction domain with pre-training on
hotel. In this situation, the number of turns is too
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proves the success rate from 68% to 76% or with
12% in relative terms.
The last category registers the lowest overall
success rate for both agents and we consider that
these results stem from the large number of extra
slots in the target domain. The learning curves are
illustrated in Figure 3 and the success rate is similar for train and test datasets. Hotel domain with
pre-training on movie has a success rate of 27%
with transfer learning and 8.5% without transfer
learning, with an improvement of 217%. While
the same domain with tourist as source domain
of transfer learning, registers a relative boost of
737%, from 4.3% to 36%.
5.2

1
2
3
4

Scratch
Score
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.77

TL
Score
0.88
0.86
0.84
0.83

Scratch
Epochs
100
100
100
100

TL
Epochs
40
70
70
50

5
6
7
8

6
7
8
9

9
9
9
9

0.55
0.57
0.54
0.56

0.72
0.63
0.70
0.70

100
100
80
100

100
100
100
100

Scratch
Score
0.81
0.75
0.63
0.55
0.53
0.09
0.01
0.0

TL
Score
0.88
0.85
0.79
0.72
0.59
0.52
0.44
0.39

Scratch
Epochs
100
90
70
100
100
100
90
10

TL
Epochs
40
40
100
100
100
90
100
100

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0.77
0.71
0.65
0.56
0.54
0.11
0.04
0.04

0.83
0.82
0.76
0.70
0.59
0.52
0.42
0.36

100
90
100
100
100
100
90
100

50
100
100
100
100
100
100
60

As expected, the number of extra slots in target domain has a bigger influence over the final
results. Therefore, the relative average decrease of
the success rate for the agent with transfer learning
is 9.5% for each extra slot, while the source domain contains only common slots. Another three
slots added to the source dataset generates an average decrease of 3.6%, relative to the previous test.
In comparison with the scratch agent, the improvement increases from 79% in the first case, to 274%
in the latter.

The second set of experiments targets the evolution of the success rate according to the number
of extra slots, both in the source and target domain. The selected experiment evaluates the hotel
domain with pre-training on tourist dataset, given
they each have large number of slots with few
common ones (see Table1). We keep the setup for
the other parameters and only change the number
of extra slots in one domain, while the other remains constant.
Target
Slots
6
6
6
6

Target
Slots
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 3: Target Slots number influence

Same Domains, Different Number of
Slots

Source
Slots
6
7
8
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Source
Slots
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we study the factors that influence
the success of transfer learning approach in Reinforcement Learning-based Goal-Oriented Chatbots and demonstrate the results on five new cases
of overlapping domains. We found that a big number of different slots between the source domain
and the target domain leads to a smaller success
rate. Even so, the transfer learning mechanism
brings a betterment of over 79% over the agent
trained with no prior knowledge.
The outcomes encourage the use of transfer
learning with warm start on various cases of overlapping and extending source and target domains.
However, the optimal selection in terms of hyperparameters of the system, such as the number of
epochs or the number of maximum turns in a conversation, need to be determined for each particular scenario. They are, after all, directly influenced
by the amount of data and its characteristics: number of slots, types and distribution of goals, and the
degree of overlapping between source and target
slots.
Further work involves developing wider experiment scenarios for hierarchical deep reinforce-

Table 2: Source Slots number influence
The final success rate on the test dataset for constant slots in target domain is summarized in Table 2. When the target contains only the common
slots, we observe a decrease of the success rate
with less than 2% with each extra slot added in the
source domain, for the model trained with transfer learning. However, it is still by 6.6% greater
than the success rate of the agent trained with any
other prior knowledge. An interesting fact is that
the same test with the common slots plus three
extra slots in target domain has the effect of diminishing the success rate by an average of 15%
compared with the previous situation. At the same
time, the improvement over the scratch agent is
equal to 24%.
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(a) Hotel with pre-training on Movie domain.

(b) Hotel with pre-training on Tourist domain.

Figure 3: Big number of extra slots in target domain.

ment learning system and introducing the transfer
learning approach into this architecture when the
sub-tasks share slots. Moreover, we can imagine
other transfer learning setups such as sharing subtasks as the learnt common part, instead of slots,
from one composite task to another. All these attempts have the objective of gaining more context
information and better performance with less annotated data, which is onerous to obtain.
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Abstract
We present a novel and effective technique for performing text coherence tasks
while facilitating deeper insights into the
data. Despite obtaining ever-increasing
task performance, modern deep-learning
approaches to NLP tasks often only provide users with the final network decision and no additional understanding of
the data. In this work, we show that a
new type of sentence embedding learned
through self-supervision can be applied
effectively to text coherence tasks while
serving as a window through which deeper
understanding of the data can be obtained. To produce these sentence embeddings, we train a recurrent neural network to take individual sentences and predict their location in a document in the
form of a distribution over locations. We
demonstrate that these embeddings, combined with simple visual heuristics, can be
used to achieve performance competitive
with state-of-the-art on multiple text coherence tasks, outperforming more complex and specialized approaches. Additionally, we demonstrate that these embeddings can provide insights useful to writers for improving writing quality and informing document structuring, and assisting readers in summarizing and locating
information.

1

How coherent is it?

Algorithm:
If dashed line is close to diagonal, high
coherence. If far, low coherence.

Result:
Sentences 1 and 2 may be out of order, otherwise
it is quite close, with a coherence of 0.73.

Suggest a coherent sentence order

Algorithm:
Take sentences in the order that the black dots
appear along the x-axis.

Result:
Suggested order: 2, 1, 4, 3, 5, 6.

Figure 1: This paper abstract is analyzed by our
sentence position model trained on academic abstracts. The sentence encodings (predicted position distributions) are shown below each sentence,
where white is low probability and red is high. Position quantiles are ordered from left to right. The
first sentence, for example, is typical of the first
sentence of abstracts as reflected in the high firstquantile value. For two text coherence tasks, we
show the how the sentence encodings can easily
be used to solve them. The black dots indicate the
weighted average predicted position for each sentence.
to improve writing or understand how text should
be reorganized for improved coherence. By improving coherence, a text becomes easier to read
and understand (Lapata and Barzilay, 2005), and
in this work we particularly focus on measuring
coherence in terms of sentence ordering.
Many recent approaches to NLP tasks make
use of end-to-end neural approaches which exhibit ever-increasing performance, but provide little value to end-users beyond a classification or
regression value (Gong et al., 2016; Logeswaran
et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2018). This leaves open the

Introduction

A goal of much of NLP research is to create tools
that not only assist in completing tasks, but help
gain insights into the text being analyzed. This is
especially true of text coherence tasks, as users are
likely to wonder where efforts should be focused
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of a sentence in a document given only the raw
text. By training a neural network on this task,
it is forced to learn how the location of a sentence in a structured text is related to its syntax
and semantics. As a neural model, we use a bidirectional recurrent neural network, and train it
to take sentences and predict a discrete distribution over possible locations in the source text. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of predicted position
distributions as an accurate way to assess document coherence by performing order discrimination and sentence reordering of scientific abstracts.
We also demonstrate a few types of insights that
these embeddings make available to users that the
predicted location of a sentence in a news article
can be used to formulate an effective heuristic for
extractive document summarization – outperforming existing heuristic methods.
The primary contributions of this work are thus:

question of whether we can achieve good performance on NLP tasks while simultaneously providing users with easily obtainable insights into the
data. This is precisely what the work in this paper
aims to do in the context of coherence analysis,
by providing a tool with which users can quickly
and visually gain insight into structural information about a text. To accomplish this, we rely on
the surprising importance of sentence location in
many areas of natural language processing. If a
sentence does not appear to belong where it is located, it decreases the coherence and readability
of the text (Lapata and Barzilay, 2005). If a sentence is located at the beginning of a document
or news article, it is very likely to be a part of a
high quality extractive summary (See et al., 2017).
The location of a sentence in a scientific abstract is
also an informative indicator of its rhetorical purpose (Teufel et al., 1999). It thus follows that the
knowledge of where a sentence should be located
in a text is valuable.

1. We propose a novel self-supervised approach
to learn sentence embeddings which works
by learning to map sentences to a distribution
over positions in a document (Section 2.2).

Tasks requiring knowledge of sentence position
– both relative to neighboring sentences and globally – appear in text coherence modelling, with
two important tasks being order discrimination (is
a sequence of sentences in the correct order?) and
sentence ordering (re-order a set of unordered sentences). Traditional methods in this area make use
of manual feature engineering and established theory behind coherence (Lapata and Barzilay, 2005;
Barzilay and Lapata, 2008; Grosz et al., 1995).
Modern deep-learning based approaches to these
tasks tend to revolve around taking raw words and
directly predicting local (Li and Hovy, 2014; Chen
et al., 2016) or global (Cui et al., 2017; Li and Jurafsky, 2017) coherence scores or directly output
a coherent sentence ordering (Gong et al., 2016;
Logeswaran et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2018). While
new deep-learning based approaches in text coherence continue to achieve ever-increasing performance, their value in real-world applications is undermined by the lack of actionable insights made
available to users.

2. We describe how these sentence embeddings
can be applied to established coherence tasks
using simple algorithms amenable to visual
approximation (Section 2.3).
3. We demonstrate that these embeddings are
competitive at solving text coherence tasks
(Section 3) while quickly providing access to
further insights into texts (Section 4).

2
2.1

Predicted Position Distributions
Overview

By training a machine learning model to predict
the location of a sentence in a body of text (conditioned upon features not trivially indicative of position), we obtain a sentence position model such
that sentences predicted to be at a particular location possess properties typical of sentences found
at that position. For example, if a sentence is predicted to be at the beginning of a news article, it
should resemble an introductory sentence.
In the remainder of this section we describe our
neural sentence position model and then discuss
how it can be applied to text coherence tasks.

In this paper, we introduce a self-supervised approach for learning sentence embeddings which
can be used effectively for text coherence tasks
(Section 3) while also facilitating deeper understanding of the data (Section 4). Figure 1 provides
a taste of this, displaying the sentence embeddings
for the abstract of this paper. The self-supervision
task we employ is that of predicting the location

2.2

Neural Position Model

The purpose of the position model is to produce
sentence embeddings by predicting the position in
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PPD sequence
PPD(S1)
PPD(S2)
PPD(S3)
PPD(S4)

lem, we aim to determine what quantile of the document a sentence resides in. Notationally, we will
refer to the number of quantiles as Q. We can interpret the class probabilities behind a prediction
as a discrete distribution over positions for a sentence, providing us with a predicted position distribution (PPD). When Q = 2 for example, we are
predicting whether a sentence is in the first or last
half of a document. When Q = 4, we are predicting which quarter of the document it is in. In
Figure 2 is a visualization of the neural architecture which produces PPDs of Q = 10.

=

Sentence position model
Softmax (sentence PPD)

concat
LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

concat
LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

LSTM

2.2.2

LSTM

The sentence position model receives an input sentence as a sequence of word encodings and outputs a single vector of dimension Q. Sentences
are fed into the BiLSTM one at a time as a sequence of word encodings, where the encoding for
each word consists of the concatenation of: (1)
a pretrained word embedding, (2) the average of
the pretrained word embedding for the entire document (which is constant for all words in a document), and (3) the difference of the first two components (although this information is learnable
given the first two components, we found during
early experimentation that it confers a small performance improvement). In addition to our own
observations, the document-wide average component was also shown in (Logeswaran et al., 2018)
to improve performance at sentence ordering, a
task similar to sentence location prediction. For
the pretrained word embeddings, we use 300 dimensional fastText embeddings1 , shown to have
excellent cross-task performance (Joulin et al.,
2016). In Figure 2, the notation f txt(token) represents converting a textual token (word or document) to its fastText embedding. The embedding
for a document is the average of the embeddings
for all words in it.
The features composing the sentence embeddings fed into the position model must be chosen
carefully so that the order of the sentences does
not directly affect the embeddings (i.e. the sentence embeddings should be the same whether the
sentence ordering is permuted or not). This is because we want the predicted sentence positions to
be independent of the true sentence position, and
not every sentence embedding technique provides

LSTM

fText(w0)

fText(w1)

fText(w2)

fText(article)

fText(article)

fText(article)

fText(w0)-fText(article)

fText(w1)-fText(article)

fText(w2)-fText(article)

Figure 2: Illustration of the sentence position
model, consisting of stacked BiLSTMs. Sentences
from a text are individually fed into the model
to produce a PPD sequence. In this diagram we
see a word sequence of length three fed into the
model, which will output a single row in the PPD
sequence.
a text of a given sentence. Training this model requires no manual labeling, needing only samples
of text from the target domain. By discovering
patterns in this data, the model produces sentence
embeddings suitable for a variety of coherencerelated NLP tasks.
2.2.1

Features Used

Model Architecture

To implement the position model, we use stacked
bi-directional LSTMs (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) followed by a softmax output layer. Instead of predicting a single continuous value for
the position of a sentence as the fraction of the
way through a document, we frame sentence position prediction as a classification problem.
Framing the position prediction task as classification was initially motivated by the poor performance of regression models; since the task of
position prediction is quite difficult, we observed
that regression models would consistently make
predictions very close to 0.5 (middle of the document), thus not providing much useful information. To convert the task to a classification prob-

1

Available online at https://fasttext.cc/
docs/en/english-vectors.html.
We used the
wiki-news-300d-1M vectors.
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2.3.1

this. As a simple example, if we include the true
location of a sentence in a text as a feature when
training the position model, then instead of learning the connection between sentence meaning and
position, the mapping would trivially exploit the
known sentence position to perfectly predict the
sentence quantile position. This would not allow
us to observe where the sentence seems it should
be located.
2.3

To induce a new ordering on a sequence of sentences, S, we simply sort the sentence by their
weighted average predicted quantile, Q̂(s ∈ S),
defined by:
Q̂(s) =

For the tasks of both sentence ordering and calculating coherence, PPDs can be combined with simple visually intuitive heuristics, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.

2.3.2

i=1

i × P P D(s)i ,

(1)

Calculating coherence

To calculate the coherence of a text, we employ
the following simple algorithm on top of the PPDs:
use the Kendall’s tau coefficient between the sentence ordering induced by the weighted average
predicted sentence positions and the true sentence
positions:

Original Text (news article)
Islamabad , pakistani -- a 9 - month - old pakistani boy bawled as he was
fingerprinted and booked in lahore on an attempted murder charge after his
family members allegedly threw bricks at police trying to collect an unpaid
bill. The ordeal started february 1 when several police officers and a bailiff
went to a home hoping to get payment for a gas bill , said butt , a senior police
official in lahore. A scuffle ensued , during which the infant 's father , one of
his teenage sons and others in t...

coh = τ ((Q̂(s), for s = S1 , ..., S|S| ), (1, ..., |S|)).
(2)

Calculate PPDs

3

Summary

Q
X

where P P D(s) is the Q-dimensional predicted
position distribution/sentence embedding for the
sentence s.

Application to Coherence Tasks

Extract sentences with
highest Q1 probability

Sentence Ordering

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our PPD-based approaches on two coherence tasks and demonstrate
that only minimal performance is given up by our
approach to providing more insightful sentence
embeddings.

Calculate weighted
average predicted
sentence quantiles

Sentences 1, 2, and 7

Induce ranking with
weighted average
predicted positions

Reordered Sentences
[1, 2, 7, 6, 5, 3, 4, 8, 7, 9]

Task

Dataset

Q

Epochs

Layer dropouts

Layer widths

Order Disrcim.

Accident
Earthquake
NeurIPS

5
10
15

10
5
20

(0.4, 0.2)
(0.4, 0.2)
(0.5, 0.25)

(256, 256)
(256, 64)
(256, 256)

Reordering

Kendall’s tau

Table 1: The neural sentence position model hyperparameters used in our coherence experiments.
The following settings are used across all tasks:
batch size of 32, sentence trimming/padding to a
length of 25 words, the vocabulary is set to the
1000 most frequent words in the associated training set. The Adamax optimizer is used (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with default parameters supplied by
Keras (Chollet et al., 2015).

Coherence Score
0.5

Figure 3: A visualization of our NLP algorithms
utilizing PPDs applied to a news article. To reorder sentences, we calculate average weighted
positions (identified with black circles) to induce
an ordering. Coherence is calculated with the
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between the
true and induced ranking. We also show how
PPDs can be used to perform summarization, as
we will explore further in Section 4.

Order discrimination setup. For order discrimination, we use the Accidents and Earthquakes datasets from (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008)
which consists of aviation accident reports and
news articles related to earthquakes respectively.
The task is to determine which of a permuted
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Model

Order discrimination

Reordering

Accident

Earthquake

Acc

τ

50
90.4
93.7
94.4
96.2

50
87.2

99.7
99.8

15.6
20.1
41.7
50.9
48.2
51.6
56.1

0
0.09
0.59
0.67
0.67
0.72
0.72

99.3

54.9

0.72

Random
Entiry Grid
Window network
LSTM PtrNet
RNN Decoder
Varient-LSTM+PtrNet
ATTOrderNet
PPDs

99.5
-

94.4

Table 2: Results on the order discrimination and sentence reordering coherence tasks. Our approach
trades only a small decrease in performance for improved utility of the sentence embeddings over other
approaches, achieving close to or the same as the state-of-the-art.
ordering of the sentences and the original ordering is the most coherent (in the original order), for twenty such permutations. Since these
datasets only contain training and testing partitions, we follow (Li and Hovy, 2014) and perform
10-fold cross-validation for hyperparameter tuning. Performance is measured with the accuracy
with which the permuted sentences are identified.
For example, the Entity Grid baseline in Table 2
gets 90.4% accuracy because given a shuffled report and original report, it correctly classifies them
90.4% of the time.
Sentence ordering setup. For sentence ordering, we use past NeurIPS abstracts to compare
with previous works. While our validation and test
partitions are nearly identical to those from (Logeswaran et al., 2018), we use a publicly available
dataset2 which is missing the years 2005, 2006,
and 2007 from the training set ((Logeswaran et al.,
2018) collected data from 2005 - 2013). Abstracts
from 2014 are used for validation, and 2015 is
used for testing. To measure performance, we report both reordered sentence position accuracy as
well as Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient. For
example, the Random baseline correctly predicts
the index of sentences 15.6% of the time, but there
is no correlation between the predicted ordering
and true ordering, so τ = 0.
Training and tuning. Hyperparameter tuning for both tasks is done with a random search,
choosing the hyperparameter set with the best validation score averaged across the 10 folds for or-

der discrimination dataset and for three trials for
the sentence reordering task. The final hyperparameters chosen are in Table 1.
Baselines. We compare our results against
a random baseline, the traditional Entity
Grid approach from (Barzilay and Lapata,
2008), Window network (Li and Hovy, 2014),
LSTM+PtrNet (Gong et al., 2016), RNN Decoder
and Varient-LSTM+PtrNet from (Logeswaran
et al., 2018), and the most recent state-of-the art
ATTOrderNet (Cui et al., 2018).
Results. Results for both coherence tasks are
collected in Table 2. For the order discrimination
task, we find that on both datasets, our PPD-based
approach only slightly underperforms ATTOrderNet (Cui et al., 2018), with performance similar to
the LSTM+PtrNet approaches (Gong et al., 2016;
Logeswaran et al., 2018). On the more difficult
sentence reordering task, our approach exhibits
performance closer to the state-of-the-art, achieving the same ranking correlation and only slightly
lower positional accuracy. Given that the publicly available training set for the reordering task
is slightly smaller than that used in previous work,
it is possible that more data would allow our approach to achieve even better performance. In the
next section we will discuss the real-world value
offered by our approach that is largely missing
from existing approaches.

4

Actionable Insights

A primary benefit of applying PPDs to coherencerelated tasks is the ability to gain deeper insights
into the data. In this section, we will demon-

2
https://www.kaggle.com/benhamner/
nips-papers
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Figure 4:
The PPDs for a CNN article.
(full text available at http://web.
archive.org/web/20150801040019id_/http://www.cnn.com/2015/03/13/us/
tulane-bacteria-exposure/). The dashed line shows the weighted average predicted sentence
positions.
being able to understand where subsections may
occur in a document, a writer can make informed
decisions on where to split a long text into more
coherent chunks or paragraphs. Knowing where
approximate borders between ideas in a document
exist may also help readers skim the document to
find desired information more quickly, as further
discussed in the next subsection.

strate the following in particular: (1) how PPDs
can quickly be used to understand how the coherence of a text may be improved, (2) how the existence of multiple coherence subsections may be
identified, and (3) how PPDs can allow users to locate specific types of information without reading
a single word, a specific case of which is extractive summarization. For demonstrations, we will
use the news article presented in Figure 4.
4.1

4.3

Improving Coherence

For a writer to improve their work, understanding the incoherence present is important. Observing the PPD sequence for the article in Figure 4
makes it easy to spot areas of potential incoherence: they occur where consecutive PPDs are significantly different (from sentences 1 to 2, 6 to 7,
and 10 to 11). In this case, the writer may determine that sentence 2 is perhaps not as introductory as it should be. The predicted incoherence
between sentences 10 and 11 is more interesting,
and as we will see next, the writer may realize that
this incoherence may be okay to retain.
4.2

Locating Information and
Summarization

When reading a new article, readers well-versed
in the subject of the article may want to skip highlevel introductory comments and jump straight to
the details. For those unfamiliar with the content
or triaging many articles, this introductory information is important to determine the subject matter. Using PPDs, locating these types of information quickly should be easy for readers, even
when the document has multiple potential subsections. In Figure 4, sentences 1 and 11 likely contain introductory information (since the probability of occurring in the first quantiles is highest), the
most conclusory-type information is in sentence
10, and lower-level details are likely spread among
the remaining sentences.
Locating sentences with the high-level details
of a document is reminiscent of the task of extractive summarization, where significant research has
been performed (Nenkova et al., 2011; Nenkova
and McKeown, 2012). It is thus natural to ask
how well a simple PPD-based approach performs

Identifying Subsections

In Figure 4, we see rough progressions of
introductory-type sentences to conclusory-type
sentences between sentences 1 and 10 and sentences 11 and 15. This may indicate that the article is actually composed of two coherent subsections, which means that the incoherence between
sentences 10 and 11 is expected and natural. By
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Model (lead baseline source)
Lead-3 (Nallapati et al., 2017)
Lead-3 (See et al., 2017)
Lead-3 (Ours)
SummaRuNNer (Nallapati et al., 2017) ((Nallapati et al., 2017))
Pointer-generator (See et al., 2017) ((See et al., 2017))
RL (Paulus et al., 2017) ((Nallapati et al., 2017))
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) (ours)
Luhn (Luhn, 1958) (ours)
SumBasic (Nenkova and Vanderwende, 2005) (ours)
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) (ours)
PPDs (ours)

ROUGE-1
39.2
40.3
35.8
39.6
39.5
41.2
26.2
26.4
27.8
28.4
30.1

ROUGE-2
15.7
17.7
15.9
16.2
17.3
15.8
11.1
11.2
10.4
11.6
12.6

ROUGE-L
35.5
36.6
33.5
35.3
36.4
39.1
24.3
24.5
26.0
26.3
28.2

Table 3: ROUGE scores on the CNN/DailyMail summarization task. Our PPD-based heuristic outperforms the suite of established heuristic summarizers. However, the higher performance of the deeplearning models demonstrates that training explicitly for summarization is beneficial.
at summarization. To answer this question, the
summarization algorithm we will use is: select the
n sentences with the highest P P D(s ∈ S)0 value,
where S is the article being extractively summarized down to n sentences. For the article in Figure 4, sentences 1, 11, and 3 would be chosen since
they have the highest first-quantile probabilities.
This heuristic is conceptually similar to the Lead
heuristic, where sentences that actually occur at
the start of the document are chosen to be in the
summary. Despite its simplicity, the Lead heuristic often achieves near state-of-the-art results (See
et al., 2017).
We experiment on the non-anonymized
CNN/DailyMail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015)
and evaluate with full-length ROUGE-1, -2, and
-L F1 scores (Lin and Hovy, 2003). For the
neural position model, we choose four promising
sets of hyperparameters identified during the
hyperparameter search for the sentence ordering
task in Section 3 and train each sentence position
model on 10K of the 277K training articles (which
provides our sentence position model with over
270K sentences to train on). Test results are
reported for the model with the highest validation
score. The final hyperparameters chosen for this
sentence location model are: Q = 10, epochs = 10,
layer dropouts = (0.4, 0.2), layer widths = (512,
64).
We compare our PPD-based approach to other
heuristic approaches3 . For completeness, we
also include results of deep-learning based approaches and their associated Lead baselines eval-

uated using full-length ROUGE scores on the nonanonymized CNN/DailyMail dataset.
Table 3 contains the the comparison between
our PPD-based summarizer and several established heuristic summarizers. We observe that
our model has ROUGE scores superior to the
other heuristic approaches by a margin of approximately 2 points for ROUGE-1 and -L and 1
point for ROUGE-2. In contrast, the deep-learning
approaches trained explicitly for summarization
achieve even higher scores, suggesting that there is
more to a good summary than the sentences simply being introductory-like.

5 Related Work
Extensive research has been done on text coherence, motivated by downstream utility of coherence models. In addition to the applications we
demonstrate in Section 4, established applications
include determining the readability of a text (coherent texts are easier to read) (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008), refinement of multi-document summaries (Barzilay and Elhadad, 2002), and essay
scoring (Farag et al., 2018).
Traditional methods to coherence modelling
utilize established theory and handcrafted linguistic features (Grosz et al., 1995; Lapata, 2003). The
Entity Grid model (Lapata and Barzilay, 2005;
Barzilay and Lapata, 2008) is an influential traditional approach which works by first constructing
a sentence × discourse entities (noun phrases) occurrence matrix, keeping track of the syntactic role
of each entity in each sentence. Sentence transition probabilities are then calculated using this
representation and used as a feature vector as in-

3
Implementations provided by Sumy library, available at
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/sumy.
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effort to improve this situation, we present a selfsupervised approach to learning sentence embeddings, which we call PPDs, that rely on the connection between the meaning of a sentence and its
location in a text. We implement the new sentence
embedding technique with a recurrent neural network trained to map a sentence to a discrete distribution indicating where in the text the sentence is
likely located. These PPDs have the useful property that a high probability in a given quantile indicates that the sentence is typical of sentences that
would occur at the corresponding location in the
text.

put to a SVM classifier trained to rank sentences
on coherence.
Newer methods utilizing neural networks and
deep learning can be grouped together by whether
they indirectly or directly produce an ordering
given an unordered set of sentences.
Indirect ordering. Approaches in the indirect case include Window network (Li and Hovy,
2014), Pairwise Ranking Model (Chen et al.,
2016), the deep coherence model from (Cui et al.,
2017), and the discriminative model from (Li and
Jurafsky, 2017). These approaches are trained to
take a set of sentences (anywhere from two (Chen
et al., 2016) or three (Li and Hovy, 2014) to the
whole text (Cui et al., 2017; Li and Jurafsky,
2017)) and predict whether the component sentences are already in a coherent order. A final ordering of sentences is constructed by maximizing
coherence of sentence subsequences.
Direct ordering. Approaches in the direct case
include (Gong et al., 2016; Logeswaran et al.,
2018; Cui et al., 2018). These model are trained
to take a set of sentences, encode them using some
technique, and with a recurrent neural network
decoder, output the order in which the sentences
would coherently occur.
Models in these two groups all use similar highlevel architectures: a recurrent or convolutional
sentence encoder, an optional paragraph encoder,
and then either predicting coherence from that encoding or iteratively reconstructing the ordering
of the sentences. The PPD-based approaches described in Section 2 take a novel route of directly
predicting location information of each sentence.
Our approaches are thus similar to the direct approaches in that position information is directly
obtained (here, in the PPDs), however the position information produced by our model is much
more rich than simply the index of the sentence in
the new ordering. With the set of indirect ordering approaches, our model approach to coherence
modelling shares the property that induction of an
ordering upon the sentences is only done after examining all of the sentence embeddings and explicitly arranging them in the most coherent fashion.

6

We demonstrate how these PPDs can be applied
to coherence tasks with algorithms simple enough
such that they can be visually performed by users
while achieving near state-of-the-art, outperforming more complex and specialized systems. We
also demonstrate how PPDs can be used to obtain various insights into data, including how to
go about improving the writing, how to identify
potential subsections, and how to locate specific
types of information, such as introductory or summary information. As a proof-of-concept, we additionally show that despite PPDs not being designed for the task, they can be used to create a
heuristic summarizer which outperforms comparable heuristic summarizers.
In future work, it would be valuable to evaluate
our approach on texts from a wider array of domains and with different sources of incoherence.
In particular, examining raw texts identified by humans as lacking coherence could be performed,
to determine how well our model correlates with
human judgment. Exploring how the algorithms
utilizing PPDs may be refined for improved performance on the wide variety of coherence-related
tasks may also prove fruitful. We are also interested in examining how PPDs may assist with
other NLP tasks such as text generation or author
identification.
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Conclusions

The ability to facilitate deeper understanding of
texts is an important, but recently ignored, property for coherence modelling approaches. In an
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Abstract

goes in parallel to technology development. The
large variety of medical terminology systems is
continuously transformed and integrated into standardized, structured repositories of Linked Open
Data1 ; de-identified data sets of electronic health
records (EHRs) are made available as open resources2 . Current hype in open linked data and
collective efforts for their generation allow to benefit from the multilingual versions of some encyclopedic datasets like Wikidata and Wikipedia.
Still there is a lack of NLP tools and linguistic resources with sufficient quality for processing medical texts in languages other than English but the
interest to process such texts increases too.
Our goal is to determine whether a patient has
risk factors for a specified disease, according to
the information in his/her outpatient record. We
suggest to enrich patient-related clinical narratives
with additional information sources in order to enable a deeper investigation of dependencies between diseases and risk factors. In general it is
difficult to predict the risk of a certain disease
from the text of a clinical record only. Patient history contains numerous facts that are documented
within a series of records but most often the medical expert reads them in isolation. In addition,
many symptoms might signal various diseases.
We propose to construct semantic graphs of "metaknowledge" about diseases of interest, to integrate
there multilingual terms (labels) of symptoms, risk
factors etc., and to link clinical records of individual patients to this construction with the hope to
discover new hints and interrelations that are not
contained in the primary documents.
In the experiments presented here, patient
records in Bulgarian language are enhanced with

This paper presents experiments in risk
factors analysis based on clinical texts enhanced with Linked Open Data (LOD).
The idea is to determine whether a patient has risk factors for a specific disease
analyzing only his/her outpatient records.
A semantic graph of "meta-knowledge"
about a disease of interest is constructed,
with integrated multilingual terms (labels)
of symptoms, risk factors etc. coming from Wikidata, PubMed, Wikipedia
and MESH, and linked to clinical records
of individual patients via ICD–10 codes.
Then a predictive model is trained to foretell whether patients are at risk to develop the disease of interest. The testing
was done using outpatient records from
a nation-wide repository available for the
period 2011-2016. The results show improvement of the overall performance of
all tested algorithms (kNN, Naïve Bayes,
Tree, Logistic regression, ANN), when the
clinical texts are enriched with LOD resources.

1

Motivation

Recently, with the improving quality of Natural
Language Processing (NLP), it is increasingly recognized as the most useful tool to extract clinical
information from the free text of scientific medical
publications and clinical records. In this way NLP
becomes an instrument supporting biomedical research and new application scenarios are sought
to reveal patterns and dependencies expressed by
medical texts. Open-source NLP software appears, tailored to clinical text, and this increases
NLP dissemination and acceptance. The construction of language resources for biomedical NLP

1

https://lod-cloud.net/
E.g.
at BioPortal https://bioportal.
bioontology.org/ and at DBMI Data Portal
https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/
2
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semantic information provided by medical ontologies and other resources in English, like scientific publications and encyclopedic data. Several
data mining experiments were run on datasets containing outpatient records of diabetic patients in
Bulgarian linked to encyclopedic extracts and Life
Sciences LOD in English. The results show that
LOD infuse some relations that are not found by
standard text mining techniques of clinical narratives, and thus enable the discovery of associations
hinting to further risk factors for diabetes mellitus.

2

Information Extraction (IE) refers to the automatic extraction of concepts, entities and events
as well as their relations and associated attributes
from free text. A recent review of clinical IE applications (Wang et al., 2018) notes the increasing interest to NLP but lists only 25 IE systems
which were used multiple times, outside the labs
where they were created. Isolated attempts exist to apply IE in the context of EHR processing in frameworks for semantic search, for instance SemEHR deployed to identify contextualized mentions of biomedical concepts within
EHRs in a number of UK hospitals (Wu et al.,
2018). We mention the following research prototypes as experimental developments, based on
some sort of IE: (Shi et al., 2017) reports about
a system extracting textual medical knowledge
from heterogeneous sources in order to integrate
it into knowledge graphs; (Hassanpour and Langlotz, 2016) describes a machine learning system
that annotates radiology reports and extracts concepts according to a model covering most clinically significant contents in radiology; (Jackson
et al., 2018) presents the information extraction
and retrieval architecture CogStack, deployed in
the King’s College Hospital. CogStack has functionality to transform records into de-identified
text documents and applies generic clinical IE
pipelines to derive additional structured data from
free texts.
Most of the successful systems listed above
work for clinical narratives in English. All major resources, ontologies and terminology classifications like UMLS4 and MESH5 are available in
English. The comprehensive ontology SNOMED
CT6 was developed initially in English and then
translated to other languages. Progress in biomedical NLP for languages other than English will catalyze the development of tools in the respective
languages and will enable access to medical data
presented in a variety of languages (Névéol et al.,
2018). In Europe, the European commission supports the development of multilingual platforms
like SEMCARE which performs queries on unstructured medical data in English, German, and
Dutch (López-García et al., 2016).
Using Big Data (nowadays - millions of EHRs)
to advance medical research and health care prac-

Related Work

Mining of inter-related collections of clinical texts
and LOD is still rare. On the one hand, with
hundreds of open biomedical ontologies and numerous biomedical datasets made available as
LOD, there is a salient opportunity to integrate
clinical and biomedical data to better interpret
patient-related texts and to uncover associations
of biomedical interest. On the other hand, such
mining experiments require significant efforts to
make clinical data interoperable with standardized
health terminologies, biomedical ontologies and
growing LOD repositories. One of the earliest papers in this direction is (Pathak et al., 2013) which
describes how patient EHRs data at Mayo Clinic
are represented as Resource Description Framework (RDF) in order to identify potential drugdrug interactions for widely prescribed cardiovascular and gastroenterology drugs. Some drug-drug
interactions of interest were identified which suggest lack of consensus on practice guidelines and
recommendations. The authors of (Odgers and
Dumontier, 2015) describe how they transformed
a de-identified version of the STRIDE3 EHRs
into a semantic clinical data warehouse containing among others annotated clinical notes. They
showed the feasibility of using semantic web technologies to directly exploit existing biomedical
ontologies and LOD. As far as NLP is concerned,
an open-source tool (NegEx) is used in the EHR
transformation to recognize negated terms. The
integrated search in EHR data and LOD is not yet
considered as a popular trend in the secondary use
of clinical narratives (Meystre et al., 2017) and is
still an emerging direction of research mostly due
to the complex data preparation.

4

3

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/
umls/
5
https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/search
6
http://www.snomed.org/

Stanford Translational Research Integrated Database
Environment including a repository for EHR data,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC2815452/
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tices is now on the rise (Kessel and Combs, 2016).
Core NLP components are already embedded in
general clinical platforms similar to CogStack
(Jackson et al., 2018). Development of high quality corpora and terminology is a key factor for
NLP progress in smaller languages. Here we employ English terminology in data mining tasks
concerning EHRs in Bulgarian language.

3

data related to diagnoses, risk factors and symptoms, the following open datasets are selected:
• Wikidata8 - contains multilingual encyclopedic information. Wikidata is a trusted
resource, providing multilingual terminologies, their association with MESH codes, and
complex relations between diagnoses, risk
factors, and symptoms. Currently Wikidata
contains descriptions of 5,227 items included
in ICD–10 and 10,517 descriptions of items
included in ICD–10–CT. The main problem
is that many duplicated entities exist. For instance, for ICD–10 code I20 there are two
items "angina pectoris (Q180762)" and "ischaemic heart disease (Q1444550)". Using
SPARQL9 queries, from Wikidata we collect
for a given diagnosis all risk factors related
to it as well as the associated MESH codes.
From the list of risk factors that is originally
in English we produce also a list in Bulgarian
for the corresponding terms.

Materials

The datasets used in this study are a blend between
LOD and clinical texts in Bulgarian language that
belong to the Repository underpinning the Bulgarian Diabetes Register.
The Register was automatically generated in
2015 from 260 million pseudonymized outpatient
records (ORs) provided by the National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF) for the period 2011–2014
for more than 5 million citizens yearly, more than
7 million citizens in total (Boytcheva et al., 2017).
Updated twice with data about 2015 and 2016, today the Register is maintained by the University
Specialized Hospital for Active Treatment of Diabetes (USHATE) - Medical University Sofia. At
present the Repository of ORs, which underpins
the Register, contains about 262 million records.
These are reimbursement requests submitted by
General Practitioners and Specialists from Ambulatory Care after every contact with a patient. The
average number of patients with Diabetes Mellitus
Type 2 (T2DM) per year is about 450,000.
In the primary database, from where we extract our datasets, the ORs are stored as semistructured files with predefined XML-format. Administrative information is structured: visit date
and time; pseudonymized personal data and visitrelated information, demographic data etc. All diagnoses are given by ICD–107 codes and location
names are specified in Bulgarian according to a
standard nomenclature. However much information is provided as free text: anamnesis (case history, previous treatments, often family history, risk
factors), patient status (summary of patient state,
height, weight, body-mass index, blood pressure
etc.), clinical tests (values of clinical examinations
and lab data listed in arbitrary order) as well as
prescribed treatment (codes of drugs reimbursed
by NHIF, free text descriptions of other drugs).
To enhance clinical information with semantic

• PubMed10 – the largest collection of scientific publications in the area of biomedicine
and life sciences. From Pubmed we automatically extract publication abstracts and related MESH terms via advanced queries11
through API. The search is limited to 10,000
abstracts in order to keep balance between the
amounts of clinical narratives and texts of scientific publications.
• Wikipedia – from Wikipedia we extract automatically Wikipedia pages’ summaries for a
specified query via MediaWiki RESTful web
service API12 . The information in Wikipedia
is encyclopedic and more broader, thus the
semantic information there is too vague and
shallow, in contrast to PubMed abstracts.
• MESH ontology – this ontology is chosen because both Pubmed publications and Wikidata contain references to it. In addition a
mapping between MESH and SNOMED CT
is available.
8

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Main_Page
9
https://www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-sparql-query/
10
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
11
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC2651214/
12
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:
Tutorial

7
http://apps.who.int/classifications/
icd10/browse/2016/en#/
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Figure 1: Pipeline for identification of patients at risk

4

Methods

- MeSH heading, and "majr" - to search MeSH
heading that is a major topic of an article.
From the Bulgarian Diabetes Register a dataset
is excerpted for patients with the diagnosis D. For
those with recent D onset, ORs for previous periods are collected (only within 2011–2016).

The proposed method for risk factors identification is based on LOD and benefits from mapping
multilingual data and using their vocabularies.
The data flow diagram is shown on Fig. 1.
The process starts with selection of a diagnosis D, according to ICD–10 or ICD–10–CD by
a medical expert who is looking for patients at
risk in the Diabetes Register. The next step is
to extract corresponding risk factors and symptoms for D in English RE = {re1 , re2 , ..., ren }
from Wikidata, their equivalent terms in Bulgarian
RB = {rb1 , rb2 , ..., rbn } and the MESH codes
M = {m1 , m2 , ..., mn }.
For each term rei in English and its corresponding rbi in Bulgarian, summaries of the respective
Wikipedia pages are extracted automatically.
For each Mesh code mi of risk factor ri are extracted up to 10,000 abstracts of Pubmed publications and their annotations with MESH codes. For
Pubmed the advanced search is done using an automatically generated query in the form:

4.1

Text Pre-Processing

The main transformations are done stepwise:
• tokenization - for Bulgarian language we
used the UDPipe tokenizer13 .
• convertion of all words to lower case;
• removal of all punctuation marks;
• removal of all numbers;
• application of a stemmer and lemmatizer - for
Bulgarian the UDPipe lemmatizer, for English Porter Stemmer (Porter, 2006);
• filtering stopwords - both for Bulgarian14 and
English;

(D/pc [majr] OR D/di [majr] OR
D/ep [majr] D [mh]) AND
( re1 [mh] OR ... OR ren [mh])

• application of text vectorization based on
TFIDF.
13

https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/udpipe/vignettes/udpipe-train.
html#support_in_text_mining
14
http://bultreebank.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/04/BTB-StopWordList.zip

where the MeSH qualifiers for subheadings
are: "pc" refers to "prevention and control"; "di"
means "diagnosis"; "ep" is "epidemiology", "mh"
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4.2

5

Semantic Model

Semantic Knowledge Graphs are used recently as
powerful representation of entities and relations
between them (Paulheim, 2017). Often knowledge
graphs are generated automatically from semistructured resources or from the documents underpinning various ontologies, through terms/words
they contain, by a combination of linguistic and
statistical methods (Grainger et al., 2016).
In our experiment, all data are interlinked in a
Semantic Knowledge graph via MESH codes and
ICD–10 codes. Wikidata is the mediator between
all resources providing cross-lingual ontology information and mapping between MESH and ICD10 codes. Term mappings from MeSH to ICD-10
are 1,535 and to ICD-10-CM are 2,127. In addition Wikidata provides multilingual vocabulary
for symptoms and diseases, and Pubmed publications are annotated by Mesh codes.
For each symptom and risk factor, related to
the selected diagnosis D, the system identifies
the most significant words related to D from the
Wikipedia and Pubmed datasets respectively, using p-value as a measure for their significance.
The knowledge graph is enriched with relations
between these terms. The main relation between
clinical texts and other resources is based on ICD10 codes and some symptoms and risk factors that
are presented in the anamnesis section of ORs.
4.3

Experiments and Results

The diagnosis with ICD–10 code I20 "Ischaemic
heart disease" is chosen for experiments because
the Diabetes Register contains a plenty of clinical
descriptions about this case. Patients with T2DM
are at higher risk for developing I20 which is one
of the T2DM complications. Sets of symptoms
and risk factors for I20, both in Bulgarian and English, and English MeSH codes are automatically
extracted by Wikidata queries. Seven symptoms
are extracted: angina pectoris, nausea, dyspnea,
lightheadedness, unstable angina, neck pain, fatigue. Only for three of them there are labels in
Bulgarian, and for five of them there are MESH
codes. In addition, there are 18 risk factors and
for 11 of them labels in Bulgarian exist. Multiple MeSH codes are associated to some risk factors but there diagnoses without associated MeSH
code. The final cardinality of the generated term
set is |RE| = 24, |RB| = 14 and |M | = 34.
The Wikipedia API extracts 87 documents for
a query with the RB terms in Bulgarian and we
limit the set to the top 5 related documents. They
contain 14,600 tokens from 3,627 types. Although only the top 5 most related documents are
taken into consideration, some of the extracted
Wikipedia pages are not directly related to the
symptoms and risk factors, as they discuss e.g.
herbs and medications for treatment. But some
very related symptoms are included: for example
for "nausea" the Wikipedia page about "vomiting"
is extracted, and for "smoking" pages about "tobacco" and "pipe" are found. In addition, some
barely related pages are extracted – mainly about
some famous people, who suffer from the diseases
in question and have related symptoms. Unfortunately the information in Wikipedia categories
"Medical conditions" and "Diseases" for Bulgarian is too limited. For "Medical conditions" there
are only 41 pages, and for many diseases the articles in the Bulgarian Wikipedia are stubs or some
pages are not tagged in the respective categories.
For the query with RE terms 146 documents
are identified that contain 40,099 tokens from
3,803 types. The extracted Wikipedia pages in
English are also sometimes noisy and unrelated
mainly due to the ambiguity e.g. pages about
"Nausea(novel)" and "Nausea(band)", or "Insomnia (2002 film)" are extracted too. Other pages,
indirectly related to the risk factors, contain information about Health organizations for treatment

Predictive Model

Two types of clinical texts are used as training
datasets - for patients that have the diagnosis D,
and for patients that do not have D. After text preprocessing, semantic hashing of all clinical texts
in both datasets is done for predefined size of the
hash. Two predictive models are applied:
• Based on the ORs information only
• Based on the ORs information enhanced with
semantic data for symptoms and risk factors.
In this case the vector space is extended; not
only the dimensions of semantic hash vectors
are used, but also additional dimensions for
all symptoms, risk factors and the most significant terms related to them.
Several machine learning techniques were used to
train the predictive model, including Naïve Bayes
(NB) (McCallum et al., 1998), kNN, Tree, Logistic Regression and Artificial Neural Networks.
(Dreiseitl and Ohno-Machado, 2002).
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Model
kNN
Tree
Neural Network
NB
Logistic Regression

of the respective diseases, about diagnostic procedures, medication for the treatment etc.
Using the Pubmed advanced search, the generated query with RE terms identified 67,103 related scientific papers, from which we retrieved
a subset of 2,000 abstracts only. The MeSH
headings only contain 104,363 tokens from 2,509
types. Both MeSH heading and Pubmed abstracts
contain 546,772 tokens from 12,684 types.

F1
0.796
0.778
0.705
0.588
0.581

P
0.795
0.776
0.713
0.615
0.640

R
0.801
0.783
0.735
0.701
0.703

Table 1: Baseline: Performance of employed ML
algorithm using semantic hashing over ORs only.
Model
kNN
Tree
Neural Network
NB
Logistic Regression

Despite the imperfection of all texts extracted
from Wikipedia and PubMed, the most significant
terms related to the predefined subsets of symptoms and risk factors are sound and correct. Their
identification is based on bag–of–words and calculation of p-value (p ≤ 0.01) and False Discovery Rate (F D ≤ 0.2). For example, for
тютюнопушене (tobacco smoking) the following words are identified as relevant: тютюнопушене (tobacco smoking), дим (smoke), пушене (smoking), тютюнев (tobacco), практикувам (practice), пристрастяване (addiction),
пушач (smoker), цигара (cigar). These words
were selected among 3,588 words in the text of related Wikipedia pages in Bulgarian. From those
words 754 were filtered as relevant, and the final
selection contain 9 words as most significant.

F1
0.819
0.893
0.743
0.823
0.825

P
0.752
0.858
0.746
0.704
0.703

R
0.899
0.932
0.760
0.989
0.999

Table 2: Performance of employed ML algorithm
using semantic hashing of ORs enhanced with semantic model data.

6

Conclusion and Further Work

The proposed approach shows how clinical texts
can be enhanced with additional information about
the diseases, their symptoms and risk factors. The
experimental results show promising improvement of the risk factors prediction accuracy. Still
there is a problem with Latin medical terminology
that is often used in the Bulgarian clinical texts.
Another issue is the imperfection of the additional
terms provided by the LOD resources, due to
many ambiguous terms included there. As future
work we plan to apply word sense disambiguation to the texts extracted from open resources and
more precise methods for constructing the relations in the semantic knowledge graphs. As future work we are planning to do deep analysis of
the individual contribution of each new term added
to the clinical texts. Another direction for future
work is to use some transfer learning methods like
UMLfit (Howard and Ruder, 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and XLnet (Yang et al., 2019) to
train models for word embedding on clinical texts
in Bulgarian.

Two subsets of ORs (Anamnesis section) are extracted from the Repository behind the Diabetes
Register: S1 for 36,580 patients with diagnosis
I20 and S2 for 86,000 patients without diagnosis
I20. All clinical texts are preprocessed. The total
number of tokens in S1 and S2 is 123,258 from
25,086 types. For experiments are used kNN (5
neighbours, Mahalanobis metric), Tree (Pruning:
at least 2 instances in leaves, at least 5 instances in
internal nodes, maximum depth 100; Stop splitting
when majority reaches 95%), Neural Network (30
hidden layers, Rectified Linear Activation Function (ReLu) (Nair and Hinton, 2010), stochastic
gradient-based optimizer Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014)), α = 0.0004, Max iterations 200, replicable training) , NB and Logistic Regression (Ridge
L2). The baseline results of the prediction model
based on ORs only are presented in Table 1.
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The results of prediction models trained with
enhanced LOD data (Table 2) show improvement
of the overall performance of all algorithms on
this task, especially NB and Logistic Regression,
when the clinical texts are enriched with additional
information provided by open data resources and
medical terminologies.
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Abstract

• Drugs that inhibit the peristalsis are contraindicated in that situation

Parallel sentences provide semantically similar information which can vary on a given dimension, such as language or register. Parallel
sentences with register variation (like expert
and non-expert documents) can be exploited
for the automatic text simplification. The aim
of automatic text simplification is to better access and understand a given information. In
the biomedical field, simplification may permit patients to understand medical and health
texts. Yet, there is currently no such available resources. We propose to exploit comparable corpora which are distinguished by their
registers (specialized and simplified versions)
to detect and align parallel sentences. These
corpora are in French and are related to the
biomedical area. Manually created reference
data show 0.76 inter-annotator agreement. Our
purpose is to state whether a given pair of
specialized and simplified sentences is parallel and can be aligned or not. We treat this
task as binary classification (alignment/nonalignment). We perform experiments with a
controlled ratio of imbalance and on the highly
unbalanced real data. Our results show that
the method we present here can be used to automatically generate a corpus of parallel sentences from our comparable corpus.

1

• In that case, do not take drugs intended for
blocking or slowing down the intestinal transit
Pairs of parallel sentences provide useful information on lexicon used, syntactic structures,
stylistic features, etc., as well as the correspondences between the languages or registers. Hence,
pairs built from different languages are widely
used in machine translation, while pairs differentiated by the register of language can be used for the
text simplification. The purpose of text simplification is to provide simplified versions of texts, in
order to remove or replace difficult words or information. Simplification can be concerned with different linguistic aspects, such as lexicon, syntax,
semantics, pragmatics and even document structure.
Automatic text simplification can be used as
a preprocessing step for NLP applications or for
producing suitable versions of texts for humans.
In this second case, simplified documents are typically created for children (Vu et al., 2014), for
people with low literacy or foreigners (Paetzold
and Specia, 2016), for people with mental or neurodegenerative disorders (Chen et al., 2016), or for
laypeople who face specialized documents (Leroy
et al., 2013). Our work is related to the creation of
simplified medical documents for laypeople, such
as patients and their relatives. It has indeed been
noticed that medical and health documents contain information that is difficult to understand by
patients and their relatives, mainly because of the
presence of technical and specialized terms and
notions. This situation has a negative effect on the
healthcare process (AMA, 1999; Mcgray, 2005;
Rudd, 2013). Hence, helping patients to better un-

Introduction

Parallel sentences provide semantically similar information which can vary on a given dimension.
Typically, parallel sentences are collected in two
languages and correspond to mutual translations.
In the general language, the Europarl (Koehn,
2005) corpus provides such sentences in several
pairs of languages. Yet, the dimension on which
the parallelism is positioned can come from other
levels, such as expert and non-expert register of
language. The following pair of sentences (first in
expert and second in non-expert languages) illustrates this:
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2006; Nelken and Shieber, 2006; Zhu et al.,
2010);

derstand medical and health information is an important issue, which motivates our work.
In order to perform biomedical text simplification, we propose to collect parallel sentences,
which align difficult and simple information, as
they provide crucial and necessary indicators for
automatic systems for text simplification. Indeed,
such pairs of sentences contain cues on transformations which are suitable for the simplification,
such as lexical substitutes and syntactic modifications. Yet, this kind of resources is seldom available, especially in languages other than English.
As a matter of fact, it is easier to access comparable corpora: they cover the same topics but are
differentiated by their registers (documents created for medical professionals and documents created for patients). More precisely, we can exploit
an existing monolingual comparable corpus with
medical documents in French (Grabar and Cardon,
2018). The purpose of our work is to detect and
align parallel sentences from this comparable corpus. We also propose to test what is the impact of
imbalance on categorization results: imbalance of
categories is indeed the natural characteristics in
textual data.
The existing work on searching parallel sentences in monolingual comparable corpora indicates that the main difficulty is that such sentences
may show low lexical overlap but be nevertheless parallel. Recently, this task gained in popularity in general-language domain thanks to the
semantic text similarity (STS) initiative. Dedicated SemEval competitions have been proposed
for several years (Agirre et al., 2013, 2015, 2016).
The objective, for a given pair of sentences, is
to predict whether they are semantically similar
and to assign a similarity score going from 0
(independent semantics) to 5 (semantic equivalence). This task is usually explored in generallanguage corpora (Coster and Kauchak, 2011;
Hwang et al., 2015; Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016;
Brunato et al., 2016). Among the exploited methods, we can notice:

• knowledge-based methods which exploit external resources, such as WordNet (Miller
et al., 1993) or PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al.,
2013). The features exploited can be: overlap with external resources, distance between
the synsets, intersection of synsets, semantic similarity of resource graphs, presence of
synonyms, hyperonyms or antonyms (Mihalcea et al., 2006; Fernando and Stevenson,
2008; Lai and Hockenmaier, 2014);
• syntax-based methods which exploit the syntactic modelling of sentences. The features often exploited are: syntactic categories, syntactic overlap, syntactic dependencies and constituents, predicat-argument relations, edition distance between syntactic trees
(Wan et al., 2006; Severyn et al., 2013; Tai
et al., 2015; Tsubaki et al., 2016);
• corpus-based methods which exploit distributional methods, latent semantic analysis
(LSA), topics modelling, word embeddings,
etc. (Barzilay and Elhadad, 2003; Guo and
Diab, 2012; Zhao et al., 2014; Kiros et al.,
2015; He et al., 2015; Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016).
There has been work for detection of paraphrases in French comparable biomedical corpora
(Deléger and Zweigenbaum, 2009), but there is no
work on building a corpus for text simplification
in the biomedical domain. Our work is positioned
in this area.
In what follows, we first present the linguistic
material used, and the methods proposed. We then
present and discuss the results obtained, and conclude with directions of future work.

2

Method

We use the CLEAR comparable medical corpus (Grabar and Cardon, 2018) available online1
which contains three comparable sub-corpora in
French. Documents within these sub-corpora are
contrasted by the degree of technicality of the information they contain with typically specialized

• lexicon-based methods which rely on similarity of subwords or words from the processed texts or on machine translation (Madnani et al., 2012). The features exploited can
be: lexical overlap, sentence length, string
edition distance, numbers, named entities,
the longest common substring (Clough et al.,
2002; Zhang and Patrick, 2005; Qiu et al.,

1
http://natalia.grabar.free.fr/
resources.php#clear
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and simplified versions of a given text. These corpora cover three genres: drug information, summaries of scientific articles, and encyclopedia articles. We also exploit a reference dataset with sentences manually aligned by two annotators.
2.1

Those three corpora have different degrees of
parallelism: Wikipedia and Vikidia articles are
written independently from each other, drug information documents are related to the same drugs
but the types of information presented for experts
and laypeople vary, while simplified summaries
from the Scientific corpus are created starting from
the expert summaries.

Comparable Corpora

Table 1 indicates the size of the comparable corpus in French: number of documents, number
of words (occurrences and lemmas) in specialized and simplified versions. This information
is detailed for each sub-corpus: drug information
(Drugs), summaries of scientific articles (Scient.),
and encyclopedia articles (Encyc.).
The Drugs corpus contains drug information
such as provided to health professionals and patients. Indeed, two distinct sets of documents exist, each of which contains common and specific
information. This corpus is built from the public
drug database2 of the French Health ministry. Specialized versions of documents provide more word
occurrences than simplified versions.
The Scientific corpus contains summaries of
meta-reviews of high evidence health-related articles, such as proposed by the Cochrane collaboration (Sackett et al., 1996). These reviews have
been first intended for health professionals but recently the collaborators started to create simplified
versions of the reviews (Plain language summary)
so that they can be read and understood by the
whole population. This corpus has been built from
the online library of the Cochrane collaboration3 .
Here again, specialized version of summaries is
larger than the simplified version, although the difference is not very important.
The Encyclopedia corpus contains encyclopedia articles from Wikipedia4 and Vikidia5 .
Wikipedia articles are considered as technical
texts while Vikidia articles are considered as their
simplified versions (they are created for children
from 8 to 13 year old). Similarly to the works
done in English, we associate Vikidia with Simple
Wikipedia6 . Only articles indexed in the medical
portal are exploited in this work. From Table 1, we
can see that specialized versions (from Wikipedia)
are also longer than simplified versions.

2.2

Reference Data

The reference data with aligned sentence pairs,
which associate technical and simplified contents,
are created manually. We have randomly selected
2x14 Encyclopedia articles, 2x12 Drugs documents, and 2x13 Scientific summaries. The sentence alignment is done by two annotators following these guidelines:
1. exclude identical sentences or sentences with
only punctuation and stopword difference ;
2. include sentence pairs with morphological
variations (e.g. Ne pas dépasser la posologie recommandée. and Ne dépassez pas la
posologie recommandée. – both examples
can be translated by Do not take more than
the recommended dose.);
3. exclude sentence pairs with overlapping semantics, when each sentence brings own content, in addition to the common semantics;
4. include sentence pairs in which one sentence
is included in the other, which enables manyto-one matching (e.g. C’est un organe fait de
tissus membraneux et musculaires, d’environ
10 à 15 mm de long, qui pend à la partie
moyenne du voile du palais. and Elle est constituée d’ un tissu membraneux et musculaire.
– It is an organ made of membranous and
muscular tissues, approximately 10 to 15 mm
long, that hangs from the medium part of the
soft palate. and It is made of a membranous
and muscular tissue.);
5. include sentence pairs with equivalent semantics – other than semantic intersection
and inclusion (e.g. Les médicaments inhibant le péristaltisme sont contre-indiqués
dans cette situation. and Dans ce cas, ne
prenez pas de médicaments destinés à bloquer ou ralentir le transit intestinal. – Drugs
that inhibit peristalsis are contraindicated in

2
http://base-donnees-publique.
medicaments.gouv.fr/
3
http://www.cochranelibrary.com/
4
https://fr.wikipedia.org
5
https://fr.vikidia.org
6
http://simple.wikipedia.org
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corpus
Drugs
Scient.
Encyc.

# docs
11,800x2
3,815x2
575x2

# occsp
52,313,126
2,840,003
2,293,078

# occsimpl
33,682,889
1,515,051
197,672

# lemmassp
43,515
11,558
19,287

# lemmassimpl
25,725
7,567
3,117

Table 1: Size of the three source corpora. Column headers: number of documents, total number of occurrences
(specialized and simple), total number of unique lemmas (specialized and simple)

D
S
E

# doc.
12x2
13x2
14x2

Specialized
source
aligned
# sent. # occ. # pairs. # occ.
4,416 44,709
502 5,751
553
8,854
112 3,166
2,494 36,002
49 1,100

Simplified
source
# sent. # occ.
2,736 27,820
263
4,688
238
2,659

aligned
# pairs. # occ.
502 10,398
112
3,306
49
853

Alignment
rate (%)
sp. simp.
18
11
20
43
2
21

Table 2: Size of the reference data with consensual alignment of sentences. Column headers: number of documents, sentences and word occurrences for each subset, alignment rate

ment of abdominal pain, global assessment (overall relief of IBS symptoms) or symptom score. In
the Encylopedia corpus such notions are replaced
by simpler words, or removed. Finally, in all corpora, we observe frequent substitutions by synonyms, like {nutrition, food}, {enteral, directly in
the stomach}, or {hypersensitivity, allergy}. Notice that with such substitutions, lexical similarity
between sentences is reduced.
The documents are pre-processed. They are
segmented into sentences using strong punctuation
(i.e. .?!;:). We removed, from each subcorpus, the
sentences that are found in at least half of the documents of a given corpus. Those sentences are typically legal notices, section titles, and remainders
from the conversion of the HTML versions of the
documents. The lines that contain no alphabetic
characters have also been removed. That reduces
the total number of possible pairs for each document pair approximately from 940,000 to 590,000.

that situation. and In that case, do not take
drugs intended for blocking or slowing down
the intestinal transit.).
The judgement on semantic closeness may vary
according to the annotators. For this reason, the
alignments provided by each annotator undergo
consensus discussions. This alignment process
provides a set of 663 aligned sentence pairs. The
inter-annotator agreement is 0.76 (Cohen, 1960).
It is computed within the two sets of sentences
proposed for alignment by the two annotators.
Table 2 shows the details of the manually
aligned set of sentences. Because the three corpora vary in their capacity to provide parallel sentences, we compute their alignment rate. The
alignment rate for a given corpus is the number of
sentences that are part of an aligned pair relative to
the total number of sentences. As expected, only
a tiny fraction of all possible pairs corresponds to
aligned sentences. We can observe that the Scientific corpus is the most parallel with the highest
alignment rate of sentences, while the two other
corpora (Drugs and Encylopedia) contain proportionally less parallel sentences. Sentences from
simplified documents in the Scientific and drugs
corpora are longer than sentences from specialized documents because they often add explanations for technical notions, like in this example:
We considered studies involving bulking agents (a
fibre supplement), antispasmodics (smooth muscle
relaxants) or antidepressants (drugs used to treat
depression that can also change pain perceptions)
that used outcome measures including improve-

2.3

Automatic Detection and Alignment of
Parallel Sentences

Automatic detection and alignment of parallel sentences is the main step of our work. The unity
processed is a pair of sentences. The objective is
to categorize the pairs of sentences in one of the
two categories:
• alignment: the sentences are parallel and can
be aligned;
• non-alignment: the sentences are nonparallel and cannot be aligned.
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sub-word level, some sequences of characters
may be meaningful for the alignment of sentences if they are shared by them;

The reference data provide 663 positive examples (parallel sentence pairs). In order to perform
the automatic categorization, we also need negative examples, which are obtained by randomly
pairing all sentences from all the document pairs
except the sentence pairs that are already found to
be parallel. Approximately 590,000 non-parallel
sentences pairs are created in this way. That high
degree of imbalance is the main challenge in our
work and we address it in the experimental design
(sec 2.4).
For the automatic alignment of parallel sentences, we first use a binary classification model
that relies on the random forests algorithm
(Breiman, 2001). The implementation we use is
the one that is available in scikit-learn (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). Our goal is to propose features that
can work on textual data in different languages
and registers. We use several features which are
mainly lexicon-based and corpus-based, so that
they can be easily applied to textual data in other
corpora, speacialized areas and languages or transposed on them. The features are computed on
word forms (occurrences). The features are the
following:

6. Word-based similarity measure exploits three
scores (cosine, Dice and Jaccard). This feature provides a more sophisticated indication on word overlap between two sentences.
Weight assigned to each word is set to 1;
7. Character-based minimal edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966). This is a classical acception
of edit distance. It takes into account basic
edit operations (insertion, deletion and substitution) at the level of characters. The cost
of each operation is set to 1;
8. Word-based minimal edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966). This feature is computed with
words as units within sentence. It takes into
account the same three edit operations with
the same cost set to 1. This feature permits to
compute the cost of lexical transformation of
one sentence into another;
9. WAVG. This features uses word embeddings.
The word vectors of each sentence are averaged, and the similarity score is calculated by
comparing the two resulting sentence vectors
(Stajner et al., 2018);

1. Number of common non-stopwords. This
feature permits to compute the basic lexical
overlap between specialized and simplified
versions of sentences (Barzilay and Elhadad,
2003). It concentrates on non-lexical content
of sentences;

10. CWASA. This feature is the continuous word
alignment-based similarity analysis, as described in (Franco-Salvador et al., 2016).

2. Percentage of words from one sentence included in the other sentence, computed in
both directions. This features represents possible lexical and semantic inclusion relations
between the sentences;

For the last two features, we trained the embeddings on the CLEAR corpus using word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), and the scores are computed using the CATS tool (Stajner et al., 2018).

3. Sentence length difference between specialized and simplified sentences. This feature
assumes that simplification may imply stable
association with the sentence length;

The set with manually aligned pairs is divided into
three subsets:

4. Average length difference in words between
specialized and simplified sentences. This
feature is similar to the previous one but takes
into account average difference in sentence
length;

• tech in simp: 237 pairs with inclusion where
the content of technical sentence is fully included in simplified sentence, and simplified
sentence provides additional content,

2.4

Experimental Design

• equivalence: 238 pairs with equivalent semantics,

• simp in tech: 112 pairs with inclusion where
the content of simplified sentence is fully included in technical sentence, and technical
sentence provides additional content.

5. Total number of common bigrams and trigrams. This feature is computed on character ngrams. The assumption is that, at the
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(a) equivalence, test subsets

(b) inclusion, technical in simple,
test subsets

(c) inclusion, simple in technical,
test subsets

(d) equivalence, real data

(e) inclusion, technical in simple,
real data

(f) inclusion, simple in technical,
real data

Figure 1: Precision, Recall and F-1 for the various experiments and subsets

the global score from the observations is that when
the data are imbalanced (negative class is growing progressively), misclassifying the positive data
has little influence over the global scores, which
thus always appear to be high (metrics above
0.99).
Finally, we apply the best model for equivalent
pairs on another 30 randomly selected documents
and evaluate the output.

For each subset, we perform two sets of experiments:
1. We train and test the model with balanced
data (we randomly select as many nonaligned pairs as aligned pairs), and then we
progressively increase the number of nonaligned pairs until we reach a ratio of 3000:1,
which is close to the real data (∼4000:1).
2. Then, for each ratio, we apply the obtained
model to the whole dataset and evaluate the
results. Note that the training data is included
in the whole dataset, we proceed this way because of the low volume of available data.

3

We present the results in Figure 1: The x axis represents the growing of imbalance (the first position is 1 and corresponds to balanced data), while
the y axis represents the values of Precision, Recall and F-measure. The results for the three subsets are presented: equivalence (Figures 1(a) and
1(d)), inclusion of technical sentence in simple
sentence (Figures 1(b) and 1(e)), and inclusion
of simple sentence in technical sentence (Figures
1(c) and 1(f)). Besides, Figures 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c)
present the results obtained by training and testing the model on the dataset with the same imbalance ratio (first set of experiments described in
section 2.4). As for Figures 1(d), 1(e) and 1(f),
they present the results obtained by the models
mentioned above that are applied on the whole set
of manually annotated data (second set of experiments described in section 2.4).

As there is some degree of variability coming
with the subset of non-aligned pairs that are randomly selected for the imbalance ratio, every single one of those experiments has been performed
fifty times: the results that are presented correspond to the mean values over the fifty runs.
2.5

Presentation and Discussion of Results

Evaluation

For evaluating the results, in each experiment we
divide the indicated datasets in two parts: two
thirds for training and one third for testing. The
metrics we use are Recall, Precision and F1 scores.
As we are primarily focused on detection of the
aligned pairs, we only report scores for that class.
Another reason to exclude the negative class and
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nb. of pairs
ratio

equivalence
56
70%

simp. in tech.
10
12.5%

tech. in simp.
4
5%

intersection
9
11.25%

false positives
1
1.25%

Table 3: Breakdown by pair types of the output of the model trained on equivalent pairs with an imbalance ratio of
1200:1 and applied to 30 randomly chosen pairs of documents

again the equivalence dataset resists better. An interesting fact is that, when the model is learned
on a substantial degree of imbalance, the Precision
score is high when that model is applied to the real
data, which has a ratio of about 4,000:1. This is
interesting because it shows that the model is particularly good at discriminating counter-examples.
The recall value is also high, but since two thirds
of the real data examples have been used for training, that good score should be considered cautiously. We are planning to evaluate the models on
a separate set of manually annotated documents.
This is still a good result, as during the tests that
we performed with other classification algorithms,
the models did not successfully recognize the examples they had seen during training.
For further evaluation, we randomly selected 30
pairs of documents to evaluate the performances
of the models. We used the model that was trained
at a ratio of 1200:1 on equivalent pairs. In terms
of precision, the model shows 98.75% on all the
sentence pairs aligned (80 sentence pairs), including equivalence, inclusions and intersection. Table 3 shows the breakdown of this output in terms
of pair types: 70% (56 pairs) are equivalent pairs,
29% (23 pairs) are examples of inclusion (10 simple in technical, 4 technical in simple) and intersection (9), and one pair contains two unrelated
sentences. Those results show that we have a
model that can be used to automatically generate
a parallel corpus with reduced noise, from highly
imbalanced comparable corpus, for text simplification purposes.

The most visible conclusion we can draw from
those experiments is that equivalent pairs (Figures
1(a) and 1(d)) are easier to classify than inclusion
pairs (the rest of the Figures). Values of both, Precision and Recall, are higher on the equivalence
dataset at different imbalance points. For instance,
with training on the equally balanced dataset (position 1 on Figure 1(a)), the scores for Precision
(0.98) and Recall (0.95) are higher than the scores
obtained by the technical in simple dataset (0.96
Precision and 0.94 Recall) and the simple in technical dataset (0.95 Precision and 0.93 Recall) at
the same point. For the application to the real data,
for ratio 1200:1 – the point where Precision and
Recall meet for equivalent pairs, see Figure 1(d)
– we obtain 0.81 Precision and 0.81 Recall. At
that same ratio, for the technical in simple pairs
the scores are 0.65 Precision and 0.73 Recall, and
for the simple in technical pairs Precision is 0.73
and Recall is 0.70. This result is positive because
the equivalence dataset usually provides the main
and the most complete information on transformations required for the simplification. As for the
inclusion relations, they cover a large variety of
situations which do not necessarily correspond to
the searched information. This is illustrated by the
unstability of the curves in Figures 1(b) and 1(c),
whereas they are smooth in Figure 1(a). The negative examples subset seems to have a quite high
influence on the results, which indicates that it is
more difficult to draw a clear separation between
positive and negative examples. We need to design
additional processing steps to be able to classify
those pairs in a more efficient way.

4

We can also observe from Figures 1(a), 1(b)
and 1(c) that the use of balanced data provides
very high results, both for Precision and Recall,
which are very close to the reference data (> 0.90
performance). This is true for the three subsets
tested (equivalence and inclusions). These good
results in an artifical setting cannot be applied to
the real dataset, as is indicated by the starting point
in Figures 1(d), 1(e) and 1(f). Yet, the imbalance
has greater effect on the inclusion datasets, while

Conclusion and Future Work

We addressed the task of detection and alignment
of parallel sentences from a monolingual comparable French corpus. The comparable aspect is on
the technicality axis, as the corpus contrasts technical and simplified versions of information on the
same subjects. We use the CLEAR corpus, that is
related to the biomedical area.
Several experiments were performed. We divide the task in three subtasks – equivalent pairs,
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and inclusion on both directions – and make observations on the effect of imbalance during training
on the performance on the real data. We show that
increasing the imbalance during training increases
the Precision of the model while still maintaining
a stable value for Recall. We also find that the task
is easier to perform on sentence pairs that have the
same meaning, than on sentence pairs where one
is included in the other.
We will use that model to generate a corpus of
parallel sentences in order to work on the development of methods for biomedical text simplification in French. We will also perform experiments on the general language. Another task we
will explore addresses the question on how that
model performs with the cross-lingual transfer of
descriptors and models.
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Abstract

Paltridge and Starfield, 2007). Automating understanding of author intentions is challenging as research articles, whilst classed in their own genre,
are known to differ in content and linguistic style
across disciplines (Hyland, 2008).
Despite these challenges, previous work using
author intentions has been successful in automating writing feedback though largely focused on the
Abstract (Feltrim et al., 2006) or the Introduction
(Cotos and Pendar, 2016; Abel, 2018). One reason
for this focus on a single section of a research paper is that each section has its own purpose, which
encourages different linguistic practices. Existing
tools may concentrate on the Introduction due to
formative work done by Swales (1990). Swales
was one of the first to recognise these intentions in
academic writing calling them rhetoric intentions.
Swales showed how linguistic patterns in the Introduction could be matched to intentions, such as
establishing a territory or defining the problem.
One section of academic papers that has not
yet been explored for automated content feedback is the Related Work section. One particular challenge students have when learning to write
is to find and project their own viewpoint (Kamler and Thomson, 2006). Often their lack of experience and confidence in projecting their own
voice amongst established scholars results in students making bland statements about others’ work.
Such bland statements in the Related Work section
do nothing more than provide a list of work with
no real critical commentary or attempt to relate it
to the author’s own work. We address this gap of
content feedback for Related Work by building a
model of author intentions that one expects to find
in Related Work.
We show how the labels of an annotated corpus
for author intention, designed for writer feedback
in Related Work, can be identified reliably. We
build on existing methods for feature representa-

The ability to produce high-quality publishable material is critical to academic
success but many Post-Graduate students
struggle to learn to do so. While recent
years have seen an increase in tools designed to provide feedback on aspects of
writing, one aspect that has so far been
neglected is the Related Work section of
academic research papers. To address this,
we have trained a supervised classifier on
a corpus of 94 Related Work sections and
evaluated it against a manually annotated
gold standard. The classifier uses novel
features pertaining to citation types and
co-reference, along with patterns found
from studying Related Works. We show
that these novel features contribute to classifier performance with performance being favourable compared to other similar
works that classify author intentions and
consider feedback for academic writing.

1

Introduction

Argument structures are key in allowing an author to construct a persuasive message that realizes the author’s intention. The automatic identification of such intentions has been shown to be
a valuable resource in areas such as summarising
information (Teufel and Moens, 2002; Cohan and
Goharian, 2015), and understanding citation function and sentiment (Teufel et al., 2006; Jurgens
et al., 2018). Recent years have seen more academic writing tools focused on content that use
an understanding of expected author intentions to
assist in feedback. This is an important resource
for Post-Graduate (PG) students who struggle to
gain the necessary skills in academic writing that
are critical to their success (Aitchison et al., 2012;
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lated Work is (Angrosh et al., 2010). This work
focuses on sentences in terms of their ability to
support intelligent information retrieval in digital
library services. While aspects of this work and
the previous works on citation function are relevant, what is missing is the need to identify where
an author talks about their own work in context to
other work, showing why it is different or how it
fills a gap. As discussed in the Introduction, one
of the problems with poor writing in Related Work
is bland statements that provide lists of citations.
Cited works should be ones that have implications
for the author’s work (Maxwell, 2006). To provide such feedback, we must capture this context
in addition to citation function.

tion of author intentions and show that the novel
features we introduce contribute significantly to
the classifier performance, improving on performance of existing writer feedback tools.

2

Related Work

Automating Author Intentions – Previous models of author intentions in research articles have
been successfully automated. One of the first and
widely used is Teufel (1999) who proposed Argument Zoning (AZ) which labels sentences with
zones representing the rhetoric purpose (author
intent) within the global context of a document
e.g. background, aim or conclusion. Further work
has applied this schema to biology papers (Mizuta
and Collier, 2004), with a modified, finer grained
approach applied to papers on chemistry (Teufel
et al., 2009). Liakata et al. (2012) took a different
approach to labelling author intentions, studying
the conceptual structure of biology articles treating the article as an investigation. Fisas et al.
(2015) develop a schema based on both Liakata
and Teufel’s work to represent scientific concepts
that appear in computer graphics articles. These
works have successfully identified author intentions, but they differ from our work by seeking
intentions in a global context across a whole article. For example, AZ was developed to support
summarisation and information access. The author intentions that these activities would be associated with are rarely found in a Related Work section and are unlikely to be helpful in writing feedback for this section. They are nevertheless useful
in supporting writing feedback on Abstracts and
summaries of PhDs (Feltrim et al., 2006).
Related Work does have in common with other
sections the fact that it should contain citations.
Understanding the motivations or function of a
citation can help determine an author intention
(Teufel et al., 2006). Work on citation function has
been an area of research for several decades (Weinstock, 1971; Oppenheim and Renn, 1978; Teufel
et al., 2006; Angrosh et al., 2012), with more recent work considering how this recognition can be
automated. Jurgens et al. (2018) investigates the
framing of citations and how this can be used to
study the evolution of a field. Teufel et al. (2006)
work on automated recognition of citation function and show a strong relationship between function and sentiment. One work that specifically
looks at context identification of sentences in Re-

Recognising Author Intentions – Specific
phrasing has been shown to function in structuring
discourse by guiding readers through a text (Hyland, 2012) and can be found to align to sections,
such as the Introduction or Results. Most previous work in automating author intentions have
utilised these patterns as part of their feature set.
The early work of Teufel (1999) (in the domain
of computational linguistics) uses cue phrases and
lexical patterns that involve parts of speech and citation markers as features. Jurgens et al. (2018)
shows how applying bootstrapping to Tuefel’s lexicon improves citation function recognition.
Verbs have been shown to have a role in understanding citation function by determining rhetorical and semantic levels. Verbs used to report can
show positive and negative aspects of evaluation
in cited works and differentiate between intentions
e.g in Angrosh et al. (2010) they use reporting
verbs that describe (examine, propose), refer to
an outcome (develop, show) or show a strength
(improve). Citation forms (Swales, 1990) of integral and non-integral have been shown to be a
contributing feature to author intention recognition, with studies of novice writers showing that
they use a limited range of citation types (Thompson and Tribble, 2001). Our approach also uses
linguistic patterns, verb types and citation types to
support building our feature set, and we do this
within one domain, computational linguistics (cf.
Section 4 ).
Automated Assessment of Writing – Existing, academic writing tools have focused on identifying author intentions, such as those described
by Swales (1990), that can be found in an Introduction (Cotos and Pendar, 2016; Anthony and
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lates to the cited work or background in general.
The sentence label schema we use can be found
in Table 1, and we indicate which of the qualities
each label falls into.

V. Lashkia, 2003; Abel, 2018). The Criterion online writing service, focuses on automated persuasive essay evaluation and uses recognition of discourse elements based on aspects such as supporting ideas, introductions and conclusion (Burstein
et al., 2003, 2004). Several other works have focused on identifying argument components and relations and how these relate to essay scores (Ghosh
et al., 2016; Song et al., 2014). Recognizing argument components in this case focuses on premises
and claims largely based on the Toulmin model of
argumentation (Toulmin, 2003) which is a different approach to ours. In addition, all this work
focuses on feedback for persuasive essays which
will differ in linguistic practices found in scientific papers and from the author intention structure
of a Related Work. Overall, whilst aspects may be
relevant in general, these methods would not facilitate the kind of content feedback that would help
a writer with Related Work.

3
3.1

3.2

Annotated Dataset

The annotated dataset in (Casey et al., 2019) is
composed of papers from the ACL anthology
(Bird et al., 2008) that have been pre-annotated
for citations and co-reference to the author’s own
work by (Schäfer et al., 2012). We use 94 papers with Related Work sections after removing
one due to OCR issues. All papers were conference papers 6-8 pages in length. The authors report annotator agreement, based on Cohen Kappa
(Cohen, 1960) at 0.77, which increased to 0.85 following a round of discussion.

Author Intentions to Support Feedback

3.3

Annotation Schema for Data

The need for annotated data is something that previous methods have in common, each using an annotation schema that supports the intentions they
seek. It is known that annotation schemas benefit
from being task-orientated (Guo et al., 2010). We
use an annotation schema developed to recognise
author intentions in Related Work sections and
provide authors with useful feedback (Casey et al.,
2019). This schema uses qualities that should be
present in Related Work sections, following (Kamler and Thomson, 2006). Qualities group into
four areas: Background – helps the author locate
their work in the field, demonstrating they understand their field and its history through indicating
seminal works and relevant research fields; Cited
works – in addition to generally identifying the
field, the author should demonstrate specifically
(i) which works are most pertinent to their work,
(ii) how these works have influenced them and (iii)
if and how the current works build on or use these
methods; Gap – make clear what the gap is and
what has specifically not been addressed; Contribution – having exposed the gap, the author
should identify their contribution. This schema
tries to isolate neutral citations that provide mere
description, compared to those that highlight gaps
or problems, along with identifying where an author talks about their own work and how this re-

Challenges and Changes to the Schema to
Support Automation

Previous works have largely been based on annotating at a sentence level but some works have considered a smaller discourse unit such as (Shatkay
et al., 2008). This smaller discourse unit does
allow for instances where an author may encode
two intentions in one sentence. The data we use
is labelled on a sentence basis. The authors in
(Casey et al., 2019) acknowledge that this may not
be satisfactory as some sentences could be multilabelled, such as where an author highlights a gap
then state their contribution. Just as this is challenging for an annotator to label, it may be more
so for an automated classifier.
From the annotated data, some categories were
rare and were collapsed into more frequent categories. The distinction these rare labels offered
was not necessary. In particular, the two labels
that denoted the author said something positive
about a citation/field were merged into the appropriate cited/field evaluation categories. We
merged the two categories (author’s work builds
on/adapts/uses X, and author’s work is similar to
X) into one category. Finally, comparison of two
cited works was merged to cited work description.
Table 2 shows the distribution of the labels in the
94 Related Work sections. We abbreviate some of
the labels from the original schema.
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Quality
Background

Label
BG-NE

Cited Works

BG-EP
BG-EV
CW-D

Gap and Contribution

A-CW-U
CW-EV
A-D
A-GAP
A-CW-D
TXT

Description
Description of the state of the field, describing/listing known methods or
common knowledge. No evidence i.e. citation is not included
As above but evidence provided i.e.citation included
Positive, shortcoming, problem or gap in the field
Describes cited work, this could be specific details, or very high level details or
nothing more than a reference for further information
Author’s work uses/builds/similar to a cited work
Positive, shortcoming, problem or gap about the cited work
Author describes their work with no linguistic marking to other’s work or
being different
Author specifically says they address a gap or highlights the novelty of their
work
Author’s highlights how their work is different to cited work
Sentence provides information about what will be discussed in the next section

Table 1: Sentence Labels
Sentence Label
BG-EV
BG-NE
BG-EP
CW-EV
CW-D
A-CW-U
A-D
TXT
A-CW-D
A-GAP
Total

Count
90
257
171
133
707
59
107
21
151
59
1755

4.2

Features were motivated by other works that classify author intention and citation function, and
were extracted on a sentence basis. We use a vector of sentence features as the input to our classifier. The following list summarises the features
used in this work.
• Structural Positional information, such as
relative sentence position, has been useful for
identifying background sentences, as these
are more likely to occur in an Introduction or
Related Work than a Results section (Teufel,
1999; Jurgens et al., 2018; Liakata et al.,
2012). We do not include relative sentence
position but instead use a binary indicator
for paragraph start and end sentence, manually added from the original PDF. This is
similar to the feature in (Teufel and Moens,
2002) of paragraph structure. We expect this
to work like a sentence relative position, as
many background statements will come at the
start of paragraphs, and towards the end of
paragraphs authors will be more likely to relate their own work.

Table 2: Label class distribution

4
4.1

Features

Methods
Classifiers

All models are trained using LibSVM (Chang and
Lin, 2011) with a linear kernel and default settings.
SVM’s are known to be robust to over-fitting,
and perform well in document classification tasks
when features are sparse and the set of them is
large. SVM does not assume statistical independence, making it a more suitable method when features may be overlapping or interdependent. Initially, we experimented with decision trees. However, when we tested multiple iterations for reliability, both Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) and
C4.5 (Sumner et al., 2005) were not only consistently lower in performance (12%) but rare categories showed large variation (15%) between iterations and in some instances labels would not classify. We believe this was due to feature overlap
and the problem previously discussed with some
labels being multi-class. Due to the unreliability
of its performance, we did not pursue the decision
tree approach further.

• Citations Type Features Authorial and parenthetical citations (Swales, 1990) have been
shown to be useful in determining author intention. We build a parser to identify three
types of citation: (i) those that form part of
the syntax of the sentence (authorial); (ii)
those that refer to the name of a system or
known algorithm; and (iii) those that provide supporting evidence, found in parenthetical with no syntax e.g in (Smith, 1990) although in parenthesis would be of type (i).
This slightly differing approach we believe
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adapt it manually using patterns we observe
in Related Work. For example, one aspect
we consider is contrasts that occur at the beginning of a sentence and those that happen
mid sentence, creating lexical expressions to
capture these. We also produce finer grained
lexicon patterns for discourse connectives
as these are indicative of a continuation
sentence. Within those patterns we include
citation types and co-references as described
above.

will help to discriminate between background
sentences with citation evidence and citation
description sentences. We also take a count
of type 1 and 2 citations and a separate count
of type 3 citations.
• N-grams Work based on a much larger corpus than ours show that n-grams contribute
significantly to the performance of their classifier. Liakata et al. (2012) show a 40%
contribution and Cotos and Pendar (2016)
work is mainly based on n-gram features
of 650 Introductions. While our corpus is
much smaller (Related Work from 94 articles), we nevertheless include binary values
for bigrams and trigrams occurring with a frequency of ≥5. We do not remove stop words.

• Sentiment We use our adapted version of
Teufel’s list to identify positive and negative
words (e.g advantageous - positive adjective,
inaccurate - negative adjective ). In addition,
we use the 82 polar phrases found in (Athar,
2014). We parse each sentence and count the
positive and negative words.

• Co-referencing Features Often discussion
about a work or the author’s work will be
carried out over several sentences. The later
sentences can have co-references to the original citation such as ‘this paper’ ‘this model’
However, as Teufel (1999) shows, determining what she calls agents (e.g US AGENT ‘our paper’), these co-reference phrases can
be ambiguous. For example does ‘this paper’
mean the previously cited paper or it is referencing the author’s work. We take a different approach and use the annotations in our
corpus for (i) references to the authors own
work, (ii) cited work. In addition, we manually mark co-reference to multiple works in
background sentences e.g ’previous work has
been done in the area of ..’ and co-reference
to previously cited work e.g. ’these previously mentioned works above’

• Counts Counts of sentence words, nouns, adverbs, discourse connectives.
• Subject We assign a sentence subject label
before assigning a sentence label to decide if
the sentence is about a citation, background
or field information, author’s work, or a combination of author’s work and cited work.
This subject feature is based on rules of sentence and previous sentence features e.g our
finer grained approach to discourse connectives in conjunction with co-reference markers help us to understand subject.

5
5.1

Experimental Setup and Evaluation
Baseline

We provide two baselines, one with n-gram features only and one with all features based on the
majority class.

• Verb Features We use part of speech (POS)
tags to identify verbs, treating the six possible VB tags (VB, VBD, VBG, VPN, VBP,
VBZ) as binary features of being present or
not in a sentence. Having substituted the coreferences, described above, in a sentence we
then parse for dependency extracting subject
and object verb pairs in every sentence.

5.2

Evaluation

Our work is similar to other automated classifications but not directly comparable as schemas and
experimental settings differ. Our results are more
comparable to the works of (Teufel, 1999; Jurgens et al., 2018; Teufel and Kan, 2011) as we
use the same pattern list from (Teufel, 1999) as
a starting point. These works use Naive Bayes,
Random Forest and Maximum Entropy as classifier methods. We report their published Macro F1
scores, range of F1 scores for labels and the number of labels in the schema for comparison (Table

• Linguistic Patterns Teufel (1999) makes
available a list of patterns containing
cue phrases/words, lexical categories,
constrained by PoS tags, developed on
computational linguistic literature.
Like
(Jurgens et al., 2018) we use this list and
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Features
ALL
Cotos(2016)
Teufel(2011)

Prec
.69 (.005)
.686
.478

Recall
.7 (.004)
.549
.376

F1
.7 (.005)
.61
.4142

Acc%
70 (.48)
72.9%
66.8%

Table 3: Classifier Performance, Mean scores after
10 iterations, Variance in brackets

System
(Teufel and Kan, 2011)
(Jurgens et al., 2018)
(Teufel, 1999)
(Cotos and Pendar, 2016)
Our Work
-all feat
- no novel feat
Baseline
Ngram(B,T)
Majority

Macro F1/Range
0.41 (0.19-0.81)
0.53
0.68 (0.28-0.86)
0.61 (0.36-0.85)

Label No.
8
6
12
17

0.70 (.25 -0.88)
0.54 (.15-.87)

10

0.39 (.02-.68)
0.57 (-)

Table 4: Classifier Comparison, * significant 0.01

6
6.1

Classifier Performance

We compare our results to those mentioned in Section 5, Table 4. Comparing F1 scores overall, we
outperform the other systems by a reasonable margin. In addition, the range of F1 scores for our labels are also similar to other systems. We outperform the work of Cotos and Pendar (2016), who
looks at classification for Introduction feedback,
despite their work being based on a bigger annotated corpus. We significantly outperform both our
baselines of n-grams and majority class. We rerun our classification (no novel feat) removing the
manual additions we added to the original pattern
list of Teufel (1999), removing co-references and
subject labels. This results in lower performance,
significant (p <0.01) than our all features and our
majority baseline.
6.2

4). Also included is the work of (Cotos and Pendar, 2016) which focuses on writer feedback for
Introductions. This is a much larger corpus using
650 annotated Introductions but fewer features, focusing on unigram and trigrams. However, it also
uses SVM for classification. Where available, we
also report Precision, Recall and Accuracy from
these works to compare against our best performing model in Table 3.

Results

Feature Contribution

Here we examine feature contributions by single
feature and leave one out cross validation runs (Table 5). For each category, we highlight the lowest
score in bold, which corresponds to the feature being left out. We place in brackets any scores higher
than the All features model.
More frequently occurring categories, cited
work description (CW-D), background sentences
with and without evidence (BG-NE, BG-EP) are
more robust to feature omissions. Features are
not independent, so many of the patterns cover
the n-gram features which may be why leaving
out n-grams has less impact than expected. In the
lower part of the table, n-grams as a single feature
contributes most to labels TEXT and CW-DESC.
Compared to other works that have used n-grams,
our size is much smaller at <3000, whereas Liakata et al. (2012) used ∼42000 and Cotos and
Pendar (2016) had ∼27000. It would be expected
in a much larger corpus that n-grams will contribute more as a feature.
The removal of the paragraph start and end
markers makes relatively little difference, with the
exception of the author gap category (A-GAP):
Being a rare category, this addition although small
is important. Sentiment contributes in a small way
to performance but particularly in the evaluation
labels (BG-EV, CW-EV) as expected. Surprisingly, sentiment contributes to the text label. However, within text-labelled sentences, both these
counts are zero, which may explain why it con-

Reliability of our model is important to ensure
consistent results. Therefore, in addition to 10fold cross validation, we carry out 10 iterations of
the All features model, reporting on mean precision, recall, F1, Accuracy and variance in Table
3. None of our iterations produced significantly
different results, demonstrating reliability and low
variation. Significance, where noted, is tested with
corrected t-test, p <0.01, (Nadeau and Bengio,
1999).
We also look at the features in our model and
how they influence the label F1 scores with leave
one out (LOO), which highlights the performance
decrease when a single feature is omitted and single features (SF), which highlights the contribution of a single feature to performance. Looking
at individual label features is important as having
just one label perform poorly, such as being able to
recognise an author gap sentence or where an author says how their work is different, will impact
our goal of giving writer feedback.
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Features
ALL
Feat-(LOO)
-subject
-n-grams
-verbtense
-sentiment
-counts
-Tot cit count
-paragraph

BG-EV
.39

BG-NE
.72

BG-EP
.73

CW-EV
.53

CW-D
.84

A-CW-U
.48

A-D
.47

TXT
.88

A-CW-D
.63

A-GAP
.25

.33
.33
.35
.34
(.40)
.38
(.40)

.62
.70
.71
.71
.72
.71
.71

.71
.70
.72
.71
.73
(.74)
.73

.51
.53
.51
.50
.52
(.54)
(.54)

.81
.84
.84
.84
.84
(.85)
.84

.49
(.50)
.48
.46
(.50)
.49
.49

.41
.39
.46
.43
.46
(.48)
.47

.85
.83
.88
.67
.87
.88
.87

.64
.62
.66
.61
(.64)
.64
.62

.22
.25
.32
(.28)
.26
.26
.22

Features
ALL
Feat-(SF)
-patterns
-subject
-sub+patt+dep
-n-grams

BG-EV
.39

BG-NE
.72

BG-EP
.73

CW-EV
.53

CW-D
.84

A-CW-U
.48

A-D
.47

TXT
.88

A-DIFF
.63

A-GAP
.25

.30
.31
.11

.54
.58
.72
.31

(.74)
.73
.21

.41
.47
.24

.77
.80
.83
.62

(.57)
(.55)
.23

(.48)
.45
.46
.04

.80
.75
.84
.68

(.65)
.46
.63
.39

.26
(.27)
.02

Table 5: F-Measures for Features and Labels,10 cross validation
by (Liakata et al., 2012) to contribute to sentence
classification. Our gold subject label was determined from the annotated label. We see that determining this label accurately has an almost 15%
increase in the performance of our classifier and
an increase in F1 score for all label categories. Including a previous label also increases the classifier performance, but this increase was not significant.

tributes here. Neither of our evaluations labels
(BG-EV, CW-EV) perform as well as expected.
These two labels are merged from the annotation
schema, positive and shortcoming/problem into
one evaluation label. These original labels are
both quite different linguistically and we speculate
that this might prove difficult for the classifier.
Total citation counts and counts of adverbs,
words, nouns and discourse connectives seem to
actually make the performance of the classifier
worse on many of the labels, although not significantly so. There is an overlap in total citation
counts with the count of our citation types perhaps
indicating this feature could be omitted.

7

Discussion and Conclusions

We use a manually annotated data-set designed
for support of writer feedback of a Related Work
section and show that we can outperform existing similar methods. We describe our feature
set, proposing some novel features such as coreference specific to Related Works, citation types
and include these in our adapted pattern set. We
show the introduction of our features over and
above the original pattern features (Teufel, 1999)
was a contributing factor to the performance of our
classifier. This highlights the importance of understanding the author intentions of interest and looking for patterns that are specific to these. This major contribution of patterns though is also a limitation in that this is built on a study of patterns that
occur within the computational linguistic domain
and how it would perform in another domain remains to be investigated. Recent work of (Asadi
et al., 2019) show that using WordNet roots for
Nouns, e.g where nouns are taken to their more
general form (e.g., mm and cm become quantity,
is a useful feature for author intention identification. The application of WordNet is one possible

We note that the features we add to the pattern list, dependencies and subject label show very
close to performance of the All features model.
We observe better performance on the rare label
author gap (A-GAP) with just these features alone.
Most categories are negatively impacted by the
removal of the subject label with the exception
of author uses/build/similar to cited work (A-CWU) and authors work differs from cited work (ACW-D). As a single feature we see that subject is important to the classifier performance and
contributes to several of the labels - background
with no evidence (BG-NE), cited work description
(CW-D), author description (A-D) and author and
cited work differ (A-CW-D). Leaving out subject
label was the only feature to cause a drop in classifier performance that was significant. In Table 6
and Table 7 experiments from using a gold subject
label and using a history feature of previous label
are presented. History label was previously shown
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Features
ALL
+Plabel
+GoldSubject

BG-EV
.39
.50
.61

BG-NE
.72
.60
.86

BG-EP
.73
.70
.88

CW-EV
.53
.60
.67

CW-D
.84
.86
.94

A-CW-U
.48
.51
.68

A-D
.47
.46
.72

TXT
.88
.63
1

A-D
.63
.61
.88

A-G
.25
.27
.4

Table 6: Mean F-Measures for Labels All features and All with Gold Subject and Previous label
Features
ALL
+Plabel
+GoldSubject

Prec
.69
.71
.84

Recall
.7
.72
.85

F1
.7
.71
.84

Acc%
70
71.72
84.6

Sophie Kitto Kirsty Knight Simon Buckingham
Shum Simon Abel. 2018. Designing personalised,
automated feedback to develop students research
writing skills. In Proceedings of 2018 Australasian
Society for Computers in Learning in Tertiary Education. pages 15–24.

Table 7: Classifier Performance, Mean scores after
10 iterations
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avenue that may assist in transitioning our pattern
list to another domain.
In future work, we intend to investigate augmenting our pattern set further. Jurgens et al.
(2018) implement a bootstrapping pattern that
identifies over four times the manually curated
patterns, identifying new patterns that apply in a
citing sentence, the preceding or following sentence. Bootstrapping to expand seed cue phrases
based on rhetorical relations (Abdalla and Teufel,
2006) has also been successful. Incorporating
more information from a preceding or following
sentence we believe could help classify sentences
where there is no linguistic clue as to the subject
e.g. those that carry on describing a cited work
but their is no co-reference to signal the subject.
Understanding sentence subject is important, currently it contributes to the classifier performance
but we show an almost 15% increase in performance that could occur using a gold sentence subject label. Having a way to improve our current implementation of sentence subject assignment would be beneficial.
Our overall intention for this work is to support
writer feedback and so we intend to investigate
how well our current level of automatic recognition of author intentions can support feedback and
how useful this is to novice writers.
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Abstract

generating continuous distributional semantics of
text using factorization of word co-occurrence
matrix as evinced in Latent Semantic Analysis
(Dumais et. al, 1988, 2004). These SVD (Singular
Value Decomposition) based approaches form the
precursors of modern topic modeling (Blei et. al,
2003, 2002). Feature hashing often referred to as
the hashing trick (analogy to the kernel trick)
involves using a non-cryptographic hash function
to convert text (i.e. word tokens) to a
corresponding numerical representation, these
representations are made to be uniformly
distributed by including a secondary hashing
function which alters the sign bit of the output of
the first hashing function. These have been shown
to have provable error bounds (Weinberger et al,
2009) and have been previously used for
collaborative spam filtering and large scale multitask learning (Attenberg et al, 2009, Weinberger et
al, 2009).
The use of the word neural word embeddings was
first coined by the authors (Bengio et al, 2003) in
their landmark paper which showed the efficacy of
using hidden layer representations for measuring
semantic similarity between words. Building upon
this, it was further demonstrated by (Collobert et
al, 2011) that unsupervised pre-training of word
vectors preserved their syntactic and semantic
similarities which lead to state of the art results on
many downstream tasks. But it wasn’t until
introduction of Word2Vec (Mikolov et. al, 2013)
that neural word embeddings became mainstream,
this in a sense opened the flood gates of research
into these models. GloVe (Pennington et. al, 2014)
uses a log-bilinear regression model that combines
the advantages of the two major model families in
the literature - global matrix factorization and local
context window methods. Enriching word vectors
with subword information has proven to be
effective as can be seen in fastText(Bojanowski
et.al, 2017). Recent embedding models like ELMo

In this paper we study the performance of
several text vectorization algorithms on a
diverse collection of 73 publicly available
datasets. Traditional sparse vectorizers like
Tf-Idf and Feature Hashing have been
systematically compared with the latest
state of the art neural word embeddings like
Word2Vec, GloVe, FastText and character
embeddings like ELMo, Flair. We have
carried out an extensive analysis of the
performance of these vectorizers across
different dimensions like classification
metrics (.i.e. precision, recall, accuracy),
dataset-size, and imbalanced data (in terms
of the distribution of the number of class
labels).
Our experiments reveal that the sparse
vectorizers beat the neural word and
character embedding models on 61 of the
73 datasets by an average margin of 3-5%
(in terms of macro f1 score) and this
performance is consistent across the
different dimensions of comparison.

1

Introduction

The use of text vectorization for NLP applications
has its roots in information retrieval and allied
fields for measuring semantic similarity as
enshrined by Jones (1972). Traditional methods for
converting text into a fixed length vector include a
bag of words representation (Zelling, 1954), where
each word in the vocabulary is represented by a
unique index, Tf-Idf builds upon this by weighting
the frequency of each word by the inverse count of
its document occurrence thereby mitigating the
noise induced by Zipfian distribution of words in
natural language. These vector space models are
often referred to as sparse discrete representations
owing to the large number of zeros that predominate their vector representations. Building on
this foundation, research direction was aimed at
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(Peters et. al, 2018) use masked language modeling
and textual entailment tasks to generate contextsensitive character-level representations. In the
same vein, Flair embeddings (Akbik et. al, 2018)
leverage the internal states of a trained character
language model to produce a novel type of word
embedding which the authors allude to as
contextual string embedding. Moving from
individual word representations to document and
phrase level representation, we observe a less
spectacular retinue of research work. Notable
among these are Skip-Thought (Kiros et al, 2015)
and InferSent (Conneau et al, 2017). Recently
proposed Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et. al,
2018) which uses multi-task transfer learning
based on the transformer architecture (Vaswani et.
al, 2017) to deliver promising results on several
natural language inference tasks.
In light of these prolific advances made in the
field of text vectorization, it becomes necessary to
evaluate the different algorithms on downstream
tasks and juxtapose their performance with the
traditional non-neural counterparts. Existing
evaluations (Baroni et. al, 2014) have only focused
on the semantic aspect of these representations
while ignoring tasks like text classification. Even
when comparisons are made on benchmarks
similar to the GLUE benchmark (Wang et. al,
2018), they are almost always made with state of
art deep neural network based classifiers, the nonneural classifiers like Random Forests, SVMs and
GradientBoosting are left out. To the best of our
knowledge there is no existing research which
comprehensively evaluates the performance of
modern text vectorizers on text classification tasks,
it is this research gap which we want to bridge in
the present study. The main contributions of the
paper are the following – 1. We have collected,
curated and standardized a set of 73 different
datasets which cover all aspects of text
classification in particular and language modeling
in general. 2. We have extensively analyzed the
performance of neural vectorizers like Word2Vec,
GloVe, FastText, ELMo and Flair on these datasets
across many dimensions like dataset-size, class
imbalance, classification metrics and juxtaposed it
with their count-based non-neural alternatives like
Feature Hashing and Tf-Idf. 3. We have also
reported results on the performance of traditional
ML classifiers, since our main aim is to study the
efficacy of vectorization algorithms we haven’t
included any neural network based classifiers in
++Source Code - https://tinyurl.com/y23j3ygd
**Datasets - http://tinyurl.com/yyofx77r

the present study. 4. Our benchmark contains 73
datasets in comparison to GLUE which has only
10, thereby making it more diverse and
challenging. Finally, we have made our source
code++, datasets** (including train and test splits),
result files and all other necessary information
publicly available so that, researchers can
reproduce our results and further the progress in the
field. While not central to the study we have also
carried out an interpretation analysis on the
predictions of these vectorizers by using model
agnostic, locally interpretable explanations
(Riberio et. al, 2016), the results are not included
in the paper, however interested readers are
encouraged to refer to Appendix A for more details.
The paper is organized as follows – Section 1
introduces the paper and gives an overview of the
prior research work. Section-2 provides details of
our datasets and the models used. Section-3
elucidates the approach we have taken for our
experiments. Section-4 presents the results of our
experiments, including an extensive analysis.
Section-5 concludes the paper and provides useful
future research directions.

2

Data & Model Details

We have collected the datasets from a variety of
online sites like Kaggle, Crowdflower (now known
as FigureEight), DataTurks, UCI repository and
others. They have been grouped into 8 categories
for ease of analysis, these are – emotion, sentiment,
reviews, medical, general classification, news,
spam-fake-hate-ironic and other. The general
classification category set includes things like
gender classification, website categorization
weather and disaster detection from tweets etc. The
other category set includes a set of language tasks
like natural language inference, duplicate question
detection, objectivity-subjectivity analysis which
have been recast in a classification framework to
promote uniformity. Details about the metadata of
each category is present in table 1. All the end tasks
are different text categorizations ranging from
classification of sentiments, emotions, news
articles, reviews, gender, hate speech detection etc.
All the datasets have been standardized in a
common format, this format contains only two
fields one for the text data other for the class label.
Refer to Appendix B for necessary details about the
data standardization process. As can be inferred
from table 1, all the categories contain more than a
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Category # Datasets
Sentiment
Emotion
Reviews
News
General
Classification
Spam-FakeHate-Ironic
Medical
Other

16
2
7
8
17

# Avg
Tokens

1.1 *108
1.6 * 107
1.2 * 109
3.3 * 108
1.9 * 108

of comparison with the neural counterparts both
the Tf-Idf and Feature Hashing vectorizers have a
dimension of 300. For the hashing vectorizer, a
variant of Murmurhash3(Appleby, 2015) has been
used to project the word tokens in a lower
dimensional embedding space.

# Avg
Sentences

1.2 * 107
2.1 * 106
2.8 * 107
4.2 * 107
4.8 * 106

10

8.6 * 107

2.0 * 106

6
7

2.9 * 108
1.8 * 108

1.8 * 107
1.4 * 107

3

A systematic and comprehensive comparison of
the vectorizers entails evaluating them across
several dimensions, reporting the results using
relevant metrics and then interpreting the results.
The dimensions considered in the present study are
the following – 1. Dataset-size, we consider 3
mutually exclusive and exhaustive ranges: less
than 10K, greater than 50K and between 10K and
50K, these ranges have been chosen because they
provide the most coverage across the selected
datasets. For each of these ranges we analyze the
performance on a per category basis. 2. Imbalance
measure as reflected in the distribution of number
of class labels (using equation 1).

Table 1: Details of datasets on a category basis

million sentences on an average. Out of the 73
datasets 17 contain more than 50K data samples,
39 contain less than 10K data points and 17 contain
between 10K to 50K rows. On a per category basis
we observe that the general classification category
contains the greatest number of datasets whose size
is greater than 50K, while the sentiment category
contains the maximum concentration of datasets of
size less than 10K. To get an insight into the
distribution of the number of rows per category
refer to the box and whisker plot in figure 1, the yaxis contains the number of rows on a logarithmic
scale (base 10).

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = ∑∀ 𝑛𝑛1,𝑛𝑛2

|𝑛𝑛1−𝑛𝑛2|
𝑛𝑛1+𝑛𝑛2

(1)

In equation 1, n1 and n2 are the number of samples
belonging to classes Ci and Cj. For a given dataset
containing N different classes we find the ratio of
the absolute difference of the number of datapoints in the two classes to the total number of data
points in the two classes, we calculate this for all
pairs of classes. For a perfectly balanced dataset
this value will be zero, higher the value more will
be the imbalance measure, there is no upper bound
on the value. For the imbalance measure we
calculate the terciles and divide the datasets into
three parts based on the interval of these tercile
values they are – [0, 1.03), [1.03, 4.46), [4.46, ∞],
where ∞ denotes the max value across all the
datasets.
As mentioned in section 1, we have only
considered non-neural classifiers as our main aim
is to study the performance of vectorizers. The
classifiers included in the present study are
Random Forests, GradientBoost, AdaBoost, SVM
(Linear Kernel) and Logistic Regression. These
have been included because they represent a
healthy mix of both bagging and boosting
approaches along with linear models. For each
dataset we measure its performance across all
combinations of vectorizers and classifiers.

Figure 1: Box plot of distribution of rows per category

The neural embedding models have been pretrained** in the following way - the Word2Vec
model (of dimension 300) and has been trained on
Google News Corpus (100 billion words). For
greater ease of comparison both the GloVe and
fastText models have a dimension of 300 and have
been trained on the Common Crawl Corpus (640
billion words). The ELMo embedding has also
been trained on Google News Corpus and as for the
Flair embeddings we have used the original model
provided by the authors which has been trained on
English Wikipedia text. To provide a level-ground
** Pre-trained Models Download Linkhttps://tinyurl.com/y2mlnhdf

Approach
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Figure 2: Vectorizer f1-score
(global)

4

Figure 3: Classifier f1-score
(global)

Figure 4: Classifier accuracy
(global)

Figure 5: Vectorizer accuracy
(global)

Experiments & Results
trends like the negative correlation between the
increase in number of classes and classifier
performance metrics, we will expand upon this
more in the section on analyzing performance
metrics based on class imbalance.

All the experiments have been performed on a 32
GB Intel i7 processor, with a clock rate of 3.40
GHz. Since all the embedding models have been
pre-trained, using a dedicated GPU doesn’t result
in a significant speedup, as we have noticed an
increase of only 1.5x - 2x while using a Nvidia
GTX Geforce 1080 Ti, 11 GB graphics processor.
The total training time for all combinations of
datasets, vectorizers and classifiers is more than 3
weeks.
We have carried out basic pre-processing of the
text data like – case normalization, stopword
removal, punctuation and special character
removal followed by word tokenization, though it
will be interesting to see the effects of more
sophisticated pre-processing like lemmatization on
the results. The hyperparameter settings of all the
classifiers have been set to default values as used
in the scikit-learn library except for number of trees
in the Random Forest model which has been set to
51. Figures 2 and 3 provide a global view of the
macro f1 score of the vectorizers and classifiers
averaged across all the datasets. For a given
vectorizer we have calculated the mean
performance metric (precision, recall, accuracy)
across all classifiers and datasets. As can be
inferred from figure 2, tf-idf and feature hashing
consistently outperform their heavy weight neural
counterparts, among the neural vectorizers flair
embeddings demonstrate competitive performance
on almost all datasets. The violin plots shown in
figures 4 and 5 elucidate the performance of the
classifiers and vectorizers (based on accuracy)
under the same conditions as figures 2 and 3. We
can observe the same trends in these figures as we
have previously seen in figures 2, 3. With respect
to classifiers, Random Forests, Gradient Boost and
Logistic Regression are always among the top
performing trio. Apart from this, we have also seen
that our results* conform to widely established
* All result files can be accessed from https://tinyurl.com/y5e4hftt

4.1 For Size Less Than 10K
Tables 2 and 5, illustrate the performance of
vectorizers and classifiers for all datasets whose
size is less than 10K. The results have been
grouped on a per category basis, in the category
column the number inside the brackets denotes the
number of datasets which fall into that category for
the given dataset size range. The mean values of
Precision Recall and Accuracy have been
juxtaposed by following the notation Pr./Rec./Acc.
We notice a wide variance in the performance
metrics across the categories especially for reviews
and emotion. The reason for this is that the emotion
category has a dataset which has 18 classes while
only containing 2524 samples, same is the case for
reviews which has a dataset containing 41 classes.
It is this small sample size and sparse data problem
which reflects in the suboptimal performance of
the vectorizers and classifiers. The number of class
labels for all the other datasets in this size range lies
between 2-5. Again, we observe that, tf-idf and
feature hash come out on top consistently beating
the neural counterparts (except for Flair) by a
margin of 10% (in terms of accuracy). On the
classifier front again Random Forests, Gradient
Boost and Logistic Regression edge out SVMs and
AdaBoost. In context of the vectorizers we would
like to make a case for feature hashing, extolling its
many virtues which include – low computational
footprint, the absence of a fixed vocabulary,
theoretical error bounds and competitive
performance, which serve to make it an ideal
candidate for establishing strong baselines.
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Category
Name
Sentiment
(10)
Emotion (1)
General
Classification
(8)
Other (5)
Reviews (2)
Spam-FakeIronic-Hate
(5)
Medical (4)
News (4)

GloVe

FastText

Word2Vec

ELMo

Tf-Idf

FeatureHash

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

36.1/35.1/57.1

47.0/42.2/63.3

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

45.0/41.3/61.8

43.3/38.9/60.0

11.7/9.6/20.8

7.9/7.0/19.0

14.2/10.2/19.1

15.0/10.6/18.3

8.6/8.2/18.6

55.9/49.2/64.6

54.3/48.6/64.0

46.8/44.9/61.5

60.7/55.3/68.3

58.2/51.8/65.1

56.5/52.2/65.0

59.7/56.8/67.8

59.7/56.4/67.4

59.1/56.6/67.6

52.9/52.1/65.5

61.5/55.6/69.8

57.1/53.3/68.6

59.1/52.8/67.0

52.1/37.6/83.4

44.2/37.5/83.2

52.1/37.6/83.2

45.6/37.7/83.1

57.4/43.9/85.4

50.0/43.6/84.1

55.8/42.2/84.0

75.9/71.0/82.6

78.0/72.4/83.7

77.8/72.4/83.6

70.7/64.8/81.0

84.3/79.3/87.6

80.0/74.9/84.5

79.9/76.3/85.4

45.2/40.2/70.3

42.9/40.3/70.1

45.6/40.8/70.3

40.6/36.9/68.7

53.8/45.9/73.8

47.3/42.2/70.6

49.3/42.2/71.3

50.6/49.4/66.6

48.6/48.3/66.2

48.9/48.7/66.1

35.9/36.6/54.3

63.0/60.0/77.6

58.1/55.8/73.2

63.2/60.9/78.4

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

41.6/38.1/59.5

42.9/38.9/59.9

42.9/38.2/59.4

14.3/10.3/21.2

12.5/9.1/20.4

56.8/49.5/64.8

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Flair

Table 2. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Vectorizers (dataset size less than 10K)

Category
Name
Sentiment (4)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

54.5/45.5/60.8

55.8/46.7/61.7

55.5/46.4/61.5

Emotion (1)

14.9/11.9/27.5

13.9/12.4/28.3

47.4/41.9/58.9

General
Classification
(6)
Reviews (1)
Spam-FakeIronicHate(4)
News (1)

GloVe

FastText

Word2Vec

ELMo

Tf-Idf

FeatureHash

52.9/42.2/59.2

64.0/57.0/68.6

60.1/52.7/65.2

57.6/49.9/63.0

14.2/12.3/28.0

13.7/10.7/25.7

23.1/16.0/31.5

15.8/13.8/28.4

14.8/12.6/28.6

48.5/43.1/59.9

48.8/42.9/59.6

41.8/37.6/54.7

60.4/56.7/68.5

57.4/52.0/65.1

52.3/46.1/63.1

35.9/24.3/56.6

33.9/24.3/56.6

34.7/24.4/56.6

30.9/23.1/54.9

44.1/33.2/60.9

43.4/29.6/58.7

36.1/25.2/55.4

61.4/51.8/76.7

63.4/53.2/77.6

63.5/53.0/77.4

58.5/47.4/74.8

61.5/54.5/79.0

60.7/51.4/76.9

67.0/54.2/78.3

15.9/9.2/50.5

15.7/9.0/49.8

16.2/9.5/51.7

14.8/9.0/46.6

37.1/29.3/75.4

44.9/36.7/74.6

23.3/16.7/59.2

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Flair

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Table 3. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Vectorizers (dataset size between 10K and 50K)
Category
Name
Sentiment (2)
General
Classification
(3)
Other (2)
Reviews (4)
Spam-FakeIronicHate(1)
Medical (2)
News (3)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

GloVe

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

FastText

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Word2Vec

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

ELMo

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Tf-Idf

FeatureHash

58.5/52.0/61.7

57.3/50.7/62.2

55.6/50.5/61.9

54.0/46.1/56.6

56.0/48.6/59.3

54.6/49.2/59.3

64.1/55.2/62.0

34.5/29.3/45.4

34.9/30.6/45.6

34.1/29.0/44.3

29.0/26.7/42.6

34.6/31.7/46.0

35.1/29.7/44.9

34.4/29.8/44.5

53.7/48.2/59.6

55.2/49.2/60.5

54.9/49.2/60.5

48.3/46.7/57.8

48.3/44.4/54.0

49.7/46.9/55.9

54.3/47.2/57.6

33.7/22.0/44.0

37.0/25.0/48.1

34.8/24.2/45.8

30.6/21.8/46.1

38.0/28.4/54.0

38.5/28.4/54.3

37.2/27.4/52.2

89.2/63.4/92.5

90.5/65.9/93.0

90.8/64.8/92.5

76.1/55.2/91.3

82.1/62.6/92.3

80.9/58.4/90.3

83.0/63.5/91.7

64.4/61.7/68.5

64.5/62.0/69.7

62.0/59.9/69.5

60.9/56.8/65.0

67.3/65.5/70.1

64.7/62.9/70.2

65.4/63.6/68.5

40.0/35.3/42.8

42.2/38.1/44.4

42.1/38.2/45.3

36.8/29.3/34.0

42.4/40.7/47.7

42.0/39.4/46.1

41.7/37.7/47.6

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Flair

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Table 4. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Vectorizers (dataset size greater than 50K)
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Category Name
Sentiment (10)

RandomForest
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
46.5/40.2/60.8

GradientBoost
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
44.7/39.3/60.6

AdaBoost
(Pr./Rec./Acc)
38.4/37.4/57.7

Logit Regression
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
41.1/38.4/60.9

SVM (Linear)
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
42.7/39.4/60.7

Emotion (1)

15.9/11.2/20.5

13.9/9.9/18.5

5.4/6.2/19.2

11.2/8.0/20.5

14.0/11.3/19.5

58.7/51.7/66.0

58.2/52.0/66.2

50.2/45.9/59.3

53.8/50.3/66.4

57.1/51.2/65.8

61.6/57.1/68.6

60.1/55.6/68.0

58.0/54.8/66.2

54.0/51.8/68.2

58.2/55.0/67.6

Reviews (2)

69.8/51.9/87.1

64.1/47.6/85.8

38.8/33.5/81.1

36.8/30.9/82.3

45.7/36.2/82.7

Spam-FakeIronic-Hate (5)
Medical (4)

80.6/73.5/84.8

80.8/73.9/85.0

76.1/73.4/82.7

74.0/70.7/83.9

78.2/73.6/84.0

49.1/42.3/71.9

46.5/41.7/71.6

42.9/39.8/67.7

46.1/40.1/71.6

47.4/42.0/71.0

News (4)

53.6/51.6/69.5

56.5/53.1/70.7

47.9/46.8/63.4

51.8/52.4/70.4

53.3/52.7/70.5

General
Classification
(8)
Other (5)

Table 5. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Classifiers (dataset size less than 10K)
Category Name
Sentiment (4)

RandomForest
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
58.7/48.3/62.8

GradientBoost
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
59.1/47.5/63.0

AdaBoost
(Pr./Rec./Acc)
52.6/46.8/60.5

Logit Regression
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
50.0/46.2/62.1

SVM (Linear)
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
57.6/48.5/63.1

Emotion (1)

15.5/12.7/27.3

16.9/13.6/29.1

12.9/10.6/24.9

18.1/13.5/29.8

16.4/13.9/30.2

54.9/46.3/61.9

51.6/46.8/62.1

43.8/41.7/56.6

49.9/46.2/62.1

53.0/47.5/63.0

39.5/25.8/56.9

36.9/25.7/57.2

35.2/26.8/56.6

35.4/26.7/58.0

38.8/27.4/58.1

76.9/60.1/82.9

65.1/52.2/76.6

51.2/48.4/73.9

55.7/48.6/75.8

58.6/50.2/76.2

41.5/22.8/64.9

27.5/21.6/59.8

1.7/2.3/41.5

21.6/17.2/60.8

28.1/21.7/63.6

General
Classification
(6)
Reviews (1)
Spam-FakeIronic-Hate (4)
News (1)

Table 6. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Classifiers (dataset size between 10K and 50K)

Category Name

RandomForest
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
57.1/52.3/61.4

GradientBoost
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
58.0/46.8/60.1

AdaBoost
(Pr./Rec./Acc)
55.9/44.1/61.2

Logit Regression
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
62.4/62.5/62.4

SVM (Linear)
(Pr./Rec./Acc.)
53.3/47.0/58.8

41.5/34.2/51.3

39.5/32.8/51.9

38.5/31.4/45.9

37.0/33.5/50.9

23.2/22.2/32.5

55.0/52.0/61.3

53.9/47.4/58.8

48.8/45.2/54.7

46.2/43.7/53.6

48.4/44.4/55.6

Reviews (4)

47.7/30.4/53.0

45.1/27.7/61.4

28.6/22.4/44.1

36.0/27.1/53.2

25.7/20.2/43.3

Spam-FakeIronic-Hate (1)
Medical (2)

89.7/62.1/92.3

88.8/63.7/92.5

84.0/64.5/92.0

75.6/56.0/90.7

79.1/62.4/91.4

69.3/67.7/73.8

63.1/61.0/70.0

33.7/36.3/46.7

59.7/57.0/65.4

63.1/59.5/65.5

News (3)

48.8/43.1/50.8

47.8/46.1/52.5

46.2/45.0/51.4

53.3/51.6/55.8

33.0/27.9//34.6

Sentiment (2)
General
Classification
(3)
Other (2)

Table 7. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Classifiers (dataset size greater than 50K)
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Category
Name
Sentiment (4)
General
Classification
(7)
Other (5)
Reviews (1)
Spam-FakeIronic-Hate
(8)
Medical (2)
News (3)

GloVe

FastText

Word2Vec

ELMo

Tf-Idf

FeatureHash

62.1/61.7/61.6

74.9/74.1/74.1

71.7/71.4/71.4

69.0/68.2/68.2

59.6/57.9/65.6

51.4/52.0/60.8

63.4/60.9/67.3

59.2/56.5/63.7

61.2/61.2/67.5

65.5/61.1/71.7

64.8/61.2/71.8

57.6/56.4/69.8

65.2/58.4/71.8

62.2/57.3/71.5

64.1/57.9/72.6

80.3/54.8/91.9

64.9/54.2/91.4

79.2/54.3/91.6

69.0/54.5/91.7

82.6/58.1/92.0

73.8/63.1/91.5

84.4/59.5/92.1

75.3/69.1/80.2

76.7/70.7/80.9

76.5/70.4/80.8

69.6/63.2/77.7

80.8/75.0/83.9

76.2/70.8/80.9

77.2/72.8/81.7

72.2/65.9/84.6

69.1/65.3/87.0

72.5/65.6/86.9

63.4/62.0/85.9

69.4/64.4/83.3

71.1/64.0/85.4

64.5/58.9/93.7

64.4/64.1/64.5

62.9/62.6/63.2

63.5/63.3/63.7

43.3/41.6/42.4

80.9/80.1/80.3

71.7/71.5/71.6

83.8/83.6/83.8

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

69.0/69.0/69.0

69.7/69.7/69.7

69.4/69.3/69.3

59.4/57.1/65.0

60.5/58.5/66.1

65.1/61.0/71.7

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Flair

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Table 8. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Vectorizers (for imbalance measure between 0.0 and 1.03)
Category
Name
Sentiment (8)
General
Classification
(6)
Other (2)
Reviews (2)
Spam-FakeIronic-Hate
(1)
Medical (1)
News (2)

GloVe

FastText

Word2Vec

ELMo

Tf-Idf

FeatureHash

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

41.5/33.7/58.1

49.7/42.0/62.0

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

48.5/40.3/60.1

49.4/39.5/60.4

48.0/41.8/60.1

42.4/38.9/57.7

53.9/48.7/65.6

52.2/45.8/62.2

52.8/47.3/63.2

39.5/37.7/49.9

39.6/38.1/50.4

36.0/35.6/47.6

39.9/38.2/50.4

37.0/37.1/49.4

44.3/37.5/50.2

36.0/24.2/37.5

36.2/25.9/35.9

37.9/25.7/34.2

29.4/22.2/36.2

35.9/31.6/41.2

37.9/31.7/42.0

36.3/30.2/39.6

62.0/42.6/79.2

61.9/44.6/79.8

63.2/44.1/79.9

63.4/38.5/77.7

70.5/63.8/88.0

67.2/55.0/84.7

67.9/43.4/79.5

54.2/54.0/57.8

55.8/55.8/55.7

56.4/56.3/56.4

52.7/48.0/52.6

67.7/64.8/65.8

61.7/61.9/62.0

59.5/59.5/59.6

38.9/37.0/70.8

36.6/36.4/71.4

36.8/36.5/70.7

32.7/34.3/68.7

43.9/39.1/73.9

42.3/37.8/72.6

43.1/38.7/73.5

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

44.8/35.9/58.5

46.9/36.9/59.2

47.2/36.7/58.9

51.1/42.9/60.9

49.6/42.5/60.6

40.0/38.0/50.1

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Flair

Table 9. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Vectorizers (for imbalance measure between 1.03 and 4.46)
Category
Name
Sentiment (4)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Emotion (2)
General
Classification
(3)
Reviews (4)
Spam-FakeIronic-Hate
(1)
Medical (3)
News (3)

GloVe

FastText

Word2Vec

ELMo

Tf-Idf

FeatureHash

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

22.6/23.1/52.6

33.8/27.9/59.2

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

29.6/27.3/58.1

23.8/22.6/54.0

13.1/11.0/24.4

10.8/8.9/22.3

18.7/13.1/25.3

15.4/12.3/23.3

12.1/10.5/22.9

32.8/19.7/51.8

35.9/20.6/53.1

27.8/17.8/50.8

55.7/47.5/67.7

52.6/40.4/63.5

40.7/23.4/53.8

30.0/19.3/56.2

29.3/21.0/60.3

27.6/20.8/60.1

24.5/20.3/59.6

36.4/27.8/65.8

33.7/24.7/63.3

31.7/25.0/61.4

47.1/31.7/89.3

53.0/32.5/90.2

52.6/33.4/90.1

41.0/28.0/90.6

32.5/16.5/85.6

41.0/19.8/87.0

58.8/34.9/91.1

35.6/31.0/64.5

34.2/31.3/65.4

34.6/30.5/65.4

33.4/28.4/62.7

46.5/38.4/68.5

36.8/33.1/63.9

36.6/25.3/66.0

15.9/8.4/35.8

15.8/8.3/36.3

15.7/8.4/38.2

14.6/7.0/34.6

25.4/20.1/49.5

30.8/24.2/49.8

25.0/17.0/54.8

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

26.5/24.1/54.1

26.1/25.2/54.3

25.0/23.4/53.8

14.6/11.1/24.4

13.2/10.7/24.3

32.4/19.4/52.1

(Pr./Rec./Acc.)

Flair

Table 10. Mean Performance Metrics on a category basis for all Vectorizers (for imbalance measure between 4.46 and ∞)
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Figure 6: Heatmap(accuracy)
for a news classification dataset

Figure 7: Heatmap(accuracy)
for a inference dataset

Figure 8: Performance (f1-score)
for imbalance range [1.03, 4.46)

4.4 Metrics Under Class Imbalance

4.2 For Size Between 10K – 50K

Tables 8, 9 and10 demonstrate the performance of
the vectorizers across the three selected strata of
imbalance measure. Tf-Idf and Feature Hash
shines in all three cases. As a general trend we have
noticed that the accuracy of the vectorizers
increase when the text is more verbose (i.e. news)
in comparison to limited character content. (i.e.
tweets). Flair embeddings show a competitive
performance (when the imbalance measure is less
than 4.46), sometimes even outperforming the
sparse vectorizers, as per the results aggregated it
is clearly our neural vectorizer of choice. The
violin plots in figures 8 and 9, illustrate the
performance of the vectorizers (macro f1 score
averaged across all datasets and classifiers) under
different ranges of class imbalance (as calculated
using equation 1). In all these cases feature hashing
has the highest median performance as can inferred
from the greatest density of points in the center.
The tf-idf vectorizer has the highest variance in its
performance because of a skew in class
distribution, which in turn skews the performance
of this count-based vectorizer. Word2Vec, FastText
and GloVe have almost similar performance.

Tables 3 and 6 provide an overview of the
performance metrics of the vectorizers and
classifiers under the same conditions as tables 2
and 5 the only difference is that the range of
datasets is between 10K and 50K, since Medical
and Other categories have no datasets in this range,
they haven’t been included in the tables. The trends
observed here are consistent with the ones we have
observed in section 4.1. The average number of
class labels in this range is less than 10 for all
categories except for news, which has a dataset
containing 75 classes and emotion where the
number of class labels is 13 for a given dataset.

4.3 For Size Greater Than 50K

Tables 4 and 7 illustrate the performance metrics
for 17 datasets whose size is greater than 50K, the
emotion category is missing because it has no
datasets in this range. The presence of a dataset
with 27995 class labels in the general classification
category skews the results and leads to the
observed performance metrics, same is the case for
news which has a dataset containing 756 classes.
For all the experiments we have used a train-test
split of 80-20, the seed used for random split is kept
same so the results will be consistent while
reproducing. Again, the trends noticed here are
faithful to the observed trends in section 4.1 and
4.2. Here we would briefly like to mention that our
intention is not to undermine the spectacular
advances of deep learning and state of the art
results it has produced in NLP, we are aware of the
fact that only deep models are capable of scaling in
performance with the increase in data-size,
however it might seem like an overkill in situations
where simpler models do an equally good job.
Refer to figure 6 (dataset used is of a news
classification task), for a case where a neural
embedding (Flair) beats every other non-neural
and neural counterpart (in terms of accuracy).
Figure 7 also illustrates an accuracy heatmap
where the results are more in tune with the general
trends of the study, the dataset used here is one of
agreement-disagreement between sentence pairs.
Detailed Interpretation Visualizations https://tinyurl.com/yxgf2vuj

Figure 9: Performance (f1-score)
for imbalance range [4.46, ∞)

5 Conclusion & Future Work

“Neural Embedding models are not a silver bullet”,
it is in this spirit that we have carried out the
present study and reported the results. The analysis
presented here might serve as a starting point for
researchers new to this field, who might be
overwhelmed by the plethora of alternate text
vectorizers available. It will also serve as a strong
baseline for future research direction in the domain
of text classification. In the future we would like to
use neural classifiers (CNNs and RNNs) in place
of traditional ones presently used, so that we can
provide a complete picture of classifier
performance across the entire spectrum. Finetuning models like ELMo, ULMFit (Howard and
Ruder, 2018) and observing the change in results
will be an interesting line of future work.
Additionally, we would also like to explore other
embedding models like BERT (Devlin et. al, 2018)
and CoVe (McCann et.al, 2017).
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Abstract

media a rise in the use of dialectal Arabic for informal online interactions such as those found in
blogs, forums, chats, tweets, posts, etc. (Mubarak
and Darwish, 2014; Bouamor et al., 2018).

We present ARAP-Tweet 2.0, a corpus
of 5 million dialectal Arabic tweets and
50 million words of about 3000 Twitter
users from 17 Arab countries. Compared
to the first version, the new corpus has
significant improvements in terms of the
data volume and the annotation quality. It
is fully balanced with respect to dialect,
gender, and three age groups: under 25
years, between 25 and 34, and 35 years
and above. This paper describes the process of creating the corpus starting from
gathering the dialectal phrases to find the
users, to annotating their accounts and retrieving their tweets. We also report on
the evaluation of the annotation quality
using the inter-annotator agreement measures which were applied to the whole corpus and not just a subset. The obtained results were substantial with average Cohens
Kappa values of 0.99, 0.92, and 0.88 for
the annotation of gender, dialect, and age
respectively. We also discuss some challenges encountered when developing this
corpus.

1

The content written by the users in social media
sites can reveal some characteristics and attributes
about them, which is the main focus of author profiling research. However, the lack of Arabic language resources limits that research on author profiling for the Arabic language in particular dialectal Arabic.
We present in this paper ARAP-Tweet 2.0,
which is a large-scale manually-annotated multidialectal Arabic corpus. A first version of this
corpus was presented in (Zaghouani and Charfi,
2018a,b) and it was extended significantly in terms
of data volume, number of users, and annotation
quality. ARAP-Tweet 2.0 covers dialects from 17
Arab countries and 15 regions. The number of
users per region is 198, including a total of about
3000 users and approximately 5 million tweets.
All users’ accounts were manually annotated with
respect to the dialect, gender, and age. Thereby,
we distinguished three age groups: under 25 years,
between 25 years and 34 years, and 35 years and
above. Moreover, significant effort was put in
checking and improving the annotation quality.

Introduction

As the popularity of natural language processing (NLP) based tools increases, there is a rising
need for language resources such as annotated corpora to develop NLP tools. In this regard, Arabic lags behind other languages due to several reasons. First, Arabic is complex at various levels
of linguistic representation (phonology, orthography, morphology, and syntax). Even though native Arabic speakers prefer using Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) for official communications,
we are witnessing with the popularity of social

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related work and Section 3 describes the methodology used in creating and annotating our corpus. Section 4 reports on the verification of the annotation as well as the evaluation. Section 5 discusses some challenges that we
encountered when developing this corpus. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines possible directions for future work.
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2

Related Work

and Iraqi (Alsarsour et al., 2018). The annotation
of this corpus was done through crowd sourcing.
Bouamor et al. (2014) presented a multi-dialectal
parallel corpus with 2,000 sentences translated to
MSA, Tunisian, Jordanian, Palestinian and Syrian Arabic. Later on, MADAR was developed
as a Multi-dialectal large scale corpus that provides parallel translation for 25 Arabic city dialects (Bouamor et al., 2018). All these efforts on
creating Dialectal Arabic corpora either targeted
some specific dialects only or did not provide the
necessary annotation for author profiling such as
annotation about age and gender.

Most research on Arabic NLP has focused on
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) (Habash, 2010).
There are many parallel and monolingual annotated data collections with syntactic and semantic
information such as the different iterations of Penn
Arabic Probanks (Palmer et al., 2008; Zaghouani
et al., 2010, 2012) and treebanks (Maamouri et al.,
2010). Based on such resources, various tools
were developed for syntactic parsing and morphological analysis (Habash, 2010).
Even though there are relatively many resources
for MSA, Dialectal Arabic (DA) lags behind in
terms of available resources. There have been
some limited efforts toward creating resources for
the most popular dialects such as the Egyptian
and Levantine dialects which were presented in
(Habash et al., 2013; Diab and Habash, 2007;
Pasha et al., 2014). For example, Habash et al.
created resources for morphological analysis of
Egyptian dialect (Habash et al., 2013). For their
work on machine translation, Zbib et al. (2012)
created Levantine-English and Egyptian-English
parallel corpora using crowd sourcing. Khalifa
et al. (2018) created a morphologically annotated
data corpus of Emirati Dialect.
Khalifa et al. (2016) created a corpus of
100M words covering various Arabic dialects.
Other related projects worth to be mentioned are:
the Egyptian Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al.,
2014); the Levantine Arabic Treebank (Maamouri
et al., 2006), The Curras Palestinian Arabic annotated corpus with more than 70,000 words of various genres (Jarrar et al., 2014).
Furthermore, AlShargi et al. (2016) created
a Yemeni (Sanaa Dialect) dataset and also a
Moroccan Arabic corpus, while Al-Twairesh et
al. (2018) built SUAR, a Najdi Arabic corpus annotated with the morphological analyzer
MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014). Finally, Voss
et al. (2014) presented a Moroccan Arabic corpus
annotated for code-switching (French, Berber and
Morrocan Arabic).
Moreover, there have been some efforts towards
creating Dialectal Arabic corpora by either translating existing corpora to dialects or by crowd
sourcing annotation for data collected through various sources such as microblogs (e.g., Twitter).
Along these lines, DART was developed as a Twitter based data set of dialectal Arabic covering
five Arabic dialects: Egyptian, Levantine, Gulf,

3

Methodology

In the following, we report on the methodology
and process followed for the creation, annotation,
and validation of our corpus.
3.1

Corpus Overview

Twitter is an increasingly popular social media
platform among the Arabic speaking people who
tend to frequently use their Arabic dialects when
sharing their stories and opinions. Therefore, we
focused on Twitter to collect the data for our corpus. ARAP-Tweet 2.0 was developed in the context of the ARAP research project1 and it includes
about 5.3 million Arabic tweets of approximately
3000 users from the following 15 Arabic speaking regions: Qatar, Kuwait, United Arab Emirate
(UAE), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), Oman,
Yemen, Iraq, Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, Morocco,
Lebanon-Syria, Palestine-Jordan, Egypt, and Sudan. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
other corpus that covers as many Arab regions as
ours. For every region, we collected the tweets of
198 users that were equally-balanced over gender
and three age groups: under 25, 25 until 34, and
35 and up. Compared to the first version of our
corpus (Zaghouani and Charfi, 2018a) the number
of users per region doubled in this second version.
3.2

Users

We used Twitter as our source for finding the
users. In the beginning, we got a number of accounts by the geographical location of tweets and
by searching on Twitter using specific words. We
collected the users who posted tweets in a specific
geographical location as defined in the tweet’s object. As this information was not available for all
1
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tives used in his tweets would not have that letter.
The annotators used this Arabic rule to determine
the user’s gender when it was not possible to do so
using the username or the profile photo. It is noteworthy that users for which the gender could not
determined were not included in the corpus and
were replaced by other users for which the gender
could be determined as explained above.

tweets, we searched for users who had tweets that
include some unique words, which are specific to a
certain Arab region. Table 1 shows some of these
unique words from every region covered by our
corpus along with a tweet example for each word.
After that, we found further accounts using the
followers of the initially identified users. Once the
users were found, we hired experienced annotators
to manually annotate their age, gender, and dialect.
The annotators followed well-defined annotation
guidelines, which are based on an extended version of the guidelines published in (Zaghouani and
Charfi, 2018b). We continuously monitored the
annotators’ work and updated the guidelines when
needed. For each region, we retrieved the tweets
of the users from their Twitter profiles. The selected users had to have at least 100 Arabic tweets
and at most 3200 tweets. Moreover, the tweets had
to be the original tweets, which means that we did
not include retweets in our corpus. The average
number of words per tweet is 10.
3.3

3.3.2 Age Annotation
We annotated the age of the selected Twitter users
using three age groups: under 25, 25 until 34, and
35 and above. In many cases, we were able to
find the exact ages whereas in some other cases we
were able to determine the correct age group without the exact age. The annotators went through the
following steps to determine the age of a user:
Getting the exact age: Several Twitter users include their birth year as a part of their usernames.
For example, in the username Omda1981m the
birth year is most likely 1981, which indicates that
this user is 38 years old. Some other users put their
date of birth in their Twitter biography or in their
other social media accounts such as Facebook, Instagram, or LinkedIn. Other users put their exact
age in some of their tweets and we were able to
search for those tweets using some relevant keywords in different languages as shown in Table 2.
Getting the estimated age: There were several cases in which we were not able to determine the exact age even after following the abovementioned steps. In these cases, we opted to determine the approximate ages, so that we could annotate the user with the correct age group. This
was done by searching for the user on other social
media networks such as LinkedIn and Facebook.
We often found either their exact ages or other age
related hints such as the year of their graduation
from university, which helped us in making an educated guess towards the user’s age. Furthermore,
as a last resort for some few users, two annotators
guessed the age separately using the Twitter photo.
Then, we used Microsoft’s online tool2 that predicts the age by analyzing the facial features of a
user through machine learning. Only users were
included for which the age group guessed by Microsoft’s age determination tool.

Annotation

In the following, we report on the annotation of
the users with respect to gender, age and dialect.
3.3.1

Gender Annotation

The gender was manually annotated for users and
the number of users is balanced with respect to
the gender across all regions, which means that
we have 99 male users and 99 female users for
each region. The annotation was done based on
guidelines and criteria that were used to distinguish male and female users. For every user, the
annotator determined the gender by analyzing the
username, profile picture, and indicative words.
The annotator checked the username if it is denoting a male or female name. Some users put
their real photos in their Twitter profile, which
also helped in determining their gender. In some
cases, the username and the profile picture did not
give sufficient information to identify their gender.
Therefore, the annotators were looking for some
indicative words in the user’ s tweets. For example, the adjectives that describe feminine in Ara
bic usually end with é (Taa’ Marbootah). Therefore, finding words that end with the Arabic let
ter Taa’ Marbootah such as éK@XQK. (Feeling cold),

3.3.3 Dialect Annotation
As mentioned above, we selected the users for our
corpus by searching for tweets with dialect spe-

éKAªK (Feeling sleepy), or éKAªk. (Feeling hungry)

in the tweets of a user indicates that the writer is a
female. However, if the writer is a male, the adjec-

2
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Region
Lebanon-Syria

Unique Word

Tunisia
Iraq
KSA
Palestine-Jordan
Qatar
Kuwait
Sudan
UAE
Yemen
Morocco
Algeria
Libya
Egypt
Oman

@YJë
.
AQK
éK @ñë@
éÊ®mk.

Aë

úGAg@
É¢J£
Èð P
H. ñK AÓ
 . XAªÓ
AK. @X
P
ð@
èPYîD

úæ¯ñËX
éJ.® 

User’s Tweet

 «
ùªÓ ©Ê£ úÎK @YJë ð É«ñ« IÊÔ
 . ¨AJÓ úæº» ¨@ñK @ I ¯ X
úæñJË@ É¯B@ð YË B@ ù®J . K ÈðX AQK
B@ ©Ó h. XAÖß új.Jë ñ» @ éK @ñë@ iJm é<Ë@ð ø @


éÊ®mk. éJ¯ð à@ éJ¯ ¨ññÖÏ @ úGñ¯Y

éJÓ ¨ðQ®Ó úæ @ Aë AªJ.£
 P YË@ úGAg@ úæJ ªË AK@
PX@ AÓ . é@
.


g
á
é«AÔ . AK ÕºJ® É¢J£ KñºK ðQ®Ó ñËX úæK@ XA«
 ñJK P ÉÒªë AÓ úGAK
Èð P ø @ úÍ IK
 YË@ éJ«@P AK éJ¯@ñËAK áÒÊ
H. ñK AÓ éJ«@P l×. ðX éJ¯@ QËAK ð
 AëñÊÒ» úæ Bð  XAªÓ éËñ®ªÓ
 úæªK
QåË@
.
 H. @ñm.Ì '@ IJ
 ®Ë AK. @X H. AJºËA¯ áK A¿ @ ÉKAJ» AÖß X I J»
ú¯AË@
 èðQK YKð èñjÊð ð@
 P ðYJ ùÔ« YËðð AK ñkð AK@ AJ»
ø ñÓ
 Ê«
úÎJ.K P ú¯ ùÖÞ @ èPYîD 
 úGñJ
 ñ» AK@ úæ¯ñËX
.



úæJ¯Y éJ.® ùªÊ¢. éK@Qåk Ð ø XA« áK QK@

Table 1: Examples of unique words from each dialectal region with tweets that include these words.
Indicative word
(My birthday) ø XCJÓ

ø QÔ«

(Year) éJ

(My age)

Turn
(Years) Ans

Language
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
English
French

Tweet Example

ø XCJÓ YJ« 1990 QK. ñJ» @
22 ø QÔ« AK @ð úÍ ÐñK Qk@ éÊJÊË@
2022 ÈAK YKñÓ ú¯ é<Ë@ ZA à@ éJ 23 àñºK.
Hey Sosoo I will turn 20 in few days
16 ans?? J’ai 35 ans ma chérie

Table 2: Examples of keywords from different languages used to determine the users age.
gramming language with the tweepy.py3 library to
interact with the Twitter API and retrieve each
user’s timeline (tweets). Due to restrictions by
Twitter, we were only allowed to retrieve at most
3,200 of the users most recent Tweets. The number of tweets of every user in our corpus ranges
from a required minimum of 100 tweets to a maximum of 3,200 tweets. After collecting the maximum possible number of tweets for each user, we
filtered them. Specifically, we removed the nonArabic tweets, retweets, and short tweets that contain less than 3 words. Eventually, we kept only
the Twitter accounts who had at least 100 original users tweets that are in Arabic and that have

cific words and then retrieving the users of those
tweets and their followers. In addition, once we
retrieved the user’s tweets, the annotator(s) manually went through them and checked that at least
half of the tweets are in the user’s respective dialect. When the users’ tweets were not mostly
in their originally identified dialect, the annotators
were instructed to replace them with other users
from the same dialect, the same gender, and the
same age group.
3.4

Tweets Retrieval

Twitter offers an Application Programming Interface (API) that allows developers to interact with
Twitter’s web services. We used the Python pro-

3
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curred for example when the age of the user was
determined mainly by using their Twitter profile
photo.
Moreover, the annotators found initially some
difficulties with determining the gender for some
users for instance when the profile did not include a real name nor a profile photo. For the latter cases, the accounts were replaced by accounts
from the same gender and age group for which the
age could be determined with higher confidence.
For all accounts, a second round of annotation was
performed by a different annotator. At the end
of this phase, we were able to have two annotations from different contributors for each user account. Eventually, variations were checked and resolved by a member of the research team together
with the annotators by reviewing and discussing
the provided justifications for a certain annotation
of age, gender, or dialect.

three words at least. At the end of this process,
we were able to have a well-balanced multi-dialect
corpus of 198 users for 15 regions spanning 17
Arab countries. The corpus is equally-balanced
with respect to gender and age.

4

Verification and Evaluation

Our main objective was to produce a multidialectal corpus of tweets with a very good quality of annotation so that it can be used to promote
Arabic NLP research including research on author
profiling. This is a major improvement compared
to the previous version of the corpus. To ensure a
good quality annotation, we performed two rounds
of annotation for each Arab region, which means
that each region was annotated by two different
annotators. Next, we report on the verification and
evaluation process for the annotation of dialect,
age, and gender. Moreover, we present the evaluation results for each annotation category.
4.1

4.3

In order to evaluate the quality of the annotation,
we used the inter-annotator agreement measures.
We were able to have two rounds of annotation by
different annotators for each user and this applies
for the gender, dialect and age group for the whole
corpus unlike in the previous version (Zaghouani
and Charfi, 2018a) in which the inter-annotator
agreement was based on a 10 % subset of the corpus data.
We measured the inter-annotator agreement using Cohens Kappa, which is a statistical measure
of the degree of agreement for a data point (gender, dialect, and age in our case), that was labeled
by two annotators, over what would be expected
by chance. We obtained substantial results for
the agreement with average Kappa values of 0.99,
0.92, and 0.88 respectively for the annotation of
gender, dialect, and age. The exact Kappa values
per region are shown in Table 3.

Verification of Dialect Annotation

The annotation was done by experienced Arab annotators who were asked to go through each file of
retrieved users tweets and check the dialect used
in these tweets. This step was necessary to verify
the overall dialect of all tweets for every user, and
not only the last tweets in a users timeline. Based
on this dialect verification, we did the following:
Removing the users who post tweets in multiple dialects: many Arab users do not live in their
original countries, and consequently, their dialects
are affected by the dialects of the countries they
live in. We opted to drop such users from our corpus and we replaced them by users from the same
gender and age group and which used one dialect
only.
Removing the users who have many tweets in
MSA: some Arab users post few tweets in their
own dialects, and they write their tweets mostly
in MSA. After checking all retrieved tweets of a
given user, we included in our corpus only those
who have more than half of their tweets written in
their dialect.
4.2

Annotation Evaluation

5

Challenges

In the following, we report on some challenges
that we faced when developing this corpus:
First, we encountered some difficulties in finding user accounts for some age groups for certain regions. This was the case for Sudani, Iraqi,
and Gulf females whose age is 35 or above. For
some Arab regions, female Twitter users tend to
hide their real name and also avoid putting their
photos on social media because of the local cul-

Verification of Age and Gender
Annotation

Although the age was determined manually, the
corpus included initially some users for which neither the exact age nor the age group could be determined with high confidence. These cases oc202

Region
Lebanon-Syria
Tunisia
Iraq
Saudi Arabia
Palestine-Jordan
Qatar
Kuwait
Sudan
UAE
Yemen
Morocco
Algeria
Libya
Egypt
Oman
Overall

Gender
1
1
1
1
0.989
0.969
0.979
1
0.979
1
1
0.959
0.989
1
0.989
0.99

Age
0.924
0.742
0.696
0.856
0.856
0.901
0.886
0.734
0.848
0.984
0.954
0.931
0.924
0.969
0.931
0.88

Dialect
1
1
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
1
0.9
0.9
1
1
0.9
0.92

As a result, when we retrieved again the users or
their tweets we noticed that some profiles were either made private or even closed. In such cases, we
were no longer able to access the users profile and
tweets. We addressed this problem by periodically
checking the users’ accounts and replacing any accounts that were deactivated or made private.

6

Conclusion

We presented in this paper a significantly
improved version of a large-scale manuallyannotated and fine-grained multi-dialectal corpus
of Arabic tweets, which is compsed of 5 millions
dialectal Arabic tweets of about 3000 Twitter users
from 17 Arab countries. To the best of our knowledge, our corpus is the most comprehensive dialectal corpus in terms of coverage for so many
Arab dialects and the data volume. Moreover, our
corpus is balanced with respect to dialect, gender, and age. The corpus was annotated manually
based on well-defined annotation guidelines and
it was fully evaluated using the inter-annotation
agreement measures.
The corpus was already and it can further be
used to promote research on Arabic NLP including
author profiling (Rosso et al., 2018), authorship attribution, dialect identification, sentiment analysis
in dialectal Arabic, and bots detection in dialectal
Arabic.

Table 3: Kappa values per region for gender, age,
and dialect annotation.
ture and norms. This was an issue for us as we
sometimes depend on the Twitter profile photos to
guess the age especially if the username is not a
real name. Second, we notice that older Arabs often write in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) on
social media, and this made the task of finding dialect users above 35 years much harder. Third,
we faced an issue with Maghrebi users who often
tweet in French more than Arabic.
To address these issues, we put more effort into
the user selection and we replaced any users who
did not fulfill the criteria explained above.
Fourth, we noticed that some users use more
than one Arabic dialect to write their tweets on
Twitter. For example, in Arab regions with high
immigration rates such as Gulf countries, the dialect of the residents is sometimes affected by
the language of their host country. Consequently,
these users tweet in multiple dialects and they
might mix dialects even in one same tweet. Other
users had similar issues because their parents
come from different Arab countries. To address
this issues, all tweets were manually reviewed and
users tweeting in two dialects or more were replaced by mono-dialectal users.
Fifth, we worked on regions sequentially, i.e.,
we selected a large set of accounts from Twitter
for one region, annotated them, and then retrieved
their tweets. Then, we worked on the next region.
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Abstract

this kind will often implement a range of stylistic variation strategies. Among these, the use of
computational models of human personality has
emerged as a popular alternative, and it is commonly associated with the rise of the Big Five
model of human personality (Goldberg, 1990) in
many related fields.
The Big Five model is based on the assumption that differences in personality are reflected
in natural language use, and comprises five fundamental dimensions of personality: Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness to experience. Given its linguistic motivation, the Big Five personality traits
have been addressed in a wide range of studies
in both natural language understanding and generation alike. Thus, for instance, the work in
Mairesse and Walker (2007) introduces PERSONAGE, a fully-functional NLG system that produces restaurant recommendations. PERSONAGE and many of its subsequent extensions support multiple stylistic variations that are controlled
by personality information provided as an input.
The use of personality information for text summarization, by contrast, seems to be far less common, and we are not aware of any existing work
that addresses the issue of personality-dependent
neural text summarization. Based on these observations, this paper introduces a personalitydependent text summarization model that makes
use of a corpus of source and summary text pairs
labelled with personality information about their
authors. In doing so, our goal is to use personality information to generate summaries that more
closely resemble those produced by humans.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 discusses the issues of sequence-tosequence learning and attention mechanism for
text summarization. These are the basis of our
current work described in Section 3. Section 4

In Natural Language Generation (NLG)
systems, personalization strategies - i.e.,
the use of information about a target author to generate text that (more) closely resembles human-produced language - have
long been applied to improve results. The
present work addresses one such strategy
- namely, the use of Big Five personality information about the target author
- applied to the case of abstractive text
summarization using neural sequence-tosequence models. Initial results suggest
that having access to personality information does lead to more accurate (or humanlike) text summaries, and paves the way
for more robust systems of this kind.

1

Ivandré Paraboni
University of São Paulo
São Paulo, Brazil
ivandre@usp.br

Introduction

Computational approaches to text summarization
may be divided into two general categories: abstractive and extractive summarization. Extractive summarization consists of selecting relevant
pieces of text to compose a subset of the original
sentences, whereas the more complex abstractive
summarization involves interpreting the input text
and rewriting its main ideas in a new, shorter version. Both strategies may be modelled as a machine learning problem by making use of unsupervised (Ren et al., 2017), graph-based and neural
methods (Wan and Yang, 2006; Cao et al., 2015),
among others. The present work focuses on the issue of neural abstractive summarization, addressing the issue of personalized text generation in systems of this kind.
Text-generating systems may in principle produce always the same fixed output from a given input representation. In order to generate more natural (or ‘human-like’) output, however, systems of
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reports two experiments comparing the proposed
models against a number of alternatives, and Section 5 presents final remarks and future work.

2

RNN computes a sequence of outputs (y1 , ..., yt )
mapped onto sequences using the following equation (Sundermeyer et al., 2012):

Background

ht = sigmoid(W hx xt + W hh ht−1 )
yt = W yh ht

Due to the capacity of neural language generation
models to learn and automatically induce representations from text (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati
et al., 2016; Mikolov et al., 2013), neural abstractive summarization has attracted a great deal of
attention in the field. Architectures of this kind
may not only produce high-quality summaries, but
may also embed external information easily (See
et al., 2017). Accordingly, these models have
achieved significant results, at least in terms of
intrinsic evaluation measures such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) or ROUGE (Lin and Hovy,
2003), when comparing to extractive approaches
(Celikyilmaz et al., 2018).
2.1

A simple strategy for general sequence learning is to map the input sequence to a fixed-sized
vector using a RNN, and then map the vector to
the target sequence by using a second RNN. This
may in principle be successful, but long term dependencies may make the training of the two networks difficult (Bengio et al., 1994; Hochreiter,
1998). As an alternative, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), and their simplification known as
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) are
known to learn problems with long range temporal
dependencies, and may therefore succeed in this
setting.
The goal of a LSTM/GRU network is to estimate the conditional probability p(y|x), where
(x1 , ..., xt0 ) is an input sequence and (y1 , ..., yt )
is its corresponding output sequence whose length
t0 may differ from t (Cho et al., 2014). The conditional probability is computed by first obtaining
the fixed dimensional representation v of the input sequence (x1 , ..., xt0 ) given by the last hidden
state of the network, and by computing the probability of (y1 , ..., yt ) with a standard LSTM/GRU
formulation in which the initial hidden state is
set to the representation v of (x1 , ..., xt0 ). Finally, each p(yj |s, y1 , ..., yj−1 ) distribution is represented with a softmax over all the words in the
vocabulary.
GRUs are distinct from LSTMs in that a GRU
architecture contains only a single unit to control
when the current states ‘forgets’ a piece of information (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Due to this simplification, GRUs can directly access all hidden
states without bearing the price of a memory state
(Cho et al., 2014).
GRU architectures model sequences as causal
relationships through the input sequence by examining left-to-right relationships only (Goodfellow
et al., 2016). However, many sequence classification problems may require predicting an output
that depends (bidirectionally) on the entire input
sequence, that is, from left to right and also from
right to left. This is the case, for instance, of a
large number of common NLP applications that

Sequence-to-sequence Learning

Neural text summarization models are often
grounded on a particular kind of neural network,
the sequence-to sequence architecture (Sutskever
et al., 2014a; Cho et al., 2014). In models of
this kind, input text is modelled as a sequence of
representations carrying any contextual information from end to end in the generation process.
More formally, a sequence-to-sequence model is
defined in Goodfellow et al. (2016) as a neural network that directly models the conditional probability p(y|x) of a source sequence, x1 , ..., xn , to a
target sequence, y1 , ..., ym 1 .
A basic form of sequence-to-sequence model
consists of two main components: (i) an encoder
that computes a representation s for each source
sequence; and (ii) a decoder that generates one target token at a time, decomposing the conditional
probability as follows:
P
p(y|x) = m
j=1 (yj |y<j , s)

A common strategy for learning sequence representations is by making use of Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) (Rumelhart et al., 1986). According to Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997),
a RNN generalizes the concept of feed-forward
neural network to sequences. Given a temporal sequence of inputs (x1 , ..., xt ), the standard
1

Sentences are assumed to start with a special ‘start-ofsentence’ token < bos > and end with an ‘end-of-sequence’
token < eos >.
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generates yj based on the current hidden state sj ,
and then updates the hidden state sj+1 based on sj
and yj . Formally, the attention decoder is defined
by original equation proposed in Cho et al. (2014):

need to pay regard to contextual dependency when
modelling phrases and sentences.
Bidirectional GRUs (Bi-GRUs) are applied to
a wide range of tasks to scan and learn both leftto-right and right-to-left dependencies, which can
capture complementary types of information from
its inputs. The left and right hidden representations produced by GRUs can be linearly combined (θ) to form a final representation (Goodfel→
low et al., 2016): ht = h←
t θ ht .
2.2

s1 = tanh(W (s) bm )
p(yj = w|x, y1:j−1 ) α exp(U [sj , cj ])
sj+1 = GRU ([φ(out) (yj ), cj ], sj )
where i  {1, ..., m}, j  {1, ..., m} and the context
vector cj , is the result of general attention (Luong
et al., 2015). The matrices W (s) , W (α) , U and
the embedding function φ(out) are decoder parameters.

Attention Mechanism

Sequence-to-sequence architectures have been
successfully applied to a wide range of tasks, including machine translation and natural text generation (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014a)
and, accordingly, have been subject to a great deal
of extensions and improvements. Among these,
the use of more context-aware sequence generation methods (Cho et al., 2014) and the use of attention mechanism to score and select words that
best describe the intended output are discussed below.
In natural language generation, attention models as introduced in Cho et al. (2014) and
Sutskever et al. (2014a) are intended to generalize
the text generation task so as to handle sequence
pairs with different sizes of inputs and outputs.
This approach, subsequently called sequence-tosequence with attention mechanism, applies a
mapping strategy from a variable-length sentence
to another variable-length sentence. This mapping
strategy is a scoring system over the contextual
information from the input sequence (Cho et al.,
2014), making a set of attention weights.
Attention-based models (Sutskever et al.,
2014b; Luong et al., 2015) are sequence-tosequence networks that employ an encoder to represent the text utterance and an attention-based decoder that generates the response, one token at a
time. More specifically, neural text summarization
can be viewed as a sequence-to-sequence problem (Sutskever et al., 2014a), where a sequence
of input language tokens x = x1 , ..., xm describing the input text are mapped onto a sequence of
output language tokens y1 , ..., yn describing the
target text output. The encoder is a GRU unit
(Cho et al., 2014) that converts x, ..., xm into a sequence of context-sensitive embeddings b1 , ..., bm .
A general-attention decoder generates output tokens one at a time. At each time step j, the decoder

3

Current Work

Our basic model is generally inspired from the
architecture in Cho et al. (2014), with an added
personality embedding layer. As in many other
sequence-to-sequence models with attention, our
model takes as an input a sentence, and produces
as an output a set of words that summarizes the
given input. The actual rendering of this output as
structured text is presently not addressed.
The proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 1, which is adapted from Cho et al. (2014),
and further discussed below.
In this example, B B B B represent the input
sequence from the target sequence Z X, and C
is the personality embedding representation. The
five main components of the architecture are as
follows.
(A) a bidirectional GRU that maps words to personality types
(B) a word embedding layer
(C) a personality embedding layer
(D) an attention mechanism
(E) a bidirectional GRU that outputs word encodings
The input bidirectional GRU (A) produces a
word-to-personality compositional representation
of each word. This serves two main purposes:
combining the composite sequences of words and
personality information, and combining attention
weights over sequences in our decoder model.
The word embeddings layer (B) produces a typical word-level representation of each input word.
In the present work, we make use of both random
207

=−

`1 (θ, D(c), D(x, y))
X
logP (Y |X, < ki , vi >)

(X,Y )  Dc ∪ Dpr

=−

X

(X,Y )  Dc

logP f r (Y |X)

The first term of the function is the negative log
likelihood of observing D(c) and the second term
for D(pr) . D(pr) consists of pairs where a summary is related to a profile key and its response
match to the summary, and D(c) has only general
text-summary pairs. < ki , vi > is the personality representation. The decoder P f r does not have
shared parameters. A simple epoch-based training
strategy using gradient descendent is performed.

4

Evaluation

We envisaged two experiments on neural text summarization based on the model described in the
previous section. The first experiment aims to
assess whether a general or a dot product attention mechanism is more suitable to the task. The
second experiment focuses on our main research
question, that is, on whether the use of personality
information does improve summarization results.
As in many (or most) sequence-to-sequence approaches to text generation, our work focuses on
the selection of text segments to compose an abstract summary, but it does not address the actual
rendering of the final output text, which would
normally require additional post-processing. Each
of the two experiments is discussed in turn in the
following sections, but first we describe the dataset
taken as their basis.

Figure 1: Model architecture
and pre-trained word embeddings. The latter are
Skip-gram 300 word embeddings taken from Hartmann et al. (2017).
Word embeddings are complemented with induced personality embeddings (C) for each target author. The role of this layer is twofold.
First, it is intended to learn the probability
P (Y |X, personality), that is, the personality
representation of each author for each word in the
vocabulary. Second, this layer is also intended
to decide which profile value should be selected
(from the corpus gold standard annotation) in order to generate a summary.
The attention mechanism (D) attempts to learn
a general representation from the most important
parts of the input text at each time step. To this
end, the experiments described in the next section
will consider two score function alternatives: general attention and dot product.
Finally, the output bidirectional GRU (E) combines the attention weight representations, and
produces a final encoding for each word. A loss
function describe the overall generation probability, and it is intended to optimize the above parameters. This function is described as follows.

4.1

Data

We make use of the text and caption portions of
the b5 corpus in Ramos et al. (2018), called b5-text
and b5-caption. The corpus conveys 1510 multiand single-sentence image description pairs, all of
which labelled with Big Five personality information about their authors. Table 1 summarizes the
corpus descriptive statistics.
The corpus was elicited from a crowd sourcing
task in which participants were requested to provide both long and short descriptions for 10 stimulus images taken from GAPED, a database of images classified by valence and normative significance designed to elicit various reactions (Dan208

Table 1: Corpus descriptive statistics.
Data
Words Average Types Average
text
84463
559.4
37210
246.4
caption 4896
32.4
4121
27.3

Table 2: Data split
Split
Samples
Train
1358
Validation
152
Total
1510

the first data split performed for the purpose of
cross-validation is shown in Table 2.
4.2

Figure 2: Stimulus image from GAPED (DanGlauser and Scherer, 2011).

Experiment 1: Basic Neural
Summarization with Attention
Mechanism

In Encoder-Decoder Recurrent Neural Networks,
the global attention mechanism may be seen as
a model-inferred context vector computed as a
weighted average of all inputs by making use of a
score function. The choice of score function may
have a great impact on the overall performance of
the model, and for that reason in what follows we
examine two alternatives: using the dot product
over the context vectors of the source, and using
the learned representation over the context states.
To this end, our first experiment evaluates our
basic summarization model (cf. the previous section) in two versions, namely, using general and
dot product attention mechanisms. Both of these
models, hereby called sDot and sGen, will make
use of encoder/decoder randomized word embedding of size 300, and two encoder/decoder hidden
units of size 600.
Both models were trained using Adam optimization with mini batches of size 128. The initial learning rate was set to 0.0001 with a gradient clipping based on the norm of the values.
We also applied different learning rates for the decoder module, set to five times the learning rate of
the encoder. In order to reduce over-fitting, a 0.5
drop-out regularization was applied to both embedding layers.
Model optimization was performed by using
gradient descendent with masked loss, and by
applying early stopping when the BLEU scores
over the evaluation dataset did not increase for 20
epochs. Except for the embedding layer, all other

Glauser and Scherer, 2011). From a set of 10 selected images with valence degrees in the 3 to 54
range, participants were first instructed to describe
everything that they could see in the scene (e.g.,
as if helping a visually-impaired person to understand the picture) and, subsequently, were requested to summarize it in a single sentence (similar to a picture caption.)
An example of stimulus image is illustrated in
Figure 2. We notice however that in the present
work we only consider the text elicited from these
images, and not the images themselves.
Based on scenes as in Figure 2, the following
is a possible long description (translated from the
Portuguese original text) of the kind found in the
corpus.
‘A black baby, about one year old. He’s
in a cradle. He is dressed in a dirty blue
blouse, on a pink sheet, without a pillow. A blue blanket is next to the baby.
It seems that he has not taken a shower
for a while.’
A single-sentence summary for the same scene
(and which would have been written by the same
participant in the data collection task) may be represented as the following example.
‘A sad-looking baby.’
In the experiments described in the next sections, texts were pre-processed by removing punctuation and numerical symbols. In addition to that,
209

Table 3: 10-fold cross validation BLEU scores for
text summarization using dot product (sDot) and
general (sGen) attention. the best result is highlighted.
Model BLEU
sGen
13.88
sDot
13.63

Table 4: 10-fold cross validation BLEU scores
for text summarization with (sPers) and without
(sBase) personality information. The best result is
highlighted.
Model BLEU
sBase
14.21
sPers
14.58

parameters were initialized by sampling from a
uniform distribution U (−sqrt(3/n), sqrt(3/n)),
where n is the parameter dimension.
We performed 10-fold cross-validation over our
corpus data, and we compared the output summaries produced by both models using BLEU2 .
Results are presented in Table 3.
From these results, we notice that the attention
mechanism based on the general function in sGen
outperforms the use of dot function in sDot. Although the difference is small, the use of a generalized network to learn how to align the contextual information is superior to simply concatenating contextual information obtained from the
global weights. Based on these results, the general attention strategy will be our choice for the
next experiment.

All optimization, training and other basic procedures are the same as in the previous experiment.
Results are presented in Table 3.
We notice that personality-dependent summarization as provided by sPers outperforms standard
summarization (i.e., with no access to personality information) as provided by sBase. Although
the difference is once again small (which may be
explained by the limited size of our dataset), this
outcome offers support to our main research hypothesis by illustrating that the use of author personality information may improve summarization
accuracy.

4.3

4.4

Selected Examples

As a means to illustrate the kinds of output that
may be produced by our models, Table 5 presents
a number of examples taken from the original corpus summaries, and the corresponding summaries
obtained from the same input by making use of the
sBase baseline and by the personality-dependent
sPers models. For ease of illustration, the examples are informally grouped into three error categories (small, moderate and large) according to the
distance between the corpus summaries and their
sPers counterparts, and are presented in both original (Portuguese) and translated (English) forms.

Experiment 2: Personality-dependent
Summarization

Our second and main experiment assesses the use
of personality information in text summarization.
To this end, two models are considered: the full
personality-aware model presented in Section 3,
hereby called sPers, and a simplified baseline version of the same architecture without access to personality information, hereby called sBase. In doing so, our goal is to show that summaries produced by sPers resemble the human-made texts (as
seen in the corpus) more closely than those produced by sBase.
Both sPers and sBase make use of pre-trained
skip-gram 300 word embeddings for the Brazilian Portuguese language taken from Hartmann
et al. (2017). Both models also make use of
encoder/decoder randomized word embedding of
size 300, and two encoder/decoder hidden units of
size 600 with general attention.

5

Final Remarks

This paper addressed the use of Big Five personality information about the target author to generate personalized summaries in neural sequence-tosequence text summarization. The model - consisting of two bidirectional GRUs, word embeddings and attention mechanism - was evaluated in
two versions, namely, with and without an additional personality embedding layer. Initial results
suggest that having access to personality information does lead to more accurate (or human-like)
text summaries.
The use of personality information is of course
only one among many possible personalization

2

We are aware that, although popular in machine translation and text generation, BLEU may not be the ideal metrics
for the present task (Liu et al., 2011; Song et al., 2013), and
that it may not co-relate well with, e.g., human judgments
(Reiter and Belz, 2009).
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Table 5: Selected examples taken from the corpus, baseline (sBase) and personality-dependent (sPers)
summarization models, grouped by distance (small, moderate or large) between sPers and the expected
(corpus) summary in original Portuguese (Pt) and translated English (En).
Error Model Summary (Pt)
Summary (En)
corpus homem na cerca
man by fence
small sBase homem idoso
elderly man
sPers homem na cerca
man by fence
corpus pessoas pedindo ajuda
people asking for help
moderate sBase pessoas esperando
people waiting
sPers pessoas aguardam atendimento people waiting for help
corpus menino com um balde de terra boy with a bucket full of soil
large sBase crianca com balde
child with bucket
sPers crianca com balde de terra
child with bucket full of soil
strategies for text summarization. In particular,
we notice that the increasing availability of text
corpora labelled with author demographics in general (e.g., gender, age, education information etc.)
may in principle support a broad range of speakerdependent summarization models. Thus, as future work we intend to extend the current approach
along these lines, and provide additional summarization strategies that may represent more significant gains over the standard, fixed-output summarization approach.
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Abstract

In particular, in Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
(UDA) (Blitzer et al., 2006, 2007; Pan et al., 2010)
we do not assume the availability of any labelled
instances from the target domain but a set of labelled instances from the source domain and unlabelled instances from both source and the target
domains.
Two main approaches for UDA can be identified from prior work: projection-based and selftraining.
Projection1 -based methods for UDA learn an
embedding space where the distribution of features in the source and the target domains become
closer to each other than they were in the original feature spaces (Blitzer et al., 2006). For this
purpose, the union of the source and target feature
spaces is split into domain-independent (often referred to as pivots) and domain-specific features
using heuristics such as mutual information or frequency of a feature in a domain. A projection
is then learnt between those two feature spaces
and used to adapt a classifier trained from the
source domain labelled data. For example, methods based on different approaches such as graphdecomposition spectral feature alignment (Pan
et al., 2010) or autoencoders (Louizos et al., 2015)
have been proposed for this purpose.
Self-training (Yarowsky, 1995; Abney, 2007) is
a technique to iteratively increase a set of labelled
instances by training a classifier using current labelled instances and applying the trained classifier
to predict pseudo-labels for unlabelled instances.
High confident predictions are then appended to
the current labelled dataset, thereby increasing the
number of labelled instances. The process is iterated until no additional pseudo-labelled instances
can be found. Self-training provides a direct solution to the lack of labelled data in the target do-

Lack of labelled data in the target domain for training is a common problem
in domain adaptation. To overcome this
problem, we propose a novel unsupervised domain adaptation method that combines projection and self-training based
approaches. Using the labelled data from
the source domain, we first learn a projection that maximises the distance among
the nearest neighbours with opposite labels in the source domain. Next, we
project the source domain labelled data using the learnt projection and train a classifier for the target class prediction. We
then use the trained classifier to predict
pseudo labels for the target domain unlabelled data. Finally, we learn a projection for the target domain as we did for the
source domain using the pseudo-labelled
target domain data, where we maximise
the distance between nearest neighbours
having opposite pseudo labels. Experiments on a standard benchmark dataset for
domain adaptation show that the proposed
method consistently outperforms numerous baselines and returns competitive results comparable to that of SOTA including self-training, tri-training, and neural
adaptations.

1

Introduction

A machine learning model trained using data from
one domain (source domain) might not necessarily
perform well on a different (target) domain when
their distributions are different. Domain adaptation (DA) considers the problem of adapting a machine learning model such as a classifier that is
trained using a source domain to a target domain.

1
we consider the terms project and embed as synonymous
in this paper
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learn a projected feature space in the target
domain where the margin between the opposite pseudo-labelled nearest neighbours is
maximised. We project labelled instances in
the source domain and pseudo-labelled instances in the target domain respectively using Sprj and Tprj , and use those projected instances to learn a classifier for the target task.

main in UDA (McClosky et al., 2006; Reichart and
Rappoport, 2007; Drury et al., 2011). Specifically,
the source domain’s labelled instances are used to
initialise the self-training process and during subsequent iterations labels are inferred for the target
domain’s unlabelled instances, which can be used
to train a classifier for the task of interest.
So far in UDA projection-learning and selftrained approaches have been explored separately.
An interesting research question we ask and answer positively in this paper is whether can we improve the performance of projection-based methods in UDA using self-training? In particular,
recent work on UDA (Morerio et al., 2018) has
shown that minimising the entropy of a classifier
on its predictions in the source and target domains
is equivalent to learning a projection space that
maximises the correlation between source and target instances. Motivated by these developments,
we propose Self-Adapt, a method that combines
the complementary strengths of projection-based
methods and self-training methods for UDA.
Our proposed method consists of three steps.

As an evaluation task, we perform cross-domain
sentiment classification on the Amazon multidomain sentiment dataset (Blitzer et al., 2007).
Although most prior work on UDA have used this
dataset as a standard evaluation benchmark, the
evaluations have been limited to the four domains
books, dvds, electronic appliances and kitchen appliances. We too report performances on those
four domains for the ease of comparison against
prior work. However, to reliably estimate the generalisability of the proposed method, we perform
an additional extensive evaluation using 16 other
domains included in the original version of the
Amazon multi-domain sentiment dataset.
Results from the cross-domain sentiment classification reveal several interesting facts. A baseline that uses Sprj alone would still outperform a
baseline that uses a classifier trained using only
the source domain’s labelled instances on the target domain test instances, without performing any
adaptations. This result shows that it is useful
to consider the label distribution available in the
source domain to learn a projection even though it
might be different to that in the target domain.
On the other hand, training a classifier using the pseudo-labelled target domain instances
alone, without learning Tprj further improves performance. This result shows that pseudo labels inferred for the target domain unlabelled instances
can be used to overcome the issue of lack of labelled instances in the target domain.
Moreover, if we further use the pseudo-labelled
instances to learn Tprj , then we see a significant improvement of performance across all domain pairs,
suggesting that UDA can benefit from both projection learning and self-training.
These experimental results support our claim
that it is beneficial to combine projection-based
and self-training-based UDA approaches. Moreover, our proposed method outperforms all selftraining based domain adaptation methods such as
tri-training (Zhou and Li, 2005; Søgaard, 2010)
and is competitive against neural domain adapta-

• First, using labelled instances from the
source domain we learn a projection (Sprj )
that maximises the distance between each
source domain labelled instance and its nearest neighbours with opposite labels. Intuitively, this process will learn a projected feature space in the source domain where the
margin between the opposite labelled nearest
neighbours is maximised, thereby minimising the risk of misclassifications. We project
the source domain’s labelled instances using
Sprj for the purpose of training a classifier for
predicting the target task labels such as positive/negative sentiment in cross-domain sentiment classification or part-of-speech tags in
cross-domain part-of-speech tagging.
• Second, we use the classifier trained in the
previous step to assign pseudo labels for the
(unlabelled) target domain instances. Different strategies can be used for this label inference process such as selecting instances with
the highest classifier confidence as in selftraining or checking the agreement among
multiple classifier as in tri-training.
• Third, we use the pseudo-labelled target domain instances to learn a projection for the
target domain (Tprj ) following the same procedure used to learn Sprj . Specifically, we
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be sufficient and redundant views. Specifically,
in tri-training, as the name implies three separate
classifiers are trained using bootstrapped subsets
of instances sampled from the labelled instances.
If at least two out of the three classifiers agree
upon a label for an unlabelled instance, that label is then assigned to the unlabelled instance.
Søgaard (2010) proposed a variation of tri-training
(i.e. tri-training with diversification) that diversifies the sampling process and reduces the number of additional instances, where they require exactly two out of the three classifiers to agree upon
a label and the third classifier to disagree. It has
been shown that the classic tri-training algorithm
when applied to UDA acts as a strong baseline
that outperforms even more complex SoTA neural adaptation methods (Ruder and Plank, 2018).
As later shown in our experiments, the proposed
Self-Adapt method consistently outperforms selftraining, tri-training and tri-training with diversification across most of the domain pairs considered.

tion methods (Louizos et al., 2015; Ganin et al.,
2016; Saito et al., 2017; Ruder and Plank, 2018).

2

Related Work

Self-training (Yarowsky, 1995) has been adapted
to various cross-domain NLP tasks such as document classification (Raina et al., 2007), POS tagging (McClosky et al., 2006; Reichart and Rappoport, 2007) and sentiment classification (Drury
et al., 2011). Although different variants of selftraining algorithms have been proposed (Abney,
2007; Yu and Kübler, 2011) a common recipe can
be recognised involving the following three steps:
(a) Initialise the training dataset, L = SL , to the
labelled data in the source domain, and train a
classifier for the target task using L, (b) apply
the classifier trained in step (a) to the unlabelled
data in the target domain TU , and append the most
confident predictions as identified by the classifier
(e.g. higher than a pre-defined confidence threshold τ ) to the labelled dataset L, (c) repeat the two
steps (a) and (b) until we cannot append additional
high confidence predictions to L.
Another popular approach for inferring labels
for the target domain is co-training (Blum and
Mitchell, 1998), where the availability of multiple views of the feature space is assumed. In the
simplest case where there are two views available
for the instances, a separate classifier is trained using the source domain’s labelled instances that involve features from a particular view only. Next,
the two classifiers are used to predict pseudo labels for the target domain unlabelled instances. If
the two classifiers agree on the label for a particular unlabelled instances, then that label is assigned
to that instance. Co-training has been applied to
UDA (Yu and Kübler, 2011; Chen et al., 2011),
where the feature spaces in the source and target
domains were considered as the multiple views.
The performance of co-training will depend on the
complementarity of the information captured by
the different feature spaces. Therefore, it is an important to carefully design multiple feature spaces
when performing UDA. In contrast, our proposed
method does not require such multiple views and
does not require training multiple classifiers for
the purpose of assigning pseudo labels for the target domain unlabelled instances, which makes the
proposed method easy to implement.
Tri-training (Zhou and Li, 2005) relaxes the requirement of co-training for the feature spaces to

Projection-based approaches for UDA learn a
(possibly lower-dimensional) projection where the
difference between the source and target feature
spaces is reduced. For example, Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) (Blitzer et al., 2006,
2007) learns a projection using a set of domain
invariant common features called pivots. Different strategies have been proposed in the literature for finding pivots for different tasks such as
the frequency of a feature in a domain for crossdomain POS tagging (Blitzer et al., 2006; Cui
et al., 2017a), mutual information (Blitzer et al.,
2007) and pointwise mutual information (Bollegala et al., 2011, 2015) for cross-domain sentiment classification. Cui et al. (2017b) proposed
a method for learning the appropriateness of a
feature as a pivot (pivothood) from the data during training, without requiring any heuristics. Although we use projections in the proposed method,
unlike prior work on projection-based UDA, we
do not require splitting the feature space into domain independent and domain specific features.
Moreover, we learn two separate projections for
each of the source and target domain, which gives
us more flexibility to address the domain-specific
constrains in the learnt projections.
Neural adaptation methods have recently reported SoTA for UDA. Louizos et al. (2015) proposed a Variational Fair Autoencoder (VFAE) to
learn an invariant representation for a domain.
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ing SL (Section 3.1), (b) pseudo labelling TU using a classifier trained on the projected SL (Section 3.2); (c) learning a target projection using the
pseudo-labelled target instances, and then learning
a classifier f for the target task (Section 3.3).

They used Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
(Gretton et al., 2006) for further promoting the invariant projected feature space. Ganin et al. (2016)
proposed Domain Adversarial Neural Network
(DANN) to learn features that combine the discriminative power of a classifier and the domaininvariance of the projection space to simultaneously learn adaptable and discriminative projections. Saito et al. (2017) proposed a deep tritraining method with three neural networks, two
for pseudo labelling the target unlabelled data
and another one for learning discriminator using
the inferred pseudo labels for the target domain.
Ruder and Plank (2018) proposed Multi-task Tritraining (MT-Tri) based on tri-training and BiLSTM. They show that tri-training is a competitive baseline and rivals more complex neural adaptation methods. Although MT-Tri does not outperform SoTA on cross-domain sentiment classification tasks, their proposal reduces the time
and space complexity required by the classical tritraining.
As stated above, our proposed method SelfAdapt, differs from the prior work discussed
above in that it (a) does not require pivots, (b) does
not require multiple feature views, (c) learns two
different projections for the source and target domains and (d) combines a projection and a selftraining step in a non-iterative manner to improve
the performance in UDA.

3

3.1

Source Projection Learning (Sprj )

In UDA, the adaptation task does not vary between the source and target domains. Therefore,
we can use SL to learn a projection for the source
domain Sprj where the separation between an instance x ∈ SL and its opposite-labelled nearest
neighbours is maximised. Specifically, for an instance x we represent the set of k of its nearest
neighbours NN(x, D, k) selected from a set D by
a vector φ(x, D, k) as the sum of the word embeddings of the neighbours given by (1).
X
θ(x, u)u.
(1)
φ(x, D, k) =
u∈NN(x,D,k)

Here, the weight θ(x, u) is computed using the cosine similarity
between u and x, and is normalised
P
s.t.
u∈NN(x,D,k) θ(x, u) = 1. Other similarity measures can also be used instead of cosine,
for example, Euclidean distance (Van Asch and
Daelemans, 2016). Then, Sprj is defined by the
projection matrices A+ ∈ Rd×d and A− ∈ Rd×d
and is learnt by maximising the objective OL given
by (2).
OL (A+ , A− ) =

Self-Adaptation (Self-Adapt)

+

In UDA, we are given a set of positively (SL+ ) and
negatively (SL− ) labelled instances for a source domain S (SL = SL+ ∪SL− ), and sets of unlabelled instances SU and TU respectively for the source and
target domain T . Given a dataset D, we are required to learn a classifier f (x, y; D) that returns
the probability of a test instance x taking a label
y. For simplicity, we consider the pairwise adaptation from a single source to single target, and
binary (y ∈ {−1, 1}) classification as the target
task. However, self-adapt can be easily extended
to multi-domain and multi-class UDA.
We represent an instance (document/review) x
by a bag-of-n-gram (BonG) embedding (Arora
et al., 2018), where we add the pre-trained ddimensional word embeddings w ∈ Rd for the
words w ∈ x to create a d-dimensional feature
vector x ∈ Rd representing x. Self-adapt consists
of three steps: (a) learning a source projection us-

X

+
x∈SL

X

−
x∈SL

A+ x − A− φ(x, SL− , k)

2

A− x − A+ φ(x, SL+ , k)

2

2

2

(2)

We initialise A+ and A− to the identify matrix
I ∈ Rd×d and apply Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
to find their optimal values denoted respectively
by A∗+ and A∗− . Finally, we project SL using the
learnt Sprj to obtain a projected set of source domain labelled instances SL∗ = A∗+ ◦ SL+ ∪ A∗− ◦ SL− .
Here, we use the notation A ◦ D = {Ax|x ∈ D}
to indicate the application of a projection matrix
A ∈ Rd×d on elements x ∈ Rd in a dataset D.
3.2

Pseudo Label Generation (PL)

In UDA, we do not have labelled data for the target
domain. To overcome this issue, inspired by prior
work on self-training approaches to UDA, we train
a classifier f (x, y; SL∗ ) on SL∗ first and then use
this classifier to assign pseudo labels for the target domain’s unlabelled data TU , if the classifier
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo Label Generation
Input: source domain positively labelled data SL+ ,
source domain negatively labelled data
SL− ,
source domain positive transformation matrix A+ ,
source domain negative transformation
matrix A− ,
target domain unlabelled data TU ,
a set of target classes Y = {+1, −1},
classification confidence threshold τ .
Output: target domain pseudo-labelled data TL0
SL∗ ← A∗+ SL+ ∪ A∗− SL−
TL0 ← ∅
for x ∈ TU do
y ∈ Y , p(t = y|x) = f (x, y; SL∗ )
{probability of x belongs to class y}
if p(t = y|x)) > τ then
TL0 ← TL0 ∪ {(x, y)}
end if
end for
return TL0

lected from positively (TL0+ ) and negatively (TL0− )
0 for
pseudo-labelled instances. The objective OL
this optimisation problem is given by (3).
0
OL
(B+ , B− ) =

+

0+
x∈TL

X

0−
x∈TL

B+ x − B− φ(x, TL0− , k)

2

B− x − B+ φ(x, TL0+ , k)

2

2

2

(3)

Likewise with Sprj , B+ and B− are initialised
to the identify matrix I ∈ Rd×d , and Adam is
used to find their minimisers denoted respectively
by B∗+ and B∗− . We project the target domain
pseudo-labelled data using Tprj to obtain TL0∗ =
B∗+ ◦ TL0+ ∪ B∗− ◦ TL0− . Finally, we train a classifier f (x, y; SL∗ ∪ TL0∗ ) for the target task using
both source and target projected labelled instances
SL∗ ∪ TL0∗ . Any binary classifier can be used for
this purpose. In our experiments, we use `2 regularised logistic regression following prior work in
UDA (Blitzer et al., 2006; Pan et al., 2010; Bollegala et al., 2013). Moreover, by using a simple
linear classifier, we can decouple the projection
learning step from the target classification task,
thereby more directly evaluate the performance of
the former.

is more confident than a pre-defined threshold τ .
Algorithm 1 returns a pseudo-labelled dataset TL0
for the target domain. According to the classical self-training (Yarowsky, 1995; Abney, 2007),
TL0 will be appended to SL∗ and the classifier is
retrained on this extended labelled dataset. The
process is repeated until no further unlabelled instances can be assigned labels with confidence
higher than τ . However, in our preliminary experiments, we found that this process does not improve the performance in UDA beyond the first iteration. Therefore, we limit the number of iterations to one as shown in Algorithm 1. Doing so
also speeds up the training process over classical
self-training, which retrains the classifier and iterates.
3.3

X

4

Experiments

Our proposed method does not assume any information about the target task and can be in principle
applied for any domain adaptation task. We use
cross-domain sentiment classification as an evaluation task in this paper because it has been used
extensively in prior work on UDA, thereby enabling us to directly compare the performance of
our proposed method against previously proposed
UDA methods. In particular, we use the Amazon
multi-domain sentiment dataset, originally created
by Blitzer et al. (2007), as a benchmark dataset in
our experiments. This dataset includes Amazon
Product Reviews from four categories: Books (B),
DVDs (D), Electronic Appliances (E) and Kitchen
Appliances (K). Considering each
category as a

4
2
domain , we can generate 2 = 12 pair-wise
adaptation tasks involving a single source and a
single target domain.
An Amazon product review is assigned 1-5 star
rating and product reviews with 4 or 5 stars are
labelled as positive, whereas 1 or 2 star reviews

Target Projection Learning (Tprj )

Armed with the pseudo-labelled data generated
via Algorithm 1, we can now learn a projection
for the target domain, Tprj , following the same
procedure we proposed for learning Sprj in Section 3.1. Specifically, Tprj is defined by the two
target-domain projection matrices B+ ∈ Rd×d
and B− ∈ Rd×d that maximises the distance
between each pseudo-labelled target instance x
and its k opposite labelled nearest neighbours se-

2
Multiple reviews might exist for the same product within
the same domain. Products are not shared across domains.
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overall performance in UDA using k = 1 for all
the steps. Specifically, we consider the following
baselines.

are labelled as negative. 3 star reviews are ignored
because of their ambiguity. In addition to the labelled reviews, the Amazon multi-domain dataset
contains a large number of unlabelled reviews for
each domain. We use the official balanced train
and test dataset splits, which has 800 (pos), 800
(neg) training instances and 200 (pos), 200 (neg)
test instances for each domain. We name this
dataset as the Multi-domain Adaptation Dataset
(MAD).
One issue that is often raised with MAD is that
it contains only four domains. In order to robustly
evaluate the performance of an UDA method we
must evaluate on multiple domains. Therefore, in
addition to MAD, we also evaluate on an extended
dataset that contains 16 domains. We name this
dataset as the Extended Multi-domain Adaptation
Dataset (EMAD). The reviews for the 16 domains
contained in EMAD were also collected by Blitzer
et al. (2007), but were not used in the evaluations.
The same star-based procedure used in MAD is
used to label the reviews in EMAD. We randomly
select 20% of the available labelled reviews as test
data and construct a balanced training dataset from
the rest of the labelled reviews (i.e. for each domain we have equal number of positive and negative labelled instances in the train
 datasets). Like16
wise in MAD, we generate 2 = 240 pair-wise
domain adaptation tasks from EMAD.
We train an `2 regularised logistic regression
as the target (sentiment) classifier, in which we
tune the regularisation coefficient using validation
data. We randomly select 10% from the target
domain labelled data, which is separate from the
train or test data. We tune regularisation coefficient in [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1]. We use 300 dimensional pre-trained GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) to create BonG embeddings
for uni and bigrams. We found that a maximum of
100 epochs to be sufficient to reach convergence in
all projection learning tasks for all domains. The
source code implementation of self-adapt will be
made publicly available upon paper acceptance.
4.1

NA: No-adaptation. Learn a classifier from SL
and simply use it to classify sentiment on target
domain test instances, without performing any domain adaptation.
Sprj : Learn a source projection Sprj and apply it
to project SL to obtain SL∗ = A∗+ ◦ SL+ ∪ A∗− ◦ SL− .
Train a sentiment classifier using SL∗ and use it to
classify target domain test instances.
Sprj +PL: Use the classifier trained using SL∗ on
target domain unlabelled data to create a pseudolabelled dataset TL0 . Train a sentiment classifier on
SL∗ ∪ TL0 and use it to classify target domain test
instances.
Sprj +Tprj : This is the proposed method including all three steps. A target projection Tprj is
learnt using TL0 and is applied to obtain TL0∗ =
B∗+ ◦ TL0+ ∪ B∗− ◦ TL0− . Finally, a sentiment classifier is trained using SL∗ ∪ TL0∗ and used to classify
target domain test instances.
With all methods, we keep k = 1 in the nearest
neighbour feature representation in (1) for the ease
of comparisons. Confidence threshold τ is tuned
in the range [0.5, 0.9] using cross-validation. From
Table 1 we see that Sprj consistently outperforms
NA, showing that even without using any information from the target domain, it is still useful
to learn source domain projections that discriminates instances with opposite labels. When we
perform pseudo labelling on top of source projection learning (Sprj +PL) we see a slight but consistent improvement in all domain-pairs. However,
when we use the pseudo labelled instances to learn
a target projection (Sprj +Tprj ) we obtain the best
performance in all domain-pairs. Moreover, the
obtained results are significantly better under the
stricter p < 0.001 level over the NA baseline in 7
out of 12 domain-pairs.
Table 3 shows the classification accuracy for the
EMAD. Due to the limited availability of space,
we show the average classification accuracy for
adapting to the same target domain instead of
showing all 240 domain-pairs for EMAD. Likewise in MAD, we see in EMAD we obtain the
best results when we use both source and target
projections. Interestingly, we see that the proposed method adapting well even to the domains

Effect of Projection Learning and
Pseudo-Labelling

Our proposed method consists of 3 main steps as
described in Section 3: source projection learning, pseudo labelling and target projection learning. Using MAD, in Table 1, we compare the relative effectiveness of these three steps towards the
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S −T
B-D
B-E
B-K
D-B
D-E
D-K
E-B
E-D
E-K
K-B
K-D
K-E

NA
73.50
64.00
68.50
74.00
64.75
71.50
67.25
66.75
76.00
63.00
71.25
69.00

Sprj

74.25
73.25**
75.25*
75.50
71.25*
75.00
74.50*
67.75
81.00
73.75**
71.25
77.50**

Sprj +PL

74.50
73.50**
76.00*
75.50
71.50*
76.25
75.25**
68.00
81.00
73.75**
71.00
78.00**

adapt on the same datasets, feature representations
and settings to conduct a fair comparison. All classical self-training methods were trained using the
source domain labelled instances SL as seed data.
As discussed in Section 3.2, similar to Self-Adapt,
we observed that the performance did not significantly increase beyond the first iteration for any of
the classical self-training methods in UDA. Consequently, we compare all classical self-training
methods for their peak performance, obtained after
the first iteration. We tune the confidence threshold τ for each method using validation data and
found the optimal value of τ to fall in the range
[0.6, 0.9]. k is a hyperparameter selected using
validation dataset for Self-Adapt in comparison.
Experimental results on MAD and EMAD are
shown respectively in Tables 2 and 4. From those
Tables, we see that Self-Adapt for most of the
domain pairs performs similarly or slightly worse
than NA. Although Tri and Tri-D outperform NA
on all cases, we found that those two methods are
highly sensitive to the seed instances used to initialise the pseudo-labelling process. We find the
proposed Self-Adapt to outperform all classical
self-training based methods in 11 out of 12 domain pairs in MAD and in all 16 target domains
in EMAD, showing a strong and robust improvement over classical self-training methods. This result shows that by combining source and target domain projections with self-training, we can obtain
superior performance in UDA in comparison to using classical self-training methods alone.

Sprj +Tprj

76.25
77.50**
78.75**
75.50
74.25**
79.75**
76.25**
69.50
81.00
75.00**
72.50
78.25**

Table 1: Target domain test data classification
accuracy for the different steps in the proposed
method (k = 1). S − T denotes adapting from
a source S to a target T domain. The best result
for each domain-pair is bolded. Statistically significant improvements over NA according to the
binomial exact test are shown by “*” and “**” respectively at p = 0.01 and p = 0.001 levels.
with smaller numbers of unlabelled data such as
gourmet food (168 labelled and 267 unlabelled
train instances). This is encouraging because it
shows that the proposed method can overcome the
lack of labelled instances via pseudo labelling and
projection learning.
4.2

Comparisons against Self-Training

Ruder and Plank (2018) evaluated classical
general-purpose semi-supervised learning methods proposed for inducing pseudo labels for unlabelled instances using a seed set of labelled instances in the context of UDA. They found that
tri-training to outperform more complex neural
SoTA UDA methods. Considering the fact that
Self-Adapt is performing pseudo-labelling, similar to other self-training methods, it is interesting
to see how well it compares against classical selftraining methods for inducing labels (Yarowsky,
1995; Abney, 2007; Zhou and Li, 2005; Søgaard,
2010) when applied to UDA. Specifically, we
consider the classical self-training (Yarowsky,
1995; Abney, 2007) (Self), Tri-training (Zhou and
Li, 2005) (Tri) and Tri-training with diversification (Søgaard, 2010) (Tri-D). For each of those
methods, we use the labelled data in the source
domain as seeds and induce labels for the unlabelled data in the target domain. Table 2 reports
the results on MAD.
We re-implement the classical self-training
methods considered by Ruder and Plank (2018)
and evaluated them against the proposed self-

S-T

NA

Self

Tri

Tri-D

Self-Adapt

B-D
B-E
B-K
D-B
D-E
D-K
E-B
E-D
E-K
K-B
K-D
K-E

73.50
64.00
68.50
74.00
64.75
71.50
67.25
66.75
76.00
63.00
71.25
69.00

74.25
65.00
70.75
73.00
65.25
71.75
68.25
66.25
76.50
63.00
71.00
68.75

74.75
73.25**
73.25
77.00
73.75**
75.75
68.50
68.25
82.50*
70.00*
71.25
73.00

77.25
72.00**
73.75
76.00
70.50*
74.00
74.25*
73.50*
81.00
73.00**
72.00
75.50*

77.25
78.50**
79.00**
81.00*
75.50**
79.75**
76.25**
69.50
82.50*
75.00**
72.75
79.00**

Table 2: Target domain test data classification accuracy of classical self-training methods when applied to UDA.
4.3

Comparisons against Neural UDA

In Table 5, we compare Self-Adapt against
the following neural UDA methods on MAD:
Variational Fair Autoencoder (Louizos et al.,
2015) (VFAE), Domain-adversarial Neural Networks (Ganin et al., 2016) (DANN), Asymmet219

Target Domain
apparel
baby
beauty
camera and photo
computer and video games
gourmet food
grocery
health and personal care
jewelry and watches
magazines
music
outdoor living
software
sports and outdoors
toys and games
video

NA
71.39
68.00
69.66
68.46
61.78
72.34
71.01
65.85
68.90
65.28
66.27
71.97
65.72
66.56
69.57
64.19

Sprj

75.31
71.06
73.20
73.46
67.38
81.13**
76.90*
68.38
77.86**
71.54*
70.69
76.77
69.56
70.18
72.82
67.59

Sprj +PL
75.66
71.37
73.18
74.02
67.85
82.89**
77.57 *
68.67
79.11**
71.45*
70.89
78.01*
69.60
70.67
73.22
68.37

Sprj +Tprj

76.68*
72.63
73.70
74.54*
68.11*
83.15**
78.14*
69.24
79.79**
72.16*
71.41
78.93*
70.31
71.02
73.65
68.97

Target Domain

NA

Self

Tri

Tri-D

Self-Adapt

apparel
baby
beauty
camera and photo
computer and video games
gourmet food
grocery
health and personal care
jewelry and watches
magazines
music
outdoor living
software
sports and outdoors
toys and games
video

71.39
68.00
69.66
68.46
61.78
72.34
71.01
65.85
68.90
65.28
66.27
71.97
65.72
66.56
69.57
64.19

71.38
67.96
70.54
68.44
62.28
74.10
71.83
66.08
71.04
65.34
66.22
74.01
65.47
66.87
70.03
64.88

73.96
69.71
71.73
71.31
64.65
75.39
75.22
67.10
76.67**
67.58
68.82
76.21
67.36
69.22
71.76
66.34

73.89
69.84
70.49
71.28
64.93
77.88
74.29
67.07
76.21**
67.47
68.27
74.79
67.53
68.05
72.32
67.49

76.68
72.63
73.70
74.54*
68.11*
83.15**
78.14*
69.24
79.79**
72.16*
71.41
78.93*
70.31
71.02
73.65
68.97

Table 3: Average classification accuracy on each
target domain in EMAD for the steps in the proposed method (k = 1).

Table 4: Average classification accuracy on each
target domain in EMAD of classical self-training
based methods when applied to UDA.

ric Tri-training (Saito et al., 2017) (Asy-Tri), and
Multi-task Tri-training (Ruder and Plank, 2018)
(MT-Tri). We select these methods as they are the
current SoTA for UDA on MAD, and report the
results from the original publications in Table 5.
Although only in 3 out of 12 domain-pairs SelfAdapt is obtaining the best performance, the difference of performance between DANN and SelfAdapt is not statistically significant. Although
MT-Tri is outperforming Self-Adapt in 8 domainpairs, it is noteworthy that MT-Tri is using a larger
feature space than that of Self-Adapt. Specifically, MT-Tri is using 5000 dimensional tf-idf
weighted unigram and bigram vectors for representing reviews, whereas we Self-Adapt uses a
300 dimensional BonG representation computed
using pre-trained GloVe vectors. Moreover, prior
work on neural UDA have not used the entire unlabelled datasets and have sampled a smaller subset due to computational feasibility. For example, MT-Tri uses only 2000 unlabelled instances
for each domain despite the fact that the original
unlabelled datasets contain much larger numbers
of reviews. This is not only a waste of available
data but it is also non-obvious as how to subsample unlabelled data for training. Our preliminary
experiments revealed that the performance of neural UDA methods to be sensitive to the unlabelled
datasets used.3 On the other hand, Self-Adapt
does not require sub-sampling of unlabelled data
and uses all the available unlabelled data for UDA.
During the pseudo-labelling step, Self-Adapt automatically selects a subset of unlabelled target in-

stances that are determined to be confident by the
classifier more than a pre-defined threshold τ . The
ability to operate on a lower-dimensional feature
space and obviating the need to subsample unlabelled data are properties of the proposed method
that are attractive when applying UDA methods on
large datasets and across multiple domains.
S-T

VFAE

DANN

Asy-Tri

MT-Tri

Self-Adapt

B-D
B-E
B-K
D-B
D-E
D-K
E-B
E-D
E-K
K-B
K-D
K-E

79.90
79.20
81.60
75.50
78.60
82.20
72.70
76.50
85.00
72.00
73.30
83.80

78.40
73.30
77.90
72.30
75.40
78.30
71.10
73.80
85.40
70.90
74.00
84.30

80.70
79.80
82.50
73.20
77.00
82.50
73.20
72.90
86.90
72.50
74.90
84.60

81.47
78.62
78.09
77.49
79.66
81.23
73.43
75.05
87.07
73.60
77.41
86.06

77.25
78.50
79.00
81.00**
75.50
79.75
76.25
69.50
82.50
75.00
72.75
79.00

Table 5: Classification accuracy compared with
neural adaptation methods. The best result is
bolded. Statistically significant improvements
over DANN according to the binomial exact test
are shown by “*” and “**” respectively at p =
0.01 and p = 0.001 levels.

5

Conclusions

We proposed Self-Adapt, an UDA method that
combines projection learning and self-training.
Our experimental results on two datasets for crossdomain sentiment classification show that projection learning and self-training have complementary strengths and jointly contribute to improve
UDA performance. In future, we plan to apply
Self-Adapt to other UDA tasks in NLP such as
cross-domain POS tagging and NER.

3
Unfortunately, the source code for MT-Tri was not available for us to run this method with the same set of features
and unlabelled dataset that we used. Therefore, we report the
results from the original publication.
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Abstract

propose machine learning and deep learning based
systems to tackle the automatic detection of cues
and scopes that achieve high performance.

In this work, we propose to address the
detection of negation and speculation, and
of their scope, in French biomedical documents. It has been indeed observed
that they play an important role and provide crucial clues for other NLP applications. Our methods are based on CRFs
and BiLSTM. We reach up to 97.21 %
and 91.30 % F-measure for the detection
of negation and speculation cues, respectively, using CRFs. For the computing
of scope, we reach up to 90.81 % and
86.73 % F-measure on negation and speculation, respectively, using BiLSTM-CRF
fed with word embeddings.

1

2

EXPRESSION of NEGATION and
SPECULATION

In French, the expression of negation and speculation have some specifics that are described below.
2.1

NEGATION

The negation cues may consist of one word or prefix, or of multiple words. Moreover, negation can
be expressed via a large panel of cues which can
be morphological (an, in, im, ir, dis), lexical (absence de(absence of), à l’exception de(excepting)), and
grammatical (non, ne...pas, ni...ni). In the following examples, we present sentences with instances
of negation (the cues are underlined).

INTRODUCTION

The detection of speculation and negation in texts
has become one of the unavoidable pre-requisites
in many information extraction tasks. Both are
common in language and provide information on
factuality and polarity of facts, which is particularly important for the biomedical field (Elkin
et al., 2005b; Denny and Peterson, 2007; Gindl
et al., 2008; Chapman et al., 2001). Indeed, negation and speculation provide there crucial information for detecting patient’s present, speculated
or absent pathologies and co-morbidities, detecting whether a particular medication has been, may
have been, or has not been prescribed or taken,
defining the certainty of diagnosis, etc. In order
to efficiently identify speculation and negation instances, it is first necessary to identify their cues,
i.e., words (or morphological units) that express
speculation and negation, and then their scopes,
i.e., tokens within the sentence which are affected
by the negation or speculation. In this paper, we
present two French datasets annotated with negation and speculation cues and their scope. We also

1. En alternative des traitements locaux
(chirurgie, radiothérapie, radiofréquence,
cryoablation) peuvent être indiqués mais ils
ne sont pas toujours faisables. (Alternatively,
local treatments (surgery, radiotherapy, radiofrequency, cryoablation) may be indicated but are not
always feasible.)

2. Il n’existe toujours pas aujourd’hui de consensus quant à une définition précise de ce
phénomène hétérogène ou des modalités de
sa prise en charge. (There is still no consensus
today on a precise definition of this heterogeneous phenomenon or the modalities of its management.)

3. il n’y a pas de traitement curateur de la
maladie en dehors de l’allogreffe de moelle.
(there is no curative treatment for this disease apart
from bone-marrow homograft)

4. Lymphome non hodgkinien à cellules B matures récidivant/réfractaire. (Relapsed/refractory mature B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.)
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3. Elle aurait eu la pose à 2 reprises d’un dispositif intrautérin (DIU). (She would have had

5. Elle n’est soulagée que par la marche et doit
donc écouter la télévision en faisant les cent
pas dans son salon. (She is only relieved by walk-

the pose of an intrauterine device (IUD) twice.)

ing and must therefore listen to the TV pacing in her

Example (1) shows a typical occurrence of
pourrait (could). As in English, where can, could,
may, etc. express speculation, in French, pouvoir
can occur in many forms.
Example (2) shows the effect of reste à (remains to) combined with an infinitive verb, here
démontrer. Other infinitive verbs, such as expliquer (to explain) or vérifier (to verify), associated with
reste à trigger speculation.
Example (3) shows how the conditional tense
triggers speculation. In English, would triggers
speculation in this case, which is simpler to detect. Indeed, in French, the conditional tense is
expressed via suffixes (-ais, -ais, -ait, -ions, -iez,
-aient), which makes the detection harder, especially for supervised learning techniques.

living room.)

Examples (1-2) show the possible effect of frequency adverbs, here toujours (always). In the
first sentence traitements locaux (chirurgie, radiothérapie, radiofréquence, cryoablation), the content would be negated without toujours(always). In
the second sentence, with or without toujours, the
meaning of the sentence does not change, therefore, the scope of the negation remains the same.
Example (3) shows how the preposition en dehors de(apart from), can stop the scope of negation. Many other prepositions such as à part, à
l’exception de or excepté, with more or less the
same meaning than en dehors de (apart from), would
have the same effect on the negation scope. However, these prepositions can also play the role of
negation by themselves.
Examples (4) show that cues can also be
included in medical concepts such as non
hodgkinien (non-Hodgkin’s). In our work, we chose
to label hodgkinien as part of the negation scope.
Finally, example (5) shows the context in which
the ambiguous word pas, meaning both no/not and
footstep, has the non-negation meaning. In this example, pas is part of the idiomatic expression faire
les cent pas (pacing, walking around). Another ambiguity is related to the adverb plus meaning either
more or, in conjunction with ne, no more.
2.2

3

RELATED WORK

We present several corpora and methods that have
been proposed in the existing work to tackle the
tasks of speculation and negation detection.
3.1

DATA

In the recent years, several specialized corpora in
English have been annotated with speculation and
negation, which has resulted in models for their
automatic detection. These corpora can be divided
into two categories: (1) corpora annotated with
cues and scopes, such as Bioscope (Vincze et al.,
2008) or *SEM-2012, and (2) corpora focusing on
concepts and named entities, such as I2B2 and Mipacq. We briefly describe these corpora. The Bioscope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008) contains reports
of radiological examinations, scientific articles,
and abstracts from biomedical articles. Each sentence and each negation and speculation cue/scope
pair receives unique identifier. The *SEM-2012
corpus (Morante and Blanco, 2012) consists of a
Sherlock Holmes novel and three other short stories written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. It contains 5,520 sentences, among which 1,227 sentences are negated. Each occurrence of the negation, the cue and its scope are annotated, as well
as the focus of the negation if relevant. In this corpus, cues and scopes can be discontinuous. The
I2B2/VA-2010 challenge (Uzuner et al., 2011) featured several tasks using US clinical records. One
task aimed the detection of statements and of their

SPECULATION

The expression of speculation can be even more
complex than negation. Indeed, speculation can
be triggered by many specific sequences of words.
We describe several of them below.
1. En effet, l’arrêt du traitement antituberculeux
en soi pourrait permettre un rétablissement
de la fonction normale des héptocytes en
éliminant la source de l’atteinte hépatique.
(Indeed, stopping TB treatment per se could restore
normal hepatocyte function by eliminating the source
of liver damage.)

2. Le bénéfice de l’association lénalomide + RCHOP au rapport par rapport au R-CHOP
reste à démontrer. (The benefit of the combination
of lenalomide + R-CHOP compared with R-CHOP remains to be demonstrated.)
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scope. Medical concepts had to be associated with
the corresponding statement: present, absent, possible, conditional, hypothetical or not associated
with the patient. Mipacq (Albright et al., 2013)
is another corpus with clinical data in English annotated with syntactic and semantic labels. Each
detected UMLS entity has two attribute locations:
negation (true or false) and status (none, possible,
HistoryOf or FamilyHistoryOf ).
3.2

Documents
Sentences
Tokens
Vocabulary (types)
Negative sentences
Speculative sentences

French
clin. cases
200
3,811
87,487
10,500
804
226

Table 1: Statistics on the two French corpora

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Among the rule based systems dedicated to the
negation detection, NegEx (Chapman et al., 2001)
pioneered the area. It uses regular expressions
to detect the cues and to identify medical terms
in their scope. It was later adapted to various
languages including French (Deléger and Grouin,
2012). ConText (Harkema et al., 2009), derived
from NegEx, covers more objectives: negation,
temporality, and the subject concerned by this information in the clinical texts. It has been adapted
to French (Abdaoui et al., 2017). In another
work, medical concepts may receive additional labels (positive, negative or uncertain) Elkin et al.
(2005a). Özgür and Radev (2009); Øvrelid et al.
(2010); Kilicoglu and Bergler (2010) exploit lexical, grammatical and syntactic information to detect speculation and its scope. ScopeFinder (Apostolova et al., 2011) detects the scope of negation and speculation with rules built automatically
from BioScope (lexico-syntactic patterns extraction). NegBio (Peng et al., 2018) detects both
negation and speculation in radiology reports with
rules based on universal dependency graphs.
3.3

French
clin. trials
–
6,547
150,084
7,880
1,025
630

as a fall-back by Packard et al. (2014) when the
main MRS (minimal recursion semantics) Crawler
cannot parse the sentence. Qian et al. (2016)
addresses the scope detection with an approach
based on a convolutional neural network which
extracts features from various syntactic paths between the cues and the candidate tokens in constituency and dependency parsed trees. Fancellu
et al. (2016) uses neural networks to solve the
problem of negation scope detection. One approach uses Feed-forward neural network, while
the other, which appears to be more efficient for
the task, uses a bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BiLSTM) neural network. Given the results from the latter approach, it inspired our work.

4

FRENCH MEDICAL CORPORA

We manually annotated two corpora from the
biomedical field. Table 1 presents some statistics
on these corpora: the number of words, the variety of the vocabulary, the number of sentences,
the number of negative sentences with one or
more negations. The Inter Annotator Agreement
(IAA) on negation annotation is high (Cohen’s
κ=0.8461).

SUPERVISED LEARNING

To our knowledge, Light et al. (2004) is the first
work to include supervised learning for speculation detection. It relies on SVM to select speculative sentences in MEDLINE abstracts. Tang et al.
(2010) proposes a cascade method based on CRF
and SVM classifiers to detect speculation cues and
another CRF classifier to identify their scopes.
Velldal et al. (2012) proposes a SVM-based cue
detection system, trained on simple n-grams features computed on the local lexical context (words
and lemmas). This system offers a hybrid detection of the scope, which combines expert rules,
operating on syntactic dependency trees, with a
ranking SVM that learns a discriminative ranking
function over nodes in constituent trees. It was
further improved by Read et al. (2012) and is used

4.1

ESSAI: FRENCH CORPUS with
CLINICAL TRIALS

One corpus contains clinical trial protocols in
French. They were mainly obtained from the National Cancer Institute registry1 . The typical protocol consists of two parts: the summary of the
trial, which indicates the purpose of the trial and
the methods applied; and a detailed description of
the trial with the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
1
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Form
Pas
de
dyspnée
.

Lemma
pas
de
dyspnée
.

POS
ADV
PRP
NOM
SENT

Cue
pas

scope
de
dyspnée

Table 2: Excerpt from the CAS corpus. The
columns contain linguistic (lemmas, POS-tag) and
reference (cue, scope) information.
4.2

CAS: FRENCH CORPUS with
CLINICAL CASES

This corpus contains clinical cases published in
scientific literature and training material. They
are published in different journals from Frenchspeaking countries (France, Belgium, Switzerland, Canada, African countries, tropical countries) and are related to various medical specialties
(cardiology, urology, oncology...). The purpose
of clinical cases is to describe clinical situations
of patients. Hence, their content is close to the
content of clinical narratives (description of diagnoses, treatments or procedures, evolution, family
history, expected audience, etc.). In clinical cases,
the negation is frequently used for describing the
patient signs, symptoms, and diagnosis. Speculation is present as well but less frequently.
4.3

Figure 1: Our bidirectional RNN uses LSTM cells
with either a softmax or CRF output layer. Features are either words/lemmas/PoS for cue detection or words/PoS/Cue information for scope detection.
5.1

In the recent years, several models have been
introduced to generate vector representations of
words helping machine learning approaches to
better capture their semantics. The models used
in the negation/speculation detection task are the
following ones.
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is a predictive model to learn word embeddings from plain
text. The embeddings can be calculated using two
model architectures: the continuous bag-of-words
(CBOW) and Skip-Gram (SG) models. In this
work, we use use the SG model; it treats each
context-target pair as new observation, which is
suitable for large datasets.
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) addresses the
Word2vec’s main issue: the words, which do not
occur in the vocabulary, cannot be represented.
Hence, this algorithm uses subword information:
each word is represented as a bag of all possible
character n-grams it contains. The word is padded
using a set of unique symbols which helps singling out prefixes and suffixes. The full sequence
is added to the bag of n-grams as well. The vector now denotes every char n-gram and the word
vector is the sum of its char n-gram vectors. Since
the char n-gram representations across words are

ANNOTATION LAYERS

These two corpora are Part-of-Speech tagged and
lemmatized with TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994). For
the creation of the reference data necessary for
machine learning, both corpora were annotated
manually to mark up negation and speculation
cues and their scope. However, the 200 annotated
clinical cases did not include enough examples of
speculation for a machine learning models to train
properly. Therefore, speculation detection is either
trained and tested with ESSAI alone or with ESSAI and CAS. Table 2 presents an annotated sentence from CAS: No dyspnea.. The corpora also
includes two additional columns (sentence number and token position).

5

WORD VECTOR REPRESENTATIONS

METHODOLOGY

As indicated on Figure 1, our methods rely on
specifically trained word vectors and supervised
learning techniques (BiLSTM and CRF). The objective is to classify each word as being part or not
of the negation/speculation cue and/or scope.
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often shared, rare words can also get reliable representations.
These two word embedding models are trained
using the Skip-Gram algorithm, 100 dimensions, a
window of 5 words before and after each word,
a minimum count of five occurrences for each
word and negative sampling. The training data
are composed of the French Wikipedia articles
and biomedical data. The latter includes the ESSAI and CAS corpora, the French Medical Corpus
from CRTT2 and the Corpus QUAERO Médical
du français3 (Névéol et al., 2014). These models
are trained using the Gensim4 (Rehurek and Sojka,
2010) python library.
5.2

We performed the gradient descent using the LBFGS (Limited-memory BFGS) method with 0.1
L1 penalty and 0.01 L2 penalty. We only experiment with CRFs for the cue detection task, in comparison with BiLSTM-CRF.
5.4

We use standard evaluation measures: precision
P , recall R, and F1 score. The scope detection is
evaluated in two ways: (1) on individual scope tokens which is the standard evaluation, and (2) on
exact scopes to assess more strictly how efficient
our models are. For the latter, we use the available evaluation script5 . Each corpus is randomly
segmented into the training set (80%, 20% for validation), and the test set (20%).

RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK

Recurrent neural network takes into account the
previously seen data in addition to the currently
seen data. This is implemented with loops in
the architecture of the network, which allows the
information to persist in memory. Among the
RNNs, long short-term memory networks (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) are the most
efficient for the learning of long-term dependencies and are therefore more suitable to solve the
problem of discontinuous scope, which is typical
for the negation. LSTM cells are also more efficient at retaining useful information during backpropagation.
We use a bidirectional LSTM, which operates
forward and backward on the sentence, to detect
cues and scopes. The backward pass is relevant
for the scope detection because the scope may be
before or after the cue. Prediction is computed
by either a softmax or a CRF (suitable for the
sequence labeling) output layer. We use embeddings of dimension k = 100 and a dimensionality of the output space of 400 units per layer
(backward/forward) with 0.5 dropout. 50 epochs
achieve the highest F1 score on the validation sets.
5.3

EVALUATING LABELING SYSTEMS

6

CUE DETECTION

The speculation and negation cue detection is the
first step of the task. To tackle this problem,
we experiment with two supervised learning approaches. First, we train a CRF using several features (words, lemmas and POS-tags) with empirically defined window over features. Our second
approach uses a BiLSTM with a CRF output layer,
which is trained on the same features. We did not
use any pre-trained embeddings for this task.
Table 3 presents the results obtained with our
approaches on the ESSAI and CAS corpora. We
can see that cue detection shows high evaluation
values: 93.92 to 97.21 F-measure for negation
cues, and 86.88 to 91.30 F-measure for speculation cues. Although there is little room for improvement on negation cue detection, indeed 10kfold cross-validation with our CRF reaches more
than 95 F-measure on both corpora, speculation
cue detection would benefit from more training
examples. Indeed, the potential number of cues
and the numerous contexts in which they appear
and do or do not express speculation makes them
harder to detect and will require more annotated
examples. For both negation and speculation cue
detection, our CRF is slightly more efficient than
the BiLSTM-CRF when the CAS corpus is involved, which indicates that the CAS corpus contains less complex examples than ESSAI.

CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS

Conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al.,
2001) are statistical methods used to label word sequences. By training a model on appropriate features and labels to be predicted, the CRFs generally obtain good results with much lower training
time than neural networks.

7

SCOPE DETECTION

In all the scope detection experiments proposed,
we only train the neural networks on nega-

2

https://bit.ly/2LOJfEW
3
https://quaerofrenchmed.limsi.fr/
4
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/

5
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https://github.com/ffancellu/NegNN

Negation

Speculation

System
CRF
BiLSTM-CRF
CRF
BiLSTM-CRF
CRF
BiLSTM-CRF
CRF
BiLSTM-CRF

Corpus
ESSAI
CAS
ESSAI
ESSAI+CAS

window size
(4)
None
(4)
None
(4)
None
(4)
None

P
96.05
95.10
97.05
97.02
91.43
91
93.93
91.22

R
91.89
94.58
97.37
97.02
82.76
83.84
88.82
87.92

F1
93.92
94.84
97.21
97.02
86.88
87.27
91.30
89.54

Table 3: Precision, Recall and F1 -score for the cue detection task on the two corpora (bold: best scores).

Corpus

System
BiLSTM-S

ESSAI
BiLSTM-CRF
Negation
BiLSTM-S
CAS
BiLSTM-CRF

BiLSTM-S
ESSAI
BiLSTM-CRF
Speculation
BiLSTM-S
ESSAI+CAS
BiLSTM-CRF

WE
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT
WI
W2V
FT

Scope tokens
P
R
F1
86.21 82.85 84.50
83.54 83.68 83.61
80.79 86.41 83.51
84.65 84.09 84.37
83.86 83.10 83.48
82.38 84.84 83.59
93.72 87.30 90.40
93.03 88.69 90.81
91.50 88.69 90.08
91.87 88.59 90.20
91.47 88.29 89.85
94.82 87.10 90.80
89.27 82.14 85.56
88.61 84.42 86.47
85.84 84.58 85.21
89.77 83.03 86.27
87.85 83.77 85.76
91.04 79.61 84.94
88.90 83.94 86.35
86.20 85.19 85.69
85.15 87.46 86.29
89.49 81.16 85.12
88.48 85.04 86.73
89.15 83.14 86.04

Exact scope match
P
R
F1
100 55.61 71.47
100 56.59 72.27
100 56.59 72.27
100 59.51 74.62
100 61.95 76.51
100 59.51 74.61
100 73.21 84.54
100 75.59 86.10
100 72.02 83.74
100 68.45 81.27
100 76.19 86.49
100 78.57 88.00
100 52.76 69.07
100 56.69 72.36
100 58.27 73.63
100 51.97 68.39
100 55.91 71.72
100 57.48 73.00
100 57.56 73.06
100 58.14 73.53
100 59.30 74.45
100 56.98 72.59
100 65.12 78.87
100 62.79 77.14

Table 4: Precision, Recall and F1 -score for the scope detection task (bold: best scores).

System
Negation
BiLSTM-CRF
Speculation

Train
ESSAI
CAS
ESSAI
CAS

Test
CAS
ESSAI
CAS
ESSAI

Scope tokens
P
R
F1
76.73 76.36 76.54
82.36 55.23 66.12
76.46 68.03 72.00
72.43 65.05 68.54

Exact scope match
P
R
F1
100 36.08 53.03
100 28.20 43.99
100 45.37 62.42
100 30.79 47.09

Table 5: Cross-corpora Precision, Recall and F1 -score for the scope detection task (bold: best scores).
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tive/speculative sentences. The base system takes
as input an instance I(w, c, t), where each word
is represented by: w vector (word-embedding), c
vector (cue-embedding), indicating if the word is a
cue or not, t vector (POS-tag-embedding). Preliminary tests showed that adding lemmas as features
only decreases the F-measure. For each system,
we use the same empirically defined hyperparameters given before. During training, embeddings
weights are updated.
Table 4 indicate the results obtained for the
scope detection task. One can see that it is easier
to predict the scope of negation cues (up to 90.81
F-measure) than of speculation cues (up to 86.73
F-measure). Results show that using pre-trained
embeddings improves F-measures for exact scope
detection by up to 6 points for both negation and
speculation. Moreover, the CRF output layer either outperforms the softmax layer or reaches an
equivalent F-measure for exact scope detection. In
another experiment, we trained the models on one
corpus and tested them on the other (Table 5): the
models trained on ESSAI are more efficient, and
the negation and speculation structures are more
stable in the CAS corpus. However, even though
CAS (speculation) was only trained on 226 examples, the model still shows decent results in scope
tokens detection.
7.1

unit without renal failure after eight days of management and five hemodialysis sessions.)

The second example illustrates the error that impacts precision. Here, the model wrongly predicts
that all tokens in the sentence are within the scope.
In the reference data, the cue aucun (any, no) often occurs at the beginning of sentences, and in
sentences with many instances of negation. The
model, mostly trained on this kind of examples,
may try to reproduce these structures which causes
bad prediction in some cases.
• GOLD: Les colorations spéciales (PAS, coloration de Ziehl-Neelsen, coloration de Grocott) ne [mettaient en évidence] aucun [agent
pathogène].
• PRED: [Les colorations spéciales (PAS,
coloration de Ziehl-Neelsen, coloration de
Grocott]) ne [mettaient en évidence] aucun
[agent pathogène].
(Special stains (PAS, Ziehl-Neelsen stain, Grocott
stain) showed no pathogens.)

In the third example, the error impacts both precision and recall. In this example, we have two
instances of negation with the same cues: n...pas.
Usually, its scope follows, however, in the first instance it precedes. As we do not have many examples of this kind to train on, the model fails to
correctly label the sequence. In the second negation instance, the scope may be shorter than usual,
which impacts precision.

ERROR ANALYSIS

An analysis of the results makes it possible to isolate frequent types of errors. In the following examples, the speculation and negation cues are underlined, the scope is between brackets, while the
segments in bold correspond to predictions errors.
7.1.1

• GOLD:
[Le
retrait
du
matériel
d’ostéosynthèse incriminé] n’[est] pas
[systématique], ce qui explique qu’il n’[ait]
pas [été proposé] à notre patient asymptomatique.

NEGATION

In the first example, the prediction fails at labeling
rénale (renal). In the majority of cases in the reference data, the scopes associated to the cue sans
often only include one token, which may be causing this error that impacts recall:

• PRED:
Le
retrait
du
matériel
d’ostéosynthèse incriminé n’[est] pas
[systématique], ce qui explique qu’il n’[ait]
pas [été proposé à notre patient asymptomatique].

• GOLD: Le patient sortira du service de
réanimation guéri et sans [insuffisance
rénale] après huit jours de prise en charge
et cinq séances d’hémodialyse.

(The removal of the implicated osteosynthesis material
is not systematic, which explains why it has not been
proposed to our asymptomatic patient.)

• PRED: Le patient sortira du service de
réanimation guéri et sans [insuffisance]
rénale après huit jours de prise en charge et
cinq séances d’hémodialyse.

7.1.2

SPECULATION

In the first example, the scope of the speculation
has been predicted up to the end of the preposition
while in the reference data, the scope covers the
verbal group. This typically impacts precision.

(The patient will be discharged from the intensive care
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• GOLD: Ce médicament n’a pas la toxicité
de la chimiothérapie, mais entraine une disparition des lymphocytes B normaux pendant
plusieurs mois, ce qui pourrait [favoriser la
survenue d’infections graves] car ces lymphocytes participent à la défense immunitaire.

• PRED: L’objectif de cet essai est
d’évaluer la diminution des complications
postopératoires de l’oesophagectomie qui
devrait [être obtenue en réalisant une partie
de l’intervention sous coelioscopie], chez
des patients ayant un cancer de l’oesophage
résécable.

• PRED: Ce médicament n’a pas la toxicité
de la chimiothérapie, mais entraine une disparition des lymphocytes B normaux pendant
plusieurs mois, ce qui pourrait [favoriser la
survenue d’infections graves car ces lymphocytes participent à la défense immunitaire]

(The objective of this trial is to evaluate the decrease
in postoperative complications of esophagectomy that
should be achieved by performing part of the procedure under laparoscopy, for patients with resectable
esophageal cancer.)

8

CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK

The interest for the automatic detection of speculation and negation in English with supervised machine learning has increased in the recent years.
Yet, the lack of data for other languages and for
specialized domains hampers the further development of such approaches. In our work, we presented new bodies of biomedical data in French
annotated with negation and speculation (cues and
their scope). Prior to the dissemination to the research community, the French clinical trial protocols corpus will be finalized through the integration of new data and the computation of the
inter-annotator agreement. The French CAS corpus will be distributed as more clinical cases are
manually annotated, as we need more speculative
sentences to train supervised learning models on
this dataset. Another contribution of our work is
the study of different types of word vector representations and recurrent neural networks for the
detection of negation and speculation. There has
not been much work of this type on French corpora, especially for the biomedical domain which
contains specific negation and speculation phenomena. We showed that a CRF layer yields
better performance than softmax on exact scope
match. Finally, the models have been applied in
a cross-corpus context. Besides, we plan to improve our neural network performance by providing richer feature. In particular, recent embedding
techniques, such as BERT or ELMO (Devlin et al.,
2018; Peters et al., 2018) may provide more accurate representation of the sentences. Moreover, in
order to provide more accurate features, we plan
to move from TreeTagger, which makes a substantial number of mistakes on our datasets, to a POS
tagger/lemmatizer dedicated to French biomedical
texts. Syntactic parsing of sentences may also provide useful features for the detection of scope.

(This drug does not have the toxicity of chemotherapy,
but causes the disappearance of normal B lymphocytes
for several months, which could increase the occurrence of serious infections because these lymphocytes
participate in the immune defense.)

However, most of our errors impact recall, like
in the following example.
• GOLD: Elles possèdent les caractéristiques
de la tumeur et pourraient [permettre à
l’avenir de faire le diagnostic de tumeur sans
biopsie ainsi que de suivre l’évolution de la
tumeur traitée], les CTC disparaissant quand
le traitement fonctionne.
• PRED: Elles possèdent les caractéristiques
de la tumeur et pourraient [permettre à
l’avenir de faire le diagnostic de tumeur]
sans biopsie ainsi que de suivre l’évolution
de la tumeur traitée, les CTC disparaissant
quand le traitement fonctionne.
(It has the characteristics of the tumor and could in the
future be used to diagnose the tumor without biopsy
and to follow-up the evolution of the treated tumor, the
CTC disappearing when the treatment is efficient.)

Several examples show errors where both precision and recall are impacted. Usually, the reason
is that they are rare cases in our corpora where the
scope is reversed. For instance, in the example below, most of the scope of devrait precedes it, while
in the reference data, its scope follows this cue.
• GOLD: L’objectif de cet essai est
d’évaluer [la diminution des complications postopératoires de l’oesophagectomie
qui] devrait [être obtenue] en réalisant
une partie de l’intervention sous coelioscopie, chez des patients ayant un cancer de
l’oesophage résécable.
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Abstract

morphological resources to the OntoLex-Lemon
model.5
In the next sections, we first describe briefly the
Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud, and one of
its salient component, the OntoLex-Lemon model.
Following this summary, we describe the (multilingual) morphological resources we selected for
mapping to OntoLex-Lemon. We present the result of such mappings and conclude with a description of the next steps of our work, aiming at
supporting the cross-lingual comparison of morphological resources, and the cross-checking, correcting and merging of different morphological resources for one and the same language.

We describe work consisting in porting various morphological resources to the OntoLexLemon model. A main objective of this work
is to offer a uniform representation of different
morphological data sets in order to be able to
compare and interlink multilingual resources
and to cross-check and interlink or merge the
content of morphological resources of one and
the same language. The results of our work
will be published on the Linguistic Linked
Open Data cloud.

1

Introduction

A significant number of linguistic resources have
been published on the Linguistic Linked Open
Data cloud (LLOD),1 and projects like ELEXIS2
and Prêt-à-LLOD3 are contributing to its further
extension. But we notice that only very few, if any,
specific morphological resources are included in
the LLOD cloud. Available morphology information is mostly contained in lexical or dictionary entries. Our aim is to make also specialized morphological resources available in this cloud. With this
step we want to support the interlinking of such
resources with other types of linguistic data, in a
multilingual fashion, extending work described in
(Gromann and Declerck, 2019), which is linking
synsets of the Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Fellbaum, 1998) that are associated with plural forms
to full lexical descriptions.
A first step of our current work consisted
in mapping the MMorph4 set of multilingual

2

The Linguistic Linked Open Data
Cloud

The LLOD initiative had its inception in 2012 at
a workshop co-located with the 34th Annual Conference of the German Linguistic Society (DGfS).
The workshop was organized by members of the
Open Knowledge Foundation,6 and the contributions to this workshop are available in (Chiarcos
et al., 2012). The workshop has been a point of
focal activity for several research and infrastructure projects, as well as for the “Ontology Lexica” W3C Community Group.7 Those developments are described in (McCrae et al., 2016). A
major result of those activities is the development
of the OntoLex-Lemon model, which is described
in more details in Section 3.
We adopted OntoLex-Lemon for the representation of morphological resources, as this model was
shown to be able to represent both classical lexicographic description (McCrae et al., 2017) and lex-

1

See http://www.linguistic-lod.org/
https://elex.is/. See also (Krek et al., 2018) for
a general overview of ELEXIS and (Declerck et al., 2018) for
a focused description of the role of LLOD in the context of
the project.
3
https://www.pret-a-llod.eu.
4
See (Petitpierre and Russell, 1995).
2

5
See (Cimiano et al., 2016) and https://www.w3.
org/2016/05/ontolex/.
6
See https://okfn.org/.
7
See for more details https://www.w3.org/
community/ontolex/.
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ical semantics networks, like WordNet (McCrae
et al., 2014), to which we want to link full morphological descriptions.

3

OntoLex-Lemon

The OntoLex-Lemon model was originally developed with the aim to provide a rich linguistic
grounding for ontologies, meaning that the natural language expressions used in the description
of ontology elements are equipped with an extensive linguistic description.8 This rich linguistic
grounding includes the representation of morphological and syntactic properties of lexical entries
as well as the syntax-semantics interface, i.e. the
meaning of these lexical entries with respect to an
ontology or to specialized vocabularies.
The main organizing unit for those linguistic descriptions is the lexical entry, which enables the
representation of morphological patterns for each
entry (a MWE, a word or an affix). The connection
of a lexical entry to an ontological entity is marked
mainly by the denotes property or is mediated
by the LexicalSense or the LexicalConcept
properties, as this is represented in Figure 1, which
displays the core module of the model.
OntoLex-Lemon builds on and extends the
lemon model (McCrae et al., 2012b). A major difference is that OntoLex-Lemon includes
an explicit way to encode conceptual hierarchies, using the SKOS standard.9 As can be
seen in Figure 1, lexical entries can be linked,
via the ontolex:evokes property, to such
SKOS concepts, which can represent WordNet
synsets. This structure is paralleling the relation
between lexical entries and ontological resources,
which is implemented either directly by the
ontolex:reference property or mediated by
the instances of the ontolex:LexicalSense
class.
More recent developments of the model have
been described in (McCrae et al., 2017). Currently two extension modules are being discussed:
a lexicographic and a morphology module.10 Our

Figure 1: The core module of OntoLex-Lemon: Ontology Lexicon Interface. Graphic taken from https:
//www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/.

work can also be seen as preparing the field for a
detailed representation of morphological components of lexical data by first porting morphological
resources to the core module of OntoLex-Lemon,
displayed in 1, before applying the representation
guidelines of the morphology extension module,
which is not yet in a stable and final state.

4

The Morphological Resources

We considered two types of morphological data
sets. One is an updated version of the multilingual
MMorph resource (Petitpierre and Russell, 1995),
covering 5 languages. And we also mapped two
monolingual data sets, one for German and one for
Italian. We will use those additional data sets for
the comparison, cross-checking and merging of
monolingual morphological resources, using the
uniform representation of the data in OntoLexLemon.
4.1

MMorph

MMorph was originally developed by ISSCO
at University of Geneva in the past MULTEXT
project.11 For our purposes, we used the extended MMorph version developed at DFKI LT
Lab (MMorph3). This version includes huge morphological resources for English, French, German,
Italian and Spanish.
We choose this resource as it provides already
in its original format a largely unified representation of the morphological data in the different lan-

8

See (McCrae et al., 2012a), (Cimiano et al., 2016) and
also https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
wiki/Final_Model_Specification.
9
SKOS stands for “Simple Knowledge Organization System”. SKOS provides “a model for expressing the basic structure and content of concept schemes such as thesauri, classification schemes, subject heading lists, taxonomies, folksonomies, and other similar types of controlled vocabulary”
(https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-primer/)
10
See
respectively
https://www.w3.org/

community/ontolex/wiki/Lexicography
and
https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
wiki/Morphology.
11
See
https://www.issco.unige.ch/en/
research/projects/MULTEXT.html
for
more
details on the resulting MMorph 2.3.4 version.
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guages, with only few differences across the distinct sources.
Very generally, the MMorph tool relates a word
to a morphosyntactic description (MSD) containing free-definable attribute and values. The
MMorph lexicon used to realize such MSD consists of a set of lexical entries and structural rules.
For example, the following rule creates in English
a noun plural concatenating the singular form and
the noun suffix “s” (Petitpierre and Russell, 1995):

tion of RDF-graphs in rdf:xml, turtle sysntax and other relevant formats.
In Listing 2 we show the resulting OntoLexLemon representation of the German noun “Aachener”.
Listing 2: The OntoLex-Lemon entry for Aachener
: lex_aachener a ontolex : LexicalEntry ;
l e x i n f o : gender l e x i n f o : masculine ;
l e x i n f o : p a r t O f S p e e c h l e x i n f o : noun ;
ontolex : canonicalForm : form_aachener ;
ontolex : otherForm
: form_aachener_dat_plural ,
: form_aachener_gen_singular ,
: f o r m _ a a c h e n e r _ n o m −gen−a c c _ p l u r a l .

" s " n o u n _ s u f f i x [ number= p l u r ]
noun [ number= p l u r g e n d e r = $gen ]
<− noun [ number= s i n g g e n d e r = $gen ]
n o u n _ s u f f i x [ number= p l u r ]

: f o r m _ a a c h e n e r a o n t o l e x : Form ;
lexinfo : case lexinfo : accusative ,
lexinfo : dative ,
lexinfo : nominative ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : s i n g u l a r ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " A a c h e n e r "@de .

Note how the rule ensures that the gender does
not change in the plural form. Further adjustment
rules are defined to catch the orthographic features
of a specific language (e.g. box+s = boxes in English).
The MMorph lexica can be dumped to full form
lists for the usage in further programs:

: form_aachener_dat_plural a
o n t o l e x : Form ;
lexinfo : case lexinfo : dative ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : p l u r a l ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " A a c h e n e r n "@de .

Listing 1: The MMorph entry for the German noun
“Aachener” (inhabitant of Aachen)
" a a c h e n e r " = " a a c h e n e r " Noun [ g e n d e r =masc
number= s i n g u l a r c a s e =nom | d a t | a c c ]
" a a c h e n e r " = " a a c h e n e r " Noun [ g e n d e r =masc
number= p l u r a l c a s e =nom | gen | a c c ]
" a a c h e n e r n " = " a a c h e n e r " Noun [ g e n d e r =masc
number= p l u r a l c a s e = d a t ]
" a a c h e n e r s " = " a a c h e n e r " Noun [ g e n d e r =masc
number= s i n g u l a r c a s e = gen ]

As the reader can observe in Listing 1, the nominal entries are completed by appropriate features
describing case, gender, and number. Multiple
values of a feature are expressed by “|”. The
user can freely define language- and word classspecific features (e.g. clitics for verbal entries or
rection of prepositions). As the example above
demonstrates, the dumped lexica are ideally suited
for the mapping into the OntoLex-Lemon format,
as they present their data in a well structured fashion.
Our German version of MMorph contains over
2.630.000 full-forms. Compared to the original
version, it has specifically improved the coverage
of compounds.
To transform the MMorph data into OntoLexLemon we used a Python script including the
rdflib module12 , which supports the genera-

: form_aachener_gen_singular a
o n t o l e x : Form ;
lexinfo : case lexinfo : gen iti ve ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : s i n g u l a r ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " A a c h e n e r s "@de .
: f o r m _ a a c h e n e r _ n o m −gen−a c c _ p l u r a l a
o n t o l e x : Form ;
lexinfo : case lexinfo : accusative ,
lexinfo : genitive ,
lexinfo : nominative ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : p l u r a l ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " A a c h e n e r "@de .

The reader can observe how the relations between a lemma (an instance of the class
LexicalEntry) and its different morphological forms (instances of the class Form) is made
explicit by the use of named properties. Another
feature of our work is the re-use of established vocabularies, for example the LexInfo vocabulary13
to represent the morpho-syntactic features.
In Listing 3, we show examples of the resulting
data for the lemma “cura” in Spanish.
Listing 3: The OntoLex-Lemon entry for cura
: lex_cura_1
lexinfo
lexinfo
ontolex
ontolex

12
See https://github.com/RDFLib/rdflib for
more details.

a ontolex : LexicalEntry ;
: gender l e x i n f o : feminine ;
: p a r t O f S p e e c h l e x i n f o : noun ;
: canonicalForm : form_cura ;
: otherForm : f o r m _ c u r a _ p l u r a l .

13
See https://lexinfo.net/ and (Cimiano et al.,
2011) for more details
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: lex_cura_2
lexinfo
lexinfo
ontolex
ontolex

a ontolex : LexicalEntry ;
: gender l e x i n f o : masculine ;
: p a r t O f S p e e c h l e x i n f o : noun ;
: canonicalForm : form_cura ;
: otherForm : f o r m _ c u r a _ p l u r a l .

: f o r m _ c u r a a o n t o l e x : Form ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : s i n g u l a r ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " c u r a " @es .

4.2

Two Monolingual Resources

Other data sets we are considering are “Morphit!”18 for Italian and the “DE_morph_dict data”19 .
An entry in Morph-it! has the form displayed in
Listing 4:
Listing 4: The Morph-it! entry for “abbassamento”
(lowering or reduction)

: f o r m _ c u r a _ p l u r a l a o n t o l e x : Form ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : p l u r a l ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " c u r a s " @es .

abbassamento
abbassamenti

abbassamento
abbassamento

NOUN−M: s
NOUN−M: p

The corresponding OntoLex-Lemon encoding is
displayed in Listing 5. While this representation looks much more complex than the original
Morph-it! one, it represents the relations in an explicit and declarative way and at the same time
it gives a full “autonomy” to the form variants,
which are now represented as instances of the class
ontolex:Form and equipped with an URI, so
that they can be accessed independently of their
corresponding headword.

As the reader can observe, we have two lexical
entries for the entry “cura”, as this is suggested
by the lexicographic module of Ontolex-Lemon.14
“Cura” in feminine means cure or healing, while
in masculine it refers to a cure. But one can
also propose a unique entry for “cura” and add
in each of the associated senses a usage restriction indicating the gender of the corresponding
ontolex:Form.
The reader can also see the harmonized representation of morphological resources across languages (here German and Spanish). This is an
important feature that will allow to link various
lemmas (or senses) from different languages to
a unique reference point in external information
sources, like WordNet(s)15 or knowledge Graphs,
like DBpedia16 or Wikidata17 .

Listing 5: The OntoLex-Lemon representation for “abbassamento” (lowering or reduction)

The transformation of nominal entries from
MMorph to the OntoLex-Lemon format resulted
in 67778 instances of the class LexicalEntry
for German, 17313 for Spanish, 21085 for Italian, 29959 for English and 13525 for French. The
English nominal data in OntoLex-Lemon include
59108 instances of the class Form, while the German data consists of 224449 such forms. This
largely depends on the maintenance state of the
original resources, but gives nevertheless a good
idea on the difference of morphological variations
in the distinct languages.

: f o r m _ a b b a s s a m e n t o a o n t o l e x : Form ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : s i n g u l a r ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " a b b a s s a m e n t o " @it .

: lex_abbassamento a
ontolex : LexicalEntry ;
l e x i n f o : gender l e x i n f o : masculine ;
l e x i n f o : p a r t O f S p e e c h l e x i n f o : noun ;
ontolex : canonicalForm
: form_abbassamento ;
ontolex : otherForm
: form_abbassamento_m_p .

: f o r m _ a b b a s s a m e n t o _ m _ p a o n t o l e x : Form ;
l e x i n f o : number l e x i n f o : p l u r a l ;
o n t o l e x : w r i t t e n R e p " a b b a s s a m e n t i " @it .

In Listing 6 below, we display an original entry
of the DE_morph_dict resource, in this example
the word “Abgang” (departure, leaving, dispatch,
etc.). The reader can immediately see the difference to the Italian entry in Listing 4, as in German there are four cases and three genders, a fact
which leads to a high number of morphological
form variants. Also this entry is including obsolete
forms of the word, which is adding an additional
line in the original encoding.

14

See the discussion on this case at https://www.w3.
org/community/ontolex/wiki/Lexicography.
15
Concerning the linking to WordNets, we started linking
the French, Italian and Spanish morphological data to their
counterparts in the Open Multilingual WordNet initiative.
See http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/omw/ and
(Bond and Paik, 2012) for more details
16
https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
17
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Main_Page

18

https://docs.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.
php?id=resources:morph-it. See also (Zanchetta
and Baroni, 2005)).
19
https://github.com/DuyguA/
german-morph-dictionaries. See also for this
resource the companion morphological analyser in (Altinok,
2018)).
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Listing 6: The DE_morph_dict entry for “Abgang” (departure or leaving etc)
Abgang
Abgang NN, masc , acc ,
Abgang NN, masc , nom ,
Abgang NN, masc , d a t ,
Abgange
Abgang NN, masc , d a t ,
Abganges
Abgang NN, masc , gen ,
Abgangs
Abgang NN, masc , gen ,
Abgä nge
Abgang NN, masc , nom ,
Abgang NN, masc , acc ,
Abgang NN, masc , gen ,
Abgä ngen
Abgang NN, masc , d a t ,

Group and publishing the results in an accessible
subset of the Linked Data cloud.

sing
sing
sing

5

Conclusion

We described our current work consisting in porting a number of (multilingual) morphological resources to OntoLex-Lemon, in order to harmonize those and to support their interlinking, crosschecking, but also their linking with other data
source in the Linguistic Linked Open Data, as for
examples WordNets, or with data sets included in
knowledge graphs, like DBpedia or Wikidata.
As a final goal of our work, we see the possibility to interlink or merge those morphological resources in the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud.

ing , old
sing
sing
plu
plu
plu
plu

The mapping of this entry to OntoLex-Lemon results in a representation that is by now familiar,
and which is given in Listing 7.
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: lex_abgang a ontolex : LexicalEntry ;
l e x i n f o : gender l e x i n f o : masculine ;
l e x i n f o : p a r t O f S p e e c h l e x i n f o : noun ;
o n t o l e x : canonicalForm : form_abgang ;
ontolex : otherForm
: form_abgang_dat_plu ,
: form_abgang_dat_sing ,
: form_abgang_gen_sing ,
: form_abgang_nom−gen−a c c _ p l u .
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Abstract

tasks such as language modeling and semantic role
labeling (SRL).
The performance of MT, including statistical machine translation and RNN-based neural
machine translation (NMT), has been improved
by incorporating sentence structures (Lin, 2004;
Chen et al., 2017; Eriguchi et al., 2017; Wu et al.,
2018). In addition, Strubell et al. (2018) have improved a Transformer-based SRL model by incorporating dependency structures of sentences
into self-attention, which is called linguisticallyinformed self-attention (LISA). In LISA, one attention head of a multi-head self-attention is
trained with constraints based on dependency relations to attend to syntactic parents for each token.
In the present work, we aim to improve translation performance by utilizing dependency relations in Transformer NMT. To this end, we propose a Transformer NMT model that incorporates
dependency relations into self-attention on both
source and target sides. Specifically, in training,
a part of self-attention is learned with constraints
based on dependency relations of source or target
sentences to attend to a modifiee for each token,
and, in decoding, the proposed model translates a
sentence in consideration of dependency relations
in both the source and target sides, which are captured by our self-attention mechanisms. Hereafter,
the proposed self-attention is called dependencybased self-attention. Note that the dependencybased self-attention is inspired by LISA, but the
straightforward adaptation of LISA, which is proposed for Transformer encoder, does not work
well for NMT because a target sentence is not
fully revealed in inference. Therefore, the proposed model masks future information on words in
the decoder-side dependency-based self-attention
to prevent from attending to unpredicted subsequent tokens.
Recent NMT models treat a sentence as a sub-

In this paper, we propose a new Transformer neural machine translation (NMT)
model that incorporates dependency relations into self-attention on both source
and target sides, dependency-based selfattention. The dependency-based selfattention is trained to attend to the modifiee for each token under constraints based
on the dependency relations, inspired
by linguistically-informed self-attention
(LISA). While LISA was originally designed for Transformer encoder for semantic role labeling, this paper extends
LISA to Transformer NMT by masking future information on words in the decoderside dependency-based self-attention. Additionally, our dependency-based selfattention operates at subword units created by byte pair encoding. Experiments
demonstrate that our model achieved a
1.0 point gain in BLEU over the baseline model on the WAT’18 Asian Scientific
Paper Excerpt Corpus Japanese-to-English
translation task.

1

Introduction

In the field of machine translation (MT), the
Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) has
outperformed recurrent neural network (RNN)based models (Sutskever et al., 2014) and convolutional neural network (CNN)-based models
(Gehring et al., 2017) on many translation tasks,
and thus has garnered attention from MT researchers. The Transformer model computes the
strength of a relationship between two words in
a sentence by means of a self-attention mechanism, which has contributed to the performance
improvement in not only MT but also various NLP
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Figure 1: Transformer model.
word sequence rather than a word sequence to address the translation of out-of-vocabulary words
(Sennrich et al., 2016). Therefore, we extend
dependency-based self-attention to operate at subword units created by byte pair encoding (BPE)
rather than word-units.
Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed
Transformer NMT model performs 1.0 BLEU
points higher than the baseline Transformer NMT
model, which does not incorporate dependency
structures, on the WAT’18 Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus (ASPEC) Japanese-to-English
translation task. The experiments also demonstrate the effectiveness of each of our proposals, namely, encoder-side dependency-based selfattention, decoder-side dependency-based selfattention, and extension for BPE.

2

Because the Transformer model does not include recurrent or convolutional structures, it encodes word positional information as sinusoidal
positional encodings:
P(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/d ),

(1)

cos(pos/100002i/d ),

(2)

P(pos,2i+1) =

where pos is the position, i is the dimension, and
d is the dimension of the intermediate representation. At the first layers of the encoder and decoder,
the positional encodings calculated by Equations
(1) and (2) are added to the input embeddings.
(j)
The j-th encoder layer’s output Senc is generated by a self-attention layer Self Attn() and a
position-wise fully connected feed forward network layer F F N () as follows:
(j−1)

(j)
Henc
= LN (Senc

(j−1)

+ Self Attn(Senc )), (3)

(j)

(j)
Senc
=

(j)

(4)

LN (Henc + F F N (Henc )),
(0)

(j)

where Senc is the input of the encoder, Henc
is the output of the j-th encoder’s self-attention,
and LN () is layer normalization (Lei Ba et al.,
(j)
2016). The j-th decoder layer’s output Sdec is
generated by an encoder-decoder attention layer
EncDecAttn() in addition to the two sublayers
of the encoder (i.e., Self Attn() and F F N ()) as
follows:
(j)

(j−1)

(j)

(j)

Hdec = LN (Sdec

(j−1)

+ Self Attn(Sdec )), (5)
(j)

Gdec = LN (Hdec + EncDecAttn(Hdec )), (6)
(j)

(j)

Sdec =

Transformer NMT

(j)

(7)

LN (Gdec + F F N (Hdec )),
(0)

(j)

where Sdec is the input of the decoder, Hdec is
the output of the j-th decoder’s self-attention, and
(j)
Gdec is the output of the j-th decoder’s encoderdecoder attention.
(J )
The last decoder layer’s output Sdecd is linearly
mapped to a V -dimensional matrix, where V is
the output vocabulary size. Then, the output sequence Y is generated based on P (Y | X), which
is calculated by applying the softmax function to
the V -dimensional matrix.
Self-attention computes the strength of the relationship between two words in the same sentence (i.e., between two source words or between two target words), and encoder-decoder
attention computes the strength of the relationship between a source word and a target word.

We provide here an overview of the Transformer
NMT model (Vaswani et al., 2017), which is the
basis of our proposed model. The outline of the
Transformer NMT model is shown in Fig. 1.
The Transformer NMT model is an encoderdecoder model that has a self-attention mechanism. The encoder maps an input sequence
of symbol representations (i.e., a source sentence) X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xnenc )T to an intermediate vector. Then, the decoder generates an
output sequence (i.e., a target sentence) Y =
(y1 , y2 , . . . , yndec )T , given the intermediate vector. The encoder and the decoder are composed
of a stack of Je encoder layers and of Jd decoder
layers, respectively.
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Both the self-attention and encoder-decoder attention are implemented with multi-head attention, which projects the embedding space into
nhead subspaces of the dhead = d/nhead dimension and calculates attention in each subspace. In
the j-th layer’s self-attention, the previous layer’s
J
output S (j−1) ∈ Rn×d is linearly mapped to e
(j)
(j)
three dhead -dimensional subspaces, Qh , Kh , ...
(j)
(j)
and Vh , using parameter matrices WhQ
∈
(j)
(j)
d×d
K
d×d
V
R head , Wh
∈ R head , and Wh
∈ pe
d×d
head
R
, where n is the length of the input sequence and 1 ≤ h ≤ nhead 1 . In the j-th de.
coder layer’s encoder-decoder attention, the pre- ..
(j−1)
(j)
vious layer’s output Sdec is mapped to Qh , and 1
(J )
the last encoder layer’s output Sence is mapped to
(j)
(j)
Kh and Vh .
Then, an attention weight matrix, where each
value represents the strength of the relationship
between two words, is calculated on each subspace as follows:
(j)

(j)

(j)T

Ah = sof tmax(d−0.5
head Qh Kh

).

(8)

(j)
(j)
By multiplying Ah and Vh , a weighted
(j)
sentation matrix Mh is obtained:

repre-

(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

Mh in self-attention includes the strengths of
the relationships with all words in the same sen(j)
tence for each source or target word, and Mh in
encoder-decoder attention includes the strengths
of the relationships with all source words for each
target word.
(j)
Finally, the concatenation of all Mh (i.e.,
(j)
M1,2,...,nhead ) is mapped to a d-dimensional matrix M (j) as follows:
M (j) = W M

(j)

(j)

[M1 ; . . . ; Mn(j)
],
head

(10)

(j)

where W M ∈ Rd×d is a parameter matrix.
Note that, in training, the decoder’s selfattention masks future words so as to ensure that
the attentions of a target word do not rely on unpredicted words in inference.

3
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+ FF
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Figure 2: Proposed model.

3.1 Dependency-Based Self-Attention
The dependency-based self-attention parses dependency structures by extending the multi-head
self-attention of the p-th layer of the encoder or
decoder2 . First, the p-th self-attention layer maps
the previous layer’s output S (p−1) of d-dimension
to dhead -dimensional subspaces of multi-head at-

Proposed Method

Figure 2 shows the outline of the proposed model.
The proposed model incorporates dependency re1 (j)
S indicates Senc for the encoder and Sdec for the decoder.
(j)

Dependencybased
self-attention
+ FF

lations into self-attention on both source and target sides, dependency-based self-attention. In
particular, it parses the dependency structures of
source sentences and target sentences by one attention head of the pe -th encoder layer’s multihead self-attention and one of the pd -th decoder
layer’s multi-head self-attention, respectively, and
translates a sentence based on the source-side
and target-side dependency structures. We use
the deep bi-affine parser (Dozat and Manning,
2016) as a model for dependency parsing in
the dependency-based self-attention according to
LISA. There are two inherent differences between
LISA and our dependency-based self-attention: (i)
our decoder-side dependency-based self-attention
masks future information on words, and (ii) our
dependency-based self-attention operates at subword units created by byte pair encoding rather
than word-units.

(9)

Mh = Ah Vh .

Self-attention
+ FF

Self-attention
+ EncoderJd
Decoder attention
+ FF
..
.
Dependencybased
self-attention
pd
+ EncoderDecoder attention
+ FF
..
.
Self-attention
+ Encoder1
Decoder attention
+ FF

(j)

2
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p indicates pe for the encoder and pj for the decoder.

tention as follows:
Qparse = S (p−1) W Qparse ,

(11)

S (p−1) W Kparse ,

(12)

= S (p−1) W Vparse ,

(13)

Kparse =
Vparse

Objects and methods of surveillance are explained .

are d ×
where
and
dhead weight matrices. Next, an attention weight
matrix Aparse , where each value indicates the dependency relationship between two words, is calculated by using the bi-affine operation as follows:
W Qparse ,

W Kparse ,

W Vparse

(a) Dependency relationships.
Objects

(15)

(p)

explained

.

and

methods

of

surveillance

are

Figure 3: Decoder side masked dependency-based
self-attention.
where etokens is the error of translation, and eparse
enc
are
the
errors
of
dependency
parsand eparse
dec
ing in the encoder and the decoder, respectively.
λenc > 0 and λdec > 0 are hyper-parameters
to control the influence of dependency parsing errors in the encoder and the decoder, respectively.
etokens is calculated by label smoothed cross enparse
tropy (Szegedy et al., 2016), and eparse
enc and edec
are calculated by cross entropy.
Note that, in the training of the decoder-side
dependency-based self-attention, future information is masked to prevent attending to unpredicted tokens in inference. An example of training
data for the decoder-side dependency-based selfattention is provided in Figure 3, where (a) is an
example of dependency structures3 and (b) shows
the attention matrix representing the supervisions
from (a). In (b), a dark cell indicates a dependency relation and a dotted cell means a masked

(16)

(p)

[Mparse ; M1 ; . . . ; Mnhead −1 ],
(17)
(p)
where W M ∈ Rd×d is a parameter matrix.
As can be seen in Equation (17), in the
dependency-based self-attention, dependency relations are identified by one attention head Mparse
of the p-th layer’s multi-head attention.
3.2 Objective Function
Our model learns translation and dependency
parsing at the same time by minimizing the following objective function:
parse
etokens + λenc eparse
enc + λdec edec ,

are

(b) Attention matrix representing supervisions.

(p)

(p)

surveillance

.

Finally, after one attention head (e.g., Mnhead )
is replaced with Mparse , the concatenation of all
(p)
(p)
Mh (i.e., Mparse and M1,2,...,nhead−1 ) is mapped
to a d-dimensional matrix M (p) like the conventional multi-head attention:
M (p) = W M

of

explained

where X is a source sentence or a target sentence,
and the root token is defined as having a self-loop
(i.e., q = head(t) = ROOT ). Then, a weighted
representation matrix Mparse , which includes dependency relationships in the source sentence or
target sentence, is obtained by multiplying Aparse
and Vparse :
Mparse = Aparse Vparse .

methods

Objects

T
Aparse = sof tmax(Qparse U (1) Kparse
+Qparse U (2) ),
(14)
n
z }| {
where U (1) ∈ Rdhead ×dhead , U (2) = (u . . . u), and
u ∈ Rdhead are the parameters. In Aparse , the
probability of token q being the head of token t
(i.e., t modifying q) is modeled as Aparse [t, q]:

P (q = head(t) | X) = Aparse [t, q],

and

3
In this paper, an arrow is drawn from a modifier to its
modifiee. For example, the arrow drawn from “Objects”
to “explained” indicates that “Objects” modifies “explained”
(i.e., “explained” = head(“Objects”)).

(18)
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train
dev
test

sentence pairs
1,198,149
1,790
1,812

encoder and decoder and set nhead = 8 and
d = 512. For the proposed model, we incorporated dependency-based self-attention into the
fourth layer in both the encoder and the decoder
(i.e., pe = pd = 4).
We evaluated translation performance on
the WAT’18 ASPEC (Nakazawa et al., 2016)
Japanese-to-English translation task.
We tokenized each Japanese sentence with KyT ea
(Neubig et al., 2011) and preprocessed according
to the recommendations from WAT’184 . We used
the vocabulary of 100K subword tokens based
on BPE for both languages and used the first
1.5 million translation pairs as the training data.
In the training, long sentences with over 250
subword-tokens were filtered out. Table 1 shows
the statistics of our experiment data.
We used Japanese dependency structures generated by EDA5 and English dependency structures generated by Stanford Dependencies6 in the
training of the source-side dependency-based selfattention and the target-side dependency-based
self-attention, respectively. Note that Stanford Dependencies and EDA are not used in the testing.

Table 1: Statistics of the ASPEC data.
Model
Trans.
Trans. + DBSA(Enc)
Trans. + DBSA(Dec)
Trans. + DBSA(Enc) + DBSA(Dec)

BLEU
27.29
28.05
27.86
28.29

Table 2: Translation performance.
element. As shown, future information on each
word is masked. For example, the dependency relation from “are” to “explained” is masked.
3.3 Subword Dependency-Based
Self-Attention
Recent NMT models have improved the translation performance by treating a sentence as a
subword sequence rather than a word sequence.
Therefore, we extend dependency-based selfattention to work for subword sequences. In our
subword dependency-based self-attention, a sentence is divided into a subword sequence by BPE
(Sennrich et al., 2016). When a word is divided
into multiple subwords, the modifiee (i.e., the
head) of the rightmost subword is set to the modifiee of the original word and the modifiee of each
subword other than the rightmost one is set to the
right adjacent subword.
Figure 4 shows an example of subword-level
dependency relations, where “@@” is a subword segmentation symbol. “Fingerprint” is
divided into the three subwords: “Fing@@”,
“er@@“, and “print”. When the head of the
word “Fingerprint” is “input” in the original
word-level sentence, the heads of the three subwords are determined as follows: “er@@” =
head(“Fing@@”), “print” = head(“er@@”), and
“input” = head(“print”).

4

4.2 Training Details
We trained each model using Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014), where the learning
rate and hyperparameter settings are set following
Vaswani et al. (2017). For the objective function,
we set ϵls (Szegedy et al., 2016) in label smoothing to 0.1 and both the hyperparameters λenc
and λdec to 1.0. We set the mini-batch size to
224 and the number of epochs to 20. We chose
the model that achieved the best BLEU score on
the development set and evaluated the sentences
generated from the test set using beam search
with a beam size of 4 and length penalty α = 0.6
(Wu et al., 2016).
4.3 Experiment Results
Table 2 lists the experiment results.
Translation performance is measured by
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).
In Table 2,
DBSA denotes our dependency-based selfattention.
As shown, our proposed model

Experiments

4.1 Experiment Settings
In our experiments, we compared the proposed
model with a conventional Transformer NMT
model, which does not incorporate dependency
structures, to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed model. We stacked six layers for each

4

http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
WAT2018/baseline/dataPreparationJE.html
5
http://www.ar.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/
tool/EDA
6
https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
stanford-dependencies.html
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Fing@@
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print
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image

.

Figure 4: Subword-level dependency relationships.
Model
Trans.
Trans.
Trans. + DBSA(Enc) + DBSA(Dec)
Trans. + DBSA(Enc) + DBSA(Dec)

BPE
w/o
w/
w/o
w/

BLEU
26.39
27.29
26.62
28.29

Table 3: Effectiveness of subword.
“Trans.+DBSA(Enc)+DBSA(Dec)”
performed
significantly better than the baseline model
“Trans.”, which demonstrates the effectiveness
of our dependency-based self-attention. Table
2 also shows that using either the encoder-side
dependency-based self-attention or the decoderside dependency-based self-attention improves
translation performance, and using them in
combination achieves further improvements.

5

and then uses the representations in the encoder of
an RNN-based NMT model.
Eriguchi et al.
(2017)
have
proposed
NMT+RNNG, which combines the RNNbased dependency parser, RNNG (Dyer et al.,
2016), and the decoder of an RNN-based NMT
model.
Wu et al. (2018) have proposed a syntax-aware
encoder, which encodes two extra sequences linearized from source-side dependency trees in addition to word sequences, and have incorporated
Action RNN, which implements a shift-reduce
transition-based dependency parsing by predicting
action sequences, into the decoder. Their method
has been applied to an RNN-based NMT model
and a Transformer NMT model.
As far as we know, except for Wu et al.
(2018), existing dependency-based NMT models have been based on RNN-based NMT. Although Wu et al. (2018) used dependency relations in Transformer NMT, they did not modify the
Transformer model itself. In contrast, we have improved a Transformer NMT model to explicitly incorporate dependency relations (i.e., dependencybased self-attention). In addition, while Wu et al.
(2018) need a parser for constructing source-side
dependency structures in inference, our proposed
method does not require an external parser in
inference because the learned dependency-based
self-attention of the encoder finds dependency relations.

Discussion

To determine the effectiveness of our extension to
utilize subwords, we evaluated the models without BPE, where each sentence is treated as a word
sequence. In the models without BPE, words that
appeared fewer than five times in the training data
were replaced with the special token “<UNK>”.
Table 3 lists the results. As shown, BPE improves the performance of both the baseline and
the proposed model, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the subword dependency-based selfattention. Table 3 also shows that the proposed
model outperforms the baseline model when BPE
is not used. This strengthens the usefulness of our
dependency-based self-attention.

6

Related Work

NMT models have been improved by incorporating source-side dependency relations
(Chen et al., 2017), or target-side dependency relations (Eriguchi et al., 2017), or both (Wu et al.,
2018).
Chen et al. (2017) have proposed SDRNMT,
which computes dependency-based context vectors from source-side dependency trees by CNN

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method to incorporate dependency relations on both source
and target sides into Transformer NMT through
244

dependency-based self-attention. Our decoderside dependency-based self-attention masks future
information to avoid conflicts between training
and inference. In addition, our dependency-based
self-attention is extended to work well for subword sequences. Experimental results showed that
the proposed model achieved a 1.0 point gain in
BLEU over the baseline Transformer model on
the WAT’18 ASPEC Japanese-English translation
task. In future work, we will explore the effectiveness of our proposed method for language pairs
other than Japanese-to-English.
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Abstract

Alternatively, it turns out that an easy way to attract people’s attention is to use some toxicity in
the articles, as people are intrigued by the unusual.
Thus, our aim here is to try to detect articles that
can harm, give false impressions, or deceive the
readers. Such articles can use some of the following techniques:

Online media aim for reaching ever bigger audience and for attracting ever longer
attention span. This competition creates
an environment that rewards sensational,
fake, and toxic news. To help limit their
spread and impact, we propose and develop a news toxicity detector that can
recognize various types of toxic content.
While previous research primarily focused
on English, here we target Bulgarian. We
created a new dataset by crawling a website that for five years has been collecting
Bulgarian news articles that were manually categorized into eight toxicity groups.
Then we trained a multi-class classifier
with nine categories: eight toxic and one
non-toxic. We experimented with different representations based on ElMo, BERT,
and XLM, as well as with a variety of
domain-specific features. Due to the small
size of our dataset, we created a separate model for each feature type, and
we ultimately combined these models into
a meta-classifier. The evaluation results
show an accuracy of 59.0% and a macroF1 score of 39.7%, which represent sizable improvements over the majority-class
baseline (Acc=30.3%, macro-F1=5.2%).

1

• Sensationalism: overexposing insignificant
or ordinary events by manipulating the main
point of an article;
• Fake news: news that sound right, but totally
misinterpret facts such as statistical data, locations, or dates, with the conscious aim of
proving something wrong.
• Conspiracy theories: information that usually gives a lot of detail, but does not offer
officially confirmed evidence or scientific research to back the claims that are being made.
This is typically centered around political, or
strange scientific phenomena.
• Hate speech: specifically targeting a person
or a social group to brutalize them or to bully
over the rate of normal conversation, to directly hurt or to manipulate them.
Given the proliferation of toxic news online,
there have been many efforts to create tools and
mechanisms to counteract their effect and spread.
Such tools should help preserve and improve the
reading integrity. Solving this problem is not a
trivial task, and it requires a lot of effort by trained
domain experts. Yet, there are limitations in how
much it is possible to handle manually in a short
period of time (and time is very critical as toxic
content spreads fast). Thus, an attractive alternative is to use machine learning and natural language processing to automate the process of toxic
news detection.

Introduction

The number of online news sources has grown dramatically in recent years, and so has the amount
of news that has been bombarding users on a daily
basis, especially in social media. As people have
limited time to spend reading news, capturing people’s attention is getting ever harder. Media have
to use various techniques to get their readers back
such as bigger advertisement and better services.
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The interested reader can learn more about “fake
news” from the overview by Shu et al. (2017),
which adopted a data mining perspective and focused on social media. Another recent survey
(Thorne and Vlachos, 2018) took a fact-checking
perspective on “fake news” and related problems.
Yet another survey was performed by Li et al.
(2016), and it covered truth discovery in general. Moreover, there were two recent articles
in Science: Lazer et al. (2018) offered a general
overview and discussion on the science of “fake
news”, while Vosoughi et al. (2018) focused on
the proliferation of true and false news online.
The veracity of information has been studied at different levels: (i) claim (e.g., factchecking), (ii) article (e.g., “fake news” detection),
(iii) user (e.g., hunting for trolls), and (iv) medium
(e.g., source reliability estimation). Our primary
interest here is at the article-level.

While most previous research has focused almost
exclusively on English, here we target Bulgarian. In particular, we built a dataset for our experiments based on the knowledge base of Media Scan, which has catalogued and characterized many of the Bulgarian online media in the
past five years. If a medium published a toxic
news, this was recorded and the article, as well
as the medium, got labelled accordingly. The analyzed media vary from digital newspapers, to media groups and blogs. For some articles there is detailed explanation with examples about why they
were labelled like that. In some cases, the Media Scan website describes attempts to contact the
authors of an article asking for clarification about
some questionable facts that are being reported.
Here we use this information by performing
multi-class classification over the toxicity labels:
fake news, sensations, hate speech, conspiracies,
anti-democratic, pro-authoritarian, defamation,
delusion. Note that we allow multiple of these labels simultaneously. We further add a non-toxic
label for articles that represent good news.

2

2.1

Fact-Checking

At the claim-level, fact-checking and rumor detection have been primarily addressed using information extracted from social media, i.e., based on
how users comment on the target claim (Canini
et al., 2011; Castillo et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2016,
2017; Dungs et al., 2018; Kochkina et al., 2018).
The Web has also been used as a source of information (Mukherjee and Weikum, 2015; Popat
et al., 2016, 2017; Karadzhov et al., 2017b; Mihaylova et al., 2018; Baly et al., 2018b; Zlatkova
et al., 2019).
In both cases, the most important information
sources are stance (does a tweet or a news article
agree or disagree with the claim?), and source reliability (do we trust the user who posted the tweet
or the medium that published the news article?).
Other important sources are linguistic expression,
meta information, and temporal dynamics.

Related Work

The proliferation of false information has attracted
a lot of research interest recently. This includes
challenging the truthiness of news (Brill, 2001;
Hardalov et al., 2016; Potthast et al., 2018), of
news sources (Baly et al., 2018a, 2019; Dinkov
et al., 2019), and of social media posts (Canini
et al., 2011; Castillo et al., 2011), as well as
studying credibility, influence, bias, and propaganda (Ba et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2013; Mihaylov
et al., 2015a; Kulkarni et al., 2018; Baly et al.,
2018a; Mihaylov et al., 2018; Barrón-Cedeño
et al., 2019; Da San Martino et al., 2019; Zhang
et al., 2019). Research was facilitated by shared
tasks such as the SemEval 2017 and 2019 tasks on
Rumor Detection (Derczynski et al., 2017; Gorrell et al., 2019), the CLEF 2018 and 2019 CheckThat! labs (Nakov et al., 2018; Elsayed et al.,
2019b,a), which featured tasks on automatic identification (Atanasova et al., 2018, 2019) and verification (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2018; Hasanain
et al., 2019) of claims in political debates, the
FEVER 2018 and 2019 task on Fact Extraction
and VERification (Thorne et al., 2018), and the
SemEval 2019 task on Fact-Checking in Community Question Answering Forums (Mihaylova
et al., 2019), among others.

2.2

Stance Detection

Stance detection has been addressed as a task in
its own right, where models have been developed based on data from the Fake News Challenge (Riedel et al., 2017; Thorne et al., 2017;
Mohtarami et al., 2018; Hanselowski et al., 2018),
or from SemEval-2017 Task 8 (Derczynski et al.,
2017; Dungs et al., 2018). It has also been studied
for other languages such as Arabic (Darwish et al.,
2017b; Baly et al., 2018b; Mohtarami et al., 2019).
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2.3

Source Reliability Estimation

They found that “fake news” pack a lot of information in the title (as the focus is on users who
do not read beyond the title), and use shorter, simpler, and repetitive content in the body (as writing
fake information takes a lot of effort). Thus, they
argued that the title and the body should be analyzed separately.
In follow-up work, Horne et al. (2018b) created
a large-scale dataset covering 136K articles from
92 sources from opensources.co, which they
characterize based on 130 features from seven categories: structural, sentiment, engagement, topicdependent, complexity, bias, and morality. We use
this set of features when analyzing news articles.
In yet another follow-up work, Horne et al.
(2018a) trained a classifier to predict whether a
given news article is coming from a reliable or
from an unreliable (“fake news” or conspiracy)2
source. Note that they assumed that all news from
a given website would share the same reliability
class. Such an assumption is fine for training (distant supervision), but it is problematic for testing,
where manual documents-level labels are needed.
Potthast et al. (2018) used 1,627 articles from
nine sources, whose factuality has been manually verified by professional journalists from BuzzFeed. They applied stylometric analysis, which
was originally designed for authorship verification, to predict factuality (fake vs. real).
Rashkin et al. (2017) focused on the language
used by “fake news” and compared the prevalence
of several features in articles coming from trusted
sources vs. hoaxes vs. satire vs. propaganda.
However, their linguistic analysis and their automatic classification were at the article level and
they only covered eight news media sources.

Unlike stance detection, the problem of source
reliability remains largely under-explored. In
the case of social media, it concerns modeling
the user1 who posted a particular message/tweet,
while in the case of the Web, it is about the trustworthiness of the source (the URL domain, the
medium).
The source reliability of news media has often
been estimated automatically based on the general
stance of the target medium with respect to known
manually fact-checked claims, without access to
gold labels about the overall medium-level factuality of reporting (Mukherjee and Weikum, 2015;
Popat et al., 2016, 2017, 2018). The assumption is
that reliable media agree with true claims and disagree with false ones, while for unreliable media
it is mostly the other way around. The trustworthiness of Web sources has also been studied from
a Data Analytics perspective. For instance, Dong
et al. (2015) proposed that a trustworthy source is
one that contains very few false facts.
Note that estimating the reliability of a source
is important not only when fact-checking a claim
(Popat et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2018), but
such reliability scores can be used as an important prior when addressing article-level factuality
tasks such as “fake news” and click-bait detection (Brill, 2001; Hardalov et al., 2016; Karadzhov
et al., 2017a; De Sarkar et al., 2018; Pérez-Rosas
et al., 2018).
2.4

“Fake News” Detection

Most work on “fake news” detection has relied on
medium-level labels, which were then assumed to
hold for all articles from that source.
Horne and Adali (2017) analyzed three small
datasets ranging from a couple of hundred to a few
thousand articles from a couple of dozen sources,
comparing (i) real news vs. (ii) “fake news” vs.
(iii) satire, and found that the latter two have a lot
in common across a number of dimensions. They
designed a rich set of features that analyze the text
of a news article, modeling its complexity, style,
and psychological characteristics.

2.5

Work for Bulgarian

We are aware of only one piece of previous work
for Bulgarian that targets toxicity. In particular,
(Karadzhov et al., 2017a) built a fake news and
click-bait detector for Bulgarian based on data
from a hackaton.
While most of the above research has focused
on isolated and specific task (such as trustworthiness, fake news, fact-checking), here we try to create a holistic approach by exploring several toxic
and non-toxic labels simultaneously.

1

User modeling in social media and news community forums has focused on finding malicious users such as opinion
manipulation trolls, paid (Mihaylov et al., 2015b) or just perceived (Mihaylov et al., 2015a; Mihaylov and Nakov, 2016;
Mihaylov et al., 2018; Mihaylova et al., 2018), sockpuppets
(Maity et al., 2017), Internet water army (Chen et al., 2013),
and seminar users (Darwish et al., 2017a).

2
We show in parentheses,
the labels from
opensources.co that are used to define a category.
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Characteristic

In addition to this dataset of only toxic articles,
we added some “non-toxic” articles, fetched from
media without toxicity examples in Media Scan:
we added a total of 96 articles from 25 media.
Table 1 shows statistics about the dataset, and
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the labels.

Value

Toxic articles
Non-toxic articles
Media
Average title length (chars)
Average title length (words)
Average text length (chars)
Average text length (words)
Average text length (sentences)

221
96
164
70.47
11.08
3,613.70
556.83
31.64

4 Method
We used a feature-rich classifier based on logistic
regression and a neural network.
For each article, we extracted its title and its
body. We further extracted some meta information
about the corresponding news medium. As some
NLP resources are only available or are better for
English, we translated the articles to English, by
using Google Translate API, so that we can extract features from them as explained in subsections 4.2, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.

Table 1: Statistics about the dataset.
100

Articles count

80
60
40

4.1

pro-authoritarian

anti-democratic

sensation

delusion

hate speech

defamation

conspiracy

fake news

0

non-toxic

20

We trained a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
model on our data. We first built TF.IDF vectors
for the title and the body. Then, we applied singular value decomposition (SVD) to generate vectors
of 15 dimensions for the titles and of 200 dimensions for the article bodies.

Figure 1: Label distribution in the dataset.

3

Data

4.2

We used Media Scan3 as a source of toxicity labels
for Bulgarian media Web sites. The site contains
information about 700 media, and 150 of them are
associated with at least one toxic article. Many
of these toxic articles are removed after the respective media have been contacted and informed
about the problems with these articles. Naturally,
the author of Media Scan wanted to preserve the
original form of the evaluated article, and thus had
a link to a PDF copy in case the original HTML
page was not accessible. We only crawled the
HTML for articles that have not been changed or
removed at the time we created the dataset.
For each Web page with a toxic label, we ran
a mechanical crawler to obtain its contents. This
was not very reliable as each individual medium
site has its own structure, while the crawler expected more or less semantic and valid HTML to
be able to process it. Thus, we manually verified
the data, fixed any issues we could find and added
any missing information. We ended up with a little
over 200 articles with some kind of toxicity.
3

LSA

BERT

We used BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for sentence
representation, which has achieved very strong results on eleven natural language processing tasks
including GLUE, MultiNLI, and SQuAD. Since
then, it was used to improve over the state of the
art for a number of NLP tasks. The original model
was trained on English Wikipedia articles (2500M
words). Due to the model complexity and to its
size, it is hard to find enough data that represents
a specific domain for a specific language.
We used BERT-as-a-service, which generates a
vector of 768 numerical values for a given text. In
its original form, this is a sentence representation
tool, but we used it to generate text over the first
512 tokens of our article’s title or text. We used
the multilingual cased pretrained model4 . We experimented with all possible pooling strategies for
representing the article title and its body, and we
eventually chose the following pooling strategies:
REDUCE MAX for the title and CLS TOKEN for
the text of the article.
4
http://github.com/google-research/
bert#pre-trained-models

http://mediascan.gadjokov.com
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4.3

Stylometric Features

4.4

Media Features

For the title and the body of each article, we calculate the following features:

We further extracted binary and numerical features
characterizing the medium the article came from:

• avg word length title: average length of the
word in the article title;

• editor: its value is 1 if the target medium has
a designated chief editor, and it is 0 otherwise;

• avg word length text: average length of the
words in the article body

• responsible person: its value is 1 if the target
medium has a responsible person, and it is 0
otherwise;

• word count title: number of words in the article title;

• bg server: its value is 1 if the target
medium’s location is in Bulgaria, and it is 0
otherwise;

• word count text: number of words in the article body;

• popularity: reciprocal value of the target
medium’s rank the Web traffic analysis platform Alexa5 ;

• char count title: number of characters in the
article title;

• domain person: its value is 1 if the target
medium has a designated owner, and it is 0
otherwise;

• char count text: number of characters in the
article body;
• spec char count title: number of specific
(non-alpha-numeric) characters in the article
title;

• days existing: number of days between when
the medium was created and 01.01.2019. As
this value is quite large, we take the logarithm
thereof. For example, a medium created on
Januarty 1, 2005 would have 5,113 days of
existence, which would correspond to 3.70 as
this feature’s value.

• spec char count text: number of specific
(non-alpha-numeric) characters in the article
body;

4.5

• upper char count title: number of uppercase
characters in the article title;

XLM

We further used cross-lingual representations from
the Facebook’s XLM model (Lample and Conneau, 2019), which creates cross-lingual representations based on the Transformer, similarly to
BERT. This model is pretrained for 15 languages
including Bulgarian and English. We use their pretrained models, which were fine-tuned for Crosslingual Natural Language Interence (XNLI) tasks.
This yielded a 1024-demnsional representation for
the title, and another one for the article body.

• upper char count text: number of uppercase
characters in the article body;
• upper word count title: number of words
starting with an uppercase character in the article title;
• upper word count text: number of words
starting with an uppercase character in the article body;

4.6

Universal Sentence Encoder

We also extracted representation using Google’s
Universal Sentence Encoder, or USE, (Cer et al.,
2018). We used the pretrained model from TF
Hub6 . As the model is only available for English,
we used the translations of the news articles. We
passed the model the first 300 tokens for each title
or body to generate 512-dimensional vectors.

• sentence count text: number of sentences in
the article;
• avg sentence length char text:
average
length of the sentences in the article body, in
terms of characters;
• avg sentence length word text:
average
length of the sentences in the article body, in
terms of words;

5

http://www.alexa.com/
http://tfhub.dev/google/
universal-sentence-encoder/2
6
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4.7

5

ElMo

Next, we use deep contextualized word representations from ElMo, which uses generative bidirectional language model pre-training (Peters et al.,
2018). The model yields 1024-dimensional representation, which we generate separately for the
article title and for its body.
4.8

5.1

Finally, we use features from the NELA toolkit
(Horne et al., 2018a), which were previously
shown useful for detecting fake news, political
bias, etc. The toolkit implements 129 features,
which we extract separately for the article title and
for its body:

5.2

• Sentiment: sentiment scores using lexicons
(Recasens et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2013)
and full systems (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014);
• Topic: lexicon features to differentiate between science topics and personal concerns;
• Complexity: type-token ratio, readability,
number of cognitive process words (identifying discrepancy, insight, certainty, etc.);
• Bias: features modeling bias (Recasens et al.,
2013; Mukherjee and Weikum, 2015) and
subjectivity (Horne et al., 2017);
• Morality: features based on the Moral Foundation Theory (Graham et al., 2009) and lexicons (Lin et al., 2018)
A summary of all features is shown in Table 2.
Body

BERT
ElMO
LSA
NELA
Stylometry
USE
XLM
Media

768
1,024
15
129
19
512
1,024

768
1,024
200
129
6
512
1,024

Individual Models

We evaluated a total of 14 setups for feature combination. Four of them represent features generated from the original article’s title and body as
well as a combination thereof. The next four setups present feature sets generated from the English translation as well as a combination thereof.
The final section of Table 3 shows three setups that
are somewhat language-independent: meta media,
all features combined together as well as a meta
classifier. We tuned the logistic regression for
each individual experimental setup, using an additional internal cross-validation for the training part
of each experiment in the 5-fold cross-validation.
In total, 15,000 additional experiments have been
conducted to complete the fine-tuning.
We can see in Table 3 that the BERT features
(setups 2, 9) perform well both for English and for
Bulgarian. The feature combinations (setups 6, 11,
13) do not yield good results as this increases the
number of features, while the number of training
examples remains limited. Using only the right 6
meta features about the target medium yields 12%
improvement over the baseline. Interestingly, LSA
turns out to be the best text representation model.

• Structure: POS tags, linguistic features
(function words, pronouns, etc.), and features for clickbait title classification from
(Chakraborty et al., 2016);

Title

Experimental Setup

We used logistic regression as our main classification method. As we have a small dataset, we performed 5-fold cross-validation. For evaluation, we
used accuracy and macro-average F1 score. The
results are presented in Table 3.
Our baseline approach is based on selecting the
most frequent class, i.e., non-toxic, which covers
30.30% of the dataset (see Table 1).

NELA Features

Feature Group

Experiments and Evaluation

5.3

Meta Classifier

Next we tried a meta classifier. For this purpose,
we extracted the posterior probabilities of the individual classifiers in Table 3 (2-5, 7-10, 12). Then,
we trained a logistic classifier on these posteriors
(we made sure that we do not leak information
about the labels when training the meta classifier).
We can see in Table 3 that the meta classifier
yielded the best results, outperforming all of the
individual models, and achieving 3.5% absolute
gain in terms of accuracy.

6

Table 2: Summary of our features.
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Language

N

Feature Set

Dimension

Accuracy

F1-macro

-

1

Baseline

-

30.30

05.17

BG

2
3
4
5
6

BERT(title), BERT(text)
XLM(title), XLM(text)
Styl(title), Styl(text)
LSA(title), LSA(text)
Bulgarian combined

1,536
2,048
15
215
3,824

47.69
38.50
31.89
55.59
39.43

32.58
24.58
08.51
42.11
24.38

EN

7
8
9
10
11

USE(title), USE(text)
NELA(title), NELA(text)
BERT(title), BERT(text)
ElMO(title), ElMO(text)
English combined

1,024
258
1,536
2,048
4,878

53.70
36.36
52.05
54.60
45.45

40.68
23.04
39.78
40.95
31.42

-

12
13
14

Media meta
All combined
Meta classifier

6
8,694
153

42.04
38.16
59.06

15.64
26.04
39.70
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Table 3: Evaluation results.

Figure 3: Our neural network.

Predicted labels

Figure 2: Confusion matrix.

5.4

5.5

What Did Not Work

Oversampling We evaluated all models from
Table 3 but with oversampling the small classes.
We tried simple random oversampling as well as
the more complex SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002)
model. None of these techniques yielded improvements.

Analysis

Figure 2 shows a confusion matrix over the entire
dataset for the best model in Table 3, namely experiment 14. We can see that the model works best
for the biggest non-toxic class. A decent chunk
of fake news samples are misclassified as conspiracy as those two classes are the second and the
third largest ones. For three of the labels, there
are hardly any predictions; these are the smallest classes, and three of them combined cover less
than 18% of the dataset.

Neural Network We also tried a feed forward
neural network with two hidden densely connected
layers, with 64 nodes (ReLU activation) and 32
nodes (Tanh activation), and a dropout rate of 0.35
for each of them; see Figure 3. We used Adam for
optimization, and we tried various parameter values, but we could not get improvements, possibly
due to the small size of our dataset.
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6

7

Discussion

We have presented experiments in detecting the
toxicity of news articles. While previous research
was mostly limited to English, here we focused on
Bulgarian. We created a new dataset by crawling
a website that has been collecting Bulgarian news
articles and manually categorized them in eight
toxicity groups. We then trained a multi-class classifier with nine categories: eight toxic and one
non-toxic. We experimented with a variety of representations based on ElMo, BERT, xand XLM.
We further used a variety of domain-specific features, which we eventually combined in a meta
classifier. The evaluation results show an accuracy
of 59.0% and a macro-F1 score of 39.7%, which
represent sizable improvements over the majorityclass baseline (Acc=30.3%, macro-F1=5.2%).
In future work, we plan to extend and also to
balance the dataset. This can be achieved by either exploring another source for articles using the
methodology of Media Scan, or by processing the
unstructured PDF article, which we ignored in the
present study. We also plan to explore new information sources. From a technical point of view,
we would like to improve the neural network architecture as well as the oversampling techniques
(with possible combination with undersampling).

Below we compare the performance of the models when working with Bulgarian vs. English resources, and we further discuss issues related to
the small size of our dataset.
6.1

Language-Related Issues

The first part of the feature comparison in Table 3 is between English and Bulgarian, and it is
interesting to compare them. The first comparison is between the BERT features. Even though
we used a pre-trained BERT model, with same
pooling techniques there is close to 4.5% absolute
improvement when using the English translation.
This is probably due to the English BERT being
trained on more data as the English Wikipedia is
much bigger for English: 5.7M English articles vs.
just 250K Bulgarian articles.
Another notable comparison is between the
types of models. Two of the Bulgarian feature
sets are created via local models (experiments 4
and 5), while all of the English experiments are
from transfer-learning. We can see that LSA (experiment 5) is the best feature set, and one can argue that this is to be expected. On such a small
dataset in a non-English language, it is hard to represent the text with pre-trained models. Nevertheless, we can see that a combination between only
pre-trained models (experiment 11) performs better compared to fusion between local and transferlearning models (experiment 6).
6.2

Conclusion and Future Work

Data and Code We are releasing all of the code
for our experiments in a public repository that can
be found in GitHub7 with explanations about how
to reproduce our environment. In that repository,
we further release the full dataset together with
the generated features, all the textual data, all the
translations and all the meta data about the articles.

Data Size Issues

There are several aspects of the above experiments
where we can observe the negative effect of having insufficient data. First, in experiments 6, 11,
12 in Table 3, we can see that the combination of
features performs worse in each language group
compared to single feature types.
Another place where we felt we had insufficient
data was in the neural network experiments, where
we had many more parameters to train than in the
simple logistic regression.
A related problem is that of class imbalance: we
have seen in Section 5.4 above that the smallest
classes were effectively ignored even by our best
classifier. We can see in Figure 1 that those three
classes have less than 60 articles combined, while
the “non-toxic” only had 96 articles.
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Abstract

to comply with binding legal regulations (Wilson
et al., 2016). Dependent on each country’s law
system, different rules for privacy protection in
raw text data are enforced (cf., e.g., two recent
analyses for the US (Mulligan et al., 2019) and the
EU (Hoofnagle et al., 2019)). Even privacy-breach
incidents in a legal grey zone can be harmful for
the actors involved (including NLP researchers).
This is evidenced dramatically in the so-called
AOL search data leak.1 In August of 2006, American Online (AOL) made a large query log collection freely accessible on the Internet for a limited
time. The data were extracted over three months
from their search engine to support academic research. The collection represented 650k users issuing 20 million queries without any significant
anonymization. The result of this release, among
others, was the disclosure of private information
for a number of AOL users. The most troubling
aspect of the data leak was the ease by which single unique individuals could be pinpointed in the
logs. Even ignoring the existence of social security, drive license, and credit card numbers, the
New York Times demonstrated the ability to determine the identity of a real user.2 The outline of this
incident and counter-measures against this privacy
crash are reported by Adar (2007) from which we
adopted the case description as well.
Despite this specific case, query logs from
search engines might still be at the lower end of the
vulnerability chain for data privacy, while UGC
bundled in freely distributed corpora is clearly at
its higher end, since clear names of persons, locations, etc. are dispersed all over such documents.

We deal with the pseudonymization of
those stretches of text in emails that might
allow to identify real individual persons.
This task is decomposed into two steps.
First, named entities carrying privacysensitive information (e.g., names of persons, locations, phone numbers or dates)
are identified, and, second, these privacybearing entities are replaced by synthetically generated surrogates (e.g., a person
originally named ‘John Doe’ is renamed
as ‘Bill Powers’). We describe a system
architecture for surrogate generation and
evaluate our approach on C ODE A LLTAG,
a German email corpus.

1 Introduction
With the advent and rapidly increasing adoption
of electronic interaction platforms, the communication patterns of modern societies have changed
fundamentally. We observe an unprecedented upsurge of digitally transmitted private communication and exploding volumes of so-called usergenerated contents (UGC). As a major characteristic of these new communication habits, a
sender’s individual email, post, comment, tweet
is distributed to an often (very) large number of
addressees—the recipients of an email, other bloggers, friends or followers in social media platforms, etc.. Hence, hitherto private communication becomes intentionally public.
Responding to these changes, digital (social)
media communication has become a focus of research in NLP. Yet there seems to be a lack of
awareness among NLP researchers that the exploitation of natural language data from such electronic communication channels, whether for commercial, administrative or academic purposes, has

1
Briefly described in https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/AOL_search_data_leak, last accessed on
July 24, 2019.
2
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/09/
technology/09aol.html, last accessed July 24, 2019.
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on German language data. Since surrogate generation constitutes a highly constrained case of language generation, in Section 6 we describe the results of an evaluation study to assess the naturalness of these replacements with native speakers of
German, as well as the performance of a recognizer for privacy-relevant text stretches on original
and already pseudonymized data.

Surprisingly, despite its high relevance for NLP
operating on UGC, the topic of data privacy has
long been neglected by the mainstream of NLP research. While it has always been of utmost importance for medical, i.e., clinical, NLP (Meystre,
2015), it has received almost no attention in NLP’s
non-medical camp for a long time (for two early
exceptions, cf. Rock (2001); Medlock (2006)).
This naı̈ve perspective is beginning to change
these days with the ever-growing importance of
social media documents for text analytics. However, there are currently no systematic actions
taken to hide personally sensitive information
from down-stream applications when dealing with
chat, blog, SMS or email raw data. Since this
attitude also faces legal implications, a quest for
the protection of individual data privacy has been
raised and, in the meantime, finds active response
in the most recent work of the NLP community (Li
et al., 2018; Coavoux et al., 2018).

2

Related Work

The main thrust of work on de-identification has
been performed for clinical NLP.3 Most influential
for progress in this field have been two challenge
competitions within the context of the I 2 B 2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside)
initiative4 which focused on 18 different types of
Protected Health Information (PHI) categories as
required by US legislation (HIPAA).5 The first of
these challenge tasks was launched in 2006 for
889 hospital discharge summaries, with a total of
19,498 PHI instances of person-identifying verbal
expressions (Uzuner et al., 2007). The second was
run in 2014 and addressed an even broader set of
PHI categories (Stubbs et al., 2015a). In summary, the best system performances peaked in the
high 90s (F1 score) using classical machine learning methods, Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
in particular, and hand-written rules, or a mixture
of both. As a successor to I 2 B 2, the C EGS -NG RID
Shared Tasks and Workshop on Challenges in NLP
for Clinical Data created a corpus of 1,000 manually de-identified psychiatric evaluation records
(Stubbs et al., 2017). Interestingly, for the automatic de-identification task performance values
dropped significantly down to 79.85 F1 for the
best-performing system indicating an only modest potential for domain and text genre portability
(moving from discharge summaries to psychiatric
evaluation records).
Recently, the deep learning wave has also hit
the (clinical) de-identification community. For this
task, bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory Networks (Bi-LSTMs) became quite popular as evidenced by the work of Dernoncourt et al. (2017)

We distinguish two basic approaches to eliminate privacy-bearing data from raw text data. The
first one, anonymization, identifies instances of
relevant privacy categories (e.g., person names or
dates) and replaces sensitive strings by some artificial code (e.g., ‘xxx’). This blinding approach
might be appropriate to eliminate privacy-bearing
data in the medical world, but it is inappropriate
for most NLP applications since crucial discriminative information and contextual clues will be
erased by such a scrubbing procedure.
The second approach, pseudonymization, preserves such valuable information by replacing
privacy-bearing text strings with randomly chosen
alternative synthetic instances from the same privacy type (e.g., the person name ‘Suzanne Walker’
is mapped to ‘Caroline Snyder’). As a common
denominator, the term de-identification subsumes
both, anonymization and pseudonymization.
The focus of this paper will be on pseudonymization and more precisely on the methods
needed to produce realistic synthetic replacements, a process often also referred to as surrogate
generation. We start with a discussion of related
work in Section 2 and then introduce the semantic types we consider as relevant carriers of personal information in emails in Section 3. Next,
we provide an overview of the email corpus our
experiments are based on in Section 4, including
manual annotation efforts. In Section 5, we turn
to the process of surrogate generation, with focus

3
Note that we have to distinguish between data protection in structured data contained in (clinical) information systems, (for which k-anonymity (Sweeney, 2002) is a wellknown model to minimize a person’s re-identification risk)
and pseudonym-based textual variant generation for unstructured verbal data we here focus on.
4
https://www.i2b2.org/
5
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/
for-professionals/privacy/index.html
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who achieve an F1 score of 97.85 on the I 2 B 2 2014
dataset, or Liu et al. (2017) who report performance figures ranging from 95.11% over 96.98%
up to 98.28% micro F1 score under increasingly
sloppier matching criteria on the same dataset.
Note that these challenges were focusing on the
recognition of privacy-relevant text stretches textual but did not incorporate pseudonymization, a
more complex task (Stubbs et al., 2015b). Carrell
et al. (2013) deal with the latter challenge within
the context of the ‘Hiding In Plain Sight’ approach
where the detected privacy-bearing identifiers are
replaced with realistic synthetic surrogates in order to collectively render the few ’leaked’ identifiers difficult to distinguish from the synthetic
surrogates—a major advantage for pseudonymization over anonymization. Targeting English medical texts S CRUB (Sweeney, 1996) is one of the first
surrogate generation systems followed by work
from Uzuner et al. (2007), Yeniterzi et al. (2010),
Deléger et al. (2014), Stubbs et al. (2015b) and
Stubbs and Uzuner (2015). Similar procedures
have been proposed for Swedish (Alfalahi et al.,
2012) and Danish (Pantazos et al., 2011) clinical
corpora, yet not for German ones.
Work outside the clinical domain is rare. While
we found no work dealing with the anonymization
or even pseudonymization of emails and Twitterstyle social media data,6 anonymizing SMSes is
a topic of active research. Patel et al. (2013) introduce a system capable of anonymizing SMS
(Short Message Service) communication. Their
study builds on 90,000 authentic French text messages and uses dictionaries as well as decision
trees as machine learning technique. Their evaluation task is, however, very coarse-grained—
select those SMSes from a test corpus of 23,055
messages that either have or have not to be
anonymized. There is no breakdown to PHI-like
categories known from the medical domain.
Treurniet et al. (2012) were taking care of
privacy-relevant data for a Dutch SMS corpus
(52,913 messages, in total) in much more detail.
They automatically anonymized all occurrrences
of dates, times, decimal amounts, and numbers
with more than one digit (telephone numbers,
bank accounts, etc.), e-mail addresses, URLs, and
IP addresses. All sensitive information was replaced with corresponding semantic placeholder

codes of the encountered semantic type (e.g., each
specific email address was replaced by the type
symbol EMAIL), not by an alternative semantic
token, i.e., a pseudonym. The same strategy was
also chosen by Chen and Kan (2013) for their SMS
corpus that contains more than 71,000 messages,
focusing on English and Mandarin. However, neither are the methods of automatic anonymization
described in detail, nor are performance figures
of this process reported in both papers (Chen and
Kan (2013) only mention the use of regular expressions for the anonymization process).
In conclusion, pseudonymization has to the best
of our knowledge only been seriously applied
to medical documents, up until now. Hence,
our investigation opens this study field for the
first time ever to non-medical applications of
pseudonymization. Such de-identified corpora can
then easily be distributed via public sites and so
might stimulate further NLP research.

3

Named Entities for De-Identification

Perhaps the most relevant source and starting point
for determining types of personally identifying information pieces in written documents is a catalogue of Personal Health Information (PHI) items
that has been derived from the Health Information Privacy Act (HIPAA) which is binding law
in the US. PHI enumerates altogether 18 privacysensitive items organized into eight main categories (Stubbs and Uzuner, 2015):
• Name includes the names of patients, doctors
and user names,
• Profession of persons mentioned,
• Location includes rooms, clinical departments, hospital names, names of organizations, street names, city names, state names,
names of countries, ZIPs, etc.,
• Age of persons,
• Date expressions,
• Communication data, e.g., phone or fax numbers, email addresses, URLs, IP addresses,
• all sorts of IDs such as Social Security number, medical record number, health plan number, account number, license number, vehicle
ID, device ID, biometric ID, etc.,
• any Other form of personally sensitive data.
While some types of categories from above are
generally useful also for non-medical anonymization procedures, others are quite domain-specific,

6

Lüngen et al. (2017) report on manual anonymization efforts for German chat data.
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ZipCode (ZIP), and CityName (CITY) which
stands for villages, towns, cities, larger metropolitan areas (e.g., ‘Larger Manchester’) and regions
smaller than a state (e.g., ‘Bay Area’); it also includes derivations of these names (e g., ‘Roman’).
Finally, Address (ADD) encompasses EmailAddress (EMAIL), PhoneNumber (PHONE), including fax numbers, and URL (URL), as well as other
forms of domain names.
Unlike some approaches from the field of clinical NLP (Stubbs et al., 2015b), we did not take
ages or professions into account, because our use
case is not that sensible and ages or professions
probably are mentioned far more often in clinical reports than in emails. Furthermore, unspecific dates like ‘Christmas’ or ‘next week’ and geographical information such as landmarks, rivers or
lakes were not tagged for de-identification since
their contribution to possible re-identification is
fairly limited due to their generality.

because they are intrinsically attached to the clinical domain (such as the names of patients, doctors or nurses, the names of hospitals and their departments, or various forms of IDs, e.g., health insurance numbers). Hence, we adapted this list for
email documents while, at the same time, we tried
to avoid over-fitting to this text genre.
We, finally, came up with the category set depicted in Figure 1 which we stipulate to universally account for all types of emails, irrespective of
any particular natural language and email (header)
encoding. The categories are organized in a concise hierarchy whose top level categories are SocialActor (ACTOR), Date (DATE), FormalIdentifier (FID), Location (LOC), and Address (ADD).
We anticipate that this hierarchy can be further refined and accomodated to other text genres as well.

4

Email Corpus and Entity Annotation

Our experiments are based on 1,390 German
emails from the C ODE A LLTAGS+d corpus
(Krieg-Holz et al., 2016), which were collected on
the basis of voluntary email donation. The donors
have provided their explicit consent that, after deidentification, their emails may be made publically
available. Sharing the corpus would create lots of
opportunities for NLP research, since public access to private emails is generally forbidden.7
For the manual annotation campaign,8 we set
up a team of three annotators who tagged equally
sized parts of the corpus, according to the privacybearing (pi) categories described in Section 3 (Figure 1). Annotation was performed on entity level.
Therefore, we did not have to care about token boundaries in the surrogate generation step
and, thus, no special handling for compounds and
multi-token entities is required.
In order to measure the inter-annotator agreement (IAA), the annotators worked on 50 identical
emails randomly selected from the corpus within
the same annotation phase as the entire corpus.

Figure 1: Hierarchy of privacy-bearing entity
types (pis) relevant for emails (leaves in green)
The category of SocialActor can be further divided into Organization (ORG), which includes all
types of legal actors such as companies, brands,
institutions and agencies, etc., human Persons
(PERSON), with subtypes FamilyName (FAMILY), also including initials and credentials, and
GivenName (GIVEN), with another split into two
subcategories, namely FemaleName (FEMALE)
and MaleName (MALE), both including nicknames and initials. Finally, UserName (USER)
covers all kinds of invented user names for IT systems and platforms.
Date (DATE) includes all sorts of date descriptions, such as date of birth, marriage, or death,
starting and ending dates of contracts, etc.
The category of FormalIdentifier (FID) includes
Password (PASS) as user-provided supplementary artificial name for all kinds of technical appliances, and UniqueFormalIdentifier (UFID) to
capture persons (students, customers, employees,
members of social security systems (SSN), authors (ORCHID), etc.), computer systems (IP addresses), or other artifacts (e.g., IBANs, DOIs).
The Location (LOC) category subsumes StreetName (STREET), StreetNumber (STREETNO),

7

One of the rare exceptions is the E NRON corpus (Klimt
and Yang, 2004) whose non-anonymized contents was released for open inspection by order of US judges in the course
of the destruction of the Enron company as a consequence of
criminal financial transactions of the Enron management. For
yet another example, cf. the Avocado Research Email Collection, available from LDC2015T03.
8
We used B RAT (http://brat.nlplab.org/) for
annotation (Stenetorp et al., 2012).
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Table 1 shows Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) as
a measure for IAA for the pairs of annotators calculated on the entities represented by the BIO annotation scheme.9 Hence, not only the token label
itself but also matching starting and ending points
of an entity are taken into account, as well. The
agreement is quite high, especially between annotator 1 and 3.
A1 - A2
0.925

A2 - A3
0.933

cording to the findings of the error analysis. The
outcome of this overhaul constituted the final gold
standard annotations of C ODE A LLTAGS+d for the
de-identification task.

5

Once pi-relevant named entities have been recognized they undergo a replacement process where
original identifiers are substituted by synthetic,
though natural, surrogates. For this step, we distinguish language-independent criteria from those
which are intrinsically language-specific. Only the
latter have to be re-specified for languages other
than German.

A3 - A1
0.958

Table 1: Cohen’s Kappa for BIO tags on C ODE
A LLTAGS+d
Based on these 50 emails the annotators also examined and discussed differences of their annotations and decided on the gold standard by majority vote, which we applied for further evaluation in
order to measure precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and
F1 score (F1 ). Table 2 shows the outcomes regarding BIO tags per annotator and the overall result
calculated over the joint annotations of the annotators. We took the averages from the outcomes of
the single categories weighted by the number of
true instances for each label.
A1
A2
A3
A1+A2+A3

Prec
98.06
87.67
94.14
93.37

Rec
95.63
77.92
84.79
86.11

Surrogate Generation

5.1

Language-Independent Criteria

Personal information belonging to the categories
ADD (EMAIL, PHONE or fax number, URL),
FID (PASSword, UFID), USER name and ZIP
code are relatively simple to replace. Each digit
of the string is substituted with a randomly generated alternative digit, each alphabetic character
is replaced with a randomly generated alternative
letter of the same case and alphabet. Other characters like ‘@’ or punctuation marks are left as is.
For URLs, we also keep the subdomain ‘www’ and
commonly used URL schemes like ‘http’, ‘https’,
‘ftp’, ‘file’ and ‘mailto’. In contrast to Stubbs et al.
(2015b) we did not implement any other restrictions for the selection of characters. As a consequence, the resulting surrogates may have an unrealistic appearance.
To maintain temporal ordering in the document
we generate a time shift separately for each text to
make re-identification difficult, if not impossible.
We shifted the dates by a random interval between
365 days forward or backward. As we try to keep
the original language-dependent formats, the user
has to determine the formats to be generated.
In order to maintain coreferences between pi
entities, we replace multiple occurrences of an entity by the same surrogate. To account for different
spellings of names regarding lower and upper case
we treat different possibilities of combinations,
the original spelling, lower case, upper case and
a normalized format which is language-specific.
We decided not to consider misspellings, because
checking for slightly different names, e.g., employing the Levenshtein distance, could also lead
to coreference breaks since quite a few names differ only in one letter (like ‘Lena’ and ‘Lina’).

F1
96.72
80.36
86.82
88.66

Table 2: Weighted average of precision, recall and
F1 score with respect to the gold standard for BIO
tags of C ODE A LLTAGS+d
An error analysis revealed that, besides mostly
accidental errors, a higher disagreement on tagging ORGs (due to overlap or confusion with
city or product names and rather generic organizations)10 and an uncertainty regarding DATEs
could be observed. The latter problem was solved
by the decision to treat all dates as pi regardless
of their specificity. As a consequence, one annotator worked through the entire corpus to re-tag
each DATE and, if necessary, also re-tag ORGs ac9
‘B’ preceding a token’s tag stands for the Beginning of
an entity, ‘I’ for its continuation (Inside), and ‘O’ for any
stretch of text not belonging to an entity (Outside).
10
Stubbs and Uzuner (2015) also report confusions of organizations with other subcategories from their location class
(department, hospital) and Stubbs et al. (2017) witness an uncertainty for tagging quasi-generic organizations.
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stituted with an alternative month name trying to
keep differences between standard varieties (e.g.,
‘Januar’ (standard German) vs. ‘Jänner’ (Austrian German) for ‘January’) and also preserve abbreviations (e.g., ‘Jan.’).

For resolving initials and abbreviations of
GIVEN, FAMILY and CITY names, we adopt the
approach by Stubbs et al. (2015b) and use letterto-letter mappings generated for each document.
This means that each name of the respective category starting with a certain character is replaced
with a name with its first letter corresponding to
the mapping of this character or in case of initials
and abbreviations with the mapping solely. For
example ‘Gandalf’ and ‘Gimli’ would be substituted by names starting with the same character
like ‘Bilbo’ and ‘Boromir’. Hence, an initial ‘G.’,
will also be replaced with ‘B.’; it does not have to
be disambiguated and assigned to any of the previously occurring names (a task left to a coreference
resolution module we currently do not provide).
We also try to account for frequency distributions of GIVEN, FAMILY, CITY, ORG and
STREET names by constraining these random
letter-to-letter-mappings to map first letters to letters with a similar frequency. In this way, mappings of very common first letters, such as ‘A’ in
case of German first names, to rare ones, like ‘X’,
can be avoided. This approach still allows rare
substitutes for common names. However, we circumvent the problem of adding ambiguity to the
text, if we only have few names starting with ‘X’
(Stubbs et al. (2015b) also mentioned but did not
implement this idea). As we map distributions in
quite a rough way, we do not think that this could
cause a leak of information of the original text, but
distributional mappings are optional and the user
may choose the granularity and distribution in his
or her own module or language extension.

Street names. For names of streets, we recognize the abbreviations ‘S|-str(.)’ (for ‘Straße’
(street)) and ‘P|-pl(.)’ (for ‘Platz’ (place)) for
look-up and coreference. We do not handle inflections of street names like ‘Ligusterweg(e)s’ (genitive) because, in emails, street names most often
are part of an address and thus lack inflection.
The list of surrogates is built from large repositories of German street names11 jointly with
Austrian ones from different provinces12 that do
not contain special characters or are composed
of more than two terms (e.g., ‘Albert-EinsteinStraße’). Furthermore, we restricted them to
contain only names with standard street suffixes
(‘-straße’, ‘-weg’, ‘-platz’, etc.), because we had
to get rid of village names that do not have any
named streets (such as with ‘Wegscheid 15’).

5.2 Language-Dependent Criteria for German
Since the categories DATE, STREET, CITY,
GIVEN and FAMILY name, and ORG are affected
by language-specific influences we implemented
a German language module for these named entity types. In contrast to other surrogate generation systems we know of, our solution takes inflection into account (relying on the NLP tool SPACY
(Honnibal and Montani, 2017)).

Given Names and Family Names. Common
German proper nouns are singular and do not
change number. (Duden, 2009, p. 191) Hence, our
system does not process any plural forms of forenames or surnames (which rarely may occur), yet
handles the genitive singular case. Therefore, our
system is also capable of resolving coreferences
between uninflected and inflected genitive forms.
To acquire suitable look-up dictionaries we extracted female and male names with their associated nicknames from a list of first names.13
These lists are restricted to more or less common forenames in German-speaking countries except for names with rare first letters, where we included less frequent names, too. An alternative list
of German surnames14 is frequency-independent,
thus includes also lots of uncommon names.
City names. For the CITY category, the genitive singular case is handled too. While person
names and city, town or village names are mostly
11

http://www.datendieter.de/item/Liste_
von_deutschen_Strassennamen_.csv
12
http://www.statistik.at/strasse/
suchmaske.jsp
13
ftp://ftp.heise.de/pub/ct/listings/
0717-182.zip
14
http://www.namenforschung.
net/fileadmin/user_upload/dfa/
Inhaltsverzeichnisse_etc/Index_Band_
I-V_Gesamt_Stand_September_2016.pdf

Dates. The formats we handle include typical
combinations of day, month and year according
to German formatting style (e.g., days precede
months), yet also account for different spellings
(e.g., ‘01.06.2019’ or ‘1.6.19’). Days, months,
and years occurring in isolation are processed as
well. If a month is given in letter format, it is sub-
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Organizations. Similarly, we consider the genitive case for organizations. As the same company or institution in a document might be denoted
by different name forms, such as its full name
(‘Stadtwerke GmbH’), with or without the corporate form (‘Stadtwerke’) or an acronym (‘STW’),
with respect to coreference chains a more sophisticated solution is required. For now, we only check
for names without a list of corporate forms. The
substitution is performed with a list of German
company names,19 restricted to names not containing any GIVEN or FAMILY name. Due to gender
variability and the lack of a list of institutions, we
here added fictional acronyms and randomly generated letter combinations.

used without determiner, a few German names
for regions (e.g., ‘die Steiermark’, ‘das Drautal’)
always require a determiner (Duden, 2009, pp.
299ff.). These names can be of every gender and
also pluralia tantum, whereas city, town or village names are neuter and singularia tantum (Duden, 2009, pp. 160f.). Unfortunately, we currently do not dispose of repositories for genderand number-specific CITY names large enough, so
we rather tolerate possible mistakes than a potential information leakage.
In contrast to person names, we consider derivations of locations and implemented rules for signifying inhabitants (‘die Klagenfurterin’) and adjectivized toponyms ending on ‘-(i)sch/-erisch/-er’
(‘kärntnerisch’ (carinthian), ‘Wiener Dialekt’ (Viennese dialect)). We check for coreferences using
Levenshtein distance on previously seen CITYs.
To catch lemmata occurring later we form appropriate candidates in a rule-based manner together
with a lexicon look-up. For naming inhabitants,
we only treat the standard forms ending on ‘-er’
such as ‘Wiener’ (Viennese) and do not care about
non-standard names like ‘Hesse’ (Hessian).
The generation of derivations from the substitute lemma is restricted to the most common
cases. We produce derivatives by concatenating
the lemma and ‘-er’ or ‘-r’, if the lemma ends with
‘-e’. For adjectivized forms ending with ‘-isch/sch/-erisch’ that often allow a variation of these
suffixes (Duden, 2016, p. 685) we decided on generating derivatives with ‘-erisch’ (e.g., ‘Wienerisch’ (Viennese)). Our system produces the inflectional forms for derivations by copying the original inflectional suffix to the generated form.
To maintain local national information we
employed separate lists of location names for
the three major German-speaking countries15 on
which we perform a dictionary look-up to determine which country the location name is from.
Admittedly, this approach fails, if the place is either not mentioned or occurs in multiple countries.
For substitution, we provide cleaner lists containing only villages, towns and cities for Germany,16
Austria,17 and Switzerland.18

5.3

System Architecture

Our system for surrogate generation (see Figure
2) accepts any type of text, not only emails, but
requires BRAT annotations of pi-relevant entities
as described in Section 3. It allows for an easy
adaptation to languages other than German, since
the base module of the surrogate generation system can implement a language module for alternative languages, too. While language-independent
categories (Section 5.1) do not need any further
consideration, this language module has to provide
allowed date formats and lists with language- and
category-appropriate substitutes for the languagedependent classes (Section 5.2). Furthermore, frequency mappings of first letters may be specified
in order to take distributions of names with respect

Figure 2: Schematic system architecture and surrogate generation workflow; dashed parts optional

15

http://download.geonames.org/export/
dump
16
http://www.fa-technik.adfc.de/code/
opengeodb/PLZ.tab
17
http://www.statistik.at/strasse/
suchmaske.jsp
18
http://data.geo.admin.ch/ch.
swisstopo-vd.ortschaftenverzeichnis_

plz/PLZO_CSV_LV03.zip
19
https://www.datendieter.de/item/
Liste_von_deutschen_Firmennamen_.txt
extracted from O PEN S TREET M AP (http://www.
openstreetmap.org/)
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6.2

to their first letters into account. If a use case
requires a special treatment of a category, extensional functions have to be defined, e.g., for inflection generation. Otherwise, the base system replaces the entities with default entries in the substitute lists, i.e., generally (non-inflected) lemmata.

6

Frequency Analysis

As Deléger et al. (2014) remark, large frequency imbalances between corpora may influence the performance of machine learning systems. Therefore, we also assessed frequency imbalances between different corpora: The original non-pseudonymized C ODE A LLTAGS+d corpus with hand-annotated pi entities (referred to
as ORIG), the pseudonymized20 form of the original corpus (PSEUD) and pseudonymized20 C ODE
A LLTAGS+d with automatically recognized pi entities (PSEUD PIR). For the latter, we retrieved the
pi entities by training a model on 9/10 of ORIG
and applying it to the unseen part on ten different
folds. We used a system for recognizing privacybearing information (PIR) based on N EURO NER
(Dernoncourt et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2016), with
slight modifications of its neural network architecture from our side.
Table 3 shows that the number of tokens declines for both pseudonymized corpora compared
to the original corpus. Taking a closer look, the
category discrepancy almost entirely results from
the category ORG and, to a much lesser extent
though, also from STREET and CITY names. We
conclude that our substitution dictionaries obviously contain shorter names, i.e., entities consisting of fewer tokens. Contrasting ORIG and the
automatically annotated PSEUD PIR, we witness
an increase of pi entities. For one thing, this
can be explained by taking the tokens of one entity separately and thus splitting one single entity
into multiple ones, which is also reflected in the
smaller difference between the number of tokens.
As this phenomenon especially occurs with URLs
and PHONE or fax numbers (these categories are
substituted randomly) it has no effect on surrogate
generation. Again, ORGanizations play a major
role here, because the PIR system achieves the
worst results for this category.

Evaluation of Pseudonymization

6.1 Grammaticality and Acceptability Tests
In a first round of evaluations, we wanted to test
whether the surrogates we had generated were
well-formed in terms of grammaticality and semantically ‘natural’ in terms of acceptability. For
privacy reasons, we refrained from explicitly evaluating whether coreference relations were preserved, because it is difficult to keep track of them
without the original wording.
First, the pseudonymized emails were scored
on both evaluation dimensions on a scale from 1
(worst) to 5 (best) in packages of about 30 emails
by different annotators. Each email was annotated
only once. While grammaticality refers to the
agreement in number, gender and case between the
generated surrogate and the sentence constituents
the surrogate is embedded in, a surrogate is acceptable if it semantically fits into the surrounding
context so that a reasonable semantic interpretation can be made. For example, ‘We bought the car
at Amici Pizza Express’ is considered as semantically inacceptable because cars normally cannot
be bought at a pizzeria. In contrast common names
replaced with rare ones (e.g., ‘Paris’ with a small
village name) are regarded as acceptable.
For the evaluation, the manually tagged 1,390
German-language emails of C ODE A LLTAGS+d
underwent the surrogate generation process twice
to be sure not to reveal any original pi items to the
annotators. The automatically generated output
was checked manually, also substituting phrases
not covered by our categories, such as course
names (the corpus contains lots of university related emails donated by our students). After that it
was fed again to the surrogate generation system.
With 4.90 for grammaticality and 4.73 for semantic acceptability the results are pretty sound.
The lower outcome for semantic acceptability is
mostly due to the surrogates for the ORG category.
Occasionally, rather odd combination like ‘Serial
Knitters, IT solutions’ (for ‘Institute for XX, YYUniversity’) and substitutes with a different, inaccurate function were found.

# token
# types21
# pi entities
# pi tokens

ORIG

PSEUD

PSEUD PIR

151,229
21,159
8,866
12,649

150,166
22,320
8,866
11,586

150,425
22,455
9,427
11,865

Table 3: Quantitative breakdown of the corpora
used for evaluation; “#” stands for frequency count
20

Processed by the surrogate generation system without
any further reworking.
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Train|Test
ORIG | PSEUD
PSEUD | ORIG
ORIG | PSEUD PIR
PSEUD PIR| ORIG

6.3 Automatic Recognition Performance
Further, we followed Yeniterzi et al. (2010) and
Deléger et al. (2014) and tested the performance
of the PIR system on the three corpora. Like Yeniterzi et al. (2010), we also found better results
for training and testing on the PSEUD corpus than
on ORIG,22 while the performance difference decreases for PSEUD PIR and ORIG (see Table 4).
Among others, this may be a consequence of the
frequency imbalance, because the pseudonymized
data contain fewer tokens especially those related
to the hard to recognize ORGanizations.
Corpus
ORIG
PSEUD
PSEUD PIR

Prec
83.02
86.15
82.26

Rec
82.26
86.24
85.79

F1
82.52
86.07
83.86

Prec
77.97
70.25
85.23
67.31

Rec
73.12
61.32
75.21
63.21

F1
74.93
64.57
78.39
63.88

p
0.0
0.0

Table 5: Results of the PIR system trained on
Train and tested on Test (10-fold cross validation
without overlap); significance difference (p-value)
over reverse setting (paired t-test)
diverse. Further, they may contain rarer names.
Both phenomena potentially lead to a decrease of
performance on these data sets when trained on
the ORIG corpus. Regarding the drop of the reverse experiment the fewer occurrences of ‘I’-tags
(from the BIO format) have an impact, too.
In contrast to Yeniterzi et al. (2010) and our results, Deléger et al. (2014) report a smaller performance difference between training on original
and testing on pseudonymized data and vice versa.
This is probably due to the fact that they replaced
pi entities with different entities of the same category taken from the same original corpus, thus
almost retaining the original personal information.
This approach bears the potential of causing a leak
of personal information due to categories with limited occurrences.

p-value
0.007
0.063

Table 4: Results of the PIR system on different corpora (10-fold cross validation); significance
difference (p-value) with respect to ORIG (paired
t-test)
For training and testing on different corpora, we
eliminated the emails found in the test set from
the train set in a 10-fold cross-validation manner, even if they were pseudonymized in one of
the datasets to avoid any overlap. Again, similar
to Yeniterzi et al. (2010), training on ORIG and
testing on PSEUD yields significantly better results
than the other way round (see Table 5). Also the
F1 score plunges deeply when training on PSEUD PIR and testing on ORIG compared to ORIG and
testing on PSEUD PIR.
If we subsume the language-independent categories, because they are randomized and treated
similarly in surrogate generation, we get comparable outcomes for all experiments with the PIR
system with an F1 score around 90.00. In contrast, language-dependent categories, with the exception of DATEs, which accomplish equivalent
results for nearly all experiments, too, consistently
perform worse compared to training and testing on
the same corpus, especially regarding ORGanizations, CITYs and STREETs. As the results in Table 3 reveal, the amount of word types is higher in
the pseudonymized corpora; hence, they are more

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we moved the de-identification problem out of the medical domain (cf. also our work
in this field described in Kolditz et al. (2019)) into
the realm of user-generated content, emails in our
use case. In particular, we focused on the surrogate generation step of that task, i.e., substituting
named entities bearing privacy-relevant information by synthetic, yet mostly natural surrogates.
Our main contributions are the specification of
a language-independent type hierarchy composed
of named entities that carry privacy-relevant information, and the realization of the first German
non-medical surrogate generation pipeline. It is
composed of a language-dependent part for German input and a language-independent one which
can readily be reused for languages other than German, without any changes.
We also ran a series of experiments on emails
from the German-language C ODE A LLTAGS+d
corpus. In this evaluation of our surrogate generation system, we found high scores for the grammaticality and acceptability of the automatically

21

Types of tokens excluding punctuation and stop words.
When the k-fold splits are performed on sentences rather
than on emails the results get notably better achieving 86.24
F1 score for ORIG. But for reasons of comparability between
non-pseudonymized and pseudonymized corpora we had to
split on emails.
22
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generated surrogates. A frequency analysis of different variants of C ODE A LLTAGS+d revealed a
quantitative imbalance between the original corpus, the pseudonymized one, and a de-identified
variant that was built using an automatic recognizer for privacy-relevant named entities. Experiments on these three corpora further exposed differences in recognition performance already discussed in the literature.
Our future work will focus on a more adequate treatment of German derivational morphology and coreferences rooted in varying spellings.
The main methodological desideratum concerns
the investigation of ways to deal with organizations with different functions in order to improve
semantic acceptability. Last but not least, we
will have to demonstrate that the results from the
small-scale corpus we currently dealt with (C ODE
A LLTAGS+d ) will scale up to much larger document collections (e.g., C ODE A LLTAGXL as described in Krieg-Holz et al. (2016)).
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Abstract
This paper introduces a new approach to estimating the text document complexity. Common readability indices are based on average
length of sentences and words. In contrast to
these methods, we propose to count the number of rare words occurring abnormally often
in the document. We use the reference corpus
of texts and the quantile approach in order to
determine what words are rare, and what frequencies are abnormal. We construct a general
text complexity model, which can be adjusted
for the specific task, and introduce two special
models. The experimental design is based on a
set of thematically similar pairs of Wikipedia
articles, labeled using crowdsourcing. The experiments demonstrate the competitiveness of
the proposed approach.

1

Introduction

Automated text complexity measurement tools
have been proposed in order to help teachers to
select textbooks that correspond to the students’
comprehension level and publishers to explore
whether their articles are readable. Thus, plenty
of readability indexes were developed. Measures like Automated Readability Index (Senter
and Smith, 1967), Flesch-Kincaid readability tests
(Flesh, 1951), SMOG index (McLaughlin, 1969),
Gunning fog (Gunning, 1952) and etc. use heuristics based on simple statistics such as total number
of words, mean number of words per sentence, total number of sentences or even number of syllables to evaluate how complex given text is. By
combining these statistics with different weighting factors, readability indexes assign the given
document a complexity score, which is, in most
cases, the approximate representation of the US
grade level needed to comprehend the text. For instance, an Automated Readability Index (ARI) has
the following form for the document d:

ARI(d) = 4.71 ×

w
c
+ 0.5 × − 21.43
w
s

(1)

where c refers to the total number of letters in the
document d, w is the total number of words and s
denotes the total number of sentences in d.
Since readability indexes rely on a few basic
factors, precise assessment requires aggregation
of many scores. Thus, Coh-Metrix-PORT tool
(Aluisio et al., 2010) includes more than 50 different indexes for Portuguese language. The tool
is based on Coh-Metrix (Graesser et al., 2004)
principles to estimate complexity and cohesion not
only for explicit text, but for the mental representation of the document.
Readability indexes are interpretable and easy
to implement. However, the great number of constants tuned specifically for the English language
texts, lack of the semantics consideration and tailoring to the US grade level system restrains the
number of possible applications.
As for the non-English languages, several lexical and morphological features for Italian to
solve text simplification problem were presented
(Brunato et al., 2015), supervised approach in
readability estimations was introduced (vor der
Brck et al., 2008) and the complexity estimations
for legal documents in Russian were explored
(Dzmitryieva, 2017).
In this paper we introduce a new approach to
gauge the complexity of the documents based on
their lexical features. Our research is motivated
by information retrieval applications such as exploratory search for learning or editorial purposes
(Marchionini, 2006; White and Roth, 2009; Palagi
et al., 2017). In the exploratory search, the user
needs a hint which of the found documents to read
first, gradually moving from simple to more complex documents. Reading order optimization is an
alternative way to content consumption that departs from the typical ranked lists of documents
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based on their relevance (Koutrika et al., 2015).
The more specific terms document contains, and
the more rare they are, the more complex the document is. To formalize this consideration, we estimate the complexity of each term in the document
and then aggregate them to get the complete document complexity score. We use Wikipedia as a
reference collection of moderately complex texts
in order to determine what term frequencies are
abnormal.
In section 2 we describe quantile approach to
estimate the single term complexity. We present
highly flexible general model in section 3 and
models in subsections 3.1 and 3.2. The way of
evaluating the proposed methods is introduced in
section 4 and the experiments result are provided
in section 5.

tion.
W (d) =

3

General Document Complexity Model

Document d complexity W (d) can be calculated
by aggregating complexity scores of terms that
form d. In this paper we propose a weighed sum
over the complex terms to be the aggregate func-

w(ti )[c(ti ) > Cγ (ti )]

(2)

i=1

where [ ] refers to the Iverson notation (i.e.
[true] = 1, [f alse] = 0).
By defining weights w(ti ) and complexity
scores c(ti ) for all terms ti specialize the complexity model.
Some examples of interpretable weights w(ti )
are presented in Table 1.
w(ti )
1
1/nd ×100%
c(ti )
c(ti )/nd
c(ti ) − Cγ (ti )
(c(ti ) − Cγ (ti ))/nd

2 Single Term Complexity Estimation
Reference collection: Let D denote a reference
collection. Let document d ∈ D consist of terms
t1 , t2 , . . . tnd , where nd refers to the length of document d. Each term can be either a single word or
a key phrase.
Quantile approach: In general case each term
can occur in different complexity states, which
may depend on a position in text or context surrounding the term. Each complexity state of the
term ti standing in position i is described with a
term complexity score c(ti ). Consider a complexity scores empirical distribution for each term over
the reference collection. Assume that term ti is in
complex state if its complexity c(ti ) in current text
position i is greater than γ-quantile Cγ (ti ) of the
distribution over c(ti ), where γ is a hyperparameter, responsible for the complexity level. Therefore, when estimating complexity score of the document, we count c(ti ) only for terms ti which are
in the complex state, defined by the γ parameter.
For instance, c(ti ) can be a constant, which
means all terms have identical complexity, or can
be set equal to 0 if it occurs in the reference collection and 1 otherwise. In this case, we count new
terms (for the reference collection) as complex and
all other terms as simple.

nd
X

Meaning of w(ti )
number of complex terms
complex terms percentage
total complexity
mean complexity
excessive complexity
mean excessive complexity

Table 1: Weights w(ti ) examples.

3.1

Distance-Based Complexity Model

The following model relies on the assumption,
proposed in (Birkin, 2007). Consider an arbitrary document d which is the sequence of terms
t1 , t2 , . . . tnd . Let r(ti ) be a distance in terms to
the previous occurrence of the same term ti in document d. Formally,
r(ti ) = min {i − j | ti = tj }.
1≤j<i

(3)

If i is the first occurrence of term ti in document
d, it means that r(ti ) is undefined. In such cases
we take r(ti ) equal to nd . Hence, for terms with
the only occurrence in d complexity scores are the
greatest.
If term t does not appear in the reference collection, we set Cγ equal to −∞, therefore counting it
as a constantly complex term.
Assume that term t in the position i is more
complex than the same term in the position j if
r(ti ) > r(tj ). Consider there are no separators
between documents in the reference collection, so
it becomes a single document dall . Thus, it is possible to count distributions of r(t) of each unique
term t in dall and corresponding γ-quantiles Cγ (t)
of these distributions.
For the document d, which complexity we try to
estimate, we calculate rd (ti ) values for all terms
ti ∈ d.
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We define mean distance rd,i (ti ) for term ti in
i-th position in the document d as
r̄d,i (ti ) =

Pi

j=1 rd (ti )[ti = tj ]
Pi
j=1 [ti = tj ]

0.24
0.22

(4)

0.2
0.18

which aggregates all occurrences of the term ti
from the document start.
Finally c(ti ) has the form:
(5)

c(ti ) = r̄(ti ) − r̄d,i (ti )

where r̄(ti ) is the mean distance of the reference
collection scores r(ti ) for the term ti .
Intuitively, this means, that term is more complex if it occurs less in reference collection and
occurs more in document d.
Figures 1 and 2 show distributions of distances
r(t) for the simple term ‘algebra’ and the complex term ‘nlp’, calculated over the reference collection containing 1.5M documents of the Russian Wikipedia. For the ‘algebra’ term most
occurrences are relatively close to each other,
whether ‘nlp’ occurrences have fairly greater distance scores.
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04

5

10
15
20
Distance r(t)

complexity score c(t) and the γ-quantile we count
is now a constant Cγ .
Hence, the model has the following form:

W (d) =

nd
X

w(ti )

i=1

0
25

30

Figure 1: Distribution of distances r(t), calculated over
the complete Wikipedia dataset for the word ‘algebra’.

So, using the formula for c(ti ) as above and
choosing weights w(ti ) we get the distance-based
complexity model.
3.2 Counter-Based Complexity Model
The second model presented in this paper is based
on the assumption that each term has an independent fixed complexity in the whole language.
Thus, in this section we consider not the complexity distribution of a single term, but the general
complexity distribution over all terms in the language. Hence, each term t is assigned the only



1
> Cγ
count(ti )



(6)

where w(ti ) corresponds to the term weights introduced before.
Assume the term t1 is more complex than the
term t2 if number of occurrences in the reference
collection of the term t1 is lesser than the number
of occurrences of the term t2 .
Let count(t) denote number of occurrences of
the term t in the reference collection. Thus, the
complexity score function can be defined as
c(t) =

10
15
20
Distance r(t)

30

Figure 2: Distribution of distances r(t), calculated over
the complete Wikipedia dataset for the word ‘nlp’.

0.02
5

25

1
count(t)

(7)

so the assumption above is satisfied.
For each term t we calculate counters count(t)
and complexity scores c(t) over the reference collection. Having the distribution of c(t), we obtain
γ-quantiles Cγ . The described distribution for the
Russian Wikipedia reference collection is shown
on Figure 3.
Thus, we have defined c(t) for all terms possible
and the distribution necessary to count the Cγ . By
varying weights w(ti ) described in section 3, we
obtain the counter-based model for the complexity
estimation.

4

Quality Metric

To measure the quality of proposed algorithms,
we asked assessors to label 10K pairs of Russian
Wikipedia articles. Assessors were asked to carefully read both articles and to choose which was
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0.05
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10
20
30
Number of occurences count(t)
Figure 3: Distribution of count(t), calculated over
complete Wikipedia articles dataset.

more difficult to comprehend. If person cannot determine which document is more complex, then he
was asked to choose ‘documents are equal’ option.
If documents in the given pair are from different
scientific domains, then we ask assessor to choose
‘invalid pair’ option.
Documents were chosen from math, physics,
chemistry and programming areas. Clustering
was performed using the topic modeling technique
(Hofmann, 1999). BigARTM open-source library
was used to perform the clustering (Vorontsov
et al., 2015). Pairs were formed so that both documents belong to a single topic and their lengths
are almost identical. Examples of document pairs
to assess are introduced in Table 2.
Document 1
Matrix
Neural network
Electric charge
Mac OS X

Document 2
Tensor
Linear regression
Molecule
Convex Hull

Result
RIGHT
LEFT
EQUAL
INVALID

Two types of experiments were done. In first case
we used full Russian Wikipedia articles dataset
(1.5M documents) as a reference collection. In
second type we used only Wikipedia articles
from the math domain. To do that, we built a
topic model using ARTM (Additive Regularization of Topic Models) technique (Vorontsov and
Potapenko, 2015), which clusters documents into
monothematic groups.
5.1

Complete Wikipedia Dataset

Preprocessing: All Wikipedia articles were lemmatized (i.e. reduced to normal form). In this
experiment we assume term to be either a single
word or a bigram (i.e. two words combination). To
extract them, RAKE algorithm (Rose et al., 2010)
was used. Hence, each document in the collection
was turned into the sequence of such terms.
Reference collection: Preprocessed Wikipedia
articles were used as a reference collection. r(t)
for every term position and count(t) for every
unique term were counted.
Documents to estimate complexity on: We
used the labeled pairs described in Section 4 to
evaluate the models. Accuracy was used as a quality metric.
Models to evaluate: Models introduced in
3.1 and 3.2 with different w(ti ) parameters were
tested. We took ARI and Flesch-Kincaid readability test as benchmarks.
The results of the experiments are introduced in
Table 3. Also we tested how the bigrams extraction affects final quality with fixed weight function
w(t) = c(t)/nd . The results are given in Table 4.

Table 2: Examples of labeled document pairs.

Each pair was labeled twice in order to avoid
human factor mistakes. We assume that the pair
was labeled correctly if labels were not controversial, i.e. first assessor labeled the first document
as more complex, while second assessor chose the
second document. If one or both grades were ‘documents are equal’ then we assume the pair to be
correctly labeled.
8K pairs out of 10K were labeled correctly and
were used to compare for the different versions of
algorithms. For each we calculated the accuracy
score, which is the rate of correctly chosen document in the pair.

Experiments

Model
ARI
Flesch-Kincaid
Distance-based
Distance-based
Counter-based
Counter-based

w(t)
c(t)
c(t)/nd
c(t)
c(t)/nd

Accuracy
46%
57%
68%
71%
77%
81%

Table 3: Results of experiment 1 with different weight
function.

Results show that both distance- and counterbased approaches work twice as well as readability indexes. Counter-based model with w(t) =
c(t)/nd weights show the best results.
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Model
Distance-based
Distance-based
Counter-based
Counter-based

Terms
Words
Words+Bigrams
Words+Bigrams
Bigrams

Model
ARI
Flesch-Kincaid
Distance-based
Distance-based
Counter-based
Counter-based

Accuracy
63%
71%
74%
81%

Table 4: Results of experiments 1 with terms differently defined.

w(t)
c(t)
c(t)/nd
c(t)
c(t)/nd

Accuracy
41%
49%
55%
61%
79%
84%

Table 5: Results of experiment 2 on math collection of
Wikipedia articles with different weights.

5.2 Single Topic Wikipedia Dataset

Model
ARI
Flesch-Kincaid
Distance-based
Distance-based
Counter-based
Counter-based

In experiment 2 we shortened the reference collection to include only documents from specific topic.
ARTM model: To divide documents into
single-topic clusters, topic modeling is used.
Topic Models are unsupervised machine learning models and perform soft clustering (i.e. assign each document a distribution over topics).
The set of such vectors for all documents form
a matrix, which is usually denoted by Θ. ARTM
model was trained on the preprocessed Wikipedia
dataset. ARTM features dozens of various types
of regularizers and allows to treat modalities (i.e.
types of terms) differently.
In this specific experiment we used regularizers
to sparse Θ matrix and make each topic distribution over terms more different. Words and bigrams
(i.e. pairs of words) modalities were used with
weights 1 and 5 respectively. Using this model,
we detect the most likely topic for each document.
Experiment setup: In the following experiment we chose math and physics documents to be
the reference collection. Documents were preprocessed in the same way as they were in the previous experiment. We also divided labeled pairs
into same single-topic groups to test models configured with different reference collections on various single-topic groups of labeled pairs.
Math collection included 200K documents in
reference collection and 3.5K labeled pairs, while
for the physics collection it was 250K documents
in reference collection and 1.5K labels. The results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.
As it can be seen from results, using tailored
reference collection improves the score. Indeed,
that solves terms ambiguity problem and eliminates terms unrelated to the topic from the reference collection, so they are treated complex in the
estimating document, which is fairly logical.

w(t)
c(t)
c(t)/nd
c(t)
c(t)/nd

Accuracy
52%
58%
65%
63%
82%
81%

Table 6: Results of experiment 2 on physics collection
of Wikipedia articles with different weights.

6

Conclusions

We have presented an approach to estimating text
complexity based on lexical features. Document
complexity is an aggregation of terms’ complexities. Introduced general model is highly flexible, it
can be adjusted by tuning weights w(t) and choosing proper reference collection.
Complexity score can only be count with respect to the reference collection. Reference collection can be a large set of documents on different
topics or just contain single-topic texts.
The proposed complexity measures are
used in AITHEA exploratory search system
(http://aithea.com/exploratory-search) for ranking
search results in complexity-based reading order.
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Abstract

mentation is a computational prototype that illustrates the different components of its architecture
and demonstrate its feasibility. Inspired by the different processes that occur during human learning,
we design the framework’s architecture as a learning pipeline that gradually builds more complex
knowledge.
In a simplified view, the human learning process can be modeled as a continuous loop that
transforms sensorial data into knowledge (see Figure 1) (Gross, 2015). Humans collect information
about the environment through senses, where the
human brain attempts to detect relations between
individual signals to form a more structured representation of reality. By relating as many signals as possible, humans build a much richer semantic representation of the environment, which
is unconsciously filtered storing only the most relevant part. In order to achieve this, the brain is
able to access to stored experiences about what
has been important before, and what is already
known. This feedback loop also evaluates previously known facts, and modifies them at the light
of new experiences. In time, humans not only
learn new facts, but also learn better ways of learning.
The challenge of building computational
knowledge discovery systems is an active research
problem in the field of artificial intelligence,
specifically in emerging areas such as ontology
learning (Cimiano et al., 2009) and learning by
reading (Barker et al., 2007). Modern systems
employ a combination of knowledge-based techniques (i.e., using rules handcrafted by domain
experts (Chandrasekaran, 1986)) and statistical
approaches (i.e., based on pattern recognition
with statistical and probabilistic models (Kevin,
2012)).
Given the large amount of information available
online, several knowledge discovery systems fo-

The massive amount of multi-formatted
information available on the Web necessitates the design of software systems
that leverage this information to obtain
knowledge that is valid and useful. The
main challenge is to discover relevant information and continuously update, enrich and integrate knowledge from various sources of structured and unstructured
data. This paper presents the Learning Engine Through Ontologies (LETO) framework, an architecture for the continuous
and incremental discovery of knowledge
from multiple sources of unstructured and
structured data. We justify the main design
decision behind LETO’s architecture and
evaluate the framework’s feasibility using
the Internet Movie Data Base (IMDB) and
Twitter as a practical application.

1

Introduction

In recent years, research in machine learning,
knowledge discovery, data mining and natural language processing, among others, have produced
many approaches and techniques to deal with the
large amount of information available on the Internet to carry out a variety of tasks, such as, for example building search (Brin and Page, 1998) and
recommendation systems (Davidson et al., 2010)
that could be used to improve business, health-care
and political decisions (Ferrucci et al., 2013).
The purpose of our proposal is to present
LETO: Learning Engine Through Ontologies, a
framework to automatically and gradually extract
knowledge from different sources (both structured
and unstructured), building internal representations that can be adapted to and integrated in multiple domains. The current state of LETO’s imple276
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Figure 1: Simplified representation of the human learning process.
that can be crosschecked in the future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows
to facilitate a detailed description of our proposal:
Section 2 describes the proposed architecture of
a general framework for knowledge discovery. In
Section 3 we present an application of LETO to
a specific knowledge discovery problem combining Twitter and IMDB. Finally, in Section 4 we
present the main conclusions of the research and
outline possible future works.

cus on extracting knowledge and exploiting the
semi-structured format of web resources , e.g,
ARTEQUAKT (Alani et al., 2003), SOBA (Buitelaar et al., 2006) and WEB->KB (Craven et al.,
2000).
In order to extract relevant knowledge from natural language text, NLP techniques
have been introduced in systems such as OPTIMA (Kim et al., 2008) and ISODLE (Weber
and Buitelaar, 2006). Natural language features
can be used to build rule-based systems (e.g.,
OntoLT (Buitelaar and Sintek, 2004)) or systems
based on statistical or probabilistic models trained
on NLP corpora, such as LEILA (Suchanek
et al., 2006) or Text2Onto (Cimiano and Völker,
2005). Some systems address the issue of inferring more abstract knowledge from the extracted
facts, often using unsupervised techniques to discover inherent structures. Relevant examples of
this approach are OntoGain (Drymonas et al.,
2010), ASIUM (Faure and Poibeau, 2000) and
BOEMIE (Castano et al., 2007).
Most of the mentioned systems focus on one iteration of the extraction process. However, more
recent approaches, like NELL (Mitchell et al.,
2018), attempt to learn continuously from a stream
of web data, and increase over time both the
amount and the quality of the knowledge discovered.
One of the main characteristics of LETO, in
contrast to similar proposals in the literature (such
as NELL (Mitchell et al., 2018) or BOEMIE (Petasis et al., 2011)), is the explicit management of
separated pieces of knowledge. By isolating the
knowledge for different domains, it is possible to
apply different techniques and/or parameters as
appropriate. Besides, this allows the temporal existence of contradictions or unreliable information

2

Learning Engine Through
Ontologies (LETO)

In this section we present LETO, a general architecture for a framework designed to discover relevant knowledge from a variety of data sources,
both structured and unstructured.
The LETO framework is divided into 6 modules, which are interrelated. Each module has a
specific responsibility defining the inputs and outputs that establish the intercommunication among
the rest of the modules within the framework. Figure 2 shows a general overview of the framework.
As shown in Figure 2 the top layer (Data
Sources) represents the sources of data that serve
as input for the framework. The middle layer contains the Main Modules, which perform the processing of the input data to extract and discover
the relevant knowledge latent in this data. Figure 2
also shows the subprocesses that occur inside each
module. The main modules always communicate
with each other by sharing ontologies. The following sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 explain in detail the
inner workings of the main modules. The bottom
layer (Backend) contains modules used by the rest
of framework:
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Figure 2: Overview of the architecture of LETO.
Algorithms Library: Contains different algorithms and mathematical models for solving specific problems, along with associated
metadata.

an schema of this module. This module performs
two main tasks:
Mapping: Since there are many different structured formats, the first stage of this module
is to convert any of these representations into
a standard representation for internal use, in
the form of an ontology, using a mapping process (Choi et al., 2006; Y. An and Mylopoulos, 2006; Noy and Musen, 2003). The current implementation infers classes and relations from CSV or TSV input files using a
rule-based approach, and outputs and ontology in OWL format.

Long Term Memory: Contains all the knowledge accumulated by the other modules, in
the form of individual ontologies with metadata that describes their content.
Organizational Ontology: An internal representation of the framework’s components in an
ontological format which enables the automatic construction of the user interface.
2.1

Tagging: This step attaches several tags, such as
source, domain, topic and reliability to the
mapped ontology. This tags can be either
inferred automatically (e.g., the domain and
reliability) or provided by the user (e.g., the
source). The current implementation requires
a manual input by a domain expert.

Structured Data Processing

This module is responsible for processing structured data. Sources for structured data are available online in different formats. Among the different types of structures for representing information, such as relational databases, concept maps,
knowledge graphs, and others, LETO proposes the
use of ontologies for their semantic richness. Ontologies were chosen because they are more expressive than other DTO (Data Transfer Object)
formats.
The general pipeline that this module performs
can be thought of as a classic Extract, Transform
and Load process (ETL) (Vassiliadis, 2009; Hermida et al., 2012). Afterwards, the normalized and
tagged block of knowledge (stored as an ontology)
is handled to the knowledge processing module,
for further refinement and storage. Figure 3 shows

2.2

Unstructured Data Processing

The sources for unstructured data are extremely
varied in format and computational representation.
Text is one of the most common forms for storing
and communicating human knowledge, but pictures, sound files, and videos are also interesting
and increasingly popular forms of communication.
Also, in contrast with structured sources, there is
a lot of variety in the level of reliability and completeness of unstructured sources.
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Structural Level: The data tokens extracted from
the original source are processed as a group
to find an underlying structure. Techniques
implemented in this stage include Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Hofmann, 2017),
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Guo
et al., 2002), Word Embeddings (Turian et al.,
2010) and clustering techniques. The output of this stage is either a graph, a correlation matrix, or some statistical description
that represents the underlying structure of the
data tokens that were previously extracted.
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Figure 3: A schema of the Structured Data Module, and a representation of the processes that occur in each of the two main tasks performed by
this module.
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Knowledge Level: The structured information
that was previously built is analyzed to refine, remove noise, and extract the relevant pieces of knowledge, based on clustering techniques. This allows synthesizing
the knowledge discovered so far according
to the context defined by the relations between the semantic units extracted in the previous stage. The output of this stage is always an ontology, which is then passed to
the Knowledge Discovery Module for further
integration with the stored knowledge. The
resulting ontology then becomes part of the
stored knowledge of the framework, which
is iteratively refined, corrected and enhanced
with new knowledge extracted from different
sources.

Unstructured Data Processing

Data Sources

Knowledge
Level

Figure 4: A schema of the three stages of the Unstructured Data Module and its relation with the
rest of the framework.
Besides these factors, contrary to structured
sources, there is no predefined structure of concepts and relations inside a block of unstructured
data. Hence, the module for processing unstructured data is designed as a pipeline through which
simple concepts are processed and transformed
into more complex ones. Figure 4 shows a schema
of this module, as well as an example of the type of
processes that occur inside and their relation with
each other. The module is organized in a threelevels pipeline as follows:

2.3

Knowledge Discovery

The knowledge discovery module receives the output from unstructured data processing and structured data processing, always in the form of an
ontology. Each of these ontologies represents a
collection of knowledge assets from a particular
domain or a general domain. Some of them may
overlap, containing the same knowledge facts,
even if labeled as different entities or relations.
Others may have contradictions or inconsistencies,
either within themselves or with one another, see
Figure 5. For this purpose, this module performs
two main tasks:

Sensory Level: Contains a number of processing
units called “sensors”, which extract different chunks of data. Among the implemented
sensors, LETO includes named entity recognition) (Gattani et al., 2013), sentiment analysis (Montoyo et al., 2012), and detection
of subject-actions-target triplets (EstevezVelarde et al., 2018). In general, each of these
sensors performs a specific analysis and produces a stream of data tokens of a particular type. Each of these data tokens represents a single unit of semantic information,
for instance, the existence of a particular entity, or the association between an entity and
an event, and are not interrelated.

Generation: The generation of knowledge involves two processes, namely the merging of
ontologies (Noy et al., 2000; Noy and Musen,
2003), and the generation of new (or more
general-domain) ontologies from other ontologies (Aussenac-Gilles and Jacques, 2006;
Blomqvist, 2009). Merging ontologies requires this module be able to undertake a
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is known to be of high quality. These steps are represented in the figure with the numbers 1a and 1b
and performed in LETO using the Structured Data
Processing module (see Fig. 3).
The next step involves the processing of a continuous stream of Twitter messages (2a). These
are obtained through the standard Twitter query
API, filtering with the hashtag #Oscars, which
returned 3375 messages that span a period of
2 weeks.
Using standard NLP techniques,
each tweet is processed to obtain named entities (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007) and an opinion label (Pang et al., 2008; Liu, 2012) (2b). The entity
sensor was implemented using spaCy (Honnibal
and Montani, 2017), which returned 524 unique
PERSON instances, from a total of 1961 PERSON mentions. The document level emotion sensor was implemented through the use of the SAM1
project (Fernández et al., 2015). An example output of the entity sensor is shown in Figure 7. Similar interfaces are available in LETO for interacting
with all the components of the framework, but are
not shown for space restrictions.
Afterwards, the different mentions of the same
entities across multiple tweets are matched together (2c). The least relevant mentions (e.g.,
those with very few appearances) are filtered
out (2d). through the clustering technique Affinity
Propagation (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Finally, the
filtered entities with their associated opinions (2e)
are tagged and stored in an ontology (2f ). These
steps are performed using components from the
Unstructured Data Processing module.
After the processing of both structured and unstructured data is completed (3a), both sources are
selected for a knowledge integration process (3b).
An ontology mapping technique (Choi et al.,
2006) is applied, which maps relevant instances of
the IMDB ontologies to their corresponding mentions in the tweets (3c). The result of this mapping process is an ontology in the same format as
IMDB, but with additional aggregated opinion labels for each instance (of those found in Twitter).
This enriched knowledge is tagged (e3) and stored
for future use. These steps are performed using
components from the Knowledge Discovery module. The resulting ontology can be visualized in
LETO, as shown in Figure 9. This visualization
tool shows both the classes and instances, enabling
an interactive exploration of the ontology.

matching among entities, relations and instances in two or more ontologies that are
deemed similar (Shvaiko and Euzenat, 2013).
Evaluation: After the new ontology is created,
this step provides quality evaluation metrics
that assert the reliability, completeness or
soundness of the new knowledge. These metrics are based on comparing the new ontology
with the existing knowledge.

Structured
Data
Processing

 

ontologies





Generate new
knowledge






Evaluate
knowledge
ﬁnd

merging of
ontologies

 contradictions 

create new
ontologies
from others

 ﬁnd
inconsistencies



Generation





Long Term
Memory



Unstructured
Data
Processing



Knowledge Discovery

Inputs



Evaluation

Figure 5: A schema of the architecture of Knowledge Discovery Module, showing the internal
tasks performed and its relations with the rest of
the framework.

3

Application of LETO to Knowledge
Discovery

This section shows the use of the LETO system
through a practical scenario that involves the processing of both unstructured and structured data
sources. This application illustrates the types
of processes (i.e. processing of both unstructured and structured data sources) that our framework performs. We select the Internet Movie
Database (IMDB) that contains information about
films and actors. We aim to enrich this knowledge with opinions expressed in social networks.
Opinions can be extracted from a specific Twitter
hashtag feed (i.e., #Oscars). Figure 6 shows a
schematic representation of the whole process.
The first step consist of obtaining the IMDB
data (in CSV format) and mapping it to an OWL
ontology. Data from IMDB was obtained in tabseparated files, processed by LETO’s generic mapping pipeline which infers class names and relation names from the CSV structure. This results in
a total of 4,807,262 film instances and 8,427,043
person instances, related by 27,044,985 tuples in
12 different relation types. After the mapping process, the resulting ontology is tagged with relevant
metadata. In this case, the domain is Cinema, and
a high confidence can be assigned since this source

1
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the process for mapping emotions in reaction to movie reviews
with IMDB.

Figure 7: Example execution of the Entity Sensor for one tweet. A similar interface allows the batch
execution for a collection of tweets.
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Figure 8: Main UI of LETO, specifically the Task Management view.
Metric
Correct matches
Correct mismatch
Matching error
Extraction error
Knowledge error
Context missing
Total errors

Value
212
19
118
165
10
2
293

Percent
40.45
3.62
22.52
31.48
1.91
0.38
55.92

Table 1: Summary of results of the knowledge discovery process.
LETO supports multiple processes running in parallel, and provides tools for running and monitor
long-term processes that can take hours or days.
Figure 8 shows a overall view of LETO’s main
user interface, specifically the view for task management.

Figure 9: Visualizing the structure of the IMDB
ontology in LETO.
The knowledge generation process involved
matching Twitter PERSON instances with IMDB
instances and attaching an average of the emotions
found in each mention of the corresponding instance. A total of 212 instances were matched,
which indicates a 40.45% of accuracy for the Twitter entity extractor. A manual review of the 542
recognized instances was performed, to evaluate
the reasons for the mistakes. All entities appearing in Twitter where searched in Google and the
first result was used as ground truth. Table 1 summarizes these results.
The current implementation of LETO provides
an interactive application where researchers can
apply the different algorithms and techniques implemented in each module, both interactively (i.e.,
using a single input example) or in batch mode.

4

Conclusion and Future Works

In this research work, the aim was to design and
implement a framework for automatic knowledge
discovery from different data sources. We considered the discovery of knowledge from structured
and unstructured sources of information. This
framework has been designed as a modular set
of components that perform specific tasks and
communicate with each other. An open-source
prototype implementation of LETO is currently
available2 , which already contains several of the
main components. In future lines of development,
we will pursue the implementation of more var2
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ied sensors, and more complex mechanisms for
knowledge integration (e.g., ontology merging and
mapping processes). Another line for future research is related to context mismatch and recognition, specifically in the Unsupervised Processing
Module. This process is necessary for accurately
matching portions of unstructured text to sections
of an already stored ontology. We will also focus
on extending the automation processes currently
available in LETO.
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Abstract

In previous research, Caplan and Waters (1999)
noted a correlation between sentence comprehension difficulty for human readers and the numbers
of propositions expressed in the sentences being
read.1 Evans and Orăsan (2019) presented an iterative rule-based approach to sentence simplification which is intended to reduce the per sentence
propositional density of input texts by converting sentences which contain compound clauses
and complex NPs2 into sequences of simpler sentences.
Evaluation of text simplification systems is difficult, especially when such evaluations need to be
conducted repeatedly for development purposes
and cost is a critical factor. In general, the choice
of evaluation method depends on the purpose of
the simplification task. Various types of evaluation
are currently used, but these are problematic. In
previous work, evaluation of sentence simplification systems (including Evans and Orăsan’s (2019)
system, which is extrinsically evaluated in our current paper) has relied on one or more of three main
approaches: the use of overlap metrics such as
Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002) and SARI (Xu et al.,
2016) to compare system output with human simplified texts (e.g. Wubben et al., 2012; Glavas and
Stajner, 2013; Vu et al., 2014); automated assessments of the readability of system output (Wubben
et al., 2012; Glavas and Stajner, 2013; Vu et al.,
2014); and surveys of human opinions about the
grammaticality, readability, and meanings of system output (Angrosh et al., 2014; Wubben et al.,
2012; Feblowitz and Kauchak, 2013). In previous
work, researchers have also used methods such as

In this paper, we report on the extrinsic evaluation of an automatic sentence
simplification method with respect to two
NLP tasks: semantic role labelling (SRL)
and information extraction (IE). The paper
begins with our observation of challenges
in the intrinsic evaluation of sentence simplification systems, which motivates the
use of extrinsic evaluation of these systems with respect to other NLP tasks. We
describe the two NLP systems and the test
data used in the extrinsic evaluation, and
present arguments and evidence motivating the integration of a sentence simplification step as a means of improving the
accuracy of these systems. Our evaluation
reveals that their performance is improved
by the simplification step: the SRL system is better able to assign semantic roles
to the majority of the arguments of verbs
and the IE system is better able to identify
fillers for all IE template slots.

1

Introduction

Sentence simplification is one aspect of text simplification, which is concerned with the conversion of texts into a more accessible form. In many
cases, text simplification is performed to facilitate subsequent human or machine text processing. This may include processing for human reading comprehension (Canning, 2002; Scarton et al.,
2017; Orăsan et al., 2018) or for NLP tasks such
as dependency parsing (Jelı́nek, 2014), information extraction (Jonnalagadda et al., 2009; Evans,
2011; Peng et al., 2012), semantic role labelling
(Vickrey and Koller, 2008), and multidocument
summarisation (Blake et al., 2007; Siddharthan
et al., 2004).

1
Propositions are atomic statements that express simple
factual claims (Jay, 2003). They are considered the basic units involved in the understanding and retention of text
(Kintsch and Welsch, 1991).
2
NPs which contain finite nominally bound relative
clauses.
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text simplification system for this purpose. Extrinsic evaluation offers the possibility of meeting this requirement. Text simplification has also
been claimed to improve automatic text processing (e.g. Vickrey and Koller, 2008; Evans, 2011;
Hasler et al., 2017), though the evidence for this
has been fairly limited. In this paper, we explore
whether syntactic simplification can facilitate two
NLP tasks: semantic role labelling (SRL) and information extraction (IE).
In Section 2 of this paper, we present an
overview of previous related work. In Section 3,
we present an overview of Evans and Orăsan’s
(2019) method for sentence simplification, which
is the simplification method used in our current paper. In Section 4, we present each of the extrinsic evaluation experiments based on SRL (Section
4.1) and IE (Section 4.2). Each of these sections
describes the task, the test data used, the NLP system whose output is used for extrinsic evaluation
of the sentence simplification system, our motivation for considering that accuracy of the NLP
system may be improved via a preprocessing step
in which sentence simplification is performed, the
evaluation method, our results, and a discussion of
the results. In Section 5, we draw conclusions and
consider directions for future work.

eye tracking (Klerke et al., 2015; Timm, 2018),
and reading comprehension testing (Orăsan et al.,
2018) to evaluate text simplification systems.
There are several challenges in these approaches to evaluation. The development of gold
standards in text simplification is problematic because they are difficult to produce and numerous
variant simplifications are acceptable. As a result,
existing metrics may not accurately reflect the usefulness of the simplification system being evaluated. Even when there are detailed guidelines for
the simplification task, there is still likely to be a
variety of means by which a human might simplify a text to produce a reference simplification.
Further, due to the difficulty of the human simplification task, it may be that evaluation measures
such as BLEU and SARI are unable to exploit a
sufficiently large set of reference simplifications.
Evaluation of text simplification methods using automatic readability metrics is problematic
because the extent to which all but a handful of
readability metrics correlate with human reading
comprehension is uncertain. Evaluation via opinion surveys of readers is difficult because participants may have varying expectations about the upper and lower limits of sentence complexity, making responses to Likert items unreliable. Participants also vary in terms of linguistic ability and
personal background knowledge. These variables,
which affect reading behaviour and may affect responses to opinion surveys, are difficult to control.

2

Related Work

Chandrasekar and Srinivas (1997) hypothesised
that approaches to sentence simplification may
evoke improvements in subsequent text processing
tasks. In previous work, researchers have sought
to determine whether or not a preprocessing step
based on text simplification can facilitate subsequent natural language processing. In the current
paper, our concern is to investigate the impact of a
system simplifying sentences which contain compound clauses. Hogan (2007) and Collins (1999)
observed that, for dependency parsers, dependencies involving coordination are identified with by
far the worst accuracy of any dependency type
(F1 -score ≈ 61%). This is one factor motivating
our research in this direction.
Sentence simplification has also been applied
as a preprocessing step in neural machine translation and hierarchical machine translation (Hasler
et al., 2017). In their approach, the approach to
sentence simplification was sentence compression.
One contribution of our current paper is an investigation of the use of an information preserving ap-

When using methods such as eye tracking to
evaluate text simplification, previous work has
shown that differences in reading behaviour depend on participants’ reading goals (Yeari et al.,
2015). This variable is usually controlled by asking participants to respond to text-related opinion
surveys or multiple choice reading comprehension
questions. One adverse effect of this is that these
evaluations may be of limited validity when considering the usefulness of system output for other
purposes. While we may learn whether a sentence
simplification method improves participants’ performance in answering short reading comprehension questions, it is not clear whether similar benefits would be obtained in terms of readers’ abilities to be entertained by the text or to understand it
well enough to be able to summarise it for friends.
Given that text simplification is usually made
for a particular purpose, the evaluation method
should offer insights into the suitability of the
286

proach to sentence simplification as a preprocessing step in the NLP applications.
Vickrey and Koller (2008) applied their sentence simplification method to improve performance on the CoNLL-2005 shared task on SRL.3
For sentence simplification, their method exploits
full syntactic parsing with a set of 154 parse tree
transformations and a machine learning component to determine which transformation operations
to apply to an input sentence. They find that a SRL
system based on a syntactic analysis of automatically simplified versions of input sentences outperforms a strong baseline. In their evaluation, Vickrey and Koller (2008) focus on the overall performance of their SRL system rather than on the particular contribution made by the sentence simplification method. As noted earlier, in our current
paper, we isolate sentence simplification as a preprocessing step and investigate its impact on subsequent NLP tasks.

3

Sentence Simplification System

Evans and Orăsan (2019) presented an iterative rule-based method for sentence simplification based on a shallow syntactic analysis step.
Their system transforms input sentences containing compound clauses and complex NPs into sequences of simpler sentences that do not contain
these types of syntactic complexity.
The first stage of sentence simplification is a
shallow syntactic analysis step which tags textual markers of syntactic complexity, referred to
as signs, with information about the syntactic constituents that they coordinate or of which they are
boundaries. The signs of syntactic complexity are
a set of conjunctions, complementisers, wh-words,
punctuation marks, and bigrams consisting of a
punctuation mark followed by a lexical sign. In the
analysis step, syntactic constituents are not identified. It is only the signs which are tagged. The
automatic sign tagger was developed by Dornescu
et al. (2013). In their scheme, clause coordinators
are tagged CEV4 while the left boundaries of subordinate clauses are tagged SSEV.5
After shallow syntactic analysis of the sentence, an iterative algorithm is applied to sentences
containing compound clauses and complex NPs.

The algorithm (Algorithm 1) integrates a sentence transformation function which implements
the transformation schemes listed in Table 1.
Input: Sentence s0 , containing at least one
sign of syntactic complexity of class c,
where c ∈ {CEV, SSEV}.
Output: The set of sentences A derived from
s0 , that have reduced propositional
density.
1 The empty stack W ;
2 O ← ∅;
3 push(s0 , W );
4 while isEmpty(W ) is f alse do
5
pop(si , W );
6
if si contains a sign of syntactic
complexity of class c (specified in Input)
then
7
si1 , si2 ← transf ormc (si );
8
push(si1 , W );
9
push(si2 , W );
10
else
11
O ← O ∪ {si }
12
end
13 end
Algorithm 1: Sentence simplification algorithm
In its original implementation, the transform
function (line 7 of Algorithm 1) included 28 sentence simplification rules to implement one transformation scheme simplifying compound clauses
and 125 rules implementing three transformation schemes simplifying sentences which contain complex NPs. Evaluation of the method revealed that simplification of sentences containing
complex NPs was significantly less reliable than
simplification of sentences containing compound
clauses. For this reason, in the extrinsic evaluations presented in this paper, we deactivated the
rules simplifying sentences that contain complex
NPs. Each of the remaining implemented rules includes a rule activation pattern which, when detected in the input sentence, triggers an associated
transformation operation. Table 1 presents the
transformation scheme used to simplify compound
clauses and an example of the sentence transformation that it makes. Input sentences are transformed if they match any of the rule activation
patterns, which are expressed in terms of particular words, parts of speech, and tagged signs of
syntactic complexity. Each application of a rule
transforms a single input sentence into two sim-

3

http://www.lsi.upc.edu/˜srlconll/
spec.html. Last accessed 14th May 2019.
4
Coordinator of Extended projections of a Verb.
5
Start of Subordinate Extended projection of a Verb.
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Scheme

Input Sentence

Output Sentence 1

Output Sentence 2

A [B CEV C] D.
→ A B D. A C
D.

{They were formally found not
guilty by the recorder Michael
Gibbon QC after}A [a witness,
who cannot be identified, withdrew
from giving evidenceB andCEV
prosecutor Susan Ferrier offered
no further evidenceC ]{}D .

{They were formally found
not guilty by the recorder
Michael Gibbon QC after}A
a witness, who cannot be
identified, withdrew from
giving evidenceB {}D .

{They were formally found
not guilty by the recorder
Michael Gibbon QC after}A
prosecutor Susan Ferrier
offered no further evidenceC
{}D

Table 1: Sentence transformation scheme used to simplify sentences containing compound clauses
the higher-numbered arguments”6 (Palmer et al.,
2005). The scheme includes semantic roles for
“general, adjunct-like arguments” providing information on the verb’s cause [AMCAU], direction
[AMDIR], discourse relations [AMDIS], location [AMLOC], manner [AMMNR], modal function7 [AMMOD], negation [AMNEG], purpose
[AMPNC], and time [AMTMP], among others.
For extrinsic evaluation of the sentence simplification method, we focused on verbal predicates8 ,
their arguments, and the nine listed adjunct-like argument types.
Table 2 provides an example of SRL to analyse
sentence (3).

pler sentences which are added to the working set
(stack W in Algorithm 1).
The iterative nature of the algorithm enables it
to convert complex sentences containing multiple
signs of syntactic complexity such as (1) into the
sequence of simple sentences (2).
(1)

Kattab, of Eccles, Greater Manchester, was required
to use diluted chloroform water in the remedy, but the
pharmacy only kept concentrated chloroform, which
is 20 times stronger.

(2)

a.
b.
c.

4

Kattab, of Eccles, Greater Manchester, was required to use diluted chloroform water in the
remedy.
The pharmacy only kept concentrated chloroform.
Concentrated chloroform is 20 times stronger.

(3)

Experimental Setup

We evaluated the sentence simplification method
extrinsically via two NLP applications. In each
case, the application was treated as a black box.
We compared performance of the system when
processing input in its original form and in an automatically simplified form generated by the simplification method. As noted in Section 3, our
approach to sentence simplification is syntactic
rather than lexical. As they are based to some extent on exact string matching, the experiments described in this paper would be unsuitable for evaluation of lexical simplification systems.
4.1

When Disney offered to pay Mr. Steinberg a premium for his shares, the New York investor didn’t
demand the company also pay a premium to other
shareholders.

The table contains a row of information about
the semantic roles associated with each of the four
main verbs occurring in the sentence. For example, it encodes information about the agent (the
New York investor), patient or theme (the company
also pay a premium to other shareholders), time
(When Disney offered to pay Mr. Steinberg a premium for his shares), and negation (n’t) of the verb
demand.
Test Data. No suitable test data exist to evaluate a SRL system as a means of extrinsically evaluating the sentence simplification method. Although annotated data from the CONLL-2004/59
shared tasks on SRL are available, this test data
is available only for the original versions of input
sentences and not for simplified versions which
may be generated using sentence simplification
systems. Given that it is difficult to map verbs,

Semantic Role Labelling

Semantic role labelling (SRL) is the task of automatically detecting the different arguments of
predicates expressed in input sentences. We evaluated a system performing SRL in accordance with
the Propbank formalism. In this scheme, an “individual verb’s semantic arguments are numbered,
beginning with zero. For a particular verb, [A0]
is generally the argument exhibiting features of
a Prototypical Agent (Dowty, 1991), while [A1]
is a Prototypical Patient or Theme. No consistent generalizations can be made across verbs for

6

Such as [A2], etc.
Applicable to verbs.
8
As opposed to prepositional, adjectival, or other types of
predicate.
9
http://www.lsi.upc.edu/˜srlconll/
home.html. Last accessed 23rd May 2019.
7
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A0

V

A2

A3

offered

A1
to pay Mr.
Steinberg
a
premium
for
his shares

Disney
Disney

pay

his shares

Mr. Steinberg

a premium

the
New
York
investor

demand

the company
also pay a premium to other
shareholders

the company

pay

other
shareholders

a premium

AMDIS

AMNEG

AMTMP

n’t

When Disney
offered to pay
Mr. Steinberg
a premium for
his shares

also

Table 2: Example of semantic role labelling of Sentence (3)
their arguments, and the semantic labels of these
arguments from sentences in their original form
to groups of sentences in their automatically generated simplifications, we developed a new set of
test data for this purpose. We used a 7270-token
collection of news articles from the METER corpus (Gaizauskas et al., 2001) to derive a new manually annotated data set. The original version of
this dataset contains 265 sentences while the automatically simplified one contains 470 sentences.
NLP System. We made our extrinsic evaluation
of the sentence simplification method using Senna
(Collobert et al., 2011), a SRL system which tags
predicates and their arguments in accordance with
the formalism used in Propbank
Motivation. In our previous work (Evans and
Orăsan, 2019), we used six metrics to assess the
readability of the original and simplified versions
of texts which include those that we use as test
data for the SRL task. We found that the automatically simplified news texts have a lower propositional density (0.483 vs. 0.505) and reading grade
level (5.4 vs. 10.3) and greater syntactic simplicity (89.07 vs. 46.81) and temporal consistency,
assessed in terms of tense and aspect (30.15 vs.
27.76) than the original news texts. We determined the scores for these readability metrics using the CPIDR tool (Covington, 2012)10 and the
Coh-Matrix Web Tool (McNamara et al., 2014).
As a task dependent on accurate syntactic parsing, we would expect that automatic SRL would
be more accurate when processing the simplified
versions of the input texts.
Evaluation Method. We applied Senna to the
original and automatically simplified versions of

the test data. Table 3 contains an example of
the semantic roles labelled in one of the test sentences that we used. In this table, arguments identified more accurately in simplified sentences are
underlined. For cases in which the SRL performed
by Senna differed when processing the original
and automatically simplified versions of input sentences, we manually inspected the two analyses,
and recorded the number of cases for which SRL
of the original sentence was superior to that of the
simplified sentence, and vice versa. The inspection was made by a single annotator. In future
work, we will seek to employ additional annotators for this task.
Results. Our manual evaluation of output from
Senna revealed that 86.39% (1707) of the arguments identified in the two versions of the texts
were identical. Of the remaining arguments,
5.31% (105) of those correctly identified in the
original versions of the texts were not identified
in the simplified versions, while 8.29% (164) of
the arguments correctly identified in the simplified versions of the texts were not identified in the
original versions. Of the 269 arguments identified
in only one of the versions of the texts, 60.97%
were arguments identified more accurately in the
simplified version, while 39.03% were arguments
identified more accurately in the original versions
of the texts.
Table 4 shows the number of semantic roles labelled more accurately, by type, when Senna processes the original (Orig) and the automatically
simplified (Simp) versions of news articles. To
illustrate, when processing the original versions
of the news texts, Senna correctly identifies the
agents (arguments with semantic role label A0)
of 14 verbs that it did not identify when process-

10
http://ai1.ai.uga.edu/caspr/CPIDR-3.
2.zip. Last accessed 31st May 2019.
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Original sentence: But Smith had already been arrested - her clothing had been found
near his home and DNA tests linked him to it.
A0
V
A1
A2 AMDIS AMLOC
AMTMP
arrested Smith
But
already
found

near his home and
DNA tests linked
him to it

her clothing

his
home
him
to it
and
DNA linked
tests
Simplified sentence: But Smith has already been arrested - her clothing had been found
near his home. DNA tests linked him to it.
A0
V
A1
A2 AMDIS AMLOC
AMTMP
arrested Smith
But
already

DNA tests

found

her clothing

linked

him

near his home
to it

Table 3: Example of more accurate semantic role labelling in automatically simplified text.

Role
A0 (agent)
A1 (patient/theme)
A2 (less prominent than A1)
AMCAU (cause)
AMDIR (direction)
AMDIS (discourse relation)
AMLOC (location)
AMMNR (manner)
AMNEG (negation)
AMPNC (purpose)
AMTMP (time)
V (verb)
Total

Orig vs.
Simp
14
45
14
0
4
0
3
4
0
1
12
2
99

Simp vs.
Orig
23
77
13
1
0
3
13
6
1
6
27
3
173

4.2

Information Extraction

Information extraction (IE) is the automatic identification of selected types of entities, relations, or
events in free text (Grishman, 2005). In this paper,
we are concerned with IE from vignettes which
provide brief clinical descriptions of hypothetical
patients.
The discourse structure of these vignettes consists of six elements: basic information (patient’s
gender, profession, ethnicity, and health status);
chief complaint (the main concern motivating the
patient to seek medical intervention); history (a
narrative description of the patient’s social, family, and medical history); vital signs (a description of the patient’s pulse and respiration rates,
blood pressure, and temperature); physical examination (a narrative description of clinical findings
observed in the patient); and diagnostic study and
laboratory study (the results of several different
types of clinical test carried out on the patient).
Each element in the discourse structure is represented by a template encoding related information. For example, the template for physical examinations holds information on each clinical finding/symptom (FINDING) observed in the examination, information on the technique used to elicit
that finding (TECHNIQUE), the bodily location to
which the technique was applied (LOCATION), the
body system that the finding pertains to (SYSTEM),

Table 4: Positive differences in numbers of true
positives obtained for semantic role labelling of
original and simplified versions of input texts
ing the automatically simplified versions of those
texts. Conversely, when processing the automatically simplified versions, Senna correctly identified the agents of 23 verbs that it did not identify
when processing the original versions.
Discussion. Overall, while there are advantages
to performing SRL on each version of input texts,
the greatest improvement in performance arises
from processing the automatically simplified versions. A larger-scale evaluation is necessary but
this observation constitutes some evidence that the
sentence simplification method facilitates the NLP
task of SRL.
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Motivation. An analysis of the readability of the
original and simplified versions of the clinical vignettes did not provide a strong indication that the
automatic sentence simplification method would
improve the accuracy of the IE system. The 286
original clinical vignettes in the test data have a
mean propositional density of 0.4826 ideas per
word and 5.499 ideas per sentence. The values of
these metrics for the simplified versions of the vignettes are 0.4803 ideas per word and 5.269 ideas
per sentence, respectively. Although they are of
the correct polarity, these differences are not statistically significant (p = 0.5327 and p = 0.1407,
respectively). However, previous work in sentence
simplification for IE (Jonnalagadda et al., 2009;
Evans, 2011; Peng et al., 2012; Niklaus et al.,
2016) has demonstrated that automatic sentence
simplification can improve the accuracy of IE systems. This motivated us to evaluate the impact
of the automatic sentence simplification method in
this task.
Evaluation Method. For the IE task, our evaluation metric is based on F1 -score averaged over all
slots in the IE templates and all templates in the
test data. Identification of true positives is based
on exact matching of system-identified slot fillers
with those in the manually completed IE templates
in our test data.
Results. The accuracy scores obtained by each
variant of the IE system are presented in Table 5.
Inspection of this table reveals that FINDINGs and
all related concepts are identified more accurately
in the simplified versions of the input texts.
Sentence (4) and its automatically simplified
variant (5) provide an example of the difference
in performance obtained by the two systems. In
these examples, identified FINDINGs are italicised
and associated concepts are underlined. Multiword terms appear in square brackets.

and any qualifying information about the finding
(QUALIFIER). In this article, we focus on automatic extraction of information pertaining to physical examinations. The goal of the IE system is to
identify the phrases used in the clinical vignette
that denote findings and related concepts and add
them to its database entry for the vignette.
Test Data. Our test data comprises a set of 286
clinical vignettes and completed IE templates, encoding information about TECHNIQUEs, LOCA TION s, SYSTEM s, and QUALIFIER s, associated
with the 719 FINDINGs that they contain. This
test data was developed in the context of an earlier
project and is based on clinical vignettes owned by
the National Board of Medical Examiners.11
NLP System. For the experiments described in
this paper, we used a simple IE system in which
input texts are tokenised and part of speech tagged,
domain-specific gazetteers are used to identify references to medical concepts and a simple set of finite state transducers (FSTs) is used to group adjacent references to concepts into multiword terms.
The gazetteers and FSTs were developed in previous work presented by Evans (2011).
After tagging references to clinical concepts in
the vignettes, IE is performed using a small number of simple rules. To summarize, vignettes are
processed by considering each sentence in turn.
Every mention of a clinical FINDING or SYMP TOM is taken as the basis for a new IE template.
The first tagged TECHNIQUE, SYSTEM, and LO CATION within the sentence containing the focal
SYMPTOM or FINDING is considered to be related
to it.12 Q UALIFIERS (e.g. bilateral or peripheral)
are extracted in the same way, except in sentences
containing the word no. In these cases, the QUAL IFIER related to the FINDING is identified as none.
The sentences in the test data were simplified
using the method presented in Section 3. We then
ran the IE system in two settings. In the first
(IEORIG ), it processed the original collection of
vignettes. In the second (IESIM P ), it processed
the automatically simplified vignettes which contain a reduced number of compound clauses.
11

https://www.nbme.org/. Last accessed 31st May
2019.
12
Versions of the system in which the closest tagged concept was extracted in each case, rather than the first, were
significantly less accurate in both cases (overall accuracy of
0.6542 for IE from the original vignettes, and 0.6567 for IE
from vignettes automatically simplified using the system described in Section 3). See Table 5 for results obtained using
the superior IE system.

(4)

She has truncalLOC obesity and
pigmentedQU AL abdominalLOC striae.

(5)

a.
b.

She has truncalLOC [obesity striae].
She
has
pigmentedQU AL
abdominalLOC striae.

In (5-a), the FINDING obesity is not tagged correctly because the SYMPTOM striae is erroneously
grouped with obesity to form a new FINDING,
obesity striae which does not match the FIND ING listed in the gold standard. By contrast, LO CATIONS in (5) are identified with greater accu291

IEORIG
Template
slot
F INDING
T ECHNIQUE
S YSTEM
Q UALIFIER
L OCATION
All

Acc
0.8819
0.8514
0.8097
0.7431
0.8431
0.8258

IESIM P

95% CI
[0.847, 0.914]
[0.814, 0.886]
[0.769, 0.850]
[0.697, 0.786]
[0.806, 0.881]
[0.808, 0.843]

Acc
0.8861
0.8903
0.8431
0.7708
0.8611
0.8503

95% CI
[0.853, 0.917]
[0.858, 0.922]
[0.806, 0.881]
[0.728, 0.814]
[0.825, 0.894]
[0.834, 0.867]

Best
Performer
0.5486
0.9344
0.873
0.794
0.735
0.976

Table 5: Performance of the IE systems processing our test data.
information extraction task. The probability of
agreement with our gold standard is greater for
IESIM P than for IEORIG , although the probability of agreement is already large for IEORIG . This
evaluation indicates that the automatic sentence
simplification method facilitates IE.

racy than those in (4) because IEORIG erroneously
extracts the same LOCATION (truncal) for both
FINDING s in (4).
We applied a bootstrapping method to obtain
confidence intervals for accuracy of extraction of
each of the IE template slots. For this purpose,
50% of the the output of each system was randomly sampled in each of 100 000 evaluations.
The confidence intervals are presented in the 95%
CI columns of Table 5. The figures in the Best Performer column of this table indicate the proportion
of evaluations for which the IESIM P system was
more accurate than the IEORIG system. Differences in the accuracy of IE were found to be statistically significant in all cases, using McNemar’s
test (p < 0.00078), with the exception of differences when extracting FINDINGs (p = 0.6766).

5

Conclusions

As a result of various difficulties identified in current approaches to intrinsic evaluation of sentence
simplification methods, we performed an extrinsic
evaluation of one information-preserving sentence
simplification method via three NLP tasks. We
found that the sentence simplification step brings
improvements to the performance of IE and SRL
systems. In a third experiment, not described here
due to space restrictions, we evaluated the sentence simplification method extrinsically with respect to a multidocument summarisation task using MEAD (Radev et al., 2006) to summarise clusters of documents developed for Task 2 of DUC2004.13 We found that the simplification step had
no impact on this task. As a result, although
the findings reported in our current paper seem
promising, it is difficult to know the extent to
which they are applicable to other NLP tasks or
to tasks which differ only with respect to the test
data used. This is one issue that we are interested
in exploring in future work. Another is a test of
whether extrinsic evaluation methods sensitive to
information about the types of changes made in
the simplification step would perform better than
the black box methods used in the current paper.

Discussion. Chinchor (1992) notes that assessment of the statistical significance of differences
in accuracy between different IE systems is challenging. In our evaluation experiment, Dos Santos et al. (2018) framed the comparison between
IEORIG and IESIM P using a binomial regression
model. Given that such models apply only when
the variables being considered are independent,
dos Santos et al. (2018) included a latent variable
in the analysis to represent the effect of the text on
the performance of the two systems (the two evaluations are not independent because both systems
process the same text). They showed that the odds
ratio of agreement between IESIM P and the gold
standard is 1.5 times greater than that between
IEORIG and the gold standard. For all slots in
the IE template, the probability of agreement between IEORIG and the gold standard is 0.937. The
probability of agreement between IESIM P and the
gold standard is 0.957. This difference is statistically significant. They conclude that IEORIG
and IESIM P differ in their performance on the

13

Information about the DUC conferences is accessible
from https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/
duc/index.html (last accessed 22nd August 2018).
Guidelines about the tasks presented in DUC-2004 are
available
at
https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/
projects/duc/guidelines/2004.html
(last
accessed 22nd August 2018).
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Abstract
We introduce OlloBot, an Arabic conversational agent that assists physicians and
supports patients with the care process.
It doesn’t replace the physicians, instead
provides health tracking and support and
assists physicians with the care delivery
through a conversation medium. The current model comprises healthy diet, physical activity, mental health, in addition to
food logging. Not only OlloBot tracks
user daily food, it also offers useful tips for
healthier living. We will discuss the design, development and testing of OlloBot,
and highlight the findings and limitations
arose from the testing.

1

Introduction

According to World Health Organisation (WHO),
poor diet and physical inactivity have tremendous
implications on individuals health (Michie et al.,
2009; Hard et al., 2012). Healthy diet helps protect against malnutrition in all its forms, as well as
noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) (Michie et al.,
2009). Middle eastern countries are among the
mostly affected nations by poor diet and physical inactivity and its effect on cardiovascular diseases (Organization et al., 2010, 2012). According
to WHO report, total deaths caused by NCDs are
among the highest in countries such as, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Qatar, and Bahrain (See Table-1). This is
an evident for a global risk and there is a need for
nationwide approach to help mitigate or prevent
this escalation.
By 2025, AI systems could be involved in everything from population health management, to
virtual assistants capable of answering specific patient queries. Overall, AI has the potential to improve outcomes by 30 to 40 percent while cutting

The NCDs and Middle East (WHO)
Countries
% of total deaths by NCDs
Saudi Arabia Cardiovascular diseases = 46%
Qatar
Cardiovascular diseases = 24%
Iraq
Cardiovascular diseases = 33%
Bahrain
Cardiovascular diseases = 26%
Table 1: Middle East Countries and NCD Burden.

treatment costs by as much as 50 percent (Koh
et al., 2011). Conversational agents, an example of
AI powered systems can communicate with users
through an intelligent conversation using a natural
language, they can aid doctors in enhancing productivity and enabling them to respond to patients
quickly. For example, doctors could interact with
a diet chatbot to recommend the appropriate food
to their patients. Patients could also engage with
this chatbot to get instant information about their
dietary choices.
Currently, some ways to use healthcare chatbots
include: scheduling doctor appointments based
on the severity of the symptoms, monitoring the
health status and notifying a human nurse immediately if the parameters are out of control, helping home-care assistants stay informed about patients evolution. However, current health conversational agents are mature for English language
but still in their infancy for specific demographics and languages. For example, Hebrew and Arabic are far more complex languages for conversational agents. To ensure timely health information delivery to Arabic users, the patient should
be able to tell the bot what symptoms they are experiencing and receive medical advice. However,
this is not possible with current approaches, since
they merely focus on generic approaches. Hence,
in this research we highlight the role of chatbots
to provide health services to individuals with lan-
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guage barriers. The approach targets demographics who are not bilingual and can speak only Arabic language. This is important, since from Table1 we see the burden of NCDs in Arabic speaking
countries. We propose OlloBot, an Arabic conversational agent able to converse with users and handle daily tasks about diet, physical activity, mental wellness and coping. The bot can also track
users daily food and keep a record of their daily
dietary habits. To our knowledge, few studies exists on conversational agents that supports Arabic language, able to flexibly converse and handle dialogues. However, no study exists that have
considered the health benefit achievable with language specific conversational agents. Few platforms provide support to Arabic language technology to build interactive and intelligent conversational agents. This might be due to the complexity
of the language and the resource scarcity available
to support it. Our approach relies on IBM Watson Conversation API (IBM bluemix)1 to handle
the dialogue structure and Telegram Bot Platform
to build the chatbot. We tested OlloBot with 43
Arabic speaking users and presented the findings
in this paper.

2

Background Research

Although cognitive behavioral therapeutic (CBT)
apps have demonstrated efficacy, still they are
characterized by low adherence rate (Fitzpatrick
et al., 2017). Conversational agents, on the other
hand, may offer a convenient and engaging alternative of giving support at any time. A work by
Graf et al., (Graf et al., 2015) built a chatbot that
assimilates into daily routines. The bot communicates with user and gathers nutrition data. Keeping interaction with the bot final is a good design
practice, however building a great dialogue flow
is also essential to ensure smooth user interaction.
This includes the way the bot handles several user
interactions and requests. Zaghouani et al., (Zaghouani et al., 2015) presented a correction annotation guidelines to create a manually corrected
nonnative (L2) Arabic corpus. The work extends
a large scale Arabic corpus and its manual corrections to include manually corrected non-native
Arabic learner essays. The approach uses annotated corpus to develop components for automatic
detection and correction of language error to help
standard Arabic learners and improve the quality
1

of Arabic text produced. Chatbots could be used
as language learning tools, to access information,
to visualise the context of a corpus and to give answers to specific questions (Abu Shawar, 2005). A
work by Shawar et al., (Abu Shawar, 2005) built a
general language chatbot that supported different
language among which is Arabic and English. The
study also used different corpora structure, such as
dialogue, monologue and structured text to build
the dialogue model.
A work by Ali et al., (Ali and Habash, 2016)
presented BOTTA, an Arabic dialect chatbot that
communicates with users using the Egyptian Arabic dialect. Another work by Shawar et al.,
(Shawar and Atwell, 2009) described a technique
to access Arabic information using chatbot with
natural language processing (NLP) tools. The bot
provides responses to capture the logical ontology
of a given domain using a set of pattern-template
matching rules. The literature shows no studies
considering conversational agent as assistive tool
for Arabic speakers. Which could provide instant
access to health information and data, and assist
physicians in providing a follow up to the patients.
Conversational agents are great in handling repetitive tasks which consumes most of the healthcare providers time. Sundermeyer et al., (Sundermeyer et al., 2014) build a two translation recurrent neural models. The first one is a word-based
approach using word alignments, while the second
presents phrase-based translation models that are
more consistent with phrase-based decoding. The
models are capable of improving strong baselines
in BOLT task for Arabic to English.

3

OlloBot Architecture

To provide the required level of Natural Language
Understanding (NLU), we built the Arabic dialogue states on IBM Watson Conversation2 , which
defines the conversation flow and dialogue states.
The platform provides Artificial Intelligence support to catch different user intents and entities.
The OlloBot starts with the user sending a message to the bot (OlloBot) running on Telegram
Bot Platform3 . The application provides the user
with the topics they can chat about, then based
on user selection the bot forwards the request to
IBM Watson Conversation cloud. The conversation slots takes user input and provides them with
2
3

https://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/bluemix/it
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relevant answer after checking their intent, entity
and condition of the conversion. The logical parts
of the dialogue are handled by a Node.js wrapper to handle unmatched dialogues by the dialogue
flow ( Figure-1 illustrates the high-level architectural view of OlloBot).

The chatbot gathers users interaction data, and performance indicators from their interaction. These
data are saved in a database in the form of accessible reports by the caregivers. OlloBot acts as a
health assistants, meaning that it offers help and
support rather than treatment.
3.1

User Intents

The intents refers to what the users want from
the bot or what’s the objective behind a user’s input. For instance, the user intents hi, hello, hi
OlloBot are translated to the intent “Greetings”,
whereas the intents food logging, daily food, logging data...etc are all translated into “Food Logging”. We carefully sketched the dialogue scope
the bot covers and those that it does not (see Table2 for a list of user intents). The dialog flow structure was designed in collaboration with a healthcare clinic. After defining the flows for key inFigure 1: OlloBot High-level Architecture.
The bot detects patterns in user phrasing and
correlates them with the intents defined. For example, conversing about users daily meal and asking users to enter their breakfast, they can either
provide a list of food items or send an emojis as a
list. The bot can extract the intend from each item
or emoji and build a list of food items. In principle, this induces the system to recognize food
items inserted by users. The need for conversational agents rises due to the on-demand 24/7 access to care. However, with millions of people
globally who struggle with poor diet, poor exercise, anxiety and depression, there isn’t enough
healthcare provider or psychologists to provide the
necessary care. Moreover, in some parts, there
is limited technological services supporting native languages and sometimes services are practically nonexistent. Due to the associated cost for
care, providing conversational agents as a novel
technology that is cost effective, efficient and targets the right demographics is essential. OlloBot
bridges these gaps and provides Arabic users with
a quick and accessible health services. The bot
converses about diet, exercise, emotion and provide coping skills. It can also ask the user to
log their daily food and gather data about their
preferred style of diet and exercise day, exercise,
sleep. The fact that OlloBot is supported by Watson and easily accessible by many users makes
it able to support many users at the same time.

User Intents
Greetings
Coping Skills
Diet and nutrition Daily meals Logging
Mood
Jokes
Physical activity
Conditions
Anything else
Farewells
Table 2: The User Intents
tents, we defined the bot responses or follow up,
once the task is performed. When the user starts
a conversation, the bot can either track user dialogue or leave it at resolution and reset. The bot
can switch between intends, based on user input.
Since the interaction medium is conversational,
users can switch intents on the chatbot. For example, while the bot waits for the user to provide
relevant information about their physical activity,
the user can ask the bot to insert their breakfast.
OlloBot switches between the topics given in the
above table, by detecting user intent from the conversation. To accurately handle this switching, we
designed additional flows represented by conditions. Although this adds flexibility to the interaction, however, it can also create additional cognitive load.
The next bot response depends on what the user
will say or choose from the buttons. For example,
after the user provides their daily food logging, the
bot can move on and ask them about their suitable
time to be notified again. Users can come back to
the chatbot at a later time, with no recollection of
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the task they were trying to accomplish, therefore
tracking the dialogue flow is essential to offer a
more flexible conversation to the users. Finally, to
handle fallbacks where the bot has no clue about
the respond, we designed the “anything else” intent, to handle unhandled intents.
3.2

Health Report

The chatbot application provides a health report
generated by users interaction with the chatbot.
This report contains user activity data, their overall interaction with the application and indications
about their overall health. The health measure is
mainly about their diet, exercise and stress pattern. All these data are structurally generated by
the chatbot and saved into the database. These data
can then be accessed by the caregiver to obtain relevant user specific data.
3.3

Entities

Entities are the pieces of valuable information hidden in users input. They’re important keywords
extracted from a sentence. For example, in the utterance “I want to talk about physical activity”, the
word “physical activity” is detected as an entity,
and hence the bot switches to the physical activity topic. Entities focus on defining the topic the
user is talking about. This is important to provide
the right respond to user questions. We defined a
big range of entities to build our dialogue model.
These entities represented the four main topics and
the daily food logging. In Table-3 we provide the
entities listed to structure the dialogue flow.
Topic Entities
Topics
Meal times
Daily times Weekly times
Quantity
Food
Numbers
Sport
Table 3: The Topic Entities
The above table lists the “Topics” entity, namely
diet, physical activity, mood, and coping that the
bot converses about. The topics entity also covers
users daily food logging. Other entities include
the “Meal times” which defines the meal periods
per day that includes: breakfast, lunch, snacks
and dinner. The “Daily times” refers to the periods of the day, namely morning, noon, afternoon,
evening and night. Whereas, “Weekly times” entity includes the period of the day, namely yes-

terday, today and tomorrow. The “Quantity” entity refers to the quantity measurements the user
might mention in the conversation (i.e., kg, g, tea
spoon, bread loaf), whereas the “Numbers” entity refers to the countable number the user might
mention. We have also defined a comprehensive
list of common Arabic food items and included
them in the “Food” entity. Finally, we defined
a list of any kind of sports in the “Sport” entity.
The entity list was accompanied by a list of synonym to add flexibility for the entity detection.
This is important to detect user intents and sentiments from their conversation. While there has
been a lot of research on sentiment analysis in English, the amount of research and datasets for Arabic language is still limited. A work by Alayba et
al., (Alayba et al., 2017) built a sentiment analysis dataset in Arabic from Twitter data. The study
applied machine learning algorithms (i.e., Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Logistic Regression) for the analysis. Another work by Ismail
et al., (Ismail and Ahmad, 2004) proposed a new
type of recurrent neural network architecture for
speech recognition and Backpropagation Through
Time (BPTT) learning algorithm to observe differences in alphabet “alif” until “ya”.
3.4

Dialogue Engine

The dialogue structure was designed for each of
healthy diet, physical activity, and mental wellness
topics by referencing the Cognitive-behavioural
therapy (CBT) (Rothbaum et al., 2000). We based
the chatbot dialogue on techniques suggested by
the CBT.
The dialogue was then developed on IBM Watson
Conversation, where we listed each of the intents
and entities and built the dialogue structure and
flow. The tasks were intentionally built to be simple to interact with, so to decrease the time and
amount of physical and mental efforts needed, and
increase user’s ability. For example, when asked
to log their food, users can either write the list or
send an emoji of the food item. Moreover, button replies were provided to further simplify the
data logging. Simplifying food tracking process
will increase users ability and decrease the learning curve associated to health tracking. This is because interaction with the bot shouldn’t be only
conversational, since some interactions are better
with Graphical UI and others with Conversational
UI.
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3.4.1

Healthy Diet

Around 2 billion people are overweight, but many
are ready to change (Van Itallie, 1985). However,
according to studies (Mann et al., 2007) temporary fixes to old habits makes people to regain their
weight. OlloBot acts as an interactive AI-powered
diet tracking bot that converses with individuals in
a friendly way directly through the Telegram messaging application. The goal is to give instant advices with each meal eaten and help improve the
eating habits on the go. Once the conversation is
executed, OlloBot starts conversing about user’s
diet and asks them questions about their eating
habits and highlights the values associated with
healthy diet. For example, OlloBot stresses the
fact that following a diet rich in vegetables and
fruits helps decrease escalation into overweight,
obesity or even chronic conditions, and the detrimental effects associated otherwise.
3.4.2

Physical Activity

Studies (Cooney et al., 2014; Mead et al., 2009;
Artal et al., 1998; Byrne and Byrne, 1993) have
shown that exercise can treat mild to moderate
depression as effectively as antidepressant medication and with no associated side-effects. Our
conversational agent chats with users about their
physical activity and daily energy level, and can
provide personalized plans and keep track of
workout progress by storing relevant user inputs.
Whether the user wants to stay fit, loose weight,
or get toned, OlloBot can later provide an efficient and consistent workout plan while keeping
track of the progress. Although the bot is not
considered as a tool to loose weight through exercise, but rather a supportive tool to help individuals track their exercise and improve in on the go,
making users conscious about their health habits
also makes them more likely to set aside time for
physical activities in the future.
3.4.3

Mental Wellness

Mental health refers to our overall psychological
well-being. This includes the way we feel about
ourselves, the quality of our relationships and the
ability to manage our feeling. OlloBot chats with
users about mental health and asks them questions
about their stress, sleep and other measures relevant to their mental wellbeing. There exists several mental health chatbots that provide support
at different stages of mental illness. For exam-

ple, X2AI4 created a set of chatbots for mental
health applications. Their flagship AI, Tess, helps
patients in tandem with their doctors by providing
resources on cognitive-behavioral therapy, medication side effects, and questionnaire automation.
Woebot5 is a mood tracking chatbot with personality. Backed by scientific research, Woebot can
help reduce depression, share CBT resources, and
learn from conversations over time. Finally, Joy6
uses a chatbot approach to mental health. She offers options for both individuals and therapists.
3.4.4

Coping Skills

Being mentally or emotionally healthy is more
than being free of depression, anxiety, or other
psychological issues. Rather than the absence of
mental illness, mental health refers to the presence
of positive characteristics. With OlloBot, we handle this by providing coping skills and mindfulness support through clever motivational quotes,
relevant workout suggestions mixed with some
health facts to help users understand the benefit
of health and wellness. The bot provides the uses
with tips about coping with stress, diet, exercise,
sleep, and mindfulness. The quotes and suggestions are all based on best recommendations provided by the World Health Organisation (WHO)
(Michie et al., 2009). Coping skills are important,
since finding a moment to take a few deep breaths
and quiet your mind is a great way to relieve stress
and improve your overall health.
3.4.5

Daily Food Logging

While many food-logging tools are already on the
market, most are either too complicated or boring for the average individual. OlloBot keeps a
food diary, tracks calories, and provides basic nutritional tips based on user’s eating habits. We
wanted to make the food logging process simpler, more engaging, and more informative for the
users. The bot tracks user meals, by asking them
to insert each meal items. This helps to know more
about users diet. With the NLP capabilities offered by IBM Watson Conversation, the bot supports any food combinations. The user can even
log their food by sending emojis of the food items.
Once the food logging is done, the bot asks the
user about their preferred time to recheck with
them. OlloBot is in its early stages, due to the time
4

https://x2.ai/
https://woebot.io/
6
http://www.hellojoy.ai/
5
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Figure 2: Daily Food Logging Conversation with OlloBot.
required to build and integrate new features, then
validate it through testing with real users. We understand that existing food logging apps are now
far ahead of us in terms of calorie tracking, precision, and various interface features. However,
we aim to close this gap and simplify the food
tracking/logging and feedback providing process
in the future (see Figure-2 for the daily food logging with OlloBot).

4

OlloBot Platform

The dialogue flow in OlloBot were handled with
IBM Watson Conversation, whereas the logical
part of the dialogue were handled with a Node.js
implementation. Our choice of IBM Watson was
due to its language support, to our knowledge it
was the only conversational agent dialogue building platform that supports Arabic. We deployed
the bot on Telegram Bot Platform and built the
components to handle user requests and responses.
We used various UI elements made available by
Telegram and integrated them into our dialogue
model.

5

OlloBot - USE Questionnaire

After building and integrating OlloBot with Telegram Bot Platform, we conducted a user experiment with 43 Arabic speaking users. The dialogue and various questions the bot asks were all
based on a WHO questionnaire we extracted about
health and wellbeing (Kessler and Üstün, 2004;
Parslow and Jorm, 2000; , WHO et al.(2017; Organization et al., 2006). After testing the chatbot,
we performed a survey analysis to test various as-

pects of the bot. The questionnaire is based on a
standard framework, namely USE Questionnaire
(Lund, 2001) to measure the usability of the chatbot. The framework tests four items of usability
within a product. It consists of 30 questions to
test the usefulness, easy of use, ease of learning
and satisfaction with the application. The questionnaires are organised in a scale of 1 - 5, where
1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree”.
We describe the experiment settings and results in
the following sections.
5.1

Participants Demographics

The user demographics consisted of both male
(n=26) and female (n=17) participants with an age
range of 20 - 65 years old for both gender. We
checked the participants familiarity with tracking
devices (e.g., any diet, sleep, physical activity, or
mood tracking application) and chatbot applications (see Table-4 for the results). There was no
significant differences in both cases with either
tracking devices (e.g., wearable, sensor, or mobile
applications) or chatbot applications. The majority of participants have shown no familiarity with
tracking devices (n=26) and chatbot applications
(n=27). We provided additional questions at the
end of the survey to evaluate their overall experience with the chatbot. A reimbursement of 5ewas
given to all participants in the form of Amazon
coupon.
5.2

Experiment

We distributed the chatbot to all the Arabic speaking participants recruited from Iraq. After carrying
out the experiment for 1 week, we collected data
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Gender
Age
Tracking devices familiar

Female
Male
Mean
Std. Dev
No
Yes
No
Yes

17
26
29.8
9.28
26
17
27
16

to remember each time. For example, the question
“I quickly became skilful with it” checks for how
quickly a skill is learned using the chatbot.
5.2.4

Satisfaction

This step checks for user’s overall satisfaction
with the chatbot. It checked whether the users are
Chatbot familiar
satisfied and would recommend the tool to others
and how entertaining they perceived it. For examTable 4: Participants Demographics.
ple, the question “I would recommend it to a friend
or family member” checks whether the user would
recommend the bot to their relatives or friends.
through questionnaire to test the four main points
We performed descriptive statistics on the results
relevant to the usability of OlloBot.
and reported them in Table-5. One Sample t test
5.2.1 Usefulness
showed that averages for all four scales were staThis item helps to test how useful the participants
tistically significantly different from the middle
perceived the application. The usefulness includes
value (value = 3, see Table-5). Further analymeasuring whether the bot helps the user to be
ses were performed considering gender, familiarmore effective and productive and enhance their
ity with tracking technology, and familiarity with
control over their daily life activities. For examchatbot as between factors. No differences among
ple, “I believe is effective to track my health” evalthe four usability dimensions were observed beuates whether the user thinks the bot is effective in
tween male and female participants, and no diftracking their health.
ferences emerged between participants who frequently use or not use tracking devices. A signifiDimensions Mean Std.
t value p value
cant difference for the “ease of learning” scale was
Dev.
(df=42)
observed when comparing participants who were
Usefulness
3.381 0.373
6.695
p <.01
familiar in interacting with chatbot application and
Ease Of Use 3.626 0.3944 10.405 p <.01 participants who were not. The latter group reLearning
3.942 0.5341 11.564 p <.01 ported lower scores for learnability compared to
Satisfaction 3.505 0.3667 9.031
p <.01 the former group (t(41)= -2.46, p <.01).
Table 5: The Results from the USE Questionnaire.
5.2.2 Ease of Use
This point helps understand the ease of use aspect.
It measures easiness, simplicity and user friendliness of the application (chatbot). This point also
measures the steps and effort required to achieve
the goal set and whether its easy to recover from
mistakes. For example, to measure the effort required for each step, we asked users to provide
their scale for “It requires the fewest steps possible
to accomplish what I want to do with it”. We performed a descriptive statistics about the four items
checked in the overall experience (see Table-6).
Figure-3 below lists each of the overall bot reliability (Figure-3a), and the participants overall experience (Figure-3b, Figure-3c and Figure-3d).
5.2.3 Ease of Learning
This point measures the learnability of the tool.
We measure whether its quick to learn and easy

5.2.5

Overall Experience

This part evaluated the overall experience with OlloBot and is not part of the USE questionnaire. We
tested user satisfaction with the reliability of OlloBot, their overall experience with the bot from
different perspectives (see Table-7 for the experience comparison). We have checked whether
users like chatbots or rather use a mobile application. Finally, we considered the list of most
positive and negative aspects the users mentioned
during the survey. In addition, we asked the users
about the features they would like to see/use in feature versions of OlloBot.

6

Discussion

This work was the first to evaluate the application
of NLP powered health tools into language and
context scarce domains. The work involved initial design phase, which involved researchers and
health experts in the context of healthy lifestyle
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(a) Overall Reliability Satisfac-(b) Participants Overall experi-(c) Participants Overall experi-(d) Participants Overall experition.
ence.
ence.
ence.

Figure 3: The Overall Experience with OlloBot.
Valid
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max

App vs. Chatbot
43
3.860
0.9900
1.000
5.000

Not at all satisfied vs. Extremely satisfied
43
3.163
0.8710
1.000
5.000

Terrible vs. Wonderful
43
3.767
0.7508
2.000
5.000

Frustrating vs. Satisfying
43
3.581
0.6980
2.000
5.000

Dull vs. Stimulating
43
3.512
0.70028
2.000
5.000

Table 6: The Descriptive Statistics for Chatbot Experience.
Overall Experience
Questions
Scale = 1
How satisfied are you with the reliability of this chatbot?
Not at all satisfied
Can you rate your experience with the chatbot:
Terrible
Can you rate your experience with the chatbot:
Frustrating
Can you rate your experience with the chatbot:
Dull
Would you rather use the chatbot or prefer a mobile app to Use an app
track your everyday health ?

Scale = 5
Extremely satisfied
Wonderful
Satisfying
Stimulating
Use a chatbot

Table 7: Users Overall Experience With OlloBot.
promotion. Involving the health expert was necessary to guarantee the real context applicability
of the application. The dialog structure was built
in collaboration with a dietitian who described the
steps necessary when building a dialog with a patient. We then applied this design paradigm into
our dialog engine. The existing work has several
limitations worth mentioning. Since most of the
research work was carried out in Italy in collaboration with Spain, the dietitian involved in designing
the dialog was a native Italian. Yet, the guidance
obtained from the expert was translated into Arabic language and integrated into the Watson dialog engine. We also acknowledge that the size of
the participants and the period of experiments, although provide good indications, are not enough
to conclude any long-term effect. Future work will
consider building a standalone dialog model and
including a larger user samples and over an extended period.

7

Conclusion

Chatbots can be a trustworthy assistant, like a caring nurse, which provides registration services and
patient follow up. Medical practices can rely on
chatbots to capture leads and provide 24/7 support
to existing patients, answering their simple, repetitive questions using a pre-designed answers. It
will not offer a diagnosis, but it can remind patients to take their drugs or help them check for
an unusual side effect. Most users showed interest
towards social intelligence of the bot. Hence, tone
and empathy matters, people can be turned off if
the experience is too robot-like or casual, so we
should opted for a polite tone. In summary, chatbots offer a great user experience to patients by
just chatting with the bot to get relevant answers to
their queries. Future work will integrate OlloBot
into a health coaching system and make it specific
to support Arabic speaking, diabetic patients.
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Abstract

Old Tibetan is an extremely underresourced and under-researched language from
an NLP point of view. We chose to focus
our attention on the Old Tibetan corpus (711th c.) since it consists of a small collection of documents compared to the vast
amounts of translated and original Classical
Tibetan texts. Nonetheless, the Old Tibetan
corpus is still heterogeneous enough to represent natural language. The majority of Old Tibetan texts (known to date; new inscriptions
and texts are still being discovered) has now
been digitised in one way or another (images,
OCR and/or transcribed) and annotating this
data is fundamental for the understanding of
diachronic and synchronic issues in TibetoBurman languages. As the first attempt to
create a Tibetan Treebank, developing a segmented, POS-tagged and chunk-parsed corpus
of Old Tibetan provides new opportunities in
Tibetan scholarly history, literature and linguistics.
Old Tibetan was the language spoken in the
Yarlung Valley from where the Tibetan empire started its initial expansion. Writing was
mainly introduced to facilitate administrative
tasks, and the earliest Old Tibetan texts represent the most detailed sources for the history
of early Tibet (Hill, 2010). The earliest currently available, securely datable Old Tibetan
document dates to ca. 763 CE. However, the
digital resources for Old Tibetan are inadequate (problematic transcriptions, transliterations and no digitised secondary resources such
as dictionaries, etc.).
The core of the Old Tibetan corpus is available as plain e-texts (without segmentation or
any kind of annotation) on the Old Tibetan
Documents Online (OTDO) website.1 We first
focus on the Old Tibetan Annals (5.9k tokens)

This paper presents a full procedure
for the development of a segmented,
POS-tagged and chunk-parsed corpus
of Old Tibetan. As an extremely lowresource language, Old Tibetan poses
non-trivial problems in every step towards the development of a searchable treebank. We demonstrate, however, that a carefully developed, semisupervised method of optimising and
extending existing tools for Classical
Tibetan, as well as creating specific
ones for Old Tibetan, can address these
issues. We thus also present the very
first Tibetan Treebank in a variety of
formats to facilitate research in the
fields of NLP, historical linguistics and
Tibetan Studies.

1

Introduction

In historical linguistics, there are currently two
types of morpho-syntactically annotated corpora or ‘Treebanks’, one based on constituency
parses, the other on dependency parses. The
former includes pioneering work in the PennHelsinki tradition, resulting in the Old and
Middle English (Taylor and Kroch, 1994), Icelandic (IcePaHC) (Rögnvaldsson et al., 2012)
and Portuguese (Tycho Brahe) (Galves, 2018)
treebanks. The latter represents syntactic
structure in the form of dependencies and is
often used for applied NLP tasks and early
Indo-European languages, e.g. the PROIEL
Treebank family (Eckhoff et al., 2018). In this
paper we present a constituency-based treebank for an under-resourced language: Old
Tibetan (see Green et al. (2012) and El-Haj
et al. (2015) for similar examples of creating
under-resourced treebanks).

1
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and Old Tibetan Chronicles, since these are
the best sources that we have at our disposal
in terms of length and linguistic variety (many
other Old Tibetan text are short inscriptions
or more fragmentary). The Old Tibetan Annals are Tibet’s earliest extant history. The
Old Tibetan Chronicle, written in the early
9th century, is more narrative and includes
historical accounts and songs related to the
Yarlung dynasty and the Tibetan empire.
In this paper we present our annotation procedure that addresses all issues of
pre-processing, segmentation, POS tagging
and parsing in detail. Our semi-supervised
method, resulting in the first Old Tibetan
Treebank, can furthermore serve as an example of how to overcome challenges of lowresource and under-researched languages in
general.

2

language like Old Tibetan.

3 Pre-Processing
The Old Tibetan texts we work with to start
this corpus are already transcribed from the
original manuscripts or digitised images. For
the present paper we thus only address the issues concerning encoding of transcriptions and
transliterations and the issues of tokenising
a language without word or sentence boundaries.
3.1 Transliteration Issues
One of the first challenges we encountered
in creating the Old Tibetan corpus was the
conversion from Tibetan Unicode script (see
Hill 2012) to the Wylie transliteration system.
There are few reliable tools available and in
addition, we have to take the peculiar orthographic features of Old Tibetan into consideration. The Tibetan Unicode script for the
Old Tibetan documents was obtained from a
modified version of the Wylie transliteration
system that is used for the Old Tibetan Documents Online (OTDO) website, through the
BDRC conversion tool.2
However, this tool only partially addresses
the issue, because we also want to transform
Old Tibetan into a form of Tibetan that looks
more similar to Classical Tibetan in terms of
orthography. Therefore, the Wylie transliteration used by the OTDO website had to be
modified. As an example the reverse ‘i’ vowel
mark, ྀ - called gigu - is transliterated with ‘I’
on the OTDO website. We substituted ‘I’ with
‘i’, which is the standard Wylie transliteration
for this character, as shown in (1):

The Annotation Procedure

Since Old Tibetan is an extremely underresourced language the procedure to develop
an annotated corpus needs to be developed
with great care. Additional steps are necessary at each of the normal stages, from preprocessing to POS tagging and parsing and
finally post-processing. In the pre-processing
stage, for example, the normalisation is not a
trivial task because of a range of issues with
the Tibetan script and the way it is digitised,
in either Unicode or a variety of transliteration formats. In addition to solving these
script issues, our core solution is to transform our Old Tibetan texts through a ‘conversion/normalisation process’ with a Constraint
Grammar (Cg3) to a form of Tibetan that is
closer to Classical Tibetan, for which at least
some NLP tools are available.
Before we can move on to the annotation
stage, we need to solve a further non-trivial issue of finding word and sentence boundaries.
Since there are no Gold Standards or training data available for Old Tibetan, we resort
to the little material and tools available for
Classical Tibetan and then do a rigorous error
analysis checking specific Old Tibetan features
that we know differ from Classical Tibetan.
Our annotation method is thus supervised in
various ways to overcome the obstacles building a treebank of an extremely low-resourced

(1)

rgyal po’I > rgyal po’i ‘of the king’

3.2 Normalisation
The Old Tibetan script furthermore presents
a set of features that need to be ‘normalised’
or converted to a form that looks like Classical
Tibetan. We therefore created a set of rules
translated into the Constraint Grammar
(Cg3) formalism. Most of the Cg3 rules
used to normalise Old Tibetan are simple
replacement rules.
For example, In Old
Tibetan there are many instances of the
2
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above-mentioned reverse gigu such as ཀྱྀ� kyI.
These two forms of gigu, ི and ྀ are phonetically
indistinguishable and mark no difference in
Classical Tibetan. The Cg3 SUBSTITUTE rule
to normalise the reverse gigu is:

([\\u0F7C\\u0F7A\\u0F74\\u0F72\\u0F80]
�?))>"r)(NOT 0 (split) or (genitive)
or (diphthongs));

SUBSTITUTE (``([[\^{ }<]*)\u0F80(.*)"r)
(“$1ི$2v) TARGET (σ)
Two additional problems encountered in the
normalisation of Old Tibetan are represented
by the alternation between aspirated and
unaspirated voiceless consonants and the difficulty of splitting merged syllables. This aspiration, however, was probably not phonemic
in Old Tibetan (Hill, 2007, 471). Therefore, a
set of string replacement rules in the Cg3 formalism was created to normalise and convert
these instances to their equivalent reading in
Classical Tibetan.
Furthermore in Classical Tibetan, syllables
are separated by a punctuation marker called
tsheg: ་. In Old Tibetan texts, syllable margins
are not so clear and syllables are often merged
together with the following case marker or converb, e.g. Old Tibetan བཀུམོ bkumo > Clas. Tib.
བཀུམ་མོ bkum mo ‘kill, destroy’:
(2)

Through these conversions and normalisations, we could apply existing tools for Classical Tibetan to our Old Tibetan corpus to avoid
manually creating our treebank from scratch
completely. The full Cg3 grammar is discussed
in detail in our forthcoming research.
3.3 Segmenting Sentences
Segmenting sentences is necessary since there
are no obvious sentence boundaries in Old Tibetan. The Tibetan scripts does have a punctuation marker that sometimes (but not always) indicates meaningful phrases, a so-called
shad, ། or double shad, །།. Since without any
further annotation, there is no way of knowing where sentences begin or end, we used the
single and double shad as sentence boundaries
and automatically inserted utterance boundaries indicators (<utt>) after every instance.
This greatly facilitates subsequent annotation
tasks that depend on sentence boundaries,
such as POS tagging and chunkparsing.
3.4 Tokenisation

བཀུམོ > བཀུམ་མོ

The Tibetan script furthermore does not indicate word boundaries. Tokenisation is therefore a tremendous issue, not only for scholars
of Tibetan (who often disagree on what the
word boundaries should be), but even more so
for any Tibetan NLP tasks. The Classical Tibetan script does have a way of indicating syllable boundaries though, by using the abovementioned tsheg marker ་ , e.g. བྲག་མར transliterated brag mar ‘Dagmar’ with spaces between
every syllable according to the conventions of
the Wylie transliteration.
For Classical Tibetan, Meelen and Hill
(2017) addressed this tokenisation issue by
recasting it as a classification task with a
memory-based tagger (Daelemans et al., 2003)
giving ‘beginning’, ‘middle’ or ‘end’ labels to
every syllable (automatically split based on
the aforementioned tsheg and shad markers.
With our supervised learning method first normalising and then converting our Old Tibetan
corpus to a form of Tibetan that is much
closer to Classical Tibetan, we were able to

These types of merged syllables were also
converted to their classical forms, using a
set of three regular expressions in the Cg3
formalism through the rule SPLITCOHORT.
Considering the complexity of the Tibetan
syllable, in order to generate the rules, we
took the maximum number of its constituents
into account (in terms of vowels and consonants) as well as their order.
Generic Rule:
([^aeiouI\s]+[aeiouI][^aeiouI\s]*)
([^aeiouI\s'])([aeiouI][^aeiouI\s']*)
> $1$2 $2$3
Cg3 rule:
SPLITCOHORT (
"<$1>"v "$1$3�"v
"<$3$4>"v "$3$4"v
)("<(.{2,6})(([^\\u0FB2\\u0FB1])
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memory-based tagger4 on the >318k Classical Tibetan Gold Standard, yielded better
results compared to those of the large tag set
reported by (Meelen and Hill, 2017) (increase
from 95.0% to 96.3% in Global Accuracy;
Known Words increased from 96.8% to 97.8%;
Unknown Words from 53.4% to 59.7%).
All tags with a very low number of tokens in
the out-of-vocabulary set (ranging from n = 192) have a Precision and Recall close or equal
to zero. These items are always very short (one
or two characters only), which makes predicting the tag for new items in this category an almost impossible task for the tagger. With the
newly trained small tag set tagger, we tagged
the Old Tibetan Annals and manually corrected the first 3.5k tokens as a start. We then
evaluated the tagger again with another 10fold cross-validation, first on this small Old Tibetan corpus and then again adding this manually corrected Old Tibetan data to the existing Classical Tibetan Gold Standard. This
yielded a better Global Accuracy for the combination of Old and Classical Tibetan (96.1%)
compared to Old Tibetan alone (92.8%). However, the results for Unknown Words are significantly lower (decrease from 71.1% to 58.5%).
Since these two new Gold Standards differ
significantly in size it is impossible to do a fair
comparison until we manually correct more
Old Tibetan. It is clear, however, that despite
our efforts to normalise and convert the Old
Tibetan into a form of the language that looks
more like Classical Tibetan, it is still making
a difference, shown in the lower accuracy (by
more than 10%) of unknown words for this
combined training data. Without adding the
Classical Tibetan training data, however, the
vocabulary list that the memory-based tagger
builds would simply be too small to get any
good results on unseen data. Despite the 10fold cross-validation, the relatively high scores
for the Old Tibetan corpus only are misleading, because of the small size of the corpus.
Until we have more manually corrected Old
Tibetan data, we therefore proceed with the
Classical Tibetan Gold Standard and add an
extra stage of error correction, see Section 6.

use this existing segmentation tool for Classical Tibetan and extend and modify them after
manually correcting part of our Old Tibetan
data.

4

POS Tagging

Since there was no Old Tibetan POS-tagged
Gold Standard either, here too we started from
the Classical Tibetan training data3 and tagging method developed by Meelen and Hill
(2017). We tested a number of ways to get
and improve results for the Old Tibetan corpus, e.g. developing a new, reduced tag set,
changing scripts (Unicode vs. Wylie) as well
as generating new taggers, based on the manually corrected Old Tibetan only and, finally,
adding the manually corrected Old Tibetan to
the existing Classical Tibetan Gold Standard.
4.1

Small vs Large Tag Set

The tag set used for the Classical Tibetan
Gold Standard, developed by Garrett et al.
(2014) is with 79 morpho-syntactic tags
rather large. This causes major issues for
the out-of-vocabulary items, especially for
languages without insightful morphological
suffixes like Tibetan. For this first attempt
of developing an Old Tibetan Treebank, we
therefore decided to reduce the amount of
tags to a small and simplified version of
the standard Universal Dependency POS
set, consisting of 15 tags only (De Marneffe
et al., 2014). We transformed the existing
Classical Tibetan training data, which is
our Gold Standard, in the following way:
interj > INTJ,
punc > PUNCT,
n.prop
> PROPN, skt, dunno > X, adj, num.ord
> ADJ,
n.v.cop, v.cop, v.cop.neg >
AUX,
n.count, n.mass, n.rel > NOUN,
num.card, numeral > NUM,
cl.focus,
cv.fin, cv.imp, cv.ques, neg > PART,
p.indef, p.interrog, p.pers, p.refl >
PRON,
d.dem, d.det, d.emph, d.indef,
d.plural, d.tsam > DET, and, finally, all
verb remaining verb forms in all tenses >
VERB, all remaining converbs > SCONJ, all
post-positional case markers > ADP and all
adverbs > ADV. A 10-fold cross-validation
with the exact same parameter settings of the
3

4
These settings for Classical Tibetan are:
-p dwdwfWaw -P psssdwdwdwFawaw -M 1100 -n 5
-% 8 -O+vS -FColumns -G K: -a0 -k1 U: -a0 -mM
-k17 -dIL.

http://github.com/tibetan-nlp/soas-corpus/
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4.2

Unicode vs Wylie Transliteration

4.3 Memory-Based vs Neural-Network
Tagging

The above-mentioned taggers were trained
and tested on Tibetan script in Unicode. The
Unicode Tibetan script contains a lot of socalled ‘stacked’ characters that are centred
before, above and below one single root letter. A typical example is བ བས་ , which is
transliterated in the official Wylie system as
bsgrubs ‘achieved’. In Tibetan Unicode, the
order of these stacked characters can differ
depending on the exact combinations of consonants and vowels. This varying order often yields unexpected problems when processing Tibetan Unicode text as our NLP algorithms do not recognise variants of the same
order in the same word as the same type.
This then increases the number of types and
thus reduces the overall accuracy. For this
reason, we converted the Classical Tibetan
Gold Standard from Tibetan Unicode script
to Wylie transcription as well. Some examples of Tibetan Unicode with Wylie transliterations are: བཅོམ་ལྡན་འདས་ bcom-ldan-’das ‘Blessed
One’, ཤཱཀྱ་སེང་གེ་ shAkya-seng-ge ‘Buddha’, ཕྱག་
phyag ‘arm, prostration’.
In a 10-fold cross-validation of the Classical Tibetan Gold Standard, this conversion
to Wylie yields slightly better results. Global
Accuracy was 95.0% for Tibetan Unicode vs.
96.5% for Wylie. We observed a major improvement in Unknown Words in particular
from 53.4% in the Tibetan Unicode to 62.2%
in the Wylie transliteration. Since the results
with the Wylie transliteration are slightly better, especially for unknown, out-of-vocabulary
items, converting all Unicode Tibetan to Wylie
transliteration would appear to be a logical
way forward. However, in practice, Unicode
Tibetan script is far more widely used within
the Tibetan community. To make the corpus more accessible, but also to get support
from members of this community who are willing to correct segmentation and any further
type of linguistic annotation, a Unicode Tibetan version is indispensable. It is therefore important to develop segmenters, taggers
and parsers that work well for both, or develop tools that can automatically convert the
Tibetan text (but not any type of annotation also in roman script) back from its Wylie
transliteration to Unicode Tibetan script.

Finally, we tested a BiLSTM-CNN-CRF tagger5 to see if it would yield better results
than the memory-based tagger. We chose this
neural-network tagger, because it processes
both word- and character-level representations
automatically, using a combination of a bidirectional Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM),
a Convolutional Neural-Network (CNN) and a
Conditional Random Field (CRF). Although
this tagger requires no pre-processing of the
data or any further feature engineering, the
results are better when the system can use
word vectors for the specific language. Since
the current number of manually corrected tokens in Old Tibetan is too small to train any
neural-network-based tool, we again resorted
to using Classical Tibetan instead. For Classical Tibetan, we used FastText6 to create word
embeddings with the aim of improving the results of the tagger with word vectors based
on a large amount of Tibetan data digitised
by the BDRC7 and annotated by Meelen and
Hill 2017: the Annotated Corpus of Classical
Tibetan (ACTib) (version 1, (Meelen et al.,
2017)). We then divided the above-mentioned
>318k token Classical Tibetan Gold Standard in training, test and developments sets
(80/10/10), trained a tagger with these word
embeddings and evaluated the results on the
held-out test set. With its default settings,8
this BiLSTM-CNN-CRF tagger yielded a result of 95.8% Global Accuracy (F1 score).9
These results are slightly better than those
of the memory-based tagger (95% Global Accuracy). They are reasonable, but could be
improved in a number of ways. Furthermore,
at present they cannot easily be reproduced
for our small corpus of the Old Tibetan Annals written in a very different style and genre.
5

See https://github.com/achernodub/targer and
Chernodub et al. (2019).
6
https://fasttext.cc/
7
https://www.tbrc.org/
8
Batch size = 10; 100 epochs; dropout ration = 0.5
with the Bi-RNN-CNN-CRF model.
9
Although it is not common practice (anymore) for
POS tagging evaluations, we calculated the F1 instead
of normal accuracy to make it directly comparable to
the results presented by (Meelen and Hill, 2017). Actual accuracies are slightly higher than the Global Accuracies presented here.
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These initial neural-network results thus look
promising, but need further extension and refinement. In forthcoming work we address
these issues by optimising the parameters, improving the segmentation and, with that, creating better word embeddings (Hill et al.,
ming).
4.4

extremely high (98%, 100% and 99% respectively for n=5627 in the Wylie transliteration evaluation of Classical Tibetan discussed
above). The advantage of keeping the agentive case marker tag is that for many transitive sentences at least, we will be able to automatically detect the subject of the clause.
Since Old Tibetan was a pro-drop language
(i.e. pronouns need not necessarily be overtly
expressed, see Tournadre 2010, 101), it is not
always possible to detect non-marked subjects
of verbs automatically, so a certain amount
of manual correction is still always necessary.
Similarly, keeping the genitive case markers
(ཀྱི་ གྱི་ འི་/case.gen, see Tournadre and Dorje
2003, 102) has the advantage of getting much
better automatically chunk-parsed results for
complex nominals.
We used the NLTK chunk-parser10 to combine tagged tokens into phrases.
Semihierarchical structures were created by carefully formulating all phrase formation rules
in the correct order, e.g. adjectival phrases
(ADJP) before noun phrases (NP) and determiner phrases (DP) before pre/postpositional
phrases (PP). A set of sample rules developed
to generate a RegEx grammar for Old Tibetan
looks like this:

Summary of POS Tagging

The below table summarises the results of our
tests and evaluations discussed in the previous sections. There are some differences between the small and the larger tag sets and
between the Unicode Tibetan script and the
Wylie transliteration, with the smaller tag sets
and the Wylie transliteration getting better
results. The neural network tagger performs
best overall with the larger tag set. With the
smaller tag set, the Wylie transliteration is
best for the smaller tag set.

Clas. Tib. (318k;
Old Tib. (3.5k;
Old & Clas. (321.5k;
Wylie translit. (318k;
Unicode Tib. (318k;
Wylie translit. (318k;
NN-tagger (318k;

5

15
15
15
15
79
79
79

tags)
tags)
tags)
tags)
tags)
tags)
tags)

Global
Accuracy
96.3%
92.8%
96.1%
96.5%
95.0%
94.7%
95.8%

ADJP: {<ADJ><ADJ>?}
NP: {<NOUN|PROPN>}
NUMP: {<NUM><NUM>?}
DP: {<DET>?<NP>?<ADJP|NUMP>?<DET>}
DP: {<NP><ADJP|NUMP><ADJP|NUMP>?}
DP: {<NP|DP><case.gen><NP|DP>}
SbjNP: {<NP|DP><case.agn>}
PP: {<DP|NP><ADP>}
VP: {<VERB|AUX>?<VERB|AUX>}
ADVP: {<ADV><ADV>?}

Chunk-Parsing

To facilitate further future research, we also
developed a ‘hierarchical chunk-parse’ of our
Old Tibetan corpus. This is a detailed, but
rather shallow parse that aims to be as theoryneutral as possible. Constituents are combined into phrases where necessary and uncontroversial, in a hierarchical fashion, e.g.
nouns can combine with adjectives and determiners into a Determiner Phrase (DP), which
can then combine with a post-positional case
marker into a Pre/Postpositional Phrase (PP).
With the small tag set, all case markers
are automatically converted into adpositions.
This includes the ‘Agentive Case’ (case.agn)
that is used to indicate the subject of transitive
verbs. If instead we keep this agentive case
marker, our small tag set will be extended,
but since this marker is highly consistent in
spelling, its Precision, Recall and f-score are

Some sample results are shown in (3) and (4):
(3)

(S(SbjNP(NP ད་རྒྱལ་མང་པོ་རྗེ/PROPN) ས་/case.agn)
(PP (NP ཞིང་/NOUN) གྱི་/ADP)
(NP ཕྱིང་རིལ་/NOUN) (VP བགྱིས/VERB))
da rgyal mang po rje-s zhing gyi phying ril bgyis
‘Dargyal Mangporje carried out a ‘felt roll tax’.’

(4)

(S(PP(DP(NP ཞང་ཞུང་ཡུལ་/PROPN) གྱི་/case.gen)
(NP མངན་/NOUN)) དུ་/ADP)
(NP ག་གྱིམ་རྩན་རྨ་ཆུང་/PROPN) (VP བཅུག/V)

zhang zhung yul gyi mngan du spug gyim rtsan rma
chung bcug
10
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‘[He] installed Spug Gyimrtsan Rmachung as the fiscal

6.1 Correction & Error Analysis

governor of the land of Zhang-zhung.’

For the segmentation stage clear errors are instances of case markers and converbs that are
still attached to the tokens they modify, but
these markers should each receive their own
tag. Because of their consistent orthography,
they can often easily be split from their preceding token to facilitate POS tagging and parsing. In addition, these homophonous forms
could be checked after POS tagging: their tag
should be a converb following a verb, but a
case marker following a noun. Similarly, a
simple dictionary look-up script could ‘check’
whether the forms proposed by the segmenter
actually exist. In order to make this latter
loop-up task work well, however, we first need
to collate and convert Old and/or Classical
dictionaries into a reliable and searchable format.

By exploiting the language’s standard headfinal word order, we can create subordinate
clauses for phrases with nominalised verbs
ending in subordinate conjunctions. Similarly,
we can create relative clauses for nominalised
verbs followed by the genitive, which functions
as a relative marker linking the following word
to the preceding relative clause.11 The results require only minimal manual correction
and are sufficiently theory-neutral to facilitate
morpho-syntactic research within a variety of
frameworks. The bracket notation is formatted according to the standard .psd guidelines
and converted to .psdx (a TEI XML version of .psd) so that they can be queried by
CorpusSearch,12 CorpusStudio13 or any other
plain text or XML-based way of querying syntactic data. These semi-hierarchical structures
are not only useful for historical syntacticians
interested in comparing basic phrasal structure in different languages, but they are also
invaluable for students and scholars of Tibetan
to get a good insight into how the grammar of
the language has changed over time. Finally,
this semi-hierarchical phrasal structure serves
as a great starting point for further Old Tibetan NLP challenges, such as creating more
meaningful word embeddings and developing
tools for keyphrase extraction, document clustering and topic modelling.14

6

6.1.1 Specific Old Tibetan Errors
We have detected a number of specific Old Tibetan errors as well. In example (5), for instance, we can identify some regular mistakes.
Adverbial expressions like དགུན dgun ‘in winter’,
དབྱརད� dbyard ‘in summer’, have been tagged
as nouns in many instances, so we can search
for these and other recurring adverbial expressions and replace their incorrect nominal tags.
(5)

བཙནཔོ་ དབྱརད་ སྤེལ་
ན་ བཞུགས ཤིང་
NOUN ADV PROPN ADP VERB SCONJ

“In summer, the emperor stayed in Spel.”
Furthermore, converbs (functioning like subordinate conjunctions, SCONJ) like the ཤིང shing
‘and, while’ have often been tagged as particles
instead of subordinate conjunctions, which
again, can be automatically replaced.
The large amount of proper nouns in historical texts such as the Old Tibetan Annals,
however, create a real challenge for our tools.
For now, most of the time these tags (and segmentation) had to be corrected manually. For
example, the following sentence was originally
segmented and tagged as follows:

Post-Processing

Throughout this paper we have shown how automatic NLP tools for Classical Tibetan can
be optimised and extended in order to get as
much use out of them for Old Tibetan. In
this final section we present the results of a
thorough error analysis. Suggestions for semiautomatic and rule-based corrections center
around Old Tibetan, though some could be
extended to the Classical Tibetan data as well.
11
See Meelen and Roux (fc) for further examples of
semi-automatic syntactic annotation.
12
corpussearch.sourceforge.net/index.html
13
https://dev.clarin.nl/node/4239
14
After finishing all manual corrections at the end of
the year, the entire annotated corpus and tools will be
made available through Github.

(6)

བྲག་མ ར་ ན་ བཞུགས །
NOUN ADP ADP VERB PUNCT

Lit: ‘cliff into/for in stayed’
The correct analysis here instead should combine the ར -r, which was originally tagged as an
310

adposition (ADP) with the preceding noun བྲག་མ
brag ma ‘cliff’, resulting in the proper noun of
the place called ‘Dagmar’:15
(7)

extant tools for Classical Tibetan could be
tested. We then optimised and extended these
tools in various ways and finally developed a
chunk-parser to create the first Old Tibetan
Treebank as an indispensable tool for philologists, linguist, but also for scholars in Tibetan
studies and the Tibetan communities, as it facilitates the development of good Tibetan dictionaries and other Tibetan NLP tools.

བྲག་མར་ ན་ བཞུགས །
PROPN ADP VERB PUNCT

“[he] resided in Dagmar”
This correction, as many others occurring with
proper nouns, cannot be done automatically
since the error patterns are not regular. Sometimes Dagmar, a toponym, is tagged correctly
as a proper noun, however, dagma + r ‘into
a cliff’ is also a possible segmentation, in
which case the correct POS tags would be
NOUN + ADP. Since the Tibetan script does not
identify capital letters, it is difficult for any
NLP tool to make the right decision in these
cases. It would also be difficult to look up
ambiguous forms like these in a comprehensive, searchable Old Tibetan proper noun lexicon (which we are currently developing), as
the alternative reading is still possible. This
issue is exacerbated by the fact that Tibetan
proper nouns are almost exclusively also normal nouns, mainly referring to natural phenomena, e.g. Nyima ‘sun, Nyima’.
6.2
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Abstract

preserve the ideas and meanings of the sentences.
The scoring function should capture how well the
selected sentences represent the text and cover the
topics present in the text. The lack of connectives
may cause the impression that the generated summary does not have a logical flow.
The second approach, known as abstractive,
aims to extract the main concepts or ideas from the
text and generate a new condensed version different from the original. In this case, the model must
learn how to write sentences in a logical flow. Using this approach, it is possible to paraphrase the
original and use words that did not occur in the
source. This is much more similar to the way a
human would create a summary. Most recent research has focused on this approach.
With the increasing availability of data, the need
for summarization is felt in many areas. This
is especially true in the legal area as the texts
are usually lengthy. Law operators are expected
to keep updated with important information ranging from news, jurisprudence changes, and rulings
from many courts.
This important information amounts to huge
volumes of data which cannot be processed by humans. Each ruling from the Brazilian Supreme
Court typically has more than 2,000 tokens on average. Hence, it is necessary to focus on the essential portions of each topic and extract just the information that is necessary, leaving the details aside.
With that in mind, Courts usually provide extracts,
with about 200 tokens on average, of their most
important decisions summarizing the main topics
discussed and the final outcomes. This provides
an easier way to find relevant information without
needing to read the whole texts.
Currently, these legal summaries are generated
by humans, in a process that is time-consuming
and expensive. Human summarizers need to have
a good knowledge of the subject to extract the

In the context of text summarization, texts
in the legal domain have peculiarities related to their length and to their specialized vocabulary. Recent neural networkbased approaches can achieve high-quality
scores for text summarization. However,
these approaches have been used mostly
for generating very short abstracts for
news articles. Thus, their applicability
to the legal domain remains an open issue. In this work, we experimented with
ten extractive and four abstractive models
in a real dataset of legal rulings. These
models were compared with an extractive
baseline based on heuristics to select the
most relevant parts of the text. Our results show that abstractive approaches significantly outperform extractive methods
in terms of ROUGE scores.

1

Introduction

Text summarization is the task of producing a condensed representation of an input text, keeping the
most relevant information. A summary should be
concise, fluent, and contains paraphrased versions
of the input text with a reduced length.
There are two approaches to text summarization. The first, known as extractive, works by selecting entire sentences directly from the source
text. This has been the most widely used solution
for a number of years (Luhn, 1958; Edmundson,
1969; Erkan and Radev, 2004a; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004). Extractive methods typically work by
simply (i) scoring phrases or sentences to determine the most relevant; and (ii) selecting the top
scoring sentences to compose the summary. Often, the sentences are arranged in the same order
of occurrence in the original text in an attempt to
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tation is to split the text and generate a vocabulary from the training data keeping the most frequent tokens. Even considering that the vocabulary would be extracted from a single language, if
we consider that texts have upper and lower case
characters, numbers, dates, etc. the vocabulary
usually becomes quite large, frequently with hundreds of thousands of different tokens.
A large vocabulary is a problem because the
output layer of the neural network must have its
size. This means that the probability of choosing
the correct output diminishes as the vocabulary increases. Also, even if infrequent tokens are represented in the vocabulary, its infrequent use would
not be sufficient for the model to learn when to use
it correctly.
One approach to deal with the size of the vocabulary is to convert all characters to lowercase
and replace numbers and dates with zero representations. With these modifications, the vocabulary
becomes smaller, but the model will become less
capable of generating outputs in the same way as
humans would.
Even with the text simplifications, the problem
with out of vocabulary words (OOV) remains because not all possible words will be represented.
So, it is usual to represent any token that is not
present in the vocabulary by a reserved OOV token. This token would be used for uncommon
names, dates, and numbers.
Another approach is to use one token per character. This greatly reduces the vocabulary size
only using lower and upper case characters, numbers, and symbols. Although the vocabulary is
smaller, probably not more than few hundred tokens, it would require each word to be represented
by several tokens, leading to very long document.
This is problematic because the model will require
a large memory to be able to generate the summary
without repeating already generated tokens.
The alternative to mitigate the disadvantages of
these two approaches is to use sub-word units as
the token representation (Schuster and Nakajima,
2012; Chitnis and DeNero, 2015; Sennrich et al.,
2015; Kudo, 2018). The idea is that a token would
represent a common pattern seen in the training
data rather than words or characters. This operates with a fixed vocabulary size and assigns a token for the most common patterns found. With
this method, the OOV problem is reduced as one
word now can be represented by a combination of

main topics that should appear in the summary.
Another important issue with manually created
summaries is the lack of standardization. Each
specialist from each Court has their own writing
style. A standardized way of writing is desirable as it would provide more homogeneous summaries. For these reasons, the use of abstractive
approaches is especially appealing in this area.
The summarization of legal texts differs remarkably from mainstream work in text summarization, which is mostly devoted to summarizing
news articles, headlines or tweets. Legal texts are
generally lengthier and typically contain complex
vocabulary and expressions. Also, the order of the
words in some expressions can make a big difference in their meaning, e.g.,“denied an appeal that
had accepted” is very different from “accepted an
appeal that had denied”.
In this paper, we investigate the suitability of
extractive and abstractive approaches in summarizing legal rulings. Given that the vast majority of
works in this area focused solely on news datasets,
we believe that testing summarization on a new
domain is important given the different nature of
the input documents. Fourteen approaches were
tested over a real dataset containing 10K rulings
from the Brazilian Supreme Court (Feijó and Moreira, 2018). Thus, another contribution is using a
language that is not typically included in summarization experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses text representations and
introduces the problem of out of vocabulary tokens. Section 3 revises recent works on abstractive
summarization. Section 4 describes the dataset
and how it was prepared to be used in the experiments. Section 5 presents a simple heuristic-based
extractive summarizer that we proposed to serve
as a baseline. Sections 6 and 7 describes the algorithms and models that were investigated here.
Section 8 discusses our results and findings. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper and points
out possibilities for future work.

2

Text Representation

Representing texts using a sequence of words is
useful for exchanging information between humans. However, when using neural models, we
need to convert the text into numbers that could be
used as input into the neural network.
The usual way of generating a text represen-
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marization in the sense that both require some text
comprehension before an output can be generated.
When translating, a model does not have an exact
alignment for each word read in the source to the
word generated in the output. This happens because a source word may be represented by more
(or fewer) words in the translation. Also, the order
of the tokens can be different.
Wu et al. (2016) describe the architecture
used for the Google Neural Machine Translation
(GNMT) system. In that work, they used a LSTM
network with 8 encoders and 8 decoders using
attention and residual connections. In the beam
search, they used length-normalization and applied a coverage penalty to favor an output that
is able to cover more words from the source sequence.
Vaswani et al. (2017) improved the GNMT system replacing entirely the recurrence and convolutions by an attention-based model known as Transformer. The model is quite complex and relies on
many training variables, but it has the advantage
of allowing more parallel computation. With this
modification, the model is able to use many GPUs
and train a lot faster.
See et al. (2017) addressed two common problems found in the application of RNNs in the context of summarization. First, the problem of rare
words that were not present in the vocabulary was
solved by having hybrid pointer networks that are
capable of using the source word as output when
the attention weight is high enough. The second
problem is using a coverage vector that represents
the weighted sum of the attention vectors. Then,
to increase coverage, their model is trained to penalize every time the attention vectors are high in
the same regions, encouraging the model to better
distribute the attention over the source input.
In our work, the problem of rare words has been
diminished using sub-word encoding, as discussed
in Section 2. The coverage mechanism, proposed
to deal with repetition problem, is complex to
train. It is used after the training to condition the
decoder to avoid generating attention vector using
the same positions that were already used. Paulus
et al. (2017) proposed trigram avoidance during
the beam search. This approach is much simpler
and easy to apply but does not really fix the problem, as it still will happen, it only masks its effects
for the evaluation.
There is a growing interest in using reinforce-

sub-words. The problem of longer sequences is
also addressed because a token now can represent
several characters.

3

Related Work

Neural Networks are models capable of learning
very complex functions. In the last few years,
there has been significant interest in applying them
for natural language tasks such as automatic translation and summarization.
One of the first issues that needs to be addressed is that Neural Networks require that both
inputs and outputs have a fixed a length, and that
is not the case when dealing with text, because
each document (or sentence) can have a different length. In order to overcome this limitation,
Sutskever et al. (2014) introduced a general endto-end approach capable of representing sequenceto-sequence models using LSTM (Long ShortTerm Memory) cells. Nevertheless, both input and
output must still have fixed lengths large enough
to fit. The network is trained to output the endof-sentence (EOS) token when the output is large
enough. With this approach, both source input and
generated sequence may logically have different
lengths and do not require any type of alignment
between input and output.
Bahdanau et al. (2014) proposed a model for
learning to align the input with the generated output. They realized that the approach for encoding
the whole text before starting to decode requires
that the whole idea is represented by just one vector. So, they proposed to use auxiliary vectors to
represent the alignment of the input in relation to
the generated output. Their approach significantly
improved the quality of the generated outputs and
became known as Attention vectors.
Following the same ideas, Luong et al. (2015)
explored different versions for the attention mechanism. They also noticed that as the length of the
input increases, the attention vector has a lot more
difficulty in learning the weights. So they evaluated the impact of using a local attention mechanism to look just for a smaller portion of the source
at each time step.
The attention mechanism works well for short
texts, but struggles to focus on relevant information when applied to long documents, common in
the legal domain.
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is a
sequence-to-sequence task that is similar to sum-
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source input.

ment learning approaches (Paulus et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2018; Celikyilmaz et al., 2018) to improve summarization performance. In general, reinforcement learning is employed when an nondifferentiable operation is being used. These
methods have the disadvantage of being hard to
tune and generally slow to converge.
Chen and Bansal (2018) proposed a method for
using both extracting and abstracting approaches.
Their idea was to select salient sentences and
rewrite them abstractively. Reinforcement learning was used to combine these two neural networks. Their idea seems to be a good approach
for working with long documents. Although, they
did not report results for long documents datasets.
We intend to further explore the application of this
technique to long documents in the legal domain.

4

4.2

Official Rouge Script

The standard evaluation metric for text summarization is called Recall-Oriented Understudy for
Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE). The general idea
of this metric is to count the number overlapping
units between one or more reference summaries
and the machine-generated summary. It is expected, that a high-quality summary should use the
same words found in the reference summaries and
preferably in the same order.
The results reported here include Precision, Recall, and F-measure for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2,
and ROUGE-L metrics. A confidence of 95%
was adopted. We used the official ROUGE (Lin,
2004) 1.5.5 script in our experiments. Most parameters were set to their default values. The
pyrouge package, which is a wrapper to the official script, was used to provide the required output text (in HTML) and the configuration file. The
only change was to remove the call to the English
Porter Stemmer, since our texts are in Portuguese.

Materials and Methods

Our summarization experiment in the legal area
uses rulings written in Portuguese. There are some
peculiarities when using a language different from
English, e.g., we need to check if the standard
summarization evaluation (designed for English)
can be directly applied.

4.3

Text Preprocessing

The official Rouge script treats any non-ASCII
characters as word separators. Thus, we transformed all accented characters to their base form,
i.e., diacritics were removed. In addition, we
changed all text to lowercase and isolated the
standard punctuation symbols from the alphabetic
characters to avoid them being interpreted as part
of some word.

4.1 Dataset
The dataset used in our experiments is RulingBR (Feijó and Moreira, 2018). It contains
about 10K rulings from the Brazilian Supreme
Court. These rulings were taken by a group of
judges – the individual decision from each judge
is known as their “vote”, the final decision is made
by the majority of the votes. Each ruling has
four sections: (i) the ementa, which represents the
summary; (ii) the acórdão, which has the final decision taken by the majority; (iii) the relatório,
which is an extensive description reporting the request and the actions taken so far; and (iv) the
voto, which contains the individual votes from all
judges.
The dataset was randomly split into training,
validation, and test sets. Training takes up 60%
of the instances (6,373), whereas validation and
test have 20% of the instances each (2,125). On
average, each document has about 2,500 tokens.
We use the ementa as the human-generated
ground truth summary. The other three sections
together compose the input text, which is submitted to the summarization systems. On average, the
ementa has a little less than 10% of the size of the

4.4

Vocabulary

Portuguese has a rich vocabulary, with words having lots of variant forms. Verbs, specially, can
have dozens of different suffixes corresponding
to the diverse conjugations. In the legal domain, it is common to reference existing laws,
specific dates, and names. Thus, it is very
unlikely that the vocabulary generated during
training will contain all possible words that are
present in the test set. To deal with problem of
OOV words, we used the SentencePiece package (Google/SentencePiece, 2019), which implements the sub-word units with unigram representation. The combination of pieces is used to generate words even when they are not present in the
training set.
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5

A Simple Extractive Summarization
Baseline

Limit
No
600
450
300
150

When generating summaries, the source input
length and the desired summary length are required. Ideally, these two lengths should be automatically determined by the algorithm, but that
is not how these standard extractive approaches
work. In order to establish these lengths, we defined a heuristic-based baseline extractive method.

Mean

Min

Max

Std Dev

190
180
173
158
120

20
20
20
20
20

1,909
600
450
300
120

179.46
131.89
112.02
82.37
36.85

Table 1: Lengths of the reference summaries that
compose our Test Set.
5.3

5.1 Heuristic for Sentence Selection

Source Length

Abstractive summarization models require a fixed
size input. Different lengths will require padding,
which in turn will have a negative impact on training. We used truncated parts of sections relatório
and voto as they concentrate most of the important information. Table 2 shows the results of our
experiment using relatório and voto with lengths
of 150, 300, 450, or 600 tokens and trying to find
summaries with this same length.
Because lengthier summaries would require
more memory and would lead to a broader range
of lengths, we adopted the 300+300 tokens as the
input length limit in our experiments (i.e., the input text is a concatenation of the 300 first tokens
from relatório and the 300 first tokens from voto).
As shown in Table 1, truncating the target length
to 300 tokens leads to summaries of 158 tokens on
average. This will be used as the desired summary
length.

Through empirical observation, we found that the
relatório (report) section from the source text usually contains most of the information that is typically present in the reference summary. So, after removing some boilerplate text that is usually
present at the beginning of the documents, we extract a sequence of words until the desired summary length is reached.
5.2 Target Length
In the RulingBR dataset, the mean length for the
test set is 190 tokens, with a minimum of 20 and
maximum of 1,909 tokens. This represents a wide
range of summary lengths. Since every summary
generated by our baseline needed to have the same
length, we experimented truncating the reference
summaries at different points to observe the effect
over the mean length of the test set.
Table 1 shows the effect of imposing length limits to reduce the standard deviation in favor of a
more predictable summary length. The dilemma
here is to balance between a lower limit and lower
standard deviation (but risking losing important
information) with a higher limit and higher deviation (but with a large error associated).
Another concern that arises when deciding
about the target length is the fact that the summaries will be evaluated using the ROUGE metric.
ROUGE relies both on the Precision and on the
Recall. Shorter summaries are expected to have
higher precision, while longer summaries tend to
have higher recall. Our F-score results assign the
same weight to precision and recall. Table 2 shows
that truncating the source length has little effect
over the F-measure of the ROUGE scores. In order to make a fair comparison between the algorithms, we aimed at generating summaries of similar lengths.

6

Extractive Approaches

The ten extractive approaches used in our experiments are described in this section. We used the
implementations provided by Sumy (Belica, 2018)
and an improved version of TextRank provided by
Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).
6.1

Luhn

Proposed by Luhn (1958), the seminal method for
determining the importance of a sentence is calculated using Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). Significant words are selected among the most frequent words found in the
document. Then, the highest scoring sentences are
selected to be part of the summary.
When calculating word frequencies, Luhn algorithm proposes a simple stemmer by matching
words using their prefixes. A match happens when
the number of non-matching letters is less than six.
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Length

R1-F

R1-P

R1-R

R2-F

R2-P

R2-R

RL-F

RL-P

RL-R

600+600
450+450
300+300
150+150

33.99
34.07
34.47
34.47

33.46
34.40
34.84
34.32

43.16
41.32
40.25
37.46

12.20
12.06
12.08
11.88

12.34
12.50
12.43
11.84

15.59
14.72
14.19
13.01

19.44
19.48
19.74
20.49

19.10
19.64
19.88
20.29

25.36
24.24
23.58
22.61

Table 2: ROUGE scores for different source lengths. The results show that the F-measure is reasonably
stable across different lengths.
6.5

This technique may be language specific, thus it is
possible that a stemmer specificaly designed for
the target language would have a different behavior. Here, we use the standard implementation as
provided by the Sumy without stemming or stopword removal.

KLSum

Kullback-Leibler (KL) is a way to compare two
probability distributions. It also computes the
probability distribution of words in the text. Then,
the problem of finding the summary can be stated
as finding a set of summary sentences which the
probability distribution closely matches the document distribution (Haghighi and Vanderwende,
2009).

6.2 LexRank
This is a stochastic graph-based method for computing the relative importance of sentences (Erkan
and Radev, 2004b). It assumes that the main idea
of a text is often paraphrased. As a consequence,
finding similar sentences would be the same as
finding the important sentences. Also, the central
sentence of a cluster would indicate that this sentence is the most similar among them and would
probably capture more information.

6.6

LSA

The summarization using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Steinberger and Jezek, 2004; Gong and
Liu, 2001) is done by constructing a sparse token
x sentences matrix, applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), selecting the singular vector
will retrieve the scores for each token, then selecting sentences with highest normalized scores.

6.3 TextRank
This is a graph-based ranking model of deciding
the importance of a vertex within a graph (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004). The basic idea is to have
some form of votes every time one vertex is similar to another. The highest voted vertex would
be the most important. Gensim uses a modified
version (Barrios et al., 2016) in which the BM25
similarity function is used in place of just the number of common tokens as adopted by the original
TextRank. Thus, TextRank appears twice in our
results as we used both the Gensim and the Sumy
implementations.

6.7

Random

This is another baseline summarizer in which random scores are assigned to the sentences. The
highest scoring sentences are selected to the summary.

7

Abstractive Approaches

We experimented with Neural Network models
using the OpenNMT-tf package (Klein et al.,
2017). The models evaluated here were NMTSmall, NMTMedium, Transformer, and TransformerAAN.
NMTSmall and NMTMedium are standard Recurrent Neural Network models. They use an
encoder-decoder architecture. The decoder employs Luong et al. (2015) style attention model
over the input. The network is trained to learn
when to stop generating the summary. This is done
appending an End-of-Document token to the instances during training. When the network generates this token, the output is truncated at this point.
The model uses a beam search of size four when

6.4 SumBasic
This algorithm is based on the fact that words
present in the summary tend to be the most frequent in the text (Nenkova and Vanderwende,
2005). It computes the probability distribution
over the words appearing in the input. Then the
sentences containing the highest probability words
are selected and for each word in these sentences,
update their probabilities until the desired length
is reached.
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a training phase for the neural network models,
ROUGE results are reported only for the test set.
One advantage of extractive algorithms is that
they do not require prior training, and they can be
applied directly over the test data. On the other
hand, after the time-consuming training, the abstractive approaches can create the summary a lot
faster.
Table 4 shows reasonably good results for both
NMT and Transformer models. There was a small
advantage for the standard Transformer model
when compared to its modified version with the
Average Attention Network. They both have
reached very similar results and have converged
in about 40K steps.
Since the Transformer model has many variables, it requires a lot of memory to run. So, the
batches need to be smaller. As a consequence, it
needed more steps to converge. Despite that, we
observed that it trains faster than standard RNNs.
As we are using a concurrent environment, our
measures of the time taken for training were not
accurate, so we could not report them.
Summarization results in other datasets are not
directly comparable to our results. Still, they
may serve as reference. Zhang et al. (2019)
reports that the current state-of-the-art for the
CNN/Daily Mail dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016)
reaches scores of ROUGE-1 41.71, ROUGE-2
19.49 and ROUGE-L 38.79.
The summaries generated by the abstractive approaches were promising. They look similar to
those produced by humans. In most generated
summaries, the main topic was correctly captured
by the summarizer. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 1 there are still some cases in which the summarizer barely captured any meaning of the text,
generating summaries that had almost no relation
with the expected output. In these cases, the extractive approach would probably have done better. In other cases, the general meaning was correctly captured, but the output had repeating expressions. We believe this may have been caused
by the minimum length restriction.
Legal operators rely on summaries to their jobs,
since it is impossible to read the full contents of
each decision to find precedents for their cases.
Missing or referring to an incorrect precedent may
cause the petition to be denied and the case would
be lost. Thus, considering the results seen so far,
neither approach delivers results that could safely

decoding, and it is configured to ignore outputs
that were shorter than the minimum length.
Both NMT and Transformer models use word
embedder of size 512. Each model was evaluated until its training loss was no longer diminishing. We report ROUGE results with minimum
decoding lengths of 100 and 120 tokens. Recall
that we are using SentencePiece and each decoded
word may be represented by more than one token.
So, the generated output may contain fewer words
than this minimum length. In all reported results,
we show the mean length of the output considering
generated tokens separated by spaces.
Two NMT configurations were used. NMTSmall uses 2-layers, unidirectional LSTM with
512 units, and it has converged in 15,000 steps.
NMTMedium uses 4-layers, bidirectional LSTM,
with 512 units and it has converged in 26,000
steps. Transformer model uses the configuration
as originally proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017).
TransformerAAN uses cumulative average attention network in the decoder as described in (Zhang
et al., 2018). The objective is to reduce the required training and inference time.

8

Results and Discussion

The performance of the extractive algorithms
shown in Table 3 was disappointing. With the
exception of SumBasic, all other algorithms have
performed worse than our simple Baseline by at
least 0.6 points in ROUGE-L. In some cases, the
performances were not far from the random baseline. A possible explanation for such poor results is the limitation of this approach of generating summaries using only complete sentences that
were present in the source text. Looking at the
generated summaries, most of them have selected
just one very long sentence while others used a few
random disconnected sentences.
Our experiments varying the lengths of the input method (Table 2) have shown that even with
larger source inputs, which could contain more tokens that should be present in the output, the performance was decreasing.
The baseline results provided by Feijó and Moreira (2018) for the extractive methods ranged between 11 and 16 points in terms of ROUGE-L.
Those results cannot be directly compared to the
results in our experiments because they had removed stopwords and they reported results for the
entire dataset. Since in this paper, we require
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Algorithm

R1-F

R1-P

R1-R

R2-F

R2-P

R2-R

RL-F

RL-P

RL-R

Random
Baseline
Luhn
LexRank
LSA
KLSum
SumBasic
TextRank1
TextRank2

31.52
34.47
33.16
34.06
32.31
31.96
34.51
33.09
33.66

34.42
34.84
33.17
34.06
32.26
32.42
34.41
33.07
34.14

34.81
40.25
39.08
40.07
38.04
37.14
40.74
38.99
39.10

10.55
12.08
11.06
11.65
10.44
11.45
12.32
10.85
12.00

11.81
12.43
11.25
11.85
10.62
11.74
12.49
11.07
12.31

11.49
14.19
13.09
13.69
12.23
13.30
14.46
12.73
13.97

17.88
19.74
18.77
19.16
17.88
18.24
18.76
18.78
19.16

19.67
19.88
18.67
19.04
17.76
18.38
18.69
18.67
19.24

19.99
23.58
22.65
23.06
21.50
21.66
22.43
22.60
22.82

Table 3: ROUGE scores using extractive algorithms
Model

Len

R1-F

R1-P

R1-R

R2-F

R2-P

R2-R

RL-F

RL-P

RL-R

NMTSmall
NMTMedium
Transformer
TransformerAAN
NMTSmall
NMTMedium
Transformer
TransformerAAN

130
130
134
137
141
140
145
147

38.86
43.25
44.27
43.67
38.37
41.56
43.91
43.39

44.75
49.25
49.38
48.38
42.48
46.44
47.34
46.46

40.42
44.80
46.24
45.90
41.54
44.00
47.76
47.37

21.28
25.41
26.50
25.60
20.77
23.43
25.95
25.23

23.14
27.60
28.36
27.15
21.77
24.95
26.93
25.93

22.89
27.05
28.26
27.43
23.29
25.56
28.84
28.13

30.22
33.91
35.27
34.47
29.55
32.01
34.55
33.90

33.99
37.78
38.52
37.38
31.92
34.87
36.48
35.51

32.02
35.69
37.36
36.74
32.68
34.58
38.16
37.60

Table 4: ROUGE scores using abstractive models. The mean length is shown because it affects the
scores.

9

replace humans in this task. The current state is
promising, but automatic systems are not always
capable of generating good summaries. Hence,
they could be used to prepare drafts which then
need to be revised by humans.

Conclusion

This work presented a comparative investigation
of ten extractive and four abstractive methods for
text summarization using Portuguese language applied to the legal area. The data used here consist
of a real-world legal domain dataset containing
10K rulings from the Brazilian Supreme Court.
The results show that extractive methods provided
weak performance being unable to generate useful
summaries. On the other hand, abstractive models provided much better results, with summaries
that were very similar to those produced by humans. However, they also presented severe problems with repeating expressions and the introduction of subjects that were not present in the source
documents. We intend to further investigate the
causes of the factual errors and address this problem in future work.

Ground Truth: direito administrativo .
lei no
11.064/2002 . servico auxiliar voluntario . policial militar temporario . acrescimo de 1/3 , 13o salario , adicional
de insalubridade e de local de exercicio . eventual violacao reflexa da constituicao da republica nao viabiliza o
recurso extraordinario . recurso extraordinario interposto
sob a egide do cpc/1973 . alegacao de ofensa aos arts . 2o ,
5o , ii , e 37 , caput , ii e ix , da constituicao da republica .
agravo manejado sob a vigencia do cpc/2015 . . .
Generated: direito administrativo . militar . promocao
. ato de bravura . recurso extraordinario interposto sob
a egide do cpc/2015 . eventual ofensa reflexa nao enseja
recurso extraordinario . necessidade de interpretacao de
legislacao local . aplicacao da sumula no 280/stf . agravo
manejado sob a vigencia do cpc/2015 . . .

Figure 1: Summary generated by the Transformer
model. The ground truth refers to a petition for
compensation when made by a policeman. The
generated summary was about a petition for benefits due to an act of bravery by military personnel.

Acknowledgment: This work was partially supported by CNPq/Brazil and by CAPES Finance
Code 001.
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Abstract

question and correlate directly with the target proficiency level of the exercises. Exploiting this information should thus facilitate the automatic generation of more reliable open cloze exercises.

This paper presents a pilot study of entropy
as a measure of gap complexity in open cloze
tests aimed at learners of English. Entropy
is used to quantify the information content in
each gap, which can be used to estimate complexity. Our study shows that average gap
entropy correlates positively with proficiency
levels while individual gap entropy can capture contextual complexity. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first unsupervised
information-theoretical approach to evaluating
the quality of cloze tests.

1

2

Related Work

Work on automated cloze test generation has
mostly focused on multiple choice questions and
distractor selection (Mitkov and Ha, 2003; Sumita
et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2005; Lee and Seneff,
2007; Lin et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2010; Sakaguchi et al., 2013). Conversely, there has been
little work on open cloze tests. Pino et al. (2008)
describes a strategy to generate open cloze questions using example sentences from a learners’
dictionary. Sentences are chosen based on four linguistic criteria: (grammatical) complexity, welldefined context (collocations), grammaticality and
length. Further work improved on this method by
providing hints for the gapped words (Pino and Eskenazi, 2009).
Malafeev (2014) developed an open source system to emulate open cloze tests in Cambridge English exams based on the most frequent gapped
words. Expert EFL instructors found the generated gaps to be useful in most cases and had
difficulty differentiating automated exercises from
authentic exams. More recently, Marrese-Taylor
et al. (2018) trained sequence labelling and classification models to decide where to insert gaps in
open cloze exercises. The models achieved around
90% accuracy/F1 when evaluated on manually created exercises.
While the quality of the generated gaps has
traditionally been judged by human experts (Pino
et al., 2008; Malafeev, 2014) or estimated from
student responses (Sumita et al., 2005; Brown
et al., 2005; Skory and Eskenazi, 2010; Beinborn
et al., 2014; Susanti et al., 2016), systems should

Introduction

Fill-in-the-gap or cloze test exercises are common
means of assessing grammar and vocabulary in the
realm of English as a Foreign Language (EFL).
The most common example is the multiple choice
question, which presents the student with a gapped
sentence and a set of possible answers from which
the right one is to be selected. These are referred
to as closed cloze questions, since the answer is
limited to the alternatives given. On the contrary,
open cloze questions do not provide predefined
options, so the student must produce an answer
from scratch.
Generating these exercises is a laborious
process, since they must be carefully designed
to ensure they test the desired learning objective
and do not confuse or present trivial questions to
the student. For this reason, choosing the optimal
locations in a sentence to insert the gaps and
defining a suitable set of answer options becomes
crucial, especially when exercises are generated
automatically.
In this paper, we focus on open cloze tests and
show how entropy can be used to assess the complexity of each gap in the text. Entropy is shown to
provide insights into the expected difficulty of the
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Equation 1, where P (xi ) stands for the probability of event xi , i.e. the probability that each word
in the vocabulary occurs in the evaluated context.

ideally predict the quality of the gaps during the
generation process. In this regard, Skory and Eskenazi (2010) observe that Shannon’s information
theory (Shannon, 1948) could be used to estimate
the reading difficulty of answers to a gap based
on their probability of occurrence. Thus, for the
sentence “She drives a nice
”, the word
“car” would be the most likely answer (lowest
readability level) while words such as “taxi”,
“tank” and “ambulance” would be at increasingly
higher levels.
Research on predicting the difficulty of cloze
tests is also directly relevant to this work. Beinborn et al. (2014) built models to predict the difficulty of C-tests (i.e. gaps with half of the required
word removed) at the gap and test level and later
extended their approach to cover closed cloze tests
(Beinborn et al., 2015; Beinborn, 2016). More recently, Pandarova et al. (2019) presented a difficulty prediction model for cued gap-fill exercises
aimed at practising English verb tenses while Lee
et al. (2019) investigated how difficulty predictions could be manipulated to adapt tests to a target
proficiency level. Unlike our work, however, all
these approaches are supervised and not applied
to open cloze tests.

3

H(X) = −

n
X

P (xi ) log2 P (xi )

(1)

i=1

In this work, we use entropy to assign a score
to each gap based on the number of valid words
that could fill in the slot given the surrounding context. As a result, gaps with many possible answers
will yield higher entropy than those with fewer answers.

4

Experiments

We followed Malafeev’s (2014) approach and used
open cloze tests from Cambridge English examinations as our gold standard data, since they are
manually created by experts in the field of EFL
testing. We collected the sample open cloze tests
for KET, FCE, CAE and CPE exams that are featured in their respective online handbooks1 (one
per exam together with their answers). These exams correspond respectively to levels A2, B2, C1
and C2 in the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR). An open cloze
test is not included in the PET (B1) exam, which is
why it has not been included in our experiments.
For each exam, we restored the original text by
using the answers provided (using the first alternative if there were many) and created 10 different variations of the open cloze tests by inserting
gaps randomly throughout the text. We created the
same number of gaps as in the original tests.
For each original and automatically generated
test, we compute entropy per gap using a 5-gram
language model trained on the 1 Billion Word
WMT 2011 News Crawl corpus2 using KenLM
(Heafield, 2011). We use the language model bidirectionally, taking 3 words to the left and right
of each gap to predict the probability of the next
and previous words respectively. Since we obtain
a probability for all the words in our vocabulary
(> 82, 200 words) given the left and right context individually, we multiply the probabilities for
each word to get a unified “bidirectional” probability (see Figure 1). Given that this can lead to
infinitesimal probabilities that can affect computa-

Entropy

In this paper, we build on the assumption that the
complexity of a gap is correlated to the number
of possible answers determined by the surrounding context and the likelihood of each answer.
As noted by Pino et al. (2008), high-quality open
cloze questions should sufficiently narrow the context of each gap in order to avoid multiple valid answers, which would make the exercise too broad
in scope and therefore ineffective. We thus assume that gaps with more restricted context eliciting very specific answers should be more useful
than broad gaps with very general answers, so the
less “branching” that a gap allows, the better.
This property can be modelled by entropy,
which quantifies the amount of information conveyed by an event. Intuitively, entropy can be considered a measure of disorder, uncertainty or surprise. If the probability of an event is very high,
entropy will be low (i.e. there is less surprise about
what will happen) while events with low probabilities will lead to higher entropy. Shannon’s entropy,
a common formulation to measure the number of
bytes needed to encode information, is shown in

1

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/
exams-and-tests/
2
https://www.statmt.org/lm-benchmark/
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Electronics firms, for example, expect to have only six months
after they have introduced a new product before a rival
company produces a
efficient or cheaper alternative.
−→
←−
wide
more
more
variety
very
energy
lot
less
is
quarter
is
as
line
and
less
...
...
...

Exam
KET
FCE
CAE
CPE

Number
of gaps
11
9
9
9

Avg. gap
entropy
1.29 ± 0.69
2.33 ± 1.28
2.69 ± 1.22
5.16 ± 3.38

Table 1: Characterisation of our gold standard data.

Figure 1: An example calculation of candidate answers
for a gap using the left and right context (in red).
Candidate words are ranked from the most to the least
probable.

4.2

Analysis

We looked at the gaps with the lowest and highest
entropy to analyse how these values relate to the
surrounding contexts. Table 3 shows the gaps in
our gold standard tests with the lowest and highest
entropy.
First, we found that gaps with the lowest entropy correspond mostly to exams at low CEFR
levels while those with the highest entropy correspond to the highest CEFR level. This confirms
our initial finding that entropy correlates directly
with proficiency levels.
Second, we observed that gaps with low entropy
are very restricted in context and built around very
simple grammatical structures or vocabulary, making it easy to figure out the answers. On the
other hand, gaps with high entropy are part of
more complex grammatical structures and require
longer context or understanding in order to be
solved. This explains why our language model is
unable to estimate the right answers for complex
gaps, leading to higher entropy.
Finally, we investigated the correlation between
entropy and the number of valid answers per
gap. Pearson correlation for gaps in our gold
standard tests is reported in Table 4. Contrary to
our intuition, there is no consistent relationship
between entropy and the number of valid answers
per gap in our gold standard: KET shows negative
correlation while CPE shows moderate positive
correlation. We hypothesise that this is due to
a limitation of the language model used in this
preliminary study, which is unable to estimate
the right word probabilities for gaps in complex
contexts for the reasons described above. Using
a more sophisticated language model should
ameliorate this problem.
In any case, the values of entropy computed
with our current model seem to capture the complexity of the gaps in context, which serves as a
measure of difficulty. This, combined with the
positive correlation with CEFR levels, makes en-

tion, we use only the top 100 most probable words
when computing entropy for each gap.
4.1

CEFR
level
A2
B2
C1
C2

Results

Table 1 shows information about our gold standard tests, including CEFR levels, number of gaps
and average gap entropy. The average gap entropy
correlates positively with CEFR levels, suggesting
that entropy increases with proficiency levels.
We then computed the average gap entropy for
each of the 10 automatically generated tests per
exam and compared them to the gold standard.
Results are shown in Table 2.
Unlike the handcrafted gold standard, the automatically generated tests were produced randomly
by a machine with no knowledge of test design so
we would expect automatic gaps to be often inserted in inconvenient locations within the text,
yielding lower quality tests. This hypothesis is
verified by looking at the average gap entropy for
the automatic tests, which is much higher than for
the gold standard in the majority of cases (77.5%).
This supports our intuition that entropy can be
used to discriminate between good and bad gaps
and, consequently, between good and bad tests.
We noticed that automatically generated tests
for CPE tend to have lower entropy than the gold
standard, contradicting our assumption in principle. However, we do not believe that these lower
values indicate better tests but rather that they deviate from the expected difficulty for this proficiency level. In fact, we would expect high-quality
tests to have average gap entropy around that of
the gold standard tests, not too far below or over
this reference value. Based on this premise, better
automated tests can be constructed by controlling
the entropy of gaps in the text, in line with previous work by Lee et al. (2019).
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Exam
KET
FCE
CAE
CPE

1
5.40
4.53
4.70
6.58

2
3.47
7.13
4.66
3.91

3
3.63
6.12
3.57
2.72

Average gap entropy per test
4
5
6
7
8
3.73 4.22 4.18 4.60 4.33
4.30 2.23 4.01 2.45 3.93
2.68 3.26 4.38 2.79 5.08
4.43 5.02 4.18 5.83 5.46

9
4.74
4.18
5.07
4.02

10
4.34
5.67
4.82
3.26

Table 2: Average gap entropy for the automatically generated tests. Values lower than the gold standard are marked
in bold.

Exam
FCE
KET
KET
CPE
CPE
CPE

Gap in context
..., apart
some minor mechanical problem...
But
is some good news!
this okay?
... modern robots are dumb automatons,
of striking up
relationships with their human operators.
to which
Phones and computers have already shown the
people can develop relationships with...
Although sophisticated
to assemble cars...

Entropy
0.01
0.23
0.43
8.40

Answers
from
there / here
is
incapable

8.65

extent / degree

9.66

enough

Table 3: Example gaps with the lowest and highest entropy.

Exam
KET
FCE
CAE
CPE

Pearson’s ρ
-0.1518
0.2333
0.0908
0.5149

guage model used in this preliminary work. However, entropy was found to be a suitable proxy for
gap complexity, which can be used to control the
automatic generation of open cloze tests. Future
work will address the limitations in this pilot study
and investigate entropy on a larger sample.

Table 4: Correlation between entropy and the number
of valid answers per gap.
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Abstract

tion algorithms to take advantage of these additional elements to more accurately identify relevant information in song lyrics. But just as such
characteristics enable the exploration of new approaches, other characteristics make the application of summarization algorithms very challenging, as the presence of repeated lines, the discourse
structure that strongly depends on the interrelation
of music and words in the melody composition,
the heterogeneity of musical genres each featuring
peculiar styles and wording (Brackett, 1995), and
simply the fact that not all songs tell a story.

Given the peculiar structure of songs, applying
generic text summarization methods to lyrics
can lead to the generation of highly redundant
and incoherent text. In this paper, we propose to enhance state-of-the-art text summarization approaches with a method inspired by
audio thumbnailing. Instead of searching for
the thumbnail clues in the audio of the song,
we identify equivalent clues in the lyrics. We
then show how these summaries that take into
account the audio nature of the lyrics outperform the generic methods according to both an
automatic evaluation and human judgments.

1

In this direction, this paper focuses on the following research questions: What is the impact of
the context in summarizing song lyrics?. This
question is broken down into two sub questions: 1)
How do generic text summarization methods perform over lyrics? and 2) Can such peculiar context be leveraged to identify relevant sentences to
improve song text summarization? To answer our
research questions, we experiment with generic
unsupervised state-of-the-art text summarization
methods (i.e. TextRank, and a topic distribution
based method) to perform lyrics summarization,
and show that adding contextual information helps
such models to produce better summaries. Specifically, we enhance text summarization approaches
with a method inspired by audio thumbnailing
techniques, that leverages the repetitive structure
of song texts to improve summaries. We show how
summaries that take into account the audio nature
of the lyrics outperform the generic methods according to both an automatic evaluation over 50k
lyrics, and judgments of 26 human subjects.

Introduction

Automatic text summarization is the task of producing a concise and fluent summary while preserving key information content and overall meaning of a text (Allahyari et al., 2017). Numerous approaches have been developed to address this task
and applied widely in various domains including
news articles (Cheng and Lapata, 2016), scientific
papers (Mei and Zhai, 2008), web content as blogs
(Hu et al., 2007), customer reviews (Pecar, 2018)
and social media messages (He and Duan, 2018).
Just as we may need to summarize a story, we
may also need to summarize song lyrics, for instance to produce adequate snippets for a search
engine dedicated to an online song collection or
for music digital libraries. From a linguistic point
of view however, lyrics are a very peculiar genre
of document and generic summarization methods
may not be appropriate when the input for summarization comes from a specific domain or type of
genre as songs are (Nenkova et al., 2011). Compared to news documents, for instance, lyrics have
a very different structure. Given the repeating
forms, peculiar structure (e.g. the segmentation
into verse, chorus, etc.) and other unique characteristics of song lyrics, we need the summariza-

In the following, Section 2 reports on related
work. Section 3 presents the lyrics summarization
task and the proposed methods. Sections 4 and 5
report on the experiments and on the evaluation,
respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2

Summarization Methods

(Arora and Ravindran, 2008) to model each sentence’s distribution over latent topics. Another
type of summarization methods is graph-based
summarizers. Three of the most popular graphbased summarizers are TextRank (Mihalcea and
Tarau, 2004), LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004),
and (Parveen et al., 2015). These methods work
by constructing a graph whose nodes are sentences
and whose graph edge weights are sentence similarities. Then, the sentences that are central to
the graph are found by computing the PageRank
(Page et al., 1999). Contrarily to all previously
described methods, systems using supervised machine learning form another type of summarizers.
For instance, (Fattah, 2014) treats extractive summarization as a binary classification task, where
they extract indicator features from sentences of
gold summaries and learn to detect the sentences
that should be included in a summary.

This section reports on the related work on both
text and audio summarization methods.
2.1

Text Summarization

In the literature, there are two different families
of approaches for automatic text summarization:
extraction and abstraction (Allahyari et al., 2017).
Extractive summarization methods identify important elements of the text and generate them verbatim (they depend only on extraction of sentences
or words from the original text). In contrast, abstractive summarization methods interpret and examine the text to generate a new shorter text that
conveys the most critical information from the
original text. Even though summaries created by
humans are usually not extractive, most of the
summarization research has focused on extractive
methods. Purely extractive summaries often give
better results (Nallapati et al., 2016), due to the
fact that latter methods cope with more complex
problems such as semantic representation, inference and natural language generation. Existing abstractive summarizers often rely on an extractive
pre-processing component to produce the abstract
of the text (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Knight
and Marcu, 2000). Consequently, in this paper we
focus on extractive summarization methods, also
given the fact that lyrics i) strongly use figurative
language which makes abstractive summarization
even more challenging; and ii) the choice of the
words by the composer may also have an importance for capturing the style of the song.
In the following, we focus on unsupervised
methods for text summarization, the ones targeted
in our study (no available gold-standard of humanproduced summaries of song texts exists). Most
methods have in common the process for summary generation: given a text, the importance of
each sentence of that text is determined. Then, the
sentences with highest importance are selected to
form a summary. The ways different summarizers
determine the importance of each sentence may
differ: Statistics-based summarizers extract indicator features from each sentence, e.g. (Fattah and
Ren, 2009) use among others the sentence position
and length and named entities as features. Topicbased summarizers aim to represent each sentence
by its underlying topics. For instance, (Hennig,
2009) apply Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, while Latent Dirichlet Allocation is used in

Context-Specific Summarization. If specific
knowledge about the application scenario or the
domain of the summarized text is available,
generic summarization methods can be adapted to
take into account the prior information. In querybased summarization (Otterbacher et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2016), the user’s query is taken into
account when generating a summary. Summarization of a scientific paper can be improved by
considering the citations of it, as in (Delort et al.,
2003). However, to the best of our knowledge no
summarization methods have been proposed for
the domain of song texts. In this paper we present
a summarization method that uses prior knowledge about the text it summarizes to help generic
summarizers generate better summaries.
Evaluation Criteria and Methods. Summaries
should i) contain the most important information
from input documents, ii) not contain redundant
information, iii) be readable, hence they should
be grammatical and coherent (Parveen and Strube,
2015). While a multitude of methods to identify important sentences has been described above,
several approaches aim to make summaries less
redundant and more coherent. The simplest way
to evaluate summaries is to let humans assess
the quality, but this is extremely expensive. The
factors that humans must consider when giving
scores to each candidate summary are grammaticality, non redundancy, integration of most important pieces of information, structure and coherence
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S consisting of n lines of text, S = (x1 , ..., xn ),
we define the task of extractive lyrics summarization as the task of producing a concise summary
sum of the song text, consisting of a subset of the
original text lines: sum(S) ⊆ S, where usually
|sum(S)| << |S|. We define the goal of a summary as to preserve key information and the overall meaning of a song text. To address this task, we
apply the following methods from the literature:
the popular graph-based summarizer TextRank;
an adaptation of a topic-based method (TopSum).
Moreover, we introduce a method inspired by audio thumbnailing (which we dub Lyrics Thumbnail) which aims at creating a summary from the
most representative parts of the original song text.
While for TextRank we rely on the off-the-shelf
implementation of (Barrios et al., 2016), in the following we describe the other two methods.

(Saggion and Poibeau, 2013). The more common
way is to let humans generate possibly multiple
summaries for a text and then automatically assess
how close a machine-made summary is to the human gold summaries computing ROUGE scores
(Lin, 2004), which boils down to measuring ngram overlaps between gold summaries and automatic summary. More recently there have been
attempts to rate summaries automatically without the need for gold summaries (Nenkova et al.,
2011). The key idea is that a summary should be
similar to the original text in regard to characteristic criteria as the word distribution. (Mackie et al.,
2014) find that topic words are a suitable metric to
automatically evaluate micro blog summaries.
2.2

Audio Summarization

Lyrics are texts that accompany music. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to see if methods in audio summarization can be transferred to lyrics summarization. In audio summarization the goal is to find the
most representative parts in a song, in Pop songs
those are usually the chorus and the bridge, in instrumental music the main theme. The task of creating short audio summaries is also known as audio thumbnailing (Bartsch and Wakefield, 2005;
Chai and Vercoe, 2003; Levy et al., 2006), as the
goal is to produce a short representation of the
music that fits onto a thumbnail, but still covers
the most representative parts of it. In a recent approach of audio thumbnailing (Jiang and Müller,
2015), the authors generate a Double Thumbnail
from a musical piece by finding the two most representative parts in it. For this, they search for
candidate musical segments in an a priori unsegmented song. Candidate musical segments are defined as sequences of music that more or less exactly repeat themselves. The representativeness of
each candidate segment to the whole piece is then
estimated by their fitness metric. They define the
fitness of a segment as a trade-off between how exactly a part is repeated and how much of the whole
piece is covered by all repetitions of that segment.
Then, the audio segments along with their fitness
allow them to create an audio double thumbnail
consisting of the two fittest audio segments.

3

3.1

TopSum

We implement a simple topic-based summarization model that aims to construct a summary
whose topic distribution is as similar as possible
to that of the original text. Following (Kleedorfer
et al., 2008), we train a topic model by factorizing
a tf-idf-weighted term-document matrix of a song
text corpus (see Section 4.2) using non-negative
matrix factorization into a term-topic and a topicdocument matrix. Given the learnt term-topic matrix, we compute a topic vector t for each new document (song text). In order to treat t as a (pseudo) probability distribution overP
latent topics ti , we
normalize t by applying λt.t/ ti ∈t ti to it. Given
the distributions over latent topics for each song
text, we then incrementally construct a summary
by greedily adding one line from the original text
at a time (same mechanism as in KLSum algorithm in (Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009)); that
line x∗ of the original text that minimizes the distance between the topic distribution tS of the original text S and the topic distribution of the incremental summary sum(S):
x∗ =

argmin
x∈(S\sum(S))

Lyrics Summarization

{W (tS , tsum(S)+x )}

W is the Wasserstein distance (Villani, 2008)
and is used to measure the distance between two
probability distributions (an alternative to JensenShannon divergence (Louis and Nenkova, 2013)).

Song texts are arranged in segments and lines. For
instance the song text depicted in Figure 1 consists of 8 segments and 38 lines. Given a song text
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Figure 1: Song text of “Let’s start a band” by Amy MacDonald along with two example summaries.

3.2

Lyrics Thumbnail

between pr and co. The fitness of a segment Si
is defined as the fitness of the cluster to which Si
belongs:

Inspired by (Jiang and Müller, 2015), we transfer
their fitness measure for audio segments to compute the fitness of lyrics segments. Analog to an
audio thumbnail, we define a Lyrics Thumbnail as
the most representative and repetitive part of the
song text. Consequently, it usually consists of (a
part of) the chorus. In our corpus the segments are
annotated (as double line breaks in the lyrics), so
unlike in audio thumbnailing, we do not have to
induce segments, but rather measure their fitness.
In the following, we describe the fitness measure
for lyrics segments and how we use this to produce
a summary of the lyrics.

∀Si ∈ C : F it(Si ) = F it(C) = 2

For lyrics segments without repetition the fitness is defined as zero. Based on the fitness F it
for segments, we define a fitness measure for a text
line x. This allows us to compute the fitness of arbitrary summaries (with no or unknown segmentation). If the text line x occurs fi (x) times in text
segment Si , then its line fitness f it is defined as:

Lyrics Fitness Given a segmented song text
S = (S1 , ..., Sm ) consisting of text segments Si ,
where each Si consists of |Si | text lines, we cluster the Si into partitions of similar segments. For
instance, the lyrics in Figure 1 consists of 8 segments and 38 lines and the cluster of chorus consists of {S5 , S6 , S7 }. The fitness F it of the segment cluster C ⊆ S is defined through the precision pr of the cluster and the coverage co of the
cluster. pr describes how similar the segments in
C are to each other while co is the relative amount
of lyrics lines covered by C:
pr(C) = (

X

Si ,Sj ∈C
i<j

co(C) = (

1)−1 ·

X

Si ∈S

X

f it(x) = (

Si ∈C

fi (x))−1 ·

X

Si ∈S

fi (x) · F it(Si )

Fitness-Based Summary Analog to (Jiang and
Müller, 2015)’s audio thumbnails, we create
fitness-based summaries for a song text. A Lyrics
Double Thumbnail consists of two segments: one
from the fittest segment cluster (usually the chorus), and one from the second fittest segment cluster (usually the bridge).1 If the second fittest cluster has a fitness of 0, we generate a Lyrics Single Thumbnail solely from the fittest cluster (usually the chorus). If the thumbnail generated has a
length of k lines and we want to produce a summary of p < k lines, we select the p lines in
the middle of the thumbnail following (Chai and
Vercoe, 2003)’s “Section-transition Strategy” that

sim(Si , Sj )
X

X

Si ∈S

Si ,Sj ∈C
i<j

|Si |)−1 ·

pr(C) · co(C)
pr(C) + co(C)

|Si |

1

We pick the first occurring representative of the segment
cluster. Which segment to pick from the cluster is a potential
question for future work.

where sim is a normalized similarity measure between text segments. F it is the harmonic mean
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they find to capture the “hook” of the music more
likely.2

4

with unique text lines as input (i.e. rendundant
lines are deleted). This is done to produce less redundant summaries, given that for instance, TextRank scores each duplicate line the same, hence
it may create summaries with all identical lines.
TopSum can suffer from a similar shortcoming: if
there is a duplicate line close to the ideal topic distribution, adding that line again will let the incremental summary under construction stay close to
the ideal topic distribution. All models were instructed to produce summaries of 4 lines, as this
is the estimated median chorus length in our corpus (see Section 4.1). The summary lines were
arranged in the same order they appear in the original text.4 We use the TextRank implementation5
of (Barrios et al., 2016) without removing stop
words (lyrics lines in input can be quite short,
therefore we avoid losing all content of the line if
removing stop words). The topic model for TopSum is built using non-negative matrix factorization with scikit-learn6 (Pedregosa et al., 2011) for
30 topics on the full corpus of 190k lyrics.7 For
the topical distance, we only consider the distance
between the 3 most relevant topics in the original
text, following the intuition that one song text usually covers only a small amount of topics. The
Lyrics Thumbnail is computed using String-based
distance between text segments to facilitate clustering. This similarity has been shown in (Watanabe et al., 2016) to indicate segment borders successfully. In our implementation, segments are
clustered using the DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996)
algorithm.8 We also produce two summaries by
combining TextRank + TopSum and TextRank +
TopSum + Lyrics Thumbnail, to test if summaries
can benefit from the complementary perspectives
the three different summarization methods take.

Experimental Setting

We now describe the WASABI dataset of song
lyrics (Section 4.1), and the tested configurations
of the summarization methods (Section 4.2).
4.1

Dataset

From the WASABI corpus (Meseguer-Brocal
et al., 2017) we select a subset of 190k unique song
texts with available genre information. As the corpus has spurious genres (416 different ones), we
focus on the 10 most frequent ones in order to
evaluate our methods dependent on the genre. We
add 2 additional genres from the underrepresented
Rap field (Southern Hip Hop and Gangsta Rap).
The dataset contains 95k song lyrics.
To define the length of sum(S) (see Section
3), we rely on (Bartsch and Wakefield, 2005) that
recommend to create audio thumbnails of the median length of the chorus on the whole corpus.
We therefore estimate the median chorus length on
our corpus by computing a Lyrics Single Thumbnail on each text, and we find the median chorus
length to be 4 lines. Hence, we decide to generate summaries of such length for all lyrics and all
summarization models to exclude the length bias
in the methods comparison3 . As the length of the
lyrics thumbnail is lower-bounded by the length
of the chorus in the song text, we keep only those
lyrics with an estimated chorus length of at least 4.
The final corpus of 12 genres consists of 50k lyrics
with the following genre distribution: Rock: 8.4k,
Country: 8.3k, Alternative Rock: 6.6k, Pop: 6.9k,
R&B: 5.2k, Indie Rock: 4.4k, Hip Hop: 4.2k,
Hard Rock: 2.4k, Punk Rock: 2k, Folk: 1.7k,
Southern Hip Hop: 281, Gangsta Rap: 185.
4.2

Model Combination For any lyrics line, we can
obtain a score from each of the applied methods.
TextRank provides a score for each line, TopSum
provides a distance between the topic distributions
of an incremental summary and the original text,
and f it provides the fitness of each line. We treat
our summarization methods as blackboxes and use
a simple method to combine the scores the different methods provide for each line. Given the

Models and Configurations

We create summaries using the three summarization methods described in Section 3, i.e. a graphbased (TextRank), a topic-based (TopSum), and
fitness-based (Lyrics Thumbnail) method, plus
two additional combined models (described below). While the Lyrics Thumbnail is generated
from the full segment structure of the lyrics including its duplicate lines, all other models are fed

4
In case of repeated parts, the first position of each line
was used as original position.
5
https://github.com/summanlp/textrank
6
https://scikit-learn.org
7
loss=’kullback-leibler’
8
eps=0.3, min samples=2

2
They also experiment with other methods to create a
thumbnail, such as section initial or section ending.
3
We leave the study of other measures to estimate the
summary length to future work.
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original text separated into lines S = (x1 , ..., xn ),
a summary is constructed by greedily adding one
line x∗ at a time to the incremental summary
sum(S) ⊆ S such that the sum of normalized
ranks of all scores is minimal:
[ X
x∗ = argmin
{
RA (x)}
x

questionnaire and setting up the experiment. 26
participants - 12 nationalities, 18 men, 8 women,
aged from 21 to 59 - were taking a questionnaire
(Google Forms), consisting of rating 30 items with
respect to the criteria defined before on a Likert
scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high). Each participant
was presented with 5 different summaries - each
produced by one of the previously described summarization models - for 6 different song texts. Participants were given example ratings for the different criteria in order to familiarize them with the
procedure. Then, for each song text, the original
song text along with its 5 summaries were presented in random order and had to be rated according to the above criteria. For the criterion of
Meaning, we asked participants to give a short explanation in free text for their score. The selected
6 song texts10 have a minimum and a median chorus length of 4 lines and are from different genres,
i.e. Pop/Rock (4), Folk (1) and Rap (1), similar
to our corpus genre distribution. Song texts were
selected from different lengths (18-63 lines), genders of singer (3 male, 3 female), topics (family,
life, drugs, relationship, depression), and mood
(depressive, angry, hopeful, optimistic, energetic).
The artist name and song title were not shown to
the participants.

A

Here x ∈ (S \ sum(S)) and A ∈
{TextRank, TopSum, fit}.
The normalized
rank RA (x) of the score that method A assigns to
line x is computed as follows: first, the highest
scores9 are assigned rank 0, the second highest
scores get rank 1, and so forth. Then the ranks are
linearly scaled
to the [0,1] interval, so each sum
P
of ranks A RA (x) is in [0,3].
Model Nomenclature For abbreviation, we call
the TextRank model henceforth Mr , the TopSum model Ms , the fitness-based summarizer Mf ,
model combinations Mrs and Mrsf , respectively.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate the quality of the produced lyrics
summary both soliciting human judgments on the
goodness and utility of a given summary (Section
5.1), and through an automatic evaluation of the
summarization methods (Section 5.2) to provide a
comprehensive evaluation.
5.1

Results Figure 2 shows the ratings obtained for
each criterion. We examine the significant differences between the models performances by
performing a paired two-tailed t-test. The significance levels are: 0.05∗ , 0.01∗∗ , 0.001∗∗∗ , and
n.s. First, Informativeness and Meaning are rated
higher∗∗ for the combined model Mrs compared
to the single models Mr and Ms . Combining
all three models improves the summaries further:
both for Informativeness and Meaning the model
Mrsf is rated higher∗∗∗ than Mrs . Further, summaries created by Mrsf are rated higher∗∗∗ in Coherence than summaries from any other model except from Mf (n.s. difference). Summaries
are rated on the same level (n.s. differences) for
Non-redundancy in all but the Mr and Mf summaries, which are perceived as lower∗∗∗ in Nonredundancy than all others. Note, how the model
Mrsf is more stable than all others by exhibiting lower standard deviations in all criteria except

Human Evaluation

We performed human evaluation of the different
summarization methods introduced before by asking participants to rate the different summaries
presented to them by specifying their agreement /
disagreement according to the following standard
criteria (Parveen and Strube, 2015):
Informativeness: The summary contains the
main points of the original song text.
Non-redundancy: The summary does not contain duplicate or redundant information.
Coherence: The summary is fluent to read and
grammatically correct.
Plus one additional criterion coming from our definition of the lyrics summarization task:
Meaning: The summary preserves the meaning
of the original song text.
An experimental psychologist expert in Human
Computer Interaction advised us in defining the

10
“Pills N Potions” by Nicki Minaj, “Hurt” by Nine Inch
Nails, “Real to me” by Brian McFadden, “Somebody That I
Used To Know” by Gotye, “Receive” by Alanis Morissette,
“Let’s Start A Band” by Amy MacDonald

9
In the case of topical distance, a “higher score” means a
lower value.
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Figure 2: Human ratings per summarization model in terms of average and standard deviation.

Non-redundancy. The criteria Informativeness and
Meaning are highly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.84). Correlations between other
criteria range between 0.29 and 0.51.
Overall, leveraging the Lyrics Fitness in a song
text summary improves summary quality. Especially with respect to the criteria that, we believe,
indicate the summary quality the most - Informativeness and Meaning - the Mrsf method is significantly better performing and more consistent.
Figure 1 shows an example song text and example summaries from the experiment. Summary 1 is
generated by Mf and consists of the chorus. Summary 2 is made by the method Mrsf and has relevant parts of the verses and the chorus, and was
rated much higher in Informativeness and Meaning. We analyzed the free text written by the participants to comment on the Meaning criterion, but
no relevant additional information was provided
(the participants mainly summarized their ratings).
5.2

Topical: similarity between the topic distributions of original and summary. Restricted to the
3 most relevant topics of the original song text.
We give results relative to the similarity of the best
performing model (=100%).
Coherence: average similarity between word
distributions in consecutive sentences of the summary, cf. (ShafieiBavani et al., 2018). We give results relative to the coherence of the original song
text (=100%).
Lyrics fitness: average line-based fitness f it (cf.
Section 3) of the lines in the summary. We give
results relative to the Lyrics fitness of the original
song text (=100%).
Results When evaluating each of the 12 genres,
we found two clusters of genres to behave very
similarly. Therefore, we report the results for these
two groups: the Rap genre cluster contains Hip
Hop, Southern Hip Hop, and Gangsta Rap. The
Rock / Pop cluster contains the 9 other genres.
Results of the different automatic evaluation metrics are shown in Table 1. Distributional Semantics metrics have previously been shown (Louis
and Nenkova, 2013; ShafieiBavani et al., 2018)
to highly correlate with user responsiveness judgments. We would expect correlations of this metric with Informativeness or Meaning criteria therefore, as those criteria are closest to responsiveness,
but we have found no large differences between
the different models for this criterion. The summaries of the Ms model have the highest similarity to the original text and the Mf have the lowest similarity of 90%. The difference between the
highest and lowest values are low.
For the Topical similarity, the results are mostly

Automatic Evaluation

We computed four different indicators of summary
quality on the dataset of 50k songs described in
Section 4.1. Three of the criteria use the similarity between probability distributions P, Q, which
means we compute the Wasserstein distance between P and Q (cf. Section 3.1) and apply
λx. x−1 to it.11 The criteria are:
Distributional Semantics: similarity between
the word distributions of original and summary, cf.
(Louis and Nenkova, 2013). We give results relative to the similarity of the best performing model
(=100%).
11

This works as we always deal with distances > 0.
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Evaluation criterion
Distributional
Semantics [%]
Topical [%]
Coherence [%]
Lyrics
fitness [%]

Genre

Mr

Ms

Mrs

Mf

Mrsf

Rock / Pop
Rap
P

92
94
92
44
58
46
110
112
110
71
0
62

100
100
100
100
100
100
95
115
97
53
0
47

97
99
98
76
80
77
99
112
101
63
0
55

90
86
90
41
48
42
99
107
100
201
309
214

93
92
93
64
66
64
100
107
101
183
249
191

Rock / Pop
Rap
P
Rock / Pop
Rap
P
Rock / Pop
Rap
P

original text
n/a
n/a
100
100

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results for the 5 summarization models and 2 genre clusters. Distributional Semantics and Topical are relative to the best model (=100%), Coherence and Fitness to the original text (=100%).

strikes a balance between Topical similarity (64%)
and fitness (191%). Hence, Mrsf succeeds in capturing lines from the most relevant parts of the
lyrics, such as the chorus, while jointly representing the important topics of the song text.

in the same order as the Distributional Semantics
ones, but with much larger differences. While the
Ms model reaches the highest similarity, this is a
self-fulfilling prophecy, as summaries of Ms were
generated with the objective of maximizing topical
similarity. The other two models that incorporate
Ms (Mrs and Mrsf ), show a much higher topical
similarity to the original text than Mr and Mf .

6

Coherence is rated best in Mr with 110%. All
other models show a coherence close to that of the
original text - between 97% and 101%. We believe that the increased coherence of Mr is not linguistically founded, but merely algorithmic. Mr
produces summaries of the most central sentences
in a text. The centrality is using the concept of
sentence similarity. Therefore, Mr implicitly optimizes for the automatic evaluation metric of coherence, based on similar consecutive sentences.
Sentence similarity seems to be insufficient to predict human judgments of coherence in this case.

Conclusion

In this paper we have defined and addressed
the task of lyrics summarization. We have applied both generic unsupervised text summarization methods (TextRank and a topic-based method
we called TopSum), and a method inspired by audio thumbnailing on 50k lyrics from the WASABI
corpus. We have carried out an automatic evaluation on the produced summaries computing standard metrics in text summarization, and a human
evaluation with 26 participants, showing that using
a fitness measure transferred from the musicology
literature, we can amend generic text summarization algorithms and produce better summaries.

As might be expected, methods explicitly incorporating the Lyrics fitness produce summaries
with a fitness much higher than the original text 214% for the Mf and 191% for the Mrsf model.
The methods not incorporating fitness produce
summaries with much lower fitness than the original - Mr 62%, Ms 47%, and Mrs 55%. In the Rap
genre this fitness is even zero, i.e. summaries (in
median) contain no part of the chorus.

In future work, we will model the importance
of a line given the segment to avoid cutting off important parts of the chorus, as we sometimes observed. Moreover, we plan to address the challenging task of abstractive summarization over
song lyrics, with the goal of creating a summary
of song texts in prose-style - more similar to what
humans would do, using their own words.

Overall, no single automatic evaluation criterion was able to explain the judgments of our
human participants. However, considering Topical similarity and fitness together gives us a hint.
The model Mf has high fitness (214%), but low
Topical similarity (42%). The Ms model has the
highest Topical similarity (100%), but low fitness
(47%). Mrsf might be preferred by humans as it
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Abstract

list “racist, homophobic, misogynistic or other discriminatory language or behavior; or dangerous or
criminal behavior”3 .
In the case of a song, the explicit logo is applied
when the lyrics or content of a song matches one
of these criteria, raising the problem of detecting
and labelling explicit songs in a scalable way.
Within the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
community, there have been several efforts to deal
with the problem of online abusive language detection, since the computational analysis of language can be used to quickly identify offenses
and ease the removal of abusive messages. Several workshops (Park and Fung, 2017; Fišer et al.,
2018) and evaluation campaigns (Fersini et al.,
2018; Bosco et al., 2018; Wiegand et al., 2018)
have been recently organized to discuss existing
approaches to abusive language detection, propose
shared tasks and foster the development of benchmarks for system evaluation. These have led to the
creation of a number of datasets for abusive language detection in different languages, that have
been shared within the NLP research community.
The SemEval 2019 tasks HatEval (Basile et al.,
2019) and OffensEval (Zampieri et al., 2019) have
aimed at the multilingual detection of hate speech
against women or immigrants and the categorization of hate speech, respectively.
In this direction, and given the similarity with
the abusive language detection task, this paper addresses the problem of explicit content detection in
song lyrics as a binary classification task: a song
can be labelled either as explicit or clean (=not explicit). To this end, we first compare a range of
classification methods for the task of explicit lyrics
detection, from dictionary lookup to deep neural
networks. We then attempt the comparison to the

The Parental Advisory Label (PAL) is a warning label that is placed on audio recordings in
recognition of profanity or inappropriate references, with the intention of alerting parents
of material potentially unsuitable for children.
Since 2015, digital providers – such as iTunes,
Spotify, Amazon Music and Deezer – also follow PAL guidelines and tag such tracks as “explicit”. Nowadays, such labelling is carried
out mainly manually on voluntary basis, with
the drawbacks of being time consuming and
therefore costly, error prone and partly a subjective task. In this paper, we compare automated methods ranging from dictionary-based
lookup to state-of-the-art deep neural networks
to automatically detect explicit contents in English lyrics. We show that more complex models perform only slightly better on this task,
and relying on a qualitative analysis of the
data, we discuss the inherent hardness and subjectivity of the task.

1

Introduction

All content is not always appropriate for all ages
and music is no exception. Content industries have
been actively searching for means to help adults
determine what is and is not appropriate for children. In USA, in 1985, the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA) introduced the
Parental Advisory label (PAL) in order to alert parents of content unsuitable for children because of
profanity or inappropriate references1 . PAL is “a
notice to consumers that recordings identified by
this mark may contain strong language or depictions of violence, sex or substance abuse”2 and
that parental discretion is advised. In UK, the
British Phonographic Industry (BPI) adds to this
1
Parental Advisory https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Parental_Advisory
2
RIAA
PAL
https://www.riaa.com/
resources-learning/pal-standards/

3

BPI Parent Advisory https://www.bpi.co.uk/
media/1047/parental-advisory-guidelines.
pdf
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available related works and shed light on the inherent hardness and subjectivity of the task at hand.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2
we survey the state of the art in explicit lyrics detection. In Sections 3 and 4 we introduce the classification methods we apply, and the comparative
experimentation. Conclusions end the paper.
NOTE: This paper contains examples of language which may be offensive to some readers.
They do not represent the views of the authors.

2

for clean lyrics. They compare different methods
to generate such a lexicon. The achieved performances using solely dictionary lookup range from
49% F1 for a man-made dictionary to 75.6% F1
when using relative class frequencies. Note, that
the latter performance is achieved with a dictionary of only 25 words. They work with a corpus
of Korean lyrics (see Figure 1, K19). Unlike previous work, they apply a recursive neural network,
resulting in 76.6% F1 , slightly higher than the simple dictionary lookup. They find performance to
increase to 78.1% when combining the vector representation of the RNN with a one-hot vector indicating for each profane word from the dictionary if
the lyric contains it. They argue to use the RNN to
find such cases where the expliciteness arises from
the context and not from a dictionary check. However, no examples of finding this phenomenon are
presented.

Related Work

Only a few works on the problem of explicit lyrics
detection exist. (Bergelid, 2018) consider a dataset
of English lyrics (see Table 1, B18) to which they
apply classical machine learning algorithms such
as Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random
Forest (RF). As features they extract either (i) tfidf weighted bag-of-word (BOW) representations
of each song text or (ii) represent the lyrics with
paragraph vectors (Le and Mikolov, 2014). The
explicit labels are obtained from Soundtrack Your
Brand 4 . They find the RF with tf-idf BOW to perform best, especially in combination with a random undersampling strategy to the highly imbalanced dataset. They also experiment with adding
lyrics metadata to the feature set, such as the artist
name, the release year, the music energy level, and
the valence/positiveness of a song. This results in
marginal improvements for some of their models.
(Chin et al., 2018) apply explicit lyrics detection to Korean song texts. They also use tf-idf
weighted BOW as lyrics representation and aggregate multiple decision trees via boosting and bagging to classify the lyrics for explicit content. On
their corpus (see Figure 1, C18) they report 78%
F1 using the bagging method. Note, that bagging
with decision trees is similar to the Random Forest
method used by (Bergelid, 2018). Interestingly,
they also report a baseline for dictionary lookup,
i.e. given a profanity dictionary the song text is
classified as explicit if and only if one of its words
occurs in the profanity dictionary. With such a
baseline they obtain 61% F1 .
More recently, (Kim and Mun, 2019) proposed
a method to create explicit words dictionaries automatically by weighting a vocabulary according
to all words’ frequencies in the explicit class vs.
the clean class, accordingly. For instance the word
“fuck” is typical for explicit lyrics and atypical
4

3

Methods for Explicit Lyrics Detection

In this work, we compare a range of classification
methods for the task of explicit lyrics detection.
Common to all methods is that they classify a full
song into one of two mutually exclusive classes explicit or clean (=not explicit). This means, the
decision if a song text is explicit is taken globally. We assess the performance of different classification methods ranging from simple dictionary
lookup / lexicon checking to general purpose deep
learning language understanding models. We try
to identify contextual effects by applying a method
that outputs the “importance” for each word (see
Section 3.4).
3.1

Dictionary-Based Methods

The most straightforward way to implement an
automated explicit content detection method, is
checking against a dictionary of explicit words.
The dictionary can be man-made or automatically
created from example explicit and clean lyrics.
Then, a classifier uses this dictionary to predict the
class of an unseen song text.
3.1.1

Dictionary Creation

It is possible to use handcrafted dictionaries such
as Noswearing 5 . Performance using an automatically created lexicon has previously been shown
(Kim and Mun, 2019) to improve over the manually created dictionary. We therefore consider only
5

https://www.soundtrackyourbrand.com
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One of the most successful transformer-based
models proposed in the last few years is BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018). This model is composed of
multiple transformers connected by residual connections. Pre-trained models are provided by the
authors, and they are used in our work to perform
explicit language detection in lyrics, without retraining the full model.

the case of the machine-made dictionary in this
work. We generate a dictionary of words that are
indicative of explicit lyrics. We define the importance I of a word w for explicit lyrics by the frequency f (w, ex) of w in explicit lyrics compared
to its frequency f (w, cl) in clean lyrics:
I(w) = f (w, ex)/f (w, cl)
We filter out unique and too common words and
restrict the number of terms to 1,000 to avoid overreliance on terms that are very corpus specific.
The dictionary Dn of the n words most important for explicit lyrics, is now straightforwardly
defined as containing the n words with the highest I score.

3.4

We use the Textual Deconvolution Saliency (TDS)
model of (Vanni et al., 2018), which is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for text classification. It is a simple model containing an embedding
layer for word representations, a convolutional
layer with max pooling and two fully connected
layers. The interesting part about this model is that
they manage to reverse the convolution. Given the
learned feature map (the output of the convolution
before max pooling) of the CNN, they upsample it
to obtain a 3-dimensional sample with dimensions
(#words, embedding size, #filters). The TDS for
each word is now defined as the sum along the
embedding axes of the output of the deconvolution. The TDS represents the importance of each
word of the input with respect to the learned feature maps. We use this model with the goal to find
local explanations for the global decision of the
classification as explicit or clean. Such explanations can arise from contexts or phrases that the
model assigns a high importance.

3.1.2 Dictionary Lookup
Given a dictionary Dn , this method simply checks
if a song text S contains any of the explicit terms
defined in Dn . Then, S is classified as explicit iff
it contains at least one explicit term from Dn .
3.1.3 Dictionary Regression
This method uses BOW made from Dn as the
feature set of a classifier. We used a logistic regression, but RF or SVM have been used alike in
(Bergelid, 2018).
3.2

Tf-idf BOW Regression

Similar to the Dictionary Regression, but the
BOW contains the whole vocabulary of a training sample instead of only the explicit terms. The
word features are weighted with the well-known
tf-idf weighting scheme.
3.3

Textual Deconvolution Saliency

4

Transformer Language Model

Experimental Setting and Evaluation

We compare the different methods as introduced
in the previous section to the task of explicit lyrics
detection. We attempt a comparison to the related
work as well, although due to different datasets
comparing the reported scores directly is problematic. We finally analyze the classification qualitatively with examples, and demonstrate the intrinsic hardness and subjectivity of the explicit lyrics
detection task.
Abbreviations used: to refer to related works in
Table 1 and 3, we use the following abbreviations. B18 stands for (Bergelid, 2018), C18 is
(Chin et al., 2018), K19 means (Kim and Mun,
2019), while Ours is this work.

Recently, approaches based on self-attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017) have been proposed and
have proven effective for natural language understanding tasks. These models are structured as an
encoder-decoder, and they are trained on unsupervised tasks (such as masked language modelling)
in order to learn dense representations of sentences
or documents. These models differ from more traditional recurrent neural networks in different aspects. In particular, while recurrent models can
process sequences (in NLP, typically word embeddings) in order, transformers use a joint model of
the right and left context of each word in order
to encode an entire sequence or document. Additionally, transformers are typically less computationally expensive than recurrent models, especially when trained on a GPU accelerator.

4.1

Dataset

The WASABI database (Meseguer-Brocal et al.,
2017) contains song-wise labels for explicit lyrics,
340

Work
B18
C18
K19
WAS

total
25,441
27,695
70,077
179,391

explicit
3,310
1,024
7,468
17,808

ratio
13.0%
3.7%
10.7%
9.9%

language
English
Korean
Korean
English

4.3

Overall, the results of the different classification
methods we tried are all close to each other. The
simple dictionary lookup with 32 words performs
comparably to the deep neural network with 110M
parameters (BERT base model). As baseline, we
include the majority class classifier that always
predicts the clean class. Furthermore, all related
works show similar tendencies of performance on
their respective datasets. The results of all the different methods we applied are depicted in Table 2
and described in the following.
The majority class classifier delivers a performance of 47.4% F1 , which is the only outlier in the
sense that this is far below any other model. The
dictionary lookup with a vocabulary of the 32 most
indicative explicit words obtains a balanced performance as precision and recall are close to each
other, the overall performance is 77.3% F1 . The
dictionary regression performs somewhat better in
terms of f-score (78.5% F1 ), achieving this with
the highest overall recall of 81.5%, but it has lower
precision. The tf-idf BOW regression performs
very similarly to the dictionary regression. This
proves that a limited number of words influences
the overall performance of the models, and that
they do not need to consider the whole vocabulary,
just the most offensive words. The increased vocabulary of 929k unigrams and bigrams is gigantic compared to the explicit words dictionary (32
words). As most of these n-grams may be noise to
the classifier, this could explain the slight decrease
in performance over the dictionary regression. Finally, the neural-network-based methods behave
a bit differently: the BERT language model is
clearly better in precision (84.4%) over all other
models - the second best is TDS with 81.2%.
However, BERT performs the worst in recall with
only 73.7%. The overall performance of BERT is
average with 77.7% F1 . Finally, TDS performs
best in terms of 79.6% F1 . We tested if TDS outperforming BERT was due to TDS using domainspecific word vectors trained on our corpus (BERT
is trained on books and Wikipedia). This was
not the case as TDS performed almost identically,
when using generic word vectors (GloVe, 200d):
80.4% P, 78.7% R, 79.5% F1 .
A closer look at the classification performance
shows that the F1 scores for the minority class (explicit lyrics) is highest with TDS (63%) and lowest
with the dictionary lookup (58.9%). The majority

Table 1: Overview of our dataset WAS (# songs) and
comparison to the related works.

such as explicit, unknown, no advice available, or
clean (=not explicit). These labels are provided by
the music streaming service Deezer 6 . We selected
a subset of English song texts from the corpus
which are tagged as either explicit or clean. We
filtered out duplicate lyrics and such that contain
less than 10 tokens. Finally, our dataset (WAS)
comprises of 179k lyrics, with a ratio of explicit
lyrics of 9.9%. The details and comparison with
related works datasets are depicted in Table 1.
For training any of the models described in the
previous section, we once randomly split the data
into training-development-test sets with the common 60%-20%-20% ratio. We tuned the hyperparameters of the different classification algorithms
on the development set to then test with the best
performing parameters on the test set. As evaluation metrics we use precision (P), recall (R), and
f-score (F1 ). Unless stated otherwise, the scores
are macro-averaged over the two possible classes.
4.2

Hyperparameters

For the dictionary-based methods, we found the
ideal dictionary size to be 32 words for the lookup
and 128 words for the regression. The Tf-idf BOW
regression performed best when the full vocabulary of unigrams and bigrams was used. We
used the sklearn implementation of logistic regression with the class weighting scheme ’balanced’
to account for the class imbalance in the dataset.
We used TDS with max sequence length 512 and
dropout probability 50%. As is the default with
TDS, corpus-specific word vectors were trained
using Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) with dimensionality 128. The BERT model comes pretrained and no further pre-training was performed.
We used the smaller of the two published models. BERT then was finetuned to our task using
max sequence length 256 and batch size 16, otherwise default parameters for text classification task
learning.
6

Results

https://www.deezer.com
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Model
Majority Class
Dictionary Lookup
Dictionary Regression
Tf-idf BOW Regression
TDS Deconvolution
BERT Language Model

P
45.0
78.3
76.2
75.6
81.2
84.4

R
50.0
76.4
81.5
81.2
78.2
73.7

more likely ones found in explicit terms (C18) improves performance slighly. Using random undersampling to fight the imbalanced class problem
(B18) increases performance drastically, however
makes the problem somewhat different from the
imbalanced problem. The final takeaway is that
deep models do not necessarily outperform shallow models. Neither HAN, TDS, nor BERT deliver much higher scores than the dictionary-based
or the BOW method.

F1
47.4
77.3
78.5
78.0
79.6
77.7

Table 2: Performances of our different models on the
WAS dataset. Values in percent.

Work
Ours
Ours
C18
K19
K19
Ours
C18
C18
B18
B18
Ours
Ours
K19
K19

Model
Dictionary Lookup
Dictionary Regression
Man-made Dictionary
Man-made Dictionary
Dictionary Lookup
Tf-idf BOW Regression
Tf-idf BOW
Tf-idf BOW+
Tf-idf BOW
Tf-idf BOW+
TDS Deconvolution
BERT Language Model
HAN
HAN + Dictionary

4.4

F1
77.3
78.5
61.0
49.0
75.6
78.0
78.0
80.0
67.5
82.6
79.6
77.7
76.7
78.1

Qualitative Analysis

In this section we analyze examples of explicit
content lyrics and point to the inherent hardness
and subjectivity in classifying and even labelling
such data.
4.4.1

Explicitness in Context?

The highest difference in model performance we
measured between the deep TDS model (79.6%
F1 ) and the dictionary lookup (77.3% F1 ). We
analyzed why the TDS method performed better
than the dictionary lookup by inspecting those examples that (i) were explicit, (ii) were tagged as
clean by the dictionary lookup, and (iii) were detected as explicit by TDS with high confidence. 7
From the 13 examples analyzed, we found three
main phenomena: (1) Four texts contained explicit
terms that were not contained in the dictionary
of explicit terms. Words such as f**kin’, motherf**kers were too rare to be included in the generated lexicon and other words like fucking, cunt,
cum, shit were not uniquely contained in explicit
lyrics. The reason why this is the case can be
traced back to problems in the annotations or the
fact that these words are relatively frequently used
in lyrics. (2) Five texts whose explicitness arises
in context rather than on a word level. Examples with violent context found were “organization
with horns of satan performs the ancient rituals” or
“bombin on mc’s, crushin crews with ease”. There
were also instances of sexual content such as “give
it to him down in the parking lot in the backseat, in
the backseat of the car”. Note that the words {give,
it, to, him} in isolation do not belong to an explicit
terms list and the sexuality arises from the context.
Similarly in “(turn the lights on) so i can see that
ass work”. Also here, putting “ass” in an explicit
terms dictionary is tempting but may not be ideal,

Table 3: Performances of dictionary-based methods
(top), tf-idf BOW models (middle) and deep models (below). Note that different works use different
datasets. Ours always uses the WAS dataset. Values
in percent.

class (clean lyrics) on the other hand is best detected by BERT (96.3% F1 ) and worst with the
tf-idf BOW (95.1% F1 ).
We attempt a comparison of the different approaches used in the different related works as
well as ours. While the scores achieved (see Table 3) are not strictly comparable, we can see clear
tendencies. According to K19, a man-made dictionary is inferior to an automatically generated
one. This is supported by the man-made lexicon
in C18 performing subpar to their tf-idf BOW. An
appropriate lexicon of explicit terms, on the other
hand, can compete with a tf-idf BOW model, as
we showed with both the dictionary lookup and the
regression performance. This is further supported
by the generated dictionary of K19 which competes with the deep HAN model. Optimizations
to the standard tf-idf BOW models are marked
with the + sign. Restricting the POS tags to

7

The last layer of TDS outputs probabilities for the input
text being explicit or clean. We looked at examples where the
explicit class was predicted with at least 80% probability.
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riods and cultures comes from words themselves:
an inoffensive word can become offensive in slang
or common language. One such example can
be found in Johnny Cash’s The Christmas Guest:
“When the cock was crowing the night away - The
Lord appeared in a dream to me”. Here, cock
means male chicken, as opposed to the offensive
meaning that is now arguably more common.
We finally want to raise attention to the problem
of genre confounding. We found that the genre
Hip Hop contributed by far the most to all explicit lyrics - 33% of all Hip Hop lyrics. Since
only about 5% of the whole corpus are tagged
as Hip Hop, this genre is highly overrepresented.
This raises the question in how far our task is confounded with genre classification. When inspecting the explicit terms dictionaries we have created,
we clearly see that genre bias reflected. The dictionary of 32 terms that we used for the dictionary lookup method consists approximately half
of terms that are quite specific to the Rap genre,
such as glock, gat, clip (gun-related), thug, beef,
gangsta, pimp, blunt (crime and drugs). Finally,
the terms holla, homie, and rapper are arguably
no causes for explicit lyrics, but highly correlated
with explicit content lyrics. Biasing an explicit
lyrics detection model away from genres is an interesting future direction of work.

as its meaning is not necessarily explicit. (3) Four
texts appeared to have been mislabelled since no
explicitness could be found. We found for three
of them that the album the song is contained in is
tagged as explicit. In cases as these, inheriting the
label from the album is wrong, but it seems this is
exactly what had happened here. In one Raggae
lyric, in particular, we found no explicit content,
so we suspect the song was mislabelled.
Since we found some annotation to be problematic, we will discuss difficulties that arise from annotating explicitness in lyrics.
4.4.2

How Hard is this Task?

As stated in the introduction, the explicit label is
voluntary and we will argue that it is also somewhat subjective in its nature. There are lyrics
which are not tagged as explicit although they have
profanity in them. Consider for example the song
Bitch by Meredith Brooks. While it already contains profanity in the title, it does not carry the
explicit label and one can argue that in the context of the song, the term “bitch” is used as a contrastive term and to raise attention to the struggle
the songwriter sees in her life, torn between potentially conflicting expectations of society (“I’m
a little bit of everything - All rolled into one - I’m
a bitch, I’m a lover - I’m a child, I’m a mother I’m a sinner, I’m a saint - I do not feel ashamed”).
Another example is Check Your Head by
Buckcherry where it says “Ooh and you still bitch
about your payments” where “bitch” is used as a
verb and one can argue that the acceptance in this
verb form is higher than in the noun form. A similar case where the part of speech influences the
perceived level of profanity is Hail Hail Rock ’n’
Roll by Discipline. It contains the line “the band
starts to play loud as fuck”.
We encounter a different kind of problem when
dealing with substance abuse or other drug-related
content. It is evident that the legal status of the
substances mentioned plays a major role in how
such content is labelled. This is further complicated by the fact that legislation about substances can vary wildly between different countries. The labels applied to this content are not
culture-invariant, and furthermore changes in the
societal view can lead to labels that are not relevant anymore. This, like other examples, shows
why the labels applied to lyrics are subject to
change in different cultures and time periods.
Another aspect that is very sensitive to time pe-

5

Conclusion

Classifying song lyrics as explicit or clean is an
inherently hard task to accomplish since what is
considered offensive strongly depends on cultural
aspects that can change over time. We showed
that shallow models solely based on a dictionary
of profane words achieve a performance comparable to deep neural networks. We argued that even
the hand-labelling is highly subjective, making it
problematic to automatically detect if a song text
should be tagged as explicit or clean.
We propose as a possible simplification and objectification to study the local detection of explicit
content. If we present an authority a report on
found trigger words, found contextual sexual content, and alike, they can come to their own subjective conclusion about the final label of the text.
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Abstract

This paper is based on previous work on fuzzy
string distances and linguistic classification
started in (Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017a,b; Franzoi,
2017), and inspired by the path-breaking ideas
put forward back in 1967 (Muljačić, 1967) by the
Croat linguist Ž., Muljačić. The technical tool
which will be used in this paper is the general
Steinhaus transform, or biotope transform, applied to crisp strings which are however affected
by irrelevance and inconsistency, as happens with
data due to the linguist G. Longobardi and his
school. Fuzziness in linguistics has been seldomly
treated (Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017a,b; Dinu et al.,
2018), as compared to crisp approaches.

In this paper we present new methods for
language classification which put to good
use both syntax and fuzzy tools, and are
capable of dealing with irrelevant linguistic features (i.e. features which should not
contribute to the classification) and even
inconsistent features (which do not make
sense for specific languages). We introduce a metric distance, based on the generalized Steinhaus transform, which allows
one to deal jointly with irrelevance and inconsistency. To evaluate our methods, we
test them on a syntactic data set, due to
the linguist G. Longobardi and his school.
We obtain phylogenetic trees which sometimes outperform the ones obtained by
Atkinson and Gray (Gray and Atkinson,
2003; Bouckaert et al., 2012).

1

Introduction

According to Ethnologue (Eth, 2018), there are
around 7000 living natural languages in the world,
and one of the most interesting topics (not only in
the academic field, but also in the general public)
is their classification. While the comparative
method was the main method of classifying
natural languages until the 90s, the last decades
brought an increasing number of computational
approaches for estimating the historical evolution
of languages and their relationships. Most of the
computational historical linguistics approaches
rely on the use of lexical items. In contrast,
very few of them take into account syntactic
aspects. Moreover, fuzzy tools and information
theory were employed quite sparsely in language
classification tasks (Ciobanu et al., 2018), in spite
the inherent fuzzy nature of the natural language
data.

In his 1967 paper Muljačić, even if only rather
implicitly, had introduced what appears to us as
a natural fuzzy generalization of crisp Hamming
distances between binary strings of fixed length
n, and this only two years after Zadeh’s seminal
work (Zadeh, 1965): the aim was showing that
Dalmatic, now an extinct language, is a bridge
between the Western group of Romance languages
and the Eastern group, mainly Romanian. The
situation is the following: Romance languages
L, Λ, . . . are each described by means of n features, which can be present or absent, and so are
encoded by string s(L) = x = xi . . . xn , where
xi is the truth value of the proposition feature i is
present in language L; however, presence/absence
is sometimes only vaguely defined and so each
x = xi is rather a truth value x ∈ [0, 1] in a
multi-valued logic as is fuzzy logic; x = xi is
crisp only when either x = 0 = false = absent or
x = 1 = true = present, else x is strictly fuzzy.
So, the mathematical objects one deals with are
strings x, y, . . . of length n, each of the n components being a real number in the interval [0, 1], and
moreover distances between such objects, since
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the classifications are all distance-based. In what
follows, rather than Muljačić distance, we need
string distances obtained by use of the Steinhaus
transform, cf. (Dinu et al., 2018), and the generalized Steinhaus transform; they are all metric
distances, in particular they verify the triangle
equality. Unlike the case of Muljačić distances,
which span the interval [0, n], these distances
are normalized to the interval [0, 1]. Steinhaus
transforms allow one to deal with irrelevance
and inconsistency in linguistics, as we already
argued in (Dinu et al., 2018), and not only with
vagueness, or fuzziness, as in Muljačić case, cf.
(Muljačić, 1967; Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017a); the
reason to use the generalized Steinhaus transform,
as we do here, is that it allows one to deal jointly
with both irrelevance and inconsistency.
Based on arguments defended by the linguist G.
Longobardi and his school, cf. (Bortolussi et al.,
2011; Longobardi et al., 2016, 2013, 2015), if a
feature i has a low truth value in two languages
L and Λ, then that feature is scarcely relevant: in
fact, in the practice of linguistics the values 0 and
1 have a very asymmetric use, and the fact that
languages L and Λ both have zero in a position
i means that such an irrelevant feature i should
not really contribute to the distance between the
two languages. Technically, one should move
from Hamming distances to (normalized) Jaccard
distances. To achieve the goal, the convenient tool
we have used was the Steinhaus transform, cf.
(Dinu et al., 2018), which is known to preserve
metricity and which is general enough so as to
amply cover also the fuzzy situation: one starts
from a distance like Muljačić distance dM (x, y),
and obtains its Steinhaus transform, in this case a
fuzzy Jaccard distance dJ (x, y) for fuzzy strings
x and y; starting from the usual crisp Hamming
distance the transform gives the usual crisp
Jaccard distance.
In general, to apply a Steinhaus transformation
one needs a pivot string, which in the Jaccard case
is the all-0 string z = 0 = (0, . . . , 0). In the
transform, actually, any other string z might be
used, cf. (Dinu et al., 2018), as we do here so as to
cover the case of logical inconsistency, as appears
in the data due to G. Longobardi: his school is involved in an ambitious and innovative project on
language classification based on syntax, cf. (Bor-

tolussi et al., 2011; Longobardi et al., 2016); languages are represented through yes-no strings of
length 53, each string position corresponding to a
syntactic feature which can be present or absent.
In his notation Longobardi uses + if a feature is
present, - if it is absent, 0 if it is undefined; in
our case, cf. Tables 1, 2, we write 1 if a feature
is present, 0 if it is absent, * if it is undefined. Actually, due to a complex network of logical implications which constrain features, some positions
might be undefined (logically inconsistent). For
example, in Longobardi’s classification, feature 34
is defined if and only if feature 8 is set to + and either feature 9 is set to + or feature 18 is not set to
+ (or both); otherwise it will be “neutralized” (inconsistent)1 . This property does not hold true for
Ptg (Portuguese), OE (Old English) and Ice (Icelandic).
All this establishes an extremely complex network
of logical dependencies in Longobardi’s data, and
makes it necessary, if one wants to cover also this
new intriguing facet, to suitably generalize crisp
Hamming distances, or crisp Jaccard distances, respectively: in Longobardi’s approach, cf. (Bortolussi et al., 2011; Longobardi et al., 2016, 2013,
2015), the two distances for ternary strings one defines and uses are quite useful, but unfortunately
they violate the triangle property, and so are not
metric. In this paper we propose one metric alternative based on the generalized Steinhaus transform (or generalized biotope transform): the star
∗ will be replaced by the totally ambiguous truth
value 12 , and the pivot strings in the transform will
1
be given by the set compound by the allstring,
 2

i.e. the totally ambiguous string z = 21 , . . . , 12
(which stands for inconsistency) and all-0 string
z = (0, . . . , 0), i.e. the totally false string, which
1

Feature 34 stands for checking possessives: it opposes
languages like French, wherein possessives occur without
any visible article (mon livre vs. le mon livre), to those like
Italian, in which a visible determiner is possible and normally required instead (il mio libro vs. mio libro). This feature seems to conceptually and typologically depend on full
grammaticalization of definiteness (feature 8). Also, it is relevant only in languages with strong Person in D (feature 9)
or without strong article (feature 18), because otherwise the
language would have GenS with determiner-like function, cf.
(Longobardi et al., 2013). Feature 8 asks if a language generalizes the overt marking of definiteness to all relevant cases.
Feature 9 (Strong Person) defines whether attraction to the
D area of referential nominal material (e.g. proper names) is
overt (e.g. Romance) or not (e.g. English). Feature 18 (Strong
Article) is presence of an indefinite article, i.e. of an obligatory marker on singular indefinite count argument nominals,
distinct from those used for definite and mass indefinite, cf.
(Longobardi et al., 2013).
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stands for irrelevance. The idea is to play down
not only the contribution of 0’s and 12 ’s separately,
as we have done in (Dinu et al., 2018), but rather
the contribution of both 0’s and 12 ’s jointly. It
will turn out that in this case, which is not genuinely fuzzy, rather than to Muljačić distances, the
generalized Steinhaus transform had been better
applied to the usual taxicab distance (Manhattan
distance, Minkowski distance), re-found when the
standard fuzzy logical operators of min and max
for conjunctions and disjunctions are replaced by
Łukasiewicz T-norms and T-conorms, cf. (Franzoi
and Sgarro, 2017b; Dinu et al., 2018).
The paper is divided as follow: in Section 2 we
shortly re-take both fuzzy Hamming distances, or
Muljačić distances, and taxicab distances stressing how the latter relate to Łukasiewicz T-norms;
in Section 3 we introduce Steinhaus transform and
we apply it to taxi-cab or Łukasiewicz distances;
in Section 4 we introduce the general Steinhaus
transform to deal with irrelevance and inconsistency jointly and we comment on our linguistic results; in Section 5 we sum up our results.

2

Fuzzy Hamming Distances vs.
Łukasiewicz or Taxicab Distances

We need some notations and definitions: we
.
.
set x ∧ y = min [x, y], x ∨ y = max [x, y] and
.
x = 1−x; these are the truth values of conjunction
AND, disjunction OR and negation NOT, w.r. to
propositions with truth values x and y in standard
fuzzy logic, a relevant form of multi-valued logic;
x ∈ [0, 1]. Define the fuzziness of the truth value
.
x to be f (x) = x ∧ (1 − x). For the truth values x
and y in [0, 1] we say that x and y are consonant
if either x ∨ y ≤ 12 or x ∧ y ≥ 21 , else they are
dissonant; let D and C denote the set of dissonant
and consonant positions i, respectively. We define
the following distance for strings x, y ∈ [0, 1]n :
.
dM (x, y) =
X

i∈D

[1 − [f (xi ) ∨ f (yi )]] +

X
i∈C

[f (xi ) ∨ f (yi )]

(1)
This expression stresses the link with crisp Hamming distances for binary strings ∈ {0, 1}n , but its
meaning is better understood due to the following
fact: each of the n additive terms summed is the
truth value of the statement:
[( feature fi is present in L and absent in Λ) or
(feature fi is absent in L and present in Λ)]

since, as soon proved, cf. e.g. (Franzoi and Sgarro,
2017a), for two truth values x and y one has
(x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ y) equal to f (xi ) ∨ f (yi ) or to 1 −
[f (xi ) ∨ f (yi )] according whether there is consonance or dissonance. This distance, called henceforth Muljačić distance (and called Sgarro distance in (Deza and Deza, 2009), cf. also (Sgarro,
1977)) is simply a natural generalization of crisp
Hamming distances to a fuzzy setting. As for
alternative logical operators for conjunctions and
disjunctions (different T-norms and T-conorms,
for which cf. e.g. (Dubois et al., 2000)), they have
been discussed in (Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017b).
From a metric point of view, the only attractive
choice, beside fuzzy Hamming distances, turned
out to be Łukasiewicz T-norms for conjunctions
and the corresponding T-conorms for disjunctions:
.
x>y = (x + y − 1) ∨ 0,

.
x⊥y = (x + y) ∧ 1

One soon checks that in this case, rather curiously,
(x>y)⊥(x>y) turns out to be simply |x − y|,
and so the string distance one obtains is nothing
else but the very well-known taxicab distance
P
dT (x, y) =
i |xi − yi |, which in our context,
when it is applied to fuzzy strings of length n,
might be also legitimately called Łukasiewicz
distance.
If we consider the fuzziness f (x)=d(x,
˙
x) of a
logical value x and if we use the Muljačić distance,
then we get fM (x) = x ∧ (1 − x); if we use instead the Łukasiewicz distance, then the fuzziness
is always 0.
However, if we consider another equally legitimate definition of fuzziness, namely “ambiguity - crispness”,
which can be formalized as 21 −


d x, 12 , then if we use the Muljačić distance the
new fuzziness is 0, but if we use the
 Łukasiewicz
distance it is fT (x) = 12 −dT x, 12 = x∧(1−x):
the result of the competition Muljačić distance vs.
Łukasiewicz distance turns out to be a tie. In the
next Section we explain why, with Longobardi’s
data, we decided to resort to taxicab distances.
The distance in (1) is a fuzzy metric distance,
cf. (Sgarro, 1977; Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017a),
from which a standard metric distance is soon obtained by imposing that self-distances dM (x, y)
should be 0, while, unless x is crisp (i.e. belong to
{0, 1}n , the set of the 2n binary strings of length
n), the value given by (1) would be strictly positive.
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As for taxicab or Łukasiewicz distances, the selfdistance dT (x, y) is always zero even when the argument x is not crisp, a possibly unpleasant fact
in a fuzzy context (but not in ours), as argued in
(Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017b).

3

Steinhaus Transforms

In the general situation, one has objects x, y, . . .,
not necessarily strings, a metric distance d(x, y)
between objects, and a special object z called the
“pivot-object”. The Steinhaus transform, cf. (Deza
and Deza, 2009), itself proven to be a metric distance, is:
.
Sd (x, y) =

2d(x, y)
d(x, y) + d(x, z) + d(y, z)

set equal to zero when x = y = z.
In our case the objects are strings and pivots z will
always be constant strings z = (z, . . . , z), zi = z,
∀i, z ∈ [0, 1].
If one starts with the crisp Hamming distance, one
obtains the usual crisp Jaccard distance (distances
from the pivot are then Hamming weights); starting with the more general fuzzy Hamming distance, or Muljačić distance, one has an appropriate Jaccard-like generalization, which weighs only
“little” a position where both x and y are “almost
0”, and which accounts for irrelevance in itself, but
not for inconsistency, as instead we need.
If the term dM (x, z) is equal to the fuzzy Hamming
. P
weight w(x) = i xi for z = 0, it is equal to n2
independent of x when z = 12 , a constant pivot
string which we shall need to deal with inconsistency. The fact that dM (x, z) with z = 12 is independent of x is a serious drawback, indeed. This
is why in the case of Longobardi’s data, we have
applied the Steinhaus transform, rather than to
the fuzzy Hamming distance or Muljačić distance,
directly to the taxicab distance or Łukasiewicz
distance dT (x, y). In this case, in the denominator of the corresponding Steinhaus transform,
the fuzzy Hamming weight w(x) is replaced by
P
dT (x, z) = i xi − 12 . In the next Section, more
ambitiously, we shall deal jointly with both irrelevance and inconsistency.

4

Dealing with Irrelevance and
Inconsistency

In (Franzoi and Sgarro, 2017a,b; Franzoi, 2017;
Dinu et al., 2018) one has presented new methods
for language classification, testing them on data

sets due to Muljačić and Longobardi. So far we
have dealt separately with irrelevance and inconsistency, but a question arises spontaneously: can
we consider jointly both irrelevance and inconsistency? Does a mathematical tool which takes into
account both of them exist? The answer is yes and
the tool we are looking for is the generalized Steinhaus transform or generalized biotope transform,
cf. (Deza and Deza, 2009).
Prompted by arguments defended by G. Longobardi and his school, cf. (Bortolussi et al., 2011;
Longobardi et al., 2016, 2013, 2015), the novelty
of this section is that, since in the language classifications features can be irrelevant or inconsistent,
we want to consider both aspects together.
As we said above the idea is to play down not
only the contribution of 0’s, as in the case of
irrelevance, but also the contribution of the 12 positions. Unlike ours, Longobardi’s non-metric
distance gets rid of irrelevant and inconsistent positions in quite a drastic way, possibly a serious
draw-back, as we comment in our Conclusions.
The generalized Steinhaus transform, or generalized biotope transform, is:
2d(x, y)
d(x, y) + inf z∈M (d(x, z) + d(y, z))
(2)
where M is the set of pivots we are considering,
cf. (Deza and Deza, 2009).
We tackle Longobardi’s data (or rather to a sample
of his languages, since the data he and his school
are providing are steadily improving and extending), data which are not really fuzzy, even if we
have decided to “simulate” logical inconsistency
by total fuzziness. In this case the number of features is 53, and the languages are: Sic = Sicilian,
Cal = Calabrese as spoken in South Italy, It = Italian, Sal = Salentin as spoken in Salento, South
Italy, Sp = Spanish, Fr = French, Ptg = Portuguese,
Rm = Romanian, Lat = Latin, ClG = Classical Attic Greek, NTG = New Testament Greek, BoG =
Bova Greek as spoken in the village of Bova, Italy,
Gri = Grico, a variant of Greek spoken in South
Italy, Grk = Greek, Got = Gothic, OE = Old English, E = English, D = German, Da = Danish, Ice
= Icelandic, Nor = Norwegian, Blg = Bulgarian,
SC = Serbo Croatian, Slo = Slovenian, Po = Polish, Rus = Russian, Ir = Gaelic, Wel = Welsh, Far
= Farsi, Ma = Marathi, Hi = Hindi, Ar = Arabic,
Heb = Hebrew or ’ivrit, Hu = Hungarian, Finn =
Finnish, StB = Standard Basque, WB = Western
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Sd (x, y) =

Basque, Wo = Wolof as spoken mainly in Senegal.
For comparison reasons, we have selected a part of
Longobardi’s n
data set
o compound by 38 languages;
taking M = 0, 21 in (2), the UPGMA tree we
obtain is given in the following figure:

Figure 1: Generalized Steinhaus transform with
taxi-cab distance and Longobardi’s data
while the Longobardi’s original tree is the following one:

Italian is more integrated with the Ibero-Romance
languages (i.e. Portuguese ans Spanish), which
are clustered together like in the standard language classifications. The three Italian dialects
(i.e. Salentine, Sicilian and Calabrese) are external to this cluster in our case in Fig. 1, while in
the original Longobardi’s tree (Fig. 2) they are
integrated with Italian and then the entire group
is linked with French and after with the IberoRomance group. In both trees the Romanian is
grouped with Romance languages, but is the most
exterior with the languages from this group. In
both trees the Celtic languages Gaelic (Ir) and
Welsh (Wel) and Germanic languages are grouped
together, but in the Longobardi’s tree in Fig. 2 the
Celtic group is more integrated with the Germanic
group. There are two main differences between
the two trees: the first one is that in Longobardi’s
tree in Fig. 2 Bulgarian is grouped with Slavic languages; the second one is the moving of the entire
Slavic group from a closet proximity with the Germanic group (in the Longobardi’s tree) to a more
distance linkage with them in our case.
Our classification compares with the one obtained
by Longobardi’s school with these data, cf. comments in the Conclusion, where we argue why our
distance is quite promising for the new and ambitious data Longobardi’s school are now providing.
Actually, our distance compares rather well also
with the classification obtained by Q. D. Atkinson and R. D. Gray, cf. (Gray and Atkinson, 2003;
Bouckaert et al., 2012).

Figure 2: Longobardi’s classification tree
We can observe that the Romance languages are
grouped together. However there are some differences between the two trees: in our tree (Fig. 1)
the big Romance languages (i.e. Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese and French) are grouped together and
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First of all for the classification we have used Longobardi’s dataset, while Atkinson and Gray have
used their own dataset. If we look to Marathi and
Hindi we can notice that they are grouped together
in both trees; also Polish, Russian, Serbo Croatian and Slovenian are grouped together in both
trees; the same is for New Testament Greek, Greek
and Classical Attic Greek. Also the Celtic languages (i.e. Gaelic and Welsh) and Germanic languages are grouped together. Our misclassification of Bulgarian is not that worring, since Longobardi covers only the syntax of the noun, and the
Bulgarian noun is well-known to behave in quite a
non-Slavic way, due possibly to its Balcanian substratum.

5

Figure 3: Q. D. Atkinson and R. D. Gray classification tree, cf. (Gray and Atkinson, 2003; Bouckaert et al., 2012)

Figure 4: Classification obtained with the generalized Steinhaus transform applied to the taxi-cab
distance with Longobardi’s data

Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the language
classification problem by using original tools inspired by fuzzy logic. In the literature fuzzy tools
and information theory have been used only quite
sparsely. We have exhibited a metric distance
which allows one to deal jointly with both irrelevance and inconsistency, and which is based on
the generalized Steinhaus transform. Our classification compares quite well both with the one
obtained by Longobardi and the one obtained by
Atkinson and Gray. The merits of our metric proposal should not be underestimated, as we now
comment. In more recent datasets, Longobardi
and his school introduce families and macrofamilies which are quite apart. Now, think of two
languages L and Λ such that the following occurs
(and this does occur with “remote” languages): in
most position i at least one of the two languages
has a star signalling non-definition of the corresponding features. Since such positions are totally
ignored by Longobardi’s non-metric distance, the
value obtained for the distance relies on a handful
of positions only, and it is no surprise that the two
languages end up being poorly classified, a sourse
of worry, indeed. Now, our metric distances are
not that drastic, and so might be used as a sort of
companion to Longobardi’s non-metric distances,
useful when the latter have a low significance due
to the fact that only few features “survive”.
We are confident that the fuzzy ideas and methods discussed in this paper and in (Franzoi and
Sgarro, 2017a; Franzoi, 2017; Dinu et al., 2018)
will prove to be useful not only in linguistic classification and linguistic phylogeny, but also outside
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linguistic, first of all in coding theory cf. (Franzoi
and Sgarro, 2017a), or even in bioinformatics.
Irrelevance and inconsistency appear to be features which are dealt with quite sparsely, if ever,
outside Longobardi’s school; actually, these flexible features might prove to be quite useful not only
in linguistic classification phylogeny, cf. (Franzoi
and Sgarro, 2017a,b), but also in the investigation
of the history of texts. So far, we are just providing technical tools to be used in Longobardi’s research, which, in its turn, is methodically matched
with the current state of the art, cf. (Bortolussi
et al., 2011; Longobardi et al., 2016, 2013, 2015;
Longobardi, 2017; Kazakov et al., 2017).

Table 2: Longobardi original data
ft. Blg SC Slo Po Rus Ir Wel Far Ma Hi Ar Heb Hu Fin StB wB Wo
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Table 1: Longobardi original data
ft. Sic Cal It Sal Sp Fr Ptg Rm Lat CIG NtG BoG Gri Grk Got OE E D Da Ice Nor
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Abstract
2
This paper describes a set of tools that
offers comprehensive solutions for corpus
lexicography. The tools perform a range of
tasks, including construction of corpus
lexicon, integrating information from
external dictionaries, internal analysis of
the lexicon, and lexical analysis of the
corpus. The set of tools is particularly
useful for creating dictionaries for underresourced languages. The tools are
integrated in a general-purpose software
that includes additional tools for various
research tasks, such as linguistic
development analysis. Equipped with a
user-friendly interface, the described
system can be easily incorporated in
research in a variety of fields.

The described system is implemented in the Child
Phonology Analyzer software (CPA; Gafni, 2015) 1,
which was built in MS Excel due to its popularity
and user-friendly interface. 2 Nevertheless, the
concepts behind the system are general and can be
implemented in various environments. The
software can analyze corpora stored in various file
formats, including Excel and plain-text files, as
well as several special formats used in linguistic
research: Praat’s TextGrids, CHAT transcription
files, EAF annotation files, and XML schema for
TalkBank data. The software converts analyzed
corpora into Excel format and adds all analysis
products to the Excel file.
2.1

1

Introduction

Corpus lexicography, a key component in modern
dictionary compilation, has become increasingly
powerful and efficient due to the development of
various tools such as Word Sketch (Kilgarriff and
Tugwell, 2002) and TickBox Lexicography
(Kilgarriff et al., 2010). While corpus lexicography
deserves further development in its own right, it is
worthwhile considering it as an integral part of
wider scientific missions. This paper describes
several tools for corpus lexicography, whose
design takes into consideration their contribution to
linguistic research. The tools are integrated in a
general-purpose linguistic software, where they
can be readily applied in language acquisition
studies, psycholinguistics, and other fields of
research.

1

Website: https://chengafni.wordpress.com/cpa/
The code is written in Visual Basic for Applications for
MS Excel and is available under the GNU General Public
2

Preliminaries

Organizing the Data

The described tools (“macros”) require that the
corpus text be stored in a vector format. The text
can be converted to a vector format using CPA’s
“Data preparation” macro with the “Corpus
tokenization” option, which segments the text into
words.
Segmentation is performed on the basis of blank
spaces and additional word-dividing characters,
which can be defined in CPA’s “Word dividers”
table (Figure 1). There are two types of word
dividers, which can be used for separating words
even at the absence of a blank space: punctuation
marks (e.g., comma) are deleted during
segmentation, while final letters are not (final
letters are special letter forms appearing only at
word endings. See some examples from Hebrew in
Figure 1).

License. A version of this system for LibreOffice Calc is
planned to appear in the future in order to free it from
dependency on proprietary software.
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2.2

Longitudinal and Multi-Level Corpora

The system was designed especially for analyzing
longitudinal data from language acquisition
studies. Such corpora typically list utterances made
by a child alongside the hypothesized intended
target utterances (a corpus containing such paired
utterances is a multi-level corpus). The age of the
child is also recorded for each utterance for the
purpose of developmental analysis (Figure 2).
Corpus tokenization (see above) processes all the
above-mentioned information. This further allows
analyzing both the input (target) and output
(production) lexicons of the child from a
developmental perspective.
2.3

Figure 1: Word dividing symbols

Multi-Speaker Corpora

CPA can also handle corpora that contain data from
multiple sources (“speakers”), stored in a single or
multiple spreadsheets. The sources can be different
texts, cross-sectional data from several children
(Figure 3), parallel data from elicitation
experiments, etc. During corpus tokenization, the
data from each speaker is labelled accordingly.
This allows building a separate lexicon for each
speaker for the purpose of comparative analysis.

3

Figure 2: Longitudinal language acquisition
data from a Hebrew-speaking child

Constructing Corpus Lexicon

The “Construct lexicon” macro takes as input a
corpus in vector format and lists the different item
types in the vector including the number of
occurrences of each item (“Count”). For multilevel corpora, this analysis can be done separately
for target and output levels. For multi-speaker
corpora, the macro constructs separate lexicons for
each speaker. In addition, the macro constructs a
general lexicon based on the lexicons of individual
speakers (this is done separately for target and
output levels). For developmental data, the macro
also records the age in which the item is first
attempted (for target lexicon) or produced (for
output lexicon) and the spreadsheet row index
containing the first attempt (Figure 4).
For items containing explicit morphological
boundaries (e.g., # in ha#kelev ‘the.dog’
(Hebrew)), the macro creates a list of potential
affixes based on word fragments separated by
morpheme boundary markers (naturally, the initial
list contains both true grammatical affixes and
lexical stems). The list of affixes can be used later
for analyzing the properties of polymorphemic
words in the lexicon.

Figure 3: A corpus of language acquisition
cross-sectional study. Data from three
Hebrew-speaking children

Figure 4: A lexicon for a developmental
corpus

4

Importing Lexical Information

The corpus lexicon can be turned into a dictionary
by adding information describing the various
items. The descriptive information is stored in
separate columns in the lexicon spreadsheet. Each
such column represents some lexical property (e.g.,
part-of-speech, grammatical gender). In the
absence of external dictionaries, the lexical
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information needs to be added manually. However,
if there is an available resource for the particular
language, the “Import dictionary” macro can
import the lexical information from the external
resource.
This macro receives as input the corpus lexicon
and an external dictionary in a table format. The
macro copies information from the external
dictionary to the lexicon for every lexicon entry
found in the dictionary. The macro can be used for
importing information about lexical words (Figure
5), as well as grammatical affixes (Figure 6).
The macro was specially designed to handle
lexical entries containing explicit morphological
boundaries. For such lexical entries (e.g., le#ˈkof
‘to.monkey’ (Hebrew)), the macro first searches
the full entry in the words dictionary. If not found,
the macro then searches the individual morphemes.
If a morpheme is found in the dictionary (e.g., kof),
the macro imports the information for that entry to
the corpus lexicon (Figure 7).
When importing information from an affix
dictionary, the macro can use the external list of
affixes to remove irrelevant entries from the corpus
affixes lexicon (i.e., stems included in the affixes
lexicon during its construction).
An affixes dictionary is constructed in a similar
way to a words dictionary; it contains a list of
affixes with additional columns providing
information about these affixes. However, the
additional fields have a functional role: they
specify how the affix modifies the properties of
affixed words. This information can be used for
modifying polymorphemic entries in the lexicon
(see 5.1).

5
5.1

Figure 5: An external words dictionary
For example, a condition value “Noun” indicates
that the affix applies to nouns. (c) Function: the
name of the lexical field modified by the affix. For
example, a value of “Definiteness” indicates that
the affix specifies the definiteness value of the
hosting word. (d) Value: the value assigned to the
lexical field specified in the “Function” field. For
example, a value of “Def” indicates that the affix
marks the hosting word as being definite.

Figure 6: An external affixes dictionary
For each affix in the affixes dictionary, it is
possible to define multiple feature quadruplets
(e.g., “Tier 1”, “Condition 1”, …, “Tier 2”,
“Condition 2”, etc.). This option is useful for
handling affixes that can affect multiple word
classes (e.g., nouns and adjectives) or have
multiple functions (e.g., express possession and
mark tense).

Figure 7: Imported lexical information based
on the stems of prefixed words

Analyzing the Lexicon
Morphological Analysis

If the corpus lexicon contains polymorphemic
words with explicit marking of morphological
boundaries, and an affixes dictionary is available
(see 4), the “Morphological analysis” macro can
import information from the affixes dictionary to
the corpus lexicon.
Each entry in the affixes dictionary should have
the following fields (Figure 6): (a) Tier: a name of
a field in the words lexicon. For example, a “POS”
value in the tier field (stands for “Part-of-speech”)
indicates that the affix applies to lexical items in a
specific lexical category. (b) Condition: a possible
value of the lexical field specified in the tier field.

The “Morphological analysis” macro finds
lexical entries containing affixes and modifies their
properties according to the details of the affix. If an
affix modifies a lexical field not defined in the
lexicon, the macro adds that field to the lexicon
(Figure 8).

Figure 8: Lexical entries of prefixed words
after morphological analysis
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5.2

Lexicon Summary

This macro generates a summary table of the
lexicon. The summary table includes a list for each
lexical field (e.g., “POS”) that specifies the various
values of the field (e.g., “Noun”, “Verb”). For each
value, the list indicates the number of corpus tokens
and types. The number of types is the number of
items in the lexicon with the relevant value (e.g.,
the number of noun types), and the number of
corpus tokens is calculated from the “Count” field
in the lexicon (Figure 9).

the contributing corpora (e.g., if an item appears 10
times in one corpus and 20 times in another corpus,
the merged lexicon will record 30 tokens for that
item). In addition, the merged entry will contain the
lexical properties collected from all contributing
entries. In case of conflicting inputs (e.g., an item
is classified as a noun in one lexicon and as a verb
in another), the merged entry will indicate all
possible values for that property (e.g., Noun /
Verb). The merging macro can also add labels
indicating the source(s) (i.e., the name of the input
lexicon) of each entry.

7

Figure 9: Lexicon summary by part-of-speech

6

Integrating Lexicons

Efficient integration of information is essential for
compiling a dictionary based on data from multiple
resources. The “Merge worksheets” macro is a
general utility macro that integrates the contents of
multiple spreadsheets in a file. Thus, it requires
lexicons generated from different corpora to be
stored in one file (this can be done either manually
or automatically with the “Merge workbooks” CPA
macro).
The “Merge worksheets” macro has several
operation modes, one of which is designed
specifically to integrate lexicon tables. The macro
receives as input any number of spreadsheets. It
creates a single lexicon3 containing information
from all input lexicons. The merged lexicon
contains the union of lexical fields in all input
lexicons (i.e., a lexical field will be included in the
merged lexicon if it appears at least in one input
lexicon).
The entries in the merged lexicon are sorted
alphabetically. If a lexical entry appears in multiple
input lexicons, the duplicate entries are merged.
The merged entry summarizes token counts from
3

Due to software limitations, the maximal number of
entries in a single lexicon (or a lexicon generated by

Lexical Development

Assessing the size of the child’s lexicon is an
important part of longitudinal language acquisition
studies, from both theoretical and clinical
perspectives. In particular, there is evidence that
aspects of grammatical development are tightly
correlated with vocabulary size (Bates and
Goodman, 1997).
The “Lexical development” macro analyzes
lexical growth in corpora that record the age of
production of every utterance. Using the age of first
attempt to produce target words (see 3), the macro
divides the child’s lexicon into stages of lexical
development (Figure 10). The first stage is marked
by the acquisition of the first 10 words, the second
by a total lexicon size of 50 words, and then an
additional 50 words for every subsequent stage
(Adam and Bat-El, 2009).

Figure 10: Lexical development
Stages of lexical development are aligned with
recording sessions, such that if a theoretical stage
boundary is reached in mid-session, the actual
boundary will be assigned either to that session or
to the preceding session (whichever is closer). For
merging a number of lexicons) is 1,048,575. When this limit
is exceeded, CPA splits the lexicon over multiple
spreadsheets.
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Figure 11: Lexicosyntactic query form
example, if the child has reached 49 cumulative
target types at the end of session 1 and 58
cumulative target types at the end of session 2, the
theoretical landmark of 50 words will be assigned
to session 1. If the lexicon grows rapidly, such that
more than one theoretical stage is passed in a single
session, the macro will “skip” intermediate stages
and assign only the last stage to that session. For
example, if the size of the lexicon jumps from 100
words (stage 3) to 200 words (stage 5) in a single
session, that session will be marked as the end point
of stage 5, skipping stage 4. The macro also
provides a more fine-grained account, indicating
the number of new words added to the lexicon in
every session and the total lexicon size after every
session.
By default, lexical development is calculated
based on the full list of lexical entries. However,
this list is organized by word form (types), such that
words that are interrelated via inflectional
morphology (e.g., cat–cats) are listed as separate
entries. Relying on plain surface forms can result in
over-estimation of lexicon size. This can be
avoided by analyzing lexical development by
lemma/lexeme. When this option is chosen, the
macro analyzes the lemma field of the lexicon
rather than the word field. The lemma field
indicates the lemma of each lexical entry (e.g., the
lemma of cat and cats is cat). The lemma
information can be supplied manually or imported
from an external dictionary (see 4). When a lexical

entry has no lemma specified, the surface form of
the entry will be taken as the lemma.

8

Lexical Queries

Once lexical properties are specified in the lexicon,
this information can be used to analyze the corpus.
CPA has a set of macros that can extract linguistic
information from the corpus on various levels of
analysis, via a user-friendly query form (Figure 11).
One of these macros, “Lexicosyntactic query”,
queries the corpus at the word and utterance levels.
Specifically, “Content Lexicosyntactic queries”
can find occurrences of lexical properties and
sequences of lexical properties in the corpus. For
example, the query [Verb] [Noun] will find all
instances of verbs followed by nouns in the corpus.
Similarly, the query [Verb,1,SG] [Noun,SG] will
find all instances of verbs conjugated in the first
person singular followed by singular nouns.
The scope of queries can be constrained by age
or stage of lexical development. Thus, for example,
it is possible to get all verbs attempted by a child at
a given age/lexical stage or range of ages/lexical
stages. This option allows for investigation of
lexical development at a more fine-grained level.
Queries over single-item sequences (e.g.,
[Verb,SG]) calculate the number of tokens and
types and can also return a list of items that
matched the query (Figure 12). Queries over multiitem sequences (e.g., [Verb] [Noun]) do not return
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Figure 12: Corpus instances of singular
masculine nouns (source) paired with the
corresponding forms produced by an infant
(reference).
specific items, but rather a list of indices of rows in
the corpus where such sequences are found.
In addition to lexicosyntactic queries, CPA has
similar query macros for analyzing the
phonological properties of corpora. These queries,
too, can be correlated with lexical development.
Additional, more advanced macros can be used to
combine queries on different levels of analysis.
This allows, for example, to study the interaction
between phonological and lexical development.

9

Discussion

The described set of tools can help creating
resources for under-resourced languages. For
example, it was used for creating a lexicon with
corpus frequency data for Hebrew (Gafni, 2019),
and it is currently being used in an ongoing
longitudinal study of phonological development in
twins. In addition to building a lexicon for each
participating child and assessing lexical
development, the system can assist in improving
the quality of the transcribed data.
Given that the transcribed data can contain many
errors (typos, misperceptions), it is important to
have it validated. Since the amount of transcribed
data can be enormous (tens of thousands of tokens)
and the transcription task is very time-consuming,
it is impractical to have every token transcribed by
multiple transcribers. One possibility to check data
quality is to have a random subset of the corpus
(e.g., 10% of the tokens) be transcribed by more
than one transcriber, and calculate inter-transcriber
reliability. However, such an approach can help
detecting problems in a limited part of the corpus.
The tools described in this paper offer a more
systematic approach to quality check of transcribed
data. In this lexicon-based approach, one goes over
the entries in the automatically generated corpus
lexicon and looks for suspicious entries. For the
lexicon of target words, this mainly involves

looking for non-existing words, which likely
resulted from typos. For the lexicon of produced
forms (output lexicon), quality check mainly
involves examining tokens with unusual structure
that deviates from the phonology of the ambient
language. Thus, in the proposed approach, one
estimates the potential of lexical entries to contain
errors, and then focuses on suspicious forms. This
is more effective than examining corpus subsets
randomly.
The described tools can be integrated in any task
involving corpus analysis. For example, the CPA
software includes an n-gram frequency calculator,
which can calculate corpus-weighted mean n-gram
frequencies over a list of strings (in this context, ngram refers to a sequence of letters or phones
within words). This is useful for creating controlled
sets of stimuli for psycholinguistic experiments.
Finally, it should be acknowledged that there is
some overlap between the described system and
other existing systems. Well-established systems
such as Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014)
provide powerful solutions for corpus
lexicography, and the CLAN program
(MacWhinney, 2000) can be used for studying
lexical development.
Compared to these programs, CPA is currently
limited in areas such as collocation analysis and
POS tagging. On the other hand, CPA has some
advantages over these programs. Its unique built-in
lexical development tool allows for more
comprehensive study of language development,
and its querying system allows for combined
lexical and phonological corpus analysis. The userfriendly interface enhances user experience and
saves the need to learn complex query syntax, as
used by the CLAN program. In addition, CPA is
distributed as an Excel file. This means that Excel
users can perform the various analysis tasks in the
natural environment of the data, without the need
to install (or purchase) additional software.
To conclude, this paper views corpus
lexicography in a wide context of linguistic
research. Accordingly, the described tools are
integrated in a single, user-friendly system
designed to support any task requiring corpus
analysis. Future improvements to the current
system will include the addition of standard
lexicographic functions, such as collocation
analysis and morphological analysis that does not
require overt marking.
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Abstract

1

importing ready-made phonetic word forms from
external dictionaries, and (ii) automatic generation
of phonetic word forms based on a set of
deterministic linguistic rules. The following
sections describe the transcription mechanisms and
additional relevant tools.

This paper describes an automatic text-tophonetics conversion system. The system
was constructed to primarily serve as a
research tool. It is implemented in a
general-purpose linguistic software, which
allows it to be incorporated in a
multifaceted linguistic research in
essentially any language. The system
currently relies on two mechanisms to
generate phonetic transcriptions from texts:
(i) importing ready-made phonetic word
forms from external dictionaries, and (ii)
automatic generation of phonetic word
forms based on a set of deterministic
linguistic rules. The current paper describes
the proposed system and its potential
application to linguistic research.

The described system is implemented in the Child
Phonology Analyzer software (CPA; Gafni, 2015) 1,
which was built in MS Excel due to its popularity
and user-friendly interface. 2 Nevertheless, the
concepts behind the system are general and can be
implemented in various environments. The
following subsections describe the general
organization of the system and guidelines for
working with the data.

Introduction

2.1

2

Preliminaries

Tables

There are currently many commercial and
academic works dealing with automatic conversion
of text to phonetics (G2P). Existing solutions are
based on some combination of language-specific
phonetic dictionaries, corpus-based statistical
models (e.g., Hidden Markov Models),
deterministic models based on linguistic rules, and
machine learning techniques (see review in Tomer,
2012). Importantly, most available tools are closedsource, support only a limited number of
languages, and are often available only for
commercial use (e.g., Baytukalov, 2019).
The current paper describes a new, open-source
system that generates phonetic transcriptions from
texts. Its design allows it to apply, in principle, to
any language. At present, the system relies on two
mechanisms to generate the transcriptions: (i)

The system uses a set of tables of definitions and
rules to guide its operation. The tables are stored in
separate spreadsheets in the CPA file and can be
edited according to the properties of the language
in question. Moreover, variants of these tables can
be stored in separate files and imported by the
system when needed. This feature allows users to
maintain sets of definitions and rules for multiple
languages. 3

1

planned to appear in the future in order to free it from
dependency on proprietary software.
3 The system is accompanied by an external resource
containing proposed sets of rules for several languages.

Website: https://chengafni.wordpress.com/cpa/
The code is written in Visual Basic for Applications for
MS Excel and is available under the GNU General Public
License. A version of this system for LibreOffice Calc is
2

2.2

Organizing the Data

The transcription procedures (“macros”) operate
on a vector of words. Thus, the input text should be
converted into a vector format prior to running the
transcription macros. This can be done using the
“Corpus tokenization” option of CPA’s “Data
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preparation” macro, which segments the text into
words.
Segmentation is performed on the basis of blank
spaces and additional word-dividing characters,
which can be defined in CPA’s “Word dividers”
table (Figure 1). There are two types of word
dividers, which can be used for separating words
even at the absence of a blank space: punctuation
marks (e.g., comma) are deleted during
segmentation, while final letters are not (final
letters are special letter forms appearing only at
word endings. See some examples from Hebrew in
Figure 1). Once the text is transformed into a vector
format, transcription can be performed. One of
CPA tools (“Reconstruct corpus”) can then be used
to recombine the phonetic word forms according to
the structure of the original text.

Figure 1: Word dividing symbols

3

Phonetic Dictionaries

For languages with irregular spelling or high
proportion of homographs, such as English,
Hebrew, and Arabic, automatic phonetic
transcription requires a source of ready-made
phonetic forms (i.e., a phonetic dictionary) for
irregular and ambiguous words. CPA has a built-in
macro that can import such ready-made forms. The
macro receives as input a vector of written words
to-be-transcribed and a phonetic dictionary – a
table of written word forms and corresponding
phonetic forms. The macro matches phonetic forms
from the dictionary to written words in the vector.
For words that are not found in the phonetic
dictionary, transcription needs to be generated,
either manually or with the automatic linguistic
model (see next section). However, once the
additional phonetic word forms are supplied, CPA

can add them to the phonetic dictionary for future
use.

4

The Linguistic Model

For languages with some degree of regular
mapping between spelling and sound, phonetic
transcription of text can be generated automatically
on the basis of deterministic rules. This section
describes a multi-stage model of automatic
phonetic transcription, guided by linguistic
principles. Underlying this model is the assumption
that, for any regular orthographic system, phonetic
transcription rules can be defined in terms of a
small set of general operations. The general
operations themselves are hard-coded in the
software, but an unlimited number of languagespecific rules can be defined on the basis of these
operations. This flexible method allows the system
to produce automatic phonetic transcription for
every language that has, at least partly, regular
orthography.
The proposed model has four components,
which will be described in the following
subsections.
The
components
operate
independently of one another, but they should be
applied in the order in which they are listed. The
first component alone produces sufficient results
for most purposes. If needed, the additional three
components can be used, together, for fine-tuning.
4.1

Pre-Prosody Transcription

This component takes as input the vector of words
to-be-transcribed, a table of pre-prosody
transcription rules (Table 1), and a table containing
sets of symbols and strings, called “phonoorthographic groups” (Table 2). 4 The pre-prosody
transcription 5 applies the transcription rules in
successive order to the list of words. Entities

Figure 2: Transcribed words
4

The tables of rules are generated manually, in principle.
CPA has a set of editable tables that contain proposed rules
for several languages (see also 2.1).

5 The

term ‘pre-prosody’ indicates that the transcription
rules applied by this component disregard the prosodic
properties of the word, including syllable structure and
stress pattern.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Target

Output

ph
c
ay
[cg]
[Consonant][Consonant]
◌ّ
[V_diac][C_diac]

f

Type

eɪ
[sj]
[Consonant]

Preceding
environment

Following
environment

#?

k
#
[Front_vowel]

Degemination
Lengthening
[C_diac][V_diac] Metathesis
Table 1: Pre-prosody transcription rules

defined in the table of phono-orthographic groups
may be called by transcription rules. The output of
the process is a vector of phonetic forms
corresponding to the written words (Figure 2).
The table of pre-prosody transcription rules has
five fields (Table 1): (1) Target: the input to the rule,
i.e., the string to be converted. All rules must have
a value for the target string. The other fields are
optional. (2) Output: the string replacing the target;
if left empty, the target string will be deleted. (3)
Type: the type of operation to be performed by the
rule; if left empty, simple substitution will be
performed (see below for other types of rules). (4)
Preceding environment, and (5) Following
environment: these fields are used for formulating
context-sensitive rules. When either field is not
empty, the transcription rule will apply only to
words in which the target string is preceded by the
‘preceding environment string’ and/or followed by
the ‘following environment string’.
Substitution rules can be used for simple
grapheme-to-phoneme conversions, which can be
either context-free or context-sensitive. For
example, rule 1 in Table 1 is a context-free
substitution of ph by f in words such as phone
(/foʊn/). Rule 2 in Table 1 is an example for
context-sensitive rule – deleting c before k in words
such as back (/bæk/).
Substitution rules may include wildcards to
define more general entities. Three types of
wildcards are defined in the software: a question
mark (?) stands for any single character in the
Group
cg
sj
Front_vowel
Consonant
C_diac
V_diac

Members
c,g
s,ʤ
e,i,y
b,d,f,g,l,m,n,p,r,s,t,z
ּ◌,ׂ◌,ׁ◌,'
ְ◌, ֻ◌,ֹ◌, ָ◌, ַ◌, ֶ◌, ֵ◌, ִ◌

target, output or environment strings; an asterisk
(*) stands for any number of successive characters;
and, a hash sign (#) represents word boundaries.
Wildcards can be used for defining phonological
and morphological words patterns. For example,
rule 3 in Table 1 captures the pronunciation of ay at
the end of three-letter English words, such as bay
(/beɪ/). The question mark in this rule indicates that
the rule applies to ay sequences preceded by a
single character. The hash signs suggest that the
rule applies only when word boundaries are present
at both edges.
Rules can also be generalized by the inclusion of
phono-orthographic groups, defined in a separate
table. Each entry in the table of phono-orthographic
groups has two fields (Table 2): the name of the
group, and its members. For example, the term
Front_vowel can be used for grouping e, i, and y.
Transcription rules can include phonoorthographic groups by enclosing the name of the
group between brackets (e.g., [Front_vowel]).
When a group is embedded in a transcription rule,
the algorithm converts the compact rule into a set
of simple rules, each applying to a different
member of the group. For example, rule 4 in Table
1 uses groups to capture the pronunciation of c and
g before front vowels (/s/ in cent /sent/ and /ʤ/ in
gene /ʤiːn/, respectively). This single, compact
rule stands for six simple rules: c→s/_e, c→s/_i,
c→s/_y, g→ʤ/_e, g→ʤ/_i, g→ʤ/_y (where the
formula A→B/_X is read: A becomes B before X).
In addition to substitution rules, several types of
special operations can be used by specifying the
name of the operation in the ‘Type’ field in the table
of rules. Three types of operations are defined in
the software: degemination, lengthening, and
metathesis.
Degemination is used for collapsing a sequence
of two identical phones when pronounced as a
single, short sound. For example, rule 5 in Table 1

Table 2: Phono-orthographic groups
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collapses sequences of identical consonants (e.g.,
mm is pronounced as a single m in hammer).
Lengthening realizes the function of diacritical
marks of lengthening/gemination. For example,
rule 6 in Table 1 realizes the function of the Arabic
Shaddah (e.g., the letter  مis pronounced /m/ in its
plain form, but as /mm/ when modified by a
Shaddah, i.e.,ّ )م.
Finally, metathesis switches the order of
elements in sequences of two phono-orthographic
groups (i.e., if the target contains a member of
group 1 followed by a member of group 2, they are
switched in the output). For example, in pointed
Hebrew scripts, diacritics are used for indicating
vowels as well as for modifying the phonetic value
of consonants. A single letter can host both
consonant and vowel diacritics (the C_diac and
V_diac groups in Table 2, respectively). Thus, the
string  ָבּ, pronounced /ba/, is composed of the letter
( בrepresenting the consonants /b/ and /v/), a
consonant diacritic ּ◌ (specifying the consonant
/b/), and a vowel diacritic ָ◌ (representing the vowel
/a/). Although the order in which these diacritics
are attached to the letter does not affect the visual
form of the text, it is important for the purpose of
phonetic transcription – consonant diacritics must
be attached before vowel diacritics. For example,
the string  ָבּcan be formed by combining the three
elements in two ways: ב+ ּ◌+ ָ◌, or ב+ ָ◌+ ּ◌. However,
only the first order reflects the phonological
structure of the string. A rule of metathesis can be
defined to switch the order in sequences of vowel
diacritics + consonant diacritic to guarantee correct
ordering (rule 7 in Table 1).
After performing the pre-prosody transcription,
certain modifications might be needed due to
phonological processes related to prosodic
structure. This post-prosody transcription (see 4.4)
requires that the phonetic forms be parsed into
syllables and have stress markers assigned to them.
These components are described below.
4.2

Figure 3: Syllabified phonetic word forms
In order to determine sites of sonority minimum,
the syllabification procedure converts the phonetic
word forms into strings of sonority levels. Sonority
levels are non-negative integers specified for each
phone in the phonetic table of CPA (Figure 4). For
example, if fricatives, nasals, liquids, and vowels
have sonority levels of 1, 2, 3, and 5, respectively,
the sonority-level representation of fæməli will be
152535. In this representation, 2 and 3 are local
sonority minima (Sonority minima at word edges
are ignored).

Figure 4: The phonetic table

Syllabification

This component takes as input a vector of phonetic
word forms, a list of binary parameters and
parameter weights, and a phonetic table. The output
is a vector of syllabified phonetic word forms
(Figure 3). The basic sites of syllable boundaries
are around local sonority minima (e.g., the
boldfaced consonants in fæməli ‘family’ →
fæ.mə.li).

Figure 5: Syllabification parameters
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1
2
3

Trigger
[+STRID][+STRID]
Unstressed vowel
Sonority decrease

Tier
Features
CV
Sonority

Position
Coda
Onset

Process
Vowel epenthesis
Vowel reduction
Vowel epenthesis

Result
ə
ə
ə

Table 3: Post-prosody transcription rules
The basic sites of syllable boundaries can be
adjusted by a set of binary parameters, which
handle various cases, such as consonant sequences
(e.g., whether /dɪspleɪ/ ‘display’ should be parsed
as dɪs.pleɪ or dɪ.spleɪ). The system currently has 10
built-in parameters, which can be switched on and
off according to the properties of the examined
language (Figure 5). Some of the parameters
require phones to be recognized as vowels or
consonants. This information is also specified in
CPA’s phonetic table (Figure 4). For example, if the
Complex onset > Coda parameter is switched on,
consonant sequences will be parsed as complex
onsets (dɪ.spleɪ). If the parameter is switched off,
consonant sequences will be split between coda
and onset positions (dɪs.pleɪ).
When two parameters are potentially in conflict,
they can be ranked relative to each other by
assigning different integer weights to them. For
example, if the Onset parameter is on, onsetless
syllables will be dispreferred (e.g., ˈmʌni → ˈmʌ.ni
‘money’). This can be overridden (e.g., ˈmʌn.i) by
switching on the Coda maximization in stressed
syllables parameter and giving it a higher weight
than the onset parameter (this requires that stress
would be marked on the word before running
syllabification).
4.3

Figure 6: Phonetic word forms with stress
frequent stress pattern. Manual corrections can be
made afterwards. If stress position depends on the
number of syllables, it is possible to run stress
assignment multiple times, starting with the rule for
the longer words. Checking the ‘Keep existing
stress markers’ option will prevent stress rules for
shorter words from applying to longer words, for
which stress has been assigned already.

Stress Assignment

When the phonetic transcription requires
modifications due to processes related to stress
(e.g., reduction of unstressed vowels), stress
markers should be added to the phonetic word
forms. The stress assignment component of the
software takes as input a vector of syllabified
words and the desired stress pattern. The output is
a vector of syllabified words with stress markers
inserted at the appropriate positions (e.g., for the
input word ak.ʃən ‘action’ and penultimate stress
pattern, the output will be ˈak.ʃən; Figure 6).
The software has five built-in stress patterns (at
present, only primary stress is handled): Initial,
Peninitial,
Ultimate,
Penultimate,
and
Antepenultimate (Figure 7). For languages with a
non-fixed stress pattern (e.g., English), this
procedure can be used for applying the most

Figure 7: Stress parameters
4.4

Post-Prosody Transcription

This components modifies phonetic word forms
according to phonological rules related to prosodic
structure. It takes as input a vector of phonetic word
forms, a table of post-prosody transcription rules
(Table 3), and a phonetic table. The procedure
applies the transcription rules in successive order to
the list of words.
The table of post-prosody transcription rules has
five fields (Table 3): (1) Trigger: the phonological
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structure triggering the required modification. A
trigger can be a specific element or a sequence of
elements defined in the phonetic table (e.g.,
[+STRID][+STRID] stands for a sequence of two
stridents such as /s/ and /z/). In addition, there are
several types of special pre-defined triggers: The
Sonority decrease, Sonority increase, and Sonority
plateau triggers handle phone sequences in which
the sonority level decreases, increases, or remains
unchanged, respectively (see Figure 4). The No
vowel trigger handles syllables with no vowels. The
Unstressed vowel trigger handles vowels in
unstressed syllables.
(2) Tier: the phonological tier relevant to the
trigger. Features tier is used with phonological
features triggers (e.g., [+STRID]), while CV tier is
used with No vowel and Unstressed vowel triggers.
Sonority tier is used with all sonority-related
triggers.
(3) Position: for triggers applying to consonants
(sonority and feature triggers), this field indicates
the prosodic position (Onset or Coda) in which the
trigger must be found in order to trigger the
modification.
(4) Process: the type of modification applied to
phonetic word forms in which the trigger is found.
Currently, the software can perform two types of
modifications: Vowel epenthesis inserts a vowel to
correct ill-formed sequences, and Vowel reduction
replaces unstressed vowels with a default neutral
vowel.
(5) Result: this field specifies inserted elements
(epenthetic vowels and neutral vowels).
The following examples demonstrate the
application of post-prosody rules. Rule 1 in Table 3
inserts an epenthetic ə to break sequences of two
stridents in coda position (e.g., makss → maksəs
‘Max's’, where makss is the output of the preprosody transcription, which converted M to m and
x to ks, and deleted the apostrophe in Max's). Rule
2 in Table 3 replaces vowels in unstressed syllables
by ə (e.g., ˈe.le.fant → ˈe.lə.fənt ‘elephant’, where
ˈe.le.fant is the result of pre-prosody transcription,
syllabification and assignment of antepenultimate
stress to elephant).

5

Discussion

This paper describes a system of text-to-phonetics
conversion. The system is incorporated in a
general-purpose linguistic software that includes
tools for building dictionaries, as well as corpus
analysis functions. Thus, the described system can

help studying the phonological properties of text
corpora and it is also useful for creating resources
for under-resourced languages. For example, it was
used for creating a phonological dictionary for
Hebrew (Gafni, 2019). In addition, the linguistic
model of the software, by itself, can be used as a
research and educational tool. The pre-prosody
transcription tool, in particular, can be used for
exploring and demonstrating the effect of ruleordering – a common practice in theoretical
phonology. In fact, the studied language need not
have a writing system at all; the input corpus can
be a list of hypothesized phonological underlying
representations, and the transcription rules can be
phonological rules transforming the underlying
representations to surface representations.
In addition, the linguistic model can be used for
calculating indices of linguistic complexity by
assessing the proportion of words that have regular
spelling in a given language and the number of
deterministic rules needed to capture the patterns of
orthographic regularity in a language. Such
measures of complexity can be valuable for literacy
education (e.g., Smythe et al., 2008).
It should be noted that the described system is
still under development. At its current state, the
transcription system can perform perfectly on
completely regular orthographies with a fixed
stress pattern. Several planned improvements will
allow the system to handle more complex cases.
For example, the stress assignment component
should handle secondary stress and stress rules that
are sensitive to syllable weight. In addition, the
post-prosody transcription should include more
options, such as referring to pretonic syllables,
which are relevant sites for certain phonological
processes like vowel reduction in Russian
(Asherov et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the generalizability of the system
can greatly improve by adding machine learning
procedures, such as sequence-to-sequence models
with greedy decoding (Chae et al., 2018). This will
allow the system to generate rules automatically
based on examples. It will also be able to handle
cases of homography (e.g., whether wind should be
transcribed /wɪnd/ (noun) or /waɪnd/ (verb)) by
analyzing token frequency and contextual effects
(syntax and semantics). Such improvements will
make the transcription system more powerful and
reliable.
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Abstract
We explore anatomy of answers with respect to which text fragments from an answer are worth matching with a question
and which should not be matched. We apply the Rhetorical Structure Theory to
build a discourse tree of an answer and select elementary discourse units that are
suitable for indexing. Manual rules for selection of these discourse units as well as
automated classification based on web
search engine mining are evaluated concerning improving search accuracy. We
form two sets of question-answer pairs for
FAQ and community QA search domains
and use them for evaluation of the proposed indexing methodology, which delivers up to 16 percent improvement in
search recall.

1

Introduction

Much online content is available via questionanswer pairs such as frequently-asked questions
stored on customer portals or internal company
portals. Question-answer pairs can be an efficient
manner to familiarize a user with content. In
some cases, autonomous agents (chatbots) can
import such question-answer pairs in order to
field user questions.
But such question-answer pairs can contain
content that is not central to a topic of an answer.
For example, content can include text that is irrelevant or misleading, non-responsive to the
particular question, or is neutral and not helpful.
If irrelevant text is indexed by a keyword-based
search engine, the precision of the search engine
is lowered. Moreover, an autonomous agent attempting to answer a user question based on erroneously-indexed text may answer the question
incorrectly, resulting in lowered user confidence
in the agent. Despite the fact that standard relevance techniques such as ontology, keyword fre-

quency models and separate discourse features
(Chali et al., 2009; Jansen et al., 2014) can be
applied to solve this problem, a solution is needed for identifying informative parts from all text.
In this paper we propose a new discoursebased approach to determine informative parts of
an answer. This approach accesses a body of text
including fragments and creates a searchable index including multiple entries, each entry corresponding to a selected fragment. We propose two
different methods of fragment selection based on
rules and on classification model respectively.
The paper structure is as follows. In Section 2
we introduce the methodology of rhetorical
anatomy of an answer and present an example
of that. In Section 3 we propose two Q/A algorithms which is the core part of our approach. In
Section 4 we describe and discuss evaluation for
the question answering task on a few datasets
that were compiled for this research.

2
2.1

Rhetoric Anatomy of an Answer
RST and Discourse Trees

Discourse analysis was proved to be useful in
different aspects of question-answering: answer
extraction (Zong et al., 2011), modeling rationale in design questions (Kim et al., 2004),
query expansion based on relations between sequential questions (Sun and Chai, 2007), etc.
Discourse trees (DT) originate from Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST, Mann and Thompson,
1988). RST models a logical organization of text,
relying on relations between parts of text. RST
simulates text coherence by forming a hierarchical, connected structure of texts via discourse
trees.
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Rhetoric relations are split into the classes of
coordinate and subordinate; these relations hold
across two or more text spans and therefore implement coherence. These text spans are called elementary discourse units (EDUs). The leaves of a
discourse tree correspond to EDUs, the contiguous atomic text spans. Adjacent EDUs are connected by coherence relations (e.g., attribution,
sequence), forming higher-level discourse units.
The term "nuclearity" in RST refers to which
text segment, fragment, or span, is more central to
an author's purpose. A “nucleus” refers to a span
of text that is more central to an author’s purpose
than a “satellite”, which is less central to the topic.
More particularly, we use the determined EDUs
of a discourse tree for a body of text and the relations between the EDUs to determine which
EDUs should be indexed for search. Different rhetorical relations (e.g., elaboration, contrast, etc.)
can employ different rules.
In general, we hypothesize that a satellite may
express a detail of information that is unlikely to
be explicitly queried by a user (Galitsky, 2015;
Jasinskaja and Karagjosova, 2017).
2.2

For example, the phrase “it is generally a good
idea” adds little to the answer, whereas “consider
not using the proceeds from the conversion” is
informative to the user who posed the original
question. Each answer in the question-answer index may provide additional insight in terms of
additional questions that can be answered, which
are in turn indexed, increasing the usefulness of
the data. For example, “at what age do I pay a
penalty for using retirement funds?” could be answered by the text (e.g., “age 59 ½”). We can determine informative text from a body of text and
such additional questions that can be answered
from the body of text.

Example of Analysis

Let’s illustrate our analysis with a questionanswer pair and a discourse tree for an answer.
Q: How should I plan to pay for taxes resulting

from converting to a Roth IRA?
A: To help maximize your retirement savings, it’s
generally a good idea to consider not using the
proceeds from the conversion to pay the resulting
tax costs. Instead, you should consider using cash
or other savings held in nonretirement accounts.
Using retirement account funds to pay the taxes
will reduce the amount you would have available
to potentially grow tax-free in your new Roth IRA.
Additionally, if you are under 59½, using funds
from your retirement account could result in an
additional 10% tax penalty, which may significantly reduce the potential benefit of conversion.
The discourse tree for the answer is shown in
Figure 1, and elementary discourse units selected
for indexing are circled in green.
The answer could be obtained from a source
such as a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) database, or a question-answer index. A questionanswer index can include multiple questions and
corresponding answers. But some fragments in
each answer are more informative to answering
the corresponding question than other fragments.

Figure 1: Discourse tree for an answer with the
EDUs selected for indexing

2.3

Indexing Rules for Different Rhetorical
Relations

The above hypothesis that only EDUs that are
nucleus of rhetoric relations should be indexed
and all satellite EDUs should not be selected for
indexing is illustrated by the “elaboration” relationship where the nucleus expresses more important information than satellite. But the general
rule described above can be subject to certain exceptions. For example, under certain conditions,
the “contrast” relation can require indexing of
the satellite rather than the nucleus. Additionally,
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for the “same-unit” and “joint” relations, both the
nucleus and the satellite are indexed. Different
rhetoric relations can have different rules, as
shown in Table 1 below.

3

The Methodology of Question Answering

The developed methodology of the DT-based
analysis of answers is going to be applied in the
following way, given an index of Q/A pairs:
1. Search a user query against an index of
available questions;
2. If no or too few results, generate additional search queries from the answers indexed by proposed approach;
3. If still no or too few results, search
against original answers.
We now focus on 2) and consider two methods for indexing answers: rule-based and
classification-based.
Relation
Elaboration

Enablement

Condition

Contrast
SameUnit,
Joint

Example

Indexing rule

To achieve some Nucleus
state [ nucleus ] | do
this and that [satellite]
A query may be of Nucleus
the form “how to
achieve some state?”
but less likely be of
the form “what can I
achieve doing this
and that?”
A query may be of When the question is
the form “how to of
the
type
achieve some state?” “when/where/under
but less likely of the what condition …”,
form “what can I index the if part (the
achieve doing this satellite).
and that?”
Index the nucleus. The satellite includes facts
which are unusual, unexpected.
Index both nucleus and satellite because of
the symmetric relationship of same-unit.

Table 1: Indexing rules for rhetorical relations

Once our method construct the indexes, we
can build the online search algorithm which
combines default functionality provided by the
Lucene search engine and syntactic similarity between answer and a query. Search results candidate are selected by Lucene and then matched

with the query via finding a maximal common
sub-parse tree (Galitsky, 2017).
3.1

Rule-Based Indexing

We take question-answer pairs and create, for
each answer, a discourse tree using RST-parser
(Surdeanu et al., 2015; Joty et al., 2013). For
each non-terminal node in each answer, we then
identify a rhetorical relationship associated with
the non-terminal node and label each terminal
node associated with the non-terminal node as either a nucleus or a satellite. Then we apply a set
of rules (see Table 1) associated with the rhetorical relationships and select, based on the rule,
one or more of the fragment associated with the
nucleus or the fragment associated with the satellite. Finally, we create a searchable index of additional questions which includes multiple entries corresponding to one of the selected fragments for the answers.
3.2

Classification-Based Indexing

We use machine learning to learn rules such as
those depicted in Table 1. A machine learning
problem is formulated as a classification problem
that classifies EDUs into a first class that is suitable for indexing (i.e., informative) and forming
alternative questions for an answer and a second
class that is not suitable for indexing (i.e., not informative).
To accumulate training question-answer pairs
with marked answers, we ran selection of queries
against short texts. Because longer queries are
necessary to assure a corresponding match is
nontrivial, we used public question-answer Yahoo! Answers dataset (Webscope, 2017). More
specifically, questions from this dataset were
formed from a first sentence of the dataset and
executed as queries by Microsoft Cognitive Services (Bing Search engine API). Search results
which are short texts (4-6 sentences) were selected as such texts suitable for parsing and discourse analysis. Matched fragments of these
texts were taken as elements of the training set.
Such fragments from the top ten or more pages
of search result formed a positive dataset, i.e. informative fragments. For the negative dataset,
fragments with matched keywords from the set
of lower ranked (100-1000+) search results pages were taken, as these results are assumed to be
less relevant.
We applied SVM tree kernel learning
(Moschitti, 2006; Severyn and Moschitti, 2012) to
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train the model since this algorithm is capable to
learn directly on a parse tree structure.

Dataset

4

Yahoo!
Answers

Datasets and Evaluation

We used a few datasets to evaluate the contribution of our methodology to search quality.
Yahoo! Answer (Webscope, 2017) subset of
question-answer pairs with broad topics where
main question is a single sentence (possibly,
compound) with ten-fifteen keywords. The dataset includes various domains, and domain
knowledge coverage is shallow.
Financial questions1 scraped from Fidelity.com. This dataset demonstrates how search
relevance improvement may occur in a vertical
domain with reasonable coverage.
Car repair conversations2 selected from
www.2carpros.com including car problem descriptions and recommendation on how to rectify
them. These pairs were extracted from dialogues
as first and second utterances.
For each search session, we only consider the
first results and reject the others. For all these datasets we assume that there is only one correct
answer (from the Q/A pair) and the rest of answers are incorrect.
Evaluation results for the proposed methodology are presented in Table 3. Recall of the baseline search is on average 78% including the improvement by 8% by using syntactic generalization on top of Lucene search (not shown). The
relevance of this system is determined by many
factors and is therefore not very insightful, so we
focus at the change in recall (), from this search
system to the one extended by the proposed approach.

Fidelity

Car Repair

Question/An
swer
Q

Total
#

Avg #
words

3700

# generated AQ
/ # sent
5.5

A

3700

8.1

124.1

Q

500

3.4

6.2

A

500

6.2

118.0

Q

10000

4.2

5.5

A

10000

7.0

141.3

12.3

Table 2: Dataset statistics

The proposed method delivers about 13 % improvements in the recall have the precision almost unaffected, for the Nucleus/Satellite rules.
There is a further 3% improvement by using the
automated classifier of EDUs. Since the deployment of such classifier in a domain-dependent
manner is associated with substantial efforts, it is
not necessarily recommended when this 3% improvement in search accuracy is not critical.
We also compare performance of the proposed
search on the extended framework derived from
SQuAD 2.0 dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) and
applied to why? and how-to? questions. Instead
of addressing a question to a single Wikipedia
text as standard evaluations do, we run them
against all text. We use our approach vs neural
extractive reading comprehension one and exceed recall of BiDaf (Gardner et al., 2017) and
DeepPavlov (Burtsev et al., 2018) by at least 8%
with the search engine trained on our corpus
(Table 4).
Dataset /
Meth
od

Yahoo!
Answers
Fidelity
Car
Repair

Baseline

Nucleus
/Satellite
rules, improvement

Classification-based,
improvement

R,
%
+12.
5

P,
%
+0.1

R,
%
+14

P,
%
-0.04

80

+10

-0.1

+6

+0.1

81

+16

+0.0

+18

+0.0

R

P

79

74

77
79

1

https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-parsetrees/examples/Fidelity_FAQs_AnswerAnatomyDataset1.cs
v.zip
2
https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-parsetrees/examples/CarRepairData_AnswerAnatomyDataset2.csv.
zip.

Table 3: Evaluation results for new datasets
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Method

Recall

Precision

BiDaf (AllenNLP)

68

71

DeepPavlov

67

72

Rule-based

75

71

Classification-based

76

71

Table 4: Evaluation results for SQuAD dataset

5

Conclusions

In the search engines and chat bot industry, whole
texts are usually indexed for search. Because of
that, frequently irrelevant answers are delivered
because their insignificant keywords (the ones
providing auxiliary information and not central for
the document) were matched. To overcome this
well-known problem, only questions from Q/A
pairs are indexed, which dramatically decreases
the search recall. To address this limitation of indexing, we proposed and evaluated our approach
of indexing only those EDUs of text which are determined to be important (and therefore form alternative questions). This substantially improves
the recall in applications such as FAQ search
where only questions of Q/A pairs are indexed.
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Abstract

finance, legal, and health. In the educational
domain this type of questions is referred to as
convergent: answers to these types of questions
are usually within a very limited range of
acceptable accuracy. These may be at several
different levels of cognition including
comprehension, application, analysis, or ones
where the answerer makes inferences or
conjectures based on material read, presented
or known. Answering convergent questions is
an underexplored Q/A domain that can
leverage discourse analysis (Kuyten et al,
2015).
Discourse trees have became a standard for
representing how thoughts are organized in
text, in particular in a paragraph of text, such
as an answer. Discourse-level analysis has
been shown to assist in a number of NLP tasks
where learning linguistic structures is essential
(Louis et al., 2010; Lioma et al., 2012). DTs
outline the relationship in between entities
being introduced by an author. Obviously,
there are multiple ways the same entities and
their attributes are introduced, and not all
rhetoric relations that hold between these
entities occur in a DT for a given paragraph.
When DTs are used to coordinate questions
and answers, we would want to obtain an
“ideal” DT for an answer, where all rhetoric
relations between involved entities occur. To
do that, we need to augment an actual
(available) DT of answer instance with a
certain rhetorical relations which are missing
in the given answer instance but can be mined
from text corpora or from the web. Hence to
verify that an answer A is good for a given
question Q, we first verify that their DTs (DTA and DT-Q) agree and after that we usually
need to augment the DT-A with fragments of
other DTs to make sure all entities in Q are

We introduce a concept of a virtual
discourse tree to improve question
answering (Q/A) recall for complex, multisentence questions. Augmenting the
discourse tree of an answer with tree
fragments obtained from text corpora
playing the role of ontology, we obtain on
the fly a canonical discourse representation
of this answer that is independent of the
thought structure of a given author. This
mechanism is critical for finding an answer
that is not only relevant in terms of
questions entities but also in terms of interrelations between these entities in an
answer and its style. We evaluate the Q/A
system enabled with virtual discourse trees
and observe a substantial increase of
performance answering complex questions
such
as
Yahoo!
Answers
and
www.2carpros.com.

1

Introduction

In spite of the great success of search
technologies, the problem of leveraging
background knowledge is still on the agenda of
search engineering, for both conventional and
learning-based systems. Background knowledge
ontologies are difficult and expensive to build,
and knowledge graphs – based approaches
usually have a limited expressiveness and
coverage. In this study we explore how a
discourse analysis (which is domainindependent) can substitute certain features of
ontology-based search. There are few popular
discourse theories describing how Discourse
Trees (DT) can be constructed from the text. In
our work we used Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST, Mann and Thompson, 1988).
Ontologies are in great demand for
answering complex, multi-sentence questions
with a precise answer in such domain as
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communicated (addressed) in augmented DTA.
Hence instead of relying on an ontology that
would have definitions of entities which are
missing in a candidate answer we mine for the
rhetorical relations between these entities
online. This procedure allows us to avoid an
offline building of bulky and costly ontologies.
At the same time, the proposed approach can
be implemented on top of a conventional
search engine.
The paper structure is as follows. In Section
2 we compare the related work with our
proposal. In Section 3 we introduce the
concept of a virtual discourse tree and present
a number of examples illustrating how they can
be used and constructed. In Section 4 we
propose Q/A filtering algorithm which is the
core part of our approach. In Section 5 we
describe and discuss evaluation for the
question answering task on a few datasets that
were compiled for this research.

2
2.1

boosting the weight of the topical part of a
document improves its estimation of relevance.
Regretfully these relations are relatively rare.
Sun and Chai (2007) investigated the role of
discourse processing and its implication on
query expansion for a sequence of questions in
scenario-based context Q/A. They consider a
sequence of questions as a mini discourse. An
empirical examination of three discourse
theoretic models indicates that their discoursebased approach can significantly improve Q/A
performance over a baseline of plain reference
resolution.
In a different task (Wang et al, 2010) authors
parse Web user forum threads to determine the
discourse dependencies between posts in order
to improve information access over Web forum
archives.
Suwandaratna and Perera (2010) present a
re-ranking approach for Web search that uses
discourse structure. They report a heuristic
algorithm for refining search results based on
their rhetorical relations. Their implementation
and evaluation is partly based on a series of adhoc choices, making it hard to compare with
other approaches. They report a positive userbased evaluation of their system for ten test
cases.
Since rhetoric parsers for English (Joty et al.,
2013, Surdeanu, 2015) have become more
available and accurate, their application in
search engine indexing is becoming more
feasible. Precision and recall of search systems
ignore discourse level information and users do
not find products, services and information
they need. It was shown that discourse features
are valuable for passage re-ranking (Jansen et
al., 2014). DTs have been also found to assist
in answer indexing to make search more
relevant: query keyword should occur in
nucleus rather than a satellite of a rhetoric
relation (Galitsky et al., 2015). In this study we
go beyond leveraging discourse features and
construct DTs from actual candidate answers
and also virtual DTs for necessary background
knowledge.

Related Work
Discourse and IR

Typically, every part in most coherent text has
some plausible reason for its presence, some
function that it performs to the overall semantics
of the text. Rhetorical relations, e.g. contrast,
cause, explanation, describe how the parts of a
text are linked to each other. Rhetorical relations
indicate the different ways in which the parts of
a text are linked to each other to form a coherent
whole.
Marir and Haouam (2004) introduced a
thematic relationship between parts of text
using RST based on cue phrases to determine
the set of rhetorical relations. Once these
structures are determined, they are put in an
index, which can then be searched not only by
keywords, as traditional information retrieval
systems do, but also by rhetorical relations.
It was observed (Teufel and Moens, 2002)
that different rhetorical relations perform
differently across evaluation measures and
query sets. The four rhetorical relations that
improve performance over the baseline
consistently for all evaluation measures and
query sets are: background, cause-result,
condition and topic-comment. Topic-comment
is one of the overall best-performing rhetorical
relations, which in simple terms means that

2.2

Discourse Analysis and Entities

At any point in the discourse, some entities are
considered more salient than others (occurring
in nucleus parts of DTs), and consequently are
expected to exhibit different properties. In
Centering Theory (Poesio et al., 2004), entity
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importance determines how they are realized in
an utterance, including pronominalized relation
between them.
Barzilay and Lapata (2008) automatically
abstracts a text into a set of entity transition
sequences and records distributional, syntactic,
and referential information about discourse
entities. The authors formulated the coherence
assessment as a learning task and show that
their entity-based representation is well-suited
for ranking-based generation and text
classification tasks.
Nguyen and Joty (2017) presented a local
coherence model based on a convolutional
neural network that operates over the
distributed representation of entity transitions
in the grid representation of a text, can model
sufficiently long entity transitions and can
incorporate entity-specific features without
losing generalization power.
Kuyten et al., (2015) developed a search
engine that leverages the discourse structure in
documents to overcome the limitations
associated with the bag-of-words document
representations in information retrieval. This
system does not address the problem of
rhetoric coordination between Q and A, but
given a Q, this search engine can retrieve both
relevant A and individual statements from A
that describe some rhetorical relations to the
query.
Our approach is to discover ontological
relations between entities on the fly, finding
document fragments where a rhetorical relation
links these entities. Once all such text
fragments are found, we add the respective DT
fragments as virtual DTs to our main answer
DT.

3
3.1

The next step for an A to be good for Q is to
follow the logical flow of Q. Since it is hard to
establish relations between entities E, which
are domain dependent, we try to approximate
these relations by using logical flow of Q and
A, expressible in domain-independent terms,
such as rhetorical relation. Hence we require a
certain correspondence between DT-Q and
DT-A, considering additional labels for DT
nodes by entities (we denote such DT as EDT):
EDT-Q ~ EDT-A.

However a common case is that some
entities E are not explicitly mentioned in Q but
instead are assumed. Moreover, some entities
in A used to answer Q do not occur in A but
instead are substituted by more specific or
general entities do. How would we know that
these more specific entities are indeed
addressing issues from Q? We need some
external, additional source which we call
virtual EDT-A to establish these relationships.
This source contains the information on
inter-relationships between E which is omitted
in Q and/or A but is assumed to be known by
the interlocutor. For an automated Q/A system,
we want to obtain this knowledge at the
discourse level:
EDT-Q ~ EDT-A + virtual EDT-A.

3.2

(3)

Discourse Trees for Answer and
Question

We start with a simple example:
Q: What is an advantage of electric car?
A: No need for gas.
How can search engine figure out that A is a
good one for Q? We have an abstract generalsense entity advantage and a regular noun
entity car. We need to link explicit entities in A
{need, gas}. Fragments of a possible virtual
EDT-A are shown below:
Q: [When driving the cruise control][the
engine will turn off][when I want to accelerate
,][although the check engine light was off .] [I
have turned on the ignition][and listen for the
engine pump running][to see][if it is building
up vacuum .] [Could there be a problem with
the brake sensor under the dash ?] [Looks like
there could be a little play in the plug.]

Answering Questions via Discourse
Trees
Virtual Discourse Tree

The baseline requirement for an A to be relevant
to Q is that entities (E) of A cover the entities of
Q:
E-Q  E-A.

(2)

(1)

Naturally, some E-A (entities in an answer)
are not explicitly mentioned in Q but are
needed to provide a recommendation yielded
by Q (recipe-type A).
375

Figure 1: DTs of Q, A and imaginary DT-Aimg1 and DT-A img2

Figure 2: How Virtual DTs would enable Google search to explain missing keywords
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A: [A faulty brake switch can effect the cruise
control .] [If it is,][there should be a
code][stored in the engine control module .]
[Since it is not an emissions fault ,][the check
engine light will not illuminate .] [First of all,
watch the tachometer][to see][if engine speed
increases 200 rpm][when this happens .] [If it
does ,][the torque converter is unlocking
transmission .]
We do not need to know the details
concerning how this Enablement occurs, we just
need evidence that these rhetorical links exist.
We could have used semantic linked between
entities but for that we would need a domainspecific ontology.
Let us explain how a match between a Q and
an A is facilitated by DTs (Fig. 1). A explains a
situation and also offer some interpretation, as
well as recommends a certain course of action. A
introduces extra entities which are not in Q, and
needs to involve background knowledge to
communicate how they are related to E-Q. We
do it by setting a correspondence between E-Q
and E-A, shown by the horizontal curly (red)
arcs.
Notice that some entities E0 in Q are
unaddressed: they are not mentioned in A. E0-Q
includes {Engine pump, Brake sensor and
Vacuum}. It means that either A is not fully
relevant to Q omitting some of its entities E0 or it
uses some other entities instead. Are E0-Q
ignored in A? To verify the latter possibility, we
need to apply some form of background
knowledge finding entities Eimg which are linked
to both E0-Q and E-A.
It is unclear how E-A = Torque Convertor is
connected to Q. To verify this connection, we
obtain a fragment of text from Wikipedia (or
another source) about Torque Convertor, build
DT-Aimg1 (shown on the left-bottom of Fig. 1)
and observe that it is connected with Engine via
rhetoric relation of elaboration. Hence we
confirm that E-A = Torque Convertor is indeed
relevant for Q (a vertical blue arc).
It is also unclear how E-Q pump is addressed
in Q. We find a document on the web about
Engine Pump and Vacuum and attempt to
connect them to E-A. It turns out that DT-Aimg2
connects Vacuum and Engine via elaboration.
Hence the combined DT-A includes real DT-A
plus DT-Aimg1 and DT-Aimg2 . Both real and virtual
DTs are necessary to demonstrate that an answer
is relevant by employing background knowledge

in a domain independent manner: no offline
ontology construction is required.
Search relevance is then measured as the
inverse number of unaddressed E0 –Q once DT-A
is augmented with virtual DT-Aimg . This
relevance is then added to a default one.
Fig. 2 shows an example how Virtual DT
component would improve a web search.
Currently, search engines show certain keywords
they do not identify in a given search result.
However, it is possible to indicate how these
keywords are relevant to the search result by
finding documents where these unidentified
keywords are rhetorically connected with the
ones occurring in the query. This feature would
naturally improve the answer relevance on one
hand and provide an “explainability” for the user
Algorithm 1 Filtering Algorithm
Input: Question
Parameter: Background knowledge B
Output: Most relevant Answer
1: Build EDT-Q.
2: Obtain E-Q
3: Form a query for E-A
4: Obtain a set of candidate answers As
5: for each Ac in As do
6:

Build discourse tree for the
answer DT-Ac.

7:

Establish mapping E-Q  E-Ac

8:

Identify E0 -Q.

9:

Form queries from E0 –Q and E0 – Ac
(entities which are not in E0 –Q)

10:

Obtain search results from B for queries

11:

Build imaginary DTs-Ac.

12:

Calculate the score = |E0|

13:end for
14:Select A with the best score
15:return A
on how her keywords are addressed in the
answer. In the default search, munro is missing.
However, by trying to rhetorically connect
munro with the entities in the question, the
Virtual DT approach finds out that Munro is an
377
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questions are fairly detailed so no filtering by
sentence length was applied to the answers.
Car repair conversations (available online 2)
selected from www.2carpros.com including 9300
Q/A pairs of car problem descriptions vs
recommendation on how to rectify them. These
pairs were extracted from dialogues as first and
second utterances so that a question is one to
three sentences and answer is three to six
sentences in length. Each dialogue is a
comprehensive, cohesive sequence of questions
and problem solving recommendations. Most
recommendations include a set of conditions to
check and actions to perform, not necessarily in
the same terms as the problem was formulated.
Therefore, traditional search engineering based
on keyword statistics performs poorly on this
dataset; both semantic and syntactic similarities
between Q and A are low.

inventor of automatic transmission. DT fragment
is shown with rhetorical relation Attribution, as
well as the Wikipedia source for virtual DT.

4

Question Answering Approach

4.1

Question
Algorithm

Answering

Filtering

Given a Question, we outline an algorithm
(Algorithm 1) that finds the most relevant Answer
such that it has as much of E-Q addressed by E-A,
having a source for virtual DTs (background
knowledge) B.
Discourse trees are constructed automatically
using state-of-the-art RST-parser (Surdeanu et.al,
2015).
4.2

Learning on Q/A Pairs

Besides this algorithm, we outline a machine
learning approach to classify <EDT-Q, EDT-A>
pair as correct or incorrect. The training set
should include good Q/A pairs and bad Q/A
pairs. Therefore a DT-kernel learning approach
(SVM TK, Joty and Moschitti, 2014, Galitsky,
2017, 2018) is selected which applies SVM
learning to a set of all sub-DTs of the DT for
Q/A pair. Tree kernel family of approaches is
not very sensitive to errors in parsing (syntactic
and rhetoric) because erroneous sub-trees are
mostly random and will unlikely be common
among different elements of a training set.
Learning framework is available on our
GitHub repository.

5

Evaluation

5.1

Experiments on “Convergent” Q/A
Datasets

Source
Search method

Yahoo! Answers
P

R

F1

Car Repair
P

R

F1

Baseline (Lucene
41.8 42.9 42.3 42.5 37.4 39.8
search engine)
|E-Q  E-A|

53.0 57.8 55.3 54.6 49.3 51.8

|EDT-QEDT-A| 66.3 64.1 65.1 66.8 60.3 63.4
|EDT-QEDT-A
+EDT-Aimgi|

76.3 78.1

77.2
72.0
72.1 72.0
3.4
3.6

SVM TK for
82.8
79.6
<EDT-Q, EDT-A 83.5 82.1
80.8 78.5
3.1
4.1
+EDT-Aimgi>
Human
assessment
of
80.8
80.7
SVM TK for
81.9 79.7
80.3 81.0
7.1
6.8
<EDT-QEDT-A
+EDT-Aimgi>
Table 1: Evaluation results on convergent Q/A datasets

Traditional Q/A datasets for factoid and nonfactoid questions, as well as SemEval and neural
Q/A evaluations are not suitable since the
questions are shorter and not as complicated to
observe a potential contribution of discourse-level
analysis. For our first evaluation, we formed two
convergent Q/A sets.
Yahoo! Answer 1 set of question-answer pairs
with broad topics. Out of the set of 140k user
questions we selected 3300 of those, which
included three to five sentences. Answers for most

For each of these sets, we form the positive
one from actual Q/A pairs and the negative one
from Q/Asimilar-entities: E-Asimilar-entities has a strong
overlap with E-A, although Asimilar-entities is not
really correct, comprehensive and exact answer.
Hence Q/A is reduced to a classification task
measured via precision and recall of relating a
Q/A pair into a class of correct pairs.
Top two rows in Table 1 show the baseline
performance of Q/A and demonstrate that in a
complicated domain transition from keyword to
2

https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-parsetrees/examples/CarRepairData_AnswerAnatomyDataset2.csv
.zip.

1

https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=l
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matched entities delivers more than 13%
performance boost. For the baseline we used
standard implementation of Lucene search
engine based on matching keywords.
The bottom three rows show the Q/A quality
when discourse analysis is applied. Assuring a
rule-based correspondence between DT-A and
DT-Q gives 13% increase over the baseline, and
using virtual DT gives further 10%. Finally,
proceeding from rule-based to machine learned
Q/A correspondence (SVM TK) gives the
performance gain of about 7%.
The difference between the best performing

SQuAD and evaluated on the unseen questions.
Whereas a deep learning system gets 86% F1 on
SQuAD 1.1, it achieves only 66% on SQuAD
2.0 where some questions should not be
answered.
Approach

SVM TK for <EDT-Q  EDT-A+EDT-Aimgi>
row and the above row is only the machine
learning algorithm: representation is the same.
The bottom row shows the human evaluation
of Q/A on a reduced dataset of 200 questions for
each domain. We used human evaluation to
make sure the way we form the training dataset
reflects the Q/A relevance as perceived by
humans. This is important to confirm, in
particular, that the negative dataset includes
unsatisfactory answers. For a 1/3 fraction of this
dataset we measured Krippendorff’s alpha
measure for the inter-annotator agreement (two
annotators) which exceeds 80%.
To summarize this experiment, the tree kernel
learning of virtual discourse trees turned out to
be a preferred approach. The contribution of
virtual DTs might be insignificant for simpler,
shorter, factoid questions when traditional
measures of similarity between Q and A work
well. However, we demonstrate that involvement
of background knowledge via virtual DTs for
complex convergent questions requiring
entailment is significant.
5.2

Experiments
Dataset

on

a

Standard

F1

Reference

BiDaf (Allen NLP)
(Gardner et al., 2017)

64.8

Our experiments

DeepPavlov
(Burtsev et al., 2018)

61.0

Our experiments

Microsoft Asia
(Hu et al., 2018)

74.2

As reported by the
authors (full dataset)

SVM TK for
<EDT-Q,
+EDT-Aimgi>

EDT-A 73.3

Current study

Table 2: Evaluation results on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset

We applied the model trained on
Yahoo!Answers and Car Repair to our subset of
questions from SQuAD 2.0. Because most
unanswerable questions contain entities or entity
types which do not occur in text, virtual DT is a
good means to handle such cases. At the same
time, by the nature of neural learning, it is hard
to learn to refuse to answer. The best
performance on SQuAD 2.0 for the totality of
questions, including much simpler ones than our
formed 460 questions dataset, is achieved by (Hu
et al., 2018) and exceeds our model by less than
1%.
The model of Hu et al. is specific to
Wikipedia pages and the way questions are
formulated, whereas our model learns once and
for all which discourse structures is correlated
with which forms of background knowledge.
We believe this performance, achieved by
training and testing on the same kind of Q/A
dataset is comparable with the results of the
general model of the current study with the focus
on convergent why/how to questions.

Q/A

We also compare the performance of virtual
DT Q/A with neural extractive reading
comprehension approaches (Table 2). We made
this comparison on the why? and how-to?
questions from SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al.,
2018), the dataset with unanswerable questions
which look similar to answerable ones. In total
460 questions were selected.
Deep learning systems can often locate the
correct answer to a question in a short text, but
experience difficulties on questions for which
the correct answer is not stated in the context.
Rajpurkar et al. (2018) trained their system on

6

Conclusions

Answering questions in the domain of this
study is a significantly more complex task than
factoid Q/A such as Stanford Q/A dataset, where
it is just necessary to involve one or two entities
and their parameters. To answer a “how to solve
a problem” question, one needs to maintain the
logical flow connecting the entities in the
questions. Since some entities from Q are
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inevitably omitted, these would need to be
restored from some background knowledge text
about these omitted entities and the ones
presented in Q. Moreover, a logical flow needs
to complement that of the Q. The complexity of
multi-sentence convergent questions, which was
evaluated in, for example (Chen et al., 2017) is
way below that one of a real user asking
questions in the domains of the current study.
Factoid, Wikipedia-targeted questions usually
have fewer entities and simpler links between
entities than the ones where virtual DT technique
is necessary. At the same time, neural network –
based approach require a huge training set of
Q/A pairs which is rarely available in industrial,
practical Q/A domains.
In spite of the great success of statistical and
deep learning from a vast set of Q/A pairs, it is
still hard to answer questions underrepresented
in a training set. Most of the failures of learning
approach occur when the user feels that the
needed background knowledge is absent. The
proposed technique does not require extensive
training sets for all Q/A pairs which can be
potentially encountered in real time. Instead, we
consult necessary texts on demand in real time
and avoid maintaining huge training sets on one
hand and tackling extensive manually built
ontologies on the other hand. Hence we propose
a solution to one of the hardest and most sought
after problem in AI of how to rely on
background
knowledge
in
industrial
applications.
Domain-specific ontologies such as the ones
related to mechanical problems with cars are
very hard and costly to build. In this work we
proposed a substitute via domain-independent
discourse level analysis where we attempt to
cover unaddressed parts of DT-A on the fly,
finding text fragments in a background
knowledge corpus such as Wikipedia. Hence we
can do without an ontology that would have to
maintain relations between involved entities.
The proposed virtual DT feature of a Q/A
system delivers a substantial increase of
performance answering complex convergent
questions, where it is important to take into
account all entities from a question. We
observed that relying on rhetoric agreement
between Q and A (matching their DTs) improves
Q/A F1 by more than 10% compared to the
relevance-only focused baseline. Moreover,
employing virtual DTs gives us further 10%
improvement.

Since we explored the complementarity
relation between DT-A and DT-Q and proposed a
way to identify virtual DT-A on demand, the
learning feature space is substantially reduced
and learning from an available dataset of a
limited size such as car repair becomes plausible.
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Abstract
We present a chatbot that delivers content
in the form of virtual dialogues
automatically produced from the plain
texts that are extracted and selected from
the documents. This virtual dialogue
content is provided in the form of answers
derived from the found and selected
documents split into fragments, and
questions that are automatically generated
for these answers based on the initial text.

1

Introduction

Presentation of knowledge in dialogue format is a
popular way to communicate information
effectively. It has been demonstrated in games,
news,
commercials,
and
educational
entertainment. Usability studies have shown that
for information acquirers, dialogues often
communicate information more effectively and
persuade stronger than a monologue most of times
(Cox et al., 1999, Craig et al., 2000).
We demo a chatbot that delivers content in the
form of virtual dialogues automatically produced
from plain texts extracted and selected from
documents. Given an initial query, this chatbot
finds documents, extracts topics from them,
organizes these topics in clusters according to
conflicting viewpoints, receives from the user
clarification on which cluster is most relevant to
her opinion, and provides the content for this
cluster. This content is provided in the form of a
virtual dialogue where the answers are derived
from the found and selected documents split into
fragments, and questions are automatically
generated for these answers.
Once the proper piece of content is identified,
users frequently like to consume it in the form of
frequently asked question pages, discussion
forums and blogs, rather then formal lengthy
document. However, for the majority of
knowledge domains, from legal and medical to

engineering, most reliable information is only
available as documents and web pages. Hence we
convert plain documents into dialogues, imitating
multiple people conversing on the specific topic
of interest.
A virtual dialogue is defined as a multi-turn
dialogue between imaginary agents obtained as a
result of content transformation. It is designed
with the goal of effective information
representation and is intended to look as close as
possible to a genuine dialogue. Virtual dialogues
as search results turn out to be more effective
means of information access in comparison with
original documents provided by a conventional
chatbot or a search engine.

2

Related Systems

Piwek et al. (2007) were pioneers of automated
construction
of
dialogues,
proposing
Text2Dialogue system. The authors provided a
theoretical foundation of the mapping that the
system performs from RST structures to
Dialogue representation structures. The authors
introduced a number of requirements for a
dialogue
generation
system
(robustness,
extensibility, and variation and control) and
reported on the evaluation of the mapping rules.
An important body of work concerns tutorial
dialogue systems. Some of the work in that area
focuses on authoring tools for generating
questions, hints, and prompts. Typically, these are,
however, single utterances by a single interlocutor,
rather than an entire conversation between two
agents. Some researchers have concentrated on
generating questions together with possible
answers such as multiple choice test items, but
this work is restricted to a very specific type of
question–answer pairs (Mitkov et al., 2006).
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Conversion a text into a dialogue is different
from the dialogue generation problem; the former
is a training set–based foundation for the latter.
Response generation for dialogue can be viewed
as a source-to-target transduction problem.
(Sordoni et al., 2015) rescores the outputs of a
phrasal machine translation-based conversation
system with a neural model incorporating prior
context. Recent progress in sequence-to-sequence
models has been leveraged to build end-to-end
dialogue systems that firstly applies an utterance
message to a distributed vector representation
using an encoder, then generates a response from
this representation.
(Li et al., 2016) simulate dialogues between
two virtual agents, using policy gradient methods
to reward sequences that display three useful
conversational
properties:
“informativity”,
coherence, and ease of answering.
We
measured
comparable
dialogue
effectiveness, properties such as the speed of
arrival to a search result, a decision and domain
coverage, in the current study.
Dialogue acts are an important source which
differentiates between a plain text and a dialogue.
Proposed algorithm of virtual dialogues can assist
with building domain-specific chatbot training
datasets. Recently released dataset, DailyDialog
(Li et al., 2017), is the only dataset that has
utterances annotated with dialogue acts and is
large enough for learning conversation models.

3
3.1

Demo Description
Dialogue Construction from Plain Text

To form a dialogue from text sharing
information or explaining how to do things, we
need to split it into parts which will serve as
answers. Then for each answer a question needs to
be formed. The cohesiveness of the resultant
dialogue should be assured by the integrity of the
original text; the questions are designed to
“interrupt” the speaker similar to how journalists
do interviews.
We employ a general mechanism of conversion
of a paragraph of text of various styles and genres
into a dialogue form. The paragraph is split into
text fragments serving as a set of answers, and
questions are automatically formed from some of
these text fragments. The problem of building
dialogue from text T is formulated as splitting it

into a sequence of answers A = [A1…An] to form a
dialogue
[A1, <Q1, A2>, …,<Qn-1, An>],
where Ai answers Qi-1 and possibly previous
question, and Ai = T. Qi-1 needs to be derived
from the whole or a part of Ai by linguistic means
and generalization; also some inventiveness may
be required to make these questions sound natural.
To achieve it, we try to find a semantically similar
phrase on the web and merge it with the candidate
question.
The main foundation of our dialogue
construction algorithm is Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST, Mann and Thompson, 1988). RST
represents the flow of entities in text via
Discourse Tree – a hierarchical structure that sets
inter-relations between text fragments: what
elaborates on what, what explains what, what is
attributed to what, what is contradicting what, etc.
Such text fragments are called elementary
discourse units (EDUs). Most rhetorical relations
are binary anti-symmetric, specifying which EDU
has more important (nucleus) compared to less
important (satellite).
A dialogue is formed from text by the
following rule: once nucleus EDU is finished, and
before satellite EDU starts, questions against this
satellite EDU is inserted. In terms of dialogue
flow between a text author and a person asking
question, the latter “interrupts” the author to ask
his question such that the satellite EDU and
possibly consecutive text would be an answer to
this question. The question is supposed to be
about the entity from the nucleus, but this nucleus
does not contain an answer to this question. The
person asking questions only interrupts the text
author when his question sounds suitable; it does
not have to be asked for any nucleus-satellite
transition.
Once we split a text into EDUs, we know
which text fragments will serve as answer to
questions: satellites of all relations. Elaboration
rhetorical relation is default and What-question to
a verb phrase is formed. Background relation
yields another What-question for the satellite
‘…as
<predicate>-<subject>’.
Finally,
Attribution relation is a basis of “What/who is
source” question.
A trivial approach to question generation would
be to just convert satellite EDU into a question.
But it would make it too specific and unnatural,
such as ‘the linchpin of its strategy handled just a
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small fraction of the tests then sold to whom?’.
Instead, a natural dialogue should be formed with
more general questions like ‘What does its
strategy handle?’.
An example of converting a text into a virtual
dialogue is shown in Fig. 1. Answers are obtained
by splitting text into EDUs, and questions are
inserted in text before satellite EDUs. Questions
are shown in angle brackets and bolded. Each
rhetorical relation in this example such as contrast
ranges over a nucleus and a satellite. Each leave
of this discourse tree starts with ‘TEXT’ (Fig. 1).
The reader of a virtual dialogue might feel that
the interviewer is guessing what the speaker is
going to answer for each question. A discourse –
tree based approach does not deliver most natural
dialogues however it is a systematic method of
building ones without distorting the logical flow
of answers.
elaboration (LeftToRight)
attribution (RightToLeft)
<who provided the evidence of responsibility>
TEXT: Dutch accident investigators say
TEXT: that evidence points to pro-Russian
rebels as being responsible for shooting down
plane.
contrast (RightToLeft)
attribution (RightToLeft)
TEXT: The report indicates
joint
TEXT: where the missile was fired from
elaboration (LeftToRight)
<what else does report indicate?>
TEXT: and identifies
TEXT: who was in control and pins the
downing of the plane on the pro-Russian rebels .
elaboration (LeftToRight)
attribution (RightToLeft)
TEXT: However , the Investigative
Committee of the Russian Federation believes
elaboration (LeftToRight)
TEXT: that the plane was hit by a missile
from the air
<where was it produced?>
TEXT: which was not produced in Russia .
attribution (RightToLeft)
TEXT: At the same time, rebels deny <who
denied about who controlled the territory>
TEXT: that they controlled the territory
from which the missile was supposedly fired .
Fig. 1. A discourse tree for a paragraph of text with
questions formulated for satellite EDUs as answers

3.2

System Architecture

System Architecture for building a dialogue from
text is shown in Fig. 2. Each paragraph of a
document is converted into a dialogue via
building a communicative discourse tree for it and
then building questions from its Satellite
Elementary Discourse Units. Current chatbot is a
development of the previously built tool that
conducted task-oriented conventional dialogues
(Galitsky et al., 2017).
Paragraph [A1, A2, .., An]
Build CDT

Form a list of Satellite EDUs

Convert Satellite EDU into a generic question form
Select the question focus: entity / attribute
Generalize the question to the proper level
Confirm /update /invent the question via web mining
Load doc2dialogue results into Open-Domain Q/A
for verification
Dialogue [A1, <Q1, A2>, …,<Qn-1, An>]
Fig. 2. System architecture

4

Evaluation of Effectiveness

Evaluating the effectiveness of information
delivery via virtual dialogues, we compare the
conventional chatbot sessions where users were
given plain-text answers, and the ones where users
were given content via virtual dialogues.
We present the results on comparative usability
of conventional dialogue and virtual dialogue. We
assess dialogues with respect to following
usability properties.
The speed of arriving to the sought piece of
information. It is measured as a number of
iteration (a number of user utterances) preceding
the final reply of the chatbot that gave an answer
wanted by the user. We measure the number of
steps only if the user confirms that she accepts the
answer.
The speed of arriving to a decision to
commit a transaction such as purchase or
reservation or product selection. A user is
expected to accumulate sufficient information,
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and this information such as reviews should be
convincing enough for making such decision;
We also measure how many entities (in
linguistic sense) were explored during a session
with the chatbot. We are interested in how
thorough and comprehensive the chatbot session
is, how much a user actually learns from it. This
assessment is sometimes opposite to the above
two measures but is nevertheless important for
understanding the overall usability of various
conversational modes.

5

We present an exploratory session that
combines information delivery in the form of
traditional
textual
answers
(conventional
dialogue) and also in a form of a virtual dialogue.

Table 1. Evaluation of comparative effectiveness of
conventional and virtual dialogues

Conventional
dialogues

# iterations till
decision

Coverюexploration #
of entities

Virtual dialogues

# of iterations
till found
# iterations till
decision
Coverage of
exploration # of
entities
# of iterations
till found
Conventional
only
Virtual only
Conventional
followed by
virtual
Virtual
followed by
conventional

4.6

6.3 10.8

-

-

-

4.0

5.7 7.6

4.1
6.1

6.0 13.7
11.3 15.1

5.6

7.1 12.3

3.7

7.0

11.5

We do not compare precision and recall of
search sessions with either dialogue mode since
the same information is delivered, but in distinct
modes.
In the first and second rows, we assess the
stand-alone systems. One can observe that virtual
dialogues take less iteration on average for
information access and about the same number of
iterations for decisions as conventional dialogues
do.
Notice that the bottom row, the chat scenario
proceeds from right to left. In the bottom two
rows, we observe the usability of the hybrid
system. When a conventional dialogue is followed
by a virtual one, a lower portion of users is
satisfied by the first step in comparison to the
inverse architecture, where virtual is followed by
conventional.

Sample Chatbot Session

Bot>ask a new question
User>advantages and new features of 5G
Bot>exploring….
I believe these are the main topics of your
query: is that what you meant? Please select
demonstrating the benefits of the technology[1].
wide range of people from student'[2]. 5g new
radio nr specification'[3]. … next generation
mobile networks alliance[4]. the next stage in
mobile technology[5].
User> next stage in technology (or [5])
Bot> Put simply, it’s the next stage in mobile
technology. It follows 4G and 4G LTE and builds
on what they offer, delivering everything at a
faster speed. …
Are
you
OK
with
this
answer?
yes/more/no/specify [different topic] / reduce
search to web domain / virtual dialogue
User > virtual dialogue
Bot> This is what other people are chatting about
your topic:
User1>What Are the Benefits of Technology?
Bot1> If you hopped over to Ericsson,
you'd find a ''5G avenue'' with multiple exhibits
demonstrating the benefits of the technology…
User1>How are these benefits leveraged by
new tablets?
Bot1>Samsung kicked off its press conference
not with its new tablets, but 5G is the next
wireless network in telecom industry …
User2>Are the features right for them?
Bot1>It is important for people to start learning
about 5G technology now so that they can
decide if the features are right for them...
User2 >Which are the dual 4G VoLTE sim
smartphones in India?
Bot1> The current 4G VoLTE smartphones
with dual SIM slots that are available in the
Indian markets may support 4G on single or
both SIM slots.
Fig. 3. Chatbot session with conventional and virtual
dialogue

The dialogue starts from the user question,
‘advantages and new features of 5G’. The chatbot
consults the sources (in this case, public URLs)
and extracts the content from each page (or
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documents) expected to be relevant for the query.
In this example, seven URLs were processed,
from domain-specific to general knowledge
portals like Quora.com. The chatbot forms the list
of topics extracted from these search results so
that the user might select one of his interest.
Once the chatbot forms the topics for
clarification of the user search intent, it shows
them as a list.
The user selects his topic of interest and
requests a specific answer via the topic number of
the topic expression. Once the answer is read,
there are multiple options:
 navigate to the next answer from the
chatbot list;
 navigate to a specific answer from the
chatbot list;
 reject this answer
reformulate the query;

and

attempt

to

 reduce search to a specified web domain
(such as quota.com, for example);
 proceed in the same direction to more
search results in the form of a virtual
dialogue;
 accept the answer and conclude the session.
The user selects the last option and the chatbot
builds a virtual dialogue. It is a conversation
between an imaginary people but the topic stays
the same, matching the original query. Virtual
dialogues are shown in frames. As long as an
imaginary chatbot responds to the same person,
the dialog is intended to stay cohesive;
coreferences in the follow-up questions are
maintained. The main dialogue can be viewed as
a one in the meta-level, and the object-level
dialogue is naturally embedded into the meta-level
one.
Now the user can either browse the built virtual
dialogue or search it to find a fragment of
conversation which is relevant to the user current
exploration intent. The user now types the query
‘Are the features right for me?’ and gets directed
to the virtual dialogue fragment where some other
users are discussing if the technology is ‘right for
them’. The search matches the query either against
the fragments of an original text, generated
questions or both.

6

Conclusions

We proposed a novel mode of chatbot
interaction via virtual dialogue. It addresses
sparseness of dialogue data on one hand and
convincingness, perceived authenticity of
information presented via dialogues on the other
hand. We quantitatively evaluated improvement of
user satisfaction with virtual dialogue in
comparison to regular chatbot replies and
confirmed the strong points of the former. We
conclude that virtual dialogue is an important
feature related to social search to be leveraged by
a chatbot.
Chatbot demo videos (please, check 10 min
video) and instructions on how to use it are
available
at
https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-onparse-trees in the “What is new?” section.
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Abstract

500 million conversations (tweets) daily 1 . These
conversations are short text messages including a
maximum of 140 characters (recently extended to
280). Indeed, this shortage of characters leads
to unstructured and noisy texts to the point that
natural language processing (NLP) tools cannot
manage successfully (Ritter et al., 2011). Moreover, more deduction is required to detect the underlying features of Twitter users. In this regard,
researchers and specialized centers will explore
and analyze the available demographic information of Twitter users. The results provided by the
Pew Research Center (Smith and Brenner, 2012),
a subsidiary of the Pew Charitable Trust, show
that the majority of Twitter users in the United
States are young, with high educational level and
exposing a bigger political interest. Authors concluded that focusing on a community characterized by high level of involvement in societal issues (Li et al., 2015) could be fruitful. In a first
study (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015a) prove that language use in social media is an indicator of user’s
occupational class. In a second study, (PreoţiucPietro et al., 2015b) provide a comparison between
income and psycho-demographic traits of Twitter
users; among the results of this research they concluded that the rich users expose less emotional
status but more neutral content, expressing anger
and fear, but less surprise, sadness, and disgust.
Recently, (Flekova et al., 2016) found that the
writing style can also indicate the income of the
users. The higher income is an indicator of education and conscientiousness. Moreover, (Volkova
and Bachrach, 2016) concluded that the highly educated users have a stronger tendency to express
less sadness and are likely to show more neutral
opinions.
User’s socioeconomic status (SES) is the most

Every day, the emotion and opinion of different people across the world are reflected
in the form of short messages using microblogging platforms. Despite the existence of enormous potential introduced by
this data source, the Twitter community is
still ambiguous and is not fully explored
yet. While there are a huge number of
studies examining the possibilities of inferring gender and age, there exist hardly
researches on socioeconomic status (SES)
inference of Twitter users. As socioeconomic status is essential to treating diverse
questions linked to human behavior in several fields (sociology, demography, public
health, etc.), we conducted a comprehensive literature review of SES studies, inference methods, and metrics. With reference to the research on literature’s results, we came to outline the most critical challenges for researchers. To the
best of our knowledge, this paper is the
first review that introduces the different aspects of SES inference. Indeed, this article
provides the benefits for practitioners who
aim to process and explore Twitter SES inference.

1

Introduction

The ability to identify the socioeconomic status of social media users accurately is beneficial
for the individual scale as well as the societal one.
This field starts to be a well-explored research domain. The difficulty to identify the socioeconmic
status of authors and the lack of explicit personal
information have brought with them some challenge for computer scientists.
Nowadays, Twitter’s monthly active members exceed 300 millions. These members generate over

1
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work) and the material capital (Jones et al., 2007).
Similarly, the primary metrics of the SES are education, occupation, income levels and wealth or
lifestyle (Van Berkel-Van Schaik and Tax, 1990;
White, 1982).
People are usually divided into groups according
to these metrics, from the least advantaged to the
most advantaged, medium, or high SES. Education is one of the widely used indicator and it is
considered by many to be the canonical element
of SES because of its influence on later income
and occupation (Krieger et al., 1997). This index can be defined by two dimensions: the field
of education and the level at which the education
was followed. Income reflects spending power,
housing, diet, and medical care. Occupation measures like prestige, responsibility, physical activity, as well as work exposures. The occupational
status influences the social capital of individuals
and it strengthen the connection with more professional people enjoying wealth and power. Similarly, education indicates skills requisite for acquiring a positive social, psychological, and economic resources (Antonovsky, 1967). Likewise,
social classes are measurements that, like SES,
aim to locate ones position in the social hierarchy.
classes are social categories sharing subjectivelysalient attributes used by people to rank those categories within a system of economic stratification”
(Wright and Ritzer, 2003). By refering to the definition presented by (Wright and Ritzer, 2003),
classes refer to how people are objectively located
in distributions of material inequality”.
Before the rise of social networks, different studies
have looked into other data sources from various
domains, like internet browsing behaviors, written
texts, telephone conversations, real-world mobile
network and communication records.

important predictors of a person’s morbidity and
mortality experience (Kitagawa and Hauser, 1973;
Marmot et al., 1987). The significant impact of
SES on public health renders its definition and
measurement of critical importance. When the
SES is low, it does not only involves poverty and
poor health, but it also affects the educational
achievements hence the whole society. Thus, the
research of (Morgan et al., 2009) finds that children from low-SES households develop a slow
academic behavior than children belonging to
higher SES groups. For these reasons, marketing
campaigns, as well as economic and sociological
studies, have found it interesting to determine the
socioeconomic status of particular persons.
This article is going to be divided into six sections.
After the introduction, section 2 will discuss the
metrics of socioeconomic status used with Twitter data. Section 3 will discuss SES indicators and
its features. Section 4 will examine the different
techniques employed in SES inference and section
5 will present the data collection and analysis process. Section 6 is going to be the conclusion for
this article opening the horizons for further discussions.

2

Evaluation of Socioeconomic Status

Socioeconomic status (SES) can be defined as
one’s possession of social, financial, cultural, and
human capital resources. Parental and neighborhood properties are considered as additional components (Cowan et al., 2012). We can also note
that SES is a complex unit of measurement of a
person’s economic and sociological standing, like
for instance, his prestige, power or else his economic well-being (Hoff et al., 2002; Oakes and
Rossi, 2003). Consequently, one can conclude that
the SES is a complex measure of evaluation that
differs from a research to another because it takes
into account the work experience, the economic
position, or the social status.
The concept of the SES detection in literature goes
back to the beginning of the 20th century (Chapman and Sims, 1925). In the 20th century the evaluation of SES was based on questions like: How
many years did your father go to school?”, Do
you have a telephone?” or Do you work out of
school hours?”. Currently, there is an agreement
that SES is influenced by three significant factors:
the cultural (comprised of skills, capacities, and
knowledge), the social (social network combined
with the status and power of the people in that net-

• (French, 1959): introduced the relationship
between different measures of 232 undergraduate students and their future jobs. This
work concluded that occupational membership could be predicted with the use of variables such as the ability of persons in using
mathematical and verbal symbols, the social
class of family and the personality components.
• (Schmidt and Strauss, 1975): have also designed the relationship between the types of
occupation and the particular demographic
attributes such as gender, race, experience,
389

education, and location. Their study identified biases and the types of discrimination
that can possibly exist in various types of occupations.

They collect Twitter accounts which users are
located in Los Angeles. Concerning the sentiment analysis, they used SentiStrength 3 .
The study shows that people with higher incomes are associated with weaker social ties.

The recent excessive use of online social media
and the user-generated content in microblogging
platforms such as google+, Facebook, or Sine
Weibo 2 has allowed the study of author profiling
on an unprecedented scale.

• (Quercia et al., 2012): treat the relationship
between sentiment expressed in tweets and
the community socioeconomic well-being. In
their research, they collect Twitter accounts
which users are located in London. Concerning the sentiment analysis, they used word
count technique and the maximum entropy
classifier. Socio-demographic data obtained
from Index of Multiple Deprivation scores
(composite score based on income, employment, education, health, crime, housing, and
the environmental quality for each community) of each of the 78 census areas in London.

• (Li et al., 2014): proposed a framework for
assessing the user’s features on Twitter using Google+ API. They constructed a publicly available dataset using distant supervision. They submitted their model on three
user profile attributes, i.e., Job, Spouse and
Education.
• (Zhong et al., 2015): investigated the predictive power of location check-in, extracted
from points of interest of Sina Weibo. In order to determine the demographic attributes
of the users such as education background
(university and non-university), marital status
(single, courtship, in love or married) using
human mobility as an informative and fundamental user behavior. They developed a comprehensive location to profile (L2P) framework to detect temporality, spatiality, and location knowledge at the same time.

3

• (Sullivan et al., 2018) has recently reported
that Facebook has patented technology that
utilizes a sample decision tree to determine
its users’ social class. Decision tree uses as
an input information about a user’s demographic information, device ownership, internet usage, household data, etc. The output
provides a probability that the user belongs to
a given socioeconomic class: working class,
middle class or upper class.

3.1

Message Content

Twitter message text represents the backbone of
most research works within the field of SES inference as this helps to understand the context of
messages themselves. The messages of the social
media platform include abbreviations and nonstandard formulation as there is no precise rule of
writing since most of the tweets are sent via mobile phones.
In his thesis, (Mentink, 2016) used Bag-of-Words
to analyze the discussed topics of users. (PreoţiucPietro et al., 2015b) used clustering algorithms to
build a list of most frequent unigrams and then
they reached their vector representations, consequently using Word2Vec model to compute dense
word vectors (grouping words into clusters or topics). While (Lampos et al., 2016) applied spectral clustering to derive clusters of 1-gram that

Recent studies tackled the inference of socioeconomic characteristics of Twitter users.
• (Lerman et al., 2016): analyze a large corpus of geo-referenced tweets posted by social media users from US metropolitan areas. They measure emotions expressed in the
tweets posted from a particular area with the
inference of socioeconomic characteristics.
2

SES Features and Indicators

The quality of features influences the value of
a machine learning pattern from which it originates. Microblogging platforms offer a different
number of potential features. Different traditional
text-based corpora features are used to explore the
relationship between these characteristics. Different types of indicators can help infer the SES of
Twitter users used over years. This idea is going
to be developed later in the article.

3
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friends and the ratios of tweets to retweets are
considered as statistical features. (Lampos et al.,
2016) use these features to compile a set of latent topics that Twitter users were communicating.
(Culotta et al., 2016) use the Twitter REST API
and followers/ids request to sample many followers for each account, and the results are ordered
with the most recent following first. And with the
same methods, they use friends/ids API request to
collect a list of friends. The example of (Barberá,
2016) best illustrates this idea it enables to overcome the collection of information about the entire network of a particular user that is costly and
requiring multiple API calls, focuses on verified
accounts. (Ikeda et al., 2013) use a communitybased method with the extraction of the community from follower/followee relations followed by
estimation of the demographics of the extracted
communities. The demographic category of each
community group is estimated using text-based
method and the use of Fast Modularity Community Structure Inference Algorithm. Some studies assume that people within a given social class
tend to have similar lifestyles using their income
levels and common experience. Their interaction
is called homophily. In the same context (Aletras and Chamberlain, 2018) use the information
extracted from the extended networks of Twitter
users in order to predict their occupational class
and their income. They demonstrated that user’s
social network and their language use are complementary.

capture some potential topics and linguistic expressions, (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015a) used Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (NPMI) to
compute word to word similarity, then applied singular value decomposition (SVD) to obtain an embedding of words into a low-dimensional space. A
good approach of content analysis would take into
consideration all possible instances of SES indicators being expressed within the message. For most
studies, the use of message content aims at inferring morphological characteristics and language
use.
(Barberá, 2016) used the emoji characters as features (bag-of-emoji) and the author used word
counts as another features (bag-of-words) with
the application of TF-IDF transformation. In order to obtain a robust result, the most successful
techniques used employ message content initially,
alongside other features.
3.2

User Profiles

Although it must be admitted that in creating
a new Twitter account, personal information are
limited, however, they can give beneficial insights
for the SES of particular users. Users’ profiles
contain a different number of metadata such as the
user’s biography, followers, name, and location.
The expectation is that a user’s biography offers an
important source of demographic data. However,
Twitter users’ biography is left empty for 48% of
users, and others do not supply good-quality information (Culotta et al., 2016). (Preoţiuc-Pietro
et al., 2015a) use the profile information of the
account to capture users with self-disclosed occupations by annotating the user description field.
(Lampos et al., 2016) use also profile description
field of UK Twitter users to search for occupation mentions. In order to infer the user’s socioeconomic status, most studies use description field
and attempt to search for related information given
by a particular user. These data are also useful in
order to validate other SES features inferred from
tweet messages.
3.3

3.4

Spatial Information

The majority of smartphones are now equipped
with Global Positioning System (GPS) functions
and they work with geo-satellites which accurately
infer the user’s location with latitudes and longitudes coordinates. This would be an optional field
for a particular user to enable due to their privacy
choice. This indicator is very helpful when the
person is mobile and usually updates their location profile. (Bokányi et al., 2017) obtained 63
million of Twitter geolocated messages from the
area of the United States and assigned a county
to each tweet. Once aggregated, daily tweeting
activity allows to measure human activities and
constitutes an important socioeconomic indicator
whether a particular user is employed or not. In
order to build a social class dataset, some studies attempt to show that the wealthier the place,
the richer the users who usually visit it. (Mi-

Social Network Relations

The followers of a user represent a good indicator of their SES. Following reciprocal relationship
can provide evidence of strong user connection.
Some indicators can group regular exchanges of
messages or frequent mention to names in messages. The number of tweets, mentions, links,
hashtags and retweets, the number of followers,
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ranging from different areas of study involving
machine learning, statistics, natural language processing to regression models. Various methods
achieved different levels of success. The effectiveness and granularity levels produced by these
methods continue to be improved.
Most recent researchers use a three-step methodology to infer the SES. First, they collect available
information about a number of Twitter users. Secondly, they develop the classification method using additional data (number of followers, the content of tweets). And finally, they classify users
who do not provide any concrete information according to SES. (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015a)
for example, extracts occupation information from
Twitter user profiles and uses text analysis to categorize users into occupational classes.
In general, a common approach to demographic
inference is supervised classification, from a training set of labeled users, a model is fit to predict
user features from the content of their writings.
In other words, inferring user characteristics is
framed as a predictive task validated on held-out
data. This is done by establishing regression or
classification methods.

randa Filho et al., 2014) used the lifestyle and the
wealth of neighborhood people typically visit to
label Brazilian users into various social classes.
Then, they utilized Foursquare to label places according to the wealth of the neighborhood. They
selected users who had at least one Foursquare interaction (Foursquare interactions include checkin (the user told a friend he/she was at a given
place), tips (the user posts tips and opinion about
a given place) and mayorship (title given to the
most frequent user in a given location in the past
60 days). (Zhong et al., 2015) investigate the predictive power of location and the mobility to infer users’ demographics with the use of location to
profile (L2P) framework. The data crawling module accumulates user profiles and location checkin with corresponding information on Sine Weibo.
3.5

Temporal Information

Twitter enables researchers to analyze human activities during the 24 hours of the day because they
are biologically bound to exhibit daily periodic behavior. In this context (Bokányi et al., 2017) aggregate monday to friday relative tweeting activities for each hour in each US County to form an
average workday activity pattern, assuming that
the activity patterns form a linear subspace of the
24-hour ”time-space”. This study shows that this
measure correlates with county employment and
unemployment rates in relation to lifestyles connected to regular working hours. The relationship
between daily activity patterns and employment
data can be captured using Twitter data.
3.6

4.1

Various techniques for the inference of SES of
Twitter users have been adopted from data mining and machine learning techniques. Some studies used the linear regression method, others used
non-linear regression method and a third party
used a hybrid approach that combines both linear and non-linear methods. A standard non-linear
method does not inform which features are the
most important in the predictive task. Then, the interpretability of linear methods allows performing
an extensive qualitative and quantitative analysis
of the input features. (Flekova et al., 2016) used
both linear with Elastic Net regularization methods and non-linear with Support Vector regression
together with an RBF kernel method. The authors
found that machine learning regression methods
can be used to predict and analyze user’s income.
(Lampos et al., 2016) used a non-linear generative learning approach, which consists of Gaussian Process (GP) and Kernel, to classify Twitter
users according to SES as having upper, middle
or lower level. Further, in (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2015b), the authors used similar methods to study
the user behavior and its power to predict income.
It is important to note that GPs is a Bayesian non-

Demographic Attributes

Some researchers attempted to include demographics as features. Age, for example, has a vital role in income prediction. Old people earn
significantly more than young ones. Higher age
leads to, on average, more work experience and
education, which is translated into higher income.
(Flekova et al., 2016) explored the relationship between stylistic and syntactic features, authors’ age,
and income, to conclude that the hypothesis of numerous feature type writing style and age use is
predictive of income.

4

Regression Methods

Inference Methods for SES Evaluation
on Twitter

Different techniques have been used in the past
and are being employed now to improve the accuracy of SES inference methodologies and algorithms. This burgeoning field lends techniques
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sors within the population.

parametric statistical framework that formulates
priority functions. (Hasanuzzaman et al., 2017)
used linear and non-linear methods. The linear
method is a logistic regression with Elastic Net
regularization. In order to capture the non-linear
relationship between a user’s temporal orientation
and their income, the authors used GP for regression. (Culotta et al., 2016) used a regression model
for the prediction in order to understand the demographics of users. Due to the high dimensionality
of features, the authors used elastic net regularization. Since each output variable consists of subject
categories of demographic characteristics. They
used a multitask variant of the elastic net to ensure
the same features as selected for each category.
4.2

5.1

The corpus size of tweets grouped have varied
from relatively small datasets to as large as three
billion tweets (Mentink, 2016). The time span of
the data collected was usually in the range of a
few weeks to a couple of months, and sometimes
a year. Table 1 shows some datasets and their sizes
over the past years. First, the REST API is helpful for gathering particular user tweets, allowing
the backtracking of their timeline. For example,
to collect their most recent 3.200 tweets. Second,
the streaming API that manages the tweets as they
are being broadcast would only be able to receive
1% of the Firehose. Twitter data partners furnish a
premium service that supplies messages covering
a longer duration as well as 100% access to the
Firehose. (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015a) created
a publicly available data-set 4 of users, including
their profile information and historical text content
as well as a label to their occupational class from
the ”Standard Occupational Classification” taxonomy.
This public available dataset used by several researchers containing a group of 5, 191 users in
total. However, the extraction of social network
information of some accounts are not allowed.
These accounts may have been annulled or become private. For example (Aletras and Chamberlain, 2018) reported results of 4, 625 users,
from the original subset, that are still publicly
available. Various studies (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2015b; Lampos et al., 2016; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2015a; Flekova et al., 2016) in the dataset creation mapped Twitter users to their income or their
job title using standardized job classification taxonomy. The Standard Occupational Classification
(SOC) is a UK-governmental system developed by
the Office of National Statistics (ONS) for listing
and grouping occupations. Jobs are organized hierarchically based on skill requirements and content.
(Culotta et al., 2016) mapped Twitter users according to their educational level (No College, College, Grad School) and other traits using Quantcast.com, an audience measurement society that
tracks the demographics of users of millions of
websites. The estimated demographics of a large
number of sites are publicly accessible through the

Classification Methods

(Mentink, 2016) employed two different approaches to classify the users in the dataset. The
first is named the individual approach, it determines the performing classifier per feature group
and consequently combines them via a soft-voting
ensemble method. The second is named the
combined approach, it calculates the performance
scores for all possible combinations of classifiers and their respective ensemble (also via softvoting). The author used Logistic Regression,
Support Vector Machines, Naive Bayes and Random Forest algorithms. The author runs the algorithm to determine what occupation and what
education-level label should be given to a particular user, to overcome the data imbalance, noise and
bias, (Chen and Pei, 2014) used a typical imbalance classification approach which uses multiple
classifier systems (MCS) and a sampling method
which is a class-based random sampling method
an extension of random under-sampling. The objective is to classify users according to their occupation. (Miranda Filho et al., 2014) evaluated a
large number of classifiers using their WEKA version to generate classification models, including
multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and Random Forest. As MNB
is more efficient than other algorithms, the authors
used this method to infer social class for each particular user.

5

Data Corpuses and Ressources

Tweet Gathering and Analysis

Messages on Twitter are publicly accessible in
the online domain and can be gathered for study
purposes. This availability makes Twitter an efficient tool in retrieving and analyzing public messages by allowing its users to become social sen-
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References
(Miranda Filho et al., 2014)
(Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015b)
(Barberá, 2016)
(Lampos et al., 2016)
(Mentink, 2016)
(Hu et al., 2016)
(Bokányi et al., 2017)
(van Dalen et al., 2017)
(Abitbol et al., 2018)
(Levy Abitbol et al., 2019)

Corpus size
15.435 Users
10.796.836
1.000.000.000
2.082.651
3.000.000.000
9.800 Users
63.000.000
2.700.000
170.000.000
90.369.215

Period Covered
Sep’13-Oct’13
Aug’14
Jul’13-May’14
Feb’14-Mar’15
Nov’14-Oct’15
Jan’14 and Oct’14
Sep’16
Jul’14-May’17
Aug’14-Jul’15

Corpus Origin
Brazilian
US
US
US
Dutch
US
US
Dutch
French
French

Table 1: Datasets and Collection Periods of Some Studies.
as user profile features, users psycho-demographic
features, or user emotion features, accuracy has
improved with the recent studies of (Mentink,
2016; Lampos et al., 2016) achieving a 75% accuracy.

use of searchable web interface. For each variable,
Quantcast gives the expected percentage of visitors to a website with a given demographic.
5.2

Results and Metrics

The conclusions reached by different studies have
been significantly improved over time with regards to increased accuracy and other measurements. Table 2 shows some techniques and their
results over the past years. This has been driven
by improvements in algorithms and inclusion of
more useful features. It is important to note that
the effectiveness and the reliability of occupation
representativeness increase when estimating profession, using non-standard and out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) occupation names. In this context, to overcome the limitation of the work of (Sloan et al.,
2015) and (Mac Kim et al., 2016), (Kim et al.,
2016) builded a machine learning model attempts
to capture linguistically noisy or open-ended occupations in Twitter. This induces in more reliable
occupation representativeness.
Different approaches have been introduced to
compare the performance and results of the methods. They include accuracy and use of two other
standard metrics: Pearson’s correlation coefficient
and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). To validate the
effectiveness of the approaches against different
baselines, the k-fold cross validation has been well
utilized for precision, recall and F-measure: the
standard metrics for classification methods.
Over time, accuracy levels of results have continued to be improved starting from 2013 when the
inference of users’ occupation was used. taking
into consideration other information such as Twitter links, friends, user tweets, profiles, and other
metadata associated with the message. Furthermore, with the adoption of various features such

6

Conclusion and Future Prospectives

The study of socioeconomic status inference is
one of the most active field of information retrieval. Such works are positioned at a crossroads
of multiple disciplines.
Different studies that introduced the inference of
hidden user characteristics (Al Zamal et al., 2012;
Miranda Filho et al., 2014; Volkova et al., 2015)
are salient in the field. The results of these works
are not only of interest to statistics agencies but
also necessary for studies in the social science
(targeted advertising, personalized recommendations of user posts and the possibility of extracting
authoritative users (Pennacchiotti and Popescu,
2011)). It is important to introduce the role of
SES in politics such as the works of (Barberá and
Rivero, 2015), (Burckhardt et al., 2016), (Kalsnes
et al., 2017), (Vargo and Hopp, 2017) and (BrownIannuzzi et al., 2017). Twitter is increasingly considered as politically transformative communication technology that allows citizens and politicians to connect, communicate, and interact easily
(Chadwick, 2006). The flaw in previous studies of
political behavior using Twitter data is the lack of
information about the sociodemographic characteristics of individual users. Policy makers have
recently suggested introducing well-being community which will help governments do a better
job at directing public policy towards promoting
quality of life.
The inference of SES is an ambitious problem as
it may belong to a combination of environmen394

References
(Ikeda et al., 2013)
(Siswanto and Khodra, 2013)
(Miranda Filho et al., 2014)
(Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015a)
(Mentink, 2016)
(Lampos et al., 2016)
(Poulston et al., 2016)
(van Dalen et al., 2017)
(Hasanuzzaman et al., 2017)
(Aletras and Chamberlain, 2018)

Technique
Hybrid Method
Machine Learning
Machine Learning
Gaussian Process
Hybrid Method
Gaussian Process
SVM Classifier
Logistic Regression
Supervise Learning
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)

Accuracy (%)
71.60
77.00
73.00
52.70
75.00
75.00
50.47
72.00
74.40
50.44

Class
Occupation
Occupation
Social Class
Occupation
SES
SES
SES
Income
Income
Occupation

Table 2: Results and Techniques Used Over the Past Years.
are important issues to address in future Twitter
socio-demographic inference studies. First, there
is a need to look at the relationship between a
user’s actual demographic characteristics and how
demographic categorization tools classify that user
as a function of how profile information is presented and a virtual identity constructed. To conclude, there is a need to link Twitter profiles and
survey data. Researchers can start theorizing better working machine learning models to improve
accuracy and scalability. In addition, the methodologies used in different research projects can be
coupled to increase efficiency. Another purpose
for future research projects is to construct a less
human effort, low computational cost and focus
on the construction of a stronger evaluation framework.

tal variables and individual characteristics. Some
of these characteristics can be easier determined
like gender or age while others, are sometimes
complicated with privacy issues and relying to
some degree on self-definition, are harder to determine like occupation, ethnicity, education level or
home location. Neverthless, there are many challenges in the inference of SES for Twitter users.
Manual classification and data sampling are timeconsuming, hard process and not scalable. Models
are learned by referring to a datasets which were
manually labeled using Amazon Mechanical Turk
at a high monetary cost. Another issue is that people often misrepresent themselves on various online social platforms. This can lead to false data
interpretations which as a result can affect the accuracy of the research. Automated detection tools
are based on the supposition that users will introduce information on their demographic background through profile information or metadata.
While it is not possible to expect that all users do
this, those who did were a random group of the
Twitter population, then we would not expect to
discover conflicts in prevalence rates for sociodemographic characteristics (Sloan et al., 2015). Another problem is that Twitter data cannot represent
all the populace as discussed previously. (Sloan,
2017) treated the issue of using human validation
to find the accuracy of methods applying profile
data to assign users to occupational groups and,
he deduced that this process could provide misclassifications due to users reporting their hobbies
and interests rather than their actual occupations
(e.g, writer, artist). Another limit is that deriving
income statistics from job labels is not a suitable
method.
Given the findings presented above, the following
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Abstract
Proposition extraction from sentences is an
important task for information extraction systems. Evaluation of such systems usually conflates two aspects: splitting complex sentences
into clauses and the extraction of propositions.
It is thus difficult to independently determine
the quality of the proposition extraction step.
We create a manually annotated proposition
dataset from sentences taken from restaurant
reviews that distinguishes between clauses that
need to be split and those that do not. The
resulting proposition evaluation dataset allows
us to independently compare the performance
of proposition extraction systems on simple
and complex clauses.
Although performance drastically drops on
more complex sentences, we show that the
same systems perform best on both simple and
complex clauses. Furthermore, we show that
specific kinds of subordinate clauses pose difficulties to most systems.

1

Introduction

Propositions are predicate-centered tuples consisting of the verb, the subject, and other arguments
such as objects and modifiers. For example in
Figure 1, “smiled” is the predicate and the other
elements are arguments. The first argument is

Figure 1: Example Sentence and Extracted Proposition

reserved for the role of the subject, in this case
“The waitress”, while “at her friend” and “now”
are arguments, without further sub-specification.
Propositions are used in language understanding
tasks such as relation extraction (Riedel et al.,
2013; Petroni et al., 2015), information retrieval

(Löser et al., 2011; Giri et al., 2017), question answering (Khot et al., 2017), word analogy detection (Stanovsky et al., 2015), knowledge base construction (Dong et al., 2014; Stanovsky and Dagan, 2016), summarization (Melli et al., 2006),
or other tasks that need comparative operations,
such as equality, entailment, or contradiction, on
phrases or sentences.
The main goal of this paper is to empirically measure the influence of sentence complexity on the performance of proposition extraction
systems. Complexity worsens the extraction of
dependencies, on which propositions are built.
Hence, proposition extraction performance should
decrease with increasing sentence complexity.
The contribution of this work is threefold a) a
gold standard corpus for propositions1 , b) an analysis of proposition extraction systems without the
influence of complex sentences, and c) an analysis
of proposition extraction systems with the influence of complex sentences.
The knowledge of how proposition extraction
systems perform on complex sentences will 1)
help to identify the system that deals with them
best 2) by showing the difficulty with complexity,
give a direction towards which proposition extraction systems can be improved.
If different systems perform well on simple
or complex sentences, the complexity distinction
could help to identify the complexity of a sentence. The complexity of a sentence would then
give a direction towards which system would be
better to use.

2

Related Work

Proposition are relational tupels extracted from
sentences in the form of predicate-argument struc1
https://github.com/MeDarina/review_
propositions
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tures (Marcus et al., 1994). There are proposition
models that further distinguish between the type
of arguments. They do not only identify the subject, but more complex roles such as temporal and
locational objects or causal clauses.
Besides the theory and formalization of proposition, proposition extraction systems have performance issues on real data.

Sentence
Systems

The waitress smiled at her friend now
Subject
Predicate
Other Elements

Allen
ClausIE

OLLIE
OpenIE

The waitress
The waitress
The waitress
her
The waitress
waitress
waitress
The waitress
The waitress

smiled
smiled
smiled
has
now smiled at
smiled at
now smiled at
now smiled at
smiled

2.1

BL1
BL2

The
The waitress

waitress
smiled

Us

The waitress

smiled

Comparison of Proposition Systems

Although there have been comparative studies of
proposition extraction systems, there has been no
extensive study on the impact of sentence complexity on proposition extraction system performance.
Comparative Studies Niklaus et al. (2018) presented an overview of proposition extraction systems and classified them into the classic categories
of learning-based, rule-based, and clause-based
approaches, as well as approaches capturing interpropositional relationships. They described the
specific problems each system tackles as well as
gaps on the overall evolution of proposition extraction systems.
Schneider et al. (2017) present a benchmark for
analyzing errors in proposition extraction systems.
Their classes are wrong boundaries, redundant extraction, wrong extraction, uninformative extraction, missing extraction, and out of scope. Their
pre-defined classes do not map directly to sentence
complexity, although wrong boundaries and out of
scope would also be of some interest in an even
more detailed error analysis.
Furthermore, according to Stanovsky and Dagan (2016) and Niklaus et al. (2018) there are no
common guidelines and followingly no gold standard defining a valid extraction.
Systems Table 1 shows the outputs from different systems, our baselines, and our gold standard.
In their study, Gashteovski et al. (2017) aim at
finding a system with minimal attributes, meaning
that hedging2 and attributes expressed e.g. through
relative clauses or adjectives, can be optionally removed. Thus, they use recall and two kinds of
precision in the evaluation in order to account for
the feature of minimality. To explain this in more
detail does not lie within the scope of this paper. Gashteovski et al. (2017) evaluates OLLIE
(Mausam et al., 2012), ClausIE (Del Corro and
2

ReVerb
Stanford

In pragmatics, hedging is a textual construction that
lessens the impact of an utterance. It is often expressed
through modal verbs, adjectives, or adverbs.

at her friend | now
at her friend now
now
friend
her friend
her friend
her friend
her friend
now | at her friend

smiled at her friend now
at her friend now
at her friend | now

Table 1: Output of Proposition Extraction Systems
and Our Two Baselines for the Sentence The waitress
smiled at her friend now

Gemulla, 2013), and Stanford OIE (Angeli et al.,
2015) against their own system.
Stanovsky et al. (2018) evaluates ClausIE,
PropS (Stanovsky et al., 2016), and Open IE-4
against their new system, that we will call Allen
(Stanovsky et al., 2018) herein, using precisionrecall, area under the curve, and F1-score. They
compare the individual proposition elements. For
a proposition to be judged as correct, the predicate
and the syntactic heads of the arguments need to
be the same as the gold standard.
Saha et al. (2018) evaluate ClausIE, OpenIE-4,
and CALMIE (a part of OpenIE) using precision.
With the findings of this comparison, they introduce a new version of their system, OpenIE-53 ,
In all described comparisons, the system of the
respective authors is the best, which makes sense
as it addresses the issue shown by the authors.
2.2

Propositions from Simple Sentences

According to Saha et al. (2018) conjunctive sentences are one of the issues in proposition extraction, as conjunctions are a challenge to dependency parsers (Ficler and Goldberg, 2016) which
proposition extraction systems are mostly built
upon. Hence, Saha et al. (2018) built a system that
automatically creates simple sentences from sentences with several conjunctions that are used for
proposition extraction. For the proposition extraction of the simple sentences they used ClausIE and
OpenIE. They evaluated their data using three different proposition datasets. The correctness of the
extracted proposition from the original sentence
were evaluated manually. In their study, simple
sentences were sentences without conjunctions.
3
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Quirk (1985) defines a simple sentence as a sentence consisting of exactly one independent clause
that does not contain any further clause as one of
its elements. Hence, a complex sentence consists
of more than one clause. This is also the definition
that we use in our study.
2.3

Crowdsourcing Gold Standard
Propositions

Recent work used crowdsourcing for creating and
evaluating proposition extraction (Michael et al.,
2018; FitzGerald et al., 2018) in the setting of
question answering. In short, they asked their
crowdworkers to produce questions and answers
in a way that resulted in the extraction of their
predicates and arguments, without directly asking
for predicate-argument structures.

3

Corpus Creation

We create a corpus to evaluate the performance of
proposition extraction systems entangled with and
disentangled from the task of clause splitting.
Our source corpus is the portion of the Aspect
Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) task (Pontiki
et al., 2014) concerned with restaurant reviews
within one aspect – service. We use all 423 sentences that were annotated with this aspect. In
a preliminary step, we produce a corpus of reduced sentences. To examine the influence of
sentence complexity, we classify the reduced sentences as either 1) simple sentences, meaning sentences with potentially just one proposition, and
2) complex sentences, meaning sentences with potentially multiple propositions. Then, we produce
propositions from the reduced sentences using expert annotation and evaluate it by calculating the
inter-annotator agreement.
Our corpus contains 2,181 sentences (class distribution in Table 2) and 2,526 propositions.
3.1

Preliminary Step: Creating Reduced
Sentences

As a preliminary step, we created a gold corpus
of reduced sentences formed from originally more
complex sentences.
To do so, we use 423 sentences from review
texts4 . As these are quite difficult for producing
4
Online users’ restaurant reviews are a fruitful domain
for proposition extraction, as propositions extracted from reviews would be useful for several user-centered tasks, as they
would allow to display only information pieces of interest.

propositions, even for humans, we included a preliminary step of creating reduced sentences. A
reduced sentence is a sentence that contains only
a portion of the original sentence, e.g. the original sentence “The server was cool and served food
and drinks” could be reduced to “The server was
cool” or “The server served food”. The intention behind this step was to create sentences with
one proposition only. Hence, the guidelines contained rules such as decomposing conjunctive sentences or creating independent sentences from relative clauses.5 We perform this preliminary step
via crowdsourcing and evaluate it qualitatively.
Definition of Reduced Sentences We instructed our workers to produce reduced sentences
from the original sentence. To prevent nested
structures, a reduced sentence was not allowed
to be split in further reduced sentences, at least
within the output of one worker.6 Ideally, the
crowdworkers could have created sentences that
contain exactly one proposition. However, this
might even be a difficult task for experts, as there
are non-trivial sentence constructions that would
need long guidelines to create sentences with exactly one proposition. However, our guidelines insured that sentences were reduced in comparison
to the original version, if possible. In this way,
we are able to create a sufficiently big set of both
simple and more complex sentences, as shown in
Table 2.
Crowdsourcing We used Amazon Turk for
crowdsourcing our data. Michael et al. (2018)
crowdsourced gold data for evaluating propositions. The sentence reduction performed here and
also in Saha et al. (2018) is very similar to syntactic sentence simplification as performed by Lee
and Don (2017). We paid 0.04 $ per HIT and
0.01 $ for each further reduced sentence. Each
sentence was reduced by 3 workers. In this process, 2181 unique reduced sentences, which are
all used in the following corpus creation process,
were created from 423 original sentences.
Evaluation of Reduced Sentences To measure the quality of the crowdsourced reduced sentences, we chose 100 random reduced sentences
together with their original sentence and evalu5
However, this step turned out to be more difficult than
expected, as some sentences contained several factors that
could be reduced. However, this did not influence our goal
of determining the influence of sentence complexity.
6
The annotation instructions are also available on our
Github page.
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Complexity Class
No Verb
Simple
Complex
All

# of Occurrences
101
1,648
432
2,181

Table 2: Distribution of Sentence Complexity Classes
in Our Reduced Sentence Set

ated their correctness using the following nonexclusive categories: O RIGINAL S IMPLE, R E DUCED , S IMPLE , G RAMMAR , and I NFERENCE
(see Table 3b).
In Table 3a, we provide an exemplary sentence for
each category, except for O RIGINAL S IMPLE, as
it means that the original is already a simple sentence, containing only one proposition which cannot be further reduced. 20 sentences in the random
sample were categorized as being O RIGINAL S IM PLE . However, some workers still tried to reduce
some of these sentences – 2 of them were grammatically incorrect (G RAMMAR) and 3 fell into
the class I NFERENCE. This means that their content was not explicitly mentioned in the original
sentence, but was lexically inferred.
There were 66 R EDUCED sentences, meaning that
the sentences have been successfully reduced. 60
of the R EDUCED resulted in S IMPLE sentences,
which means that they contained only one proposition after the reduction, and 6 were simpler than
the original sentence, but contained more than one
proposition.
We believe that the results are usable as is, as
the error rate is quite low – only 17 of the reduced sentences in the random sample were incorrect (G RAMMAR and I NFERENCE), as many of
the G RAMMAR errors stem from the original sentence. Furthermore, we show that our reduction
step was necessary to produce enough simple sentences for our experiment, as 80% of the random
sample were originally complex.
3.2

Creating Propositions from Simple
Sentences

To evaluate the performance of proposition extraction systems, we created a gold standard corpus for
propositions from the reduced sentences.
In this paper, we follow the most simple possible annotation, similar to Stanovsky et al. (2018).
We want to extract English propositions with
one main verb and all arguments that are linked to

it. In our notation, the first position of the proposition is the subject, the second is the predicate and
the order of the other elements is irrelevant.7
The arguments may also contain further propositions, e.g. here, the sentence “I think their food
is great” is split in two propositions – “I | think |
their food is great” and “their food | is | great ”.
This definition is restrictive in that it asks for exactly two propositions in the given example. Additionally, it is not bound to a clearly defined theory
(as there is no clearly defined theory on propositions). However, it is the representation that is
needed to extract information from reviews, as it
would help to reduce redundancies, e.g. by clustering sentences such as “Their food is great” and
“I think their food is great”. Furthermore, we are
not interested in inferred information, e.g. “They
| have | food” from the previously discussed sentence. This choice will also be reflected in the performance of systems that do not adhere to our understanding of propositions. However, this does
not necessarily cloud the performance comparison of simple and complex sentences, as we will
still measure the influence of sentence complexity.
Each sentence is processed by two annotators and
the disagreements are curated in a subsequent step.
Creation As the creation of propositions is not
a trivial task, due to many different cases that need
to be explained in the guidelines8 , this task should
be performed by people who were trained longer
than a crowdsourcing platform allows for. Thus,
we produced proposition annotations in a doubleannotation process by three graduate students9 .
The disagreements were curated by the first author
of the paper. The result of the curation builds the
gold standard. The gold standard, all annotations,
and the guidelines are available.
3.3

Evaluation of Proposition Creation

To evaluate our dataset, we report inter-annotator
agreement as well as agreement with the curator
7
We are not interested in different types of objects and
modifiers, similar to Stanford, OpenIE, and AllenNLP, and
thus we do not discuss this information. For a better
overview, we asked the annotators to present the other elements in their order of occurrence.
8
The guidelines include explanations of what predicates,
arguments, and nested propositions are. This in itself is not
difficult. However, such instructions consume more time and
need more training, as simple mistakes are made by untrained
annotators. We saw this in a training set for this task, that is
not included or discussed here due to space restrictions.
9
The result is shown in Table 4. A1 annotated the whole
set, while A2 and A3 annotated parts.
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Original Sentence

The server was cool and served food
and drinks.

R EDUCED
S IMPLE
G RAMMAR
I NFERENCE

The server was cool and served food.
The server was cool.
The server was.
The server is good.
(a) Classification Examples

Sentence Class

#

O RIGINAL S IMPLE
R EDUCED
S IMPLE
G RAMMAR
I NFERENCE

20
66
87
5
12

(b) Distribution of Classification

Table 3: Classification of Reduced Sentences

on both the proposition (see Table 4a) and proposition element level (see Table 4b).
Evaluation Metric In order to see differences
in the annotation, we performed inter-annotator
agreement using %-agreement (accuracy). We use
the same measure for system performance, which
enables a direct comparison. Although we are
aware that agreement is ignorant of chance agreement, we believe that it is the best measure for
this problem, as chance agreement is quite low
in the case of this complex annotation problem.
Furthermore, it is difficult to interpret these results
in comparison to other works. As previously described, there are no clear guidelines for propositions and also no manual gold datasets created
explicitly for this purpose. We could compare the
results of our inter-annotator agreement to similar tasks, where sentences are split into components, as e.g. answers prepared for question answering, paraphrase alignment, translation alignment etc. However, they also have different setups
and evaluation metrics and it is out of the scope of
this work to discuss these differences.
Levels of Evaluation We perform the evaluation on two levels - proposition level and proposition element level. On the proposition level,
we calculate the agreement of whole propositions.
On the proposition element level we calculate the
agreement of individual elements of the propositions whilst taking their label (subject, predicate,
or other element) into account.
Inter-annotator Agreement Table 4a shows
that the inter-annotator agreement on the proposition level is .39 and .53 on complex sentences
and .61 and .71 on simple sentences. These agreement differences show that clause splitting is also
difficult for humans.
Agreement with Curator The agreement with
the curator is .05 to .19 higher than the interannotator agreement. The agreement on the

proposition element level is .67 and .7 on complex
sentences and .83 and .85 for simple sentences nearly double of the whole proposition agreement.

A1
A2
A3

Simple
A1 Gold

Complex
A1 Gold

All
A1 Gold

.71
.61

.53
.39

.66
.57

.80
.79
.66

.66
.63
.48

.76
.74
.62

(a) Inter-Annotator Agreement on Propositions

A1
A2
A3

Simple
A1 Gold

Complex
A1 Gold

A1

All
Gold

.85
.83

.70
.67

.81
.80

.86
.74
.80

.90
.79
.83

.77
.63
.70

(b) Inter-Annotator Agreement on Proposition Elements

Table 4: Inter-Annotator Agreement in Accuracy

4

Evaluation of Proposition Extraction
Systems

Similar to Saha et al. (2018); Schneider et al.
(2017) and Niklaus et al. (2018), we evaluate
proposition system performance. They do not,
however, regard the task of proposition extraction
disentangled from the intrinsic subtask of clause
splitting. By showing the performance of both
simple and complex sentences, we are furthermore
able to show the impact of clause splitting.
4.1

Setup

To identify the system that performs best when
disentangled from the task of clause splitting,
we use the herein produced corpus to analyze
and evaluate the performance of various proposition extraction systems as used in evaluations by
Stanovsky and Dagan (2016), Gashteovski et al.
(2017), Saha et al. (2018), and Stanovsky et al.
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(2018). Hence, we will analyze proposition extraction performance using AllenNLP, ClausIE,
ReVerb, Stanford Open Information Extraction,
OLLIE, and OpenIE-5.10 Furthermore, we provide two baseline systems.
We use %-agreement to measure the performance of systems. We want full agreement,
not just matching phrase heads, as performed by
Stanovsky et al. (2018). Furthermore, we evaluate
only agreement, as in our setup the argument or
the predicate matching is what we are interested
in, meaning we do not need precision and recall
in our setting. In this way, our evaluation setup is
similar to Saha et al. (2018), who also identified
specific issues in proposition extraction systems.
As in inter-annotator agreement, we calculate
agreement on two levels: proposition and proposition element level. The results of the performance
comparison is shown in Table 5.
4.2

Baselines

We provide two baselines in order to better compare the systems. Both baselines create propositions with three elements at most: subject, predicate, and one other element. The first baseline
(BL1) takes the first word as subject, the second
word as predicate and the rest as one other element. The second baseline (BL2) is a little more
engineered and uses POS-tags. It makes a proposition for each verb. All words before the verb
are the subject and all words after the verb are
one other element. Examples for the baselines are
shown in the Table 1. The baselines are kept simple on purpose to show how simple algorithms can
solve the given problem. A baseline that appears
intuitive is using a dependency parser and filtering
for the root and its dependants. However, deciding which parts are its dependents and especially
the span of arguments is ambiguous. This would
not be a baseline, it would be a rule-based system
that is not out of the box. Hence, we decided not
to do it.
4.3

System Performance

Table 5a shows that performance of proposition
extraction on whole propositions is equally bad
for both simple and complex sentences. Table 5b
shows that performance on proposition elements
10
We will not use MinIE (Gashteovski et al., 2017), as it
is an extension of ClausIE providing additional information
such as modality and whether an argument is necessary or
unnecessary, which is disregarded in this work.

is much better than on proposition level. Furthermore, the table shows that for all systems but ReVerb, the performance is much better on the simple
sentences, which was expected.
It is also interesting that although the performance of both baselines on whole propositions
is 0, the performance of the second baseline on
proposition elements is competitive. This shows,
that the task of proposition extraction can, to a
big part, be solved by correct verb extraction. It
outperforms ReVerb, Stanford, and on simple and
complex sentences also OLLIE. The second baseline performs a little worse on all sentences, as
these also include sentences without a verb and
this baseline is verb-based. This shows that either
the automatic systems have problems with the extraction of verbs or they have deeper issues, e.g.
they do not extract from a lot of sentences, as is
discussed in Section 4.4.1. The second baseline
performs almost equally on both simple and complex sentences. This may show correct verb extraction alone solves only a particular portion of
proposition extraction.
Other systems, especially the two best ones,
perform about two times better on the simple sentences but then have a much bigger drop on the
complex sentences. This may show that clause
splitting has a bigger impact on better or probably more intelligent systems than on more simple
systems.
On both levels, OpenIE is the best system, very
closely followed by Allen, whereas the other systems are well-beaten.
4.4

Analysis of System Performance

Identifying further problems except clause splitting could improve current proposition extraction
systems. On the one hand there are sub-issues in
clause splitting. On the other hand, there are issues
besides clause splitting.
In the case of ClausIE and ReVerb, many further
clauses and also arguments are cut, as these consist
of a maximum of three elements, which makes the
comparison difficult.
4.4.1

General Issues

We first manually examined some potential issues in the proposition extraction from simple sentences. After the manual analysis of potential issues, we calculated the system performance if the
issue would be eliminated. One big issue we found
is missing propositions, meaning that systems do
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not always extract propositions. Except for the
missing propositions, there was no big difference
Systems Simple Complex All
in the system performance with or without the isAllen
.08
.09
.08
sue. Also, some systems have different models
ClausIE
.06
.09
.07
of propositions, which may also affect their perReVerb
.02
.02
.02
formance. On the one hand, there are issues with
Stanford .01
.01
.01
previous steps, e.g. negations or quantifiers are
OLLIE
.03
.04
.03
ignored. On the other hand, there are issues with
OpenIE
.09
.12
.09
formatting, e.g. a different treatment of preposiBL1
.00
.00
.00
tions or conditionals.
BL2
.00
.00
.00
Missing Propositions One big issue is that proposition extraction systems often do not produce any
(a) System Performance on Propositions
extraction from a sentence. Unsurprisingly, this
Systems Simple Complex All
issue is bigger among the systems that do not perform well - namely ReVerb (58% of sentences
Allen
.50
.40
.46
do not have an extraction), Stanford (39%), and
ClausIE
.37
.36
.36
OLLIE (33%), whereas the better performing sysReVerb
.15
.14
.14
tems have much lower rates - Allen (3%), ClausIE
Stanford .20
.09
.17
(4%), and OpenIE (10%). In ReVerb, Stanford,
OLLIE
.24
.19
.22
and OLLIE we could not find a clear reason why
OpenIE
.51
.42
.47
there are no extractions. In the case of Allen,
BL1
.05
.04
.05
there are only no extractions from sentences withBL2
.26
.24
.21
out verbs.11 ClausIE and OpenIE have no extrac(b) System Performance on Proposition Elements
tions from sentences that are missing a verb or a
subject. Additionally, OpenIE has no extractions
Table 5: System Performance Measured in Accuracy
from existential clauses.
In Table 6a, where we show the performances
of systems on full propositions without the disSystems Missing Conditional Temporal cussed issues, it is shown that systems perform
slightly better when eliminating missing proposiAllen
.08
.13
.19 tions from simple sentences. However, the imClausIE
.06
.11
.13 provement is clearer in Table 6b on the element
ReVerb
.03
.00
.03 level. Especially for the systems that had more
.02
.00
.00 missing propositions, namely Stanford, ReVerb,
Stanford
OLLIE
.04
.06
.02 and OLLIE, the change is between .06 - .17.
OpenIE
.10
.19
.17 Conjunctions As already stated by Saha et al.
(a) System Performance on Propositions Excluding Specific Is- (2018), conjunctive sentences pose an issue to
sues
proposition extraction systems. In our case, we
Systems Missing Conditional Temporal wanted to separate all conjunctive sentences in individual propositions, e.g. the sentence “The waitAllen
.50
.57
.55
ress smiled at her friend and at me.” contains the
ClausIE
.38
.40
.38
propositions “The waitress | smiled | at her friend”
Stanford
.26
.03
.14
and “The waitress | smiled | at me.”. OpenIE
ReVerb
.32
.00
.21
and Stanford have the same guidelines on conjuncOLLIE
.31
.00
.20
tions, whereas Allen, ClausIE, and ReVerb keep
OpenIE
.54
.53
.50
the conjuncted elements together – from the pre(b) System Performance on Proposition Elements Excluding vious sentence they would create one proposition
Specific Issues
– “The waitress | smiled | at her friend and me.”.
Negations Stanford does not extract from negated
Table 6: System Performance Excluding Specific Issues

11
These sentences are classified as neither simple nor complex, but are included in all.
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sentences and Allen has problems with negated
sentences missing a verb. The rest can deal with
negations. These specific problems are difficult to
show in numbers, as they are rare – only about 7%
of the sentences contained negations.
Prepositions OLLIE, ReVerb, and Stanford place
the prepositions with the predicate, whereas all
other systems as well as our gold standard place
it with the associated argument, as is shown in the
example in Table 1. For these cases we would need
adjusted evaluations that ignore this difference.
Quantifiers Stanford ignores “every” in propositions.
4.4.2 Issues with Complex Sentences
We looked at issues within complex clauses,
namely conditional and temporal clauses.
Conditional Clauses In some cases, Allen,
ClausIE, OLLIE, and OpenIE extract the if-clause
for the argument, but delete the “if”, which leads
to disagreements on both full proposition and
proposition element level. Comparing the performance on all complex clauses as shown in Table 5a
to complex clauses without conditional clauses, as
shown in Table 6a, all systems, except for ReVerb and Stanford, clearly perform better. Allen
is better by .04 and OpenIE by .05, which shows
that they have the biggest issues with conditional
clauses. On proposition element level this becomes even clearer. Here, the three better systems,
ClausIE, Allen, and OpenIE perform .04 - .17 better without conditional clauses.
Temporal Clauses Conceptually, Allen, OLLIE,
and OpenIE extract temporal clauses correctly,
but have some problems if the sentence is too
long. Stanford cuts out the “when”. For temporal
clauses, the performance is similar to conditional
clauses. The three better systems perform .06 -.11
better on full proposition level, and .02-.09 better
on proposition element level. Stanford and OLLIE
perform worse without the temporal clauses.

5

Summary

In this work, we described a method on how to create a dataset of reduced sentences from originally
complex ones. We created an English dataset according to this method and further classified this
dataset as simple and complex. It can be used for
further evaluation of proposition extraction systems. The dataset enabled us to research the performance of proposition extraction detached from
the task of clause splitting.

On the one hand, we showed that sentence
complexity has a measurable impact on proposition extraction performance of both humans and
machines. Hence, one step towards improving
the performance of such systems, is the improvement of clause splitting. Furthermore, we believe that the performance of the original complex
sentences, without the preliminary reduction step,
would pose an even bigger problem to proposition
systems, which implies that using these systems
on real data could be problematic.
On the other hand, our study also showed that
the ranking of systems is similar among simple
and complex sentences. This means, that the best
performing systems among simple sentences that
are disentangled from the task of clause splitting,
are also the best in complex sentences, where
clause splitting also needs to be performed. This
may mean that to find the overall best system, one
does not need to classify between simple and complex sentences. However, it is necessary to find
that sentence complexity is one problem of proposition extraction.
Also, our intelligent baseline system, that was
able to extract verbs, outperformed three of the
systems. However, the better systems did not only
perform much better, but they were also more affected by sentence complexity.
Additionally, we looked into further problems
of proposition extraction systems. The main issues
in complex sentences that we could identify were
conditional and temporal clauses.

6

Future Work

In future work, we plan to enlarge the corpus in
order to use it for studies on user-specific recommendations. We plan to display proposition-like
information to the user to provide more specific
information than is given by a long sentence. This
work may help in clause splitting, as we not only
provide a gold standard for it, but also describe a
method on how to create it. Furthermore, we plan
to built a proposition extraction system based on
the findings from this paper.
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Abstract

of providing reliable media channels and discriminating propaganda messages.
Inspired by the results obtained in (Shrestha
et al., 2017) as well as the simplicity of their
method, we decided to verify its abilities in
terms of classifying tweets written by selected
Polish influencers. We treat the problem as a
multiclass classification of texts. Our method
differs from the original approach in terms of a
chosen method for text encoding and next the
way of obtaining its distributional vector representation as well as the scope of usage of data
prepared in the processing pipeline, i.e. we use
different data, unrelated to that used for classification, to train the distributional model.

The study explores application of a
simple Convolutional Neural Network
for the problem of authorship attribution of tweets written in Polish. In
our solution we use two-step compression of tweets using Byte Pair Encoding algorithm and vectorisation as an
input to the distributional model generated for the large corpus of Polish
tweets by word2vec algorithm. Our
method achieves results comparable to
the state-of-the-art approaches for the
similar task on English tweets and expresses a very good performance in
the classification of Polish tweets. We
tested the proposed method in relation
to the number of authors and tweets
per author. We also juxtaposed results
for authors with different topic backgrounds against each other.

1

2

Related Works

A big part of research done in terms of authorship attribution is relevant for big chunks
of texts, where the sample of author’s writing is relatively big (Gollub et al., 2013),
(Frantzeskou et al., 2007), (Koppel et al.,
2011). Recently, a lot of work has been
done regarding authorship attribution of short
texts, especially tweets due to their accessibility. The problem is challenging in comparison to the classification of longer texts as it
is harder to maintain the classification accuracy along with the input pruning (Koppel and
Winter, 2014). Some methods are based on
stylistic features (Macleod and Grant, 2011) or
word and character n-grams (Schwartz et al.,
2013), (Sapkota et al., 2015).
Considering the fact that tweets may be of
highly varying character with usage of multiple special characters, notorious misspellings
and mixes of languages, character n-grams
seem to be intuitively best-fit for the problem. Moreover, such approach appears to hold
both topic-specific and morphology-specific information on the text (Koppel et al., 2011)

Introduction

The problem of authorship attribution is one of
the major areas of text classification. However,
the issue is usually undertaken in the context
of longer texts, such as book fragments, journal articles or emails. In recent years, mass
media channels started playing a huge role in
social life and made it possible to participate
in global discussions, especially through social
media. Twitter is one of the most influential
social media platforms where anyone can share
their opinion in form of a short text. Along
with the growing influence of such platforms
and limited user verification possibilities, importance of verifying the authorship of tweets
and other short texts published on social media platforms has grown considerably. Such
need is also motivated by moral responsibility
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cluding 95 435 564 characters in total) obtained through Twitter API1 by applying
Polish language filter (automatic Twitter
filter that can produce some noise) and in
addition tracking the top 100 words from
the frequency list generated for the Polish language (Kazojć, 2009) in the search
query,

(Sapkota et al., 2015). There were a couple of
attempts to classify tweets based on their character n-gram representations (Schwartz et al.,
2013) (Sari et al., 2017) (Zhang et al., 2015)
with different approaches to extracting a subset of meaningful characters (Plakias and Stamatatos, 2008) (Sapkota et al., 2015). In terms
of a classifier used for such a task, CNNs have
been recently widely explored and proved successful for text analysis (Sierra et al., 2017)
(Ruder et al., 2016).
A combination of the two approaches appears in (Shrestha et al., 2017) where a text
is classified based on a sequence of input characters. The method uses straightforward sequences of characters and their n-grams which
are then embedded and processed in a CNN
classifier. Another approach which is using a
byte pair encoding algorithm for text encoding together with the application of the same
CNN classifier, proves that the method is comparable to the state-of-the-art despite another
level of text compression (Wang, 2018). The
latter, however, uses a limited range of characters with at least punctuation and white
space characters ignored. Additionally, in both
works the embedding layer is trained simultaneously with the classifier, which makes it impossible to transfer the acquired knowledge to
external data sets.

3

Influencer Set – 138 486 tweets written by
28 Polish influencers who were chosen
manually.
The Tweet Corpus consists mostly of tweets
in Polish. We decided not to filter out tweets
including fragments in foreign languages as it
is a common practice for the Twitter users to
write their content with injections of other languages. Data has been gathered using twint
Python module (Zacharias and Poldi, 2018).
For the Influencer Set we selected the authors mainly due to their activity and the number of followers. In addition we pre-selected
four categories of authors, namely: journalists
(8 authors), politicians (6 authors), publicists
(4 authors) and computer gamers (2 authors).
The topic-related groups are extrated as one
of the goals of the experiments was to verify
whether the subject on which particular users
tweet is a strong distinguishing factor which
affects obtained results. As the activity of different authors is diversified, the Influencer Set
is highly unbalanced with the number of tweets
per author deviating from 314 to 18 204 tweets
per account. This problem was mediated by
subsampling during the experiments.

Contribution

In our work we extend the solution presented
in (Shrestha et al., 2017) by using SentencePiece with Byte-Pair Encoding algorithms
(Kudo and Richardson, 2018), without exclusion of any characters. Moreover, instead of
using a data-specific text embedding trained
simultaneously with the classifier, we teach a
separate distributional language model on a
corpus of Polish tweets. We also test robustness of our solution by alternating topics in
the training and testing corpora, as well as using disjunctive time windows for texts in both
corpora.

4

5

Text Representation

Tweets are very short texts and do not include
many repeated occurrences of typical stylometry markers like functional words. We can
observe prevalence of the information content
over typical stylistic markers. Thus, we need to
search for semantic elements reoccurring for a
single author, as well as characteristic idiosyncrasies of his language, e.g. words or expressions.
Tweet mostly include many abbreviations,
typos, or language errors that result in relatively high variability of the language and complexity of the statistical picture. Thus, we need

Data

For the needs of the development and testing
of our solution we collected two separate data
sets:
Tweet Corpus – 1 020 234 Polish tweets (in-

1
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Figure 1: High-level structure of the processing pipeline used for obtaining text representation
in our solution. From left to right: encoding model training, data encoding, embedding training.
brary (Mikolov et al., 2013). As a result, every
code receives its vector representation. The
whole process is presented in Figure 1.
As codes represent different character sequences: from bi-grams, through sub-words up
to even sub-expressions, we obtain a distributional semantics model which describes text
units of varied granularity that reflect to some
extent the statistical granularity of a corpus
used for building the particular BPE model.
A side effect is that vectors are also built for
codes representing single letters that are rather
meaningless, but this causes no harm to the
overall properties of the model, as it will be
visible.
The vector size in Skip gram was set to 300
elements. As the maximum length of a single
tweet is 140 characters, so we made the representation of a single tweet to be a matrix
of 140 code vectors2 . In case BPE encoding
for a tweet uses less than 140 codes (that often happens) the rest of the matrix is padded
with a special null vector, i.e. not produced by
word2vec.
In order to visualise the internal character
of a BPE-encoded text, we present the histogram of initial tweet lengths in Figure 2, and
contrast it with the histogram of the BPEencoded tweet lengths in Figure 3. It can
be noticed that the tweet lengths has become
shorter, more evenly distributed with a slight
dominance of the shorter representations. So,

to transform the original texts into a representation reducing this complexity. Very often,
e.g. (Shrestha et al., 2017), tweets are represented by n-grams instead of words. However,
the number of different n-grams is still very
high. Instead of using n-grams, we processed
the tweets with the help of the Byte Pair Encoding algorithm from SentencePiece library.
Byte Pair Encoding (henceforth BPE) is a text
compression method that constructs a tree-like
structure of codes: recursively, two adjacent
characters or symbols are encoded with a code
represented by a single character that does not
occur in the whole text. All punctuation and
white characters are treated in the same way as
other symbols. So there is no need for tokenisation. The algorithm starts from the most frequent pairs of characters (and next codes) and
ends when all sequences are covered or it has
reached the vocabulary size. Due to its recursive work the codes mostly represent not only
bigrams but also higher-level n-grams, e.g. frequent words or even expressions. In all our experiments we used the BPE vocabulary size of:
4000 codes. We tested vocabulary sizes from
1000 to 8000 codes and we did not notice improvement in performance for vocabulary size
larger than 4000 codes.
BPE is often used for text compression, but
our purpose was to make it a basis for a subword distributional semantics model. Texts
encoded by BPE (i.e. tweets) were transformed
into sequences of BPE codes separated by
white spaces and delivered in such a form to
the Skip gram algorithm from the word2vec li-

2
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In the worst case of the weakest BPE mode codes
correspond to single characters (symbols) in text, i.e.
no more than 140 codes per a single tweet.

BPE-encoding results in a more packed text
representation based sometimes on a few codes
(representing sequences of letters).
Figure 4 presents the lengths of letter sequences represented by BPE codes obtained
for the domain of politicians. The histograms
are based on a subset of Influencer Set, containing tweets of 6 authors. When we compare
it with the histogram of the whole domain in
Figure 5 it can be observed that the code dictionary which is specific for the given domain
contains slightly larger number of longer specialised codes. If we take a look into this domain specific dictionary we can find codes representing sometimes whole words that seem to
be quite accidentally included into the dictionary. Thus, a dictionary built on the basis of
a large corpus can be better suited to analysis
of the authors’ style that will be visible in Section 7 and especially in the results presented
in Tables 4 and 3.

Figure 4:
Histogram of BPE code lengths
obtained by training the model on tweets of
politicians (28 635 tweets).

Figure 5: Histogram of BPE code lengths obtained by training the model on Tweet Corpus
(1 020 234 tweets).

6

Classification Model

Our classification model follows the main lines
N-gram CNN (Shrestha et al., 2017), but
with BPE-based distributional representation
in place of the original n-gram based one, i.e.
instead of dividing the text into n-grams of
characters directly from tweets, we split them
into symbols obtained from the SentencePiece
model. BPE-based model significantly limits
the domain of possible symbols to the most
common ones. It saves the vocabulary and the
embedding matrix size. The neural network
model architecture used in our research is visualised in Figure 6.
The architecture consists of an embedding
layer and three parallel convolutional layers.
Each convolutional layer contains 500 filters of
sizes 3 × 3, 4 × 4 and 5 × 5 and is followed
by max-pooling and dropout with 0.2 probability. The convolutional layers are merged
and passed to a single dense layer with a 100
units and ReLU activation which is followed

Figure 2:
Histogram of tweet lengths for
28 635 tweets of politicians.

Figure 3: Histogram of BPE-encoded tweet
lengths for 28 635 tweets of politicians.
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removing elements that seemed to be not relevant for the authors’ styles and which could
bias the classification process towards topic
recognition. Thus, we removed all hashtags,
mentions and URLs before constructing BPE
encoding. The BPE models were generated
from the preprocessed Tweet Corpus and selected subcorpora. Nonetheless, the very fact
of using such extra-linguistic tweet elements,
their placement and frequency might be important and relevant to authors’ tweeting styles.
Thus, we replaced all occurrences of extralinguistic elements with symbols representing
their types:
• hashtags were exchanged with ‘#’ sign,
• mentions with the ‘@’ sign,
• URLs with the ‘ň’ sign (not present in neither Tweet Corpus nor Influencer Set).
7.2

Figure 6: High-level structure of the N-gram
CNN model used for author classification.

In all experiments Tweet Corpus was used only
to build a distributional semantics model and
Influencer Set (not overlapping with the former) was used as training and testing data
in a way following the k-fold cross validation
scheme.
During the first experiment, we wanted to
analyse the overall performance of the proposed approach on the whole Influencer Set.
In order to balance the data set in relation to
the number of tweets per author, we generated different subsets of the authors with random sub-sampling of tweets from more active
authors. We wanted to investigate how many
authors’ styles our model can learn and how
many tweets of each author are necessary to
achieve satisfying results. The results are presented in Table 1.

by dense layer with softmax activation.
Texts on the input to the embedding layer
are represented by vectors pre-trained on the
BPE encoded Tweet Corpus. During training the classifier, this layer was not completely
frozen. Instead, it was adapted but with a significantly reduced learning rate as compared to
the one used in the remaining layers. In this
way, we manage to preserve high level generalisation obtained during training on the tweet
corpus while slightly adapting to the training
data domain.
The hyperparameters were slightly tuned
from their initial state but their values are
comparable to the ones used in the model of
(Shrestha et al., 2017). We used Adam optimiser with 0.001 learning rate and categorical cross-entropy loss function. We trained the
classifier with data batches of 4 samples in 5
epochs with L2 regularisation scaled by a 0.001
factor.

7
7.1

Multi-domain Authorship
Attribution

7.3

Baseline Comparison

We compare our method against the baseline method of (Shrestha et al., 2017), using
the same data set, i.e. the set presented in
(Schwartz et al., 2013). This data set does
not contain external data for language model
training, so our approach of using a separate
corpus for this task could not be applied. Thus
in this experiment our solution differs only in
the method for text encoding – the baseline

Experiments
Data Preprocessing

Before building the distributional semantics
model and training the classifiers, we performed text preprocessing on tweets aimed at
413

Tweets
16000
8000
4000
2000
1000
500
250
100

Acc - 2
97.82 %
97.41 %
95.12 %
93.25 %
92.53 %
87.50 %
88.03 %
82.51 %

Acc - 4
90.89 %
87.42 %
84.11 %
82.37 %
81.25 %
69.52 %
63.25 %

Acc - 8
84.08 %
81.19 %
73.18 %
71.46 %
63.00 %
58.62 %

Acc - 12
72.44 %
66.13 %
57.25 %
44.67 %
42.08 %

Acc - 17
71.34 %
62.38 %
49.29 %
48.47 %
39.41 %

Acc - 23
57.81 %
49.61 %
38.43 %
31.11 %

Acc - 26
51.77 %
40.23 %
32.48 %

Acc - 28
42.14 %
30.53 %

Table 1: Classification results for a varying number of authors and number of tweets. First
column indicates the number of tweets per user used in experiment and the first row presents
how many authors were classified in it. For instance, Acc-8, means the column under this cell
presents accuracy results for 8-class classification (8 authors).
No. of tweets
50
100
200
500
1000

N-gram CNN
0.562
0.617
0.665
0.724
0.761

Ours
0.528
0.609
0.657
0.742
0.758

Table 2: Accuracy results for (Schwartz et al., 2013) data set, compared with results obtained
in (Shrestha et al., 2017) for 50 authors.
1 000 tweets.
The results presented in (Shrestha et al.,
2017) are also not explicitly said to be averaged over folds. Considering the above mentioned preconditions, the results obtained cannot be used to unambiguously determine a superior method out of the two in a straightforward manner.

method tokenises text into n-grams, while ours
is using the BPE algorithm to encode tweets.
For this data set we used the vocabulary size of
4000, with embedding length of 300, 128 batch
sizes and 1.0 for the learning rate for Stochastic
Gradient Descent in embedding training. For
the classifier, we used Adam optimizer with
0.0001 learning rate, trained for 50 epochs with
batches of 8 samples. Our results are averaged
over 10-fold cross-validation. The baseline results are taken from (Shrestha et al., 2017),
where we took the best achieved scores out of
two studied architectures.

7.4

Cross-domain Encoding and
Embedding

In the next group of experiments we investigated to what extent the model reflects particular domains of the authors (i.e. reacting
first to the domain signal), and to what extent
it represents the authors’ style by themselves.
Thus, we tried to classify authors from a specific domain by using the encoding-embedding
model built on some other domain. Three configurations of both data sets were analysed:

The comparison of classification accuracy for
50 authors and varying number of tweets in
presented in Table 2.
As it is visible in Table 2, the baseline
method is slightly better in majority of the experiment setups. However, the data set provided by (Schwartz et al., 2013) does not have
an explicit train/test split or even a specified
pool of 50 authors to perform classification on.
Each fold has been randomly subsampled from
a large pool of 7 026 authors. Moreover, for
each author a specified number of tweets has
been also randomly subsampled from a pool of

1. the same data for building encoding model
and tests,
2. data from another domain is used to construct encoding model,
3. the Polish Tweet Corpus is used for build414

Classified

Table 3: Accuracy score for authors of different domains (rows) with usage of encoding and
embedding trained on different data (columns) with embedding layer active during training.
Encoding and embedding training data
Author
Sport Social Politics Publicists Gamers Corpus
Domain
Sport
0.89
0.85
0.79
0.94
Social
0.94
0.94
0.98
0.95
Politics
0.86
0.89
0.79
0.90
Publicists 0.87
0.86
0.90
0.88
Gamers
0.96
0.97
0.99
the rich morphology and a weekly constrained
word order. However the latter was of minor
importance as the model works mostly on the
subword level and the distributional semantics
model that does not depend on the word order
(i.e. it is not sequential). The subword embeddings seem to be useful in decomposing Polish
morphological forms into their natural components.

ing the encoding mode (i.e. this is the
baseline case).
For domains in which the number of authors
is not the same, we subsample from the larger
pool and average the results over possible combinations (e.g. Sport: 3 authors vs Gamers: 2
authors – we subsampled 3 times).
In addition, we run the experiments in two
setups:

In addition, Polish tweets often include fragments written in English (of varied correctness) that also adds to the complexity of the
problem and models. It is worth mentioning
that in our experiments we used a significantly
smaller amount of data than it was done in
(Shrestha et al., 2017).

• with the embedding layer active during
training a classifier
• and with embedding layer remaining
frozen.
The results from the first scenario are shown
in Table 3, while the effects of the second
setting are presented in Table 4. The label “Corpus” means that the encoding model
and the embeddings were constructed on the
large Tweet Corpus, while the classifiers were
trained on the given domain.
The lack of a value means that for the given
pair we did not have enough data to build
a balanced training-testing subset by subsampling to the size of the smaller domain.

8

We initially suspected that the model would
be biased by the authors’ domains bias (i.e.
topics of tweets or characteristic elements of
the domain jargon). However, the result in
the cross-domain model scenario, see Table 3
and Table 4, show a different picture. Firstly,
in all cases the BPE-based embedding model
built on the large corpus appeared to be superior to the domain-based model. Definitely, the
difference in size of the corpora mattered in all
cases in favour of Tweet Corpus. However, the
size of the code dictionary was constant and
equal to 4 000, i.e. it was quite small, and we
can expect that the generalisation in the case
of the big corpus was substantial. When the
embedding layer got frozen in the second crossdomain experiment, all the results decreased,
but only slightly. So, in the case of the limited
code dictionary – providing a sparse and generalised picture of texts – the domain-focused
tuning of the embedding layer appeared to not
be very important.

Results

During the experiments on the whole set of
authors, as expected, the results significantly
decrease with the increasing number of authors taken into account and consequently the
decreasing number of tweets per an author
(due to the subsampling). While the results
fall behind those presented in (Shrestha et al.,
2017), they still surpass initial expectations.
It is worth to take into consideration that
the Polish language is more complex than English from the statistical point of view due to

The comparison with the method of
415

Classified

Table 4: Accuracy score for authors of different domains (rows) with usage of encoding and
embedding trained on different data (columns) with embedding layer frozen during training.
Encoding and embedding training data
Author
Sport Social Politics Publicists Gamers Corpus
Domain
Sport
0.90
0.84
0.82
0.95
Social
0.86
0.94
0.97
0.96
Politics
0.85
0.86
0.82
0.91
Publicists 0.85
0.86
0.90
Gamers
0.98
0.99
0.99
• comparing the proposed approach with
other embedding learning methods,

(Shrestha et al., 2017) in Table 2 showed that
this reference method performs slightly better,
however, the top results come from an ensemble of the two different models while our results
are achieved by the single method. Moreover,
our model is targeted on languages with rich
inflection.

9

• and optimise the classifier architecture.
While language filtering for using tweets in
the Polish language exclusively seems to be a
reasonable thing to do, it might not be perfectly adequate for the content such as tweets.
We can observe a growing trend for users to
post content with both languages present and
the usage of such a practice may also be considered as a characteristic feature of their writing
style. Language switch recognition in such a
short text like tweets might be erroneous, but
its tracking can improve the representation.
The question to what extent the method
recognises an author’s style, and to what extent this is only due to the correlation with
some topics can be answered by the analysis of
the confusion matrices between authors, distinctive features and stability of the recognition in time. Such an analysis could be combined with a strict filtering of tweets concerning the same events or topics and then verifying the classification performance. This is especially important due to the fact that Twitter
data gets quickly irrelevant as topics change
very fast.

Conclusions and Further
Research

The proposed method for the authorship attribution for Polish tweets expressed good performance for a large group of authors and large
data set. It is based on the idea of an application of the Convolutional Neural Network
proposed by (Shrestha et al., 2017), but it expands this approach with a distributional semantics model based on the prior application
of BPE text encoding (i.e. embedding vectors
are built for BPE codes, not words). As a result the proposed methods seems to be better
suited for processing short texts in a highly inflectional language. It is worth to emphasise
that the proposed approach is language independent, as the BPE model is driven by the
statistical patterns in the training corpus.
The idea of an adaptive, coarse-grained distributional text representation for the needs of
non-semantic classification seems to be attractive and opens several questions. There are
various points in which the whole process could
be improved, including but not being limited
to:
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Abstract

15 gradient-boosting models (random baseline of
25%), while the authors report that using Information Retrieval (IR) alone results in a score of 55%.

We present a novel approach to automatic
question answering that does not depend on
the performance of an information retrieval
(IR) system and does not require training data.
We evaluate the system performance on a challenging set of university-level medical science
multiple-choice questions. Best performance
is achieved when combining a neural approach
with an IR approach, both of which work
independently. Unlike previous approaches,
the system achieves statistically significant improvement over the random guess baseline
even for questions that are labeled as challenging based on the performance of baseline
solvers.

1

The difficulties related to answering exam questions are partly due to the complexity of the reasoning involved and partly to the lack of large
training data. Another significant reason is the fact
that the existing approaches to question answering are dependent on the performance of IR systems and can rarely go far beyond the performance
of such systems. While IR is a powerful method
when answering questions where the correct answer is a string contained within a document, the
systems fail when the sentences within the question do not individually hold a clue to what the
correct answer might be (Clark et al., 2018). This
is one of the characteristics of Multiple Choice
Questions (MCQs) from the science domain that
makes them so challenging for both machines and
for humans.

Introduction

Automatic question answering has seen a renewed
interest in recent years as a challenge problem
for evaluating machine intelligence. This has
driven the development of large-scale questionanswering data sets such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2016),
WikiMovies benchmark (Chen et al., 2017), TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) (to name a few), as
well as the organisation of workshops such as
the Machine Reading for Question Answering
2018 workshop1 . In spite of the optimistic advances over crowd-sourced questions and online
queries, automatic question answering for real
exam questions is still a very challenging and
under-explored area. For example, the Allen AI
Science Challenge2 invited researchers worldwide
to develop systems that could solve standardized
eight-grade science questions. The best system
out of all 780 participating teams achieved a score
of 59.31% correct answers using a combination of

In this paper we aim to address these shortcomings by developing an approach that: i) does
not require that the training data (often unavailable) be in the form of multiple-choice questions and ii) does not depend on matching strings
of text with one another. We use a challenging set of medical exam questions developed for
the United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE® ), a standardized medical exam that
university students need to pass in order to obtain the right to practice medicine in the US. As
such, the USMLE represents a very difficult set,
requiring a high level of specialized professional
knowledge and reasoning over facts. Furthermore,
the USMLE contains a wide variety of question
types such as selecting the most appropriate diagnosis, treatment, specific further examination
needed, etc., all of which require application of
clinical knowledge over facts.

1

https://mrqa2018.github.io/
https://www.kaggle.com/c/the-allen-ai-sciencechallenge
2
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Contributions We introduce and compare two
approaches for automatic question answering that
do not require training data in the form of MCQs,
using Information Retrieval (IR) techniques and
standard neural network models. Unlike previous work, our neural approach is independent of
the performance of the IR system, as it does not
build upon it. Thus, it is possible to achieve improvements over both systems by combining them,
as each system has an individual contributions towards solving the problem. The best combination
results in 18% improvement over a random guess
baseline. The neural models achieve a statistically
significicant improvement over the random baseline on the challenging sets. The code used in this
study, as well as the public data3 are made available at: https://bit.ly/2jNW2ym.

2

et al., 2016), and BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016)), as
well as IR models and test them on a total of 7787
science questions. The questions are divided into
two sets, challenging and easy, and are targeted at
students between the ages of 8 and 13. It is important to note that the authors define a question
as being challenging or easy not on the basis of
human performance or the age of the students it
is targeted at, but based on whether it has been
answered incorrectly by at least two of the baseline solvers. The results indicated that none of
the algorithms performed significantly higher than
the random guess baseline of 25% on the challenging set, while the performance on the easy set
was within the range of 36% and 62%. According to the authors, a possible explanation for the
low accuracy is that nearly all models use some
form of information retrieval to obtain relevant
sentences, and the retrieval bias in these systems
is towards sentences that are very similar to the
question, as opposed to sentences that individually differ but together explain the correct answer
(Clark et al., 2018). Notably, the neural solvers
performed poorly on the easy set, while the best
result was achieved by an IR-only system.

Related Work

Most of the recent work in the field focuses
on answering reading comprehension questions
from benchmark datasets such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), the release of which ignited
a rapid progress in the field. For example, Wang
et al. (2017) use gated self-matching networks
and report accuracy as high as 75.9% over a random guess baseline of around 4% and a logistic regression baseline of around 51%. Among
the most successful approaches in other studies
are ones that use neural models such as matchLSTM to build question-aware passage representation (Wang and Jiang, 2015), bi-directional attention flow networks to model question-passage
pairs (Seo et al., 2016), or dynamic co-attention
networks (Xiong et al., 2016).
As mentioned in the previous section, automatic question answering for science exams is a
lot more challenging than for crowd-sourced reading comprehension questions. When applied to
science questions, IR techniques: i) still perform
somewhat close to the state-of-the-art and ii) fail
on tasks where the correct answer is not specifically contained in relevant sentences. Clark et al.
(2018) implement five of the best models from
the studies on the reading comprehension data sets
(TableILP (Khashabi et al., 2016), TupleInference
(Khot et al., 2017), Neural entailment models (DecompAttn, DGEM, and DGEM -OpenIE) (Parikh

3

Data

In the USMLE data each test item is a singlebest-answer MCQ consisting of a stem (question)
followed by several response options (distractors),
one of which is the correct answer (key). An example of such an item is provided in Table 1. We
divide our data into two sets: private and public
(Table 2). The private data set consists of a total of 2,720 MCQs and they are not available to
the public due to test security reasons. The public
data set consists of 454 items from USMLE 2015
Step 1, USMLE 2016 Step 1, USMLE 2014 Step
2, and USMLE 2017 Step 2 sample leaflets. These
are available at the USMLE website4 and in our
repository. For the purpose of this study, we have
selected only those items that fulfill the following
criteria: i) whose correct answer contains at least
one heading from the Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH5 ) database that is at most three words, and
ii) have exactly 5 options that have at least one
MeSH heading that is at most three words. The
4

The items can be accessed at the USMLE web
site at http://www.usmle.org/,
for example:
http://www.usmle.org/pdfs/step-1/
samples_step1.pdf
5
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/

3

See Section 3. The Public data set used in this study
consists of questions released as training materials by the
USMLE.
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A 56-year-old man comes to the emergency department because of a 4-day history of colicky right flank pain that radiates
to the groin and hematuria. Ultrasound examination of the kidneys shows right-sided hydronephrosis and a dilated ureter.
Which of the following is most likely to be found on urinalysis?
(A) Erythrocyte casts
(B) Glucose
(C) Leukocyte casts
(D) Oval fat bodies
(E)* Uric acid crystals

Table 1: An example of an item from the USMLE exam (question 128, USMLE 2015 step 1 sample test questions)

Number of Items
Average words per item

Public
164
116

Private
921
87

4.2

For this approach we train neural networks to predict the MeSH headings for each abstract. The
premise of this approach is that we hypothesise
that the task of answering an USMLE item could
be considered to be similar to the task of identifying the topics of a snippet of text: in the case
of MEDLINE indexing, indexers read the abstract,
and then choose the topics that are most relevant to
the abstract; whereas in the case of taking USMLE
exam, test takers read the stem, and then choose
the option that is most relevant to the stem. Approaching the problem this way, we can benefit
from the availability of the MEDLINE data, in
which each abstract has been manually (or semimanually) assigned most relevant subject headings. We focus only on headings that appear in
the options of the set of items (see above). For our
set, there are around 1000 headings. Our neural
networks7 were trained using Keras8 . We use two
main structures:

Table 2: Characteristics of the two sets

latter is in order to keep the random guess baseline
at a constant for all items (20%). As a result, the
final data that we have is 164 items for the public
set and 922 for the private one.

4

Method

We develop and compare two methods for answering the USMLE questions, both of which do not
require training data in the form of MCQs. The
details of each method are described below.
4.1

IR-Based Method

We use a standard IR approach. First, we index
2012 MEDLINE abstracts using Lucene6 with its
default options. Then, for each item we build
the five queries, where each query contains the
stem and an option. We use three settings for the
queries:

• Bidirectional LSTM (LSTM). Specifications:
an input layer, followed by an embedding
layer and a bidirectional layer, each of size
250. The final two layers are a flattening
layer and a dense layer. The classes are
weighted inversely to their frequency.

• All words (IR-All) (baseline)
• Nouns only (IR-Nouns)
• Nouns, Verbs, or Adjectives only (IR-NVA),

• Convoluted 1d with attention (Conv1d).
Specifications: an input layer, followed by an
embedding layer, three convolutional layers,
and a concatenating layer, each of size 250.

We then get the top 5 documents returned by
Lucene and calculate the sum of the retrieval
scores. The picked answer is the one that has
the highest score when combined with the stem to
form the query. This method is similar to the IR
baseline described in Clark et al. (2018) and variations of it have been previously applied to medical MCQs for the purposes of distractor generation (Ha and Yaneva, 2018) and predicting item
difficulty (Ha et al., 2019).
6

Neural Network Method

7

Preprocessing
includes
tokenization
(using
keras.preprocessing.text package in python), no lower
case normalization, no number normalization, recording
words with a min frequency of 5. The neural network models
then further restrict the vocabulary to the first 200000 most
frequent words. Out of vocabulary rate was 1%. Nadam
optimizer was used with its default options (learning rate
= 0.002, beta 1 = 0.9, beta 2 = 0.999, epsilon = None,
schedule decay = 0.004). Batch size = 128, activation
function used in the last layer was Softmax.
8
https://keras.io/

https://lucene.apache.org/
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Accuracy

Public set

Private set

Baselines
Random guess baseline
IR-All baseline

0.2 (.16-.26)
0.25 (.18-.32)

0.2 (.175-0.225)
0.332 (.302-.364)

IR
IR-NVA
IR-Nouns

0.32* (.24-.39)
0.33* (.26-.41)

0.362* (.332-.395)
0.311* (.282-.342)

Neural
LSTM
Conv1d attention
Ensemble(Conv1d+LSTM)

0.29 (.22-.37)
0.31* (.23-.37)
0.30* (.24-.39)

0.29* (.26-.32)
0.32* (.292-.353)
0.311* (.282-.342)

Neural +IR
log(IR NVA)+log(conv1d)
Neural as tie breaker

0.32* (.25-.40)
0.37** (.3-.45)

0.340* (.310-.373)
0.396** (.365-.429)

Neural correct when IR incorrect
Neural correct when IR tie

0.29* (.21-.38)
9 out of 15

0.276* (.24-.31)
26 out of 89

Table 3: Accuracy of the different systems. The values marked with * signify statistically significant difference
over the random guess baseline and ** signifies statistically significant improvement over both baselines.

5

These are followed by an attention layer and
a densely connected layer.

The results from our study are presented in Table
3. Best performance is achieved by using neural
model scores as a tie breaker. This result significantly outperforms both the random guess baseline and the IR-All approach.
It is interesting to note that while neural approaches alone present a significant improvement
only over the random guess baseline, using neural approaches to solve ties leads to an overall increase in performance for the best combined models. The independent nature of the neural approach is best illustrated when testing its performance over items that were incorrectly solved by
the best IR approaches. This is the case for 110
items from the public data set, and 587 items from
the private data set, which, if we follow the definition of Clark et al. (2018), can be regarded as
“challenging” since the best IR solver could not
answer them correctly. In the case of Clark et al.
(2018) none of the tested solvers achieved significant improvement over the random guess baseline
when evaluated on the challenging questions. In
our case, the neural approaches achieve 29% accuracy (32 items) for the public data set and 27.6%
accuracy (162 items) for the private one, which
are both statistically significant when comparing
to random guess. This independence, resulting
from the use of humanly produced subject headings, indicate that these headings do provide additional information with regards to the task.

We train the models on 10,000,000 MEDLINE
abstracts (the same set used in the IR approach),
going through them twice. We experiment with
pre-trained GloVe840b (Pennington et al., 2014)
and word2vec9 , but the results are inferior to training the embedding layers from scratch. We then
use the trained models to predict the probability of
a MeSH heading in an option given the stem. We
then average the probabilities if the option contains more than 1 heading.
4.3

Combined Method

We use two methods to combine the IR and
neural model scores. The first method just
adds the log value of the two scores together (log(IR Noun)+log(Conv1d)). The second
method uses the neural model scores as a tie
breaker (‘Neural as tie breaker’): if the IR method
returns a single option, we take the result from the
IR. If the IR method returns more than one options, we take the results from the neural model
instead.
4.4

Baselines

We compare our results to two baselines: the probability of a random guess to pick the correct answer and the IR-All model described above.
9

Results and Discussion

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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A drawback of the neural approach proposed
in this paper is that it relies on the availability of
a manually indexed database such as MEDLINE.
This limits the applicability of the approach to
other domains, however, this may change when
more resources become available in the future. It
is important to note that in this restricted setting
the method solves a very difficult problem better than any other approach so far. In the future,
instead of using the adhoc neural network architectures presented in this paper, we plan to utilise
state-of-the-art architectures such as Elmo (Peters
et al., 2018) or BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), while
using the prediction of MESH headings as an additional learning objective.

6
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Abstract
Since deep learning became a key player in
natural language processing (NLP), many
deep learning models have been showing
remarkable performances in a variety of
NLP tasks, and in some cases, they are
even outperforming humans. Such high
performance can be explained by efficient
knowledge representation of deep learning models. While many methods have
been proposed to learn more efficient representation, knowledge distillation from pretrained deep networks suggest that we can
use more information from the soft target
probability to train other neural networks.
In this paper, we propose a new knowledge
distillation method self-knowledge distillation, based on the soft target probabilities
of the training model itself, where multimode information is distilled from the
word embedding space right below the softmax layer. Due to the time complexity,
our method approximates the soft target
probabilities. In experiments, we applied
the proposed method to two different and
fundamental NLP tasks: language model
and neural machine translation. The experiment results show that our proposed
method improves performance on the tasks.

1

Introduction

Deep learning has achieved the state-of-the-art performance on many machine learning tasks, such as
image classification, object recognition, and neural
machine translation (He et al., 2016; Redmon and
Farhadi, 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017) and outperformed humans on some tasks. In deep learning,
one of the critical points for success is to learn better representation of data with many layers (Ben-

gio et al., 2013) than other machine learning algorithms. In other words, if we make a model to learn
better representation of data, the model can show
better performance.
In natural language processing (NLP) tasks like
language modeling (LM) (Bengio et al., 2003;
Mikolov et al., 2013) and neural machine translation (NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015), when the models are trained, they are
to generate many words in sentence, which is a
sequence of classification steps, for each of which
they choose a target word among the whole words
in the dictionary. That is why LM and NMT are
usually trained with the sum of cross-entropies over
the target sentence. Thus, although language related tasks are more of generation rather than classification, the models estimate target probabilities
with the softmax operation on the previous neural network layers and the target distributions are
provided as one-hot representations. As data representation in NLP models, word symbols should
also be represented as vectors.
In this paper, we focus on the word embedding
and the estimation of the target distribution. In NLP,
word embedding is a step to translate word symbols
(indices in the vocabulary) to vectors in a continuous vector space and is considered as a standard
approach to handle symbols in neural networks.
When two words have semantically or syntactically
similar meanings, the words are represented closely
to each other in a word embedding space. Thus,
even when the prediction is not exactly correct,
the predicted word might not be so bad, if the estimated word is very close to the target word in
the embedding space like ‘programming’ and ‘coding’. That is, to check how wrong the prediction
is, the word embedding can be used. There are several methods to obtain word embedding matrices
(Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014), in
addition to neural language models (Bengio et al.,
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2003; Mikolov et al., 2010). Recently, several approaches have been proposed to make more efficient word embedding matrices, usually based on
contextual information (Søgaard et al., 2017; Choi
et al., 2017).

In this section, we briefly review the cross-entropy
and knowledge distillation. Also, since our proposed method is based on word embedding, the
layer right before the softmax operation, word embedding process is summarized.

On the other hand, knowledge distillation was
proposed by (Hinton et al., 2015) to train new and
usually shallow networks using hidden knowledge
in the probabilities produced by the pretrained networks. It shows that there is knowledge not only
in the target probability corresponding to the target
class but also in the other class probabilities in the
estimation of the trained model. In other words,
the other class probabilities can contain additional
information describing the input data samples differently even when the samples are in the same
class. Also, samples from different classes could
produce similar distributions to each other.
In this paper, we propose a new knowledge distillation method, self-knowledge distillation (SKD)
based on the word embedding of the training model
itself. That is, self-knowledge is distilled from the
predicted probabilities produced by the training
model, expecting the model has more information
as it is more trained. In the conventional knowledge
distillation, the knowledge is distilled from the estimated probabilities of pretrained (or teacher) models. Contrary, in the proposed SKD, knowledge
is distilled from the current model in the training
process, and the knowledge is hidden in the word
embedding. During the training process, the word
embedding reflects the relationship between words
in the vector space. A word close to the target
word in the vector space is expected to have similar
distribution after softmax, and such information
can be used to approximate the soft target probability as in knowledge distillation. We apply our
proposed method to two popular NLP tasks: LM
and NMT. The experiment results show that our
proposed method improves the performance of the
tasks. Moreover, SKD reduces overfitting problems which we believe is because SKD uses more
information.
The paper is organized as follows. Background
is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe
our proposed method, SKD. Experiment results are
presented and analyzed in Section 4, followed by
Section 5 with conclusion.

Background

2.1

Cross Entropy

For classification with C classes, neural networks
produce class probabilities pi , i ∈ {0, 1, ...C} by
using a softmax output layer which calculates class
probabilities from the logit, zi considering the other
logits as follows.
exp (zi )
pi = P
.
k exp (zk )

(1)

In most classification problems, the objective
function for a single sample is defined by the crossentropy as follows.
X
J(θ) = −
yk log pk ,
(2)
k

where yk and pk are the target and predicted probabilities. The cross-entropy can be simply calculated
by
J(θ) = − log pt ,

(3)

when the target probability y is a one-hot vector
defined as

1, if k = t(target class)
yk =
. (4)
0, otherwise
Note that the cross-entropy objective function
says only how likely input samples belong to the
corresponding target class, and it does not provide
any other information about the input samples.
2.2

Knowledge Distillation

A well trained deep network model contains meaningful information (or knowledge) extracted from
training datasets for a specific task. Once a deep
model is trained for a task, the trained model can
be used to train new smaller (shallower or thinner)
networks as shown in (Hinton et al., 2015; Romero
et al., 2014). This approach is referred to as knowledge distillation.
Basically, knowledge distillation provides more
information to new models for training and improves the new model’s performance. Thus, when
a new model which is usually smaller is trained
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with the distilled knowledge from the trained deep
model, it can achieve a similar (or sometimes even
better) performance compared to the pretrained
deep model.
In the pretrained model, knowledge lies in the
class probabilities produced by softmax of the
model as in Eq. (1). All probability values including the target class probability describe relevant
information about the input data. Thus, instead
of one-hot representation of the target label where
only the target class is considered in cross-entropy,
all probabilities over the whole classes from the
pretrained model can provide more information
about the input data in cross-entropy, and can teach
new models more efficiently. All probabilities from
the pretrained model are considered as soft target
probabilities.
In a photo tagging task, depending on the other
class probabilities, we understand the input image
better than just target class. When a class ‘mouse’
has the highest probability, if ‘mascot’ has a relatively high probability, then the image would be
probably ‘mickey mouse’. If ‘button’ or ‘pad’ has
a high probability, the image would be a mouse as a
computer device. The other class probabilities have
some extra information and such knowledge in the
pretrained model can be transferred to a new model
by using a soft target distribution of the training
set.
When the target labels are available, the objective function is a weighted sum of the conventional
cross-entropy with the correct labels and the crossentropy with the soft target distribution, given by
J(θ) = −(1 − λ) log pt − λ

X

qk log pk , (5)

k

where pk is probability for class k produced by
current model with parameter θ, and qk is the soft
target probability from the pretrained model. λ
controls the amount of knowledge from the trained
model. Note that the conventional knowledge distillation extracts knowledge from a pretrained model,
and in this paper, we propose to extract knowledge
from the current model itself without any pretrained
model.
Furthermore, in a recently proposed paper by
(Furlanello et al., 2018), they proved that knowledge distillation can be useful to train a new model
which has the same size and the same architecture
as the pretrained model. They trained a teacher
model first, then they trained a student model with

distilled knowledge from the teacher model. Their
experiment results show that the student models
outperform the teacher model. Also, even though
when the teacher model has a less powerful architecture, the knowledge from the trained teacher
model can boost student models which have more
powerful (or bigger) architectures. It means that
even the knowledge is distilled from a relatively
weak model, it can be useful to train a bigger
model.
2.3

Word Embedding

Word embedding is to convert symbolic representation of words to vector representation with semantic and syntactic meanings, which reflects the
relations between words. Including CBOW, Skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013), and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), various word embedding methods
have been proposed to learn a word embedding
matrix. The trained embedding matrix can be transferred to other models like LM or NMT (Ahn et al.,
2016).
CBOW predicts a word given its neighbor words,
and Skip-gram predicts the neighbor words given
a word. They use feedforward layers, and the last
layer of CBOW includes the word embedding matrix, W , as follows.
z = W h + b,

(6)

where b is a bias, h is hidden layer, and z is logits
for the softmax operation.
Words in the embedding space have semantic
and syntactic similarities, such that two similar
words are close in the space. Thus, when the classification is not correct, the error can be interpreted
differently depending on the similarity between the
predicted word and the target word. For example,
when the target word is ‘learning’, if the predicted
word is ‘training’, then it is less wrong than other
words like ‘flower’ or ‘internet’. In this paper, we
utilize such hidden information (or knowledge) in
the word embedding space, while training. Fig. 1
shows where the word embedding is located in LM
and NMT, respectively.

3

Self-Knowledge Distillation

We propose a new learning method self-knowledge
distillation (SKD) which distills knowledge from
a currently training model, following the conventional knowledge distillation. In this section, we
describe an algorithm for SKD and its application
to language model and neural machine translation.
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meaning that the class n cannot be more correct
than the real target t, so Eq. (7) becomes
qn = min{exp{−σkwt − wn k2 }, 0.5},
qt = 1 − qn ,

(8)

where qn + qt = 1. That is, we consider only two
soft target probabilities as shown in Fig. 2. Note
that we use Euclidean distance between wt and
wn to calculate qn , but other approaches like inner
product would be possible.
Now, the objective function of SKD becomes
similar to Eq. (5), and is defined by
(a) Language Model

(b) NMT Model

Figure 1: Network architectures of LM and NMT.
Word embedding is presented as gray boxes in the
models.
3.1

SKD Equations

In order to apply knowledge distillation on a current training model, we need to obtain soft target
probabilities as qk in Eq. (5) for all classes, but
they are not available explicitly. However, when
the model is trained enough, then the word embedding has such information implicitly. If a word wi
is close to wj in the embedding space, the probability pi would be close to pj for a given input
sample.
When t is the target class, we calculate the soft
target probabilities qk based on the word embedding. First, we assume that qt should be high, and
if wk is close to wt in the embedding space, qk
should be also high. That is, the Euclidean distance
between words is used to estimate the soft target
probability. The other class probabilities (or soft
target probabilities) qk can be obtained by
qk =

1
exp{−σkwt − wk k2 },
Z

(7)

J(θ) = −(1 − λ) log pt

−λ(qt log pt + qn log pn ),

where the second term of Eq. (5) is approximated
by λ(qt log pt + qn log pn ), ignoring the other class
probabilities. Eq. (9) can be rewritten simply as
follows.
J(θ) = −(1 − λqn ) log pt − λqn log pn .

(10)

Eqs. (9) or (10) can be understood in three cases.
First, if the prediction is correct (n = t), then Eq.
(9) is the same as the conventional cross-entropy
objective. Second, if wn is far from wt in the word
embedding space, then qn is close to zero and Eq.
(9) becomes close to the conventional cross-entropy
objective. Finally, if wn is close to wt (e.g. qn =
0.4), it approximates the soft target probability with
only two classes t and n, and the model is trained
to produce probabilities for class t and n as close
as qt and qn . This approach trains the model with
different targets for different input samples.
Fig. 2 presents how SKD obtains simplified
soft target distribution based on the distance of
target and estimated vectors in the word embedding
space.
3.2

where k · k2 is l2-norm, and Z is a normalization
term. σ is a scale parameter and its value depends
on the average distance to the corresponding nearest neighbors in the word embedding space. However, due to the expensive computational cost, we
do not calculate qk for all classes, and we choose
just one of the other classes, which is the predicted
class of the current model.
Assuming that the model predicts a class n for
a given input sample, only qt and qn are used as
distilled knowledge. We clip the qn value with 0.5,

(9)

SKD Algorithm

Since SKD distills knowledge from the current
training model, at the beginning of the training
process, the model does not contain relevant information. That is, we cannot extract any knowledge
from the training model at the beginning. Thus,
we start training process without knowledge distillation at first and gradually increase the amount
of knowledge distillation as the training iteration
goes. So, our algorithm starts with the conventional cross-entropy objective function in Eq. (3),
and after training the model for a while, it gradually
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Figure 2: Given a target class t, a soft target probabilities are obtained based on the distance in the
word embedding space. However, only the target
class and the predicted class have soft target probabilities in SKD.
transits to Eq. (10). To implement the transition,
another parameter α is introduced to Eq. (10), leading to the final objective function as follows.
J(θ) = −(1 − αλqn ) log pt − αλqn log pn , (11)

α starts from 0 with which Eq. (11) becomes the
conventional cross-entropy. After K iterations, α
increases by η per iteration and eventually goes up
to 1 with which Eq. (11) becomes the same as Eq.
(9). In our experiments, we used a simplified equation as in Eq. (12) without λ so that the objective
function relies gradually more on the soft target
probabilities as training goes.
J(θ) = −(1 − αqn ) log pt − αqn log pn .

(12)

Table 1 summarizes the proposed SKD algorithm.
Table 1: Self-Knowledge Distillation Algorithm
Algorithm 1: SKD Algorithm
Initialize the model parameters θ
Initialize α = 0 and σ
(See the experiments for σ values.)
Repeat K times:
Train the network based on the
cross-entropy in Eq. (3)
Repeat until convergence:
Train the network based on
the SKD objective function in Eq. (12)
Update α with α + η
(See the experiments for η values.)
3.3

tion (NMT). Although LM and NMT are actually
sentence generation rather than classification, they
have classification steps to generate words for the
target sentence. Also, the sum of cross-entropies
over the words in the sentence is adapted as an
objective function for them.
In addition, to check if SKD is robust against
errors in the word embedding space, we also evaluate SKD when we add Gaussian noise in the word
embedding space for target words in the decoder.

4

Experiments

To evaluate self-knowledge distillation, we compare it to the baseline models for language modeling and neural machine translation.
4.1

Dataset

For language modeling, we use two different
datasets: Penn TreeBank (PTB) and WiKi-2. PTB
was made by (Marcus et al., 1993), and we use the
pre-processed version by (Mikolov et al., 2010).
In the PTB dataset, the train, valid and test sets
have about 887K, 70K, and 78K tokens, respectively, where the vocabulary size is 10K. The WiKi2 dataset introduced by (Merity et al., 2016) consists of sentences that are extracted from Wikipedia.
It has about 2M, 217K, and 245K tokens for train,
valid, and test sets. Its vocabulary size is about 33K.
We did not apply additional pre-processing for the
PTB dataset. The WiKi-2 dataset is pre-tokenized
data, therefore we only added an end-of-sentence
token (<EOS>) to every sentence.
For machine translation, we evaluated models on
three different translation tasks (En-Fi, Fi-En, and
En-De) with the available corpora from WMT’15
1 . The dictionary size is 10K for En-fi and Fi-En
translation task, and 30K for the En-De translation
task.
4.2

NLP Tasks

SKD is applied to two different NLP tasks: language modeling (LM), and neural machine transla427

Language Modeling

Language modeling (LM) has been used in many
different NLP tasks like automatic speech recognition (ASR), and machine translation (MT) to capture syntactic and semantic structure of a natural
language. The neural network-based language models (NNLM) and recurrent neural network language
model (RNNLM) catch the syntactic and semantic regularities of an input language (Bengio et al.,
2003; Mikolov et al., 2013). RNNLM is our baseline, which consists of a single LSTM layer and
1

http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/translation-task.html

single feed forward layer with ReLU (Le et al.,
2015).
We evaluate four models: Baseline, Noise (with
Gaussian noise on the word embedding), SKD,
and Noise+SKD. To show that the information by
SKD is more knowledgeable than random noise,
we tested a noise injected model which injects only
Gaussian noise to the word embedding space. The
word dimension is set to 500 and the number of hidden nodes is 400 for all models. We set the σ and
η in the SKD algorithm in Table 1 0.1 (both PTB
and WiKi-2 dataset) and 0.0002 (PTB), 0.00011
(WiKi-2), respectively. We applied the SKD object
function after 500 batches for PTB and 900 batches
for WiKi-2. Note that Wiki-2 data is larger than
PTB.
The evaluation metric is the negative loglikelihood (NLL) for each sentence (the lower is
the better). Table 2 presents NLLs for the test data
of two datasets with different models. It shows that
our proposed methods (both noise injection and
self-distillation knowledge) improve the results in
the LM task. Note that SKD provides more knowledgeable information than Gaussian noise.
Table 2: NLLs for LM
PTB and Wiki-2.
Model
Baseline
+Noise
+SKD
+Noise+SKD
4.3

the objective function, we believe that the improvement by SKD is regardless of model architectures.
Table 3 shows that our proposed method improves NMT performance by around 1 BLEU score.
For qualitative comparison, some translation results
are presented below. The overall quality of translation of the SKD model looks better than baseline
model’s. In other words, when the BLEU scores
are similar, the sentences translated by the SKD
model look better.
• (src) Hallituslähteen mukaan tämä on yksi monista
ehdotuksista, joita harkitaan.
(trg) A governmental source says this is one of the
many proposals to be considered.
(baseline) According to government revenue, this is one
of the many proposals that are being considered to be
considered.
(SKD) According to the government, this is one of the
many proposals that are being considered.

• (src) Meillä on hyvä tunne tuotantoketjunvahvuudesta.
(trg) We feel very good about supply chain capability.
(baseline) We have good knowledge of the strength of
the production chain.
(SKD) We have a good sense of the strength of the
production chain.
• (src) En ole oikein tajunnut, että olen näin vanha.
(trg) I haven’t really realized that I’m this old.
(baseline) I have not been right to realise that I am so
old.
(SKD) I am not quite aware that I am so old.

with different models on
PTB
101.40
101.28
99.38
97.41

Wiki-2
119.49
118.70
116.85
116.60

• (src) Ne vaikuttavat vasta tulevaisuudessa.
(trg) They’ll have an impact in the future only.
(baseline) They will only be affected in the future.
(SKD) They will only affect in the future.

Neural Machine Translation

NMT has been widely used in machine translation
research, because of its powerful performance and
end-to-end training (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2017). Attentionbased NMT models consist of an encoder, a decoder, and the attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2015), which is our baseline in this paper
except for replacing GRU with LSTM and using
BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016). The encoder takes the
sequence of source words in the word embedding
form. The decoder works in a similar way to LM,
except the attention mechanism. See (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) for NMT and the attention mechanism
in detail.
In the experiments, we check how much SKD
can improve model’s performance using the simple
baseline architecture. Since SKD modifies only

Fig. 3 shows a trajectory of the qn values and
scheduling of the α value during training the En-Fi
NMT model described in Eq. (12), respectively.
As expected, the qn value becomes larger than 0.5
which means that wn (the predicted word vector)
is close enough to the wt (the target word vector).
Fig. 3(b) shows the scheduled value of α in Eq.
(12). The α value starts from 0 and increases up to
1 while training. The model is trained with only the
cross-entropy for K iterations, and then when the
model captures enough knowledge to be distilled,
α increases to utilize knowledge from the model.
Also, as in Fig. 4, the SKD models are not (or
more slowly) overfitted to the training data. We believe that SKD provides more information distilled
by the training model itself to prevent overfitting.
Note that there is no significant difference in the
improvements by SKD and Noise, but Noise+SKD
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(a) qn value during NMT model training
Figure 4: BLEU scores of validation data while
training on En-Fi corpus with four different models: Baseline, +Noise, +SKD, and +Noise+SKD.
The vertical axis indicates BLEU score and the
horizontal axis the number of training iteration.
(b) Scheduling of α value of NMT training
Figure 3: (a) Change of qn value during NMT
model training for En-Fi translation task, and (b)
scheduling of α value in Eq. (12) of NMT training
for En-Fi translation task. (a) shows that when the
model is trained more, the qn value become more
close to the target.
improves further. It implies that SKD provides different kinds of information from noise, while the
synergy effect between SKD and noise needs more
research.
Table 3: BLEU scores on the test sets for En-Fi,
Fi-En and En-De with two different beam widths.
The scores on the development sets are in the parentheses.
Model

Beam width

1

12

En-Fi
Baseline

7.29(8.28)

9.01(9.85)

+Noise

7.68(8.50)

9.35(9.53)

+SKD

8.36(9.43)

9.87(10.30)

+Noise+SKD

8.81(8.95)

10.13(10.47)

5

Conclusion

We proposed a new knowledge distillation method,
self-knowledge distillation, from the probabilities
of the currently training model itself. The method
uses only two soft target probabilities that are obtained based on the word embedding space. The
experiment results with language modeling and
neural machine translation show that our method
improves the performance. This method can be
straightforwardly applied to other tasks where the
cross-entropy is used.
As future works, we want to apply SKD to other
applications with different model architectures, to
show that SKD does not depend on tasks nor the
model architectures. For image classification tasks,
if we abuse the term ‘word embedding’ to refer to
the layer right before the softmax operation, it may
be possible to apply SKD in a similar way, although
it is not guaranteed that comparable image classes
are closely located in the word embedding space
for image related tasks. Also, we can develop an
automatic way for the parameters like α in Eq. (12),
and generalize the equation for qn in Eq. (8).
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Abstract

and report that those analyses produce statistically
similar output despite noisiness due to OCR. Their
conclusion is similar to Rodriquez et al. (2012) in
the case of NER and to Franzini et al. (2018) in the
case of authorship attribution, but different from
Mutuvi et al. (2018) who, specifically on topic
modelling for historical newspapers, confirm the
often repeated trope of data too dirty to use. However, reducing the noise of OCRed text by applying a post-correction method makes it possible to
gain the full potential of the data without having
to re-OCR it and opens up the possibility to process it with the myriad of more precise NLP tools
designed for OCR-error free text.
This paper focuses on correcting the OCR errors in ECCO. We present an unsupervised method
based on the advances neural machine translation (NMT) in historical text normalization3 . As
NMT requires a parallel dataset of OCR errors and
their corresponding correct spellings, we propose
a method based on word embeddings, a lemma
list, and a modern lemmatizer to automatically extract parallel data for training the NMT model.

A great deal of historical corpora suffer from
errors introduced by the OCR (optical character recognition) methods used in the digitization process. Correcting these errors manually
is a time-consuming process and a great part
of the automatic approaches have been relying
on rules or supervised machine learning. We
present a fully automatic unsupervised way of
extracting parallel data for training a characterbased sequence-to-sequence NMT (neural machine translation) model to conduct OCR error
correction.

1

Introduction

Historical corpora are a key resource to study social phenomena such as language change in a diachronic perspective. Approaching this from a
computational point of view is especially challenging as historical data tends to be noisy. The
noise can come from OCR (optical character
recognition) errors, or from the fact that the
spelling conventions have changed as the time
has passed, as thoroughly described by Piotrowski
(2012).
However, depending on the NLP or DH task being modelled, some methods can cope with the
noise in the data. Indeed, Hill and Hengchen
(2019) use a subset of an 18th-century corpus,
ECCO,1 and its ground truth version, ECCOTCP,2 to compare the output of different common
DH methods such as authorship attribution, countbased vector space models, and topic modelling,

2

Related Work

OCR quality for historical texts has recently received a lot of attention from funding bodies and
data providers. Indeed, Smith and Cordell (2019)
present a (USA-focused) technical report on OCR
quality, and aim to spearhead the efforts on setting a research agenda for tackling OCR problems.
Other initiatives such as Adesam et al. (2019) set
out to analyse the quality of OCR produced by
the Swedish language bank Språkbanken, Drobac
et al. (2017) correct the OCR of Finnish newspapers using weighted finite-state methods, Tanner
et al. (2009) measure mass digitisation in the context of British newspaper archives, while the Euro-

1

Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO)
is a dataset which “contains over 180,000 titles (200,000 volumes) and more than 32 million
pages”, according to its copyright holder Gale:
https://www.gale.com/primary-sources/
eighteenth-century-collections-online.
2
ECCO-TCP (Text Creation Partnership) “is a keyed subset of ECCO, compiled with the support of 35 libraries and
made up of 2,231 documents”. (Hill and Hengchen, 2019)

3

431

Our code https://github.com/mikahama/natas

Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 431–436,
Varna, Bulgaria, Sep 2–4 2019.

pean Commission-funded IMPACT project4 gathers 26 national libraries and commercial providers
to “take away the barriers that stand in the way
of the mass digitization of the European cultural
heritage” by improving OCR technology and advocating for best practices.
Dong and Smith (2018) present an unsupervised method for OCR post-correction. As opposed to our character-level approach, they use
a word-level sequence-to-sequence approach. As
such a model requires training data, they gather the
data automatically by using repeated texts. This
means aligning the OCRed text automatically with
matched variants of the same text from other corpora or within the OCRed text itself. In contrast,
our unsupervised approach does not require any
repetition of text, but rather repetition of individual words.
Different machine translation approaches have
been used in the past to solve the similar problem of text normalization, which means converting
text written in a non-standard form of a language
to the standard form in order to facilitate its processing with existing NLP tools. SMT (statistical
machine translation) has been used previously, for
instance, to normalize historical text (Pettersson
et al., 2013) to modern language and to normalize
modern Swiss German dialects (Samardzic et al.,
2015) into a unified language form. More recently
with the rise of the NMT, research has emerged
in using NMT to normalize non-standard text, for
example work on normalization of medieval German (Korchagina, 2017) and on historical English
(Hämäläinen et al., 2018).
All of the normalization work cited above on using machine translation for normalization has been
based on character-level machine translation. This
means that words are split into characters and the
translation model will learn to translate from character to character instead of word to word.

3

parallel data from our corpus containing OCR errors, then we will present the model designed to
carry out the actual error correction.
3.1

To extract a parallel corpus of OCR errors and
their correctly spelled counterparts out of our corpus, we use a simple procedure consisting of measuring the similarity of the OCR errors with their
correct spelling candidates. The similarity is measured in two ways, on the one hand an erroneous
form will share a similarity in meaning with the
correct spelling as they are realizations of the same
word. On the other hand, an erroneous form is
bound to share similarity on the level of characters, as noted by Hill and Hengchen (2019) in their
study of OCR typically failing on a few characters
on the corpus at hand.
In order to capture the semantic similarity, we
use Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) to train a
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) model.5 As this
model is trained on the corpus containing OCR errors, when queried for the most similar words with
a correctly spelled word as input, the returned list
is expected to contain OCR errors of the correctly
spelled word together with real synonyms, the key
finding which we will exploit for parallel data extraction.
As an example to illustrate the output of
the Word2Vec model, a query with the word
friendship yields friendlhip, friendihip, friendflip, friend-, affection, friendthip, gratitude, affetion, friendflhip and friendfiip as the most similar
words. In other words, in addition to the OCR
errors of the word queried for, other correctlyspelled, semantically similar words (friend-, affection and gratitude) and even their erroneous forms
(affetion) are returned. Next, we will describe our
method (as shown in Algorithm 1) to reduce noise
in this initial set of parallel word forms.
As illustrated by the previous example, we need
a way of telling correct and incorrect spellings
apart. In addition, we will need to know which
incorrect spelling corresponds to which correct
spelling (affetion should be grouped with affection
instead of friendship).
For determining whether a word is a correctly
spelled English word, we compare it to the lem-

Model

As indicated by the related work on text normalization, character-level machine translation is a viable way of normalizing text into a standard variety. Therefore, we will also use character-level
NMT in building our sequence-to-sequence OCR
post-correction model. However, such a model
requires parallel data for training. First, we will
present our method of automatically extracting
4

Extracting Parallel Data

5

Parameters: CBOW architecture, window size of 5, frequency threshold of 100, 5 epochs. Tokens were lowercased
and no stopwords were removed.

http://www.impact-project.eu
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source
W2V all
W2V freq
>100,000
BNC

mas of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED).6
If the word exists in the OED, it is spelled correctly. However, as we are comparing to the OED
lemmas, inflectional forms would be considered
as errors, therefore, we lemmatize the word with
spaCy7 (Honnibal and Montani, 2017). If neither
the word nor its lemma appear in the OED, we
consider it as an OCR error.
For a given correct spelling, we get the most
similar words from the Word2Vec model. We then
group these words into two categories: correct English words and OCR errors. For each OCR error,
we group it with the most similar correct word on
the list. This similarity is measured by using Levenshtein edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966). The
edit distances of the OCR errors to the correct
words they were grouped with are then computed.
If the distance is higher than 3 – a simple heuristic, based on ad-hoc testing –, we remove the OCR
error from the list. Finally, we have extracted a
small set of parallel data of correct English words
and their different erroneous forms produced by
the OCR process.

>=3
27299

>=4
20732

>=5
12843

11730

11627

10373

7881

5758

7692

7491

6681

5926

4925

Word2Vec model and list the words that are correctly spelled. We use this list of correctly spelled
words in the model to do the extraction. However, as this list introduces noise to the parallel
data, we combat this noise by producing another
list of correctly spelled words that have occurred
over 100,000 times in ECCO. For these two word
lists, one containing all the correct words in the
model and the other filtered with word frequencies, we produce parallel datasets consisting of
words longer or equal to 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The
idea behind these different datasets is that longer
words are more likely to be matched correctly with
their OCR error forms, and also frequent words
will have more erroneous forms than less frequent
ones.
In addition, we use the frequencies from the
British National Corpus (The BNC Consortium,
2007) to produce one more dataset of words occurring in the BNC over 1000 times to test whether
the results can be improved with frequencies obtained from a non-noisy corpus. This BNC dataset
is also used to produce multiple datasets based on
the length of the word. The sizes of these automatically extracted parallel datasets are shown in
Table 1.
3.2

The NMT Model

We use the automatically extracted parallel
datasets to train a character level NMT model
for each dataset. For this task, we use OpenNMT8 (Klein et al., 2017) with the default parameters except for the encoder where we use a
BRNN (bi-directional recurrent neural network)
instead of the default RNN (recurrent neural network) as BRNN has been shown to provide a performance gain in character-level text normalization (Hämäläinen et al., 2019). We use the default of two layers for both the encoder and the
decoder and the default attention model, which is
the general global attention presented by Luong
et al. (2015). The models are trained for the default number of 100,000 training steps with the

We use the extraction algorithm to extract the
parallel data by using several different word lists.
First, we list all the words in the vocabulary of the
7

>=2
28910

Table 1: Sizes of the extracted parallel datasets

Algorithm 1: Extraction of parallel data
Draw words w from the input word list;
for w do
Draw synonyms sw in the word
embedding model
for synonym sw do
if sw is correctly spelled then
Add sw to correct forms f ormsc
end
else
Add sw to error forms f ormse
end
end
for error e in f ormse do
group e with the correct form in
f ormsc by Levmin
if Lev(e,c) > 3 then
remove(e)
end
end
end

6

all
29013

http://www.oed.com.
Using the en_core_web_md model.

8
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Version 0.2.1 of opennmt-py

source
Correct
W2V all 0,510
W2V freq
0,515
>100,000
BNC
0,580

all
>=2
>=3
>=4
>=5
False
No
False
No
False
No
False
No
False
No
Correct
Correct
Correct
Correct
positive output
positive output
positive output
positive output
positive output
0,350 0,140 0,500 0,375 0,125 0,520 0,325 0,155 0,490 0,390 0,120 0,525 0,390 0,085
0,305

0,180 0,540

0,310

0,150 0,510

0,340

0,150 0,540

0,315

0,145 0,515

0,330

0,155

0,285

0,135 0,555

0,300

0,145 0,570

0,245

0,185 0,550

0,310

0,140 0,550

0,315

0,135

Table 2: Results of the NMT models trained on different datasets

process.
In the spirit of Hämäläinen et al. (2018), whose
results indicate that combining different methods
in normalization can be beneficial, we can indeed
get a minor boost for the results of the highest accuracy NMT model if we first try to correct with
the above described Word2Vec method and then
with NMT, we can increase the overall accuracy
to 59.5%. However, there is no increase if we invert the order and try to first correct with the NMT
and after that with the Word2Vec model.

same seed value.
We use the trained models to do a character
level translation on the erroneous words. We output the top 10 candidates produced by the model,
go through them one by one and check whether the
candidate word form is a correct English word (as
explained in section 3.1). The first candidate that
is also a correct English word is considered as the
corrected form produced by the system. If none of
the top 10 candidates is a word in English, we consider that the model failed to produce a corrected
form. The use of looking at the top 10 candidates
instead of the topmost candidates is motivated by
the findings by Hämäläinen et al. (2019) in historical text normalization with a character-level NMT.

4

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed an unsupervised
method for correcting OCR errors. Apart from
the lemma list and the lemmatizer, which can also
be replaced by a morphological FST (finite-state
transducer) analyzer or a list of word forms, this
method is not language specific and can be used
even in scenarios with less NLP resources than
what English has. Although not a requirement,
having the additional information about word frequencies from another OCR error-free corpus can
boost the results.
A limitation of our approach is that it cannot
do word segmentation in the case where multiple words have been merged together as a result
of the OCR process. However, this problem is
complex enough on its own right to deserve an entire publication of its own and is thus not in the
scope of our paper. Indeed, previous research has
been conducted focusing solely on the segmentation problem (Nastase and Hitschler, 2018; Soni
et al., 2019) of historical text and in the future such
methods can be incorporated as a preprocessing
step for our proposed method.
It is in the interest of the authors to extend the
approach presented in this paper on historical data
written in Finnish and in Swedish in the immediate
near future. The source code and the best working
NMT model discussed in this paper has be made
freely available on GitHub as a part of the natas
Python library9 .

Evaluation

For evaluation, we prepare by hand a gold standard containing 200 words with OCR errors from
the ECCO and their correct spelling. The performance of our models calculated as a percentage
of how many erroneous words they were able to
fix correctly. As opposed to the other common
metrics such as character error rate and word error
rate, we are measuring the absolute performance
in predicting the correct word for a given erroneous input word.
Table 2 shows the results for each dataset. The
highest accuracy of 58% is achieved by training
the model with all of the frequent words in the
BNC, and the lowest number of false positives (i.e.
words that do exist in English but are not the right
correction for the OCR error) is achieved by the
model trained with the BNC words that are at least
3 characters long. The No output column shows
the number of words the models didn’t output any
word for that would have been correct English.
If, instead of using NMT, we use the Word2Vec
extraction method presented in section 3.1 to conduct the error correction by finding the semantically similar word with the lowest edit distance under 4 for an erroneous form, the accuracy of such
a method is only 26%. This shows that training an
NMT model is a meaningful part in the correction

9
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Abstract

2017; Macketanz et al., 2017; Specia et al., 2017),
with their focus on high-level evaluation, have indicated that NMT lacks effectiveness in translating domain terms compared to PB-SMT. In this
work, we aim to compare PB-SMT and NMT in
relation to terminology translation, by carrying out
a thorough manual evaluation. For this, we select a test set from legal domain data (i.e. judicial
proceedings), and create a gold standard evaluation test set following a semi-automatic terminology annotation strategy. We inspected the patterns
of the term translation-related errors in MT. From
our observations we make a high-level classification of the terminology translation-related errors
and propose an error typology. We discuss various
aspects of terminology translation in MT considering each of the types from the proposed terminology translation typology, and dig into the extent of the term translation problems in PB-SMT
and NMT with statistical measures as well as linguistic analysis. For experimentation, we select
a less examined and low-resource language pair,
English–Hindi.

Terminology translation plays a critical
role in domain-specific machine translation (MT). In this paper, we conduct a comparative qualitative evaluation on terminology translation in phrasebased statistical MT (PB-SMT) and neural MT (NMT) in two translation directions: English-to-Hindi and Hindi-toEnglish. For this, we select a test set
from a legal domain corpus and create
a gold standard for evaluating terminology translation in MT. We also propose
an error typology taking the terminology
translation errors into consideration. We
evaluate the MT systems’ performance on
terminology translation, and demonstrate
our findings, unraveling strengths, weaknesses, and similarities of PB-SMT and
NMT in the area of term translation.

1

Introduction

Over the last five years, there has been incremental progress in the field of NMT (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) to the point where
some researchers are claiming parity with human
translation (Hassan et al., 2018). Nowadays, NMT
is regarded as a preferred alternative to PB-SMT
(Koehn et al., 2003) and represents a new stateof-the-art in MT research. The rise of NMT has
resulted in a swathe of research in the field of
MT, unraveling the strengths, weaknesses, impacts
and commercialisation aspects of the classical (i.e.
PB-SMT) and emerging (i.e. NMT) methods (e.g.
(Bentivogli et al., 2016; Toral and Way, 2018)). In
brief, the NMT systems are often able to produce
better translations than the PB-SMT systems. Interestingly, terminology translation, a crucial factor in industrial translation workflows (TWs), is
one of the less explored areas in MT research.
In this context, a few studies (Burchardt et al.,

2

MT Systems

To build our PB-SMT systems we used the Moses
toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). For LM training
we combine a large monolingual corpus with the
target-side of the parallel training corpus. Additionally, we trained a neural LM with the NPLM
toolkit (Vaswani et al., 2013) on the target side
of the parallel training corpus alone. We considered the standard PB-SMT log-linear features for
training. We call the English-to-Hindi and Hindito-English PB-SMT systems EHPS and HEPS, respectively. Our NMT systems are Google Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017). In our experiments we followed the recommended best setup from Vaswani et al. (2017). We call our the
English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English NMT systems EHNS and HENS, respectively.
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For experimentation we used the IIT Bombay English-Hindi parallel corpus (Kunchukuttan
et al., 2017). For building additional LMs for
Hindi and English we use the HindEnCorp monolingual corpus (Bojar et al., 2014) and monolingual data from the OPUS project (Tiedemann,
2012), respectively. Corpus statistics are shown
in Table 1. We selected 2,000 sentences (test set)
for the evaluation of the MT systems and 996 sentences (development set) for validation from the
Judicial parallel corpus (cf. Table 1) which is a
juridical domain corpus (i.e. proceedings of legal
judgments). The MT systems were built with the
training set shown in Table 1 that includes the remaining sentences of the Judicial parallel corpus.

concerned, HEPS and HENS produce moderate
BLEU scores (34.1 BLEU and 39.9 BLEU) on
the test set. As expected, translation quality in
the morphologically-rich to morphologically-poor
language improves.

3

Table 1: Corpus Statistics.
English–Hindi parallel corpus
Sentences Words (En)
Training set
1,243,024 17,485,320
(Vocabulary)
180,807
Judicial
7,374
179,503
Development set 996
19,868
Test set
2,000
39,627
Monolingual Corpus
Sentences
Used for PB-SMT Language Model
English
11M
Hindi
10.4M
Used for NMT Back Translation
English
1M
Hindi
903K

Words (Hi)
18,744,496
309,879
193,729
20,634
41,249
Words
222M
199M
20.2M
14.2M

We present the comparative performance of the
PB-SMT and NMT systems in terms of BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002) in Table 2. Additionally, we performed statistical significance tests using bootstrap resampling methods (Koehn, 2004).
The confidence level (%) of the improvement obtained by one MT system with respect to the another MT system is reported. As can be seen

BLEU
28.8
36.6 (99.9%)

System
HEPS
HENS

To evaluate terminology translation with our MT
systems, we manually annotated the test set by
marking term-pairs on the source- and target-sides
of the test set (cf. Table 1) with a view to creating a gold standard evaluation set. The annotation
process is performed using our own bilingual term
annotation tool, TermMarker. If there is a source
term present in the source sentence, its translation equivalent (i.e. target term) is found in the
target sentence, and the source–target term-pair is
marked. The annotators are native Hindi evaluators with excellent English skills. They were instructed to mark those words as terms that belong
to legal or judicial domains. The annotators were
also instructed to mark those sentence-pairs from
the test set that contain errors (e.g. mistranslations, spelling mistakes) in either source or target
sentences. The annotators reported 75 erroneous
sentence-pairs which we discarded from the test
set. In addition, 655 sentence-pairs of the test set
did not contain any terms. We call the remaining 1,270 sentence-pairs our gold-testset. Each
sentence-pair of gold-testset contains at least one
aligned source-target term-pair. We have made the
gold-testset publicly available to the research community.1
Annotation Suggestions from Bilingual Terminology While manually annotating bilingual
terms in the judicial domain test set, we took support from a bilingual terminology that was automatically created from the Judicial corpus (cf. Table 1). For automatic bilingual term extraction we
followed the approach of Haque et al. (2018). We
found 3,064 English terms and their target equivalents (3,064 Hindi terms) in the source- and targetsides of gold-testset, respectively.

Table 2: Performance of MT systems on BLEU.
System
EHPS
EHNS

Creating Gold Standard Evaluation
Set

BLEU
34.1
39.9 (99.9%)

Variations of Term A term may have more than
one domain-specific translation equivalent. The
number of translation equivalents for a source
term could vary from language to language depending on the morphological nature of the target language. For example, translation of the En-

from Table 2, EHPS and EHNS produce reasonable BLEU scores (28.8 BLEU and 36.6 BLEU)
on the test set given the difficulty of the translation pair. These BLEU scores, in fact, underestimate the translation quality, given the relatively free word order in Hindi, as we have just
a single reference translation set for evaluation.
As far as the Hindi-to-English translation task is

1
https://www.computing.dcu.ie/
rhaque/termdata/terminology-testset.zip
˜
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does not consider various nuances of term translation errors. We propose an error typology taking
terminology translation into consideration. First,
we translated the test set sentences with our MT
systems, and sampled 300 translations from the
whole translation set. Then, the terminology translations were manually inspected, noting the patterns of the term translation-related errors. From
our observations we found that the terminology
translation-related errors can be classified into
eight primary categories. As far as the term translation quality of an MT system is concerned, our
proposed typology could provide a better perspective as to how the MT system lacks quality in
translating domain terms. The categories are as
follows: (i) reorder error (RE): the translation of
a source term forms the wrong word order in the
target, (ii) inflectional error (IE): the translation of
a source term inflicts a morphological error, (iii)
partial error (PE): the MT system correctly translates part of a source term into the target and commits an error for the remainder of the source term,
(iv) incorrect lexical selection (ILS): the translation of a source term is an incorrect lexical choice,
(v) term drop (TD): the MT system omits the
source term in translation, (vi) source term copied
(STC): a source term or part of it is copied verbatim to target, (vii) disambiguation issue in target (DIT): although the MT system makes a potentially correct lexical choice for a source term,
its translation-equivalent does not carry the meaning of the source term, and (viii) other error (OE):
there is an error in relation to the translation of a
source term, whose category, however, is beyond
all remaining error categories. The proposed terminology translation error typology is illustrated
in Figure 1 (cf. Appendix A).

glish word ‘affidavit’ has multiple target equivalents (LIVs (lexical and inflectional variations))
in Hindi even if the translation domain is legal
or juridical: ‘shapath patr’, ‘halaphanaama’, ‘halaphanaame’, or ‘halaphanaamo’. The term ‘shapath patr’ is the lexical variation of Hindi term
‘halaphanaama’. The base form ‘halaphanaama’
could have many inflectional variations (e.g. ‘halaphanaame’, ‘halaphanaamo’) given the sentence’s syntactic and morphological profile (e.g.
gender, case).
For each term we check whether the term has
any additional LIVs pertaining to the juridical domain and relevant to the context of the sentence. If
this is the case, we include the relevant variations
as legitimate alternatives term.
We again exploit the method of Haque et al.
(2018) for obtaining variation suggestions for a
term. The automatically extracted bilingual terminology of Haque et al. (2018) comes with the
four highest-weighted target terms for a source
term. If the annotator accepts an annotation suggestion (source–target term-pair) from the bilingual terminology, the remaining three target terms
are considered as alternative suggestions of the target term.
Two annotators took part in the annotation task,
and two sets of annotated data were obtained. The
term-pairs of gold-testset are finalised on the basis of the annotation agreement by the two annotators, i.e. we keep those source–target term-pairs
in gold-testset for which both annotators agree
that the source and target entities are terms and
aligned. On completion of the annotation process, inter-annotator agreement was computed using Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) at word-level.
For each word we count an agreement whenever
both annotators agree that it is a term (or part of
term) or non-term entity. We found the kappa coefficient to be very high (i.e. 0.95) for the annotation task. This indicates that our terminology annotation is of excellent quality.
The final LIV list for a term is the union of the
LIV lists created by the annotators. This helps
make the resulting LIV lists exhaustive.

4

Apart from the above error categories, we have
a class for a source term being correctly translated
into the target, i.e. the MT system produces a correct translation (CT) for a source term. As pointed
out in Section 3, we wanted to see how diverse
an MT model can be in translating domain terms,
and how close the translation of a source term can
be to the reference terms or its LIVs or to what
extent (e.g. syntactically and morphologically) it
differs from them. For this reason, we divide the
CT class into seven sub-classes, and define them
below: (i) CT given the reference term (CTR): the
translation of a source term is the reference term,
(ii) CT given one of the LIVs (CTV): the translation of a source is one of the LIVs of the reference term, (iii) variation missing (VM): a source
term is correctly translated into the target, but the

Terminology Translation Typology

In order to annotate errors in (automatic) translations, MT users often exploit the MQM (Multidimensional Quality Metric) error annotation framework (Lommel et al., 2014). One of the error types
in the MQM toolkit is terminology (i.e. inconsistent with termbase, inconsistent use of terminology) which is an oversimplified attribute and
439

We considered the correct and incorrect categories
for the calculation, i.e. we count an agreement
whenever both evaluators agree that it is a correct
(or incorrect) term translation, with agreement by
chance = 1/2. We found that the kappa coefficient
for this ranges from 0.97 to 1.0. Thus, our manual term translation classification quality can be
labeled as excellent.

translation is neither the reference term nor any
of its LIVs, (iv) correct inflected form (CIF): a
source term is correctly translated into the target,
but the translation is neither the reference term nor
any of its LIVs. However, the base form of the
translation of the source term is identical to the
base form of either the reference term or one of
the LIVs of the reference term, (v) correct reorder
form (CRF): a source term is correctly translated
into the target, and the translation includes those
words that either the reference term or one of the
LIVs has, but the word order of the translation is
different to that of the the reference term or one of
the LIVs, (vi) correct reorder and inflected form
(CRIF): this class is a combination of both CIF and
CRF, and (vii) other correct (OC): a source term
is correctly translated into the target, whose category, however, is beyond the all remaining correct
categories.
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6

Terminology Translation Evaluation in
PB-SMT and NMT

This section provides a comparative evaluation
of the ability of PB-SMT and NMT to translate
terminology accurately. In Table 5, we report
the statistics of terminology translations from the
English-to-Hindi MT task. We see that EHPS
and EHNS incorrectly translate 303 and 253 English terms (out of total 3,064 terms) (cf. last
row of Table 5), respectively, into Hindi, resulting
in 9.9% and 8.3% terminology translation errors,
respectively. We use approximate randomization
(Yeh, 2000) to test the statistical significance of
the difference between two systems, and report
the significance-level (p-value) in the last column
of Table 5. We found that the difference between
the error rates is statistically significant. In Table
6, we report the statistics of terminology translations for the Hindi-to-English MT task. We see
that HEPS and HENS incorrectly translate 396 and
353 Hindi terms (cf. last row of Table 6), respectively, into English, resulting in 12.9% and 11.5%
terminology translation errors, respectively. As
can be seen from Table 6, the difference between
the error rates is statistically significant. When we
compare these scores with those from Table 5, we
see that these scores are slightly higher compared
to those for the English-to-Hindi task. Surprisingly, the terminology translation quality from the
morphologically-rich to the morphologically-poor
language deteriorates compared to the overall MT
quality (cf. Section 2).

Manual Evaluation Plan

This section presents our manual evaluation plan.
Translations of the source terms of gold-testset
were manually validated and classified in accordance with the set of fine-grained errors and correct categories described above. This was accomplished by the human evaluator. The manual evaluation was carried out with a GUI that randomly
displays a source sentence and its reference translation from gold-testset, and the automatic translation by one of the MT systems. For each source
term the GUI highlights the source term and the
corresponding reference term from the source and
reference sentences, respectively, and displays the
LIVs of the reference term, if any. The GUI lists
the error and correct categories described in Section 4. The evaluator, a native Hindi speaker with
the excellent English and Hindi skills, was instructed to follow the following criteria for evaluating the translation of a source term: (a) judge
correctness / incorrectness of the translation of the
source term in hypothesis and label it with an appropriate category listed in the GUI, (b) do not
need to judge the whole translation, but instead
look at the local context to which both source term
and its translation belong, and (c) take the syntactic and morphological properties of the source
term and its translation into account.
The manual classification process was completed for all MT system types. We measure
agreement in manual classification of terminology translation. For this, we randomly selected
an additional 100 segments from gold-testset and
hired another evaluator having the similar skills.

6.1

Comparison with Fine-Grained Category

This section discusses the numbers and highlights
phenomena for the fine-grained categories, starting with those that involve correct terminology
translations.
CTV & VM We see from Tables 5 and 6 that the
numbers under the CTV (correct term given one of
the LIVs class are much higher in the English-toHindi task (695 and 662) compared to those in the
Hindi-to-English task (241 and 245). CTV is measured as the count of instances where a source term
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As stated in Section 4, CRIF (correct reorder
and inflected form) is the combination of the above
two types: CRF and CIF. As an example, consider a portion of the source Hindi sentence ‘vivaadagrast vaseeyat hindee mein taip kee gaee hai
...’ and the English reference translation ‘the will
in dispute is typed in hindi ...’ from gold-testset.
Here, ‘vivaadagrast vaseeyat’ is a Hindi term and
its English equivalent is ‘will in dispute’. The
translation of the source sentence by the Hindito-English NMT system is ‘the disputed will have
been typed in hindi ...’. We see that the translation of the source term (‘vivaadagrast vaseeyat’)
is ‘disputed will’ which is correct. We also see
that its word order is different to that of the reference term (‘will in dispute’); and the morphological form of (part of) the translation is not identical to that of (part of) the reference term. As is
the case with CRF and CIF, the manual evaluator
marks such term translations as CRIF.
When translation of a source term is correct but
its category is beyond the all remaining correct
categories, the manual evaluator marks that term
translation as OC (other correct). In our manual evaluation task, we encountered various such
phenomena, and detail some of those below. (1)
term transliteration: the translation-equivalent of
a source term is the transliteration of the source
term itself. We observed this happening only
when the target language is Hindi. In practice,
many English terms (transliterated form) are often used in Hindi text (e.g. ‘decree’ as ‘dikre’,
‘tariff orders’ as ‘tarif ordars’), (2) terminology
translation coreferred: translation-equivalent of a
source term is not found in the hypothesis, however, it is correctly coreferred in target translation,
and (3) semantically coherent terminology translation: the translation-equivalent of a source term
is not seen in the hypothesis, but its meaning is
correctly transferred into the target. As an example, consider the source Hindi sentence “sabhee
apeelakartaon ne aparaadh sveekaar nahin kiya
aur muqadama chalaaye jaane kee maang kee”,
and reference English sentence “all the appellants pleaded not guilty to the charge and claimed
to be tried” from gold-testset.2 Here, ‘aparaadh
sveekaar nahin’ is a Hindi term and its English
translation is ‘pleaded not guilty’. The Hindi-toEnglish NMT system produces the following English translation “all the appellants did not accept
the crime and sought to run the suit” for the source
sentence. In this example, we see the meaning of

is (i) correctly translated into the target translation
and (ii) the translation-equivalent of that term is
one of the LIVs of the reference term. As can be
seen from Table 1, the training set vocabulary size
is much higher in Hindi compared to that in English since the former is a morphologically-rich
and highly inflected language, which is probably
the reason why these numbers are much higher in
the English-to-Hindi task.
In a few cases, the human evaluator found that
the source terms are correctly translated into the
target, but the translations are neither the reference
terms nor any of its LIVs. The manual evaluator
marked those instances with VM (variation missing) (cf. Tables 5 and 6). These can be viewed as
annotation mistakes since the annotator omitted to
add relevant LIVs for the reference term into goldtestset. In future, we aim to make gold-testset as
exhaustive as possible by adding missing LIVs for
the respective reference terms.
CRF, CIF, CRIF & OC We start this section
by highlighting the problem of word order in term
translation, via a translation example from goldtestset. The Hindi-to-English NMT system correctly translates a Hindi source term ‘khand nyaay
peeth ke nirnay’ (English reference term: ‘division
bench judgment’) into the following target translation (English): “it shall also be relevant to refer
to article 45 - 48 of the judgment of the division
bench”. The manual evalautor marks this term
translation as CRF (correct reorder form) since the
term ‘judgment of the division bench’ was not in
the LIV list for the reference term, ‘division bench
judgment’.
We show another example from the Hindi-toEnglish translation task. This time, we highlight
the issue of inflection in term translation. As an
example, we consider a source Hindi term ‘abhikathan’ from gold-testset. Its reference term
is ‘allegation’, and the LIV list of the reference
term includes two lexical variations for ‘allegation’: ‘accusation’ and ‘complaint’. A portion of
the reference translation is ‘an allegation made by
the respondent ...’. A portion of the translation
produced by the Hindi-to-English NMT system is
‘it was alleged by the respondent ...’. In this translation, we see the Hindi term ‘abhikathan’ is translated into ‘alleged’ which is a correct translation of
the Hindi legal term ‘abhikathan’ as per the syntax of the target translation. As above, the manual evalautor marked these term translations as
CIF (correct inflected form) since the translationequivalent of this term is not found in the LIV list
of the reference term.

2
In this example, the reference English sentence is the
literal translation of the source Hindi sentence.
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can be seen from the last columns of Tables 5 and
6, the differences in these numbers in PB-SMT
and NMT are statistically significant.

the source term ‘aparaadh sveekaar nahin’ is preserved in the target translation.
Table 3: CIF, CRF, CRIF and OC in PB-SMT and
NMT.
English-to-Hindi
Hindi-to-English

PB-SMT
122 (4%)
90 (2.9%)

IE As far as the inflectional error type is concerned, the Hindi-to-English PB-SMT system
makes nearly twice as many mistakes as the Hindito-English NMT system (118 vs 76) (cf. Tables 5
and 6), which is statistically significant. We see
a different picture in the English-to-Hindi direction, i.e. the numbers of morphological errors are
nearly the same, both in PB-SMT and NMT (77
vs 79). We found no statistically significant difference between them.

NMT
98 (3.2%)
138 (4.5%)

We recall the rule that we defined while forming
the LIV list for a reference term from Section 3.
Our annotators considered only those inflectional
variations for a reference term that would be grammatically relevant to the context of the reference
translation in which they would appear. In practice, translation of a source sentence can be generated in numerous ways. It is possible that a particular inflectional variation of a reference term could
be grammatically relevant to the context of the target translation, which, when it replaces the reference term in the reference translation, may (syntactically) misfit the context of the reference translation. As far as CRF and CRIF are concerned,
a similar story might be applicable to the translation of a multiword term. A multiword term may
be translated into the target in various ways (as
shown above, ‘division bench judgment’ as ‘judgment of the division bench’, and ‘disputed will’ as
‘will in dispute’). In reality, it would be an impossible task for the human annotator to consider
all possible such variations for a multiword reference term. Additionally, as above, we saw more
diverse translations with the domain terms under
the OC category. In Table 3, we report the combined numbers under the above categories (CRF,
CRIF, CIF and OC), with their percentage with respect to the total number of terms. We see that
translations of a notable portion of source terms in
each translation task are diverse. Therefore, investigating the automation of the terminology translation evaluation process (Haque et al., 2019), these
phenomena have to be taken into consideration.

PE The numbers (cf. Tables 5 and 6) of partial
term translation errors in PB-SMT and NMT are
almost the same regardless of the translation directions. We found that the differences in these
numbers are not statistically significant.
ILS PB-SMT appears to be more error-prone
than NMT as far as a term’s lexical selection is
concerned. EHPS commits 77 incorrect lexical
choices which is 35 more than EHNS. The same
trend is observed with the Hindi-to-English direction. HEPS and HENS commit 139 and 90 incorrect lexical choices, respectively. We found that
the differences in these numbers in PB-SMT and
NMT are statistically significant.
TD Comparing the numbers of the term drop
category from Tables 5 and 6, we see that the
numbers of term omission by the PB-SMT and
NMT systems are almost the same (53 versus 56)
in the English-to-Hindi translation task. We found
no statistically significant difference in these numbers. In contrast, in the Hindi-to-English translation task, HENS drops terms more than twice as
often as HEPS (86 versus 38). This time, we found
that the difference in these numbers is statistically
significant.
STC & OE Now we focus on discussing various aspects with the STC (source term copied)
and OE (other error) classes, starting with the
English-to-Hindi task. We counted the number of
source terms of gold-testset that are not found in
the source-side of the training corpus (cf. Table
1). We see that 88 source terms (out of a total
of 3,064 terms) are not found in the training data,
with almost all being multiword terms. Nevertheless, only 5 unique words (i.e. adjudicary, halsbury, presuit, decretal, adj) that are either singleword terms or words of multiword terms are not
found in the training data. In other words, these
are out-of-vocabulary (OOV) items.

RE Now, we turn our focus to the error classes,
starting with RE (reordering error). We compare
the results under RE from Tables 5 and 6, and
we see that NMT commits many fewer terminology translation-related reordering errors than PBSMT. 15 REs are caught in the English-to-Hindi
PB-SMT task compared to 5 in the English-toHindi NMT task. The same trend is observed with
the reverse direction, with 18 reordering errors
seen in the Hindi-to-English PB-SMT task compared to 5 in the Hindi-to-English NMT task. As
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Table 4: STC in English-to-Hindi PB-SMT and
NMT.
STC (PB-SMT)
adjudicatory role
decretal
halsbury ’s laws
presuit
adjudicatory
learned adj
learned adj
mrtp act
testatrix
concealments
res judicata
subjudice

translation (NMT)
nyaay - nirnay keea
koee bhoomika
halbury ke kaanoonon
poorva vaad
vidvat edeeje
kaabil edeeje
mrtp adhiniyam
testrex
rahasyon
nyaayik roop
vichaaraadheen

class (NMT)
PE
TD
PE
RE
TD
CTR
CTV
CTR
OE
OE
OE
CTV

ing the strength of the open-vocabulary translation
technique (Sennrich et al., 2016). However, this
method also has down-sides. For example, some
of the term translations under the OE category in
the NMT task are non-existent wordforms of the
target language, for which the open-vocabulary
translation technique is responsible. This phenomenon is also corroborated by Farajian et al.
(2017) while translating technical domain terms.
We discuss the OE class further below.
We see from Table 5 that the human evaluator has marked 24 term translations with OE
in NMT. In this category we observed that the
translations of the source terms are usually either
strange words that have no relation to the meaning
of the source term, repetitions of other translated
words or terms, entities that are non-existent wordforms of the target language, or words with typographical errors. As far as PB-SMT is concerned,
we see from Table 5 that the evaluator also tagged
12 term translations with OE, most of which are
related to typographical errors.

We recall Table 5 where we see that the manual evaluator has marked 12 term translations with
STC since in those cases the PB-SMT system
copied source terms (or a part of source terms)
verbatim into the target. In Table 4, we show
those source terms in the PB-SMT task that belong to the STC class. The first column of the
table shows source terms with the term itself or
part of it in bold, which means those words are
copied verbatim into target. We see from the table that the OOV terms (i.e. adjudicary, halsbury,
presuit, decretal, adj), in most cases, are responsible for the term translations being marked with
the STC tag. In one instance we found that a part
of the English term (‘mrtp’) (cf. row 8 of Table
4) itself was present in the target-side of the training corpus. This could be the possible reason why
‘mrtp’ is seen in the target translation. Each of
the remaining source terms (last 4 rows of Table
4) include words that are copied directly into the
target translation despite the fact that they are not
OOVs. This is a well-known problem in PB-SMT
and rarely happens with the low frequency words
of the training corpus. In short, these source terms
(last 4 entries of Table 4) either alone or with the
adjacent words of the test set sentences (i.e. as a
part of phrase) are not found in the source-side of
the PB-SMT phrase table.
Now we see how NMT performed with the 12
source terms above; their translations with EHNS
and the corresponding manual class are shown in
the second and third columns of Table 4, respectively. We see that out of 12 translations EHNS
made a mistake on 8 occasions and correctly translated on 4 occasions. The errors are spread over
different categories (e.g. TD, OE, PE). Unsurprisingly, we see NMT is capable of correctly translating rare and even unknown words, by exploit-

Now we turn our focus on the Hindi-to-English
task. We counted the number of those source
terms from gold-testset that are not found in the
source-side (Hindi) of the training corpus (cf. Table 1). We see that 160 source terms (out of a total of 3,064 terms) are not found in the training
data, most of which are, in fact, multiword terms.
However, only 18 unique Hindi words that are either single-word terms or words within multiword
terms are not found in the training data. As in
English-to-Hindi translation task, in this task we
found that the OOV items are largely responsible for the term translations being marked as STC.
We also examined how the Hindi-to-English NMT
system performed with those 17 source terms that
were marked as STC. We see that HENS makes
a mistake on 13 occasions and correctly translates on 4 occasions. The error types are spread
over different categories: TD (2), OE (6), PE (1)
and ILS (4). We observed that 3 out of 4 source
terms of the STC category for which the Hindi-toEnglish NMT system produces correct translations
are OOV items. Here, we again see the strength
of the open-vocabulary translation technique for
the translation of novel terms. In the Hindi-toEnglish translation task, we found that the terminology translations under the OE category, as in
English-to-Hindi translation, are roughly related
to odd translations, non-existent wordforms of the
target language, typological mistakes and repetition of other translated words or terms.
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DIT We see from Table 5 and Table 6 that the
manual evaluator marked 3 and 1 term translations as DIT (disambiguation issue in target) in
English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English PB-SMT
tasks, respectively. We found that the MT systems made correct lexical choices for the source
terms, although the meanings of their targetequivalents in the respective translations are different to those of the source terms. This can be
viewed as a cross-lingual disambiguation problem. For example, one of the three source terms
from English-to-Hindi translation task is ‘victim’
(reference translation ‘shikaar’) and the Englishto-Hindi PB-SMT system makes a correct lexical
choice (‘shikaar’) for ‘victim’, although the meaning of ‘shikaar’ is completely different in the target
translation, i.e. here, its meaning is equivalent to
English ‘hunt’.
Pairwise Overlap We report the numbers of
pairwise overlaps, i.e. the number of instances in
which NMT and PB-SMT have identical classification outcomes. We recall Table 5 & 6 whose
fourth columns show the numbers of pairwise
overlap for categories. The small number of overlapping instances in each category indicates that
term translation errors from the PB-SMT system
are quite different from those from the NMT system. As can be seen from the last row of Table 5
& 6, the numbers of overlaps in the combination
of all error classes are 86 and 115, respectively,
which are nearly one third or fourth of the number of errors committed by the NMT and PB-SMT
systems alone, indicating that the majority of the
errors in PB-SMT are complementary with those
in NMT. This finding on terminology translation is
corroborated by Popović (2017), who finds complementarity with the various issues relating to the
translations of NMT and PB-SMT.

commit fewer lexical, reordering and morphological errors than the PB-SMT systems. The differences in error rates of the former (lexical selection and reordering errors) types are statistically significant in both MT tasks, and the difference of the morphological error rates is statistically significant in the Hindi-to-English task. The
morphological errors are seen relatively more often in PB-SMT than in NMT when translation is
performed from a morphologically-rich language
(Hindi) to the a morphologically-poor language
(English). The opposite picture is observed in the
case of term omission in translation, with NMT
omitting more terms in translation than PB-SMT.
We found that the difference in term omissionrelated error rates in PB-SMT and NMT are statistically significant in the Hindi-to-English task, i.e.
again from the morphologically-rich language to
the morphologically-poor language. Another important finding from our analysis is that NMT is
able to correctly translate unknown terms, by exploiting the strength of the open-vocabulary translation technique, which, as expected, are copied
verbatim into the target in PB-SMT. We also found
that the majority of the errors made by the PBSMT system are complementary to those made
by the NMT system. In NMT, we observed that
translations of source terms are occasionally found
to be strange words that have no relation to the
source term, non-existent wordforms of the target language, and/or repetition of other translated
words. This study also shows that a notable portion of the term translations by the MT systems
are diverse, which needs to be taken into consideration while investigating the automation of the
terminology translation evaluation process.
As far as future work is concerned, we plan
to test terminology translation with different language pairs and domains.
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In this paper, we investigated domain term translation in PB-SMT and NMT with two morphologically divergent languages, English and Hindi. Due
to the unavailability of a gold standard for term
translation evaluation, we adopted a technique that
semi-automatically creates a gold standard test set
from an English–Hindi judicial domain parallel
corpus. The gold standard that we have developed will serve as an important resource for the
evaluation of term translation in MT. We also propose a terminology translation typology focused
on term translation errors in MT. From our evaluation results, we found that the NMT systems
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Table 5: PB-SMT vs NMT: English-to-Hindi.
PB-SMT

NMT

CTR
CTV
VM
CRF
CIF
CRIF
OC

1,907
695
35
4
112

2,015
662
36
7
87

8

4

CT

2,761

2,811

2614

15
79
52
77
53
12
12
3

5
77
47
44
56

30
19
9
9

24

2

303

253

RE
IE
PE
ILS
TD
STC
OE
DIT
ERROR

∩

p-value

1662
466
10
4
31

0.044
0.91
0.61
0.001
0.83

PB-SMT

NMT

CTR
CTV
VM
CRF
CIF
CRIF
OC

2,313
241
24
13
75

2,075
147
5
4
48

2

2,295
245
33
11
107
2
18

CT

2,668

2,711

2,483
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Abstract

Machines do not have the reasoning ability of humans, but they are still able to learn concepts.
The growing interest in teaching machines to
answer questions posed in natural language has
led to the introduction of various new datasets
for different tasks such as reading comprehension, both extractive, e.g., span-based (Nguyen
et al., 2016; Trischler et al., 2017; Joshi et al.,
2017; Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019),
and non-extractive, e.g., multiple-choice questions (Richardson et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2017;
Clark et al., 2018; Mihaylov et al., 2018; Sun
et al., 2019a). Recent advances in neural network
architectures, especially the raise of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), and better contextualization of language models (Peters et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018; Grave
et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Radford
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019b; Dai et al., 2019)
offered new opportunities to advance the field.
Here, we investigate skill transfer from a highresource language, i.e., English, to a low-resource
one, i.e., Bulgarian, for the task of multiple-choice
reading comprehension. Most previous work (Pan
et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Tay et al., 2018;
Sun et al., 2019b) was monolingual, and a relevant context for each question was available a priori. We take the task a step further by exploring
the capability of a neural comprehension model in
a multilingual setting using external commonsense
knowledge. Our approach is based on the multilingual cased BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) fine-tuned
on the RACE dataset (Lai et al., 2017), which contains over 87,000 English multiple-choice schoollevel science questions. For evaluation, we build
a novel dataset for Bulgarian. We further experiment with pre-training the model over stratified
Slavic corpora in Bulgarian, Czech, and Polish
Wikipedia articles, and Russian news, as well as
with various document retrieval strategies.

Recently, reading comprehension models achieved near-human performance on
large-scale datasets such as SQuAD,
CoQA, MS Macro, RACE, etc. This is
largely due to the release of pre-trained
contextualized representations such as
BERT and ELMo, which can be fine-tuned
for the target task. Despite those advances and the creation of more challenging datasets, most of the work is still done
for English. Here, we study the effectiveness of multilingual BERT fine-tuned
on large-scale English datasets for reading
comprehension (e.g., for RACE), and we
apply it to Bulgarian multiple-choice reading comprehension. We propose a new
dataset containing 2,221 questions from
matriculation exams for twelfth grade in
various subjects —history, biology, geography and philosophy—, and 412 additional questions from online quizzes in
history. While the quiz authors gave no
relevant context, we incorporate knowledge from Wikipedia, retrieving documents matching the combination of question + each answer option. Moreover,
we experiment with different indexing and
pre-training strategies. The evaluation results show accuracy of 42.23%, which is
well above the baseline of 24.89%.

1

Introduction

The ability to answer questions is natural to humans, independently of their native language, and,
once learned, it can be easily transferred to another
language. After understanding the question, we
typically depend on our background knowledge,
and on relevant information from external sources.
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Finally, we address the resource scarceness in
low-resource languages and the absence of question contexts in our dataset by extracting relevant
passages from Wikipedia articles.

These datasets brought a variety of models and approaches. The usage of external knowledge has
been an interesting topic, e.g., Chen et al. (2017a)
used Wikipedia knowledge for answering opendomain questions, Pan et al. (2018) applied entity
discovery and linking as a source of prior knowledge. Sun et al. (2019b) explored different reading strategies such as back and forth reading, highlighting, and self-assessment. Ni et al. (2019) focused on finding essential terms and removing distraction words, followed by reformulation of the
question, in order to find better evidence before
sending a query to the MRC system. A simpler approach was presented by Clark et al. (2016), who
leveraged information retrieval, corpus statistics,
and simple inference over a semi-automatically
constructed knowledge base for answering fourthgrade science questions.
Current state-of-the-art approaches in machine
reading comprehension are grounded on transfer
learning and fine-tuning of language models (Peters et al., 2018; Conneau et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2019). Yang et al. (2019a) presented an opendomain extractive reader based on BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). Radford et al. (2018) used
generative pre-training of a Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) as a language model, transferring it to
downstream tasks such as natural language understanding, reading comprehension, etc.
Finally, there has been a Bulgarian MRC dataset
(Peñas et al., 2012). It was used by Simov et al.
(2012), who converted the question-answer pairs
to declarative sentences, and measured their similarity to the context, transforming both to a bag
of linguistic units: lemmata, POS tags, and dependency relations.

Our contributions are as follows:
• We introduce a new dataset for reading comprehension in a low-resource language such
as Bulgarian. The dataset contains a total of
2,636 multiple-choice questions without contexts from matriculation exams and online
quizzes. These questions cover a large variety of science topics in biology, philosophy,
geography, and history.
• We study the effectiveness of zero-shot transfer from English to Bulgarian for the task of
multiple-choice reading comprehension, using Multilingual and Slavic BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), fine-tuned on large corpora,
such as RACE (Lai et al., 2017).
• We design a general-purpose pipeline1 for extracting relevant contexts from an external
corpus of unstructured documents using information retrieval.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
The next section presents related work. Section 3 describes our approach. Details about the
newly-proposed multiple-choice Bulgarian dataset
are given in Section 4. All experiments are described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
and points to possible directions for future work.

2
2.1

Related Work
Machine Reading Comprehension

The growing interest in machine reading comprehension (MRC) has led to the release of various datasets for both extractive (Nguyen et al.,
2016; Trischler et al., 2017; Joshi et al., 2017; Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019) and nonextractive (Richardson et al., 2013; Peñas et al.,
2014; Lai et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2018; Mihaylov
et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019a) comprehension.
Our work primarily focuses on the non-extractive
multiple-choice type, designed by educational experts, since their task is very close to our newlyproposed dataset, and are expected to be wellstructured and error-free (Sun et al., 2019a).

2.2

(Zero-Shot) Multilingual Models

Multilingual embeddings helped researchers to
achieve new state-of-the-art results on many NLP
tasks. While many pre-trained model (Grave et al.,
2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Lample and Conneau,
2019) are available, the need for task-specific data
in the target language still remains. Learning such
models is language-independent, and representations for common words remain close in the latent
vector space for a single language, albeit unrelated
for different languages. A possible approach to
overcome this effect is to learn an alignment function between spaces (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018;
Joty et al., 2017).

1
The dataset and the source code are available at http:
//github.com/mhardalov/bg-reason-BERT
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3.1

Moreover, zero-shot application of fine-tuned
multilingual language models (Devlin et al., 2019;
Lample and Conneau, 2019) on XNLI (Conneau
et al., 2018), a corpus containing sentence pairs
annotated with textual entailment and translated
into 14 languages, has shown very close results to
such by a language-specific model.
Zero-shot transfer and multilingual models had
been a hot topic in (neural) machine translation (MT) in the past several years. Johnson
et al. (2017) introduced a simple tweak to a standard sequence-to-sequence (Sutskever et al., 2014)
model by adding a special token to the encoder’s
input, denoting the target language, allowing a
zero-shot learning for new language pairs. Recent work in zero-resource translation outlined
different strategies for learning to translate without having a parallel corpus between the two target languages. First, a many-to-one approach was
adopted by Firat et al. (2016) based on building a
corpus from a single language paired with many
others, allowing simultaneous training of multiple
models, with a shared attention layer. A manyto-many relationship between languages was later
used by Aharoni et al. (2019), in an attempt to train
a single Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model.
Pivot-language approaches can also be used
to overcome the lack of parallel corpora for the
source–target language pair. Chen et al. (2017b)
used a student-teacher framework to train an NMT
model, using a third language as a pivot. A similar idea was applied to MRC by Asai et al. (2018),
who translated each question to a pivot language,
and then found the correct answer in the target language using soft-alignment attention scores.

3

Context Retriever

Most public datasets for reading comprehension
(Richardson et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2017; Sun
et al., 2019a; Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Reddy et al.,
2019; Mihaylov et al., 2018) contain not only
questions with possible answers, but also an evidence passage for each question. This limits
the task to question answering over a piece of
text, while an open-domain scenario is much more
challenging and much more realistic. Moreover,
a context in which the answer can be found is
not easy to retrieve, sometimes even for a domain
expert. Finally, data scarceness in low-resource
languages poses further challenges for finding resources and annotators.
In order to enable search for appropriate passages for non-English questions, we created an inverted index from Wikipedia articles using Elasticsearch.2 We used the original dumps for the entire Wikipage,3 and we preprocessed the data leaving only plain textual content, e.g., removing links,
HTML tags, tables, etc. Moreover, we split the article’s body using two strategies: a sliding window
and a paragraph-based approach. Each text piece
with its corresponding article title was processed
by applying word-based tokenization, lowercasing, stop-words removal, stemming (Nakov, 2003;
Savoy, 2007), and n-gram extraction. Finally, the
matching between a question and a passage was
done using cosine similarity and BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009).
3.2

BERT for Multiple-Choice RC

The recently-proposed BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
framework is applicable to a vast number of NLP
tasks. A shared characteristic between all of them
is the form of the input sequences: a single sentence or a pair of sentences separated by the [SEP]
special token, and a classification token ([CLS])
added at the beginning of each example. In contrast, the input for multiple-choice reading comprehension questions is assembled by three sentence pieces, i.e., context passage, question, and
possible answer(s). Our model follows a simple
strategy of concatenating the option (candidate answer) at the end of a question. Following the notation of Devlin et al. (2019), the input sequence can
be written as follows:

Model

Our model has three components: (i) a context retrieval module, which tries to find good explanatory passages for each question-answer pair, from
a corpus of non-English documents, as described
in Section 3.1, (ii) a multiple-choice reading comprehension module pre-trained on English data
and then applied to the target language in a zeroshot fashion, i.e., without further training or additional fine-tuning, to a target (non-English) language, as described in Section 3.2, and (iii) a voting mechanism, described in Section 3.3, which
combines multiple passages from (i) and their
scores from (ii) in order to obtain a single (most
probable) answer for the target question.

[CLS] Passage [SEP] Question + Option [SEP]
2
3
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In our experiments below, we adopt a simple summing strategy. We evaluate each result from the
context retriever against the question and the possible options (see Section 3.2 for more details),
thus obtaining a list of raw probabilities. We
found empirically that explanatory contexts assign higher probability to the related answer, while
general or uninformative passages lead to stratification of the probability distribution over the answer options. We formulate this as follows:
P r(aj |p; q) = P

(1)

where p is a passage, q is a question, A is the set
of answer candidates, and aj ∈ A.
We select the final answer as follows:

Figure 1: BERT for multiple-choice reasoning.
As recommended by Devlin et al. (2019), we
introduce a new task-specific parameter vector L,
L ∈ RH , where H is the hidden size of the
model. In order to obtain a score for each passagequestion-answer triplet, we take the dot product
between L and the final hidden vector for the classification token ([CLS]), thus ending up with N
unbounded numbers: one for each option. Finally,
we normalize the scores by adding a softmax layer,
as shown in Figure 1. During fine-tuning, we optimize the model’s parameters by maximizing the
log-probability of the correct answer.
3.3

exp(BERT (p, q + aj ))
,
j0 exp(BERT (p, q + aj 0))

Ans = arg max
a∈A

4

X

P r(A|p; q)

(2)

p∈P

Data

Our goal is to build a task for a low-resource language, such as Bulgarian, as close as possible to
the multiple-choice reading comprehension setup
for high-resource languages such as English. This
will allow us to evaluate the limitations of transfer learning in a multilingual setting. One of the
largest datasets for this task is RACE (Lai et al.,
2017), with a total of 87,866 training questions
with four answer candidates for each. Moreover,
there are 25,137 contexts mapped to the questions
and their correct answers.
While there exist many datasets for reading
comprehension, most of them are in English, and
there are a very limited number in other languages (Peñas et al., 2012, 2014). Hereby, we
collect our own dataset for Bulgarian, resulting
in 2,633 multiple-choice questions, without contexts, from different subjects: biology (16.6%),
philosophy (23.93%), geography (23.24%), and
history (36.23%). Table 2 shows an example question with candidate answers chosen to represent
best each category. We use green to mark the correct answer, and bold for the question category.
For convenience all the examples are translated to
English.
Table 1 shows the distribution of questions per
subject category, the length (in words) for both
the questions and the options (candidate answers),
and the vocabulary richness, measured in terms of
unique words. The first part of the table presents
statistics about our dataset, while the second part
is a comparison to RACE (Lai et al., 2017).

Passage Selection Strategies

Finding evidence passages that contain information about the correct answer is crucial for reading comprehension systems. The context retriever
may be extremely sensitive to the formulation of a
question. The latter can be very general, or can
contain insignificant rare words, which can bias
the search. Thus, instead of using only the first-hit
document, we should also evaluate lower-ranked
ones. Moreover, knowing the answer candidates
can enrich the search query, resulting in improved,
more answer-oriented passages. This approach
leaves us with a set of contexts that need to be
evaluated by the MRC model in order to choose
a single correct answer. Prior work suggests several different strategies: Chen et al. (2017a) used
the raw predicted probability from a recurrent neural network (RNN), Yang et al. (2019a) tuned a
hyper-parameter to balance between the retriever
score and the reading model’s output, while Pan
et al. (2018) and Ni et al. (2019) concatenated the
results from sentence-based retrieval into a single
contextual passage.
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Domain

#QA-pairs

Biology
Philosophy
Geography
History
Bulgarian History
PzHistory
Overall
RACE-M
RACE-H
Overall

#Choices Len Question Len Options
12th Grade Matriculation Exam
437
4
10.4
2.6
630
4
8.9
2.9
612
4
12.8
2.5
542
4
23.7
3.6
Online History Quizzes
229
4
14.0
2.8
183
3
38.9
2.4
2, 633
3.9
15.7
2.9
RACE Train - Mid and High School
25, 421
4
9.0
3.9
62, 445
4
10.4
5.8
87, 866
4
10.0
5.3

Vocabulary Size
2, 414 (12, 922)
3, 636 (20, 392)
3, 239 (17, 668)
5, 466 (20, 456)
2, 287 (10, 620)
1, 261 (7, 518)
13, 329 (56, 104)
32, 811
125, 120
136, 629

Table 1: Statistics about our Bulgaria dataset compared to the RACE dataset.
We divided the Bulgarian questions into two
groups based on the question’s source. The first
group (12th Grade Matriculation Exam) was collected from twelfth grade matriculation exams created by the Ministry of Education of Bulgaria in
the period 2008–2019. Each exam contains thirty
multiple-choice questions with four possible answers per question. The second set of questions
(Online History Quizzes) are history-related and
are collected from online quizzes. While they
are not created by educators, the questions are
still challenging and well formulated. Furthermore, we manually filtered out questions with
non-textual content (i.e., pictures, paintings, drawings, etc.), ordering questions (i.e., order the historical events), and questions involving calculations (i.e., how much X we need to add to Y to
arrive at Z).
Table 1 shows that history questions in general
contain more words (14.0–38.9 on average), compared to other subjects (8.9–12.8 on average). A
tangible difference in length compared to other
subjects is seen for 12th grade History and PzHistory, due to the large number of quotes, and document pieces contained in questions from these two
groups. Also, the average question length is 15.7,
which is longer compared to the RACE dataset
with 10.0. On the other hand, the option lengths
per subject category in our dataset follow a narrower distribution. They fall in the interval between 2.5 and 2.9 words on average, expect for
12th grade History, with 3.6 words. Here, we
note a significant difference compared to the option lengths in RACE, which tend to be 2.4 words
longer on average – 5.3 for RACE vs. 2.9 for ours.

(Biology) The thick coat of mammals in winter is an example
of:
A. physiological adaptation
B. behavioral adaptation
C. genetic adaptation
D. morphological adaptation
(Philosophy) According to relativism in ethics:
A. there is only one moral law that is valid for all
B. there is no absolute good and evil
C. people are evil by nature
D. there is only good, and the evil is seeming
(Geography) Which of the assertions about the economic
specialization of the Southwest region is true?
A. The ratio between industrial and agricultural production is
15:75
B. Lakes of glacial origin in Rila and Pirin are a resource for
the development of tourism
C. Agricultural specialization is related to the cultivation of
grain and ethereal-oil crops
D. The rail transport is of major importance for intra-regional
connections
(History) Point out the concept that is missed in the text of
the Turnovo Constitution: „Art. 54 All born in Bulgaria, also
those born elsewhere by parents Bulgarian
, count as
of the Bulgarian Principality. Art. 78 Initial teaching
is free and obligatory for all
of the Bulgarian Principality.”
A. residents
B. citizents
C. electors
D. voters
(History Quiz) Sofroniy Vrachanski started a family that
plays a big role in the history of the Bulgarian National Revival. What is its name?
A. Georgievi
B. Tapchileshtovi
C. Bogoridi
D. Palauzovi

Table 2: Example questions, one per subject,
from our Bulgarian dataset. The correct answer
is marked in green.
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Finally, we examine the vocabulary richness of the
two datasets. The total number of unique words is
shown in the last column of Table 1 (Vocab Size).
For our dataset, there are two numbers per row: the
first one shows statistics based on the question–
answer pairs only, while the second one, enclosed
in parentheses, measures the vocabulary size including the extracted passages by the Context Retriever. The latter number is a magnitude estimate
rather then a concrete number, since its upper limit
is the number of words in Wikipedia, and it can
vary for different retrieval strategies.

5.2

5

We ended up using a subset of four fields
from all the possible analyzer-field combinations,
namely title.bg, passage, passage.bg, and passage.ngram. We applied Bulgarian analysis on the
title field only as it tends to be short and descriptive, and thus very sensitive to noise from stopwords, which is in contrast to questions that are
formed mostly of stop-words, e.g., what, where,
when, how.
For indexing the Wikipedia articles, we adopt
two strategies: sliding window and paragraph. In
the window-based strategy, we define two types of
splits: small, containing 80-100 words, and large,
of around 300 words. In order to obtain indexing
chunks, we define a window of size K, and a stride
equal to one forth of K. Hence, each K4 characters, which is the size of the stride, are contained
into four different documents. The paragraphbased strategy divides the article by splitting it
using one or more successive newline characters
([\n]+) as a delimiter. We avoid indexing entire
documents due to their extensive length, which
can be far beyond the maximum length that BERT
can take as an input, i.e., 320 word pieces (see
Section 5.1 for the more details). Note that extra steps are needed in order to extract a proper
passage from the text. Moreover, the amount of
facts in the Wikipedia articles that are unrelated to
our questions give rise to false positives since the
question is short and term-unspecific.
Finally, we use a list of top-N hits for each candidate answer. Thus, we have to execute an additional query for each question + option combination, which may result in duplicated passages, thus
introducing an implicit bias towards the candidates
they support. In order to mitigate this effect, during the answer selection phase (see Section 3.3),
we remove all duplicate entries, keeping a single
instance.

Here, we discuss the retrieval setup (see Section 3.1 for more details). We use the Bulgarian
dump of Wikipedia from 2019-04-20, with a total
of 251,507 articles. We index each article title and
body in plain text, which we call a passage. We
further apply additional processing for each field:
• ngram: word-based 1–3 grams;
• bg: lowercased, stop-words removed (from
Lucene), and stemmed (Savoy, 2007);
• none: bag-of-words index.

Experiments and Evaluation

5.1

BERT Fine-Tuning

We divide the fine-tuning into two groups of models (i) Multilingual BERT, and (ii) Slavic BERT.
Table 3 below presents the results in the multiplechoice comprehension task on the dev dataset
from RACE (Lai et al., 2017).
#Epoch

RACE-M

RACE-H

Overall

BERT 1
BERT 2
BERT 3
Slavic 2
Slavic 3

64.21
68.80
69.15
53.55
57.38

53.66
57.58
58.43
44.48
46.88

56.73
60.84
61.55
47.12
49.94

Wikipedia Retrieval and Indexing

Table 3: Accuracy measured on the dev RACE
dataset after each training epoch.
Multilingual BERT As our initial model, we
use BERTbase , Multilingual Cased which is pretrained on 104 languages, and has 12-layers, 768hidden units per layer, 12-heads, and a total of
110M parameters. We further fine-tune the model
on RACE (Lai et al., 2017) for 3 epochs saving a
checkpoint after each epoch. We use a batch size
of 8, a max sequence size of 320, and a learning
rate of 1e-5.
Slavic BERT The Slavic model4 was built using transfer learning from the Multilingual BERT
model to four Slavic languages: Bulgarian, Czech,
Polish, and Russian. In particular, the Multilingual BERT model was fine-tuned on a stratified
dataset of Russian news and Wikipedia articles for
the other languages. We use this pre-trained Slavic
BERT model, and we apply the same learning procedure as for Multilingual BERT.
4
http://github.com/deepmipt/
Slavic-BERT-NER
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Setting
Random
Train for 3 epochs
+ window & title.bg & pass.ngram
+ passage.bg & passage
– title.bg
+ passage.bg^2
+ title.bg^2
+ bigger window
+ paragraph split
+ Slavic pre-training
Train for 1 epoch best
Train for 2 epochs best

Zero-Shot Transfer. Here, we assess the performance of our model when applied to Bulgarian
multiple-choice reading comprehension. Table 4
presents an ablation study for various components.
Each line denotes the type of the model, and the
addition (+) or the removal (–) of a characteristic
from the setup in the previous line. The first line
shows the performance of a baseline model that
chooses an option uniformly at random from the
list of candidate answers for the target question.
The following rows show the results for experiments conducted with a model trained for three
epochs on RACE (Lai et al., 2017).

Accuracy
24.89
–
29.62
39.35
39.69
40.26
40.30
36.54
42.23
33.27
40.26
41.89

Our basic model uses the following setup:
Wikipedia pages indexed using a small sliding
window (400 characters, and stride of 100 characters), and context retrieval over two fields: Bulgarian analyzed title (text.bg), and word n-grams over
the passage (passage.ngram). This setup yields
29.62% accuracy, and it improves over the random baseline by 4.73% absolute. We can think
of it as a non-random baseline for further experiments. Next, we add two more fields to the IR
query: passage represented as a bag of words
(named passage), and Bulgarian analyzed (passage.bg), which improves the accuracy by additional 10%, arriving at 39.35%. The following
experiment shows that removing the title.bg field
does not change the overall accuracy, which makes
it an insignificant field for searching. Further, we
add double weight on passage.bg, (shown as ^2),
which yields 1% absolute improvement.

Table 4: Accuracy on the Bulgarian testset: ablation study when sequentially adding/removing different model components.
5.3

Experimental Results

Here, we discuss the accuracy of each model on
the original English MRC task, followed by experiments in zero-shot transfer to Bulgarian.
English Pre-training for MCRC. Table 3
presents the change in accuracy on the original English comprehension task, depending on the number of training epochs. In the table, “BERT” refers
to the Multilingual BERT model, while “Slavic”
stands for BERT with Slavic pre-training. We further fine-tune the models on the RACE dataset.
Next, we report their performance in terms of accuracy, following the notation from (Lai et al.,
2017). Note that the questions in RACE-H are
more complex than those in RACE-M. The latter has more word matching questions and fewer
reasoning questions. The final column in the table, Overall, shows the accuracy calculated over
all questions in the RACE testset. We train both
setups for three epochs and we report their performance after each epoch. We can see a positive correlation between the number of epochs
and the model’s accuracy. We further see that the
Slavic BERT performs far worse on both RACEM and RACE-H, which suggests that the change
of weights of the model towards Slavic languages
has led to catastrophic forgetting of the learned
English syntax and semantics. Thus, it should be
expected that the adaptation to Slavic languages
would yield decrease in performance for English.
What matters though is whether this helps when
testing on Bulgarian, which we explore next.

From the experiments described above, we
found the best combination of query fields to be
title.bulgarian^2, passage.ngram, passage, passage.bulgarian^2, where the title has a minor contribution, and can be sacrificed for ease of computations and storage. Fixing the best query
fields, allowed us to evaluate other indexing strategies, i.e., bigger window (size 1,600, stride 400)
with accuracy 36.54%, and paragraph splitting,
with which we achieved our highest accuracy of
42.23%. This is an improvement of almost 2.0%
absolute over the small sliding window, and 5.7%
over the large one.
Next, we examined the impact of the Slavic
BERT. Surprisingly, it yielded 9% absolute drop
in accuracy compared to the multi-lingual BERT.
This suggests that the latter already has enough
knowledge about Bulgarian, and thus it does not
need further adaptation to Slavic languages.
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We can see that the highest accuracy is observed
for history, particularly for online quizzes, which
are not designed by educators and are more of a
word-matching nature rather then a reasoning one
(see Table 2). Finally, geography appears to be
the hardest category with only 38.73% accuracy:
3.5% absolute difference compared to the secondworst category. The performance for this subject
is also affected differently by changes in query result length: the peak is at lengths 5 and 10, while
there is a drop for length 2. A further study of the
model’s behavior can be found in Appendix B.

6
Figure 2: Accuracy per question category based
on the number of query results per answer option.

Conclusion and Future Work

We studied the task of multiple-choice reading
comprehension for low-resource languages, using
a newly collected Bulgarian corpus with 2,633
questions from matriculation exams for twelfth
grade in history and biology, and online exams
in history without explanatory contexts. In particular, we designed an end-to-end approach, on
top of a multilingual BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019), which we fine-tuned on large-scale English
reading comprehension corpora, and open-domain
commonsense knowledge sources (Wikipedia).
Our main experiments evaluated the model when
applied to Bulgarian in a zero-shot fashion. The
experimental results found additional pre-training
on the English RACE corpus to be very helpful, while pre-training on Slavic languages to be
harmful, possibly due to catastrophic forgetting.
Paragraph splitting, n-grams, stop-word removal,
and stemming further helped the context retriever
to find better evidence passages, and the overall
model to achieve accuracy of up to 42.23%, which
is well above the baselines of 24.89% and 29.62%.
In future work, we plan to make use of reading
strategies (Sun et al., 2019b), linked entities (Pan
et al., 2018), concatenation and reformulation of
passages and questions (Simov et al., 2012; Clark
et al., 2016; Ni et al., 2019), as well as re-ranking
of documents (Nogueira and Cho, 2019).

Next, we study the impact of the number of finetuning epochs on the model’s performance. We
observe an increase in accuracy as the number of
epochs grows, which is in line with previously reported results for English tasks. While this correlation is not as strong as for the original RACE
task (see Table 3 for comparison), we still observe
1.6% and 0.34% absolute increase in accuracy for
epochs 2 and 3, respectively, compared to epoch 1.
Note that we do not go beyond three epochs, as
previous work has suggested that 2-3 fine-tuning
epochs are enough (Devlin et al., 2019), and after that, there is a risk of catastrophic forgetting of
what was learned at pre-training time (note that we
have already seen such forgetting with the Slavic
BERT above).
We further study the impact of the size of
the results list returned by the retriever on the
accuracy for the different categories. Figure 2
shows the average accuracy for a given query
size Sq over all performed experiments, where
Sq ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 20}. We can see in Figure 2 that
longer query result lists (i.e., containing more than
10 results) per answer option worsen the accuracy
for all categories, except for biology, where we see
a small peak at length 10, while still the best overall results for this category is achieved for a result
list of length 5. A single well-formed maximum
at length 2 is visible for history and philosophy.
With these two categories being the biggest ones,
the cap at the same number of queries for the overall accuracy is not a surprise. The per-category
results for the experiments are discussed in more
detail in Appendix A.
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Appendix
A

The questions in Table 6 are from five different
categories: biology, philosophy, geography, history, and online quizzes. Each of them has its own
specifics and gives us an opportunity to illustrate a
different model behavior.
The first question is from the biology domain,
and we can see that the text is very general, and
so is the retrieved context. The latter talks about
hair rather than coat, and the correct answer (D)
morphological adaptation is not present in the retrieved text. On the other hand, all the terms are
only connected to it, and hence the model assigns
high probability to this answer option.
For the second question, from the philosophy
domain, there are two related contexts found. The
first one is quite short, noisy, and it does not give
much information in general. The second paragraph manages to extract the definition of relativism and to give good supporting evidence for
the correct answer, namely that there is no absolute good and evil (B). As a result, this option is
assigned high probability. Nevertheless, the incorrect answer here is only one moral law that is valid
for all (A) is assigned an even higher probability
and it wins the voting.
In the third example, from the domain of geography, we see a large number of possible contexts, due to the long and descriptive answers. We
can make two key observations: (i) the query is
drawn in very different directions by the answers,
and (ii) there is no context for Southwestern region, and thus, in the second option, the result is
for Russia, not for Bulgaria. The latter passage
pushes the probability mass to an option that talks
about transportation (D), which is incorrect. Fortunately, the forth context has an almost full term
overlap with the correct answer (B), and thus gets
very high probability assigned to it: 72%.
The fourth question, from the history domain,
asks to point out a missing concept, but the query
is dominated by the question, and especially by
underscores, leading to a single hit, counting only
symbols, without any words. As expected, the
model assigned uniform probability to all classes.
The last question, a history quiz, is a factoid
one, and it lacks a reasoning component, unlike
the previous examples. The query returned a single direct match. The retrieved passage contains
the correct answer exactly: option Bogoridi (C).
Thereby, the comprehension model assigns to it a
very high probability of 68%.

Per-Category Results

Table 5 gives an overview, including per-category
breakdown, of our parameter tuning experiments.
We present the results for some interesting experiments rather then for a full grid search. The
first row shows a random baseline for each category. In the following rows, we compare different
types of indexing: first, we show the results for
a small sliding window (400-character window,
and 100-character stride), followed by a big window (1,600-character window, and 400-character
stride), and finally for paragraph indexing. We use
the same notation as in Section 5. The last group in
the table (Paragraph) shows the best-performing
model, where we mark in bold the highest accuracy for each category. For completeness, we also
show the accuracy when using the Slavic BERT
model for prediction, which yields a 10% drop on
average compared to using the Multilingual BERT,
for each of the categories.

B

Case Study

In Table 6, we present the retrieved evidence passages for the example questions in Table 2: we
omit the answers, and we only show the questions and the contexts. Each example is separated by a double horizontal line, where the first
row is the question starting with “Q:”, and the following rows contain passages returned by the retriever. For each context, we normalize the raw
scores from the comprehension model using Eq. 1
to obtain a probability distribution. We then select
an answer using arg max, according to Eq. 2. In
the table, we indicate the correctness of each predicted answer using one of the following symbols
before the question:
3 The question is answered correctly.
7 An incorrect answer has the highest score.
? Two or more answers have the highest score.
We show the top retrieved result in order to illustrate the model scores over different evidence
passages and the quality of the articles. The
queries are formed by concatenating the question
with an answer option, even though this can lead to
duplicate results since some answers can be quite
similar or the question’s terms could dominate the
similarity score.
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#docs

Overall

0

24.89

1
2
5
10
20

39.95
40.22
40.22
38.66
36.84

1
2
5
10
20

28.94
29.09
29.05
29.62
29.43

1
2
5
10
20

38.32
39.08
39.35
38.63
36.54

1
2
5
10
20

39.69
40.26
39.57
38.70
37.14

1
2
5
10
20

39.84
40.30
40.26
38.74
37.07

1
2
5
10
20

31.22
33.12
36.04
36.54
35.62

1
2
5
10
20

41.82
42.23
41.59
39.46
37.52

1
2
5
10
20

33.19
33.27
31.14
30.42
29.66

biology-12th
26.09

philosophy-12th

geography-12th

Random

history-12th

24.44
24.18
25.87
Window Small
title.bulgarian, passage.bulgarian
40.27
40.63
34.97
42.99
40.27
40.63
35.95
42.62
38.90
40.63
38.07
41.51
40.50
39.84
35.46
39.30
37.53
39.05
33.82
38.75
title.bulgarian, passage.ngram
29.06
32.06
27.29
27.49
29.06
33.33
25.00
28.78
27.46
32.06
26.63
30.63
29.06
32.54
26.96
30.07
31.81
32.70
26.63
28.60
title.bulgarian, passage.ngram, passage, passage.bulgarian
38.22
40.00
34.48
39.48
37.07
40.32
34.48
40.59
40.96
39.84
34.64
41.33
40.50
40.63
33.50
40.41
38.67
37.94
31.37
37.45
passage.ngram, passage, passage.bulgarian^2
40.27
40.63
35.13
42.07
39.82
40.95
35.95
42.62
39.59
39.37
37.25
40.96
41.19
39.52
35.78
39.30
39.36
37.78
35.29
38.38
title.bulgarian^2, passage.ngram, passage, passage.bulgarian^2
40.27
40.79
35.13
42.25
40.27
40.63
36.11
42.80
39.13
40.63
38.40
41.14
40.50
39.68
35.62
39.48
37.76
39.05
34.64
38.56
Window Big
title.bulgarian^2, passage.ngram, passage, passage.bulgarian^2
28.38
33.97
29.41
30.81
31.58
37.46
31.21
33.95
35.70
38.10
33.82
37.82
37.30
36.03
33.99
39.30
34.55
39.68
31.05
38.38
Paragraph
title.bulgarian^2, passage.ngram, passage, passage.bulgarian^2
41.42
42.06
38.07
40.96
42.56
43.17
35.62
42.99
43.25
40.32
38.73
40.04
40.96
38.41
36.93
39.85
39.13
37.62
34.64
38.56
Slavic BERT
30.89
33.17
28.76
32.29
31.58
31.90
31.21
35.24
30.21
30.16
29.25
31.00
29.29
29.68
29.74
31.92
28.60
29.37
28.43
32.10

history-quiz
24.03

41.99
42.72
42.48
38.83
34.71
28.40
29.13
27.67
29.13
27.18
40.05
44.17
41.26
38.83
38.59
41.26
42.96
41.50
38.35
34.95
41.75
42.72
42.48
39.08
34.95

33.25
29.85
34.22
36.65
33.74

48.54
49.27
48.06
42.72
38.59
43.45
37.62
36.65
31.80
29.85

Table 5: Evaluation results for the Bulgarian multiple-choice reading comprehension task: comparison
of various indexing and query strategies.
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Context
3 Q: The thick coat of mammals in winter is an example of:
1) The hair cover is a rare and rough bristle. In winter, soft and dense
hair develops between them. Color ranges from dark brown to gray,
individually and geographically diverse
7 Q: According to relativism in ethics:
1) Moral relativism
2) In ethics, relativism is opposed to absolutism. Whilst absolutism asserts the belief that there are universal ethical standards that are inflexible and absolute, relativism claims that ethical norms vary and differ
from age to age and in different cultures and situations. It can also be
called epistemological relativism - a denial of absolute standards of truth
evaluation.
3 Q: Which of the assertions about the economic specialization of the
Southwest region is true?
1) Geographic and soil-climatic conditions are blessed for the development and cultivation of oil-bearing rose and other essential oil crops.
2) Kirov has an airport of regional importance. Kirov is connected with
rail transport with the cities of the Transsiberian highway (Moscow and
Vladivostok).
3) Dulovo has always been and remains the center of an agricultural
area, famous for its grain production. The industrial sectors that still find
their way into the city’s economy are primarily related to the primary
processing of agricultural produce. There is also the seamless production that evolved into small businesses with relatively limited economic
significance.
4) In the glacial valleys and cirques and around the lakes in the highlands of Rila and Pirin, there are marshes and narrow-range glaciers
(overlaps).
? Q: Point out the concept that is missed in the text of the Turnovo
Constitution: . . .
1)
3 Q: Sofroniy Vrachanski sets up a genre that plays a big role in the
history of the Bulgarian Revival. What is his name?
1) Bogoridi is a Bulgarian Chorbadji genus from Kotel. Its founder is
Bishop Sofronius Vrachanski (1739-1813). His descendants are:

P rA

P rB

P rC

P rD

0.19

0.19

0.15

0.47

0.45
0.28

0.24
0.41

0.10
0.09

0.21
0.22

0.12

0.52

0.28

0.08

0.14

0.27

0.06

0.53

0.25

0.05

0.67

0.03

0.10

0.72

0.08

0.10

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.22

0.06

0.16

0.68

0.10

Table 6: Retrieved unique top-1 contexts for the example questions in Table 2. The passages are retrieved
using queries formed by concatenating a question with an answer option.
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Abstract

lated to the data and to the training optimization
decisions. If we observe the Gaussian distribution of word embedding dimensional-values, we
notice a set of high positive and negative values
of which the percentage varies from one embedding model to another. In the context of vectorspace models where each word is represented as
a point in the N-dimensional Euclidean space, disruptions may drastically affect word’s position and
so create unbalanced embedding values. If normalization tends to smooth this effect, our experiments reveal that detecting disruptions and adjusting them is far more efficient than a standard normalization. We show that dealing with disruptions
is of a substantial benefit to bottom-up sentence
embedding representation.
A bottom-up sentence representation is a
weighted sum of the embedding vectors of its
constituent words. This simple approach turned
out to be very competitive in many NLP applications (Wieting et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2017)
and outperformed several advanced RNNs and
LSTM-based models of which the performance
heavily depends on the quality and the large size
of the training data set (Socher et al., 2011; Le
and Mikolov, 2014; Kiros et al., 2015; Pagliardini et al., 2018). By contrast to sophisticated
approaches, bottom-up sentence embedding models are less constrained and more easy to acquire.
The core of the bottom-up model is the word embedding unit. An efficient sentence representation is then closely related to the quality of the
used word embedding model. We state that the
additive process of bottom-up sentence representation amplifies disruption’s negative impact and
propose to manage this phenomenon by introducing two tweaking techniques. Our approaches take
into account and reduce the effect of disruptions
in order to improve bottom-up sentence embedding representation. We evaluate bottom-up sen-

Word embeddings are established as very
effective models used in several NLP applications. If they differ in their architecture and training process, they often exhibit similar properties and remain vector
space models with continuously-valued
dimensions describing the observed data.
The complexity resides in the developed
strategies for learning the values within
each dimensional space. In this paper, we
introduce the concept of disruption which
we define as a side effect of the training
process of embedding models. Disruptions are viewed as a set of embedding values that are more likely to be noise than
effective descriptive features. We show
that dealing with disruption phenomenon
is of a great benefit to bottom-up sentence
embedding representation. By contrasting several in-domain and pre-trained embedding models, we propose two simple
but very effective tweaking techniques that
yield strong empirical improvements on
textual similarity task.

1

Introduction

Word embedding models are now a standard in
many NLP applications. If the choice of the most
appropriate model is not always straightforward,
context word representation is at the core of each
model and the performance is closely related to
how well the context is exploited. In this paper, we introduce the notion of disruption, a phenomenon caused by the training process of word
embedding models. Disruptions are a set of extreme embedding values that are more likely to
be noise than reliable features. We consider this
phenomenon as a negative side effect closely re460
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tence embeddings using StackExchange Philosophy data set over several in-domain 1 and pretrained embedding models on question to question similarity task and show significant improvements. The used pre-trained models are skipgram
(Sg) (Mikolov et al., 2013), Glove (Pennington
et al., 2014), dependency relation (Deps) (Levy
and Goldberg, 2014), and the character Skipgram
(ChSg) and character CBOW (ChC)2 (Bojanowski
et al., 2016).

2

tecture and the training procedure of word embeddings (Nematzadeh et al., 2017). CBOW model
for instance, predicts the target word based on a
mean average weights of its context words. While,
skip-gram maximizes the average log-probability
of each word’s context (Mikolov et al., 2013).
Also, the process of weights computation is often based on batches which leads to a mean error minimization instead of a specific attention to
each single training example. This optimization
process might lead to some computation decisions
that create margin values, potentially not relevant
and so creates dimension disruptions. Even without using batches, and in order to allow efficient
training, evaluating the normalization factor of the
Softmax (Mikolov et al., 2013) for instance, introduces approximations. We don’t claim that one of
the above cited reasons is the main cause of disruptions, however we hypothesize that several parameters may lead to training side effects that lead
to disruption values. If it is difficult to remove disruptions, we propose two tweaking techniques to
reduce their effects.

Word Embedding Disruptions

Word embedding models are vector-spaces in
which words are represented as points in an Ndimensional Euclidean space. Regardless of the
complexity of the embedding models, the main
concern remains weights estimation. At the end
of the training process, the obtained model is expected to map and to efficiently represent the training data set. This supposes that each dimension
has a degree of representativeness of a given word.
Which means that each single dimensional value
can potentially affect the word’s position in the Ndimensional space. This also means that extreme
values that we call disruptions might have a bigger
impact on the word’s position. This phenomenon
is amplified by the mathematical properties and
the additive process of bottom-up representation.
If we consider for instance a 3-dimensional space
in which one dimensional value is drastically high,
the position in the 3-D space will be attracted by
this dimension. This is not problematic on its own
if the 3-D model well maps the data. However, if
it is not the case, this might weaken the quality of
the word’s embedding vector.
Multiple reasons lend support to the idea that
disruptions are more likely to be side effects of
the training process rather than being discriminative values. The first reason comes from the
characteristics of the training data set. Regardless of the size which in most cases greatly affects the quality of the embedding models, not
all words are equally distributed and even using
down-sampling and other sophisticated techniques
to reduce the size impact, infrequent words will
always be under-characterized at least for embedding models not involving character n-gram modeling. The second reason comes from the archi-

(a) Skip-gram

(c) Glove

(b) CBOW

(d) Deps

Figure 1: 300 dimensional word embedding distributions on the StackExchange Philosophy data
set.
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution values of
some well-known state-of-art embedding models.
We first observe that all the embedding models follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean around
zero. The main differences concern the standard
deviation, minimum and maximum values and the
density. Also, Table 1 reports the statistics of
in-domain and pre-trained embeddings. We observe that each model shows different characteris-

1

In-domain embedding models are embeddings trained on
the in-domain philosophy corpus.
2
ChC is not available, and is only used as in-domain.
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In-domain embedding models
Sg

CBOW Glove

ChC ChSG

Pre-trained embedding models
W2V Glove6B Glove42B Bow5C Bow5W Deps ChSG

µ

-0.01 -0.003 -0.0008 0.001 -0.011 -0.003

-0.003

0.005

σ

0.35

0.47

0.12

0.77

0.17

0.13

0.38

0.29 2

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.295

min

-2.07

-5.51

-3.06

-8.01 -2.55

-4.06

-3.06

-5.09

-0.31

-0.358

-0.34

-10.1

max

2.20

7.57

2.57

9.98

2.26

4.18

3.52

3.25

0.32

0.354

0.29

13.6

disrupt (%) 7.56

17.3

7.11

15.8

22.1

8.1

18.3

17.1

36.6

37.9

38.4

21.5

Cove (%)

100

100

100

100

52.1

55.2

66.1

52.0

52.0

51.9

56.4

100

-0.0002 -0.0007 0.0004 0.007

Table 1: Statistics over several in-domain and pre-trained embedding models on the Philosophy data set. The mean value

over the entire set of embeddings (µ), its corresponding standard deviation (σ), minimum (min) and maximum (max) values,
the percentage of disruptions (disrupt) and vocabulary coverage of the embedding models on the Philosophy data set (Cove).

µ - σ for min intervals. In the dimensional space
this procedure tends to center the words position in
the space and to reduce the impact of disruptions.
From the bottom-up sentence representation side,
this can be interpreted as ignoring some dimensions in the additive process. As can be seen in Table 1, the mean is often around zero and this value
will not have any effect on the position of the sentence in the space when we sum-up the words of
a given sentence. We consider two ways of mean
computation. The first is computed over the entire set of word embeddings and the second one
is the computation of a mean per dimension. We
contrast both techniques in our experiments.

tics which can be comparable in some cases (Sg
and ChSg) or totally different in other cases such
as Sg and CBOW. Also, we see that substantial dimensional values that we define as disruptions are
beyond the standard deviation.

3

Tweaks Approach

In order to reduce disruption impact on bottomup sentence representation, we introduce the mean
correction trick. A tweaking process that adjusts
extreme values and center them around the mean
embedding value. Let’s consider N the number of
embedding dimensions, V the corpus vocabulary
size and S the set of disruptions with S ∈ N × V .
All the S values are replaced by the mean.

4

Algorithm 1 Mean Tweak approach
Require: Emb = SG, CBOW, Glove, ...
Require: µ ← M ean(Emb)
Require: σ ← StandardDeviation(Emb)
Require: α ∈ ]min, µ − σ]
Require: β ∈ [µ + σ, max[
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Data Description

The data set was extracted from the philosophy
community question answering forum StackExchange. Basically, each post is composed of a
pair of questions and one or several answers and
comments. Our data set contains 5.7k posts and
1.1M tokens. We took 10% of questions for dev
and 10% for test set (575 questions).
Philosophy question pair example:
Q1: were there any pre-enlightenment philosophical consideration of the naturalistic fallacy or relate concept?
Q2: naturalistic fallacy was described and named
by g.e. Moore at the beginning of the 20th century.
but have there been pre-enlightenment philosopher who have treat the concept?

function T WEAK(Embw ,µ,α, β)
for i ∈ Dim(Embw ) do
if Embw [i] 6∈ [α, β] then
Embw [i] ← µ
end if
end for
return Embw
end function

5

Algorithm 1 represents the mean tweak approach where the mean value is computed over the
entire set of embedding models. By contrast, per
dimension approach computes one mean value per
dimension. In our experiments α and β were computed empirically on a development set, however,
their values are often around the µ + σ for max and

Experiments and Results

Similarly to (Arora et al., 2017), we evaluate the
performance of the bottom-up approach on the
questions similarity task. This consists in, first,
computing for each question, an average sum of
its embedding words and then compute the cosine similarity on the entire set of questions to
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In-domain embedding models
CBOW Glove ChC ChSG

Pre-trained embedding models

Approach

Sg

Baseline

63.6

40.8

46.5

36.8

49.6

W2V(Sg) Glove6B Glove42B Bow5C(CBOW) Bow5W(Sg) Deps ChSG
49.6

51.0

50.1

53.1

52.0

50.3

54.5

+Norm

60.3

52.2

54.0

48.0

50.9

50.2

51.9

51.9

52.6

51.8

49.8

55.3

+MeanAll

63.9

56.1

58.7

56.4

59.7

54.1

55.2

57.3

59.2

55.8

56.4

57.8

+MeanDim

63.8

63.1

61.5

59.0

59.0

55.0

58.1

59.1

58.4

57.8

56.9

59.4

+MeanALL+Norm 60.7

53.4

54.6

55.3

59.7

54.3

55.8

56.7

59.0

55.7

56.8

57.9

+MeanDim+Norm 60.9

60.1

59.2

58.5

58.3

54.7

58.4

59.0

57.6

58.0

56.3

59.5

Table 2: Results (MAP%) of bottom-up sentence representation on the test question-to-question similarity task using the

Philosophy data set, 5 in-domain 300 dimensions embedding models (CBOW and Skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013)), Glove
(Pennington et al., 2014), Character n-gram CBOW (ChC) and character Skip-gram (ChSG) (Bojanowski et al., 2016) and 7
pre-trained 300 dimensions models (W2V(sg) trained on googlenews (Mikolov et al., 2013), Glove6B trained on wikipedia and
Gigaword, Glove42B trained on Common Crawl (Pennington et al., 2014), Bow5C(CBOW), Bow5W(Sg) and Deps trained on
wikipedia (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) and Character skipgram (ChSG) trained on wikipedia (Bojanowski et al., 2016)).

rank the target candidates. The mean average precision (MAP) is used for evaluation. We compare the raw bottom-up approach (baseline) to
the tweaks that we introduced. As a preprocessing step, we apply the L2 norm (+N orm) and
our two tweaking techniques that is: +M eanAll
for a mean computation over the entire corpus and
+M eanDim, for a per dimension mean adjustment. We also contrast the use of the L2 norm on
the top of our tweaking techniques that we refer
to as +M eanAll + N orm and +M eanDim +
N orm.

100
Baseline
+N orm
+M eanAll
+M eanDim
+M eanAll + N orm
+M eanDim + N orm

90

Map (%)

80
70
60
50
40
30100

300

500

800

Dimension size (dim)

Table 2 reports the evaluation of in-domain
and pre-trained embeddings of the bottom-up approach. Overall, we see that whether using indomain or pre-trained embeddings, the baseline
bottom-up approach gains significant improvements while using the proposed tweaking techniques. The gain depends on the model but the
margin is in most cases very important especially
for in-domain CBOW and ChC models where we
notice a rise of about 20 points of Map score.
We also observe improvements in all pre-trained
embeddings while the gain is not as important as
the one observed in the in-domain sets. This can
be explained by the vocabulary coverage of pretrained embeddings which is often between 50 and
60% as shown in Table 1. If in most cases a per dimension tweak (M eanDim) shows better results
than M eanAll, we observe some margin improvements using L2 norm on the top of our tweaking techniques. If L2 norm on its own improves
the performance of the baseline, the results clearly
show that managing disruptions is more efficient
than L2 Norm.

Figure 2: Contrasting several embedding dimension size of CBOW on Philosophy data set.
sion size of the CBOW model3 . The figure shows
the same tendency of improvements regardless of
the change in dimension size. Also, it shows
that our tweaking techniques are very effective
to improve question similarity using a bottom-up
model.

6

Conclusion

We introduced disruption phenomenon, a negative
side effect of word embedding training process.
We consider the resulting set of extreme positive
and negative dimensional-values as noise and as
not reliable descriptive features. To reduce the effect of disruptions on bottom-up sentence representation, we proposed two tweaking techniques.
Our procedure aims at adjusting the disrupted values by smoothing them around the mean value
3

Other models are not presented for a matter of space.
Except the skipgram in-domain model, all the 10 other embedding models show the same tendency as CBOW.

Figure 2 contrasts different embedding dimen463

of embedding dimensions. Our results over indomain and pre-trained models showed significant
improvements for question similarity task.

7
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Abstract

tion of longer pieces of texts such as sentences,
by an element-wise sum of their word embeddings has recently shown promising results and
outperformed sophisticated models in several textual similarity tasks (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Arora
et al., 2017). This representation, also known
as bottom-up sentence embeddings, is greatly affected by the choice of word embedding models. In this paper, we propose a systematic study
of the impact of word embedding models on
bottom-up sentence representation for textual similarity. We report the results of the main individual
pre-trained embedding models that are publicly
available as well as embedding models trained
on in-domain data sets. Finally, we contrast
multiple ensemble models and propose the first
bottom-up meta-embedding sentence representation for textual similarity. We evaluate the different approaches on four tasks that is: question-toquestion similarity (SemEval 2016/2017), textual
entailment (SemEval 2014), paraphrasing (Sick)
and next utterance ranking (NUR) and show under
which conditions meta-embeddings can be beneficial to bottom-up sentence-based approaches.

Word embedding models are now widely
used in most NLP applications. Despite
their effectiveness, there is no clear evidence about the choice of the most appropriate model. It often depends on the nature of the task and on the quality and size
of the used data sets. This remains true for
bottom-up sentence embedding models.
However, no straightforward investigation
has been conducted so far. In this paper,
we propose a systematic study of the impact of the main word embedding models
on sentence representation. By contrasting in-domain and pre-trained embedding
models, we show under which conditions
they can be jointly used for bottom-up sentence embeddings. Finally, we propose
the first bottom-up meta-embedding representation at the sentence level for textual similarity. Significant improvements
are observed in several tasks including
question-to-question similarity, paraphrasing and next utterance ranking.

1

2

Introduction

Related Work

Embedding models at the word level representations have been widely explored in many applications (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington
et al., 2014; Bojanowski et al., 2016). Naturally,
they have been extended to sentence, paragraph
and document level representations (Socher et al.,
2011; Mikolov et al., 2013a; Le and Mikolov,
2014; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Kiros et al.,
2015b; Wieting et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2017),
thanks to the continuous advances of deep neural embedding methods such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Long Short Term Mem-

According to Enkvist (1987): ”a model is a simplified representation of reality. It is simplified because it aims at reproducing a selection of relevant elements of reality rather than all of reality at once.”. If several word embedding models (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al.,
2014; Yin and Schütze, 2016; Arora et al., 2017)
capture a selection of relevant features, different embedding sets can cover different characteristics which can also be complementary (Yin
and Schütze, 2016). In order to capture a wide
range of features, it is useful to perform models
combination (ensemble models). The representa465
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ilarity tasks. A noticeable remark is that their
approach outperformed sophisticated supervised
methods such as RNN’s and LSTM’s. Finally,
some approaches are supervised and need labelled
data, such as DictRep (Hill et al., 2015) which
uses structured data to map dictionary definitions
of words with their pre-trained embeddings. With
the encouraging results and simplicity of bottomup approaches, we focus in this paper on this type
of approaches and show their potential while used
jointly with meta-embeddings.

ory (LSTM) and Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN). Some sentence embedding representations
can be seen as a direct inspiration from word embedding models. For instance, while the skipgram model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) predicts the
surrounding words given a source word, in the
same way, SkipThought (Kiros et al., 2015a) and
FastSent (Hill et al., 2016) models predict surrounding sentences given a source sentence. Also,
the paragraph DBOW model (Le and Mikolov,
2014) learns representations for variable length
pieces of texts and learns to predict the surrounding words based on contexts sampled from paragraphs. Recently, Pagliardini et al. (2018) introduced Sent2Vec, an approach based on word
vectors along with n-gram embeddings simultaneously to represent sentences.

3

Sentence Meta-Embedding
Representation

To deal with textual similarity, we propose a new
approach that we refer to as meta-embedding sentence representation (MetaSentEmb). In the next
sections we first recall the principle of ensemble
approach from which we drawn our inspiration,
then we give the details of our approach.

Another type of sentence embedding representation, also called bottom-up approach, represents
sentences by a weighted sum of the embedding
vectors of their individual words. This naive approach turned out to be competitive and outperformed sophisticated approaches based on RNNs
and LSTMs in many natural language processing
applications (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Wieting et al.,
2016; Arora et al., 2017; Hazem and Morin, 2017).
Mikolov et al. (2013a) for instance demonstrated
the effectiveness of their model on the phrase analogy task. They used the hierarchical softmax and
subsampling using large amount of data. Wieting et al. (2016) have shown that a simple but supervised word averaging model of sentence embeddings leads to better performance on the paraphrase pairs data set (PPDB). However, the performance of their approach is closely related to
the supervision from the date set, while without
supervision, their approach did not perform well
on textual similarity tasks. More recently, Arora
et al. (2017) proposed a new sentence embedding
method where they first compute a weighted average sum of the word embedding vectors of sentences, and then, remove the projections of the average vectors on their first principal components.
Like Mikolov et al. (2013a) and Wieting et al.
(2016), their approach is based on word embedding sum, but the difference is remarkable on the
weighted schema and on the use of principal component analysis (PCA) method to remove the correlation of sentence vectors dimensions. They
significantly achieved better performance than the
unweighted average on a variety of textual sim-

3.1

Ensemble Approach

The principle of the ensemble approach is to combine different models in order to catch the strength
of each individual model. The main combination techniques that have shown their effectiveness are: vector addition (Garten et al., 2015) and
vector concatenation (Garten et al., 2015; Yin and
Schütze, 2016). For vector addition, given two
embedding models, the procedure consists of applying a simple dimension-wise vector addition1 .
For vector concatenation, given two embedding
models of dimensions dim1 and dim2, the resulting concatenated embedding vector will be of size
dim1 + dim2. The vectors have to be normalized
before concatenation. Usually L2 norm is performed2 . Yin and Schütze (2016) performed a
weighted concatenation of 5 embedding models.
They also experienced the SVD on top of weighted
concatenation vectors of dimension 950. This resulted in a reduced model of 200 dimensions.
3.2

Proposed Approach

The bottom-up sentence embedding representation consists of representing each given sentence
(or piece of text of any length) by an embedding vector which is the sum of the vector embedding of each word of the sentence (Mikolov et al.,
1
This technique can not be applied when embeddings are
not of the same dimension size.
2
L2 norm can be performed either at dimension level (as
suggested by Glove authors) or at vector length level.
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Research Paraphrase Corpus (MSRPC) used for
paraphrase detection and (iv) the Ubuntu Dialogue
Corpus used for Next Utterance Ranking (NUR).

2013b; Wieting et al., 2016; Arora et al., 2017).
This representation is illustrated in the following
equation:
Senti =

n
X

(Embedding(wj ))

4.1

(1)

To study the impact of external data and context representation, we chose different embedding
models. In addition to the word2vec model trained
on Google News (Mikolov et al., 2013a), we
used the two Glove models respectively trained on
Wikipedia+GigaWord (Glove6B) and on Common Crawl (Glove42B) (Pennington et al., 2014).
We also used three Wikipedia pre-trained models (Levy and Goldberg, 2014), that is, two linear bag of word contexts and one dependencybased context. The bag of word models use a
context size of 5 (Bow5C corresponds to CBow
and Bow5W to skipgram). The dependency-based
model used syntactic relations (Deps). Finally,
we experienced the recent proposed character ngram model (Bojanowski et al., 2016) by using the
character Skip-gram model trained on Wikipedia
(ChSG). A summary of the pre-trained outof-domain embedding sets is presented in Table
1. We also trained embedding models (CBOW,
Skipgram, Glove and character n-gram models)
on in-domain data sets (Qatar Living and Sick
corpus of SemEval, MSPR for paraphrasing and
Ubuntu for NUR). We respectively noted in domain trained embeddings as CBow, SkipGram,
Glove, CharSG and CharCBOW .

j=1

with Senti a given sentence i and n the number of
words in Senti . Embedding(wj ) corresponds to
the embedding model used to represent each word
of the sentence Senti . We refer to this baseline approach as SentEmb for sentence embedding representation. A variant of this representation is the
use of a weighted sum as presented in (Wieting
et al., 2016) for instance.
In this work, we extend the baseline representation (SentEmb) and propose M etaSentEmb, a
meta-embedding sentence representation. We aim
at improving sentence representation based on the
sum of its word embeddings. As we mainly operate at the word level representation, we study different word meta-embedding techniques for sentence representation. We basically use an ensemble approach to represent each word, which means
that each word has its own meta-embedding.
Then, we sum each meta-embedding word of a
given sentence to obtain a meta-embedding sentence representation (equation 2).
Senti =

n
X

(Ensemble(wj ))

(2)

j=1

with Senti a given sentence i and n the number
of words in Senti . Ensemble(wj ) corresponds
to the ensemble technique used to represent word
meta-embeddings. Ensemble(wj ) can be the additive or the concatenation technique. We refer
to our proposed approach as M etaSentEmb for
sentence meta-embedding representation. Each
sentence is pre-processed (Tokenization, part-ofspeech tagging and lemmatization). Depending
on the targeted task, stop-words can be removed
and part of speech filtering can be applied (keeping only nouns, verbs and adjectives for instance).

4

Embedding Models

4.2
4.2.1

Data Sets
Qatar Living Corpus

The Qatar Living corpus is a community question answering data set made of original and related questions and their n corresponding answers.
The training and development data sets consist
of 317 original questions and 3,169 related questions3 . The test sets of 2016 and 2017 respectively consist of 70 original/700 related questions
and 88 original/880 related questions. The SemEval (2016/2017) question-to-question similarity shared task (Task3, SubtaskB) consists of identifying for each original question, its corresponding related questions over 10 candidates (Nakov
et al., 2016, 2017). The question-to-question similarity task of SemEval offers an appropriate and
interesting framework for evaluating our meta-

Data and Tasks Description

In this section, we briefly outline the different textual resources used for our experiments,
namely: (i) the Qatar Living corpus used in SemEval 2016/2017 for question similarity task, (ii)
the Sick corpus used in SemEval 2014 for textual entailment and relatedness, (iii) the Microsoft

3
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/
task3/index.php?id=data-and-tools
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Model

Vocab Dim

Training Data

word2vec 93k

300

Glove6B

50-300 Wikipedia-Gigaword (Pennington et al., 2014)

400k

Google News (Mikolov et al., 2013a)

Glove42B 1.9M 300

Common Crawl (Pennington et al., 2014)

Bow, Deps 175K 300

Wikipedia (Levy and Goldberg, 2014)

CharSG

Wikipedia (Bojanowski et al., 2016)

175K 300

Table 1: Pre-trained embedding sets (Dim: dimension size).
lation exists between two given sentences. By contrast to the question similarity and entailment prediction tasks, sentence embedding similarity for
paraphrasing might not be appropriate for evaluation since the MSRP corpus includes many sentence pairs which are not paraphrases but contain
many similar words. Sentence similarity based approaches should fail in this case to detect paraphrases. However, showing the behaviour and the
performance of sentence similarity approaches including meta-embeddings on such a task may offer
some clues and may constitute a baseline for more
sophisticated approaches.

embedding approach since an evaluation of multiple approaches including sentence embeddings
have been already performed.
4.2.2

Sick Corpus

The sick data set consists of 10,000 English sentence pairs annotated for relatedness in meaning
(a score form 1 to 5) and for entailment (Neutral,
Entailment or Contradiction). The SemEval 2014
shared task (Task1) consists of predicting whether
two given sentences are entailed, contradictions or
neutral. Using sentence embeddings as well as
meta-embeddings for entailment prediction is an
appropriate textual similarity task for evaluation,
however, dealing with contradictions and neutral
sentences is more difficult than a binary classification which consists of predicting whether sentences are entailed or not. In any case and for the
sake of comparison, we perform the same evaluation as the state of the art approaches by keeping
the three classes (Neutral, Entailment or Contradiction) instead of two classes (Entailment or Not
Entailment). As this work is mainly dedicated to
the evaluation of sentence representations in sentence similarity, we only focus on the entailment
part and don’t consider the relatedness (we only
report the results of the accuracy).
4.2.3

4.2.4

Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus

The Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus is a large freely
available multi-turn dialogue data set (Lowe
et al., 2015) constructed from the Ubuntu chat
logs4 . The corpus (Human-Human chat) consists of approximately 930,000 two person dialogues, 7,100,000 utterances5 and 100,000,000
words. The task of NUR consists of retrieving the
most probable utterance among a database of existing human productions given a similar context.
This task offers a key challenge for sentence similarity approaches since the relations between dialogue utterances are more generic. Here also, evaluating sentence similarity based approaches on a
different task, should give some insights about
their behaviour and to what extent it might help
utterance prediction.

Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus

The Microsoft Research Paraphrase (MSRP) Corpus (Dolan et al., 2004) is composed of 5,801 news
paraphrase sentence pairs extracted from the web.
Each sentence pair has been annotated by humans
as being in paraphrase relationship (label=1) or not
(label=0). 67% of sentence pairs are positive examples (in paraphrase relationship) and 33% are
negative examples which make the corpus unbalanced. The corpus has been divided into 4,076
training pairs and 1,725 test pairs. The paraphrasing task consists of identifying if a paraphrase re-

4
The first version can be found in http:
//irclogs.ubuntu.com/.
A newer version has
been recently released in https://github.com/
rkadlec/ubuntu-ranking-dataset-creator
5
All the replies and initial questions are referred to as utterances
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Input
Training data

Tasks
Models

SemEval16 SemEval17

MSRP

SICK

NUR

Map (%)

Map (%)

1*Wiki/GigaWord Glove6B

74.63 (8)

43.12 (5)

69.7 (5)

64.3 (2)

63.6 (4)

(4)

1*Common Crawl Glove42B

74.93 (7)

41.68 (9)

66.9 (8)

61.5 (8)

59.4 (11)

(10)

1*Google News

word2vec

74.42 (9)

42.38 (8)

67.5 (7)

63.5 (5)

62.0 (7)

(8)

4*wikipidia

Bow5C

74.08 (10)

42.93 (6)

66.4 (9)

47.1 (12)

58.8 (12)

(11)

Bow5W

75.64 (2)

45.69 (2)

70.1 (4)

63.9 (3)

62.6 (5)

(3)

Deps

75.02 (6)

44.33 (4)

67.9 (6)

63.1 (7)

60.2 (8)

(6)

CharSG

75.08 (5)

42.91 (7)

71.8 (2)

64.4 (1)

60.1 (9)

(7)

Glove

73.04 (11) 41.57 (10)

64.9 (11) 54.4 (11)

62.3 (6)

(12)

Cbow

72.78 (12) 40.12 (11)

65.1 (10) 60.1 (10)

66.1 (2)

(12)

SkipGram

76.16 (1)

45.58 (3)

70.3 (3)

63.9 (3)

68.5 (1)

(1)

CharCBOW

75.13 (4)

45.23 (4)

63.4 (12)

61.1 (9)

59.8 (10)

(9)

CharSG

75.21 (3)

46.75 (1)

72.1 (1)

63.3 (6)

64.2 (3)

(2)

5* In-domain

Accuracy Accuracy 1 in 10 R@1

Table 2: Results of SentEmb for five distinct textual relation detection tasks (question-to-question with
SemEval16 and SemEval17, paraphrase with MSRP, entailment with SICK and Next Utterance Ranking
with UDC) using different pre-trained out-of-domain and in-domain embedding models. The numbers
in brackets refer to the model rank in the given task, except for the last column which ranks the models
regardless of the task. The score of the three best models for each task are in bold.

5

Results and Discussion

domain training data set. Surprisingly, the indomain CBow which is globally one of the two
worst models achieves the second best position
for the next utterance ranking task (NUR). This
can be explained by the large size of the indomain Ubuntu data set while compared to other
in-domain data sets.

We conducted two sets of experiments. The first
one aims at providing insights about the behaviour
of pre-trained and in-domain embeddings used individually. The second one aims at studying the
contribution of ensemble models.
Table 2 shows that, regardless of the task,
the skipgram models (in-domain SkipGram,
in-domain CharSG, out-of-domain Wikipedia
Bow5W) outperform the other models. In addition, the two best models are in-domain and the
two following are out-of-domain. The fourth position is hold by the Wikipedia/GigaWord Glove6B
model. Among the worst models, we observe two
CBOW models (in-domain Cbow out-of-domain
Bow5C) as well as the in-domain Glove and the
out-of-domain Glove42B models. Having said
that, even if the differences between the extremities are notable, the coefficients of variability between two successive ranked scores are often very
low. A closer look at the results shows that the
out-of-domain and in-domain character skipgram
models (CharSG) performed best for the paraphrase prediction task (MSRP). The entailment
detection task (SICK) is the only one for which
best models are largely out-of-domain. This can
be explained by the very small size of the in-

Table 3 reports the results of MetaSentEmb approach for the four tasks using several pre-trained
embedding combinations. Overall, we observe
that pre-trained embedding combination is useful in the majority of tasks (except the SICK
task where no significant improvements were observed). That said, not all the combinations are
efficient. It depends on the tasks and on the nature of the training data sets. For instance, in the
question-to-question similarity task (Semeval) the
best meta-embedding models combination were
Glove6B with Glove42B (76.2% using addition
and 76.4% using concatenation on 2016 edition)
and CharSG with Glove42B (76.5% using addition and 76.2% using concatenation on 2016 edition), while for 2017 edition the best models were
Glove6B with word2vec (47.3% using concatenation) and Deps combined with Glove42B (47.4%
using addition). It is to note that Deps concatenated to Bow5W obtained similar results with
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Tasks

Pre-trained embedding models
Glove6B
ChSG
w2v
Deps
Gl42 w2c B5C B5W Deps ChSG Gl42 w2v B5C B5W Deps Gl42 B5C B5W Deps Gl42 B5C B5W

SE16A
SE16C

76.2 75.2 75.5 75.6 74.8
76.4 76.2 75.6 76.1 74.4

74.6 76.5 73.9 74.8 75.8 73.57 75.0 74.1 75.4 74.8 75.4 74.2 75.1
75.0 76.2 74.8 74.7 75.8 74.7 75.6 74.6 76.1 74.2 75.3 74.8 75.3

SE17A
SE17C

44.1 44.5 43.4 46.4 45.3
45.9 47.3 45.2 46.1 45.8

45.0 43.8 42.4 44.1 45.8 45.4 44.6 43.8 46.5 46.1 47.41 46.1 46.5
45.3 45.0 43.7 44.4 46.3 46.1 45.3 43.4 46.1 45.7 45.8 45.4 47.1

M SP RA 69.2 68.4 68.6 68.1 70.0
M SP RC 69.4 67.9 68.6 67.0 70.4

68.1 72.6 68.9 68.0 69.1 70.3 70.7 69.2 67.8 71.5 70.6 69.1 70.8
68.0 72.7 69.2 69.1 68.0 71.5 71.5 69.2 68.0 71.0 70.3 69.2 70.3

SICKA
SICKC

64.8 64.4 64.2 64.2 64.3
64.3 64.3 64.0 63.9 64.3

64.4 64.2 63.6 62.2 63.7 63.9 63.3 62.7 63.4 63.8 64.1 63.4 63.9
64.4 64.3 63.5 62.4 63.6 64.1 63.5 63.1 63.5 63.9 64.1 63.5 63.9

N U RA
N U RC

65.1 65.0 61.3 63.2 62.0
65.6 65.3 61.1 63.6 62.1

64.9 62.9 61.6 57.8 60.0 58.4 64.2 59.8 61.5 60.2 60.2 60.9 62.1
65.1 64.4 61.5 57.8 60.2 58.5 64.4 59.6 62.0 60.3 62.2 61.1 62.2

Table 3: Results of the meta-embedding SentEmb, using addition (A ) and concatenation (C ) along with
pre-trained embeddings. SE16 and SE17 stand respectively for SemEval16 and SemEval17. Models
names were also digested to match the page setup: Glove42B (Gl42), word2vec (w2v), CharSG (ChSG),
Bow5C (B5C) and Bow5W (B5W).
Tasks

SE16A
SE16C
SE17A
SE17C
M SP RA
M SP RC
SICKA
SICKC
N U RA
N U RC

Cbow
73.5
71.4
40.9
42.9
64.7
63.5
62.2
62.3
66.5
66.5

In domain embedding models
SkipGram
CharSG
Glove CharCBOW CharSG Cbow Glove CharCBOW
74.2
75.4
75.5
72.7 74.0
75.3
74.1
71.4
73.5
73.7 71.0
75.1
41.6
45.1
45.4
41.3 40.4
46.0
43.4
44.1
43.1
42.4 41.2
44.0
62.2
67.5
70.7
63.6 62.7
68.1
62.4
66.3
69.4
61.2 63.4
67.7
62.2
62.8
63.9
61.7 61.3
62.3
63.4
61.3
63.1
61.2 63.1
62.1
63.9
62.5
65.6
66.2 63.4
64.7
64.2
63.1
66.1
66.4 64.4
62.7

Cbow
Glove
Glove CharCBOW CharCBOW
74.5
74.7
73.6
73.5
74.2
71.0
41.9
41.6
40.2
42.6
40.6
42.1
61.1
63.4
62.4
60.0
64.6
61.2
60.0
61.4
61.4
61.1
61.6
60.4
64.8
65.8
63.9
66.7
65.9
63.7

Table 4: Meta-Embedding results using addition (A ) and concatenation (C ) along with in-domain embedding models. SE16 and SE17 stand respectively for SemEval16 and SemEval17.
47.1%.

involve the Glove models. Finally, no significant
improvements were observed for the entailment
task (SICK). This may be due to the task itself
which consists of recognizing not only the entailment relation but also the opposite and the
neutral relations. In this study, no particular
attention was given to opposite and neutral
labels. If the combination of different embedding
models is useful for 3 out of 4 tasks, the nature
of the data sets also plays an important role.
Embedding models trained on different data sets
may provide complementary information. This
can be observed for instance when combining
Glove6B (trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword)
and Glove42B (trained on Common Crawl). An
important observation regarding Tables 2 and 3 is
that best individual models are not necessary the
most appropriate for combination. For instance,

For the paraphrasing task (MSPR), the best
meta-embedding model was CharSG with
Glove42B (72.6% using addition and 72.7% using
concatenation). Other interesting combinations
can be observed such as CharSG with Deps
(71.5% using concatenation) and Deps with
word2vec (71.5% using addition), etc. Concerning the NUR task, the best meta-embedding model
is Glove6B combined with Glove42B (65.1%
using addition and 65.6% using concatenation)
closely followed by Glove6B combined with
word2vec (65.0% using addition and 65.3% using
concatenation) and CharSG (64.9% using addition
and 65.1% using concatenation). Surprisingly,
the majority of other models failed to improve
the performance of SentEmb. One particular
remark is that the best meta-embeddings always
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Data
Models
Best@1
Best@2
Best@3
SentEmb
MetaSentEmbADD (In)
MetaSentEmbConcat (In)
MetaSentEmbADD (Out)
MetaSentEmbConcat (Out)

Tasks
SemEval16 SemEval17 MSRP
SICK
NUR
Map (%)
Map (%) Accuracy Accuracy 1 in 10 R@1
76.7 (1)
47.2 (3)
80.4
84.6
55.2
76.0
46.9
77.4
83.6
48.8
75.8
46.6
76.8
83.1
37.9
76.16
46.75
72.2
64.4
68.5
75.5
74.1
76.5 (2)
76.4 (3)

46.0
44.0
47.4 (1)
47.3 (2)

70.7
69.4
72.6
72.7

63.9
63.1
64.8
64.3

66.5
66.7
65.1
65.6

Table 5: Results obtained by the 3 best state of the art models proposed during the official competitions of
each task. Results obtained by the SentEmb baseline and with our proposed MetaSentEmb using addition
and concatenation techniques over pre-trained and in-domain embeddings as well as their combinations.
Globally, except for the NUR task, the metaembedding configurations using pre-trained models are slightly better than the ones using indomain models and enhance the performance of
the SentEmb model. In particular, they outperform
the SentEmb baseline and are ranked among the
three best models for the SemEval tasks. Concerning the NUR task, the SentEmb baseline and all
the meta-embedding models outperform the three
best state of the art models. For this specific task,
the combination of in-domain models give better results than out-of-domain models. Concerning the MSRP and the SICK tasks, while metaembedding models build on out-of-domain corpora achieve better results than in-domain models,
none of them succeeded in beating the state of the
art models.

Bow5W (rank 3 overall the four tasks) was less
efficient while combined to other models, on
the contrary, Glove42b which performed poorly
individually (rank 10 overall the four tasks),
turned out to be very efficient while combined to
other models.
To study the impact of in-domain embeddings,
we report in Table 4 the results of MetaSentEmb
while using embeddings trained on the in-domain
data set of each task. According to the results,
we observe the same tendency as for pre-trained
embeddings. However, the improvements seem to
be task dependent. For instance, the best obtained
results were 76.5% for pre-trained versus 75.5%
(Semeval 2016) and 47.4% for pre-trained versus
46.0% (Semeval 2017) while for NUR task, the
in-domain embedding obtained better results with
66.5% versus 65.6% for the pre-trained models.
That said for the NUR results, the different is not
significant. Generally speaking, the results of Tables 3 and 4 confirm the usefulness of using external data in addition to various embedding models and also put forward the possibility to combine
embeddings trained on both in-domain and external data sets.

If additional efforts are certainly needed to understand the weak results on the entailment task
and the different errors over all the evaluations,
our observations through an error analysis showed
different findings, depending on the task of course
but also on the proposed method itself which is
quite naive, especially for tasks like paraphrasing or entailment. First, MetaSentEmb performed
well on the question-to-question similarity task
and was competitive with regards to the best SemEval systems. This is certainly due to the adequacy of the task with our way of measuring sentence similarity. The questions in the Qatar Living corpus contain few ambiguities and the main
errors were due to the specific forum vocabulary
and mistakes that can be done by users. Also, one
notable remark is the size of the original and related questions which is very important. Our way
to deal with that was to filter stop-words and keep

Table 5 reports the 3 best state of the art results obtained during the official competition of
each task. Also, it contrasts the SentEmb baseline with our proposed MetaSentEmb using addition and concatenation techniques over pre-trained
(Out) and in-domain (In) embeddings as well as
their combinations. Below the header, the first
horizontal frame reports the state of the art results. The second frame depicts results for similarity measures and the last frame contains results
of classification-based approaches.
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Abstract

Recently, more complete dataset covering different aspects of offensive identification was released for the shared task in SemEval-2019 Task
6: OffensEval: Identifying and Categorizing Offensive Language in Social Media. The task was
not only to identify offensive messages in social
media. The participants had to categorize the offensive language and also had to identify the targeted audience (Zampieri et al., 2019). We used
this dataset to experiment our novel architecture
since it covers more aspects in offensive language
detection in social media. More details about the
tasks and the dataset will be discussed in Section
2.
People from all over the world uses social media. Therefore, a random sample of social media
messages can be written in several languages. As
a result, systems that detect offensive posts without relying too much on language dependent features would be valuable in real life scenarios. In
the offensive language identification shared tasks
too, most researches have worked on systems that
rely on word/character embeddings rather than linguistics features. As an example Galery and Charitos (2018) has taken an approach to feed fasttext (Mikolov et al., 2018) character embeddings
to a Gated Recurrent Neural Network architecture
(Chung et al., 2014). As the system doesn’t rely
on linguistic features, it is easily portable between
Hindi and English. These type of architectures can
be easily implemented for other languages once
the data for training is available.
Most approaches in shared tasks are based on
word/character embeddings feeding to a neural
network (Kumar et al., 2018). Most of these architectures use max pooling or successive convolutional layers that reduce spacial size of the
data flowing through the network and therefore increase the view of higher layers neurons, allowing them to detect higher order features in a larger

This paper describes a novel research approach to detect type and target of offensive posts in social media using a capsule network. The input to the network
was character embeddings combined with
emoji embeddings. The approach was
evaluated on all the subtasks in SemEval2019 Task 6: OffensEval: Identifying and
Categorizing Offensive Language in Social Media. The evaluation also showed
that even though the capsule networks
have not been used commonly in NLP
tasks, they can outperform existing state of
the art solutions for offensive language detection in social media.

1

Introduction

Social media has become a normal medium of
communication for people these days as it provides the convenience of sending messages fast
from a variety of devices. Unfortunately, social
networks also provide the means for distributing
abusive and aggressive content. Given the amount
of information generated every day on social media, it is not possible for humans to identify and
remove such messages manually, instead it is necessary to employ automatic methods. Recently,
many shared tasks have been introduced to encourage the development of methods capable of classifying messages from social media as offensive.
As an example, the First Workshop on Trolling,
Aggression and Cyberbullying has organised the
First Shared Task on Aggression Identification
to classify messages from Facebook and Twitter
into three categories Overtly Aggressive (OAG),
Covertly Aggressive (CAG) and Non-aggressive
(NAG) (Kumar et al., 2018). The task was organised for English and Hindi.
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– Offensive (OFF): Posts containing any
form of non-acceptable language. These
posts can include insults, threats swear
words etc. (Zampieri et al., 2019)

region of the input embeddings. However recent
introduction of capsule networks shows that while
pooling works better in most of the scenarios, it
nonetheless is losing valuable information (Hinton
et al., 2018). The solution that has been brought
forward is Capsule Networks. How it overcomes
the weaknesses in max pooling layer will be discussed in Section 3.
Since the Capsule Networks are very new to the
field, they have not been used much in NLP tasks.
However, their good performance in image classification tasks motivated us to use them in offensive language detection tasks too. To the best of
our knowledge, no prior work has been explored
in offensive language identification with Capsule
Networks. Also, it might be important to explore
how the Capsule Networks performs in NLP domain. Additionally we analyzed that most of the
social media posts contain not only text but emojis too, which can be a contributing factor for offense. Therefore we propose a method to incorporate emoji knowledge to the Capsule Network
architecture. Generally, this paper proposes a Capsule Network architecture with emoji information
to detect offensive posts in social media. The rest
of the paper is organised as follow. Section 2
would briefly describe the tasks and the dataset.
Section 3 would describe the capsule network architecture we used and how we integrated emoji
information to the architecture. After that we evaluate the system comparing with the architectures
provided in Zampieri et al. (2019). Finally, the
conclusions are presented.

2

• Subtask B: Categorization of Offensive Language : Task’s goal was to categorize the type
of offense.
– Targeted Insult (TIN) : Posts that contain targeted insults and threats.
– Untargeted (UNT) : Posts containing
non targeted insults or threats.
• Subtask C: Offensive Language Target Identification : Goal of the task was to categorize
the targets of insults/threats.
– Individual (IND) : Insults that target individuals.
– Group (GRP) : Insults that target a
group of people.
– Other (OTH) : The target does not belong to any category mentioned above.
Few examples from the training set is shown in
Table 1.
As you can see, the nature of the three tasks are
different and it would interesting to explore how
one architecture can be used to capitalise all of the
three tasks.

3

Research Approach

We first describe the existing approaches mentioned in Zampieri et al. (2019). Then we will describe the proposed capsule network architecture.

Dataset and Task Description

3.1

Dataset that we used was released for the Task 6 in
SemEval-2019 : OffensEval: Identifying and Categorizing Offensive Language in Social Media. It
has been collected from Twitter using its API and
searching for keywords and constructions that are
often included in offensive messages, such as she
is, to:BreitBartNews, gun control etc (Zampieri
et al., 2019).
There were three tasks associated with the
shared task.

Existing Approaches

There are three approaches considered in Zampieri
et al. (2019) which will be described in the following list. We describe them briefly in this sub
section before introducing the capsule network architecture.
1. SVM - A linear SVM trained on word unigrams. SVMs have achieved state-of-theart results for many text classification tasks
(Zampieri et al., 2018).

• Subtask A: Offensive language Detection :
Goal of the task was to discriminate between
the following types of tweets:

2. BiLSTM - The model consists of (i) an input
embedding layer,(ii) a bidirectional LSTM
layer (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997), and (iii)
an average pooling layer of input features.
The concatenation of the LSTM layer and

– Not Offensive (NOT) : Posts that do not
contain offense
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id
44209
97670
74831
17259

tweet
@USER @USER what a baby! URL
@USER Liberals are all Kookoo !!!
@USER Trump kicks dem butt - its so fun.
IM FREEEEE!!!! WORST EXPERIENCE
OF MY FUCKING LIFE

a
NOT
OFF
OFF

b
NULL
TIN
TIN

c
NULL
OTH
IND

OFF

UNT

NULL

Table 1: Example rows from the dataset
words that are fed will be out-of-vocabulary
words. Therefore we used character embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2018) as it provides
embeddings for misspelling words and new
words. Also character embeddings handle infrequent words better than word2vec embedding as later one suffers from lack of enough
training opportunity for those rare words.
We used fasttext embeddings pre trained on
Common Crawl (Mikolov et al., 2018). Using the model we represented each word as
a vector with a size of 300 values. The embedding layer is improved more with emoji
information, which will be described in Section 3.3.

the average pooling layer is further passed
through a dense layer, whose output is ultimately passed through a softmax to produce
the final prediction. The model is adapted
from a pre-existing model for sentiment analysis (Rasooli et al., 2017).
3. CNN - A convolutional neural network based
on the model proposed in Kim (2014). It consists of an (i) an input embedding layer, (ii)
a convolutional layer (Collobert et al., 2011)
and (iii) a max pooling layer (Collobert et al.,
2011) of input features. The output of the
max pooling layer is further passed through a
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and softmax
output.

2. Feature Extraction Layer - We used this
layer to extract long term temporal dependencies within the text. We experimented both
LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
and GRUs (Chung et al., 2014) for this layer.
Due to the fact that we had a small number
of training examples, GRUs performed better than LSTMs, capitalising on GRU’s ability to exhibit better performance on smaller
datasets. For the final architecture we used a
bi directional GRU layer with 50 time steps,
each getting initialised with glorot normal
initialiser.

Both BiLSTM and CNN architectures above
have pooling layers which is a very primitive type
of routing mechanism. The most active features
in a local pool is routed to the higher layer and
the higher-level detectors don’t have an impact in
the routing. However in the Capsule Network,
only those features that agree with high-level detectors are routed. It has a superior dynamic routing mechanism. With this advantage we propose a
novel capsule network architecture for aggression
detection which will be described in the next section.
3.2

Proposed Architecture

3. Capsule Layer - The Capsule layer we used
is primarily composed of two sub-layers Primary Capsule Layer and Convolutional Capsule Layer.

The proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
The architecture consists of four layers.
1. Embedding Layer - We represent every text
xi , as a sequence of one-hot encoding of its
words, xi = (w1 , w2 , ...wn ) of length n, which
is the maximum length of the all of the texts
in the training set, with zero padding. Such
a sequence becomes the input to the embedding layer. Most of the words exist in social
media texts are not proper words. If we used
word embeddings to initialize the embedding
matrix in the embedding layer, most of the

(a) Primary Capsule Layer - The primary
capsule layer is supposed to capture the
instantiated parameters of the inputs, for
example, in case of texts, local order
of words and their semantic representation is captured with the primary capsule
layer.
(b) Convolutional Capsule Layer - The convolutional capsule layer outputs a lo476

Figure 1: Capsule Network
Fiser, 2016). A research conducted by (Barbieri et al., 2017) has been showed that there is an
unique and important relation between sequences
of words and emojis. When analyze the top 10
emojis belong to both categories; Offensive and
Not Offensive, in the selected dataset, it also
shows a clear distinction of emojis corresponding
to its category as shown in Figure 2. Due to the
extensive usage of emojis in social media and the
relationship lie between emojis and text, integration of emojis can be used to improve the social
media offensive language detection.
Since the proposed architecture is based on embeddings, we decided to integrate emojis also using the embeddings. But most of the available
pre-trained word embedding sets include few or
no emoji representations. Therefore in addition
to the character embeddings, separate embedding
set; emoji2vec (Eisner et al., 2016) was chosen
for emojis. Emoji2vec consists of pre-trained embeddings for all Unicode emojis using their descriptions in the Unicode emoji standard. This
maps emojis into 300-dimensional space similar
to other available word embeddings; word2vec,
glove, etc. to make the integration easy with
word vectors. Emoji2vec embeddings were evaluated based on sentiment analysis on tweets and
it showed word2vec with emoji embeddings advances the classification accuracy while proving
that the emoji2vec embeddings are useful in social
natural language processing tasks.
Following (Eisner et al., 2016), there were two
pre-trained emoji2vec models2 . One model is
based on the sum of vectors corresponds to the
words found in phrases which describe the emojis.
As an extended version of it, other model feeds the
actual word embeddings to an LSTM layer. We

cal grid of vectors to capsules in earlier layers using different transformation matrices for each capsule. This is
trained using dynamic routing algorithm
described in Sabour et al. (2017) that
overlooks words that are not important
or unrelated in the text, like stopwords
and name mentions which are common
in social media texts.
4. Dense Layers - Output of the Capsule layer
is flattened and then fed in to two dense layers. First dense layer had 100 units and was
activated with relu function. After applying batch normalization to the output of first
dense layer, it was fed in to the second dense
layer with 1 unit and and sigmoid activation.
Apart from the major sections in the architecture
described above, we used a spatial dropout (Tompson et al., 2015) between the embedding layer and
the feature extraction layer and a dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) between the two dense layers to
minimize over fitting of the network. The implementation was done using Keras (Chollet et al.,
2015) and Python1 .
The next section would describe how we integrated emoji knowledge to this architecture.
3.3

Integrating Emojis

Emojis are ideograms which are used with text
to visually complement its meaning. In present,
emojis are widely used by social media. A global
analysis done on Twitter has been found that
19.6% of tweets contain emojis. Further it stated,
emojis are used by 37.6% of users (Ljubesic and
1
The code is available on ”https://github.com/
TharinduDR/Aggression-Identification”

2
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https://github.com/uclmr/emoji2vec

Figure 2: Top 10 emojis belong to Not Offensive (NOT) and Offensive (OFF) posts, Task 6 Dataset,
SemEval-2019
Model
SVM
BiLSTM
CNN
CapsuleNet †
All NOT
All OFF

P

NOT
R

F1

P

OFF
R

F1

Weighted Average
P
R
F1

0.80
0.83
0.87
0.88

0.92
0.95
0.93
0.93

0.86
0.89
0.90
0.91

0.66
0.81
0.78
0.82

0.43
0.48
0.63
0.64

0.52
0.60
0.70
0.71

0.76
0.82
0.82
0.83

0.78
0.82
0.82
0.82

0.76
0.81
0.81
0.82

0.69
0.75
0.80
0.81

0.28

0.00
1.00

0.00
0.44

0.72
-

1.00
0.00

0.84
0.00

0.52
0.08

0.72
0.28

0.
0.12

0.42
0.22

F1 Macro

Table 2: Results for offensive language detection. We report Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 for each
model/baseline on all classes (NOT, OFF), and weighted averages. Macro-F1 is also listed (best in bold).
† denotes the capsule net architecture integrated with emoji embeddings.
learning rate once learning stagnates. Also the parameters of the network was optimized using five
fold cross validation.

used 300 dimensional embedding spaces generated by both models; sum based and LSTM based
for this experiment.
Two approaches were used to integrate emoji
embeddings with the above mentioned architecture as follows:

4

The capsule network architecture we proposed
above was evaluated using the testing set provided
for each of the subtask in SemEval-2019 Task 6:
OffensEval: Identifying and Categorizing Offensive Language in Social Media.

1. 300 dimensional embedding layer - Shared
same 300 dimensional vector space for both
word and emoji embeddings.
2. 600 dimensional embedding layer - Used
concatenation layer and resulted 600 dimensional vector space by both word and emoji
embeddings.

4.1

Offensive Language Detection

The performance on identifying offensive (OFF)
and non-offensive (NOT) posts is reported in Table
2. The Capsule Network we proposed outperforms
the RNN model, achieving a macro-F1 score of
0.81.

Among the experiments we conducted using both emoji2vec models and integration approaches, combination of sum based emoji embeddings with 600 dimensional embedding layer
and LSTM based emoji embeddings with 300
dimensional embedding layer resulted improvements compared to word embeddings only approaches. More details on experiment results are
mentioned in Section 4.
3.4

Evaluation

4.2

Categorization of Offensive Language

The results for the offensive language categorization is shown in Table 3. In this subtask too
Capsule Network architecture outperforms all the
other models having a macro F1 score of 0.71.

Training

4.3

The network was trained on the training dataset
provided for SemEval-2019 Task 6: OffensEval:
Identifying and Categorizing Offensive Language
in Social Media. It was trained using adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with a reduced

Offensive Language Target Identification

The results for the offensive language target identification is shown in Table 4. Capsule Network
architecture outperforms all the other models having a macro F1 score of 0.49.
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Model
SVM
BiLSTM
CNN
CapsuleNet †
All TIN
All UNT

P

TIN
R

F1

P

UNT
R

F1

Weighted Average
P
R
F1

0.91
0.95
0.94
0.96

0.99
0.83
0.90
0.94

0.95
0.88
0.92
0.94

0.67
0.32
0.32
0.33

0.22
0.63
0.63
0.67

0.33
0.42
0.42
0.44

0.88
0.88
0.88
0.90

0.90
0.81
0.86
0.88

0.88
0.83
0.87
0.87

0.64
0.66
0.69
0.71

0.89
-

1.00
0.00

0.94
0.00

.11

0.00
1.00

0.00
0.20

0.79
.01

0.89
0.11

0.83
0.02

0.47
0.10

F1 Macro

Table 3: Results for offensive language categorization. We report Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 for
each model/baseline on all classes (TIN, UNT), and weighted averages. Macro-F1 is also listed (best in
bold). † denotes the capsule net architecture integrated with emoji embeddings.
.
Model
SVM
BiLSTM
CNN
Capsule
Net †
All GRP
All IND
All OTH

P

GRP
R

F1

P

IND
R

F1

P

OTH
R

F1

Weighted Average
P
R
F1

0.66
0.62
0.75

0.50
0.69
0.60

0.57
0.65
0.67

0.61
0.68
0.63

0.92
0.86
0.94

0.73
0.76
0.75

0.33
0.00
0.00

0.03
0.00
0.00

0.05
0.00
0.00

0.58
0.55
0.57

0.62
0.66
0.66

0.56
0.60
0.60

0.45
0.47
0.47

0.78

0.65

0.70

0.64

0.95

0.78

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.59

0.68

0.62

0.49

0.37
-

1.00
0.00
0.00

0.54
0.00
0.00

0.47
-

0.00
1.00
0.00

0.00
0.64
0.00

0.16

0.00
0.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.28

0.13
0.22
0.03

0.37
0.47
0.16

0.20
0.30
0.05

0.18
0.21
0.09

F1 Macro

Table 4: Results for offense target identification. We report Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 for each
model/baseline on all classes (GRP, IND, OTH), and weighted averages. Macro-F1 is also listed (best in
bold). † denotes the capsule net architecture integrated with emoji embeddings.
Language in Social Media. Importantly our system does not rely on language dependent features
so that it is portable for any other language too.
The main conclusion of the paper is that even
though the capsule networks are not widely used
in NLP domain, they can achieve state of the art
results. Also with the shown way of integrating
emoji information to the network, results can improve.
In the future we hope to implement a multi purpose capsule network architecture for several tasks
in NLP domain such as spam detection, gender
identification etc. We hope to further explore capsule network architectures in various NLP tasks.

As shown in Table 2, 3 and 4 capsule network
architecture outperformed all the other models in
all sub tasks. It is worth noticing that the unbalanced nature of the dataset did not affect the
performance of the capsule network architecture.
Also eventhough the capsule layer is seemingly
complex, results show that it does not need a large
training set to optimize its parameters.
We did not fine tune the model analyzing data
in this dataset since we wanted a general model
capable of identifying offense. Hence, we did not
compare our results with the final results of the
shared task.

5

Conclusion

We have presented a novel capsule network architecture to detect type and target of offensive posts
in social media. Also we propose a method to
incorporate emoji knowledge to the architecture.
Our approach was able to improve on the baseline
system presented at SemEval-2019 Task 6: OffensEval: Identifying and Categorizing Offensive
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Abstract

1

Introduction

Lexical semantic relation classification is the task
of identifying s semantic relation(s) which holds
between word pairs among a set of predefined
relation types. Relation classification can be done
in a supervised manner, using a dataset, labeled
with a certain number of relation classes. In
addition to classification with known relations,
there are some methods which go even further and
learn new semantic relations and suggest new
relation categories (Shamsfard and Barforoosh,
2003).
Relation identification plays an essential role in
many natural language processing application such
as question answering, recognizing textual
entailment and discourse understanding.
There are two main approaches for classification
of lexical semantic relations; distributional and
path-based (Wang et al., 2017).
Path-based approaches try to recognize the type
of semantic relation between word pairs according
to their co-occurrence information in the corpus.
These methods mainly use the dependency path
between word pairs as their input feature (Snow et
al., 2004; Riedel et al., 2013). As Ziph's law states
that most of the words in vocabulary rarely occur
in the corpus (Powers, 1998) these methods have
some limitation for word pairs who do not co-occur
in a context.
On the other hand according to the distributional
hypothesis which states "words that occur in
similar contexts tend to have similar meanings"
(Harris, 1954), distributional approaches try to
recognize the relation between words based on
their separate occurrence in the corpus which can

Researchers use wordnets as a knowledge
base in many natural language processing
tasks and applications, such as question
answering, textual entailment, discourse
classification, and so forth. Lexical
semantic relations among words or
concepts are important parts of knowledge
encoded in wordnets. As the use of
wordnets becomes extensively widespread,
extending the existing ones gets more
attention. Manual construction and
extension of lexical semantic relations for
WordNets or knowledge graphs are very
time consuming. Using automatic relation
extraction methods can speedup this
process.
In this study, we exploit an ensemble of
LSTM and convolutional neural networks
in a supervised manner to capture lexical
semantic relations which can either be used
directly in NLP applications or compose
the edges of wordnets. The whole
procedure of learning vector space
representation of relations is language
independent. We used Princeton WordNet
3.1, and FarsNet 3.0
(the Persian
wordnet), as gold standards to evaluate the
predictive performance of our model and
the results are comparable on the two
languages. Empirical results demonstrate
that our model outperforms the state-ofthe-art models.
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be represented for example by their word
embedding vectors (Mikolov et al.,2013) and these
methods have shown great performance (Baroni et
al., 2012; Turney and Pantel, 2010; Roller et al.,
2014).
In the last decades, several researches have been
conducted on discovering hypernymy as an
example of lexical semantic relations, and a key
part of taxonomies and state-of-the-art models
show significant results (Shwarts et al., 2016;
Roller et al., 2016).
However, other types of relations have been less
investigated.
Several types of models have been used for the
task of semantic relation classification, but the
results are not sufficiently admissible (Vu and
Shwarts, 2018).
In this paper, we use an ensemble of models to
improve prediction performance of relation
classification. The idea of ensemble methodology
is to combine some weighted classifiers in order to
obtain a more accurate one (Rokach et al. 2009).
Main building blocks of this combinational
model are some inducers named weak learner
which perform slightly better than random.
According to Condorcet Jury theorem which states
" the ensemble of independent voters each of which
performs better than random (p>0.5) has a
probability of L>p to make the right decision." we
used different structured neural networks as the
model's weak learners.
The input of our model is a concatenation of
word embedding vectors corresponding to target
word pairs, and the output is a class label predicted
based on learned vector space distributional
representation of the semantic relation which holds
between them.
Our final model has the best validation F1 score
of 0.894 in predicting the relation between FarsNet
(Shamsfard, et al., 2010) word pairs and 0.768 to
predict Princeton Wordnet (Miller, 1995; Felbaum
1998) relation classes.
We summarize the contribution of this paper as
follow:
 We propose EoANN, an ensemble of
artificial neural networks for classifying
all types of lexical semantic relations in
target datasets, without any hand-crafted
features.


According to human expert reviews, our
model goes beyond relation discovery
and can be employed to correct the
potential error in wordnet edges and
suggest new missed relation instances.

The rest of this paper is structured in 6
sections:
Section 2 presents the existing approaches for the
classification of lexical semantic relations; the next
one presents our model in detail, section 4
describes the data set we used for evaluating our
model, section 5 reports experimental results and
finally section 6 dedicated to the conclusion and
future works.

2

Related Work

There are two main lexical semantic relation
extraction models, distributional and path-based
(pattern-based) (Wang et al., 2017) and also there
are methods that use an integration of these two
approaches (Shwartz et al., 2016).
Distributional methods learn the relation
between word pairs based on the disjoint
occurrence of them. These methods usually use a
combination of word embedding vectors (Mikolov
et al., 2016) as their input features. Considering v1
and v2 being word embedding vector
corresponding to w1 and w2, most common
combinations are:
 concatenation of v1 and v2 (Concat)


the offset of v1 and v2 (Offset)



point-wise multiplication of v1 and v2
(Mult)



squared difference between v1 and v2
(Sqdiff)

Offset (Roller et al., 2014; Weeds et al., 2014;
Fu et al., 2014), Concat (Baroni et al., 2012) and
Concat+Offset (Washio and Kato, 2018) is the
most common type of feature vector combination
which is used in this task. To capture the different
notion of interaction information about relation Vu
and Shwartz (2018) add Mult, studied by Weeds et
al. (2014) and Sqdiff introduced by themselves as
input feature and report Mult+Concat performs
better than other combination.
These methods mostly focus on lexical
entailment and relation classes such as hypernym,
causality and other instances of relation which

Our model addresses the sparseness issue
and can classify word pairs which do not
necessarily co-occur in the corpus.
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exemplified inference and have a state-of-the-art
F1 score of 0.91.
Path-based or pattern-based methods utilize
features derived from the context in which word
pairs co-occur. For example, the dependency path
between a word pair and observed predefined
patterns are used as an informative feature to
classify the relation. The methods of this category
are limited to use only the word pairs that co-occur
in corpus (Hearst et al., 1992; Snow et al., 2004;
Navigli and Velardi 2010; Shamsfard et al,. 2010;
Boella and Di Caro, 2013; Pavlick and Pasca,
2017)
Recently some approaches use an integration
of these two methods and combine both
distributional and dependency path information to
obtain better results. HypNet (shwarts et al., 2016)
is an examples of these approaches.

3

stacking which involves training a learning
algorithm to combine the predictions of several
learning algorithms.
The advantage of stacking is to increase the
prediction power of the classifier. As the using of
another neural network above the weak learners in
order to learn the final prediction imposes excess
overhead, we use the simplest stacking method
which is averaging. Averaging has no parameter, so
no training is needed.
We transfer the input embedding vector of
word pairs to dense-valued feature vectors, next
feed these vectors to both ANN to compose their
own distributional representation of them. At the
final layer of each, a softmax classifier predicts the
label of input sample.
Finally, a weighted averaging mechanism is
used to decide the relation class in which input
words participate.

Our Model

3.1

In this paper, we propose a model to classify lexical
semantic relations between a word pair using their
word embedding vectors.
The rarity of co-occurring every candidate
word pair which possibly involves in a semantic
relation leads us to exploit a method which does
not necessarily need to see the word pair in a
context together.
The output of our model is a class label
prediction based on learned vector space
distributional representation of the semantic
relation which holds between target word pairs.
Although using a single deep neural network
(as a distributional method) showed some
improvement in capturing semantic relations, in
order to get the advantage of the diversity among
predictions of separately trained models, we use an
ensemble of two artificial neural networks.
The ensemble is a general statistical
enhancing
technique
to
improve
the
representational capacity of the model. This
enhancement helps to find a hypothesis which is
independent of the space of the model from which
it starts to learn.
First, we train two neural networks separately
on data our labeled data and evaluate their test
results, then put these two models in an ensemble
and re-evaluate the result. Comparing two result
sets shows 0.1 improvement in F1 score of learned
hypothesis.
Models can be assembled in many different
ways like boosting, bagging and stacking. We use

Input of EoANN

Our inputs are raw lexical entries (multi word
expressions are excluded) of Wordnets. We first
transform every single word to its embedding
vectors using word embedding.
Word embedding is a method to map words
and phrases from space with one dimension per
word, to a continuous low dimensional vector
space. There are many word embedding
frameworks. We use Fasttext (Piotr et al., 2017)
which represents words as the sum of the n-gram
vectors. This method is actually an extension of the
continuous skip-gram model (Mikolov et al.,
2013), which considers sub-word information as
well. We denote the word embedding vector of
word w by vw ∈ ℝ
Given R (a, b) as a sample of semantic relation
triple in target Wordnet, R is the class of relation
which connects a to b and va and vb are the
embedding vectors corresponding to them. The
input vector and labels of our classifiers is the
concatenation of word vectors:
ℎ1(𝑎, 𝑏) = [𝑣𝑎: 𝑣𝑏]
𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝑅
3.2

Weak Learners Structure

We use both convolutional neural network and
LSTM network in the simplest structure as our
model base inducers. These two learners are
chosen because of their power in capturing of
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hierarchical patterns and the extraction of the
temporal behavior.
The simple CNN inducer is composed of 3 main
layers, a convolutional layer with 20 filters of size
(1, 2), a pooling layer which is used to reduce the
dimensions of feature map and finally a fully
connected layer that flattens the results and passes
it to a softmax classifier to decide which relation
class the input belongs to.
LSTM neural network which we use as another
weak learner is composed of a fully connected
layer to encode 2-dimentional input feature vector
to a dense flat vector, then passes its output to a
LSTM layer with 200 memory units and a softmax
classifier finally decides about data class label.
Combiner is responsible for getting the final
decision by combining individual classifiers
predictions. This component holds a majority
voting among classifiers and declares the ultimate
predicted label.

4

Min and max length of char n-gram:[3,6]



Number of epochs:10

relation classes

Hypernym, Hyponym,
Antonym, Instrument,
Domain,
InstanceHypernym,
Instance-Hyponym
Location, Patient
Hypernym,
coHyponym, Random
Hypernym, Antonym,
meronym, possession,
Attribute, Part Of

322,554

12,762
7,378

Experimental Results

We use four wordnet-like data sets as our
benchmark to evaluate the performance of our
model:
We compared the results on root09 and
EVALution with two most recent work, LexNet
proposed by Vu and Schwartz (2018) and KSIM
previously used and reported to be successful by
Levy et al. (2015). We also compared our model
performance with the previous effort result in
extracting FarsNet relation in Persian which is a
semi-automated
pattern-based
approach
(Shamsfard et al., 2010).
Our experimental results which are summarized
in table 2, show that our model can classify FarsNet
word pairs relations with F1 score of 0.894 which
is significant and it has an average F1 of 0.768 for
WordNet relation classification.
As shown in table 2 the state-of-the-art models
in the best case, has the F1 score of 0.606 on
detecting relations in EVALution and 0.81 in
ROOT09 and our model with F1 score of 0.655 for
first and F1 score of 0.868 for last outperforms
these methods.

The rest of the parameters are as Fasttext default
configuration.
data set

Farsnet

Table 1: data sets we use for evaluating our model,
their main relation categories and the number of
relation instances of each

In this study, we use four common data set to
evaluate the performance of our model, FarsNet
(Shamsfard, 2008), Princeton Wordnet (Miller,
1996), Root09 (Santus et al., 2015) and EVALution
(Santus et al., 2016) as common semantic relation
resources in Persian and English.
Table 1 shows the details about datasets, their
relation class and number of instances used for
train and test (90% for train and validation and
10% for test).
For embedding model, we used the Wikipedia
dump in both English and Persian Languages. Our
English word embedding model vocabulary
contains 999,994 words and our Persian model has
347,636 words.
Fasttext embedding models had the following
parameter set for training:
 Vector dimention:300



634,330

EVALution

5

Learning rate:0.04

Hypernym, Hyponym,
Entailment,
Cause,
Instance-Hypernym,
Instance-Hyponymy,
Member,
Holonym,
Attribute

ROOT09

Datasets



WordNet

#
of
instances
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Model

Data Set

EoANN

Root09

Classifier
feature
composition
LSTM+CNN
Concat

F1
0.868

EVALution
LexNet

Root09
EVALution

KSIM

Root09
EVALution

LSTM+CNN
Concat
RBF
Sum+SqDiff
RBF
Concat+Mult
RBF
Sum+SqDiff
RBF
Concat+Mult

0.655
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Abstract

construct a summary. Ranking candidates for
generic summarization usually bases on various
handcrafted features such as sentence position
and length (Radev et al., 2004), word frequency
(Nenkova et al., 2006) or using neural networks
for learning salient scores (Zhou et al., 2018).
In opinions summarization, however, this task is
required to consider aspects and/or sentiments of
text candidates for generating a concise and informative summary (Hu and Liu, 2006). The popular
framework of this problem involves three subtasks
(Hu and Liu, 2004): i) aspect discovery which extracts the properties of interested entities (e.g., battery life, design, customer service); ii) sentiment
analysis which assigns sentiment polarity (positive
and negative) towards the aspects extracted in the
first step; and iii) summary generation which selects the most salient opinions to build a summary.
For the aspect discovery task, there are two
main techniques: supervised and unsupervised
learning. The former models the aspect extraction
as a sequence labeling task. Due to predefining
a list of aspect and heavily relying on annotated
data, this approach suffers from domain adaptation problems. The latter uses a large amount
of unlabeled data for abstracting aspects via the
statistical topic modeling LDA (Blei et al., 2003)
or the aspect-based autoencoder model (He et al.,
2017a). However, these unsupervised techniques
have limitations. First, we have to decide on a suitable number of aspects for each domain. Second,
the existing methods require a sufficient amount of
data while some domains may not have enough reviews, known as the cold-start problem (Moghaddam and Ester, 2013).
In extractive opinions summarization, most existing approaches use the aspects information for
discarding potentially redundant units. For minimizing repeated information on the same aspect, we only need to identify whether two text

Recently research in opinions summarization focuses on rating expressions by aspects and/or sentiments they carry. To extract aspects of an expression, most studies require a predefined list of aspects or
at least the number of aspects. Instead
of extracting aspects, we rate expressions
by aspect similarity recognition (ASR),
which evaluates whether two expressions
share at least one aspect. This subtask relaxes the limitation of predefining aspects
and makes our opinions summarization
applicable in domain adaptation. For the
ASR subtask, we propose an attention-cell
LSTM model, which integrates attention
signals into the LSTM gates. According to
the experimental results, the attention-cell
LSTM works efficiently for learning latent
aspects between two sentences in both settings of in-domain and cross-domain. In
addition, the proposed extractive summarization method using ASR shows significant improvements over baselines on the
Opinosis corpus.

1

Introduction

Opinions Summarization is the collection of typical opinions mentioned in social media, blogs or
forums on the web. This task helps customers to
absorb better a large number of comments and reviews before making decisions as well as producers to keep track of what customers think about
their products (Liu, 2012).
Due to the fast growth of data over the Internet, automatically opinions summarization has received a lot of attention in recent years. Most research focus on extractive summarization, where
the most salient text units are identified and
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No.
1
2
3

Sentence
The pc runs so fast.
I like its performance and price.
The food is cheap.
The shop’s location is good.
I love its pizza.
I bought food from the restaurant.

non-neural techniques, we refer the reader to Liu
and Zhang (2012).
For extractive generic summarization, Cao et al.
(2015) rank sentences in a parsing tree via a recursive neural network. However, the model requires
handcrafted features as input. Cheng and Lapata
(2016) propose an end-to-end model for extracting words and sentences. In this system, a document is encoded via convolutional and recurrent
layers, then an attention architecture is employed
to extract sentences and words. Follow this work,
Zhou et al. (2018) enhance the previous system by
jointly learning to score and select sentences. By
integrating sentence scoring and selecting into one
phase, as the model selects a sentence, the sentence is scored according to the partial output summary and current extraction state.
To our knowledge, the first neural-based model
of extractive opinions summarization is proposed
by Kågebäck et al. (2014), which uses an unfolding recursive auto-encoder to learn phrase embeddings and measures similarity by Cosine and
Euclidean distance. The limitation of this system is to purely rely on semantic similarity without taking into account the aspect information.
Yang et al. (2017) use the unsupervised neural
attention-based aspect autoencoder (ABAE) (He
et al., 2017b) for presenting each aspect in an aspect embedding space. Then, the representative
sentence for each aspect is selected via its distance with the centroid of that aspect. For summarization, however, ABAE is not efficient compared to K-mean in the aspects which occur more
frequently in the dataset. Angelidis and Lapata
(2018) introduce seed words of each domain to
the autoencoder ABAE. This weakly-supervised
model which is trained under multi-task objective outperforms the unsupervised model for aspect extraction. Different from the previous work
in aspect-based opinions summarization, we apply
aspect similarity recognition (ASR) instead of aspect extraction. ASR facilitates the problem of domain adaptation in summarization.

Aspect Similarity
Yes
No
Yes

Table 1:
Some samples of Aspect Similarity
Recognition
units have at least one aspect in common, which
is called Aspect Similarity Recognition - ASR
(Nguyen et al., 2018), rather than explicitly extracting aspects of each text unit. Table 1 shows
some samples of the ASR task. Follow this observation, we propose an aspect-based summarization using ASR instead of aspect discovery. The
advantage of ASR is to learn patterns and relations
between two text units and not need to identify
the aspects of each unit, therefore it is potential
to cross-domain application. Our contributions in
this work are as follows:
• We propose an attention-cell LSTM model
(ACLSTM) for ASR which enhances the
LSTM model via employing attention signals into the input gate and the memory cell.
ACLSTM shows improvements compared to
the conventional attention models for both
settings of in-domain and cross-domain.
• We introduce a novel aspect-based summarization using Aspect Similarity Recognition.
According to the experiments, our method
outperforms strong baselines on Opinosis
corpus. We also evaluate our method in regard to domain adaptation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related research, Section 3 describes the problem formulation, Section
4 and 5 respectively introduce the attention-cell
LSTM for ASR and the proposed summarization
using ASR, Section 6 discusses the experiments
for ASR and summarization, and Section 7 concludes our work and future work.

2

3

Problem Formulation

Every product e contains a set of reviews Re =
{rie , ..., rne } expressing users’ opinions on that
product. A review rie is viewed as a sequence of
sentences (s1 , ..., sm ). For each product e, our
goal is to select the most salient sentences in reviews Re for producing a summary. The proposed

Related Work

In the scope of this paper, we focus on discussing
neural-based systems for generic and opinions
summarization. For a comprehensive literature of
488

Figure 1: The proposed framework for the aspect similarity task
how to combine the polarity, semantic and aspect
similarity to produce a summary.

approach is divided into subtasks as follows:
1. Sentiment prediction determines the overall
polarity ps ∈ [−1, +1] a sentence carries,
where −1, +1 respectively indicate maximally negative and positive. According to
Angelidis and Lapata (2018), highly positive
or negative opinions are more likely to contain informative text than neutral ones. In
our system, we use the ensemble sentiment
classifier proposed by Huy Tien and Minh Le
(2017), which achieves strong performances
at sentence level.

4 Attention Cell LSTM
According to Nguyen et al. (2018), recurrent neural networks efficiently capture aspect relationships. For dealing with the remaining difficulties
of this task, the authors analyze the necessary of
an attention mechanism. For that reason, we aim
to emphasize salient words as encoding sentences
over LSTM. A straightforward approach is to learn
attention signals by self-attention and then apply
these signals into inputs before feeding them into
LSTM. In other words, these attention signals are
applied to all gates of a LSTM cell. However,
we assume emphasized input makes the cell forget more information on the previous state (the
forget gate’s function) while this state stores the
most salient information by the support of attention signals. This conflict causes the inefficiency
of integrating attention signals with LSTM. Therefore, we propose a novel LSTM cell which prevents the state from forgetting too much salient information as employing attention signals for encoding sentences. For the ASR task, the proposed
attention-cell LSTM outperforms the conventional
LSTM with/out using attention in both of settings:
in-domain and cross-domain.
By representing a word wi by a pre-trained
word embedding ewi , we construct a sentence S
of n words as a sequence of n word embeddings
S = [ew1 , ew2 , ..., ewn ]. Contextual information
is incorporated in the word embeddings over the
bidirectional GRU (Bahdanau et al., 2014) and

2. Semantic textual similarity measures the
semantic similarity qij of two sentences i and
j, which plays an important role in identifying the most informative sentences as well
as redundant ones. We use the state-of-theart multi-level comparison model (Tien et al.,
2018) for this task.
3. Aspect similarity Recognition (ASR) predicts a probability rij that two sentences i and
j shares at least one aspect. This subtask facilitates the elimination of redundant text in
summarization, especially for domain adaptation.
4. Summarization Generation employs the
three signals above for ranking sentences.
A concise and informative summary of a
product e is generated by selecting the most
salient sentences from reviews Re .
Section 4 describes in details the attention-cell
LSTM for the ASR task and Section 5 explains
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then the self-attention signal ai of wi is learned
as follows (from Yang et al. (2016)):
←
− ←−−−
hi = GRU (ewi )
→
−
−−−→
hi = GRU (ewi )
←
− →
−
hi = hi ⊕ hi

ui = tanh(Wa hi + ba )
exp(uTi ua )
ai = P
exp(uTi ua )

metrics are used to evaluate the relationship between two sentences es1 and es2 as follows (from
Nguyen et al. (2018)):
Cosine similarity:

(1)
(2)

dcosine =

(3)

dmul = es1

(5)

ft = σ(Wf ewt + Uf ht−1 + bf )

(8)

ot = σ(Wo ewt + Uo ht−1 + bo )

(9)

ut = tanh(Wu ēwt + Uu ht−1 + bu )

(10)

ct = ft

ct−1 + it

(11)

ht = o t

tanh(ct )

es = hn

ut

(16)

where is element-wise multiplication.
Neural difference:

where ⊕ is concatenation operator, wa , ba , ua are
respectively a weight matrix, a bias, and a context
vector. These parameters are randomly initialized
and optimized during training.
A sentence s is transformed to a fix-length vector es by recursively applying a LSTM cell to each
word embedding ewt and the previous step ht−1 .
At each time step t, the LSTM unit with l-memory
dimension defines six vectors in Rl : input gate it ,
forget gate ft , output gate ot , tanh layer ut , memory cell ct and hidden state ht (Tai et al., 2015).
We modify the conventional LSTM cell to employ
attention signals without the conflict of remembering and forgetting as follows:
(7)

(15)

e s2

dabs = |es1 − es2 |

(6)

it = σ(Wi ēwt + Ui ht−1 + bi )

(14)

Multiplication vector & Absolute difference:

(4)

i

ēwi = ew1 ai

es1 · es1
kes1 k kes2 k

x = e s1 ⊕ e s2

dneu = W

neu

(17)
neu

x+b

(18)

where W neu and bneu are respectively a weight
matrix and a bias parameter.
As a result, we have a sentence-sentence similarity vector dsent as follows:
dsent = dcosine ⊕ dmul ⊕ dabs ⊕ dneu

(19)

The sentence-sentence similarity vector is transferred into an aspect similarity label ŷ through a
two layers neural network as follows:
simsent = σ(W sent dsent + bsent )
¯ sent = dropout(simsent )
sim
¯ sent + by )
ŷ = σ(W y sim

(20)
(21)
(22)

where W sent , W y , bsent , and by are weight matrices and bias parameters, respectively.
Dropout layer (Srivastava et al., 2014) is applied
to our model. Dropout prevents networks from
overfitting via randomly dropping out each hidden unit with a probability p on each presentation
of each training case. We train this model under
the cross entropy loss function and AdaDelta as
the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) update rule.
Details of Adadelta method can be found in Zeiler
(2012).

(12)
(13)

where σ,
respectively denote a logistic sigmoid function and element-wise multiplication;
Wi , Ui , bi are respectively two weights matrices
and a bias vector for input gate i. The denotation is
similar to forget gate f , output gate o, tanh layer u,
memory cell c and hidden state h. In the attentioncell LSTM, we introduce the attention signal at to
only the input gate it and the tanh layer ut , which
are in charge of deciding what new information is
going to be stored in the cell state. This approach
allows the LSTM cell to employ attention for remembering salient information and avoid the unexpected effect of attention on the forget gate.
We visualize how the attention-cell LSTM manipulates attention signals in Figure 1. The four

5

Opinion Summarization

Given a product e, we aim to rank a set of sentences D = {si } from the reviews talking about
the product e. The procedure of scoring and selecting sentences for constructing an opinion summary K of the product e is as follows:
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1. In the first step t = 0, we score each sentence
si ∈ D and select the most salient sentence
ŝ0 for the summary K:
aspt=0
si =

1 X
rij
|D|

3. We repeat step 2 until the number of selected
sentences is reached or the most salient score
at the current step t is lower than a threshold.
To avoid missing topic words in a summary,
in step 1 and 2, we only select sentences containing words belonging to the list of frequent
words on that topic. According to our observation, the topic words are the most frequent.

(23)

j∈D

1 X
qij
|D|

(24)

ŝ0 = arg max{salst=0
}
i

(26)

simt=0
si =

j∈D

6

t=0
salst=0
= (1 + α|psi |) ∗ aspt=0
si ∗ simsi
i
(25)

K

t=1

D

t=1

si ∈D
0

= K ∪ {ŝ }
0

= D \ {ŝ }

6.1

(27)
(28)

RESTAURANT
Sentences

simtsi =

1
|Dt |

rij

(29)

1 X
qij
|Dt |
t

(30)

1 X
rij
|K t |
t

1239

469

1657

382

587

573

229K 34K 49K 223K 13K 22K

Not similarity

229K 34K 49K 223K 13K 22K
3769

3649

We compare our model to some strong baselines
as well as the conventional recurrent networks using attention. We choose the optimal values of
hyper-parameters in our model and baselines via
a grid search on 30% of LAPTOP domain. Because the number of RESTAURANT’s categories
is smaller than LAPTOP’s, the performance of
RESTAURANT domain is better.
Table 3 reports the experimental results. By employing efficiently attention signals, the attentioncell LSTM outperforms the conventional recurrent
models using attention. As we analysis in Section 4, applying attention to all gates of a LSTM
cell causes the conflict of remembering and forgetting. This drawback makes the training of the
LSTM-attention model inefficient. Consequently,
the trained LSTM-attention model predicts the
same label for all inputs.
We also evaluate how the models perform in
cross-domain setting where the models are trained
on one domain dataset and tested on the other.

(32)

j∈K

1 X
scovst i =
qij
|K t |
t

(33)

j∈K

¯ t − β ∗ acov t ∗ scov t (34)
salst i = sal
si
si
si
ŝt = arg max {salst i }
si ∈Dt
t
t

K t+1 = K ∪ {ŝ }
D

Dev Test

Table 2: Statistic of ASRCorpus

To avoid the redundant information, we penalize each sentence si by the aspect similarity acovst i and semantic similarity scovst i of
that sentence with the selected sentences, in
which β is a coefficient:

t

Train

j∈Dt

j∈D

t+1

Dev Test

Similarity
Vocabulary

¯ t=0 = (1 + α|ps |) ∗ aspt ∗ simt (31)
sal
si
si
si
i

acovst i =

LAPTOP

Train

Sentence pairs 458K 68K 98K 447K 26K 44K

2. In the next step t, the salient sentence ŝt is
selected as follows:
asptsi =

Aspect Similarity Recognition

We evaluate the attention-cell LSTM on ASRcorpus (Nguyen et al., 2018), which contains sentences from the SemEval 2016 dataset with two
domains: RESTAURANT and LAPTOP. Each
sample is a pair of sentences annotated as aspect
similarity (label = 1) or not aspect similarity
(label = 0). Table 2 reports the statistic of ASRCorpus in details.

At the step t = 0, the salient salsi is
computed by the semantic similarity simsi ,
the aspect coverage simsi and the polarity
psi . Different from the previous works, we
also take into account the aspect coverage in
which a sentence carrying more aspects has a
higher salient score. In addition, the polarity
of a sentence contributes to its ranking by a
coefficient α ∈ [0, 1].

X

Experiments & Results

t

= D \ {ŝ }

(35)

(36)
(37)
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6.2

These results also prove that these approaches are
potential to cross-domain application. We observe
that a set of salient words in each domain is different. Therefore, the support of attention signals in
domain adaptation is not significant compared to
the recurrent models without attention.
Method

RES

LAP

Word Average

70.75 65.12

CNN
LSTM

The Opinosis dataset (Ganesan et al., 2010) includes user reviews of 51 different topics (e.g., hotel, car, product). Each topic includes between 50
and 575 sentences made by various authors and
around 4 reference summaries created by human.
The corpus is suited for opinion summarization as
well as evaluating the ability of domain adaptation.
We use ROUGE to assess the agreement of
generated summaries and gold summaries. Our
experiments include ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and,
ROUGE-SU4, which base on one-gram, bi-gram
and skip-bigram co-occurrences respectively.
The model for each subtask in our summarization system is implemented as follows:

→RES →LAP
54.5

54.59

77.57 67.23

54.08

54.49

79.4

70.21

59.1

57.59

BiLSTM

79.2

71.14

59.2

57.95

Attention

78.79

68

57.92

54.55

LSTM-attention

50

50

50

50

Attention-Cell LSTM

80

72.73

59.77

58.1

Attention-Cell BiLSTM 79.42 71.65

59.3

58

• Sentiment prediction: the ensemble classifier
(Huy Tien and Minh Le, 2017) is trained on
Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al.,
2013) with the accuracy of 88.6%.

Table 3: The in-domain and cross-domain experimental results on the two domains: RESTAURANT and LAPTOP. ”→Y” denotes that models
are tested on Y but trained on the other. Accuracy
metric is used for evaluation. The results are statistically significant at p < 0.05 via the pairwise
t-test.

• Semantic textual similarity : the multi-level
comparison model (Tien et al., 2018) is
trained on STSbenchmark1 with the accuracy
of 82.45%.

To obtain deeper analysis, we inspect the
attention-cell LSTM’s performance on each class
(e.g., “similarity” and “not similarity”) by precision, recall and F1 scores reported in Table 4. In
both of the domains and settings, the model performs better on “not similarity” class than “similarity” class in terms of F1 score. According to
the results in cross-domain setting, we could conclude that the models learn rules, patterns for identifying aspect similarity rather than remembering
topic words and keywords in a particular domain.
Domain
RES
LAP
→RES
→LAP

Class

P recision Recall

• Aspect similarity recognition: the attentioncel LSTM is trained on the ASRcorpus of the
both domains with the accuracy of 76.2%.
• Summary generation: we set α = 1.67 and
β = 0.1. The number of the most frequent
words is three. These parameters are optimized over a set of 5 topics randomly selected from the Opinosis dataset. According
to the analysis of (Ganesan et al., 2010), the
size of a summary is two sentences.

F1

Not Similarity

0.76

0.88

0.81

similarity

0.86

0.82

0.78

Not Similarity

0.68

0.87

0.76

similarity

0.82

0.59

0.68

Not Similarity

0.58

0.68

0.63

similarity

0.62

0.52

0.56

Not Similarity

0.56

0.72

0.63

similarity

0.61

0.44

0.51

Opinion Summarization

For comparison, we use MEAD (Radev et al.,
2000) and CW-AddEuc (Kågebäck et al., 2014)
as baselines. MEAD is an extractive method
based on cluster centroids which selects the salient
sentences by a collection of the most important
words. CW-AddEuc measures the Euclidean similarity between two sentences by their continuous
vector space. In addition, we also report the contribution of using aspect and sentiment information
in summarization. The results denoted OPTR and
OPTF in Table 5 describe the upper bound score

Table 4: The attention-cell LSTM’s performance
on each class.

1
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Method
OPTR
OPTF
MEAD
CW-AddEuc
The proposed summarizer
Semantic
Semantic + Aspect
Aspect + Polarity
Semantic + Aspect + Polarity

ROUGE-1
ROUGE-2
ROUGE-SU4
Recall Precision
F
Recall Precision
F
Recall Precision
F
57.86
21.96
30.28 22.96
12.31
15.33 29.5
13.53
17.7
45.93
48.84
46.57 20.42
19.94
19.49 23.17
26.5
23.7
49.32
9.16
15.15 10.58
1.84
3.08 23.16
1.02
1.89
29.12
22.75
24.88 5.12
3.6
4.1
10.54
7.59
8.35
28.24
29.2
27.77
28.56

28.63
29.19
27.86
28.31

27.62
28.24
26.92
27.5

7.34
7.45
7.24
7.06

7.19
7.29
7.09
6.84

7
7.12
6.93
6.71

10.69
11.25
10.42
10.92

10.94
11.26
10.55
10.83

10.4
10.78
10.04
10.4

Table 5: Performance comparison between the proposed methods and baselines.
of recall and F-score respectively. As the reference summaries of Opinosis are generated in abstractive approach by humans, our generated summaries cannot fully match with the reference summaries. For example, the maximum recall which
an extractive method could achieve in ROUGE-1
is 57.86%.
While MEAD selects long sentences (around 75
words) containing a lot of salient words to achieve
a high score in recall but low in precision, our
approach obtains a balance between these scores
with quite shorter sentences (around 17 words).

we) are seldom present in a summary. These factors lead to an unexpected result of using polarity
information in summarization although sentences
carrying the most polarity are still informative.
Domain Class
Semantic + Aspect
More informative
33%
Tablet
Less informative
13%
Equally informative
54%
More informative
17%
Others Less informative
8%
Equally informative
72%

Table 7: Informative test for using Semantic with
Aspect against without Aspect.

Positive sentences
I purchased a 2007 Camry because of the looks of the redesigned model and because of the legendary Toyota quality and reliability.

We expect that aspect signals support to generate an informative summary, which is a summary carrying salient information on various aspects. However, the ROUGE metric measures the
number of matches between two pieces of text, so
it is difficult to compare which one is more informative. Therefore, we execute an informative test
to understand whether aspect signals help to generate a more informative summary. Given reference summaries and two summaries generated by
the system with/out using aspect signals respectively, three persons are asked to select one of the
three answers: which system’s summary is more
informative, or both of them are equally informative. The inter-rater agreement Cohen’s Kappa
score for each pair of assessors is higher than 0.74.
The overall answer is concluded by the majority
vote scheme. In case of receiving three different answers, that pair of summaries is assigned
as equally informative. The result reported in Table 7 includes domain specification (15 samples in
T ablet and 36 samples in Others), which facilitates the evaluation of domain adaptation. As the
ASR system is trained on the restaurant and laptop

The Concierge staff, exceptional and extremely helpful,
right from suggestions on transportation excursion options
to recommending an amazing restaurant.
When I checked in, I asked to be shown several rooms and
the staff was happy to do so.
Negative sentences
My wife does say the vehicle is not as comfortable for long
trips as other cars we’ve owned.
We had to go up a floor and into a service area to find ice.
The rude and poor service started from the concierge who
was curt when I asked a question .

Table 6: Some sentences carrying the most polarity in the Opinosis dataset.
To analyze why sentiment signals cause negative impacts on the summarization generation,
we inspect the most polarity sentences in the corpus. Some typical sentences are listed in Table
6. We observe that most of these sentences express individual experiences and too subjective to
be selected for summarization. According to the
Opinosis dataset, overstrong words (i.e., rude, extremely) and subjective words (i.e., my wife, I,
493

Summary on the Comfort of Toyota Camry 2007
[1] The Camry offers interior comfort, while providing a quiet ride. Comfortable seating and easy to
drive.
Human
[2] Overall very comfortable ride front and back. Nice and roomy.
[3] Its very comfortable and a quiet ride with low levels of noise.
Semantic
The ride is quiet and comfortable. Very comfortable, quiet interior.
Semantic + Aspect The ride is quiet and comfortable. Very comfortable ride and seating.
Summary on the location of Holiday Inn London
[1] Location is excellent, very close to the Glouchester Rd. Tube stop.
Human
[2] Excellent location. Near the tube station.
[3] The location is excellent. The hotel is very convenient to shopping, sightseeing, and restaurants.
It is located just minutes from the tube stations.
Semantic
Great location but don’t bring the car! Great location great breakfast!
Semantic + Aspect Great location but don’t bring the car! Great location for the tube and bus!

Table 8: Human and system summaries for some products/services. For each topic, we list three summaries by human.
ROUGE metric, we conducted the informative test
for quality evaluation. However, for a large corpus
or multiple systems comparison, this test requires
a huge amount of human effort. Therefore, it is
a high demand to have a reliable metric for summaries evaluation without human involvement.

dataset, we consider tablet’s topics in the Opinosis
corpus as in-domain and others as out-of-domain.
According to the informative test, the system with
aspect dominates in both of the domains (T ablet
and Others). This result proves the contribution
of aspect signals and the domain adaptation of the
ASR system.
To obtain a better view of the advantages and
disadvantages in our system, we show some generated summaries against reference summaries in
Table 8. In extractive methods, the most salient
sentences are selected from different reviewers, so
it is possible to have repeated information in a
summary. For instance in the case #1, the first sentence mentions quiet and comfortable ride while
the second one contains ride and seating. Although these sentences still have different opinions (i.e., quiet vs seating), the repeat of comfortable ride downgrades the generated summary’s
quality. For improvement, we suggest a postprocessing for a more concise summary by filtering redundant information. As the proposed
aspect-based system ranks a sentence by not only
semantic cover but also aspect cover, it selects the
more salient opinions for summarization. For instance, although both of the systems extract different features (e.g., interior vs seating, breakfast vs
tube and bus), the opinions (i.e., seating, tube and
bus) chosen by the system with aspect support are
more suited to the reference summaries.
In each topic, although the reference summaries
and generated summary share most of the meaning, they deliver information in different ways and
words. This fact makes the quality evaluation of
generated summaries difficult. In addition to the

7

Conclusion

In this work, we introduced a novel aspect-based
opinions summarization framework using aspect
similarity recognition. This subtask relaxes the
constraint of predefined aspects in conventional
aspect categorization tasks. For ASR tasks, we
proposed an attention-cell LSTM to integrate efficiently attention signals into LSTM. This approach outperforms the baselines on both settings
of in-domain and cross-domain. For summarization, we evaluated our system on the Opinosis corpus. In addition to ROUGE metric, an informative
test with human involvement was implemented to
show the domain adaptation ability of our system
and how informative our generated summaries are.
In the corpus, we observe that sentences carrying
the most polarity are not suited to summarization.
Therefore, employing sentiment for summarization needs deeper analysis. Due to the ASR task’s
advantage, we believe that it has a high demand in
some fundamental tasks of natural language processing such as information retrieval, and sentence
comparison.
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Abstract

ROOT
S1: A London-based football team West Ham wants to
take Chelsea winger Christian Atsu on loan.

Discourse relations between sentences are
often represented as a tree, and the tree
structure provides important information
for summarizers to create a short and coherent summary. However, current neural network-based summarizers treat the
source document as just a sequence of
sentences and ignore the tree-like discourse structure inherent in the document. To incorporate the information of
a discourse tree structure into the neural
network-based summarizers, we propose a
discourse-aware neural extractive summarizer which can explicitly take into account
the discourse dependency tree structure
of the source document. Our discourseaware summarizer can jointly learn the
discourse structure and the salience score
of a sentence by using novel hierarchical
attention modules, which can be trained
on automatically parsed discourse dependency trees. Experimental results showed
that our model achieved competitive or
better performances against state-of-theart models in terms of ROUGE scores on
the DailyMail dataset. We further conducted manual evaluations. The results
showed that our approach also gained the
coherence of the output summaries.

1

S2: The 22-year-old was signed from Porto last year but
loaned out to Vitesse Arnhem.
S3: Aston Villa is also interested in him.
S4: Meanwhile , West Ham also has bid 12million for
Ecuador ’s Enner Valencia.

Figure 1: Example of discourse dependency structure.
The discourse structure consists of discourse relations between units in the input, and discourse
information has been shown useful for summarization tasks. An example of a Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988)based discourse structure, expressed as a dependency tree, is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure,
each node corresponds to a sentence. Regarding
the relations between the sentences, sentence S2
elaborates the fact mentioned in sentence S1. In
addition, S2 is further elaborated by S3. S4 is a
contrast to the mention S1. Such relations are essential cues for generating a concise and coherent
summary. For example, elaborated sentences tend
to be more important than elaborating sentences,
and the elaborated sentences should be included in
the summary while the elaborating sentences are
not.
Several Integer Linear Programming (ILP)based summarizers (Hirao et al., 2013; Kikuchi
et al., 2014) use the discourse information given
by a discourse parser (Hernault et al., 2010). Thus,
the performance of the summarizers is strongly affected by the performance of the discourse parsers.
The performance of the parsers deteriorates especially when they are applied to documents of a
domain different from the one which they were
trained on.

Introduction

Document summarization is the task of automatically shortening a source document while retaining its salient information. In this paper, we
present a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based
extractive summarizer taking into account the discourse structure inherent in the source document.
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RNN-based approaches have achieved the stateof-the-art performance in document summarization (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Nallapati et al.,
2017). However, RNN-based summarizers treat
the source document just as a sequence of sentences, and ignore the discourse tree structure inherent in the document. The lack of such information limits the ability to correctly compute relative importance between sentences and reduces
the coherence of output summaries. Cohan et al.
(2018) might be the only exception to the above,
showing that the effectiveness of incorporating
discourse information into an RNN-based summarizer for scientific papers by treating the source
document as a sequence of sections such as “Introduction” or “Conclusion”. However, they were
not able to show how the tree-like discourse structure is effective in RNN-based approaches for extractive single-document summarization.

Related Work

There have long been many attempts at tackling
extractive single-document summarization (Luhn,
1958), but there is still room for improvements in
terms of ROUGE scores (Hirao et al., 2017). The
recent focus has been on RNN-based approaches
(Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Nallapati et al., 2017;
Narayan et al., 2018). We further extend the attention mechanism used in RNN-based summarizers
to capture a discourse structure.
RNN-based approaches were introduced to natural language processing tasks by the pioneering
work by Bahdanau et al. (2015) and Luong et al.
(2015), originally for machine translation. Rush
et al. (2015) applied the approach to a sentence
compression task. Nallapati et al. (2016) extended
the model to abstractive document summarization.
The DailyMail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015) has
been commonly used for training abstractive summarizers. Cheng and Lapata (2016) and Nallapati
et al. (2017) later proposed the methods to automatically annotate the binary labels, enabling us
to train extractive models. Cohan et al. (2018)
demonstrated the usefulness of incorporating discourse information into RNN-based summarizers.
Unlike their model, our attention module explicitly captures the hierarchical tree structure inherent in the document.
Nallapati et al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2016)
also used a hierarchical attention that consists of
two simple attention modules; one is for words
and the other is for sentences. Our attention
mechanism differs from them in that ours captures discourse tree structures by new hierarchical attention networks, inspired by the models for
capturing sentence-level dependency structures,
e.g. machine translation (Hashimoto and Tsuruoka, 2017), dependency parsing (Zhang et al.,
2017), constituency parsing (Kamigaito et al.,
2017) and sentence compression (Kamigaito et al.,
2018). Note that these models were designed
for sentence-level tasks while we focus on the
document-level summarization task.
Sentence selection modules that consider discourse structures of documents have been shown
to be useful in ILP-based summarizers. Hirao et al.
(2013) attempted to incorporate discourse information in ILP-based sentence extractors. Kikuchi
et al. (2014) later proposed another ILP model that
takes into account the discourse structure. Their
model jointly selects and compresses sentences in

To effectively avoid the influence of parse errors and take advantage of the recent advances in
neural network-based approaches, we propose a
model that jointly learns the discourse tree structure of the source document and a scoring function for sentence extraction. Our model represents
the discourse tree structure as an attention distribution and the probability of including a sentence
in a summary as the softmax layer. In addition,
recursive attention modules in our model can consider multi-hop dependencies between sentences.
Therefore, our model can capture the relationships
between sentences effectively and create a summary without losing the coherence between sentences.
We used an existing RST parser (Hernault et al.,
2010) to add discourse dependency structure annotations to the DailyMail dataset (Hermann et al.,
2015) and thereby obtained a large-scale annotated
dataset to train the model. One of the advantages
of our model is that we do not need the RST annotations in the inference phase because the model
automatically infers the latent discourse tree structure of the source document and outputs the probability for each sentence as a salience score.
We empirically compared our model with other
models. The results showed that discourse information improves the performance, and also that
our models perform competitively with or better
than state-of-the-art neural network-based extractive summarizers.
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resent the discourse dependency tree of x. Specifically, element Ek,l equals 1 if the edge from xk to
xl exists in the discourse tree; otherwise Ek,l = 0.
Note that we use the discourse structure matrices E only in the training phase. The model does
not require the RST annotations of the source document when calculating the probability distribution p(yi |x, θ).

an ILP summarizer. Unlike the researches above,
our focus is on incorporating discourse information into RNN-based summarizers.
Penn Discourse TreeBank (PDTB) (Prasad
et al., 2008) and RST are the most commonly
used framework to represent a discourse structure.
PDTB focuses on the relation between two sentences, and the annotated structure for a document is not necessarily a tree. In contrast, RST
is forced to represent a document as a tree. Discourse parsers for both schema are available (Hernault et al., 2010; Feng and Hirst, 2014; Wang
and Lan, 2015). There are at least two methods
to convert an RST-based tree structure to a dependency structure (Hirao et al., 2002; Li et al., 2014).
Hayashi et al. (2016) compared these methods and
mentioned that DEP-DT by Hirao et al. (2002) has
an advantage for applying to summarization tasks.
We use DEP-DT for this research since we focus
on integrating the tree structure into a summarizer.
We found only one model that jointly learns
RST parsing and document summarization (Goyal
and Eisenstein, 2016). They used the SampleRank
algorithm (Wick et al., 2011), a stochastic structure prediction model, while our main focus is
to take into account discourse structures in RNNbased summarizers.

3

4

RNN-Based Extractive Summarizer

In this section, we first explain the base model and
give the details of our proposed attention module in the following section. The base model
is composed of two main components: a neural
network-based hierarchical document encoder and
a decoder-based sentence scorer. The document
encoder is further split into two components; a
sentence reader and a document reader. The hierarchical architecture is commonly used in recent
neural network-based models (Cheng and Lapata,
2016; Nallapati et al., 2017; Cohan et al., 2018).
4.1

Word Reader

The goal of the Word reader is to convert sentence xi to a sentence embedding hi . For each
word wi,j in a sentence xi , the word reader first
convert every word embedding emb(wi,j ) to hid−
−
den states →
e i,j = LST M (→
e i,j−1 , emb(wi,j ))
←
−
←
−
and e i,j = LST M ( e i,j+1 , emb(wi,j )) by using
bi-directional Long short-term memory (LSTM)
−
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). Then, ←
e i,j
→
−
and e i,j are concatenated into a hidden state
−
−
hi,j = [→
e i,j ; ←
e i,j ], where [ ] represents a concatenation operation of a vector. After that, all hi,j in
the sentence xi are averaged and represented as a
sentence embedding hi .

Problem Formulation

We formulate extractive document summarization
as a sentence tagging problem. We first briefly explain the notation in the paper and describe the details of the model in the following sections.
The source document x is represented as a
sequence of sentences x1 , ..., xN . Each sentence xi is composed of a sequence of words
wi,j (1 ≤ j ≤ Mi ), where Mi is the number of
words in xi . We also consider x0 as a dummy root
node. The summarizer outputs a sequence of binary decisions y = y1 , ..., yN , where yi = 1 for
the i-th sentence xi to be included in the summary
and yi = 0 for the sentence not to be included.
The binary decisions y are made by using a neural network-based probability distribution function
p(yi |x, θ), where θ is the set of learned parameters. The model finds the best decisions y by a
simple greedy search to maximize the sum of the
probabilities within the length constraint.
Thus, our goal is to construct a better function
p(yi |x, θ) given training data D. Each instance in
D is a triple (x, E, y), where E is a matrix to rep-

4.2

Sentence Reader

Once we obtain sentence embeddings hi for each
sentence xi , the Sentence reader then reads sentence embeddings hi by another bi-directional
LSTM and generates context-aware sentence representation Hi for each xi . Specifically, two vectors generated by the forward recurrent neural net→
−
→
−
work H i = LST M ( H i−1 , hi ) and the backward
←
−
←
−
H i = LST M ( H i+1 , hi ) are concatenated into
sentence representation Hi for xi :
−
→ ←
−
Hi = [Hi ; Hi ].

(1)

We now obtain the context-aware sentence representations H = {H1 , ..., HN }. Finally, all Hi are
averaged to make a document embedding K.
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4.3

Decoder-Based Sentence Scorer
Sentence Scorer

This module outputs the probability of including
xi in the summary, p(yi = 1|x, θ), by using an
LSTM-based decoder. At each time step t (1 ≤
t ≤ N ), the previous state of the decoder st−1
and the sentence representation ht are fed into the
LSTM, and the LSTM outputs a new state; st =
LST M (st−1 , ht ). The initial state s0 is initialized
by the last states of the backward LSTM in the
←
−
document reader H0 .
Extractive document summarization often
adopts a “hard attention”, which focuses only on
the encoder hidden state Ht in the decoding time
step t (Cheng and Lapata, 2016). In addition,
document representation K is also important
to decode summaries (Nallapati et al., 2017).
Based on them, the output layer calculates the
probability distribution of xt being included in the
summary as:
p(yt |x, θ) = sof tmax(Wo tanh(Wc [Ht ; st ; K])).

5

……

y1

y4
softmax

softmax

…

S1

H1

Ω1

…

H4

S4

Ω4

Discourse-aware attention
Step2. Recursive Attention
d=2: α2,2,4 = α1,2,3 α1,3,4+α1,2,1 α1,1,4

Step3.
Selective Attn.

γ2 ,4
d=1:

α1,2,3

Σ
γ 1 ,4

Step1. Parent Attention

H1

H2

H3

H4

Word/Sentence Readers

(2)

Figure 2: Overview of hierarchical attention mechanism

for generating attention vector Ω4 . Parent Attention
first calculates how likely the sentence xi is the parent of xj
for all combinations. Recursive Attention then generates weighted sum vectors γd,4 over encoder hidden states
Hi considering how likely the sentence xi is the d-th order
parent of x4 . Selective Attention finally generates
another weighted sum vector Ω4 over γd,4 .

Discourse-Aware Hierarchical
Attention Network

We assume that taking into account the discourse
dependency structure is also useful in determining
whether the summary includes a target sentence or
not. Here, we make the model capable of accounting for the information of the parent sentences on
the discourse dependency structure by incorporating our proposed hierarchical attention mechanism
into the RNN-based extractive summarizer.
As shown in Figure 2, the goal of our attention
mechanism is to generate an attention vector Ωi
containing the information from the parent sentences of xi through the three-step attention modules. Below, we first give an overview of each
step in the procedure and then formulate the components after that.

taking into account the d-th-order parents of xi 1 .
The module starts the calculation with the setting d = 1. Correspondingly, the module only
considers the 1st-order parents of xi . The Parent
Attention Module has already calculated the probability of xk being the parents of xi . Thus, the
Recursive Attention Module simply uses the probabilities as the weights α1,k,i for every Hk and outputs the weighted sum vector γ1,i .
When d = 2, the weights α2,k,i for every Hk
are calculated on the basis of how likely xk becomes the 2nd-order parent of xi . Here, d-th-order
refers to the distance between xk and xi . For example, suppose there are two different paths connecting two nodes, and that their distances are both
2, illustrated by the path colored blue and red in
Figure 2. The module multiplies the weights of
the edges on each path, α1,2,3 × α1,3,4 for the
red path and α1,2,1 × α1,1,4 for the blue path,
and then the module sums the multiplied values;

Step1: Parent Attention Module This module
calculates the probability of xk being the parent of
xi for all combinations of k and i where k 6= i. We
denote this probability as p(k|i, H). In the figure,
the starting point of an edge is the parent, and the
end point is the child. The probability p(k|i, H)
is used as the weight for the edge from Hk to Hi .
The edge weights are passed to the Recursive Attention Module.

1
We use the plural form “parents” here because how likely
a sentence becomes the parent of xi is represented as a probability distribution in our model and multiple parents can be
considered.

Step2: Recursive Attention Module This module outputs the weighted sum vectors γd,i over H,
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α2,2,4 = α1,2,3 × α1,3,4 + α1,2,1 × α1,1,4 . We consider α2,2,4 to be the probability of x2 being the
2nd-order parent of x4 . Then, the module uses the
value as the weight and outputs the weighted sum
vector γ2,4 .
When d > 2, the module recursively calculates
the weight αd,k,i by using the previously calculated weight αd−1,k,i as shown in the next section.

αd,k,i

(d = 1),
(d > 1).

α1,k,i

6

PN

k=0 αd,k,i Hk .

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Once the weighted sum vector γd,i is obtained
for each order d, the Selective Attention Module
calculates the weights βd,i for each γd,i to find a
suitable order:
βd,i = sof tmax(Wβ [Hi ; si ; K]),

k=1

PN

i=1 Ek,i log α1,k,i .

(10)

Experiments

Data and Preprocessing: We used two different
datasets for the experiments; the DailyMail dataset
for training and evaluation, and the DUC2002 test
set2 only for evaluation.
The DailyMail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015)
consists of news articles extracted from Daily Mail
Online3 and their “story highlights” created by human writers. Nallapati et al. (2016) regarded the
highlights as human-generated abstractive summaries. For training extractive summarization
models, we need to annotate sentences with binary
labels for sentence extraction. To do this, Cheng
and Lapata (2016) used a rule-based approach
considering the similarity between the original
document and extracted sentences. On the other
hand, Nallapati et al. (2017) proposed a simple
heuristic for labeling sentences to be included in
the summary by maximizing the ROUGE scores,
using the highlights as reference summaries. We
used the latter scheme to annotate the binary labels for sentence extraction.
As a preprocessing, we applied the HILDA
parser (Hernault et al., 2010) to annotate RSTbased discourse information for all the documents.
The RST trees were then converted into dependency structures by using the method described
in Hirao et al. (2013). The parser requires the
features extracted from word surfaces and the information on paragraph boundaries. However,

The first equation constrains the ROOT node not to
have any parent sentence. The second constraint
ensures that a sentence does not depend on itself.
The calculated probabilities αd,k,i are then used
to weigh the vectors in H, and the weighted sum
vector γd,i is generated as:
γd,i =

PN

In this equation, Ek,i is 1 if the edge from xk to
xi exists in the training instance. Thus, all the parameters are updated to reproduce the correct labels and edges appearing in the training data D. λ
is a parameter to control the priority of the output
labels or the edges given by an RST parser.

Furthermore, in a discourse dependency tree,
ROOT should not have any parent, and a sentence
should not depend on itself. To satisfy these constraints, we impose the following on α1,k,i :
(
1 (k = 0, i = 0),
=
0 (k = i, i 6= 0).

Objective

− log p(y|x) − λ ·

where va , Ua and Wa are weight matrices.
The Recursive Attention Module recursively
calculates the probability of xk being the d-thorder parents of xi :
(
p(k|i, H)
= PN
l=0 αd−1,k,l × α1,l,i

(9)

The training updates the parameters to maximize
both the label probability and 1st-order attention
distribution α1,k,l . Specifically, we use the following loss function for optimization:

Here, we describe the formulation of each attention module. The Parent Attention Module calculates the probability of xk being the parents of xi
for all combinations of k and i where k 6= i:
g(k, i) = vaT tanh(Ua · Hk + Wa Hi ),

p(yi |x, θ) = sof tmax(Wo tanh(Wc0 [Hi ; st ; K; Ωi ])).

5.2

Formulation of Attention Modules

p(k|i, H) = sof tmax(g(k, i)),

(8)

d βd,i γd,i .

Finally, the output layer receives the concatenated vector of Hi and Ωi :

Step3:
Selective Attention Module Once
weighted sum vectors γd,i have been obtained taking into account the d-th-order parents of xi , this
module calculates the weights of each order d to
select a suitable order. The module again calculates the weights for every order d and generates a
weighted sum vector Ωi .
5.1

P

Ωi =

(7)

2

https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/
duc/guidelines/2002.html
3
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/

where Wβ is a weight matrix. The attention vector
is obtained as a weighted sum of γd,t :
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the preprocessed DailyMail dataset4 provided by
Cheng and Lapata (2016) and commonly used
for summarization tasks was not suitable for our
use. The dataset is anonymized; all named entities were replaced by the special token @entity,
and paragraph boundaries were deleted. Therefore, we used the non-anonymized version of the
dataset provided by Hermann et al. (2015). We
obtained 196,557 training documents, 12,147 validation documents and 10,396 test documents from
the DailyMail dataset.
The DUC2002 test set consists of 116 pairs of
source documents and their extractive summaries,
and 567 pairs of source documents and their abstractive summaries. We used the dataset for evaluation on out-of-domain data.
Compared Models: We compared our models
with various baseline models. DIS w/ PAR is
our model with the model parameter λ > 0. With
this setting, all the parameters are tuned to reproduce the correct labels and the edges given by the
RST parser. DIS fixed is the discourse-aware
model with the attention vector Ωt = Ht−1 . Thus,
this model always treats the preceding sentence as
the parent. DIS w/o PAR is the model with the
model parameter λ = 0. Note that the objective
function in this model does not take into account
the RST annotations given by the RST parser.
Thus, all the discourse structures are learned to
reproduce the correct sentence labels without the
information from the parser.
We compared the above models with the model
without any discourse-aware attention mechanisms (no-attn) to verify the effectiveness of
our attention mechanisms. Lead-3 is a common baseline to select the first three sentences.
SummaRuNNer is a well-known RNN-based
summarizer by Nallapati et al. (2017). This model
uses some types of information that we do not
use, such as the similarity between the source document and the target sentence, and the novelty
score of the target sentence, while our approach
incorporates the information on the parent sentence of the target sentence. NeuralSum is
also a neural network-based summarizer which
uses convolutional neural networks in the encoder.
Refresh is a state-of-the-art method using reinforcement learning (Narayan et al., 2018) 5 .
In addition to the above methods, we compared

our models with previously reported performances
on the DUC2002 test set. LREG is a feature-rich
logistic regression based approach used as a baseline in Cheng and Lapata (2016). ILP is a phrasebased extraction system proposed by Woodsend
and Lapata (2010). The approach extracts the
phrases and recombines them subject to the constraints in the ILP such as length, coverage or
grammaticality. Both TGRAPH (Parveen et al.,
2015) and URANK (Wan, 2010) are graph-based
sentence extraction approaches, that perform well
on the DUC2002 corpus.
Evaluation Metrics: We conducted both automatic evaluation and human evaluation. In automatic evaluation, we adopted ROUGE scores
(Lin, 2004). We specifically calculated ROUGE1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L by using the Pyrouge
library6 . The highlights in the Dailymail dataset
were treated as reference summaries when we calculated the scores. We used three length constraints; 75 bytes, 275 bytes (Nallapati et al., 2017;
Cheng and Lapata, 2016) and the bytes of reference summaries. We truncated generated summaries in the middle to conform to the length constraints. We adopted the last constraint to evaluate whether a model can include sufficient information within the ideal summary length. For the
evaluation on out-of-domain data, we report the
ROUGE scores on the DUC2002 abstractive and
extractive test sets. Our models are trained on the
DailyMail dataset and tested on DUC2002.
We additionally carried out human evaluation
because ROUGE scores cannot capture the coherence, though our attention modules are designed to improve the coherence of summaries.
We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to conduct human evaluation. Specifically, randomly selected
100 documents and their four summaries generated by DIS w/ PAR, Lead-3, no-attn, and
SummaRuNNer were shown to the workers. Five
workers were asked to rate each summary on a 1-5
scale in terms of coherence and informativeness.
The instruction shown to the workers follows the
DUC quality question7 .
Training Details: We used Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) for the optimizer, where the learning
rate was set to 0.001. In accordance with the
model parameters used in Nallapati et al. (2017),
6
The options for the Rouge script were “-a -c 95 -m -n 2
-b 75” and “-a -c 95 -m -n 2 -b 275”.
7
https://duc.nist.gov/duc2007/
quality-questions.txt

4

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/mlap/
index.php?page=resources
5
We used the implementation provided by the authors.
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ROUGE scores on DUC2002 dataset: The results are shown in Table 2. Neural network-based
approaches achieved similar scores on the abstractive test set because the length constraint is long;
specifically it was set to 100-words. However,
graph-based approaches (TGRAPH and URANK)
performed better than the neural network-based
approaches. As reported in Nallapati et al. (2017),
neural network-based approaches suffer the difficulties in achieving high performance on out-ofdomain data due to its high capability to fit indomain data. Another possible reason might be
the method for creating the binary labels for the
training dataset. The binary decisions on the training dataset were made to maximize the ROUGEF scores. Thus, the labels are strongly affected
by the length of reference summaries in the DailyMail dataset. Since the average length of the
reference summaries in the DUC test set is longer
than the average length in the DailyMail dataset,
the models trained on the DailyMail dataset might
face difficulties. Our proposed models achieved
the significantly better performances among the
neural network-based approaches on the extractive
test sets, which are for the settings with shorter
length constraints (50 and 100 words) .
Human Evaluation: Table 3 shows the results. DIS w/ PAR were evaluated better than
no-attn and SummaRuNNer in terms of coherence in the settings with all the different length
constraints. These differences are statistically significant with the sign test (p < 0.05). Thus, human
evaluation also supports the effectiveness of incorporating discourse information. Lead-3 is inherently strong in terms of coherence because this
model is constrained to extract consecutive sentences while other models possibly extract nonconsecutive ones. It was evaluated better in the
setting with 75 bytes length constraint.
Analysis: Table 4 shows an example of the source
document and outputs of two models; the sentences selected by our model are colored red and
those selected by SummaRuNNer are blue, and
those selected by both are purple. In this example,
S7 elaborates S6. Our summarizer successfully
extracted S6, that made the output summary more
similar to the gold summary.

we limited the vocabulary size of the input to
150,000 and replaced the out-of-vocabulary words
with the token UNK. The size of the mini-batch
was set to 8. We used the size of 100 for hidden layers in the LSTMs and 300 for word embeddings, which were initialized with pre-trained
embeddings, word2vec-slim. Note that the previous researches (Nallapati et al., 2017; Cheng and
Lapata, 2016) also used pre-trained embeddings.
We filtered the training instances consisting of 50
or more sentences in the source document, following Nallapati et al. (2017). The parameter λ of
all the discourse-aware models was tuned on the
validation set. We tried the following values for λ:
0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 and 10.0.

7

Results and Discussion

ROUGE scores on DailyMail dataset: Table 1
shows the ROUGE scores evaluated on the DailyMail test set. For fair comparison, we also
re-trained the baseline models by using our nonanonymized dataset.
DIS w/o PAR
achieved better ROUGE
scores than no-attn in all variations of length
constraint except for ROUGE-L score on the setting with d = {1, 2}. Furthermore, we obtained
better scores for DIS fixed than DIS w/o
PAR. Incorporating the simple discourse information which treats the preceding sentence as the
parent in the objective function improved the performance. Exploiting the discourse information
given by the RST parser (DIS w/ PAR) further
improved the scores in most settings. These observations suggest that discourse information is useful in RNN-based summarizers.
In the setting with the length constraint of
75 bytes, we observed a statistically significant
difference between DIS w/ PAR and other
neural network-based models (SummaRuNNer ,
Refresh and NeuralSum) on the settings with
d = {1, 2} and d = {1, 2, 3}. We also observed the similar tendency in the setting with the
length constraint of reference summaries. Furthermore, we did not observe a statistically significant difference between DIS w/ PAR and
SummaRuNNer in the setting with the length
constraint of 275 bytes. Those facts would suggest that our models achieve a performance similar to the other baseline models in the setting with
longer length constraints, and can perform better
with shorter length constraints.

8

Conclusion

We presented a hierarchical attention network that
captures the discourse dependency structure of the
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75
R-1
PAR, d={1}
PAR, d={1,2}
PAR, d={1,2,3}#
PAR, d={1,2,3,4}

DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS

w/
w/
w/
w/

DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS

fixed, d={1}
fixed, d={1,2}
fixed, d={1,2,3}
fixed, d={1,2,3,4}

DIS
DIS
DIS
DIS

w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o

R-2

Lead-3
no-attn
SummaRuNNer (re-run)
Refresh (re-run)
NeuralSum (re-run)

R-L

R-1

Ref.

R-2

R-L

12.1
13.4
+
13.5
+
13.2

41.9
41.7
41.8
41.1

17.4
17.4
17.2
17.5

35.2
35.0
35.2
35.1

10.3
10.4
9.8
9.2

12.7
12.8
12.3
11.7

39.9
40.3
40.3
39.8

16.1
15.9
16.4
15.6

33.5
33.6
33.8
33.4

21.2
21.1
20.9
21.1

8.1
7.5
7.9
8.0

11.0
10.6
10.9
10.9

40.1
40.0
40.5
40.2

15.8
15.8
16.1
15.7

23.0
20.1
23.2
23.1
22.4

9.4
7.1
9.6
10.9
9.1

11.8
10.4
11.0
12.6
11.8

41.9
39.6
42.0
37.9
40.8

17.0
15.4
17.2
16.5
16.3

22.9
25.0
+
24.6
+
24.1

9.6
11.1
+
11.2
10.8

23.4
23.5
22.9
22.6

+

PAR, d={1}
PAR, d={1,2}
PAR, d={1,2,3}
PAR, d={1,2,3,4}

275

+

+

R-1

R-2

R-L

16.9
16.7
+
16.8
+
16.9

36.7
36.7
+
36.8
+
37.0

39.4
39.7
39.6
39.3

15.7
16.1
15.9
16.1

35.4
35.8
35.6
35.9

33.7
33.0
34.1
33.6

39.6
39.6
40.0
39.6

15.5
15.6
15.8
15.5

35.5
35.5
35.8
35.6

32.5
33.3
32.5
31.4
34.8

40.4
39.3
37.6
36.6
40.3

16.3
15.3
14.8
15.8
15.9

36.1
35.2
33.7
34.1
36.1

+

41.1
41.0
+
41.1
+
41.2

+

+

+

Table 1: ROUGE Scores on DailyMail dataset. The models are trained and tested on DailyMail dataset. The

length constraints are set to 75 bytes, 275 bytes and the reference length. The best scores among the models in
bold. The symbol + indicates statistical significance using 95% confidence interval with respect to the nearest
baseline, estimated by the ROUGE script. # indicates the model that achieved the best score in ROUGE-2 among
the same methods with different d in the development dataset.

Abstracts
DIS w/ PAR
DIS w/o PAR
no-attn
SummaRuNNer
Refresh
NeuralSum
LEAD-3
LREG
ILP
TGRAPH
URANK

Extracts (50 words)

Extracts (10 words)

R-1

R-2

R-L

R-1

R-2

R-L

R-1

R-2

R-L

44.7
46.1
43.3
46.6
43.6
43.8
45.4
48.1
48.5

21.8
23.3
20.9
23.1
21.0
20.7
21.3
24.3
21.5

38.2
43.6
41.0
43.0
40.2
40.3
42.8
-

43.7
42.1
42.5
42.1
43.4
-

14.2
13.5
13.3
13.4
14.1
-

38.6
36.8
37.3
36.7
38.4
-

21.4
19.0
19.1
20.9
21.3
-

8.2
7.5
7.1
7.8
8.1
-

19.5
17.3
17.3
19.0
19.4
-

Document:
S1: Bayern Munich is interested in Chelsea defender
Branislav Ivanovic but are unlikely to make a move until
Jan.
S2: The Serbia captain has yet to open talks over a
new contract at Chelsea and his current deal runs out
in 2016.
S3: Chelsea defender Branislav Ivanovic could be targeted
by Bayern Munich in the January transfer window.
S4: Bayern like Ivanovic but don’t expect Chelsea to sell
yet they know he will be free to talk to foreign clubs from
Jan.
S5: Paris Saint-germain will make a 7million offer for
Chelsea goalkeeper Petr Cech this summer.
S6: The 32-year-old is poised to leave Stamford Bridge
and wants to play for a champions league.
S7: Contender PSG are set to make a 7million bid for
Ivanovic’s Chelse a team-mate Petr Cech in the summer.
Gold Summary:
Branislav Ivanovic’s contract at Chelsea expires at the end
of next season.The 31-year-old has yet to open
talks over a new deal at Stanford bridge. Petrcech is poised
to leave Chelsea at the end of the season

Table 2: ROUGE scores on DUC2002 dataset. All neural

network-based models are trained on DailyMail dataset and
tested on DUC2002 test set.
75
DIS w/ PAR
SummaRuNNer
no-attn
LEAD-3

∗

275

C

I

3.86
3.61
3.73
3.98

3.57
3.57
3.52
3.69

C
∗

4.11
2.98
3.92
4.06

Ref
I

∗

3.97
3.77
3.86
3.97

∗

C

I

3.98
2.81
3.80
3.94

3.78
3.16
3.70
3.80

Table 3: Human evaluation on randomly selected 100 doc-

uments from DailyMail dataset. C and I stand for coherence and informativeness respectively. The mark ∗ indicates
that DIS w/ PAR achieved statistically significant difference, calculated by the sign test (p < 0.05), from both
SummaRuNNer and no-attn.

Table 4: Example of the extracted sentences. The sentences in bold are included in our summary. The sentences colored red were selected by our model, blue were by
SummaRuNNer and purple were by both models.

source document. The experiments showed that
incorporating discourse information into RNNbased extractive summarizers improves coherence
and informativeness evaluated by human judges
in addition to ROUGE scores. Our models outperformed or achieved competitive performances
against the state-of-the-art methods. Improving
the performance on out-of-domain data will be one

of our future directions.
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Abstract
We approach the problem of POS tagging
of morphologically rich languages in a setting where only a small amount of labeled training data is available. We show
that a bigram HMM tagger benefits from
re-training on a larger untagged text using Baum-Welch estimation. Most importantly, this estimation can be significantly improved by pre-guessing tags for
OOV words based on morphological criteria. We consider two models for this
task: a character-based recurrent neural
network, which guesses the tag from the
string form of the word, and a recently
proposed graph-based model of morphological transformations. In the latter, the
unknown POS tags can be modeled as latent variables in a way very similar to
Hidden Markov Tree models and an analogue of the Forward-Backward algorithm
can be formulated, which enables us to
compute expected values over unknown
taggings. We evaluate both the quality
of the induced tag lexicon and its impact on the HMM’s tagging accuracy. In
both tasks, the graph-based morphology
model performs significantly better than
the RNN predictor. This confirms the intuition that morphologically related words
provide useful information about an unknown word’s POS tag.

1

Introduction

Part-of-speech tagging is nowadays commonly
thought of as a solved problem, with accuracy
scores easily achieving 95% or more. However,
such results are typically reported for English or
other resource-rich European languages, for which

large amounts of high-quality training data are
available. Those languages also tend to have
a simple morphology and utilize small to midsized tagsets. However, for many other languages,
the reality is different: training data are expensive or not available, more fine-grained tagsets
are needed and complex morphology accounts for
large numbers of OOV words in corpora. (Straka
and Straková, 2017) present a contemporary evaluation of state-of-the-art POS tagging for a very
wide variety of languages. The scores for tagging
with UPOS1 tagset lie below 90% for many languages. The lack of sufficient amounts of training
data is undoubtedly one of the main reasons for
such results.
In this paper, we attempt to improve the POS
tagging in a setting where only a small amount of
labeled training data is available, as well as a significantly larger corpus of unlabeled text. We train
a bigram Hidden Markov Model on the labeled
part of the corpus and subsequently apply BaumWelch estimation on the unlabeled part. Additionally, we use the labeled part to train a morphology
model in an unsupervised setting. The key idea is
to extend the tagger’s lexicon with words occurring in the unlabeled part before the Baum-Welch
estimation and to pre-guess their possible tags using the morphology model.
The choice of a bigram HMM for tagging is
clearly suboptimal. However, our objective here is
an initial proof-of-concept demonstrating that tagging in low-resource settings can benefit from unsupervised morphology. The choice of an HMM
is dictated by the fact that it is easy to implement,
well interpretable in its workings, possible to train
on unlabeled data (using the Baum-Welch algorithm) and that it is possible to extend an exist1
The tagset used in the Universal Dependencies project.
It is very coarse-grained, containing e.g. only a single tag for
nouns and verbs, respectively.
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ing model with new vocabulary without complete
re-training. Furthermore, the closely related trigram HMMs used to be state-of-the-art for a long
time and are still used in popular tools like HunPos
(Halácsy et al., 2007; Megyesi, 2009). Transferring this result to state-of-the-art tagging methods
remains a topic for further work.

2
2.1

Related Work
Morphology-Based Induction of POS
Lexicons

The idea of guessing possible tags for out-ofvocabulary words based on automatically induced
morphological rules was proposed already by
(Mikheev, 1997). He introduces a probabilistic
model of string transformations, followed by a
statistical significance analysis, which learns the
correspondence between string patterns and POS
tags. A related problem is learning morphological paradigms from inflection tables (Durrett and
DeNero, 2013; Ahlberg et al., 2014). Here, complete paradigm tables of annotated word forms are
used to learn string transformations between different forms, which are subsequently applied to
unknown words to derive their possible tags.
Recently, (Faruqui et al., 2016) approached a
task very similar to ours using a graph-based
model. Without explicitly modeling morphology,
they model structural similarities between words,
like a regular affix change or sharing a common
affix, as graph edges. They use a discriminative
model of label propagation through edges which is
similar to the Ising model of intermolecular forces.
The induced lexicons are evaluated directly, as
well as on how they improve a morphosyntactic
tagger and a dependency parser.
2.2

Hidden Markov Tree Models

Hidden Markov Tree (HMT) models are a generalization of Hidden Markov Models, in which
every node can have multiple descendents. They
were introduced in the context of signal processing by (Crouse et al., 1998; Durand et al.,
2004), together with an analogue of the wellknown forward-backward algorithm. They remain
relatively unknown in the field of language processing – the only mentions that we are aware
of are (Žabokrtský and Popel, 2009) and (Kondo
et al., 2013).

relations
relation

relatedness

related

relate

relational

relates

correlation
Figure 1: An example tree of word derivations.
Edge labels are omitted for better readability. (reproduced from: (Sumalvico, 2017))

3

The Graph Model of Morphology

As a model of morphology suitable for unsupervised training, we use the graph-based model introduced by (Janicki, 2015), which is based on the
Whole Word Morphology approach (Ford et al.,
1997; Neuvel and Fulop, 2002). It expresses
morphological relationships amongst words as a
graph, in which words are vertices and morphologically related words are connected with an edge.
A concrete morphological analysis of a set of related words is a tree, in which directed edges denote morphological derivation (Fig. 1). In general,
the analysis of a vocabulary is a forest, i.e. a set of
such trees.2
Every edge in the graph is an instance of a morphological rule, which describes a pattern applied
to whole words. For example, the rule responsible for the pair (relation, related) might have the
following form:
/Xion/ → /Xed/

(1)

In this notation, X is a wildcard that can be instantiated with any string and a pattern between
slashes refers to a whole word in its surface form.
The rules may also include context: /Xtion/ →
/Xted/ would be a possible alternative to (1). As
there are multiple possible rules that can describe
a relationship between a pair of words, the graph
edges are defined as triplets of source word, target
word and rule.
(Janicki, 2015) introduced a generative probabilistic model for trees such as the one depicted in
Fig. 1. It assumes that the roots of the trees are
2
It is important to point out that such trees are only an
intermediary means in determining the strength of morphological relationship between string-similar words. The inference is always based on large samples of trees and finding
the ‘right’ tree, i.e. the one that is consistent with linguistic
analysis, is not the goal of the model.
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generated independently from a distribution over
arbitrary strings, called ρ. Furthermore, every rule
r has a fixed probability θr of being applied to generate a new word. The probability of the whole
forest is defined as follows:
Y
P r(V, E|R, θR ) ∝
ρ(v)
v∈V0

×

(
θr
1 − θr
r∈R v 0 ∈r(v)

Y Y Y

v∈V

if hv, v 0 , ri ∈ E,
if hv, v 0 , ri ∈
/E

(2)

V denotes the set of vertices (words) and E the set
of (labeled) edges of the graph. R denotes the set
of rules and θR the vector of probabilities θr for
the rules from R. Furthermore, V0 ⊆ V denotes
the set of root nodes of the graph and r(v) the set
of words that can be derived from word v by application of rule r. Note that the latter might be
an empty set if the context on the left-hand side of
the rule is not matched. Each possible derivation
from r(v) corresponds to a Bernoulli variable with
probability θr .
(Sumalvico, 2017) describes an unsupervised
fitting procedure for this model using Monte Carlo
Expectation Maximization algorithm. The computation involves drawing large samples of graphs
from the conditional distribution P r(E|V, R, θR )
using a Metropolis-Hastings sampler.

4

Computing POS-Tags

We now turn to applying the model introduced in
the previous section to the task of semi-supervised
POS tag lexicon induction. The idea is to train
a model of morphology on a labeled vocabulary
(coming from a tagged corpus) and apply this
model to infer the tags for another vocabulary.
The underlying intuition is that morphological
relationships between words can give hints about
their POS tags and inflectional forms, which are
not visible in the isolated forms. For example,
consider the following German3 words: Fichten
‘spruce.N. PL’, richten ‘judge.V. INF’, rechten
‘right.A DJ . NOM . PL . DEF’.4 Phonetically and orthographically they are very similar and all include an inflectional suffix -en, which is highly
3
It is very difficult to find plausible examples of this phenomenon in English due to its small inflection and very productive zero-affix derivation.
4
All cited words are ambiguous in their inflectional form
(but not part-of-speech). The glosses shown here are picked
as examples.

ambiguous in German. The knowledge that German nouns are always capitalized does not provide much of a clue, because words belonging to any other part-of-speech may also occur capitalized. Even worse, many further similar words are ambiguous in their meaning and
part-of-speech, e.g. Dichten (‘density.N. PL’ or
capitalized ‘dense.A DJ . NOM . PL . DEF’ or ‘compose (e.g. a poem).V. INF’), schlichten (‘simple.A DJ . NOM . PL . DEF’ or ‘mediate.V.I NF’).
It is much easier to reason about possible tags
for those words if we take into account morphologically related words. For example, we might
observe words like richtet or richtete, which together with richten look unambiguously like a
verb paradigm. Similarly, the occurrence of a form
like rechtes can convince us that rechten is an adjective, because verbs do not take the suffix -es.
For ambiguous forms, we will likely find parts of
different paradigms, for example schlichtet (verb)
and schlichtes (adjective), which will allow us to
notice the ambiguity. Of course, in order to conduct such analysis, we have to know which affix
configurations are characteristic for which part of
speech. This is the part that we are going to learn
from labeled data.
4.1

Applying Tagged Rules to Untagged
Words

Let us assume that we have learned a morphology model on tagged data. Now we are presented with a new set of words, possibly containing many words not present in the original training set. In this section, we will show how the
trained model can be applied to derive guesses for
tags in the new vocabulary. The approach follows
the idea sketched in the previous section: the tag
of the word will be determined by the neighboring words, together with the knowledge about the
morphology contained in tagged rules.
To illustrate the approach with a minimal example, let us assume that our tagset consists of
only three tags: NN, VVINF and VVFIN, and
that the untagged vocabulary consists of the German words machen, mache, macht. We compute
the edge probabilities for every edge that is possible according to the model, under every tagging.
For example, the model might consist of the rules
and parameters listed in Table 1.
Using those values, we can reason about the
possible taggings based on an untagged graph.
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r
/Xen/NN → /Xe/NN
/Xen/VVINF → /Xe/VVFIN
/Xen/VVINF → /Xt/VVFIN

θr
0.3
0.01
0.2

Table 1: An example model learnt from a tagged
vocabulary.
(a)

machen

/Xen/ → /Xe/

mache

/Xen/ → /Xe/

mache

macht
(b)

machen

/Xen/

→ /X

t/

macht

Figure 2: Two possible morphology graphs corresponding to the words machen, mache, macht.
What does each of them tell us about the possible
tags of those words according to Table 1?
Consider the two graphs shown in Fig. 2. What
does each of them say about the possible taggings?
Graph 2a is consistent with either {machenNN ,
macheNN } or {machenVVINF , macheVVFIN },
since the only edge in this graph is possible
with both labelings. Note that the edge containing noun labels has much higher probability, so
this graph suggests a strong preference for the
noun hypothesis. It does not say anything about
the possible tags of macht. On the other hand,
the only tagging consistent with the graph 2b is
{machenVVINF , macheVVFIN , macht VVFIN }, since
the edge between machen and macht is only possible if machen is a verb infinitive. It is important
to notice that adding an edge between machen and
macht diametrically changed the possible taggings
for mache, although it is not touched by the edge
in question. This illustrates how the graph model
captures dependencies between the tags across a
whole paradigm, although the edge probabilities
are local.
Moving on to formalize the above introduction,
let the tag of word v be denoted by a random variable Tv . We will be interested in the expected
probability of a word v obtaining tag t, given
an untagged vocabulary and a tagged morphology
model. We call this value τv,t and define it as fol-

lows:
τv,t = EE|V,R,θ ET |V,E,R,θ δTv ,t

(3)

δx,y denotes the Kronecker delta. Thus, we take
the expectation over all possible graphs for the
given vocabulary, and then over all possible taggings for a fixed graph. The inner expectation can be computed exactly by a variant of
Forward-Backward algorithm introduced in Sec.
4.2. In order to approximate the outer expectation, we use Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
over untagged graphs as described by (Sumalvico,
2017). However, the sampling algorithm will need
some modifications, as contrary to the original approach, the edge probabilities are not independent
of the graph structure. We describe those modifications in Sec. 4.3. Finally, the computed values
of τv,t will be fed to an already pre-trained HMM
to provide it with guesses for the tags of unknown
words, before it is reestimated on untagged text.
This procedure is described in detail in Sec. 4.4.
4.2

The Forward-Backward Algorithm for
Trees5

In order to compute τv,t = ET |V,E,R,θ δTv ,t for a
fixed graph (V, E), let us recall the well-known
Forward-Backward algorithm used for Hidden
Markov Models.6 The HMMs employed for POS
tagging operate on sentences, which are linear sequences of words (Fig. 3). The summing over all
possible tag sequences is tackled by introducing
the so-called forward probability (usually written
as α) and backward probability (β). The forward
probability αv,t of a node v with tag t is the joint
probability of v and all its predecessors and v having tag t, while the backward probability βv,t is
the probability of all successors of v onwards provided that v has tag t. The product of the two is
the probability of the whole sequence and v having tag t.
The concepts of successor and predecessor can
be applied to a tree model as well (Fig. 4). In this
case, βv,t is the probability of the subtree rooted
in v provided that v has tag t, and αv,t is the probability of the rest of the tree and v having tag t.
Note that αv,t involves not only the path leading
5
The algorithm presented in this section is similar, but not
identical, to the one presented by (Crouse et al., 1998). The
underlying models differ slightly.
6
See for example (Manning and Schütze, 1999) or (Jelinek, 1997) for an introduction to HMMs and the ForwardBackward algorithm.
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v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

Figure 3: The Forward-Backward computation
for a linear sequence in an HMM. αv6 ,t =
P (v1 , . . . , v6 , T6 = t), whereas βv6 ,t =
P (v7 , v8 , v9 |T6 = t).
v7
v2

v4

v3

v5

v9

v6

v1

v8

(v 0 ,v 00 ,r0 )∈outG (v 0 )
v 00 6=v

Figure 4: The Forward-Backward computation for
a tree. Also here, αv6 ,t = P (v1 , . . . , v6 , T6 = t)
and βv6 ,t = P (v7 , v8 , v9 |T6 = t).
from root to v, but also all side branches sprouting
from this path.
We will now derive recursive formulas for forward and backward probabilities for the tree case.
For this purpose, we assign a transition matrix to
each graph edge. For each possible tagging of the
source and target node, the transition matrix conθr
tains a value 1−θ
, where r is the corresponding
r
tagged rule. Continuing the example from 4.1, the
probabilities in Table 1 yield the following transition matrix:
T (machen,mache,/Xen/→/Xe/) =
NN



NN

VVINF

VVFIN

0.3
1−0.3

0
0
0

0

 0
VVFIN
0
VVINF



0.01 
1−0.01

0

(4)

Furthermore, let λv,t denote the probability that
the node v with tag t is a leaf, i.e. it contains no
outgoing edges. Then:
Y
Y
λv,t =
(1 − θr )
(5)
r∈R (v 0 ,t0 )∈r(v,t)

It is trivial to see that for leaf nodes, βv = λv .
For a non-leaf node v, we multiply λv by the terms
θr
1−θr for each outgoing edge, summed over every
possible tagging. In the matrix and vector notation, this corresponds to the following formula:7
βv = λv ∗

Y

0

outG (v) denotes the set of outgoing edges of
node v. In order to compute the forward probability of a non-root node v, let us assume that it
is derived by the edge (v 0 , v, r). In addition to the
forward probability of v 0 (the parent of v) and the
edge deriving v, we also take into account the side
branches, i.e. all subtrees rooted in children of v 0
other than v. The resulting formula is as follows:
Y
0 00 0
0
αv = αv0 ∗
T (v ,v ,r ) βv00 ·T (v ,v,r)

T (v,v ,r) βv0

(6)

(v,v 0 ,r)∈outG (v)

7
Asterisk denotes element-wise multiplication, while dot
or no symbol denotes the dot product.

(7)
The last remaining issue is the forward probability of root nodes. The generative model
defined by (2) contains a distribution ρ(·) over
arbitrary strings, from which the string forms
of the root nodes are chosen. In the tagged
case, we augment this distribution to ρ(v, t) =
ρstring (v)ρtag (t |v). As in (Sumalvico, 2017)’s experiments, we use a simple character-level unigram model for ρstring (·). In order to model the
distribution ρtag (t|v), which predicts a word’s tag
from its string form, we use a character-level recurrent neural network. Note that the forward
probability of root nodes is equal to their probability according to the root model, i.e. αv,t = ρ(v, t).
4.3

Modifications to the Sampling Algorithm

In order to approximate the expected value over
possible graphs given a vocabulary, we use
the Metropolis-Hastings sampler proposed by
(Sumalvico, 2017). The algorithm computes each
new graph by proposing a small change in the previous graph. The possible moves are: adding or
deleting a single edge, exchanging an edge for another one with the same target node and the socalled ‘flip’ move. The latter simultaneosly exchanges two edges for two others and is designed
as a way to prevent the creation of a cycle while
adding an edge. The algorithm subsequently computes an acceptance probability from the probabilities of the changed edges and decides whether to
accept the proposed graph as a new sample point.
As we have seen in the analysis of Fig. 2,
adding an edge typically has consequences for the
whole subtree, in which the edge is added. The
values τv for all nodes in the subtree may change,
which in turn changes the probability of all edges
in the subtree. This behavior constitutes a significant difference compared to the original sampling
algorithm, in which the edge probabilities were independent of the graph structure and the cost of a
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Figure 5: Adding or removing the edge (v, v 0 , r).
change could be easily computed from the cost of
added and removed edges. However, we can use
the forward and backward probabilities to score
the changes.
PObserve that for every node v, the value
t αv,t βv,t is the probability of whole subtree, to
which v belongs. This property – being able to
compute the probability of a whole subgraph using the values of a single node – is crucial in evaluating the sampler moves.
Adding or removing a single edge. Consider
the graph in Fig. 5, to which the edge (v, v 0 , r)
is supposed to be added. Without this edge, we
have two separate
Pa total probability
P trees with
expressed by ( t αv,t βv,t )( t αv0 ,t βv0 ,t ). After
adding this edge, we obtain a single tree. As v
obtains a new child node, βv will change. Let βv0
denote the new value, which can be computed as
follows:
0
βv0 = βv ∗ T (v,v ,r) βv0
(8)
Note that neither αv nor βv0 is affected by adding
this
P edge.0 The probability of the new tree is simply
t αv,t βv,t . If the move is accepted, the β values
of all nodes on the path from the root to v have
to be updated, as well as the α values of all nodes
except for this path.
Deleting an edge involves a very similar computation. In this case,
P the probability of the graph
before deletion is t αP
v,t βv,t , whereas
P the proba0 )(
bility after deletion is ( t αv,t βv,t
t ρv 0 ,t βv,t ).
0
Here, βv,t is the updated backward probability of
v excluding the deleted edge.
Other moves. When exchanging a single edge
to another one with the same target node, we already need to be careful, as two distinct cases
arise: either the change takes place within one
tree, or it involves two separate trees. If we proceeded as in the previous paragraph, those cases
would require different formulas. Instead of conducting such a detailed analysis of the changes,
we apply a more general approach that covers the
‘flip’ moves as well.
First, we group all edges that are to be changed

.

v3

v2

.

.

.

v5
.
.

v4

v1

.

Figure 6: In case of a ‘flip’ move, the smallest
subtree containing all changes is the one rooted
in v3 . The deleted edges are dashed, while the
newly added edges are dotted. In order to obtain
the new βv3 , we recompute the backward probabilities in the whole subtree. αv3 is not affected by
the changes. (The node labels are consistent with
the definition in (Sumalvico, 2017).)
(added or deleted) according to the tree, to which
they belong (more specifically, according to the
root of the tree, to which the edge’s source node
currently belongs). In each tree, we look for a
minimum subtree that contains all the changes
(Fig. 6). We build a copy of this subtree with all
changes applied and recompute the forward probability for its root and the backward probabilities
for the whole subtree. Finally, we use the (newly
computed) forward and backward probability of
the subtree root to determine the probability of the
whole tree after changes.
4.4

Extending an HMM with New
Vocabulary

The vectors τv obtained from the sampling approach sketched in the previous subsections provide us with a morphologically motivated POStag distribution for words from the untagged corpus. We augment the HMM’s emission probability matrix with those values for previously unseen
words.8

5 Experiments
5.1

Experiment Setup

We conducted evaluation experiments for 9 languages: Ancient Greek (GRC), German (DEU),
Finnish (FIN), Gothic (GOT), Latin (LAT), Latvian (LAV), Polish (POL), Romanian (RON) and
Russian (RUS), using the Universal Dependencies9 corpora. Each corpus is randomly split into
8

The values τv are conditional probabilities of a tag given
word, while the emission probabilities of an HMM are probabilities of a word given tag. We use the Bayes’ formula to
convert the former to the latter. We obtain the marginal probabilities of tags during the HMM pre-training and assume
equal frequencies for unseen words.
9
http://universaldependencies.org
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Fitting on the training set.
1 + estimation on the development set.
2 + extension of the vocabulary with random initialization.
2 + extension of the vocabulary with
tag guesses provided by a character-based
RNN.
2 + extension of the vocabulary with tag
guesses provided by the whole-word morphology model.
2 + extension of the vocabulary with gold
standard tag guesses.

5.2

Evaluation Measures

Two kinds of evaluation are performed: lexicon
and tagging evaluation. In the first case, the quality of tag guesses for unknown words, τv , is measured directly. It is desirable for those values
to not only predict the correct tag for unambiguous words, but also to handle ambiguity correctly,
which means providing probabilities that correspond to the expected frequency of a word with
the certain tag. We derive the gold standard data
from the labels in the development set using the
following formula:
nv,t
τ̂v,t = P
t0 nv,t0

Table 2: Different setups of the HMM tagger used
in the tagging experiment.

training, development and testing dataset in proportions 10%:80%:10%. An HMM tagger is fitted to the (labeled) training data using ML estimation. The training dataset is also used to learn
tagged morphological rules. Then, we remove
the labels from the development corpus and reestimate the HMM on this corpus using BaumWelch algorithm. This step is performed in several configurations: either with or without vocabulary extension. In the latter case, all types occurring in the development corpus, but not known to
the HMM (i.e. not occurring in the training corpus) are added to the vocabulary before the estimation. Finally, the tagging accuracy is assessed
on the testing dataset. The details of the possible
configurations are shown in Table 2.
For each corpus, two kinds of datasets are prepared: with coarse-grained and fine-grained tags.
In the former case, the UPOS tagset is used, which
amounts to around 15 tags for every language.
In the latter, all inflectional information provided
by the corpus annotation is additionally included,
which results in several hundred different tags (depending on the language). For example, in the
Latin corpus, we have tokens like beati<ADJ>
in the coarse-grained and beati<ADJ><NOM>
<POS><MASC><PLUR> in the fine-grained case.
The morphology-based tag guessing approach
developed in the previous sections is compared to
the guesses made only based on the word’s string
form. The latter are provided by the distribution
ρtag (·), i.e. a character-based recurrent neural network, mentioned at the end of Sec. 4.2.

(9)

with nv,t being the number of occurrences of word
v with tag t in the development set. This way,
true ambiguities (with roughly equal frequency of
different taggings) are treated differently than rare
taggings, which may result from tagging errors or
some obscure, infrequent meanings. The accuracy
is computed as follows:
accuracy =

1 XX
min{τv,t , τ̂v,t }
|V |
t

(10)

v∈V

It is intentionally a very demanding measure: it
achieves 100% for a given word only if the probability mass is distributed exactly according to the
corpus frequency of the tagging variants, which is
virtually impossible for ambiguous words. Hence,
low scores according to this measure are not surprising and do not necessarily represent a badquality tagging. We decided for this measure,
because it is easier to interpret than e.g. KLdivergence.
In the tagging evaluation, we evaluate the impact of providing tag guesses on a real POStagging task. The evaluation measure used there is
the standard accuracy, i.e. the percentage of correctly tagged tokens.
5.3

Results

Table 3 shows the results of the lexicon evaluation.
The figures show clearly that the morphologybased method outperforms the RNN in predicting possible tags for a given word type. Probably the most important reason for that is that the
RNN always makes unsharp predictions – it never
attributes the whole probability mass to a single
tag. On the other hand, the graph-based morphology model often makes unambiguous predictions
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Lang.
GRC
FIN
DEU
GOT
LAT
LAV
POL
RON
RUS

coarse-grained
RNN WWM
.607
.660
.507
.643
.616
.676
.483
.661
.544
.704
.506
.646
.587
.695
.540
.705
.682
.769

fine-grained
RNN WWM
.229
.300
.255
.411
.154
.210
.157
.308
.236
.448
.240
.368
.196
.315
.241
.301
.330
.522

Table 3: Lexicon evaluation.
because of the absence of rules allowing for alternatives (a phenomenon illustrated in Fig. 2). Thus,
the latter achieves better scores especially on correctly tagged unambiguous words.
The comparison of tagging accuracies is shown
in Tables 4 and 5. The columns correspond to the
tagger configurations explained in Table 2. In general, a rise of the score from left to right is to be
expected.
The difference between columns 1 and 2 illustrates the influence of reestimating the trained
model on unlabeled data without adding the OOV
words to the vocabulary. Interestingly, this results
in an improvement in case of the coarse-grained
tagset, but in a decline when using the fine-grained
tagset, both significant. However, adding the OOV
words from the development set to the vocabulary,
even with randomly initialized probabilities (column 3), further improves the accuracy (with a few
exceptions), so that the result is consistently better
than column 1. Column 4 introduces intrinsic tag
guessing as initial probabilities for newly added
words, rather than random values. This results in
a further improvement, especially significant for
Finnish, Ancient Greek and Latvian (both coarsegrained and fine-grained).
The most important comparison in this evaluation is between column 4 and 5. This illustrates
the benefit of using extrinsic tag guessing (column
5), rather than intrinsic. This results in a consistent improvement, ranging from very slight to significant. The most significant improvements are
shown in bold. Finally, column 6 displays what
one might expect to be the upper bound on the
accuracy: the one that would be achieved if tags
were guessed perfectly (i.e. as τ̂v ). Surprisingly, it
is not always the highest value in a row. It looks

Lang.
GRC
FIN
DEU
GOT
LAT
LAV
POL
RON
RUS

1
.669
.606
.771
.768
.743
.670
.715
.785
.809

2
.742
.744
.755
.770
.808
.723
.787
.846
.877

3
.732
.728
.831
.803
.816
.731
.745
.853
.877

4
.789
.795
.849
.819
.825
.796
.781
.880
.903

5
.791
.823
.851
.828
.866
.803
.842
.884
.905

6
.857
.838
.836
.865
.856
.848
.829
.870
.914

Table 4: Tagging accuracy with coarse-grained
tags.
Lang.
GRC
FIN
DEU
GOT
LAT
LAV
POL
RON
RUS

1
.566
.535
.594
.636
.590
.585
.554
.712
.731

2
.464
.377
.498
.550
.493
.471
.437
.713
.654

3
.569
.567
.587
.659
.617
.594
.575
.759
.736

4
.628
.651
.618
.677
.660
.657
.625
.764
.780

5
.638
.675
.620
.678
.687
.668
.627
.761
.789

6
.699
.717
.631
.739
.734
.713
.679
.824
.813

Table 5: Tagging accuracy with fine-grained tags.
as if taking into account some wrong taggings
during Baum-Welch estimation could accidentally
improve the estimation, because the wrong tag
might also have occurred in the given context.
This seems especially plausible for cases like common and proper nouns, which are often confused.
5.4

Discussion

Although the results speak consistently in favor of
using morphology-based tag guessing, as well as
using tag guessing at all, the benefits are somewhat less clear than one could expect. Especially
in the case of fine-grained tags, our expectation
was that, due to the discrete nature of morphological rules, at least the tags of unambiguous words
would be identified mostly correctly. This was
supposed to greatly improve the Baum-Welch estimation, as instead of considering many hundred
possible tags, the correct one is already known,
which turns the estimation into almost supervised
learning. However, we had underestimated the impact of the small size of training corpus on the
morphology component. Most fine-grained tags
are very rare, so many morphological rules related
to such forms are not learnt.
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Abstract

or more meanings being represented by one word
e.g. English words space, shape, or Polish words
tło (background color, a context or an incidental
music) wn˛etrze (a room, a soul or a set). This lexical ambiguity is still an open issue for semantic
analysis due to the lack of required training data
and the computational power required to process
the growing number of possible classes. The task
of word sense disambiguation is usually solved by
mapping words onto their senses given a particular
sense inventory.
WSD can be performed in a supervised way, i.e.
on the basis of the annotated lexical meanings in
training texts, or in an unsupervised way, i.e. sense
induction from texts.
Supervised machine learning approaches can
achieve a very good performance when trained on
a large training data annotated with good interannotator agreement and well designed features.
However, it is difficult to acquire large training data for WSD because training data is usually manually annotated and manual annotation is
labour-intensive and thus costly1 . Semi-automatic
approaches on the other hand often result in lower
quality data blurred with statistical noise.
Thus, the best performing supervised approaches to WSD task are usually limited to a specific narrow subset of training vocabulary. Moreover, supervised approaches are strongly connected with the underlying domain of the training data. Sense induction methods require only
large amounts of text, but representative in relation to all word senses. However, senses induced
automatically are mostly difficult to be matched
against dictionaries or other word sense inventories created manually. Thus, semi-supervised
methods based on lexical knowledge bases describing word senses, e.g. wordnets, offer a poten-

Word Sense Disambiguation remains a
challenging NLP task. Due to the lack
of annotated training data, especially for
rare senses, the supervised approaches are
usually designed for specific subdomains
limited to a narrow subset of identified
senses. Recent advances in this area have
shown that knowledge-based approaches
are more scalable and obtain more promising results in all-words WSD scenarios. In
this work we present a faster WSD algorithm based on the Monte Carlo approximation of sense probabilities given a context using constrained random walks over
linked semantic networks. We show that
the local semantic relatedness is mostly
sufficient to successfully identify correct
senses when an extensive knowledge base
and a proper weighting scheme are used.
The proposed methods are evaluated on
English (SenseEval, SemEval) and Polish
(Składnica, KPWr) datasets.

1

Introduction

Semantic analysis is the process of understanding
the underlying meaning in text. Building a rich semantic representation is a crucial element of modern Natural Language Processing NLP. It allows
us to build comprehensive text representations in
order to analyse the underlying text meaning more
effectively. Semantic information helps us to resolve the issue of textual ambiguity. The main
aim of semantic analysis is to differentiate texts
which use the same vocabulary yet present different ideas about the same topic. One of the most
important building blocks of semantic analysis is
word sense disambiguation (WSD). WSD aims at
solving the problem of lexical ambiguity, i.e. two

1
It is barely possible to scale it up to a couple of dozens
of thousands words well described according to all its senses
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tural properties of existing sense inventories e.g.
wordnets.
One of the first solutions to WSD task for Polish (Baś et al., 2008) was mainly focused on supervised approaches. The authors trained the classifiers on a relatively small dataset for a preselected, annotated vocabulary. Later works were
focused mainly on WSD methods close to sense
induction from text corpora, e.g. (Broda and Piasecki, 2011).
Weakly supervised WSD approaches are usually based on sense inventories and their semantic structure describing senses. The main assumption is that the words being a part of a text can
be mapped onto their potential senses existing in
a given sense inventory, mainly the synsets existing in a wordnet. The senses activate local subgraphs of wordnet’s semantic structure to activate
meanings possibly being relevant to a given text
fragment. As the initial activation is sparse a kind
of spreading activation algorithm is next applied
in order to recursively concentrate this information in some “hot” areas and identify word senses
located in them or close to them. The identified
synsets should be the most likely senses for words
in the text. There are several parameters to set in
this general scheme: the initial activation (coming
from the text words), spreading activation algorithm (topology and relations) and identification of
association between “hot” areas and senses to be
selected. Various methods following this scheme
were proposed.
Weakly supervised WSD methods are mostly
based on the recursive PageRank algorithm (Page
et al., 1998) for spreading activation. Mihalcea
et al. (2004) proposed application of the original
PageRank to WSD called Static PageRank.
PageRank algorithm (henceforth PR) is an iterative method for ranking nodes in the graph G.
In WSD the nodes in G represent synsets and the
edges of G correspond to wordnet relations (linking synsets, and in some wordnets also linking
specific word senses).
(Agirre and Soroa, 2009; Agirre et al., 2014)
proposed a modified version called Personalised
PageRank (PPR) in which the values in v, called
personalised vector, depend on the textual context
of the disambiguated word. The non-zero score
values are assigned to those nodes which are contextually supported. In PPR all words from the
context are disambiguated at once. The v values

tially good compromise. Such methods can cover,
at least potentially, all word senses described in a
lexical knowledge base. Very large wordnets describing more than 100,000 words (lemmas) and
their senses by hundreds of lexico-semantic relation instances have been constructed for several
languages, including the English and Polish language. A large and dense network of relations
seems to be a good basis for mapping word occurrences in texts onto their senses.
An enormous amount of semantic data appeared
on the Web in recent years. With the growth of
resources joining the Linked Open Data collection
the available semantic information becomes a very
important knowledge source for WSD tasks.
Semi-supervised methods are very often based
on the idea of mapping texts onto the wordnet
graph of lexico-semantic relations as the initial
activation of the graph nodes. Next a recursive spreading activation method, mostly based on
PageRank (Page et al., 1998) is applied. However,
as seen in the following paragraphs, such methods
raise problems with efficiency.
In this paper we explore Monte Carlo methods
based on a random walk algorithm for the task of
Word Sense Disambiguation. We show that the
lexical knowledge base with its expansions and
the way they are exploited has a strong impact
on WSD performance and the proposed method
allows for the efficient utilisation of large lexical knowledge bases. The presented solutions are
evaluated on popular Polish and English benchmark datasets.

2

Related Work

The first group of approaches is based on supervised machine learning algorithms. The researchers have adapted many different ML methods for WSD task. One can find the classical NLP approaches based on feature engineering and popular classification algorithms e.g. decision trees, decision lists, Naive Bayes solutions,
kNN, adaptive boosting, as well as more modern
approaches using Deep Learning with LSTM, biLSTM and more sophisticated variants of neural architectures. The main issue is that most of the
words are strongly imbalanced in terms of their
sense distribution, thus, due to the lack of required
training data, the supervised approaches present a
lower recall in all-words WSD setting.
The knowledge-based solutions use the struc517

rithm for named entity disambiguation. The motivation for their work was the fact that PR-based
methods mainly rely on global coherence, but the
methods should utilise the local similarity more effectively.

are equal to:
v[i] =

1
CS
N S(i)

,

i = 1, 2, ..., N

(1)

where CS is the number of different lemmas in the
context, N S(i) – the number of synsets sharing
the same context lemma with the synset i.
In addition a modified version of PPR
called Personalised PageRank Word-to-Word
(PPR_W2W) was also presented by (Agirre and
Soroa, 2009; Stevenson et al., 2012), in which
a word to be disambiguated is excluded from
the occurrence contexts, i.e. all synsets of this
word have initial scores in v set to zero. Thus,
PPR_W2W cannot be run once for all ambiguous
words in the context. The vector v must be initialised individually for each ambiguous word in
the context – this is a disadvantage of PPR_W2W.
A potential advantage is the removal of the effect
of mutual amplification of the closely connected
senses of the word being disambiguated. All
PR-based WSD algorithms showed good performance that is increasing with the enlargement and
enrichment of the knowledge base. However, with
larger graphs the time of processing increases
non-linearly causing a significant drop in efficiency. The problem is especially visible in the
case of PPR_W2W in which the algorithm must
be restarted several times per context.
In (K˛edzia et al., 2014), PR-based WSD algorithm for Polish was presented and run with the
help of plWordNet 2.1. The graph consisted of
synsets linked by edges representing a selected
subset of the synset relations. Next several versions of the PR-based algorithms, namely Static
PR, PPR and PPR_W2W was applied to Polish texts and plWordNet 2.2 in (K˛edzia et al.,
2015). The achieved precision (on KPWr) was in
the range 42.79%-50.73% for nouns and 29.79%32.94% for verbs. PPR_W2W produced the best
results. Different variants of combining plWordNet with the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology
(SUMO) (Pease, 2011) on the basis of the mapping constructed in (K˛edzia and Piasecki, 2014).
All three PR-based algorithm were evaluated. A
slight improvement of the precision for nouns up
to 50.89% for PPR_W2W could be observed when
the two joined graphs were treated as one large
graph.
In (Pershina et al., 2015) the authors presented
a graph-based algorithm using random walks algo-

3

Knowledge Base

The general sense inventory for all-words WSD is
usually created on the basis of a wordnet. Wordnets can be presented as graphs with nodes representing word senses or synsets (but also with two
types of nodes) and edges expressing the structure of the lexico-semantic relations described in
a given wordnet. The methods based on lexical knowledge bases usually explore the lexicosemantic relations represented by a wordnet to disambiguate the words given the context.
Most wordnet relations are paradigmatic, but
for WSD we also need syntagmatic relations,
rarely covered by wordnets, because the plain
wordnet structure might be insufficient to successfully disambiguate a text. As the large public
sources like Linked Open Data are available, we
can try to apply them for the expansion of the
lexical knowledge base. They may also contain
Named Entities which can be very important for
WSD, e.g. helping to identify the narrow semantic
context.
More formally, a lexical knowledge base is a
graph G(V, E) consisting of nodes and edges,
where V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vN } represents a set of
concepts (modelling lexical meanings) and E =
{e1 , e2 , ..., eM } a set of edges corresponding to
lexico-semantic associations linking these concepts.
3.1

Existing Knowledge Bases

In literature, we can find many attempts to combine Princeton WordNet with resources of many
types to obtain a better knowledge base for WSD.
UKB lexical knowledge base, e.g. (Agirre and
Soroa, 2009), consists of Princeton WordNet 3.0
or eXtended WordNet (Harabagiu et al., 1999)
which was expanded by introducing links extracted from SemCor, manually disambiguated
glosses from Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus,
and Wikipedia.
BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) was
initially created by linking the largest multilingual Web encyclopedia, i.e. Wikipedia, with the
most popular computational semantic lexicon, i.e.,
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WordNet. Later it was expanded with a number of
resources:

The initial performance of the algorithms can be
moderate when the knowledge-base is limited only
to the plain wordnet structure. We can significantly improve the overall performance by introducing new semantic links to the basis knowledge
graph. In this work we expanded the ideas presented in (Agirre and Soroa, 2009), (Agirre et al.,
2018) and (Moro et al., 2014). Following the procedure presented in (Agirre et al., 2018) we extended the structure of our knowledge graph by including the links extracted from the the Princeton
WordNet Gloss Corpus2 including manually disambiguated glosses.
The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology
(SUMO) (Pease, 2011) is a formal representation
of concepts, organised into hierarchies of classes
and subclasses, which is widely used for semantic
analysis in NLP. The lexical senses of PWN 3.0
and plWordNet 3.2 have been mapped onto their
equivalent concepts of SUMO. The mapping
procedure for plWordNet was based on interlingual links existing between plWordNet and PWN
(Maziarz et al., 2016) and the initial mapping
of PWN senses to SUMO ontology (K˛edzia
and Piasecki, 2014). We used the structure of
SUMO ontology as a more general semantic
description for lexical senses existing in wordnet.
The semantic structure of our knowledge base
was extended with concepts and links existing in
the SUMO ontology by attaching the concepts
to corresponding synsets and linking them with
SUMO relations.
Wikipedia has opened many new opportunities
for semantic analysis. The structure of Wikipedia
has been used as a knowledge-base for the task
of named entity disambiguation (NED), but also
adapted for WSD. Graph-based approaches for
computing semantic relatedness and disambiguation can be improved by using the semantic information contained in Wikipedia and expand the
underlying knowledge base e.g. a wordnet. For
this work we decided to add the links extracted
from Wikipedia by using the mapping of lexical
senses to equivalent Wikipedia articles. For every mapped synset we added new semantic links
by analysing the content of the page and extracting monosemous words. The lexical senses of
monosemous words were linked to mapped synset.

• OmegaWiki, a large collaborative multilingual dictionary (January 2017 dump);
• Wiktionary, a collaborative project to produce a free-content multilingual dictionary
(February 2018 dump);
• Wikidata, a free knowledge base that can
be read and edited by humans and machines
alike (February 2018 dump);
• Wikiquote, a free online compendium of
sourced quotations from notable people and
creative works in every language (March
2015 dump);
• VerbNet (Kippera et al., 2006), a Class-Based
Verb Lexicon (version 3.2);
• Microsoft Terminology, a collection of terminologies that can be used to develop localised
versions of applications (July 2015 dumps);
• GeoNames, a free geographical database
covering all countries and containing over
eight million place names (April 2015
dump);
• FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016), a lexical database of English that is both humanand machine-readable (version 1.6);
• Open Multilingual WordNet (Bond and Foster, 2013), a collection of wordnets available
in different languages.
The mappings provided by BabelNet (especially the links between synsets and Wikipedia
pages) were built semi-automatically. We chose to
manually map synsets of plWordNet by lexicographers instead of use the semi-automatic mappings
provided by BabelNet to have more control over
the accuracy of our results.
3.2

Expansions

Presented Knowledge Base

For the work presented here, two knowledge
graphs were built on the basis of the two largest
wordnets, namely plWordNet 3.2 (Maziarz et al.,
2016) for Polish, and Princeton WordNet 3.1 (Fellbaum, 1998) for English. They are mutually
mapped on each other as a result of the laborious
work of bilingual lexicographers.

2
http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/
glosstag.shtml
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Methods

tribution P instead of performing a random jump
(usually c = 0.85). The π = π Pe represents a vector of PageRank scores for nodes of a given graph.
We can also show, that the final PageRank distribution π can be then defined as shown in (3),
which directly follows from (2).

The main drawback of PageRank-based methods
is that to compute the score of a sense given the
context they have to compute the features with
respect to the global structure of a given knowledge graph. This means the PageRank values
have to be computed for every single node in the
graph. To avoid this issue we use only the local
approximation of PageRank as it was presented in
(Avrachenkov et al., 2007).
4.1

π=

(3)

k=0

One of the first attempts to compute a local approximation of PageRank scores, namely (Fogaras
et al., 2005), was based on the property presented
in (3) which leads us to Monte Carlo methods. The
authors in (Avrachenkov et al., 2007) proved that
we can easily approximate PageRank values using
random walks with restarts. Let the random walk
start from a randomly chosen page and terminate
with the probability (1 − c). The random walk
runs over the graph and makes the transitions according to transition matrix P with probability c.
Let πj be the final PageRank score for node j in
the graph G. So, the initial PageRank formula (2)
can be replaced with its rough estimate. We can
show that using the properties of equation (3) we
can also transform the Personalised PageRank formula and compute a rough estimate of its scores
(Avrachenkov et al., 2010) with equation (4).

PageRank Based Methods

The computational complexity of Personalised
PageRank (PPR) is still a limiting factor for fast,
real time WSD of large textual data. The naive algorithm for computing PageRank values requires
to iterate over the entire graph. The most popular
approach to compute PPR scores is the Power Iteration method (Berkhin, 2005), where the score is
defined in a recursive way taking into account the
global information. Recently the methods of local
approximation of PageRank scores have received
a lot of attention, especially in the case of dynamic
graphs where the structure of the graph changes in
time.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph where V is a set
of nodes and E represents a set of edges. The
overall number of nodes and edges is N and M ,
respectively. We can define the adjacency matrix AN ×N of the graph G as AN ×N = [aij ],
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, where the values aij are representing links existing in the graph,
where aij = 1 if there is an edge pointing from
node vi to vj , otherwise aij = 0. A Markov transition matrix P can be defined as PN ×N = [pij ]
with pij values being normalised by the number of
outgoing links (from node vi ) pij = d1i if aij = 1,
otherwise pij = 0. The graph might also contain
dangling nodes without any outgoing links. To
handle these cases pij values for dangling nodes
are usually replaced by a constant N1 , which means
adding a link to every node in the graph. The static
PageRank can be interpreted then as a stationary
distribution π of a Markov chain with final transition matrix Pe (Google’s matrix):
1
Pe = cP + (1 − c) R
N

∞

1−cX k k
c P
n

m

πˆj (s) = (1 − c)

1 X
Nj (s, r)
m

(4)

r=1

A seed of initial nodes s is used to perform random walks over the graph, where c is the probability that the random walks terminates, m represents the overall number of required random
walks, Nj (s, r) is the number of random walks
ending for node j, starting from seed node s in
r-th random walk. The nodes representing a seed
are usually randomly sampled from the graph.
This leads us to the following algorithm of PPR
computation:
1. Simulate m runs of the random walks initiated at a node s.
2. Evaluate πj as a fraction of m random walks
which end at node j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.

(2)

The Monte Carlo approaches are based on random sampling, thus, we may obtain slightly different results for every run, especially when the
number of the required iterations is too small to

The matrix R consists of entries being equal to
one. The value c ∈ (0, 1) is the probability that
the random walk follows a link according to dis520

Geom(p) starting from each seed node s. The
seed consists of the nodes (synsets) representing
all of available senses for the words from a given
disambiguation context. The importance score γj
for a given node j is the total number of visits
to node j divided by the total number of visited
nodes.

obtain faster progress of convergence giving a narrow confidence interval for estimated parameter.
The unnecessary randomness can be avoided by
initiating the random walk from each node in the
same way, rather than jumping to random nodes
over the graph. The accuracy of our estimate can
be also improved by using variance reduction techniques e.g. by using Common Random Numbers
approach (Clark, 1990).

m

γˆj (s) =
4.2

Our Method

1 X
(1 − c)[Nj (s, r) + Rj (s, r)] (5)
m
r=1

The initial idea was to approximate personalised
PageRank value using random walk methods over
semantic graphs, thus, we adopted the idea presented in (Fogaras et al., 2005) and (Pershina et al.,
2015). The methods are usually based on random
walk algorithm where the main assumption is that
the local properties of senses are sufficient to accurately disambiguate the texts. This assumption
allows us to reduce processing time of the algorithm when working with large lexical knowledge
bases.
The underlying lexical knowledge base is a crucial element of a WSD method and it has a great
impact on its performance. The algorithms and
their properties presented in Sec. 4.1 were an inspiration for further work on disambiguation algorithms using large semantic networks.
The properties of personalised PageRank algorithm can be a limiting factor for WSD performance. The main issue is that in some specific cases a large node degree does not indicate
a high significance, especially when the underlying knowledge base is a heterogenous graph constructed from different semantic resources (ontologies, dictionaries, wordnets). Adding or removing certain links can change the PageRank
scores of the target nodes. The main problem is
that not all of the links are correct, and to protect PageRank scores against incorrect links we
can manipulate the importance of the links by using a heuristic weighting schema. We can also
manipulate our seed to make the PPR algorithm
more robust to textual noise. Since we are interested only in the importance of our personalisation
nodes (representing senses of words for a given
context), the initial seed for PPR computation is
limited to a set of personalised nodes (usually a set
of senses representing the words in a small textual
window).
Simulate m random walks of length L ∼

m

1 XX
(1 − c)[Nj (s, r) + Rj (s, r)]
m s∈s
r=1
(6)
The parameter m denotes the overall number of
performed random walks. The expected length of
a single random walk is expressed as a geometric
distribution Geom(c), usually initialized with the
value of parameter c (eq. (4)). To reduce the randomness effects we generate the lengths of walks
only once, for all of our seed nodes, which is similar to the variance reduction with Common Random Numbers (Clark, 1990).
Rj (s, r) represents the overall number of random resets, where the decision of a random jump
to the starting node s is distributed according to
Bernoulli(p). The parameter p is dependent on
the smoothed similarity score between usage example and a context.
We can compute a more accurate score estimate
by using the recursive property of PageRank formula and averaging the scores of the neighbours.
The recomputed final score for a single node j can
be defined as:
γˆj (s) =

γˆj (s) = (1 − c)

X
1
γˆv (s)
|O(j)|

(7)

v∈O(j)

In (7), the set O(j) represents the neighbourhood of a single personalisation node j and γˆv (s)
is a scoring function computed for neighbour v in
O(j).
In (Agirre and Soroa, 2009) and (Agirre et al.,
2018) the authors proved that the sense frequency
is a strong signal for accurate WSD. To make our
methods comparable we decided to use the same
source of sense frequency, namely SemCor corpus. Following the idea presented in (Agirre et al.,
2018), the final score of a synset is computed as
a linear combination of its normalised sense frequency and graph-based scores.
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5

Evaluation

dataset consisted of 74 words in total, including 45
nouns and 29 verbs. The overall number of annotated word occurrences was 5,148 with 3,219 noun
occurrences and 1,929 verb ones. Since there is a
small inconsistency between senses used in the annotation and produced by WSD methods, i.e. coming from plWordNet 3.2, we decided to exclude
from it 473 word occurrences for which the appropriate sense does not exist any more in our WSD
model.

The proposed method incorporates several expansions to improve the overall performance of WSD.
For the evaluation of WSD in English we utilised
available semantic resources: i) manually disambiguated glosses, ii) synsets linked to Wikipedia,
iii) the knowledge extracted from SemCor corpus.
In the case of Polish language the available semantic resources are limited. The glosses and
usage examples for Polish senses were not disambiguated, thus, the synsets were linked only
with the senses of monosemous words appearing
in their glosses or usage examples. In the case
of Wikipedia-based expansion we used a different
mapping – the Polish synsets were partially linked
to Wikipedia in a manual process (around 50,000
of synsets were mapped to Polish Wikipedia). We
also translated the links by using interlingual synonymy links between Polish and English (enWordNet) parts of plWordNet.
5.1

5.2

Experimental Setting

To accomplish a satisfactory convergence and obtain a small variance of final accuracy we adapted
a following set of parameters for our experimental
part: the transition probability c = 0.3, the overall number of random walks per node rw_iter =
1000, the importance of sense frequencies on the
final score α = 0.5, and (1−α) for the importance
of random walk-based scores. For a Polish dataset
we did not use sense frequencies since there are no
sense-tagged corpora available to compute the frequencies. The resultant performance (tables tab. 1
and tab. 2) was computed 10 times and averaged.

Datasets

In the experimental part we evaluate our methods on the English dataset described in (Raganato
et al., 2017) and the Polish dataset presented in
(K˛edzia et al., 2015). The former dataset consists of the five standard English texts prepared for
Senseval and SemEval competitions for all-words
WSD task. A sense inventory for the gold standard annotations was built on a basis of Princeton
WordNet 3.0 which makes it approximately compatible with our knowledge-base, i.e. built on extended Princeton WordNet 3.1 in the case of English and plWordNet 3.2 (mapped to WordNet 3.1
and via it to SUMO) in the case of Polish. As we
use WordNet 3.1 some small discrepancies can influence the results of the comparison with the test
datasets, but they should not have significant impact on the outcome of the comparison.
Regarding the dataset for Polish only partially
sense-annotated corpora exist. Składnica is a manually annotated dependency treebank with 13,035
sentences written Polish. The updated version of
the semantic annotation in Składnica was based on
plWordNet 3.2.
The Polish Corpus of Wrocław University of
Technology (henceforth KPWr) consists of 1,127
documents manually annotated with the plWordNet 2.1 senses. The annotation was limited to
a pre-selected set of words representing different
cases of homonymy and polysemy. The original

6

Results

Table 1. presents the final peformance for English dataset. The proposed method and introduced knowledge base expansions mostly outperformed a very strong most frequent sense (MSF)
baseline. The method achieved the results being
on the comparable level with other weakly supervised baseline methods, namely UKB (Agirre
et al., 2018), Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014), and
WoSeDon (K˛edzia et al., 2015). Table 2. shows
the average disambiguation time per context. As
it was expected, the Monte Carlo approach provides better time efficiency (PPR vs PPRMC)
and a comparable performance to power iteration
method. The best results were achieved by mixing all available sources of semantic knowledge:
the links extracted from disambiguated glosses,
Wikipedia pages, SemCor texts and the links provided by SUMO ontology. The same tendency
was observed for Polish dataset (table 3) – the
best performance was noted for a mixed setting.
The performance obtained for this dataset was also
on a comparable level with the approaches based
on power iteration method proposed in (K˛edzia
et al., 2015). PPRMC-1 uses a knowledge graph
of synsets only. PPRMC-2 expands the model of
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Method
MFS
Babelfy
UKB-nf
UKB-sf
UKB-nf-w2w
UKB-sf-w2w
PPRMC-1
PPRMC-2
PPRMC-3
PPRMC-4

Sens-2
66.80
67.00
61.30
67.50
64.20
68.80
66.26
66.35
66.47
66.78

Sens-3
66.20
63.50
54.90
66.40
54.80
66.10
64.28
65.13
65.94
66.28

Sem-07
55.20
51.60
42.20
54.10
40.00
53.00
54.06
55.60
56.04
56.48

Sem-13
63.00
66.40
60.90
64.00
64.50
68.80
65.08
65.56
65.26
65.90

Sem-15
67.80
70.30
62.90
67.80
64.50
70.30
67.12
66.63
67.71
68.10

Table 1: Averaged F1-scores of PPRMC for different knowledge base expansions: PPRMC-1: graph of
synsets only, PPRMC-2: graph of synsets extended with links extracted from manually disambiguated
glosses, PPRMC-3: PPRMC-2 extended with links extracted from SemCor and Wikipedia, PPRMC-4:
PPRMC-3 with additional links extracted from SUMO ontology.
KB
base
+gloss
+gloss_semcor_wiki
+gloss_semcor_wiki_sumo

PPR
0.46
0.59
0.69
0.73

PPRMC
0.09
0.12
0.14
0.16

#nodes
125,303
125,303
125,303
152,966

#edges
304,296
659,860
2,041,953
2,158,986

Table 2: Average disambiguation time [s] per context for SemEval’15 dataset with respect to the size of
underlying knowledge base. PPR settings: damping_factor=0.85, max_iterations=25, PPRMC settings:
c=0.3, rw_count=1000. The disambiguation context was limited to a small window of three sentences.
Method
PPRMC-1
PPRMC-2
PPRMC-3
PPRMC-4

Skład.-N
63.19
64.27
64.88
65.28

Skład.-V
44.75
46.01
46.22
46.51

KPWr-N
52.92
53.24
53.31
53.66

KPWr-V
33.42
33.73
33.66
33.09

WoSeDon
WoSeDon
WoSeDon
WoSeDon

63.92
64.85
65.27
66.18

46.43
47.29
47.55
48.74

53.61
53.80
54.02
54.90

33.71
34.08
34.00
33.89

knowledge base used to define word senses and
provide a basis for their disambiguation. However, very good results are obtained only when
a rich and large knowledge base is utilised. In
such a case, PPR-based WSD methods become
slow that limits their applicability. We have shown
that an estimation of the PPR algorithm on the basis of the Monte Carlo scheme can preserve most
of the quality of the method while gaining a lot
in terms of the efficiency of computation. We
proposed a WSD tool3 that achieves the performance comparable to the state-of-the-art among
the weakly supervised methods, but it is 4-5 times
faster. In addition, the efficiency of the proposed
tool does not deteriorate so quickly with the increasing complexity of the knowledge base. The
proposed method also offers an opportunity to balance between accuracy and processing speed by
selecting the number of random walks.

Table 3: Averaged precision of PPRMC for Polish
datasets computed for nouns (N) and verbs (V)
separately. A comparison with knowledge-based
solution presented in (K˛edzia et al., 2015) adapted
to the structure of plWordNet 3.2.
PPRMC-1 with links to monosemous words extracted from glosses – in case of Polish glosses,
or to disambiguated senses – in case of English
glosses. PPRMC-3 adds the links to monosemous
words extracted from Wikipedia, and PPRMC-4
introduces additional semantic links from SUMO
ontology.

7

Conclusions

Weakly supervised Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD) methods express very good coverage that
is only limited by the coverage of the underlying

3
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Abstract

the author.
Shrestha et al. (2017) used a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture using character
embeddings instead of word embeddings for short
texts. With this approach they showed less than
five percent improvement on previous researches
(Qian et al., 2015; Schwartz et al., 2013) in this
area. In this paper, we start by implementing a
simpler approach; combining the two consecutive
records from the same author to train our model
and then apply the feature known as Flexible patterns (Schwartz et al., 2013) after modifying the
existing method and finally introducing our new
feature based on the word vector approach (Bojanowski et al., 2017).
The paper is organized in the following sections. Section 2 represents related works. In
section 3 we define our model architecture followed by the dataset and the feature extraction
techniques. Section 4 shows the results of our approach compared with previous works. Lastly, in
section 5, we discuss conclusion and future work.

Extracting features and writing styles from
short text messages is always a challenge.
Short messages, like tweets, do not have
enough data to perform statistical authorship attribution. Besides, the vocabulary
used in these texts is sometimes improvised or misspelled. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose combining four feature extraction techniques namely character n-grams, word n-grams, Flexible Patterns and a new sub-word embedding using the skip-gram model. Our system uses
a Multi-Layer Perceptron to utilize these
features from tweets to analyze short text
messages. This proposed system achieves
85% accuracy, which is a considerable improvement over previous systems.

1

Introduction

One of the most challenging problems in text analysis is identifying the author of a micro-text, i.e.
short text messages. Most of the data created on
social media applications whether a Tweet, Facebook comment or text on a messaging application
is a micro text. A micro or short text message
could be a tweet or a comment which is around
140 characters or less. In general, text analysis
and natural language processing approaches employ statistical feature extraction techniques such
as term frequency, inverse document frequency
and a bag of words. Due to the feature extraction
process being statistical in nature, all these techniques require a certain amount of data to use them
effectively for determining patterns or perform authorship attribution. Thus, having short text messages such as tweets which is around 140 characters or less makes it difficult to identify the patterns on a given text and make predictions about

2

Related Works

In short-text analysis, one of the earlier works by
Layton et al. (2010) aims to identify the author
based on the data collected from micro-blogging
websites like Twitter. The authors create author
profiles using character level n-grams. They find
the frequency of the most common n-grams in
an author profile and assume that text from the
same author would have a similar pattern. This
approach is further extended by Schwartz et al.
(2013); they use two more features namely word
n-grams and a Hyponyms acquisition technique
(Hearst, 1992) called Flexible patterns along with
character n-grams. They then input a combination
of these features into a linear SVM and ten-fold
cross validation is applied to evaluate the model.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed system

(Lewis et al., 2004), Enron dataset (Klimt and
Yang, 2004), and Twitter dataset (Yilu et al.,
2016). The RCVI is used to train the embeddings which in turn generated the high-level features from the other two corpora by concatenating the vector of means and standard deviations.
They then used the feed forward neural network to
identify the authors.Therefor, in this work, we also
used the same five authors (Ashley Nunn75, bradshaw1984, shawnevans81 , terrymarvin63, and
WhieRose65) from the twitter dataset that they
used to test our proposed system.

One of the first deep learning approaches by
Rhodes (2015) used word embeddings and a convolutional neural network. Skip-gram method
with negative sampling is used for word vectorization from the Google news dataset while using
random initialization for unseen words. Furthermore, the convolutional neural network was based
on a similar model (Collobert et al., 2011) for language processing, where the activation function is
changed to rectified linear units and introducing
dropouts. Finally, it demonstrated that the system
performs well on longer text sequences.
Shrestha et al. (2017) makes use of a similar architecture; a convolutional neural network (CNN)
using character embeddings instead of word embeddings for short texts. The CNN model takes
character unigram or bigram as an input that
passes through the character embedding layer before feeding it to the convolutional layer. Similar
datasets and evaluation criteria as Schwartz et al.
(2013) are used to determine the performance of
the system. This approach increases the overall
accuracy to approximately 76%. Even though the
results are better than all previous researches there
is a scope for further improvement.

3 Methodology
In this section, we describe our proposed approach
and the features we used to train our system. Figure 1 shows an overview of our system in which
we worked on two datasets: one by Schwartz et al.
(2013) and the other one by Yilu et al. (2016). Section 3.1 explains more about the data.
We carried our pre-processing on the data before preforming feature extraction. There are a total of four features that are obtained from the text
namely word n-grams, character n-grams, flexible patterns and word embeddings. An n-gram
(section 3.2) is a sequence of n words where n is
a positive integer. For example, in the phrase ”This is a sentence” -, a word unigram would be
- ”This”, ”is”, ”a” - and a word bigram would be
”this is”, ”is a”, ”a sentence” - and so on. On

A more recent study on this field (Phan and
Zincir-Heywood, 2018) used word embeddings
and the neural network to identify the authors of
short text messages. They used the three different datasets namely Reuters Corpora (RCVI)
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the MLP, we concatenated sets of two adjacent
records. For example, the first text is combined
with the second, the third with the fourth and so
forth. Though the initial number of records remains the same, combining the original texts enables us to have a larger sequence, which achieves
better accuracy even with the earlier approaches of
feature extraction (Schwartz et al., 2013; Shrestha
et al., 2017). The larger sequence also helps us
to achieve more meaningful patterns which is not
otherwise possible.
We also applied the above approach on a different dataset (Yilu et al., 2016) used in Phan and
Zincir-Heywood (2018). We used the same 5 authors (users) as they did, with 2000 tweets each.
In that paper (Phan and Zincir-Heywood, 2018),
the names of the tagged users in a tweet were not
masked. However, we masked them, i.e. whenever
we encounter a tagged user - @user - we change
it to a specific word preventing our system from
overfitting.

the other hand, character n-grams are similar to
word n-grams except, they are a sequence of characters. For instance, if we use the previous example, ”This is a sentence”, a character unigram
would be - ”T”, ”h”, ”i”, ”s” - and a character
bigram would be - ”th”, ”hi”, ”is”.
In section 3.3 we define Flexible patterns, explain the existing method and our new approach to
create them. The idea behind flexible patterns is
that some users tend to use the same sequence of
words in their writing style and only change a few
keywords called content words (CW). For example, the flexible pattern of the following phrases;
”I read the paper today” and ”I drove the car yesterday” is ”I CW the CW CW”. The words read,
paper, today, drove, car and yesterday are replaced
by the word CW based on the pre-defined condition. Therefore, masking some words, would create a pattern and separate the texts of some users
from other users. We modified the existing approach (Schwartz et al., 2013) to make it suitable
for smaller datasets and also to make it easier to
implement.
Next, we talked about the word embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2013) feature set in section 3.4.
We used the skip-gram technique to create the
300-dimensional vector representation of our data
and used that to create the embeddings by combining them using the weights obtained by using
TF-IDF.
Later we analyzed (section 3.5) all the models
we used and the reason for choosing a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) architecture (Gillian, 2014).
We also explained the architecture of our MLP
model and the parameters we used to further optimize. Lastly, in section 4 we will compare the
results of our approach to both datasets.
3.1

3.2

Word and Character N-Grams

Both word and character n-grams were extracted
from the datasets used. For the value of n in ngrams and the minimum occurrence of each ngram, we used the same parameters as used by
Schwartz et al. (2013) for comparison purposes.
We also took into consideration the maximum occurrence of the n-grams. For example, a pattern
including prepositions (as shown in 1 below) or a
masked username (as shown in 2 below) are very
common in tweets.
1. for a
2. <User> I
This is even more common in character ngrams. For this reason, we kept the upper limit of
the n-grams to 0.9, which means we do not consider any word or character n-grams that appear in
more than 90 percent of the documents. This further helps us identify the unique writing style of
an author.
We restricted each feature to a maximum of
50,000 in our experiments where each author had
1000 tweets. To assign weights to the n-grams,
we used the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighted scheme.
TF-IDF (Manning et al., 2008) calculates the
importance of the word based on how frequently
it appeared in a text, which was then balanced by
the frequency of the word in the entire corpus.

Datasets

To compare our results with the previously mentioned approaches, we used the same dataset that
Schwartz et al. (2013) used. The dataset contains
a total of 7000 authors, out of which we selected
50 authors at random, where each author has 1000
tweets. We masked the username (@user), numbers, links, date and time from the texts to minimize the bias and noise in the data. We also
changed all of the letter characters to lowercase
and employ word stemming to reduce the size of
the vocabulary used.
Before extracting features and feeding data into
528

Figure 2: Skip-Gram word embeddings

In a text document d, the frequency of term t is:
tft ,d = ft ,d . This shows the total number of times
(frequency count) the term occurs in the document, whereas the inverse document frequency is:
N
 is the total number
idf (t ,d ) = log
, where N
t∈D
of documents D in the corpus. Moreover, we employed sub-linear scaling to the TF-IDF by taking
the log of the term frequency, Eq.1.
(
1 + logtf td , if tftd = 1
wft ,d =
0,
otherwise
3.3

lary. This method is based on the various experiments we carried out to choose the optimum number.
CW 6 2 × log10 n

(2)

After replacing all the CWs in the corpus, we then
used the same approach as we did for word ngrams. Then we applied the TF-IDF weighted
scheme to those flexible n-grams before inputting
them into the model.

(1)

3.4

TF-IDF Weighted Word Embeddings

Word embedding (Mikolov et al., 2013) is a semantic parsing technique used to create the vector representation of a text in a smaller dimensional space compared to the classic Bag of words
approach (Zhang et al., 2010). The idea behind word embedding is that semantically similar
words should be close to each other. That is, in an
n-dimensional space, the angle between the similar words should be close to zero. There are two
types of methods to achieve this; namely, Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram methods (Mikolov et al., 2013). While CBOW predicts
the target words by taking the context word as input, Skip-gram predicts the probability of the context words using the target words.
We used the word embedding approach from
Bojanowski et al. (2017), which is based on the
assumption that tweets contain several words, including, but not limited to, hashtags that are rare
and sparsely occur in a corpus. To address this
sparsity issue, each word is represented by the sum

Flexible Patterns

Flexible patterns are a branch of word n-grams,
where each word is either a high-frequency word
or a content word and some words can be both
(Schwartz et al., 2013). For a corpus size s if
a word appears more than 10−4 × s times it is
a High-Frequency Word (HFW) and if it appears
less than 10−3 × s times it is a Common Word
(CW). Also, the previous method takes into consideration that flexible patterns start/end with an
HFW and there can be no consecutive HFWs.
The problem with this approach is that it does
not work with a smaller corpus. For a corpus
where the value of s is 1000, no word is a CW.
Thus, to overcome this limitation, Eq.2 is used to
calculate the CW for a bigger corpus. Therefore
in a corpus with a vocabulary size n, the CW is
calculated as the common log of the threshold for
CW is selected as twice of log of s which are total
number of words in the training dataset vocabu529

of the vector representations of its n-grams. Having a dictionary as size D and a word w belongs
to this dictionary having Dw ⊂ {1, ..., D}, the set
of n-grams appearing in w. Associating a vector
representation of zd to each n-gram d, the scoring
function for w can be represented by Eq.3:
s(w, c) =

X

zdT vc

(3)

d∈Dw

For the value of n, we chose 2 6 n 6 6. Empirically, instead of using pre-trained embedding,
we trained it on our corpus with a 300-dimension
vector space. We constructed the embedding using
the Skip Gram approach which works better for
a smaller amount of data and is preferable when
there are a greater number of rare words in the corpus (Schwartz et al., 2013). Figure 2 shows the
created vector representation from the dataset.
Using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding technique (Maaten and Hinton, 2008),
we visualized the 300-dimensional data in a twodimensional space (Figure 2). This shows that
words which are used in the same context are
grouped closer to each other. The idea behind this
approach is that a particular author would use the
same combination of words in his/her tweets and
therefore, they should be close to each other.
Before using this as an input feature for our
model, we weighted the embedding of each word
in a text with the IDF value of that word. The resulting dimension is the same as the dimension of
each word, which in our case is 300. Ultimately,
we calculated the mean of the words to keep the
dimensionality of the entire text the same as our
vector space. Having a text of size T and words
w where Tw ⊂ {1, ..., T }, the TF-IDF weighted
embedding feature f (w) of a word wT is given by
using Eq.4:

f (w) =

4

P

w∈T w

idf (wT ) × emb(wT )
T

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for 5 authors

choose the most suitable classifier using the extracted features proposed in the previous section.
To this end, we employed the same small dataset
used in Phan and Zincir-Heywood (2018). Table
1 shows the 10-fold cross validation accuracy of
the four classifiers on that dataset for the 5 authors
previously mentioned, where 2000 tweets are used
for each author. In this case, our system (Table 1)
achieves more than 99% 10-fold cross-validation
accuracy which is 15% more than the best result reported in Phan and Zincir-Heywood (2018).
Moreover, Figure 3 (confusion matrix) demonstrates that these results are not biased to any specific author in the dataset used. Additionally, Table 2 shows how the 10-fold cross-validation accuracy improved the proposed MLP classifier as the
different feature extraction techniques are used,
where the first three columns show the accuracy of
the combination of extraction techniques and the
last column is the best test results given in Phan
and Zincir-Heywood (2018).
MLP

SVM

Naive Bayes

Random Forest

.99

.979

.96

.82

Table 1: Accuracy for 5 users with 2000 tweets using
different classifiers having combination of same four
features

(4)

Experiments and Results

Given the above observations, MLP was chosen as the most suitable classifier for our research
purpose: classifying the tweets according to their

As shown in Figure 1, four different machine
learning algorithms are employed at the learning
phase of the proposed system in this work. We
implemented SVM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest (Decision Trees) and MLP classifiers using the
Scikit-Learn Python machine learning library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). As discussed earlier, the goal
is to classify micro-text. In doing so, we aim to

TFIDF Emb.
.99

Mod. flex

Joining rec.

Phan2018

.983

.972

.841

Table 2: Accuracy for 5 users with 2000 tweets each using
proposed system with different feature sets
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authors. Figure 4 presents the overview of the proposed MLP model. The number of nodes in the
input layer depend on the size of the input feature.
None represents that the dimension is variable, and
in this case, it is 86121. Then, there is a dense
layer, which is a fully connected layer, where each
input node is connected to each output node. In
the proposed model, there are two Dense layers.
One is a hidden layer of 1000 nodes and the other
is the output layer of 50 nodes, which corresponds
to 50 authors. This can be changed depending on
the number of authors (output classes). Inbetween
the two dense layers, there is a dropout layer for
regularization.

Figure 5: Epochs vs Loss for 50 epochs

Figure 6: Epochs vs Accuracy for 50 epochs
Figure 4: Overview of the proposed model using a Multi-Layer Perceptron as
the classifier with one hidden layer and a dropout layer

TFIDF Emb.
.852

The input layer of the MLP model depends on
the number of features, which increases as the
number of tweets increases to train the model.
There is only one hidden layer with 1000 nodes.
It should be noted, that increasing the hidden layers did not improve the validation accuracy in our
experiments. The Tanh activation function (Weisstein, 2002) is used for the hidden layer. The last
layer consists of the same number of nodes as the
number of authors where the SoftMax activation
function (Nwankpa et al., 2018) is used. Furthermore, we have a 30% dropout after the hidden
layer to prevent overfitting. In the proposed system, ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is adapted
as the optimization algorithm with a learning rate
of 0.001. We divided the data into batches of
64 and trained our model for a maximum of 40
epochs. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the number
of epochs vs loss, and the number of epochs vs
accuracy graphs for training and validation data,
respectively. These results show that both the loss
and accuracy are optimal at around 40 epochs.
In the following experiments, we incrementally

Flex

Joining rec.

CNN-C

SCH

Char

LSTM-2

.829

.81

.761

.712

.703

.645

Table 3: Accuracy for 50 users with 1000 tweets each

applied all three feature extraction techniques using the MLP classifier and observed the improvements compared to the previous research results
(see Section 2). To this end, we first combined
the subsequent tweets and applied the approach
presented by Schwartz et al. (2013), then we improved that method to calculate flexible patterns
and their effect on the accuracy of the system. Last
but not the least, we built weighted TF-IDF embeddings and combined them with the improved
flexible patterns to form the combined set of features as input into the proposed MLP model. Tenfold cross-validation approach was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. We
evaluated the proposed system on the same dataset
as used by Schwartz et al. (2013); Shrestha et al.
(2017), where the dataset consisted of 50 authors,
each having 1000 tweets.
Columns 1-3, in Table 3, shows the results of
all three feature extraction techniques used with
531

#

TFIDF Emb.

Mod. flex

Joining rec.

CNN-C

SCH

Char

LSTM-2

500
200
100
50

.791
.730
.648
.589

.76
.694
.619
.563

.748
.679
.608
.53

.724
.665
.617
.562

.672
.614
.565
.505

.655
.585
.517
.466

.597
.528
.438
.364

Table 4: Accuracy for 50 users from 500 to 50 tweets for each

vious approaches. Then applying the flexible patterns, further improved the accuracy by approximately 2%. Finally, implementing the weighted
TF-IDF word embedding, and combining it with
all the other features increases the accuracy of the
proposed system to approximately 85%, Table 3.
In Table 4, we also compared the proposed
system’s accuracy to other approaches as we reduced the number of tweets from 500 to 50 for
each author (50). After reducing the number of
tweets, the proposed system still outperformed
all the other previous approaches and performed
well even when the dataset became as small as 50
tweets per author.

the MLP, and columns 4-7 represents the results
from the previous works on the same dataset. Our
results are mutually inclusive, and the results are
built upon combining all the feature extraction
techniques. For example, we used the weighted
TF-IDF embeddings in combination with the flexible patterns.
CNN-C, shown in Table 3, represents the best
result obtained by Shrestha et al. (2017) where a
convolutional neural network architecture is proposed using character n-grams, specifically unigrams and bigrams as input. The convolutional
model used was a three-level architecture with the
input layer as the character embedding layer, a
convolutional module, and finally, a dense layer
with a Softmax activation function for classification. The unigram model performed well on the
smaller dataset. Alternatively, the bigram model
had better accuracy on the bigger dataset.
SCH, shown in Table 3, represents the best result obtained by Schwartz et al. (2013). They used
a linear SVM for classification and their model
was a combination of word and character n-grams
along with a new feature set called flexible patterns (see section 3.3), which is modified and used
in our system as well.
Char, shown in Table 3, represents one of the
systems used by Shrestha et al. (2017) in which
they compared the performance of their system
based on the earlier character n-gram approaches
(Layton et al., 2010; Schwartz et al., 2013) and
proposed a logistic regression model that employed character n-grams of sizes two to four.
LSTM-2, shown in Table 3, represents the stateof-the-art LSTM model based on the success of
previous implementations (Tai et al., 2015; Tang
et al., 2015). This model was also used with
bigrams as input to evaluate the performance of
those systems, with respect to other models on the
same dataset.
Introducing the concatenation of the consecutive records enables the accuracy of the proposed
system to be improved by 5% compared to the pre-

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored a feature extraction
technique that was based on a word embedding
model weighted by TF-IDF. We also worked on
modifying and improving the existing implementation of flexible patterns and proposed a neural
network architecture that makes use of a combination of these features to perform authorship attribution. Our model outperformed all the existing
systems based on similar testing criteria and using
the same datasets. Since we trained our embeddings from scratch our system performs equally
well, irrespective of the language.
With the success of word embeddings, we look
forward to working upon new word embedding
techniques such as Elmo (Peters et al., 2018) and
Bert (Devlin et al., 2018), which are based on the
context of a word in a corpus. Alongside that, we
are also interested to improve our neural network
architecture using transfer learning models such as
ULMFit (Howard and Ruder, 2018).
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Abstract

1

2. We are all partying at Mary’s [e].

This paper describes a novel, syntax-based
system for automatic detection and resolution of Noun Phrase Ellipsis (NPE) in English. The system takes in free input English
text, detects the site of nominal elision, and
if present, selects potential antecedent candidates. The rules are built using the syntactic
information on ellipsis and its antecedent discussed in previous theoretical linguistics literature on NPE. Additionally, we prepare a
curated dataset of 337 sentences from wellknown, reliable sources, containing positive
and negative samples of NPE. We split this
dataset into two parts, and use one part to refine our rules and the other to test the performance of our final system. We get an F1-score
of 76.47% for detection and 70.27% for NPE
resolution on the testset. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the first system that detects and resolves NPE in English. The curated
dataset used for this task, albeit small, covers
a wide variety of NPE cases and will be made
public for future work.

All world languages use some or the other mechanism to elide redundant information and, hence,
ellipses is fairly pervasive in natural language,
more so in conversational settings (Langacker,
1999). While human interlocutors effectively resolve and disambiguate any elided information in
a sentence based on context and cognitive commonsense extension (Chen, 2016), the realization
of the complexity of processing of ellipsis becomes evident when it poses a serious challenge
for computational systems involved in natural language understanding.
The approaches that handle ellipsis in both theoretical linguistics and NLP are largely classified
as syntactic, semantic and pragmatic (Merchant,
2010). For the current paper, we present a system
that automatically detects and resolves NPE in English using a syntax-driven approach.

Introduction

The syntax and semantics of the ellipsis phenomenon has been thoroughly studied in theoretical linguistics (Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Dalrymple et al., 1991; Lobeck, 1995; Lappin, 1996;
Hardt, 1999; Johnson, 2001; Merchant, 2004; Frazier, 2008; Chung et al., 2010; Merchant, 2010;
Rouveret, 2012; Gunther, 2011; van Craenenbroeck and Merchant, 2013; Park, 2017), in cognitive linguistics (Kim et al., 2019), and in language
acquisition studies (Hyams et al., 2017; Lindenbergh et al., 2015; Goksun et al., 2010; Wijnen
et al., 2003). In the context of NLP, most of the
work on handling ellipsis has been done on Verb
Phrase Ellipsis (VPE) and related phenomenon,
for instance the preparation of annotated corpus
for analysis of VPE (Bos and Spenader, 2011), the
detection of VPE in Penn treebank (Hardt, 1997),
the domain independent detection and resolution

2

Nominal Ellipsis or Noun Phrase Ellipsis (NPE,
henceforth) is a type of ellipsis in linguists
wherein the sub-parts of a nominal projection are
elided, with the remaining projection pronounced
in the overt syntax. For example in the sentence
presented in (1), the noun chairs is elided at the
position marked by [e].
1. There are three chairs in the living room and
two [e] in the hall.
The full meaning of such a sentence can only be
understood when we reconstruct the meaning of
the elided part from the antecedent, which can be
present in the linguistic context as in (1) or has to
be retrieved from real world knowledge as in (2),
where Mary’s actually means Mary’s place.
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Previous Work
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present paper, we do not deal with one-anaphora,
zero anaphora or pronominals, and restrict our focus to NPE.

of VPE using machine learning (Nielsen, 2003)
and parsed text (Nielsen, 2004), using linguistic
principles (McShane and Babkin, 2016), with sentence trimming methods (McShane et al., 2015),
reconstruction of sentences with gapping using
improved parsing techniques that encode elided
material dependencies (Schuster et al., 2018), etc.
There are no known systems that handle NPE
detection and resolution in English. However,
on a related linguistic phenomenon called oneanaphora or one-substitution, in which the elided
noun is replaced by an overt pro-form, there is
a thorough data-driven investigation (Gardiner,
2003) and machine-learning methods that use
heuristics proposed in this study (Ng et al., 2005).
Another phenomenon similar to NPE is zeroanaphora, which has been thoroughly studied in
some pro drop languages such as Chinese (Yeh
and Chen, 2019a,b) and Japanese (Iida et al., 2007;
Asao et al., 2018; Chen, 2016). Zero-anaphora
does not occur in English, although there is some
evidence of the phenomenon being used to achieve
certain interactional functions in ordinary conversational settings by English speakers (Oh, 2005).
There are also proposed heuristics for determining
antecedents of pronominal words (Lappin and Leass, 1994; Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996). In the
No.
1.

Syntactic Category
Can License NPE
Cardinal Numbers

2.

Ordinal Numbers

3.

Demonstrative Determiners
(Plural)
Quantifiers (Not all)
Superlative Adjectives
Noun Possessives
Pronoun Possessives
Interrogative Determiners

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cannot License NPE
Adjectives
Demonstrative Determiners
(Singular)
Articles
Quantifiers (Not all)

3

Task Description

Resolution of ellipsis comprises two tasks - detection of the elided material and antecedent selection. In some cases, reference resolution might
also be necessary (Liu et al., 2016; Nielsen, 2003).
For example, in (3), the common sense interpretation is that Sam loves his girlfriend. But it could
also lead to a sloppy reading where it means Sam
loves John’s girlfriend.
3. John loves his girlfriend. Sam does [e] too.
Note that (3) presents an example of VPE as the
verb along with its predicate are elided. In this
paper, we focus only on the first two tasks, i.e. detection of NPE and antecedent selection.

4

Dataset Preparation

There are no dedicated linguistic resources or
datasets for the analysis of NPE in English. However, there are many well-known corpora that contain annotated instances of NPE. One such resource is the Universal Dependency (UD) tree-

Examples
I read three chapters from this book and Mary read
[NP four [e]].
Mary got first position in the university and John
got [NP second [e]].
Of all the candidates that applied for the job, [NP these [e]]
got selected.
Some students love physics and [NP some [e]] don’t.
He is the funniest guy here. And also [NP the weirdest [e]].
That big car standing over there is [NP Joey’s [e].
John is reading my book and I am reading [NP his [e]].
I don’t know which pages to read and [NP which [e]]
to ignore.
* I have a big house and she has [NP a small [e]].
* That pen belongs to Mary and [NP this [e]] belongs to John.
* I really liked that house and I know you liked [NP the [e]] too.
* There are 50 students in my class and [NP every [e]] went
to see the movie.

Table 1: Syntactic categories that can and cannot license NPE in English, with examples for each category.
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sentences without NPE. Hence, our testset has 76
positive and 132 negative samples.

bank (Silveira et al., 2014) for English that contains example sentences for different types of ellipsis such as VPE, NPE, etc. The UD treebank marks NPE by raising the dependents of the
elided noun to the position of head in cases where
the dependents are overtly marked. Through
a simple search for noun dependents that are
given the status of noun heads, we get a total of 146 cases of NPE in 120 sentences from
the UD treebank. There is another comparatively small corpus called the ParCorFull: a Parallel Corpus Annotated with Full Coreference
(Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2018) that is dedicated to anaphora. This corpus targets anaphora,
but deals partly with NPE cases as well, marking them with a nom-ellipsis tag. A simple search
for this tag gives us 5 sentences containing 5 NPE
cases. We also pick a total of 80 sentences containing 83 cases of NPE from linguistic textbooks on
ellipsis (Lobeck, 1995; Saito et al., 2008; Menzel,
2017; Kim et al., 2019; Corver and van Koppen,
2011) to cover even the infrequently occurring
cases. Finally, we randomly pick 132 sentences
that do not contain NPE from UD treebank, ParCOrFull and the same linguistic textbooks. Some
of these negative samples of NPE contain sentences with ellipsis other than NPE, such as VPE.

5

System Overview

Our system is divided into two parts. An input
sentence is fed into the NPE detection system that
decides whether an NPE is present or not. If an
NPE is detected, it sends the sentence to the Resolution system where a potential antecedent is selected. The output of the complete system is either a decision that there is no ellipsis present in
the sentence or an ellipsis site marked along with
its antecedent.
5.1

NPE Detection

For the task of NPE detection, we exploit a very
useful syntactic feature, which is the presence of
overt remnants of the noun phrase at the ellipsis
site. In case of NPE in English, these trigger words
are often determiners and modifiers of the elided
noun. These are also known as licensors of ellipsis. In the examples presented in (1) and (2), the licensors of elided noun are the cardinal number two
and possessive proper noun Mary’s respectively.
We use these remnants or noun modifiers present
at the ellipsis site as cues to locate the elided noun.
An interesting feature about these license of
NPE in English is that they can only belong to certain syntactic categories. These include cardinal
and ordinal numbers, plural demonstrative determiners, possessives, adjectives, quantifiers, and a
certain types of determiners. Table 1 provides examples from each of these categories, along with
examples of syntactic categories that cannot license NPEs in English. Hence, the idea is to use
the syntactic environment of the nominal ellipsis
site to perform detection. Linguistically, our approach is similar to detection of VPE by using
auxiliary and modal verbs as cues (McShane and
Babkin, 2016), as VPE in English are licensed by
auxiliary and modal verbs.

In total, we curate a small dataset of 337 sentences, of which 205 sentences have 234 instances
of NPE (some sentences contain more than one instance of NPE) and the remaining 132 sentences
without NPE. This dataset, albeit small, covers
a wide variety of the cases of NPE discussed in
the ellipsis literature and will be useful for future
work. Since the focus of this paper is on presenting a system for detection and resolution of ellipsis, we do not undertake the formidable task of
preparation of annotation guidelines and performing annotation to prepare a Gold dataset in this paper. However, this could be an important future
work considering the limited available resources
for the analysis of NPE.

5.1.1

To fine tune our rules, we only need positive
samples of NPE. However, for testing, it is important to use both positive and negative samples.
We split our dataset into two parts. For fine tuning the rules, we randomly pick 140 out of the 205
positive sentences (roughly 70%), containing a total of 158 NPE instances. The remaining 65 sentences (roughly 30%) contain 76 NPE instances
and are included in the testset along with the 132

Look for Pre-Modifiers and
Determiners

NPE detection is carried out in two steps. In the
first step, the input sentence is parsed using the
state-of-the-art spaCy parser (Honnibal and Johnson, 2015) and using the Part-of-Speech (POS)
tags, we check for the presence of nominal modifiers and determiners from the aforementioned
syntactic categories that can potentially license an
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(c) Check for Punctuation

Figure 1: F1-score corresponding to different window sizes for searching nouns.

F1-Score (%)

80

We first check for a simple feature that
checks for noun modifiers close to punctuation marks. Since a punctuation can indicate
a sentential or phrasal break, this could indicate the absence of a noun head for the given
noun modifier in the sentence or noun phrase
respectively.

82
81
80
80
78 78
78 78
75

77
69

70

(d) Check for Prepositions

62
60

1

We check if the selected noun modifier is
immediately followed by a preposition as
that would indicate the beginning of a new
(prepositional) phrase and imply that the
noun modifier in the given noun phrase does
not have a noun head overtly present.

2
3
4
Forward Window Size

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

(e) Check for Verbs and Auxiliaries

NPE. If the system detects POS tags corresponding to any such category, it proceeds to the second
step.
5.1.2

We also check if the selected noun modifier
is immediately followed by a verb or auxiliary verb as that would indicate the end of the
given noun phrase immediately after the noun
modifier.

Filter Using Syntactic Features

In this step, the system decides if the selected noun
modifier is a licensor of an elided noun or not.
This decision is taken using the following syntactic features:

5.2

NPE Resolution

Ellipses can be resolved textually when their antecedents are present in the same text as in (1).
Such cases of ellipsis are called endophoric. However, not all ellipses can be recovered or inferred
from a co-text. It is also possible that the antecedent of a given ellipsis is present outside the
given text. For example, consider a speaker pointing towards pencils in a shop and uttering a sentence such as (4).

(a) Search for Noun Heads
This simple feature looks for a noun word
after the selected noun modifier. We check
nouns in a forward search window of 3
words. This window is forward because
in English noun heads follow their dependents. If there is no noun present in the next
3 words, the system marks the modifier in
question as a licensor. The optimum size of
the window as 3 is obtained after experimentation with different window sizes on the 100
sentences from the curated dataset. Figure 1
presents the results of experiments done with
different forward window sizes searching for
noun heads after noun dependents.

4. Give me three [e].
Using visual context, the shopkeeper can easily
resolve the ellipsis in this sentence as three pencils. Such cases of ellipses are called exophoric or
situational as they need situational context to resolve. Since we are only limited to text processing
at this stage in the current paper, we only focus on
resolving NPE that have textual antecedents.

(b) Check for Noun Modifiers as Verbal Arguments

5.2.1 Ellipsis-Antecedent Environment
It is shown that clauses that are linked by an
ellipsis-antecedent relation often have similar syntactic structure and priming effects (Xiang et al.,
2014). Further, there is evidence that parallelism
in discourse can be applied to resolve possible
readings for VPE and possibly other ellipsis and

The feature looks for verbs with the selected
noun modifiers as the main argument. This
is because, many times, spaCy raises a noun
modifier to the position of a head in the absence of its noun head, which confirms the
presence of an elided noun.
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increase in F1-score by 13.73%. Finally, addition
of only the feature that checks for verbs and auxiliaries that immediately follow the noun modifier
gives an increase in F1-score by 11.46%. These
features are independent of each other and do not
follow any hierarchy.
The final system together with only the significantly important features is tested on the testset
containing 76 positive and 132 negative samples of
NPE. The detection system is able to correctly detect 65 instances of NPE out of 76. It also rightly
predicts 113 out of 132 negative samples as not
containing any NPE. It fails to detect 11 positive
cases and falsely detects 29 others. This gives us
a final precision of 69.15%, a recall of 85.53%
and an F1-score 76.47%. Out of the 65 NPE
cases detected by the system, 41 have a textual antecedent and the remaining 24 are exophoric and
need extra-linguistic context to resolve. Our system is able to select a potential antecedent for 37
of these from the text, of which 32 are correct predictions. The system fails to select any antecedent
for the 9 cases. This gives us a final precision
of 78.79%, a recall of 63.41% and an F1-score
70.27%. See table 2 for precision, recall and F1score values for the NPE detection and resolution
tasks on the testset.
One of the main reasons of the low accuracy of
our system is wrong POS tags generated for sentences with missing or incomplete information as
in the case of ellipses (Menzel, 2017). Secondly,
although, licensors of NPE and modifiers of the
antecedent indeed show similarity in terms of syntactic category information, this might not always
be the case.

reference phenomenon (Hobbs and Kehler, 1997).
This becomes our motivation to resolve NPE.
(a) Match POS tags of the Licensor with other
Noun Modifiers
The syntactic environment of the an NPE
comprises the remnants left in the noun
phrase. One simple way to see structural parallelism between the syntactic environment
of antecedent and that of ellipsis to locate
antecedents is through matching the syntactic category information. From the detection task, we already have the POS tag information of the licensor of the NPE. In the
first step of antecedent selection, the system
checks for other noun phrases in the sentence
that contain the modifiers with the same POS
tag as that of the licensor of the NPE.
(b) Select Antecedent
If a POS tag matching the licensor of the
NPE (detected in the NPE detection task)
is found in the sentence, the system outputs
the noun that the modifier with the same
tag modifies as the antecedent of the NPE.
If there are more than one such modifiers
found, the system selects the one nearest to
the NPE as distance generally has a role to
play in anaphora and coreference resolution
tasks (Lappin, 1996).

6

Results

Simply looking for nouns in the context of the
noun modifiers gives a poor F1-score of 64.20%.
Addition of only the feature that checks for noun
modifiers raised as verbal arguments results into
an increased in F1-score by 10.25%. Addition
of only the punctuation feature after auxiliary and
modal verbs resulted into an increase in accuracy
by 3% for VPE detection task (Nielsen, 2004).
However, in our task, this resulted into a drop
in accuracy by 0.05%. Hence, we excluded this
feature from the final system. Addition of only
the feature that checks for prepositions immediately following the noun modifier results into an
Task
Detection
Resolution

Positive Samples
76
65

5. The books were new, and all six [e] were on
syntax.
For example in (5), the NPE licensor is a cardinal number, but antecedent books has the definitive
article in its Noun Phrase.

7

Conclusion & Future Work

This paper described a syntax-based system for
automatic detection of NPE in English. The sys-

Negative Samples
132
29

Precision
69.15%
78.79%

Recall
85.53%
63.41%

F1-Score
76.47%
70.27%

Table 2: Performance of NPE detection and resolution systems on the testset.
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tem takes in free English text and exploits syntactic constraints on the licensors of NPE to mark the
site of ellipsis and syntactic parallelism between
antecedent-ellipsis syntactic environments to select potential antecedents. Evaluated on a testset
containing both positive and negative NPE samples, the system achieves an F1-score of 76.47%
on the detection task and 70.27% on the resolution task. Although these numbers are not high,
they can be useful as baselines for future work
in this direction. NLP research on ellipsis and
NPE in particular suffers from a scarcity of resources. While a rule-based system such as ours
does not need sizable data for training, with more
language resources available in future, machine
learning methods can also be used.
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Abstract

However, earlier studies of similarity suffered
from a drawback: they do not distinguish between the relations of similarity and association.
In psychology, for example, the distinction between these two notions is well understood. The
association between two concepts is defined as the
propensity of a subject to activate a representation of the second concept when the first concept
is presented. In contrast, the similarity is defined
as the proximity of two mental representations. In
the Gestalt psychology for example (Wertheimer,
1938) the similarity is seen as the principle of organization of objects in perceptual groups. The
concepts cup and tea are associated but not similar: there is no perceptual principle to group together an object like a cup and a liquid like tea.
However, the objects denoted by the concepts apple and pear are perceptually similar. To remedy
this problem SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2015), a genuine data similarity set containing human judge
similarity and concreteness scores for 999 English
word pairs, has been built.
An interesting distinction is that between the
surface similarity and deep similarity (Vosniadou
and Ortony, 1989). The surface similarity is perceptually grounded and it is used in categorization.
In contrast, the deep similarity is related to deeper
properties not readily accessible to perception. A
question we study is: How much of the similarity is grounded in the perceptual properties? In
this research the degree of similarity grounded in
visual properties is estimated by computer vision
models.
If for the English language computational models of similarity have been implemented and evaluated, this is not the case for other languages. In
particular, for the Estonian language there is no
human annotated set that reflects the true similarity. We translate the SimLex-999 into Estonian
and evaluate computational models of similarity

Researchers in Computational Linguistics
build models of similarity and test them
against human judgments. Although there
are many empirical studies of the computational models of similarity for the English language, the similarity for other languages is less explored. In this study
we are chiefly interested in two aspects.
In the first place we want to know how
much of the human similarity is grounded
in the visual perception. To answer this
question two neural computer vision models are used and their correlation with the
human derived similarity scores is computed. In the second place we investigate
if language influences the similarity computation. To this purpose diverse computational models trained on Estonian resources are evaluated against human judgments.

1

Introduction

Various disciplines and research communities are
interested in the study of similarity: Philosophy,
Psychology, Computational Linguistics, Semantic
Web and the Linked Data communities, to name
a few. For example, to integrate heterogeneous
semantic resources the Linked Data and Semantic Web communities estimate the degree of similarities between the concepts in these resources
(Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2013; Harispe et al., 2015).
In Computational Linguistics researchers build
computational models of similarity.
To test
them, the correlation between the human similarity scores and the scores assigned by the computational models is calculated. It is assumed that the
best computational models predict better the human judge scores.
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is surface similarity. By evaluating the similarity
using computational vision models we contribute
to a better understanding of the notion of similarity
itself. Second, we ask how the traditional models
derived from Estonian corpora and lexical ontologies correlate with the judgments of native Estonian speakers. In this way we extend the similarity study to other language, a less explored one,
yet an interesting one. Third, we study if our computational models trained on Estonian data predict
better the EstSimLex-999 scores or the SimLex999 scores. More precisely we want to know if the
language influences the similarity judgments.

based on Estonian language resources: corpora,
taxonomies and lexical ontologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
The next section puts our research in context and
then the EstSimLex-999 set, the SimLex-999 set
translated into Estonian, is presented 3. Section 4
discusses the families of models for computing the
similarity between the word pairs in EstSimLex999. Section 5 presents and discusses the results.
In particular, we answer how similarity is influenced by language and quantify the power of the
computer vision models to capture the similarity
for concrete concepts. The paper ends with the
conclusions.

2

3

Related Work

EstSimLex-999

To translate SimLex-999 the Google Translation
API and a bilingual English-Estonian dictionary
containing 87665 entries have been used, obtaining rough Estonian equivalents. A native Estonian
speaker has chosen the correct translations. If an
English word in a similarity pair is ambiguous, the
sense that makes the pair more similar is preferred.
Finally, after correction and the discussion with an
Estonian linguist we have produced the similarity set referred from now on as EstSimLex-999.
When translating, we have been careful to preserve the part of speech of the English concepts.
This makes the comparison between the computational models of similarity for English and Estonian easier. Nevertheless, due to cultural and linguistic differences some English similarity pairs
were hard to translate. For example, the English
pair (taxi, cab) was translated as (taksi, takso)
even if the second term of the Estonian pair is not
widely used. Another example is the pair (supper, dinner). The Estonian culinary tradition does
not distinguish between the two concepts, therefore we have translated the pair with the synonymous words (õhtusöök, õhtueine). Please, notice,
that for many non-British native English speakers
the words supper and dinner are also synonymous.
Some translations would have been more accurate using multiwords, but we abide by the original requirement that the similarity pairs should
contain single words only. Overall, we have produce an accurate translation of the English original
SimLex-999 set preserving the distribution of the
part of speeches and satisfying the demand that the
word pairs should not contain multiple words.
Four native Estonian speakers have rated the degree of similarity between each of the 999 pairs.

Felix Hill and coauthors (2015) undertook an extensive discussion of the concept of similarity in
Computational Linguistics, introduced the genuine similarity set SimLex-999 and computed the
correlations between the similarity measures of
corpus based computational models and the human judge scores. Closely following this line
of research Ira Leviant and Roi Reichart (2015)
translated SimLex-999 in Italian, German and
Russian and collected similarity scores from native speakers. They compute correlations between
the human judgments and Vector Space Models
(VSM) in a multilingual setting.
In the subsequent research the authors improve
the similarity computational models and boost
the correlation coefficient with the human judgments. For example, Schwartz et al. (2015)
learn a word level representation based on symmetric patterns that achieves a Spearman correlation of 0.517 with SimLex-999. An interesting work belongs to Faruqui and Dyer (2015),
who used non-distributional word representations
derived form Princeton WordNet, FrameNet and
Penn Treebank to reach a Spearman correlation of
0.58 with SimLex-999. Hybrid models (Recski
et al., 2016),combining features from lexical ontologies and word embeddings, seem to be even
better (Spearman Correlation 0.76).
In this work we were not interested in obtaining the best correlation between the computational
models and the human judgments. That will be
the topic of a future work. Instead, we were concerned with three problems. First, we are interested in how much of similarity is grounded in the
visual features, that is, how much of the similarity
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ilarity the computer vision models work best for
concepts representing concrete objects.
In what follows we will briefly describe the
models tested.

The rating instructions are the same as in the original study (Hill et al., 2015). These instructions do
not attempt to define what similarity is, but rather
clarify the concept contrasting it with association, and comparing it with synonymy. The interannotator agreement was computed as the average of pairwise Spearman correlations between
the scores of all raters. The overall agreement is
0.766. A direct comparison with the correlation
coefficient computed in the English study (0.67)
is not possible because the number of annotators
is different. At this stage we were not interested
in recruiting many annotators through platforms
like Mechanical Turk, but rather in gaining insights into human similarity judgments by direct
discussion with the annotators. In any case, recruiting a comparable number of Estonian speakers is unlikely, as this language is natively spoken
by less than 1 million people. The main thing noticed is that there are few pairs of adjectives and
verbs highly rated in English but with a low score
in Estonian. For example, the English verb pair
(appear, attend) has a score of 6.28 in SimLex-999
and its Estonian translation (ilmuma, osalema) has
a score equal to 0.5.

4

1. Word2Vec. Word2Vec is a distributional
model (Mikolov et al., 2013) implemented as
a two layer neural network. If two words appear in similar contexts in a corpus the network will output embedding vectors, known
as neural vector embeddings, which are close
in the embedding space. Word2Vec computes
the neural vector embeddings either predicting the target word from the context (this
method is known as continuous bag of word
(CBOW)) or as the target context from the
word (this method is know as Skip Gram).
2. SenseGram. SenseGram (Pelevina et al.,
2016) is not a distributional model per se,
but a method to obtain word senses from
word embeddings. This word discrimination
method takes as input word embeddings (like
those generated by Word2Vec or any other
distributional model) and clusters them. The
induced word senses correspond to the clusters of word embeddings.

Models for Similarity Computations

3. Path Similarity Measures. The path similarity measures exploit the graph structure of semantic networks to find similarities between concept pairs. We have
explored various similarity measures like
Leacock-Chodorow similarity (Leacock and
Chodorow, 1998).

Three families of similarity models are evaluated
: distributional models, semantic network models
and computer vision models.
The distributional models are an implementation of John Rupert Firth’s hypothesis “You shall
know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth,
1961) which basically states that words that have
similar meanings appear in comparable syntagmatic contexts. Nowadays, the most advanced
distributional models are the neural word embeddings.
The second family of models derive the semantic similarity from the taxonomic structure of semantic networks. The IS-A relation induces the
inheritance of the properties.The above mentioned
concepts, apple and pear, are similar because they
inherit all the properties from their superordinate
concept (fruit). Unlike the distributional models,
the semantic networks tells us also why the concepts are similar.
The third family of models are the computer
vision models. The similarity between two concepts is the distance between their image representations. Because of the visual nature of this sim-

4. Autoencoders. Autoencoders are deep neural networks which learn to reconstruct the
input. In the reconstruction process one of
the autoencoder layers contains less nodes
than the input layer, thus forcing the network to learn a lower level representation of
the input. The idea behind using the autoencoders is that the sparse representations
learned when encoding similar concepts will
be close in the embedding space.
5. Pretrained Convolutional Neural Networks.
Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) are deep neural networks architectures suitable for extracting patterns from
images. Inspired by experiments in neuroscience (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959), CNN’s
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first layers train convolution filters to detect
low-level features of an image like lines and
corners. Higher network levels combine the
low level-features to find high-level image
features roughly corresponding to the human
language semantic descriptions of the objects. For example, they might detect parts,
like the wheels or the hood of a car. When
CNN are trained on big databases of classified images the semantic representations of
the concrete concepts can be “read” from the
deeper network levels. These representations
are then used to compute concept similarity.

5

Model
cbow 1
sg 2
cbow 3

ESL-999
r
ρ
τ
.46 .47 .33
.41 .42 .3
.33 .34 .24

senses/concept, with about 300 word pairs
having more than one sense. For the ambiguous word pairs (where at least one of the
words in the pair has more than one sense) the
word sense that maximizes the cosine similarity score of a word pair is evaluated.

First the results for the distributional models are
shown, then the results for the semantic network
models will be presented. Finally, the results for
the neural computer vision models will be shown.
The correlation coefficients between the scores assigned by the computational similarity models for
interesting subsets (e.g. abstract and concrete concepts) and the two similarity sets are also computed. In the tables in this section the SimLex-999
is abbreviated as SL-999 and the EstSimLex-999
as ESL-999.

• Estnltk pretrained word embeddings. Estnltk (Orasmaa et al., 2016) contains 8 word
pretrained embeddings. 4 of them are trained
with the CBOW method and the other 4 were
trained with the Skip-Gram method, on the
raw and lemmatized versions of the Estonian
Reference Corpus (Kaalep et al., 2010). The
Estonian Reference Corpus is a 1.3 billion
word corpus, crawled from the web, containing mainly newspaper text.
• Facebook pretrained word embeddings.
The Facebook word embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) have been trained with
CBOW method on 294 language versions of
Wikipedia.

Distributional Models

When evaluating the Word2Vec and SenseGram
models, if the embedding vectors corresponding to
the words in the SimLex-999 or EstSimlex-999 are
missing, the word-pair is eliminated. The model
word similarity score is computed as cosine similarity between the vector embeddings corresponding to the words in the each word pair. Pearson (r),
Spearman (ρ ), and Kendall (τ ) correlations are
calculated between EstSimLex-999 and Simlex999 human judge scores and the model word similarity scores. The word embeddings were trained
on Estonian monolingual corpora and the Estonian
Wikipedia. The following word embeddings have
been used:

The distributional models evaluate on average
985 word pairs. Each CBOW and Skip Gram
model has 4 meta-parameters : the number of dimensions, the window size, the minimum count
threshold and the number of iterations. Due to
consideration related to space we only present the
best three results in the table 5.1. The whole set
of results for the 67 distributional models trained
and all the figures and the tables in this paper are
available online linked from our github repository.
2 . The best model on the first row in the table
5.1, for example, has been trained with the 300 dimensions, a window size equal to 1, the minimum
count threshold being 10, and 20 iterations.
In the first place one can notice that CBOW
trained word embedding perform better than SkipGram trained word embeddings. Moreover, the
correlation coefficients between EstSimLex-999

• EA word embeddings. 9 Skip-Gram and
20 CBOW models, with different parameter settings, were trained on the lemmatized
version of etTenTen corpus of Estonian Web
1 by Eleri Aedma. Word senses were induced from the traditional word embeddings
using SenseGram. SenseGram finds 1.6
1

SL-999
ρ
τ
.42 .29
.36 .24
.33 .23

Table 1: The results for the best three distributional models

Results

5.1

r
.42
.37
.33

2
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Figure 1: The average performance for POS-based
subsets

Figure 2: The average performance for the most
concrete and abstract subsets

human scores and the model computed word similarity are higher than the correlation coefficients
between SimLex-999 human scores and the model
computed word similarity. The automatic sense
discrimination had a negative influence on the results, as the SenseGram induced vector senses
show a slight drop in performance over the traditional word-embeddings. The Estnltk trained
word embeddings perform worse than EA word
embeddings, but better than Estonian Facebook
pretrained word embeddings.
Furthermore, we study if the part of speech category influences the strength of the correlation
between human judgments and the distributional
models. The model similarity scores between the
words in the word pairs is the average similarity
scores for all the distributional models.The correlation coefficients between the model scores for
666 noun pairs, 111 adjective pairs and 222 verb
pairs and the human judgment scores is calculated.
As it can be seen in figure 1, the best (Spearman) correlation coefficients between the models and the similarity sets are obtained for the
nouns. The (Spearman) correlation coefficient between the distributional models and the human
judgments is higher for EstSimLex-999 set than
for the original SimLex-999 set.
The correlation coefficients between the 250
most concrete word pairs and the 250 most abstract word pair and the distributional models have

also been computed. The results presented in figure 5.1 show that, on average, the distributional
models correlate better with the abstract human
judgments scores and that the correlation coefficient is higher for the EstSimLex-999 set.
5.2

Semantic Network Models

The similarity between the concepts corresponding to the words in EstSimLex-999 word is computed for two semantic networks: the Estonian
Wordnet and a taxonomy derived from the Estonian Wikipedia.
As the Estonian Wordnet lists multiple senses
for words, a disambiguation procedure to select
the most likely sense is implemented. The Cartesian product between the word senses in the semantic network corresponding to the words in the
EstSimLex-999 is generated. Thus we obtain a
set of word-sense pairs. Subsequently, as explained below, a similarity scores is assigned to
each word-sense pair in this set. The word sense
pair that maximizes the similarity score is chosen.
This procedure of mapping the words onto a semantic network is very effective, obtaining over 90
percent precision for the Estonian Wordnet (Barbu
et al., 2018) .
Three similarity measures between the semantic network concepts have been computed: path
similarity (PS), Leacock & Chodorow similarity
(LC) (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) and Wu &
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PS
LC
WuP

r
.47
.36
.41

SL-999
ρ
τ
.47 .35
.36 .26
.45 .32

ESL-999
r
ρ
τ
.54 .52 .39
.41 .43 .31
.49 .53 .39

PS
LC
WuP

Table 2: The results for the Estonian Wordnet

r
.32
.31
.39

SL-999
ρ
τ
.31 .22
.3 .21
.37 .28

ESL-999
r
ρ
τ
.37 .34 .24
.35 .34 .28
.4 .37 .27

Table 3: The results for the Wikipedia Page Taxonomy

Palmer similarity (WuP) (Wu and Palmer, 1994).
Pearson (r), Spearman (ρ ), and Kendall (τ ) correlations were calculated between EstSimLex-999
and SimLex-999 human judge scores and the network similarity scores for the disambiguated word
pairs.
The Estonian Wordnet is an ongoing effort,
it pursues roughly the same organization principles as Princeton WordNet (Miller et al., 1990),
and it is manually built by a group of linguists.
The version used in this study contains approximately 85.000 synsets. The above described disambiguation procedure maps approximately 770
word pairs onto the Estonian Wordnet. The results
corresponding to the Estonian Wordnet are in the
table 2.
The best results are obtained for Wu & Palmer
similarity measure and EstSimLex-999. This similarity measure considers the depth of the concepts
in the semantic network hierarchy along with the
depth of their Lowest Common Subsumer. Unlike
the path similarity measure it favour the concepts
that are deeper in the hierarchy. As in the case
of the distributional models the EstSimLex-999
correlation scores are better than the SimLex-999
ones. A fact worth noticing is that the difference
between the correlation scores for the two similarity sets is greater when we compute the similarity score based on the Estonian Wordnet structure
instead of estimating the similarity using distributional models.
The taxonomy was extracted from the (Estonian) Wikipedia page text (Wikipedia Page Taxonomy) by the language technology research
group at Università Roma Tre (Flati et al., 2016).
The Wikipedia Page Taxonomy contains approximately 87000 concepts. We could map around
200 word pairs onto the Wikipedia Page Taxonomy. The results for this taxonomy are in Table
3.
The correlation coefficients between the similarity measures computed for the Wikipedia Page
taxonomy and the human judgments scores are

much lower than those computed before (with the
Estonian Wordnet). Also, surprisingly and for the
first time in this study, there is no statistically significant difference between the correlation coefficients computed with SimLex-999 human judgments scores and the EstSimLex-999 human judgment scores.
5.3

Computer Vision Models

Because the visual similarity is correlated with the
level of concreteness of an object, the computer
vision models are fed with word pairs where both
words have a degree of concreteness higher than
the a threshold equal to 4.8 . This criterion gives
us 136 word pairs. We have downloaded, using
Yandex image search engine 200 images for each
word in the selected word pairs.
The first architecture trains a Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) on the downloaded images. The
encoder consists of 3 convolutional layers, each
followed by a max-pooling layer. The decoder
consists of 3 convolutional followed by upsampling layers. The similarity between two images is
calculated as the cosine similarity between the corresponding encoder vectors. The similarity score
for a word pair is the average score between all the
images corresponding to the words in the pair.
The second architecture is the winner of the ImageNet 2015 competition. It is a CNN network architecture invented by Microsoft Research, called
ResNet(He et al., 2016) (abbreviation for Residual Network). DNNs with many layers are difficult to train due to vanishing and exploding gradient problems. ResNet solves these problems
with residual learning. The ResNet architecture
comes in many variants, depending on the number
of layers the network has. The widely employed
ResNet-18 variant with 18 layers is used in this
study. The network is pretrained on the ImageNet
database (Deng et al., 2009) which contains over
1 million images classified under 1000 Princeton
WordNet categories. Being trained on such a big
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Model
CAE
RN18

r
.25
.37

SL-999
ρ
τ
.28 .19
.38 .26

ESL-999
r
ρ
τ
.17 .22 .15
.34 .38 .27

Table 4: The results for the convolutional autoencoder (CAE) and ResNet-18 (RN18) architectures
score assigned by the model to this pair is the average cosine similarity score between the ResNet-18
representations of the images corresponding to the
words dog and cat.
The results for the two computer vision architecture are presented in Table 4. As expected, the
rich visual features learned by the ResNet-18 architecture boost the results (the best results are
bold marked in the table) for both similarity sets.
The highest correlation coefficients are between
the computer vision models and both similarity
sets human judge scores.
For the three families of models three correlation coefficients have been computed. These coefficients do not induce a different order on the
results, therefore the usage Spearman correlation
coefficient in the previous studies is justified.
In general the correlation coefficients between
all families of computational models and the human judge scores of EstSimLex-999 are better
than the same correlation coefficients and the human judge scores of SimLex-999. This result
shows that there is a slight language effect on the
perception of similarity.
Regarding the magnitude of the Spearman correlation coefficient for the Estonian side of the
equation, the distributional models show a moderate strength 3 of correlation with the human judge
scores. This means that the distributional models do capture some of the notion of similarity between the words, but they also capture something
else. The best Spearman correlation coefficient is
obtained with the Estonian Wordnet (0.53), being
better than the best correlation coefficient for distributional models (0.47), but still in the moderate range. It seems that the best predictor of human similarity is derived from a manually built
resource containing clearly defined semantic relations.
Less than 40 percents of the similarity of the
concrete concepts can be explained by the visual

Figure 3: Architecture of ResNet-18
and diverse database of images, ResNet learns rich
feature representations that help discriminate between images belonging to different categories.
The architecture of ResNet-18 network is presented in 5.3. As can be noticed the network repeats the same structure, and it ends with the average pool layer that feeds a fully connected layer.
The probability that an image belongs to a category is computed by a softmax layer. The network
is fed with the downloaded images corresponding
to the words in the selected concrete set. The image representation learned by the network is read
from the average pool layer. The score this visual
model assigns to a word pair is the average cosine similarity score between the pair words image representations. As a way of example let’s
take the hypothetical word pair (cat, dog). The

3
In the literature the strength is moderate if the coefficient
is in the range 0.4-0.59.
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address the same problem for different languages.

semantic features when these features are computed from huge databases of images like ImageNet. Although the empirical evidence heavily
depends on the quality of the ImageNet database
this finding shows that other factors have significant weight in human similarity judgments.
Maybe a case can be that these factors are the deep
semantic features we have briefly mentioned in the
introduction section. However, a definitive answer
to what these factors are and how to account for
them goes beyond this research.

6

Reproducibility
The EstSimLex-999 set annotated with the human judge similarity scores, the code used to
compute the results in this paper, the complete
set of tables and the figures and most of the
resources used in this paper can be referenced
from the Github repository https://github.
com/estsl/EstSimLex-999 .
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In this study have addressed some aspects of the
computational models of similarity applied to the
Estonian language.
In the first place we have found that the neural visual models of similarity can explain a part
of the similarity between the words representing
concrete concepts. This invites the conclusion that
deep similarity models might be involved in accounting for the unexplained part of similarity.
In the second place and differently from the
finding in (Leviant and Reichart, 2015) an effect of
the language on the similarity has been found. Unlike in that study the Estonian computational models of similarity better correlate with the word pair
similarity score assigned by the Estonian subjects
that with the scores assigned by English speaking
subjects.
In the third place the best computational models are those derived from human built semantic
networks. They are better than the neural distributional models but still they correlate moderately
with the human judgments. This means that there
is more to similarity than taxonomic similarity. On
the other hand the Estonian Wordnet is still work
in progress, therefore we cannot rule out that a
more complete wordnet can boost the similarity
scores. Unlike the original study (Hill et al., 2015)
we have found that the word embedding computational models better correlate to the scores for
nouns and not the adjectives. Intuitively, this result makes sense as nouns have richer mental representations than other morphological categories,
therefore one expects that the similarity is better
defined for nouns than for other parts of speech.
In the future we will work to better understand
the other components of similarity for the concrete
concepts, improve and refine the computational
models of similarity for the Estonian language and
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Abstract

lish and exchange messages with each other after
registration. These platforms are highly attractive:
on the one hand, they establish a form of social
community that enables people to enter into new
relationships with each other or to maintain existing relationships. On the other hand, these platforms are designed in such a way that their users
can easily find new content based on algorithmic
recommendations.
Today, these social media platforms cover a
wide variety of media. This work focuses on Twitter1 - a service that enables the publication of short
text comments.
As information and opinions are widely disseminated and exchanged via these platforms, the rise
of social media as mass communication tools has
increasingly attracted the interest of different actors who try to use social media as influencing factors. Businesses recognize the potential to advertise their products in this way at a very early stage,
while political actors try to promote their views.
With the rise of such platforms to mass media
and the desire to influence public perception and
opinion, a comparatively new phenomenon has developed: The use of bots. In addition to normal
human users, some social media platforms also
feature computer programs that generate and provide content. This phenomenon has been found on
Twitter as well as other social media platforms.
Some of these bots are indistinguishable from
normal users on a superficial level. This is desired
by their creators: Though there are legitimitate applications that justify the use of bots, bots are also
used for malicious purposes. E.g. bots can be used
for spamming to advertise products or for drawing
attention to certain political statements.
As technical methods seem to make it possible
to promote certain opinions, there exists at least a

In this paper we address the problem of detecting Twitter bots. We analyze a dataset
of 8385 Twitter accounts and their tweets
consisting of both humans and different
kinds of bots. We use this data to train
machine learning classifiers that distinguish between real and bot accounts. We
identify features that are easy to extract
while still providing good results. We analyze different feature groups based on account specific, tweet specific and behavioral specific features and measure their
performance compared to other state of
the art bot detection methods. For easy
future portability of our work we focus
on language-agnostic features. With AdaBoost, the best performing classifier, we
achieve an accuracy of 0.988 and an AUC
of 0.995. As the creation of good training data in machine learning is often difficult - especially in the domain of Twitter bot detection - we additionally analyze
to what extent smaller amounts of training data lead to useful results by reviewing cross-validated learning curves. Our
results indicate that using few but expressive features already has a good practical
benefit for bot detection, especially if only
a small amount of training data is available.

1

Introduction

While at the end of the 90s digital communication was still handled exclusively via well-defined
Internet protocols, a completely new form of communication has established over the decades using web-based technology: Social media. These
are web-based platforms that allow users to pub-

1
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count data records and conducted an even more
in depth analysis of the phenomenon of Twitter
bots. Building a classifier they achieved an accuracy of 95% (Cresci et al., 2015). In their 2017 paper they discovered a new generation of social bots
being more sophisticated compared to bots already
known. They improved their performance by using advanced clustering algorithms and a large set
of 126 features and were able to detect up to 97.6%
of Twitter bots on one of their data sets.
Newer work uses sophisticated machine learning techniques. Cai et al., 2017 detect bots by
modeling users and their behavior using deep
learning by focusing on topic, latent sentiment and
temporal aspects. Their CNN-LSTM model learns
from user content as well as user behavior. With
this approach they achieve an F1 score of 88.30%
percent for their deep learning model outperforming reference models based on content or behavior
alone.
Efthimion et al., 2018 use an approach with support vector machines. They make use of the Levenshtein distance to detect similar posts for their
classification approach. This is noteworthy, as we
make use of Levenshtein distance as well, but in
contrast to Efthimion et al., 2018 use it to detect
similarities not among tweet content but on account level. (See below.) Efthimion et al., 2018
use the same data as we use in our work and
achieve and accuracy of 95.77% (which we outperform in our work).
Lundberg et al., 2018 provide two classifiers
that are used to not only build an offline classifier, but a system that performs online analysis of
tweets as they emerge from the Twitter community. They achieve an accuracy of about 98%.

theoretic danger that democratic processes might
be in influenced by bots. Badawy et al., 2018 analyzes a set of Russian bots and how their information is picked up by American twitter users related to these bot accounts. Their research shows
that information is introduced selectively into social media such as Twitter. Badawy et al., 2018
show that this information gets picked up and is
spread - by users and other bots. The extent to
which such influence can actually influence public opinion is not yet clear and requires further research. However, the very fact that such information is disseminated makes detecting Twitter bots
an important issue to address.

2

Related Work

Detecting Twitter bots has been addressed as a research topic for quite some time. Wang, 2010 reconstructed a graph model based on crawled Twitter accounts and tweets exploiting follower and
friend relationships. They use their data to implement a spam detection approach using classic
Bayesian classication to distinguish between normal behavior from suspicious behavior on Twitter.
In 2012 a large scale classification study was
conducted by Chu et al., 2012 to detect bots, humans and ”cyborgs” in Twitter data. The term ”cyborgs” is used here for accounts that are a symbiosis of humans and bots, making this a multinomial
problem. Chu et al., 2012 used a dataset of 2000
manually classified Twitter accounts and achieved
an accuracy of about 96% with a random forest
approach.
Clark et al., 2015 uses a different approach.
They not only crawl Twitter directly to extract
tweets but additionally use data from a honeypot.
They provided a setup with Twitter accounts being bots themselves. Twitter users following these
accounts for no real reason are considered as being bots. Clark et al., 2015 focus on content of
the tweets and use three different features to measure tweet similarity and hyperlinks. Based on this
they propose a classifier to distingusish between
”organic” and ”robotic” texts achieving an accuracy of 90.32% of the ”organic” and 95.2% of the
”robotic” accounts. They additionally identify different behavior among these accounts indicating
that there are several different classes of spammers
and spam bots.
Cresci et al., 2015 and Cresci et al., 2017
manually analyzed and annotated over 8000 ac-

3

Contribution and Outline

3.1

Research Questions

According to the importance of social media and
Twitter bots outlined in the introduction, the following scientific questions arise regarding the
recognition of Twitter bots:
• Is it possible to detect bots at account level
only, without taking into account the content
provided by these accounts?
• Does bot detection benefit from content analysis?
• Is it possible to reliably detect bots in a way
that avoids language-specific features?
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4.2

• Creating training data for bot detection is difficult. How large does such a data set have to
be in order to achieve useful training results
for machine learning? Can a small data set be
sufficient?

Dataset

Our work is based on the MIB dataset (Cresci
et al., 2017), which contains 8375 annotated Twitter accounts.
• 3473 accounts - humans

4 Methodology

• 991 accounts - political candidate retweeters

4.1 Considerations about Bots and Humans

• 3457 accounts - paid apps spammers

Our approach to identifying Twitter bots is based
on the assumption that bots are fundamentally different from humans in some aspects. Our consideration is that two categories should be distinguished here:

• 464 accounts - amazon.com spammers
• Total number of accounts: 8375 accounts
This data set contains data records about the accounts themselves as well as tweets created.

• Technical differences

4.3

• Purpose-related differences

Baseline

In the next sections we lay out our feature extraction and machine learning process. In order
to compare our results with a baseline we reimplement one of the machine learning classification systems described in Kudugunta and Ferrara,
2018. This classifier is quite a high baseline as it
performs very well and is - to our knowledge - the
current state of the art.

4.1.1 Technical Differences
Due to the fact that bots are computer programs,
they are not subject to certain human limitations.
Computer programs can act instantly in contrast
to humans who need time to reflect and are often
occupied with other tasks of daily life and work. It
can therefore be assumed that human behaviour is
different from bot behaviour with regard to timing
and the orientation of published content.
Our considerations are also based on the assumption that it is difficult for computer programs
to imitate human behaviour. While it is possible
to simulate human inadequacies, for example by
delaying reactions, it would be difficult for bots to
accurately mimic human behavior: This would require extensive statistical analysis of the behaviour
of Twitter users. We can therefore assume that
bots are created using simpler methods, such as
random temporal behaviour, which only resemble
human behaviour at first glance.

4.4

Feature Extraction

For building a machine learning classifyer we require a matrix of feature values for training and
- later on - classifying unseen test data. So in a
first first step we extract a variety of features from
the Cresci et al., 2017 datasets. These features are
discussed in the next subsections.
4.4.1 Account Based Features
The first group of features is derived from account
metadata. Our simple user profile features directly reflect values the Twitter API provides about
users. We additionally derive features with some
processing from the screen and user names.
Some of the features are self explanatory or explained by the Twitter API documentation. 2 Nevertheless some of these features require additional
discussion.

4.1.2 Purpose-Related Differences
Bots have clear objectives, for example spreading political messages or references to products.
Bots bring specific content to attention, hashtags,
URLs. So they have some kind of ”agenda” which
should be able to be exploited to some extent in
general.
It should be noted here that the fact that we and
other researchers are able to identify bots quite reliably clearly shows that these assumptions are not
unfounded.

• Simple user profile features: We hypothesize that metadata from the user profile provides valuable information about the user account. Some of this data is generated by
2
https://developer.twitter.com/en/
docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/
user-object.html
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Twitter itself and sometimes difficult to control directly by users. This data contains characteristics about a user’s account we can exploit for machine learning. These account
features include:

particular, we determine which of the 105 Unicode code groups an account uses in the screen
and user names. This is reflected in the categorical features user name unicode group and
screen name unicode group where we have one
feature for every Unicode code group. The rationale behind this feature is that humans tend to be
quite creative in their choice of names and sometimes tend to pick characters completely unrelated
to the alphabet of their own language. By comparing occurrences of characters in various Unicode
code groups we take this behaviour into account.
Furthermore we want to make use of possible differences between an account’s screen name
and user name. We model this by calculating
the respective Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein,
1966). We observed that bot accounts tend to
choose user names and screen names that are similar, while humans can be more creative in this respect.

– default profile: Has the user altered the
profile?
– geo enabled: This feature reflects if
users enable adding geographic information if they publish a tweet.
– protected: When true, indicates that this
user has chosen to protect their Tweets.
– is verified: This is some kind of quality
marker provided by Twitter: Accounts
that are run by people of public interest can be verified as being authentic by
Twitter itself.
– friends count: The number of users this
account is following.
– followers count: The number of followers this account has.
– favourites count: The number of tweets
this user has liked.
– listed count: The number of public lists
this account is a member of.
– statuses count: The number of tweets
issued by this account.
– profile use background image: Has the
user provided a background image?

4.4.2 Content Based Features
We derive additional features from the content a
user provides.
For that purpose we tokenize the tweets. We tokenize by breaking the tweet text at a variety of
spaces and punctuation such as commas, colons,
exclamation marks, brackets and similar characters that are commonly used in sentences. This tokenization respects characters occuring in emojis
as well. While tokenization in itself is not entirely
language agnostic, these heuristics should nevertheless work for a fairly large set of (Latin script)
languages.
Then we can extract features based on these tokens. Other features are directly derived from the
metadata of tweets.

• User profile name features: User and screen
names are very much subject to a user’s
choice. Therefore we hypothesize that it provides valuable information that helps to distinguish bots from humans. These features
include:

• Behavioural features: We hypothesize that
the tweeting behaviour of bots and humans
should exhibit differences. We model this
behaviour by calculating statistical properties
from the data such as minimum, maximum,
average, mean, median, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis, and others.

– screen name length: The length of the
screen name provided by a user.
– user name length: The length of the account name provided by a user.
– screen name digits: Number of digits in
the screen name.
– user name unicode group: See below.
– screen name unicode group: See below.
– levenshtein user name screen name:
See below.

– time between retweets (distributional
feature): This set of features models
time between retweeting activities of an
account.
– time between tweets (distributional):
This set of features models time
between tweeting activities.

We use some features that are closely related
to the screen and user names of accounts. In
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– tweet rate (average tweet rate): The average number of tweets per day

periments.
For reasons of getting a more detailed understanding about the performance of various feature
sets we group all behavioral features to a feature
set named tweet-behav, all tweet content related features to a set named tweet-cont and
all account related features to account. We use
account-lev as a feature set that only includes
the Levenshtein distance between user and screen
names to test this feature specifically.
As we want to compare our work to Kudugunta
and Ferrara, 2018 we reimplented all their account
features mentioned in their paper. We later on refer
to this feature group with k f reimpl.
Our own feature group all contains almost all
features described above leaving out only four minor features as they don’t seem to improve the
quality of our classifier: Information about the
default profile, location, the content of the ”protected” field and information about user background image.

• Core content features: We hypothesize that
some aspects of intention and emotions can
be derived from a tweet’s content. The following features honor this in a language independent way.
– emojis classic (distributional feature):
See below.
– emojis kaomji faces (distributional):
See below.
– emojis line art (distributional): See below.
– emojis other (distributional): See below.
– number of tokens (distributional): This
feature models the size of a tweet to
some extent.
– number of hashtags (distributional):
The number of hashtag based references
contained in tweets.
– n of tokens wo hashtags urls symbols
(distributional): A distribution based
on the number of plaintext tokens in the
tweets excluding hashtags, URLs and
non-alphanumeric tokens.
– number of urls (distributional): The
number of URL based references contained in tweets.
– special char repeats rate: This feature
detects sequences of question marks and
exclamation marks. These are also often used for affirmation to give special
weight to what has been expressed in a
tweet. We want to model this aspect.

5

Results and Discussion

We generate feature matrices based on different
sets of features as described in section 4.5. This
data is normalized by scaling each feature to the
unit interval and then used to train and evaluate
different machine learning models.
To evaluate the performance of our machine
learning classifiers we separate our dataset into a
training and validation set by an 80:20 ratio using
(deterministic) random selection provided by the
scikit-learn framework (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
We have experimented with classical methods
such as Logistic Regression3 , Support Vector Machines4 , Random Forests5 and Multi-layer Perceptrons6 . The best results were achieved with AdaBoost7 (Freund and Schapire, 1999). Since the
training labels are not fully balanced, we follow
Kudugunta and Ferrara, 2018 and resampled the
training data using SMOTE-ENN (Lemaı̂tre et al.,
2017).
By using AdaBoost with SMOTE-ENN we
achieve the results displayed in table 1. Figure 1
contains some of the corresponding ROC curves.
The feature set tweet-behav contains all features related to the tweeting behavior of an account

We assume that a precise sentiment analysis of
the twitter text is not available for all languages
tweets could be written in. Nevertheless, we want
to extract and use emotional aspects from the content. In order to model some basic aspects of emotion we detect various different sets of emoticons
here. The extraction is pattern based and derived
from public emoticon collections as provided by
Wikipedia. The four emoji features above are
distributions derived on individual occurrences of
emojis in single tweets.

3

sklearn.linear model.LogisticRegression
sklearn.svm.LinearSVC
5
sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier
6
sklearn.neural network.MLPClassifier
7
sklearn.ensemble.AdaBoostClassifier
4

4.5 Feature Groups
Based on these features we build sets of different
features for use in different machine learning ex-
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Feature-Set
tweet-behav
tweet-cont
account
account-lev
all
k f reimpl
k f-AdaBoost-SMOTEENN

P
0.9920
0.6413
0.9907
0.9481
0.9958
0.9886
1.00

R
0.8888
0.9701
0.9835
0.9041
0.9835
0.9804
1.00

F1
0.9376
0.7721
0.9871
0.9838
0.9896
0.9845
1.00

ACC
0.9314
0.6685
0.9851
0.9159
0.9881
0.9821
0.9981

AUC ROC
0.9475
0.9295
0.9929
0.9604
0.9959
0.9935
0.9981

Table 1: Classification performance of models using different feature sets. k f reimpl is our reimplementation of our reference classifier. Though we reimplemented all features we were not able to confirm
their original results. These are provided in k f-AdaBoost-SMOTEENN for reference.
Feature
number of tokens without hashtags urls symbols median
number of tokens median
levenshtein user name screen name
number of tokens without hashtags urls symbols mean
number of tokens without hashtags urls symbols stdev
number of tokens stdev
number of tokens mean
emojis classic skewness
emojis other skewness
number of tokens min
number of tokens without hashtags urls symbols min
number of tokens without hashtags urls symbols entropy
number of tokens entropy
number of tokens without hashtags urls symbols max
number of tokens max
number of hashtags skewness
special char repeats rate
emojis classic kurtosis
emojis other kurtosis
statuses count

ANOVA F-value
8255.4
7843.3
7736.9
7331.9
7157.1
7060.3
7007.8
5836.8
5836.8
4783.9
3236.3
2262.7
2257.4
2245.3
2237.1
1970.1
1829.5
1558.2
1558.2
1171.2

Table 2: The 20 most important features for the system ”all”, sorted by ANOVA F-value.
and tweet-cont contains all content features. Our
experiments show that neither feature set is able to
achieve sufficiently good results, as there is a large
number of false positives.
It turned out that using the Levenshtein distance
as a feature provides a considerable benefit. It is
the most informative feature in the account feature set, followed by geo enabled, statuses count,
user name length,
screen name length and
features related to account metadata, such
as default profile, favourites count and profile use background image.
In order to get an idea of how well this feature
performs we conducted an experiment using it as
the only classifier. We found that by using only

this features alone (the account-lev feature set) it
is possible to achieve an accuracy of 0.8611.
In order to compare our system we reimplemented a classification system as described by
Kudugunta and Ferrara, 2018, where AdaBoost
with SMOTE-ENN is used to get excellent results.
However, although we use the same dataset and
the same features, we were not able to achieve
the same results. We assume the reason for this
is that the exact selection of their training data
is unknown to us. For our own analysis we divide the gold standard data using deterministic
random selection. Depending on the exact nature
of this random selection, it is understandable that
each trained system based on this selection will
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Figure 1: ROC curves

7

be slightly different and the evaluation results will
therefore vary slightly.
With our feature set including features that address the tweet content as well as the the meta data,
the unicode groups, the emojis in the content, the
user and screen names as well as the the Levenshtein distance between both names we achieved
a comparable accuracy of 0.9881 and ROC-AUC
value of 0.9959. (For details see table 1.)

6

Conclusion

In this paper we addressed the problem of detecting Twitter bots. For easy reuse of our system we extracted various language-agnostic features including account specific features such as
comparing screen name and user names as well as
behavioural specific features modeling latent temporal aspects of tweeting. We have shown that
with AdaBoost and SMOTE-ENN we can achieve
a precision of up to 0.9969, an accuracy of 0.9881
and an AUC-ROC value of 0.9959. Additionally
we calculated learning curves of several of our
approaches in order to understand the impact a
smaller amount of data might have on training of
classifiers. We concluded that patterns existing in
the data emerge quite soon during training. For
practical approaches already a set of a view thousand data records will be sufficient for training.
Our data set consisted of 8385 manually classified
records. This is sufficient data for training classification systems of good quality.

Further Experiments

In order to estimate the influence of the amount of
training data on the quality of such a classifier, we
conducted additional experiments and calculated
learning curves for several of our systems.
To achieve representative results we use fivefold cross-validation here. Our data set contains
the manually tagged data of the 8385 accounts.
Therefore 1677 records will be used for validation
and 6708 data records remain for training.
Figure 2 displays learning curves for some of
our classifiers, all based on AdaBoost. Targeting one of our research questions understanding if
smaller amount of training data could be sufficient
for building classifiers we extracted upper left areas of some of our learning curves and present
them in figure 2. These results indicate that even
if data about only a very limited set of Twitter
accounts would be available for training bot detection should be possible though - of course - it
would not achieve the very best results. As each
account in our data set in average provides 607
tweets this seems to be already a sufficient basis
to learn from for practical applications.

8

Future Work

Naturally bot developers will pick up on results of
researchers and improve their implementations of
bots in order to perfect their disguise. Classifiers
training on existing data might not work as well
in future experiments on real data as bots could
produce tweet content in such a way that is misleading for existing classifiers. Tweeting behavior could be modeled in such a way that it is less
distinguishable from real users. Future research
should focus on addressing these aspects closely.
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Abstract

• H – Hotels – customer reviews of hotels3 ,
• P – Products – buyers’ opinions on products4 .

In this article, we present a novel multidomain dataset of Polish text reviews, annotated with sentiment on different levels: sentences and the whole documents.
The annotation was made by linguists in
a 2+1 scheme (with inter-annotator agreement analysis). We present a preliminary
approach to the classification of labelled
data using logistic regression, bidirectional long short-term memory recurrent
neural networks (BiLSTM) and bidirectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT).

1

In the introduction we focus mainly on the influence of discourse on the classification of the document sentiment. We only briefly present an approach based on the analysis of emotional words.
The rest of the article concerns the description of
the corpus used in our analysis, guidelines for the
description of the text with sentiment for annotators, the results of the pilot stage of annotation, the
proper annotation and experiments with automatic
recognition of the text polarity.

2

Introduction

One approach for recognising polarity of text is
to use a dictionary of emotional words – sentiment lexicons, e.g. WordNet annotated with polarity (Kamps et al., 2004; Takamura et al., 2005)
and emotions (Janz et al., 2017). Usually the task
is to determine the number of occurrence of such
words with a specific polarity in the text or use a
simple bag of words method (Wang and Manning,
2012). Such a solution has a number of limitations: simple methods cannot cope with irony, sarcasm, negation and more complex text structures
that modify the sound of the words that make them
up (Wallace et al., 2015).
The second method of analysing text polarity is
examination of the sentence level with evaluating
each sentence in isolation. This procedure can be
supported by the external corpus of labelled sentences (Pang and Lee, 2004; Wilson et al., 2005).
Nevertheless, even within one sentence we can
sometimes observe several features of the analysed entity and each of them can be assessed dif-

Linguistic research on sentiment recognition involves two approaches: from the perspective of
analysing the occurrence of emotional words and
from the perspective of the entire document. The
first attempt is usually a consequence of the creation of the sentiment lexicon, e.g. manual annotation of the WordNet (Baccianella et al., 2010).
The second results from the analysis of the specific text content in which we see that the sentiment of a word or phrase changes under the influence of the surrounding context (Taboada et al.,
2008). This change may vary depending on the
domain of the text. As a research material for our
research we have chosen online customer reviews
from four domains:
• S – School – students’ reviews on the lecturers1 ,
• M – Medicine – patients’ opinions on doctors2 ,
1
2

Related work

3

https://polwro.pl/
https://www.znanylekarz.pl/

4
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ferently. It is advantageous in opinion mining to
achieve both an overall opinion and specific information on the reviewed entity and its aspects. It
gives us not only a general opinion on the product but allows us to notice a detailed view on the
quality of the product.
This year, the first results of the Sentimenti5
project were published, which aimed to create
methods of analysing the content written on the
Internet in terms of emotions expressed by the authors of the texts and the emotional impact of the
readers. Within the project, a large database has
been created, in which 30,000 lexical units from
plWordNet database and 7,000 texts were evaluated, most of which are consumer reviews from
the domain of hotels and medicine. The elements
were evaluated by 20,000 unique Polish respondents in the Computer Assisted Personal Interview
survey and more than 50 marks were obtained for
each element, which gives more than 1.8 million
annotations. Within each mark, polarisation of the
element, stimulation and basic emotions aroused
by the recipients are determined. The first results
concerning the automatic recognition of sound and
emotions for this set are presented in (Kocoń et al.,
2019). Our article is based on this work in the development of experiments and we are researching
texts from similar domains, but using more complex classification methods as described in Section
4. The annotation guidelines for linguists in the
task of sentiment analysis on two levels were also
developed: text level and sentence level (presented
in Section 3).
2.1
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Figure 1: Google Trends (trends.google.com) data showing
interest in time for search terms "customer feedback" and
"sentiment analysis". On the vertical axis 100 means biggest
search term popularity.

present how the genre structure of a customer review affects the text sentiment polarity. It is an
enhancement of the discourse perspective in sentiment analysis.
2.2

Recognition of sentiment

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining has become an interesting topic for many researches and
private companies with constant growth of interest
in recent years (see Figure 1), that coincides with
the big data revolution (Kitchin, 2014). Properly
evaluated data can be widely used in fields such
as market analysis, public relations and product
or customer feedback. Main difficulty in retrieval
of those information is non-organised data, unstructured in pre-defined manner. Recently deep
neural networks show relatively good performance
among all available methods of processing such
information (Glorot et al., 2011). Possibility of retrieving data from different sources like social networks (Pak and Paroubek, 2010), publicly available discussion boards or various marketing platforms connected with proper annotations on training data set can provide not only simple positive,
negative or neutral classification but lead to accurate fine-grained sentiment prediction (Guzman
and Maalej, 2014). In Section 4 we present our
approach to solve this task using models based
on fastText (Joulin et al., 2017), BiLSTM (Zhou
et al., 2016) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).

From word level to discourse in text
polarity analysis

A discourse perspective in sentiment analysis is an
attempt to address limitations of previous methods (e.g. problems with negation, focusing on
adjectives). It used findings of Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988). The attempt bears in mind local and global orientation in
the text, discourse structure or topicality (Taboada
et al., 2008). It allows the researcher to extract
the most important sentences from the text in the
perspective of the entire discourse context: nucleus satellite method (Wang et al., 2012). The
relevance of the sentences is evaluated in relation to the main topic and the analysis omits some
less important parts of the text. In Section 3 we
5

sentiment analysis

3

Annotation model

Our research on sentiment analysis of customer reviews was conducted in 2018 within CLARIN-PL
and it consisted of the pilot stage and the main
stage. The preliminary part of analysis involved
3,000 students’ opinions about lectures. It is an

https://sentimenti.com/
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polarity (20% of texts). We observed that the value
of inter-annotator agreement in aspect annotation
task was very low, below 15% of Positive Specific Agreement, PSA (Hripcsak and Rothschild,
2005).

authentic material provided online by students as
a final assessment of the course in each subject.
Each text was manually annotated by two annotators: a psychologist and a linguist, who worked
accordingly to the general guidelines. In the pilot
project we decided to deal with sentiment annotation of the whole text. In the sentiment annotation
we used the same set of tags which is applied in
plWordNet 3.0 emo (Zaśko-Zielińska et al., 2015;
Janz et al., 2017) to lexical units: [+m] – strong
positive, [+s] – weak positive, [-m] – strong negative, [-s] – weak negative, [amb] – ambiguous, [0]
– neutral.
We used amb tag but we understood it differently. In annotation of lexical units in WordNet
with sentiment amb indicated the possibility that
units can be positive or negative in various contexts. Hence, in text sentiment analysis we assumed that amb denotes ambiguous polarity, thus
the entire text cannot be clearly described by using
neither positive nor negative annotation.
In the annotation we focused primarily on the
strategic places in the text. In a customer review
these places are the opening and closing sentences,
namely the text frame. The beginning consists of
the general opinion of the author on the subject of
the evaluation and the end includes the author’s
recommendation to the recipients. The annotators created their first general evaluation based on
these two segments. In the body of the review, the
authors have only subtly changed these opinions.
Regardless of the modification of the main opinion
in the text, we did not use the amb tag when the
text frame was unambiguously positive. The text
frame polarity was influenced not only by lexical
content but also nonverbal elements, e.g. emoticons or multiplication of punctuation marks.
3.1

3.2

New annotation guidelines

In the main stage of the project we decided to annotate the sentiment for the whole text (a meta
level) and the sentence level. We assumed that this
strategy allows to establish the acceptable value
of PSA. We followed the rule that the meta annotation results partially from sentence annotations, however the frame polarity is the main factor for the final meta annotation. We have prepared the following rules of annotation, regardless
of whether the entire text or sentence is annotated:
• SP – strong positive – entirely positive;
• WP – weak positive – generally positive, but
there are some negative aspects;
• 0 – neutral;
• WN – weak negative – generally negative, but
there are some positive aspects;
• SN – strong negative – entirely negative;
• AMB – ambiguous – there are both positive
and negative aspects in the text that are balanced in terms of relevance.
Table 1 shows the value of Positive Specific
Agreement (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005) obtained for a random sample of 111 documents
from Medicine category.

4

An attempt to annotate aspects

Multi-level sentiment recognition

We selected three different classifiers for the
recognition tasks:

The analysis of the content of customer reviews in
our pilot project consisted of two stages: the selection of text blocks describing separate aspects and
their annotation. Some parts of the text were not of
an argumentative nature that could justify the author’s decision to polarise the text. They included:
advice (e.g. how to sign up for lectures) or general
information on lectures, duration of classes, etc.
The main stage of our project was conducted
based on text corpus consisting of consumer reviews (80% of texts) and texts from the corresponding domain with high probability of neutral

• logistic regression (fastText) providing a
baseline for text classification (Joulin et al.,
2017)
• bidirectional long short-term memory recurrent network in two variants:
– using word vector representations only
– using the same vectors extended with
general polarity information from sentiment dictionary described in Section 4.1
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L

M

S

Type
SN
WN
0
AMB
WP
SP
sum
SN
WN
0
AMB
WP
SP
sum

Only A
1
2
0
1
4
0
8
10
11
36
2
12
6
77

A&B
33
2
24
2
0
31
92
217
1
273
7
0
194
692

Only B
4
2
0
3
0
2
11
36
0
17
14
1
8
76

PSA
93%
50%
100%
50%
0%
97%
91%
90%
15%
91%
47%
0%
97%
90%

(consisting of 1,024 hidden units using hyperbolic tangent activation method) merged
with concatenation
• Dropout layer with dropout ratio equal to 0.2
• Dense layer with number of outputs representing number of all possible labels (6 in our
task) using normalised exponential function
(softmax) activation
BERT was designed to provide pre-trained
deep bidirectional representations conditioning
left and right context (Devlin et al., 2018), therefore it achieves best performance on text fragments instead of single sentences.
It’s architecture allows to fine-tune these representations by adding one additional output layer
which suits needs of specified task.
For
our task as a pre-trained model BERT-Base,
Multilingual Cased6 was selected, which
consists of 104 languages and 110M parameters,
and BertForSequenceClassification7
as a BERT classifier extended for multi-class classification.

Table 1: Annotation agreement between two experts (A and
B) at the level (L) of text (meta – M) and sentence (S) for a
sample of 111 documents using Positive Specific Agreement
metric, PSA (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005).

• bidirectional encoder representations from
transformers (BERT) with addition of sequence classification layer
We trained logistic regression model using pretrained vectors for Polish language (Kocoń and
Gawor, 2018). This approach is much faster in
both training and testing than deep learning classifiers (Joulin et al., 2017), however, it has disadvantage which comes from not sharing parameters by
features and classes, therefore overall result can be
highly influenced by keywords with bigger class
relativity.
BiLSTM on the other side takes into consideration not just words but full text fragment and basing on learnt patterns predicts potential outcome.
Texts are divided into tokens and converted to corresponding word embedding vectors generated by
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), in this form it
is possible to use it as input for neural network.
Dimension of used vectors is equal to 300, therefore it must be reflected in the input shape. As
a loss function for training a categorical crossentropy was chosen. Model prepared for the task
consists of the following layers:

4.1

Embedding vector extension

Basing on the data accommodated in plWordNet emo (Zaśko-Zielińska et al., 2015) we prepared the dictionary for all annotated lexical units
and all possible levels of sentiment. Due to the
lack of word sense disambiguation method, we
grouped the sentiment annotations by lemmas.
The final dictionary consists of a set of lemmas
with assigned numbers representing the proportions of individual sentiment annotations, summing up to 1, e.g. for a lemma akademicki (Eng.
academic) there were 11 annotations: 3 neutral, 4
generally negative, 3 generally positive and 1 entirely positive. Therefore arbitrary values for word
"akademicki" are:
• entirely positive = 0.0909
• generally positive = 0.2727
• neutral = 0.2727

• Gaussian noise layer with standard deviation of 0.01 accepting as input shape up to
128 words with vector matrix for each word
of size 300, therefore overall input shape is
(128, 300)

• generally negative = 0.3636
• entirely negative = 0.0000

6
https://github.com/google-research/
bert
7
https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT

• Bidirectional layer with LSTM instances
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• ambivalent = 0.0000

sentence evaluation types. We use also prefixes
of domains (Hotels, Medicine, School, Products)
as suffixes for SD* and DO* variants, e.g. SDSH is a single domain evaluation type performed
on sentences within hotels domain, whereas DOTM is a domain-out evaluation type performed on
texts trained on texts outside medicine domain and
tested on texts from that domain.

Using the described dictionary we have proposed additional variant of BiLSTM classifier with
a word embedding vector extended with the values of sentiment for the lemma of the word from
a prepared sentiment dictionary. Lemmas were retrieved during a preparation of the input data using WCRFT part-of-speech tagger (Radziszewski,
2013). Therefore, in this approach the input word
vector dimension was extended with 6 values representing sentiment of the word. The final dimension of the word embedding increased from 300 to
306.

5

Table 2 shows the number of texts and sentences
annotated by linguists for all evaluation types,
with division into the number of elements within
training, validation and test sets. Linguists annotated a total of 8,450 texts from four domains (hotels, medicine, products, school) and 35,789 sentences from two domains (hotels, medicine). The
distribution of labels within each domain for texts
and sentences is presented in Table 3. Average annotated text length in each domain are as follows:
788 characters in hotels, 802 in medicine, 781 in
products and 442 in school.

Evaluation

As in article (Kocoń et al., 2019), three variants of
evaluation of the sentiment classification methods
were prepared. The basic variant is a single domain in which the classifier is trained, tuned and
tested on a set of texts from one domain. The next
variant includes an analysis of the ability of the
classifier to model the sentiment of the text on a
level independent of the domain of the text. For
this purpose, we take all available texts except the
texts from the selected domain. Then the texts are
divided into a training and a validation set. Testing of the model takes place on a test set from
a selected domain, not taken into account at the
stage of preparing the training and validation set.
The third test variant allows to examine the classifiers in order to generalise the task of sentiment
analysis in all available domains. For this purpose,
texts from all domains are treated as one set, which
is randomly divided into train, validation and test
sets. Summary of the different types of evaluation:

Type
SDT

DOT
MDT
SDS
DOS
MDS

• SD – Single Domain – evaluation sets created
using elements from the same domain,

Domain
Hotels
Medicine
Products
School
!Hotels
!Medicine
!Products
!School
All
Hotels
Medicine
!Hotels
!Medicine
All

Train
2534
2650
790
792
4756
4635
6727
6725
6771
12434
16200
16200
12434
28581

Dev
316
330
98
98
528
514
746
746
846
1554
2024
2024
1554
3572

Test
316
330
98
98
845
1553
2024
3571

SUM
3166
3310
986
988
5284
5149
7473
7471
8462
15541
20248
18224
13988
35724

Table 2: The number of texts/sentences for each evaluation
type in train/dev/test sets.

• DO – Domain Out – train/dev sets created using elements from 3 domains, test set from
the remaining domain,

Type

• MD – Mixed Domains – evaluation sets randomly selected from elements belonging to
all domains.

SDT

SDS

Due to the fact that the data are annotated both at
the level of the whole text and at the level of each
sentence, a sentence or text may be an element in
the above list. We use SDT, DOT, and MDT for
text evaluation types and SDS, DOS, and MDS for

Domain
Hotels
Medicine
Products
School
Hotels
Medicine

SP
25.80
29.48
22.70
46.92
34.58
24.78

WP
10.77
02.87
15.40
26.19
00.01
00.31

0
11.24
23.98
00.20
00.20
18.72
40.68

WN
05.87
02.33
08.31
07.99
00.01
00.46

SN
38.68
36.94
44.28
10.11
44.31
32.63

AMB
07.64
04.41
09.12
08.59
02.38
01.14

Table 3: The percentage of annotated elements in a given
domain (SDT – single domain texts, SDS – single domain
sentences).
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SP

WP

0

WN

SN

AMB

F1

micro

macro

SDT-H
SDT-M
SDT-P
SDT-S
DOT-H
DOT-M
DOT-P
DOT-S
MDT

C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C2
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4

80.00
71.11
72.82
71.22
81.05
78.69
81.93
00.00
62.86
28.57
25.00
00.00
79.61
72.22
75.68
68.87
70.91
72.73
73.94
75.53
72.51
73.17
46.01
72.11
60.61
63.16
54.55
70.97
68.00
73.58
75.25
70.83
83.20
81.21
81.82
86.12

30.51
25.00
22.95
10.26
15.38
11.11
13.33
00.00
27.59
30.30
00.00
00.00
52.63
33.33
34.04
00.00
23.08
17.02
19.67
34.09
08.70
22.22
03.48
10.71
47.06
26.09
28.57
62.07
12.50
18.75
24.24
29.27
40.27
41.03
00.00
50.00

93.98
00.00
94.12
96.39
96.39
95.71
95.71
95.65
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
95.24
91.76
88.89
90.67
86.67
85.14
00.00
90.32
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
97.14
96.75
96.39
94.65

00.00
04.76
14.81
00.00
00.00
14.29
13.33
00.00
36.36
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
15.38
10.00
00.00
17.39
28.57
00.00
16.67
50.00
22.22
00.00
00.00
13.33
00.00
00.00
00.00
10.91
09.68
10.96
00.00

83.33
72.44
81.98
78.16
80.63
80.31
80.43
62.33
84.68
69.16
67.26
69.74
50.00
27.27
11.76
00.00
83.49
78.76
75.11
82.76
75.29
76.79
00.00
85.06
76.00
84.91
85.71
92.73
36.36
37.84
41.03
34.48
85.28
83.36
80.75
86.87

36.84
00.00
27.27
00.00
00.00
06.67
07.41
00.00
16.67
26.67
00.00
00.00
00.00
36.36
00.00
00.00
21.05
16.00
16.00
00.00
00.00
16.33
00.00
12.90
00.00
11.76
00.00
28.57
00.00
33.33
22.22
37.50
17.72
21.57
27.64
22.86

73.50
53.00
68.45
68.45
78.55
77.04
78.55
58.01
65.66
49.49
43.43
53.54
61.62
52.53
51.52
52.53
69.09
65.30
62.46
68.14
69.18
68.28
22.36
72.51
59.60
62.63
59.18
73.74
43.43
51.52
51.52
48.48
76.83
74.35
72.70
77.78

90.87
77.14
89.83
91.30
93.44
94.02
91.81
89.42
86.76
78.37
77.64
80.40
83.80
80.39
79.71
83.88
88.21
88.31
87.41
91.47
86.13
89.99
59.76
90.88
89.71
83.19
83.81
90.77
90.12
79.35
73.71
75.64
88.92
92.90
87.67
95.78

70.20
66.13
72.44
72.41
66.39
71.81
69.33
59.73
63.58
53.46
51.46
42.60
62.33
54.40
54.67
49.55
66.34
71.21
70.59
72.70
68.37
71.46
51.52
73.14
70.29
61.73
63.25
71.38
68.67
64.91
60.23
59.62
68.04
74.79
74.19
78.85

0

WN

SN

AMB

F1

micro

macro

MDS

DOS-M

DOS-H

The automatic annotation of emotions has both a
scientific and an applied value. Modern business
is interested in the opinions, emotions and values
associated with brands and products. Retailers and
merchants collect huge amounts of customer feedback from the store and online. Moreover, the relationship departments monitor the impact of their
campaigns and need to know if it was positive and
affecting customers. In this context, the results of
monitoring feedback, reactions and emotions are
of great value as they fuel decisions and behaviors (Tversky and Kahneman, 1989). However,
most of the existing solutions are still limited to
manual annotations and simplified analysis methods.

WP

Conclusions and further steps

SP

SDS-H

Type

Table 4: F1-scores for text-oriented evaluation. Training sets
for evaluation types are the same as in Table 2 rows 1-9. Classifiers: C1 - fastText, C2 - BiLSTM, C3 - BiLSTM with word
embeddings extended using polarity dictionary, C4 - BERT.
Evaluation types are explained in Section 5.

SDS-M

7

Type

Table 4 presents the values of F1-score for each
label (columns 3-8), global F1-score (column 9),
micro-AUC and macro-AUC (columns 10-11) for
all evaluation types related to the texts. In case
of evaluation for a single domain for each label,
fastText (using Logistic Regression) outperformed
other classifiers in 13 out of 21 distinguishable
cases. There are 12 cases for which the best score
is not higher than F1=0.4. These are highly underrepresented labels, for which the part of the total annotations within the domain is less than 10%
(see Table 3). The best results are obtained for
strong positive and strong negative cases. Intermediate labels (weak and ambiguous variants) are
much more difficult to be recognised correctly. In
these cases deep neural networks outperform logisitic regression in 6 out of 11 cases. BERT classifier performs much better (13 out of 23 cases)
in cross-domain knowledge transfer (DOT and
MDT). For these evaluation types only 6 times
fastText was better. These observations are consistent with the results of article (Kocoń et al., 2019)
for valence dimensions.
Table 5 presents results corresponding to those
presented in Table 4, but this time for sentencelevel annotations. Looking at Table 3, the number
of sentences marked as weakly positive or weakly
negative is close to zero. These labels are not being recognised by any classifier. For other labels,
regardless of the type of evaluation, the best results
are mainly obtained using deep learning methods
(label-specific F1-score: all 20 cases; general metrics: 12 out of 15 cases).

Classifier

Results

Classifier

6

C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4

85.64
86.53
88.89
87.66
70.68
78.01
72.86
76.79
60.11
69.56
72.05
65.46
53.08
58.30
59.54
61.10
77.14
84.37
76.00
84.14

00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
18.18
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00

77.54
82.15
82.58
82.47
76.36
80.35
78.88
81.08
48.83
54.45
56.16
51.74
63.29
67.40
66.11
65.95
76.43
82.30
77.29
83.39

00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00

83.59
88.73
88.09
87.99
70.14
75.30
74.66
75.25
61.30
67.98
68.98
60.85
64.45
69.37
68.58
67.84
76.06
82.78
76.54
83.52

16.44
31.71
35.71
42.86
15.38
07.14
25.64
00.00
00.00
06.15
06.35
00.00
20.69
37.84
20.69
16.67
17.82
35.09
16.22
25.50

81.60
85.20
85.91
85.39
71.85
77.19
75.06
77.33
55.53
62.87
64.93
58.04
61.19
65.98
65.28
65.09
75.25
82.11
75.42
82.28

94.39
97.88
97.54
97.26
89.45
95.54
94.76
94.99
89.46
87.99
88.48
86.23
94.49
90.43
89.50
89.35
89.60
96.66
94.98
96.83

65.19
70.58
69.46
70.32
63.76
74.21
72.98
74.76
63.81
70.85
69.50
68.04
65.29
64.14
60.60
59.50
61.60
75.11
70.77
74.25

Table 5: F1-scores for sentence-oriented evaluation. Training
sets for evaluation types are the same as in Table 2 rows 1014. Classifiers: C1 - fastText, C2 - BiLSTM, C3 - BiLSTM
with word embeddings extended using polarity dictionary, C4
- BERT. Evaluation types are explained in Section 5.
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BERT’s performance is below the expectations
of this advanced method. Looking at both tables (4
and 5), BERT’s results are the best in 19 out of 69
label-specific cases, which is exactly as many as
fastText was. BiLSTM outperformed other methods in 31 cases. Adding an external sentiment
dictionary helped only in 14 label-specific cases.
BERT dominance is observed in DOT and MDT
cases, especially when analysing general metric
values, where the predominance of the method is
visible in 11 out of 15 cases. The advantage is
repeated for MDS but not for DOS. MDT case
is the most promising in terms of the further use
of the recognition method in applications such as
brand monitoring or early crisis detection. Figure 2 shows the ROC curves (Meistrell, 1990) for
this case. The values of the general F1, micro
AUC and macro AUC are the highest for the BERT
method (see Table 2).
We plan to publish the data created as part of the
presented works on an open license soon. We also
intend to test the contextualized embedding that
we are currently building using the ELMo deep
word representations method (Peters et al., 2018),
with the use of the large KGR10 corpus presented
in work (Kocoń et al., 2019). We also want to train
the basic BERT model with the use of KGR10 to
investigate whether it will improve the quality of
sentiment recognition. It is also very interesting
to use the propagation of sentiment annotation in
WordNet (Kocoń et al., 2018a,b), to increase the
coverage of the sentiment dictionary and to potentially improve the recognition quality as well.
This objective can be achieved by other complex
methods such as OpenAI GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019) and domain dictionaries construction methods utilising WordNet (Kocoń and Marcińczuk,
2016).
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Abstract

1b He was ordered held without bail Wednesday
by a federal judge in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

In this paper, we present a new approach for
the evaluation, error analysis, and interpretation of supervised and unsupervised Paraphrase Identification (PI) systems. Our evaluation framework makes use of a PI corpus annotated with linguistic phenomena to provide
a better understanding and interpretation of the
performance of various PI systems. Our approach allows for a qualitative evaluation and
comparison of the PI models using human interpretable categories. It does not require modification of the training objective of the systems and does not place additional burden on
the developers. We replicate several popular
supervised and unsupervised PI systems. Using our evaluation framework we show that:
1) Each system performs differently with respect to a set of linguistic phenomena and
makes qualitatively different kinds of errors;
2) Some linguistic phenomena are more challenging than others across all systems.

1

2a Microsoft fell 5 percent before the open to
$27.45 from Thursday’s close of $28.91.
2b Shares in Microsoft slipped 4.7 percent in
after-hours trade to $27.54 from a Nasdaq
close of $28.91.
The task of PI can be framed as a binary classification problem. The performance of the different PI systems is reported using the Accuracy and
F1 score measures. However this form of evaluation does not facilitate the interpretation and error
analysis of the participating systems. Given the
Deep Learning nature of most of the state-of-theart systems and the complexity of the PI task, we
argue that better means for evaluation, interpretation, and error analysis are needed. We propose
a new evaluation methodology to address this gap
in the field. We demonstrate our methodology on
the ETPC corpus (Kovatchev et al., 2018a) - a recently published corpus, annotated with detailed
linguistic phenomena involved in paraphrasing.
We replicate several popular state-of-the-art
Supervised and Unsupervised PI Systems and
demonstrate the advantages of our evaluation
methodology by analyzing and comparing their
performance. We show that while the systems obtain similar quantitative results (Accuracy and F1),
they perform differently with respect to a set of human interpretable linguistic categories and make
qualitatively different kinds of errors. We also
show that some of the categories are more challenging than others across all evaluated systems.

Introduction

In this paper we propose a new approach to evaluation, error analysis and interpretation in the task
of Paraphrase Identification (PI). Typically, PI is
defined as comparing two texts of arbitrary size
in order to determine whether they have approximately the same meaning (Dolan et al., 2004).
The two texts in 1a and 1b are considered paraphrases, while the two texts at 2a and 2b are nonparaphrases.1 In 1a and 1b there is a change in the
wording (“magistrate” - “judge”) and the syntactic structure (“was ordered” - “ordered”) but the
meaning of the sentences is unchanged. In 2a and
2b there are significant differences in the quantities (“5%” - “4.7%” and “$27.45” - “$27.54”).

2

1a A federal magistrate in Fort Lauderdale ordered him held without bail.
1

Related Work

The systems that compete on PI range from using
hand-crafted features and Machine Learning algorithms (Fernando and Stevenson, 2008; Madnani

Examples are from the MRPC corpus (Dolan et al., 2004)
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an approach is that it only requires modification
and additional annotation of the corpus. It does
not place any additional burden on the developers
of the systems and can be applied to multiple systems without additional cost.
We follow a similar line of research and propose
a new evaluation that uses ETPC (Kovatchev et al.,
2018a): a PI corpus with a multi-layer annotation
of various linguistic phenomena. Our methodology uses the corpus annotation to provide much
more feedback to the competing systems and to
evaluate and compare them qualitatively.

et al., 2012; Ji and Eisenstein, 2013) to end-to-end
Deep Learning models (He et al., 2015; He and
Lin, 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Lan and Xu, 2018a;
Kiros et al., 2015; Conneau et al., 2017). The PI
systems are typically divided in two groups: Supervised PI systems and Unsupervised PI systems.
“Supervised PI systems” (He et al., 2015; He
and Lin, 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Lan and Xu,
2018a) are explicitly trained for the PI task on a
PI corpora. “Unsupervised PI systems” in the PI
field is a term used for systems that use a general
purpose sentence representations such as Mikolov
et al. (2013); Pennington et al. (2014); Kiros et al.
(2015); Conneau et al. (2017). To predict the paraphrasing relation, they can compare the sentence
representations of the candidate paraphrases directly (ex.: cosine of the angle), and use a PI corpus to learn a threshold. Alternatively they can use
the representations as features in a classifier.
The complexity of paraphrasing has been emphasized by many researchers (Bhagat and Hovy,
2013; Vila et al., 2014; Benikova and Zesch,
2017). Similar observations have been made for
Textual Entailment (Sammons et al., 2010; Cabrio
and Magnini, 2014). Gold et al. (2019) study the
interactions between paraphrasing and entailment.
Despite the complexity of the phenomena, the
popular PI corpora (Dolan et al., 2004; Ganitkevitch et al., 2013; Iyer et al., 2017; Lan et al., 2017)
are annotated in a binary manner. In part it is due
to lack of annotation tools capable of fine-grained
annotation of relations. WARP-Text (Kovatchev
et al., 2018b) fills this gap in the NLP toolbox.
The simplified corpus format poses a problem
with respect to the quality of the PI task and the
ways it can be evaluated. The vast majority of the
state-of-the-art systems in PI provide no or very
little error analysis. This makes it difficult to interpret the actual capabilities of a system and its
applicability to other corpora and tasks.
Some researchers have approached the problem
of non-interpretability by evaluating the same architecture on multiple datasets and multiple tasks.
Lan and Xu (2018b) apply this approach to Supervised PI systems, while Aldarmaki and Diab
(2018) use it for evaluating Unsupervised PI systems and general sentence representation models.
Linzen et al. (2016) demonstrate how by modifying the task definition and the evaluation the capabilities of a Deep Learning system can be determined implicitly. The main advantage of such

3

Qualitative Evaluation Framework

3.1

The ETPC Corpus

ETPC (Kovatchev et al., 2018a) is a re-annotated
version of the MRPC corpus. It contains 5,801 text
pairs. Each text pair in ETPC has two separate layers of annotation. The first layer contains the traditional binary label (paraphrase or non-paraphrase)
of every text pair. The second layer contains the
annotation of 27 “atomic” linguistic phenomena
involved in paraphrasing, according to the authors
of the corpus. All phenomena are linguistically
motivated and humanly interpretable.
3a A federal magistrate in Fort Lauderdale
ordered him held without bail.
3b He was ordered held without bail Wednesday
by a federal judge in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
We illustrate the annotation with examples 3a
and 3b. At the binary level, this pair is annotated as
“paraphrases”. At the “atomic” level, ETPC contains the annotation of multiple phenomena, such
as the “same polarity substitution (habitual)” of
“magistrate” and “judge” (marked bold) or the
“diathesis alternation” of “...ordered him held”
and “he was ordered by...” (marked underline).
For the full set of phenomena, the linguistic reasoning behind them, their frequency in the corpus, real examples from the pairs, and the annotation guidelines, please refer to Kovatchev et al.
(2018a).
3.2

Evaluation Methodology

We use the corpus to evaluate the capabilities of
the different PI systems implicitly. That means,
the training objective of the systems remains unchanged: they are required to correctly predict
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the value of the binary label at the first annota- RQ 2 Which are the strong and weak sides of each
tion layer. However, when we analyze and evaluindividual system?
ate the performance of the systems, we make use
of both the binary and the atomic annotation lay- RQ 3 Are there any significant differences between
the “performance profiles” of the systems?
ers. Our evaluation framework is created to address our main research question (RQ 1):
RQ 4 Are there phenomena on which all systems
perform well (or poorly)?
RQ 1 Does the performance of a PI system on each
candidate-paraphrase pair depend on the dif4 PI Systems
ferent phenomena involved in that pair?
To demonstrate the advantages of our evaluation
framework, we have replicated several popular SuWe evaluate the performance of the systems in
pervised and Unsupervised PI systems. We have
terms of their “overall performance” (Accuracy
selected the systems based on three criteria: popand F1) and “phenomena performance”.
ularity, architecture, and performance. The sys“Phenomena performance” is a novelty of our
tems that we chose are popular and widely used
approach and allows for qualitative analysis and
not only in PI, but also in other tasks. The systems
comparison. To calculate “phenomena perforuse a wide variety of different ML architectures
mance”, we create 27 subsets of the test set, one
and/or different features. Finally, the systems obfor each linguistic phenomenon. Each of the subtain comparable quantitative results on the PI task.
sets consists of all text pairs that contain the corThey have also been reported to obtain good re2
responding phenomenon . Then, we use each of
sults on the MRPC corpus which is the same size
the 27 subsets as a test set and we calculate the
as ETPC. The choice of system allows us to best
binary classification Accuracy (paraphrase or nondemonstrate the limitations of the classical quanparaphrase) for each subset. This score indicates
titative evaluation and the advantages of the prohow well the system performs in cases that include
posed qualitative evaluation.
one specific phenomenon. We compare the perforTo ensure comparability, all systems have been
mance of the different phenomena and also comtrained and evaluated on the same computer and
pare them with the “overall performance”.
the same corpus. We have used the configurations
Prior to running the experiments we verified
recommended in the original papers where availthat: 1) the relative distribution of the phenomable. During the replication we did not do a full
ena in paraphrases and in non-paraphrases is very
grid-search as we want to replicate and thereby
similar; and 2) there is no significant correlation
contribute to generalizable research and systems.
(Pearson r <0.1) between the distributions of the
As such, the quantitative results that we obtain
individual phenomena. These findings show that
may differ from the performance reported in the
the sub-tasks are non-trivial: 1) the binary labels
original papers, especially for the Supervised sysof the pairs cannot be directly inferred by the prestems. However, the results are sufficient for the
ence or absence of phenomena; and 2) the different
objective of this paper: to demonstrate the advansubsets of the test set are relatively independent
tages of the proposed evaluation framework.
and the performance on them cannot be trivially
We compare the performance of five Supervised
reduced to overlap and phenomena co-occurrence.
and five Unsupervised systems on the PI task,
The “overall performance” and “phenomena
including one Supervised and one Unsupervised
performance” of a system compose its “perforbaseline systems. We also include Google BERT
mance profile”. With it we aim to address the rest
(Devlin et al., 2018) for reference.
of our research questions (RQs):
The Supervised PI systems include:
2
[S1] Machine translation evaluation metrics as
i.e. The “diathesis alternation” subset contains all pairs
that contain the “diathesis alternation” phenomenon (such as
hand-crafted features in a Random Forest classithe example pair 3a–3b). Some of the pairs can also confier. Similar to Madnani et al. (2012) (baseline)
tain multiple phenomena: the example pair 3a–3b contains
[S2] A replication of the convolutional network
both “same polarity substitution (habitual)” and “diathesis
alternation”. Therefore pair 3a–3b will be added both to the
similarity model of He et al. (2015)
“same polarity substitution (habitual)” and to the “diathesis
[S3] A replication of the lexical composition
alternation” phenomena subsets. Consequentially, the sum
and decomposition system of Wang et al. (2016)
of all subsets exceeds the size of the test set.
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[S4] A replication of the pairwise word interaction modeling with deep neural network system by
He and Lin (2016)
[S5] A character level neural network model by
Lan and Xu (2018a)
The Unsupervised PI systems include:
[S6] A binary Bag-of-Word sentence representation (baseline)
[S7] Average over sentence of pre-trained
Word2Vec word embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013)
[S8] Average over sentence of pre-trained Glove
word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014)
[S9] InferSent sentence embeddings (Conneau
et al., 2017)
[S10] Skip-Thought sentence embeddings
(Kiros et al., 2015)
In the unsupervised setup we first represent
each of the two sentences under the corresponding
model. Then we obtain a feature vector by concatenating the absolute distance and the elementwise multiplication of the two representations.
The feature vector is then fed into a logistic regression classifier to predict the textual relation. This
setup has been used in multiple PI papers, more recently by Aldarmaki and Diab (2018). While the
vector representations of BERT are unsupervised,
they are fine-tuned on the dataset. Therefore we
put them in a separate category (System #11).

5
5.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

System Description
Acc
SUPERVISED SYSTEMS
MTE features (baseline) .74
He et al. (2015)
.75
Wang et al. (2016)
.76
He and Lin (2016)
.76
Lan and Xu (2018a)
.70
UNSUPERVISED SYSTEMS
Bag-of-Words (baseline) .68
Word2Vec (average)
.70
GLOVE (average)
.72
InferSent
.75
Skip-Thought
.73
Google BERT
.84

F1
.819
.826
.833
.827
.800
.790
.805
.808
.826
.816
.889

Table 1: Overall Performance of the Evaluated Systems

comparison of the different systems. However, it
also has several limitations.
It does not provide much insight into the workings of the systems and does not facilitate error
analysis. In order to study and improve the performance of a system, a developer has to look at
every correct and incorrect predictions and search
for custom defined patterns. The “overall performance” is also not very informative for a comparison between the systems. For example S3 (Wang
et al., 2016) and S4 (He and Lin, 2016) obtain the
same Accuracy score and only differ by 0.06 F1
score. With only looking at the quantitative evaluation it is unclear which of these systems would
generalize better on a new dataset.

Results
Overall Performance

Table 1 shows the “overall performance” of the
systems on the 1725 text pairs in the test set.
Looking at the table, we can observe several regularities. First, the deep systems outperform the
baselines. Second, the baselines that we choose
are competitive and obtain high results. Since both
baselines make their predictions based on lexical
similarity and overlap, we can conclude that the
dataset is biased towards those phenomena. Third,
the supervised systems generally outperform the
unsupervised ones, but without running a full gridsearch the difference is relatively small. And finally, we can identify the best performing systems:
S3 (Wang et al., 2016) for the supervised and S9
(Conneau et al., 2017) for the unsupervised. BERT
largely outperforms all other systems.
The “overall performance” provides a good
overview of the task and allows for a quantitative

5.2

Full Performance Profile

Table 2 shows the full “performance profile” of
S3 (Wang et al., 2016), the supervised system
that performed best in terms of “overall performance”. Table 2 shows a large variation of the performance of S3 on the different phenomena. The
accuracy ranges from .33 to 1.0. We also report the
statistical significance of the difference between
the correct and incorrect predictions for each phenomena and the correct and incorrect predictions
for the full test set, using the Mann–Whitney Utest3 (Mann and Whitney, 1947).
Ten of the phenomena show significant difference from the overall performance at p <0.1. Note
3

The Mann–Whitney U-test is a non-parametric equivalence of T-test. The U-Test does not assume normal distribution of the data and is better suited for small samples.
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Overall Accuracy
.76
Overall F1
.833
PHENOMENA PERFORMANCE
Phenomenon
Acc
Morphology-based changes
Inflectional changes
.79
Modal verb changes
.90
Derivational changes
.72
Lexicon-based changes
Spelling changes
.88
Same polarity sub. (habitual)
.78
Same polarity sub. (contextual)
.75
Same polarity sub. (named ent.) .73
Change of format
.75
Lexico-syntactic based changes
Opp. polarity sub. (habitual)
1.0
Opp. polarity sub. (context.)
.68
Synthetic/analytic substitution
.77
Converse substitution
.92
Syntax-based changes
Diathesis alternation
.83
Negation switching
.33
Ellipsis
.64
Coordination changes
.77
Subordination and nesting
.86
Discourse-based changes
Punctuation changes
.87
Direct/indirect style
.76
Syntax/discourse structure
.83
Other changes
Addition/Deletion
.70
Change of order
.81
Contains negation
.78
Semantic (General Inferences)
.80
Extremes
Identity
.77
Non-Paraphrase
.81
Entailment
.76

The demonstrated variance in phenomena performance and its statistical significance address
RQ 1: we show that the performance of a PI system on each candidate-paraphrase pair depends on
the different phenomena involved in that pair or at
least there is a strong observable relation between
the performance and the phenomena.
The individual “performance profile” also addresses RQ 2. The profile is humanly interpretable, and we can clearly see how the system
performs on various sub-tasks at different linguistic levels. The qualitative evaluation shows that S3
performs better when it has to deal with: 1) surface
phenomena such as “spelling changes”, “punctuation changes”, and “change of order”; 2) dictionary related phenomena such as “opposite polarity substitution (habitual)”, “converse substitution”, and “modal verb changes”. S3 performs
worse when facing phenomena such as “negation
switching”, “ellipsis”, “opposite polarity substitution (contextual)”, and “addition/deletion”.

p
.21
.01
.22
.01
.18
.37
.14
.44
na
.14
.39
.07

5.3

.12
na
.07
.47
.01

Comparing Performance Profiles

Table 3 shows the full performance profiles of all
systems. The systems are identified by their IDs,
as shown in Table 1. In addition to providing a
better error analysis for every individual system,
the “performance profiles” of the different systems can be used to compare them qualitatively.
This comparison is much more informative than
the “overall performance” comparison shown in
Table 1. Using the “performance profile”, we can
quickly compare the strong and weak sides of the
different systems.
When looking at the “overall performance”, we
already pointed out that S3 (Wang et al., 2016)
and S4 (He and Lin, 2016) have almost identical
quantitative results: 0.76 accuracy, 0.833 F1 for
S3 against 0.76 accuracy, 0.827 F1 for S4. However, when we compare their “phenomena performance” it is evident that, while these systems
make approximately the same number of correct
and incorrect predictions, the actual predictions
and errors can vary.
Looking at the accuracy, we can see that S3
performs better on phenomena such as “Converse substitution”, “Diathesis alternation”, and
“Non-Paraphrase”, while S4 performs better on
“Change of format”, “Opposite polarity substitution (contextual)”, and “Ellipsis”.
We performed McNemar paired test comparing

.01
.5
.05
.05
.04
.32
.21
.29
.04
.5

Table 2: Performance profile of Wang et al. (2016)

that eight of them are also significant at p <0.05.
The statistical significance of “Opposite polarity
substitution (habitual)”, and “Negation Switching” cannot be verified due to the relatively low
frequency of the phenomena in the test set.
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PHENOMENON
S1
.74
.77
.84
.80
.85
.74
.74
.74
.80
1.0
.77
.73
.93
.77
1.0
.77
.92
.83
.88
.84
.80
.69
.82
.78
.80
.74
.76
.80

OVERALL ACC.
Inflectional
Modal verb
Derivational
Spelling
Same pol. sub. (hab.)
Same pol. sub. (con.)
Same pol. sub. (NE)
Change of format
Opp. pol. sub. (hab.)
Opp. pol. sub. (con.)
Synthetic/analytic sub.
Converse substitution
Diathesis alternation
Negation switching
Ellipsis
Coordination
Subord. & nesting
Punctuation
Direct/indirect style
Syntax/disc. struct.
Addition/Deletion
Change of order
Contains negation
Semantic (Inferences)
Identity
Non-Paraphrase
Entailment

PARAPHRASE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS
SUPERVISED
UNSUPERVISED
S2 S3 S4 S5
S6 S7 S8 S9 S10
.75 .76 .76 .70 .68 .70 .72 .75 .73
.76 .79 .79 .75 .79 .75 .76 .78 .80
.89 .90 .89 .91 .92 .89 .84 .81 .89
.83 .72 .73 .84 .80 .88 .86 .80 .77
.83 .88 .90 .89 .85 .89 .88 .85 .89
.77 .78 .76 .76 .76 .76 .75 .76 .76
.74 .75 .74 .70 .71 .71 .71 .73 .73
.72 .73 .75 .64 .67 .65 .70 .73 .66
.79 .75 .84 .85 .82 .81 .80 .80 .71
1.0 1.0 .50 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
.84 .68 .84 .52 .84 .61 .77 .65 .52
.73 .77 .77 .74 .70 .72 .71 .73 .74
.93 .92 .86 .93 .86 .79 .79 .93 .79
.85 .83 .77 .83 .89 .85 .83 .84 .81
.67 .33 .33 .33 .67 .33 .67 .33 .67
.71 .64 .74 .80 .65 .81 .74 .61 .71
.92 .77 .92 .77 .92 .85 .85 .92 .92
.84 .86 .84 .81 .81 .85 .86 .80 .85
.90 .87 .87 .86 .87 .89 .89 .89 .88
.84 .76 .80 .76 .80 .80 .84 .80 .80
.83 .83 .81 .78 .81 .80 .80 .76 .78
.68 .70 .72 .67 .64 .65 .66 .70 .67
.83 .81 .81 .77 .82 .82 .82 .83 .84
.74 .78 .79 .78 .72 .74 .78 .75 .76
.89 .80 .81 .88 .90 .90 .92 .76 .79
.75 .77 .77 .73 .72 .73 .73 .76 .74
.77 .81 .75 .71 .55 .67 .68 .77 .79
.80 .76 .76 .88 .80 .84 .88 .92 .88

S11
.84
.84
.92
.87
.94
.85
.81
.80
.91
1.0
.71
.83
.86
.85
.33
.81
.92
.93
.93
.92
.82
.82
.89
.85
.90
.85
.88
.76

Table 3: Performance profiles of all systems

Phenomenon
Derivational
Same Pol. Sub (con.)
Same Pol. Sub (NE)
Format
Opp. Pol. Sub (con.)
Ellipsis
Addition/Deletion
Identity
Non-Paraphrase
Entailment

the errors of the two systems for each phenomena.
Table 4 shows some of the more interesting results.
Four of the phenomena with largest difference in
accuracy show significant difference with p <0.1.
These differences in performance are substantial,
considering that the two systems have nearly identical quantitative performance.
Phenomenon
Format
Opp. Pol. Sub (con.)
Ellipsis
Non-Paraphrase

#3
.75
.68
.64
.81

#4
.84
.84
.74
.75

p
.09
.06
.08
.07

#3
.72
.75
.73
.75
.68
.64
.70
.77
.81
.76

#5
.84
.70
.64
.85
.52
.80
.67
.73
.71
.88

p
.03
.02
.01
.03
.10
.10
.02
.01
.01
.08

Table 5: Difference in phenomena performance:
S3 (Wang et al., 2016) and S5 (Lan and Xu, 2018a)

Table 4: Difference in phenomena performance between S3 (Wang et al., 2016) and S4 (He and Lin, 2016)

We performed the same test on systems with
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Figure 1: Critical Difference diagram of the average ranks by phenomena

value. Each phenomenon is plotted with its average rank across the 11 evaluated systems. The
horizontal lines connect phenomena which rank is
within CD of each other. Phenomena which are
not connected by a horizontal line have significantly different ranking. We can observe that each
phenomenon is significantly different from at least
half of the other phenomena.
We can observe that some phenomena, such
as “opposite polarity substitution (habitual)”,
“punctuation changes”, “spelling”, “modal verb
changes”, and “coordination changes” are statistically much easier according to our evaluation, as they are consistently among the
best performing phenomena across all systems.
Other phenomena, such as “negation switching”,
“addition/deletion”, “same polarity substitution
(named entity)”, “opposite polarity substitution
(contextual)”, and “ellipsis” are statistically much
harder, as they are consistently among the worst
performing phenomena across all systems. With
the exception of “negation switching” and “opposite polarity substitution (habitual)”, these phenomena occur in the corpus with sufficient frequency. These results answer our RQ 4: we
show that there are phenomena which are easier or
harder for the majority of the evaluated systems.

a larger quantitative difference. Table 5 shows
the comparison between S3 and S5 (Lan and Xu,
2018a). Ten of the phenomena show significant
difference with p <0.1 and seven with p <0.05.
These results answer our RQ 3: we show that
there are significant differences between the “performance profiles” of the different systems.
5.4

Comparing Performance by Phenomena

The “phenomena performance” of the individual
systems clearly differ among them, but they also
show noticeable tendencies. Looking at the performance by phenomena, it is evident that certain
phenomena consistently obtain lower than average accuracy across multiple systems while other
phenomena consistently obtain higher than average accuracy.
In order to quantify these observations and
to confirm that there is a statistical significance
we performed Friedman-Nemenyi test (Demšar,
2006). For each system, we ranked the performance by phenomena from 1 to 27, accounting
for ties. We calculated the significance of the difference in ranking between the phenomena using
the Friedman test (Friedman, 1940) and obtained
a Chi-Square value of 198, which rejects the null
hypothesis with p <0.01. Once we had checked
for the non-randomness of our results, we computed the Nemenyi test (Nemenyi, 1963) to find
out which phenomena were significantly different.
In our case, we compute the two-tailed Nemenyi
test for k = 27 phenomena and N = 11 systems.
The Critical Difference (CD) for these values is
12.5 at p <0.05.
Figure 1 shows the Nemenyi test with the CD

6 Discussion
In Section 3.2 we described our evaluation
methodology and posed four research questions.
The experiments that we performed and the analysis of the results answered all four of them. We
briefly discuss the implications of the findings.
By addressing RQ 1, we showed that the perfor574

switching”) do not appear with a sufficient frequency. We release the code for the creation and
analysis of the “performance profile” 4 .

mance of a system can differ significantly based
on the phenomena involved in each candidateparaphrase pair. By addressing RQ 4, we showed
that some phenomena are consistently easier or
harder across the majority of the systems. These
findings empirically prove the complexity of paraphrasing and the task of PI. The results justify the
distinction between the qualitatively different linguistic phenomena involved in paraphrasing and
demonstrate that framing PI as a binary classification problem is an oversimplification.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We present a new methodology for evaluation,
interpretation, and comparison of different Paraphrase Identification systems. The methodology
only requires at evaluation time a corpus annotated
with detailed semantic relations. The training corpus does not need any additional annotation. The
evaluation also does not require any additional effort from the systems’ developers. Our methodology has clear advantages over using simple quantitative measures (Accuracy and F1 Score): 1) It
allows for a better interpretation and error analysis
on the individual systems; 2) It allows for a better
qualitative comparison between the different systems; and 3) It identifies phenomena which are
easy/hard to solve for multiple systems and may
require further research.
We demonstrate the methodology by evaluating
and comparing several of the state-of-the-art systems in PI. The results show that there is a statistically significant relationship between the phenomena involved in each candidate-paraphrase pair
and the performance of the different systems. We
show the strong and weak sides of each system
using human-interpretable categories and we also
identify phenomena which are statistically easier
or harder across all systems.
As a future work, we intend to study phenomena
that are hard for the majority of the systems and
proposing ways to improve the performance on
those phenomena. We also plan to apply the evaluation methodology to more tasks and systems that
require a detailed semantic evaluation, and further
test it with transfer learning experiments.

By addressing RQ 2, we showed that each system has strong and weak sides, which can be identified and interpreted via its “performance profile”. This information can be very valuable when
analyzing the errors made by the system or when
reusing it on another task. Given the Deep architecture of the systems, such a detailed interpretation is hard to obtain via other means and metrics.
By addressing RQ 3, we showed that two systems can differ significantly in their performance
on candidate-paraphrase pairs involving particular phenomenon. These differences can be seen
even in systems that have almost identical quantitative (Acc and F1) performance on the full test
set. These findings justify the need for a qualitative evaluation framework for PI. The traditional
binary evaluation metrics do not account for the
difference in phenomena performance. They do
not provide enough information for the analysis or
for the comparison of different PI systems. Our
proposed framework shows promising results.
Our findings demonstrate the limitations of the
traditional PI task definition and datasets and the
way PI systems are typically interpreted and evaluated. We show the advantages of a qualitative
evaluation framework and emphasize the need to
further research and improve the PI task. The
“performance profile” also enables the direct empirical comparison of related phenomena such
as “same polarity substitution (habitual)” and
“(contextual)” or “contains negation” and “negation switching”. These comparisons, however, fall
outside of the scope of this paper.
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Our evaluation framework is not specific to the
ETPC corpus or the typology behind it. The
framework can be applied to other corpora and
tasks, provided they have a similar format. While
ETPC is the largest corpus annotated with paraphrase types to date, it has its limitations as
some interesting paraphrase types (ex.: “negation

4
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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation is still better than Unsupervised Machine Translation.
Often monolingual data is used to further improve the performance of a Neural Machine Translation model (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Currey
et al., 2017). Backtranslation is one such popular method in which monolingual data is utilized to
improve the model performance. In this technique,
a model is initially trained in one of the directions (say target to source) and the trained model is
used to translate a monolingual corpora to obtain
synthetic sentences in the source language. These
synthetic sentences are then included in the training set and a new model is trained from source to
target. We take advantage of Unsupervised Machine Translation model for backtranslation (i.e.
to generate synthetic sentences).
In our paper, we use Unsupervised Machine
Translation Model ( USMT) to generate the synthetic sentences for Russian-English language
pair. Our aim is to improve the performance of
the machine translation model using synthetic sentences from USMT model. Additionally, we look
provide information on the settings and scenarios
which benefit from USMT model and NMT model
based backtranslation. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no study on using unsupervised machine translation models for backtranslation.
Our experiments indicated an improvement of
3.2 BLEU points for Russian to English language
pair in a low resource setting while using synthetic
sentences generated from an USMT model. However, we observed that NMT based backtranslation is superior when sufficient data is available
and significantly improves the overall model performance.
Our paper is organized as follows - In the next
section, we discuss related works in the field that
have motivated us to carry out this study. Next, we

Machine Translation systems have drastically
improved over the years for several language
pairs. Monolingual data is often used to generate synthetic sentences to augment the training
data which has shown to improve the performance of machine translation models. In our
paper, we make use of an Unsupervised Statistical Machine Translation (USMT) to generate synthetic sentences. Our study compares the performance improvements in Neural Machine Translation model when using
synthetic sentences from supervised and unsupervised Machine Translation models. Our
approach of using USMT for backtranslation
shows promise in low resource conditions and
achieves an improvement of 3.2 BLEU score
over the Neural Machine Translation model.

1

Introduction

Neural Machine Translation systems with
encoder-decoder architecture have significantly
improved the state-of-the-art for several language
pairs (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al.,
2017). A majority of the systems in WMT18 used
a Transformer approach with varying number of
encoder-decoder layers (Bojar et al., 2018).
Supervised Neural Machine Translation systems are data-hungry as they require huge amounts
of aligned parallel corpora (Koehn and Knowles,
2017). Additionally, obtaining parallel corpora is
expensive and requires expert knowledge in both
- source and target languages. To overcome this
bottleneck, recent research has focused on unsupervised machine translation where only monolingual corpus is required, eliminating the need
for a bilingual parallel corpora. The approaches
in unsupervised machine translation have shown
promise (Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018,
2019). Nonetheless, the performance of traditional
578
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Dataset
News-Commentary-v14 (Ru-En)
Newscrawl 2018 (Ru)
Newscrawl 2017 (Ru)
Newscrawl 2018 (En)

Type
Parallel
Monolingual
Monolingual
Monolingual

Domain
News
News
News
News

No. of Sentences
290866
8669559
8233907
18113311

Table 1: Statistics about the data

tem using only monolingual corpus (Lample et al.,
2018; Artetxe et al., 2018).
In our study, we use an unsupervised statistical machine translation system based on Artetxe
et al. (2018) 1 . In their paper, they describe a novel
method to build a statistical machine translation
model using monolingual data without any parallel data. The main idea is to learn word embeddings for each language independently and use linear transformations to bring them to shared space.
These embeddings are used to generate the phrase
table and then, the SMT is fine-tuned on a synthetic training set. In our work, we make use of
this model to generate more synthetic data to be
added to the parallel corpora.

describe the datasets that we used for our experiments. Next, we describe our experimental setup
for carrying out the experiments. We then analyze
the results for NMT, USMT and other models on
Russian - English dataset. We conclude the paper
with discussion on future work.

2

Related Works

In this section, we will describe the main ideas
and experiments using backtranslation and monolingual data.
Backtranslation was popularized by Sennrich
et al. (2016a) where they improved the state-ofthe-art in several language pairs. They trained a
target to source machine translation model on the
aligned parallel corpus. The model was later used
to translate target-side monolingual sentences to
the source language. These new synthetic sentences were added to the training set and a new
model is trained.
On similar lines, Zhang and Zong (2016) use
the source-side monolingual data to train the NMT
model. They build a baseline NMT model and
then use that model to generate the synthetic parallel data. They experiment on self-training as well
as multitask learning.
He et al. (2016) introduced a dual learning
mechanism for neural machine translation. They
train translation models in both directions and use
monolingual data to provide feedback on the quality of the translation. Their main contribution
was to treat machine translation as a reinforcement
learning problem.
Hoang et al. (2018) proposed a simple technique. They do show that iterative backtranslation
improves the performance of the system on large
datasets. However, they observe that the improvements in low resource datasets were not significant.
As mentioned earlier, obtaining aligned parallel corpora is expensive and cumbersome. Recent
efforts in Unsupervised Machine Translation indicate that it is possible to develop a competitive sys-

3

Data

We perform our experiments on the Russian - English language pair. For training the supervised
model (both the back-translated model and retrained model), we use the Russian - English parallel corpus from WMT 19 2 . To train our unsupervised model, we used monolingual corpora for
Russian 3 and English 4 from Newscrawl 2017 and
2018 datasets. For English, we consider only the
Newscrawl 2018 as the monolingual data where as
for Russian we combine both Newscrawl 2017 and
2018 for the monolingual data.
We provide more details regarding the data in
Table 1.
3.1

Preprocessing

For normalizing punctuation in the parallel corpora, we use the default scripts provided by Moses
5 . We then perform true-casing followed byte1
We use this method as it did not require huge amounts of
resource to train compared to other methods such as Artetxe
et al. (2019)
2
http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/index.html
3
http://data.statmt.org/news-crawl/ru/
4
http://data.statmt.org/news-crawl/en/
5
https://github.com/mosessmt/mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts
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pair encoding while training the NMT 6 (Sennrich
et al., 2016b).
3.2

Neural Machine Translation model. For example,
we use back-translated Russian monolingual corpus to generate synthetic English sentences. These
English sentences are added to the training corpus
(with varying training corpora sizes) with English
as the source and Russian as the target. We then
train an NMT model from scratch and report our
performance on an unseen test set.
In the case USMT, we backtranslate the monolingual corpus using the USMT model and augment the sampled training data. The training data
is used to build the NMT model.

Postprocessing

We remove byte pair encodings, detrucase and
detokenize all the translated sentences before validating the predictions against the test set.

4

Experimental Setup

We describe our experimental setup in this section.
For our unsupervised statistical machine translation model, we use Monoses (Artetxe et al.,
2018). We use the defaults for training the unsupervised model from the Monoses code. We train
the model on both Russian to English (ru-en) and
English to Russian (en-ru) monolingual corpus.
Monoses frameworks trains the model in 8
steps. Steps 1-7 involves training the word embeddings and bringing them to a shared space to build
an initial phrase table. In step 8, 2M sentences
are generated through backtranslation in both the
directions. The phrase table is fine-tuned for 3 iterations using the synthetic sentences to obtain the
final model.
We use OpenNMT for training the supervised
machine translation models (Klein et al., 2017).
We use the default architecture in OpenNMT,
which includes an LSTM layer for encoding and
another LSTM layer for decoding. Furthermore,
we do not use the pretrained word embeddings.
For both NMT and retraining the NMT model, we
use the same architecture with default values.
To train the USMT model and NMT models, we
used a system with 4x vCPUS, NVIDIA Tesla K80
GPU and 61 GB of RAM. The USMT model took
about 2 weeks to complete training where as the
NMT model usually took about 4-5 hours.

5
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Figure 1: BLEU scores for NMT backtranslation and
USMT backtranslation for EN-RU

6

Results

We perform all the experiments mentioned in the
Table 2. Each row has a key which corresponds to
the type of training corpora. The training corpora
includes Only Parallel corpora, Only Monolingual
Corpora and a sampled combination of the Parallel
Corpora and the backtranslated Monolingual Corpora.
We obtain the baseline NMT model using the
parallel corpus without any additional synthetic
sentences. As mentioned earlier, we train the parallel corpora using the default encoder-decoder architecture from OpenNMT. Furthermore, we train
a baseline USMT model using the monolingual
corpora of English and Russian. We report the results in Table 2.
From the baselines of NMT and USMT, it is
very clear that NMT outperforms USMT when

Experiments

Our primary aim is to show that we can use an unsupervised machine translation model to improve
the performance of NMT systems. At the same
time, we want to have a fair validation and investigate numerous scenarios where our approach performs well.
Therefore, in this experiment, we use monolingual data to generate synthetic sentences using
both NMT and USMT separately and then, each of
them is used to augment the training data for the
6
https://github.com/rsennrich/subwordnmt/tree/master/subword nmt
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Training Corpus
Only Parallel Corpora
Only Monolingual Corpora
10% (∼29K) + Backtranslated Corpora
25% (∼72.5K) + Backtranslated Corpora
50% (∼145K) + Backtranslated Corpora
75% (∼217K)+ Backtranslated Corpora

ru-en
NMT USMT
17.65
15.58
13.17 16.34
14.81 17.17
19.63 18.46
20.17 19.34

en-ru
NMT USMT
15.54
8.07
9.31
11.57
12.02 12.63
14.67 13.18
15.74 13.97

Table 2: The BLEU scores for the different experiments. The training corpus with x% indicates the percentage of
aligned training pairs randomly sampled from the parallel corpora.

RU-EN

there is sufficient data available.
To train the NMT backtranslation models, we
sample the parallel corpora in batches of 10%,
25%, 50%, and 75% and train the NMT backtranslation model i.e. NMT model in the reverse
direction (target to source). The synthetic data is
generated by translating the monolingual corpora
in English to Russian and Russian to English respectively. In Table 2, we refer to the synthetic
sentences as Backtranslated Corpora. These sentences are combined with the sampled parallel corpora and retrained in the correct direction. In the
case of USMT, we directly translate the monolingual corpora and include these synthetic sentences
as a part of the training for NMT model in the correct direction.
Our results indicate the following - It can be
seen that in critically low resource scenarios, the
USMT backtranslated model performs better than
the NMT backtranslated model (By 2.4 to 3.2
BLEU points for Russian to English and 0.61 to
2.26 BLEU points for English to Russian). However, the performance of the NMT system dramatically increases with the availability of parallel
data. This shows that USMT as a backtranslation
model works well mostly in low resource settings.
We can infer that the quality of the backtranslation model has a significant impact on the performance of the model. Additionally, we can see that
the NMT model with small amount parallel data
combined USMT model improves over the USMT
baseline performance.
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Figure 2: BLEU scores for NMT backtranslation and
USMT backtranslation for RU-EN

chine Translation (Artetxe et al., 2019). Additionally, we would like to extend our approach to other
languages to comprehensively test our hypothesis.
Our experiments show that Unsupervised Statistical Machine Translation models can be used as
a means of obtaining backtranslations to improve
the performance of supervised machine translation models. We also note that the improved performances due unsupervised machine translation
models are restricted to low resource scenarios.
The performance of NMT model with NMT backtranslated sentences is superior when compared to
the NMT model with USMT backtranslated sentences. In conclusion, our study helps in identifying the settings which benefit from USMT and
NMT backtranslation models.

Discussion

In our future experiments, we would like to investigate the effect on lexical properties such as
Named Entities and numbers in the predictions.
We would also like to experiment our approach
with newer techniques from Unsupervised Ma581
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Abstract

One of the common approaches to corpus comparability is to define it as the domain similarity
and to rely on the vocabulary overlap as the measure of comparability. A brief summary of possible interpretations of the concept and comparability measures can be found in Li et al. (2018). The
authors give a domain-based definition to crosslinguistically comparable corpora: “document sets
in different languages that cover similar topics”.
While lexical similarity is an important factor in
linguistic variation, we would argue that it does
not capture all the translationally relevant features
of texts. Neumann (2013), Kruger and Van Rooy
(2010) and Delaere (2015) have also highlighted
the importance of register and genre in studying translations by showing that different registers
produce different types of translationese. Moreover, functional theories within translation studies
(TS) insist that what matters in translation is functional adequacy. The target text (TT) is expected
to fulfill the same communicative functions as the
source text (ST) and meet the TL conventions expected in the situation of TL communication of
the message (Nord, 2006). Both Reiss and Vermeer (1984) and Neubert (1985) build their theory
of translation around genres or text types, while
Shveitzer (1973) underlines the impact of the text
functions hierarchy on the translator’s linguistic
choices.
The above suggests that translational comparability of corpus resources should take into account
social and situational constrains of the communication and the the speaker’s purpose along with
the text topic. The functional and communicative
variation of texts is usually interpreted through the
concepts of register and genre. For the purposes
of this research, we will accept the distinction between the two suggested by Lee (2001). Register,
as a text-internal view with respect to text categorization, refers to the lexicogrammatic choices

The paper describes a computational approach to produce functionally comparable monolingual corpus resources for
translation studies and contrastive analysis. We exploit a text-external approach,
based on a set of Functional Text Dimensions to model text functions, so that each
text can be represented as a vector in a
multidimensional space of text functions.
These vectors can be used to find reasonably homogeneous subsets of functionally
similar texts across different corpora. Our
models for predicting text functions are
based on recurrent neural networks and
traditional feature-based machine learning
approaches. In addition to using the categories of the British National Corpus as
our test case, we investigated the functional comparability of the English parts
from the two parallel corpora: CroCo
(English-German) and RusLTC (EnglishRussian) and applied our models to define functionally similar clusters in them.
Our results show that the Functional Text
Dimensions provide a useful description
for text categories, while allowing a more
flexible representation for texts with hybrid functions.

1

Introduction

Comparable corpora are an important prerequisite
for translation studies (TS) and contrastive analysis. One wants to make sure that the corpus resources used to explore differences between languages or aspects of translational specificity in
several target languages (TL) are comparable in
the first place.
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ing genre annotations that exist in these corpora
(see Table 4). We want to reduce the probability
that the differences observed in the translations are
down to the differences between the sources and
are not genuine translational or cultural effects.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 has a brief overview of the topological approach to the text characterization and the
research related to corpus similarity and genre
classification. In Section 3 we describe our approaches to FTDs modelling and report the results
of the intrinsic evaluation of the models. A selection of BNC genres is used to evaluate the models
against an independent judgment and to test the
clustering approaches to be used in the real-life
task (Section 4). Section 5 presents a study that
showcases the application of the functional vectors to computing the most similar parts of the two
corpora. In Section 6 we aggregate the analytic
results and highlight important findings.

made by the author. This notion reflects the differences in the linguistic make-up of texts and it
relies on frequencies of lexicogrammatic features
such as passive voice, relative clauses or personal
pronouns. It is assumed that the observed linguistic variation captures the possible combinations of
field, tenor and mode, the most prominent factors
of communication (suggested by Halliday (1985)).
On the other hand, genres are understood as
conventionally recognizable text categories that
can be established on a number of external criteria, referring to the function of the text and its situational constrains. According to Lee (2001), most
existing corpora rely on the text-external approach
to text categorization and the choice of parameters
behind it is guided by practical considerations in
each case. It has been shown how little comparability there is between the genre classifications
used to annotate different corpora (Sharoff, 2018).
TS researchers interested in register variation find
that existing corpora provide “limited background
information on the genres ... and how they were
defined” and choose to set up annotation tasks to
reorganize the corpora (Delaere, 2015).

2

Related Research

The practical needs to describe and compare corpora have made ‘corpusometry’ a prominent area
of research in corpus linguistics. Below we outline
the two major approaches to measuring similarity and describing the corpora contents. The first
one is based on lexical features and yields a thematic description of corpus texts. It is one of the
most prominent methods of measuring similarity
between texts and/or building comparable corpora.
For example, Kilgarriff and Salkie (1996) put
forward a corpus homogeneity/similarity measure
based on calculating χ2 statistics from frequency
lists or N keywords. A lexical approach to estimate the corpus composition is taken by Sharoff
(2013). This research compared the results of
clustering and topic modelling as ways to represent a corpus content using keywords statistics. In Li et al. (2018), the authors compared the performance of several bilingual vocabulary overlap measures on a specifically designed corpus with known comparability levels
and found that frequencies of words with a simple Presence/Absence weighting scheme outperformed other approaches.
Another approach to measuring corpora has to
do with calculating frequencies of a range of lexicogrammatic features (tense forms, modals) that
allegedly reflect linguistically relevant parameters
of the communicative situations. This text-internal

One translationally relevant common footing to
compare texts from corpora with divergent or absent genre annotation is to rely on their function.
On the one hand, text function is an important factor in translation, as texts aimed at informing the
reader are translated differently from texts aimed
at promoting goods and services (LapshinovaKoltunski and Vela, 2015). On the other hand, text
functions can be used to produce continuous rather
than discrete text descriptions and account for hybrid texts. In this research we explore the potential of Functional Text Dimensions (FTD), handannotated for English and Russian (Sharoff, 2018)
to produce text representations and to build functionally comparable corpora for TS research.
The aim of the present study is solve a practical task of creating research corpora for the study
of translational tendencies in English-German and
English-Russian translation. To this end, we develop a method to build a reasonably big and functionally homogeneous intersection of the three text
collections: CroCo, an English-German parallel
corpus (Hansen-Schirra et al., 2006), and the students and professional collections from RusLTC, a
English-Russian parallel corpus (Kutuzov and Kunilovskaya, 2014). Our major motivation for this
research is to find a way to reconcile the diverg584

is particularly relevant to our task for three reasons: (1) it provides a solid theoretically grounded
approach for comparing texts coming from different or unknown sources and for producing comparative descriptions for the corpora at hand, (2)
it is focused on functional and communicative parameters of texts that are particularly important in
TS, (3) this framework, like Biber’s, provides a
flexible way to represent texts functionality along
a few dimensions instead of squeezing texts into
the atomic genre labels. In effect, FTD framework
is a way to produce functional text vectors that position each individual text in a multidimensional
functional space and help to account for variation
within and across text categories.

approach to the text categorization can be best exemplified by Biber’s work (Biber, 1988). He used
several dozens of hand-picked text-internal features to place a text along each of the six dimensions (e.g. involved vs informational production
or abstract vs non-abstract information). Biber’s
multidimensional approach to describing text variation has been criticized for lack of interpretability and, more importantly, for being loosely related to any external and situational factors, which
cab be a socially more important reality for text
categorization than linguistic features. The latter can throw together texts that are perceived as
belonging to different genres (Lee, 2001). The
attempts to classify genres, particularly, as annotated in the BNC and limited to a selection of major ‘tried and tested’ three or four top-level categories, have shown that the 67 Biber’s features
can be an overkill for a task like that. Lijffijt and
Nevalainen (2017) report over 90% classification
accuracy for the BNC four major genres on just
pairs of surface features (such as frequencies of
nouns and pronouns, values of type-to-token ratio and sentence length). The results from Kilgarriff and Salkie (1996); Xiao and McEnery (2005)
indicate that the most frequent words can cope
with the four major BNC categories as well. More
specifically, Xiao and McEnery (2005) show that
keyword analysis can be used to replicate Biber’s
results. In effect they analyze differences in the
frequencies of mostly functional words that are
key to genre identification. In a setting similar to Biber’s, Diwersy et al. (2014) use 29 lexicogrammatic features and mildly-supervised machine learning methods to tease apart genres annotated in CroCo. The visualizations they provide
indicate that they have managed to clearly separate
only fiction and instruction of the eight genres in
their experiment.

3

Modelling: Setup and Results

The annotated data from the FTD project was used
to learn models that predicted 10-dimensional vectors for the English texts in our research corpora.
Further on, we used these vectors to compare texts
and to get functionally similar subcorpora for a
subsequent TS research (Section 5).
The annotated data for English consists of 1624
chunks of texts that count about 2 mln tokens from
two different sources: 5gthe Pentaglossal corpus (Forsyth and Sharoff, 2014) and ukWac (Baroni et al., 2009). We used the annotations for
the 10 most prominent FTD described in Sharoff
(2018). Each dimension received a score on a 4point Likert scale that reflects the proximity of a
text to the suggested functional prototype. The
inter-annotator agreement is reported at Krippendorff’s α >0.76. We refer the reader to Sharoff
(2018) for more details on the FTD framework.
We used two modelling approaches to learn
functional vectors from the annotated dataset: a
multi-label task in a deep neural network architecture and a set of binary classifiers in a traditional
machine learning setting. The respective models
produced two types of functional vectors, which
demonstrated comparable performance in several
evaluation settings. This paper investigates the
differences between, and adequacy of, these two
types of functional vectors.
In the neural networks scenario, we used a bidirectional LSTM with an attention layer and two
types of text input. Firstly, texts received mixed
token-PoS representations suggested by Baroni
and Bernardini (2006), biLSTMmix throughout
this paper and in Table 1). The 1500 most fre-

This demonstrates that describing genres needs
a sophisticated approach that takes into account
a multitude of criteria such as topic and situated linguistic properties. This research continues the investigation of the functional aspect of
genre shaped in Sharoff’s Functional Text Dimensions (Sharoff, 2018). Sharoff’s work establishes
a text-external framework to capture human perception of the texts functionality (as distance to
a functional prototype) and to link it to any textinternal representations, with the aim of predicting
the functional setup of unknown texts. This work
585

Figure 1. Distribution of predictions for the modeling approaches

quent words were kept in their surface form, while
the rest of the tokens were converted into their
PoS. For example, a sentence “It was published
in 1931 by one of New York’s major publishers.”
was transformed into “It was VERB in [#] by one
of PROPN PROPN major NOUN.” The embeddings for PoS were initialized as random vectors
and trained in the Embedding layer. Secondly,
we used lemmatised texts, with stop words filtered out (biLSTMlex in Table 1). For both scenarios we used pre-trained word embeddings of
size 300, trained on the English Wikipedia and
CommonCrawl data, using the skip-gram model,
from the WebVectores database (Kutuzov et al.,
2017). The preliminary experiments showed that
cross entropy as the loss function with the Adam
optimizer performed best (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
We trained the models for 10 epochs. In the ML
case, we reformulated the task as the binary classification task and learnt a classifier for each FTD.
To this end, we binarized the existing human annotations by converting ‘0.5’ score to 0 and ‘2’ to 1.
To get the real-valued functional vectors we used
the probabilities returned for the positive class for
each FTD on the assumption that the model would
return higher probabilities for texts with a clearer
functional makeup. We experimented with features (TF-IDF and Biber’s 67 text-internal register features) and with different algorithms (Support vector machines (SVM), RandomForest (RF),
Logistic Regression (LogReg)). SVM and RF results below pertain to the experiments with the
grid search optimized for macro F1 score. TF-IDF
representation proved to be inferior to the Biber’s
features and was excluded from the results below.
We added a dummy classifier which randomly predicts a class with respect to the class distribution
as a baseline. For register feature extraction (the
Biber’s features) we used MAT for English (Nini,
2015).

which penalizes model errors equally regardless of
class distributions.
From the statistics in Table 1, it follows that
the deep learning approach is more accurate in determining the text functionality than the classical
algorithms, and the mixed representations work
best.
The difference between the models performance, however, is quite slim: it is in the second
decimal digit only. A brief glance at the values
of the functional vectors components (i.e. values
predicted for each FTD) returned by the models
reveals the differences in how the models arrive at
the same overall result. Figure 1 shows the probability density for the values produced by the best
performing models in each learning setup.
Figure 1 demonstrates that biLSTM, unlike the
traditional ML algorithms, tends to predict nearzero values, with up to 7-11% of the training texts
receiving values smaller than 0.2 on the strongest
‘dominant’ dimension.
In the next section we will show how the predictions of these two models correlate with the
experiment-independent judgment we can suggest.

To use a comparable performance metrics for
the two learning approaches, the annotations and
the models predictions were transformed into
multi-hot vectors.

4

In Table 1 we report the standard measures averaged over 10 FTDs on the 10-fold cross validation for the six experiments. We accounted for
the severe class imbalances in all training settings
by using ‘class weight=balanced’ option, stratified (multi-label) split with cross-validation and, at
the evaluation stage, by choosing macro-averaging

4.1

Evaluation on BNC Categories
Genre Classification

To test the functional vectors on the data outside the annotated dataset, we constructed a corpus with the ‘known’ genre composition. To this
end, we followed Lee’s scheme for the BNC text
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biLSTMmix
biLSTMlex
RF
SVM
LogReg
dummy

FTD perspective
P
R
F1
.804 .767 .776
.787 .747 .757
.732 .756 .723
.667 .531 .510
.664 .734 .659
.504 .504 .504

FTD minority class
F1
.609
.576
.532
.095
.480
.169

Samples perspective
F1 neg humming loss
.640
.902
.596
.895
.517
.846
.059
.844
.527
.753
.134
.737

Table 1. Results of FTD modelling experiments
P
.84
.88
.88
Baselines
67 Biber’s features .93
Nouns+Pronouns
.76
keywords
.91

categories (Lee, 2001) to select the genres that
are, in our opinion, most functionally distinct.
The genres that use domain as the major underlying principle were deliberately excluded (religious texts, subcategories of academic texts). Table 2 has the basis parameters of the resulting BNC
subcorpus. To find out how well the functional
genre
academic(sci)
editorial
fiction(prose)
instruct
non-acad(sci)
reportage
Total

texts
43
12
431
15
62
87
650

biLSTMmix
biLSTMlex
RF

words
1.3M
115K
19M
492K
2.8M
3.6M
30M

R
.75
.66
.90

F1
.79
.69
.89

.88
.74
.79

.90
.74
.84

Table 3. BNC classification results
BNC genre labels and the predicted dominant
functions suggest that only two categories can be
easily mapped to the list of FTDs by all models:
fiction and academic texts. The most problematic
genres for all models are non-academic writings
and editorials. For these texts the models either return no score above the 0.2 threshold on any of the
dimensions or similar (relatively low) scores on
several dimensions, especially on argumentative,
evaluative, informational and personal. Editorials
and non-academic texts stand out as functionally
hybrid: in Figure 2, which shows the distribution
of the FTD values predicted by biLSTM across the
six genres, they do not have a functional focus, but
integrate several text functions. Their hybrid status is evident from the more uniform distribution
of average values for FTDs and from the diversity of text dominants predicted for these genres
as well as from the higher percentage of the strong
second function in the vectors.
The analysis of the predicted dominant functions against the actual genre labels shows that
the best overall fit for BNC is produced by the
RandomForest-based model, not the least because
it does not produce vectors consisting of very low
values only, which results in failure to define texts
at all, given the accepted threshold of 0.2 necessary to signal a function. For all genre categories
(except editorials) 60-95% of texts can be referred

Table 2. Basis statistics on the six functionally
distinct categories from BNC
vectors reflect the structure of this functionallymotivated BNC subcorpus, we classified the six
genres on the functional vectors produced by our
best-performing models and compared their performance to several alternative representations:
the raw statistics for Biber’s features and log likelihood values for the 446 most common keywords. For brevity, in Table 3 we report the macroaveraged 10-fold cross-validated results only for
RandomForest. Several other algorithms (SVM,
LR) return approximately the same results.
From Table 3 it follows that the models learnt
on Biber’s features coped with the selected BNC
genres better than any other representations. However, the best performing pair of surface features
from Lijffijt and Nevalainen (2017) — frequencies of nouns and pronouns, which return the reproducible result of over 90% accuracy on the four
‘tried and tested’ registers of English, — fail in the
face of the more fine-grained categories.
The analysis of the interrelations between the
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Figure 2. Average values on the 10 FTDs by BNC
genres predicted by biLSTMmix model

4 clusters on our BNC selection, was returned
for both biLSTMmix and RandomForest vectors
at damping=0.9 and preference=-12. The clusters, quite predictably, were built around (1) fiction, (2) reportage (3) non-academic + editorial (4)
academic + instructions. Vectors learnt on lemmatized embeddings (biLSTMlex) were not able to
converge to this solution.
An alternative clustering technique used in this
research was KMeans algorithm with the Elbow
Criterion method to determine k. The latter is
based on measuring the sum of the squared distances between each member of the cluster and
its centroid. k is defined as the number of clusters after which this value drops abruptly. However, this method needs to be applied with regard
to the task at hand and some understanding of the
data. For BNC k was automatically put at 2, because of the imbalance in our collection towards
fiction: more than half of the texts were fiction.
The best KMeans result (ARI=0.92) was registered on the RandomForest model vectors for k=5.
It was superior to the best biLSTM result in that
it separated the instruction cluster. Clustering on
Biber’s features and keywords did not achieve ARI
of more than 0.2 for either Affinity Propagation or
KMeans.

to the true genre category following the strongest
prediction, if we map genres to FTDs as follows:
fiction : fictive, academic : scitech, reportage :
news, instruction : instruction, non-academic : argumentative. However, reducing a functional vector to just the strongest component would be unfair
to the functionally hybrid texts that fall under the
genre labels of non-academic and editorial in our
BNC slice.
4.2

5

Case Study: CroCo and RusLTC

In this section we report the results of a case study
where we used the functional vectors to get comparable functional clusters from several text collection. Our data comes from the English parts
of the three parallel corpora: RusLTC, including
student and professional translations subcorpora
that have different English sources, and the CroCo
corpus. As can be seen from Table 4, the three
text collections vary in size, have diverging genre
setup, and there is no way to tell whether the same
categories include the same texts. In this work
CroCo was chosen as the normative corpus, i.e.
the starting point for the comparison and clustering operations.
The first step in solving our practical task with
KMeans was to determine k. K-value was identified as n+1, where n is the number of the most
populous groups formed by the texts with a specific FTD as the dominant function (see Figure 3,
which show the ratio of texts with a specific dominant function). For the tree corpora in our experiment it seems possible to set k to 5 or 6. Our ex-

Testing the Clustering Method on BNC

The ultimate goal of this work is to produce a functional intersection of two corpora, i.e. to find functionally comparable texts in several sets. In this
section we apply two clustering techniques to the
BNC selection to determine which text representation and clustering approach is better at matching
the annotated genres as class labels.
In the first clustering scenario we ran Affinity
Propagation on a square matrix of pair-wise correlations pre-computed as euclidean similarities for
the 650 BNC texts. This approach is attractive because it does not require the value of k, which is
difficult to deduce in the real application context.
We searched through the combinations of parameters to get the highest score for the Adjusted Rand
Index (ARI), a clustering metric, which returns the
proportion of text pairs that were assigned to the
correct cluster, given the gold standard classes.
The best clustering solution, with ARI=0.92 and
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RusLTC(stu) RusLTC(pro) Figure 3. Ratio of texts by the dominant FTD in
the research corpora as predicted by biLSTM
EN>RU
EN>RU
213 K
1.2 M
360
517
Acad(12)
Media(417)
Essay(29) Adverts(12) Popsci (100)
Fiction(10) Educat(58)
Instr(10)
Essay(131)
Business(13) Fiction(12)
Genres
Popsci(11) Info(143)
Speech(14) Interview(3)
Tourist(11) Letters(3)
Web(12)
Speech(12)
Tech(15)
CroCo
EN>GE
Tokens 240 K
Texts 110

Table 4. Parameters of the parallel corpora
and for RusLTC(pro) k = 10 return the best combination of the two.
To triangulate the results from KMeans, we
compared them to the results for Affinity Propagation with the parameters tested on the BNC
selection. The algorithm returned clusters which
shared 85-98% of the files with the most successful KMeans result for all the experiments.

periments showed that the difference was not critical for both types of functional vectors: it did not
affect the makeup of the most populous cluster in
CroCo. The clusters we received for the normative
corpus (CroCo) were not at odds with the existing genre annotation (see Appendix). Both models
succeed in grouping together instructions and fiction. The difference between the clusterings is in
how the models interpret hybrid texts such as popular scientific texts and what aspects of texts they
focus as secondary functions. biLSTM, which was
learnt on the vectorized patterns of 1500 most frequent words and PoS for other tokens, produces
vectors that highlight the fictional, narrative nature
of pop-sci, throwing these texts together with fiction (Cluster3), while the classifiers learnt on frequencies of lexicogrammatic features (including
inter alia lists of amplifiers and downtoners, private, public and suasive verbs (Quirk et al., 1985))
prioritize the informational and scientific component of pop-sci and group it with tourist informational leaflets (Cluster2).
Taking into account the size and homogeneity
of the CroCo clusters, it makes sense to target
Cluster 1 in finding functionally similar subsets
from RusLTC(stu) and RusLTC(pro). These two
collections were clustered with KMeans, the centriods for each cluster were calculated and compared to the CroCo centroids using Euclidean similarity measure. The most similar subsets of the
two corpora are the clusters with most similar centroids. In determining k for RusLTC, we looked
for a reasonable balance between the similarity
and homogeneity scores. For RusLTC(stu) k = 8

6

Discussion of Results

The primary goal of this project was to test the applicability of the text vectors learnt from the annotated text functions to the task of producing functionally similar subsets of two arbitrary corpora.
This involved decisions on the input text representation, learning approach, clustering method and
similarity metric. We have found that, first, the
functional vectors learned on sequences, patterns
and lexicogrammatic properties of texts were more
effective in genre/function detection than those
learnt on lexical features. Our results from neural
networks modelling demonstrated that the functional properties of texts were better captured by
the mixed sequences of the most frequent words
and PoS than by lemmatized embeddings with
stop words filtered out. The purely lexical features
(TF-IDF) and keywords statistics proved inferior
to lexicogrammar in the alternative ML setting,
too.
However, the patterns of the most frequent
words and PoS can be more successful with identifying some functions, but not other. In particular,
it seems that the functional representations based
on the vectorized texts did not quite capture the
evaluative, personal and informational FTDs. This
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the BNC genres (5 clusters, ARI=0.92) only for
the RandomForest vectors. The functional vectors learnt on embedded mixed representations
achieved ARI=0.58 for any k in the range from
4 to 8. Note, however, that any functional vectors
were by far better in this task than the baselines:
we failed to produce any good clustering results
for our BNC selection on the lexical and on the
raw register features.

can be explained by two factors: first, these functions can rely on lexical features for their expression and, second, they are often annotated as a second strong dimension, unlike the mutually exclusive (genre-pivotal and relatively easy to predict)
FTD such as fiction, instruction, news and scitech.
To support this argument: in the classification task
on the six hand-picked BNC genre categories, the
raw Biber’s features performed a bit better than
the functional vectors learnt on them, while the
biLSTMmix vectors demonstrated even less skill
in recognizing our select BNC genres, where the
majority of texts are of the easy-to-recognize type.
On RusLTC(pro) corpus which consists of mass
media texts and popular scientific texts, biLSTMmix returns no reliable predictions for the staggering 19% of texts. This analysis shows that FTD
detection can benefit from combining vectorized
and statistical register features, which we leave for
future work.

7

Conclusions

This paper presents an approach to deal with a
practical issue of constructing functionally comparable corpus resources. We proposed a method to
measure functional comparability of the resources
at hand and to produce their functionally homogeneous intersection. The method offers a way to
verify the researcher’s judgments about the corpora comparability which are usually based on
pre-existing corpus annotation schemes and researcher’s intuition. We show that texts can be
described externally via a reference to a number
of communicative functions and that the functions
are reflected via text-internal linguistic features.
We found that functional text representations offer
a better clustering result for a corpus with ‘known’
functions in comparison to keywords and linguistic register features. They can be effectively used
to identify functionally homogeneous subsets of
texts in a given text collection and to match them
to functionally comparable sets from another corpus. The cross-linguistic extension of this research
(left for future work) is supposed to equip a researcher with a corpus of non-translations in the
TL functionally comparable to the ST. Such a reference corpus would effectively represent the expected TL textual fit (Chesterman, 2004) that is
necessary to estimate specificity of translations.

Second, though our modelling approaches per
se are not directly comparable, because they had
different objectives and operated on different text
representations, we can evaluate their usefulness
for the practical task of predicting functional properties of texts. The inspection of the real-valued
vectors indicates that the vectors learnt within the
classification task setting overestimated the texts
functionality (i.e. produced noisy predictions) and
were less adequate in determining the functions hierarchy as manifested in the human scores. The
two approaches had very similar overall performance in the intrinsic evaluation and in the BNC
genre classification task, though in the real application they produce only partially overlapping
clusters. This is probably because the models
are focusing different properties of texts that are
equally relevant for fulfilling text functions, but
are more or less pronounced in individual real
texts. It seems reasonable to use the union of the
two sets for practical purposes. Besides, the models are different in terms of processing effort required, with the model on Biber’s features less easily applicable to big corpora.
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Third, the effectiveness of the functional representation was ultimately tested in the BNC clustering task. While for Affinity Propagation on
pair-wise similarities the type of functional vectors did not matter, the better-performing KMeans
proved to be sensitive to the difference in the functional vectors and managed to find a good fit to
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Appendix: Supplementary material
CroCo clusters as determined for the two alternative functional representations against the existing annotation
biLSTMmix
RandomForest
texts description homo genres
texts description homo genres
Cluster 0 12 instr:0.91,
.685 INSTR
9, 15 instr:0.71,
.687 INSTR
10,
promo:0.19,
WEB 3
promo:0.57,
WEB 5
info:0.09
info:0.43
22,
Cluster 1 43 argum:0.83, .706 ESSAY 27, 47 argum:0.7, .626 ESSAY
SPEECH 12,
SPEECH 13,
new:0.11,
perSHARE 2,
SHARE
7,
personal:0.62,
POPSCI 1,
POPSCI
3,
sonal:0.08
new:0.54
WEB 1
FICTION 1,
TOU 1
Cluster 2 12 info:0.59,
.588 TOU
7, 39 scitech:0.5, .487 TOU
10,
WEB
2,
POPSCI
promo:0.19,
new:0.5,
POPSCI 1,
8, WEB 7,
eval:0.14
info:0.48
SPEECH 1,
ESSAY
7,
SHARE 1
SHARE
6,
SPEECH 1
Cluster 3 24 fiction:0.27, .406 FICTION
9
fictio:0.85, .672 FICTION 9
10, POPSCI
scitech:0.13,
eval:0.48,
argum:0.1
8, WEB 3,
perESSAY
2,
sonal:0.35
SPEECH 1
Cluster 4 19 promo:0.7, .527 SHARE 10,
info:0.15,
TOU 4, WEB
argum:0.1
3, POPSCI 1,
INSTR 1
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Abstract

well as to browse through questions and answers.
Given the large amount of material on these platforms, a basic problem users encounter is trying to
find out if (a variant of) their question has already
been posed (and possibly answered) before. Given
a target question provided by a user, the automatic
task of querying and ranking semantically similar, relevant alternative questions in CQA forums
is called question similarity.
For efficiency reasons, the question similarity
task (also known as question relevance) normally
works in two ranking steps. Given a target question, the first step consists of retrieving relevant
questions using a general information retrieval
technique, such as BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009),
or a search engine such as Google (Page et al.,
1999). The second step, the focus of this work and
of most other studies in this field, consists of reranking the most likely candidate questions with a
more fine-grained, domain-specific approach. Optionally, the system could also return whether a
candidate question is a duplicate of the query.
The reranking task has been included as a
benchmark task (Task 3 - Subtask B) in SemEval2016/2017 (Nakov et al., 2016, 2017). Using
the domain of Qatar Living4 , it consisted of
re-ranking ten candidate questions retrieved by
Google for a target question. Several promising
approaches were proposed for this challenge, most
notably SimBOW (Charlet and Damnati, 2017)
based on the SoftCosine metric and winner of
SemEval-2017, and KeLP (Filice et al., 2016),
which is based on Tree Kernels and provided top
results for all the subtasks in the challenge. However, little is known about the effects of particular design choices for these models, especially
concerning the preprocessing methods and wordsimilarity metrics. Moreover, we know little about

Community Question Answering forums
are popular among Internet users, and a
basic problem they encounter is trying to
find out if their question has already been
posed before. To address this issue, NLP
researchers have developed methods to
automatically detect question-similarity,
which was one of the shared tasks in SemEval. The best performing systems for
this task made use of Syntactic Tree Kernels or the SoftCosine metric. However, it
remains unclear why these methods seem
to work, whether their performance can be
improved by better preprocessing methods
and what kinds of errors they (and other
methods) make. In this paper, we therefore systematically combine and compare
these two approaches with the more traditional BM25 and translation-based models. Moreover, we analyze the impact
of preprocessing steps (lowercasing, suppression of punctuation and stop words removal) and word meaning similarity based
on different distributions (word translation probability, Word2Vec, fastText and
ELMo) on the performance of the task.
We conduct an error analysis to gain insight into the differences in performance
between the system set-ups. The implementation is made publicly available.1

1

Introduction

Community Question Answering (CQA) forums,
such as Quora2 and Yahoo Answers3 , are popular outlets to ask questions and receive answers, as
1

https://github.com/fkunneman/
DiscoSumo/tree/master/ranlp
2
https://www.quora.com/
3
https://answers.yahoo.com/

4
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https://www.qatarliving.com
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how these models perform in comparison to (or
combined with) more traditional question similarity techniques.
In this paper we therefore systematically combine and compare the SoftCosine metric and the
Syntactic Tree Kernels with the more traditional
BM25 and translation-based models. Moreover,
we analyze the impact of preprocessing steps
(lowercasing, suppression of punctuation and stop
words removal) and word-similarity metrics based
on different distributions (word translation probability, Word2Vec, fastText and ELMo).
The experiments were mainly conducted on the
data of SemEval 2016-2017 - Task 3, based on the
Qatar Living corpus. As a secondary goal, we also
evaluated our main models in classifying question
duplicates on the Quora dataset, so as to assess
whether the results that we find apply to different
datasets.
Results show that the choice of a preprocessing method and a word-similarity metric have a
considerable impact on the final results. We also
show that the combination of all the analyzed approaches leads to results competitive with related
work in question-similarity.

2

T RLM (Q1 , Q2 ) =

Y

w∈Q1

(1 − σ)Ptr (w|Q2 ) + σPlm (w|C)

Ptr (w|Q2 ) = α

X

Sim(w, t)Plm (t|Q2 )+

t∈Q2

(1 − α)Plm (w|Q2 )

(1)

Sim(w, t) denotes a similarity score among
words w and t. In the original study, this similarity metric is the word-translation probability
P (w|t) obtained by the IBM Translation Model
1 (Brown et al., 1993). Furthermore, C denotes a
background corpus to compute unigram probabilities in order to avoid 0 scores.
SoftCosine is the ranking function used by SimBOW (Charlet and Damnati, 2017), the winning
system of the question similarity re-ranking task of
SemEval 2017 (Nakov et al., 2017). The method
is similar to a cosine similarity between the tf-idf
bag-of-words of the pair of questions, except that
it also takes into account word-level similarities as
a matrix M . Given X and Y as the respective tfidf bag-of-words for questions Q1 and Q2 , Equation 2 summarizes the SoftCosine metric.

Models

X tM Y
√
X tM X Y tM Y
n X
n
X
Xi Mij Yj
X tM X =

Sof tCos(X, Y ) = √

We compare two traditional and two recent approaches in this study: BM25, TranslationBased Language Model (TRLM), SoftCosine and
Smoothed Partial Tree Kernels (SPTK - Syntactic
Tree Kernels).

(2)

i=1 j=1

Mij = max(0, cosine(Vi , Vj ))2

As Sim(w, t) in Equation 1, Mij represents
the similarity between the i-th word of question
Q1 and the j-th one in question Q2 . cosine is
the cosine similarity, and Vi and Vj are originally
300-dimension embedding representations of the
words, trained on the unannotated part of the Qatar
living corpus using Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) with a context window size of 10.

BM25 is a fast information retrieval technique
(Robertson et al., 2009) used as a search engine
in the first step of the shared task by many studies.
We used the implementation of BM25 provided by
gensim5 as a baseline.
Translation-Based Language Model (TRLM)
is a question similarity ranking function, first introduced by Xue et al. (2008). The method combines a language model with a word translation
system technique, and is known to obtain better
results on the question similarity task than BM25
and only the language model (Jeon et al., 2005).
Equation 1 summarizes the TRLM ranking score
between questions Q1 and Q2 :

Smoothed Partial Tree Kernels (SPTK) are
the basis of KeLP (Filice et al., 2016), a system introduced by Croce et al. (2011). SPTK applies the
kernel trick by computing the similarity of question pairs based on the number of common substructures their parse trees share. The difference
with Partial Tree Kernels (PTK) (Moschitti, 2006)
is that SPTK also considers word relations.
Besides the different variations of the model,
which are well explained in Moschitti (2006) and

5
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
summarization/bm25.html
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Filice et al. (2016), we designed SPTK in the following form. Equation 3 portrays the notation of
the similarity metric among two questions’ constituency trees, i.e. TQ1 and TQ2 .
T K(TQ1 , TQ2 ) =

X

n1 ∈NT

Q1

X

n2 ∈NT

∆(n1 , n2 )

EnsSP T K(Q1 , Q2 ) = γφ(Q1 , Q2 )+
(1 − γ)Φ(SP T K(TQ1 , TQ2 ))

We will compare the performance of the ensemble implementation with and without SPTK. For
distinction, in the following sections we will refer
to the former ensemble method as Ensemble and
the latter as EnsSPTK.

(3)

Q2

NTQ1 and NTQ2 are the respective sets of nodes
of parse trees TQ1 and TQ2 . ∆(n1 , n2 ) is computed in distinct forms according to three conditions. (1) If the production rules of TQ1 on n1
and TQ2 on n2 are different, then ∆(n1 , n2 ) = 0.
(2) If n1 and n2 are similar preterminals, then
∆(n1 , n2 ) = Sim(wn1 , wn2 ), where Sim is similar to Mij in Equation 2, as well as wn1 and wn2
are the terminal words for n1 and n2 , respectively.
(3) If the production rules of TQ1 on n1 and TQ2
on n2 are the same and both are not preterminals,
then

3
3.1

Y

∆(child(n1 )j , child(n2 )j )

(4)

j=1

So given a pair of constituency tree questions
p = hTQ1 , TQ2 i to have their relevance scored and
a training set of pair trees C, features are extracted
in the following way:
SP T K(TQ1 , TQ2 ) = {T K(TQ1 , Tc1 ) + T K(TQ2 , Tc2 )}

(5)

where hTc1 , Tc2 ii ∈ C
The extracted kernel is used in Support Vector
Machines Φ, whose output decision function is the
relevance score among TQ1 and TQ2 .

Data

Quora To mitigate duplicate question pages at
scale, Quora motivated the development of automated ways of detecting these questions by releasing a dataset with 400,000 pairs of questions
together with a label for each entry indicating
whether they are semantically identical (i.e., duplicates) or not7 . We used this dataset to evaluate
our most relevant models in the task of detecting
question duplicates.

Ensemble is the method we propose to combine the relevance scores produced by the previous approaches into a single model. Given questions Q1 and Q2 , we trained a Logistic Regression
φ(Q1 , Q2 ) with the relevance scores of BM25,
TRLM and SoftCosine as features:

3.2
Ensemble(Q1 , Q2 ) = φ(Q1 , Q2 )

Experiments

Qatar Living We ran our experiments on the
data of SemEval 2016-2017 - Task 3 based on
the Qatar Living corpus6 . Its training split consists of 267 target questions, 2,669 related questions (around 10 for each target question), and
26,690 comments (around 10 per related question). The development split and test sets of
2016 and 2017 have 50, 70, and 88 target questions, respectively (with the same proportion of
related questions and comments as the training
set). Given a target question, each of its related
questions, retrieved by Google, was manually annotated as “Perfect Match”, “Relevant” or “Irrelevant”. The shared-task also provided a large
unannotated dataset of Qatar Living, with 189,941
questions and 1,894,456 comments. In the Qatar
Living corpus, each question is formed by a subject and a body. For the models BM25, TRLM
and SoftCosine, we treat a question combining the
subject and body into a single text, whereas we
only use the subject for SPTK.

child(n1 )

∆(n1 , n2 ) =

(7)

(6)

Settings

For the Translation model (TRLM), C was computed based on the training questions of the dataset
used in the evaluation (e.g., Qatar Living or

After empirically testing different settings, we
found that the integration of SPTK in the ensemble method was most effective when interpolating
its relevance score separately with the outcome of
formula 6. Equation 7 denotes the model:

6
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/
task3/index.php?id=data-and-tools
7
http://qim.fs.quoracdn.net/quora_
duplicate_questions.tsv
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Quora). In the Qatar Living corpus, the unannotated part of the data is also used to compute C.
Across the experiments, hyperparameters of the
models such as σ and α of TRLM and γ of Ensemble with SPTK were optimized in the development
split of the data through Grid Search. Moreover,
Support Vector Machines in SPTK and Logistic
Regression in Ensemble were implemented based
on the Scikit-Learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
and had their hyperparameters tuned by crossvalidation on the training set.
3.3

task, we evaluated all the models using the wordtranslation probabilities, plus the cosine similarity measure depicted in Equation 2. In the latter,
besides Word2Vec representations, we also tested
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), a distribution
which takes character-level information and tends
to overcome spelling variations, and the top layer
of ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). To equalize the trials, the data used by the models were lowercased
and stripped of stop words and punctuation.

4

Evaluation

The first section of Table 1 lists the MAP of the
preprocessing methods in the development part of
the corpus for each model. Although the best combination of preprocessing methods differs between
models, we see that preprocessing the data is beneficial for the performance of all models, except
for SPTK. Between the best results, we see that
suppression of punctuation is beneficial for all the
models, while the removal of stopwords and lowercasing are detrimental to BM25 and TRLM, respectively.
The lower part of Table 1 lists the performance
of each model according to the different wordlevel similarity metrics. The use of Word translation probabilities appears the under-performing
method out of the five, showing the power of the
continuous word representations. Surprisingly, we
do not observe an improvement of fastText over
Word2Vec representations. Even though CQA forums may have very noisy texts, the characterlevel information that fastText takes into account
apparently does not help. Using the top layer of
ELMo concatenated with Word2Vec representations leads to the best results in encoding the relation between words, except with TRLM.

In the SemEval shared-task, the questionsimilarity task was treated as a binary classification task, where the models aim to predict whether
a related question is “Perfect Match/Relevant” or
“Irrelevant”. We evaluate the models using the
Mean Average Precision (MAP) as the main metric, and also report F-Score for the classification
models. In the Quora dataset, we evaluated the
performance of our models in predicting question
duplicates also using the F-Score measure.
3.4

Experiment 1: Preprocessing

From the top models for question similarity, little is known about the design process of their
preprocessing methods. Filice et al. (2016) do
not report on the preprocessing that they applied,
and Charlet and Damnati (2017) lowercased the
text as well as removed stopwords and punctuation. So in our first experiment, we evaluated
BM25, TRLM, SoftCosine, Ensemble and EnsSPTK with 3 preprocessing methods (and all
combinations of them): lowercasing, removal of
stopwords8 and suppression of punctuation. For
SPTK we only apply lowercasing, since its constituency trees contain punctuation and stopwords
as terminals. The preprocessing methods were applied in the training, development, test and unannotated parts of the data, such that probabilities and word distributions (e.g., word translation
probability, Word2Vec, etc.) were affected.
3.5

Results

Final Results Table 2 lists the results of the
models with their best settings in the test sets
of SemEval 2016-2017: BM25 with lowercased
data without punctuation; TRLM with Word2Vec
without stop words and punctuation; SoftCosine
with Word2Vec+ELMo, lowercased data without stop words and punctuation; and SPTK with
Word2Vec+ELMo and lowercased data. The table
also shows the results of the best baseline (e.g.,
Google) and the winners of the SemEval 20162017 challenges. As expected, our best models
were the ensemble approaches (e.g., Ensemble and
EnsSPTK), which combine the ranking scores of
all the other evaluated approaches and outperform

Experiment 2: Word-Similarity

A central component of all of the evaluated models except BM25 is the use of a word-similarity
metric. To evaluate which distribution better captures the similarity between two words for the
8
We used the list of English stopwords provided by the
NLTK framework (Bird and Loper, 2004)
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Preproc.
L.S.P.
L.S.
L.P.
S.P.
L.
S.
P.
Metric
Translation
Word2Vec
fastText
Word2Vec+ELMo
fastText+ELMo

BM25
68.80
67.31
69.95
66.03
67.07
63.77
65.05
63.52
BM25
-

TRLM
68.43
63.25
68.42
68.65
66.42
64.53
64.38
64.95
TRLM
68.43
72.90
70.93
71.41
70.56

SoftCosine
72.75
69.15
65.33
68.56
63.68
67.01
60.04
60.66
SoftCosine
70.75
72.75
71.07
73.89
73.43

SPTK
54.34
54.44
SPTK
48.10
54.44
53.49
54.78
54.77

Ensemble
71.62
69.50
68.70
68.67
67.04
67.85
65.31
63.08
Ensemble
70.80
71.40
71.92
73.90
73.73

EnsSPTK
72.40
71.29
69.16
70.37
67.41
68.36
66.66
64.31
EnsSPTK
70.80
72.64
71.92
74.63
73.73

Table 1: MAP results on the different preprocessing and word-relation metric conditions in the development set. In the first part, L., S. and P. denote lowercase, stop words removal and punctuation suppression
methods respectively.

Models
Baseline
BM25
TRLM
SoftCosine
SPTK
Ensemble
EnsSPTK
Winner

MAP
74.75
73.33
71.94
74.10
45.61
75.48
75.40
76.70

2016

F-1
21.24C
66.96B
68.34A
66.39B

MAP
41.85
44.98
44.25
45.23
29.63
46.74
47.06
47.22

2017

F-1
33.13C
48.74A
48.72A
42.37B

Word2Vec
Word2Vec+ELMo

No preproc. (-)
0.50
0.50

Preproc. (L.S.P.)
0.50
0.52*

Table 3: F1 scores of our ensemble method with
different preprocessing techniques and word similarity measures on the Quora dev set.

Table 2: Final results of the models with their
best preprocessing and word-relation settings in
the test sets of SemEval 2016-2017. F-Score results were statistically significant with p < 0.05
according to the McNemar’s test, with A outperforming B and C, and B outperforming C.

is computationally expensive and does not considerably improve the performance of the ensemble.
For efficiency reasons we elect Ensemble as our
best approach.
Checking the coefficients of the trained logistic regression model of Ensemble, we saw that the
BM25 score (with a coefficient of 4.13) is the most
relevant feature of the model, shortly followed by
the SoftCosine score (with a coefficient of 3.48)
and finally by the TRLM one (with a coefficient of
1.1).

the competitive baselines of SemEval 2016 and
2017.
Regarding the comparison between Ensemble
and EnsSPTK in the test set of Semeval 2016,
the approach without SPTK (Ensemble) is slightly
better on re-ranking similar questions, but is significantly worse on classifying duplicates than EnsSPTK. The results are different in the test set of
Semeval 2017: the latter approach is slightly better than the former on re-ranking similar questions
according to the MAP metric, but shows a nonsignificant difference in classifying duplicates according to the F-1 score metric.
Although the results between our two best approaches are inconclusive, we argue that the inclusion of SPTK in the ensemble is not beneficial
due to the trade-off between efficiency and performance. The SPTK approach, mainly its kernel,

In SemEval-2016, the UH-PRHLT model was
the winner of the shared-task (Franco-Salvador
et al., 2016). This system is based on a range
of lexical (cosine similarity, word, noun and ngram overlap) and semantic (word representations, alignments, knowledge graphs and common
frames) features. In turn, our best model, Ensemble, with considerably less features, obtains competitive results in terms of MAP. The same pattern is seen for the SemEval-2017 test set: the Ensemble approach obtained competitive results with
the winner SimBOW, also based on the SoftCosine
metric, in terms of MAP, and outperforms it in FScore.
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Quora results Based on the previous results,
we also evaluated the performance of our best
question-similarity model, Ensemble9 , in classifying question duplicates on the Quora dataset.
Table 3 depicts the results of our ensemble
method with and without preprocessing and
using two similarity metrics (Word2Vec and
Word2Vec+ELMo).
The best F-Score was
obtained by the version which preprocesses
the questions and represents the words with
Word2Vec+ELMo. Results were statistically significant with p < 0.05 according to the McNemar’s test.

5

Error Analysis

To obtain insight into the improvement by preprocessing setting, in Figure 1 we present the percentage of similar questions that were ranked better (placed on a higher position formerly occupied
by a non-similar), equally or worse (switched a
lower position with a non-similar) for each modelpreprocessing combination in the Qatar Living
corpus. The graph shows that each preprocessing
manipulation results in both improved rankings
and worsened rankings. The model that is least affected by the preprocessing steps is BM25, which
shows to be a stable baseline. Most gain is seen for
the SoftCosine model with all preprocessing steps,
where 38% of the duplicates are ranked better and
only 9% is ranked lower than a non-duplicate. Regarding the preprocessing steps applied in isolation, lowercasing leads to most changes for TRLM
and BM25, while SoftCosine is most affected after
removing stopwords.
The changes in performance by similarity metric are also presented in Figure 1. The highest
gains are seen for the TRLM model, which yields
an improved ranking for over 20% of the duplicates and a poor re-ranking for 12% to 14% when a
similarity metric other than alignment is used. The
SPTK model is not helped by a different similarity metric, with the most detrimental effect when
combining the model with the translation alignment or fastText. The SoftCosine model with the
default Word2Vec is also rather robust, with only
a slight improvement when applying one of the
ELMo metrics. These metrics do affect the rankings considerably, but lead to fairly equal improvements and declines of the ranking quality.

Figure 1: Percentage of similar questions that
were ranked better, equally or worse after any of
the preprocessing manipulations or similarity metrics combined with each system, in comparison
to the standard setting without preprocessing (first
graph) or the standard similarity metric for each
system (second graph).
The performance patterns presented in Figure 1
show that the SoftCosine metric is affected most
by the presence of stopwords. Explicit evidence is
presented in Figure 2, which depicts the scores of
the SoftCosine settings with and without preprocessing in relation to the number of stopwords in
a question-pair. The setting without preprocessing
shows a correlation with the number of stopwords:
the similarity score goes up as the number of stopwords increases. The setting with preprocessing
is, as expected, robust to the number of stopwords.
This shows that the SoftCosine metric is considerably affected by the inclusion of stopwords, which
hampers performance for the task of question similarity.
In Table 4 we present examples of question
pairs in the Qatar Living development set along
with their Gold standard label and the preprocessing steps or model that yielded a proper ranking

9
Given the size of the Quora dataset, computing the kernel
trick of SPTK would be intractable.
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Figure 2: Similarity score in relation to the number of stopwords in a question pair, for the SoftCosine
settings with and without preprocessing.
Question
ID
Q314

Q278

Q293

Target question (subject - body)

Related question (subject - body)

QLing after working hours - how
many of you logon to QL after your
working hours?
Beach cleaning - I am planning to
organize a community service
specifically beach cleaning to be
carried out by our company staff. Any
good suggestion of a beach?
Water theme park in qatar - Hai
Friends........ Any one knows the
location of watar theme park in qatar;
Is it beatiful? childrens have enough
ride?? and howmuch fee Thanks

Surfing QL during office hours - How
many hour(s) everyone spend surfing
QL during office hours?

Gold
standard

Best performance

Similar

Stopword
removal;
SoftCosine

NOT ONE PUBLIC BEACH IN
DOHA? - Surrounded by pleasant
waters and not ONE public beach!
Ridiculous.

Not
similar

No lowercasing

any water theme park in qatar? - Do
you know about any water theme park
in qatar?

Similar

SPTK

Table 4: Examples of question pairs with particular performance patterns.
for this pair. The first example, with question
ID Q314, is of a similar question pair that was
most often ranked in a high position by settings
that included stopword removal and the SoftCosine model. Stopword removal shows particularly
effective for the target question by removing 7 of
the 15 words, and SoftCosine best matches ‘office hours’ to ‘working hours’. The second question pair is exemplary of cases where preprocessing is actually detrimental. The related question,
not similar to the target question, is partly written
in capitals. After lowercasing, the word ‘beach’
is matched with the target question, which might
result in a higher similarity score than questions
that are actually similar. The final example, with
ID Q293, is particularly well ranked by the SPTK
model. On its own, SPTK did not compete with
the other models in our study, but the focus on
syntactic tree kernels could add a valuable angle
to the similarity assessment. In this example, the

good assessment by SPTK is likely due to the central phrase ‘watar theme park in qatar’, which is
recurring, albeit with a different spelling, in the
related question.

6

Discussion and Conclusion

Until now, careful preprocessing and smart combining of methods have remained understudied in
the field of community question answering. Our
results highlight that both pay off, yielding stateof-the-art results. Our findings show that lowercasing the input and removing both punctuation
and stopwords yields the most robust outcomes,
especially for the SoftCosine metric. In addition,
representing the meaning of words by means of
Word2Vec combined with the top layer of ELMo
is the most beneficial word similarity implementation. Combining several metrics implemented
with these optimal settings into an ensemble system based on logistic regression yields the best
599

performance in terms of F1-score, being competitive with the winners of the SemEval tasks, and
using fewer components.
The error analysis showed that the BM25 model
is most stable across different preprocessing metrics, while the SoftCosine model mostly profits
from preprocessing. Given the semantic matching
that is done as part of SoftCosine and is absent in
BM25, we can infer that preprocessing is an important prerequisite for effectively ranking question pairs based on semantic links.
Most of our experimentation was conducted on
the Semeval dataset, in which similarity between
questions is labeled. We also showed that adjusting preprocessing and word similarity settings
leaded to better results in the task of identifying
question duplicates, in the Quora dataset. More
research is needed to see whether the patterns that
we find are dataset-independent.
In future work we aim to compare the optimal
models from our current study in a real-world setting, by running A/B testing on a open-domain
CQA platform. Through clicks and likes by the
users of such a platform, we can obtain insights
into the value of these models when applied in the
wild with many different question topics.
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Abstract

and semantic cross-lingual similarity. Conversely,
false friends are words which have similar forms,
but which differ in their meaning.
The ability to distinguish cognates from noncognates (and especially) false friends is an important skill for second language learners. Similarly, source language interference is a problem often experienced by translators that is partly caused
by the influence of cognates and false friends.
Research in natural language processing can address these bottlenecks by, for instance, developing computer tools that aid second language users.
Nevertheless, most studies have mainly focused
on the detection of cognates (Bergsma and Kondrak, 2007; Hauer and Kondrak, 2011; Ciobanu
and Dinu, 2014; Rama, 2016), while relatively
little attention has been devoted to false friends
(Frunza and Inkpen, 2007; Mitkov et al., 2007;
Ljubešić and Fišer, 2013; Castro et al., 2018).
Mitkov (2007) explains that the main goal of investigation is often the cross-lingual identification
of equivalent lexical items, as such knowledge can
be integrated in other applications. Automatic
cognate detection has indeed proven very useful
for NLP, e.g. to boost the performance of automatic alignment between related languages or to
compile bilingual lexicons (Smith et al., 2017).
The aim of this research is twofold: (1) we
introduce a context-independent gold standard
which can be used to classify English-Dutch pairs
of cognates and non-cognates (among which false
friends); (2) we develop a supervised binary classifier able to identify cognates across the EnglishDutch language pair on the basis of orthographic
and semantic information. Since our focus lies
on the detection of cognates for these proof-ofconcept experiments, no distinction is made between false friends and non-equivalent words.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief overview of

This paper presents proof-of-concept experiments for combining orthographic and
semantic information to distinguish cognates from non-cognates. To this end, a
context-independent gold standard is developed by manually labelling EnglishDutch pairs of cognates and false friends
in bilingual term lists. These annotated
cognate pairs are then used to train and
evaluate a supervised binary classification
system for the automatic detection of cognates. Two types of information sources
are incorporated in the classifier: fifteen
string similarity metrics capture form similarity between source and target words,
while word embeddings model semantic
similarity between the words. The experimental results show that even though
the system already achieves good results
by only incorporating orthographic information, the performance further improves
by including semantic information in the
form of embeddings.

1

Introduction

In general linguistics, the term cognate is defined
as a “language or a linguistic form which is historically derived from the same source as another
language/form” (Crystal, 2008, page 83). The
assumption of common etymology is, however,
often disregarded in the literature, because certain research areas such as psycho-linguistics or
natural language processing (NLP) tend to shift
their focus from diachronic to perceptual relatedness (Shlesinger and Malkiel, 2005; Mitkov et al.,
2007; Schepens et al., 2013; Hansen-Schirra et al.,
2017). We follow this second strand of research in
that we define cognates as words with high formal
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netically transcribed words by taking the edit distance between them. For this research, we opted
to only focus on the orthographic proximity, as
sound metrics require an additional phonetic transcription, thus making them less-likely to be applied on large data sets. Moreover, Schepens et
al. (2013) find that there is a high consistency between orthographic and phonetic similarity measures for Dutch-English cognate pairs.

the existing research and methodologies to cognate detection. Section 3 describes the data and
annotation process used to create the contextindependent gold standard for English-Dutch cognate pairs, while Section 4 gives an overview of
the experimental setup and the two types of information sources, viz. orthographic and semantic
similarity features, that were used. In section 5, we
report on the results of our classifier (1) incorporating only orthographic features and (2) combining orthographic and semantic similarity features.
Section 6 concludes this paper and gives directions
for future research.

2

Whereas orthographic and phonetic features
have often been employed to model the similarity between candidate cognate pairs, semantic information has often been ignored. Mitkov (2007)
beliefs that this is another result of the main focus of investigation, which is the identification of
cognates rather than distinguishing cognates from
false friends. Semantic evidence is, however, an
important information source, as it can not only
be used to represent the semantic (dis)similarity
between word pairs, but it can also further increase the accuracy of cognate detection systems.
In his own research, Mitkov (2007) distinguishes
between two types of semantic approaches: taxonomic and distributional semantic similarity measures. Whereas the first group relies on the taxonomic structure of a resource such as WordNet
(Miller, 1995), the second approach relies on large
corpora. The latter methods are based on the
Distributional Hypothesis (Harris, 1954), which
states that words that appear in similar contexts
tend to share similar meanings. The different approaches that leverage this principle are typically
divided into two categories: count-based methods, such as Latent Semantic Analysis, and predictive methods, such as neural probabilistic language models, which have gained a lot of popularity in today’s NLP community. On the one hand,
count-based models count how often a given target
word co-occurs with its neighbor words in a large
text corpus, after which the resulting counts are
mapped to a dense vector for each word. On the
other hand, predictive models directly try to predict a word from its neighbors in terms of learned
dense embedding vectors (Baroni et al., 2014).
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is a particularly
computationally-efficient and popular example of
predictive models for learning word embeddings
from raw text. In this research, we will incorporate the more recent fastText word embeddings as
implemented by Bojanowski et al. (2017).

Related Research

Extensive lists of known cognates and false friends
are hard to find and expensive to compose, since
they require a considerable amount of time and effort from trained lexicographers (Schepens et al.,
2012). Especially for low resource languages,
this constitutes a serious issue. Therefore, most
NLP research on cognates has mainly focused
on the automatic detection of such cognate pairs.
In the literature, there are three main methods
to identify cognates: orthographic, phonetic and
semantic approaches. The oldest approaches to
tackle this task involve simple string similarity
metrics as the longest common subsequence ratio (Melamed, 1999) or the normalized Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965). More recently, however, the attention has been drawn to
machine learning techniques. For instance, Frunza
et al. (2007) combine several orthographic similarity measures to train a machine classifier, while
Gomes et al. (2011) design a new similarity metric that is able to learn spelling differences across
languages.
Different types of approaches can also be combined to distinguish cognates, e.g. Kondrak et
al. (2004) join orthographic and phonetic information to distinguish between similar drug names.
In order to capture the phonetic similarity between words, Konrak (2000) further developed a
software package, called ALINE, which portrays
phonemes as vectors of phonetic features, thus
creating a phonetic similarity measure. Nevertheless, Heeringa et al. (2010) find that simple phonetic transcriptions still seem to outperform phonetic similarity metrics that are based on phonetic
features. Hence, Schepens et al. (2013) propose to
calculate a substitution cost for each pair of pho603

3

Data Creation

4. Proper name: proper nouns (e.g. persons,
companies, cities, countries, etc.) and their
derivations (e.g. American).

To train and evaluate the cognate detection system,
we created a novel context-independent gold standard by manually labelling English-Dutch pairs of
cognates and false friends in bilingual term lists.
In this section, we describe how the lists of candidate cognate pairs were compiled on the basis of
the Dutch Parallel Corpus (Macken et al., 2011)
and how a manual annotation was performed to
create a gold standard for English-Dutch cognate
pairs.
3.1

5. Error: word alignment errors and compound
nouns of which one part is a cognate but the
other part is missing in one of the languages
(e.g. peripherals - aansturingsperipherals).
6. No standard: words that do not occur in the
dictionary (e.g. num connectors) and numbers (e.g. adm12006e, VI).

List of Candidate Cognate Pairs

To decide on the correct label, we adopted a
context-independent approach applying the following procedure: (1) for every candidate cognate
pair, the dictionary Grote Van Dale1 (henceforth:
VD) was consulted; (2) the English word is looked
up in the VD, e.g. salon, (3) the Dutch translation
is inspected in the VD, e.g. salon: “nice room”
and salon: “(room for) gathering of people (e.g.
from the literary world)”.
Based on the previously obtained information,
a decision is made: in case all meanings of the
Dutch word correspond with the English word,
we consider them “cognates”, in case only part
of the Dutch meanings correspond with the English word, we consider them “partial cognates”,
in case the words have different meanings, we consider them “false friends”. An example of partial cognates is the pair agent-agent: the Dutch
agent refers both to (1) a police man and to (2)
a representative (e.g. business representative). As
only the second meaning of the Dutch word is expressed by the English agent, these words are considered partial cognates.
Two important observations should be made.
Firstly, we accorded more fine-grained labels in
the gold standard that are described in great detail
in the annotation guidelines (Labat et al., 2019).
For cognates, a distinction was, for instance,
made between cognates of which Part-of-Speech
(PoS) and meaning are identical in both languages,
cognates that differ in PoS (e.g. organisatieorganizing) and cognates that differ in agreement
(e.g. organisatie-organisations). Secondly, it is
important to note that a successful dictionary lookup never overruled the “proper name” annotation.
The resulting gold standard is contextindependent. Hence, it can be used for both
the development and the evaluation of machine

To select a list of candidate cognate pairs, unsupervised statistical word alignment using GIZA++
(Och and Ney, 2003) was applied on the Dutch
Parallel Corpus (DPC). This high-quality parallel corpus for Dutch, French and English consists
of more than ten million words and is sentencealigned. It contains five different text types and is
balanced with respect to text type and translation
direction. The automatic word alignment on the
English-Dutch part of the DPC resulted in a list
containing more than 500,000 translation equivalents. A first selection was performed by applying
the Normalized Levenshtein Distance (NLD) (as
implemented by Gries (2004)) on this list of translation equivalents and only considering equivalents with a distance smaller than or equal to 0.5.
This resulted in a list with 28,503 Dutch-English
candidate cognate pairs, which was manually labeled.
3.2

Creation of Gold Standard

To create the gold standard for cognate detection,
an extensive set of guidelines was established (Labat et al., 2019). The guidelines propose a clearly
defined method for the manual labeling of the following six categories:
1. Cognate: words which have a similar form
and meaning in all contexts. Conform with
our working definition for cognates, the
source and target words do not need to be etymologically related.
2. Partial cognate: words which have a similar form, but only share the same meaning in
some contexts.
3. False friend: words which have a similar
form but a different meaning.

1
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• Prefix divides the length of the shared prefix by the length of the longest cognate in the
pair.

learning models that deal with cognate detection.
Besides its applications in natural language
processing, the gold standard can also form an
important new resource for further research on
cognates in linguistics, translation studies or
psycho-linguistics.

4

• Dice (Brew and McKelvie, 1996) divides the
number of common bigrams times two by the
total number of bigrams in the cognate pair,
2 × |bigrams(x)| ∩ |bigrams(y)|
as in
.
|bigrams(x)| + |bigrams(y)|

Classification

This section describes the experimental setup and
the two types of information sources, viz. orthographic similarity and semantic similarity, that
were incorporated for the experiments.
4.1

• Dice (trigrams) differs from Dice in that it
uses trigrams instead of bigrams.
• XDice is a variant of Dice as it uses bigrams
that are created out of trigrams by deleting
the middle letter in them.

Experimental Setup

In this paper, cognate detection was approached
as a supervised classification task. To this end, we
applied Support Vector Machines as implemented
in sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The data set used for the binary classification experiments consisted of the COGNATE
pairs (labels “cognate” and “partial cognate”) and
NON-COGNATE pairs (labels “error” and “false
friend”). The categories of “proper name” and “no
standard” were removed from the data set as they
are always identical translations and would boost
the performance of the system in an artificial way.
Table 1 gives an overview of the distribution of the
two classes in the gold standard data set.
Cognate
GS

9,855

Noncognate
4,763

• XXDice incorporates the string positions of
the bigrams into its metric. Therefore, the denominator is no longer multiplied by two, but
2
by
.
1 + (pos(x) − pos(y))2

• LCSR stands for the longest common subsequence ratio, which is two times the length
of the longest subsequence over the summed
length of both sequences.

• NLS or the Normalized Levenshtein Similarity equals one minus the minimum number of
edits required to change one string sequence
to another.

Total
pairs
14,618

• LCSR (bigrams), NLS (bigrams), LCSR
(trigrams), and NLS (trigrams) differ from
their standard metrics in that they use, respectively, bigrams and trigrams to calculate their
results.

Table 1: Distribution of the “cognate” and “noncognate” class labels in the gold standard (GS).
In order to train and test the system, we performed 5-fold cross-validation for which we fixed
our 5 subsamples. Hyperparameter optimisation was performed by means of a 5-fold crossvalidation grid search on the training folds, resulting in the following values: kernel = RBF, C = 5,
class weight = None and gamma = 5.

• Jaccard index models the length of the intersection of both cognate strings over the
length of the union of these strings.

4.2

• Spsim option 1 and Spsim option 2 are
the only metrics which require supervised
training, in order to learn grapheme mappings between language pairs (Gomes and
Pereira Lopes, 2011). They are trained
by performing 5-fold cross-validation on the
positive instances (i.e. cognates) in the data
set. Therefore, we created two different train

• Jaro-Winkler similarity is the complement
of the Jaro-Winkler distance. Word pairs that
from their beginning correspond to a set prefix length will receive higher scores.

Orthographic Similarity Features

Fifteen different string similarity metrics were
applied on the candidate cognates to measure
the formal relatedness between source and target
words. Eleven of these fifteen metrics were also
used by Frunza et al. (2007). The following list
briefly summarizes the orthographic features implemented:
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sets: option 1 includes cognate pairs which
differ in agreement or PoS-tags, while option
2 only includes cognates and partial cognates.
4.3

Once the results for the Dutch and English
monolingual embeddings were loaded, the Dutch
embeddings were mapped to the English vector
space by means of a pre-trained alignment matrix (Smith et al., 2017). Since the embeddings are
then situated in the same vector space, one can easily compute the cosine similarity between the two
words of a candidate cognate pair. Subsequently,
this cosine similarity was used as a semantic feature for our machine learning system.

Semantic Information

Besides features that model formal similarity between word pairs, we also included semantic information in our classifier. We opted for word
embeddings, as these have shown to be very effective for various NLP tasks. In addition, word
embeddings have not yet been used for the task of
cognate identification. For the purpose of this research, we worked with fastText word embeddings
that were pre-trained on the Wikipedia corpus with
the skip-gram model proposed by Bojanowski et
al. (2017). The model was trained with the default
parameters and the length of the vector was set to
300. A disadvantage of using text-formatted pretrained embeddings is that we could not generate
embeddings for all words in the gold standard list.
As a result, we only obtained word embeddings
for 12,433 instances, while we have orthographic
information for 14,618 instances. Table 2 gives an
overview of the distribution of the two classes in
the full and reduced gold standard data sets. The
experimental results that we obtained for this subset are presented in Section 5.2.
Cognate
Ortho
Semantic

9,855
8,935

Noncognate
4,763
3,498

5

Experimental Results

This section describes the classification results for
two sets of experiments, namely (1) a classifier
incorporating fifteen orthographic similarity features and (2) a classifier combining the same set
of orthographic similarity features with a semantic
feature resulting from computing the cosine similarity between the word embeddings of the cognate pair.
5.1

Experiment 1: Orthographic Features

A first set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the performance of the orthographic similarity
features for the task of cognate detection. Table 3
lists the averaged precision, recall and F1-score for
all individual orthographic similarity features and
their combination.
The results show a very good performance of
the classifier combining all orthographic similarity information (average F-score of 84%). Especially precision improves considerably when combining the different orthographic similarity metrics. When looking into the results for the individual features, it is clear that some metrics perform
very well in isolation, such as LCSR and NLS,
which obtain F-scores of around 85% for the positive class (“Cognates”) with good balance of precision and recall.
To get further insight in the informativeness of
the various orthographic features, we also trained
a conditional inference tree and random forest on
the cognate data set. Figure 1 visualizes the model
learned by the conditional inference tree at depth
3. The tree indicates which orthographic metric is
the most important for that node in the tree. As can
be observed in Figure 1, the longest common subsequence ratio is overall the most influential metric, followed by SpSim (option 1) and the JaroWinkler similarity.
In addition to the conditional inference tree, a

Total
pairs
14,618
12,433

Table 2: Distribution of the “cognate” and “noncognate” class labels in the full (Ortho) and reduced (Semantic) gold standard data sets.
We chose to work with fastText embeddings instead of regular Word2Vec embeddings because
the former model uses n-grams to train its embeddings. In contrast to the Word2Vec models, fastText can create word embeddings for outof-vocabulary words, which is especially important for low-frequent words. Although the current research only works with pre-trained word
entries, in future research we plan to add out-ofvocabulary words by training word embeddings on
domain-specific corpora more similar to the DPC
corpus that was used to extract the list of candidate cognate pairs. This way, we hope to construct
embeddings for all word pairs in the gold standard
list.
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Metric
Prefix
Dice
Dice (3gr)
Jaccard
XDice
XXDice
LCSR
NLS
LCSR (2gr)
NLS (2gr)
LCSR (3gr)
NLS (3gr)
Jaro-Winkler
SpSim (opt.1)
SpSim (opt.2)
Combined

Cognates
Prec
Rec
77.43 87.84
73.38 91.99
73.28 91.88
73.83 91.53
70.85 96.26
76.10 92.54
82.15 89.30
82.39 86.03
76.92 81.28
76.80 81.02
73.28 91.88
73.34 91.60
77.06 90.72
86.01 79.01
83.36 80.37
89.33 90.63

F-score
82.31
81.63
81.53
81.73
81.62
83.52
85.47
84.24
79.03
78.84
81.53
81.46
83.33
82.35
81.82
89.97

Non-cognates
Prec
Rec F-score
65.17 47.03 54.62
65.04 30.91 41.84
64.63 30.67 41.59
65.22 32.86 43.69
70.03 18.08 28.73
72.15 39.88 51.35
72.65 59.93 65.66
68.47 61.84 64.95
56.16 49.52 52.58
55.74 49.31 52.26
64.63 30.67 41.59
64.16 31.10 41.87
69.72 44.10 53.99
62.83 73.38 67.68
62.21 66.76 64.37
80.63 77.60 78.78

Average score
Prec
Rec
71.30 67.44
69.21 61.45
68.95 61.28
69.52 62.19
70.44 57.17
74.12 66.21
77.40 74.62
75.43 73.93
66.54 65.40
66.27 65.17
68.95 61.28
68.75 61.35
73.39 67.41
74.42 76.19
72.79 73.56
84.68 84.11

F-score
68.46
61.73
61.56
62.71
55.18
67.43
75.57
74.59
65.80
65.55
61.56
61.67
68.66
75.02
73.10
84.38

Table 3: Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and F1-score for the individual orthographic similarity features
and for the classifier combining all features (%).
this set of experiments is only conducted on that
part of the data set for which word embeddings
were retrieved, we also added the updated performance scores for all individual orthographic metrics on this reduced data set.

random forest was trained in order to further investigate the importance of each metric. Since a random forest uses lots of seeds (in our case: 123) in
order to decide on the importance of each variable
individually, it provides a somewhat more representative, validated picture of the influence of different metrics. An additional Somers’ D value was
computed for the random forest in order to check
the goodness of fit. With a correlation score of
0.9528739, our random forest forms a good model
for unseen data. Figure 2 shows that the model
agrees with the conditional inference tree in that
it also classifies LCSR, SpSim (option 1) and the
Jaro-Winkler similarity as important metrics for
the identification of cognates. It does, however,
provide some additional information, as it shows
that the normalized Levenshtein similarity is also
very influential for this binary classification task.
5.2

The classification results listed in Table 4 show
some interesting findings. First of all, the embeddings in isolation already obtain good classification results for the “Cognates” class (F-score
of 89.14%). Second, the classifier combining orthographic and semantic similarity features clearly
outperforms the classifier only incorporating orthographic information.
An analysis of the output reveals that the semantic information indeed helps to detect cognate
pairs showing less orthographic resemblance
(e.g. east–oost, older–ouderen, widespread–
wijdverbreid, asleep–slaap, sweating–zweten,
shame–schaamte, belief–geloof, whole–hele,
swarm–zwerm, overheated–oververhitte).
In
addition, the word embedding information also
generates less false negatives. Examples of pairs
that were wrongly labeled as cognates by the
classifier relying on orthographic information
and that are correctly labeled as non-cognates
by the combined classifier are: affects–effecten,
unlocking–blokkering, investments–instrument,
slit–gesplit, provide–profielen, brazier–branden,
might–high, where–wateren. On the other hand,

Experiment 2: Orthographic and
Semantic Features

In a second set of experiments, we combined all
orthographic similarity features with a semantic
feature expressing the cosine similarity between
the two word embeddings. Table 4 shows the result of the classifiers incorporating (1) only semantic information and (2) a combination of orthographic and semantic similarity information. As
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Figure 1: Conditional Inference Tree with depth 3 trained on the orthographic similarity features.
Cognates
Metric
Prec
Rec
Prefix
82.30 87.99
Dice
80.40 91.23
Dice (3gr)
79.94 91.28
Jaccard
80.71 90.74
XDice
76.45 95.94
XXDice
79.89 94.15
LCSR
83.79 91.99
NLS
85.23 88.48
LCSR (2gr)
78.77 91.57
NLS (2gr)
79.09 90.57
79.94 91.28
LCSR (3gr)
NLS (3gr)
80.04 90.97
Jaro-Winkler 82.24 91.31
SpSim (opt.1) 85.58 81.05
SpSim (opt.2) 80.87 87.42
Sem
83.56 95.53
Ortho
89.46 91.23
Ortho + Sem
92.59 94.65

F-score
85.05
85.47
85.23
85.43
85.09
86.43
87.70
86.83
84.69
84.44
85.23
85.15
86.54
83.23
83.99
89.14
90.33
93.61

Non-cognates
Prec
Rec F-score
62.74 51.66 56.65
65.84 43.19 52.15
65.05 41.48 50.65
65.34 44.58 52.98
70.25 24.50 36.32
72.56 39.45 51.09
72.73 54.55 62.32
67.42 60.83 63.95
63.16 36.94 46.60
61.69 38.82 47.64
65.05 41.48 50.65
64.57 42.05 50.92
69.11 49.64 57.76
57.40 65.01 60.89
59.57 47.02 52.33
82.00 51.99 63.62
76.42 72.54 74.42
85.52 80.64 83.00

Average score
Prec
Rec
72.52 69.82
73.12 67.21
72.50 66.38
73.02 67.66
73.35 60.22
76.22 66.80
78.26 73.27
76.33 74.66
70.96 64.25
70.39 64.69
72.49 66.38
72.30 66.51
75.67 70.47
71.49 73.03
70.22 67.22
82.78 73.76
82.94 81.88
89.05 87.64

F-score
70.85
68.81
67.94
69.20
60.70
68.76
75.01
75.39
65.64
66.04
67.94
68.04
72.15
72.06
68.16
76.38
82.38
88.30

Table 4: Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec) and F1-score for the classifiers incorporating the fifteen individual orthographic features, the classifier incorporating only semantic information (Sem), the classifier
incorporating the combined orthographic information (Ortho) and the classifier incorporating both orthographic and semantic similarity features (Ortho + Sem).

6

the combined classifier rarely introduces additional false negatives (seven instances in total,
e.g. lead–leiden, include–inhouden, docker–
dokwerker) or additional false positives (three
instances in total: told–toen, escapologist–
escapist, because–bepaalde).

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents preliminary experiments for
combining orthographic and semantic similarity
information for cognate detection. The experimental results already show promising scores for
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Figure 2: Random Forest indicating the importance the different orthographic similarity features for the
current cognate identification task.
guage pair. In addition, this will enable us to perform trilingual machine learning experiments and
to gain useful insights into cross-lingual cognate
detection.

a classifier using merely orthographic similarity
information. The results, however, revealed that
adding semantic information capturing the cosine
similarity between the word embeddings of the
Dutch and English terms further improves the
classification results considerably. As a result, we
can conclude that combining orthographic and semantic similarity information is a viable approach
to automatic cognate detection.
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Abstract
In this paper we give in detail how a resource rich language can be used for resolving pronouns for a less resource language.
The source language, which is resource rich
language in this study, is Tamil and the resource poor language is Malayalam, both
belonging to the same language family,
Dravidian. The Pronominal resolution developed for Tamil uses CRFs. Our approach
is to leverage the Tamil language model to
test Malayalam data and the processing required for Malayalam data is detailed. The
similarity at the syntactic level between the
languages is exploited in identifying the
features for developing the Tamil language
model. The word form or the lexical item is
not considered as a feature for training the
CRFs. Evaluation on Malayalam Wikipedia
data shows that our approach is correct and
the results, though not as good as Tamil, but
comparable.

1

Introduction

Natural language processing techniques of the
present day require large amounts of manuallyannotated data to work. In reality, the required
quantity of data is available only for a few languages of major interest. In this work we show
how a resource-rich language, Tamil, can be leveraged to resolve anaphora for a related resourcepoor language, Malayalam. Both Tamil and Malayalam belong to the same language family, Dravidian. The methods we focus on exploits the similarity at the syntactic level of the languages and
anaphora resolution heavily depends on syntactic

features. If the resources available in one language
(henceforth referred to as source) can be used to
facilitate the resolution, such as anaphora, for all
the languages related to the language in question
(target), the problem of unavailability of resources
would be alleviated.
There exists a recent research paradigm, in which
the researchers work on algorithms that can rapidly develop machine translation and other tools
for an obscure language. This work falls into this
paradigm, under the assumption that the language
in question has a less obscure sibling. Moreover,
the problem is intellectually interesting. While
there has been significant research in using resources from another language to build, for example, parsers, there have been very little work on
utilizing the close relationship between the languages to produce high quality tools such as
anaphora resolution (Nakov, P and Tou Ng,H
2012). In our work we are interested in the following questions:
If two languages are from the same language family and have similarity in syntactic structures and
not in lexical form and script
1. Can the language model developed for
one language be used for analyzing the
other language?
2. How the lexical form difference can be
resolved in using the language model?
3. How to overcome the challenges of script
variation?
In this work we develop a language model for resolving pronominals in Tamil using CRFs and using the language model test another language,
Malayalam. As said earlier, in this work, we are
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focusing on Dravidian family of languages. Historically, all Dravidian languages have branched
out from a common root Proto-Dravidian.
Among the Dravidian languages, Tamil is the oldest language. Though there is similarity at the syntactic level, there is no similarity in lexical form
or at the script level among the languages. We are
motivated by the observation that related languages tend to have similar word order and syntax, but they do not have similar script or orthography. Hence words are not similar.
Tamil has the most resources at all levels of linguistics, right from morphological analyser to discourse parser and Malayalam has the least. About
the similarity of the two languages we give in detail in section 2.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed description of
the two languages, their linguistic similarity credits and differences, Section 3 presents the pronominal resolution in Tamil. In Section 4 we introduce our proposed approach on how the language model for Tamil can be used for resolving
Malayalam pronouns. Section 5 describes the datasets used for evaluation, experiments and analysis of the results and the paper ends with the conclusion in Section 6.

2

How similar the languages Tamil and
Malayalam Are?

As mentioned earlier, both the languages belong
to the Dravidian family and are relatively free
word order languages, inflectional (rich in morphology), agglutinative and verb final. They have
Nominative and Dative subjects. The pronouns
have inherent gender marking as in English and
have the same lexical form “avan” “he”, “aval”
“she” and “atu” “it” both in Tamil and Malayalam. Though the pronouns have same lexical form
and meaning, it can be said that there is no lexical
similarity between the two languages. The similarity between two languages can be at three levels, a) writing script, b) the word forms and c) the
syntactic structure.
Script Level: The two languages have different
writing form, though the base is from Grandha
script. Hence no similarity at the script level.
The Word Level: There is no similarity at the lexical level between the two languages. The Sanskritization of Malayalam contributed to have
more Sanskrit verbs in Malayalam whereas Tamil

retained the Proto –Dravidian verbs. For example,
the word for “talk” in Malayalam is “samsarikkuka” “to talk” which has root in Sanskrit,
whereas the Tamil equivalent is “pesuu” “to talk”,
the root in Pro-Dravidian.
The Syntactic Structure Level: There is lot of similarity at the syntactic structure level between the
two languages. Since antecedent to anaphor has
dependency on the position of the noun, the structural similarity is a positive feature for our goal.
The syntactic similarity at Sentence level, Case
maker level, pronominal distribution level are explained with examples.
Case marker level: Both the languages have the
same number of cases and their distribution is
similar. In both the languages, nouns inflected
with nominative or dative case become the subject
of the sentence (Dative subject is the peculiarity
of Indian languages). Accusative case denotes the
object.
Clausal sentences: The clause constructions in
both the languages follow the same rule. The
clauses are formed by nonfinite verbs. The clauses
do not have free word order and they have fixed
positions. Order of embedding of the subordinate
clause is same in both the languages.
Ex:1
(Ma) [innale vanna(vbp) kutti ]/Sub-RP-cl
{sita annu}/Main cl
(Ta) [neRu
vanta(vbp) pon
{sita aakum}/Maincl
[Yesterday came girl
{Sita is}/ Maincl

]/Sub- RP-cl

]/subcl

(The girl who came yesterday is Sita)

As can be seen from the above example, the basic
syntactic structure is the same in both the languages. The above example is a two clause sentence with a relative participial clause and a main
clause. The relative participial clause is formed by
the nonfinite verb (vbp). Using the same example
we can find the pronominal distribution.
Ex: 2
(Ma) [innale vanna(vbp) avali (PRP)
]/Sub-RP-cl {sitai annu}/Main cl
(Ta) [neRu
vanta(vbp) avali (PRP)
]/Sub-RP-cl {sitai aakum}/Maincl
[Yesterday came
shei (PRP)
]/subcl
{ Sitai is} / Maincl
(The she who came yesterday is Sita)
In the above example the pronoun “aval” “she”
occurs at the same position in both the languages
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and the antecedent “sita” also occurs at the same
position as shown by co-indexing. Consider another example.
Ex:3
(Ma). sithaai kadaikku pooyi. avali pazham
Vaangicchu(Vpast)
(Ta). sithaai kadaikku cenRaal. avali pazham
Vaangkinaal(V,past,+F,+Sg).
Sita shop
went.
She fruit
bought
(Sitai went to the shop. Shei bought fruit.)
In the above example there are two sentences and
pronoun is in one sentence and antecedent is in
another. Here you can see the distribution of the
pronoun “aval” and where the antecedent “sita” is
occurring. Though Tamil has number, gender and
person agreement between subject and verb and
Malayalam does not have, this cannot be considered as a grammatical feature which can be used
for identifying the antecedent of an anaphor. This
grammatical variation does not have an impact on
the identification of pronoun and antecedent relations. From the above examples we can see that
the two languages have the same syntactic structure at the clause and sentence level. We are exploiting this similarity between the two languages
to achieve our goal. We find that using this similarity between the languages, the language model
of Tamil can be used to resolve pronouns in Malayalam.

3

Pronoun Resolution in Tamil

3.1 Pronouns in Tamil
In this section, we analyse in detail the pronominal expressions in Tamil. Pronouns are the words
used as a substitution to nouns, that are already
mentioned or that is already known. There are
pronouns which do not refer. Pronouns in Tamil
have person (1st, 2nd, 3rd person) and number (singular, plural) distinction. Masculine, feminine and
neuter gender distinctions are clearly marked in
3rd person pronouns, whereas in 1st and 2nd person
pronouns there is no distinction of masculine,
feminine and neuter gender. In this work we consider only third person pronouns. Third person
pronouns in Tamil have inherent gender and as in
English and they are “avan” he, “aval” she and
“atu” it. In this work, we resolve 3rd person pronouns. The distribution of pronouns in various
syntactic constructions is explained with examples below.
Ex:4
4a. maaNavarkaLi paLLikku
celkiranar.

Students(N) school(N)+dat go(V)+present+3pl

(Students are going to the school)
4b. avarkaLi veekamaaka natakkinranar.
They(PN) fast(ADV)
walk(V)+present+3pl
(They are walking fast.)

Considering Ex 4a and Ex.4b, sentence Ex.4b has
3rd person plural pronoun ‘avarkaL’ as the subject
and it refers to plural noun ‘maaNavarkaL’ which
is the subject in Ex.4a.
Ex:5
5a. raamuvumi

giitavumj
nanparkaL.
Raamu(N)+INC Gita(N)+INC friends(N)
(Ramu and Gita are friends.)

5b. avani ettaam vakuppil padikkiraan.
He(PN) eight(N) class(N) study(V)+present+3sm
(He studies in eight standard.)
5c. avaLumj ettaam vakuppil padikkiaal.
She(PN) eight(N) class(N) study(V)+present+3sf
(She also studies in eight standard.)

In Ex.5b, 3rd person masculine pronoun ‘avan’ occurs as the subject and it refers to the masculine
noun ‘raamu’, subject noun in Ex.5a. Similarly,
3rd person feminine pronoun ‘avaL’ in Ex.5c refers to feminine noun ‘giita’ in Ex.3a. ‘atu’,
which is a 3rd person neuter pronoun, will also occurs as genitive/possessive case marker. Consider
the following example.
3.1.1 Non-anaphoric Pronouns
The pronouns can also occur as generic mentions
without having referent. In English it known
as‘pleonastic it’.
Ex:6.
atu oru
malaikalam.
It(PN) one(Qc) rainy_season (N)
(It was a rainy season.)

In Ex.6, the 3rd person neuter pronoun ‘atu’ (it) do
not have a referent. Here ‘atu’ is equivalent to pleonastic ‘it’ in English
3.1.2 Corpus annotation
We collected 600 News articles from various
online Tamil News wires. The News articles are
from Sports, Disaster and General News domains.
The anaphoric expressions are annotated along
with its antecedents using graphical tool,
PAlinkA, a highly customisable tool for Discourse Annotation (Orasan, 2003) which we customized for Tamil. We have used two tags
namely, MARKABLE and COREF. The corpus
used for training is 54,563 words which are annotated for anaphora –antecedent pairs and testing
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corpus is 10,912 words. We have calculated the
inter-annotator agreement which is the degree of
agreement among annotators. We have used Cohen’s kappa as the agreement statistics. The kappa
coefficient is generally regarded as the statistics
of choice for measuring agreement on ratings
made on a nominal scale. We got a Kappa score
of 0.87. The difference between the annotators
were analysed and found the variation in annotation. It occurred in the marking of antecedents for
pronominal. This is common in sentences with
clausal inversion, and genitive drop.
3.2

Pronoun Resolution System

Early works in anaphora resolution by Hobbs
(1978), Carbonell and Brown (1988), Rich and
Luper Foy (1988) etc. were mentioned as
knowledge intensive approach, where syntactic,
semantic information, world knowledge and case
frames were used. Centering theory, a discourse
based approach for anaphora resolution was presented by Grosz (1977), Joshi and Kuhn (1979).
Salience feature based approaches were presented
by Lappin and Leass (1994), Kennedy Boguraev
(1996) and Sobha et al., (2000). Indicator based,
knowledge poor method for anaphora resolution
methods were presented by Mitkov (1997, 1998).
One of the early works using machine learning
technique was Dagan Itai’s (1990) unsupervised
approach based on co-occurrence words. With the
use of machine learning techniques researchers
work on anaphora resolution and noun phrase
anaphora resolution simultaneously. The other
machine learning approaches for anaphora resolution were the following. Aone and Bennett (1995),
McCarty and Lahnert (1995), Soon et al., (2001),
Ng and Cardia (2002) had used decision tree
based classifier. Anaphora resolution using CRFs
was presented by McCallum and Wellner (2003)
for English, Li et al., (2008) for Chinese and
Sobha et al., (2011, 2013) for English and Tamil.
In Indian languages anaphora resolution engines
are demonstrated only in few languages such as
Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, and Malayalam. Most of
the Indian languages do not have parser and other
sophisticated pre-processing tools. The earliest
work in Indian language, ‘Vasisth’ was a rule
based multilingual anaphora resolution platform
by Sobha and Patnaik (1998, 2000, 2002), where
the morphological richness of Malayalam and
Hindi were exploited without using full-parser.
The case marker information is used for identifying subject, object, direct and in-direct object.
Prasad and Strube (2000), Uppalapu et al., (2009)
and Dekwale et al., (2013) had presented different

approaches using Centering theory for Hindi.
Sobha et al., (2007) presented a salience factor
based with limited shallow parsing of text. Akilandeswari et al., (2013) used CRFs for resolution
of third person pronoun. Ram et al., (2013) used
Tree CRFs for anaphora resolution for Tamil with
features from dependency parsed text. In most of
the published works resolution of third person
pronoun was considered and it is a non-trivial
task.
Pronoun resolution engine does the task of identifying the antecedents of the pronouns. The Pronoun resolution is built using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) technique. Though CRFs is
notable for sequence labelling task, we used this
technique to classify the correct anaphor-antecedent pair from the possible candidate NP pairs by
presenting the features of the NP pair and by
avoiding the transition probability. While training
we form positive pairs by pairing anaphoric pronoun and correct antecedent NP and negative
pairs by pairing anaphoric pronouns and other
NPs which match in person, number and gender
(PNG) information with the anaphoric pronoun.
These positive and negative pairs are fed to the
CRFs engine and the language model is generated. While testing, when an anaphoric pronoun
occurs in the sentence, the noun phrases which
match in PNG with the pronoun, that occur in the
preceding portion of the sentence and the four preceding sentences are collected and paired with the
anaphoric pronoun and presented to CRFs engine
to identify the correct anaphor-antecedent pair.
3.2.1 Pre-processing
The input document is processed with a sentence
splitter and tokeniser to split the document into
sentences and the sentences into individual tokens
which include words, punctuation markers and
symbols. The sentence split and tokenized documents are processed with Syntactic Processing
modules. Syntactic processing modules include
Morphological analyser, Part-of-Speech tagger
and Chunker. These modules are developed in
house.
a) Morphological Analyser: Morphological
analysis processes the word into component
morphemes and assigning the correct
morpho-syntactic information. The Tamil
morphological Analyser is developed using
paradigm based approach and implemented
using Finite State Automata (FSA) (Vijay
Sundar et.al 2010). The words are classified
according to their suffix formation and are
marked as paradigms. The number of
paradigms used in this system is Noun
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paradigms: 32; Verb Paradigms: 37;
Adjective Paradigms: 4; Adverb Paradigms:
1. A root word dictionary with 1, 52,590 root
words is used for developing the
morphological anlyser. The morphological
analyser is tested with 12,923 words and the
system processed 12,596 words out of which
it correctly tagged 12,305. The Precision is
97.69% and Recall = 97.46%. MA returns all
possible parse for a given word.
b) Part Of Speech Tagger (POS tagger): Part
of Speech tagger disambiguates the multiple
parse given by the morphological analyser,
using the context in which a word occurs. The
Part of speech tagger is developed using the
machine learning technique Conditional
Random fields (CRF++) (Sobha L, et.al
2010). The features used for machine learning
is a set of linguistic suffix features along with
statistical suffixes and uses a window of 3
words. We have used 4, 50,000 words, which
are tagged using BIS POS tags. The system
performs with recall 100% and Average
Precision of 95.16%.
c) Noun and Verb Phrase Chunker: Chunking
is the task of grouping grammatically related
words into chunks such as noun phrase, verb
phrase, adjectival phrase etc. The system is
developed using the machine learning
technique,
Conditional
Random
fields(CRF++) (Sobha L et.al 2010). The features used are the POS tag, Word and window
of 5 words. Training Corpus is 74,000 words.
The recall is 100%. Average Precision of
92.00%.
3.3 Pronoun Resolution Engine
In both training and testing phase, the noun
phrases (NP) which match with the PNG of the
pronoun are considered. The features are extracted from these NPs. In the training phase the
positive and negative pairs are marked and fed to
the ML engine for generating a language model.
In the testing phase these NPs with its features are
input to the language model to identify the antecedent of a pronoun. Here we have not taken the
lexical item or the word as a feature. We have
used only the grammatical tags as feature. The
features selected represent the syntactic position
of the anaphor –antecedent occurrence.
3.3.1 Features Selection
The features required for machine learning are
identified from shallow parsed input sentences.

The features for all possible candidate antecedent
and pronoun pairs are obtained by pre-processing
the input sentences with morphological analyser,
POS tagger, and chunker. The features identified
can be classified as positional and syntactic features
Positional Features: The occurrence of the candidate antecedent is noted in the same sentence
where the pronoun occurs or in the prior sentences
or in prior four sentences from the current sentence.
Syntactic Features: The syntactic arguments of
the candidate noun phrases in the sentence are a
key feature. The arguments of the noun phrases
such as subject, object, indirect object, are obtained from the case suffix affixed with the noun
phrase. As mentioned in section 2 the subject of a
sentence can be identified by the case marker it
takes. We use morphological marking for the
above.
a) PoS tag and chunk tag of Candidate NP, case
marker tags of the noun.
b) The suffixes which show the gender which
gets attached to the verb.
3.3.2 Development of Tamil Language Model
We used 600 Tamil Newspaper articles for building the language model. The preparation of the
training data is described below. The raw corpus
is processed with sentence splitter and tokeniser.
The tokenized corpus is then preprocessed with
shallow processing modules, namely, morphological analyser, part-of-speech tagger and chunker.
The training data is prepared from this processed
corpus. For each pronoun, the Noun phrase (NP)
preceding the pronouns and in the NPs in preceding sentence till correct antecedent NP, which
match in Person, number and Gender (PNG) are
selected for training. The above features are used
for CRF for learning. The system was evaluated
with data from the web and the result is given below.
Domain

News
data

Testing
Corpus
(Words)

10,912

Precision
(%)
86.2

Recall
(%)
66.67

Table 1: Pronominal Resolution (CRFs engine)

4. Resolution of Pronouns in Malayalam Corpus using Tamil Language Model
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In this section, we present in detail how Malayalam is tested using Tamil language model. Here
Malayalam data is pre-processed as per the requirement of the Tamil language model test data.
The test data required four grammatical information, i) POS, ii) the case marker, iii) the number
gender and person and iv)chunk information. In
the introduction we have asked three questions on
how to use a language model in source language
be used for testing a target language. The three
questions are dealt one by one below.
1. Can the language model developed for
one language be used for analyzing the
other language?
In this study we have used the language model of
the source language Tamil. The features used to
develop this language model are POS tag, Chunk
tag and the case/ suffix tags. The word form was
not considered as a feature. Since these are the
features used for learning, the test data also should
have these information. As said earlier, Malayalam is not a resource rich language and it does not
have pre-processing engines such as POS tagger,
Chunker and morphological analysers with high
accuracy. Hence we developed a very rudimentary preprocessing systems which can give the
POS tag, case/suffix tags and chunk tags.
The POS information: The POS and suffix information are assigned to the corpus using a root
word dictionary with part of speech information
and a suffix dictionary.
The dictionary has the root words which include
all types of pronouns and contains nearly 66,000
root words. The grammatical information (POS)
such as noun, verb, adjective, pronoun and number gender person (PNG) information are given
for a word in the dictionary.
The suffix dictionary contains all possible suffixes which a root word can take. The suffix includes the changes in sandhi when added to the
root word. The suffixes are of two types, i) that
which gets attached to nouns called the case suffixes and 2) that which gets attached to verbs
called the TAM (Tense, Aspect, and Modal). Using this suffix dictionary we can identify the POS
of the word even if the word is not present in the
root word dictionary. The suffix dictionary has
1,00,000 unique entries.
The noun chunk information is given by a rule
based chunker which works on three linguistic
rules. The noun phrases alone are required for
anaphora resolution. Chunks are identified using
the basic linguistic rule for Noun phrases as given
below

1. [determiner] [quantifier][intensifier] [classifier][adjective] {Head Noun}. Here Head
noun is obligatory and others are all optional
2. NN+NN combination
3. NN with no suffix+NN with no suffix……
+NN with suffix or without suffix.
Using the above rules we identified the noun
chunks in Malayalam. The above discussed preprocessing gives an accuracy of 66% for POS and
suffix tagging and 63% for chunking.
2. How the lexical form difference can be
resolved in using the language model?
The second question we asked is about the lexical
form or words which are not similar in both the
languages and how this can be resolved. The analysis of Tamil has shown that the syntactic structure of the language has more prominence over the
words in the resolution of anaphors. Hence we
have taken the syntactic features and did not take
word as a feature. The system learned only the
structure patterns.
3. How to overcome the challenges of script
variation?
Since word feature is not considered the script do
not pose any challenges. Still to have the same
script we converted the two languages into one
form the WX notation. This helped in having the
same representation of the languages.

4. Testing with Malayalam Data
We selected 300 articles from Malayalam Wikipedia, which were on different genre and size.
The 300 Malayalam documents from Wikipedia
has 7600 sentences with 3660 3rd person pronouns. The distribution of the pronouns is presented in Table 2.
Pronoun

Number of
Occurrences with
its Inflected forms

avan (3rd person masculine
1120
singular)
rd
aval (3 person feminine
840
singular)
avar (3rd person honorific)
420
athu (3rd person nuetor
1280
singular)
Total
3660
Table 2. Distribution of 3rd person pronouns in the
corpus

As discussed in the earlier section, the preprocessing done for Tamil using syntactic module are
morphological information, POS and Chunking
information. Hence the same pre-processing information is necessary for Malayalam data as
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well. The documents are initially preprocessed
with a sentence splitter and tokenizer. The tokenized documents are pre-processed using the
pos, suffix and chunking systems discussed above
to enrich the text with syntactic information.
For each pronoun, we identify the possible candidate antecedents. Those noun phrases that occur
preceding the pronoun in the current sentences
and preceding four sentences, which match in the
person, number gender (PNG) with the select pronoun are identified as possible candidates. For
these possible candidates we extract the features
required for CRFs techniques as explained in the
previous section. After extraction of features for
selected candidate antecedents, the antecedent is
identified by using language model built using
Tamil data. The results are encouraging with 67%
accuracy which is a respectable score. The errors
and evaluation is given in detail in the next section.

5. Experiment and Discussion
The experiment showed that the resolution of the
pronouns “avan” he and “aval” she is similar to
that of Tamil documents. The issues related to
split antecedent is not addressed and hence pronouns which are referring to coordinated nouns
were not resolved. The pronoun which is less resolved is the third person neuter pronouns “atu”
compared to other pronouns. The third person
neuter pronoun usually has more number of possible candidates, which leads to poor resolution.
Consider the following example.
Ex:7
avan
joli
ceytha
jolikkarkku
He(PRP) work(N) do(V)+past+RP worker(N)+pl+dat
vellam
kotuthu.
water(N) give(V)+past
(He gave water to the workers who did the work.)
atu
nallatu
It(PRP) good(N)
(It was good.)

aayirunnu
is (Copula V) +past.

In this example, the pronoun 'atu' refers to
'vellam” ‘water’; in the previous sentence. In the
previous sentence there are two possible candidate antecedents 'vellam' and 'joli 'which are 3rd
person nouns. The ML engine chooses 'joli',
which is in the initial position of the sentence and
in the subject position. When the antecedent is in
the object position the engine has not identified it
properly. The following table gives the results of
pronouns.

Type of pronoun
avan (3rd person masculine
singular)
avaL (3rd person feminine
singular)
avar/avarkal (3rd person
plural/honorofic)
atu (3rd person nuetor singular)
Total

Precisi
on (%)

Recal
l (%)

70.83

69.52

69.34

68.56

65.45

70.34

56.67

65.67

68.45

67.34

Table 3: Evaluation Results

6. Conclusion
In this paper we explained a method to use high
resource language to resolve anaphors in less resource language. In this experiment the high resource language is Tamil and the less resource
language is Malayalam. The results are encouraging. The model needs to be tested with more data
as future work.
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that fill meaning slots of a situation expressed by
a predicate and define its essential details. They
answer such questions as “who?”, “did what?”,
“to whom?”, “with what?”, “where?”, “when?”,
etc. It is said that arguments play semantic roles
in a situation as roles define meanings of slots.
Role meanings and sizes of role inventories vary
in different semantic theories and annotated corpora. Converting a text into such shallow semantic structures helps to abstract from syntactic and
morphological representations of sentences and is
considered to be an important technique for natural language understanding. In (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009), this is demonstrated with the following
example for a predicate break.

We build the first full pipeline for semantic role labelling of Russian texts. The
pipeline implements predicate identification, argument extraction, argument classification (labeling), and global scoring via
integer linear programming. We train supervised neural network models for argument classification using Russian semantically annotated corpus – FrameBank.
However, we note that this resource provides annotations only to a very limited
set of predicates. We combat the problem of annotation scarcity by introducing
two models that rely on different sets of
features: one for “known” predicates that
are present in the training set and one for
“unknown” predicates that are not. We
show that the model for “unknown” predicates can alleviate the lack of annotation by using pretrained embeddings. We
perform experiments with various types
of embeddings including the ones generated by deep pretrained language models:
word2vec, FastText, ELMo, BERT, and
show that embeddings generated by deep
pretrained language models are superior
to classical shallow embeddings for argument classification of both “known” and
“unknown” predicates.

1

• John [AGENT] broke the window [THEME].
• John [AGENT] broke the window [THEME]
with a rock [INSTRUMENT].
• The rock [INSTRUMENT] broke the window [THEME].
• The window [THEME] broke.
• The window [THEME] was broken by John
[AGENT].
Note, that despite the surface syntactic representations of these sentences differ, the core
predicate-argument structure retains and only adjusts to available situation details.
Semantic role labeling has been shown to be
beneficial in a number of tasks, where it is important to compare or query texts by meaning:
machine translation (Shi et al., 2016), question
answering (Shen and Lapata, 2007), information
search (Osipov et al., 2010), information extraction (Bastianelli et al., 2013), sentiment analysis
(Marasović and Frank, 2018), and others.

Introduction

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is one of techniques
for shallow semantic parsing of natural language
texts that produces predicate-argument structures
of sentences. Predicates bear the central meaning
of a situation expressed by a text. In most semantic
theories, predicates are verbs, verbal nouns, and
some other verb forms. Arguments are phrases
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The developed models and the code are published online1 .

The whole SRL process can be divided in four
steps: predicate identification and identification
of its frame (disambiguation), argument extraction
(for each predicate), argument classification (or
labeling of arguments with semantic roles), and
global scoring that deals with linguistic constrains.
Predicate-argument structures in some notations
can be represented as two-level trees, rooted in
predicates, with single tokens (nouns, adjectives,
pronouns, proper names) as leaves that denote arguments. We adopt this dependency-based notation and treat the problem of semantic role labeling as constructing such trees.
There are two main types of linguistic corpora that are used for training models for SRL:
FrameNet-like (Baker et al., 1998) and PropBanklike (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002). The Russianlanguage resource that can be used for supervised
training is a FrameBank corpus (Lyashevskaya,
2012; Lyashevskaya and Kashkin, 2015). The underlying semantic model of this resource is close
to the one FrameNet is based on. The biggest
difference from FrameNet besides semantic role
inventory lies in the fact that FrameBank does
not group several verbs into frames but introduces
“frame” structures for each unique verb. The corpus contains partially annotated text samples with
predicates, arguments, and their semantic roles.
A notable limitation of this resource is that there
are annotations only for a very limited set of predicates. In this work, we combat the problem of
annotation scarcity by introducing two classification models that rely on different sets of features:
one for “known” predicates that are present in the
training set and one for “unknown” predicates that
are not seen in the training data. We show that
the model for “unknown” predicates can deal with
the lack of annotation by using pretrained embeddings. We perform experiments with various
types of embeddings including the ones generated
by deep pretrained language models: word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), FastText (Bojanowski et
al., 2017), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), and show that embeddings generated by deep pretrained language models are superior to classical shallow embeddings for semantic role labeling in both cases of “known” and “unknown” predicates.
The contribution of this paper is the following:

• We show that pretrained embeddings and language models can alleviate the problem of
annotation scarcity for predicates.
• We conduct experiments that demonstrate the
superiority of using embeddings generated
by pretrained language models compared to
shallow embeddings like word2vec and FastText.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work on semantic role labeling for Russian and other languages.
Section 3 describes the developed pipeline for semantic role labeling of Russian texts. Section 4
presents the results of the experimental evaluation
of the developed pipeline. Section 5 concludes and
outlines the future work.

2

Related Work

The data-driven methods for semantic role labeling originate from the work (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002), in which authors propose a statistical
model based on various morpho-syntactic features
and train it on the FrameNet corpus. The release
of the PropBank corpus sparked a notable interest in SRL among researchers. The consecutive
works and numerous shared tasks facilitated creation of elaborated machine learning models based
on manually engineered lexico-syntactic features
(Xue and Palmer, 2004; Punyakanok et al., 2005;
Pradhan et al., 2005).
More recent works on semantic role labeling leverage deep neural networks (Collobert
et al., 2011) shifting from feature-engineering
to architecture-engineering. Several notable approaches suggest doing semantic role labeling in
an end-to-end fashion relying only on raw lowlevel input consisted of characters or tokens and
well-known multilayer recurrent networks (He et
al., 2017; Sahin and Steedman, 2018; Marcheggiani et al., 2017). State-of-the-art approaches
leverage multitask learning (Strubell et al., 2018)
and self-attention techniques (Strubell et al., 2018;
Tan et al., 2018). Several recent works also report that although the end-to-end approaches have

• We present and evaluate the first full pipeline
for semantic role labeling of Russian texts.

1
https://github.com/IINemo/isanlp_srl_
framebank/tree/master
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formed experiments on gold-standard morphological features (POS tags and morphological characteristics), which does not reflect the real-world
scenario. In this work, we additionally suggest using embeddings generated by deep pretrained language models, train models on automatically generated linguistic annotations (morphology / syntactic trees), and provide the full pipeline for semantic role labeling including argument extraction. It is also worth noting the Frame-parser
project2 , however, it is in an early stage and only
implements argument labeling using an SGD classifier.

managed to show comparable results, syntactic information still significantly helps semantic parsing
(He et al., 2018).
It is worth noting a novel approach to creating
annotated resources for semantic role labeling. In
(He et al., 2015; FitzGerald et al., 2018), instead
of annotating a corpora with a scheme grounded in
elaborated linguistic theory, which requires highly
qualified annotators, researchers suggest questionanswer driven approach to construction of annotated resource based on crowd-sourcing. The recently presented QA-SRL Bank 2.0 (FitzGerald et
al., 2018) is a large-scale annotated dataset built by
non-experts. The construction of such a resource
becomes possible due to simplicity of the annotation scheme, which provides an ability to label
predicate-argument relationships using questionanswer pairs.

3

Pipeline for Semantic Role Labeling

The limitations of the FrameBank corpus do not
allow to use end-to-end / sequence labeling methods for SRL. Unlike PropBank, its text samples are
annotated only partially, so they are not suitable
for straightforward training of a supervised argument extractor or a combined pipeline. Therefore,
we split our pipeline into multiple stages, some of
which leverage rule-based methods.
The pipeline for semantic role labeling assumes
that input texts are preprocessed with a tokenizer, a
sentence splitter, a POS-tagger, a lemmatizer, and
a syntax parser that produces a dependency tree
in a Universal Dependencies format (Nivre et al.,
2016). The SRL pipeline consists of the following steps: predicate identification, argument extraction, argument classification, and global scoring.
In the predicate identification step, we mark all
verbs and some verb forms according to the given
POS-tags of sentence tokens. We do not consider verbal nouns as predicates since they are not
present in the FrameBank corpus. In the argument
extraction step, for each marked predicate, we try
to detect its arguments within a sentence by analyzing its syntax dependency tree with a number of
manually constructed rules. The arguments in the
pipeline are not spans as stated in CoNLL Shared
Tasks 2004, 2005, 2012 (Carreras and Màrquez,
2004; Carreras and Màrquez, 2005; Pradhan et al.,
2012), but single tokens (nouns, proper names, or
pronouns) as stated in CoNLL Shared Tasks 2008,
2009 (Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič et al., 2009).
For the argument classification step, we train
two neural models that predict roles of arguments

There is a number of works devoted to automatic semantic parsing of Russian texts. In
(Sokirko, 2001), a rule-based semantic parser is
presented that converts a sentence into a semantic graph. The work does not provide numerical evaluation results, and the generated semantic graph is substantially different from predicateargument structures produced in SRL. In (Shelmanov and Smirnov, 2014), authors present a
rule-based semantic parser for Russian that relies on a dictionary of predicates and a set of
morpho-syntactic rules created by human experts.
They use this parser to automatically annotate
representative corpus for supervised training of
a transition-based labeler. In (Kuznetsov, 2015;
Kuznetsov, 2016), an SVM-based labeling model
is trained on FrameBank corpus. Authors rely on
feature-engineering approach and suggest to use
syntactic features and clusters of lexis. They also
implement integer linear programming inference
as a post processing step. These works are based
on the pre-release version of the FrameBank corpus and do not provide code for data preparation,
modeling, and evaluation. They also do not consider argument extraction and the problem with
labeling arguments of “unknown” predicates. In
(Shelmanov and Devyatkin, 2017), authors experiment with training a neural network models on the
FrameBank corpus and suggest using word2vec
embeddings for dealing with scarcity of predicate
annotations. However, they implement only an
argument classification step but not the full SRL
pipeline. It is also worth noting that they per-

2
https://github.com/lizaku/
frame-parsing
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of “known” and “unknown” predicates accordingly. We call a predicate “known” if it appears in
a training set within a labeled example, and “unknown” if it does not. During the inference we
choose a model by simply checking a presence of
a given predicate in a list of predicates appeared in
the training corpus. The result of model inference
is a set of probabilities for each semantic role in
the inventory (above a certain threshold).
In the global scoring step, we enforce the final predicate-argument structure to fulfill the important linguistic constraint: in a single predicateargument structure, each semantic role can be assigned only once, and each argument can have
only one role.
The whole pipeline is schematically depicted in
Figure 1.

“known” predicates includes embeddings of argument and predicate lemmas, as well as the following sparse lexical and morpho-syntactic features:

3.1

We note that the predicate lemma is one of the
essential features for high-quality semantic role labeling, since predicates express a situation in a
sentence and determine its meaning slots. Similar
morpho-syntactic structures with different predicates can express different meanings. Therefore,
the lack of annotation for a predicate in a training set hits hard classifier confidence and overall performance on examples with this “unknown”
predicate. We combat this problem by introducing
a second model that is trained without predicate
lemmas as features, so it should rely on predicate
lemma word embeddings and other features instead. This model performs worse than the model
for “known” predicates on seen predicates but it
is also affected less by an absence of a predicate
in a training corpus. This happens because predicate lemma embeddings capture predicate semantics, and similarity between these embeddings can
help the model to guess meanings of “unknown”
predicates.
In this work, we experiment with various types
of word embeddings obtained from shallow models word2vec and FastText, as well as from pretrained language models ELMo and BERT. Recently, it has been shown that pretrained language models provide substantially better generalization to downstream models compared to shallow embeddings built by word2vec or FastText algorithms. This happens because language models can take into account contexts of words, for
which they generate an embedding, and capture
much longer dependencies in texts. ELMo generates contextual word representations by using a

• Various types of morphological characteristics of both an argument and a predicate
(case, valency, verb form, etc.)
• Relative position of an argument in a sentence with respect to a predicate.
• Preposition of an argument extracted from a
syntax tree (including a complex preposition
as a single string).
• Name of a syntactic link that connects an argument token to its parent in the syntax tree.
• Argument and predicate lemmas.

Argument Extraction

Base arguments are extracted from a syntax tree
of a sentence by rules that take into account POStags of tokens and direct syntax dependency links
rooted in predicates. Arguments are often also
connected to predicates not directly but through
simple and complex prepositions that consist of
several words. Complex prepositions are detected using the predefined list of triplets <PREP,
NOUN, syntactic link>. Name of a syntactic link
is used to resolve ambiguity between noun phrases
and complex prepositions.
We also take into account tokens that are not
related to the predicate directly but are homogeneous to base arguments. The tokens that are
linked to the base arguments with a conjunct relation (“conj”) are considered as extensions of base
arguments and are labeled with the same semantic
role as the base argument. The list of predicates
is also expanded via adding the syntactic subjects
and agents connected to the extracted arguments
with a nominal subject (“nsubj”) relation, as well
as with “name” and “appos” in case it is a person
name or a title. The nominal modifier (“nmod”)
relation is used for nominal dependents and often
indicates locations. The adverbial clause modifier
(“advcl”) helps to find the sequences of participle
clauses that have a common subject.
3.2

Argument Classification

For argument classification, we train two feedforward neural-network models: the model for
“known” predicates and the model for “unknown”
predicates. The feature set of the model for
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Figure 1: Semantic role labeling pipeline
duplicate argument labels, since a meaning slot of
a situation can be filled by just a single participant
(for the core semantic roles) or a group of homogeneous arguments. In the argument classification
step, we use a neural network model to produce
a number of probabilities for a list of semantic
roles and due to the linguistic constraint, we cannot greedily assign roles with maximum probability. In the global scoring step, we effectively produce the global optimal predicate-argument structure that fulfills the constraint by leveraging an integer linear programming inference (Punyakanok
et al., 2004). Formally, it can be described in the
following way. Let xij ∈ {0, 1} be a target variable and xij = 1 means an argument j has a semantic role i. Let p(i, j) be a probability of assigning a role i to an argument j estimated by a neural
network. Let n and m be the numbers of roles and
arguments accordingly. The optimization problem
formally:

stack of bidirectional LSTM layers that are trained
to predict a following word on the basis of seen
context. The output from each layer can be used as
a set of features to downstream models. BERT is
a masked language model that is trained to predict
masked words in a sequence given all other words
in the sequence. In addition, it is also trained
to simultaneously predict whether two given sentences are consecutive. BERT uses self-attention
encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017) that can be much
faster than LSTM and can capture longer dependencies across sequences.
The feedforward neural network model for
argument classification has three dense layers.
Three inputs, namely embedding of a predicate,
embedding of an argument, and sparse categorical features are separately passed through the first
piecewise layer with ReLU activation. Concatenated outputs of the first layer are then propagated through another ReLU layer and the output
layer with softmax activation. Before the activation function, batch normalization is applied on
each hidden layer. The network is regularized with
dropout. The output of this network is a vector of
probabilities for each semantic role in a given inventory.
3.3

argmax
xij

n
X

m X
n
X
j

xij log p(i, j)

i

xij = 1, j = 1..m

i

Global Scoring

m
X

Semantic labels in a single predicate-argument
structure are not completely independent from
each other. Moreover there is a certain linguistic constraint that requires that there should be no

xij = 1, i = 1..n

j

xij ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1..n, j = 1..m
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have at least 10 examples. The filtered dataset retains 643 unique predicates (verbs). We also drop
infrequent roles, for which the dataset contains
less then 180 examples. The final corpus version
contains 52,751 examples for 44 unique semantic
roles.

Table 1: The merging scheme for mixed roles

Original (mixed) role
agent – perceiver
agent – sbj of mental state
result / target
location – patient
speaker – sbj of psychol.
state

Destination role
perceiver
sbj of mental state
result
location
sbj of psychol. state

4.2

The optimal solution to this problem is used
as the final assignment of semantic roles to arguments.

4

In our experiments, we use the following publicly available pretrained word embeddings and
language models:

Experiments

4.1

• Word2Vec: RusVectores5 (Kutuzov and Kuzmenko, 2017). Skip-gram model trained on
Russian Wikipedia, dimension: 300.

Dataset and Preprocessing

FrameBank contains annotated text samples with
multiple contextual sentences. Each sentence consists of tokens with their morphological features.
We follow preprocessing procedure from (Shelmanov and Devyatkin, 2017) to map annotations
to corresponding tokens. We also merged mixed
roles annotations from the original dataset into
their subsequent roles. See the merging scheme
in Table 1.
Unlike (Shelmanov and Devyatkin, 2017), in
this work, we do not rely on gold-standard linguistic annotations at all, since the goal of our work is
to develop the parser that can process raw texts. To
generate linguistic annotations for SRL input, we
perform the following linguistic processing steps:

• FastText: DeepPavlov6 (Burtsev et al., 2018).
Skip-gram model trained on a mixed corpus of Russian Wikipedia and Lenta.ru news
texts, dimension: 300.
• ELMo: DeepPavlov. Pretrained on Russian Wikipedia corpus, achieves perplexity of
43.692, 2 layers, dimension: 1024.
• BERT multilingual cased: released by the authors (Devlin et al., 2018). Pretrained on 104
languages, 12 encoder blocks, produces vectors with 768 dimensions.
• RuBERT: DeepPavlov. RuBert is an adaptation of BERT-multilingual with vocabulary
enriched with Russian byte-pairs (Arkhipov
et al., 2019).

• Tokenization and sentence splitting are performed by NLTK library3 .
• Lemmatization, POS-tagging, and morphological analysis are done by MyStem
(Segalovich, 2003).

Both ELMo and FastText mitigate out-ofvocabulary problem, so we do not lose any predicates and arguments, while there are some misses
for word2vec. BERT models are built upon bytepair encoding, so we use only the first byte-pair
representation for each token as recommended by
the authors. It is worth noting that although BERT
is a quite large model, it takes only 15 minutes
on a single GTX 1080 Ti to encode all examples,
compared to 1.5 hours for ELMo.

• Syntax parsing is performed via UDPipe
parser (Straka and Straková, 2017) with
model trained on SynTagRus (Nivre et al.,
2008).
These steps are implemented using the IsaNLP
library4 .
The original corpus after preprocessing contains examples for 803 predicates. However, for
many predicates there are just few examples, and
some semantic roles are also rare. Therefore, we
followed (Shelmanov and Devyatkin, 2017) and
filtered the dataset keeping only predicates that
3
4

Embeddings and Pretrained Language
Models

4.3

Neural Network Hyperparameters

We performed hyperparameter tuning using random search on the task of argument labeling for
“known” predicates. The following parameters
were selected and used in all further experiments:
5

https://www.nltk.org/
https://github.com/IINemo/isanlp

6
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https://deeppavlov.ai/

4.5

categorical features layer hidden size – 400, embeddings projection layer hidden size – 100, concatenated vector layer size – 400, dropout – 0.3.
4.4

Results and Discussion

In the argument extraction step, we achieve
74.48% precision, 85.12% recall, and 79.44% F1score. We note that many false positives are due
to the absence of non-core arguments in our evaluation set. These phrases that bear temporal, locative, and some other types of information are correctly identified by our parser but are considered as
mistakes in the evaluation setup resulting in lower
precision than it actually is. However, we see that
it is the only adequate way to assess extraction
quality with partially labeled data.

Experimental Setup

We evaluated the argument extraction step using
only the predicate-argument structures labeled in
FrameBank and did not take into consideration
any other structures in the corpus found by our
parser.
For evaluation of argument labeling step, we
conducted two experiments using various token
representations and dataset splitting schemes.

The results for the argument labeling step presented in Table 2 show that ELMo and BERT outperform all other approaches, including results in
(Shelmanov and Devyatkin, 2017), although, unlike them, we do not rely on gold-standard morphological features. In Table 4, we also report the
performance per semantic role of the model that
uses ELMo word representations.

In the first setup, we evaluate argument classification step on full set of features and test various word representations. Lexical, morphological,
and syntax features are encoded in one-hot manner. Macro and micro F1 scores are calculated on a
5-fold cross-validation. Evaluation results are presented in Table 2.

In many works, BERT outperforms ELMo by a
significant margin. However, in our work, there is
just an insignificant gap between ELMo and RuBERT. This is probably due to BPE tokenization
scheme of BERT, since we take encoded representation only for the first subword unit of each token,
with no fine-tuning, leaving a lot of information
about words unused.

In the second setup, we evaluate the performance of the argument classification models for
“unknown” predicates. Thus, we divided the
dataset in two parts by leaving 80% of predicates
with their examples for training and 20% of predicates for testing. The sets of predicates in training and testing parts do not intersect. The division
of predicates was performed at random. For this
setup, there was no cross-validation. Instead, we
averaged results of 5 models trained with different random seeds. In this experimental setup, we
compare models for “unknown” predicates that do
not take into account predicate lemma with various types of token embeddings.

In the second experimental setup, the gap between RuBERT and ELMo is increased. In this
case, the model based on RuBERT shows worse
performance than all other approaches. However,
there is a certain improvement ∆1.5% of micro F1
score between ELMo and word2Vec-based models. It shows that representations generated by
deep pretrained language models can restore semantics of unseen predicates better than shallow
models by additionally leveraging the context.

To ensure the importance of introducing additional model for “unknown” predicates in our
semantic role labeling pipeline and importance
of predicate lemma feature, we also evaluate the
model for “known” predicates on the test set with
“unknown” predicates. The goal of this experiments is to show that the model for “known” predicates overfits on predicate-lemma features and
performs worse than models trained specifically
for “unknown” predicates, since it is “blind” to
its most important feature. We report the results
of the model for “known” predicates in this setup
only with the embeddings that achieve the best
score in the previous experiment. The test results
are presented in Table 3.

The results of the model for “known” predicates
even with the best word representations ELMo are
expectedly low. The performance drop compared
to the model for “unknown” predicates with the
same embeddings is substantial: 10% micro-F1
and more than 8% macro-F1. It is worse than
any of other models except RuBERT. This proves
that predicate lemma is very important as a feature and SRL pipeline should have two models to
process “known” and “unknown” predicates to alleviate the domain shift.
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Model
Plain Features Only
Word2Vec UPOS
FastText
ELMo
BERT-Multiling
RuBERT

Micro F1
76.96 ± 0.67
79.87 ± 0.34
80.60 ± 0.51
83.42 ± 0.60
79.04 ± 0.63
83.12 ± 0.60

Macro F1
73.63 ± 0.61
76.70 ± 0.77
77.39 ± 0.36
79.91 ± 0.40
75.68 ± 0.72
80.12 ± 0.62

Class
agent (11.7%)
patient (10.2%)
theme (6.9%)
sbj of psychol. state (6.2%)
goer (5.7%)
cause (4.7%)
speaker (4.5%)
location (4.1%)
content of action (3.6%)
content of thought (3.4%)
content of speech (3.4%)
final destination (3.4%)
result (2.8%)
patient of motion (2.6%)
stimulus (2.4%)
cognizer (2.3%)
addressee (1.8%)
perceiver (1.7%)
counteragent (1.6%)
effector (1.4%)
subject of social attitude (1.1%)
initial point (1.1%)
topic of speech (1.0%)
manner (1.0%)
recipient (1.0%)
goal (0.9%)
field (0.7%)
attribute (0.7%)
source of sound (0.7%)
behaver (0.6%)
situation in focus (0.6%)
counteragent of social attitude (0.6%)
sbj of physiol. reaction (0.6%)
topic of thought (0.6%)
potential patient (0.5%)
status (0.5%)
patient of social attitude (0.5%)
standard (0.5%)
term (0.5%)
attribute of action (0.5%)
causer (0.4%)
initial possessor (0.4%)
potential threat (0.4%)
path (0.3%)

Table 2: Performance of models in the experimental setup with “known” predicates
Model
ELMo (for known pred.)
Word2Vec UPOS
ELMo
FastText
BERT-Multiling
RuBERT

Micro F1
45.51 ± 0.50
53.97 ± 0.21
55.50 ± 0.51
49.37 ± 0.43
31.81 ± 0.51
43.68 ± 0.50

Macro F1
29.31 ± 0.82
37.29 ± 0.74
37.64 ± 0.41
37.26 ± 0.29
21.04 ± 0.13
30.84 ± 0.55

Table 3: Performance of models in the experimental setup with “unknown” predicates

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented and evaluated the first full pipeline
for semantic role labeling of Russian texts.
The experiments with various types of embeddings showed that the pretrained language models ELMo and BERT substantially outperform the
embeddings obtained with shallow algorithms like
word2vec and FastText. We also showed that providing supplementary SRL model for “unknown”
predicates can alleviate the problem with annotation scarcity. We note, that in the case of predicting arguments for “uknown” predicates, the
deep pretrained language model ELMo also outperformed other types of embeddings. We publish
the code of the pipeline that can be used to parse
raw Russian texts7 , we also publish the code for
model training and experimental evaluation.
In the future work, we are going to apply semisupervised and unsupervised algorithms to expand
the training data and improve the model performance on out-of-domain data.

Precision
76.1
85.1
84.6
86.7
82.9
86.2
73.5
87.4
89.1
74.6
75.9
70.3
63.5
88.8
85.1
85.1
75.7
90.5
56.8
77.0
82.2
76.0
58.3
84.0
82.3
80.0
90.7
83.5
73.7
84.8
88.2
75.0
76.0
95.9
89.3
89.0
86.1
80.2
87.5
92.5
72.6
83.7
73.6
90.3

Recall
83.3
88.7
71.6
83.9
89.2
88.6
78.3
82.5
83.8
79.7
69.5
52.0
54.0
80.4
72.2
76.9
79.1
79.0
65.6
81.0
79.5
80.4
81.5
69.3
68.0
67.7
91.8
81.5
69.5
84.4
88.3
58.2
85.4
88.7
90.9
78.4
76.2
85.3
85.7
71.2
65.2
73.5
82.7
80.0

F-score
79.5
86.9
77.6
85.2
85.9
87.4
75.8
84.9
86.3
77.0
72.6
59.8
58.4
84.4
78.1
80.8
77.4
84.3
60.9
78.9
80.8
78.1
68.0
76.0
74.5
73.3
91.3
82.5
71.6
84.6
88.2
65.5
80.4
92.2
90.1
83.3
80.8
82.7
86.6
80.4
68.7
78.3
77.9
84.9

Table 4: The performance of the model based on
ELMo embeddings in the experimental setup with
“known” predicates by semantic roles. The frequencies of roles in the training corpus are presented in parentheses
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Abstract

of linguistic analysis. The proposed enhancement
is directed to: (a) improving the quality of existing mappings; (b) expanding the mappings’ coverage; (c) enhancing the description of frames
with additional information obtained from WN;
(d) proposing structural improvements on the resources based on systemic features (e.g., causativity), including the definition of new conceptual
frames; and (e) suggesting further procedures for
verification and improvements of precision.
The described methodology is semi-automatic
(automatic assignment complemented by manual
verification at several stages), but its contribution
consists in the devising of a set of procedures to
a structured and consistent enrichment of the two
resources, which presents an important step towards its automatisation. The enhanced resources
will be made available to the research community.
As the description of verbs’ conceptual structure
is largely language independent, the enriched description is applicable cross-linguistically.

This paper outlines procedures for enhancing WordNet with conceptual information
from FrameNet. The mapping of the two
resources is non-trivial. We define a number of techniques for the validation of the
consistency of the mapping and the extension of its coverage which make use of the
structure of both resources and the systematic relations between synsets in WordNet
and between frames in FrameNet, as well
as between synsets and frames).
We present a case study on causativity,
a relation which provides enhancement
complementary to the one using hierarchical relations, by means of linking in a systematic way large parts of the lexicon. We
show how consistency checks and denser
relations may be implemented on the basis
of this relation.
We, then, propose new frames based on
causative–inchoative correspondences and
in conclusion touch on the possibilities for
defining new frames based on the types of
specialisation that takes place from parent
to child synset.

1

2
2.1

Prerequisites and Motivation
Linguistic Resources

WN (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998) is a large
lexical database that represents comprehensively
the conceptual and lexical knowledge in the form
of a network whose nodes denote cognitive synonyms (synsets) interconnected through a number
of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The
main relation that determines WN’s structure (as
reflected in the hierarchical treelike organisation
of nouns and verbs) is a relation of inheritance of
conceptual and lexical features between synsets.
The respective pairs of synsets are linked through
the relation of hypernymy/hyponymy.
FN (Baker et al., 1998; Baker, 2008) represents
lexical and conceptual knowledge couched in the
apparatus of frame semantics. Frames are concep-

Introduction

The research presented in this paper aims at enhancing WordNet with information about the conceptual structure of verbs based on the mappings
between WordNet (WN) and FrameNet (FN). This
information includes description of the conceptual
elements that receive expression as verbs’ arguments and adjuncts as well as the selectional restrictions imposed on these elements.
Our approach relies on the structural features of
each of the resources as well as on various kinds
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The first one is Using (Is Used by ↔ Uses), a
frame-to-frame relation defined as a relationship
between two frames where the first one makes reference in a very general kind of way to the structure of a more abstract, schematic frame (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016, p. 83); it may be viewed
as a kind of weak inheritance (Petruck, 2015)
where only some of the FEs in the parent frame
have a corresponding entity in the child frame,
and if such exist, they are more specific (Petruck
and de Melo, 2012). Thus, the frame Arranging Uses the frame Placing and the two frames
share the FEs Agent and Theme, while the more
specific FE Configuration in the frame Arranging
corresponds to the more general FE Goal in the
frame Placing; the first frame is exemplified by the
synset {arrange:1, set up:5} which is a hyponym
of {put:1, set:1, place:1, pose:5} whose assigned
frame is the more general frame Placing.
We consider two more relations although
they align with the notion of inheritance only
marginally. Perspective (Is Perspectivized in ↔
Perspective on) is defined as a relation which indicates that a given situation viewed as neutral may
be further specified by means of perspectivised
frames representing different possible points-ofview on this neutral situation (Ruppenhofer et al.,
2016, p. 82). Subframe (Has Subframe(s) ↔ Subframe of) is a relation between a complex frame referring to sequences of states and transitions (each
of which can itself be separately described as a
frame) and the frames denoting these states or
transitions (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016, p. 83–84).
These hierarchical relations are the basis for
part of the procedures outlined in Section 4.

tual structures describing particular types of objects, situations, or events along with their components, called frame elements, or FEs (Baker
et al., 1998; Baker and Ruppenhofer, 2002; Ruppenhofer et al., 2016). Depending on their status, FEs may be core, peripheral or extra-thematic,
cf. Ruppenhofer et al. (2016). For our purposes,
we deal particularly with core FEs, which instantiate conceptually necessary components of a frame,
and which in their particular configuration make
a frame unique and different from other frames.
To a lesser degree we touch upon peripheral FEs,
which mark notions such as Time, Place, Manner, Means, among others and may be instantiated
in any semantically appropriate frame. A Lexical Unit (LU) in FN is a pairing of a word with a
meaning; each LU is associated with a frame describing its conceptual semantics.
2.2

Structural Properties of WN and FN

FN frames are related into a netlike structure
through a number of frame-to-frame relations part
of which also provide a hierarchical organisation.
These relations are presented in detail in Leseva
and Stoyanova (2019); below, we just sum up
those used in the procedures we propose.
Inheritance (Is Inherited by ↔ Inherits from)
is the strongest and most prominent relation in
FN, which posits a relationship between a more
general (parent) frame and a more specific (child)
frame so that the child frame elaborates on the parent frame in such a way that each semantic fact
about the parent must correspond to an equally
or more specific fact about the child (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016, p. 81–82). By definition, Inheritance corresponds to the relation of hypernymy/hyponymy in WordNet. In an ideal setting, the hyponyms should be instantiations of the
hypernym’s frame or of a more specific frame
that inherits from the hypernym’s frame. For instance, the frame Execution Inherits from Killing
and is assigned to the WN synset {execute:1, put
to death:1} – a hyponym of {kill:1}, which is assigned the frame Killing.
As the two resources have been developed independently, their relational structure is distinct,
one of the major differences being that there are
other frame-to-frame relations that to various degrees embody the notion and features of inheritance; we use (some of) them in the definition of
the procedures proposed in Section 4.1.

2.3

Causativity in WN and FN

Causativity (Is Caused by ↔ Causative of) is a
systematic non-inheritance relation where one of
the frames represents the causative counterpart of
the other, stative or inchoative, frame (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016, p. 85). Causativity corresponds
straightforwardly to the WN relation causes, although this correspondence is exhibited in only
a small number of cases (30 pairs) – the relation has not been implemented consistently neither
in FN, nor in WN even in clear-cut parts of the
lexicon such as those described by the hypernym
trees with the roots {change:1, alter:1, modify:3}
(’cause to change; make different; cause a transformation’) and {change:2} (’undergo a change;
630

erage which are aimed at: (i) discovering existing but unmapped relations between synset members and FN frames; and (ii) transferring frames
between synsets through relations of inheritance
derived from WN and FN.

become different in essence; losing one’s or its
original nature’).

3

Existing Mappings of WN and FN

Previous efforts at linking WN and FN include Shi
and Mihalcea (2005), Baker and Fellbaum (2009),
WordFrameNet1 (Laparra and Rigau, 2009, 2010),
MapNet2 (Tonelli and Pighin, 2009), and more enhanced proposals, such as the system Semlink3
(Palmer, 2009) which brings together WN, FN and
VerbNet with PropBank, and its follow-up Semlink+ that brings in mapping to Ontonotes (Palmer
et al., 2014). Some procedures for automatically
extending the mapping, are presented by Leseva
et al. (2018) and a more thorough overview may
be found in Leseva and Stoyanova (2019).
Whereas these efforts have resulted in the creation of databases of integrated semantic knowledge, most of them deal with mapping of the units
of the original resources to each other – FN LUs
and WN synset members (literals), LU definitions
and synset glosses, etc. Such a methodology is
able to perform mapping in those cases where
there is a correspondence between LUs and literals with equivalent or close meaning, but would
fail where such correspondence is missing. With
155,287 synonyms in 117,659 synsets and more
than 246,577 relations, of which 91,631 are instances of the hypernymy relation4 as compared
with 13,640 LUs and 1,875 frame-to-frame relations5 in FN, the discrepancy in the size of the data
is reflected in the limited coverage of the mappings between synsets and frames. To the best of
our knowledge, no further checks and verification
have been performed on the mappings, as well.
The approach that we propose in addition to
the lexical mapping of units deals with exploring and taking into account the relational structure
of the resources (especially the structure of WN),
particularly the relation of inheritance which ensures the propagation of conceptual and linguistic
features down the trees. We employ features of
the relational structure in the definition of procedures for the augmentation of the mapping cov-

4

Enhancing WN Mappings to FN

As noted above, the proposed approach combines
the features used in the direct mapping with the
structural properties of WN and FN – particularly, the inheritance relations existing between
hypernyms and hyponyms in WN and the inheritance (and other similar relations) that determine
the hierarchical structure of FN. As shown in Leseva and Stoyanova (2019), although the relations
in the two resources have different number and
scope, part of them are grounded in similar universal assumptions which leads to partial overlap,
depending on their definition and the specificities
of the information in the resources.
Apart from the correspondences between FN’s
Inheritance and other relations and the WN hypernymy relation, there are other systematic structural
relations which can be applied for the purpose of
enhancing the resources. Notable examples are the
Causativity relation between frames in FN and the
causes relation defined between causative and stative or inchoative verbs in WN (cf. Section 5).
4.1

Expanding Mappings based on
Hierarchical Relations in WordNet

Our work relies on the assumption that in a taxonomic structure such as WN subordinate nodes
inherit the properties of their superordinates, i.e. a
hyponym elaborates on the meaning of its hypernym and shares its conceptual and linguistic properties. We propose that if a WN synset instantiates
a particular FN frame, its hyponyms should (ideally) instantiate the same or a more specific frame
which may or may not hold a(n) (inheritance) relation with the more general frame.
This assumption allows us to suggest that in the
cases where we are not able to assign a FN frame
due to the fact that the coverage of the two resources is non-overlapping and/or other mapping
procedures fail, we may resort to assigning the
frame of a hypernym to its hyponyms; at worst,
the semantic representation will be too general.
There are 14,103 verb synsets in WN, which,
unlike nouns that all have a common root, are organised in 566 separate trees. Initially, FN frames

1

http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/
WordFrameNet
2
https://hlt-nlp.fbk.eu/technologies/
mapnet
3
https://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/
4
https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
documentation/wnstats7wn
5
https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
fndrupal/current_status
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have been assigned to a total of 4,306 synsets out
of which 264 are root synsets. In order to improve
the quality of the existing mappings and to expand
the coverage we performed the following steps:
(i) manual verification of the frames assigned to
root synsets (resulting in 75 corrected mappings);
(ii) semi-automatic assignment of valid frames to
selected root synsets with a large number of hyponyms (27 roots); (iii) assignment of a hypernym’s frame to its hyponyms in the cases where
a hyponym is not directly mapped to FN frames,
thus obtaining an extended coverage of 13,226
verb synsets with an assigned FN frame; (iv) definition of further procedures to the end of improving the quality of this assignment (section 4.2).
4.2

relations – especially the hypernymy relation, as
well as the relations between synsets with a common hypernym (i.e., sister synsets); and (ii) LUs
from a particular FN frame (the verbs listed as
instantiations of a given frame), the hierarchical
frame-to-frame relations: Inheritance, Uses, Subframe, and Perspective, as well as the relation between two frames inheriting from the same frame
(i.e., sister frames).
For a synset assigned a frame inherited from its
hypernym, we apply the following procedures:
(1) Literal–LU correspondence using FN relations: We check whether any of the synset literals appears as a LU in: (a) the assigned frame (to
confirm its validity); (b) more specific frames the
frame under discussion is linked to by means of
any of the considered frame-to-frame relations (to
make it more precise); (c) the sister frames of the
assigned frame.
Example 2.
Synset: eng-30-00540946-v
{extend:8; expand:4} ’expand the influence of’
Assigned FR from hypernym: Cause change
Suggested FR from (1b): Change event duration
(LU: extend)
Suggested FR from (1c): Cause expansion (LU:
expand)

Selection of Frames based on the FN and
the WN Structure

We devised two types of procedures aimed at obtaining a more specific mapping: (i) procedures
that make use of the conceptual and lexical information and the relational structure in FN; (ii) procedures employing the conceptual and lexical information and the relational structure in WN.
As noted above, the first step of assigning a FN
frame to a WN synset is transferring the frame
assigned to the synset’s direct or inherited hypernym. The frame so assigned may either appropriately describe the conceptual structure of the literals in the synset, or it may provide a more general
description than an optimally informative one. We
therefore view this as a default assignment on the
basis of which we try to elaborate to the end of
discovering a more suitable or specific frame to
which to map the synset. When such a frame is
found, we validate it manually and assign it to the
hyponyms of the synset under discussion, overriding the more general frame as in Example 1.
Example 1.
Synset: eng-30-00047945-v
{dress:6; clothe:1; enclothe:1; garment:1}
’provide with clothes or put clothes on’
Assigned FR from hypernym: Undergo change
Suggested FR: Dressing (transferred automatically to 13 out of 15 hyponyms such as {corset:1}
’dress with a corset’, {vest:1} ’dress with a vest’,
{overdress:2} ’dress too warmly’)

(2) Literal–LU correspondence using WN relations: We check whether any of the synset literals appears as a LU in: (a) any of the frames
assigned to its hyponyms; (b) any of the frames related to the frames in (a) through frame-to-frame
relations; and (c) any of the frames assigned to its
sister synsets.
Example 3.
Synset: eng-30-00223374-v
{bolster:1; bolster up:1} ’support and strengthen’
Assigned FR from hypernym: Cause change
Suggested FR from (2c): Supporting (LU:
bolster)
(3) General literal–LU correspondence: We
check whether any of the synset literals appears as
a LU in any other frame in FN.
Example 4.
Synset: eng-30-00544936-v
{exalt:1} ’raise in rank, character, or status’
Assigned FR from hypernym: Cause change
Suggested FR from (3): Judgment (LU: exalt)
(4) Keywords: We use keywords (words contained in the FN frame name, plus their derivatives
collected from WN through the eng derivative relation), to identify synset literals and/or definitions
containing these keywords as candidates to be as-

Below, we describe the procedures proposed
and how they make use of the relational structure
of FN and WN and the following components of
the description in the two resources, in particular:
(i) WN literals (and synsets) and synset-to-synset
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Procedure # 1-step
transfers
(1)
516
(2)
460
(3)
1,701
(4)
1,088
(5)
1,175
(6)
1,009
Unique
3,957
synsets

signed the frame in question.
Example 5.
Synset: eng-30-00448864-v
{clean out:1; clear out:1} ’empty completely’
Assigned FR from hypernym: Cause change
Suggested FR from (4): Emptying (keyword
empty found in gloss)
(5) Direct similarity: We check the similarity
between the gloss of a verb synset and FN LU
definitions (even when there is no correspondence
between literals and LUs) to identify candidate
frames for a given verb synset. We separate: (i)
suggested frames related to the one assigned from
the hypernym, which are given higher priority; (ii)
unrelated suggestions.
Example 6.
Synset: eng-30-02514187-v
{gloss over:1; skate over:1; smooth over:1; slur
over:1; skimp over:1} ’treat hurriedly or avoid
dealing with properly’
Assigned FR from hypernym: Intentionally act
Suggested FR from (5): Avoiding (which Inherits from Intentionally act); similarity with the
definition of LU skirt.v ’avoid dealing with’

# 2-step
transfers
231
41
859
612
526
417
1,388

# 3+ step
transfers
121
17
145
27
202
194
316

Table 1: Distribution of frames suggested for
synsets with automatic frame assignments from
the hypernym (rows (1)-(6) include multiple suggestions for the same synset)
more specific or other possible frames have been
made for 5,661 synsets with automatically transferred hypernym frames – Table 1 shows the distribution of the new suggestions in terms of the
types of procedures that have been applied and the
distance of the synset from the hypernym whose
frame has been inherited.

(6) Indirect similarity: We check the similarity between the glosses of synsets derivationally
related to the verb under discussion (as well as
the glosses of their hypernyms, which are considered their closest semantic generalisation) and FN
LU definitions to identify candidate frames for the
verb synset. We separate: (i) suggested frames
related to the one assigned from the hypernym,
which are given higher priority; (ii) unrelated suggestions.
Example 7.
Synset: eng-30-00831651-v
{warn:1} ’notify of danger, potential harm, risk’
Assigned frame from hypernym: Telling
Derivationally related synset:
eng-3007224151-n {warning:1} ’a message informing
of danger’
Suggested FR from (6): Warning (Inherits from
Telling); similarity with the gloss of LU alert.n ’a
message to inform someone of danger; a warning’

4.3

Discussion on Evaluation

These suggestions need to be manually verified as
so far no reliable fully automated verification procedure has been established. Since the main objective is to discover, or suggest, a more precise
frame than the one assigned from the hypernym,
which is not necessarily wrong but rather may be
too general, such evaluation needs to measure the
degree of relevance as opposed to precision. Furthermore, it will be highly dependent on the granularity of the frames and their hierarchical organisation. Designing such a measure and its automatisation, if at all achievable, is beyond the scope of
this work.
Suggestions, although non-definitive, provide
useful pointers to candidate frames and thus are
valuable in assisting the manual selection of
frames. Only in 203 cases are there multiple suggestions as a result of the procedures, out of which
in 177 cases 5 or more different frames are suggested. There are 1,056 synsets for which a suggestion is confirmed at least 2 times from the repeated application of the same or different procedures, out of which 265 cases are confirmed 5 or
more times.
Given the task, human judgment is indispensable, especially for frames assigned to synsets

Similarity in procedures (5) and (6) is calculated as a cumulative measure based on coinciding
terms in the two definitions. Scores of similarity
between two words are highest for full match and
lower when stemming is applied. Short words (up
to length 3) are disregarded and longer words are
given more weight. The final score is normalised
by the length (in words) of the definitions.
Through these steps 9,341 new suggestions of
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higher in the tree as errors propagate down and
may result in multiple wrong assignments.

5

From FN
Direct hypernym
Indirect hypernym
Total
General frame*
in %

Causativity and Inchoativity as a
Systemic Structural Feature

Another direction of expanding the mappings and
verifying the information in both FN and WN is
by employing systematic semantic relations such
as causativity. It is a non-hierarchical relation
that links stative (e.g. {lie:2} ’be lying, be prostrate; be in a horizontal position’) or inchoative
({lie down:1, lie:7} ’assume a reclining position’)
verbs with their causative ({lay:2, put down:2, repose:5} ’put in a horizontal position’) counterparts. The relation provides enhancement complementary to the one using hierarchical relations described above and links in a systematic way large
parts of the lexicon.
A considerable part of causative and noncausative pairs are formed with the same root and
are thus morphologically similar or identical, e.g.
EN change – change; RO schimba – schimba; BG
promenyam – promenyam se, which makes them
easier to identify. Nevertheless, as noted above,
causativity is not consistently encoded in WN, and
neither is it fully implemented in FN where we
have spotted a number of instances of inchoative/stative or causative frames lacking a counterpart in the opposite domain. This means that the
verbs instantiating them cannot be appropriately
described in FN. Respectively, the mapping of literals instantiating non-defined frames will result
in failure of assignment or wrong assignment.
Causativity also has an important application
in WN and FN data validation and expansion:
exploring the assignment of frames from FN to
synsets enables us to check the consistency of assignments, by adopting the following logic: (i)
in a tree whose root is a causative synset, all the
descendants must be assigned a causative frame;
(ii) in a tree with an inchoative/stative root all
the descendants must be inchoative/stative; (iii)
the pairs of causative–non-causative synsets from
corresponding trees should be connected to each
other through the WN causes relation in a consistent way; (iv) the respective pair of causative–noncausative frames assigned to such a pair of synsets
should also be related via the Is Causative of relation in FN. The opposite signals either wrong assignment of a frame or inconsistency either in the
WN data, that is – the encoding of a stative or in-

Causative
change:1;

Non-causative
change:2;

241
910
577
1,728
719
41.6%

251
624
469
1,344
561
41.7%

Table 2: Analysed data with respect to causativity (* assignments of the most general frame
Cause change for the causative and Undergo
change for the non-causative)
choative verb in a causative tree or vice versa, or in
the FN data – missing or wrong relation between
frames, undefined frames, etc.
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 describe the procedures for
exploring pairs of causative–non-causative trees
and extracting information enabling the validation of assigned frames, as well as the increase of
the density of causativity relations within FN and
WN. Section 5.3 deals with the formulation of new
causative or stative and/or inchoative frames.
5.1

Analysis and Consistency Checks

We have extracted two separate WN trees from
two root synsets connected by the causes relation (see Table 2): (1) eng-30-00126264v {change:1; alter:1; modify:3}, assigned the
frame Cause change; and its corresponding
non-causative counterpart (2) eng-30-00109660-v
{change:2}, assigned the frame Undergo change.
The checks for consistency with regards to (i)(iv) above, included the following procedures:
(1) Identifying non-causative synsets in the
causative tree and causative synsets in the noncausative tree. These mismatches are identified
by pattern matching of the gloss or by analysis
aimed at establishing whether the manually assigned frame contradicts the position in the tree. 9
such cases have been found in the causative tree
(e.g., eng-30-00416880-v {even:6; even out:2}
’become even or more even’). Pattern-matching
in the non-causative tree proved to be unreliable. It identified 120 cases of ’make’ or ’cause’
in the gloss, but only a small number of them
were causative synsets (e.g., eng-30-00330565-v
{break up:3; disperse:1; scatter:1} ’cause to separate’). We propose moving each wrongly placed
synset (and the subtree rooting from it) to the rel634

evant tree and attaching it to its real hypernym.
Furthermore, there are synsets which combine the causative and the non-causative meaning
and thus, create inconsistency in the WN structure. We identify such synsets by pattern matching of the gloss since they usually have glosses
such as ’make or become’, ’cause or become’,
’cause or undergo’. There are 7 cases in the
causative (e.g., eng-30-01253468-v {coarsen:2}
’make or become coarse or coarser’) and 5 in
the non-causative tree (e.g., eng-30-00280532v {blacken:1; melanize:1} ’make or become
black’). We propose that such synsets are split
into two and placed at the respective positions in
the relevant trees. This is an optimal solution as
these concepts are not necessarily expressed by the
same lexeme cross-linguistically, and such a split
improves the consistency of WN.
(2) Identifying non-causative frames assigned
to synsets in the causative tree and causative
frames assigned to synsets in the non-causative
tree. A causative frame is identified based on:
keywords such as ’cause’ or ’make’ in its name
or its definition; Agent or Cause/Causer FEs in
its conceptual structure; its position as the first
member in a Is Causative of relation, etc. A noncausative frame is identified based on: keywords
such as ’become’ or ’undergo’; lack of Agent or
Cause/Causer FEs in its structure; its position as
the second member of an Is Causative of relation.
We found 7 non-causative frames in the
causative
tree
(e.g.,
eng-30-02190188-v
{quieten:3; hush:5; quiet:9; quiesce:1; quiet
down:1; pipe down:1} ’become quiet or quieter’,
Frame: Becoming silent) and 61 causative frames
in the non-causative tree (e.g., eng-30-00339085v {crush:1} ’break into small pieces’, Frame:
Cause to fragment). These are clearly either errors in the frame assignment or wrongly encoded
synsets as discussed in (1).
(3) Identifying synset pairs connected by the
causes relation in WN where the causative synset
is assigned a non-causative frame or vice versa.
Section 5.2 deals with the enrichment of the two
resources with instances of the causative relation.
5.2

ing in 47 pairs of corresponding synsets – one in
each tree. A set of consistency checks showed that
there are no crossing relations (i.e., no instances
where for a causative hypernym C1 and its hyponym C2 , and a non-causative hypernym N1 and
its hyponym N2 , C1 causes N2 and C2 causes N1 ).
Further procedures were proposed to discover pairs of corresponding causative and noncausative synsets unrelated through the causative
relation. These are based on pattern matching of
the definition and/or on measuring similarity, as
well as on an analysis of the synsets position in the
WN tree structure, the causative relations in which
their sisters, hypernym and hyponyms enter, and
the frames assigned to them. On the basis of these
linguistic features we have identified 673 possible
causative relations between pairs of synsets in the
two corresponding trees. After manual validation
they may be used to create a more dense structure
of causative relations in WN, as well as to extend
them to frame-to-frame relations in FN.
5.3

Suggesting New Frames

New frames are suggested where a suitable
causative or non-causative frame is not defined in
FN to match its existing counterpart. The missing one is defined using the conceptual description of the available frame. Consider the synset
{age:3} ’make older’: we assign it the frame
Cause change and then try to acquire additional
classificatory information and, possibly, to find a
more specific frame by applying the remaining
procedures. We confirm that the synset’s meaning is causative through the keyword procedure
(cf. Section 4.2). Another mapping procedure
suggests Aging as the corresponding frame. Aging is a non-causative frame denoting the meaning of an entity undergoing a particular kind of
change (see Example 8). Since Aging does not
have a causative counterpart in FN, we posit such
a frame, Cause to age. The conceptual structure
of stative/inchoative and causative counterparts
is distinguished by the presence of a causative
subevent in the latter (Van Valin Jr. and LaPolla,
1997, p. 109) which is associated with a causative
(Agent or an Agent-like) participant (FE). Thus,
in the discussed example Cause to age is derived
from Aging by enriching the set of Aging’s FEs
with the frame elements Cause and Agent. In addition, we posit a Causative of relation between
Cause to age and Aging. In general, causative

Densifying Causative Relations in WN
and FN

The causative tree stemming from {change:1} and
the non-causative one stemming from {change:2}
were aligned using the WN causes relation, result635

frames inherit from the abstract frame Transitive action so we define an Inheritance relation between Transitive action and Cause to age. In such
a way the newly-defined relation is integrated into
the FN relational structure.
Example 8. Frame: Cause to age
Core frame elements: Agent/Cause; Entity
FN definition: An Agent or Cause causes an Entity to undergo a change in age typically associated
with some deterioration or change in state.
Example synsets: {age:3} ’make older’
FN relation: Inherits from
Frame: Transitive action
Core frame elements: Agent/Cause; Patient
Frame definition: An Agent or Cause affects a
Patient.
FN relation: Is Causative of
Frame: Aging
Core frame elements: Entity
Frame definition: An Entity is undergoing a
change in age typically associated with some
deterioration or change in state.
Example synset: {senesce:1, age:2, get on:7,
mature:5, maturate:2} ’grow old or older’

FEs, e.g. {drive:1} (Operate vehicle) as a hyponym of {operate:3} (Operating a system) applies only to land vehicles while other verbs in the
frame impose different restrictions on the FE Vehicle;
– Profiling a different FE from the one profiled
by the hypernym, e.g. {rob:1} (Robbery) profiles
the Victim, while its hypernym {steal:1; rip off:2,
rip:4} (Theft) profiles the stolen Goods;
– Inclusion/exclusion of a causative/agentive
FEs corresponding to a causative subevent in
the respective pairs of frames, e.g. {break:5}
(Cause to fragment) and {break:2, separate:10,
fall apart:4, come apart:1} (Breaking apart).
Some of the types of specialisation are currently
being studied as a point of departure for defining
more narrow-scope frames that would allow for
more precise predictions about the selectional restrictions and the syntactic realisation of FEs.

7

A further goal is to enrich FN by extending its lexical coverage on the basis of the expanded mapping to synsets. Verbs which do not have correspondence among LUs (or no correspondence in a
given frame) but belong to synsets that have been
successfully mapped to FN frames, will be suggested as possible LUs to be included in the respective frame(s).
A venue of ongoing research is to define precise
selectional restrictions on FEs and to implement
them as semantic relations between a verb synset
and a set of noun synonyms that satisfy these restrictions. In such a way we will enrich WN with
relations between verbs and nouns corresponding
to participants in their conceptual structure, particularly ones realised as arguments and adjuncts.
The developed resource may have a considerable impact on the development of methods for
identification of predicate-argument structure in
text, which in turn will facilitate the development
of new methods for frame verification and consistency checks on FN and WN.

The domain of causativity provides an approach
at symmetricising large parts of the lexicon both
at a horizontal level (same level lexemes in a taxonomical hierarchy) and in depth as the improvements in the higher levels of the lexicon influence
the deeper levels as reflected in the procedure of
assigning relations by inheritance described in 4.1.

6

Future Work

Frame Specialisation and Relations

The observations on hierarchical relations, especially on the more populated ones, such as
Inheritance, Using and See also, shed light on
the specialisation that takes place from parent
to child in the taxonomic (inheritance) hierarchy. The changes in the causativity domain deal
with including/excluding FEs that correspond to
causative subevents in the event structure. The
modifications that occur in the conceptual and semantic structure include, but are not limited to the
following:
– Reducing the number of core frame elements by incorporating one of them in the verb’s
meaning, e.g. {whip:4} incorporates the peripheral FE Instrument (’whip’) of {strike:1} in the
frame Cause harm assigned to both;
– Reducing the scope of the frame through imposing more strict selectional restrictions on the
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Abstract

compositional version of the distributional inclusion hypothesis (DIH) (Geffet and Dagan, 2005)
is examined in Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2016).
In the current paper, we use the framework of
Bankova et al. (2019) to build positive operators
that represent words. The operators are built using GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) and
information about hyponym-hypernym relationships, which may be sourced either from humancurated resources like WordNet (Miller, 1995), or
unsupervised sources, via the use of pattern-based
methods. We give two new measures for graded
hyponymy that provide a wider range of comparisons than the entropy-derived measure developed
in Balkır et al. (2016) or the eigenvalue-related
measure of Bankova et al. (2019).
We test our word representations and measures
on a range of datasets. Three of the datasets
are single-word entailment and have been designed to test directionality (BLESS) (Baroni and
Lenci, 2011), detection (WBLESS) (Weeds et al.,
2014), and both directionality and direction together (BIBLESS) (Kiela et al., 2015). We also
test our models on the compositional dataset of
Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2016). This dataset
provides a test for entailment at the phrase and
sentence level. We find that our model performs
fairly well on BLESS and its variants, and very
well on the compositional dataset.

Language is used to describe concepts, and
many of these concepts are hierarchical.
Moreover, this hierarchy should be compatible with forming phrases and sentences. We
use linear-algebraic methods that allow us to
encode words as collections of vectors. The
representations we use have an ordering, related to subspace inclusion, which we interpret
as modelling hierarchical information. The
word representations built can be understood
within a compositional distributional semantic framework, providing methods for composing words to form phrase and sentence level
representations. The resulting representations
give competitive results on simple sentencelevel entailment datasets.

1

Introduction

Distributional semantics (Harris, 1954; Firth,
1957) is effective and important within the area
of computational modelling of language, particularly as regards to synonymy and paraphrasing.
Within the field, at least two additional properties
are desirable. Firstly, we would like a method
by which we can compose vectors to form representations above the word level. Secondly, we
would like a notion of lexical entailment, or hyponymy, with which we can capture a sense of
the generality of concepts, and the notion of one
concept being an instance of another. Furthermore, we would like these two properties to interact nicely with one another, so that the hyponymy
relation is not lost when words are composed. In
Bankova et al. (2019) the authors provide theory describing a notion of hyponymy that interacts well with compositionality, but do not provide experimental support. In Balkır et al. (2016)
the authors suggest a measure of hyponymy based
on entropy which also interacts well with compositionality and provide experimental support. A

2

Background and Related Work

Vector space models of meaning often rely on
some form of the distributional hypothesis: that
words that occur in similar contexts have similar meanings. However, as well as deriving word
meanings, we also need to give meanings to sentences and phrases. This means that we need some
method for composing vector representations of
words. Commonly-used methods include neural
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in Kiela et al. (2015) is to incorporate other modes
of input into the representation of a word. Measures of entailment are based on the dispersion of
a word representation, together with a similarity
measure. All of these look at entailment at the
word level. Related to the current work are the
ideas in Balkır (2014); Balkır et al. (2016). In this
work, the authors develop a graded form of entailment based on von Neumann entropy and with
links to the distributional inclusion hypotheses developed by Geffet and Dagan (2005). The authors show how entailment at the word level carries through to entailment at the sentence level.

network methods, as seen in Socher et al. (2013);
Bowman et al. (2014), simpler element-wise combination methods (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010),
and tensor-based methods (Baroni and Zamparelli, 2010; Coecke et al., 2010; Paperno et al.,
2014). Tensor-based methods operate by modelling words of different grammatical types in different vector spaces, and viewing relational words
such as verbs and adjectives as linear maps that
operate on their arguments. This allows methods
from formal semantics to be more easily mapped
onto vector space representations, and thereby
gives us mechanisms for composing words, in line
with their grammatical types, to form phrases and
sentences.
We use an extension of the tensor-based approach, based on the methods given in Piedeleu
et al. (2015); Bankova et al. (2019); Balkır et al.
(2016). We represent nouns as positive operators,
which can be considered as representing collections of vectors. Functional words like adjectives
and verbs are now represented as completely positive maps, i.e. linear maps which preserve the positivity of their arguments. These can be thought of
as linear maps which take valid collections of vectors to valid collections of vectors.
2.1

More recent approaches involve specialising
word vectors for entailment Vulić and Mrkšić
(2018), using non-Euclidean geometries Nickel
and Kiela (2017); Nguyen et al. (2017); Le et al.
(2019), and using pattern-based hyponymy extraction Roller et al. (2018); Le et al. (2019).
Most approaches, however, provide only wordword hyponymy. To test hyponymy in a compositional setting, we refer to the dataset of Kartsaklis
and Sadrzadeh (2016) where a number of sentence
and phrase-level hyponymy relationships are built
from WordNet (Miller, 1995)

Related Work

Another approach to detecting lexical entailment is via the identification of certain text patterns which indicate a hyponym-hypernym relationship. Examples are: y such as x, x is a type of y,
which allow us to pick out pairs (x, y) which stand
in the relation x is-a y. This approach was first
outlined in Hearst (1992) and has been recently
used in Roller et al. (2018) to build vectors able to
encode the required hierarchical relationships.

Entailment is an important and thriving area of
research within distributional semantics. The
PASCAL Recognising Textual Entailment Challenge (Dagan et al., 2006) has attracted a large
number of researchers in the area and generated a
number of approaches. Previous lines of research
on entailment for distributional semantics investigate the development of directed similarity measures which can characterize entailment (Weeds
et al., 2004; Kotlerman et al., 2010; Lenci and
Benotto, 2012). Geffet and Dagan (2005) introduce a pair of distributional inclusion hypotheses,
where if a word v entails another word w, then
all the typical features of the word v will also occur with the word w. Conversely, if all the typical features of v also occur with w, v is expected
to entail w. Clarke (2009) defines a vector lattice
for word vectors, and a notion of graded entailment with the properties of a conditional probability. Rimell (2014) explores the limitations of
the distributional inclusion hypothesis by examining the properties of those features that are not
shared between words. An interesting approach

In the current paper we provide methods for
building word representations as positive operators, using hierarchical information either from
human-curated sources such as WordNet, or unsupervised methods such as using Hearst patterns.
We will show how these word representations can
be composed, and how the hierarchical information percolates to the phrase level. Our contribution is to provide a means of building hierarchically ordered word representations, that can be
composed into phrases and sentences. Previous
work in this area has either concentrated on wordlevel hyponymy or phrase-level hyponymy. In this
paper we combine the two in one framework.
639

3

Methods

Example 1 (Nouns). Consider the noun pet, and
suppose we have three types of pet: a pug, a goldfish, and a tabby cat. We give these values in a
distributional space spanned by the basis vectors
−−→ −−−−−→ −−−−−→ −−−−→
{furry, domestic, working, aquatic} as follows:

We model words as collections of vectors, as follows. For a given vector ~v ∈ V ,1 we can ‘lift’ this
vector into the larger space V ⊗ V , by taking the
outer product of the vector with itself. We use the
following notation:
v̄ := ~v~v >

furry
domestic
working
aquatic

(1)

When ~v is a unit vector, the resulting matrix v̄ is
a projection operator. Multiplying another vector
~x by v̄ projects ~x onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned by ~v . A matrix of the form v̄ can be
thought of as a collection of just one vector, giving
sharp, unambiguous information.
To represent collections of more than one vector, we sum together their matrix representations,
resulting in another matrix:

tabby
5
5
0
0

JpetK = pug + goldfish + tabby
−→ −−→
−−−→ −−−→
→−
→> + −
=−
pug
pug
gfish gfish> + tabby tabby>


34 37 0 0
37 66 0 30

=
0 0 0 0
0 30 0 36

= ~v~v > + w
~w
~ > + ~x~x> ∈ V ⊗ V

Each of the matrices pug, goldfish, and tabby
−
has just one non-zero eigenvalue, which is ||→
v ||,
and corresponds to the normalised eigenvector
−−−→
−−−→
→ −
→
−
−
−
v /||→
v ||, for →
v = −
pug,
goldfish, and tabby respectively.
The matrix JpetK, however, has three non-zero
eigenvalues of 100.52, 35.21, and 0.25, each corresponding to a combination of the basis vectors
−−→ −−−−−→ −−−−→
−−−−−→
furry, domestic, aquatic. The basis vector working
has an eigenvalue of 0, indicating that JpetK is or−−−−−→
thogonal to the vector working.

Matrices M built in this way are called positive
operators and have the following two properties:
• ∀v ∈ V.h~v , M~v i ≥ 0
• M is self-adjoint.
If we additionally impose that M has trace 1, then
we can understand M as encoding a probability
distribution over ~v ∈ V (Nielsen and Chuang,
2010). In the present work, we do not impose
this condition, instead viewing M as representing
a collection of vectors.
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of M can be
thought of as providing a summary of the information contained in M . A matrix of the form
v̄ = ~v~v > will have one non-zero eigenvalue, corresponding to the normalized eigenvector ~v /||~v ||.
When multiple vectors have been included in the
collection, the matrix M will have more than one
non-zero eigenvalue, and these will represent the
weights for their corresponding eigenvectors.
We take a kind of extensional stance. We consider words to be modelled as collections of their
instances. To model a noun, we can consider
the collection of nouns that are hyponyms of that
noun, and form the matrix representation corresponding to that collection.
1

goldfish
0
5
0
6

We form the representation of the noun pet by
summing over the matrix representations of each
vector:

{~v , w,
~ ~x} 7→ v̄ + w̄ + x̄ ∈ V ⊗ V

Rn

pug
3
4
0
0

3.1

Ordering Positive Operators

The set of positive operators on a vector space has
an ordering introduced by Löwner (1934). For
positive operators A and B, we define:
A v B ⇐⇒ B − A is positive
In Bankova et al. (2019) the authors introduce a
notion of graded hyponymy. The hyponymy relation may be true up to some error term, as follows.
If A v B, then B −A = D, where D is some positive operator. If this does not hold, it is possible to
add in some error term E so that A v B +E. This
is viewed as saying that A entails B to the extent
E. We wish to find the smallest such error term.
In Bankova et al. (2019), the error term was of
the form (1 − k)A and the scalar k ∈ [0, 1] gave
a graded notion of hyponymy. The effect of this

Throughout the paper, we assume that vector spaces are
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scalar is to reduce the size of A until it ‘fits inside’
B, giving a notion of graded hyponymy that says
that A is a k-hyponym of B, A vk B if B − kA
is positive.
One of the drawbacks of this measure is that
if the space spanned by eigenvectors of A, called
Span(A), is not a subspace of Span(B), then the
value of k must be 0. We therefore consider two
new measures, which we now describe. If B − A
is not positive, it is possible to make it positive
by adding in a positive operator constructed in the
following manner.

Now, since pug and tabby are both positive, and
positivity is preserved under addition, we know
that JpetK − goldfish is also positive. Therefore,
under either of our graded measures, the extent to
which a goldfish is a pet is 1.
Example 3 (Graded Hyponymy). Now suppose
→ and
that we define JdogK = pug + collie, with −
pug
−−−→
collie defined as below:
pug collie
furry
3
3
domestic
4
2
working
0
2
0
0
aquatic
Then to determine whether a dog is a pet, we calculate:

1. Firstly diagonalize B − A, resulting in a realvalued matrix, since B −A is real symmetric.
2. Construct a matrix E by setting all positive
entries of B − A to 0 and changing the sign
of all negative eigenvalues.

JpetK − JdogK

34
37
=
0
0

16
 19
=
−6
0

Then B − A + E will give us a positive matrix.
This E is our error term. The size of E is bounded
above by the size of A, since certainly B − A +
A is positive. We propose two different measures
related to this error term that give us a grading for
hyponymy.
The first measure is
P
λi
kBA = P i
(2)
i |λi |

||E||
||A||

3.2

(3)

Composing Positive Matrices

To compose positive matrices, we combine the
methods outlined in Bankova et al. (2019) with the
type-lifting methods outlined in Kartsaklis et al.
(2012) to lift word representations into a higherdimensional space. The impact of these methods
are that we can define nouns and verbs within the
same distributional space, and then lift the verb
representations to a space that corresponds to a
completely positive map.
We have choices about how to implement this
type-lifting. One choice is composition, i.e. matrix multiplication, of the two operators. This latter operation results in a matrix that is no longer

where ||·|| denotes the Frobenius norm. This measures the size of the error term as a proportion of
the size of A. Since A = E in the worst case, this
measure ranges from 0 when E = A to 1 when
E = 0.
Example 2 (Full Hyponymy). Recall the example
JpetK = pug + goldfish + tabby

To determine whether a goldfish is a pet, we calculate:
JpetK − goldfish = pug + tabby

19
46
−4
30

 

0 0
18 18 6 0


0 30
 − 18 20 4 0


0 0
6 4 4 0
0 36
0 0 0 0

−6 0
−4 30

−4 0 
0 36

The eigenvalues of JpetK − JdogK are 75.38, 24.39,
-5.77, 0, i.e., they are not all positive. This is because the subspace corresponding to JdogK is not
a subspace of JpetK, in particular because JdogK is
−−−−−→
not orthogonal to the basis vector working.
However, much of JdogK is included in JpetK.
Using our graded measures given in equations (2)
and (3), we can calculate that under kBA , dog is a
hyponym of pet to the extent 0.89 and under kE ,
dog is a hyponym of pet to the extent 0.86.

where λi is the ith eigenvalue of B − A and | · | indicates absolute value. This measures the proportions of positive and negative eigenvalues in the
expression B − A. If all eigenvalues are negative, kBA = −1, and if all are positive, kBA =
1. This measure is symmetric in the sense that
kBA = −kAB .
Secondly, we propose
kE = 1 −

37
66
0
30
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Table 1: Performance of word matrices derived from
different word embeddings, using WordNet derived hyponyms. Bold highlights the highest value of each row.

self-adjoint, and so Piedeleu (2014) suggests using
the non-commutative and non-associative opera1

1

tor M22 M1 M22 in its place. This operator can be
thought of as a kind of subspace projection, where
M1 is projected onto M2 . Piedeleu (2014) also
notes that the pointwise multiplication of two positive operators is a completely positive map, giving
us another choice for composition.
Following Kartsaklis et al. (2012), this gives us
a method for building higher-level operators for
verbs from lower-level operators. Firstly, we assume the noun space N ⊗ N to be equal to the
sentence space S ⊗ S, and refer to these both as
W ⊗ W . Given a representation of an intransitive
verb JverbK ∈ W ⊗W , the effect of lifting the verb
to a higher order space and then composing with a
noun JnounK ∈ W ⊗ W is to apply the Frobenius
multiplication to JnounK ⊗ JverbK.
For intransitive verbs we can therefore combine
the noun and the verb via three operations which
we call Mult, MMult1 (for matrix multiplication),
and MMult2:
Mult: Jn verbK = JnK

1
2

MC
MEN
RG
SIMLEX-999
SimVerb
WS-353
YP-130

MMult1: Jn verbK = JnK JverbKJnK

1
2

1
2

MMult2: Jn verbK = JverbK JnKJverbK

(5)
1
2

(6)

For transitive verbs there is one possibility for
pointwise multiplication of the operators, since
this is both commutative and associative. For the
second operation there are a number of composition orders. We will concentrate on two which reflect the difference between composing the verb
with the object first and composing with the subject first. We therefore have:
Mult: Js v oK = JsK

4

1

JvK
1

JoK

1

1

4.1

(7)
1

1

(8)

1

1

(9)

MMultO: Js v oK = JsK 2 JoK 2 JvKJoK 2 JsK 2
MMultS: Js v oK = JoK 2 JsK 2 JvKJsK 2 JoK 2

Count
0.7124
0.2861
0.6325
0.2638
0.2158
0.1677
0.3465

FastText
0.8223
0.5090
0.8387
0.4272
0.3290
0.3033
0.5166

vector evaluation package provided by Faruqui
and Dyer (2014). We compared on the Rubinstein and Goodenough (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965), WordSim353, (Finkelstein et al.,
2002), Miller and Charles (Miller and Charles,
1991), SimLex999 (Hill et al., 2015), SimVerb
(Gerz et al., 2016), the Yang and Powers dataset
(Yang and Powers, 2006) and the MEN dataset
(Bruni et al., 2012). We did not inclue the rare
word dataset or the similarity/relatedness splits
of WS-353. Word matrices derived from GloVe
vectors score best overall when using WordNetderived hyponyms (table 1). This is also seen in
the validation settings of the non-compositional
datasets. When using Hearst-derived hyponyms,
the generated word matrices perform poorly, although GloVe vectors still score most highly.
We compare our WordNet models to a symbolic model called Symb. For this model we mark
two words w1 and w2 as being in the hyponymhypernym relationship if w1 is found in the transitive closure of the hyponyms of w2 .

(4)

JverbK

GloVe
0.8441
0.4836
0.8460
0.4426
0.3458
0.3001
0.5619

Nouns

In order to build positive matrices for nouns, we
use information about hypernymy relations. This
information can be elicited using human built resources such as WordNet Miller (1995), or using Hearst patterns Hearst (1992). These are patterns like ‘y such as x’, which give markers for
hyponym-hypernym pairs (x, y). To collect the
hyponyms of a given word w from WordNet, we
traverse the WordNet hierarchy and collect every
word wi in the transitive closure of the hyponymy
relation.
For hyponyms generated by Hearst patterns,
we use the publicly available dataset described in
Roller et al. (2018), and refer the reader to that
paper for details of its creation. The dataset con-

Experimental Setting

We build representations of words as positive matrices, and selected from a number of alternative embeddings including GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014), FastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017), and distributional vectors built from the
concatenation of the UKWaC and Wacky corpora using PPMI and dimensionality reduction,
all with 300 dimensions. To select the vector embeddings, we built word matrices as described above and tested them using the word
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and WaCky corpora (Ferraresi et al., 2008), and
collect those arguments that appear at least 300
times in the corpus.

sists of a set of word pairs P = {(xi , yi )}i which
are in a hyponym-hypernym relationship, together
with the count w(x, y) of the number of times
that relationship has been seen in the text. As described in Le et al. (2019), the relationships thus
extracted are both noisy and sparse, containing
cycles and inconsistencies. As one example of
this, the dataset contains the pair (rome, european
country). To mitigate these phenomena, we apply
a ppmi weighting to the counts. The weighting is
as described in Roller et al. (2018), specifically


p(x, y)
ppmi(x, y) = max 0, log −
,
p (x)p+ (y)
P
where, letting W = (x,y)∈P , we have:

4.3

Finally, having collected instances of nouns and
−
verbs, we take the vectors →
w i corresponding to
each of these instances, take the outer product of
each with itself, and add these together, i.e.:
X
→
−
−
JwK =
w i→
w>
(10)
i ∈W ⊗W
i

We have discarded weighting information. Words
which have more instances are both more widely
dispersed in terms of their eigenvalues, and also
larger in terms of their matrix norm.
4.4

p(x, y) = w(x, y)/W
X
w(x, y)/W
p− (x) =
p (x) =

X

w(y, x)/W

(y,x)∈P

These equations give, respectively, the probability
that the pair (x, y) is chosen from P, the probability that x appears as a hyponym, and the probability that x appears as a hypernym. This sets the
weighting of various unwanted pairs, such as the
aforementioned (rome, european country), to 0.
To collect the set of hyponyms of a noun,
we use only those hyponyms with a non-zero
ppmi weighting, and take one transitive step. So
the set of hyponyms of a given word x is the
union of the sets {yi |ppmi(x, yi ) > 0}i and
{zij |ppmi(yi , zij ) > 0}ij . We limit to one transitive step to again mitigate the noisiness of the
dataset.
4.2

Datasets

We evaluate single word representations on the
non-compositional BLESS hyponymy subset (Baroni and Lenci, 2011), WBLESS (Weeds et al.,
2014), and BIBLESS (Kiela et al., 2015) datasets.
We test our models using the hypernymy suite provided by Roller et al. (2018). The BLESS dataset
requires the model to infer the direction of a hypernym pair. All pairs in the model are indeed
in the hyponym-hypernym relationship, and the
model must identify that this is the case. WBLESS consists of a set of pairs which may be in
the hyponym-hypernym relationship, or unrelated.
Each pair is assigned a value of 1 or 0 based on
whether or not there is a hyponymy relationship.
The software provided performs 1000 random iterations in which 2% of the data is used as a validation set to learn a classification threshold, and
tests on the remainder of the data. Average accuracy across all iterations is reported. The BIBLESS dataset assigns values of 1, 0, and -1 based
on whether the first word is a hyponym of the second, whether there is no relationship, or whether
the second is a hyponym of the first. The software firstly tunes a threshold using 2% of the data,
identifying whether a pair exhibits hypernymy in
either direction. Secondly, the relative comparison
of scores determines which direction is predicted.
Again, the average accuracy over 1000 iterations
is reported.
We further test on the compositional datasets
from Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2016). This is
a series of three datasets, covering simple intransitive sentences, transitive sentences, and verb
phrases. The intransitive verb dataset consists of

(x,y)∈P

+

Building Matrices

Verbs

WordNet contains verb hyponymy relationships,
and therefore we can use similar methods to extract lists of hyponyms. However, we cannot use
Hearst patterns to collate verb hyponymy relationships. As a proxy, we represent verbs as collections of their arguments. The intuition behind
this is that of the extensional approach in formal
semantics, mapped to distributional semantics in
Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011). We can think
of both nouns and verbs as predicates, and consider the instances that the predicate applies to.
To collect the arguments of the verbs, we use the
concatenation of the dependency parsed ukWaC
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paired sentences consisting of a subject and a verb.
In half the cases the first sentence entails the second, and in the other half of cases, the order of the
sentences is reversed. For example, we have:

Table 2: Accuracy on the variants of the BLESS
dataset. HyperVec figures are from Nguyen et al.
(2017), Hearst from Roller et al. (2018), HypeCones
from Le et al. (2019), LEAR from Vulić and Mrkšić
(2018). Entries tagged with WN use WordNet.

summer finish, season end, T

Model
HyperVec - WN
Hearst
HypeCones
LEAR - WN
Symb - WN
kBA - WN
kE - WN
kBA - Hearst
kE - Hearst

season end, summer finish, F
The first sentence is marked as entailing, whereas
the second is marked as not entailing. The dataset
is created by selecting nouns and verbs from
WordNet that stand in the correct relationship.
To test our models, we build the basic word
representations as in equation (10). We then use
the compositional methods outlined in section 3.2
to create the sentence representations. We calculate the graded entailment value between the composed sentence representations, and in results report area under ROC curve for comparison with
previous literature. In particular, we compare with
the best model from Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh
(2016), which uses a metric based on the distributional inclusion hypothesis, together with a tensorbased compositional model.
4.5

5.1

WBLESS
0.87
0.87
0.90
0.92
0.93
0.88
0.91
0.84
0.86

BIBLESS
0.81
0.85
0.87
0.88
0.91
0.84
0.87
0.76
0.80

Table 3: Area under ROC curve on the KS2016 datasets
using kE and WordNet derived hyponyms. For the SV
and VO datasets, MMult1 refers to the model described
in equation (5) and MMult2 refers to the model described in equation (6). For SVO, MMult1 refers to the
model described in equation (8) and MMult2 refers to
the model described in equation (9). ∗ indicates statistically significantly higher than the previous best performance Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2016). + indicates
significantly higher than the additive baseline.
Model
KS2016 best
Verb only
Addition
Mult
MMult1
MMult2

Significance Testing

To test significance of our results, we use bootstrapping Efron (1979) to calculate 100 values of
the test statistic (either accuracy or AUC) drawn
from the distribution implied by the data. We compare with figures from the literature using a onesample t-test, and compare between models using
a paired t-test. We apply the Bonferroni correction
to compensate for multiple model comparisons.

5

BLESS
0.92
0.96
0.94
0.96
0.91
0.95
0.95
0.91
0.91

SV
0.84
0.870∗
0.941∗
0.975∗+
0.970∗+
0.967∗+

VO
0.82
0.944∗
0.948∗
0.981∗+
0.971∗+
0.969∗+

SVO
0.86
0.908∗
0.972∗
0.978∗
0.965∗
0.971∗

Table 4: Area under ROC curve on the KS2016
datasets, using kBA and WordNet derived hyponyms.
Refer to Table 3 for explanations.
Model
KS2016 best
Verb only
Addition
Mult
MMult1
MMult2

Results
BLESS Variants

We present results on variants of the BLESS
dataset in terms of accuracy, for comparison with
other models, presented in table 2. Our best perfoming model is the WordNet based model with
metric kE . Althoough this model does not outperform the best supervised model (the differences
in score are significant), the differences are fairly
minimal (0.01 accuracy). Our methods (and those
of others) outperform the symbolic baseline for the
BLESS dataset. Our WordNet-based model does
outperform the earlier model HyperVec with significance. Hearst-pattern based representations do
not perform so strongly.

SV
0.84
0.902∗
0.970∗
0.974∗
0.987∗+
0.987∗+

VO
0.82
0.967∗
0.964∗
0.984∗+
0.985∗+
0.985∗+

SVO
0.86
0.931∗
0.978∗
0.982∗
0.995∗+
0.995∗+

Table 5: Area under ROC curve on the KS2016
datasets, using kE and Hearst-pattern derived hyponyms. Refer to Table 3 for explanations.
Model
KS2016 best
Verb only
Addition
Mult
MMult1
MMult2
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SV
0.84
0.714
0.877∗
0.887∗
0.902∗+
0.903∗+

VO
0.82
0.808
0.807
0.808
0.824+
0.800

SVO
0.86
0.716
0.912∗
0.864
0.883∗
0.877∗

Table 6: Area under ROC curve on the KS2016
datasets, using kBA Hearst-pattern derived hyponyms.
Refer to Table 3 for explanations.
Model
KS2016 best
Verb only
Addition
Mult
MMult1
MMult2

5.2

SV
0.84
0.719
0.880∗
0.867∗
0.909∗+
0.904∗+

VO
0.82
0.819
0.811
0.792
0.842∗+
0.830∗+

ing oven. What cannot be remedied, however, is
where a term has no hyponyms in WordNet. For
example, herbivore has no hyponyms in WordNet.
This means that the WordNet-based representations have no way of forming a wide representation of herbivore thatincludes any of its instances.
As well as performing well on single-word hyponymy datasets, the representations we build sit
within a compositional framework that allows us
to form phrases and sentences and to reason about
their entailment relationships. The WordNetbased representations behaved particularly well on
this dataset, due to the fact that the dataset is built
from WordNet. However, it is still an interesting
set of results in that our graded measures interact
well with the compositional methods we have proposed. Note that the measures we propose result
in high baseline values to beat - i.e. for the verbonly and addition models. Again, this is likely
due to the construction of the dataset. The dataset
is formed from upwardly-monotone contexts, so
computing entailment based only on the verb will
still perform extremely well. Again, although this
is due to the construction of the dataset, is is interesting to note that the measures and word representations we developed can model this structure
so well. Furthermore the Hearst-pattern derived
representations also outperformed previous work,
indicating that these representations interact nicely
with compositionality.
Similarities to our approach can be found in the
notion of words being represented as Gaussians
(Jameel and Schockaert, 2017; Vilnis and McCallum, 2014). The positive operators we build have
the same structure as covariance matrices and, if
appropriately normalized, are interpreted as representing a probability distribution over vectors.
Representing words as Gaussians does not come
with a given mechanism for composing words as
we do. Exploring these connections is an area of
further work.
Finally, a crucial extension to this whole approach is to be able to model hyponymy, composition, and their interaction in more contexts, for
example using the natural logic introduced in Barwise and Cooper (1981).

SVO
0.86
0.716
0.909∗
0.843
0.930∗+
0.924∗+

Compositional Datasets

On the KS2016 compositional datasets results are
reported in terms of area under ROC curve. Our
measures perform particularly well with WordNet
derived hypernyms (Tables 3 and 4). This is likely
to be due to the fact that both the dataset and
our word representations were constructed from
WordNet, and hence the high performance is to be
expected. More interestingly, the word representations built using unsupervised methods also outperform previous best scores on this dataset, (tables 5 and 6), based on a form of the distributional
inclusion hypothesis for tensor-based composition
(Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh, 2016), despite not performing so strongly on the single-word datasets.

6

Discussion and Further Work

We have suggested a mechanism for building the
positive operators needed for the theory presented
in Bankova et al. (2019), together with two novel
measures of graded hyponymy. We tested these
representations and measures on a number of wellknown datasets, looking at similarity at the word
level, hyponymy at the word level and one of
which gives hyponymy at the phrase and sentence level. The representations and the measures we have developed perform competitively on
these datasets. We have used both human-curated
information and unsupervised methods to build
the word representations. Unsurprisingly, humancurated information gives better performance.
A nice comparison is with the symbolic model.
The fact that our WordNet-based models outperform this baseline shows that the models we propose can provide a ‘smoothed’ representation that
allows hyponymy relationships to be inferred. For
example, one of the hyponymy relationships not
picked up in WordNet is (oven, device). However, there are a number of other instances such as
(electric appliance, device) that are similar enough
to oven that device can be understood as includ-
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Abstract
Relation Extraction (RE) consists in detecting and classifying semantic relations between entities in a sentence. The vast majority of the state-of-the-art RE systems relies on morphosyntactic features and supervised machine learning algorithms. This
paper tries to answer important questions
concerning both the impact of semanticbased features, and the integration of external linguistic knowledge resources on RE
performance. For that, a RE system based
on a logical and relational learning algorithm was used and evaluated on three reference datasets from two distinct domains.
The yielded results confirm that the classifiers induced using the proposed richer feature set outperformed the classifiers built
with morphosyntactic features in average
4% (F1-measure).

1

Introduction

Relation Extraction (RE) consists in detecting and
classifying binary semantic relations between entities in a sentence.
Many RE systems use statistical machine learning techniques, such as feature-based and tree kernels-based methods (Choi et al., 2013) are based on
a propositional hypothesis space for representing
examples, i.e., they employ an attribute-value representation achieving robust results. However, this
representation is not able to effectively capture
structural information from parse trees without loss
of information (Choi et al., 2013). More recently,
other RE systems using deep learning techniques,
such as Convolution Neural Networks (Nguyen
and Grishman, 2015) and Recurrent Neural Networks (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) have also been

proposed. They are based on a dense vector representation of the input words retrieved from word
embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013).
Some other RE systems rely on natural language
processing (NLP) techniques for extracting relevant features from the text. They typically integrate
shallow NLP tools for coping with lexical and syntactic aspects of the texts such as POS tagging, lemmatization, chunking, and syntactic parsing (Choi
et al., 2013). However, according to Zouaq (2011),
there are two main reasons to seriously consider
deeper linguistic processing for RE: (i) it may provide deeper semantic meaning; (ii) NLP tools are
becoming sufficiently robust to be considered as reliable tools for knowledge and model extraction.
Contrarily to related work above, this work subscribes to the idea of performing RE employing the
Logical and Relational Learning (LRL) (de Raedt,
2008) approach that can generate classification
models from complex data structures such as
graphs or multiple tables. More precisely, we rely
on Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) (Muggleton, 1991) as one of the most successful relational
learning techniques because it employs a symbolic
and declarative representation for the examples and
the extraction models are both understandable and
interpretable by humans. Moreover, ILP allows for
many forms of prior knowledge, including semantic resources, to be integrated into the induction of
the extraction rules (de Raedt, 2018).
In this paper, we try to answer experimental questions concerning not only the impact of semantic
linguistic features but also the integration of external knowledge resources on RE. For that, an ILPbased RE system was employed and evaluated on
three datasets from two distinct domains.
The main contribution of this work consists in the
experimental validation of our working hypothesis
that a feature engineering step comprising a sub648
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stantial body of deep linguistic knowledge, in combination with an expressive inductive learning
technique, can generate effective RE models.

2

Relational Learning and Inductive
Logic Programming

Relational Learning (RL) concerns the learning
task from complex, heterogeneous examples represented by multirelational datasets. RL enables the
development of applications in many fields including bio-informatics, networks analysis, and drug
design (de Raedt, 2008). LRL (DeRead, 2008)
combines machine learning and logic-based formalisms to automatically induce first-order rules
from multi-relational examples.
ILP (Muggleton, 1991) is one of the most successful LRL-based technique that can not only induce symbolic rules from examples represented as
multi-relational data, but also integrate background
knowledge (BK) represented as logical clauses in
first-order logic (FOL). Unlike traditional machine
learning methods, classification models (rules) in
ILP are both understandable and interpretable by
humans. Most of the current ILP systems induce a
set of Horn-clauses and employ Prolog as their core
inference engine (Muggleton, 1991).

3

tokenization, passing for shallow analysis, and
finishing with more advanced semantic analysis.

Logical Relational Learning System
for Relation Extraction

The main contribution of this paper consists in the
experimental validation of our working hypothesis that a feature engineering step composed by a
substantial body of deep linguistic knowledge in
combination with an expressive inductive learning technique can generate effective RE models.
For testing this hypothesis, a LRL RE system
(Lima et al., 2017; Lima et al., 2019) was used.
The remainder of this section describes the RE
system, the rich feature engineering component,
and the underlying model for representing semantic features.
3.1 System Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the functional architecture our LRL
system for RE. Its major components are highlighted as darker boxes and briefly presented next.
Deep NLP Component. This component performs the automatic annotation of the input documents in English. Its output is formed by XML
files containing several layers of linguistics annotations. Its distinguishing characteristic consists in
various NLP analysis it performs, starting from

Figure 1. RE System architecture.
Background Knowledge Generation component. This component automatically generates
and represents relevant features from an annotated
set of documents. The generated features are converted into a knowledge base implemented as a
Prolog factual base.
ILP rule learning component relies on an LRL
system rooted on ILP that induces Horn-like extraction rules from training data. The extraction
rules follow the same syntax of a Prolog predicate.
This learning component is based on GILPS, a
general ILP system proposed by Santos (2010).
Rule application component. It applies the induced rules on the Prolog factual base generated
from new documents not seen in the rule model
learning phase. As a result, new instances of relations are identified and extracted.
Due to their importance, the above first two components will be detailed next.
3.2 Feature Engineering via Deep NLP
NLP technologies are of paramount importance in
RE, since they can analyze unstructured texts and
extracting their meaning. Indeed, the result of
NLP analyses (or annotation process) is a richer
version of the input text with further lexical, syntactical, and semantic metadata seem as a normalized representation of texts.
Due to its inherent complexity, NLP is not carried out in a single large stage. Instead, the annotation process is carried out as a chain of processes
in which the output of a previous process becomes
the input to the next one. Accordingly, the NLP
component in our RE architecture is composed of
the three major components as depicted in Fig. 2.
The first analysis provides the basic morphological elements and lemmas, i.e., canonical base
form of the words. In addition, categorical information is attached to each lexical item as Part-ofSpeech (POS) tags (e.g., noun, verb, etc.). This facilitates the posterior task of determining groups
of words (chunking analysis) that grammatically
belong to the same category. Next, the syntactical
649

analysis (syntactic parsing) identifies the structural relationships holding between words at the
sentence level. The final semantic analysis links
words to lexical semantic resources, including
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), SUMO ontology

(Niles and Pease, 2003), and WordNet Domain hierarchy (Bentivoli et al., 2004). Such semantic resources offer a variety of semantic relations including synonyms and hyponyms from WordNet,
and additional semantic relations between verbs
and their arguments considered here as predicates.

Figure 2. Overview of the Deep NLP pipeline.
The Deep NLP component relies on the Stanford
CoreNLP1 for carrying out the following pipeline:
tokenization, sentence splitting, POS tagging,
lemmatization, NER, and dependency parsing.
Chunking analysis is performed by Apache
OpenNLP2, while morphological analysis, gazetteers look-up, and pronoun normalization were
implemented as ad hoc programs. That is followed by the Sense Learner (Mihalcea and
Faruque, 2004) that disambiguates noun and
verbs. Then, using the Java WordNet library3, the
sense_id of nouns and verbs are found in WordNet, along with of all synonyms and hyponyms of
a given word. In addition, Lin´s similar words dataset (Lin et al., 2003) is used for retrieving a list
of N (N = 5) most similar words to a given word.
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is performed on all
verbs by ClearNLP 4. Still, for verbs, the SuperSense Tagger5 (Ciaramita and Altun, 2006) finds
their selectional preferences. It annotates text with
41 broad semantic categories (WordNet supersenses) for both nouns and verbs. Next, the mapping between all WordNet synsets and the SUMO
ontology6 is exploited for retrieving the related
class from the SUMO ontology. Finally, an ad-

hoc program maps words to labels from the WordNet Domains (Bentivogli et al., 2004). Table 1
summarizes the entire pipeline.

1

4

2

5

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP
http://opennlp.apache.org
3 https://sourceforge.net/projects/jwordnet

3.3 Relational Representation of Sentences
The goal of the BK Generation Component is to
extract and represent features according to a relational model consisting of documents, sentences,
phrases, and tokens. They are converted into a
Prolog factual base and used as input by the ILPbased learner. There are the four main groups of
features:
Lexical features which concern word, lemma,
length, and general morphological type information at the token level.
Syntactic features denote word POS tags; head
word of nominal, prepositional or verbal chunk; bigrams and tri-grams of consecutive POS tags of
words, chunking features that segment sentences
into a noun, prepositional, and verb phrases, chunk
head word, and its relative position to the main verb
of the sentence.
Semantic features include named entities, entity
mentions provided by the corpus as well as all lexical-based semantic features (sense/hypersense,

https://github.com/clearnlp/clearnlp
https://sourceforge.net/projects/supersensetag
6 http://www.adampease.org/OP
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synonyms, domain sense), and semantic roles of
the verbs with their arguments.
Structural features consist of the structural elements connecting all the above features according
to our relational model. They denote (i) the sequencing of tokens preserving the token order in
the input sentence; (ii) the part-whole relation between tokens and the chunk containing them; (iii)
the sequencing of chunks is represented by edges
between their head tokens; and (iv) the grammatical dependency between two tokens in a sentence
according to the typed dependencies between
words.
The relational representation of all the above
types of features is straightforward: a unary predicate in Prolog denotes identifiers, e.g., token(id),
while binary predicates correspond to attribute–
value pairs and relations, e.g., rel(arg1, arg2).
NLP Subtask
Tokenization
Sentence Splitter
POS
Lemmatization
Chunking
NER
Morphological Analysis
Gazetteer Look-up
Pronoun Normalization
Syntactic Parsing - Dependency
Worde Sense Disambiguation
WordNet Synsets (synonyms and
hypernyms)
Similar words
SRL with Propbank/VerbNet
Selectional Preferences
Semantic mapping to Domains
Semantic mapping to SUMO

Tool or Resource

4.2 Dataset and Evaluation Measures
Three publicly available RE datasets from the
newswire and the biomedical domain containing
binary relations were selected for analysis:
reACE 2004/2005. The reACE 2004/2005 datasets
introduced by Hachey et al. (2011) are the result of
several transformation steps (refactoring, preprocessing, and reannotation) for normalizing the two
original ACE datasets so that they adhere to a common notion of relation that is more intuitive and
simpler: relation instance denotes a predicate over
two arguments, where the arguments represent
concepts in the real world.
Table 2 shows the distributions of the relation
types in reACE 2005 dataset, whereas Table 3
shows some examples of them.

Stanford CoreNLP

reACE 2005 - Relation Types
Employment
Membership
Located
Citizen-Resident-Religion-Ethnic
Business
Family
Geographical
Subsidiary

OpenNLP Chunker
Stanford CoreNLP
ad hoc programs
Stanford CoreNLP
Sense Learner
WordNet 3.0

Experiments

This section reports the results of experiments performed on three benchmark datasets from two distinct domains (newswire and biomedical).
4.1 Experimental Questions
We investigate the effectiveness of the proposed semantic linguistic features used in the induction of
the relation extraction rules by the our ILP system.
More precisely, we want to answer the following
experimental questions (EQ):
EQ1. Do the features present a complementary
contribution to the performance results?
EQ2. What is the impact of the semantic linguistic
features on the final induced set of extraction
rules?

Freq
228
36
280
39
16
42
119
47

Table 2: reACE 2005 relation types.

Lin ́s database
ClearNLP
SuperSense Tagger
WordNet domains
Ad hoc program

Table 1. Complete pipeline of the Deep NLP
tools component.

4

EQ3. How well do the rules generalize among different datasets: either in the same domain or in distinct domains?

Relation type

Example phrases

business (John, superiors)
Employ (Investors, “Wall Street”)

John´s superiors…
Investors on Wall
Street…
Some Missouri voters…

citizen (voters, Missouri)

Table 3. Examples of reACE 2005 relations.
IEPA. The Interaction Extraction Performance Assessment (IEPA) corpus (Ding et al.,2002) is a biomedical dataset comprising 303 abstracts retrieved
by ten queries suggested by domain experts to the
PUBMED repository. An interaction between two
terms, i.e., a specific pair of co-occurring chemicals
in the IEPA corpus, was defined as a direct or indirect influence of one on the quantity or activity of
the other (Ding et al., 2002). Examples of interactions between terms A and B are "A increased B",
and "A activated C, and C activated B".
Evaluation Measures. The classical IR measures
of Precision P, Recall R, and F1-measure (BaezaYates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) were used for measuring the effectiveness (impact) of the proposed enhanced features on the RE task.
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4.3 Experimental Protocol
We employed five-fold cross-validation which allows both the maximal use of the available training
data on all the datasets used in the experiments.
Moreover, preliminary experiments were performed for determining the optimal learning parameters according to the criteria of achieving high
accuracy and preventing model overfitting. The
best parameter setting for the ILP-based learning
component found were: evalfn = coverage, i
(depth) = 3, minpos = 5, and noise = 0.2.
4.4 Results
Table 4 summarizes the results of using several
combinations of features on reACE 2004/2005 and
IEPA datasets, while Tab. 5 conveniently displays
the difference in performance between each pair of
corresponding lines indexed by the column id.
Starting from Line 2 in Tab. 4, a given group of
features are incrementally added to the baseline
(Line 1) which, in turn, includes the following
group of features: lexical, syntactic and structural
features, i.e., syntactical dependencies (Dep),
chunk information (Chunk), POS tagging, and
other chunk related features. The baseline setting
corresponds to all the features that do not take into
account the semantic features (i.e., lexical semantics and mapping to semantic resources). The other
lines (Line 2-4) in Tab. 4 integrate other groups of
features (NER, Corpus types) to the baseline: NER
denotes recognized named entities whereas Corpus
types features denote the golden standard annotations already available in the given corpus. For instance, the reACE datasets provide named entities
such as Organizations and Person, while the IEPA
corpus only assigns the label protein to each term
denoting a given protein. The last group of features
(semantic), denotes the semantic features comprising SRL, synonyms/hypernyms, and mapping of
words to WordNet, WordNet Domains, SUMO ontology, similar words, and selectional preferences.
The missing entries in IEPA column are due to the
fact that typical named entities are useless in the
IEPA biomedical corpus, and therefore, they were
not considered.

5

Discussion on Experimental Questions

This section discusses both the impact of semantic
linguistic features on RE, and related aspects on
domain adaptability.

On the Impact of Semantic Linguistic Features.
EQ1 can be positively answered because by incrementally incorporating new groups of features to
the baseline, that contributed to the improvement
of the scores for all datasets. Indeed, the performance improves as more features are used, starting
with the F-measure of 77.77 and reaching 81.80 for
the reACE 2004 dataset. Analogously for the
reACE 2005, the best overall F1 performance
(71.86%) may indicate that this dataset is more difficult than the reACE 2004. One possible explanation is that, in the reACE 2005 dataset, some relations (particularly Business) are very poorly represented with only 16 positive examples, which hampers the overall score. More importantly, the overall F1 scores suggest that the proposed four groups
of features have both a positive and complementary
impact on the overall F1 scores for all the datasets
evaluated.
Concerning EQ2, one can notice that including
semantic features into the RE process improves average performance in terms of F1 measure for all
datasets. In fact, the boost in F1 measure was 4%
in average for the reACE datasets, while for the
IEPA dataset, the improvement was more than 3%.
However, the impact on both P and R scores were
unbalanced for the reACE corpora, since the semantic features contributed relatively more in recall than in precision. This contrast with the results
on the IEPA corpus that were very balanced. On the
one hand, the highest difference in performance
was achieved on the reACE 2005 corpus, as the semantic features improved P in almost 12%. On the
other hand, for two other combinations in this dataset (Line 5 and Line 7), adding semantic features
to the learner in fact slightly hampered precision.
Such impact on both P and R were expected since
the effect of adding semantic features to the learner
could not only improve R over P, but also provide
to it an extended layer of categorization of all
terms. Contrastingly, for the IEPA corpus, the use
of semantic features slightly increased precision
more than recall. After inspecting the final induced
extraction rules, we found that this was mainly due
to the semantic role labeling features. Actually,
many verbs denoting the interaction between two
proteins terms in IEPA corpus were correctly annotated along with the roles of its arguments. As a result, the ILP-based learner is more precise when a
given verb has semantic role features attached to it.
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Table 4. Results on reACE 2004/2005 and IEPA datasets.

Table 5. Performance difference between RE
models
On Domain Adaptability. Some authors investigated the domain adaptation problem on NER.
Ciaramita et al. (2005) studied the effects of domain adaptation on NER using two distinct datasets
for training and testing. They trained several NER
classifiers on the CONLL 2003 dataset and evaluated them on a manually annotated section from the
Wall Street Journal portion of the Penn Treebank.
They found that, even for such similar types of
texts, the results of their supervised NER models
dropped significantly. However, they had improved scores (almost 5% in F1-measure) just by
coupling their original NER system with both a domain-independent dictionary and a simple string
similarity function.
In (Pyysalo, 2008), very similar results were reported when a general POS tagger was employed
for tagging a dataset from the biomedical domain.
In our work, this same trend was observed since
our RE models trained with all the linguistic features yielded, in average, a relative gain up to 4%
in F1-measure. In fact, our RE models trained with
deep semantic features outperformed the RE models that did not used them according to the statistical significant tests (Wilcoxon signed-rank) for the
difference between F1 scores at α = 0.05 (95% confidence interval). These results are very encouraging and seem to validate the proposed features even

in a more difficult application scenario handling the
changing of domains. To conclude, the overall
achieved results suggest that more accurate semantic information about entity instances can contribute a great deal to RE. This is not surprising, given
that semantic information, e.g., hypernyms, and
classes from an ontology, typically impose strong
constraints on the types of the entities participating
in a relation, indicating that such kind of feature
can have significant discriminative power in RE.
Thus, we can also positively answer to EQ3.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a LRL system for RE employed to test of our hypothesis that a set of features
based on a deep linguistic analysis can improve
RE. This was demonstrated by experimental evaluation showing that automatic acquisition of a substantial body of linguistic knowledge in combination with an expressive inductive learning technique, it is possible to generate effective RE models. Moreover, such features significantly contributed to generalize the proposed RE to other domains of interest.
This research work can be improved in several
ways. We intend to test our solution on larger datasets aiming to promote future scalability. In addition, mechanisms for allowing the parallel execution of the IE process will enable the decomposition of the learning problem into smaller more
manageable ones. Finally, the system will be
adapted Event Extraction, a fundamental IE task in
the biomedical domain (Björne and Salakoski,
2015).
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Abstract

ness making up 13% of diseases around the world
(Vos et al., 2015).
Traditionally, mental health evaluation is based
on face-to-face interviews, self-reported issues or
the distribution of questionnaires, which is usually
labor-intensive and time consuming. However, in
recent years several studies have used different
technologies to improve the detection of mental
health issues. Specifically, some interesting studies explore the relationship between data from online social networks and users’ mental conditions
(Rahman et al., 2018). Some of them focus on
stress (Thelwall, 2017; Lin et al., 2017), depression (Tsugawa et al., 2015), suicide (O’Dea et al.,
2015; Astoveza et al., 2018) or anxiety (Shen and
Rudzicz, 2017), and most of them use and extract
data from Twitter, probably because the information is open and more accessible than on other
platforms, and also because it is one of the most
popular social networks among young people. In
this paper we focus on mental health problems related to eating disorders because they exhibit the
highest mortality rate of any mental illness and
20% of all deaths from anorexia are the result of
suicide (Arcelus et al., 2011).
Eating disorders are complex mental disorders
considered serious and often fatal illnesses associated with severe disturbances in people’s eating behaviors and related thoughts and emotions
(Prieto et al., 2014). Common eating disorders
include anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and
binge-eating disorder and affect both females and
males although they are most usual among young
women.
The early detection of eating disorders can increase the chances of recovering, and technology
can be applied to developing systems to help professionals. Different approaches to text and data
mining methods can be applicable to social media data and may prove invaluable for health moni-

Mental health is one of the main concerns of today’s society. Early detection
of symptoms can greatly help people with
mental disorders. People are using social
networks more and more to express emotions, sentiments and mental states. Thus,
the treatment of this information using
NLP technologies can be applied to the automatic detection of mental problems such
as eating disorders. However, the first step
for solving the problem should be to provide a corpus in order to evaluate our systems. In this paper, we specifically focus
on detecting anorexia messages on Twitter.
Firstly, we have generated a new corpus
of tweets extracted from different accounts
including anorexia and non-anorexia messages in Spanish. The corpus is called
SAD: Spanish Anorexia Detection corpus.
In order to validate the effectiveness of
the SAD corpus, we also propose several
machine learning approaches for automatically detecting anorexia symptoms in the
corpus. The good results obtained show
that the application of textual classification
methods is a promising option for developing this kind of system demonstrating that
these tools could be used by professionals to help in the early detection of mental
problems.

1

Introduction

Mental health is one of the main concerns of today’s society. The World Health Organisation estimates that 1 in 4 individuals experience mental disorders at some stage of their lives. Globally, it is estimated that about 450 million people
worldwide are mentally ill, with this kind of ill655
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cial media data for health informatics. Furthermore, eRisk (Losada et al., 2017) is a challenging
workshop focused on mental health disorders and
it has been held from 2017 in the framework of
the well-known international conferences CLEF1 .
eRisk explores the evaluation methodology, effectiveness metrics and practical applications (particularly those related to health and safety) of early
risk detection on the Internet. The different tasks
proposed include depression and anorexia detection.
Concerning to mental health, we can find some
interesting papers studying NLP techniques for
treating textual information. (Rahman et al., 2018)
review several studies focused on detecting mental health using and analyzing the information extracted from social networks. After analyzing several methods, machine learning algorithms, languages and sources of information, the authors
conclude that machine learning is the most frequently used method used for mental health detection, with Support Vector Machine (SVM) presenting the best results. In addition, the study
shows that Twitter is the major data source from
social networks and English is the main language
studied in the different papers. In (Prieto et al.,
2014) four different health conditions are classified using machine learning methods over a corpus of tweets extracted by applying a set of crafted
regular expressions. They integrate some relevant
features in order to improve the final system. In
addition, this is one of the few papers which center
on languages other than English. Specifically, the
authors work on Spanish and Portuguese tweets
and the results indicate that the approach is a feasible option for tracking health information on social networks.
Regarding eating disorders, we can also find
some recent studies. For example, (De Choudhury, 2015) focuses on detecting anorexia on the
social network Tumblr using different affective,
social, cognitive, and linguistic features. They
also analyze the clinical implications of detecting
anorexia related content on social media. (Chancellor et al., 2016a) use Instagram in order to study
the eating disorders community and propose a statistical model combining topic modeling and clinical annotations. Finally, (Wang et al., 2017) center
on Twitter generating a corpus by collecting eating disorders and non-eating disorders data. Then

toring and surveillance. Specifically, Natural Language Processing (NLP), also known as Language
Technologies (LT) can be used to generate systems for early anorexia detection. One of the main
problems is the lack of resources to train systems
and more if we focus on a language other than English.
The main goal of this paper is to develop a system for the automatic detection of anorexia in textual information. For this, we first generated a corpus with tweets written in Spanish including both
people talking about anorexia and people talking
about healthy food habits. The corpus is called
SAD (Spanish Anorexia Detection). Using the
SAD corpus, we have developed different models
based on Machine Learning approaches that integrate several linguistic features. We have analyzed
the results and compared the different approaches.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2 we comment on some related studies. The SAD corpus is described in Section 3,
and present some interesting statistics. The different machine learning approaches and the results
obtained are shown in Section 4. Finally, the analysis of errors is conducted in Section 5 and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2

Related Work

The detection of mental health issues using textual information is a recent task mainly inspired by
the massive of use and access to social networks.
People have become accustomed to using social
networks to express all kinds of opinions, feelings
and emotions. This valuable information can be
captured and treated by an automatic system to
learn how people with some health problems use
language to express the frustration, depression or
bad feelings. In this way, NLP can help to build
systems to detect early on health problems such
as eating disorders, depression or suicidal tendencies.
Although this task is relatively new, some challenging workshops and shared tasks related to the
detection of health conditions have been proposed
in recent years. For example, Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) is a workshop and share task that has been held since 2016
(Sarker et al., 2016) and continues every year.
The main goal is to attract researchers interested
in automatic methods for the collection, extraction, representation, analysis, and validation of so-
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our method can easily be adapted to other languages since the Twitter API allows specification
of the language of the posts retrieved.
In order to obtain enough tweets, we had to
download messages from past years, more concretely, in a date range of February 2014 to March
2019.
To make the corpus more interesting, we used
as a query different hashtags related to food, nutrition, diet and healthy living in a converse way to
anorexia. We collected data referring to anorexia
using as query the hashtag #anaymia on Twitter.
In addition, we collected three sets of reference
data as negative samples using the hashtag #realfood #comidareal and #fitness.
Label 1 (anorexia) has been assigned to tweets
that satisfy the query #anaymia, label 0 (control)
for the other cases. Different messages are shown
in Table 1 and in Table 2 we can see the English
translation.

they train a SVM classifier, obtaining promising
results. The high performance achieved suggests
that it is feasible to design automatic text analysis tools that give early warnings of signs of eating
disorders. However, this study only focuses on English and it is important to prove that the systems
can also be applied to other languages. Thus, in
this paper we create a Spanish corpus from Twitter with information concerning of anorexia and
non-anorexia data. Then we apply several machine learning algorithms in order to demonstrate
the feasibility of implementing systems to automatically detect sings of anorexia in Spanish messages written on social networks.

3

SAD Corpus

Anorexia and bulimia are two of the most worrisome eating disorders, affecting adolescents and
young people the most. ”Ana y mia” are the names
used on the web pages that promote anorexia and
bulimia to identify themselves. ”Ana” is anorexia
and ”mia” is bulimia. But it is not a recent phenomenon, it began to become popular on the Internet in 2004 (Campos Rodrı́guez, 2007). Today,
they have millions more pages and loyal followers,
and the Internet has connected thousands of people with eating disorders. For this reason there are
currently several studies of this disease (Moessner et al., 2018; Bermejo et al., 2011; Chancellor
et al., 2016b). Specifically, for Spanish there is no
set of Twitter messages concerning this problem,
and for this reason we have compiled our own corpus, SAD (Spanish Anorexia Dataset) in order to
accomplish the experiments.
3.1

Twitter

#anaymia
(4000 tweets)

#comidareal
(4020 tweets)

#fitness
(4009 tweets)

#realfood
(4000 tweets)

#fitness
(2938 tweets)

#realfood
(3691 tweets)

Filtering

#anaymia
(2707 tweets)

#comidareal
(3724 tweets)

1000 random tweets

Data Collection

We decided to use the social network Twitter because it is currently one of the most common sites
for sharing information. This social network allows people to freely post short messages (called
tweets) of up to 280 characters. Twitter has rapidly
gained popularity worldwide, with more than 326
million active users generating more than 500 million tweets daily.
The task of downloading tweets has been performed through the Application Programming Interface (API) offered by Twitter. The API allows
us to download messages using a query in a specific language. Our retrieving system always sets
the option to Spanish, thus our classification system only works on tweets in Spanish. However,

#comidareal
(1000 tweets)

Anorexia
(2707 tweets)

#fitness
(1000 tweets)

#realfood
(1000 tweets)

Non-anorexia
(3000 tweets)

SAD corpus
(5707 tweets)

Figure 1: Process of generating the corpus from
Twitter.
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Tweet

Label

Solo quiero llegar a mi casa a comer csm, no puedo más con esta hambre. Pero el hambre
es belleza entrando a tu cuerpo.

1

La comida de hoy es ligera, muy ligera. Alcachofas al horno, simplemente llevan ajo,
aceite, perejil y sal. Mmmm. #masendocrino #alcachofas #dietasana #dietamediterranea
#aove #aceitedeoliva #hungry #cocinaespañola #comidacasera #foodpic #banquetesv

0

Table 1: Examples of Spanish tweets tagged in SAD corpus.
Tweet

Tag

I just want to get home to eat, I can no longer cope with this hunger. But hunger is beauty
coming into your body.

1

Today’s food is light, very light. Baked artichokes, simply with garlic, oil, parsley and
salt. Mmmm. #masendocrino #alcachofas #dietasana #dietamediterranea #aove #oaceitedeoliva #hungry #cocinaespañola #comidacasera #foodpic #banquetesv

0

Table 2: Example of translated tweets.
3.2

Data Filtering

tweets being taken from each hashtag (#comidareal, #fitness and #realfood), in this way, the
corpus contains 2707 tweets annotated as positive
(anorexia) and 3000 tweets annotated as negative
(control). Figure 1 shows the number of tweets
downloaded and how the collection decrements at
each step.

Secondly, the extracted data is very noisy, so the
set requires thorough cleaning before any analysis
can be carried out. The language used by Twitter
users contains some attributes that we had to remove to provide useful information for the classification process. This filtering that was performed:

3.3

• Repeat - the first filter to be performed was
the removal of repeated tweets. Repeated
tweets do not bring new information to the
collection.

Corpus Statistics

In this Section we will focus on obtaining statistics referring to the corpus containing relevant information. These statistics refer to the number
of words, stopwords, hashtags, and part-of-speech
tagging, among others.
The first study carried out consisted of obtaining
the number of tweets, the number of words, the
number of users and the number of stopwords in
Spanish that exist in the corpus. This is shown in
Table 3, where we can find the difference between
the messages annotated with anorexia and those
annotated as control.
It is interesting to see how the percentage increase in controlled tweets is 44% greater than the
anorexia vocabulary, taking into account the number of total words as it can be seen in Table 3. But
this information is reasonable because the average
of tweet words is higher in controlled cases.
The grammatical labelling can be found in the
Table 4. For this study we have used the spaCy2

• Hashtag queries - we removed from the
tweets the hashtag that we used as a query
for downloading messages.
• All hashtag - we also removed tweets that
only contained hashtags in the message. This
step was followed since the experiments described in Section 4 were carried out without
using hashtags.
• Short tweet - finally, tweets containing fewer
than four words were removed since we consider that they do not provide enough representative information.
The objective was to obtain as balanced a corpus as possible. For cases of anorexia all tweets
were incorporated. For the negative cases, we
followed a different strategy, with 1000 random

2
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Number of tweet
Number of different users
Number of total words
Number of different words
Average of tweet words
Number of total stop words
Number of different stop words
Average of tweet stop words

Total

Anorexia

Control

5707
2585
122798
24635
21.52%
30619
207
5.37%

2707
1120
43179
8761
15.95%
13118
183
4.85%

3000
1466
79619
18515
26.54%
17501
185
5.83%

Table 3: Linguistic statistics on SAD corpus.
library with the module es core news sm3 . spaCy
is a free open-source library for NLP in Python.
Table 4 shows the statistics obtained, and in it
we can see relevant information on verbs, nouns,
adjectives and adverbs. We found special interest
in the high number of verbs and nouns used in annotated tweets without anorexia.
We wanted to obtain some statistics about the
mood of users and how they express themselves
through social networks. To obtain this information we used the resource iSOL (Molina-González
et al., 2013). This resource has a list of opinion
indicator words in Spanish independent of the domain. The list consists of 2,509 positive words and
5,626 negative. The results are described in Table
5. This table shows that users with anorexia problems use more negative language than users without anorexia. The same happens in the opposite
case, whereby the tweets annotated as controlled
are written with more positive words.
Finally, Table 6 shows some data about the use
of hashtags in the messages collected. We can
observe that the number of hashtags used in controlled tweets is much higher than on the contrary,
and consequently there is also more variety of
hashtags in messages annotated without anorexia.

4

one of the most important steps because it should
help improve the performance of the classifier and
speed up the classification process. Online texts
usually contain lots a great deal of noise and uninformative parts which increases the dimensionality of the problem and hence makes the classification more difficult. For this reason, we applied
pre-processing techniques in order to prepare the
data for the text classification. In particular, we
preprocessed the tweets of the SAD Dataset following these steps: The tweets were tokenized using NLTK TweetTokenizer4 and all hashtags were
removed.
Features in the context of text classification are
the words, terms or phrases that express the opinion of the author. They have a higher impact on
the orientation of the text. There are several ways
to assess the importance of each feature by attaching a certain weight to it in the text. We use the
most popular: The Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency scheme (TF-IDF). Specifically,
using this scheme each tweet is represented as a
vector of unigrams.
4.2

Machine learning techniques are popular in the binary classification. For this reason, we decide to
employ different machine learning algorithms in
order to classify the corpus in anorexic and non
anorexic tweets. The algorithms are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), Random
Forest (RF), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Logistic Regression (LR) and Decision Tree (DT).

Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe different experiments
we carried out to test the validity of the SAD corpus. In particular, we trained several classifiers
based on machine learning.
4.1

Machine Learning Algorithms

Pre-Processing

4.3

Pre-processing the data is the process of cleaning and preparing the text for classification. It is

Results

In this subsection, we report and discuss the performances of our systems on the Spanish anorexic

3

https://github.com/explosion/
spacy-models/releases/tag/es_core_news_
sm-2.1.0

4
https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.
tokenize.html
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Adjectives in corpus
Nouns in corpus
Verbs in corpus
Adverbs in corpus
Number of different adjectives in corpus
Number of different nouns in corpus
Number of different verbs in corpus
Number of different adverbs in corpus
Average adjectives in tweet
Average nouns in tweet
Average verb in tweet
Average adverbs in tweet

Total

Anorexia

Control

15332
28594
13647
5326
4786
7326
4990
622
2.69%
5.01%
2.39%
0.93%

3996
8536
5592
2518
1493
2769
2342
296
1.48%
3.15%
2.07%
0.93%

11336
20058
8055
2808
3638
5449
3256
455
3.78%
6.69%
2.69%
0.94%

Table 4: Part-of-speech tagging statistics on SAD corpus.

Negative words in corpus
Positive words in corpus
Different negative words in the corpus
Different positive words in the corpus
Average of negative words in tweet
Average of positive words in tweet

Total

Anorexia

Control

1549
2530
456
460
0.44%
0.27%

1070
807
319
227
0.30%
0.40%

479
1723
236
358
0.57%
0.16%

Table 5: Statistics about positive and negative words in the corpus.

5

classification task on the SAD corpus. In order to
evaluate and compare the results obtained by our
experiments, we use the usual metrics in text classification, called precision (P), recall (R), F-score
(F1 ) and Accuracy (Acc).

Error Analysis

The main purpose of this section is to carry out
an error analysis to identify the weaknesses of our
system. For this, we analyze some of the tweets
not correctly classified by our system.
Of the total number of tweets (5707), 478 were
not correctly classified, only 8.38% of the total
tweets. In Figure 2, the confusion matrix of our
system can be seen. It shows that there were more
false positives (300) than false negatives (178).
Therefore, we analyzed some of these tweets manually in order to find the main reasons why our
system can be confused.
Table 2 presents some examples of tweets incorrectly classified by our system and Table 1 shows
the corresponding translation. Specifically, two of
the tweets are false positives and the other two
false negatives. On the one hand, if we look at
the false positives, we can see that two of the reasons why our system can be wrong is because it
detects that there are words related to food and
also that the vocabulary of the other tweets labeled
as control is very similar to the vocabulary used in
anorexia. Therefore, the system is sometimes con-

To determine the optimal classification algorithm, we conducted experiments with the six classification models. We used 10-fold cross validation to evaluate the machine learning classification approaches including: The SVM classifier, the
Naive Bayes classifier, the Random Forest classifier, the Decision Tree classifier, Logistic Regression and the Multilayer Perceptron classifier. The
test results achieved by these algorithms on the
SAD corpus are shown in Table 7.
The classifiers with the best performance were
SVM and MLP with the default settings in the
Scikit-learn 0.19.1 package (Pedregosa et al.,
2011). The other classifiers also showed good results, all achieving an accuracy score superior to
80%. It should be noted that they performed well
in both classes (anorexia and control) because the
corpus is well balanced.
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Hashtags in corpus
Different hashtags in corpus
Average hashtags in tweet

Total

Anorexia

Control

25133
7479
4.40%

5037
1282
1.86%

20096
6341
6.70%

Table 6: Statistics about hashtag in the corpus.
Classifier
SVM
MLP
RF
NB
LR
DT

Anorexia
P
0.894
0.894
0.837
0.823
0.846
0.795

R
0.934
0.934
0.895
0.849
0.898
0.823

Control
F1
0.914
0.913
0.865
0.835
0.871
0.809

P
0.938
0.938
0.899
0.859
0.902
0.835

R

Macro-avg
F1

0.9
0.9
0.842
0.835
0.853
0.809

0.919
0.92
0.87
0.847
0.878
0.822

P
0.916
0.916
0.868
0.841
0.874
0.815

R
0.917
0.917
0.868
0.842
0.875
0.816

F1

Acc

0.916
0.916
0.867
0.841
0.874
0.815

0.916
0.916
0.867
0.841
0.874
0.815

Table 7: Results obtained by different classifiers on the SAD corpus (10-fold cross validation).
fused when, for example, the user talks about sport
in general. On the other hand, if we focus on false
negatives, we see that one of the problems is the
irony in the tweet and another of the problems is
when the user is transmitting a negative emotion
but does not say the cause.

classification systems do not work properly. Our
next goal will be to apply other techniques (such
as irony detection or sentiment analysis) in cases
where textual information is poor or where rhetorical figures such as irony and sarcasm are used.
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Tweet

True label

Predicted

”El fı́sico no importa”

1

0
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Abstract

Since the notion of type is inherently semantic, it
is by definition suited for analyzing universal phenomena in NL, as NL semantics is largely universal (as witnessed by the possibility of translation
from any human language to another).

The paper presents NLC, a new formalism for modeling natural language (NL)
compositionality. NLC is a functional type
system (i.e. one based on mathematical
functions and their types). Its main features include a close correspondence with
NL and an integrated modeling of morphological, syntactic and semantic compositionality. The paper also presents an implementation of NLC in Coq. The implementation formalizes a diverse fragment
of NL, with NLC expressions type checking and failing to type check in exactly
the same ways that NL expressions pass
and fail their acceptability tests. Among
other things, this demonstrates the possibility of reducing morphological, syntactic and semantic compositionality to a single level of description. The level is tentatively identified with semantic compositionality — an interpretation which, besides being supported by results from language processing, has interesting implications on NL structure and modeling.

1

2

Interpreting Natural Language

NL functions and function applications have a distinctive form. Specifically, any morphosyntactically admissible concatenation c(a, e1 , ..., em ),
which is parsed as a(e1 , ..., em ), is a function or
function application term (FFAT) in NL (e1 , ..., em
may be null). For example, red, red book, livre
rouge, etc., are FFATs in idiosyncratic notations
(viz. English, French, etc.). As linguistic expressions are FFATs, they are naturally parsed as functions or function applications.
How to decide whether a particular application
a(e1 , ..., em ) holds? Usually, one has a basic intuition about what modifies what (modification is a
subcase of function). The main sources for the intuition are morpheme or word classes and semantic contribution tests. For example, -s modifies
(i.e. is a relation over) work in works rather than
vice versa, as (1) affixes modify stems not vice
versa, (2) person/tense and plural markers modify
flexibles1 rather than vice versa, and (3) -s contributes to the meaning of work in works rather
than vice versa. By a similar argument, heavy
modifies rain in heavy rain rather than vice versa,
sleeps modifies john in john sleeps rather than vice
versa, etc. In each case, there’s a clear asymmetry
between functions of the components, as conveyed
by (1)–(2) the functions of word and morpheme
classes and (3) semantic contribution tests.
While the above methods may seem sufficient
by normal standards, for type-driven theories an
even more rigorous way of testing NL relations

Introduction

As shown by Asher (2014), Luo (2010, 2014) and
Ranta (1994), in a logical approach (i.e. in one
with simpler alternatives such as zeroth, first, second and higher order logic), complex type theories outshine simpler ones in accounting for natural language (NL) phenomena like anaphora, selectional restrictions, etc. The basic judgement in
type theory, a : A, is read “term a has type A”,
where
(i) type := a category of semantic value.

1
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is available. We can model a (reasonably large)
fragment of NL in a suitable type system to make
it (fail to) type check in exactly the same ways
as (hypothetical) NL expressions pass (and fail)
acceptability tests. Call this principle “the correspondence criterion”. Arguably, this possibility, the ultimate test for any type-driven linguistic
theory, has not been fully explored, while several
significant steps in this direction have been taken.
Chatzikyriakidis and Luo (2014b, 2016) describe
(among other things) a use of proof assistants for
testing the logical soundness of linguistic theories, while Grammatical Framework (GF, Ranta
(2004)), a statically typed programming language
for writing NL grammars, gets closest to a typetheoretical implementation of NL. However, GF
is a high level tool, mathematically opaque to
the end user, and quite specialized. Because it
is geared towards writing NL grammars, it does
not offer a selection of different mathematical formalisms to work with, being thus unsuitable for
a general (low level) modeling of NL and theories thereof. In addition, it does not concern itself
with modeling compositional semantics, although
a FrameNet API for GF has been proposed and
partly implemented (Gruzitis et al., 2012; Gruzitis
and Dannélls, 2017).
A powerful feature of typed theories (especially
of the richly typed2 ones — Chatzikyriakidis and
Luo (2014b)) is that they allow to capture not
only grammatical but also semantic acceptability. The paper shows that a combination of functions and rich typing makes it possible to use a
single type system for modeling the core of NL
morphology, syntax and compositional semantics,
thus questioning the soundness of the theoretical
distinction between these different NL “layers”
(and partly eradicating their even more theoretical “connections” such as the syntax-semantics interface). Because of a wide selection of mathematical formalisms in a richly typed setting, combined with a relatively “instant” compile time type
checking, proof assistants (e.g. Coq, Agda, Lean)
are suitable tools for such work (cf. Chatzikyriakidis and Luo (2016)). As shown below, implementing polymorphic functions with a subclass
of compound types (called lump types) allows to
partly collapse different “levels” of NL (morphology, syntax, and compositional semantics).

A Note on Selectional Restrictions

More or less overlooked in Montagovian (Montague, 2002) and categorial (Lambek, 1958) traditions, selectional restrictions have recently become a focus of intense research in modern type
theories (Asher, 2014; Luo, 2010; Bekki and
Asher, 2013). The essence of the semantic (and
perhaps even more logical than linguistic) phenomenon of selectional restrictions is prescribing
types for a relation’s arguments.
There is an important difference between (1) arguments belonging to types and (2) relations imposing types on their arguments. While an argument can clearly belong to different types3 , a relation should not impose different types on its kth
argument, for a fixed k. Modeling selectional restrictions along with grammar is an important motivation for lump types, described below (in section 5.1.1).

4

Introducing NLC

Call the formalism we are considering NLC. It is a
type system for modeling NL syntax, morphology
and compositional semantics — briefly, compositionality in NL. The basic unit of NLC is a function of a small (usually ≤ 3) arity. The expressions
of NLC are functions, function applications, function types (Π-types), lump types, terms of lump
types, and universes (types of types). Elementary
terms of NLC are functions. This is possible if
we interpret “proper arguments” as nullary functions (functions that take no arguments). So functions are divided into proper arguments and proper
functions (the latter being functions that take arguments). For a fixed NL k, let T k be a proper type
variable of NLC, where “proper type” refers to a
type that is not a universe, and Mk the set of morphemes4 . Then we have the rule:
a ∈ Mk
ATV-Intro,
a : Tk
for generating atomic terms of NLC and introducing type variables for them. The rule ATV-Intro
says that all morphemes have types in NLC (technically: “if a is a morpheme of language k then a
has type T k ”).
Some morphemes (e.g. stems) occur only in
an argument position (i.e. are proper arguments),
3

E.g. a book is a physical and informational object.
Morphemes are smallest signs (form-meaning correspondences) in language.

2

4

Rich typing coincides mainly (although perhaps not exclusively) with dependent and/or polymorphic types.
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while others (e.g. plural markers) are proper functions. More generally, a function or function application is a parsimonious interpretation of morphemes, words, phrases and sentences in NL. Sentences, multimorphemic words and phrases are
function applications. This amounts to a rigorous interpretation of the more general “principle
of compositionality”, as it is known at least since
Frege5 . Broadly speaking, there are only two ways
to explain the emergence of compositional meaning: by specifying a relation together with its (a)
arguments or (b) type. The first corresponds to
e.g. function application and the second to function declaration.
In a functional type system, generating complex
terms and introducing type variables for them is
straightforward (rule CTV-Intro, with Tik ranging
over proper types):
k
e1 : T1k , ..., em : Tm

A. Thus, we have same-type-reference without
self-reference.
5.1

k → Tk
a : T1k → ... → Tm
m+1

k
a(e1 , ..., em ) : Tm+1

where a(e1 , ..., em ) is an application and T1k →
k
... → Tm+1
the usual (right-associative) function
type. Since CTV-Intro is the standard function
type elimination rule, the function type introduction rule is derivable from CTV-Intro.

5

Polymorphism and Lump Types

The complexity of NLC goes well beyond regular function types. In considering a NL expression
type-theoretically, one is frequently inclined to assign it to more than one type. Confining our analysis to only the linguistically relevant features, we
may want to type e.g. stone as a flexible, physical object, word in nominative case, etc. A way
— corresponding to polymorphism — to go about
this is to define coercions to (i.e. coercive subtyping for) all the types we need. In fact, we have
three possibilities: either we (1) lose some type
information, type stone (2) polymorphically or (3)
with a lump type.
As the nominal and verbal readings of stone preclude each other, a polymorphism is required if
we want to encode them both (cf. footnote 7).
In many other cases, however, a lump type may
be preferred. Thus, NLC features types for morphemes, function types, lump types and polymorphism.
5.1.1

Lump Types

While possibility (3) is new, the superclass of
lump types, compound types have been used for
NL modeling in the form of multi-field record
types (Cooper, 2005; Ranta, 2004; Luo, 2011;
Chatzikyriakidis and Luo, 2014a). Also, some
kind of polymorphism (e.g. by subtyping —
Luo (2010)) is frequently thought to be necessary.
However, the use of compound types has been so
far confined to record types only, i.e. not properly
generalized6 . A compound type is a type which
is a syntactic compound of multiple types or their
terms. Normally, the compounded types are different; in the degenerate case, they are the same. Examples (or implementations) of compound types
include Σ-, Π-, Cartesian product and multi-field
record types.
We defined types as “categories of semantic
value” but, as the example of stone shows, for NL
expressions the value covers not only linguistic
semantics but also the meanings of syntactic and

NLC: The Types

Since grammatical (and semantic) categories have
a limited, finite number of members, we need
some atomic types with limited membership. Let
U denote the top-level universe of NLC. We use
axioms of the form S : U and T : S, where S may
be a universe, for introducing atomic type constants corresponding to linguistic categories like
stem, case, nominative, noun, verb, etc. For proper
functions, we need function types (Π-types). Besides this, we need only polymorphism and lump
types, both of which can be (in various ways) implemented with function types.
Since a term of type A may contain another
term of type A (or in case of a function type,
take another term of the type as an argument), we
have sufficient complexity without recursion (selfreference, which we do not need). For example,
a sentence A containing another sentence B does
not imply recursion unless A = B or B references

6

In many (most?) programming languages that support
them, the notion of “compound type” (or “compound data
type”) is synonymous with a multi-field record type. This is
not the way it is used here. While a record type can be defined
as a (mathematically more fundamental) Σ-, Π- or Cartesian
product type (Constable, 2003), I have never seen it defined
as a function application.

5
The principle is more general because it holds also for
interpretations of formal languages.
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morphological categories (we will return to this
point in section 9). As compared to (1) and (2),
packing an expression’s meaning into a lump type
allows to do away with both the loss of information and typing complexity. Of course, the lump
type itself will be complex but this will, hopefully,
present less problems than alternatives (1) and (2).
As a bonus, the underlying linguistic model will
simplify on account of reducing compositional semantics and parts of morphology and syntax to a
single level of description. Below is the rule for
lump type introduction (LT-Intro):
B : Tk

k
c0 : C0k , ..., cn+1 : Cn+1

B:

k
C0k ..Cn+1

The linguistic categories not formalized in
Supplement B are gerunds, participles, auxiliary
verbs, interrogatives, numerals, negation, mass/count distinction and unspecified selectional restrictions (and possibly others). These are omitted not because of a special difficulty formalizing
them would pose but because the formalized fragment is sufficiently expressive (and representative
of NL) to make the points of utility and feasibility
of NL formalization with the combination of compound and polymorphic types. The formalization
has been done in the proof assistant Coq (ver. 8.9),
making use of its features like Ltac programming,
custom notations, etc. Besides showing the use
of lump (viz. application) types in NL modeling,
Supplement B should fulfill the abovementioned
“correspondence criterion”.

B 7→ c0 , ..., B 7→ cn+1

where T k is a proper type variable, B a term
k
constant and C0k , ..., Cn+1
type constants in NLC,
x 7→ y a function interpreting x as y 7 , and
k
C0k ..Cn+1
the notation for a lump type (comprisk , i.e. there must be at
ing types C0k through Cn+1
least two). LT-Intro is formalism-agnostic — the
exact mathematical structure used for lumping is
irrelevant. In particular, as shown in Supplement
A8 , we can implement lump types for NL as 1)
record types, 2) function applications, 3) Cartesian
product types, or 4) Π-types. In languages that
have them (e.g. TypeScript, Flow...), it is natural
to encode lump types as intersection types. Lump
types are defined as compound types that satisfy
LT-Intro (i.e. we are not interested in empty lump
types).
Supplement B9 proceeds to formalize a diverse
fragment of NL with function applications. The
fragment comprises stems, nouns, verbs, flexibles, proper names, pronouns, XPs10 , adjectives,
sentential, adjectival and generic adverbs, determiners, demonstratives, quantifiers, tense-aspectmood, gender, number and nonfinite markers,
cases, adpositions, sentences (both simple and
complex), connectives, connective phrases (for
substantives, adjectives, adverbs and sentences),
complementizers, copulas, and selectional restrictions (for physical, informational, limbed, biological, animate and sentient entities).
7

The interpretations must not preclude each other; if they
do (as e.g. the interpretations of run as a noun and verb), they
are dealt with polymorphism instead.
8
https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/master/
compound.v
9
https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc

10
Frequently (and theory-dependently) alternatively referred to as NPs or DPs.

5.1.2

Polymorphism

Besides lump types, there is some use for polymorphism as well — if not for any other reason,
then because NL expressions may be underspecified. E.g. sleep and stone are flexible stems that
can function both as nouns and verbs. As a verb,
sleep selects for a specific argument, say, a sentient entity (only higher animals can sleep — for
trees, stones and bacteria it is not an option). As
a noun, it is quite similar to many others: a stem,
a flexible in singular, an event, etc. Since verbs
are functions, sleep’s type must be a function type,
but since it also functions as a noun, a polymorphism is desirable. The alternative, defining two
distinct sleeps, one noun and one verb, would be
redundant and inelegant — esp. in a programming language, where (differently from NL) they
would have to be formally distinct (e.g. sleep and
sleep0) even in the absence of any discriminating
context (markers and/or arguments).
There are several ways to implement polymorphism, but dependent and/or polymorphic types
and subtyping are the most common. For example, Coq supports polymorphic types (e.g.
∀ x:Type, x), but an additional formalization
layer is sometimes desirable to improve type inference. One of the main obstacles for formalizing NL in Coq (and likely also in other proof assistants) is that NL type inference is much more
powerful than that of the (terms of) relatively simple types like sorts, sensu stricto variables (e.g.
those defined with Parameter and Variable in
Coq) and function types over them. The reason
is that the simple types have an unbounded num667
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ber of terms, while in NL the number is fixed, very
limited, and usually known in advance11 . The only
counterexamples to this rule are phrases, clauses
and complex words. So the additional layer of
formalization is used for downgrading the overpowerful simple types to something on which type
inference would work. In Coq, the main devices
for such downgrading are inductive types, “canonical structures”, and type classes. Our formalization uses them all, relying most heavily on canonical structures (essentially, canonical records of a
record type).

6

Comparisons

In section 2 we compared NLC with related typed
approaches. This section takes a broader (albeit still related) perspective, comparing NLC
with Combinatory Categorial Grammar and HeadDriven Phrase Structure Grammar.
7.1

Combinatory Categorial Grammar

A feature of NLC, Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Steedman, 2000) and some other categorial formalisms is that they tend to do away
with syntax: “...syntactic structure is merely the
characterization of the process of constructing a
logical form, rather than a representational level...”
— Steedman (2000), p. xi12 . The main differences are as follows. CCG is a categorial formalism, NLC not. CCG has complex (combinatorial)
syntactic types of the form X\Y and X/Y instead of lump types with (what is conventionally
viewed as) morphological, syntactic and semantic
information. Another difference is CCG’s (by default limited) support for word order. (In particular, CCG does not handle concatenations (of terms
of types) c(X/Z, Y, Z) and c(Z, Y, X\Z), where
Y is nonempty13 .) Also, in CCG, NL constructions of sentence level and below can have multiple structures independently of (what is traditionally called) interpretational ambiguity.

Truth-Functionality

So far, the semantics developed here is not truthfunctional, i.e. it is type- but not model-theoretic.
As type theory is ‘semantic’ by definition, it is
clearly sufficient for a semantical cast of semantics without a recourse to model theory. This is evident in programming language semantics, where
the role of model theory is marginal as compared
to that of type theory. Traditionally, in natural language semantics the opposite is true, as sentential
semantics is usually construed as model-theoretic
even in a type-theoretical setting (e.g. Chatzikyriakidis and Luo (2015, 2016)). The obvious reason for this is that the (prevailing, i.e. Montagovian) tradition is model-theoretic. For this reason,
an optional truth-functionality module has been
added to the implementation. Degenerate models
(where all NLC sentences (S) are uniformly true,
false or undecidable) can be specified trivially by
subtyping, e.g.

7.2

Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar

It is also useful to compare NLC with a more dedicated syntactic formalism such as Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). As a mature
formalism that has been implemented for several
languages (Pollard and Sag, 1994; DELPH-IN,
2019), HPSG is currently implementation-wise
much superior to NLC (which has been implemented only for a fragment of English14 ), so it
is appropriate to compare only formalisms. We
start with similarities. Both formalisms model
parts of semantics, syntax and morphology, but
HPSG’s scope is much wider, as it covers also

Parameter s_prop:> S -> Prop.
(* all S-s undecidable *)

and with only a little effort non-trivial models can
be specified, too (with subtyping and a special notation matching NLC constructions with appropriate values). Below is an example from Supplement
B:

Check $(PRES walk john): Prop. (*False*)
Fail Check $(PAST walk stone). (*type mismatch*)
Check $(PRES sleep john). (*True*)
Check $(PRES sleep (PL boy)). (*False*)
12
However, as described below, CCG still features syntacCheck $(PAST sleep (-s boy)). (*True*)
tic types.
Fail Check $sleep. (*type inference fail*)
13
(*a trivial proof that "boys
don’t sleep" and "john sleeps"*)
Theorem pres: (∼ ($ (PRES sleep (-s boy)))) /\
($ (PRES sleep john)). Proof. firstorder. Qed.
11
The latter will depend on your linguistic theory, as different theories posit different categories and members for them.
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I am not sure whether such concatenations exist in NLs
with fixed word order, but a decision to rule them out by default is arbitrary. However, perhaps it would be feasible to
introduce a special rule for accommodating Y in this case.
14
Structurally, the fragment is quite universal. In fact, with
a slightly more general notation one can approximate a Universal Grammar (a statement that will make more sense after
reading section 9 and recalling that NL semantics is universal).

lexicon and word and morpheme orders. Both
formalisms are compositional in that the meaning of a sentence is given by its constituent structure (Carnie, 2012), but the ways of achieving this
are very different: HPSG uses attributes (features)
and attribute value matrices while NLC uses types
and functions. With this the similarities seem to
end. HPSG and NLC are fundamentally different
kinds of formalisms — the former features an extensive set of attributes, rules and attribute complexes, while the latter has only three rules (introducing atomic, function application and lump
types), leaving the specification of types to the implementor. In a sense, there is little to compare,
as HPSG is a full-blown NL grammar formalism
(that has been extended to cover also selectional
restrictions) while NLC is a generic type system
for modeling NL compositionality. Thus, NLC is a
much simpler and more general system, and its implementor has significantly more freedom in NL
modeling than an implementor of HPSG.

8

(* ..(also w/ optional arguments omitted): *)
Check and (PAST walk john) (PAST sleep john).
(* Examples of lump types *)
(* "John" is an XP, proper name, male, in
nominative, singular, a physical entity: *)
Check john: XP0 Phy NOM SG (Pn Ml).
(* ..and a limbed entity: *)
Check john: XP0 Lim NOM SG (Pn Ml).
(* "The entire hut and all Johns" is an XP
and physical entity in nominative: *)
Check and (the (entire hut))
(all (-s john)): XP2 Phy NOM _ _. (* ..or
pseudo-accusative (by zero-derivation): *)
Check and (the (entire hut))
(all (-s john)): XP2 Phy ACC’ _ _.
(* ..and can be made into a sentient
entity in Lax mode only: *)
Check [and (the (entire hut))
(all (-s john))]: XP2 Sen ACC’ _ _.
(* "John threw madly blue stones at the hut
and red limbed boys." has 2 parses: *)
Check madly (PAST throw) john
(blue (-s stone)) (at (and (the hut)
(red [limbed (-s boy)]))): S.
Check PAST throw john
(madly blue (-s stone)) (at (and (the hut)
(red [limbed (-s boy)]))): S.
(* Here we used "[...]" to make a
limbed entity into a physical one. *)

Implementing NLC

My experience of implementing NLC is quite limited, as I have so far tried to implement it only in
one programming language and have implemented
at best a half of NL in terms of its general (or typological) category structure. Below is a test of
an implementation of NLC. The test is by typechecking possible NL(C) expressions. The code
(from Supplement B) is generously commented
and should be self-explanatory.

(* We can stack adverbs and adjectives, and
use adjectival and adverbial connectives: *)
Check all ((and madly madly) red (red
[and blue limbed [-s john]])). (* All madly
and madly red, red, blue and limbed Johns *)

Check PAST throw john. (* "John threw"
type checks -- but not as a sentence: *)
Fail Check PAST throw john: S. (* "At the hut"
can be the 3rd argument of "throw": *)
Check PAST throw john (-s stone)
(at (the hut)). (*..but not the 2nd one:*)
Fail Check PAST throw john (at (the hut)).
(* "In a hut" cannot be
an argument of "throw": *)
Fail Check PAST throw john
(-s stone) (in (a hut)).
(* ..but can be a sentence modifier: *)
Check in (a hut) (PAST throw john (-s stone)).
(* ..and so can "at every hut" and
sentential adverbs like "however": *)
Check at (every hut) (PAST throw john
(-s stone)): S.
Check however (PAST throw john (-s stone)): S.
(* Connectives cannot range over a
sentential and nominal argument: *)
Fail Check and (PAST throw john (a stone))
john. (* ..but can range over nominal: *)
Check and (every john) (all (the (-s boy))).
(* ..or sentential arguments: *)
Check and (PAST walk (-s boy)
(to (all (-s hut)))) (PAST sleep john).
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In Coq, _ is a placeholder for any admissible term
or type. A switch in the file the code is taken from
allows to choose between Strict and Lax modes,
respecting and ignoring selectional restrictions, respectively. The notation [...] interfaces with the
current mode. The example omits all technical details like type definitions, etc. These are not instrumental to NLC, as the type system — i.e. one capturing the morphological, syntantic and semantic
compositionality of NL with lump types as faithfully as possible — can be implemented in several ways (cf. Supplement A) and different programming languages. The implementation uses
only a tiny subset of Coq’s features, and its main
functionality, theorem proving, is entirely optional
here. As I am not at all convinced that Coq is
the best language for implementing NLC, I encourage the interested reader to experiment with a
programming language of their choice. That being
said, statically typed programming languages with
a sufficiently complex type system and advanced
type inference have some advantages for this kind
of work (e.g. in terms of rigor and the similarity
of implemented formulas to NL expressions).

9

Implications

and morphology, respectively; the compositionality of words, phrases, morphemes and clauses pertains to semantics. As a desirable consequence,
we could continue using the existing general theory of natural language with only a few terminological changes. But (how) would (‡) be viable?
A possible justification would make at least two
arguments. First, from the theoretical side, morphological, syntactic and semantic compositionality all refer to certain (parts of) knowledge —
namely, about morphology, syntax and world, respectively. The only way to have knowledge is
by way of meaning, which, given the above, is
clearly linguistic. This consideration roots our
enterprise in linguistic semantics. Second, from
the formalization side, we are using type theory,
which is a theory of semantics (broadly defined15
— cf. (i)). This argument formally corroborates
the claim that NLC models only natural language
semantics.
Of course, the fact that NL can be modeled this
way does not entail that this is the way it works in
the brain16 . So far, our argument has been solely
about modeling: It is more parsimonious to model
compositionality in a functional type system than
e.g. with syntax trees or phrase structure rewrite
rules, since the latter cannot, neither separately
nor when combined, account for all compositionality. The only advantage of the rewrite rules and
syntax trees over the type-theoretical modeling is
that they allow, in principle, to capture word order.
However, not all syntactic theories support linear
order preserving trees (the Chomskian transformational grammar being a case in point — Chomsky (1965, 1981)). Secondly, a word order rule
is, differently from compositionality, not a linguistic universal (there are many languages with flexible word order — Dryer (2013)). Incidentally,
this also means that not all natural languages have
syntax.
One thing that seems to emerge from the literature on language processing is the role of syntax
as guiding semantic interpretation, or (more figuratively) serving semantics (Kempson et al., 2001;
Morrill, 2010; Christiansen and Chater, 2016).
Some authors have explicitly argued against syn-

The driving force behind NLC has been to correspond to NL as closely as possible. Since ontology
(or world knowledge) interfaces with the compositional semantics of NL, it is desirable to formalize some of it in the form of selectional restrictions. We have collapsed syntactic, morphological
and semantic compositionality to a single level —
to that of the type system. In effect, some types
have become syntactic, but the syntax has only two
rules: functionality (CTV-Intro) and lumping (LTIntro). In sum, the paper (and the underlying formalization) have shown that:
(†) A feature of natural language — viz. morphological, syntactic and semantic compositionality — can be reduced to a single level of description.
It is not clear what (†) means, so let us try to explore it further, by (temporarily) assuming that (†)
posits a new level of description — call it compositionality — which, moreover, would have to interface with lexical semantics and (what is left of)
morphology and syntax. This would be not only
theoretically unheard-of (which would be only a
mild objection) but would have the undesirable
consequence of complicating the general framework of linguistic theory. However, it would have
some positive outcomes as well, namely “eliminating” compositional semantics and simplifying
morphology and syntax proper. The general theory of natural language would become more complex while three subtheories (morphology, syntax
and semantics) would simplify.
Depending on one’s outlook on the general theory of natural language, this might seem like a
path worth pursuing. However, below I will argue
that it is not the only one. The alternative would
be to assume that:
(‡) There’s nothing “morphological” or “syntactic” about morphological and syntactic compositionality — it is all just semantic compositionality.
Clearly, (†) and (‡) are not mutually exclusive
— in fact, (‡) is just a more radical version of
(†) (and incidentally, also subsumes (†)). (‡) just
conflates the hypothetical new level of description of (†) with compositional semantics. Word
and (subword) morpheme order pertain to syntax

15
Historically, the semantics of mathematics, more recently also the semantics of programming languages.
16
Incidentally, there is little sense in trying to make a case
of “how language works in the brain”, as there is no consensus on this among psycho- and neurolinguists (Chater and
Christiansen, 2016).
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tax as a separate representational level of linguistic structure (Pulman, 1985; Steedman, 2000). Topographical patterns of brain activation to nouns
and verbs are driven not by lexical (grammatical)
class but by semantics and word meaning (Moseley and Pulvermüller, 2014). A cognitive architecture with a multi-level (syntactic, semantic, morphological, etc.) NL processing usually requires
positing at least as many memory buffers for it
(Levinson, 2016), while our short-term memory
(obviously recruited in e.g. dialogues) is very limited (Cowan, 2001). These pieces of evidence
from language studies also corroborate (‡).
In sum, we hypothesize that combinatorial
(im)possibilities in syntax and morphology are
better analyzed as belonging to the domain of
compositional semantics. Moreover, the conjecture that the traditional boundaries between the
levels of description reflect more of a sociological (a division of labor among linguists) than a linguistic fact is not too bold.
If the hypothesis is correct, nothing remains in
syntax except word order17 . Since word order
can label (now already semantic) constituents, as
in JohnSUB loves M aryOBJ , a limited form of
syntax-semantics interface is also expected. This
accords with the view of the function of syntax
as serving semantics, viz. in interpretation disambiguation, which is the primary function of
word order constraints (as witnessed in the example above). Syntax-semantics interface is also an
appropriate level for phenomena like anaphora and
ellipsis. Likewise, morphology proper retains only
(subword) morpheme order and fusion, while morphophonological (i.e. morphology-phonology interface) phenomena like e.g. sandhi must also be
accounted for. As a result, syntax and morphology
emerge as by-products of a contingent conformation to the serial channel over which language is
processed.

10

NLC is generic in at least two respects: 1. It is
applicable to all NLs, and 2. It allows for generic
modeling of morphological, syntactic and semantic compositionality. Besides functions, applications and their types, NLC features polymorphic
and lump types. The latter are compound types
satisfying LT-Intro. Compound types are types
which are syntactic compounds of multiple types
or their terms (Σ-, Π- and Cartesian product types
are examples of compound types). At its core,
NLC is a simple system for an integrated modeling of the morphological, syntactic and semantic
compositionality of NL with lump types.
The paper also presents an implementation of
NLC in Coq (which, unfortunately, is not quite
as simple, which may be Coq’s fault). The main
goal of the implementation was to formalize a reasonably diverse fragment of NL in NLC, with formalized NLC expressions type checking and failing to type check in exactly the same ways that
NL expressions pass and fail their acceptability
tests. Aside from this goal’s feasibility, the implementation shows several things: (1) the viability and simplicity of NLC for modeling NL
compositionality, (2) the utility of lump and polymorphic types in NL modeling, and most importantly, (3) the possibility of reducing morphological, syntactic and semantic compositionality to a
single level of description. In discussion we have
tried to identify this level as semantic compositionality — an interpretation which, besides being supported by results from language processing (Pulman, 1985; Steedman, 2000; Moseley and
Pulvermüller, 2014), has interesting implications
on NL structure and modeling. In particular, it
may reduce syntax and morphology to word and
morpheme orders, respectively (with the syntaxsemantics and phonology-morphology interfaces
reducing correspondingly), with NL architecture
taking on a rather different look. This has also implications on linguistic typology, as syntax would,
much like morphology before it (Muansuwan,
2002; Grandi and Montermini, 2005; Klamer,
2005), cease to be a logically necessary component of NL.

Conclusion

If we interpret proper arguments as nullary functions, all NL expressions up to the sentence level
(i.e. morphemes, words, phrases, clauses and sentences) can be interpreted as functions and function applications. The paper presents NLC, a
generic functional type system (i.e. one consisting primarily of functions and their applications).
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Abstract

vesting a vocabulary from existing corpora), it often requires human intervention to reach a high
level of quality and coverage. Crowdsourcing
(Howe, 2006) is one promising approach that can
be leveraged for the task of LR creation. However, any crowdsourcing ambition is faced with
the challenge of attracting and retaining crowdworkers and with safeguarding the quality of results produced by the crowd (Daniel et al., 2018).
EnetCollect1 (Lyding et al., 2018; Nicolas et al.,
2018) aims at exploring a solution to this challenge
by combining the activities performed in language learning with approaches for crowdsourcing
language-related datasets. Thus exploring a new
path to address the NLP bottleneck of high-quality
language resource creation.
In this paper, we present an application for vocabulary training that is specifically designed to
crowdsource learners’ answers to improve LRs
like concept networks. The application builds
on top of an architecture for crowdsourcing of
language resources (Rodosthenous et al., 2019),
which instantiates one of the core ideas of enetCollect: the implicit crowdsourcing paradigm
(Section 2). Accordingly, the vocabulary trainer
aims at a two-fold purpose: serving automatically

In this paper, we present our work on developing a vocabulary trainer that uses exercises generated from language resources
such as ConceptNet and crowdsources the
responses of the learners to enrich the language resource. We performed an empirical evaluation of our approach with 60
non-native speakers over two days, which
shows that new entries to expand ConceptNet can efficiently be gathered through vocabulary exercises on word relations.
We also report on the feedback gathered
from the users and an expert from language teaching, and discuss the potential
of the vocabulary trainer application from
the user and language learner perspective.
The feedback suggests that v-trel has educational potential, while in its current state
some shortcomings could be identified.

1

Introduction

One of the major challenges for the NLP community is the continuing lack of comprehensive and
high-quality language resources (LRs) for most
languages. While LR creation can partly be approached in an automatic fashion (e.g., by har-

1

COST Action enetCollect: European Network for Combining Language Learning and Crowdsourcing Techniques,
http://enetcollect.eurac.edu/
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generated vocabulary exercises and gaining continuous input from the learners to improve LRs.
In the remainder of the paper, we first introduce the vocabulary trainer v-trel and describe its
different modules and their technical implementation (Section 2). We describe how v-trel instantiates a generic prototype architecture for crowdsourcing language resources (Rodosthenous et al.,
2019) and discuss technical decisions taken during
the implementation process. Second, we describe
the first experiment that has been carried out with a
small crowd of advanced language learners2 (Section 3) and discuss the results and their implications on the potential of the proposed approach.
Third, we point out and discuss related work relevant to the presented approach (Section 4). Finally, we sum up preliminary conclusions and indicate directions for future work (Section 5).

2

lexical words with a specific meaning or formulaic sequences / lexical chunks where pedagogical
relations are structured by a particular object representation or a part of a particular object (Aldabe et al., 2015). As noted by Schmitt (2013), vocabulary learning is a complex phenomenon that
may be explored not only from the aspects of form,
meaning and usage but also from a representation
of different meanings in different contexts.
Vocabulary exercises based on words’ semantic relations are considered to be effective activities. Rosenbaum (2001) shows that background
knowledge, context and morphology are essential
in vocabulary instruction to enable the learner to
understand and disambiguate word meanings effectively. The richness of acquired vocabulary depends not only on the number of learned lexical
items but also on the ability to connect and share
semantic networks of similar concepts. Hadley
et al. (2018) argue that “word learning is not simply the process by which isolated object-label associations are added to the mental lexicon one by
one but also involves the learning of interrelated
clusters of concepts, in which the knowledge of
one concept supports the learning of another” (p.
42).
From the crowdsourcing perspective, learners
are used as crowdworkers to enhance the LR underlying the vocabulary trainer, namely the common sense ontology ConceptNet4 (see Section
2.2). While using the vocabulary trainer for learning word senses the learners are providing their
knowledge of related words which is collected and
evaluated in order to validate and enhance the LR.
The vocabulary trainer is composed of four
modules which are presented in the following subsections: 1) The exercise generation module that
retrieves words from ConceptNet and generates
exercise content (Section 2.2), 2) the exercise and
result storage dispatcher that ingests the previously created exercise content (Section 2.3), dispatches it to the various learner interfaces and
handles the responses from the learners, 3) the
evaluation module that is responsible for evaluating if learners’ contributions are fit for expanding
the language resource and assign points to each
learner according to the response given (Section
2.4), and 4) the user interaction module, where
users are presented with the exercises and submit
their responses (Section 2.5). In Figure 1, a high-

Vocabulary Trainer

The vocabulary trainer builds on top of a prototype
architecture for crowdsourcing language resources
(Rodosthenous et al., 2019). It implements an implicit crowdsourcing paradigm which follows the
idea that if a language resource (e.g., a lexicon)
can be used to generate language learning exercises, then the answers of learners to these exercises can be used to improve the resource, which in
turn will improve the quality and versatility of the
exercises generated (Rodosthenous et al., 2019).3
2.1

Motivation and Design

The vocabulary trainer delivers interactive vocabulary exercises for learning word senses. The
learner is asked to input words which are related to a given word by the semantic relation
RelatedTo, and will in the future be extended
to other relations such as PartOf, AtLocation
etc. The learner input is collected and evaluated to
enhance the LRs that it is generated from.
From the language learning perspective, vocabulary exercises play an important role in language learning (Nation and Hunston, 2013). Hulstijn (2013) notes that every word in a mental lexicon has formal as well as semantic associative
features. Depending on the learner’s level of language, vocabulary building may encompass single
2

For the initial experiment we involved proficient nonnative speakers of English (see Section 3.2 for details).
3
The related article discusses the paradigm in more detail and points out strategies to counter the risk of collecting
wrong or low-quality data from non-proficient learners.

4
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2.3

level diagram of the vocabulary trainer’s architecture is depicted along with the exchange of data
between the core modules of the system.
Interested readers are invited to also browse the
project repository 5 .
2.2

The Exercise and Results Storage
Dispatcher Module

Transactions between modules are handled using
web services through API calls. Data are presented in a JSON7 format that can be consumed
by any programmatically created interface. Specification of the API is available at the project repository using the Swagger8 Opensource API management tool. This abstraction layer allows the
exploitation of the system from various interfaces
without developers having to know its underlying functionality. Currently, the system offers web
services for registering users, retrieving exercises
from the exercise generation module, checking
learners’ contributions, assigning points/awards,
storing presented hints and showing a leaderboard.
For the latter part, the evaluation module is employed. The outcome of the evaluation module is
used to update both the learner’s points and awards
and the knowledge base list of answers for that
specific exercise.
The dispatcher is also directly connected with
the database for storing/retrieving data in/from tables and provide another abstraction layer for information handling workflows.

The Exercise Generation Module

The exercise generation module is responsible
for content retrieval from language resources like
ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) which is a large
semantic network that describes general human
knowledge and how it is expressed in natural language. ConceptNet provides a large set of background knowledge for different terms that not
only describes them but also connects them with
other terms using relations such as RelatedTo,
AtLocation, PartOf, IsA, etc.
In its current version, the exercise generation module is able to search ConceptNet for
terms connected with the relation RelatedTo,
AtLocation and PartOf and generate exercises using a template such as “Name one thing
that is <RELATION> <TERM>”. For instance, if
a search for knowledge that is RelatedTo the
term “dog” is initiated, ConceptNet will yield results such as “bark”, “pet”, “animal”, etc. The
generation module processes these by removing
stopwords, duplicates and terms that have a language other than English. The relevant information is stored in a database to be processed later by
other modules along with the exercise data.
Searching ConceptNet is a straightforward process since the knowledge base offers a number of
APIs to query it. In our case we use the typical search query6 to get relatedTo terms. The
search term is provided in canonical form in ConceptNet, e.g., /c/en/cat and offset is the number of records to skip and show the next, as ConceptNet API has a limit of 1000 results per call.
An example of a generated exercise is “Name
one thing that is related to dog”, where the learner
is expected to enter a word that exists in the results retrieved from the knowledge base. In cases
where new words are entered by the learner, the
evaluation module handles whether they should be
added to the knowledge base or not while a specific user feedback strategy is used to account for
the unknown correctness of the new answers (see
Section 2.4).

2.4

The Evaluation Module

The evaluation module processes the learner’s answers in order to both update the knowledge base
with new words and to assign points and award
badges to the learners, which are transformed into
feedback messages and leaderboards in the user
interface.
The evaluation module operates on pairs of exercise and result (see Figure 1) produced each time
a user completes one exercise. It checks whether
the user’s answers are known or new to the knowledge base and evaluates if new answers are valid
candidates to enhance it. According to the evaluation points received, badges are assigned to the
learners.
More specifically, the evaluation module checks
for each user’s answer, whether it is part of the results set for that exercise or whether the answer is
new. If the answer is part of the knowledge base,
the user receives one point. If the answer is new,
the user receives potential points, and the answer
is stored as a candidate answer for that exercise
together with the user id. The feedback message

5

https://gitlab.com/crowdfest_task3
http://api.conceptnet.io<TERM>?other=
/c/en&limit=1000&offset=<OFFSET>

7

6

8
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Figure 1: An overview of the vocabulary trainer architecture, depicting the main modules of the architecture, the data interchange between them and user interaction at the interface level.
of unknown answers), they first receive potential
points and get notified asynchronously, once the
unknown answer was confirmed by other learners.
Currently, the vocabulary trainer forces the user
to input a word in order to move to the next exercise. In order to support the learner in case he runs
out of ideas for related words on a given exercise,
the “I Don’t Know” feature provides functionality for requesting a “hint”. The hint provides the
user with a correct related word, which is taken
from the knowledge base. After reading the hint,
the learner is free to input the hint word or any
other word that he/she deems fitting. Whenever
a learner uses that feature, there is an underlying
mechanism that stores the presented hint in the
database.
Within both interfaces, learners can see their
points and badges gained and for the Telegram
chatbot, they can also access a leaderboard.

to the learner informs him that the answer is new
and that he is gaining potential points, which may
transform into actual points if the answer is validated by several users over time.
Every time a predetermined number K of candidate answers has been accumulated, the evaluation
process is triggered:
• All new answers are ranked by their occurrence frequency (i.e., how many mentions).
• The top-ranked answer is selected (given that
it was mentioned at least N times).
• All learners that gave the selected answer
get informed that it was a correct answer
and receive two points (transforming potential points into actual points).
• In addition, the learner who was the first to
give the selected answer receives a badge.

Chatbot interface The chatbot interface was
implemented on Telegram, a very versatile messaging system. Telegram is available both as a
native application for mobile phones and desktop
computers for all operating systems and as a web
application. It enables the implementation of chatbots via the Telegram Bot APIs9 . In the implemented chatbot10 , users interact with the system
via a standard dialogue chat interface (see Figure
2). Apart from textual input, the interface provides
a button area that changes during the dialogue flow
to simplify the interaction.

• The knowledge base is updated with the new
word for that exercise.
• All occurrences of the selected word are removed from the candidate list.
2.5

User Interaction Module and
Prototypical User Interfaces (UI)

In the current version of the vocabulary trainer,
two interfaces are implemented: a chatbot on Telegram and a web application. Both interfaces allow
the learner to receive and complete exercises on
the RelatedTo relation. Learners get an immediate response back on the correctness of their answer and when this is not possible (i.e., in cases

9
10
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https://t.me/LingoGame_bot

Figure 3: A screenshot from the web interface.
Term
cat
dog
bird
cow
fish

RelatedTo term
animal, dog, house. . .
friend, puppy, bone. . .
chicken, chick, canary. . .
sacred, animal, steak. . .
water, creature, lure. . .

#terms
94
135
219
96
221

Table 1: An example of the terms retrieved to
generate the experiment exercises. The subject is
RelatedTo the object. In the last column the
number of filtered terms is depicted.
Figure 2: A screenshot from the chatbot interface,
where a user is interacting with the system.

3.1

First we generated 26 exercises using the
RelatedTo relation from ConceptNet and 26
terms (see Table 1) that fall under the A1 and A2
language learning level. For each of these terms,
we acquired more than 20 terms that are related
to them. We used the conceptnet.io API to retrieve
all terms connected with the RelatedTo relation
where the language is set to English. We filtered
out terms that had less than 20 RelatedTo terms
in order for the learners to have a plethora of possible answers for the “I Don’t Know” feature.
We also implemented a recording mechanism
that captures the answers presented to the learner
when clicking the “I Don’t Know” button for a
specific exercise. This served the purpose for us
to analyze how the learner used this feature and
reacted to the words presented to them while contributing and completing exercises.
For the experiment the evaluation parameters
were set to a threshold of K=5 candidate answers
to trigger the evaluation and a minimum limit of
N=2 words for including the candidate into the
knowledge base was applied.

Web interface The web interface11 (see Figure
3) currently offers three exercise types for learners to practice with. It was implemented using a
free bootstrap template12 to ensure a stable interface that works well both on computers and mobile
devices.

3

Setup of the Experiment

Empirical Evaluation

To evaluate the potential of the v-trel architecture for the purpose of (1) gathering commonsense
knowledge and populating the language resource
used to generate the exercises, and (2) delivering
a meaningful application for vocabulary learning,
we designed an experiment as follows.
For the initial experiment, the focus was put on
objective (1), evaluating the quality of collected
data. However, a feedback questionnaire and the
manual analysis of the gathered data by an expert
in language teaching served to gain first insights
also related to (2), the educational value of such a
vocabulary trainer, which need to be expanded on
in a follow-up study (see Section 5).

3.2

11
http://cognition-srv1.ouc.ac.cy/
vtrel/
12
https://startbootstrap.com/themes/
freelancer/

Implementation of the Experiment

The initial experiment was conducted with people
from our peer group, about 60 non-native speakers
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Average words

150

New word
grass
calf
meat
cowboy
farmer
herd
horn
pasture

New words
Existing words

100
50
0

animal

building

clothes

Level
basic
advanced
basic
basic
basic
advanced
moderate
advanced

Table 2: Top new words for the term “cow”, their
frequency of mentions and proficiency levels.

Number of words

Figure 4: The average number of new and existing
words per exercise for each category.
of English, with a high proficiency level.13 Each
of these users received an email with a link to both
the Web interface and the Telegram chatbot and
was asked to try any of the two for more than ten
minutes within a period of two days. At the end
of this period, each user received a link to an online questionnaire14 to provide feedback on both
the interfaces and the presented questions.
To summarize, during the 2 days period we
managed to gather 4533 contributions to 26 exercises presented to the user in random order.
The contributions were collected in 44 distinct
user sessions, of which 17 were on the Telegram
chatbot and 27 on the Web interface. Presumably, the sessions mostly relate to unique users,
although we know of at least one user, who accessed both interfaces (see Section 3.4).15 We
also captured 683 possible answers presented to
learners through the “I Don’t Know” feature. Out
of the 4533 contributions, 449 new words were
crowdsourced from the users based on the evaluation mechanism with the parameter settings described above (see Section 2.4 and 3.1). In terms
of questionnaire feedback, we gathered 17 fullycompleted and 17 partially-completed responses.
3.3

Frequency
15
6
5
4
4
4
3
3

100

basic
medium
advanced

50

0

animal

building

clothes

Figure 5: Level of proficiency of new words by
exercise category.
vided by exercise category as follows: 119 words
on animals, 168 words on clothing, and 162 words
on buildings. The lower number of new words
for the category animal relates to the higher number of existing words in the knowledge base for
that category (see Figure 4). For example for the
term “cow”, 15 new words were gathered. Table 2 shows the 8 new words that were named
three or more times, while seven words16 met the
minimum threshold of two mentions. This shows
that ConceptNet has empty spots even for basic
vocabulary like “grass” or “farmer”, which could
be gathered through the learners. Also, it shows
that learners were able to propose advanced vocabulary such as “ruminate” or “pasture”.
A manual analysis of the proficiency level of all
new words was carried out by an expert from language teaching. It showed that the vast majority
of new words is part of basic vocabulary (65% of
all added words), while 32% are of moderate level
and only 3% belong to advanced vocabulary.

Results Analysis

Characteristics of new words. Overall, the experiment allowed to gather 449 new words, di13
We are aware that involving speakers with a high English
proficiency implicates that the crowd does not represent genuine language learners. By being composed of non-native
speakers, we however assume them to resemble advanced
learners to a degree that allows to draw meaningful conclusions for the scope of this first evaluation.
14
LimeSurvey, a Free Opensource online tool was locally
deployed: https://www.limesurvey.org
15
For simplicity, we refer to user sessions as users.

16
New words for term “cow” with two mentions only: bell,
burger, methane, ox, ruminate, sheep and veal
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Existing relations in ConceptNet. To get a
better idea of the type and quality of words learners contributed regarding our initial LR, i.e., ConceptNet, we queried what other relations might exists in ConceptNet between the search word used
for generating the exercise and the contributed
words other than the RelatedTo relation. From
the 26 exercises learners contributed, on average
14.15 words have no other direct relation (not
bidirectional) with the original word from ConceptNet, i.e., <SUBJECT> <RELATION> <CONTRIBUTED_WORD>. When searching also for
bidirectional relations, 100% of contributed words
have such a relation between them in ConceptNet, including RelatedTo, which can be taken
as indication for the appropriateness of the words
added by learners. On average 4.54 new relations
(other than direct RelatedTo) were identified
between the contributed terms and the subject used
to generate the exercise.

% of existing words

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

animal

building

clothes

Figure 6: Average percentage of existing words,
provided by users, per exercise for each category.
Interestingly, for the animal category the ratio between basic and moderate vocabulary is far
more balanced than for the other two categories,
also more advanced vocabulary is found (see Figure 5). This could be explained by the higher number of existing words in the knowledge base for
the category animal. Most basic words are probably already part of ConceptNet, which implies that
new words necessarily need to be more advanced.
Figure 6 shows the average percentage of existing words (per exercise) that were entered by the
learners, divided by category. It shows that learners named less than 40% of the words present in
ConceptNet17 , while they can still gain knowledge
on more than 60% of the words, e.g. by requesting
hints through the “I don’t know” feature.
Responses to “I Don’t Know” hints. Overall,
683 hints were provided to the learners by means
of the “I Don’t Know” button. In response, 365
words were entered by the learners of which 331
were a direct repetition of the hint word. The
lower number of entered words in relation to hints
is due to multiple “I Don’t Know” clicks before
entering a word (up to 17 clicks in a row).
In 34 cases, the word entered in response to the
hint(s) was different from the hint(s), which indicates that the hint activated the learner’s knowledge on related words. A look at the words shows
that:

3.4

Feedback Questionnaire

After the experiment, a feedback questionnaire
with six items was sent to all participants:
• Level of English: [A1/A2; B1/B2; C1/C2]
• Interface used: [Chatbot; Web; both]
• What did you notice regarding the UI? [open]
• What did you think of the questions? [open]
• What did you like about this approach to a
vocabulary exercise? [open]
• Any other comments? [open]

Out of 34 users, 22 completed the closed questions and 9 to 14 also responded to the open questions; 18 of 22 respondents indicated an advanced
level of English; 9 users used the Chatbot, 12 used
the Web interface, and one user used both interfaces.
User interface. 9 respondents perceived the interface as clear, easy and pleasant to use, while 9
users criticized unclear navigation and pop-ups interrupting the workflow.
Questions. 9 users remarked that words repeated too often and that the phrasing of the question “name one thing” can be misleading in terms
of which word class is requested (3 respondents).
Approach to vocabulary exercise. 12 users
evaluated positively the interactivity and simplicity of the exercise, the opportunity to learn new

• 2 times a variation of the lemma was entered
• 11 times an analogy of the hint was entered
• 16 times a different word class was entered

17
The lowest coverage were found for category animal, the
category with the biggest set of available words.
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proach (von Ahn and Dabbish, 2008). Among
GWAP, in particular the JeuxDeMots game by
Lafourcade (2007) shows several similarities to
our approach. The game is designed for constructing lexical data in French in a playful way.
In order to gain points two players have to agree
on words related to given terms. Also, the more
recent TileAttack game by Madge et al. (2017)
builds on player agreements to gather annotations
for text segmentation tasks. In addition, Rodosthenous and Michael (2016) developed a platform
that combined automated reasoning with games
for acquisition of knowledge rules. Moreover,
in work of Guillaume et al. (2016) a game titled ZombiLingo was developed, for annotating
dependencies in French data. In work of Chamberlain et al. (2008), the Phrase Detectives game
is presented, where players contribute relationships between words and phrases, aiming to create a resource that is rich in linguistic information. Yet another indirect form of crowdsourcing
has used large collaborative knowledge bases like
Wikipedia to create multilingual resources such
as YAGO3 (Mahdisoltani et al., 2015) and DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015). Recently, Meurers et al. (2019) have proposed a web-based workbook, which can be integrated into classroom curricula and offers instructive feedback to students
while also gathering data on learning processes for
Second Language Acquistion (SLA) research.
Research works with explicit crowdsourcing
often employ Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect data. For instance, Biemann (2013) created
the Turk Bootstrap Word Sense Inventory of frequently used nouns in English and Ganbold et al.
(2018) localized the WordNet in the Mongolian
language. Related to SLA, MacWhinney (2017)
proposes a collaborative platform for collecting
and sharing learner data from corpora, online tutors, and Web-based experimentation.
Our research presents an implicit crowdsourcing approach implemented as a vocabulary learning application with open-ended questions for language resource augmentation using multiple user
interaction methods (i.e., chatbots and web apps).

words by means of the “I don’t know” function,
and its effect to reactivate words and to incentivize brainstorming. Still, five users suggested
that it is no real vocabulary exercise, that it would
be difficult for beginners and that the processing
of the answers and assignment of points/feedback
was unclear, too open-ended, and lacking negative
feedback.
Other comments. The criticism about the way
to award points and the overall educative value
were stressed further.
3.5

Discussion of the Experiment Results

The analysis of new words shows that our approach is promising for extending ConceptNet
with meaningful words, in particular the more advanced level of new words added for the category
animal indicates that relevant new terms can be
gathered in a progressive fashion (e.g., basic vocabulary is added first). Given that this first experiment was carried out with advanced learners it
needs to be evaluated to which extent similar positive results can be achieved with beginner and intermediate learners. Also, the analysis indicates
that ConceptNet is ample enough to propose a
wide set of new vocabulary to the user (in average
more than 60% of the words per exercise). Furthermore, results suggest that this approach can
also identify new relations between terms in ConceptNet. Learners managed to reproduce what was
already coded in a different manner in the resource
and thus improved its completeness.
User feedback verifies that the vocabulary
trainer as a User Interface can be improved but the
idea behind it is interesting and can be applied in
different language learning scenarios.

4

Related Work

Approaches for crowdsourcing language resources
can be divided into two broad categories: 1) implicit crowdsourcing, i.e., users carry out any activity of their interest while their data is crowdsourced as a byproduct, and 2) explicit crowdsourcing, i.e., the crowd is actively engaging.
The Duolingo platform (von Ahn, 2013)
presents a most similar approach to our work,
based on language learning, as it generates language exercises, allowing the crowdsourcing of
language-related data (i.e., translations). Other research work based on implicit crowdsourcing has
utilized the Games With A Purpose (GWAP) ap-

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the v-trel vocabulary
trainer for crowdsourcing language resources and
delivering exercises to language learners. V-trel
can be accessed through two interfaces, a Tele681

gram chatbot and a Web application.
Moreover, we presented the results of an empirical evaluation and a user satisfaction survey
for the vocabulary trainer and provide a relevant
discussion of these results. Feedback from users
and the analysis of the contributed words are taken
into account for updating v-trel with new features
such as a more attractive interface, and new exercise types18 . In addition, we aim at including
links to pictures and definitions or examples of
use of the “hint” words, to support the learner not
only in refreshing their existing vocabulary, but
also to acquire new words. These are first steps
to strengthen the learning effect of the tool, while
in the midterm we foresee to intensify further the
collaboration with language teaching experts in order to tailor the offered exercises more closely to
specific learning goals.
Also, in future work we aim at implementing
more strategies for safeguarding the quality of the
acquired data, e.g., control mechanisms for active misuse, further evaluation strategies for new
words, which could also involve dynamic retrieval
of knowledge from ConceptNet or evaluation cycles re-proposing new words in new exercises, and
strengthened gamification elements. In addition,
we intend to evaluate the crowdsourced words and
their difficulty levels in relation to established reference data such as the English Vocabulary Profile19 or similar resources.
As proposed in the feedback questionnaire, the
educational value needs to be validated and improved further. Accordingly, a follow-up user
study with focus on the educational aspect is foreseen and will be designed and carried out with authentic learners of different proficiency levels.
Last but not least, the vocabulary trainer will
be integrated into the setup of the Revita online
system for language learning (Katinskaia et al.,
2018) to reach a larger audience. In particular, it can be implemented as a part of a testing mode where crowdsourced questions do not
influence the learner’s final score. We will also
work towards integrating v-trel into Games With
A Purpose. Previous work of Rodosthenous and
Michael (2016, 2014) suggests that crowdsourcing
and GWAPs, in particular, can be used to gather
background knowledge
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E.g., various new types of vocabulary exercises such as
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Abstract

This author’s writing style is just perfect in every
way, you will feel everything one should experience when you read a genre such as this.
The author’s writing style is straightforward
which made it easy to understand.
I think that the writing is very uneven. Overwhelmingly episodic, not terribly consistent, and
largely as dimensionless as the characters.

An author’s way of presenting a story
through his/her writing style has a great
impact on whether the story will be liked
by readers or not. In this paper, we learn
representations for authors of literary texts
together with representations for character
n-grams annotated with their functional
roles. We train a neural character ngram based language model using an external corpus of literary texts and transfer
learned representations for use in downstream tasks. We show that augmenting the knowledge from external works of
authors produces results competitive with
other style-based methods for book likability prediction, genre classification, and
authorship attribution.

1

Table 1: Readers comments showing the importance of authors’ writing style
writing style for the task of likability prediction of
books.
In this paper we propose a new approach to
capture style in text by jointly learning author
specific embeddings and character based n-gram
embeddings. The idea of using author embeddings is motivated by reader comments as discussed above. The use of character n-gram embeddings comes from previous work on authorship attribution (AA) that has shown character
n-grams to have strong prediction value for the
task (Kešelj et al., 2003; Peng et al., 2003; Koppel et al., 2009; Stamatatos, 2009; Sapkota et al.,
2015). Rather than using plain character-based ngrams, we first annotate them with their functional
roles (prefix, suffix, and whole-word). This is necessary since, for example, off is semantically distinct from when it is used as a whole word and
when it is used as a suffix (e.g. trade-off ) or when
it is used as a prefix (e.g. offend).

Introduction

Literary texts have been computationally modelled
by extracting stylistic traits such as readability and
writing density, flow of emotions, and even by
cover images of books (Maharjan et al., 2018b,a,
2017; Ashok et al., 2013). However, modelling of
authors through their work has not been explored
until now. An author’s style of presenting stories
has a great influence on whether a book will be
liked by readers or not.
We can find evidence of the effect that an author’s style has on readers in book reviews and
through readers’ comments left on Goodreads1
shown in Table 1. The readers talk about the impact of the author’s writing style on their reading
experience. In the first two examples, it left a positive impact on the readers, while in the last it had
a negative impact. These examples provide further evidence for the need for modeling authors’
1

After obtaining representations for authors and
annotated character n-grams using an external corpus of literary texts, we transfer them to tasks
where author information is useful, namely book
likability prediction and authorship attribution.
Moreover, we provide quantitative and qualitative
analyses of the author and annotated character ngram embeddings.

https://www.goodreads.com
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Figure 1: Learning and using author and annotated character n-gram embeddings

2

Methodology

cur within a word (wither). Note that although we
do not explicitly annotate n-grams occurring midword, all of the remaining unannotated n-grams
will fall under this category. These annotations
will ensure that separate embeddings are learned
according to the morphological and functional information carried by the n-grams.
Similar to Sapkota et al. (2015), we choose n
as 3. While generating character 3-grams, we try
various step sizes for sliding our window. With a
step size of one, adjacent 3-grams will have two
characters in common, one character in common
with a step size of two and none with a step size of
three. We name them Overlap, Partial, and NonOverlap, respectively, based on the overlapping of
characters in adjacent n-grams. We explore author and annotated character n-gram embeddings
under these three settings.

Figure 1 shows the overall workflow of our proposed method. As shown in the figure, there are
two phases. First, we jointly learn embeddings
for authors and annotated character n-grams using
an external corpus of books written by authors in
the Goodreads corpus prepared by Maharjan et al.
(2017). We refer to this corpus as Author Corpus.
Next, we transfer this knowledge represented as
the author and annotated character n-gram embeddings to build book representations. We describe
these phases in detail below.
Phase I: Learning from an external corpus
We collected a new external corpus of books
from Project Gutenberg to learn author and annotated character n-gram embeddings2 . It consists of at most five books from each author in the
Goodreads corpus (§3.1).
Annotated Character n-grams: We annotate
character n-grams according to their position and
function in a word as prefix, suffix, or whole-word.
We follow the definitions by Sapkota et al. (2015)
to decide which n-grams constitute each of these
three types. Prefix and suffix are character n-grams
that cover the first and last n-characters, respectively, of a word that is at least n + 1 characters. A whole-word n-gram is word that is exactly n characters long. This annotation helps to
distinguish a single lexical entity as many different semantic entities. For instance, an n-gram like
the could either be used as a prefix (therefore), as
a suffix (wreathe), a standalone word (the), or oc-

Figure 2: Author2Vec framework to learn author
and character n-gram embeddings. ci , . . . , ci+n
and co = ci+n+1 are the input and output annotated character n-grams, respectively.
Author2Vec: Given a sequence of annotated character n-grams ci , . . . , ci+n , and an author a, the
objective of our Author2Vec model is to maximize

2

The source code and data for this paper can be downloaded from https://github.com/sjmaharjan/
author2vec.
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the following conditional probability for the nextin-sequence output character n-gram co :
exp(yco )
p(co |ci , . . . , ci+n , a) = P
(1)
c∈V exp(yc )
yc = W h(ci , . . . , ci+n ; C, a; A) + b

is similar to the above method of averaging the
embeddings of annotated character n-grams, but
weights each annotated n-grams embedding by
their IDF scores before averaging. Mathematically, the resultant
book vector r is represented
P

(2)

N

where yc is the unnormalized log probability for
annotated character n-gram c in the vocabulary
V , W and b are softmax parameters, and h is
either the concatenation or mean function applied
to character n-gram and author vectors from C
and A, respectively. Similar to Le and Mikolov
(2014), we call the concatenation method Distributed Memory Concatenation (DMC) and the
mean method Distributed Memory Mean (DMM).

3

Book Likability Prediction

Here we present results of using the author and
character based n-gram embeddings for the task
of predicting whether readers will like a book or
not. We use likeability as a proxy to measure the
success of a book. Narrowing down success as
a measure of readers ratings is not ideal. But it
gives us a practical starting approach to evaluate
our models.

Phase II: Building book representations
We use the annotated character n-grams from
Phase I to obtain the book’s representations. We
concatenate this with the book author’s embedding and feed them as features to an SVM classifier. Similar to Maharjan et al. (2017), we consider the first 1k sentences from each book in the
Goodreads corpus. We define the following three
methods to obtain book representations:
Bag of annotated character n-grams (ACn):
Similar to bag-of-word (BoW) approach, we generate the annotated character n-grams from books’
content. We then represent each book by a sparse
vector and weight each annotated character ngrams using their term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) scores. The motivation
behind using this representation is the success of
stylistic analysis in the domain of books success
prediction, author attribution, and author profiling.
Mean of Annotated character n-grams embeddings (Mean): Unlike the above method, here
we use the annotated character n-gram embeddings to represent each book by a dense vector.
We generate the annotated character n-grams from
book content and look up their embeddings. A
book is then represented by the mean of all annotated character n-gram embeddings generated
from its content. Mathematically, P
the resulting
N

idf (ci ,B)∗emb(ci )

i=1
as r =
, where idf (.) is
N
the function that gets the IDF score for given
annotated character n-gram c. The idf (.) is
learned from the training data and is defined
|B|
as idf (c, B) = log |{d∈B:c∈d}|
, where B is the
collection of books, and d is an instance of book.

3.1

Dataset

We experiment with the publicly available book
likability prediction dataset (Goodreads corpus)
from Maharjan et al. (2017). They collected books
from Project Gutenberg3 . They then labeled the
books into two categories: Successful and Unsuccessful, by using the average rating and the
total number of reviews received by the books
on Goodreads4 . It consists of 1,003 books (654
Successful and 349 Unsuccessful) from 8 genres
downloaded from Project Gutenberg: Detective
Mystery, Drama, Fiction, Historical Fiction, Love
Stories, Poetry, Science Fiction, and Short Stories.
3.2

Experimental Settings

We used the same stratified splits of 70:30 training to test as provided by Maharjan et al. (2017).
We used the negative sampling (Mikolov et al.,
2013) method to train 300-dimension embeddings
for both authors and annotated character 3-grams.
We filtered out 3-grams with frequency<2, set the
window size to 5, configured the sample threshold to 1e-5 for randomly downsampling higherfrequency 3-grams, and trained for 100 epochs.
We predicted success separately (Single task
(ST)) as well as simultaneously with genre (Multitask (MT)). We used linear kernel SVM and tuned

emb(ci )

book vector r is represented as r = i=1N
,
where N is the total number of annotated character
n-grams for a book, and emb(.) is the function that
gets the embeddings for a given annotated character n-gram c.
Inverse
Document
Frequency
(IDF)
Weighted Average (Weighted): This method

3
4
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Type
Features
Character 3-grams (Maharjan et al., 2017)
All Typed n-grams (Maharjan et al., 2017)
Annotated char-3gram(AC3)
Mean (DMM)
Mean (DMC)
Weighted (DMM)
Weighted (DMC)
AC3 + Author (DMM)
AC3 + Author (DMC)
Mean + Author (DMM)
Mean + Author (DMC)
Weighted + Author (DMM)
Weighted + Author (DMC)

Overlap
ST
MT
66.9
70.0
66.3
69.1
66.8
69.8
60.5
67.6
62.8
70.0
56.5
65.6
65.3
66.4
62.8
68.5
69.3
68.7
62.6
70.3
69.0
69.2
62.3
70.0
71.1 73.8*

Partial
ST MT
71.1 67.8
63.7 66.6
63.5 70.1
65.6 69.9
64.8 67.2
67.5 67.5
67.7 68.3
68.2 66.6
68.3 67.0
66.9 66.6
69.8 70.1

Non-Overlap
ST
MT
68.9
70.5
65.6
68.3
65.1
67.7
66.7
69.0
60.0
63.5
70.6
68.5
71.3
70.0
71.9
66.8
71.5
71.1
70.6
70.7
71.7
70.5

Table 2: Weighted F1-scores (%) using book representations with and without author embeddings under
three settings (Overlap, Partial, and Non-Overlap). *statistically significant at p < 0.02 (McNemar
significant test with and without author embeddings).
predictions for that genre. We obtained a large
negative Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.753
(p < 0.03) between distances and the number of
incorrect predictions, supporting our intuition.

the C hyper-parameter through a grid search over
(1e{-4,. . . ,4}), using three-fold cross validation on
the training split.
3.3

Results

Annotated vs Plain Character n-grams: To validate the importance of annotating n-grams, we
trained embeddings using unannotated n-grams
and performed likability prediction using the best
setup from before. This produced an F1-score of
69.9% (< 73.8%) illustrating the usefulness of
considering the functional behavior of character
n-grams. The performance further decreased to
63.4% with the removal of author embeddings.

Table 2 shows the results for our methods under
the Overlap, Partial, and Non-Overlap settings.
Our first set of experiments tests book representation methods (AC3, Mean, and Weighted) without author embeddings. The sparse feature representation method AC3 (71.1%) performs better than embedding aggregation methods, Mean
(69.9%) and Weighted (70.1%), as the mean operation likely removes important information. Here,
the Partial setting yields the best results.
Our next set of experiments combine book representations with author embeddings and this improves the results in most cases. We obtain the
overall highest F1-score of 73.8% with Weighted
setting under concatenation (DMC) method. This
result is statistically significant (p < 0.02) over
the same setup but without authors’ embeddings.
This result is also better than the results from the
state-of-the-art methods by Maharjan et al. (2017):
Character 3-grams (70.0%) and All typed n-grams
(69.1%). We also see that the DMC method yields
consistently better results than the DMM method.
Author embeddings and correctness: We group
authors by the genre of their books (in case of multiple genres, we pick the one with the most books).
We then obtain representations for successful and
unsuccessful authors in that genre by averaging
the author vectors for these two classes. Our intuition was that if the distance between these representations is small, there will be fewer correct

Authors as binary vectors: To further confirm
the advantage of learning author embeddings from
external data, we replace author embeddings with
one-hot vectors indicating the book’s author. Using the best setup in Table 2, this produced a score
of 70.3% (< 73.8%), strengthening our intuition
that author embeddings capture style related information, which is relevant for likability prediction.
Author Embeddings and Genre: We experimentally verify that author embeddings capture genrespecific information by using them to perform
genre classification. We used the best model, Author (DMC), to automatically infer author vectors
for all books in the dataset and fed them to an
SVM classifier. We obtained F1-scores of 64.6%,
66.8%, and 64.0% with the Overlap, Partial, and
Non-Overlap settings respectively. These scores
outperform a random baseline of 15.2%, showing
that author embeddings are also capturing more
general style traces related to the genre.
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Figure 3: Feature importance assigned by SVM to different character n-grams for the likability prediction task.

4

Discriminative Annotated Character
n-grams

stance, the embeddings for sub (prefix, mid-word),
est (whole-word, suffix), ion (suffix, whole-word),
mid (prefix, suffix), and the (whole-word, suffix)
lie far from each other. On the other hand, ful in
suffix and mid-word form are close together, since
the contexts for ful as a suffix (beautiful, careful)
are similar to the contexts where it occurs midword (beautifully, carefully). In addition, we can
also see a clear separation between prefix and suffix n-grams with the mid-word and whole-word
n-grams occupying regions in between. The suffix and prefix n-grams mostly occupy the regions
above and below the zero line respectively. This
figure visually demonstrates that learning separate
embeddings for n-grams with different functional
roles is important to preserve their semantics.

Figure 3 shows some of the top positively and negatively weighted annotated n-grams by the classifier. We used the best performing AC3 model
from Table 2, AC3 under Partial setting, to extract
the weights for the annotated character n-grams.
For each of the annotated n-grams, the figure also
plots the weights for all four positional variants.
The figure clearly shows that different forms of
the same character n-gram have different contributions towards the likability prediction of books.
This important piece of information would have
been lost if we had treated these different forms of
the n-grams as one. For instance, sea as a wholeword has a different meaning than when it is used
as a prefix or a suffix. Accordingly, the classifier
has also weighted them differently. The wholeword form of the n-gram sea is weighted higher
than its other forms. This also holds for the case
of thy and dog. During this analysis, we also found
that quotation marks and male honorific titles were
highly weighted by the classifier, similar to what
Maharjan et al. (2017) found. This most likely
points to the importance of dialogues and the preference of male characters in these books.

5

Dataset
Without Annotation
Annotated

RG (65)
16.21
30.75

WordSim (353)
4.56
12.27*

RW (2034)
16.54
20.02**

Table 3: Results for word similarity task showing Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ × 100) with
similarity scores assigned by human annotators
∗p < 0.03, ∗ ∗ p < 0.0001
We also empirically show the advantage of
these embeddings through the word similarity task
using three standard datasets: RG65 (Rubenstein
and Goodenough, 1965), WordSim353 (Agirre
et al., 2009), and RW (Luong et al., 2013). Similar
to FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), we represent a word as an average of the embeddings of its
character n-grams. We create two representations

Analysis of Annotated Char n-grams

In Figure 4, we visualize the annotated character n-gram embeddings by projecting them using PCA. For some n-grams, the embeddings of
different annotations are indeed distinct. For in688

Figure 4: Projection of annotated char n-gram into 2D space using Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
the book representations (Mean or Weighted), we
obtained the highest mean accuracy of 86.67%.
When we added in the inferred author embeddings
(directly getting author embeddings would reveal
the author, so we infer author embeddings similar to Le and Mikolov (2014) using only the book
content without revealing the actual author of the
book), the accuracy improved to 95% (∼ 10%
above Char 3-gram), showing that our approach
not only works for likability prediction but also for
AA.

for each word: one using plain character n-grams
and another with annotated character n-grams. Table 3 shows the results for the word similarity task
with these two different approaches. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between human
annotations and word vectors composed of our annotated n-gram embeddings are higher than the
same obtained from plain n-grams. The difference
between the two proposed methods is statistically
significant for WordSim353 (p < 0.03) and highly
statistically significant for RW2034 (p < 0.0001).
These results demonstrate that annotated character n-gram embeddings are also good at producing
high-quality word representations and they might
be capturing semantics at some level.

6

7 Related Work
Sapkota et al. (2015) sub-grouped character ngrams according to grammatical classes, like affixes, lexical content, and stylistic classes, like
beg-punct and mid-punct. With these sub-groups,
they provided empirical evidence to support the
importance of character n-grams features in the
task of authorship attribution. Iacobacci et al.
(2015) showed that learning separate word embeddings for polysemous words yields the stateof-the-art result in word similarity and relational
similarity tasks. Separating the same tokens or ngrams helps to preserve their functional and morphological information which is important for all
tasks. Learning embeddings for words (Mikolov
et al., 2013), n-grams (Zhao et al., 2017), and documents (Le and Mikolov, 2014) and using them as
input for various NLP tasks (Samih et al., 2016;

Authorship Attribution

Another task to test the effectiveness of our approach is authorship attribution (AA). To ensure
that the model learns to discriminate authors and
not the genre, we selected books from fiction genres for authors having at least five books that were
not used to train our Author2Vec model. We have
12 such authors in our corpus.
We again used the first 1k sentences, used
an SVM classifier in a stratified 5-fold crossvalidation setup, and tuned the C hyper-parameter
using grid search for each fold. Table 4 shows our
results along with two baselines: word unigram
and character 3-grams with tf-idf. Using only
689

Methods
Word Unigrams
Char 3-grams
AC3
Mean
Weighted
Mean + Inferred Author
Weighted + Inferred Author

Overlap (%)
µ±σ
83.33 ± 5.27
85.00 ± 6.24
81.67 ± 6.24
85.00 ± 6.24
81.67 ± 12.25
83.33 ± 11.79
83.33 ± 11.79

Partial (%)
µ±σ
83.33 ± 9.13
86.67 ± 8.50
80.00 ± 8.50
95.00 ± 4.08*
93.33 ± 6.24

Non-Overlap (%)
µ±σ
83.33 ± 10.54
83.33 ± 9.13
83.33 ± 10.54
90.00 ± 6.24
90.00 ± 6.24

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of accuracy for 5 fold cross validation AA experiments (*statistically significant at p < 0.05 from t-test with Char 3-grams)
puter to plot the trajectory of emotion throughout
the book and its correlation with success have been
discussed (Vonnegut, 1981; Reagan et al., 2016).
However, learning and using stylistically aware
embeddings for authors in conjunction with other
relevant stylistic features extracted from books for
the problem has been overlooked. Our work fills
this gap by adding author’s general writing style
learned using an external corpus of books.

Zhang et al., 2015; Kim, 2014) has shown improvement in performance. Again, Shrestha et al.
(2017) showed that applying convolutional neural network (CNN) over character bigrams embeddings improves authorship attribution of short
texts like tweets. They visually showed that character bigrams were capturing important stylistic
markers to distinguish between bot-like authors
and other normal authors. Song and Lee (2017)
jointly learned the embedding for users (senders
and receivers) and showed that these user embeddings capture the semantic relationship between
users through an auto-foldering of emails task.
Following these research findings, we also distinguish between the same character n-grams by annotating them with categories defined by Sapkota
et al. (2015) and learn separate embeddings for
each of them in addition to learning embeddings
for authors.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we explored a new dimension of
modeling authors for literary texts by jointly learning annotated character n-gram embeddings and
author embeddings using an external corpus. We
showed that a book representation using our proposed embeddings significantly improves likability prediction results. Our approach was also able
to obtain competitive accuracy for authorship attribution and genre classification, two tasks where
style plays a prominent role. Moreover, we also
demonstrated that annotated character n-gram embeddings yield higher quality word vectors. These
results in likability prediction, authorship attribution, genre classification, and word similarity further demonstrate the usability of annotated character n-grams and author embeddings in varied
tasks. In the future, we will extend our method to
other domains where authors’ information is important, such as author profiling.

Prior works in likability prediction of books
have shown that style is an important aspect (Maharjan et al., 2017; van Cranenburgh and Bod,
2017; Ashok et al., 2013). They captured the style
of successful and unsuccessful books using lexical, syntactic, readability, and writing density features, and deep learning methods with only first
1K sentences. Since style is evident even with first
few fragments, they obtained competitive results
using only first few fragments of books. Maharjan et al. (2017) even showed that around 200 sentences are enough to perform book success prediction with reasonable accuracy. Louis and Nenkova
(2013) proposed features to capture different aspects of great writing (surprising, visual and emotional content) and used them in combination with
genre-specific features to predict high quality writings in science articles. Iwana et al. (2016) extracted visual features from book covers for genre
classification. Also, the potential of using a com-
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Abstract

sents a bottleneck, especially for under-resourced
dialogue domains. In addition, it is hard to interpret their behaviour since neural models are intrinsically opaque. In this paper we propose a
novel methodology to address the aforementioned
problems by synthetically creating conversation
datasets with peculiar characteristics. In particular, we focus on (i) scalable and portable approaches for generating dialogues from scratch involving complex and structured knowledge, and
(ii) strategies for isolating and evaluating specific
reasoning capabilities of neural architectures using
synthetic challenge sets. To this end, we utilize
dialogue self-play strategies (Shah et al., 2018)
simulating task oriented dialogues between a conversational agent and a user. Dialogue simulation
grants complete control over the generated data allowing building special test cases, each of which
introduces a natural and unexpected user utterance
phenomenon, that has never been seen at training
time. It should be noted that the use of natural data
would require manual annotation/selection of examples for each phenomenon of interest, making
this goal intractable.
Another problem with current datasets is the
lack of exhaustiveness: they usually focus on one
specific domain intent. There are few datasets covering multiple intents in the same scenario, but
usually these intents are very different from one
another – e.g. weather forecast and play music in
a car scenario (Eric and Manning, 2017). For this
reason, we choose a compelling low resource dialogue domain, i.e. Banking, that allows us to bring
together multiple tasks (e.g. transfer money, check
balance, block card).

End-to-end neural approaches are becoming increasingly common in conversational scenarios due to their promising
performances when provided with sufficient amount of data. In this paper, we
present a novel methodology to address
the interpretability of neural approaches
in such scenarios by creating challenge
datasets using dialogue self-play over multiple tasks/intents. Dialogue self-play allows generating large amount of synthetic
data; by taking advantage of the complete control over the generation process,
we show how neural approaches can be
evaluated in terms of unseen dialogue patterns. We propose several out-of-pattern
test cases each of which introduces a natural and unexpected user utterance phenomenon. As a proof of concept, we
built a single and a multiple memory network, and show that these two architectures have diverse performances depending on the peculiar dialogue patterns.

1

Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing research on neural approaches for conversational
systems. Such approaches include the realization of full end-to-end systems (Serban et al.,
2016; Bordes et al., 2017), the capacity to incorporate or query structured knowledge sources into
neural architectures (Eric and Manning, 2017),
the use of zero-shot learning or of synthetic dialogues generation techniques to mitigate effort
of domain portability (Zhao and Eskenazi, 2018;
Guerini et al., 2018). Although state-of-the-art
neural models achieve high performances in many
domains, the sheer size of data they require repre-

2

Related Work

Our focus is on synthetic data generation techniques for low-resource domains and for inves693
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simplest to implement for the task oriented setting
when the flow of the dialogue is already known.
They tend to be highly brittle to patterns not seen
during their construction or to porting to new domains (Marietto et al., 2013). Information Retrieval Methods usually imply the two main approaches, namely TF-IDF and Nearest Neighbor
models (Isbell et al., 2000; Jafarpour et al., 2010;
Ritter et al., 2011; Sordoni et al., 2015). More recently, Neural Network Models have been heavily
employed for conversational agents. Sequenceto-sequence models (Vinyals and Le, 2015) perform well for short conversations but fail in longer
ones (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Cho
et al., 2014). Hierarchical Encoder Decoder Models (Serban et al., 2016) are an extension of the
sequence-to-sequence models. They handle the
context in a separate RNN and use this context for
response generation. Finally, Latent Variable Hierarchical Encoder Decoder models (Serban et al.,
2017) represent a further improvement of the Hierarchical Encoder Decoder Model. Other recent
approaches have focused on Memory Networks,
that use an external memory component build into
the system to store long term contexts (Weston
et al., 2014). In particular, end-to-end Memory
Networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), an extension
where every component is trained in an end-to-end
fashion, showed promising results in task oriented
dialogues (Bordes et al., 2017).

tigating the learning capabilities of neural conversational agents. For this reason, we will discuss some artificial conversational datasets, testing strategies for dialogue models, and the main
dialogue systems approaches.
Artificial Datasets. Many conversational datasets
rely on crowd sourcing (Jurčı́ček et al., 2011; Kelley, 1984), cooperating corporations (Raux et al.,
2005), already available records (Lowe et al.,
2015; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011),
or participation with the real world (Yu et al.,
2015; Zue et al., 1994). Moreover, available task
oriented dialogue datasets are mainly focused on
very specific domains, such as restaurant reservation (Jurčı́ček et al., 2011; Henderson et al.,
2014), flight booking (Zue et al., 1994), bus information systems (Raux et al., 2005) and giving directions to rooms in a hotel (Yu et al., 2015). Since
the collection of whole dialogues is usually very
expensive and time consuming, there have been
efforts in building methodologies that allow fast
and cheap data collection (Shah et al., 2018; Kelley, 1984). Artificial data generation is an effective methodology for obtaining well defined training datasets. Bordes et al. (2017) uses a simulator
for this purpose. Other approaches artificially outline the conversational flow of their examples and
then use crowdsourcing to convert dialogue turns
into natural language (Shah et al., 2018).
Testing Neural Dialog Models. With the rise of
Neural NLP, interpretability has become a major
issue. Belinkov and Glass (To appear) survey various methods addressing interpretability. In particular, one line of research deals with challenge
sets (Lehmann et al., 1996). While the majority of
NLP datasets reflects a natural distribution of language phenomena, challenge sets are meant to restrict their focus on a specific phenomenon (quantifiers, plurals, anaphora, etc.) at a time (Cooper
et al., 1996). Analyzing the ability to deal with
a specific phenomenon allows evaluating the systems in a more principled way. Challenge datasets
have been applied to diverse tasks, such as Natural Language Inference (Wang et al., 2018) and
Machine Translation (King and Falkedal, 1990).
These datasets offer insight if a model is capable
of handling a specific line of reasoning from training data to specific structures at test time.

3

Data Generation through Self-Play

Unlike the natural challenge sets discussed in Section 2, our focus is on testing structured reasoning in conversational context, by using synthetic
dialogue generation to grant that phenomena under investigation are present only at test time and
not at training time. To our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to build challenge datasets in an artificial way and to use them for the dialogue domain. Natural data would not be suitable for our
purpose since the challenging test phenomena can
also be found in the training set. In particular,
our dataset is constructed using a dialogue selfplay approach (Shah et al., 2018). This approach
suggests that we can always simulate a conversation if we treat it like a game. During the simulations, we instantiate two bots; the system and the
user. For each conversation, we pick up a user profile, then user and system bots carry on the conversation through pseudo-language actions regarding

Methods for conversational scenarios. Many
methods have been proposed to deal with conversational scenarios. Rule Based Systems are the
694

Logical Form
BOT: How can I help you today ?
inform intent = transfer
inform intent = transfer {amount}
inform intent = transfer {partner}
inform intent = transfer {partner} {amount}
BOT: Who is the recipient?
inform {partner}
BOT: What is the transfer amount?
inform {amount}

Example Annotation
BOT: How can I help you today ?
I need to send some money.
I want to transfer {amount}
Can I send money to {partner}?
I would like to send {amount} to {partner}.
BOT: Who is the recipient?
It is {partner}.
BOT: What is the transfer amount?
Roughly {amount}.

Table 1: Automatically generated logical forms provided to annotators and annotated template samples
for a Money Transfer intent with 2 slots. Bot request is provided to annotators to give better context.
ley, 1984). Second, by instantiating each dialogue
with different natural language templates, we can
create dialogues that have the same structure but
different wording.

the user profile.
Therefore, every conversation is represented as
an exchange of actions between the two agents.
Each action contains the information on who performed it and what values the agent provided. For
each dialog for a chosen intent, the respective system bot asks the relevant slots and the user bot
provides the appropriate slot values. The system
bot then checks the values provided and issues the
next requests accordingly. Both API calls and slot
requests are performed through actions. To convert these actions into actual dialogues, we conducted an annotation task with 5 annotators. First,
we converted each possible action for all the intents into logical forms (uninstantiated pseudocode) and asked the annotators to provide natural
language templates for each logical form without
changing the entity placeholders. We then used
the language templates to create natural language
utterances by replacing the placeholders with the
actual values. In Table 1, we give a few examples
of the logical representations provided to annotators and the template they wrote. The conversion
to the final plain text has been done by filling annotated templates with a small KB (the user profile). This approach is different from the one proposed by Shah et al. (2018) that uses instantiated
pseudo-code since the beginning: it requires much
more data annotation and makes it more difficult
to detach surface realization from dialogue structure for building challenge sets.

3.1

The System and User Bot Design

We designed the user and the system bots using
a finite state machine approach (Hopcroft et al.,
2001), assuming that each dialogue is a flow between states and each utterance is a move from
one state to the next. For our experiments, each
of these states handles one particular slot. Whenever a user bot provides some information through
its action, the system bot changes the state accordingly and performs its own action in response. The
user bot then deals with the system action, performs its own and the cycle continues. The dialogue concludes when the system bot reaches an
end state and issues an end call action.
3.2

Banking Domain Intents

The user intents/tasks that the dialogues are built
upon are in the Banking Domain. We selected several intents to create a dataset that contains: i) conversations that are varied and diverse, and ii) conversations that use similar sentences and slots but
to complete different tasks.
Each dialogue is initiated by the system bot
asking the first question. To add variability we
randomized the number of slots provided by the
user in its response, similar to verbosity user trait
in (Shah et al., 2018). After these initial turns the
system bot ask the respective missing slots. Apart
from asking the missing slot, the system bot also
validates the value of the slots by calling respective APIs, since by design the User Bot may provide incorrect values and the System Bot is de-

The advantages of our synthetic data generation
is twofold. First, it helps us to achieve a better
coverage since reducing dialogues to an exchange
of actions allows having a formal and simple visualization of all the generated dialogue flows this is not the case with WoZ data collections (Kel695

S : How can i help you today?
U : I am really concerned that i lost the bank card,
is its deactivation possible?
S : Please enter the card id.
U : I am not sure about the card id
S : Which account does the card belong to?
U : It is associated with my checking account.
A: CALL : CHECK ACCOUNT, USER ACCOUNT: CHECKING
A: RESPONSE : ACCOUNT CHECK , RESULT: FAILED , MES SAGE : ‘list of available accounts joint , savings’
S : I couldn’t find the account you are looking for.
Your available accounts are joint , savings. Would
you like to change your answer?
U : Yes
S : Which account does the card belong to?
U : It must be savings
A : CALL : CHECK ACCOUNT, USER ACCOUNT: SAVING
A : RESPONSE : ACCOUNT CHECK , RESULT: SUCCESS
S : You have the following cards that belong to
your account: prepaid card, credit card. which
card would you like to block?
U : Can you block the prepaid card?
A : CALL : CHECK CARD NAME , CARD NAME : PREPAID
A : RESPONSE : CARD NAME CHECK , RESULT: SUCCESS
S : Do yo confirm blocking your card?
U : yes
A : CALL : BLOCK CARD , CARD ID : SAVINGS - PREPAID
A : RESPONSE : BLOCK CARD , RESULT: SUCCESS
S : Your card has been successfully blocked.

signed to handle all these possible cases. In Table 2, we give an example dialogue to demonstrate
how API intensive these dialogues might become.
Note that, for each interaction we have a specific
user profile, i.e. the possible entities for slots are
predetermined. For example, “partner list” for
money transfer is fixed, and a user cannot provide a random name. Additionally, dialogues are
formed with respect to policy restrictions such that
i) the slots for each intent are asked in a strict order, ii) each slot value should be validated through
an api call, iii) there are maximum 3 consecutive
invalid user utterances after which the dialogue is
terminated, iv) the final API call for intent execution randomly returns a success or failure. The
valid/invalid user utterances are chosen randomly
in each turn. We now list the domain intents and
their descriptions as follows:
Making a Transfer. In this intent, U SER wants
to transfer some money. The system is tasked to
fill three slots i.e user account, partner name and
amount.
Canceling a Transfer. This intent handles cases
where U SER wants to cancel a transfer made earlier. The first required slot is the transaction id and
U SER may or may not recall it. If the transaction
id cannot be filled, SYSTEM asks for partner name
and checks for previous transactions.
Blocking a Card. The main slot required for
this intent is the card id. Similar to the canceling a
transfer intent, there are two possible paths for the
conversation flow. If U SER cannot recall the card
id, SYSTEM asks another set of slots, which are the
user account and the card type.

Table 2: A complete Block card example. U corresponds to User, S to System, and A to API calls.
3.3

Challenge Test Set

We generate a wide variety of test cases using the
same dialogue self-play methodology employed
for the training data, by modifying the structure
of the original dialogues in a principled manner.
Each of these test cases represents a particular
conversational situation that has never been seen
during training but that might happen in real interactions. While we cannot precisely quantify the
exhaustiveness of the considered cases in real life
scenarios due to the domain restrictions, the synthetic dialogue generation allows us to easily integrate new challenge cases when necessary. Below, we discuss in detail each test case and what
function it serves to test. We also present a more
conventional test set, i.e. out of templates set,
to disclose how much we elevate the difficulty of
the task by the challenge test cases. In our ex-

Transaction History Query. This intent is for
finding a transaction in U SER’s transaction history
by searching the note field. Notes are specific texts
giving information about the transaction reason,
such as “Salary” or “Electricity bill”.
Account Balance Query. To search for the account balance, U SER is asked to provide the user
account name.
Account Limit Query. U SER searches for the
maximum transferable amount from his/her account. This intent, together with account balance,
serves to evaluate the disambiguation performance
of the conversational models when facing semantically similar intents - in fact their dialogue flow
and required slots are identical.
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periments, we will disregard Out Of Vocabulary
(OOV) cases, i.e. cases where entities of interest
at test time are not seen at training time, e.g. the
partner name “Michael”, (Bordes et al., 2017).

utterances in training data either without any extra
slot value or odd number of slot values while in
the new API challenge set, intent utterances contain only even number of slot values. See Table 4
for an example.

Out of Templates (OOT) Out of templates test
case is constructed by sampling annotation templates into training, development and test sets. By
doing so, we can test whether the agent can handle
user utterances in an unseen linguistic form.

Sys : How can i help you today ?
User : I want to see if my salary was credited
→ Sys : API CHECK SALARY
Sys : How can i help you today?
User : I want to see if my salary was credited
from Facebook
→ Sys : API CHECK SALARY FACEBOOK.

Out of Pattern (OOP) Out of pattern test cases
challenge the agents through the conversations
with a structure (dialogue flow) that has not been
seen during training. We have constructed five
out of pattern cases for the challenge test set. Together with each OOP description, we provide an
example, where the arrow indicates the answer of
the system bot to be predicted, and the part in
italic highlights the differences between training
and test sets for readability purposes.

Table 4: Train and test excerpt of New API
3. Reordering The training dialogues have a
particular slot filling order for each intent. In the
reordering challenge set, on the other hand, the
order of slots in dialogues is shuffled. The purpose of reordering is to evaluate whether an agent
is able to generate the system utterance to fill the
correct missing slot after all other slots for the current intent have been filled. In the example given
in Table 5, we show the correct system utterance
of a new API challenge test case for the missing
slot: user account.

1. Turn Compression The training dialogue
structure contains a confirmation step after each
attempt to fill the current slot with an invalid value.
Following a confirming answer from U SER for
changing the slot value, S YSTEM repeats the slot
filling question to U SER. In the turn compression
challenge test case, we concatenate the confirmation and the new slot answers as the user utterance
for the change confirmation question of S YSTEM.
The correct system utterance is the validation API
call of the new value instead of the slot filling
question again. Table 3 shows an example where
S YSTEM asks if U SER wants to change the partner
name, and during testing the user gives a confirming answer together with the correct partner name.

User : I’d like to transfer some money.
Sys : From which account?
User : from Savings please.
Sys : Who is the recipient ?
User : It is Michael
→ Sys : What is the amount?
User : I’d like to transfer some money.
Sys : What is the amount ?
User : 100 euros.
Sys : Who is the recipient ?
User : It is Michael
→ Sys : From which account?

Sys : Partner name is incorrect, would you like
to change it?
User : Yes
→Sys : What is the name of the recipient?
Sys : Partner name is incorrect, would you like
to change it?
User : Yes, change it to Megan
→Sys : API PARTNER CHECK Megan

Table 5: Train and test excerpt of Slots Reordering
4. Another Slot In a natural conversation, U SER
can provide an utterance that is irrelevant to the
current turn while including a slot value relevant
to another one. Example dialogue excerpts for
Making a Transfer intent with and without such
another slot test case are given in Table 6.

Table 3: Train/test excerpt of Turn Compression
2. New API The new API challenge is designed
to evaluate the performance of an agent in terms of
its ability of issuing the required API calls with appropriate slot values. To this end, we create intent

5. Audit More In the training dialogues, after
S YSTEM requests a new slot value for the value
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Sys : What is the partner name ?
User : It is Michael.
→Sys : API PARTNER CHECK Michael
Sys : What is the partner name ?
User : Make the amount to be 10k euros .
→Sys : API AMOUNT CHECK 10k euros

operations such as issuing API calls to KBs
(Bordes et al., 2017), which are a key element
to our scenario. We implemented 2 variations of
memory networks in order to test the feasibility
of challenge set by analyzing the performance
differences of the networks.

Table 6: Train/test excerpt for Another Slot case

Single End-to-End Memory Network (SMN)
replicates the end-to-end memory network presented by Bordes et al. (2017) trained on all dialogues from all intents simultaneously.
Multiple End-to-End Memory Network
(MMN) is an ensemble of 6 different Memory
Networks, each trained on a single intent and a 7th
Memory Network that has the task of selecting
the appropriate one for the given dialogue. The
training data for the 7th memory network is
produced by appending a call-memory-network
action after the user utterance that informs the
intent in a dialog.

changing turn, U SER is expected to provide an appropriate value for the slot. In the audit more challenge set, U SER provides other slot values along
with the requested slot. We test if the system can
recognize the changed slot value and issue the appropriate API calls for the slots given by U SER. In
the example test dialogue given in Table 7, U SER
changes the amount along with the partner name
slot. The correct response of S YSTEM would be
the API calls for the given partner name and the
amount values.
Sys : What is the partner name ?
User : Change it to Michael.
→Sys : API PARTNER CHECK Michael
Sys : What is the partner name ?
User : Change it to Michael and make the
amount to be 5k euros.
→Sys : API PARTNER CHECK Michael,
AMOUNT CHECK 10k euros

We implemented MMN and tested against SMN
to investigate if sharing information from different intents plays a positive role or creates interference, especially for intents that contain the same
slot types and have a high semantic similarity.

5

We used a learning rate of 0.001, a batch size of
32, and maximum 20 epochs during the training
of both networks. We set the embedding size to be
128 as it has been shown to perform good enough
for most NLP problems (Bai et al., 2009). For
memory networks we empirically used a memory
size of 40 and 3 hops.
We have generated 200 dialogues per intent and
per test case through the methodology explained
in Section 3. We first sampled 1/3 of the templates to linguistically realize the logical form of
training dialogues and 1/3 for development. For
the in-template test cases we then randomly sampled turns from training and development to create
test dialogues. Instead, for the OOT test configurations we used the remaining 1/3 of the templates
to generate new linguistically unseen test cases.
Similar to Bordes et al. (2017), the networks are
evaluated in a ranking, not a generation, task: we
test whether for each dialogue turn, the MNs can
identify the next (correct) system utterance or API
call from a list of candidates. Regarding the evaluation metric, we have used Per-Response Accu-

Table 7: Train and test excerpt of Audit more.
We should note that each OOP test can contain
only one type of OOP, i.e only turn compression
or only new API etc. However, in one dialog there
may be more than one instance of the same OOP.

4

Experiments

Neural Models

For our experiments, we focused on end-to-end
Memory Networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015),
which have been employed in various NLP
tasks including non-goal-oriented (Dodge et al.,
2016) and goal-oriented (Bordes et al., 2017)
dialogue systems. End-to-end memory networks
exploit a memory component to store the dialog
history, multiple memory look-ups (hops) as an
attention mechanism, and short-term context to
predict the next response. They yield promising
performances in dialogue tasks outperforming
some other end-to-end RNN based architectures.
In addition, end-to-end memory networks have
been shown to be able to perform non-trivial
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racy, which is the number of correct system responses predicted out of all dialogue turns in the
whole test set. Each response under test is compared to the predicted response by the model when
given a dialogue memory, i.e. context, and a new
user utterance.
Considering the banking domain and task scenarios, for which it is almost impossible to record
and collect real human interactions, we cannot
perform an experiment on real life conversations.
Although using WoZ technique and challenge pattern annotation could be applicable, it could not be
guaranteed that we can collect reasonable amount
of data for the same challenge pattern and we
would be obliged to know every pattern in advance. Therefore, we also employ dialogue synthesis for test/challenge set dialogues, which allows for a continuous challenge design by modifying the template combinations and dialogue patterns.
5.1

another slot for SMN, turn compression and audit
more for MMN).
Single vs Multiple Memory Network. Concerning the IT cases, MMN slightly outperforms
SMN in the non-challenge test setting. In addition, it shows a substantial accuracy increase in
turn compression and audit more OOP cases. On
the other hand, SMN surpasses MMN in reordering and another slot OOP challenges. A similar
outlook of performances is observed for the OOT
non-challenge and OOP cases aside from new api
challenge, which turns out to be the most difficult
OOP challenge and will be discussed later.
We observe that on average MMN outperforms
SMN both in IT and OOT cases. One possible explanation is based on how the memory network finds the correct response. The Single Memory Network does so by incorporating all the intents in its selection of the responses. Therefore,
it searches for more general responses while the
Multiple Memory Network assigns the same task
to a specialized Memory network, which is trained
on that very specific intent. The specialized memory network is better at finding the correct response since it is trained only on one particular intent data and its search space is implicitly reduced.
As a particular OOP performance comparison,
we noticed that SMN is better at selecting the right
response during the reordering challenge, which
evaluates the ability of the model in learning the
necessary slots to accomplish an intent.

Test Cases and Results

We compare the memory networks against the perresponse accuracy for In Template (IT henceforth)
and Out Of Template setting. In Table 8, we show
the test results of SMN and MMN models for IT
and OOT configurations (including non-OOP and
OOP test settings).
IT
Test Case
Non OOP
Turn Comp.
New API
Reordering
Another Slot
Audit More
OOP Avg.

SMN
88.62
27.80
7.42
54.50
38.00
15.50
28.64

MMN
90.17
55.00
7.83
45.50
25.00
34.00
33.47

OOT
SMN MMN
87.39 88.27
27.90 54.70
8.17
6.67
54.00 41.50
41.50 27.50
16.00 35.00
29.51 33.07

In template vs Out of Template. We found out
that there is not a major difference between IT and
OOT test case performances (slightly better for
SMN and slightly worse for MMN). One possible explanation is that the tests have not been conducted in an OOV setting. Therefore, the SMN
and MMN may not learn the linguistic patterns to
find entities (templates) but they directly learn to
recognize the entities and to predict the API calls
accordingly.

Table 8: In template non-challenge/OOP test
results, OOT non-challenge/OOP test results in
terms of per-response accuracy.

Multiple Out of pattern. As a final experiment,
we wanted to inspect the effect of having the challenge phenomenon of interest appearing more than
once in a dialogue, such as the example proposed
in Table 10. For this last case we could use only
turn compression and audit more, that have a sufficient number of slots to replicate the phenomenon
of interest over different slots in the same dialogue. What we observe is that indeed it is difficult

OOP impact. As expected, OOP cases represent
a compelling challenge for our MNs, see Table 8.
When we compare the results of the non-OOP and
the OOP cases, we observe drastic performance
differences, both in IT (88.62 vs. 28.64, 90.17 vs
33.47) and OOT (87.39 vs. 29.51, 88.27 vs. 33.07)
settings. Still, in some settings both MNs are able
to show reasonable performances and different behaviors on different challenge sets (reordering and
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Test Case
Turn Compression
Turn Compr. OOT
Audit More
Audit More OOT

Per-Response Accuracy
SMN
MMN
29.61
55.16
29.07
55.13
10.50
15.02
10.90
15.43

handling new APIs. The results suggest that it
is harder for the memory networks to interpret a
new combination of slots and issue the related API
calls. This could be partially explained by the position of the new API cases in the dialogue. By
design, new API cases happen at the beginning
of the conversation (i.e. giving an intent together
with unexpected slots, see example in Table 4).
Therefore, the system has no context (no interaction memory) to reason on while selecting the response. On the contrary, for the easier turn compression case, the memory network is already expecting a possible change in the slot value (e.g.
“do you want to change the amount?”) in the following turns, regardless of receiving it in the respective turn or in the next few. In fact, the network is already ‘primed’ on selecting an amount
related API call. Consequently, the memory networks have a better performance on turn compression rather than new API challenge.

Table 9: Multiple Out of Pattern per Dialog
Sys : The partner name you provided is incorrect, would you like to change ?
User : Yes, change it to Michael (first Occurrence of Turn Compression)
Sys : Okay, your amount also exceeds the limit,
would you like to change ?
User : Yes, It is 100 euros (The second occurrence of turn compression)
Table 10: Example of Multiple OOP dialogue
for both the SMN and the MMN to handle the case
of more than one OOP.
It can be seen that there is a drop in the performances of both MNs in Table 9 as compared
to previous challenge tests, only for audit more.
This drop can be attributed to the differences of
the contexts of the conversations that are present
in the memory while selecting the response. Since
the context is the previous conversation until the
chosen turn, for the first case, i.e. the first example
in 10, the context is a usual sub-dialogue pattern
that is seen during the training. So the responsibility of the agent is to understand the new unseen
compressed user utterance and choose the correct
response. However, when we test the second turn
compression in the same dialogue, i.e. the second
turn in 10 where U SER changes the amount, the responsibility of the agent is compounded by the fact
that in addition to understanding the compressed
turn, it has to reason about an unseen context pattern. In other words, the context also contains a
form of turn that the agent has never seen during
training, which is the first turn compression of the
second example in Table 10.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we explored some challenges
connected to dataset creation for conversational
agents and interpretability of neural models. In
particular, we propose a methodology to create
rich datasets for training end-to-end conversational agents and challenge them on unseen patterns at test time. We then experimented with
Memory Networks and investigated their performance on the custom test cases. The apparently
low accuracy levels on unseen challenge cases
suggest that the synthetic data and challenge generation for low resource dialogue domains can act
as a reasonable approximate to real life challenges
in such domains. In other words, the more a dialogue model is able to handle these diverse challenges, the more it will be able to handle the
unstructured or less structured dialogues in real
human-machine interaction. As a future work we
would like to test further neural models and create additional OOP challenge sets, even combining additional configurations.

The Easiest and the Hardest Challenge Cases
Finally, to investigate the difficulty of challenges
that we have introduced with each OOP case, we
should focus our attention to the easiest and the
hardest cases. We observe that out of all the OOP
test cases (both in-template and OOT settings)
both memory networks performed quite poorly on
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Abstract
Text classification field of natural language processing has been experiencing
remarkable growth in recent years. Especially, sentiment analysis has received a
considerable attention from both industry
and research community. However, only a
few research examples exist for Azerbaijani language. The main objective of this research is to apply various machine learning algorithms for determining the sentiment of news articles in Azerbaijani language. Approximately, 30.000 social news
articles have been collected from online
news sites and labeled manually as negative or positive according to their sentiment categories. Initially, text preprocessing was implemented to data in order
to eliminate the noise. Secondly, to convert
text to a more machine-readable form,
BOW (bag of words) model has been applied. More specifically, two methodologies of BOW model, which are tf-idf and
frequency-based model have been used as
vectorization methods. Additionally, SVM,
Random Forest, and Naive Bayes algorithms have been applied as the classification algorithms, and their combinations
with two vectorization approaches have
been tested and analyzed. Experimental results indicate that SVM outperforms other
classification algorithms.

1

Introduction

Development of technology generates a vast
amount of data flow through the internet and encourages the creation of sophisticated methodologies to store and analyze it. Analyzing such huge
volumes of data manually could lead to the waste
of time and investment. Therefore, currently more

automated and efficient ways are implemented to
solve the problem.
With the growth of the produced data, a branch
of Artificial Intelligence - Natural Language Processing (NLP) had begun to evolve. Text classification is a fundamental part of NLP and has been
applied in many areas. The aim of text classification is to group data into predefined categories
based on the labeled data using various machine
learning techniques. It requires several stages to
categorize the data including data collection, preprocessing, and feature extraction. One of the implementation areas of text classification includes
sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis helps to
define whether an author’s opinion towards a specific topic is negative or positive. Considering the
fact that people’s opinion directly influences the
businesses and organizations it is no surprise that
sentiment analysis receives a lot of attention.
Although sentiment analysis has been applied
largely worldwide, research on its usage and utility on Azerbaijani language is scarce. English language has the luxury of having numerous annotated datasets as well as having well-tuned text preprocessing techniques. Different from English
language, natural language processing algorithms
are not improved sufficiently in Azerbaijani which
is an agglutinative language and therefore requires
special pre-processing approaches. Furthermore,
implementation of some well-known feature extraction approaches is not experimented enough
and investigating their effectiveness in natural
language processing tasks namely, in sentiment
analysis for an agglutinative language is one of
the main objectives of the research. Additionally,
the main purpose of our research is to build supervised machine learning based, automatic sentiment polarity detection system for analyzing
Azerbaijani social news articles.
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Literature Review

As sentiment analysis is one of the prominent topics nowadays there exists vast amount of experiments applied with different methods. Sentiment
analysis of text for Azerbaijani language had been
investigated by Aida-zade et al. (2013). Multi machine learning algorithms had been applied for
news classification in Azerbaijani language in
(Suleymanov and Rustamov, 2018; Suleymanov et
al., 2018; Aida-zade et al., 2018). Cambria (2016)
distinguishes three main approaches in the field of
sentiment analysis: knowledge-based, statistical
and hybrid. The first one is the method of classifying text using rule-based algorithm to extract the
sentiment. To help the organizations to improve
their decision making and improve customer satisfaction Zaw and Tandayya (2018) applied rulebased algorithm called Contrast Rule-Based sentiment analysis to classify customer reviews automatically. Another rule-based algorithm is proposed by Tan et al. (2015) for classifying financial news articles. According to the research, initial stage was to determine the sentiment of each
single sentence in the given financial news. Next
stage was calculating positivity/negativity for the
whole content of an article.
Sentiment analysis is widely used to measure
the public opinion about a given topic. Li et al.
(2017) investigated relationship between Dow
Jones Industrial Average and public emotions.
During experiment approximately 200 million
twitter data was collected that mentions 30 companies which are part of the New York Stock Exchange. Researchers applied a different methodology called SMeDA-SA. The method initially extracts all uncertain sentences from the document
to create the vocabulary. As a result, the research
indicated that stock price of companies can be
predicted with the given methodology.
One of sentiment analysis task – subjectivity
detection applied before sentiment analysis for increasing accuracy performance. Rustamov et al.
applied Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System
(2013a), Hidden Markov Models (2013b) and
Hybrid models (2018) for detection of subjectivity
analysis. Same techniques had been applied for
document level sentiment analysis (Rustamov et
al., 2013). The method described by Araque et al.
(2017) is an example of deep learning algorithm
usage for sentiment analysis. Recently, deep learning is widely used to classify the text as it is capa-

ble of extracting public opinion regarding a specific topic and also works excellently with highlevel features. During the research, deep learning
model was developed using word embedding and
linear machine learning model was implemented.
Sentiment analysis can also be used with the
combination of different methodologies in the implementation of various applications. One of the
researches that benefited from application of sentiment analysis is done by Rosa et al. (2019). In
the research, applications collect data about a user
and give recommendations based on the data produced by the user. The research proposes an approach for a recommendation system which takes
user’s current psychological state into account using sentiment analysis. Based on the mood of a
user system sends different messages to the user
including relaxing, peaceful, calm and etc.
Bansal and Srivastava (2018) applied word2vec
model with machine learning algorithms to classify user reviews. The word2vec model was used to
represent 400.000 consumer reviews data from
Amazon as vectors. Later, the vector representation of data was given to the classifier as an input.
In order to classify the data both Continuous Bag
of Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram model were
implemented in combination with 4 machine
learning algorithms including SVM, Naive Bayes,
random forest, and logistic regression.
Severyn and Moschitti (2015) worked on an
application that does sentiment analysis of tweets
with deep learning models. They have applied unsupervised natural language model to initialize
word embeddings which were used as distant supervised corpus in their deep learning model. The
model was initialized by using pre-trained parameters of network, then trained on supervised training data from Semeval-2015. According to official
test sets’ result, their model ranked first in phraselevel and second in message-level tasks.
In some researches it is observed that dictionary-based approaches are also effective to extract
the sentiment from text data. Nigam and Yadav
(2018) divided collected tweets into lexemes and
matched the words with the terms in the dictionary. Matched words were weighted so that negative word gets -1 score and positive word gets +1
score. The overall sentiment of document was calculated by subtracting the weights of positive
words from weights of negative words.
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3
3.1

Methodology
Data Collection

Data collection and annotation is an essential step
for training supervised machine learning algorithms.
Not only the collected data should be relevant to the
research objective but also the annotation process
should be carefully designed in order to have no inconsistencies among labeled data as they could
scale up during training phase and lead to unsatisfactory results. For conducting this research using
supervised machine learning techniques, approximately 30000 news articles had been collected and
monitored from online websites of famous Azerbaijani newspapers. News articles under social category have been observed to contain more sentiment
polarity and therefore found to be more suitable for
sentiment analysis. The inter-annotator agreement
had been established and an additional procedure
had been implemented as a control mechanism in
order to verify that the agreement had been followed during annotation. One of the main requirements of agreement was to label only the articles in
which sentiment has been explicitly expressed. For
instance, an article about a social event cannot be
annotated for its sentiment unless author explicitly
shows its social benefits or downsides. This was
done to eliminate any inconsistencies emerging
from subjective assessment of annotators. The control mechanism had been implemented as follows.
Firstly, each news article was given a unique identifier and after random shuffling, articles were divided into small chunks each containing 500 articles. In
the first run each annotator was given a chunk. After
all annotators finished the first chunk, the second
run began. In the second run, each annotator was
given a chunk and additionally 50 more already
labeled articles without their labels. By comparing
these 50 articles’ new labels with old ones, we could
determine in which aspects annotators did not agree
and made relevant adjustment to the annotation
agreement to minimize the amount of disagreement
in subsequent runs. In the following runs the steps
of the second run were repeated until there was no
chunk remaining. 12210 articles were labelled according to above mentioned rules. Among the labeled news articles, 4565 of them were labeled as
positive and 7645 were labeled as negative. In the
next stages, we had applied k-folds cross validation.
In this method k stands for the number of repetitions
of splitting data into test and train part. Cross validation is a method in machine learning that is used for

assessing the result of the applied algorithm. It
helped us to estimate how accurately the model
would work in real case situations. By considering
that we may not have satisfactory amount of data to
train the model, and while splitting data into test and
train we eliminate some of the train data and it may
cause underfitting problem, we have applied 10-fold
cross validation. After each splitting we got the accuracy score and when the splitting ended, we obtained final accuracy by calculating the average.
3.2

Data Preprocessing

Getting clean data was first step of the experiment. In order to get sentiment from data, stop
words were cleaned, which have no sentiment but
are highly frequent in the dataset and could decrease accuracy. Especially while applying frequency based vectorizer, noisiness of data interrupts quality of classification process.
Dataset contained XML and HTML tags since
they were taken from online resources. Especially
names of websites, sources of the article, dates,
URL links and JS tags were present in the dataset
and they affected the prediction accuracy negatively. For example, website names which end
with the domain names such as “.az”, “.com”,
“.org”, “.net”, “.ru”, “.edu”, “.gov” had been removed. In addition, the ones that started with
“http”, “https” and “www” and extra time tags
were also deleted from data. Furthermore, all unnecessary punctuations were cleaned except semicolon and dash, since they are used in compound
words in Azerbaijani language.
Finally, to eliminate difference between same
words with different cases (uppercase and lowercase), all tokens had been converted to lowercase.
It is needed to mention that after preprocessing,
number of words decreased, and consequently,
dictionary size was reduced as well which speeded
up the processing of data and the classification algorithms.
3.3

Feature Extraction

In terms of natural language processing, there is
an essential need to convert text data into a specific format which is appropriate for applying statistical machine learning algorithms. The process is
called feature extraction and there exists different
methodologies for feature extraction. One of the
commonly used methods is called bag of words
model (BOW) that treats each single word as a
feature. This approach takes collection of docu705

ments and converts it into a list of unordered
words called vocabulary (Chen et al., 2017). Next
step is to create a vector representation of documents according to the size of given vocabulary
where existence of each unique word defines the
size. In a basic vectorizing models, it counts occurrence of each word in text and converts it to an
array of real numbers.
In the domain of machine learning, there exists
various vectorization approaches one of which is
counting based. Also called frequency based, it
provides a sparse representation of corpus of documents as a matrix. However, frequency based
vectorizer has several drawbacks. Firstly, not all
words have sentiment value despite how frequently it is used in the document, namely, frequency of
commonly used words could shadow other more
significant and sentiment containing words.
Therefore, to solve this problem term-frequency
and inverse-document-frequency method (tf-idf)
is widely used. In addition to the number of occurrence in the document tf-idf also takes into consideration word’s density in the whole corpus of
documents. It consists of two parts where term
frequency provides count of each word and inverse document frequency reduces value of words
that are densely used in the corpus.
Another approach of bag of words model is
hashing based vectorizer. It maintains vectors representing each term as an integer value. Different
from others, it does not create dictionary, still having larger matrix to encode a document. tf-idf and
frequency based vectorizer generates highdimensional vector representations. Unlike them
hashing based vectorizer suggests an efficient way
to reduce the dimensionality of the vector. It offers default size for feature vector and provides an
option to reduce and increase vector size. However, probability of collision should be considered
when choosing the size. If the number of unique
words in the vocabulary exceeds the feature size it
could lead to collision where several unique words
could map to the same integer value.
It is not necessity to present each single unique
term as an input to the vectorization method. Different word combinations can be used here including unigram, bigrams, and trigrams. In unigram
each word represents one feature. Additionally, we
can also take combination of two words called bigrams, and combination of three words at a time
called trigrams (Bhavitha et al., 2017).

4

Classifiers

4.1

Random Forest

Random forest is one of the supervised learning
algorithms, which is implemented in both regression and classification problems. This classifier is
a collection of recursive, tree structured models.
In decision tree, the prediction is done by splitting root training set into subsets as nodes, and
each node contains output of the decision, label or
condition. After sequentially choosing alternative
decisions, each node recursively is split again and
at the end classifier defines some rules to predict
result. Conversely, in random forest, classifier
randomly generate tree without defining rules.
We have implemented random forest algorithm
with the different vectorizer methodologies, and
n-gram models as shown in Table 1 and got different outcomes as described below.
Feature
extraction

ngrams

F1Score

Precision

Recall

Frequency
based
vectorizer

Unigram

93.21

91.02

95.87

Bigram

92.15

88.47

95.97

Trigram

89.79

82.91

97.38

Unigram

93.33

90.65

95.93

Bigram

92.27

88.96

96.61

Trigram

89.95

83.29

97.5

Tf-idf

Table 1: Random Forest Classifier Result
While considering the highest F1 score, we got
93.33 percent from the combination of tf-idf
vectorizer and unigram model. On the other hand,
when taking highest recall and precision score
separately, we obtain the highest recall score of
97.38 percent. The highest recall score yields the
precision of 82.91 and F1 score of 89.79 percent.
Even though the recall is the highest, we got the
lowest F1 score from that combination. Additionally, the highest precision score which is 91.02
percent provides 93.21 F1 score and the lowest recall score of 95.87 percent. As visible in the Table
1 the second highest F1 score of 93.21 was ob706

tained from the combination of frequency based
vectorizer and unigram model. It is noticeable that
the difference between the first highest F1 score of
93.33 percent and the second highest F1 score of
93.21 is too close to each other and therefore was
not statistically important. The lowest F1 score of
89.79 percent was obtained from the combination
of frequency based vectorizer and trigram model.
4.2

Naïve Bayes

est F1 score of 95.47 percent was obtained from
the combination of frequency based vectorizer and
bigram model. Additionally, it is noticeable from
the table that while considering tf-idf results the
highest F1 score we got 94.66 percent which was
obtained from bigram model. This combination
yields the recall score of 98.24 percent which is
the second highest recall score and precision score
of 91.34 which is the lowest precision score.

The second machine learning algorithm we have
applied to our data set is Naive Bayes classifier. It
is a probabilistic model, which is derived from
Bayes Theorem that finds the probability of hypothesis activity to the given evidence activity.
According to naive Bayes rule each feature is independent from each other and because of the assumption about independence, occurrence of one
feature has no impact to others. Depending on the
features, Bayes classifier has several forms including Gaussian Naive Bayes classifier, Multinomial
Naive Bayes, and Bernoulli Naive Bayes. In this
research Multinomial Naive Bayes which is mostly used for document level analysis is implemented. In this classifier, feature representation has
been generated by multinomial distribution which
reflects frequency of words like vectorization.
Probability of an event i happening with multinomial Naive Bayes is formulated as:

Feature
extraction

ngrams

Frequency
based
vectorizer

Precision

Recall

Unigram 94.87

95.87

93.9

Bigram

95.47

97.24

93.77

Trigram

91.2

97.87

85.4

Unigram 94.1

91.54

96.97

Bigram

94.66

91.34

98.24

Trigram

90.9

84.2

98.75

Tf-idf

Table 2: Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifier
Result
4.3

In this paper we have applied Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier using alpha=1 with frequency
based vectorizer and tf-idf vectorizer as described
in the following table. Alpha parameter prevents
model assigning null probabilities in case of 0
term frequency. Below, table 2 clearly indicates
the impact of combination of different
vectorization methodologies, n-gram models on
the F1, recall, and precision score.
Table 2 presents that combination of frequency
based vectorizer and bigram model provided the
highest F1 score result of 95.47 percent. In contrast, the lowest F1 score result we got among the
above combinations was 90.9 percent and was obtained from tf-idf and trigram model. As can be
seen from the table the lowest F1 score yields the
lowest precision score of 90.0 percent. The highest precision score we got was 97.87 which yields
the lowest recall score of 85.4 percent. The high-

F1Score

Support Vector Machine

The third classification algorithm that we have
applied is SVM. the purpose of SVM classification algorithm is toewgwrhwhe
define optimal hyperplane in
N dimensional space to separate the data points
from each other. N dimensional space here is
number of features:

Equation (1) describes the calculation of cost
function and hypothesis for SVM. One of the important terms used in SVM is kernel parameter.
When the data is so huge and hardly computational, kernel is used to speed up and optimize SVM.
There are different types of the kernel parameter
such as linear kernel, polynomial kernel, rbf kernel, and sigmoid kernel. In this research linear
kernel parameter is used. In the research, we analyzed accuracy of SVM classification algorithm
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with different vectorization and n-gram models
which is described in the following table.
Feature
extraction

ngrams

F1Score

Precision

Recall

Frequency
based
vectorizer

Unigram

95.51

95.4

95.63

Bigram

95.45

94.17

96.76

Trigram

92.82

88.73

97.31

Unigram

96.79

96.48

97.1

Bigram

95.9

94.45

97.41

Trigram

93.35

89.19

97.93

type of articles is catchier and preferred more by
the readers.
Having data skewness can have a direct impact
on the results of a machine learning model and
gaining further insights can contribute to obtaining
higher results. Therefore, the impact of skewness
on our dataset had been researched. Firstly, we examined the precision and recall score per class to
see if skewness has a significant impact on the results.
Class

Tf-idf

Table 3: Linear SVM Result
Table 3 depicts the F1, recall, and precision results for SVM classifier using various feature selection and n-grams models. As can be seen from
the table the best F1 score we got 96.79 percent
was from the combination of tf-idf vectorizer and
unigram model. While considering frequency
based vectorizer the highest F1 score which is
95.51 percent was obtained from unigram model.
When comparing the F1 score of unigram and bigram models we do not observe huge difference
between results. Recall values for the SVM classifier ranged from 95.63 percent to 97.93 percent.
The highest recall score was 97.93 which was obtained from the combination of tf-idf and trigram
model. As described in table the lowest F1 score
92.82 percent and was gained from trigram model
and frequency-based vectorization.
4.4

Recall

Precision

Positive

93.58

94.82

Negative

96.89

96.23

Table 4: Per class precision and recall scores of
SVM classifier
Table 4 demonstrates that skewness in the dataset affects the performance of the classifier.
Therefore, we explored several approaches for optimizing the results while working with skewed
dataset. The considerable change came from the
application of adjusting sample weights inversely
to the frequencies of each class in SVM classifier.
By this way, the classifier is penalized more for
the mistakes made on samples from underrepresented class, namely positive. This allowed to elevate the recall score to 95.14 percent for the positive class and increase the precision score to 97.07
percent for the negative class, while slightly lowering the recall to 95.95 percent.

Data Skewness and Classifier Comparisons

As described in data collection section, the dataset
was skewed towards negative samples with 7.6k
negative samples and 4.5k positive samples. Having skewness in a dataset can be considered normal as dataset is formed as a result of some natural phenomena which can inherently be biased towards some category or other. In our case, news
agencies play the role of data source which seems
to be biased towards generating negative news articles. This could be explained by the fact that this

Figure 1: Accuracy of SVM, Naive Bayes, random forest classifiers with vectorization methods
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Figure 1 demonstrates the accuracy results obtained from implementation of tf-idf and frequency-based vectorization methods with each classification algorithm. As can be seen from the figure,
combination of SVM and tf-idf outperforms other
classifiers with the 96 percent accuracy. The minimum accuracy was obtained from the combination of random forest classifier and tf-idf
vectorizer with 91.4 percent accuracy. While considering accuracy result it is observable that accuracy range changes between 91 percent and 96
percent. Random forest classifier does not offer
huge difference between two vectorization methods as there is only 0.2 percent accuracy difference between tf-idf and frequency-based
vectorization methods. When analyzing Naive
Bayes classifier, the best accuracy we got was
94.4 percent and was obtained from the frequency
based vectorizer.

5

Conclusion

In conclusion, we experimented with three machine learning algorithms on news articles in
Azerbaijani language. Comparing one classifier
with another, depending on the n-gram model and
vectorization method we obtained different results
for different combinations. According to the research the highest F1-score we got was 96.79 percent with the implementation of SVM on tf-idf
vectorizer and unigram model. Research also revealed that Naive Bayes classifier give its best result 95.47 percent with the combination of frequency based vectorizer and bigram model, while
random forest acquires highest F1-score 93.33
percent by using tf-idf based feature extraction
and unigram model.
Additionally, for future work we plan to improve our research by enlarging our dataset, adding neutral class, applying rule-based algorithms
and observing their performance in our dataset. In
addition to them, we are going to apply word embedding with different classification algorithms.
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Abstract

Inforex is one of several web-based systems
for text corpora annotation which is being developed as an open source project. The other wellknown systems include, but are not limited to, WebAnno 3.0 (de Castilho et al., 2016), Brat (Stenetorp et al., 2012) and Anafora (Chen and Styler,
2013). Comparing to the other systems Inforex
has some distinct features, including: support for
untokenized and tokenized documents, support for
both plain text and XML documents (XML tags
are used to format the document layout) and integration with CLARIN-PL web services (utilizes
on-demand morphological tagging).
In Section 2 we present the basic characteristic
of the Inforex system. In Section the 3 we present
the recents improvements and new features implemented in the system. In the Section 4 we present
two projects in which the latest features were utilized.

In the paper we present the latest changes
introduce to Inforex — a web-based
system for qualitative and collaborative
text corpora annotation and analysis. One of the most important news
is the release of source codes. Now
the system is available on the GitHub
repository (https://github.com/
CLARIN-PL/Inforex) as an open
source project. The system can be easily
setup and run in a Docker container
what simplifies the installation process.
The major improvements include: semiautomatic text annotation, multilingual
text preprocessing using CLARIN-PL web
services, morphological tagging of XML
documents, improved editor for annotation attribute, batch annotation attribute
editor, morphological disambiguation,
extended word sense annotation. This
paper contains a brief description of
the mentioned improvements. We also
present two use cases in which various
Inforex features were used and tested in
real-life projects.

1

2

Inforex Overview

Inforex is a web-based system for text corpora
management, annotation and analysis. Since 2018
it is available as an open source project on the
GitHub repository and is a part of the Polish
CLARIN infrastructure1 — it is integrated with
the official repository for language resources in
Polish CLARIN2 . From the user perspective Inforex requires only a modern web browser to use
the system.
Inforex offers several features for collaborative work on a single corpus, including concurrent access to data stored in the central database,
role-based access to different modules, flag-based
mechanism to track the process of various types
of tasks. It support text cleanup, mention annotation, relations between annotations, morpholog-

Introduction

Development and evaluation of tools for various
natural language processing task (named entity
recognition, sentiment analysis, cyberbully detection and many other) require dedicated resources
in a form of manually or semi-automatically annotated corpora. Corpus-based studies in the domain of Digital Humanities also require a support
in the form of specialized tools and system. Both
create a demand on development of tools and systems qualitative text corpora management, annotation, analysis and visualization.

1
2
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ical tagging, annotation attributes, metadata and
many others. A more comprehensive list of functions can be found in (Marcinczuk et al., 2017).

tagger based on the document language set in the
metadata.

3

We have extended the annotation attribute editor
to handle dictionary-based attributes with a large
number of possible values (see Figure 2). The improvements include the following:

3.5

Recent Changes and Improvements

3.1

Open Source Project

After 10 years of development the project has been
finally released as an open source project. The
source codes are available under the LGPL license
and can be obtained from https://github.
com/CLARIN-PL/Inforex.
3.2

Extended Annotation Attribute Editor

• Filtering of the list of values,
• Feature to add a new element to the dictionary directly from the value picker level.

Easy Installation

• Suggestions based on values assigned to
other annotations. We have implemented two
heuristic of generating the candidates with
different levels of certainty, i.e.:

The installation process was simplified by converting the system and all required components to run
withing a set of Docker containers3 defined in a
Compose file. The Compose4 file defines four
containers: (1) www — web server running the
Inforex application with background services (see
Section 3.3), (2) db — MySQL database server,
(3) liquibase — Liquibase database schema control and (4) phpmyadmin — web-based access
to the database (for development and maintenance
purposes).
A new installation of Inforex boils down to running the following two lines of code:

– values for other annotations matched by
the text form with the Soundex algorithm6 . The list of candidates is sorted
by their frequency,
– attribute values matched by the annotation text (full or partial matching).

sudo apt-get install composer \
docker docker-compose
./docker-dev-up.sh

3.3

Background Processes

Time consuming tasks, like corpus export or morphological tagging, are handled by processes running in the background. That’s how we avoid
the web server timeouts and handle task queuing.
The background processes have been added to the
Docker container with web server and they are automatically run on the container startup.
3.4

Multilingual Morphological Tagging

Figure 2: Extended annotation attribute editor

Inforex uses CLARIN-PL Web Service API5
(Walkowiak, 2018) to facilitate the on-demand
morphological document tagging. CLARIN-PL
WS API provides access to morphological taggers
for 11 languages. Seven of them are available from
Inforex, i.e. Polish, English, German, Russian,
Hebrew, Czech and Bulgarian (see Figure 1). Inforex automatically choose the language specific

3.6

Batch Annotation Attribute Editor

Up to now the modification of annotation attributes was available only from the Annotator
perspective using the annotation editor (see Figure 2). When an user had to modify an attribute for
each annotation the only way was to go through all
the annotations one by one. This process was time

3

https://www.docker.com/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/
5
http://ws.clarin-pl.eu/tagerml.shtml
4

6
https://www.archives.gov/research/
census/soundex.html
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Figure 1: Document tokenization perspective
same text form and category. For attribute value
we collect annotations with the same text form or
lemma and category. In case of ambiguity, i.e.
there are more than one possible value of lemma
or attribute, the value remain empty and the user
has to fill it manually. The lemma auto fill feature
is available in the Annotation lemmas perspective
and the attribute auto fill feature is available in the
Annotation attributes perspective.

consuming and error-prone because it was easy to
miss some annotations. To overcame these problems we have created a page for batch annotation
attribute modification. The page consists of two
main components, i.e. a document content with
annotation preview and a table with annotations
with their attribute (see Figure 3).
3.7

Document Auto Annotation

This feature was designed to reduce user effort in
annotating repeatable phrases in and across documents. Auto annotation works by annotating in
given documents all phrases that were already annotated in other documents. This feature works for
both untokenized and tokenized documents, however we advise to use it on tokenized documents
as the phrases are aligned with token boundaries
and we avoid matching of incomplete words. After running auto annotation the new annotations
are presented to the user for verification. User can
decide whether given annotation is correct, incorrect or the annotation type needs a change (see
Figure 4). The discarded annotation are stored in
the system for future run of auto annotation. During the next use of auto annotation the new annotations which were previously discarded are ignored.
3.8

3.9

Tokenization of XML documents

Inforex allows to store documents in one of the
two formats: plain text or XML. The XML format
is used to encode document structure, like in the
KPWr (Broda et al., 2012) and PCSN (Marcińczuk
et al., 2011) corpora. During tagging the XML
tags should be ignored and only the content should
be processed. Thus, we made the tokenization process to be aware of the document format (see Figure 1). For XML format the document content is
cleaned from XML tags, than the content is processed by the tagging service and at the end the
tokenization is aligned with the original XML document.
3.10

Annotation Attribute Browser

The attribute value browser (see Figure 5) allows
to browse corpus annotations by given attribute
value. The page consists of three elements:

Lemma and Attribute Auto Fill

These features were designed to reduce user effort
in setting annotation lemmas and attribute values.
They both works in a similar way — for each annotation in the document the lemma or attribute
value is set based on other annotations in the corpus. For lemma we collect annotations with the

• View configuration — provides a set of filters, including: shared attribute, document
language and subcorpus,
• Attribute values assigned to annotations —
list of values their frequency,
713

Figure 3: Batch annotation attribute editor

Figure 4: Auto annotation and candidate verification perspective
• Annotations with the selected value.
3.11

• Final — export only the final tags. If there
are tokens without final tags than the missing
tags are reported as errors.

Export of Morphological Tagging and
Annotations Agreements

• User (agreement) — export tags created by
selected user. For tokens which does not contain user agreement tags the tagger tags are
taken.

For tokenized document Inforex can store up to
three layers of morphological tags:
• Tagger — tags produced by a tool,
• Agreement — tags entered by a user in the
agreement mode,

• Tagger — export tagger tags.

• Final — tags approved by the super user.

3.12

• Final or tagger (if final not present) — export
the final tags. For tokens which does not have
the final tag a tagger tag is taken.

The existing mechanism for word sense annotation was limited to a single set of words and their
senses (Marcińczuk et al., 2012). We have removed the limitation and allow to define and use
any number of sets of word senses in the WSD

During export it is possible to define which
layer of tags should be exported. It is possible to
choose one of the following options (see Figure 6):
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Improved Support for Word Sense
Annotation

Figure 5: Annotation attribute browser

4 Case Studies
In this section we present two uses cases in which
various features of Inforex were used in real-life
projects.
4.1

Inforex was used to create the training and testing
datasets for the need of 2nd Edition of the Shared
Task on Multilingual Named Entity Recognition
for Slavic languages7 . The task aims at recognizing mentions of named entities in news articles in
Slavic languages, their lemmatization, and crosslanguage matching.
More than 10 people were involved in the annotation process for four languages, i.e. Polish,
Czech, Russian and Bulgarian. There were 1–3
annotators per language. The annotation process
consists of four main steps:

Figure 6: Export configuration dialog window

perspective. We also added the option to annotate the word senses in an agreement mode for further agreement (see Figure 7). Finally, we have
imported all lexical units with their senses from
Słowosieć 3.2 (Piasecki et al., 2016) as an annotation set to Inforex.

3.13

BSNLP 2019 Shared Task

1. Selection of relevant documents — the document were automatically crawled and uploaded to Inforex, therefore some of them
were duplicates or text not relevant to the subcorpus topic. The selected documents were
marked with a flag Valid content.

Morphological Agreement

The last feature is support for morphological disambiguation agreement. Inforex provides a page
with morphological tag agreement across a given
set of documents (see Figure 8). The agreement is
presented in a numerical form for each documents
in the set and after a specific document a list of
disagreements is presented. This feature is complemented by a document perspective for comparing and choosing the final morphological tags (see
Figure 9).

2. Annotation of named entity mentions — the
same set of five annotatation types was used
to annotated all the selected documents. For
Polish and Czech the annotators utilized the
auto annotate feature described in Section 3.7
and we were able to evaluate the usability of
7
http://bsnlp.cs.helsinki.fi/shared_
task.html
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Figure 7: The extended perspective for word sense annotation
Language
Subcorpus
Total
Final
Discarded
Add by user
Precision [%]
Recall [%]

the auto annotation feature. Table 1 contains
evaluation of the automatically recognized
and added annotations for two languages and
two subcorpora (each on a different topic).
The auto annotation feature yielded very high
precision of 97-99% with relatively high recall of 66-82%. This means that in case of
Polish and Czech subcorpora 10k out of 14k
annotations were added automatically. It was
a significant facilitation of the work.

Czech
A
B
4183 2504
4128 2502
55
2
696
829
98.4 99.9
83.1 66.9

Table 1: Evaluation of the auto annotation feature
on the BSNLP 2019 Shared Task dataset

3. Assignment of annotation lemmas — to assign lemmas the annotators utilized batch
lemma editor and lemma auto fill. For the
correctly added annotations the lemmas were
also automatically assigned.

manual annotation. The text was divided into 31
samples (txt files) of a similar size and imported
directly into Inforex system. Then automatic morphological tagging was performed using WCRFT
morpho-syntactic tagger for Polish (Radziszewski,
2013). The tagger provided morphological disambiguation on the basis of its context but also
other possible forms for this particular word were
listed. The result of the automatic annotation was
then verified by two linguists independently. They
were able to see morphological analysis of each
token and the decision of the tagger (see Fig. 9).
It could be accepted or discarded by the human
annotator. It was also possible to add and assign an interpretation which was not identified by
the tagger (e.g. in the case of unknown words).
Inter-annotator agreement was calculated and its
level was high enough (0,97) to perform further.
Then, after completion the manual verification of
morphological tagging by both linguists team coordinator proceeded with inconsistencies analysis.
The decision was made for every token differently

4. Assignment of cross-lingual identifier — the
goal was to assign the same identifier for each
mention across all languages referring to the
same real-world entity. There were more
than 4k identifiers. The annotators utilized
the auto fill features described in Section 3.8.
The attribute browser was used to validate the
entity mentions.
4.2

Polish
A
B
5139 2440
5032 2386
107
53
1015
648
97.4 97.0
79.9 72.8

Polish Translation of the NTU
Multilingual Corpus

An ongoing project which goal is to provide Polish translation of the NTU Multilingual Corpus
(Tan and Bond, 2011) which consists of two stories from the Sherlock Holmes Canon (The Adventure of the Speckled Band and The Adventure
of the Dancing Men. The Adventure of the Speckled Band is the first one translated and prepared for
716

Figure 8: Summary of morphological disambiguation agreement
annotated. All tags verified by the team leader obtained the status of final annotations. They were
added to the version published within CLARINPL infrastructure (Błaszczak et al., 2019).

and primarily used for creation of The Adventure
of the Speckled Band corpus, it was successfully
applied to prepare Corpus of the colloquial Polish language (Oleksy, 2019) in another project.
This corpus has been designed to address the problem of morphological tagging of user-generated
content (UGC) as part of the project ”SentiCognitiveServices — next generation service for automating voice of customer and social media support based on artificial intelligence methods”8 .
The whole corpus (approximately 400000 tokens)
is manually annotated with morphological information and furthermore the sample of 100 documents was prepared as a result of 2+1 annotation.

5

Summary

The last two years have been productive in the
development of the Inforex system. Many new
features and extensions were implemented during
that time and the most important were presented in
this paper. Majority of the features and improvements were dedicated by users. The most important news is the that Inforex has been finally released as an open source project.
Work financed as part of the investment in the
CLARIN-PL research infrastructure funded by the

Figure 10: Morphological information provided
for human annotators
After the Inforex functionality was developed

8
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Figure 9: The perspective for morphological disambiguation agreement
Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

and Tools for Digital Humanities (LT4DH) at COLING 2016. pages 76–84.
http://tubiblio.ulb.tudarmstadt.de/97939/.
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1

Abstract

Introduction

Generally, the development of such ASR
system for a specific language requires
first and foremost the construction of a
large speech corpus. This corpus must
be based on both an orthographic and a
phonetic transcription. In addition, textual data for learning the LM of the system
are also required. Nevertheless, these resources are not available directly for Arabic dialects. As a result, the ASR system development for Arabic dialects is
fraught with many different kinds of difficulties that it faces. In this perspective,
this work is integrated in the field of developing the Tunisian Dialect ASR system
for the Tunisian Railway Transport Network. More precisely, we are interested
in this paper in presenting our method for
constructing a LM; one among the essential components of the ASR system. This
model proposes to define the probability
distribution on sets of word sequences.
Due to the lack of learning data of the
Tunisian dialect, it is necessary to find a
method that maximizes the amount of information. This corresponds to the appearance of the n-class LM. The main idea of
this model is to classify vocabulary words
into lexical classes and to calculate the
probability of a sequence of words, such
as the probability of a sequence of lexical
classes (5).

In this paper, we describe the process
of creating a statistical Language Model
(LM) for the Tunisian Dialect. Indeed,
this work is part of the realization of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system for the Tunisian Railway Transport
Network. Since our field of work has
been limited, there are several words with
similar behaviors (semantic for example)
but they do not have the same appearance probability; their class groupings will
therefore be possible. For these reasons,
we propose to build an n-class LM that is
based mainly on the integration of purely
semantic data. Indeed, each class represents an abstraction of similar labels. In
order to improve the sequence labeling
task, we proposed to use a discriminative
algorithm based on the Conditional Random Field (CRF) model. To better judge
our choice of creating an n-class word
model, we compared the created model
with the 3-gram type model on the same
test corpus of evaluation. Additionally, to
assess the impact of using the CRF model
to perform the semantic labelling task in
order to construct semantic classes, we
compared the n-class created model with
using the CRF in the semantic labelling
task and the n-class model without using
the CRF in the semantic labelling task.
The drawn comparison of the predictive
power of the n-class model obtained by applying the CRF model in the semantic labelling is that it is better than the other two
models presenting the highest value of its
perplexity.

The primary contributions of this paper are
as follows:
• Gathering our TARIC (Tunisian Arabic Railway Interaction Corpus) corpus to realize an ASR system for
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•

•

•

•

language model (LM) and phonetic dictionary. As our works aim at suggesting a
method in order to construct a LM, we provided further explanations of this component by concentrating on its different types
that have been proposed in the literature.
As we mentioned earlier, the LM seeks
to represent the language behavior in order to confirm or refute the propositions
made by the acoustic module. In literature, several statistical LM types are recognized as being the most efficient models
in ASR. Among these models, we can cite
n-gram, sequences of n-words and factorial LM. We will present some examples of
the aforementioned approaches in the following sub-sections.

the Tunisian Railway Transport Network. This corpus is based on speech
transcriptions. In order to obtain
a standardized and normalized corpus, we employed our Tunisian Dialect CODA (Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic) (30).
We present our proposed method of
creating the n-class LM. To achieve
this, we show the different stages of
our method.
We evaluate the performance of the
discriminative algorithm based on the
CRF model in order to perform the
semantic labeling task for spontaneous speech in the Tunisian Dialect
in the n-class LM construction context.
Testing the impact of using CRF
model in the semantic labelling field.
It is also important to assess its effect
on creating semantic classes on the
one hand, on developing an n-class
LM and on its perplexity level on the
other hand.
We eventually disclosed the elaborated experiments we went through
and the obtained results.

2.1

Thanks to their simplicity and efficiency,
n-gram models are the most widely used
LM in the speech recognition field. They
are based on the assumption that the appearance of a single word depends only
on its history. In practice, estimating this
probability is very difficult. In fact, no
learning corpus can make it possible to observe all the sequences of possible words.
As a result, the basic idea of n-gram models consists in considering only the sequences of words of length n, i. e the calculation is approached by a limited history
consisting of the n-1 preceding words. The
major drawback of this modeling type is
that it can lead to assigning a zero probability to any n-gram that has never been
encountered in the training corpus. This
problem is serious especially when this ngram could be perfectly valid in linguistics.

The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 tries to show the
main role of ASR system and its components. We also shed light on the main
types LM. Section 3 discusses the related
work in this field summarizing the main
aspects of every work. Section 4 describes the TARIC corpus in Tunisian Dialect used for experiments. In section 5,
we present the CRF discriminative model
used to perform semantic labeling then,
we explain our method to construct n-class
LM for Tunisian Dialect. Then Conclusion is drawing in the last section.

2

N-gram model

2.2

N-class model

Due to the lack of the learning corpus, it
is vital to find a method that maximizes
the amount of useful information on the
one hand and reduces the model parameter space on the other hand. In order to
meet this requirement, other methods have
emerged recently. They consist in grouping words into classes. This corresponds

ASR system and language model

An Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system aims to transcribe textual data of
a speech signal. Indeed, in the context
of statistical modeling of speech, an ASR
system is composed of acoustic model,
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of word classes. The figure 1 shows some
words with the same semantic behavior.

to the appearance of n-class LM. The chief
idea of this model is to group vocabulary
words into lexical classes and to estimate
the probability of the word sequence, such
as the probability of a sequence of lexical
classes (5). One of the clearest conception of motivations for n-class models is
that a word of a given class, not necessarily found in the learning corpus, inherits
the probability of all the other representatives of its class. In addition, it is possible
to add words to classes without having to
re-estimate the model probabilities. However, the problems faced by n-class models
are numerous. The first major difficulty is
that this type of model requires the need
for a prelabeled learning corpus (24). Nevertheless, manual labeling is particularly
heavy despite its exact results.
2.3

Figure 1: some words with the same semantic behavior.

3 Related Work
In this Section, we are going to review the
existing works related to classify vocabulary words for the construction of an ntype class LM. In the context of training
classes of words, (10) proposes a simple
word classification algorithm for statistical LM in speech recognition. The classification criterion used in this approach is
the similarity of words. Indeed, the principle is based on the criterion of substitution
or replacement. According to this algorithm, two words are similar since they can
be substituted in the learning corpus (10).
According to this automatic word classification approach, the word accuracy rate
was increased by 8.6% with a reduction in
perplexity of about 6.9% (10). The method
proposed by (8) is essentially based on the
principle of combining different sources of
information at the class formation level. In
his work, (8) uses two types of information: contextual information and prior information. The former is the most commonly used, corresponds to n-gram dependencies. This information can be collected
not only at the words level, but also at the
level of previously constructed classes of
words (8). It is fundamental to take into
account the contextual information in order to better distribute the words into the
classes. Thus, the use of contextual information is of interest in the context of improving the predictability of the model. It
makes it possible to offer a better distribution of words into classes and thus, a more
balanced distribution of distributions (8).
The second type, either semantic or syn-

Factorial LM

The factored LM is based on the principle that a word is no longer seen as a simple graphic chain but rather as a vector of
characteristics (3). These characteristics
can include the lemma and the grammatical class of a word, morphs, its kinds, its
numbers, or Booleans indicating the word
belonging to given semantic classes. On
the theoretical side, factorial models have
already shown good results for some tasks,
such as machine translation (14). At the
practical level, few works have relied on
this model, especially in the speech recognition task.
To conclude, due to the limitation of our
field of work ”Tunisian Railway Transport Network”, several words with similar behaviors exist, (semantic for example) but they do not have the same probability of appearance; their class groupings will therefore be possible. Moreover,
the amount of learning data is reduced. In
this context, the use of the n-class model
is beneficial at several levels. For these
reasons, we propose to build an n-class
LM that is based mainly on the integration of purely semantic data. Indeed, our
method will be used to create a LM based
on semantic information for the creation
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consists of 21,102 statements and 66,082
words.

tactic information, is formalized by categories or grammars. In the approach proposed by (8), the used information a priori is extracted from a learning corpus labeled in grammatical categories. The approach proposed by (29) is based on contextual information (left context and right
context), so words that appear frequently
in similar contexts should be assigned to
the same class. According to (29), different vocabulary words are classified using
the k-means algorithm. The particularity
of this approach is based on the fact that
the number of words in a class is set to
k and if there is a class whose number of
words is less than k then that class will be
merged with another. The main advantage
of this algorithm is its simplicity to find
centroids and suddenly, the cost of merging words or classes becomes less expensive. The approach developed by (2) proposes to integrate semantic information for
the formation of word classes in the statistical LM of ASR system. This approach
is based on a pivot language (called IF for
Interchange Format), which represents the
meaning of the sentence regardless of the
language (2). Thus, the criterion of choice
of classes is guided by the definition of the
pivot language and the most used concepts
in the IF.

The Tunisian dialect the Tunisians’ mother
tongue, which is used in their daily oral
communication. It is becoming more
and more useful not only in interviews,
talk shows and public services but also
in blogs, chat rooms, SMS, e-mails, etc.
However until now the Tunisian dialect
has no standardized spelling. Indeed, this
dialect differs from MSA and it does not
have a standard spelling because there are
no academies of Arabic dialect. Thus, to
obtain coherent learning data and to have
a robust and powerful language model, it
is necessary to utilize a standard spelling.
Indeed, there are words with many forms.
For example, the word àñJ¯P PP /reservation/ can be written in four different ways:
àñJ¯P P@P, àñJ¯P@P@P and àñJ¯P QK P.
As a result, each word has a unique
form. Spelling transcription guidelines
CODA (Tunisian Dialect writing convention), (30), were adopted.
The normalization step is essential because it presents a key point for the other
steps of our method. Among the normalisation Tunisian Dialect words we have:
 ¢J.
(i)Number ”sixteen” is written as A
(ii)To define the future, we must follow the
 K. + verb, for example:
following form: A

4 Tunisian dialect corpus
collection

úæÖß A K.. (iii) To define the negation, we
must follow the following form: AÓ + verb.

We create our own corpus of real spoken dialogues corresponding to the information request task in railway stations in
collaboration with the Tunisian National
Railway Company (SNCFT). This corpus is called TARIC, for Tunisian Arabic Railway Interaction Corpus [16]. The
main task of the TARIC corpus is information request in the Tunisian dialect
about the railway services in a railway station. These requests are about consultation, train type, train schedule, train destination, train path, ticket price and ticket
booking. The creation of the corpus was
done based on two steps: the production
of audio recordings and the manual transcription of these recordings.This corpus

The Tunisian Dialect is characterized by
the presence of foreign words, such as for
instance: French, English, Spanish, Italian, etc.To transcribe these words, Arabic
alphabets have been used. These foreign
words have a unique form, for example:
PñKP [Back], à@QK [train]... At the end of
this step, we obtain a standardized corpus,
the figure 2 represents a corpus extract before the normalization step.
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work. As a result, we have decided to create semantic blocks that consist of grouping one or more words into a single word.
Semantic block is defined as a group of
two or more words. Indeed, this pretreatment consists of adding a (-) between
two or more words to build a single word.
Among the words that can be grouped together to form a semantic block, we find
úæ AÓ followed by another word to indicate the time for example
Figure 2: Corpus extract before the normalisation
step
The figure 3 represents a corpus extract after the normalization step.

é«A úæ AÓ [1

PM]. Cities whose names are composed
such as YK PñK. ø YJ [name of Tunisian

city] AÓ [negation] followed by a verb with
a negative form to express negation. This
step is necessary because it will be used
for semantic labeling and later for the formation of word classes. Indeed, the main
objective of this step is to give a better
semantic value to words that may be insignificant and subsequently useless for
our work. Following this step, we obtain
a corpus that contains all the possible semantic blocks. Below (figure 4) is an excerpt from this corpus.

Figure 3: Corpus extract after the normalisation
step

5

N-class LM construction

In this section, we are going to describe
our method to create n-class LM based
on semantic information for establishing
word classes. This method is made up of
five distinct stages.
5.1

Figure 4: Extract of our corpus after semantic
blocks formation

Pre-processing stage

5.2

When we studied our corpus, we noticed
that there are words that have no semantic value when they are figured all alone.
Only the grouping of these words with
other words can give a better semantic
value to words that may be insignificant
and subsequently useless for our field of

Statistical Semantic labeling

In this sub-section, we present in more
details the way we integrate semantic order information for the formation of word
classes. According to the previous steps,
the semantic labeling step consists in giving a label to each single word or semantic block. We have performed the labeling
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task of words or semantic blocks extracted
from a sentence and their corresponding
concepts in the field of railway request information. In this task, each word or semantic block is labeled with a concept indicating its appropriate semantic nature.
Thus, semantic labeling is not done word
by word because we can find words that
can have several meanings depending on
the context in which they are used. Subsequently, the labeling of a word or a semantic block is done while taking into account its left and right neighborhood in a
sentence. The figure 5 shows examples of
semantic labeling.

p(x̄|ȳ; w) =

X
1
exp
wj Fj (x̄, ȳ)
z(x̄|w)
j
(1)

According to these equations, x̄ represents the sequence of words or semantic blocks (observation), ȳ represents the
sequence of labels, and w stands for the
weights. Fj corresponds to a feature function. The latter depends on the sequence
of words, the current label, the previous
label and the current position in an utterance. We utilized the CRF++ toolkit (16)
in our experiments. It is a customizable
and open source, which implement the
CRF for segmenting and labeling sequential data. It is written in C++, employs
fast training based on gradient descent and
generates n-best candidates. In order to
measure the performance of the labelling
task, three evaluation metrics were generally adopted. The latter allow expressing Recall and Precision. These measures
could be calculated as follows:

P recision =

Figure 5: Extract of semantically labelled corpus
In order to improve the sequence labeling
task, we proposed to use a discriminative
algorithm based on the Conditional Random Field (CRF) model. Thanks to their
ability in learning the sequence tagging
tasks efficiently, CRF have been applied to
a wide range of NLP applications, such as
morpho-syntactic tagging (POS), chunking and language modeling. CRF are probabilistic models for computing the conditional probability of a possible output giving an input sequence also called the observation sequence. To train semantic labeling associations and some predefined
feature sets, CRF learns a set of weights
w. Learning the parameter set w is usually done by a maximum likelihood learning for p(x̄|ȳ; w):

#word correctly Labelling
#word Labelling
(2)

#word correctly Labelling
#total of word
(3)
Our purpose is to create training and testing sets decently. We outlined the available datasets for the languages under investigation. We randomly selected 15826
sentences and 49562 words for training,
5276 sentences and 1652 words for testing. The outcomes of the CRF system
show a Recall of 88% and a Precision of
87%. Based on the manual examination
of the automatic labeling result using CRF,
we found that the CRF have the ability to
detect composed token specific to the task
and label them correctly.
Recall =

5.3

Construction of semantic classes

The present work, being mainly dedicated
to building n-class-based LM, focuses essentially on the formation of semantic
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classes. Each class represents an abstraction of similar labels. In fact, a semantic class may correspond to a label or a
group of labels, whereas a label cannot
belong to only one class. Thus, if we
consider the two statements: Sentence 1:
C¿ ÐAK Pð X  ñK [Tunis second class].

tic classes, we use it in combination with
the data of LM to build our new ”semantic” model. In the LM learning corpus all
words (or semantic blocks) are replaced by
class names. The result is a ”prepared”
corpus that contains both words ( or semantic blocks) and Semantic classes. Finally, we use the SRILM 1 toolbox to learn
LM including semantic classes. SRILM is
a toolkit for building and applying statistical LM, primarily for use in speech recognition, statistical tagging and segmentation, and machine translation.



Sentence 2: C¿ PAJÓðQK éñ [Sousa
first class]. They become similar from
this point of view because the words  ñK



[name of city] and éñ [name of city]
belong to the same semantic class grouping ”city” and the words ÐAK Pð X and PAJÓðQK
belong to the same semantic class grouping ”Class”. Indeed, the number of classes
must be limited while the number of occurrences of words belonging to same
class must be large enough to come up
with correct learned probabilities. We
therefore choose to limit ourselves to the
selection of classes most frequently encountered in our corpus, corresponding
to our Field of study ”Tunisian Railway
Transport Network”. In this step, we identify the most common label and group
them into classes. A class then corresponds to a set of words leading to the
same semantic labelling representation.

5.5

Evaluation of a LM

Several measures are used to evaluate the
quality of LM. We present perplexity as
the most used method. Perplexity (PPL) is
a quick method to evaluate LM. It is commonly used for several years to judge the
quality of LM (15). This evaluation metric is used to measure the prediction ability of LM on a test corpus not seen during
learning. The principle of perplexity is to
check how much LM can predict the word
sequences of the language it is supposed to
model. Perplexity is defined by:
1

P P L = 2− n
Table 1: Examples of Semantic Classes
Semantic classes
City
Schedule
Response

t=1

logP (wt |h)

(4)

Where P (wt |h) represents the probability
proposed by the LM for the word knowing
the history h. Indeed, the perplexity of LM
is between 1 and V, V is the size of vocabulary, that is to say the number of words that
compose it. A reduced value of perplexity
leads to better LM prediction capability.

Variants semantic tags
Destination-Station..
Trip-time, Arrival-hour ..
Confirmation, Negation..

In our case, this classification provides
about 20 semantic classes such as [City],
[Response], [Request-Concept], [Comparison], [Schedule]. After obtaining the list
of semantic classes, as shown in Table 1,
we can then directly associate each word
of our corpus with the class to which it belongs.
5.4

n
X

As we have already mentioned, a low
value of perplexity reflects a strong predictive power of LM. Thus, to better judge
our choice of creating an n-class word
model, we compared the created model
with the 3-gram type model on the same
test corpus of evaluation. Additionally,
to assess the impact of using the CRF
model to perform the semantic labelling
task in order to construct semantic classes,

N-class calculation

We have already done the first experience
for n-class LM calculation for Tunisian
Dialect. After obtaining the list of seman-

1
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we compared the n-class created model
with using the CRF in the semantic labelling task and the n-class model without
using the CRF in the semantic labelling
task. The table below shows a comparison between the n-class model based on
the CRF model in the Semantic labeling
task and the n-class model without applying the CRF model in the Semantic labeling task together with the n-gram model in
terms of perplexity.
Table 2: Value of perplexity calculated on the
same test corpus
Type of model
3-gram
n-class without CRF
n-class with CRF

Perplexity
74.46
4.17
3.87

Table 2 shows the very significant relative reduction in perplexity by applying
the CRF model in the semantic labelling
compared to the other models. These results are consistent with what could be expected: (1) it is the classification based on
semantic data that has minimized the perplexity of the obtained LM. The value of
the n-class model perplexity remains well
below that of the 3-gram model on the
test corpus. Interestingly, the same models as for the learning corpus have the lowest perplexity value on the test corpus. (2)
the application of CRF model to perform
the semantic labelling task affects the improvement in creating semantic classes, by
taking into account the n-class LM, and
calculating the perplexity rates.

6

Conclusion

In this work, we have interested in constructing a statistical LM as one of the
components of ASR system. The main
role of this model is to give the probability
of distribution on sets of word sequences.
In particular, we are interested in n-class
LM by using semantic information for the
creation of word classes. Our choice is justified by the fact that some words are sim-
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ilar but they do not have the same probability of appearance, so their class groupings will be possible because of the limitation of our field of work ”the Tunisian
Railway Transport Network”. The main
idea of this model is to group vocabulary
words into semantic classes and to consider mainly the calculation of the probability of a sequence of words such as the
probability of a sequence of these semantic classes. To do this, we have followed
these steps:We firstly construct semantic
blocks that consists in grouping one or
more words into a single word that we
call ”semantic blocks”. Secondly, we do
the semantic tagging. So in order to obtain a labeled corpus, the semantic labeling step consists in giving a label for each
single word or for each semantic block.
To improve the sequence labeling task, we
proposed to use a discriminative algorithm
based on the Conditional Random Field
(CRF) model. Thirdly, we form semantic classes. In fact, a semantic class may
correspond to a label or a group of labels,
whereas a label cannot belong to only one
class.LM calculation based on the SRILM
tool. Evaluating the constructed model by
calculating its perplexity. In order to test
the model generated by our statistical LM
system, we compared the created model
with the 3-gram type model on the same
test corpus. Secondly, to better judge the
impact of using the CRF model to perform
the semantic labelling task in order to construct semantic classes, we compared the
n-class created model based on the CRF
in the semantic labelling task and the nclass model without using the CRF in the
semantic labelling task. According to this
evaluation, we can say that the classification based on semantic data has minimized
the perplexity of the LM obtained as compared to the rapport 3-gram LM. Moreover, the use of the CRF model to perform
the semantic labelling task has an impact
on the improvement in creating semantic
classes, by taking into account the n-class
LM and calculating the perplexity rates.
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Abstract
The absence of diacritical marks in the
Arabic texts generally leads to morphological, syntactic and semantic ambiguities.
This can be more blatant when one deals
with under-resourced languages, such as
the Tunisian dialect, which suffers from
unavailability of basic tools and linguistic resources, like sufficient amount of corpora, multilingual dictionaries, morphological and syntactic analyzers. Thus, this
language processing faces greater challenges due to the lack of these resources.
The automatic diacritization of MSA text
is one of the various complex problems
that can be solved by deep neural networks today. Since the Tunisian dialect is
an under-resourced language of MSA and
as there are a lot of resemblance between
both languages, we suggest to investigate
a recurrent neural network (RNN) for this
dialect diacritization problem. This model
will be compared to our previous models
models CRF and SMT (24) based on the
same dialect corpus. We can experimentally show that our model can achieve better outcomes (DER of 10.72%), as compared to the two models CRF (DER of
20.25%) and SMT (DER of 33.15%).

1

Introduction

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) as well as Arabic
dialects are usually written without diacritics(24).
It is easy for native readers to infer correct pronunciation from undiacritized words not only from
the context but also from their grammatical and
lexical knowledge. However, this is not the case
for children, new learners and non-native speakers as they dont have a good mastery of rich language derivations. Moreover, the absence of diacritical marks leads to ambiguity that affects the

Lamia Hadrich Belguith
MIRACL Laboratory
University of Sfax
l.belguith@fsegs.rnu.tn

performance of NLP tools and tasks. This may
generally bring a considerable awkward ambiguity
at the data-processing level for NLP applications.
Hence, we can notice that automatic diacritization
has been shown to be useful for a variety of NLP
applications, such as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Text-to-Speech (TTS), and Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT)(24).
In this paper, we present our method to automatic dialectical Arabic diacritization. In fact,
both previous experiences and works have shown
that the use of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
could give better results for such an MSA diacritization system as compared to the other approaches, like the Lexical Language Model (16),
a hybrid approach combining statistical and rulebased techniques (28). For instance, the authors
(1) demonstrated in their study that the RNN gave
the least DER, compared to the other MSA diacritization works.
Based on the huge similarity between MSA and
Tunisian dialect, we decided to benefit from its
advantages by testing the RNN performance in
the automatic diacritization of Tunisian Arabic dialects. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
work that investigates the RNN for the diacritization of the Tunisian dialect.
In this respect, we performed the task of
restorating diacritical marks without taking into
account any previous morphological or contextual
analysis. Moreover, we diagnosed different aspects of the proposed model with various training
options. The latter include the choice of transcription network (long short-term memory (LSTM)
networks, bidirectional LSTM (B-LSTM)) and the
impact of RNN sizes. The size of the neural network is a function of the number of hidden layers. Our goal is to choose the most pertinent layers
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in the Tunisian dialect based on the final findings
provided by various experiments.

2.2

This model will be compared to our previous
CRF and SMT models (24) by utilizing the same
training and testing corpus.

The absence of diacritics signs in the Tunisian dialect texts often increases the morphological, syntactic and semantic ambiguity in the Tunisian dialect. Some of them are presented as follows:

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we describe the linguistic background of the Tunisian dialect, we try to show the
complexity of diacritization tasks based on examples and we present the main level of diacritization. Section 3 introduces our proposed model and
experiments. Section 4 provides an exhaustive experimental evaluation that illustrates the efficiency
and accuracy of our proposed method. Section 5
summarizes the key findings of the present work
and highlights the major directions for future research.

• Morphological ambiguity: The absence
of the diacritical marks poses an important
problem at the association of grammatical information of the undiacritized word (24). For
example, the word I
. ªË /lEb/ admits several
possible words that correspond to different
solutions at the grammatical labeling level.
We can find the plural noun ”toys” and the
verb ”play” in 3rd person masculine, singular
of passive accomplishment.

2
2.1

Challenges in the absence of
diacritization in Tunisian dialect

• Syntactic ambiguity: It should be noted that
the ambiguities in the association of grammatical information, related to the undiacritic
words, pose difficulties in terms of syntactic
analysis (24). For example, the undiacritic


expression ð QJ.ËA« YJËñË@ I
. J» can admit two
different diacritization forms that are syntactically accepted.

Linguistic background
Tunisian dialect

The language situation in Tunisia is ”polyglossic”, where distinct language varieties, such as
the normative language (MSA) and the usual language (the Tunisian dialect) coexist (24).
As an official language, MSA is extensively
present in multiple contexts, namely education,
business, arts and literature, and social and legal
written documents. However, the Tunisian dialect
is the current mother tongue and the spoken language of all Tunisians from different origins and
distinct social belongings. For this purpose, this
dialect occupies a prominent linguistic importance
in Tunisia.

– We

find the diacritization
ð QJ.ËA« YJËñË@ I.J» [The boy

form
wrote
on the desk] whose syntactic structure
corresponds to a verbal sentence.

– In addition, we find the diacritization form whose syntactic structure
corresponds to a nominal sentence
ð QJ.ËA« YJËñË@ I.J» [The boy’s books are
on the desk].

Another salient feature of the Tunisian dialect
is that it is strongly influenced by other foreign
languages. In fact, it is the outcome of the interaction between Berber, Arabic and many other
languages such as French, Italian, Turkish and
Spanish. The manifestation of this interaction between these languages is obvious in introducing
borrowed words. As a result, the lexical register
of the Tunisian dialect seems to be more open and
contains a very rich vocabulary.
The Tunisian dialect has other specific aspects.
Indeed, since this dialects spoken rather than written or taught at school, there is neither grammatical, nor any orthographical or syntactic rules to be
followed.

• Semantic ambiguity:Tthe different diacritization of a word can have different meanings,
even if they belong to the same grammatical
category. For example, among the possible
 Q¯ /qryt/ we find
dicaritization of the word IK
the following dicaritization:
–
–

 Q¯ /qryt/ [I read]
IK
 Q¯ /qaryt/ [I taught].
IK

These two diacritic words have the same
grammatical category: verb but they have two
different meanings.
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2.3

Diacritization level

The use of diacritic symbols in several instances
is quite crucial in order to disambiguate homographic words. Indeed, the level of diacritization
refers to the number of diacritical marks presented
on a word to avoid text ambiguity for human readers. There are four levels of possible diacritization.
• Full Diacritization: this is the case where
each consonant is followed by a diacritic.
This type of diacritization is used mainly
in classical Arabic, especially in religionrelated books and educational writings.
• Half Diacritization: the objective of this category is to add diacritics of a word except the
letters that depend on the syntactic analysis
of the word. Often, it is the before last letter
that depends on syntactic analysis of a word
but it is not always the case due to the use of
suffixes.
• Partial Diacritization: is the case of adding
only lexical vowels. The latter can be defined as the vowels with which the meaning of words changes. The goal of marking
these vowels is to remove ambiguity from the
meaning of words.

output sequence y1T by performing the following
operations for t = 1 to T (13):

yt = Why ht + by

(2)

• Long short-term memory: LSTM
An alternative RNN called Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) is introduced where the conventional neuron is replaced with a so-called memory
cell controlled by input, output and forget gates
in order to overcome the vanishing gradient problem of traditional RNNs (12). In this case, H can
be described by the following composite function
(13):
it = σ(Wxi xt + Whi ht−1 + Wci ct−1 + bi ) (3)

Methodology and experiment step
ft = σ(Wxf xt + Whf ht−1 + Wcf ct−1 + bf ) (4)

In recent years, RNN has received a lot of interest in many NLP tasks of sequence transcription
problems, such as speech recognition, handwriting recognition and diacritics restoration. So, we
select the RNN to evaluate its performance on the
diacritization of the Tunisian dialect. In this work,
we adopted the full diacritization level, at which
all diacritics should be specified in a word.
3.1

(1)

where H is the hidden layer activation function,
Wxh is the weight matrix between input and the
hidden layer, Whh is the recurrent weight matrix
between the hidden layer and itself, Why is the
weight matrix between the hidden and output layers, bh and by are the bias vectors of the hidden and
output layers, respectively. In a standard RNN, H
is usually an element-wise application of sigmoid
function. Such a network is usually trained using
the back-propagation through time (BPTT) training (27).

• No Diacritization: This level is completely
underspecified. The script is subject to ambiguity, especially with homographs (4).

3

ht = H(Wxh xt + Whh ht−1 + bh )

ct = ft ct−1 + it tanh(Wxc xt + Whc ht−1 + bc )
(5)
ot = σ(Wxo xt + Who ht−1 + Wco ct + bo ) (6)

Recurrent neural networks

RNN can be mapped from a sequence of input
observations to a sequence of output labels. The
mapping is defined by activation weights and a
non-linear activation function as in a standard
MLP. However, recurrent connections allow to access past activations. For an input sequence xT1 ,
RNN computes the hidden sequence hT1 and the

ht = ot tanh(ct )

(7)

where the σ is the sigmoid function. i, f, o and
c correspond to, the input, forget, output gates and
cell activation vectors respectively.
• Bidirectional Long short-term memory:
B-LSTM
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A BLSTM processes the input sequence in both
directions with two sub-layers in order to account
for the full input context. These two sub-layers
compute forward and backward hidden sequences
→
− ←
−
h , h respectively, which are then combined to
compute the output sequence y as follows (13):
→
−
→
−
ht = H(W →
+ b−
− xt + W−
→→
− h
→)
xh
h h t−1
h

(8)

←
−
←
−
ht = H(W ←
+ b←
− xt + W←
−←
−h
−)
xh
h h t−1
h

(9)

→
−
←
−
yt = W−
→ h t + W←
− h + by
hy
hy t
3.2

and an output layer. Each layer fulfils a particular purpose. In what follows, we will explain the
advantages of each layer.
• Input layer: This level consists in mapping
the letter sequence w to a vector sequence x.
We have checked and prepared data of our
corpus. In combining the gemination mark
with another diacritic, each character in the
corpus has a label corresponding to 0,1 or 2
diacritics. Character embedding input, which
is initialized randomly and updated during
training, means that each character in the input sentence is represented by a vector of d
real numbers. It is worth pointing out that
adding a linear projection after the input layer
affects the learning of a new representation
for the latter embedding.

(10)

Model architecture

In our diacritization task, the basic idea is to attribute a corresponding diacritical label to each
character. Hence, we apply RNN to model our sequence data, where a sequence of characters constitutes the input and the probability distribution
over diacritics forms the output. Schematically,
our RNN structure is employed in this work as the
following figure:

• Hidden layer: This layer consists in mapping the vector sequence x to a hidden sequence h. Several types of hidden layers have
been used to choose the best performance and
the best result in the automatic diacritization
of the Tunisian dialect. Hence, these experiments were based on LSTM different layers
ranging from one layer to multiple B-LSTM
layers.
• Output layer: This last layer focuses on
mapping each hidden vector ht to a probability distribution over labels l. In this layer, we
use a softmax activation function to produce
a probability distribution over output alphabet at each time step.
exp(yt [l])
P (l|wt ) = P
0
l0 exp(yt [l ])

(11)

where yt = Why ht + by and yt [l] is the lth
element of yt .
Figure 1: Architecture of our neural network
This can be statistically expressed in this way:
Given that W = (w1 ...wT ), w indicates a sequence of characters, where each character is related to a label lt . In this respect, a label may
stand for 0, 1 or more diacritics. Furthermore, a
real-valued vector xw is a representation of each
character w in the alphabet.
We can state that our neural network consists
of 3 layers, namely an input layer, a hidden layer

3.3

Experience

As mentioned above, in order to train the RNN to
achieve high accuracy, we apply our experiment
based on several training options. These options
include the choice of the number of layers in the
hidden layer. The aim of this experiment is to determine which options will give optimal accuracy.
Indeed, we applied these experiences, in which
several types of hidden layers were tested. These
layers are ranging from one LSTM layer to multiple B-LSTM layers.
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pus is a representation of spontaneous discourses in Tunisian dialect. This dialect corpus of transcribed discourses deals with multiple themes, such as social affairs, health, religion, etc.

The network is trained using Gradient Descent
optimizer with learning rate 0.0003 and a minibatch size of 200. For dropout, a rate of 0.2
is used both on embedded inputs and after each
type of hidden layers; either LSTM or B-LSTM.
Weights are randomly-initialized with normal distribution of zero mean and 0.1 standard deviation
and weight updates after every batch. The loss
function is the cross-entropy loss summed over all
outputs. The GPU used is Nvidia GTX 580 that
has 16 streaming multiprocessors and 1.5 GB of
memory

4

• We utilized another type of corpus that is the
result of a conversion tool from Latin written
texts (also called Arabizi) into Arabic scripts
following the CODA conversion. The Arabizi corpus is collected from social media like
Facebook, Twitter and SMS messaging (22).

Results and discussion

4.1

Evaluation Metric

In order to measure our model performance, an
evaluation metric, known as Diacritic Error Rate
(DER) is generally used. DER indicates how
many letters have been incorrectly restored with
their diacritics. The DER can be calculated as follows (24):
DER =

(1 − |T S|)
∗ 100
|T G|

(12)

Where |T S| is the number of letters assigned
correctly by the system, and |T G| is the number
of diacritized letters in gold standard texts.
4.2

• In order to solve the problem of the lack of resources for the Tunisian dialect, we have chosen to gather corpora from blog sites written
in this dialect using Arabic alphabets (24).
(For more details see (24))

Datasets

This section shows a breakdown of different sizes
of our data sets, which were gathered from various
sources. So far, we have used four existent types
of corpora for our teamwork.
• We made use of our TARIC corpus (Tunisian
Arabic Railway Interaction Corpus) (24).
The latter collected information about the
Tunisian dialect used in a railway station.
This corpus was recorded in the ticket offices
of the Tunis railway station. We recorded
conversations in which there was a request
for information about the train schedules,
fares, bookings, etc. This corpus consists of
several dialogues; each dialogue is a complete interaction between a clerk and a client.
All the words are written using the Arabic alphabet with diacritics. The diacritics indicate
how the word is pronounced. The same word
can have more than one pronunciation.

As mentioned above, the Tunisian dialect differs from MSA and it does not have a standard
spelling because there are no academies of Arabic
dialect. Thus, to obtain coherent learning data, it
is necessary to utilize a standard spelling. Indeed,
there are words with many forms. For example,
the word àñJ¯P PP /reservation/ can be written
in four different ways:

àñJ¯P QK P.

àñJ¯P P@P, àñJ¯P@P@P and

In this work, spelling transcription guidelines
CODA (Tunisian Dialect writing convention),
(36), were adopted. CODA is a conventionalized orthography for Dialectal Arabic. In CODA,
every word has a single orthographic representation. It uses MSA-consistent and MSA-inspired
orthographic decisions (rules, exceptions and ad
hoc choices). CODA preserves, also, dialectal
morphology and dialectal syntax. CODA is easily learnable and readable. CODA has been designed for the Egyptian Dialect (11) as well as the
Tunisian Dialect (36) and the Palestinian Levantine Dialect (20). For a full presentation of CODA
and an explanation of its choices, see ((11), (36)).
The normalization step is essential because it
presents a key point for the other steps of our
method. Among the normalisation Tunisian Dialect words we have:

• The second corpus is called STAC (Spoken Tunisian Arabic Corpus)(35). This cor-

• Number ”sixteen” is written as
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A ¢J.

• To define the future, we must follow the
 K. + verb, for example:
following form: A

úæÖß A K..

• To define the negation, we must follow the
following form: AÓ + verb.
Let’s remember that the Tunisian Dialect is
characterized by the presence of foreign words,
such as for instance: French, English, Spanish,
Italian, etc. To transcribe these words, Arabic
alphabets have been used. These foreign words
have a unique form, for example: PñKP [Back], à@QK
[train]...
At the end of this step, we obtain a standardized
corpus. The figure 2 represents a corpus extract
before the normalization step.

Figure 3: Corpus extract after the normalisation
step
Since there are no automatic diacritization tools
for the Tunisian dialect, and because the MSA
tools are unable to treat this dialect due to the
differences between the MSA and the Tunisian
dialect, we were obliged to diacritize the corpus
manually.
Below we provide the most important characteristics in Table 1.
Table 1: Characteristics of our corpus.
# statements #words
TARIC 21,102
71,684
STAC
4,862
42,388
Arabizi 3,461
31,250
Blogs
1582
27,544
Total
31,007
172,866

Figure 2: Corpus extract before the normalisation
step
The figure 3 represents a corpus extract after the
normalization step.

We aimed to decently create training, development and test sets in order to judge our diacritization models. We outlined the available datasets for
the language under investigation. We randomly
selected 23,255 sentences for training, 1,550 for
development and 6,202 for testing.
Table 2 reports some quantitative information
for the datasets.
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Table 2: Tunisian dialect
statistics.
Train
# Statements 23,255
# words
129,649
# Letters
64,8247

4.3

diacritization corpus
Dev
1,550
8,643
43,216

Test
6,202
34,574
172,867

Result

the 3-layer B-LSTM configuration was adopted.
To conclude, a 3-layer BLSTM models
achieved the best results.
4.4

In order to reveal the weaknesses of our automatic
diacritic restoration RNN models, we analyzed all
errors that are mainly due to the following reasons:
• We noticed that these errors are due to the
presence of foreign words in our corpus.

In this section, we present the evaluation outcome
of our established diacritization models. We use
DER as an evaluation metric. The adopted RNN
has from 1 to 4 hidden layers, each with 250 neurons. This number is chosen after different experiments. We come up with the conclusion that a
smaller number of neurons (less than 250) have
an impact on accuracy rate and a greater number
do not improve it in a significant way. Table 3
gives an overview of the RNN models outcomes
in terms of diacritic error rate (DER).
Table 3: Diacritization Error Rate Summary for
the Tunisian dialect RNN model
Model
DER
LSTM
13.86%
12.31%
B-LSTM
2-layer B-LSTM 11.53%
3-layer B-LSTM 10.72%
4-layer B-LSTM 10.83%

Table 3 shows the effect of using LSTM and
B-LSTM models, and the number of hidden layers on the DER. According to this table, results
show a DER of 13.56% for LSTM and 12.31%
for B-LSTM. Based on the results of our RNN,
we detected an enhancement of 1.55% in DER of
the B-LSTM model as compared to LSTM model.
This means that B-LSTM is more performant than
LSTM.
Moreover, we noticed that increasing the number of B-LSTM layers from one hidden layer
to three layers improves accuracy. But, we applied the 3-layer BLSTM because its accuracy is
not only closer but also fasther than the 4-layer
BLSTM. Indeed, the training time rises from 3:52
to 6:78 hours when the number of layers progresses monotonically from 3 to 4 and the testing
time icreases from 3.65 to 5.41 minutes. Hence,

Error Analysis

• Some error words with prefixes, or suffixes
or both can be significantly perceived. It is
hard to diacritize these complex words in a
correct way, as the in flection diacritical mark
is related to the last letter of the stem rather
than to the last letter of the suffix.
• Errors due to form/spelling diacritization errors. Errors caused by ”Shadda” (consonant
doubling), or Tanween (nunation). We perceived that restoring ”shadda” is harder than
restoring the other diacritics.
• Errors due to missing and incorrect short
vowels (i.e. lexical diacritics).

We have manually checked 150 error samples of
our input RNN model. The following figure shows
an example of 4 sample sequences that have errors.
The words that have errors are underlined and in
red.

Figure 4: Sample sequences with errors
In about 21% of the samples, we have remarked
that the absence of ”shadda” in some words can
lead to a semantic ambiguity of the verb. For in Q¯ [I
stance, sample 1 shows that target verb IK



 Q¯ [I read]. These two diataught] is output as IK
critic words have the same grammatical category:
verb but they have two different meanings.
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Diacritization errors in test samples can cause
about 4% of errors. For example, sample 2 displays that the ”Fatha” in the word B was mistakenly entered after the last letter rather than the first
letter.
Some error words with prefixes, suffixes or both
can be significantly perceived, in about 41% of the
samples. In another illustration, the error word in
sample 3 has both the prefix ”la” È and the pronoun suffix ”haA”

Aë.

We also noticed a significant fraction of error
words (34%) due to the presence of foreign words
in our corpus as in sample 4..
4.5

Comparison with State-of-art Systems

In this section, we compare our proposed RNN
model with two other models, namely SMT and a
discriminative model as a sequence classification
task based on CRFs (24). These two models were
realized in our previous works in order to carry on
the dialect restoration for the Tunisian dialect. To
achieve this comparison, we employed the same
dialectical corpus and evaluation metrics.
Concerning the first model, we regarded the diacritization problem as a simplified phrase-based
SMT task. The source language is the undiacritic
text while the target language is the diacritic text.
The basic idea of SMT is to analyze automatically
existing human sentences called parallel corpus in
order to build translation model. The alignment
from words without diacritics to words with diacritics is a monotonic mapping. To do this, we
employed moses (21) a SMT tool.Word alignment
was done with GIZA++ (25). We implemented a
5-gram language model using the SRILM toolkit
(31). We decoded using Moses (21).
In the second model, we decided to get the
diacritical marks restoration by focusing on diacritization based on grammatical information. We
intended to build dependency relations between
words and ”POS” tags and to perceive their effects
on word diacritizations. In fact, we proposed to
scrutinize the integration of grammatical information ”POS” for the diacritization with the aid of
Conditional Random Fields (CRF)(24).
The following table reviews the accuracy results
to restore diacritics automatically from our previ-

ous published researches in the Tunisian dialect
field.
Table 4: Diacritization results of related work
(CRF and SMT models) and our RNN model
Model
DER
3-layer B-LSTM 10.72%
CRF
20.25%
SMT
33.15%
As depicted in Table 4, our RNN model (3layer B-LSTM) provides the best results(DER of
10.72%) compared to both SMT (DER of 33.15%)
and CRF (DER of 20.25%) models.

5 Conclusion
The absence of short vowels gives rise to a great
ambiguity which influences the results of such
NLP applications. An outcome of this study
was the development of RNN diacritic restoration
model for Tunisian dialect. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that deals with
the problem of Tunisian dialect diacritizers using
RNN.
In order to choose the best configuration of the
RNN network, we did several preliminary experiments with different training options. These options concern the hidden layer where we tested
the impact of the change of the neural network
size and the topology on its performance. Several types of hidden layers are tested, ranging
from one layer LSTM to multiple B-LSTM layers.
The best accuracy is obtained when using the 3layer B-LSTM model (DER of 10.72%). We compared our RNN diacritization model with two major models, namely a SMT and CRF models (24).
These two models were realized in our previous
works in order to carry on the dialect restoration
for the Tunisian dialect. During this comparison,
we employed the same dialectical corpus and evaluation metrics. About 9.53% DER improvement
of RNN model was achieved over the best reported
CRF model.
We have two future plans for the diacritization
problems of Tunisian dialect. The first plan consists in expanding a rule-based diacritizer system
and integrating it into our RNN model in order
to ameliorate the outcomes. The second plan focuses on providing morphological analysis of such
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words to the RNN in order to achieve higher accuracy. The presence of significant fraction of errors in complex words that contain prefixes, suffixes, or both open up new perspectives for future
research.
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Abstract
One of the main characteristics of social
media data is the use of non-standard language. Since NLP tools have been trained
on traditional text material, their performance drops when applied to social media data. One way to overcome this is
to first perform text normalization. In
this work, we apply text normalization
to noisy English and Dutch text coming
from different genres: text messages, message board posts and tweets. We consider the normalization task as a Machine
Translation problem and test the two leading paradigms: statistical and neural machine translation. For SMT we explore the
added value of varying background corpora for training the language model. For
NMT we have a look at data augmentation
since the parallel datasets we are working with are limited in size. Our results
reveal that when relying on SMT to perform the normalization, it is beneficial to
use a background corpus that is close to
the genre to be normalized. Regarding
NMT, we find that the translations - or
normalizations - coming out of this model
are far from perfect and that for a lowresource language like Dutch adding additional training data works better than artificially augmenting the data.

1

Introduction

Probably one of the most persistent characteristics of social media texts is that they are full of
non-standard words (Eisenstein, 2013). Several
sources of noise can influence the way people
write. For example, the different kind of social
media platforms available nowadays provide a di-

verse range of ways to communicate and particular
forms of language variations (Ke et al., 2008). Social variables such as gender, age and race can also
influence communication style (Schwartz et al.,
2013; Blodgett et al., 2016). Location is also an
important variable, since it can lead to the use of
dialect and non-standard words. (Vandekerckhove
and Nobels, 2010; Blodgett et al., 2016).
Very typical for this User-Generated Content (UGC) is the expression of emotions by
the use of symbols or lexical variations of the
words (Van Hee et al., 2017). This can be
done in the form of flooding or the repetition
of characters, capitalization, and the productive
use of emoticons. In addition, the use of homophonous graphemic variants of a word, abbreviations, spelling mistakes or letter transpositions
are very typical, since people tend to write as they
speak and/or write as fast as possible.
One can imagine that all those characteristics
contribute to an increased difficulty of automatically processing and analyzing UGC. Since Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools have originally been developed for and trained on standard
language, these non-standard forms adversely affect language analysis using these tools. One of
the computational approaches which has been suggested to tackle this problem is text normalization (Sproat et al., 2001). This approach envisages
transforming the lexical variants to their canonical
forms. In this way, standard NLP tools can be applied in a next step, after normalization. Kobus
et al. (2008) introduced three metaphors to refer to these normalization approaches: the spell
checking, automatic speech recognition and machine translation metaphors. In section 2 these approaches are discussed in more depth.
In this work, we follow the third metaphor and
tackle text normalization as a Machine Translation
(MT) task. We test the two leading paradigms,
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statistical machine translation (SMT) and neural machine translation (NMT), on English and
Dutch parallel corpora with data coming from
three genres (text messages, message board posts
and tweets). For SMT we explore the added value
of varying background corpora for training the
language model. For NMT we have a look at
data augmentation since the parallel datasets we
are working with are limited in size. Our results
reveal that when relying on SMT to perform the
normalization it is beneficial to use a background
corpus that is close to the genre to be normalized.
Regarding NMT, we find that the translations - or
normalizations - coming out of this model are far
from perfect and that for a low-resource language,
like Dutch, adding additional training data works
better than artificially augmenting the data.
In the following section, we discuss related
work on text normalization. In section 3, we give
more information about our parallel data and describe the methodology we used to perform the
SMT and NMT experiments. Section 4 gives an
overview of the results, whereas section 5 concludes this work and offers some prospects for future work.

2

Related Works

Previous research on UGC text normalization has
been performed on diverse languages using different techniques ranging from hand-crafted rules
(Chua et al., 2018) to deep learning approaches
(Ikeda et al., 2016; Sproat and Jaitly, 2016; Lusetti
et al., 2018). Kobus et al. (2008) introduced
three metaphors to refer to these normalization approaches: the spell checking, automatic speech
recognition and translation metaphors.
In the spell checking metaphor, corrections
from noisy to standard words occur at the word
level. As in conventional spelling correction one
has to deal with both non-word and real-word errors (Clark and Araki, 2011). The disadvantage
of this approach is that all non-standard words
(NSWs) have to be represented in the dictionary
in order to obtain the corresponding normalization. Therefore, the success of this kind of systems highly depends on the dictionary coverage.
However, as UGC is a very generative language
and new variants of canonical words and phrases
appear constantly, it is very difficult and expensive
to maintain a high coverage lexicon. Other works
have approached the problem using a noisy chan-

nel model. In this model, the goal is to find the
intended word w given a word x where the letters
have been changed in some way. Correct words in
the text remain untouched. This model is probably the most popular and successful approach
to spelling correction (Dutta et al., 2015; Goot,
2015). Although spelling correction is mostly performed on languages which are morphologically
simple and with a fairly strict word order, like English, there has been some progress for normalization applied to other languages as well, such as
Russian (Sorokin, 2017) and French (Beaufort and
Roekhaut, 2010).
Text found in social media shares features with
spoken language and the automatic speech recognition metaphor exploits this similarity. This approach starts by converting the input message into
a phone lattice, which is converted to a word lattice using a phoneme-grapheme dictionary. Finally, the word lattice is decoded by applying a
language model to it and using a best-path algorithm to recover the most likely original word sequence. This metaphor has mainly been merged
with the machine translation (infra) and spell
checking (supra) metaphors to improve the quality of the normalization. Kobus et al. (2008), for
example, incorporated ideas from speech recognition to text message normalization and combined
it with a machine translation system. Beaufort
and Roekhaut (2010); Xue et al. (2011) and Han
and Baldwin (2011) also combined the automatic
speech recognition approach with spell checking
and machine translation techniques.
The machine translation metaphor treats social media text as the source language and its
normalized form as the target language. Several works have tackled the problem of text normalization using this approach. Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) models, especially those
trained at the character-level, have proven highly
effective for the task because they capture well
intra-word transformations. One of the first works
following this approach was presented by Aw et al.
(2006). They adapted phrase-based SMT to the
task of normalizing English SMS producing messages that collated well with manually normalized
ones. Besides, they studied the impact of the normalization on the task of SMS translation, showing that SMS normalization, as a preprocessing
step of MT, can boost the translation performance.
Kaufmann (2010) used a two-step approach for
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Source sentence
iz da muzieksgool vnavnd ?
kwt da niemr .
wa is je msn k en e nieuwe msn
omda k er nie meer op graal .
xxx
@renskedemaessc dm me je
gsmnummer eens ;-)

Target sentence
is dat muziekschool vanavond ?
ik weet dat niet meer .
wat is je msn ik heb een nieuwe
msn omdat ik er niet meer op
geraak . xx
<user> doormail me je gsmnummer eens <emoji>

Translation
is that music school tonight? I
don’t know that anymore.
what is your msn i have a new
msn because i can’t get it anymore. xx
<user> mail me your cellphone number once <emoji>

Table 1: Source and target pairs as parallel data for a machine translation approach.
the normalization of English tweets: he first preprocessed the tweets to remove as much noise as
possible and then used a machine translation approach to convert them into standard English. MT
approaches when used at the character level, also
have the advantage of being effective when small
training data is provided, thanks to their small vocabulary size. De Clercq et al. (2013) proposed
a phrase-based method to normalize Dutch UGC
comprising various genres. They performed experiments at several levels of granularity: character and word level. In a preprocessing step they
handled emoticons, hyperlinks, hashtags and so
forth. Then they worked in two steps: first at the
word level and then at the character level. This approach revealed good results across various genres
of UGC; however a high number of phonetic alternations still remained unresolved. Schulz et al.
(2016) made a modification to the previous work
by combining the three metaphors (machine translation, spell checking and speech recognition) in
a multi-modular system and by using a novel approach for decoding. This led to an improvement in the selection of the best normalization option. Furthermore, they showed a performance improvement of state-of-the-art NLP tools on UGC
data when normalization is used as a previous step.
Recently, neural networks have proven to outperform many state-of-the-art systems in several NLP tasks (Young et al., 2018).
The
encoder-decoder model for recurrent neural networks (RNN) was developed in order to address
the sequence-to-sequence nature of machine translation and it obtains good results for this task
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015). The model
consists of two neural networks: an encoder and
a decoder. The encoder extracts a fixed-length
representation from a variable-length input sentence, and the decoder generates a correct trans-

lation from this representation. Some works on
text normalization have followed the same approach. Ikeda et al. (2016) performed text normalization at the character level for Japanese text
and proposed a method for data augmentation
using hand-crafted rules. They proved that the
use of the synthesised corpus improved the performance of Japanese text normalization. Mandal and Nanmaran (2018) presented an architecture for automatic normalization of phonetically
transliterated words to their standard forms in a
code-mixed scenario improving the accuracy of a
pre-existing sentiment analysis system by 1.5%.
Lusetti et al. (2018) performed text normalization
over Swiss German WhatsApp messages and compared it to a state-of-the-art SMT system. They
showed that integrating language models into an
encoder-decoder framework can reach and even
improve the performance of character-level SMT
methods for that language.
In this work, we also consider the normalization
task as a MT problem and test both statistical and
neural machine translation. For SMT, we explore
the added value of varying background corpora for
training the language model. For NMT, we investigate whether we can overcome the limited data
set size by using data augmentation.

3

Methodology

Our objective is to go from noisy to standard text
and we tackle this normalization problem using a
Machine Translation (MT) approach. As in general MT, a translation model is trained on parallel data consisting of pairs (x, y) of source sentences/words (= noisy text) and their corresponding target equivalents (= standard). Table 1 lists
some examples of the noisy data we are dealing
with.
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3.1

Parallel Corpora

We relied on existing Dutch (Schulz et al., 2016)
and English (De Clercq et al., 2014) corpora that
were manually normalized1 (Table 2). Three genres were included for both languages:
Tweets (TWE) which were randomly selected
for both languages from the social network.
Message board posts (SNS) which were in
both languages sampled from the social network
Netlog, which was a Belgian social networking
website targeted at youngsters.
Text messages (SMS) which were sampled
from the Flemish part of the SoNaR corpus
(Treurniet et al., 2012) for the Dutch language and
from the NUS SMS corpus (Chen and Kan, 2013)
for English.
Genre
English
TWE
SNS
SMS
Dutch
TWE
SNS
SMS

# Sent.
810
2592
1435

# Words
Ori
Tgt
13477 13545
26881 27713
20663 22946

0.50
3.00
3.94

842
770
801

13013
11670
13063

0.08
2.04
4.19

13024
11913
13610

y1 , y2 , ..., yn . The language model P (y) is responsible for the fluency of the sentence in the target
language. W is the set of all target sentences.
To achieve better context-sensitive sourcetarget mappings, traditional SMT systems rely on
phrase-level translation models. These models allow to build a phrase table to store aligned phrase
pairs in the source and target language. This is a
difficult task since one word in one language may
correspond to several words in the other language.
However when translating from noisy to standard
text we can assume that most of the words have a
one-to-one mapping. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of an SMT system.

%

Table 2: Parallel corpora data statistics in both languages.
Table 2 shows the number of parallel sentences
in each corpus and the number of words before and
after normalization. Regarding the level of noise,
we observe that the text messages required most
normalization operations in both languages (an increase of 3.94% for English and one of 4.19% for
Dutch). We also notice that the Dutch tweets required hardly any normalization (0.08%). This can
be explained by the fact that this platform has been
mainly adopted by professionals in Belgium who
write in a more formal style (Schulz et al., 2016).
3.2

SMT Approach

The core idea behind SMT relies on the noisy
channel model. In this task, two basic components
are integrated:
argmax P (y|x) = argmax P (x|y)P (y)
y∈W

y∈W

The translation model P (y|x) is responsible for
the correctness of the translation from the source
x = x1 , x2 , ..., xm to the target sentence y =
1
All data was normalized following the procedure described in Schulz et al. (2016)

Figure 1: SMT architecture.
For social media translation we suspect that
depending on the level of noise of the parallel data, the use of different monolingual corpora for training the language model should lead
to better results. Due to the unavailability of a
monolingual social media text corpus, we needed
to find a resource that somewhat resembles this
specific domain. We chose to work with existing corpora comprising two flavors of transcribed
speech, namely subtitles and transcriptions of parliamentary debates, because we believe that these
can better represent, to some extent, the usergenerated content that we can find in social media texts. Table 3 represents the different corpora we used for our experiments. For the English experiments we relied on three different
background corpora for constructing our language
models: the OpenSubtitles corpus (OPUS) (Tiedemann, 2012b) which is a collection of documents
from http://www.opensubtitles.org/; the Europarl
corpus (Koehn et al., 2006), extracted from the
proceedings of the European Parliament; and the
combination of both. A similar approach was
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taken for Dutch, for which we used an in-house
subtitles dataset, Europarl, and the combination of
both.
Corpus
English
OPUS
Europarl
Combined
Dutch
Subtitles
Europarl
Combined

Sentences
22,512,649
2,005,395
OPUS+Europarl
8,056,693
2,000,113
OPUS+Europarl

Table 3: Size (expressed in sentences) of the
monolingual corpora used for training our LMs.

3.3

NMT Approach

Neural Machine Translation incorporates the advantages of newly developed deep learning approaches into the task. Sequence-to-Sequence
(seq2seq) models have been used for a variety of
NLP tasks including machine translation obtaining
state-of-the-art results (Luong et al., 2015; Young
et al., 2018). In this approach both input and output sentences are going in and out of the model.
As described in the literature overview, the model
consists of two neural networks: an encoder and
decoder (See Figure 2). The encoder extracts a
fixed-length representation from a variable-length
input sentence (A B C D), and the decoder generates a correct translation from this representation
(X Y Z). In the figure <eos> marks the end of a
sentence. The encoder-decoder model is trained
on a parallel corpus consisting of aligned source
sentences and their normalized forms (see Table
1).

Neural systems, however, require huge amounts
of data in order to perform properly. The training data we have available for text normalization
amounts to only a few hundred sentences, as can
be derived from Table 2. Moreover, manually annotating more training is highly time-consuming.
Under these conditions, we decided to experimentally verify whether it is more beneficial to use a
data augmentation technique (step A) which possibly resolves the data scarcity problem (Saito et al.,
2017) or to annotate more data (step B). We tested
this on the Dutch corpus and one particular genre,
namely text messages (SMS). For step A, we augmented the parallel data by duplicating monolingual subtitles data on both the source and target
side. For step B, we sampled and manually annotated ten thousand extra tokens from the Flemish
part of the SoNaR corpus (Treurniet et al., 2012)2 .
We relied on OpenNMT3 to train our encoderdecoder model. OpenNMT is an open source
(MIT) initiative for neural machine translation and
neural sequence modeling (Klein et al., 2017).
The main system is implemented in the Lua/Torch
mathematical framework, and can easily be extended using Torch’s internal standard neural network components. We used the version of the system with the basic architecture which consists of
an encoder using a simple LSTM recurrent neural network. The decoder applies attention over
the source sequence and implements input feeding
(Luong et al., 2015).
3.4

Evaluation

For evaluating the results of the normalization we
calculated Word Error Rate (WER), a commonly
used machine translation evaluation metric. WER
is derived from the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), working at the word level instead
of the character level. It takes into account the
number of insertions (INS), deletions (DEL) and
substitutions (SUBS) that are needed to transform
the suggested string into the manually normalized
string. The metric is computed as follows:
W ER =

Figure 2: Encoder-decoder architecture. The
light-color nodes represent the encoder and the
dark-color ones the decoder. Image taken from
Luong et al. (2015).

IN S + DEL + SU BS
N

where N in the number of words in the reference.
Table 4 reports WER computed between the
original and target parallel sentence pairs that were
2
Following the same annotation guidelines as Schulz et al.
(2016)
3
http://opennmt.net
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Figure 3: Normalization results at the token level. The left chart presents the results on the English
datasets and the right one the results on the Dutch dataset.
used for training our models.
Word Error Rate (%)
Genre English
Dutch
TWE
12.160 10.592
SNS
15.400 21.390
SMS
17.190 25.130

Table 4: WER values (in percentage) at the sentence level
WER values were calculated per sentence and
averaged within the document. The higher the
value, the more operations are needed to obtain the
target sentence. Looking at the values, we again
notice that genres requiring the most and least normalization are the text messages (SMS) and tweets
(TWE), respectively.

4
4.1

Experiments
Varying Background Corpora for SMT

With the first round of experiments we want to
research the influence of varying the monolingual data that are used to construct the language
models. We trained LMs at the character level
using unigrams and bigrams and at the token
level. All LMs were built using the SRILM
toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) with Witten-Bell discounting which has proven to work well on small data
sets (Tiedemann, 2012a; Mahmudul Hasan et al.,
2012; De Clercq et al., 2013). To evaluate the performance of each LM, Word Error Rate (WER)
was calculated.

The parallel data (Table 2) used for training
the translation model were divided using 80% for
training the model and 10% for development and
testing, respectively. The target sentences from the
training set were also added to the monolingual
corpus for training the language model.
Despite several works reporting better results
when using a character-level approach (De Clercq
et al., 2014; Lusetti et al., 2018) our experiments
revealed the best performance with SMT at the token level. The bar charts in Figure 3 present the
results of SMT at the token level with the different
LMs.
Regarding the monolingual background corpora, we notice that Europarl leads to the best results for the tweets (TWE) genre which was actually the genre with the least noise (see Section
3.1). Our experiment shows WERs of 4% and
6.3% for English and Dutch, respectively. This
result was to be expected as the word usage in
Europarl is mostly standard and therefore close to
the word usage in the tweets. The same is true
for the genre comprising the most noise, i.e text
messages. The word usage in the Subtitles/OPUS
dataset is less standard and closer to spoken language and, indeed, also in this case we obtained
a WER of 9.5% for English using OPUS, and a
WER of 12% for Dutch using a combination of
the Subtitles dataset and Europarl.
In addition, we also computed the number of insertions (INS), deletions (DEL) and substitutions
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(SUBS) in the original sentence pairs (Ori) and after normalization (Norm) (Table 5).
English
Genre
TWE
SNS
SMS
Dutch
TWE
SNS
SMS

Ori
91
354
377

INS
Norm
36
64
63

Ori
15
66
44

DEL
Norm
30
43
57

22
386
0

19
159
0

0
18
2

5
36
3

SUBS
Ori Norm
34
22
109
62
135
54
39
76
94

45
47
85

Table 5: Number of operations required before
(Ori) and after (Norm) normalization.
Ideally, the number of operations after normalization should be reduced to zero. As can
be derived from the table many operations were
strongly reduced; however, many cases still need
to be solved. We will have a closer look at some
of these cases in the next section.
4.2

Error Analysis of the SMT Results

The number of remaining insertions is mostly
linked to the problem of abbreviation expansions.
Very common abbreviations like lol or omg are always corrected, whereas others like r.e. and p.e.
for religious and physical education or cum on den
for come on then are not corrected since they never
appear in the training data.
When we consider the deletions, we can observe that flooding or repetition of characters is often not solved with SMT. For example, tokens like
okkk, awwwww or sentences like immaaa dooiin
fiiine ! remained unchanged. A straightforward
way to overcome this problem could be to reduce
the number of repetitions to two or three in some
cases as a pre-normalization step. The second factor that affects the number of deletions is the hypernormalization of some words. This leads to an
increase in the number of operations since sometimes we will have to perform more deletion operations on the predicted sentences than on the original ones (these instances are indicated in bold in
Table 5). This is for example the case with the
name al which was incorrectly normalized to all
or the normalization of i can ’t really think... into
i can not really not think. These problems also
affect the number of substitutions. In general,
we also notice that the normalization of Dutch
presents a higher number of errors.

4.3

NMT Approach to UGC Normalization

As we explained before, neural approaches have
obtained state-of-the-art results for the task of Machine Translation. Neural approaches however,
are well-known to require big amounts of parallel data in order to perform properly. Especially
for Dutch, which can be considered a low-resource
language, it is difficult to find freely available parallel data and annotating new data is both money
and time-consuming.
Under these conditions we decided to experimentally verify whether it is more beneficial to
use a data augmentation technique (step A) which
possibly resolves the data scarcity problem (Saito
et al., 2017) or annotate more data (step B). We
tested this on the Dutch corpus and one particular
genre, the most noisy one, namely text messages
(SMS).
For Step A, our idea was to make use of the
monolingual subtitles corpus in both sides of the
parallel data in order to augment the number of
sentences available for training our model. Doing
this, we obtain a bigger dataset consisting of the
Dutch SMS parallel corpus and the Dutch Subtitles dataset which is duplicated in the source and
target data. That is a total of 8,057,334 parallel
sentences for training.
src sent.
norm sent.
src sent.
norm sent.
src sent.
norm sent.

wa gaat je doen ? xxx
wat gaat je doen ? xxx
oeiiii misterieus <emoji> xxx
oeiiii misterieus <emoji> xxx
dne dvd vn is ni goe ze . ge kunt nx zien .
mt betale . x
het dvd hem is niet niet het maar wat wat
in ik . niet betale . x x x x x

Table 6: Original (src) and predicted (norm) sentences using the NMT approach.
Unfortunately, as can be derived from the table above, results following this approach are very
poor. It is common in the output to find repetition of words like in the third sentence (niet, wat
and x). Besides, some sentences that needed normalization like the second sentence in the table,
were not normalized at all. For example, the words
wat and niet in the first and last sentence respectively, were correctly normalized. These results
may have been determined to a great extent by the
unbalance in the parallel sentences. However, we
could see a slight improvement compared to the
results using only the small parallel data in this
architecture. For that case, the system output con-
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sisted of sentences of the type <emoji> , de , , ,
. . . <emoji>. These are random repetitions of
the most represented tokens like ik (I in English),
punctuation marks or <emoji> labels.
In order to corroborate our other hypothesis, we
collected and manually normalized more data for
step B. In order to check how this system works at
different levels of granularity, we also performed
experiments using bigram and unigrams of characters. Regarding the results, also for NMT the
results are better at the word level than at the character level, with WERs of 15% instead of 29% and
26% for bigram and unigram, respectively.
4.4 Error Analysis of the NMT Results
Using the new data configuration the system is capable to correctly translate sentences like the first
one in Table 7.
src sent.
norm sent.
tgt sent.
src sent.
norm sent.
tgt sent.

aahn , ok ma cva dan kzal dan wel wa
zoeken xp merci eh x
ah , oké maar ça va dan ik zal dan wel wat
zoeken <emoji> merci h x
ah , oké maar ça va dan ik zal dan wel wat
zoeken <emoji> merci h x
zal dan eentje v mezelf sturen . zorgen we
morgenavond dan voor verrassing v
kareltje ?
zal dan eentje van mag sturen . zorgen we
morgenavond dan voor cocktail van
droomt ?
zal dan eentje van mezelf sturen . zorgen
we morgenavond dan voor verrassing voor
kareltje ?

Table 7: Original (src), predicted (norm) and
target (tgt) sentences using the NMT approach
trained on the extended dataset.
However, the system still produces a large number of odd normalizations. In the second sentence in Table 7, for example, only the bold words
should have been normalized. However, only one
of those two words was correctly normalized, the
other one was normalized but not into its correct
form. On the other hand, the system also produces
odd translations of words that already were in their
standard form. For example the word mezelf is
changed to mag and we got cocktail van droomt
instead of the desired normalization, ie. verrassing voor kareltje.
In general, while the results using this approach
are very poor, the experiments revealed that having a bigger parallel training corpus could improve
the performance of this system.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we have presented two different
approaches to text normalization of social media
text: statistical and neural machine translation. We
applied text normalization to English and Dutch
text from different genres: text messages, message
board posts and tweets. Best results were achieved
at the token level for all genres and for both SMT
and NMT.
For the SMT experiments, regarding the different corpora that were used to construct the LM,
we found that Europarl gave the best results for
the least noisy genre (tweets). The same is true
for the noisiest genre (text messages). Considering
our results, it seems to be important to make variations in the background data for building the LM,
depending on the amount of noise and vocabulary
that is present in the genre. With respect to the remaining errors we believe that following a modular approach instead of only using SMT could lead
to a much better performance.
Our NMT approach performs poorly due to the
scarcity of the data, although we did find that for
a low-resource language like Dutch adding additional training data works better than artificially
augmenting the data. The data augmentation technique used, however, was very basic and we believe that other techniques could lead to better
results, such as hand-crafted rules for the production of abbreviations or the use of previously
trained embedding in order to build similar sentences helping to generalize better.
Exploring those other data augmentation techniques is a first avenue for future work. Besides
we also want to test the benefits of the integration of a neural LM in the encoder-decoder model
to help with the translation of out-of-vocabulary
words.
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Abstract

choices towards companies with which they are
associated, or against competitors making fake reviews a lucrative business. There has been an increase in FR profusion lately. According to the
report of the Harvard Business School (Luca and
Zervas, 2016) the percentage of fake reviews on
YELP1 increased from 5 % in 2006 to 20% in
2013. This makes FR detection an important challenge to be addressed.
FR were firstly categorized by Jindal et al.
(2008) into three groups: (1) Untruthful opinions: mislead readers by giving positive reviews
to promote or demote target object, (2) Reviews
on brands only: the reviewer focus on the brands,
producers or sellers of a product or service without
commenting on the product or service, (3) Nonreviews: the reviews are irrelevant to the product
and do not contain opinions but advertisements or
questions. The first category is the most challenging type to detect, and that is the focus of our paper. Given the large numbers of reviews posted
daily, automatic methods would be preferred over
manual ones as illustrated in (Ott et al., 2011). Recent years have witnessed an increased impetus on
machine learning methods for data-driven FR detection (Mukherjee et al., 2013; Ott et al., 2011;
Rout et al., 2017)
The performance of machine learning models for detecting FR is heavily influenced by the
data representation (or features) in their application (Bengio et al., 2013). Text analytics has
conventionally focused on domains such as labelling news stories or grouping disease reports
based on severity where the human authors of
text documents are largely passive to the usage
of downstream analytics. FR mitigation methods, on the other hand, are in direct conflict with
the intents of FR peddlers, generating interest-

Fake reviews are increasingly prevalent
across the Internet. They can be unethical and harmful. They can affect businesses and mislead customers. As opinions on the Web are increasingly relied on,
the detection of fake reviews has become
more critical. In this study we explore
the effectiveness of sentiment and emotions based representations for the task
of building machine learning models for
fake reviews detection. The experiment
performed with three real-world datasets
demonstrate that improved data representation can be achieved by combining sentiment and emotion extraction methods, as
well as by performing sentiment and emotion analysis on a part-by-part basis by
segmenting the reviews.
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Introduction

The Internet has evolved into a content creation
platform where people express their opinions and
experiences. Online reviews written by users have
significant impact on customers and companies.
Potential customers often consult reviews before
making a purchase. Reviews help potential customers to gain insights from other people’s experiences, particularly in making choices on purchasing products or services. At the same time,
companies need reviews on their products or services in order to get feedback and maintain good
reputation. However, not all reviews available in
the Internet are genuine. Profusion of reviews
of questionable quality increase concerns about
their trustworthiness. Moreover, users with malintent often post fake reviews (FR) to mislead customers by promoting or demoting products or target stores. Authors of FR can sway customer
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They trained three machine learning models i.e.
SVM, Logistic Regression, and Multi-layer Perceptron and found that LDA+Logistic Regression
and LDA+Multi-layer Perceptron performed better with 81.3% of accuracy.
With representations being only a means to enable better FR identification, it is useful to briefly
outline the classification techniques that have been
employed for FR detection. Ott et al., (2011) used
word n-gram features in combination with a SVM
classifier. Banerjee and Chua (2014) employed a
Logistic Regression classifier over POS tags and
writing style features (e.g., tense of words) for
FR detection. Algur et al., (2010) explored a
similarity-oriented method for FR detection over
domain-specific product features.
As mentioned earlier, our representations are
centred on emotion and sentiment based features.
There has been very little prior work on using such
features for FR detection. An early work in sentiment analysis for FR detection was conducted by
Peng and Zhong (2014), whereas (K et al., 2019)
explore utility of emotions in health fake news detection. Peng and Zhong (2014) chose SentiWordNet and MPQA lexicons and analysed sentiment
on review and product features. In our experiment,
we used IBM, Afinn, SenticNet, and Biu Liu lexicons. To our knowledge, this is the first study detecting FR by means of combination emotion and
sentiment analysis. Taking cue from the previous
work of FR detection, we use Random Forest classifier, in our experiments.

ing gamification dynamics. This makes it important for data-driven FR solutions to rely on more
generic or higher-level data representations rather
than simple lexical ones based on words, phrases
and sentences. This is because FR filters using
higher-level generic features may naturally be expected to be more robust and resistant to simple workarounds by FR authors such as word and
phrase replacements. Further, higher-level features may have limited volatility across domains;
thus, FR detection methods based on them may be
more transferable across domains.
In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of
emotion and sentiment based representations for
the task of building machine learning models for
FR detection. In particular, we illustrate that improved data representations can be achieved by
leveraging a plurality of emotion and sentiment
extraction methods, as well as by estimating emotions and sentiments on a part-by-part basis by
segmenting the reviews. We illustrate the improved effectiveness of multiple emotion and sentiment features as well as review-segmented features by evaluating over real-world datasets.

2

Related Work

Representation learning focuses on developing a
more instructive feature set for training a classification model that helps to boost the FR detection process (Li et al., 2017; Yilmaz and Durahim,
2018). Within past research, diverse features selection methods have been employed to detect FR.
These may be divided into two classes: reviewcentric and reviewer-centric features. Reviewercentric features are related to the reviewer’s behaviour (Fontanarava et al., 2017) rather than
the review itself. Those features include textual features, rating features, and temporal features. Review-centric features are derived from
the content of a review. Commonly used reviewcentric features include Bag-of-words, TF-IDF
(Term-frequency inverse-document- frequency),
POS (part of speech) tags, word n-grams (Ahmed
et al., 2018), and word embedding vectors (e.g.
Word2vec, Doc2vec) (Krishnamurthy et al., 2018;
Yilmaz and Durahim, 2018). A recent study by Jia
et al. (2018) explored the application of linguistic features to distinguish between fake and nonfake reviews. They used Yelp filter dataset in their
study and applied Term Frequency, Word2vec, and
Latent Topic Distribution for data representation.

3

Methodology

In this section we describe our proposed approach
to online FR detection using emotion and sentiment based text representation.
3.1

Emotion and Sentiment Analysis

For the purpose of sentiment and emotion analysis, we apply three different sentiment lexicons
and one emotion analysis API.
• IBM Watson Natural Language Understanding. Natural Language Understanding (NLU)2
is a collection of APIs that offer text analysis through natural language processing. One
of the feature of IBM Watson NLU is emotion analysis.
The API takes a text as
an input and returns the category which the
2
https://www.ibm.com/services/natural-languageunderstanding/
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3.2.1 Sentiment Based Representation
The process of constructing sentiment based representation of a review is presented in Algorithm
1. We first split a review into P segments,
each one containing the same number of sentences. For example, if P=4, then we split a
review into 4 segments. For each segment we
identify all positive and all negative words using the lexicons. In the next step, all positive
sentiment values and all negative sentiment values within the segment are accumulated together.
In the case of AFINN and SenticNet, all positive and negative values are summed in each segment. For Biu Liu lexicon, all positive and all
negative words are counted. Following this, the
segment is represented by a two dimensional vector [pos(si ), neg(si )], where pos(si ) and neg(si )
represent the accumulated/counted positive and
negative sentiment values. Finally, all P vectors (one generated for each segment) are concatenated. The concatenated vector is returned as the
sentiment representation of the entire review. The
process looks the same for all sentiment lexicons.

text belongs to, stored in a list variable: <
KeyV alueP air < String, Double >> e.g.
”emotion” : {”sadness”:0.336228}. Each item
in the list contains the category (emotion) name
and the categorization score. IBM Watson NLU
can detect five emotions: anger, disgust, fear,
joy, and sadness. For example, for an an input ’I
love apples! I don’t like oranges’, the NLU API
returns (sadness: 0.32665, joy: 0.563273, fear:
0.033387, disgust: 0.022637, anger: 0.041796).
• SenticNet lexicon. SenticNet3 performs tasks
such as polarity detection and emotion recognition. Instead of merely relying on word cooccurrence frequencies, it leverages semantics
and linguistics. This lexicon contains a list of
words with their polarity and intensity values.
The intensity is a float number between -1 and
+1. For example, according to the SenticNet
lexicon ’abandoned’ is a negative word with intensity of -0.85. Each word in the lexicon is
assigned with only one polarity and intensity
value.
• AFINN lexicon. AFINN4 lexicon is a list of
English terms rated with valence on a scale -5
(negative) and +5 (positive). This lexicon has
been manually labelled by Finn Årup Nielsen
(2011). AFINN provides two versions of lexicon: the newest version AFINN-111 with 2477
words and phrases and AFINN-96 with 1468
unique words and phrases on 1480 lines. Our
experiment use AFINN-111 as it is the most upto-date version.
• Biu Liu lexicon. Biu Liu5 lexicon consists of
6789 words including 2006 positive and 4783
negative words (Hu and Liu, 2004). This lexicon does not provide any sentiment scores and
only provides positive/negative labels.
3.2

Algorithm 1 Sentiment Based Representation
Input: Review R, number of segments P , sentiment lexicon L
Output: Sentiment representation of R
1: Split R into P equal segments s1 , . . . , sP
2: for all s1 , . . . , sP do
3:
Tokenise si into set of words W
4:
Retrieve sentiment values for all words in
W using L
5:
Accumulate all positive sentiment values in
W as pos(si )
6:
Accumulate all negative sentiment values in
W as neg(si )
7:
vi = [pos(si ), neg(si )]
8: end for
9: v(R) := [v1 , . . . , vP ]
10: return v(R)

Representation Learning

In this work we explore whether sentiment and
emotions extracted from a review can be used to
train machine learning models for distinguishing
between fake and non-fake reviews. We perform
the sentiment/emotion analysis with different levels of granularity on a part-by-part basis by segmenting the reviews.

3.2.2 Emotion Based Representation
The process of generating emotion based representation is presented in Algorithm 2. As in the
case of the sentiment based representation, a review is first divided in P segments. All sentences
in each segment is then passed to the IBM Watson
API. As the output we obtain vector with the five
emotions’ scores. Finally, the emotion vectors obtained for all the segments are concatenated. The

3

https://sentic.net/
https://pypi.org/project/afinn/
5
http://www.cs.uic.edu/l̃iub/FBS/opinion-lexiconEnglish.rar
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Algorithm 4 Combined sentiment and Emotion
Based Representation
Input: Review R, number of segments P , sentiment lexicon Ls , emotion lexicon Le
Output: Vector representation of R
1: Split R into P equal segments s1 , . . . , sP
2: for all s1 , . . . , sP do
3:
Get sentiment representation Vs (R) applying Algorithm 1 with R, P and Ls
4:
Get emotion representation Ve (R) applying
Algorithm 2 with R, P and Le
5:
vi = [Vs (R), Ve (R)]
6: end for
7: v(R) := [v1 , . . . , vP ]
8: return v(R)

output vector is returned as the emotion representation of the entire review.
Algorithm 2 Emotion based Representation
Input: Review R, number of segments P , emotion lexicon L
Output: Emotion representation of R
1: Split R into P equal segments s1 , . . . , sP
2: for all s1 , . . . , sP do
3:
Get vector vi with emotions scores from L
4: end for
5: v(R) := [v1 , . . . , vP ]
6: return v(R)

3.2.3

Multi-Segment Based Representation

4

The process of multi-segment representation
learning is presented in Algorithm 3. With this
technique, the sentiment/emotion based representation is first generated for different numbers of
segments 1 . . . P . Following this, all vectors obtained for p = 1 . . . P are concatenated to form the
final representation. In this way, the output vector
contains more granular information on the distribution of sentiment or emotions within a review.

In this section we present the experimental
evaluation of the proposed four different sentiment/emotion based representations. Each of the
representations are separetely used to build a machine learning model for FR detection. We conducted an extensive set of experiments in order to
answer the following key questions:
• Do sentiment/emotion based representations
help in FR detection?
• Which of the proposed representations is the
most effective for FR detection?
• Can higher sentiment/emotion granularity level
improve the data representation?

Algorithm 3 Multi-Segment Representation
Input: Review R, maximum number of segments
P , lexicon L
Output: Vector representation of R
1: for all p ∈ 1 . . . P do
2:
Obtain vp (R) calling Algorithm 1 or 2 and
passing R, p and L as parameters
3: end for
4: v(R) := [v1 (R), . . . , vP (R)]
5: return v(R)

3.2.4

Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We collected our datasets from two
different sources. We used gold standard spam
review dataset from Ott et al., (2011), and Yelp
dataset from Rayana and Akoglu (2015). The Ott
dataset contains reviews about hotels. Yelp Zip
and Yelp NYC are extracted from Yelp filtered
dataset. Yelp NYC is a collection of reviews from
restaurants located in New York City (NYC) while
Yelp Zip is a collection of restaurant’s reviews in
zip code area in NY State. Each of the datasets
contains true labels of the reviews, i.e. fake or
non-fake label assigned to each review. Table 1
shows the size and class distribution for each of
the datasets. In our experiment, we only consider reviews that contain more than 10 sentences.
We presume that proposed representation learning
techniques would not be effective for short reviews

Combined Sentiment and Emotion
Based Representation

The last representation type that we explore is the
combined sentiment and emotion based representation. The process is presented in Algorithm 4.
First, a review is divided into P segments. The
representation of each segment is generated by
concatenation of sentiment and emotion representations obtained with Algorithms 1 and 2 respectively. Finally, representations of all segments are
merged together.
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better the prediction performance. It can also be
noted that the multi-segment based representation
tends to perform better than when a single segmentation is applied. The only exception is the Biu Liu
lexicon, which for Yelp, Zip, and Ott obtained the
best results for P = 1.

since sparse text does not allow to identify emotions and sentiments well. Table 2 demonstrates
the statistics of the datasets after filtering.
Dataset
YELP ZIP
YELP NYC
Ott

Non-fake
528019
322097
800

Fake
80439
36860
800

Lexicon
IBM
SenticNet
Biu Liu
AFINN

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets
Dataset
YELP ZIP
YELP NYC
Ott

Non-fake
170261
105080
340

Fake
15108
6185
270

P=2
0.584
0.510
0.540
0.542

P=3
0.589
0.522
0.547
0.549

P=4
0.584
0.523
0.558
0.555

P1-4
0.597
0.524
0.557
0.563

Table 3: RF’s F-measure over Yelp ZIP dataset.
Lexicon
IBM
SenticNet
Biu Liu
AFINN

Table 2: Statistics of the datasets after filtering
Learning. As the machine learning algorithm we
used Random Forest (RF) given that it was reported as one of the most effective in FR detection
(Chowdhary and Pandit, 2018; Saumya and Singh,
2018; Viviani and Pasi, 2017). However, any other
learning algorithm can be applied instead. We set
n estimator=100 and random state=42 for the RF
parameter. All the experiments are performed with
5-fold cross-validation and the prediction performance is evaluated with application of F-measure.
Given the very high class imbalance in the Yelp
NYC and Yelp Zip, we randomly select number
of non-fake reviews equal to the number of FR in
order to balance the training data.
4.2

P=1
0.570
0.506
0.574
0.550

P=1
0.554
0.511
0.546
0.524

P=2
0.569
0.520
0.523
0.529

P=3
0.578
0.523
0.543
0.541

P=4
0.569
0.525
0.543
0.544

P1-4
0.584
0.526
0.555
0.557

Table 4: RF’s F-measure over Yelp NYC dataset.
Lexicon
IBM
SenticNet
Biu Liu
AFINN

P=1
0.620
0.533
0.618
0.523

P=2
0.605
0.529
0.561
0.560

P=3
0.543
0.483
0.592
0.580

P=4
0.533
0.525
0.576
0.545

P1-4
0.590
0.570
0.600
0.600

Table 5: RF’s F-measure over Ott dataset.
4.3

Sentiment vs. Emotion

In this section we compare the results obtained by
RF applied with the sentiment and the emotion
based representations of data. We can see from
Tables 3-5 that IBM emotion lexicon obtained the
best performance in comparison to the three sentiment lexicons in the Yelp Zip and NYC datasets.
This may be considered unsurprising since emotions provide more fine grained information for the
classifiers to work with. For the Ott dataset, Biu
Liu and AFINN lexicon obtained better results for
some of the greater values of P .
In order to perform better comparison between the sentiment and emotion based representations we calculated average of the results obtained for each of the granularity levels:
P 1, P 2, P 3, P 4, P 1 − 4. The results are demonstrated in Figure 1. We can observe from the
graphs that the IBM emotion lexicon performs significantly better than any of the other sentiment
lexicons apart from the Ott dataset where it is outperformed by the Biu Liu lexicon.

Sentiment and Emotion Granularity

In this section we investigate what level of granularity in terms of sentiment and emotion is the
most representative for FR detection. Tables 3-5
demonstrate the F-measure obtained by RF with
each of the datasets and sentiment and emotion
based representations for reviews. For the parameter P we used values from 1 to 4. For each table, the first row represents results obtained by RF
applied with the emotion based representation obtained with the IBM Watson API. The three bottom columns contain results obtained for the sentiment based representation generated with each of
the three sentiment lexicons. Each column refers
to a different value of parameter P = 1 × 4. The
last column presents results obtained for multisegment based representation.
We can observe from the tables that in the majority of cases, the higher the granularity (P ) the
754

Figure 2: Combined sentiment-emotion vs. emotion representation learning for Zip

Figure 1: Average F-measure obtained for all values of P
4.4

Combined Sentiment and Emotion Based
Representation

Table 6 demonstrates results obtained for the combined sentiment and emotion based representation
generated according to the Algorithm 4. We can
observe that for Zip and NYC datasets the best
results were obtained when multi-segment based
representation was applied. With Ott the best performance was obtained for P 1.
Dataset
ZIP
NYC
Ott

P1
0.589
0.580
0.653

P2
0.596
0.580
0.624

P3
0.599
0.589
0.606

P4
0.599
0.584
0.604

Figure 3: Combined sentiment-emotion vs. emotion representation learning for NYC

P1-4
0.602
0.588
0.640

Table 6: F-measure obtained with combined sentiment and emotion representation learning.
In Figures 2-4 we compare the performance of
the combined sentiment and emotion based representation with the emotion based representation,
which so far obtained the most promising results.
We can observe that the combined approach obtained better results in each case, with the difference in F-measure being quite significant for
Zip and NYC datasets. This demonstrate that improved data representation can be achieved by applying combination of different emotion and sentiment extraction methods.

5

Figure 4: Combined sentiment-emotion vs. emotion representation learning for Ott
them separately. Further, we observe that combining emotion and sentiment representations obtained across different text granularities yields better accuracies over the restaurant review datasets.
As future work, we plan to carry on research
on cross domain between different datasets. We
also want to observe how sentiment and emotion
work on neural network model such as CNN and
LSTM using generic as well as custom-built lexicons (Bandhakavi et al., 2017).

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we analyzed the effectiveness of
emotion and sentiment based representations estimated over varying text grabularities, for the task
of fake review classification. Through an empirical study across three real-world datasets, we
find consistent evidence that combinations of emotions and sentiments work better than either of
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Abstract

large annotated resources for these tasks requires a
lot of time and effort to insure a carefully planned
and well-defined annotation protocol, obtain and
encode expert knowledge, do curation steps and so
on. Even when using highly qualified human annotators, errors can always make their way into the
final annotated corpus. Another way to obtain annotations is to apply existing state-of-the-art algorithms (also trained on previously annotated data)
on a raw corpus.

While high quality gold standard annotated corpora are crucial for most tasks
in natural language processing, many annotated corpora published in recent years,
created by annotators or tools, contains
noisy annotations. These corpora can be
viewed as more silver than gold standards, even if they are used in evaluation
campaigns or to compare systems’ performances. As upgrading a silver corpus to
gold level is still a challenge, we explore
the application of active learning techniques to detect errors using four datasets
designed for document classification and
part-of-speech tagging.

While some researchers publish new versions of
their hard earned annotated resources based on the
feedback obtained from users, others often have
to set them aside to work on other projects and
resources, leaving the corpora with their original
errors. One way to improve these resources without the same level of effort would be to reannotate
them using an active learning process to quickly
find errors and discrepancies and resubmit them to
expert annotators.

Our results show that the proposed method
for the seeding step improves the chance
of finding incorrect annotations by a factor
of 2.73 when compared to random selection, a 14.71% increase from the baseline
methods. Our query method provides an
increase in the error detection precision on
average by a factor of 1.78 against random
selection, an increase of 61.82% compared
to other query approaches.

1

This article relates an experiment which explores the potential application of active learning
for corpus reannotation, which context is detailed
in Section 2 with related works listed in Section 3.
Two new approaches and multiple baselines are
then explained in Section 4, followed by the list
of datasets used (Section 5) and the experiments
combining all these elements (Section 6). We then
comment on the experiment (Section 7) and close
with a review of the work done and some future
works in the final section.

Introduction

As machine learning is increasingly predominant
in natural language processing tasks, the need for
annotated data, and more specifically linguistic
annotations, intensify greatly. Tasks like bias detection, named entity detection (NER) and recognition, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, semantic
role labeling, assessment evaluation in discourse,
dependency parsing and sentiment analysis can all
be modeled as machine learning problems. They
require a large amount of human annotated information to enrich raw textual resources. Creating

2

Context

This section gives an overview of the two main aspects of this research, namely corpus reannotation
and active learning, with their challenges and possibilities. The current work is at the crossroad of
these two topics.
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2.1

Corpus Reannotation

deep understanding of the original protocol, often
created by another team. It may also require to
modify the protocol or classification values, and
also require an additional effort of the annotators
to assess if they are not creating more errors when
modifying an original answer. For all these reasons, it is important to explore ways by which
some of the effort might be lowered, such as the
application of active learning on noisy corpora.

The errors present in annotated corpora can have
many sources. They can be simple typographical
errors created during transcription or from the begining on uncurated information. On a higher cognitive level, another frequent cause of error is annotators’ discrepancies over expert knowledge, in
which disagreement over labels are not solved in
a consistent way. Protocol inconsistencies are yet
another source of noise in annotated corpora, often encountered when unforeseen cases fail to be
brought to light, managed, or added to the protocol. Moreover, there is also all the possible causes
from the annotator side, like misunderstanding the
protocol, errors caused by fatigue, solving ambiguities with the most favorable case instead of reporting it, and many others. All these issues can
diminish the quality of the annotations.
The nature of an annotation task can also influence the risk of generating errors. Intuitively, finegrained classifications are often considered more
error-prone than those with a small number of
class values. This can be attributed to fuzzy frontiers between close-by values, overlapping values
(i.e. choosing between ”entertainer” and ”comedian”) or failing to recall a specific classification
option in a very large set of values.
Errors might also occur based on the interpretation of different annotators on the same case. This
can be the case in named entity classification tasks,
when an occurrence can be considered both an organization and a location (i.e. “I went to register at
the office of University X”). These are edge cases
that are often overlooked in annotation protocols
and might result in inconsistencies in the final annotated corpus.
A silver standard corpus (Rebholz-Schuhmann
et al., 2010) is usually defined as a noisy set of
ground truth annotations provided automatically
by state-of-the-art algorithms, while gold labels
are the higher quality annotations created by expert annotators. The silver labels are normally produced manually by human agents, but can also be
obtained automatically by tools or trained prediction models. Of course, the gold labels might still
contain some degree of noise, but they are considered of better overall quality than the silver version.
Corpus reannotation can be a tedious undertaking, as it not only requires the same expert domain
knowledge to correct the annotations, but also a

2.2

Active Learning

Active learning (Cohn et al., 1996) has been used
to lower the annotation effort needed to train a
prediction model in natural language processing
tasks. It traditionally involves a dialogue between
one (or more) human annotator(s) and a machine
learning algorithm, the former being proficient at
annotating instances that the latter is providing
based on relevance measures. The process can be
split into three distinct steps.
The first one, called seeding, is where the algorithm must choose instances without being able
to rely on any annotation from the expert. The
chosen instances are submitted to be annotated
by the expert. This starts the second and longest
step, the querying phase. The active learning engine iterates between training a prediction model
with the gold values (training set) from the expert, choosing new instances relevant to training
a better model, submitting them to the expert and
adding the expert’s answers back into the training
set. The third step, stopping, is applied after each
training of the querying phase. It checks if there
is enough information in the model to annotate the
rest of the corpus automatically so that the annotation can stop. A bad stopping criterion might
overfit the model, lowering its predictive power.
One challenge of active learning is to balance
between specializing the classification on known
cases (for example, annotation errors), thus improving the performance for current classes, or exploring the problem space to find unknown but relevant instances that could improve the overall performance of the model.
The goal of the current experiment is not to produce the best prediction model, but to explore if
the reannotation effort on a corpus can be reduced
by using the active learning process with different
algorithms. These algorithms should not target the
most informative instances for a prediction model,
but instead choose those that are more likely to be
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conducted by adding human resources to the task
to distribute the effort among multiple users. This
is the proposition made in (Hovy et al., 2014) by
applying crowd sourced reannotation. In the same
multiuser settings, (Lin et al., 2016) propose an approach to reannotate labels by integrating another
human oracle in order to improve the quality of the
annotations.

errors. If successful, the model should then be able
to extract more errors as it progresses.

3

Related Works

While different flavors of reannotation have been
used for natural language processing tasks on text
corpora, the work of (Rehbein and Ruppenhofer,
2017) is the most similar to our contribution from
an error finding perspective with active learning.
They evaluate the query-by-committee (QBC) and
variational inference (VI) active learning methods
to perform error detection on part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition (NER) tasks.
These approaches were tested in four contexts: indomain (same type of training and testing data) on
English POS, out-domain (different training and
testing) on English POS, new task and language
on German NER, and real-world context with human annotators on POS task. After 1,000 iterations, the VI approach generally gives a better
noise reduction than QBC. While the POS task is
similar to the one used in our experiment (although
on a different language), the NER task uses only
4 class values (location, organization, person and
miscellaneous) while documents in our classification task can be categorized into a high number of
types. They do not specify the experimental seeding methods used to choose the first examples.
Another similar research is Skeppstedt (2013)
which uses active learning with two sources of
tools generated annotation in order to tag and classify named entities in Swedish clinical text documents. The challenge of combining multiple preannotated sources and active learning is to provide
the right quality of information. If the sources
are too noisy, the task will be more difficult and
unreliable. On the other hand, providing highquality sources might lower the attention and interest of the annotators. The proposed method tries to
overcome these two points by showing the sources
without specifying which one is most likely to be
correct. No performance evaluation was done for
the proposed approach.
Other experiments make usage of preannotated information without applying active learning
methods, like (Chou et al., 2006) who use a semantic role labeling tool trained on PropBank to
pretag a biomedical corpus called BioProp. After the automatic annotation step, a human annotator manually checks the silver values and corrects
them as needed. Other reannotation efforts may be

4

Methods

In order to improve noise detection, we focus on
the seeding and querying steps of the active learning process. As the goal is to facilitate annotation
of incorrect annotation, and not to create a prediction model per se, we did not explore the stopping
phase. The following sections detail the baselines
as well as the new methods used for the experiments in Section 6.
4.1

Seeding Methods

The seeding method’s main goal from a reannotation perspective is to provide the highest error ratio for the budgeted seed size. This contrasts with
a usual active learning task which is to find the
most informational instances to annotate in order
to improve the model’s performances.
To capitalize on the silver classification information, we used outlier detection methods separately on each unique silver value. Our hypothesis for this is that most of the annotations should
be of good quality, although noisy, meaning that
clustering the instances for a single silver value
should produce one or many clusters of correctly
classified instances. A large enough dataset should
then provide a cluster for each valid manifestation
(depending on the features used) of a silver value.
As the clusters represent valid cases, the outliers
should represent either rare cases or, ideally, noisy
labels which should be reannotated by the expert.
For each silver value of a corpus, a random instance was chosen in the detected outliers, to test
the hypothesis that they should mostly be incorrectly annotated cases.
Four other outlier detection methods were
tested as baselines to assess their performances
and compare them to the above method. These are
not normally used in the seeding phase and they
do not consider the presence of a silver value in
the feature set. The first is the one-class SVM
(Schölkopf et al., 2001) which trains a support
vector machine with a radial basis kernel function
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and returns the lowest supported instances in a distribution.
The local outlier factor (Breunig et al., 2000)
computes the local deviation of density for an instance with its closest neighbors using a k-nearest
approach. If the local density of the close-by instances is significantly higher, the instance is considered an outlier and is selected for human annotation.
The isolation forest algorithm (Liu et al., 2008)
detects outliers by selecting the most isolated instance of a randomly selected feature set and split
point in the value range. These splits are then projected into a tree structure and the average path
length to an instance gives its degree of isolation,
choosing the highest degree of isolation as the best
potential instance to annotate.
Finally, the covariance detector (Rousseeuw
and Driessen, 1999) uses a Gaussian distribution
around the density cluster to assess the degree to
which an instance might be part of that cluster.
4.2

a negative one. The algorithm then selects those
that have the highest value, following the hypothesis that they would be similar to known errors.
Other methods often applied in a standard active learning process have also been used as a basis
of comparison with the proposed method, namely
distance to centroid, cosine similarity, hierarchical clustering and margin query.
Distance to centroid calculates a density center
point (centroid) from each instance of a specific
gold value asked from the expert annotator. Each
instance is then checked against each centroid and
the ones which are furthest from all points are selected.
The cosine similarity works in a similar way as
the previous method but uses the cosine between
the instance and the centroids to assess the proximity.
Hierarchical clustering also uses the distance
to clusters as a degree of uncertainty to choose
ambiguous instances, but goes one step further
by splitting these instances to choose only those
which are the most different from one another.
This usually helps to provide a better sample to
annotate and avoid ambiguous but very similar instances.

Querying Methods

The proposed double centroid approach is based
on the hypothesis that an annotator, either human
or tool, tend to produce similar types of errors
through the annotation process. The source of
these types could be the inability to differentiate
between two classes, unknown terminology, etc.
The method first use density-based clustering to
group together newly annotated instances from the
seeding or previous querying steps. It is applied
once on erroneous instances, where the silver and
new gold values did not match, and once on nonerroneous instances, where the silver and new gold
values matched. This gives multiple clusters containing either noisy (Cn ) or matching (Cm ) annotations.

rank(l) =

Cn
X
i=1

X
|Ci |
|Cj |
−
2
dist(l, Ci )
dist(l, Cj )2

Margin query chooses the instances with the
smallest difference between the most probable
predicted class and the second most probable.

5

Datasets

For this experiment, we used a total of four
datasets, two targeting a document classification
task and two for a text sequence classification task
on part-of-speech tags.
As there were no publicly available manually
corrected datasets, and correcting an existing one
would have been too time consuming for the scope
of this project, we simulated the noise level by applying a classification tool to each manually annotated corpus. They are each presented in the following sections and Table 1 shows the size and
error rate for each of them. The error rate is calculated by dividing the number of errors in the silver
standard (compared to the gold standard) by the
total number of elements. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe how the noise was generated for each corpus to calculate the error rate.

Cm

(1)

j=1

As shown in equation 1, for each silver instance l that was not yet picked for relabeling,
a weighted squared distance dist(l, C)2 is calculated separately against each cluster centroid. The
weight used is the cluster cardinality |C|, so that
nearer and larger clusters have more influence on
an instance. These weighted distances are then
summed up with opposing values, in this case Cn
clusters having a positive influence and Cm having
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Corpus

Size

Error rate

Reuters
WoS
GSD-French
Sequoia

9,149 docs
46,985 docs
402,120 words
70,572 words

0.0941
0.3916
0.1015
0.1080

sal dependency-based part-of-speech tags from the
open class (ADJ, ADV, INTJ, etc.), the closed class
(ADP, AUX, CCONJ, DET, etc.) and the other
class (PUNCT, SYM, X). The feature set for each
instance included the token’s position in the sentence, surface form, lemma, length, presence of
space after the token and case type (capitalized,
all capital letters or mixed case).

Table 1: Corpus size (documents or words) and
error rate.
5.1

5.4

WOS-46895

The Sequoia corpus (Candito and Seddah, 2012)
contains 3,099 French sentences (70,572 tokens)
taken from different corpora such as Europarl,
L’Est Republicain newspaper, French Wikipedia
and European Medicine Agency. It has initially
been annotated with constituency trees and then
converted to surface syntactic dependency trees.
In our experiment, we only classified the part-ofspeech (POS) information. The feature set was the
same as the French-GSD corpus.

The WOS corpus (Kowsari, Kamran et al., 2018)
contains 46,985 documents in English taken from
the Web of Science website. Each document contains the abstract from a published scientific paper.
These documents were picked from the fields of
psychology, medical sciences, biochemistry, computer science and three specialization of engineering. While each document is only classified in a
single topic, terminology coverage of some topics
overlaps with others, such as between biochemistry and medical sciences.
Each topic is further broken down into 134 specialized areas, varying from 9 to 53 areas for each
topic. While this dataset was primarily created
for hierarchical classification, we only used the
134 areas (the second layer of classification) for
the purpose of this research.
5.2

5.5

POS Processing and Vectorisation

The GSD and Sequoia corpora were initially
tagged manually with universal part-of-speech
tags1 which we used as the gold standard. While
dependency information was widely available in
the original corpus, we removed them as they
would not be available in a raw text corpus without applying a high quality dependency analyzer.
We kept morphological features as listed in Section 5.3.
In order to create a silver version of the dataset,
each token was automatically reannotated with
TreeTagger (Schmid, 1997) to provide a new set
of tags. These tags were then converted to the universal part-of-speech tagset to make them comparable with the original corpus tags.
These corpora were then vectorized to be processable by the classification algorithms, projecting the information of each instance in a feature
space. The feature set was also enriched for each
instance with the information from the last five tokens and the next five tokens. The sentence boundaries were respected, so that the first token in a
sentence would only get the next five tokens, the
second token would get the previous token and the
next five, and so on. As the algorithms used cannot
deal with nominal data, each feature was one-hot
encoded. Once encoded, each dataset contained
1,156 features including the silver annotation.

Reuters

The Reuters-21578 corpus (Lewis, 2004) is composed of 10,788 English documents consolidated
for the text classification challenge of document understanding conference (DUC). There are
90 categories in the corpus. However, that dataset
was originally used for multi-class classification.
To use it for our research, we extracted only
the articles having a single class and kept only
the classes that appeared more than once in the
dataset. The final dataset is made of 9,149 instances across 56 categories like acq and earn.
The labels’ distribution is heavily skewed as two
of these classes make up 75% of the dataset instances.
5.3

Sequoia

French-GSD

We used the French portion of the GSD corpus
(McDonald et al., 2013), version 2.2 at the time of
writing. We merged the three parts (dev, train, test)
into a single corpus consisting of 402,426 words
(16,448 sentences). While it is fully tagged with
dependence trees, we only retained the 17 univer-

1
https://universaldependencies.org/u/
pos/
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5.6

Classification Preprocessing and
Vectorisation

To see which one provided the best expressivity with its features, the vectors for each corpus
were evaluated with ten-fold validation using logistic regression as the passive learning algorithm.
The results in Table 2 show the performances for
each vectorization method on each corpus. While
the results are quite close to one another, the statistical tf-idf method using unigrams to trigrams (Tfidf3 ) provides higher results on all datasets. For
this reason, we use the feature set provided by this
method for the experiments.

for active learning, choose a fixed number of instances from each target class value (knowledge
that would not be accessible in a real world setting) or simply fail to mention the method.
The methods described in the previous section
were run 100 times to smooth out the randomness
effect of some outlier selection methods. It also
helped to show if most of the outliers were in fact
valid errors to be detected. Each chosen outlier
was then compared to the gold value to verify if
it was an error or a valid annotation. The number of unique silver values were not scaled down
to a specific seed size so as to provide an overall
measure of performance.
As some clustering methods do not scale well
with large datasets, we applied a feature reduction algorithm on each dataset. We used a random
forest (Breiman, 2001) estimator using 100 trees,
building each one with a random subset of features from the dataset, evaluating the relevance
of each feature and discarding the less meaningful ones. The Sequoia and French-GSD corpora
were respectively reduced to 261 and 223 features,
while 250 and 334 features were retained from the
Reuters and WOS-46895 corpora. The silver annotation was used as the relevance indicator for
this process instead of the gold which would not
be available in a real setting.
The results presented in Table 3 show an improvement across all methods compared to baseline performances. The error rate column is averaged from all the results in the experimental runs.
The gain is the ratio between the average error rate
and the baseline performance from Table 1 (error
rate column) using a random selection or a standard seeding method.
While all seeding methods provide an improvement compared to the baseline, the local outlier
factor method seems the most promising when assessed from the average gain global score over all
corpora. Performances on the WOS corpus were
not favored by any of the four methods and were
just marginally better with the local outlier factor.

6

6.2

The text documents in the WOS and Reuters corpora were stemmed using Porter stemmer (Porter,
1997) and had their stop words removed. In order to simulate silver level annotations, the corpora were vectorized and annotated using a fiveparts iteration. In other words, the corpus was split
into five batches containing 20% of the corpus, a
model was trained on the gold values of 80% of
the corpus, recreating a new model to annotate the
remaining 20%, and a different batch was swapped
to be annotated each time.
The two corpora were then vectorized with two
word embeddings methods, fastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2016), Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013),
and the tf-idf (Salton and McGill, 1986) statistical method. The feature set size of the output
vector from each method, either produced with
neural networks or statistical measure, was set to
1,000 features.
Corpus

Method

F1

Reuters

fastText
Word2vec
tf-idf3
fasttext
Word2vec
tf-idf3

0.87
0.88
0.91
0.59
0.57
0.61

WOS-46895

Table 2: Performances of vectorization methods.

6.1

Experiment
Seeding Experiment

Querying Experiment

The four baseline methods detailed in Section 4
were applied to each vectorized corpus for the document classification and POS tagging tasks. To
avoid boosting the performance of the error seeking query method, we did not use the previous
approaches for seeding. Instead we randomly se-

We use the error rate of the corpus (as previously
reported in Table 1) as a random baseline for seeding, which is the equivalent of making a random
selection. As studied in (Hu et al., 2010), most of
the papers either use this type of seeding method
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Method

Measure

Reuters

WoS

Sequoia

French-GSD

Average gain

SVM

EDP
Gain

0.3576
3.80

0.4346
1.11

0.1429
1.32

0.2938
2.89

2.28

EDP
Gain

0.3606
3.83

0.4331
1.11

0.1786
1.65

0.2971
2.93

2.38

Isolation
forest

EDP
Gain

0.3424
3.64

0.4336
1.11

0.1929
1.79

0.2267
2.23

2.19

Local
outlier

EDP
Gain

0.4030
4.28

0.4369
1.12

0.2000
1.85

0.3729
3.67

2.73

Covariance

Table 3: Seeding phase error detection precision and gain.
lected a subset of 20 instances for the seeding step.
This ensured that the initial training set would
have about the same standard level of errors as in
the rest of the corpus. The query phase selected
20 instances per iteration before retraining the random forest model. These queries were answered
by an artificial annotator who had access to the
corresponding gold values. Each method was run
on the corpora 20 times to smooth out the variability of the random aspects of some methods.

Figure 1: Performances of querying methods on
the Reuters corpus.

Table 4 shows the average error detection precision (EDP) for the complete set of experiments. It
is the ratio between the number of errors detected
(where silver and gold labels does not match) and
the total number of queried instances at a specific
point. A score of 1 would mean that the algorithm
only submitted errors to be reannotated by the oracle. As the active learning process can be stopped
at any point, the recall score is not used as it would
imply that all errors should be submitted before
the end of the process.

errors on the Reuters corpora. Aside from double centroid, most other methods performed at the
same level as the others, except for distance to centroid on the Reuters corpus.
As seen on Figure 1, which shows all methods
applied to the classification task on the Reuters
corpus for a total of 1,000 instances annotated,
all methods seem to have a relatively stable slope.
The double centroid method loses some velocity
after hitting 220 instances. The other methods diverge near the end, but not very distinctively.

The gain ratio is the error detection precision
divided by the corresponding corpus error rate.
Gain values lower than one mean a lower performance than random selection. The EDP shown
was calculated after 200 annotations, meaning one
seed and 19 query iterations. This number was
choosen from real-world experiences, where annotators usually consider that some errors should
be encountered at that point, if any are to be found.

7

Analysis and Discussion

Looking at the slopes in Figure 1 at the start of
the process, we can see that they start at about
the same level of performance before settling into
their tendencies. This is mainly due to the fact that
the seed does not contain many instances about
different gold values to provide significant clusters.
Why the performance drops on the WoS corpus
compared to Reuters or other corpora can be attributed in part to the low expression power of the
vectorized feature set shown in Table 2. They pro-

We can see that the proposed double centroid
method outperformed all the other approaches on
every corpus. Most methods did not perform well
on the WoS corpus, which incidentally had four
times the error rate of other corpus. The best
gain ratio of our method was when detecting POS
tagging errors on the FR-GSD and classification
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Method

Measure

Reuters

WoS

Sequoia

French-GSD

Average gain

Distance to
centroid

EDP
Gain

0.1194
1.27

0.3954
1.01

0.1049
1.03

0.1196
1.11

1.10

Cosine
similarity

EDP
Gain

0.0974
1.04

0.3796
0.97

0.1198
1.18

0.1003
0.93

1.03

Hierarchical
clustering

EDP
Gain

0.1110
1.18

0.3943
1.01

0.1196
1.18

0.1079
1.00

1.09

Margin
query

EDP
Gain

0.1032
1.10

0.3937
1.01

0.1074
1.06

0.1057
0.98

1.03

Double
centroid

EDP
Gain

0.1982
2.11

0.4283
1.09

0.2499
2.46

0.1565
1.45

1.78

Table 4: Query phase error detection precision and gain after 200 instances.
niques.

vided only two thirds of the performance on the
passive learning task compared to those produced
from the Reuters corpus. While pretrained word
embeddings could have been used, we wanted to
avoid the issue of unknown tokens when dealing
with specialized corpora.
In order to lower even more the effort of annotators, the next logical step would be to validate
if the final prediction model was either as good
or better at predicting any type of instances on
the remaining corpus when compared to a standard, non-error detecting active learning process.
This would entail that an error detection model
could simply be used to annotate the remaining
instances, correcting more errors and minimizing
the creation of additional noise.

8

One untested hypothesis is if these methods provide the same level of performance when applied
to corpora with human-generated noise instead of
tool-generated noise. We expect that noise level
might be lower in published and broadly used
datasets if reannotated with the original protocol.
This might influence the effectiveness of the tested
methods.
These approaches should be tested on a broader
set of natural language processing tasks, such
as sentiment analysis, information quality, relevance identification, named entity classification,
etc. This would either help to further advance
the demonstration about the effectiveness of these
methods, or to develop new approaches to facilitate the task of reannotation.

Conclusion and Future Work

Some influential aspects of active learning have
been left aside in this experiment as they did not
directly implicate human annotators, like the cognitive charge of annotation correction for a human
agent. This requires not only to assess the context
of the existing annotation to deduce the correct annotation, but also to ponder, when the existing annotations differ, if they are not adding more noise.

We experimented with active learning methods on
noisy corpora to lower the noise level, thus improving the overall quality of the datasets. Our
proposed seeding method targeting error detection
provided a gain factor of 2.73 when compared
to the most used random seeding in active learning, while our double centroid method provided
a 61.82% increase for finding noisy annotations
when compared to baseline approaches used for
active learning.
While there is room for improvement, these results show the potential application of active learning for corpus annotation. The applicability on
two NLP tasks on different units (words or documents) shows a good adaptability of the tested
methods, as the use of two languages in the corpora to avoid relying on language-specific tech-
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Abstract
With recent efforts in drawing attention
to the task of replicating and/or reproducing1 results, for example in the context of
COLING 2018 and various LREC workshops, the question arises how the NLP
community views the topic of replicability in general. Using a survey, in which
we involve members of the NLP community, we investigate how our community
perceives this topic, its relevance and options for improvement. Based on over two hundred participants, the survey results
confirm earlier observations, that successful reproducibility requires more than having access to code and data. Additionally,
the results show that the topic has to be
tackled from the authors’, reviewers’ and
community’s side.

1

Introduction

“As a community, we need to know where our
approaches fail, as much – if not more so – as
where they succeed.” Despite this statement by
Fokkens et al. (2013), we are still aiming at higher, faster, better results with little outside verification. And although it has become good practise
to share code, data and parameters, previous work
and experience indicate that sharing is still not as
common as one would hope for. Call for Papers in
major conferences encourage to submit or reference data and to submit code, i.e., in supplemental
material2 . But recent work indicates that this is
1
We use replication to describe related efforts, regardless
of the exact aim (see (Cohen et al., 2018))
2
see for example http://www.acl2019.org/EN/
call-for-papers.xhtml “ACL (. . .) encourages the
submission of supplementary material to report (. . .) details
necessary for the replication of the experiments.”

not done thoroughly enough (Mieskes, 2017; Cohen et al., 2017; Wieling et al., 2018). Other factors mentioned by Fokkens et al. (2013), such as
preprocessing methods, experimental setup, system variation, etc., are rarely reported. Pedersen
(2008) urges to not fear any dispossession of a
tool, and highlights that sharing code will result
in its use in new systems and citations of the work
describing this code. Moreover, we should consider sharing software as a way to improve it more
efficiently. In recent years, we have seen a rise
in attention targeted towards the task of replication for example in the COLING 2018 selection
criteria3 , the LREC 4REAL Workshops (Branco
et al., 2016, 2018) and the recent LREC initiative
for replication.4 But so far the task of replicating previous results has little merit in itself, but is
rather only a (baseline) part in a paper. Additionally, normally it only gets reported in successful or
mainly successful cases. Following the argument
by Fokkens et al. (2013), the cases where it fails,
hardly ever get reported, despite Calls for Papers encouraging negative results5 and although they
might be equally or even more important than the
successful replication.
Our contribution therefore is to identify how the
community views the topic of replication and what
role each individual plays as an author, as a reviewer and as part of the NLP community. In conducting a survey, which drew answers from over
two hundred respondents, we get a better picture
of the factors that support or hinder making repli3
See:
https://coling2018.org/
paper-types/.
4
This call occurred 5 weeks after we posted our call and are unrelated, but the latter might be inspired by
our survey, see http://wordpress.let.vupr.nl/
lrec-reproduction/.
5
“A negative result” http://www.acl2019.org/
EN/call-for-papers.xhtm (Short Papers)
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cation more visible and how the three factors described above influence this. Our results indicate
that the participants in general regard replication
as an important issue and that the NLP community could do more to support replication, which
would strengthen the field as a whole.6

2

Related Work

One of the earliest reports of a replication effort addresses manual word-sense disambiguation
based on four words, representing different degrees of difficulty (Kilgarriff, 1999). The author
reports that humans agree in this task on average
in 95% of the cases. Following Fokkens et al.
(2013), others look into parameters that influence
the replicability of results. Dakota and Kübler
(2017); Marrese-Taylor and Matsuo (2017) and
Horsmann and Zesch (2017) report various parameters and problems with replication experiments
for morphology and syntax.
In the field of biomedical NLP, Olorisade et al.
(2017) assess the reproducibility of findings published in 33 papers. They notice that data sets were
missing, making it impossible to reproduce results
for 80% of the papers. These figures are in line
with results reported by Mieskes (2017). They
consider that a permanent link to the resources
(data set, software, etc.) must exist along with
published papers. As part of a NLP challenge,
Névéol et al. (2016) report results on replicating
experiments from three systems submitted to the
CLEF eHealth track. They show that replication is
feasible although “ease of replicating results varied”. They suggest the allowance of extra pages
for papers, where information required to replicate
an experiment could be reported.
Moore and Rayson (2018) illustrate how to publish relevant details to reduce efforts in repeatability and generalisability. Suggestions include using
only open data, open source code and providing
extensive documentation in the code.
Wieling et al. (2018) describe one example
where exact replication was possible and the authors list the parameters that allowed them to do
so: a virtual image, containing all code and all data or providing CodaLab worksheets. Their study,
6
The complete results of the survey are available at https://github.com/replicateNLP/
Survey-RANLP2019. Please note, that due to privacy
regulations, we had to remove some free text answers that
contain personal information, such as E-Mail addresses,
which were given on a voluntary basis.

which compared the situation in sharing research
artefacts between 2011 and 2016 indicates that,
while the situation has improved and the availability of data is high, access to code is less so and requesting code is unsuccessful in most of the cases.
Based on results of their actual replication experiments, at most 60% of the studies are replicable,
but only if the need for exact replication was relaxed.
Fares et al. (2017) present a repository and infrastructure containing texts, tools and embeddings for English and Norwegian. Their aim
is to facilitate replicability and testing of previous results. Dror et al. (2017) propose a “replicability analysis framework” and demonstrate its use on various tasks such as part-of-speech
tagging or cross-domain sentiment classification.
They specifically target cases where algorithms
are compared across multiple data sets. The results indicate that testing on a range of data sets is
only beneficial if the data sets are heterogeneous.

3

Survey Design

Our survey has 18 questions, of which many were
conditional and show only if they apply to the respondent. Thus, not all questions have been answered by all participants, while most multiplechoice questions allow for several answers, resulting in more answers than participants for these
questions. Questions are grouped into three categories: (i) replication work in general, (ii) replicating one’s own work and (iii) replicating others’
work.
General questions quiz participants on their perception of replication work. We also inquire about
their current position to investigate potential correlation with other aspects of the survey. Questions addressing participants’ replication experience specifically enquired about research artefacts availability (data, code, parameters, etc.) and
about the timeline of the replication experience in
order to assess attrition.
The survey was advertised on professional mailing lists (BioNLP, Corpora, LN and GLCL7 ) and
social network (LinkedIn). The appendix gives
details on the progression of responses. With respect to sensitive data, only e-mail addresses were
provided, on a voluntary basis, and we follow the
ACM Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct8 ,
7
8
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specifically sections 1.6 and 1.7.
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of the questionnaire.
If a person did neither replicate their own or someone elses work, they only had to answer the blue
marked questions. If a participant tried to replicate
his/her own work, but not someone elses work,
they only had to answer the blue and the orange
questions. Only persons who have experience in
replicating their own and someone elses work had
to go through the whole questionnaire, including
the green questions.9 This flow in addition to the
possibility to give more than one answer in some
questions results in different numbers of answers
for each question.

4

Results

We received 225 responses and the two biggest
groups of participants in our study identify themselves as graduate students and postdocs.
With respect to when work on replication has
been done, 36 participants (16%) gave more than
one anwer, indicating that they did work on replication at various stages of their career. Most answers (50.3%) state that replication was done on
MSc or PhD level, less on PostDoc level (20.7%)
and slightly more as Faculty members (24.3%).
However, we did not find strong correlations between the respondents’ position and opinion on
the importance (or lack thereof) of reproducibility. Figure 2 shows the absolute numbers for this
question, while Figure 3 shows the numbers for
the participants current position.
4.1 General Stance towards Replicability
The answers show that in 56.4% of the cases, work
on replication is considered “Important” and another 7.5% state that it is “Somewhat Important”. Only 2 answers indicate that this work is “Unimportant”. 20% of the answers regard work on
replication as publishable, while 11.8% deem it
unpublishable. 87 participants gave more than one
answer. The majority (49) consider work on replication as important and publishable, while 26 of
them consider it important but not publishable (see
Figure 4 for the absolute numbers).
4.2

Replicating one’s Own Work

Roughly 70% (156) of the participants declare
they have tried to replicate their own work while
about 30% have not tried (total 225).
9
Please note that only the most important questions are
illustrated here and some questions have been left out.

With respect to how often replication of the
same experiment was tried, 15 participants gave
more than one answer, giving us 172 answers (see
Figure 5 for the detailed figures). Of these, 28.5%
indicate that replication was tried only once, while
38.4% tried 3 times or more.
When looking at the last attempt (total answers
234), nearly half (47.0%) report that they reached
the same general conclusions, while 23.1% state that they reached the same figures. A little less than 10% report that they managed to reimplement the system, but got significantly different results. Another 14.9% could not find either
the code or the data or the parameters used for the
experiment (see Figure fig:resultsOwn for the absolute numbers). 52 participants gave more than
one answer of which 25 report that they reached
the same general conclusions and the same figures. Overall, the results indicate that even in the
case when researchers try to replicate their own
work, they fully succeed in only 23.1% of the cases.
4.3

Replicating Others’ Work

About 60% (total 130) of the participants report
that they tried to replicate someone else’s work
(see Figure 7 for detailed, absolute numbers).
51 respondents gave more than one answer with
respect to the results achieved when replicating
somebody else’s work, resulting in 211 answers.
Approximately 40% of the answers state that they
reached the same general conclusions or figures,
while another 33.6% of the answers state that they
managed to re-implement or re-run the system, but
with significantly different results. Nearly 23.1%
of the responses state that re-implementation or
re-runnning of experiments was not achieved (see
Figure 8 for the absolute responses for this question). This means that over half of the replication
experiments failed, either early on or at the level
of results achieved.
4.4

Accessibililty of Research Artefacts

For finding research artefacts such as code, data
and parameters, respondents gave several answers, resulting in 250 answers for where the code can
be found, 260 answers for finding data and resources and 233 answers for finding the experimental parameters. GitHub is by far the most popular (36.4% of the answers) for accessing code,
but more than 23.6% of the answers state that
code is found on the authors’ personal webpage,
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Figure 1: Illustration of the questionnaire flow.

Figure 2: Position of the participants at the time
they were doing replication experiments.

Figure 4: Importance of Replication in General.

Figure 3: Position of the participants at the time of
the survey.

Figure 5: Participants who tried to replicate their
own work.
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Figure 6: Results achieved when trying to replicate own work.

which does not guarantee availability beyond that
person maintaining his/her webpage. More than
14% of the answers report that the code could not
be found. Data is also primarily published via GitHub or personal webpages (25% and 25.7%
of the answers respectively). 11.1% report that
the material used for the experiments could not be
found. Parameters for experiments are primarily
found in the respective publications (40.3% of the
answers), while 21.9% of the answers state they
could be found on GitHub as well. 13.7% report
that they could not find parameters at all. Figure 9 illustrates the absolute numbers concerning
the availability of code, while Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate them for other resources and parameters respectively.

Figure 9: Sources for Accessing the Code for
replication.
Figure 7: Participants who tried to replicate someone elses work.

Figure 10: Sources for Accessing Data and other
Resources.

Figure 8: Results achieved when replicating someone elses work.

Concerning these three elements, the text box
associated with “Other” very frequently mentions
“personal communication” or “e-mail” as a way of
obtaining necessary information. This gives rise
to a range of further issues, legal, ethical and in
terms of transparency. Besides, it is only possible
if authors actually answer such e-mails.
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Figure 11: Sources for Accessing Parameters for
Replication.
In our survey, 40% of the participants report that
they tried to get in touch with the authors (see
Figure 12), but only in about 30% of the reported cases received a helpful answer (164 answers
received, as 41 participants gave more than one
answer). Approximately 20.1% mention that unhelpful answers were received and almost 23.8%
never received any answer. Due to evolution of
careers, 13.4% found out that the person had left
the lab or the e-mail bounced, resulting in almost
40% of examples where authors were unreachable
(see Figure 13).

Figure 12: Participants who state that they reached
out to original authors.

5

Discussion

The survey results suggest that replicability is
perceived as an important issue by a majority
of responses (≥ 60%). It is difficult to compute
an accurate response rate for the survey, because
we do not know the extent of the population comprised by subscribers to the mailing lists and professional networks that we reached out to. However, if we approximate the target population using the average participation in a *ACL confer-

Figure 13: Quality of Answers by original authors.
ence (N=1,000), we can estimate the response rate
at about 20%. This has previously been described
as an “acceptable” response rate for online surveys.10 While the responding population includes
researchers with a wide range of seniority as well
as members of academia and industry, it could be
biased by their interest in replication. The results, and especially the comments, indicate that this
is most likely not the case as some participants do
not see the value in replicating previous results.
They state that replicating previous work is only
an “exercise” and actually an “overload” on the
already busy researchers’ schedule. One comment states that “10 year old systems are irrelevant”
and “ML is moving so fast”, which renders replicability studies essentially worthless. This could
explain why the two largest groups performing
replicability studies are on PhD or PostDoc level.
What does this mean for replicability? Responses indicate a variety of views on how replicability should be facilitated. One comment states that there is already a culture of sharing and
publishing data and code and this should be enough. Another participant states that in industrial
research publishing data or code is difficult, but
suggests that the validity of an approach can be
proven by applying the method to other data and
in reaching the same general conclusions. Some
participants support the idea of giving more visibility to replicability by making it a prominent topic at major conferences and by enforcing reporting
guidelines towards reproducibility.
Some participants mention that replicability is
crucial to be taken seriously as a scientific field,
even stating that the field is “suspect” if replication
fails. One participant suggests that “every paper
10
http://socialnorms.org/what-is-an-acceptable-surveyresponse-rate/
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cited enough times should be replicated”.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Based on a survey we gave insight into the NLP
community’s view on replicability. We targeted
three different facets of this topic: Authors publishing their work, Researchers building on top of
other researchers’ work and the Community, supporting such efforts. Our results show that on the
authors’ side more information has to be shared
openly, rather than via personal communication.
The use of reporting guidelines formalized into a
protocol has been suggested recently for clinical
NLP (Velupillai et al., 2018). Earlier studies from
the clinical domain suggest that adherence to such
guidelines is suboptimal (Samaan et al., 2013) and
methods to improve adherence are being investigated (Blanco et al., 2017). The task of creating
guidelines falls to the community and the adherence of such guidelines could become part of the
reviewing process.
Experiments in replication fail more often than
not. If we document and store all relevant information so that results could be reproduced by ourselves (e.g., before the final paper submission), the
package could be published completely. Results
by Wieling et al. (2018) indicate that images containing all the material or technical lab books published on CodaLab might be a way to proceed. Additionally, failure to replicate previous work (i.e.
not achieving the same results and/or not being
able to draw the same conclusions as previously reported), should be publishable in a way that
gives us scientific merit and could be encouraged
more.
Based on the comments, each of us, in all of our
individual roles can improve the situation: As authors, we can be more diligent when reporting our
experiments and experimental setup—even testing
the replicability of our experiments ourselves. As
reviewers, we can be more careful to check the
supplementary material for relevant information,
pointing out missing elements. As a community,
we can appreciate replication more and develop
guidelines both for authors and for reviewers.
Future Work The next steps include, but are not
limited to, analyzing whether the supplementary
material and appendices actually do improve replicability, as stated by Névéol et al. (2016). Furthermore, evaluating the repository offered by Fares
et al. (2017), whether other researchers actually

build on top of it and with what results. NAACL recently initiated a “test of time” award. This
could be extended to consider experimental work
that has been cited often and gained influence on a
shorter time-scale. This work could be verified for
a follow-up conference. Replicability could also
become a factor in the best paper awards.
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Abstract

exist and are otherwise smoothed down. This
variability results in the coexistence of alternative
written forms, hence in a large proportion of outof-vocabulary words in the context of supervised
machine learning.
In what follows, we first present our approach
to generate spelling variant pairs based on an initial set of crowdsourced spelling variant pairs.
This method is language independent and relies
on resources that do not require expert knowledge,
hence can easily be crowdsourced.
Second, we exemplify the use of such a method
to reduce the proportion of unknown words that
undermines supervised algorithms in the context
of non-standardized languages.

Non-standardized languages are a challenge to the construction of representative
linguistic resources and to the development of efficient natural language processing tools: when spelling is not determined
by a consensual norm, a multiplicity of alternative written forms can be encountered
for a given word, inducing a large proportion of out-of-vocabulary words.
To embrace this diversity, we propose a
methodology based on crowdsourcing alternative spellings from which variation
rules are automatically extracted. The
rules are further used to match outof-vocabulary words with one of their
spelling variants. This virtuous process
enables the unsupervised augmentation of
multi-variant lexicons without requiring
manual rule definition by experts. We apply this multilingual methodology on Alsatian, a French regional language and
provide (i) an intrinsic evaluation of the
correctness of the obtained variants pairs,
(ii) an extrinsic evaluation on a downstream task: part-of-speech tagging.

1.1

The question of variation in non-standardized languages naturally arises starting when one begins the process of corpus building (or collection). When dialectal and spelling variants overlap, inter- and intra-dialectal variations can be
hard, not to say impossible, to untangle. In the following, we will design as “spelling variant” any
variant due to either dialectal variation, spelling
convention variation, or an accumulation of both.
Although one might chose to work on corpora
produced in a controlled environment, in which
the spelling conventions and writers are carefully
chosen, this setup is unlikely to produce satisfying
results on real-life data.
Producing linguistic resources, be it lexica, raw
or annotated corpora, represents a cost that cannot be afforded for languages missing resources
in the broad sense, including funding and experts. Crowdsourcing has proven to be a viable
option to produce quality resources at a reduced
cost (Chamberlain et al., 2013). Applying crowdsourcing to less-resourced non-standardized lan-

We show that in a low-resource scenario,
collecting spelling variants for only 145
words can lead to (i) the generation of 876
additional variant pairs, (ii) a diminution
of out-of-vocabulary words improving the
tagging performance by 1 to 4%.

1

Working with Multi-Variant Linguistic
Resources

Natural Language Processing and
Non-Standardized Languages

Non-standardized languages present a great productivity of spelling variants for a given word. The
absence of standardized spelling points up the geographical and demographic variations that might
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etc.

Modify corpus

Figure 1: Data augmentation process.
These steps are detailed in sections 2 and 3 and
illustrated with their application on Alsatian.
In the context of OOV words reduction in a
given corpus, step 4 is followed by a transposition
of those for which a variant has been identified in
RLookup . Especially, in the context of supervised
machine learning, one cannot expect to find all existing variants in a training corpus. By replacing
an OOV word by one of its already known spelling
variants, we make the most of the annotations we
have at our disposal (see Section 4).

guages presents additional difficulties such as accessibility to the speakers, or representativity of
contents (Millour and Fort, 2018b).
Yet, when a community of speakers can be
found on-line, it seems necessary to empower
them to produce raw corpora and to document
variability. In fact, the speakers appear to be, collectively, the only experts of the mechanisms at
stake.
To meet this goal, we developed a crowdsourcing platform that collects two types of resources: (1) raw texts and (2) spelling variants on
these texts. These resources are used to seed the
unsupervised augmentation of the multi-variant
lexicon following a process that we detail in Figure 1.
1.2

1.3

The Case of Alsatian

Alsatian is a French regional language counting 550,000 speakers in 2004 (Barre and Vanderschelden, 2004). This continuum of Alemannic dialects is an example of language in which the dialectal variants are not erased in the written form
by any spelling system.
Initiatives such as the Orthal guidelines (Crévenat-Werner and Zeidler, 2008)
have been developed to unify the Alsatian spelling
while being respectful of its variations. Yet, these
keep the variability (Kı̀risch and Kı̀ch are the
Orthal version of Kerisch and Kı̂ch, Northern
and Southern possible versions for the word
“church”), and are still unknown by a majority
of Alsatian Internet users as shown by a recent
survey (Millour, 2019).
For this reason, the dialectal variations (6 to
8 variants emerge from the continuum) combine

Process Overview

Given an existing linguistic resource (corpus, lexicon, or both) RLookup and a set of out-ofvocabulary words V ocOOV , the process consists
of four steps:
1. crowdsourcing spelling variant pairs,
2. automatic rules extraction,
3. application of the rules on elements of
V ocOOV ,
4. lookup of the resulting transformed spelling
in RLookup .
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with the variety of spelling habits, which might depend, for instance, on the linguistic backgrounds
of the speakers.
Also, since there exist an active community of
on-line speakers, Alsatian is a good candidate for
crowdsourcing experiments.

2

(with two to six variants per word), e.g. {bı̀tsi,
bessel, béssel}, “a bit of”.
The only information we possess about these
participants is the languages they speak and their
place of origin, when they fill it in in their profile. Based on the information provided by 8 of
them, we can assume that 3 to 4 dialectal areas are
covered by the towns of origin of the participants.
No assumption can be made regarding their proficiency in Alsatian.
The size of this resource does not allow us to
perform direct lookup for any out-of-vocabulary
word me might encounter. However, we can use
the aligned variants to identify substitution patterns, and extract sets of rules we apply to any
OOV word as described in the following section.

Crowdsourcing Spelling Variants

We developed a slightly gamified crowdsourcing
platform, Recettes de Grammaire1 which
allows us to collect (i) raw corpora in the shape
of cooking recipes, (ii) part-of-speech annotations
on the recipes, and (iii) alternative spellings. The
platform is language independent and its source
code is freely available on GitHub2 under the CeCILL v2.1 license.3
We do not differentiate variants due to a variation in dialects, in spelling or in an accumulation
of these two factors during collection.
The addition of a new spelling variant can be
performed: (i) by adding a variant to any word that
is present on the platform by clicking on a word
cloud on the main page (see Figure 2), (ii) by dynamically editing the written contents on the website thanks to a feature called “Personally, I would
have said it like that!”, illustrated on Figure 3.
These features enable the participants to modify the content they read and further annotate in
a manner that suits their writing habits. In fact,
feedback we received on previous experiments led
on crowdsourcing part-of-speech annotations for
Alsatian (Millour and Fort, 2018a) highlighted the
fact that some participants felt unrepresented by
the texts on the platform, and that annotating dialectal or spelling variants they are not familiar
with was an obstacle hard to overcome.
The interface allows the participants to provide
an alternative spelling for either a single word or a
sequence of words. Although the latter facilitates
the task for the participants, it sometimes leads to
alternative spellings which number of words did
not match the original version, hence could not
be immediately aligned. In such cases and when
possible, the alternative spellings were manually
aligned with the original version.
So far, the collected resource contains 367 variants provided by 10 participants for 145 words

3

Unsupervised Data Augmentation

3.1

Rules Extraction

In the manner of (Prokić et al., 2009), we used ALPHAMALIG4 , a multi sequence alignment tool, to
perform the alignment of our variants necessary to
the extraction of substitution patterns. The tool requires to be provided with an alphabet of symbols,
weighted with the match, mismatch, insertion and
deletion scores of given characters. Since we have
no a priori knowledge of these scores, the only assumption we made is that vowels are more likely
to match vowels than consonants and vice versa.
Insertion and deletion are given the same scores
for all characters. An example of the alignment
obtained for four crowdsourced variants is given
in table 1.
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ

G
G
G
G

A
A
A
A

L
L
L
L

E
E
-

R
R
R
R

Ì
I
Ì

E
E
E
A

W
B
W
W

L
L
L
L

E
E
E
A

K
K
K
K

Ü
Ü
Ù
Ü

E
E
A

C
C
C
C

H
H
H
H

E
A
E
A

$
$
$
$

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Table 1: Alignment of four variants of the Alsatian
(compound) word for “carrot cake”.
From the produced alignments we can identify
substitution patterns of different degrees of rigidity, depending on the size of the context. We
extract three sets of rules which either force the
matching of the left (L), right (R) or both contexts
(L+R).
The ˆ and $ characters, respectively representing the beginning and the end of a word, are in-

1
“Grammar’s Recipes”, see https://bisame.
paris-sorbonne.fr/recettes.
2
See
https://github.com/alicemillour/
Bisame/tree/recipes.
3
See http://www.cecill.info/index.

4

Source
code:
http://alggen.lsi.
upc.es/recerca/align/alphamalig/
intro-alphamalig.html.
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Figure 2: Spelling addition using the wordcloud. The word is shown in its context, with the proposed
part-of-speech (if available).
terpreted as elements of context. The rules are extracted from each pair of the combination of the
aligned variants. From the aligned variants (1) and
(2) showcased in Figure 1, four L+R rules are extracted: LR ↔ LER ; RÌE ↔ RIE ; EWL ↔ EBL
; HE$ ↔ HA$. The eight left-and-right-contextonly corresponding rules are deduced from the
L+R rules.
Since the result we seek is not to normalize the
spelling, each rule can be used in both directions
which are considered equally frequent.
From the 367 variant pairs collected for Alsatian, we extracted 213 unique rules using the left
and right contexts, 227 rules using the left context
only, 186 rules using the right context only.
3.2

Variant Identification and Filtering

Given a vocabulary of known words Vlookup , the
identification of potential variants of an OOV
word includes (i) optional preliminary filtering,
(ii) application of rules, and (iii) lookup:
1. preliminary filtering (optional): if the unknown word is identified as a known proper
noun in the lexicon, it is ignored.
2. application of the rules: for each set of rules,
L+R, L, R, used in this order, the subset of rules applying to the original OOV
word Roriginal word is identified, and ordered by rule frequency. From this subset, we apply on the OOV word each possible combination of rules, meaning that if
three rules A, B, C apply, the sequences
of rules {A},{B},{C},{A;B},{A;C},{B;C}
and {A;B;C} are applied.

Figure 3: Spelling addition (1) and visualization
(2) (highlighted words present at least one additional variant).
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In the following experiments, we chose to train
MElt, which enables us to take advantage of
available lexicons existing for Alsatian. The differential in performance is more interesting to us
than the performance per se, which is why we
chose not to focus on testing our methodology on
other taggers.
Two POS-tagged corpora are available for Alsatian. Both are made of texts produced in an uncontrolled environment (such as Wikipedia5 ) and
contain multiple variants of the language:

3. lookup: the sequence of rules apply until
the produced form is matched with a word
present in Vlookup .
Although this “brute-force” method generates a
great quantity of noise, the filtering operated by
Vlookup leads to the matching of OOV word with
existing variant candidates.
Since part of the dialectal and spelling variation mechanisms may be similar to some of the
language morphological rules (such as gender,
number, conjugation or declension), the generated
variant pairs should be manually checked in context.
This phenomenon is illustrated by the analysis
of the pairs generated for Alsatian in Section 5.

4

• The Crowdsourced Corpus (Millour
and Fort, 2018b), Crowd C, annotated by
benevolent participants on a dedicated
crowdsourcing platform Bisame6 with the
universal POS tagset (Petrov et al., 2012)
extended with two categories: APPART
(preposition-determiner contraction), and
FM (foreign words). The corpus contains
9,282 tokens (439 sentences), and is available under CC BY-NC-SA license. The
accuracy of the annotations provided by the
benevolent participants has been evaluated to
93% (Millour and Fort, 2018b).

Evaluation on a Downstream Task

To illustrate the benefits of the identification of
variant pairs, we evaluate its impact on a downstream task: part-of-speech (POS) tagging.
Previous experiments on Alsatian from (Millour
and Fort, 2018b) have shown that using multiple
variants for training can lead to a drop of accuracy
on the sections of the evaluation corpus which do
not match the variants represented in the training
corpus (-1.4% accuracy when a corpus of Strasbourg specific variant is added in the training of a
Southern variant only).
In this context, we use our methodology to
match OOV words from the evaluation corpus
with their potential spelling variant appearing in
the training corpus.
It is important to understand that this process
is independent from the tagger, and occurs after it
has been trained. The extraction of pairs is performed at the time of annotation on a previously
unseen corpus.
4.1

• The
Annotated Corpus for the
Alsatian Dialects (Bernhard et al.,
2018a), Trad C, annotated with the tagset
described above, extended with the categories EPE (epenthesis) and MOD (modal
verb) (Bernhard et al., 2018b). The corpus
contains 12,570 tokens (533 sentences) and
is available under CC BY-SA license. It was
annotated manually by expert linguists.
We manually corrected Trad C to match the
tagset used in Crowd C.
The corpus resulting from the concatenation of
the two corpora, Concat C, was used for the following experiments. We performed a cross validation on 4 subdivisions (80% used for training,
Concat C80, 20% for the evaluation, Concat C20).
We also have at our disposal two lexica:

Language Resources and Tools Used for
Evaluation

Experiments in POS tagging Alsatian include our
previous work (Millour and Fort, 2018b), which
uses MElt (Denis and Sagot, 2012), a freely available sequence labeller achieving at best 84% accuracy when the variants in the training and the
evaluation corpus are carefully controlled. Experiments using word embeddings have been also been
carried on Alsatian by (Magistry et al., 2018), using a raw corpus of 200 000 tokens and reaching
91% accuracy.

• a multi-variant lexicon MultiV ar L of 54,355
entries annotated with their POS, containing
grammatical words (Bernhard and Ligozat,
2013), verbs from (Steiblé and Bernhard,
2016), and various entries from (i) the Office
for Alsatian Language and Culture (OLCA)
5
6
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See https://als.wikipedia.org
See https://bisame.paris-sorbonne.fr.

bilingual lexicons, (ii) the dictionary compiled by the Culture and Heritage of Alsace
Association (ACPA), and (iii) a multilingual
French-German-Alsatian dictionary (Adolf,
2006).

Overall
OOV words

The proportion of OOV words was diminished
by around 2% resulting in an improvement of the
tagging performance of 0.5 points (see table 2).
This minimal impact is expected since the performance on “known words” is around 10 points
higher than on OOV words in this setup. In fact,
considering the sizes of our corpora, lowering the
number of OOV words of 100 is expected to improve the overall results of 0.2 points.

Application of the Methodology

Since the identification of potential variant pairs
depends on the initial conditions of the experiment, i.e. the corpus, and optionally, the lexica
used to train the model beforehand, we present two
experiments in which these parameters vary.
For each experiment, we extract from the training corpus the vocabulary V T lookup and from
the external lexicon, the vocabulary V L lookup.
We use the set of rules presented in Section 3.1.
We prioritize the lookup in V T lookup to further ease the evaluation of the generated pairs relying on the context.
If the length of the OOV word is less or equal to
four characters (ˆ and $ excluded), only the L+R
rules are applied: it has been observed in preliminary tests that shorter words were more likely to
lead to erroneous matching such as das (determiner) /dass (subordinating conjunction) or dien
(auxiliary) /dene (determiner). Additionally, we
force the variant candidates to have the same letter
case as the OOV word.
After variant pairs have been generated, the
OOV words are replaced by their variant candidate, and the pre-trained model is applied on the
transposed evaluation corpus. After the corpus has
been tagged, the transposed words are replaced by
they original form.
4.3

After transp.
0.864
22%

Table 2: Accuracy of the model trained on multivariant corpora, before and after the corpus transposition.

• the
Lexicon of Place Names in
the Alsatian Dialects which contains 1,346 entries (Bernhard, 2018), used
during training only.
4.2

Before transp.
0.859
24%

4.4

Experiment 2: Controlled Setup

By “controlled”, we mean that training and evaluation each contain a specific variant of Alsatian
selected in a multi-variant corpus. In the following, we compare homogeneous and heterogeneous
setups, in which the training and evaluation corpora either contain the same or distinct variants of
Alsatian.
To highlight the effect of our methodology in
an heterogeneous context, met when no corpus
of each possible variant is available, we manually
split Concat C in two sub-corpora North C (4,880
words) and South C (7,690 words) based on the
frequencies of the -e and -a noun endings, which
are specific of the Northern and Southern variants
respectively.
The results of these experiments are presented
in table 3.
Unsurprisingly, the best results are obtained
when training and evaluation corpora are of the
same variant. Yet, we can observe that in this
setup, the effect of transposition to identified variants has a higher impact on the proportion of OOV
words and the tagging performances.
The efficiency of the methodology largely depends on: (i) the respective and relative sizes of
the training and evaluation corpora, (ii) the variation in variants existing between them.
This experiment shows that the performance of
a tool trained on a given corpus can be improved
by modifying the corpus it is applied on to match
the vocabulary it was trained with.

Experiment 1: Uncontrolled Setup

By “uncontrolled”, we mean that training and
evaluation corpora are both extracted from a shuffled corpus that contains multiple variants.
Our first model is trained with Concat C80
(17,136 words) and evaluated on Concat C20
(4,374 words) before and after its transposition. After the application of the three sets of
rules, using both the vocabularies extracted from
Concat C80 and MultiV ar L for the lookup, 56 variant pairs were discovered and the same number of
words were transposed.
781

North C20
North C80
Overall
OOV words
South C80
Overall
OOV words

0.853
40%
Before transp. After transp.
0.788
0.809
51%
48%

South C20
Before transp. After transp.
0.714
0.752
54%
52%
0.864
29%

Table 3: Accuracy of the model trained on mono-variant corpora, before and after the corpus transposition.

5

Obtained Results

be crowdsourced, provided that we have access to
the context of appearance of both elements.
By construction, the newly generated pairs will
not provide additional substitution rules. Yet, they
provide information on the frequency of the substitution patterns.
Additionally, the erroneous variant pairs manually filtered out can be used as counter examples
of variants, and further used to train variant classifiers (see, for instance, (Barteld, 2017)).

The newly created resource contains 876 pairs of
variants, from which 400 were identified in the
training corpus, and 476 in the lookup lexicon.
The size of the created resource depends on the
size of the lookup corpora and lexicon, and on the
number of rules. The application of the method to
any unpreviously seen text may increase the number of variant pairs.
A subset of 60 pairs of these automatically generated variant pairs were submitted to an Alsatian teacher, familiar with both the dialectal and
spelling variants. The pairs were presented in the
context of their sentence. The expertise of the
teacher was used to measure the precision of the
pairs, not the recall.
Among the 60 pairs:

6

Related Work

Dealing with non-standardized, less-resourced
languages, takes us to the limits of NLP: first, we
have no standard to rely on and not enough expert
linguists to help us, and second, very few language
resources are available for us to work with, even
raw corpora. These two constraints are rarely met
in the literature and, to our knowledge, the solution we propose has never been used before.
However, it closely relates to other experiments
that involve at least a standard spelling and sometimes an expert linguist supervision. One such example is VARD 2, a tool that allows to manually
and automatically standardize Early Modern English (Baron and Rayson, 2008, 2009). Another
one concerns the Basque language (Etxeberria Uztarroz et al., 2014) and proposes a solution to map
the variations of the language to the standard form
using an existing morphological analyzer and a
parallel corpus. Obviously, a lot of more or less
recent publications concern the design and use of
morphophonological rules, in particular in various
flavors of FSTs, but most of them require the intervention of a highly-skilled linguist.
Among such publications, the work by Kimmo
Koskenniemi on modeling regular correspondences between Finnish and Estonian is particularly inspiring (Koskenniemi, 2013), but inapplicable in our case. The same goes for the type

• 30 were actual dialectal or spelling variants.
• 13 were pairs of different forms of identical words, e.g.: ı̀hm (dative pronoun) / ı̀rhem
(genitive pronoun), kált (feminine adjective) /
kálte (masculine adjective), wùrd (future auxiliary) / wärd (conditionnal auxiliary) etc.
• 10 were caused by erroneous matching we
managed to correct by making the adjustments described in section 4.2, i.e. (i) forcing the case of potential variants to match the
case of the original OOV word, (ii) limiting
the application of rules considering only left
or right context to words which size is over
four characters.
• 7 were caused by erroneous matching we
were not yet able to correct e.g. kräfti
(“strongly”, adverb) / kräftiger (“stronger”,
adjective), mine (“mine”, determiner) / meine
(“believe”, verb) etc.
These results show that the generated variant
pairs should be hand-checked, a task that can itself
782
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for work described in (Theron and Cloete, 1997),
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Abstract
This paper describes a new approach for
the task of contextual emotion detection.
The approach is based on a neural feature
extractor, composed of a recurrent neural
network with an attention mechanism, followed by a classifier, that can be neural
or SVM-based. We evaluated the model
with the dataset of the task 3 of SemEval
2019 (EmoContext), which includes short
3-turn conversations, tagged with 4 emotion classes. The best performing setup
was achieved using ELMo word embeddings and POS tags as input, bidirectional GRU as hidden units, and an SVM
as the final classifier. This configuration
reached 69.93% in terms of micro-average
F1 score on the main 3 emotion classes, a
score that outperformed the baseline system by 11.25%.

1

Introduction

Emotions are an intricate part of human communication. Being able to interpret and react to the
emotions of others allows one to better communicate. Emotion information can be extracted from
a variety of physiological sources, such as electroencephalography (EEG) signals (Zhang et al.,
2016), skin temperature (Li and Chen, 2006),
speech signals (Trigeorgis et al., 2016) and facial expressions (Mao et al., 2015), as well as text
(Yassine and Hajj, 2010).
The rise of social media and the availability
of human-written online diaries, blog posts, and
comments has lead to an increase in research on
the automatic detection of sentiment and emotion
from textual data.
Sentiment analysis and opinion mining can
range from coarse-grained binary classification of

texts into positive or negative classes to finergrained classification into a variety of emotion categories, such as happy, sad, angry, and scared.
Such a classification is useful in business and
marketing (Medhat et al., 2014), and a variety
of downstream NLP applications, such as text-tospeech, to maintain the emotion present in text,
and human-computer interaction in order to take
into account the emotional state of users and
make responses more human-like (Hirat and Mittal, 2015).
Fine-grained emotion detection based solely on
text is a challenging task. As only linguistic cues
are available, facial expressions and voice features, which are known to be discriminating (Poria
et al., 2016), cannot be used. In addition, several
emotions can be expressed textually by the same
linguistic cues, such as emotion keywords, interjections, and emojis (Liew and Turtle, 2016). Finally, many pieces of text, especially online comments, posts, and tweets are too short to allow for
correct classification. These challenges highlight
the importance of using contextual information in
order to detect the emotion conveyed in a piece of
text.
The goal of this work is to investigate the effectiveness of different models using neural networks
and Support Vector Machines (SVM) for contextual emotion detection in textual conversations.

2

Related Work

Textual emotion detection has typically been addressed as a multi-class classification task, where
a text is classified into different emotional categories, ranging from basic emotions to finergrained emotional classes. Studies focusing on
emotion detection have made use of different corpora and different evaluation metrics.
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Dini and Bittar (2016) broke down the task
of emotion detection from tweets into a cascade
of decisions: classifying tweets into emotional
and non-emotional categories, and then tagging
the emotional tweets with the appropriate emotion label. For the latter, they compared a symbolic system using gazetteers, regular expressions,
and graph transformation, with a machine learning
system using a linear classifier with words, lemmas, noun phrases, and dependencies as features.
Using their collected corpus of emotional tweets,
the rule-based approach achieved an F1 score of
0.41, while the machine learning approach yielded
an F1 score of 0.58 on 6 emotion classes.
Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez (2017) made
use of an SVM regression model to determine the
intensity of 4 emotions: anger, fear, joy, and sadness in a dataset of tweets that they have previously collected and annotated. As features, they
used word and character n-grams, word embeddings trained using the word2vec skip-gram model
(Mikolov et al., 2013), and affect-related lexical
features. Using the Pearson correlation coefficient
as evaluation metric, they demonstrated that word
embeddings yield better results than n-gram features. They achieved their best average result of
0.66, using a combination of word embeddings
and lexical features.
Abdul-Mageed and Ungar (2017) also collected
their own dataset of emotional tweets using emotion hashtags. They trained word embeddings on
the training data, employed a gated recurrent neural network (Cho et al., 2014) as a classifier and
achieved an average F1 score of 0.87 over 3 emotion datasets, labelled with 8 emotions.
Abdullah and Shaikh (2018) proposed an approach to detect the intensity of affect in tweets.
Their features include feature vectors extracted using the AffectiveTweets package of Weka (Holmes
et al., 1994), as well as word2vec and doc2vec (Le
and Mikolov, 2014) embeddings. They developed
three models using different subsets of the feature
set as input to either a dense feed-forward network
or a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) network. Using the
dataset of SemEval 2018 task 1 (Affect in Tweets)
(Mohammad et al., 2018), they achieved their best
Spearman correlation score of 0.69 over 4 emotions by averaging over the outputs of the three
models.
More recently, Khanpour and Caragea (2018)

focused on domain-specific emotion detection.
They created a dataset of 2107 sentences taken
from online forums on the Cancer Survivors
Network website1 . In order to combine the
strengths of lexicon-based and machine learning approaches, they proposed a model that uses
word2vec embeddings as input to a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1999). The
CNN generates feature vectors which are then
augmented with domain-specific lexical features.
The combined features are then used as input to
an LSTM network which classifies the texts into 6
different emotion categories.
While most of the literature has focused on
the detection and assessment of emotions in online textual data, few researchers have investigated
emotion detection in textual conversations. We argue that the detection of emotions from dialogues
poses new challenges compared to emotion detection from monologues, as the utterances made by
different interlocutors can influence differently the
emotional state of a speaker.
In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of
neural feature extraction for the task of emotion
detection in short dialogues.

3

Dataset and Task

The dataset used in this work is taken from Chatterjee et al. (2019b). It consists of short 3-turn
dialogues between two speakers (turn 1 uttered by
speaker 1, turn 2 uttered by speaker 2, and turn 3
uttered by speaker 1 again). Table 1 shows two
samples of the dataset2 .
The goal is to detect the emotion of speaker 1 in
turn 3, taking into account the previous turns. The
data is annotated with 4 emotions: happy, angry,
sad, and others. In order to simulate a real-life
task, the distribution of the labels in the dataset is
highly imbalanced: 50% of the training data belongs to the others class, while 14%, 18%, and
18% of the training data is dedicated to classes
happy, angry, and sad, respectively. The test and
development sets are even more imbalanced, with
85% of the samples labelled as others. Table 2
summarizes some statistics of the dataset.
1

https://csn.cancer.org/
Samples are taken from https://competitions.
codalab.org/competitions/19790.
2
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ID
156
187

Turn1 (Speaker1)
You are funny
Yeah exactly

Turn2 (Speaker2)
LOL I know that. :p
Like you said, like brother like sister ;)

Turn3 (Speaker1)
,
Not in the least

Label (of Turn3)
happy
others

Table 1: Two sample dialogues from the EmoContext 2019 dataset.
Dataset

Train

Development

Test

All

Table 2:
dataset.

4

Label

# of Samples

Percentage

happy
angry
sad
others
All
happy
angry
sad
others
All
happy
angry
sad
others
All
happy
angry
sad
others
All

4243
5506
5463
14948
30160
142
150
125
2338
2755
284
298
250
4677
5509
4669
5954
5838
21963
38424

14%
18%
18%
50%
100%
5%
5%
5%
85%
100%
5%
5%
5%
85%
100%
12%
16%
15%
57%
100%

Average # of Tokens
Turn 1 Turn 2 Turn 3
4.873
7.195
3.825
5.107
6.859
5.457
4.608
6.450
4.829
4.232
6.493
4.153
4.550
6.650
4.467
4.761
7.444
3.690
4.647
7.347
4.867
4.624
6.200
5.192
4.245
6.546
4.143
4.311
6.620
4.207
5.063
6.845
3.493
4.470
6.456
4.856
5.000
6.632
4.936
4.279
6.601
4.143
4.362
6.607
4.184
4.881
7.181
3.801
5.063
6.851
5.412
4.626
6.452
4.842
4.243
6.521
4.150
4.506
6.642
4.408

Statistics of the EmoContext 2019

The Model

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our
model for the task of contextual emotion detection.
The model is composed of two main components:
1) the neural feature extractor and 2) the classifier.
4.1

The Neural Feature Extractor

As shown in Figure 1, the neural feature extractor is a recurrent neural network with an attention
mechanism. The feature extractor is responsible
for creating dense vector representations for each
dialogue turn. As a result, the model uses 3 feature
extractors, one for each dialogue turn.
Each neural feature extractor is composed of
an input layer, a recurrent layer, and an attention
layer, explained below.
The Input Layer takes as input the vector representations of each word in the corresponding dialogue turn. Each dialogue turn is a
sequence of tokens, represented as a vector
[xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,t , . . . , xi,n ], where xi,t is the corresponding vector for the t-th word in the i-th dialogue turn, and n is the length of the i-th turn. The
vector representation for each token (xi,t ) is composed of the word embedding corresponding to the
token, concatenated with a one-hot representation
of the token’s part-of-speech (POS) tag.

The Recurrent Layer takes as input the token
vectors ([xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,t , . . . , xi,n ]), and processes them in a forward and a backward passes.
In the forward pass, the content value of the hidden
layer at a specific time-step is calculated using the
value of the input at the current time-step, and the
content value of the hidden layer in the previous
time-step.
Equation 1 shows how the content value of the
hidden layer is calculated at a specific time-step t,
where xt represents the input value in the current
time-step, and ht and ht±1 represent the content
value of the hidden node in the current and previous/next time-steps (in the forward or backward
pass), respectively, and fh is the function that calculates the value of ht using xt and ht±1 . Subsequently, the output of the hidden layer is calculated
using Equation 2, where yt is the output of the hidden layer at time-step t, and fy is the function that
calculates the output value based on ht .
ht = fh (xt , ht±1 )
yt = fy (ht )

(1)
(2)

The Attention Layer is a function that automatically assigns weights to the output of the recurrent layer at each time-step, and calculates the
weighted sum of the outputs using their corresponding weights (Vaswani et al., 2017). Following several works that have shown significant improvement in text classification with the use of
attention (e.g. Yang et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,
2016; Wang et al., 2016; Cianflone et al., 2018),
we incorporated an attention mechanism in our
contextual emotion detection framework. Equation 3 shows the overall mechanism of our attention layer, where ωt′ represents the corresponding
weight for the output of the recurrent layer at timestep t′ in, and n is the number of time-steps (i.e.
the length of the dialogue turn).
n

Attention = ∑ yt′ ωt′
t′ =1

(3)

In our model, the weights are calculated by
applying a single N -to-1 feed-forward layer on
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Figure 1: Architecture of the model.
the output of the recurrent layer at each time-step
(where N is the size of the output of the recurrent
layer), concatenating the results, and applying a
softmax over them. Equations 4 and 5 show the
mechanisms used to calculate the weights, where
w corresponds to the weights in the single-layer
neural network, and νt is the single value, which
is the result of feeding yt to the fully-connected
layer.
νt = yt × w

4.2

ω = Sof tmax([ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , . . . , νn ])

(4)
(5)

The Classifier

As shown in Figure 1, we experimented with two
types of classifiers at the output layer: A fullyconnected neural network, followed by a softmax
activation function, and an SVM, which takes as
input the neural representations generated by the 3
latent feature extractors for each dialogue turn.
The neural classifier is trained jointly with the
neural feature extractors, while the SVM classifier
is completely trained after each training epoch of
the neural network, using the features extracted by
the 3 neural feature extractors.

5

Experimental Setup

The neural network components of our model
were developed using PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2017) and the SVM was developed using the
Scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). In this
section, we will explain the different setups that
we experimented for the task of contextual emotion detection.
5.1

Word Embeddings

In order to test our model, we experimented with
two different pretrained word embeddings. As the
first word embedder, we chose GloVe (Pennington

et al., 2014), which is pretrained on 840B tokens
of web data from Common Crawl, and provides
300d vectors as word embeddings. As our second word embedder, we experimented with ELMo
(Peters et al., 2018), which produces word embeddings of size 1024, and is pretrained on the 1 Billion Word Language Model Benchmark3 (Chelba
et al., 2014).
The main reason for choosing these two word
embedders was to evaluate the effect of their embedding mechanisms for our task. As opposed to
GloVe which assigns a word embedding to each
token, the ELMo word embedder calculates the
embedding for each token from its constituent
characters by also taking into account its textual
context. We suspected that this approach would
lead to better results in our task (see Section 6).
5.2

POS Tags

The spaCy library4 was used for tokenization and
POS tagging, and the Penn Treebank tagset standard (Marcus et al., 1993) was followed for assigning POS tags to tokens. This lead to one-hot vectors for POS information of size 51.
5.3

Recurrent Units

Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) and Gated Recurrent
Units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) were both experimented with as the building blocks of the recurrent layer. For both LSTM and GRU, 2 layers of
25 bidirectional recurrent units were stacked.
5.4

Neural Network Optimization

The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
a learning rate of 10−4 was used to train the neu-

3
The selected versions of GloVe and ELMo lead to the
best results in our task. We also experimented with other versions of the two, but their performances were inferior.
4
https://spacy.io/
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ral network. Cross-entropy with class weights was
used as the loss function. In order to handle the
imbalanced class distribution in the dataset (see
Table 2), the corresponding weight for each class
was calculated proportional to the inverse of the
number of samples for that class in the training
data. This way, more penalty was applied to the
network when an error was made on a sample from
a minority class rather than a more frequent one.
Minibatches of size 32 were used during training and testing, and zero-padding was applied in
order to handle different input sequence lengths.
In order to minimize padding, samples with similar average lengths of tokens over the three turns
were put in the same batch.
Finally, in order to avoid the exploding gradient
problem (Pascanu et al., 2012), gradient clipping
with a norm of 0.5 was applied.
5.5

SVM Hyperparameters

The SVM utilizes a polynomial kernel with degree of 4. To set the parameter γ, the svm.SVC
model in Scikit-learn was initiated with its parameter gamma set to auto, which automatically sets
γ to the inverse of the number of features extracted
by the neural feature extractor. In our model, this
value was set to 1/150, since each of the three neural feature extractors extracts 50 features from the
dialogue turn that it handles.
5.6

Overall Training Process

As indicated in Section 4.2, the neural classifier
was trained jointly with the neural feature extractors, while the SVM was trained separately after
each epoch, using the extracted features on the
training data.
The models with either neural or SVM classifier were trained for 50 epochs, and the model’s
parameters were saved after each training epoch.
The optimal parameters were then picked as the
ones that led to the highest micro-average F1 score
on the three main emotion classes (all except class
other) on the development dataset. This final
model with the optimal trained parameters was
then evaluated on the test set.

6

Results

The official evaluation metric used at the EmoContext shared task is the micro-average F1 score
over the three main emotion classes, i.e. happy,
angry, and sad (ignoring the 4th class, others).

Figure 2 shows the performance of each model
on the development dataset, throughout the training process. As Figure 2 shows, using both the
neural classifier and the SVM classifier, the models with GRU as the recurrent units and ELMo embeddings as input features were generally superior
to the others.
The notation <type-of-recurrent-unit>+<typeof-classifier> with <type-of-input-features> is
used in the rest of the paper, to refer to each
model; for example, LSTM+NN with GloVe refers
to the model that uses LSTM units in the recurrent layer, fully-connected neural layer as classifier, and GloVe embeddings as input; whereas
GRU+SVM with ELMo+POS denotes the version
of our model with GRU units in the recurrent layer,
SVM as the classifier, and ELMo embeddings and
one-hot encoded POS tags as input.
As indicated in Section 5.6, the final versions
of the models were chosen based on their performance on the development dataset, i.e. for each
model, the final set of trained parameters were the
one that yielded the maximum micro-average F1
score on the three emotion classes on the development dataset.
The results achieved from our models are also
compared with the baseline system, provided by
the EmoContext 2019 shared task (Chatterjee
et al., 2019a). The baseline system is composed
of a neural network with 128 LSTM units in the
hidden layer, and as input features, uses the GloVe
word embeddings, pretrained on 6 billion tokens
from Wikipedia 2014 and the Gigaword 5 corpus5 .
Table 3 shows the performance of each model6 ,
where the best micro-average F1 scores are highlighted in bold. The results show that the model
GRU+SVM with ELMo yields the best performance of 73.03% on the development data, while
the model GRU+SVM with ELMo+POS outperforms all the other models on the test dataset with
a micro-average F1 score of 69.93%, by being
marginally better than GRU+SVM with ELMo7 .
The results also show that, with the exception
of the two models LSTM+NN with GloVe and
GRU+NN with GloVe which have inferior perfor5
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2011T07
6
At the time of writing this paper, the F1 score of the baseline model had not been released for each emotion class.
7
The result that we submitted to the EmoContext shared
task was slightly higher than the current result (70.72%),
which was achieved by also using the features from the development dataset to train the SVM classifier.
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(b) With the SVM classifier.

(a) With the neural classifier.

Figure 2: Performance of the model (in micro-average F1 score over the three main emotion classes) on
the development dataset, as a function of the number of training epochs
mance than the baseline system on the test dataset,
all the other models significantly outperform the
baseline model on both development and test data.

7

Discussion

To better understand the results, we analyzed the
effect of different components of the model.
7.1

Effect of Input Features

The results in Table 3 demonstrate that the models
that use ELMo as word embeddings have a significantly higher performance than the ones with
GloVe. We believe that this is due to two main reasons: 1) The ELMo word embedder is characterbased, which allows it to better handle out-ofvocabulary words, and 2) ELMo takes into account the textual context of the token when extracting the word embedding.
Table 3 also shows that the use of POS tags
leads to a significant improvement with the models
that utilize GloVe word embeddings. On the other
hand, for the models that use ELMo embeddings
as input, this is not the case. As Table 3 shows,
in several occasions, the use of POS tags has even
reduced the performance of ELMo-based models.
We believe that, in the case of GloVe, where the
word embeddings are context-independent, POS
tags can improve token representations to also take
into account the textual context in which the tokens have occurred. However, since ELMo already takes into account the textual context when
extracting the token representations, POS tags do
not help much and can even be redundant in some
cases.

7.2

Effect of the Recurrent Units

The results in Table 3 show that for the models that
incorporate ELMo embeddings, the ones that use
GRU in their recurrent layer significantly outperform the ones with LSTM; however, this behavior cannot be observed in GloVe-based models, as
we can see several cases, where the LSTM-based
models are slightly better.
It could be concluded that, for the current
task, since GloVe word embeddings are contextindependent, a stronger recurrent unit is required
to capture the context, while in the case of ELMo,
where context is already taken into account, a simpler recurrent unit such as GRU is enough while
being less prone to overfitting.
7.3

Effect of the Classifiers

Table 3 shows that, in almost all cases, the models
with the SVM classifier significantly outperform
the ones with the neural classifier. We believe
that, although the neural network may have been
able to reach similar results as the SVM, the latter reached this performance using less fine-tuning
due to its explicit design to optimize the margin
size between classes.
On another note, Figure 2 shows that the models
with the SVM classifier were significantly more
robust and demonstrated much less performance
fluctuation during training than the ones with the
neural classifier. We believe that this is due to the
more deterministic nature of SVM in comparison
to the neural networks.
However, the most important drawback of the
SVM was the training time: since the SVM classifier was trained separately from feature extractors,
training it entailed additional training time to the
model. All being said, we believe that, if training
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Model

Input Feature

BASELINE
GloVe
Glove+POS
LSTM+NN
ELMo
ELMo+POS
GloVe
Glove+POS
GRU+NN
ELMo
ELMo+POS
GloVe
Glove+POS
LSTM+SVM
ELMo
ELMo+POS
GloVe
Glove+POS
GRU+SVM
ELMo
ELMo+POS
AVERAGE

F1 Score on Development Data
happy angry
sad
Micro
–
–
–
58.61
53.45 67.37 59.39 60.40
58.33 68.28 62.54 63.15
63.88 67.61 69.14 66.74
59.03 65.92 68.42 64.13
47.79 65.67 66.19 59.36
57.94 68.39 64.74 63.77
64.26 67.58 74.71 68.34
65.48 65.15 73.12 67.46
54.85 67.06 66.91 65.83
61.30 68.95 66.20 66.46
65.64 65.91 73.44 68.94
62.31 68.44 68.73 67.25
50.21 68.31 71.00 65.08
52.77 68.73 66.67 65.42
67.33 67.83 75.40 73.03
68.21 66.26 74.46 70.03
59.55 67.34 68.82 65.96

F1 Score on Test Data
happy angry
sad
Micro
–
–
–
58.68
52.05 67.02 52.89 57.60
58.03 68.68 59.77 62.35
62.07 65.14 67.37 64.74
63.95 62.06 68.56 64.54
51.34 65.80 58.04 58.26
61.24 69.27 57.82 62.99
63.32 66.21 69.73 66.33
62.20 66.40 71.64 66.53
53.00 68.05 57.30 62.84
60.30 67.32 60.84 63.26
63.78 65.25 70.10 66.45
63.37 64.09 68.86 67.28
50.22 70.26 60.13 62.02
56.00 69.68 57.96 63.11
65.08 68.83 73.07 69.39
64.71 69.13 71.05 69.93
59.42 67.07 64.07 64.22

Table 3: The performance of each model on the development and test datasets, in terms of F1 score
on each emotion class, and micro-average F1 over the three main emotion classes. The AVERAGE is
computed over the proposed models and does not include the baseline.
time is not a concern, the SVM classifier is a better
option than the neural one.
An interesting finding regarding the SVM classifier is that, in contrast to the neural network
where applying class-weights to the loss function
helped improve the performance of the models,
applying class-weights to the SVM decreased its
performance.
7.4

A Closer Look at Emotion Classes

The row labelled AVERAGE in Table 3 provide
information regarding the difficulty of detecting
each class. Table 3 shows that, among the three
main classes, happy, angry, and sad, the class
happy was the most difficult to detect.
Table 2 shows that the low average F1 score for
class happy is probably due to the significantly
smaller number of samples with this class in the
training data (14%) in comparison to the samples from the other two emotion classes (18% and
18%). Although the weighted loss functions (see
Section 5.4) somehow managed to handle the imbalanced class distribution in the data, the optimal
weights are not necessarily proportional to the inverse of the frequency of classes.

7.5

Quality of the Extracted Neural Features

To better understand the contribution of the extracted neural features from the feature extractors,
we calculated the mutual information between the
values of each neural feature and the classes.
Figure 3 shows the average and the standard deviation of the mutual information between the features extracted from each neural feature extractor
in each model and the classes in the training data.
Since both the neural and the SVM classifiers use
the same set of neural features, we did not differentiate between models with similar neural feature
extractors and different classifiers.

Figure 3: The average mutual information between the features of each dialogue turn, extracted
by each neural feature extractor, and the classes.
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As Figure 3 shows, in all cases, the features extracted from the third turn of the conversation have
the highest mutual information with the classes,
and the ones from the second turn have the lowest.
This agrees with the nature of the dataset, where
the label is assigned to the emotion of speaker 1
(who uttered dialogue turns 1 and 3) after the third
turn is uttered. This also indicates that the nature
of emotion detection in the context of dialogues
is different from that in monologues in two ways:
not only do the utterances by different speakers
contribute differently to the emotional state of a
speaker, but also the timing of the utterances by
the same speaker has an impact on the contribution of that utterance to the emotion classification.
Figure 3 shows that the difference in average
mutual information between the extracted features
and the emotional classes are higher for features
from the third (i.e. the most recent) dialogue
turn. As expected, the features from the ELMobased models have significantly higher mutual information with the classes than the ones from the
GloVe-based models. The features from the third
dialogue turn in models with GRU have slightly
higher mutual information than the ones from the
models with LSTM. However, the standard deviation between the features extracted by the GRUbased models are significantly smaller than the
ones with LSTM, showing that between the models with LSTM and the ones with GRU, the features extracted from the models with GRU had
more similar amount of contribution to the classification task than the ones from the LSTM. This
has led to the GRU-and-ELMo-based models outperforming the others.
A surprising finding is that the neural features
extracted by the GRU-based models from the second dialogue turn have the least mutual information with the classes in comparison to the ones
from the other models. Observing this, we experimented with our classifiers by disregarding the
neural features from the second turn; however, this
lead to a slight performance drop. We hypothesize that, although the neural features from the
second dialogue turns bring only a small contribution to the classification, the GRU-based models
tend to focus more on the features from the other
two turns. This leads to the second feature extractor being less focused upon, and as a result, being
less trained than the ones from other models.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a model for the task
of contextual emotion detection. We evaluated
our model with the EmoContext 2019 shared task
dataset (Chatterjee et al., 2019b), which consists
of 3 turn conversations tagged with one of the labels: happy, sad, angry, and others, based on the
emotion present in the last dialogue turn.
The proposed model utilizes an attention-based
recurrent neural network. We experimented with
GloVe and ELMo embeddings, alongside POS
tags as input, LSTM and GRU as recurrent units,
and a neural or an SVM classifier. The best result on the test dataset was achieved with ELMo
and POS tags as input, GRU as recurrent units,
and SVM as the final classifier. Using this setup,
we reached a performance of 69.93% in terms of
micro-average F1 score which is a significant improvement over the baseline of 58.68%.
Three future directions can be proposed. The
first is to investigate a more effective way of handling the imbalanced distribution of labels in the
dataset. As a example, methods for finding the optimal class-weights for training the models can be
investigated.
Secondly, the use of different number of features for each dialogue turn can be studied. As
shown in Figure 3, features extracted from different dialogue turns had different levels of contribution to the final classification. In that case, more
features could be extracted from turns 3 and 1 (uttered by the same speaker) in comparison to turn 2,
which has the least contribution to the classification.
Lastly, knowing that the SVM classifier is capable of outperforming the neural one, studies can be
performed in order to make the extracted features
more suitable for the SVM classifier.
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Abstract

This static representation hypothesis turns out to
be limited in the case of temporal datasets.
Assuming that a change in the context of a
word mirrors a change in its meaning or usage,
a solution is to explore diachronic word embeddings: word vectors varying through time, following the changes in the global context of the word.
While many authors proposed diachronic embedding models these last years, these methods usually need large amounts of data to ensure robustness.
However, temporal datasets often face the problem of scarcity; beyond the usual scarcity problem
of domain-specific corpora or low-resource languages, a temporal dataset can have too short compared to the volume of the full dataset.1 Moreover
the amount of digital historical texts is limited for
many languages, particularly for oldest time periods.
This paper addresses the following question:
In case of scarce data, how to efficiently learn
time-varying word embeddings? For this purpose, we compare three diachronic methods on
several sizes of datasets. The first method is incremental updating (Kim et al., 2014), where word
vectors of one time step are initialised using the
vectors of the previous time step. The second
one is the dynamic filtering algorithm (Bamler
and Mandt, 2017) where the evolution of the embeddings from one time step to another is controlled using a Gaussian diffusion process. Finally, we experiment dynamic Bernoulli embeddings (Rudolph and Blei, 2018) where the vectors
are jointly trained on all time slices.
These three models are briefly described in
section 3. The hyper-parameters are specifically
tuned towards efficiency on small datasets. Then,
we explore the impact of different initialisation

Word meaning change can be inferred from
drifts of time-varying word embeddings.
However, temporal data may be too sparse
to build robust word embeddings and to discriminate significant drifts from noise. In this
paper, we compare three models to learn diachronic word embeddings on scarce data: incremental updating of a Skip-Gram from Kim
et al. (2014), dynamic filtering from Bamler
and Mandt (2017), and dynamic Bernoulli embeddings from Rudolph and Blei (2018). In
particular, we study the performance of different initialisation schemes and emphasise what
characteristics of each model are more suitable
to data scarcity, relying on the distribution of
detected drifts. Finally, we regularise the loss
of these models to better adapt to scarce data.

1

Introduction

In all languages, word usage can evolve over time,
mirroring cultural or technological evolution of
society (Aitchison, 2001).
For example, the word ”Katrina” used to be exclusively a first name until year 2005 when hurricane Katrina devastated the United States coasts.
After that tragedy, this word started to be associated with the vocabulary of natural disasters.
In linguistics, diachrony refers to the study of
temporal variations in the use and meaning of a
word. Detecting and understanding these changes
can be useful for linguistic research, but also
for many tasks of Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Nowadays, a growing number of historical
textual data is digitised and made publicly available. It can be analysed in parallel with contemporary documents, for tasks ranging from text classification to information retrieval. However, the use
of conventional word embeddings methods have
the drawback to average in one vector the different
word’s usages observed across the whole corpus.

1
A short period can be one month or less, depending on
the domain.
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scheme and compare the behaviour of word drifts
exhibited by the models. Finally, we experiment
regularising the models in order to tackle the faults
detected in the previous analysis. The experiments
in section 4 are made on the New York Times Annotated Corpus (NYT) 2 (Sandhaus, 2008) covering two decades.

2

training such as the two previously presented are
inefficient in the case of low-frequency words and
hypothesise that a new set of methods, pooled
under the name of dynamic models, may be more
adapted. These models use probabilistic models
to learn time-varying word embeddings while
controlling the drift of the word vectors using a
Gaussian diffusion process. Bamler and Mandt
(2017) uses Bayesian word embeddings, which
makes the algorithm more robust to noise in
the case of sparse data; while Rudolph and Blei
(2018) relies on a Bernoulli distribution to learn
the dynamic embeddings jointly across all time
slices, making the most of the full dataset.

Related Work

The first methods to measure semantic evolution
rely on detecting changes in word co-occurrences,
and approaches bases on distributional similarity
(Gulordava and Baroni, 2011) . The use of automated learning methods, based on word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013), is recent and has undergone a increase in interest these last two years
with the successive publication of three articles
dedicated to a literature review of the domain (Kutuzov et al., 2018; Tahmasebi et al., 2018; Tang,
2018). In this section, we mainly consider this
second line of work, along with the peculiarities
of scarce data.
Kim et al. (2014) developed one of the first
method to learn time-varying word sparse representations. It consists in learning an embedding
matrix for the first time slice t0 , then updating it
at each time step t using the matrix at t − 1 as
initialisation. This method is called incremental
updating . Another broadly used method it to
learn an embedding matrix for each time slice
independently; due to the stochastic aspect of
word embeddings, the vectorial space for each
time slice is different, making them not directly
comparable. Thus, authors perform an alignment
of the embeddings spaces by optimising a geometric transformation (Hamilton et al., 2016;
Dubossarsky et al., 2017; Szymanski, 2017;
Kulkarni et al., 2015)).

Outside of the framework of diachrony, several
attempts aim at improving or adapting word embeddings to low-volume corpora in the literature.
It can involve morphological information (Luong
et al., 2013) derived from the character level (Santos and Zadrozny, 2014; Labeau et al., 2015), and
often make use of external resources: semantic
lexicon (Faruqui et al., 2015), and pre-trained embeddings from larger corpora (Komiya and Shinnou, 2018). However, to our knowledge, no work
has attempted to apply similar solutions to the
problem of sparse data in temporal corpora, even
thought this situation has been faced by many authors, often in the case of short time steps for social media data (Stewart et al., 2017; Bamler and
Mandt, 2017; Kulkarni et al., 2015).

3

This section briefly describes the three models under study: the Skip-Gram incremental updating algorithm from Kim et al. (2014), the dynamic filtering algorithm of Bamler and Mandt (2017), and
the dynamic Bernoulli embeddings model from
Rudolph and Blei (2018). We consider a corpus
divided into T time slices indiced by t. For each
time step t, every word i is associated with two
vectors uit (word vector) and vit (context vector).

In the case of sparse data, in addition to the
approximative aspect of the alignment that harms
the robustness of the embeddings, these methods
are sensitive to random noise, which is difficult to
disambiguate from semantic drifts. Moreover, the
second one require large amounts of data for each
time step to prevent overfitting. Tahmasebi (2018)
shows that low-frequency words have a much
lower temporal stability than high-frequency ones.
In (Tahmasebi et al., 2018), the authors explain
that usual methods for diachronic embeddings
2

Diachronic Models

3.1

Incremental Skip-Gram (ISG)

This algorithm relies on the skip-gram model estimated with negative sampling (SGNS) method
described in (Mikolov et al., 2013) and it can be
summarised as follows. The probability of a word
i to appear in the context of a word j is defined
by σ(uTi,t vj,t ), with σ being the sigmoid function.
Words i and j are represented by their embedding

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T19
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vectors ui,t and vj,t ) at time t. The matrices Ut
and Vt gathers all of them for the whole vocabulary. The context is made of a fixed number of
surrounding words and each word in the context
are considered as independent of each other.
The negative sampling strategy associates to
each observed word-context pair (the positive ex−
amples) n+
ijt , a set of negative examples nijt . The
negative examples are sampled for a noise distribution following Mikolov et al. (2013).
Let n+−
denote for the time step t, the union
t
of positive and negative examples. The objective function can be defined as the following loglikelihood:

and variance D0 is added, resulting in the following distributions over the embeddings matrices Ut :

p(Ut |Ut−1 ) ∼ N (Ut−1 , D) N (0, D0 ).

log p(n+−
t |Ut , Vt ) = Lpos (Ut , Vt )+Lneg (Ut , Vt )
=

L
X

−
T
T
(n+
ijt log σ(ui,t vj,t )+nijt log σ(−ui,t vj,t ))

i,j=1

The same equation stands for Vt . Training
this model requires to estimate the posterior distributions over Ut and Vt given n+−
This
t .
(Bayesian) inference step is unfortunately untractable. In (Bamler and Mandt, 2017), the authors propose to use variational inference (Jordan
et al., 1999) in its online extension (Blei et al.,
2017). The principle of variational inference is to
approximate the posterior distribution with a simpler variational distribution qλ (U, V ) (λ gathers all
the parameters of q). This variational posterior
will be iteratively updated at each time step. The
final objective function can be written as follows:

(1)
Lt (λ) = Eqλ [log p(n+−
t |Ut , Vt )]

For the first time slice, the matrices U1 and
V1 are initialised using a Gaussian random noise
N (0, 1) before being trained according to equation (1). Then, for each successive time slice,
the embeddings are initialised with values of the
previous time slice following the methodology of
(Kim et al., 2014). This way, the word vectors of
each time step are all in the same vectorial space
and directly comparable.
3.2

(2)

p(U1 |U0 ) ∼ N (0, D0 )

+ Eqλ [log

(3)

p(Ut , Vt )|n+−
1:t−1 ]

− Eqλ [log qλ (Ut , Vt )].
This loss function is the sum of three terms: the
log-likelihood (computed following equation (1)),
the log-prior (which enforces the smooth drift of
embedding vectors, sharing information with the
previous time step), and the entropy term (approximated as the sum of the variances of the embedding vectors).

Dynamic Filtering of Skip-Gram (DSG)

This second method relies on the Bayesian extension of the SGNS model described by Barkan
(2015). The main idea is to share information from
one time step to another, allowing the embeddings
to drift under the control of a diffusion process. A
full description of this approach, denoted as the filtering model, can be found in (Bamler and Mandt,
2017).
In this model, the vectors ui,t and vi,t are considered as latent vectors. Under a Gaussian assumption, they are represented by their means
(µui,t , µvi,t ) and variances (Σui,t , Σvi,t ). They are
initialised for the first time slice with respectively
a zero mean vector and a identity variance matrix.
The temporal drift from one time step to another follows a Gaussian diffusion process with
zero mean and variance D. This variance is called
the diffusion constant and has to be tuned along
with the other hyperparameters. Moreover, at each
time step a second Gaussian prior with zero mean

3.3

Dynamic Bernoulli Embeddings (DBE)

The DBE models extends the Exponential Family
Embeddings (EFE)(Rudolph et al., 2016), a probabilistic generalisation of the Continuous Bag-ofWords (CBOW) model of Mikolov et al. (2013).
The main idea is that the model predicts the central word vector conditionally to its context vector
following a Bernoulli distribution. A detailed description of the model can be found in (Rudolph
and Blei, 2018).
Each word i has T different embeddings vectors uit , but this time, the context vectors vi are
assumed to be fixed across the whole corpus. The
embedding vector uit drifts throughout time following a Gaussian random walk, very similarly to
equation (2):
U0 , V ∼ N (0, λ−1
0 I),

−1

Ut ∼ N (Ut−1 , λ
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(4)
I).

The drift hyper-parameter λ controls the temporal evolution of Ut , and is shared across all time
steps. The training process, described more precisely by Rudolph and Blei (2018), relies on a variant of the negative sampling strategy described by
Mikolov et al. (2013). The goal is to optimise the
model across all time steps jointly, by summing
over t the following loss function:
Lt = Lpos (Ut , V ) + Lneg (Ut , V )

+ Lprior (Ut , V ). (5)

The two first terms are computed as in equation
(1). The third term is defined as :
L
L
X
λ0 X
2 λ0
Lprior (Ut , V ) = −
kvi k −
kui,0 k2
2
2
i=1
i=1
λX
−
kui,t − ui,t−1 k2 . (6)
2
i,t

The role of Lprior is twofold: it acts as a regularisation term on V and Ut , and as a constraint on
the drift of Ut , preventing it from going to far apart
from Ut−1

4

Experimental Results

The goal of this study is to compare the behaviour
of the three algorithms described in section 3 in
case of low-volume corpora. We evaluate their
predictive power on different volumes of data to
compare the impact of two initialisation methods,
and analyse the behaviour of the drift of the embeddings.
4.1

4.2

Impact of Initialisation on Sparse Data

The embedding vectors of the ISG and DBE models are initialised using a Gaussian white noise,
while the means and variances of DSG are initialised with null vectors and identity matrices
respectively. However, a good initialisation can
greatly improve the quality of embeddings, particularly in the case of scarce data.
We experiment the impact of two types of
initialisation on the log-likelihood of positive
examples on the test set.

Experimental Setup

We use the New York Times Annotated Corpus (NYT) (Sandhaus, 2008) 3 containing around
1 855 000 articles ranging from January 1st 1987
to June 19th 2007. We divide the corpus into
T = 20 yearly time steps (the incomplete last year
is not used in the analysis) and held out 10 % of
each time step for validation and testing. Then,
we sample several subsets of the corpus : 50 %,
10%, 5% and 1% of the training set. This way, we
can compare the models on each subset to evaluate their ability to train a model in the case of
low-volume corpora.
We remove stopwords and choose a vocabulary of V = 10k most frequent words. Indeed,
3

a small vocabulary is more adequate for sparse
data in a temporal analysis in order to avoid having time steps were some word does not appear at
all. The total number of words in the corpus after
preprocessing is around 38.5 million. It amounts
to around 200k words per time step in the 10 %
subset of the corpus, thus only 20k in the 1 % subset.
To tune the hyperparameters, we use the loglikelihood of positive examples Lpos measured on
the validation set. We train each model for 100
epochs, with a learning rate of 0.1, using the Adam
optimiser. For the DSG model, we use a diffusion
constant D = 1 and a prior variance D0 = 0.1 for
both corpora. For the DBE model, we use λ = 1
and λ0 = 0.01.
We choose an embedding dimension d = 100,
as the experiments show that a small embedding
dimension, as in (Stewart et al., 2017), leads to
smoother word drifts and makes the model less
sensitive to noise when the data is scarce.
We use a context window of 4 words and a negative ratio of 1; we observed that having a higher
number of negative samples artificially increased
the held-out likelihood, but equalised the drifts of
all the words in the corpus. Thus, in an extreme
scarcity situation, each negative sample has a high
weight during training: the number of negative
samples has to be very carefully selected depending on the amount of data.

Internal initialisation:
We train each model in a static way on the
full dataset. Then, we use the resulting vectors
as initialisation for the first time step of the
diachronic models. This methods is especially
suitable for domain-specific corpora where no
external comparable data is available.

released by the Linguistic Data Consortium
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Figure 1: Log-likelihoods for the DSG model on three subsets of the corpus, comparing the baseline (random
initialisation) with the two initialisation methods: internal is the initialisation from the full dataset while externalbackward is the initialisation with the Wikipedia vectors, with training from most recent to oldest time step.
Initialisation /
Model
ISG
DSG
DBE

Backward external initialisation:
We use a set of embeddings pre-trained on a much
larger corpus for initialisation : The Wikipedia
corpus (dump of August 2013) (Li et al., 2017)
with vectors of size 100. These embeddings are
representative of the use of words in 2013; and
in general, large corpora exist almost exclusively
for recent periods. Thus, we choose to use the
pre-trained embeddings as initialisation for the
last time step (the most recent). Then, we update
the embeddings incrementally from new to old
(reverse incremental updating).
This method would be particularly suitable for
corpora with low volume in older time slices, as
it is the case for most of the historical dataset in
languages other than English.
For the DSG model, the pre-trained vectors are
used as the mean parameter for each word. The
variance parameter is fixed at 0.1. Experiments
with a prior variance of 0.01 and 1 had a lowest
log-likelihood on the validation set.

Random

Internal

-3.17
-0.749
-2.935

-2.589
-0.686
-2.236

Backward
external
-2.686
-0.695
-2.459

Table 1: Log-likelihood on the 5% subset of the NYT
corpus for each model, with the three initialisation
schemes.

4.3

Visualising Word Drifts

A high log-likelihood performance does not necessarily imply that the drifts detected by the models are meaningful. In this section, we examine
the distribution of word drifts outputted by each
model with the internal initialisation. The computed drift is the L2-norm of the difference between the embeddings at t0 and the embeddings
at each t:
drif t(Ut ) =

L
hX
i=1

(ui,t − ui,t0 )2

i1/2

(7)

In the case of the DSG model were the words
are represented as distributions, we compute the
difference of the mean vectors.
We plot the superimposed histograms of successive drifts (Figure 2) from t0 = 1987 to each
successive time step, for all studied models. For
example, on the histograms, the lightest colour
curve represents the drift between t0 = 1987 and
t = 2006 and the darkest one is the drift between
t0 = 1987 and t = 1988.
A first crucial property is the directed aspect of
the drifts: when the words progressively drift away
from their initial representation in a directed fashion. On 10 % of the dataset, the DBE model shows
well this behaviour, with a very clear colour gradient. It is also the case for the other models on this
subset. With 1 % of the dataset on the contrary,
the ISG model is unable to display a directed be-

The log-likelihood curves in figure 1 show that
the internal initialisation has a better impact on the
likelihood at the beginning of the period, as it is
closer to the data than the external initialisation.
The positive impact of the backward external initialisation increases with the volume of data.
Overall, the mean log-likelihoods across all
time steps (Table 1) are higher using the internal
initialisation. We conjecture that internal initialisation is more profitable to the model when the period is short (here, two decades) with low variance.
The backward external initialisation has very close
scores to the internal one, and is more suitable for
higher volume datasets with a longer period, as
it gives higher benefit to the likelihood for bigger
subsets.
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Figure 2: Histogram of word drift for each model on two subsets of the NYT corpus. The drifts are computed
from t0 = 1987 to each successive time step, and superposed on the histogram. The lightest colours indicate drifts
calculated until the most recent time steps. The number of words are on logarithmic scale.

subset than on the 10 % subset: they are not able
to discriminate very high drifts from the rest of the
words in extreme scarcity situation.

haviour (no colour gradient), while the two other
models do. This is justified by the use of the diffusion process to link the time steps in equations 2
and 5: it allows the DSG and DBE models to emphasise the directed fashion of drifts even in the
situation of scarce data.
The second property to highlight is the capacity of the models to discriminate words that drift
from words that stay stable. From the human point
of view, a majority of words has a stable meaning (Gulordava and Baroni, 2011); especially on a
dataset covering only two decades like the NYT.
The DBE model has a regularisation term (equation 6) to enforce this property, and a majority
of words have a very low drift on the histogram.
However, on 1 % of the dataset, this model can not
discriminate very high drifts from the rest. The
ISG and DSG models have a different distribution shape, with the peak having a drift superior
to zero. The only words that do not drift on their
histograms are the one that are absent from a time
step.
To conclude, both the DBE and DSG model are
able to detect directed drifts even in the 1 % subset
of the NYT corpus, while the ISG can not. However, the drift distributions of the DBE and DSG
models have a much shorter shorter tail on the 1 %

4.4

Regularisation Attempt

To tackle the weakness of the DBE and DSG models on the smallest subset, we attempt to regularise
their loss in order to control the weight of the highest and lowest drifts. Our goal is to allow the
model to:
• better discriminate very high drifts;
• be less sensitive to noise, giving lower weight
to very low embedding drifts.
We test several possible regularisation terms to
be added to the loss. The best result is obtained
with the Hardshrink activation function, which is
defined this way :
HardShrink(x) = x, if x > β

(8)

= −x, if x < −β
= 0, otherwise

For the DSG and DBE models, we add to the loss
the following regularisation term, amounting to a
thresholding function applied to the drift:
regβ = α ∗ HardShrink(drift(Ut ), β)
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(9)

For both DSG and DBE, the right tail of the distribution of the drifts with regularisation (Figure
3) is much longer than in the original model (Figure 2). Moreover, in the case of the DSG model,
more words have a drift very close to zero.
To conclude, the regularised DSG model considers more words as temporally stable. Furthermore, regularising the loss of the dynamic models
allows to better discriminate extreme word embedding drifts for very small corpora.

We proposed two initialisation schemes: the
internal initialisation, more suited for low volume
of data, and the backward external initialisation,
more suited for higher volumes and long periods
of temporal study. Then, we compared the distributions of the drifts of the models. We conclude
that even in extreme scarcity situations, the DBE
and DSG models can highlight directed drifts
while the ISG model is too sensitive to noise.
Moreover, the DBE model is the best at keeping
a majority of the words stable. This property,
as long as the ability to detect directed drift, are
two important properties of a diachronic model.
However, both have low ability to discriminate
the highest drifts on a very small dataset. Thus,
we added a regularisation term to their loss using
the Hardshrink activation function, successfully
getting longer distribution tails for the drifts.

Figure 3: Histogram of word drift for the DBE and
DSG regularised models on the 1 % subset.

An important future work is the multi-sense aspect of words. Polysemy is a crucial topic when
dealing with diachronic word embeddings, as the
change in usage of a word can reflect various
changes in its meaning. However, the more different senses are taken into account, the more
data is needed to tackle it. An evolution of the
DSG model presented in this paper to adapt to this
problem would be to represent words while taking into account the context of each occurrence of
a word to disambiguate its meaning. Brazinskas
et al. (2018) propose such model in a static fashion, where word vectors depends on the context
and are drawn at token level from a word-specific
prior distribution. The framework is similar to the
Bayesian skip-gram model from Barkan (2015)
used in the DSG model; but the goal is to predict a
distribution of meanings given a context for each
word occurrence. We are working on adapting this
model to a dynamic framework.

Where α is the regularisation constant to be tuned,
β is the threshold of the hardshrink function, and
the drift is computed according to equation 7. The
regularisation term is minimised. The activation
function acts as a threshold to limit the amount of
words having an important drift. We choose β as
the mean drift for both models.
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Abstract

quences. Because the lattice often becomes large,
the lattice building tends to be a bottle neck of the
morphological analysis. Finally, the analyzer selects a path on the lattice and gets the analysis result.
Morphological analysis is often used as a preprocessing step for shallow analyses on a large
amount of texts collected from Web. These analyses include word counting, keyword extraction and
named entity recognition. Morphological analysis tends to occupy a larger part of the processing
time in the tasks. Therefore, we investigated a new
morphological analysis method that improves efficiency and performance.
There are three kinds of Japanese morphological analysis methods in terms of the range
of using contexts. The first group is maximum
matching-based methods that do not use context
(Sproat et al., 1996; Nagata, 1997; Sassano,
2014). Maximum matching is a significantly
fast deterministic method for morphological
analysis. However, this method tends to have
a low performance, because it often fails an
segmentation of phrases which have ambiguity
depending on their context. The second group is
neural network based methods that do not have
explicit limit to the range of context (Morita et al.,
2015; Chen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016;
Kurita et al., 2017; Tolmachev et al., 2018). However, neural network based methods generally
require heavy computational cost. The third
group is commonly used local context based
methods (Kudo et al., 2004; Neubig et al., 2011;
Zheng et al., 2013; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013;
Kurohashi and Kawahara, 2014). The methods
typically use bi-grams as their context. Among
these methods, the bi-gram based methods are
faster than neural network based methods and
their performance is not far from that of neural
network based methods.

This paper proposes a partially deterministic morphological analysis method for
improved processing speed. Maximum
matching is a fast deterministic method
for morphological analysis. However,
the method tends to decrease performance
due to lack of consideration of contextual information. In order to use maximum matching safely, we propose the use
of Context Independent Strings (CISs),
which are strings that do not have ambiguity in terms of morphological analysis. Our method first identifies CISs in a
sentence using maximum matching without contextual information, then analyzes
the unprocessed part of the sentence using a bi-gram-based morphological analysis model. We evaluate the method on a
Japanese morphological analysis task. The
experimental results show a 30% reduction of running time while maintaining improved accuracy.

1

Introduction

Morphological analysis segments a text into a sequence of morphemes. The analysis is the first
step of analyzing languages such as Chinese, Thai
and Japanese. In Japanese, the analysis is a compound task of word segmentation, POS tagging,
recognition of conjugation and lemmatization.
Japanese morphological analysis derives a word
dictionary. The dictionary is a set of tuples of word
surface (conjugated form), base form (lemma of
words) and POS tags. Given an input string of a
sentence, the morphological analyzer enumerates
all substrings of the sentence that are listed in the
dictionary. Then the analyzer builds a large lattice
(DAG) of the words as a set of candidate word se804
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This paper proposes a partially deterministic
morphological analysis method for improved processing speed. We improve processing speed
by incorporating maximum matching (the first
group) to a bi-gram-based morphological engine
(the third group).
In order to alleviate the performance loss of
maximum matching, we propose a concept of
Context Independent Strings (CISs), which are
strings having no ambiguity in terms of morphological analysis. We also propose an algorithm for
the building of the CISs dictionary from the large
amount of automatically analysed texts. The dictionary maps CISs to the results of morphological
analysis (sequence of words and POS tags).
Our method first applies maximum matching to
a sentence using the CIS dictionary. CISs in a
sentence are deterministically analyzed by the dictionary. Then the method analyze the rest part of
the sentence using a bi-gram-based morphological
analysis. We can use high-performance and computationally heavy methods such as neural network based methods for the building of the dictionary. That is, we can partially use their analysis
results without recomputing through the CIS dictionary.
We obtain CISs from automatically parsed
large texts with a state-of-the-art morphological analyzer JUMAN++ (Morita et al., 2015;
Tolmachev et al., 2018). We evaluate this method
on a Japanese morphological analysis task. The
experimental results show a 30% reduction of running time while maintaining improved accuracy.

2

We describe CISs with the following three examples.
(A) 床の間
(alcove, or gap of floor )
(B) 南京
(Nanjing)
(C) 南
京都
病院
(South) (Kyoto) (hopital)
(A) is a string that does not satisfy the first condition of CIS. “床の間” has two grammatical analysis result: “床の間 (alcove)” with one word or “
床 (floor) + の (to) + 間 (gap)” with three words.
The analysis depends on the context where the
string occurred.
In (B), the string “南京” has only one grammatical analysis result “南京” (Nanjin). However, the
string is a part of (C) “南京都病院”, and the string
corresponts “南” (South) + the first character of “
京都” (Kyoto). That violates the second condition
of CIS.
When we segment the example (C) “南京都
病院” (South Kyoto Hospital) using word-level
maximum matching, the example is segmented
into “南京+都+病院” (Nanjin metropolitan hospital) instead of correct segmentation “南+京都+病
院” (South Kyoto hospital). This is because the
longest word matched from the beginning of the
example (C) is CDS (“南京”).
In fact, whole (C) is an example of a CIS. There
is no “南京+都+病院” (Nanjin metropolitan hospital)“, and then the string has only one grammatical analysis result.

3 Proposed Method

Context Independent Strings

This section describes the building method of a
CIS dictionary, and deterministic morphological
analysis using the CIS dictionary.

The key idea of using maximum matching without
performance loss is to separate character strings
into two classes: context independent string (CIS)
and context dependent string (CDS).
A CIS is a string that has a one-to-one correspondence with its grammatical analysis result,
while a CDS has two or more grammatical analysis results that depend on its contexts. A CIS has
to satisfy two conditions:

3.1 Building a CISs Dictionary
A CIS dictionary is a data structure where each
CIS is associated to its morphological analysis result.
We built the CIS dictionary using the algorithm
showed in Algorithm 1. In this method, the dictionary is built from a large automatically analyzed
corpus C. We collected word N-grams nj , their
surfaces surface(nj ) and pointers j of the sentences in which the N-grams occurred, as a set of
candidates (H, N, S).
In STEP (1) at the line 14 of Algorithm 1, when
an identical surface was associated with two or

• The string does not have two or more grammatical analysis results.
• The analysis result is not affected by any
strings adjacent to the beginning and end of
the strings.
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Figure 1: Example of a lattice that is built by our baseline method and our proposed model using a
CIS dictionary. The CIS dictionary contains “国立病院機構南京都” and “バスで向かう”, so the corresponding results are loaded from the dictionary. The word candidates surrounded by dotted line are not
generated in our proposed model. Our implementation builds a CIS dictionary from word sequences of
length 5 or less. Thus, even though “国立病院機構南京都病院” (6 words) is clearly a CIS, it is not in
the dictionary.
more N-grams, or the N-grams occurred less frequently than a predetermined threshold T , the surfaces are discarded from the candidates. We aim to
discard ambiguous strings similar to example (A).

isSensitive function in Algorithm 1.
Finally, we build a CIS dictionary D using the
collected CISs and their analysis result.

In STEP (2) at the line 15, we remove CDSs that
violate the second condition of CIS. As we can see
from Example (B), the surface of CDS appears in
a part of other word N-gram. The findString gives
a set of sentences where the string p occurs in corpus C. The step checks there is no occurrence of
the string p that appears in a part of another Ngram. We discarded any surface that occurred in
a sentence in which the corresponding N-gram did
not occur. This is because the occurrence indicates
that the surface was a part of another different Ngram.

3.2 Analysis using a CIS Dictionary
There are three steps to analyse a sentence using a
CIS dictionary: (1) Deterministic analysis by maximum matching with a CIS dictionary, (2) Building lattice by lookup dictionary and (3) Search for
the least cost path on the lattice. We show our algorithm in Algorithm 2.
First, LookUpLongestCIS in Algorithm 2 finds
CISs with the maximum match of a CIS dictionary
from each character of the input sentence. If a CIS
is found, the algorithm skips the range of matched
string, and calls LookUpLongestCIS again. If it
is not found, the step is restarted from the next
character. The algorithm calls LookUpDictionary
and builds a word lattice for each span where any
analysis result is not obtained with the maximum
matching.
Finally, whole sentence is connected as one lattice, and a word sequence with the lowest cost
is obtained by Viterbi algorithm. On this lattice,
the spans deterministically analyzed are expressed
as nodes corresponding to the analysis result obtained from the dictionary, and their costs are 0.
Other costs are calculated by a bi-gram model.
Figure 1 shows an example of a lattice that is
built by our proposed method.

In STEP (3) at the line 15, the step is filtering using a heuristic. If the corpus is sufficiently
large, the process considers any string before and
after the N-gram. However, it is infeasible to cover
all contexts of all expressions in a corpus of limited size. For the purpose of augmenting the corpus, we discarded the N-grams where words at
the beginning or ending of N-gram are sensitive
to preceding and succeeding strings. Specifically,
if the beginning or end of the N-gram is a onecharacter word and is not in a predefined white
list (punctuations, and a part of particles), the Ngram is discarded by this step. We assume that
one-character words are often a suffix or prefix
of other words and these words are sensitive to
the surrounding contexts. We show the process as
806

Algorithm 1 An algorithm for building a CIS dictionary
1: T is a threshold for N-gram frequency,
2: C ← {s0 , . . . , sM },
3: S ← {}
4: H, R, D are associative arrays. H maps surface to array of sentence ids, R maps surface
to array of analysis result, D maps surface to
an analysis result
5: for i = 0 to N do
6:
for all nj ∈ si do
7:
insert(H[surface(nj )], i)
8:
insert(R[surface(nj )], nj )
9:
insert(S, surface(nj ))
10:
end for
11: end for
12: for all p ∈ S do
13:
# STEP (1)
next if |R[p]| > 1 OR |H[p]| < T
14:
# STEP (2)
next if H[p] ̸= findString(p, C)
15:
# STEP (3)
next if isSensitive(R[p][0])
16:
D[p] ← (R[p][0])
17: end for
18: return D

4

Algorithm 2 Morphological analysis using a CIS
dictionary and Regular Expressions
1: S ← {c0 ,. . . ,cn }, i ← 0, j ← 0, k ← 0
2: L = A lattice structure
3: while i ≤ N do
4:
result, length ← LookUpLongestCIS(S, i)
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

if result != ϕ then
L[i] ← result
i ← i + length
else
i←i+1
end if
end while
for j = 0 to N –(2) do
if j is processed by LookUpLongestCIS
then
continue
end if
L[j] ← LookUpDictionary(S,j)
end for
return Viterbi(L) –(3)

by KNB corpus (Hashimoto et al., 2011) that consists of 249 articles (4,186 sentences). The corpus
contains manually annotatted word segmentation,
POS tags and dependencies. Then, we evaluated
the efficiency of our models by measuring running times of analysis on news articles of Yomiuri Shimbun in 2013. The text consists of approximately 300 thousand articles (approximately
4 million sentences).
We measured the performance of the methods by two performance measures Word and
Word+POS. Word is the F-value of word segmentation, and Word+POS is the F-value of joint evaluation of word segmentation and POS tagging.

Experiments

4.1 Data and Models
We build a CIS dictionary using Mainichi News
articles published from 1991 to 2010. The corpus contains approximately 2 million articles.
We analyzed the corpus using JUMAN++ v1.02
(Morita et al., 2015). We set threshold T to 4, and
limited the maximum N-gram length to 5.
A morphological dictionary used in our models
is stemmed from JUMAN++ v1.02. We trained
our feature parameters of CRF using L-BFGS
(Kudo et al., 2004; Liu and Nocedal, 1989). We
trained our models using Kyoto University Web
Document Leads Corpus (Hangyo et al., 2012;
Kawahara et al., 2014) that contains approximately 15,000 manually annotated sentences. The
corpus contains manually annotated word segmentations, POS tags, dependencies, predicateargument structures including zero anaphora, and
so on. We used sentences with id (w20110600000–w201106-00023) for training and sentences with id (w201106-00024) for development.
We evaluated the performance of our methods

4.2 Performance Evaluation
We compared our proposed model with the baseline and JUMAN++. Partially deterministic analysis using a CIS dictionary did not lose to their performance but slightly improved in both Word and
Word+POS. Our baseline is almost a reimplementation of MeCab (Kudo et al., 2004) and performs
almost equally. JUMAN++ is an upper bound of
our proposed model because a deterministically
analyzed part of the analysis result is almost equivalent with the result of JUMAN++.
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Bali,Indonesia, pages 535–544.

Table 1: Performance comparison of various systems.
Method

Baseline
Partially deterministic
(Proposed)
JUMAN++

Word
(F-val)
95.94

Word+POS
(F-val)
95.07

95.99

95.17

96.84

96.15

Chikara Hashimoto, Sadao Kurohashi, Keiji Shinzato,
and Nagata Masaaki. 2011. Construction of a blog
corpus with syntactic, anaphoric, and sentiment annotations (in japanese). Journal of Natural Language Processing 18(2):175–201.
Nobuhiro Kaji and Masaru Kitsuregawa. 2013. Efficient word lattice generation for joint word segmentation and pos tagging in japanese. In Proceedings
of the Sixth International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing. pages 153–161.

Table 2: Comparing running times of various systems.
Method
Baseline
Partially deterministic
(Proposed)
MeCab
JUMAN++

Time (seconds)
315.3

Daisuke Kawahara, Yuichiro Machida, Tomohide Shibata, Sadao Kurohashi, Hayato Kobayashi, and
Manabu Sassano. 2014. Rapid development of a
corpus with discourse annotations using two-stage
crowdsourcing. In Proceedings of COLING 2014,
the 25th International Conference on Computational
Linguistics: Technical Papers. Dublin City University and Association for Computational Linguistics,
Dublin, Ireland, pages 269–278.

223.4
124.5
341705.7

4.3 Running Time Comparison
We compared our systems with publicly available
implementations. MeCab is the fastest, but our
implementation (Baseline) marks similar running
time. Since our baseline model is not largely different from MeCab, the difference of running time
is due to the implementation. Partially deterministic analysis reduces running time by 30%. If
we implement our proposed method on MeCab or
JUMAN++, we suspect it will improve their efficiency.

5

Taku Kudo, Kaoru Yamamoto, and Yuji Matsumoto.
2004.
Applying conditional random fields to
japanese morphological analysis. In Dekang Lin
and Dekai Wu, editors, Proceedings of EMNLP
2004. Association for Computational Linguistics,
Barcelona, Spain, pages 230–237.
Shuhei Kurita, Daisuke Kawahara, and Sadao Kurohashi. 2017. Neural joint model for transition-based
chinese syntactic analysis. In Proceedings of the
55th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL2017). Association for
Computational Linguistics.

Conclusion

We presented a new fast partially deterministic
morphological analysis method. We introduced
the concept of Context Independent Strings and
presented an algorithm for building a dictionary of
CISs from a large corpus. We checked that the proposed method improved both efficiency and performance of morphological analysis. The method
reduced the running time by 30% and improved
the performance 0.1 pt in Word+POS.

Sadao
Kurohashi
and
Daisuke
Kawahara.
2014.
Juman ver.7.01.
http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/EN/index.php?JUMAN.
D. C. Liu and J. Nocedal. 1989. On the limited memory bfgs method for large scale optimization. Math.
Program. 45(3):503–528.
Hajime Morita, Daisuke Kawahara, and Sadao Kurohashi. 2015. Morphological analysis for unsegmented languages using recurrent neural network
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Abstract

Recently, in the INCOMSLAV framework (Fischer et al., 2015; Jágrová et al., 2016; Stenger
et al., 2017a,b), measuring methods were developed that are of direct relevance for modelling
cross-lingual asymmetric intelligibility. While it
has been common to use (modifications of) the
Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) to predict phonetic and orthographic similarity (Beijering et al., 2008; Gooskens, 2007; Vanhove, 2016),
this string-edit distance is completely symmetric. To account for asymmetric cross-lingual intelligibility Stenger et al. (2017b) employ additional measures of conditional entropy and surprisal (Shannon, 1948). Conditional character
adaptation entropy and word adaptation surprisal,
as proposed by Stenger et al. (2017b), quantify the
difficulties humans encounter when mapping one
orthographic system to another and reveal asymmetries depending on stimulus-decoder configurations in language pairs.

Languages may be differently distant from
each other and their mutual intelligibility may be asymmetric. In this paper we introduce incom.py, a toolbox
for calculating linguistic distances and
asymmetries between related languages.
incom.py allows linguist experts to
quickly and easily perform statistical analyses and compare those with experimental results. We demonstrate the efficacy
of incom.py in an incomprehension experiment on two Slavic languages: Bulgarian and Russian. Using incom.py
we were able to validate three methods to
measure linguistic distances and asymmetries: Levenshtein distance, word adaptation surprisal, and conditional entropy as
predictors of success in a reading intercomprehension experiment.

1

Introduction

1.1 Related Work

Similarly, the research of Jágrová et al. (2016)
shows that Czech and Polish, both West Slavic, using the Latin script, are orthographically more distant from each other than Bulgarian and Russian,
South and East Slavic respectively using the Cyrillic script. Both language pairs have similar lexical
distances, however, the asymmetric conditional
entropy based measures suggest that Czech readers should have more difficulties reading Polish
text than vice versa. The asymmetry between Bulgarian and Russian is very small with a predicted
minimal advantage for Russian readers (Stenger
et al., 2017b). Additionally Stenger et al. (2017a)
found that word-length normalized adaptation surprisal appears to be a better predictor than aggregated Levenshtein distance when the same stimuli
sets in different language pairs are compared.

Linguistic phenomena may be language specific
or shared between two or more languages. With
regard to cross-lingual intelligibility, various constellations are possible. For example, speakers
of language A may understand language B better than language C, i.e. [A(B) > A(C)] while
speakers of language B may understand language
C better than language A, i.e. [B(C) > B(A)].
For instance, Ringbom (2007) distinguishes between objective (established as symmetrical) and
perceived (not necessarily symmetrical) crosslinguistic similarities. Asymmetric intelligibility
can be of linguistic nature. This may happen if
language A has more complicated rules and/or irregular developments than language B, which results in structural asymmetry (Berruto, 2004).
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1.2 This paper

assume the characters ci ∈ w are ordered with c0
being the first and c|w−1| being the last character of
word w, where the length |w| of a word w is given
by the number of characters it contains, including
duplicates. Given two words wi , wj , the alignment of wi and wj results in two new words w
i , w
j
where |w
i | = |w
j |. We say character sk ∈ w
i is
aligned to character tl ∈ w
j if k = l. That is, they
occur at the same position.

To calculate linguistic distances and asymmetries,
perform statistical analyses and visualize the obtained results we developed the linguistic toolbox incom.py. The toolbox is validated on the
Russian-Bulgarian language pair. We focus on
word-based methods in which segments are compared at the orthographic level, since orthography
is a linguistic determinant of mutual intelligibility
which may facilitate or impede reading intercomprehension. We make the following contributions.

2.1.2 Levenshtein distance

1. We provide implementations of various metrics for computing linguistic distances and
asymmetries between languages.
2. We demonstrate the use of incom.py in
an intercomprehension experiment for the
Russian-Bulgarian language pair.
3. We show how incom.py can be used to
validate word adaptation surprisal and conditional entropy as predictors for intercomprehension and discuss benefits over Levenshtein distance.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The considered distance metrics implemented in the incom.py toolbox are introduced
in Section 2. Section 3 describes the linguistic data
used in the experiments. Section 4 presents the
evaluation results of the statistical measures and
compares them with the intelligibility scores obtained in a web-based cognates guessing. Finally,
in Section 5, conclusions are drawn and future developments outlined.

2

Linguistic Distances and Asymmetries

2.1 Distance measures
We start with the introduction of basic notations
and present the implemented distance measures.
2.1.1 Notation
Let L denote a language such as Russian or Bulgarian. Each language L has an associated alphabet – a set of characters – A(L) which includes
the special symbol ∅1 . We use w ∈ L to denote a
word in language L and ci ∈ w to denote the i-th
character in word w. Note that while L is a set,
w is not and may contain duplicates. Further, we
1
∅ plays an important role when computing alignments.
We will also refer to it as nothing
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Levenshtein distance (LD) (Levenshtein, 1966) is,
it its basic implementation, a symmetric similarity measure between two strings – in our case
words – wi ∈ L1 and wj ∈ L2 . Levenshtein distance quantifies the number of operations one has to perform in order to transform
wi into wj . Levenshtein distance allows to measure the orthographic distance between two words
and has been successfully used in previous works
for measuring the linguistic distance between dialects (Heeringa et al., 2006) as well as the phonetic distance between Scandinavian language varieties (Gooskens, 2007). When computing Levenshtein distance between two words LD(wi , wj ),
three different character transformations are considered: character deletion, character insertion,
and character substitution. In the following we use
T = {insert, delete, substitute} to denote the
set of possible transformations. A cost c(t) is assigned to each transformation t ∈ T and setting
c(t) = 1 ∀t ∈ T results in the most simple implementation.
incom.py allows computing LD(wi , wj )
based on a user-defined cost matrix M, which
contains the complete alphabets A(L1 ), A(L2 ) of
two languages L1 , L2 as rows and columns, respectively, as well as the costs for every possible character substitution. That is, for two characters s ∈ A(L1 ) and t ∈ A(L2 ), M(s, t) is
the cost of substituting s by t. This user defined cost matrix allows computing linguistically
motivated alignments by incorporating a linguistic prior into the computation of the Levenshtein
distance. For example, we assign a cost costs of
0 when mapping a character to itself. In case of
M being symmetric, the Levenshtein distance remains symmetric. Along with the edit distance between the two words wi and wj our implementation of the Levenshtein distance returns the alignments w
i , w
j of wi and wj , respectively. Given
the length K = |w
i | of the alignment, we are fur-

ther able to compute the normalized Levenshtein
LD(wi ,wj )
distance nLD(wi , wj ) =
. For computK
ing both the alignment and the resulting edit distance incom.py uses the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) following a dynamic-programming approach.

P̂ (L2 = t|L1 = s) =

≈ P (L2 = t|L1 = s)

2.1.3 Word adaptation surprisal

mWAS(w
i , w
j ) =

K−1


CAS(sk , tk )

(1)

=

(7)

Another asymmetric measure that is supported by
our incom.py toolbox is Conditional Entropy
(CE) (Shannon, 1948). Formally, the entropy of
a discrete random variable X is defined as the
weighted average of the surprisal values of this
distribution. As discussed above, we can obtain
the character surprisals based on the alignments
obtained when computing the Levenshtein distance. Using these surprisal values we can compute the entropy of a language L as

(2)

k=0

K−1
1 
CAS(sk , tk )
K

mCAS(sk , tk )

k=0

2.1.4 Conditional entropy

where K = |w
i | = |w
j |. Similarly, the normalized word adaptation surprisal is computed as
nWAS(w
i , w
j ) =

K−1


where mCAS denotes the modified character
adaptation surprisal. Similar to using a user defined cost matrix M when computing the Levenshtein distance, using modified character surprisal allows to incorporate linguistic priors into
the computation of word adaptation surprisal.

Now, the word adaptation surprisal between w
i ∈
L1 and w
j ∈ L2 can be computed straightforwardly by summing over all characters of the
aligned word pair, i.e.

WAS(w
i , w
j ) =

(6)

Certainly the quality of the estimate P̂ (L2 =
t|L1 = s) depends on the size of the corpus C.
In addition to the corpus based estimated character surprisals, incom.py provides functionality
to modify the computed CAS values in a manual
post-processing step. Based on this, the modified
word adaptation surprisal can be computed as:

Given two aligned words w
i and w
j , we can compute the Word Adaptation Surprisal (WAS) between w
i and w
j . Intuitively, word adaptation surprisal measures how confused a reader is when
trying to translate wi to wj character by character. In order to define WAS formally, we introduce the notation of Character Adaptation Surprisal (CAS). Given a character s ∈ A(L1 ) and
another character t ∈ A(L2 ), the character adaptation surprisal between s and t is defined as follows:

CAS(s, t) = − log2 (P (t | s))

count(L1 = s ∧ L2 = t)
count(L1 = s)
(5)

(3)

k=0

1
WAS(w
i , w
j )
K

(4)

H(L) = −

Note that in contrast to Levenshtein distance, word
adaptation surprisal is not symmetric.
Computing CAS (and hence also WAS) depends on the conditional probability P (t|s), which
is usually unknown. incom.py estimates P (t|s)
by P̂ (t|s) which is based on corpus statistics.
Given the alignments of a corpus C of word pairs
produced by the Levenshtein algorithm, we compute P (t|s) by counting the number of times t is
aligned with s and divide over the total number of
occurrences of character s, i.e.



P (L = c) log2 P (L = c)

(8)

c∈L

In this work we are interested the entropy of a language L1 , e.g. Russian, that we compare to the
entropy of another language L2 , e.g. Bulgarian.
Thus we compute the conditional entropy between
two languages L1 and L2 .

CE(L1 |L2 ) = −
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c2 ∈L2

P (c2 )H(L1 |L2 = c2 )
(9)
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Figure 1: High-level overview of the incom.py toolbox.
ple, BG–RU ние–мы (nie–my) ‘we’ was removed
and the BG вр (zvjar) ‘beast’ instead of ивотно (životno) ‘animal’ was added to its RU
cognate вер (zver’) ‘animal, beast’. In a second step, a cross-linguistic rule set was designed
taking into account diachronically motivated orthographic correspondences, e.g. BG–RU: б:бл,
:д, :е, ла:оло etc. Following (Fischer et al.,
2015) we apply the rule set to the parallel word
lists in a computational transformation experiment
and categorized all cognates in the respective pairs
as either (i) identical, or (ii) successfully transformed, or (iii) non-transformable by this rule set.
The stimuli selection for the online experiments
(Section 3.2) is based on the successfully transformed ones: 128 items of a total of 935 (from
all lists, excluding doublets). In this way we
could exclude possible different derivational morphemes between related languages (e.g. BG–RU
хладен–холодный (chladen–cholodnyj) ‘cold’)
in order to focus on the impact of mismatched orthographic correspondences for cognate intelligibility. Even though it may seem artificial to test
isolated words, the underlying assumption here is
that correct cognate recognition is a precondition
of success in reading intercomprehension. If the
reader correctly recognizes a minimal proportion
of words, he or she will be able to piece the written message together.

Intuitively, CE(L1 |L2 ) measures the difficulty for
a L1 reader reading language L2 . Note that similar
to the word adaptation surprisal, both entropy and
conditional entropy highly depend on the number of available word pairs and only serve as an
approximation to the true (unknown) entropy and
conditional entropy, respectively.
2.2 incom.py toolbox
A high-level overview of the imcom.py toolbox
is shown in Figure 1. The toolbox is a collection of jupyter notebooks based on the pandas and
NumPy libraries2 . To foster reproducibility and
provide a resource for other researchers to easily compute linguistic distances and asymmetries
we make imcom.py available online https:
//github.com/uds-lsv/incompy. In addition to computing distances and asymmetries
based on a corpus of word pairs, incom.py readily supports visualizing the obtained results.

3

Data Sources

3.1 Language material
The Bulgarian (BG) and Russian (RU) data used in
this work comes from a collection of parallel word
lists consisting of internationalisms, Pan-Slavic
vocabulary, and cognates from Swadesh lists. The
words belong to different parts of speech, mainly
nouns, adjectives, and verbs. We chose to use
vocabulary lists instead of parallel sentences or
texts in order to exclude the influence of other
linguistic factors. The lists, each containing 120
words, were manually adjusted by removing noncognates by possibly substituting them with etymologically related items, if such could be found,
and adding further cognates3 . Thus, for exam-

3.2 Web-based experiments
The orthographic intelligibility between BG
and RU was tested in web-based experiments
(http://intercomprehension.coli.
uni-saarland.de/en) in which 71 native
speakers of BG and 94 native speakers of RU took

2
https://jupyter.org,
https://pandas.
pydata.org, https://www.numpy.org
3
Shared inherited words from Proto-Slavic, shared loans,
for example, internationalisms. Cognates are included in the

definition; partial cognates are pairs of words which have
the same meaning in both languages only in some contexts,
for example, BG м (măž) ‘man, husband’ and RU му
(muž) ‘husband’.
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RU: the BG participants understand a slightly
larger number of the RU words (74.67%) than
the RU participants understand the BG words they
are presented with (71.33%). This can be explained by the fact that there are only slight differences between the two languages on the graphicorthographical level (for more details see (Stenger
et al., 2017b)).

Stimuli

Native

Bulgarian
Russian

Bulgarian

Russian

–
71.33%

74.67%
–

Table 1: Intercomprehension scores from free
translation tasks performed by humans.

4 Results

part. The participants started with registration
and then completed a questionnaire in their native
language. The challenges were presented: 2 with
each 60 different BG stimuli in each group for
RU speakers and 2 with 60 different RU stimuli
in each group for BG speakers. The order of
the stimuli were randomized. The participants
saw the stimuli on their screen, one by one, and
were given 10 seconds4 to translate each word
into RU or into BG. It was also possible to finish
before the 10 seconds were over by either clicking
on the ‘next’ button or pressing ‘enter’ on the
keyboard. After 10 seconds the participants saw
the next stimulus on their screen. During the
experiment the participants received feedback in
form of emoticons for their answers. The results
were automatically categorized as ‘correct’ or
‘wrong’ via pattern matching with pre-defined
answers: some stimuli had more than one possible
translation and we also provided a list of so-called
alternative correct answers. For example, the
BG word пт (păt) ‘way’ can be translated in
RU as пут (put’) or дорога (doroga), so both
translations were counted as correct.
The analysis of the collected material5 is based
on the answers of 37 native speakers of Bulgarian
(31 women and 6 men between 18 and 41 years of
age, average 27 years) and 40 native speakers of
Russian (32 women and 8 men between 18 and 71
years of age, average 33 years). The mean percentage of correctly translated items constitutes the intelligibility score of a given language (Table 1).
The results show that there is virtually no asymmetry in written intelligibility between BG and

4.1 Levenshtein distance and intelligibility
score
Using incom.py we compute the orthographic
LD in both directions and further consider the normalized Levenshtein distance nLD between the
120 BG and RU cognates motivated by the assumption that a segmental difference in a word
of two segments has a stronger impact on intelligibility than a segmental difference in a word of
ten segments (Beijering et al., 2008; Stenger et al.,
2017a). There is a general assumption that the
higher the normalized LD, the more difficult it is
to translate a given word (Gooskens, 2007; Vanhove and Berthele, 2015; Vanhove, 2016). Thus,
we correlate the normalized LD and the intelligibility scores from our experiments for both language pairs. The correlation results are presented
in Figure 2. We find a correlation between orthographic distance (normalized LD) and the intelligibility of BG words for RU readers of r = –0.57
(p = 1.4e − 11) and r = –0.36 (p = 6.3e − 05)
for BG readers. Both correlations are significant
and confirm the above hypothesis. However, the
LD accounts for only 32% (R2 = 0.32) of the
variance in the intelligibility scores for RU readers and for only 13% (R2 = 0.13) of the variance
in the intelligibility scores for BG readers, leaving the majority of variance unexplained. Recall
from Section 2 that LD is a symmetric measure,
and therefore it does not capture any asymmetries
between correspondences. If, for instance, the RU
vowel character a always corresponds to a for a
BG reader, but in the other direction, BG a can
correspond to a, o or  for a RU reader, then a
measure of linguistic distance is required to reflect both this difference in adaptation possibilities and the uncertainty involved in transforming
a. Such asymmetries are effectively captured by
the next two intelligibility measurements of word
adaptation surprisal and conditional entropy, both
of which are implemented in the incom.py tool-

4
The time limit is chosen based on the experience from
other reading intercomprehension experiments. The allocated
time is supposed to be sufficient for typing even the longest
words, but not long enough for using a dictionary or an online
translation tool.
5
For the present study we exclude those participants who
have indicated knowledge of the stimuli language(s) in the
questionnaire and analyze the results only of the initial challenge for each participant in order to avoid any learning effects.
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(a) BG-RU

(b) RU-BG

Figure 2: Normalized Levenshtein distance as a predictor for intelligibility. 2a Shows Russian native
speakers reading Bulgarian. 2b Shows Bulgarian native speakers reading Russian.
box.

ness of the correct cognate. However, identical orthographic correspondences may still have a small
surprisal value, for example, from a RU perspective the correspondence a:a has a surprisal value
of 0.5986 bits resulting in an increase of the WAS
value. Thus, we decided to manually modify our
WAS calculation in such a way that all identical
orthographic correspondences are measured with
0 bits. The calculated CAS values for mismatched
orthographic correspondences remain unchanged
in the modified calculation. Using the modified
word adaption surprisal, we find a negative significant correlation between the modified nWAS
and written word intelligibility also for RU readers (r = –0.21, p < 0.05). However, the modified nWAS accounts only for 12% (R2 = 0.123)
of the variance in the intelligibility scores for BG
readers and the modified nWAS accounts for less
than 5% (R2 = 0.044) of the variance in the intelligibility scores for RU readers. This leaves the
question why the correlation at the cognate level
is so low. A possible explanation is that a cognate in an unknown closely related language will
be easier to understand as it is more similar to the
cognate in one’s own language, because each cognate pair may have its own constellation of factors, affecting intelligibility, where one factor may
overrule another factor, e.g., the number of orthographic neighbors in one’s own language that

4.2 Word adaptation surprisal and
intelligibility score
Word adaptation surprisal (WAS), in particular the
normalized word adaptation surprisal (nWAS),
helps us to predict and explain the effect of mismatched orthographic correspondences in cognate
recognition. We assume that the smaller the normalized WAS, the easier it is to guess the cognate
in an unknown, but (closely) related language.
The correlation between the normalized WAS and
the intelligibility scores is displayed in Figure 3.
We find a low but significant negative correlation
(r = –0.22, p < 0.05) between nWAS and written
word intelligibility for BG readers. However, the
negative correlation (r = –0.13) between nWAS
and written word intelligibility for RU readers is
not significant (p = 0.14). This can be explained
by the fact that WAS values are given in bits
and depend heavily on the probability distribution
used.
Recall that with incom.py, we get the character adaptation surprisal (CAS) from our character adaptation probabilities (see Section 2 above).
CAS and WAS values allow quantifying the unexpectedness both of individual character correspondences and of the whole cognate pair. This
gives a quantification of the overall unexpected-
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(a) BG-RU

(b) RU-BG

Figure 3: Normalized word adaptation surprisal as a predictor for intelligibility. 3a Shows Russian native
speakers reading Bulgarian. 3b Shows Bulgarian native speakers reading Russian.
ues of 5 RU characters о, е, , у, л for BG readers (on the right). Note that the alignment of ∅
to any other character c corresponds to the case
where Russian readers have to fill in a character.
The entropy calculations reveal that, for example,
BG readers should have more uncertainty with the
RU vowel character о, while RU readers should
have more difficulties with the adaptation of the
BG vowel character e. This means that the mapping of the RU о to possible BG characters is more
complex than the opposite direction. More precisely, the RU о can map into 4 BG vowel characters (о, а, , е) or to nothing (∅), the BG e can
map into 3 RU vowel characters (е, ё, or ). Certainly, in an intercomprehension scenario a BG or
a RU reader does not know these mappings and the
respective probabilities. However, the assumption
is that the measure of complexity of the mapping
can be used as an indicator for the degree of intelligibility (Moberg et al., 2007), because it reflects
the difficulties with which a reader is confronted in
‘guessing’ the correct correspondence. Our experimental results indeed show that BG readers have
greater problems with the RU o than RU readers
with the BG character a or nothing (∅) in cognate
pairs like RU–BG холод – хлад (cholod – chlad)
‘cold’, борода – брада (boroda – brada) ‘beard’,
ворона – врана (vorona – vrana) ‘crow’.

are very similar to the stimulus, the number of
mismatched orthographic correspondences in the
stimulus and their position, the word frequency in
one’s own language, the word length of stimulus
etc. The estimated character values seem not to
exactly reflect this constellation.
4.3 Conditional entropy and intelligibility
score
For the BG–RU language pair the difference in
the full conditional entropies (CE) is very small:
0.4853 bits for the BG to RU transformation and
0.4689 bits for the RU to BG transformation, with
a very small amount of asymmetry of 0.0164 bits.
These results predict that speakers of RU reading
BG words are more uncertain than speakers of BG
reading RU words. This is in accordance with
the experimental results where the language combination with the slightly higher CE (RU speakers reading BG) had a slightly lower intelligibility
score (see Table 1). Thus, CE can be a reliable
measure when explaining even the small asymmetry in the mutual intelligibility.
Using incom.py we calculated entropy values of BG and RU characters in order to analyse
asymmetries on the written (orthographic) level in
more details. Figure 4 shows the entropy values
of 6 BG characters е, , а, щ, и, , and the special symbol ∅ for RU readers and the entropy val-
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there is room for improvement in our orthographic
distance algorithm. Word adaptation surprisal
measures the complexity of a mapping, in particular, how predictable the particular correspondence in a language pair is. The surprisal values
of correspondences are indeed different. However, they depend on their frequency and distribution in the particular cognate set. Most important and in contrast to Levenshtein distance, surprisal can be asymmetric. The character adaptation surprisal values between language A and language B are not necessarily the same as between
language B and language A. This indicates an advantage of the surprisal-based method compared
to Levenshtein distance. Our results show that the
predictable potential of word adaptation surprisal
was rather weak despite its modification. We assume that word adaptation surprisal should to a
larger extent take into account relevant factors in
reading intercomprehension, for example, orthographic neighbors (words that are very similar to
the stimulus word and differ only in one character). Something we keep as future work.

Figure 4: Character entropy values when translating from Russian to Bulgarian and vice versa.

5

Discussion and Outlook

Previous research in reading intercomprehension
has shown that (closely) related languages may be
differently distant from each other and their mutual intelligibility may be asymmetric. In this paper we present incom.py – a toolbox for computing linguistic distances and asymmetries. With
incom.py we perform experiments on measuring and predicting the mutual intelligibility of
Slavic languages, as exemplified by the language
pair Bulgarian-Russian by means of the Levenshtein distance, word adaptation surprisal, and
conditional entropy. Using a small corpus of parallel cognate lists we validated linguistic distances
and asymmetries as predictors of mutual intelligibility based on stimuli obtained from written intelligibility tests. The results of our statistical analyses clearly support normalized Levenshtein distance as a reliable predictor of orthographic intelligibility at the word level for both language pairs
tested. However, we find that only 32% (for RU
readers) and 13% (for BG readers) of the variance
in the intelligibility data is explained by the orthographic similarity quantified by means of the
normalized Levenshtein distance. We find that
the predictive power of the Levenshtein distance
is different within the two language pairs. It must
be mentioned here that the RU stimuli are in general longer (5.09 characters) than the BG stimuli
(4.61 characters). Thus, the BG readers should intuitively delete more characters while the RU readers should add more characters in order to guess
the correct cognate.
Previous research has shown that deletions and
additions, the basic operations performed when
computing Levenshtein distance, are not of equal
value in the mutual intelligibility: it appears that
deletions are more transparent for the participants
in terms of subjective similarity than additions
(Kaivapalu and Martin, 2017). This means that

Conditional entropy can reflect the difficulties humans encounter when mapping one orthographic system on another. The underlying hypothesis is that high predictability improves intelligibility, and therefore a low entropy value should
correspond to a high intelligibility score. This result is as we expected. We have calculated conditional entropy for Bulgarian and Russian using a
cognate word list from intelligibility tests. In our
experiments, conditional entropy – like the intelligibility task – reveals asymmetry between Bulgarian and Russian on the orthographic level: the
conditional entropy in Bulgarian for Russian readers is slightly higher than the conditional entropy
in Russian for Bulgarian readers. This means that
the slightly higher entropy is found in the language pair where there is slightly lower intelligibility. Thus, we were able to show that conditional entropy can be a reliable measure when
explaining small asymmetries in intelligibility. In
future work we plan to extend incom.py with
additional functionality to compute distances and
asymmetries on the phonological level. Additionally, it might be interesting to consider the morphological level which has been shown to be helpful when processing words for humans with limited reading abilities (Burani et al., 2008).
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Abstract
With the ever-growing generation of data
for the Semantic Web comes an increasing demand for this data to be made available to non-semantic Web experts. One
way of achieving this goal is to translate
the languages of the Semantic Web into
natural language. We present LD2NL, a
framework for verbalizing the three key
languages of the Semantic Web, i.e., RDF,
OWL, and SPARQL. Our framework is
based on a bottom-up approach to verbalization. We evaluated LD2NL in an open
survey with 86 persons. Our results suggest
that our framework can generate verbalizations that are close to natural languages
and that can be easily understood by nonexperts. Therewith, it enables non-domain
experts to interpret Semantic Web data with
more than 91% of the accuracy of domain
experts.

1

Introduction

Natural Language Generation (NLG) is the process
of automatically generating coherent Natural Language (NL) text from non-linguistic data (Reiter
and Dale, 2000a). Recently, the field has seen
an increased interest in the development of NLG
systems focusing on verbalizing resources from
Semantic Web (SW) data (Gardent et al., 2017).
The SW aims to make information available on the
Web easier to process for machines and humans.
However, the languages underlying this vision,
i.e., Resource Description Framework (RDF),
SPARQL Query Language (SPARQL) and Web
Ontology Language (OWL), are rather difficult
to understand for non-expert users. For example,
while the meaning of the OWL class expression Class: Professor SubClassOf:

worksAt SOME University is obvious to
every SW expert, this expression (“Every professor
works at a university”) is rather difficult to fathom
for lay persons.
Previous works such as SPARQL2NL (Ngonga
Ngomo et al., 2013) and SPARTIQULATION (Ell
et al., 2012) have already shown the usefulness
of the verbalization of SPARQL 1 and RDF in areas such as question answering (Lehmann et al.,
2012) and the explanation of the output of systems
based onSW technologies (Ngonga Ngomo et al.,
2013). However, other SW languages are rarely
investigated, such as OWL.
In this paper, we present an open-source holistic NLG framework for the SW, named LD2NL,
which facilitates the verbalization of the three
key languages of the SW, i.e., RDF, OWL, and
SPARQL into NL. Our framework is based on a
bottom-up paradigm for verbalizing SW data. Additionally, LD2NL builds upon SPARQL2NL as it
is open-source and the paradigm it follows can be
reused and ported to RDF and OWL. Thus, LD2NL
is capable of generating either a single sentence or a
summary of a given resource, rule, or query. To validate our framework, we evaluated LD2NL using
experts 66 in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and SW as well as 20 non-experts who were lay
users or non-users of SW. The results suggest that
LD2NL generates texts which can be easily understood by humans. The version of LD2NL used in
this paper, all experimental results will be publicly
available.

2

Related Work

According to Gatt and Krahmer (2017), there has
been a plenty of works which investigated the generation of NL texts from Semantic Web Technologies (SWT) as an input data (Cimiano et al., 2013;
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Duma and Klein, 2013; Ell and Harth, 2014; Biran
and McKeown, 2015). However, the subject of research has only recently gained significant momentum due to the great number of published works in
the WebNLG (Colin et al., 2016) challenge along
with deep learning techniques (Sleimi and Gardent,
2016; Mrabet et al., 2016). RDF has also been
showing promising benefits to the generation of
benchmarks for evaluating NLG systems (Gardent
et al., 2017; Perez-Beltrachini et al., 2016).
Despite the plethora of recent works written on
handling RDF data, only a few have exploited the
generation of NL from OWL and SPARQL. For
instance, Androutsopoulos et al. (2013) generates
sentences in English and Greek from OWL ontologies. Also, SPARQL2NL (Ngonga Ngomo et al.,
2013) uses rules to verbalize atomic constructs and
combine their verbalization into sentences. Therefore, our goal with LD2NL is to provide a complete
framework to verbalize SW concepts rather than
become the state of the art on the respective tasks.

3

Background

3.1 OWL
OWL2 (OWL Working Group, 2009) is the de-facto
standard for machine processable and interoperable
ontologies on the SW. In its second version, OWL
is equivalent to the description logic SROIQ(D).
Such expressiveness has a higher computational
cost but allows the development of interesting applications such as automated reasoning (Bühmann
et al., 2016). OWL 2 ontologies consist of the
following three different syntactic categories:
Entities, such as classes, properties, and individuals, are identified by IRIs. They form the primitive terms and constitute the basic elements of an
ontology. Classes denote sets of individuals and
properties link two individuals or an individual and
a data value along a property. For example, a class
:Animal can be used to represent the set of all
animals. Similarly, the object property :childOf
can be used to represent the parent-child relationship and the data property :birthDate assigns
a particular birth date to an individual. Finally,
the individual :Alice can be used to represent a
particular person called ”Alice”.
Expressions represent complex notions in the
domain being described. For example, a class expression describes a set of individuals in terms
2

of the restrictions on the individuals’ characteristics. OWL offers existential (SOME) or universal
(ONLY) qualifiers and a variety of typical logical
constructs, such as negation (NOT), other Boolean
operators (OR, AND), and more constructs such as
cardinality restriction (MIN, MAX, EXACTLY)
and value restriction (VALUE), to create class expressions. Such constructs can be combined in
arbitrarily complex class expressions CE according
to the following grammar
CE = A | C AND D | C OR D | NOT C | R
SOME C | R ONLY C | R MIN n | R MAX
n | R EXACTLY n | R VALUE a | {a1
,...,am }

where A is an atomic class, C and D are class expressions, R is an object property, a as well as a1
to am with m ≥ 1 are individuals, and n ≥ 0 is an
integer.
Axioms are statements that are asserted to be
true in the domain being described. Usually,
one distinguish between (1) terminological and
(2) assertional axioms. (1) terminological axioms are used to describe the structure of the
domain, i.e., the relationships between classes
resp. class expressions. For example, using
a subclass axiom (SubClassOf:), one can state
that the class :Koala is a subclass of the class
:Animal. Classes can be subclasses of other
classes, thus creating a taxonomy. In addition, axioms can arrange properties in hierarchies
(SubPropertyOf:) and can assign various characteristics (Characteristics:) such as transitivity
or reflexivity to them. (2) Assertional axioms
formulate facts about individuals, especially the
classes they belong to and their mutual relationships. OWL can be expressed in various syntaxes
with the most common computer readable syntax
being RDF/XMLA more human-readable format
is the Manchester OWL Syntax (MOS) (Horridge
et al., 2006). For example, the class expression
that models people who work at a university that is
located in Spain could be as follows in MOS:

www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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Person AND worksAt SOME (University AND
locatedIn VALUE Spain)

Likewise, expressing that every professor works at
a university would read as
Class: Professor
SubClassOf: worksAt SOME University

3.2 RDF
RDF (RDF Working Group, 2014) uses a graphbased data model for representing knowledge.
Statements in RDF are expressed as so-called
triples of the form (subject, predicate,
object). RDF subjects and predicates are Internationalized Resource Identifierss (IRIs) and objects are either IRIs or literals.3 RDF literals always
have a datatype that defines its possible values. A
predicate denotes a property and can also be seen as
a binary relation taking subject and object as arguments. For example, the following triple expresses
that Albert Einstein was born in Ulm:
:Albert_Einstein :birthPlace :Ulm .

3.3 SPARQL
Commonly, the selection of subsets of RDF is
performed using the SPARQL query language.4
SPARQL can be used to express queries across diverse data sources. Query forms contain variables
that appear in a solution result. They can be used
to select all or a subset of the variables bound in
a pattern match. They exist in four different instantiations, i.e., SELECT, CONSTRUCT, ASK and
DESCRIBE. The SELECT query form is the most
commonly used and is used to return rows of variable bindings. Therefore, we use this type of query
in our explanation. CONSTRUCT allows to create a new RDF graph or modify the existing one
through substituting variables in a graph templates
for each solution. ASK returns a Boolean value
indicating whether the graph contains a match or
not. Finally, DESCRIBE is used to return all triples
about the resources matching the query. For example, 1 represents the following query “Return all
scientists who were born in Ulm”.
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
?person a dbo:Scientist;
dbo:birthPlace dbr:Ulm.
}

Listing 1: All scientists who were born in Ulm

4

representation for the most common used SW modeling languages RDF and OWL, and SPARQL. In
terms of the standard model of NL generation proposed by Reiter & Dale (Reiter and Dale, 2000b),
our steps mainly play the role of the micro-planner,
with focus on aggregation, lexicalization, referring
expressions and linguistic realization. In the following, we present our approach to formalizing NL
sentences for each of the supported languages.
4.1

4.1.1 Lexicalization
The lexicalization of RDF triples must be able to
deal with resources, classes, properties and literals.
Classes and resources The lexicalization of
classes and resources is carried out as follows:
Given a URI u we ask for the English label of
u using a SPARQL query.5 If such a label does not
exist, we use either the fragment of u (the string
after #) if it exists, else the string after the last occurrence of /. Finally this NL representation is
realized as a noun phrase, and in the case of classes
is also pluralized. As an example, :Person is
realized as people (its label).
Properties The lexicalization of properties relies on the insight that most property labels are
either nouns or verbs. While the mapping of a
particular property p can be unambiguous, some
property labels are not as easy to categorize. For
examples, the label crosses can either be the
plural form of the noun cross or the third person
singular present form of the verb to cross. To
automatically determine which realization to use,
we relied on the insight that the first and last word
of a property label are often the key to determining
the type of the property: properties whose label
begins with a verb (resp. noun or gerund) are most
to be realized as verbs (resp. nouns). We devised
a set of rules to capture this behavior, which we
omit due to space restrictions. In some cases (such
as crosses) none of the rules applied. In these
cases, we compare the probability of P (p|noun)
and P (p|verb) by measuring

LD2NL Framework

P (p|X) =

The goal of LD2NL is to provide an integrated system which generates a complete and correct NL
3
For simplicity, we omit RDF blank nodes in subject or
object position.
4

From RDF to NL

P

t∈synset(p|X)

P

t0 ∈synset(p)

log2 (f (t))

log2 (f (t0 ))

,

(1)

where synset(p) is the set of all synsets of p,
synset(p|X) is the set of all synsets of p that are of

http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query
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5

Note that it could be any property which returns a NL
representation of the given URI, see (Ell et al., 2011).

4.2

the syntactic class X ∈ {noun, verb} and f (t) is
the frequency of use of p in the sense of the synset
t according to WordNet. For
P (p|verb)
≥ θ,
P (p|noun)

(2)

we choose to realize p as a noun; else we realized it
as a verb. For θ = 1, for example, dbo:crosses
is realized as a verb.
Literals Literals in an RDF graph usually consist of a lexical form LF and a datatype IRI DT,
represented as "LF"ˆˆ<DT>. Optionally, if the
datatype is rdf:langString, a non-empty language tag is specified and the literal is denoted
as language-tagged string6 . The realization of
language-tagged strings is done by using simply
the lexical form, while omitting the language tag.
For example, "Albert Einstein"@en is realized as Albert Einstein. For other types
of literals, we further differentiate between built-in
and user-defined datatypes. For the former, we also
use the lexical form, e.g. "123"ˆˆxsd:int ⇒
123, while the latter are processed by using the
literal value with its representation of the datatype
IRI, e.g., "123"ˆˆdt:squareKilometre as
123 square kilometres.

The same procedure of generating a single triple
can be applied for the generation of each triple in a
set of triples. However, the NL output would contain redundant information and consequently sound
very artificial. Thus, the goal is to transform the
generated description to sound more natural. To
this end, we focus on two types of transformation
rules (cf. (Dalianis and Hovy, 1996)): ordering and
clustering and grouping. In the following, we describe the transformation rules we employ in more
detail. Note that clustering and ordering (4.2.1) is
applied before grouping (4.2.2).
4.2.1 Clustering and ordering rules
We process the input trees in descending order with
respect to the frequency of the variables they contain, starting with the projection variables and only
after that turning to other variables. As an example,
consider the following triples about two of the most
known people in the world:
:William_Shakespeare rdf:type :Writer .
:Albert_Einstein :birthPlace :Ulm .
:Albert_Einstein :deathPlace :Princeton
:Albert_Einstein rdf:type :Scientist .
:William_Shakespeare :deathDate
"1616-04-23"ˆˆxsd:date .

4.1.2 Realizing single triples
The realization ρ of a triple (s p o) depends
mostly on the verbalization of the predicate p. If p
can be realized as a noun phrase, then a possessive
clause can be used to express the semantics of (s
p o), more formally

The five triples are verbalized as given in 3a–
3e. Clustering and ordering first take all sentences
containing the subject :Albert Einstein, i.e.
3b –3d, which are ordered such that copulative sentences (such as Albert Einstein is a scientist) come before other sentences, and then takes
all sentences containing the remaining subject
:William Shakespeare in 3a and 3e resulting in a sequence of sentences as in 4.

1. ρ(s p o) ⇒
poss(ρ(p),ρ(s)) ∧ subj(BE,ρ(p))
∧ dobj(BE,ρ(o))

For example, if ρ(p) is a relational noun
like birth place e.g.
in the triple
(:Albert Einstein :birthPlace
:Ulm), then the verbalization is Albert
Einstein’s birth place is Ulm. Note
that BE stands for the verb “to be”. In case
p’s realization is a verb, then the triple can be
verbalized as follows:

3.

6

In RDF 1.0 literals have been divided into ’plain’ literals
with no type and optional language tags, and typed literals.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

William Shakespeare is a writer.
Albert Einstein’s birth place is Ulm.
Albert Einstein’s death place is Princeton.
Albert Einstein is a scientist.
William Shakespeare’s death date is 23 April
1616.

4. Albert Einstein is a scientist. Albert Einstein’s
birth place is Ulm. Albert Einstein’s death place
is Princeton. William Shakespeare’s is a writer.
William Shakespeare’s death date is 23 April 1616.

2. ρ(s p o) ⇒
subj(ρ(p),ρ(s)) ∧ dobj(ρ(p),ρ(o))

For example,
in (:Albert Einstein
:influenced :Nathan Rosen) ρ(p) is the
verb influenced, thus, the verbalization is
Albert Einstein influenced Nathan Rosen.

Realization - RDF Triples to NL

4.2.2 Grouping
Dalianis and Hovy (1996) describe grouping as
a process “collecting clauses with common elements and then collapsing the common elements”.
The common elements are usually subject noun
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phrases and verb phrases (verbs together with object noun phrases), leading to subject grouping and
object grouping. To maximize the grouping effects, we collapse common prefixes and suffixes
of sentences, irrespective of whether they are full
subject noun phrases or complete verb phrases. In
the following we use X1 , X2 ,. . . XN as variables
for the root nodes of the input sentences and Y as
variable for the root node of the output sentence.
Furthermore, we abbreviate a subject subj(Xi , si )
as si , an object dobj(Xi , oi ) as oi , and a verb
root(ROOTi , vi ) as vi .
Subject grouping collapses the predicates (i.e.
verb and object) of two sentences if their subjects
are the same, as specified in 5 (abbreviations as
above).
5. ρ(s1 ) = ρ(s2 ) ∧ cc(v1 , coord)
⇒ root(Y, coord(v1 , v2 )) ∧ subj(v1 , s1 ) ∧
dobj(v1 , o1 ) ∧ subj(v2 , s1 ) ∧ dobj(v1 , o2 )

An example are the sentences given in 6, which
share the subject Albert Einstein and thus can be
collaped into a single sentence.

it would lead to a non-human understandable text
in many cases. For example, the intersection of two
classes :A and :B can be represented in RDF by
the six triples
_:x rdf:type owl:Class .
_:x owl:intersectionOf _:y1 .
_:y1 rdf:first :A .
_:y1 rdf:rest _:y2 .
_:y2 rdf:first :B .
_:y2 rdf:rest rdf:nil .

The verbalization of these triples would result in Something that is a class
and the intersection of something
whose first is A and whose rest
is something whose first is B and
whose rest ist nil., which is obviously
far away from how a human would express it
in NL. Therefore, generating NL from OWL
requires a different procedure based on its syntactic
categories, OWL expressions and OWL axioms.
We show the general rules for each of them in the
following.
4.3.1 OWL Class Expressions
In theory, class expressions can be arbitrarily complex, but as it turned out in some previous analysis (Power and Third, 2010), in practice they seldom arise and can be seen as some corner cases.
For example, an ontology could contain the following class expression about people and their birth
place:

6. Albert Einstein is a scientist and Albert Einstein is
known for general relativity.
⇒ Albert Einstein is a scientist and known for
general relativity.

Object grouping collapses the subjects of two
sentences if the realizations of the verbs and objects of the sentences are the same, where the
coord ∈ {and, or} is the coordination combining
the input sentences X1 and X2 , and coord ∈
{conj, disj} is the corresponding coordination
combining the subjects.

Person AND birthPlace SOME (City AND
locatedIn VALUE France)

Class expressions do have a tree-like structure and
can simply be parsed into a tree by means of the
binary OWL class expressions constructors contained in it. For our example, this would result in
the following tree:

7. ρ(o1 ) = ρ(o2 ) ∧ ρ(v1 ) = ρ(v2 ) ∧ cc(v1 , coord)
⇒
root(Y, PLURAL(v1 ))
∧
subj(v1 , coord(s1 , s2 )) ∧ dobj(v1 , o1 )

For example, the sentences in 8 share their verb
and object, thus they can be collapsed into a single
sentence. Note that to this end the singular auxiliary was needs to be transformed into its plural
form were.

AND

SOME

8. Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston. Leonard
Nimoy was born in Boston. ⇒ Benjamin Franklin
and Leonard Nimoy were born in Boston.

AND

4.3 From OWL to NL

VALUE

OWL 2 ontologies consist of Entities, Expressions
and Axioms as introduced in subsection 3.1. While
both expressions and axioms can be mapped to
RDF7 , i.e. into a set of RDF triples, using this mapping and applying the triple-based verbalization on
7

http://bit.ly/2Mc0vIw

Person

birthPlace

City

locatedIn

France

Such a tree can be traversed in post-order,
i.e. sub-trees are processed before their parent
nodes recursively. For the sake of simplicity,
we only process sub-trees that represent proper
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class expression in our example, i.e. we omit
birthPlace, locatedIn, and France.
Moreover and again for simplicity, we’ll explain
the transformation process by starting from
the right-hand side of the tree. Thus, in our
example we begin with the class expression
City which is transformed to everything
that is a city and locatedIn VALUE
France resulting in everything that is
located in France by application of a rule.
Both class expressions are used in the conjunction
City AND locatedIn VALUE France.
Thus, the next step would be to merge both
phrases. An easy way is to use the coordinating
conjunction and, i.e. everything that
is a city and everything that is
located in France. Although the output
of this transformation is correct, it still contains
unnecessarily redundant information. Therefore,
we apply the aggregation procedure described
in Section 4.2.2, i.e. we get everything that
is a city and located in France.
Yet, the aggregation can still be improved: if there
is any atomic class in the conjunction, we know
that this is more specific than the placeholder
everything. Thus, we can replace it by the
plural form of the class, finally resulting in
cities that are located in France.
The same procedure is applied for its parent class
expression being the existential restriction
birthPlace SOME (City AND locatedIn
VALUE France)

This will be transformed to everything
whose birth place is a city that
is located in France. Note, that we used
the singular form here, assuming that the property
birthPlace is supposed to be functional
in the ontology. In the last step, we process
the class expression Person, which gives us
everything that is a person. Again,
due to the conjunction we merge this result with
with the previous one, such that in the end we
get people whose birth place is a
city that is located in France.
4.3.2 OWL Axioms
As we described in Section 4.3, OWL axioms can
roughly be categorized into terminological and assertional axioms. Therefore, we have different procedures for processing each category:
Assertional Axioms (ABox Axioms) - Most

assertional axioms assert individuals to atomic
classes or relate individuals to another individual
resp. literal value. For example, axioms about the
type as well as birth place and birth date of Albert
Einstein can be expressed by
Individual: Albert_Einstein
Types: Person
Facts: birthPlace Ulm, birthDate "
1879-03-14"ˆˆxsd:date

Those axioms can simply be rewritten as triples,
thus, we can use the same procedure as we do
for triples (Section 4.1.2). Converting them
into NL gives us Albert Einstein is a
person whose birth place is Ulm
and whose birth date is 14 March
1879. OWL also allows for assigning an
individual to a complex class expression. In
that case we’ll use our conversion of OWL class
expressions as described in Section 4.3.1.
Terminological Axioms (TBox Axioms) - According to Power and Third (2010), most of the terminological axioms used in ontologies are subclass
axioms. By definition, subclass and superclass can
be arbitrarily complex class expressions CE1 and
CE2 , i.e. CE1 SubClassOf CE2 , but in praxis it is
quite often only used with atomic classes as subclass or even more simple with the superclass also
beeing an atomic class. Nevertheless, we support
any kind of subclass axiom and all other logical
OWL axioms in LD2NL. For simplicity, we outline
here how we verbalize subclass axioms in LD2NL.
The semantics of a subclass axiom denotes that
every individual of the subclass also belongs to the
superclass. Thus, the verbalization seems to be
relatively straightforward, i.e. we verbalize both
class expressions and follow the template : every
ρ(CE1 ) is a ρ(CE2 ). Obviously, this works pretty well
for subclass axioms with atomic classes only. For
example, the axiom
Class: Scientist
SubClassOf: Person

is verbalized as every scientist is a
person.
4.4

From SPARQL to NL

A SPARQL SELECT query can be regarded as consisting of three parts: (1) a body section B, which
describes all data that has to be retrieved, (2) an
optional section O, which describes the data items
that can be retrieved by the query if they exist,
and (3) a modifier section M, which describes all
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solution sequences, modifiers and aggregates that
are to be applied to the result of the previous two
sections of the query. Let Var be the set of all
variables that can be used in a SPARQL query. In
addition, let R be the set of all resources, P the set
of all properties and L the set of all literals contained in the target knowledge base of the SPARQL
queries at hand. We call x ∈ Var ∪ R ∪ P ∪ L
an atom. The basic components of the body of
a SPARQL query are triple patterns (s, p, o) ∈
(Var ∪ R) × (Var ∪ P ) × (Var ∪ R ∪ L). Let
W be the set of all words in the dictionary of our
target language. We define the realization function ρ : Var ∪ R ∪ P ∪ L → W ∗ as the function
which maps each atom to a word or sequence of
words from the dictionary. The extension of ρ to all
SPARQL constructs maps all atoms x to their realization ρ(x) and defines how these atomic realizations are to be combined. We denote the extension
of ρ by the same label ρ for the sake of simplicity.
We adopt a rule-based approach to achieve this goal,
where the rules extending ρ to all valid SPARQL
constructs are expressed in a conjunctive manner.
This means that for premises P1 , . . . , Pn and consequences K1 , . . . , Km we write P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn ⇒
K1 ∧. . .∧Km . The premises and consequences are
explicated by using an extension of the Stanford
dependencies8 .
For example, a possessive dependency between
two phrase elements e1 and e2 is represented as
poss(e1 , e2 ). For the sake of simplicity, we
slightly deviate from the Stanford vocabulary by
not treating the copula to be as an auxiliary, but
denoting it as BE. Moreover, we extend the vocabulary by the constructs conj and disj which
denote the conjunction resp. disjunction of two
phrase elements. In addition, we sometimes reduce
the construct subj(y,x) ∧ dobj(y,z) to the
triple (x,y,z) ∈ W 3 .

5 Experiments
We evaluated our approach in three different experiments based on human ratings. We divided the
volunteers into two groups—domain experts and
non-experts. The group of domain experts comprised 66 persons while there were 20 non-experts
forming the second group. In the first experiment,
an OWL axiom and its verbalization were shown to
the experts who were asked to rate the verbalization

regarding the two following measures according
to Gardent et al. (2017): (1) Adequacy: Does the
text contain only and all the information from the
data? (2) Fluency: Does the text sound fluent and
natural?. For both measures the volunteers were
asked to rate on a scale from 1 (Very Bad) to 5
(Very Good). The experiment was carried out using 41 axioms of the Koala ontology.9 Because
of the complexity of OWL axioms, only domain
experts were asked to perform this experiment.
In the second experiment, a set of triples describing a single resource and their verbalization were
shown to the volunteers. The experts were asked
to rate the verbalization regarding adequacy, fluency and completeness, i.e., whether all triples have
been covered. The non-experts were only asked to
rate the fluency. The experiment was carried out
using 6 DBpedia resources.In the third experiment,
the verbalization of an OWL class and 5 resources
were shown to the human raters. For non-experts,
the resources have been verbalized as well, while
for domain experts the resources were presented
as triples. The task of the raters was to identify
the resource that fits the class description and, thus,
is an instance of the class. We used 4 different
OWL axioms and measured the amount of correct
identified class instances.
Results In our first series of experiments, the verbalization of OWL axioms, we achieved an average
adequacy of 4.4 while the fluency reached 4.38. In
addition, more than 77% of the verbalizations were
assigned the maximal adequacy (i.e., were assigned
a score of 5, see Fig. 1). The maximal score for fluency was achieved in more than 69% of the cases
(see Fig. 1). This clearly indicates that the verbalization of axioms generated by LD2NL can be
easily understood by domain experts and contains
all the information necessary to access the input
OWL class expression.
Experiments on the verbalization of summaries
for RDF resources revealed that verbalizing resource summaries is a more difficult task. While
the adequacy of the verbalization was assigned an
average score of 3.92 by experts (see Fig. 2), the
fluency was assigned a average score of 3.47 by
experts and 3.0 by non-experts (see Fig. 2). What
these results suggest is that (1) our framework
generates sentences that are close to that which
a domain expert would also generate (adequacy).
However (2) while the sentence is grammatically

8

For a complete description of the vocabulary, see https:
//stanford.io/2EzMjmo.
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9

https://bit.ly/2K8BWts
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Figure 2: Experiment II: adequacy (left), fluency (middle) and completeness (left) results
sufficient for the experts, it is regarded by nondomain experts (which were mostly linguists, i.e.,
the worst-case scenario for such an evaluation) as
being grammatically passably good but still worthy
of improvement. The completeness rating achieves
a score of 4.31 on average (see Fig. 2). This was
to be expected as we introduced a rule to shorten
the description of resources that contain more than
5 triples which share a common subject and predicate. Finally, we measured how well the users and
experts were able to understand the meaning of the
text generated by our approach. As expected, the
domain experts outperform the non-expert users by
being able to find the answers to 87.2% of the questions. The score achieved by non-domain experts,
i.e., 80%, still suggest that our framework is able to
bridge the gap pertaining to understand RDF and
OWL for non-experts from 0% to 80%, which is
more than 91.8% of the performance of experts.
Discussion Our evaluation results suggest that
the verbalization of these languages is a non-trivial
task that can be approached by using a bottom-up
approach. As expected, the verbalization of short
expressions leads to sentences which read as if
they have been generated by a human. However,
due to the complexity of the semantics that can
be expressed by the languages at hand, long expressions can sound mildly artificial. Our results
however also suggest that although the text generated can sound artificial, it is still clear enough to
enable non-expert users to achieve results that are
comparable to those achieved by experts. Hence,

our first conclusion is that our framework clearly
serves its purpose. Still, potential improvements
can be derived from the results achieved during the
experiments. In particular, we will consider the
used of attention-based encoder-decoder networks
to improve the fluency of complex sentences.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented LD2NL, a framework
for verbalizing SW languages, especially on RDF
and OWL while including the SPARQL verbalization provided by SPARQL2NL. Our evaluation
with 86 persons revealed that our framework generates NL that can be understood by lay users. While
the OWL verbalization was close to NL, the RDF
was less natural but still sufficient to convey the
meaning expressed by the corresponding set of
triples. In future work, we aim to extend LD2NL
to verbalize the languages SWRL (Horrocks et al.,
2004) and SHACL (Knublauch and Kontokostas,
2017).
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Abstract
Information on drug administration is obtained traditionally from doctors and pharmacists, as well as leaflets which provide
in most cases cumbersome and hard-tofollow details. Thus, the need for medical knowledge bases emerges to provide
access to concrete and well-structured information which can play an important
role in informing patients. This paper
introduces a Romanian medical knowledge base focused on drug-drug interactions, on representing relevant drug information, and on symptom-disease relations. The knowledge base was created by extracting and transforming information using Natural Language Processing techniques from both structured
and unstructured sources, together with
manual annotations. The resulting Romanian ontologies are aligned with larger,
well-established, English medical ontologies. Our knowledge base supports queries
regarding drugs (e.g., active ingredients,
concentration, expiration date), drug-drug
interaction, symptom-disease relations, as
well as drug-symptom relations (e.g.,
searching for the drug that might be most
useful for treating a given set of symptoms).

1

Introduction

The conventional way of accessing information
regarding drug administration and storage strategies, recommendations and precautions, effects
and side-effects is via medical leaflets. However, most of the times the text is too complex,
too cluttered with information, that the leaflet
ends up being ignored by the consumer. At the

same time, when consumers must take multiple
drugs as result of overlapping treatment schemes,
it becomes increasingly difficult for them to keep
in mind all mentioned precautions and counterindications. This paper presents a knowledge
base built upon medical leaflets and existing medical ontologies aimed at aiding Romanian consumers when adding new drugs to their treatment
schemes.
The knowledge base consists of a set of two
ontologies built from information extracted from
websites of pharmaceutical producers and national agencies, which were combined with English medical ontologies. The first ontology is
used to better structure the leaflet content and provide easy access to information concerning administration and storage strategies, together with
possible side-effects. This ontology is aligned
with a larger English-based ontology - DINTO
(Herrero-Zazo et al., 2015) - in order to discover
incompatibilities between drugs and to warn the
user whether two administered drugs might interact one with another. The second ontology is
focused on diseases. Translations for both diseases and symptoms were added for Romanian
language, allowing customers to lookup possible
explanations for their symptoms. Moreover, the
gap between the two ontologies is filled in by indexing the description and recommendation texts
for the drug leaflets, therefore enabling users to
directly search what drugs might help them deal
with certain symptoms.
These tools are not supposed to replace in any
manner actual pharmacists, and an extra opinion
from a pharmacist or a physician is always recommended when asking for a drug, given a set of
symptoms. The aim of our system is to provide
support and easy access to essential information,
when no similar solutions are available for Romanian language.
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The second section of this paper covers similar knowledge bases, as well as systems providing similar information for English language. The
third section describes the data extraction and the
architecture of our knowledge base. The last two
sections focus on the current results, shortcomings and ways of further improving our knowledge
base.

2

Related Work

2.1 Medical Ontologies
Multiple knowledge bases for English language
exist, covering different medical areas of interest.
Part of them were developed by authors of the
Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO)
Foundry (Smith et al., 2007) which focuses on
collaborations and on defining a common set of
principles for developing medical ontologies. The
foundry’s mission is to develop a set of interoperable ontologies that are well formed and scientifically accurate. These ontologies are built using semantic web technologies (Berners-Lee et al.,
2001) and they are usually made available in OWL
(McGuinness et al., 2004) format. Over 150 ontologies are currently listed on the OBO webpage
(http://www.obofoundry.org/).
Out of all the ontologies developed by OBO
members, the following knowledge bases are relevant for the functionalities presented in this paper:
• CHEBI (Chemical Entities of Biological Interest), containing information regarding a
diverse set of chemical compounds relevant
for biological interests (Hastings et al., 2015).
• DINTO (The Drug-Drug Interactions Ontology), covering information on how 2 active
ingredients interact one with another; DINTO
is integrated with CHEBI.
• DOID (Human Disease Ontology), a taxonomy of human diseases (Kibbe et al., 2014).
• SYMP (Symptom Ontology), including
symptoms which may be indicative of a
disease. SYMP was developed as part of the
Gemina project (Schriml et al., 2009) and is
integrated with DOID.
Besides OBO, other detailed medical ontologies
have been created, such as FMA (The Foundational Model of Anatomy Ontology) (Rosse and
Mejino Jr, 2003) developed by the University of

Washington, which focuses on the structure of the
human body. Generic ontologies are also available, such as DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009) built by
using data from Wikipedia, but they do not offer
information relevant for the task at hand.
2.2

Medical Applications

Several applications offering drug-related information exist for English Language. They allow
users to search a drug by name, illness or medical procedure, and offer the possibility of testing
whether two drugs are incompatible due to harmful interactions between their active substances.
One of the most known portals making medical information available and easy to interpret for
non-professional users is WebMD. WebMD offers
two applications, Medscape and the WebMD app.
Medscape is focused on the more practical aspects
of healthcare, offering features such as identifying
pills based on a set of physical features, computing the body mass index (BMI) or other relevant
metrics based on user’s input, and searching for
nearby medical professionals and hospitals. The
WebMD app is focused more on offering theoretical insights regarding drugs and diseases. It offers
the possibility of searching a disease based on a
list of symptoms, searching for remedies based on
age, gender and severity of the symptoms, and it
can notify the user when the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has published new information regarding a drug from the user’s treatment
profile.
Other applications, such as Drugs.com, offer
similar features, but also take into account community feedback as a mechanism for informing
users. The application facilitates communication
within its user-base, allowing customers to find
relevant and useful information from peers who
underwent similar experiences. This application
also differentiates itself from the rest by offering
two different views based on the user’s medical
proficiency. Users with little medical knowledge
are directed towards pages with simple and easyto-grasp information, while experts are provided
access to more complex content, which includes
more scientific terms.
A specific sub-category of applications is focused on providing drug-administration assistants.
One such example is CareZone. These systems allow users to register all drugs on their current treatment scheme, and offer the possibility of entering
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and keeping track of different medical parameters,
such as blood sugar levels. Apart from that, the
application can also be used to set up reminders
for administering drugs.

3

Method

3.1 Corpus
There is no established medical or biological ontology for Romanian language. However, public information is readily available in both structured and unstructured format. Medical leaflets
are available either as .pdf files or integrated in
web pages made available by both private drug
producers (e.g., Biofarm) and by state authorities
(e.g., The National Agency for Drugs and Medical
Devices - ANMDM). The web page of ANMDM
also contains structured information (e.g., active
substances, concentrations, therapeutical role) for
all approved drugs. Figure 1 contains an overview
of extracted information from the considered data
sources; specific details are provided in the followup subsections.

3.1.1

Information Regarding Drugs

Both ANMDM structured web information regarding drugs, as well as medical leaflets obtained
from ANMDM and private drug producers were
used to create a drugs ontology. A total of 220
leaflets from Biofarm (Figure 2) and 1138 leaflets
from ANMDM were parsed (Figures 3-4), containing information on 15,093 drugs having 1330
different active substances.

Figure 2: Content extracted from Biofarm leaflets.

Figure 1: Considered data sources.
The functionalities supported by our knowledge
base can be split into three different categories:
• Accessing drug-related information, including inferences of drug-drug interactions,
given two or more drugs.
• Finding the most probable disease given a set
of symptoms, or listing the set of symptoms
that correspond to a certain disease.
• Finding the drug that is most likely to address
a given symptom (e.g., flu medication in case
of fever and coughing).

Figure 3: Structured information scrapped from
ANMDM.
The ontology was built from scratch and the attributes for each drug instance were either copied
from the structured ANMDM web entry, or were
extracted from the corresponding medical leaflets
(such as the administering strategy). The extraction was done partially via a rule-based approach,
but manual extraction was necessary for some of
the more complex entries, when no reliable pattern could be identified.
As it can be seen in Figure 5, the ontology is
centered on the Drug class, which represents a certain type of drug, but not an actual product that
can be bought in stores. All instances of the Drug
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”acidum ascorbicum” in the Romanian ontology is
equivalent with ”ascorbic acid” in DINTO). This
alignment was done in 2 phases. First, 500 active substances were merged because they either
represented perfect matches, or they matched after applying a small set of conventional changes
(e.g., removing the ”-um” prefix from the Romanian version). Second, the remaining 800 active
substances were matched by analyzing the closest correspondent in the other ontology in terms
of Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), followed by a manual validation of the match.
3.1.2

Figure 4:
leaflets.

Content extracted from ANMDM

Information Regarding Symptoms and
Diseases

The English DOID and SYMP ontologies were
used as a starting point (see Figure 6). Both the
names of the symptoms and of the diseases were
translated into Romanian via Google Translate,
and then they were manually corrected in order
to eliminate mistakes. Names containing polysemic words proved to be most difficult for the
automated translation – for instance, a symptom
describing a change in the pupil, was mistakenly
interpreted as something related to a school student, not to the human eye.

Figure 5: Romanian drug ontology - drug class
simplified view.
class contain the same combination of active ingredients, but they may have different concentrations, different names, different expiration times,
etc.
This ontology was aligned to its larger English counterpart, DINTO. The data from the two
ontologies was merged at active substance level.
Difficulties were encountered as, even though
most active substances use conventional names for
chemical entities derived from Latin, their names
differ from Romanian to English (for instance,

Figure 6: Romanian disease ontology - simplified
view.
In total, names for over 900 symptoms and
10000 diseases were translated, allowing Romanian users to use the full benefits offered by the
DOID ontology, without the need of English proficiency.
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3.1.3 Connecting Symptoms to Drugs
There are no datasets containing information on
what drugs should be administered for certain
symptom in Romanian language. However, a usage section exists in each medical leaflet describing cases in which the drug should be taken (e.g.,
to numb pain, to reduce coughing, to lower body
temperature and eliminate fever, etc.). Thus, the
usage section for each of the 1138 leaflets was
extracted from the ANMDM website and was indexed into Elasticsearch (Divya and Goyal, 2013),
allowing users to find drugs with the usage description that most closely fits the set of provided
symptoms.
3.2 Architecture and Processing Pipeline
The knowledge base can be hosted on a single
server consisting of two different applications (see
Figure 7). First, an instance of a Fuseki semantic repository server (Jena, 2019) was used to
host the aforementioned ontologies: the Romanian drug ontology, DINTO, and a merge between
DOID and SYMP called DOID-merged, to which
we have added extra labels for Romanian. This
repository allows users to query the ontologies via
the SPARQL query language (Prud’hommeaux
and Seaborne, 2008). Second, an Elasticsearch
instance stores unstructured leaflets and can be
queried in order to find drugs that are most likely
helpful in relieving one or more symptoms.

Figure 7: Knowledge base architecture.
On top of the two applications that act as information sources, a user interface allows users lacking experience on semantic web technologies to
easily access the information. The user requests
made at these endpoints are transformed into valid
SPARQL and Elasticsearch queries. Furthermore,
this interface can act as an autocorrect, by suggesting symptoms and drugs present in our dataset.
In the case of querying for the most helpful
drugs given a set of symptoms, the relevance of
the Elasticsearch information retrieval is improved

by adding semantic information. For a given set
of candidate texts from leaflets, each corresponding to a different drug, a word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) model trained on a 1-billion word Romanian
corpus is used to compute the semantic similarity
between it and the given set of symptoms. This is
done by computing aggregate embeddings for the
two text representations, and then computing cosine similarity. The Elasticsearch query score and
the cosine similarity are both min-max normalized
with regard to the set of candidate symptom-drug
pairs extracted with Elasticsearch, their average is
computed, and the candidate having the best average score is selected in the end.
Extra functionalities are added on top of the
Fuseki repository and Elasticsearch server, such as
suggesting possible matches when the string representing a searched drug/disease/symptom was
not found. These suggestions are made by using a Levenshtein edit distance. In the case of
symptoms, however, the same sensation can be expressed in multiple ways; thus, we rely on a very
strict Levenshtein distance search to account for
small typing errors. If this fails, a semantic search
is used, looking for the symptom in the knowledge
base for which the word2vec embedding is closest
to the embedding of the input text.

4
4.1

Results
Drug Information and Drug-Drug
Interactions

Our knowledge base offers access to structured information regarding the 15,093 drugs and 1,330
active substances. The information regarding
drugs includes both numeric attributes (e.g., time
until expiration), as well as text attributes (e.g.,
usage recommendations which were not standardized as format).
Users can search for the list of drugs with which
any given one may interact because the Romanian drug ontology was aligned with DINTO. This
search is done at active substance level. In case
of drugs containing a combination of active substances, we consider that drugs A and B may interact if, for at least one active substance from
A, there is at least one active substance from B
with which it interacts. For example, if the user
wants to check the interaction between ”OTOTIS”
which is based on a combination of two active ingredients (namely ”ciprofloxacinum” and ”fluocinolonum”) and ”ENAFILZIL” which is based on
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”sildenafilum”, the knowledge base will search if
either ”ciprofloxacinum” or ”fluocinolonum” interact with ”sildenafilum”. As ”ciprofloxacinum”
interacts with ”sildenafilum”, the system will conclude that the 2 drugs interact. If the same user
wants to find the list of all the drugs which interact
with ”OTOTIS”, a list of all the drugs containing
at least one active substance that interacts with either of ”ciprofloxacinum” or ”fluocinolonum” is
generated and it will contain 35 entries.
4.2 Symptom-Disease Information
Our consolidated knowledge base contains 900
symptoms and 10,000 diseases from DOID and
SYMP with names translated into Romanian language. The user can enter a list of symptoms to
search for the disease that matches most symptoms. As mentioned before, if a symptom does
not exist, two sequential attempts are performed
to find its closest correspondent in our knowledge
base. First, symptoms with a Levenshtein distance
of 2 or less are searched. Second, if no result is
found in the previous step, a word2vec embedding
of the input string is computed, and the symptom
from the knowledge base having the closest embedding to it is considered its equivalent.
For example, if a user searches for diseases that
have ”mic de statură” (eng, ”short stature”) as a
symptom, the results would be ”trichorhinophalangeal syndrome type II”, ”Albright’s hereditary osteodystrophy”, ”spondyloepimetaphyseal
dysplasia, strudwick type” or ”Renpenning syndrome”, as these are the only diseases linked to
that symptom according to DOID and SYMP. If
users make 1-2 typos when writing the symptom,
the most relevant symptoms is suggested, and they
can redo the search with the correct version. If
they enter ”corp mic” (eng, ”small body”) or
”scund” (eng, ”short”), the first recommendation would fail, but the second one would suggest
”short stature” as the most similar symptom based
on a semantic similarity search.
4.3

Connecting Symptoms to Relevant Drugs

Considering a search for a combination of ”tuse,
febră, durere de cap” (eng, ”coughing, fever,
headache”), several types of analgesics, aspirin,
paracetamol, and 2 types of cough syrup are recommended. The bottom results focus on yellow
fever or other diseases that contain only a part of
the symptoms specified as input.

In most simple use cases, the first entries are relevant. However, the symptom of a disease can be,
in some cases, the effect of a drug that is targeted
against a totally different disease. For instance,
if the user searches symptoms related to diarrhea,
such as ”scaun moale” (eng, ”loose stool”), some
of the first drugs to be recommended are laxatives,
but this would not be the wisest choice of medication. This happens because the effect of the
medicine is, in some cases, mentioned alongside
with the symptoms it should alleviate.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents a medical knowledge base
for Romanian language focused on drugs. It is
built using medical leaflets in Romanian and structured information regarding the drugs that was extracted from the ANMDM website. The knowledge base is also integrated with English ontologies in order to make more powerful inferences, such as searching for drug-drug interactions. The provided information can be structured
into three main categories: drug related information, disease-symptom information, and drugsymptom information. To our knowing, this is the
most comprehensive effort of building a knowledge base for Romanian drugs, their counterindications, as well as potential relations to exhibited conditions.
The drug related information was extracted directly from official Romanian sources, thus it can
be considered reliable. In order to keep the knowledge base up to date, the sources need to be
crawled periodically in order to ensure that new
information is always added, and that deprecated
records are eliminated promptly. Information concerning drug-drug interactions is based on the
DINTO ontology, which was last updated in 2016
and is still relevant. Nevertheless, we warn users
that the information presented by our services is
not a valid substitute for the opinion of a medical
professional or a pharmacist. In the future, apart
from drug-drug interactions, the knowledge base
could also take into account pre-existing conditions or dietary choices which may interact with a
certain treatment scheme. Part of this information
is already available in DINTO, but it would need
to be translated and integrated in our knowledge
base.
The disease-symptom information is based on
the DOID and SYMP ontologies. The name of the
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diseases and symptoms were automatically translated using Google Translate, and then manually
corrected, if necessary. The two ontologies are
still actively maintained; thus, the knowledge base
needs to refresh this information from time to time
in order to get the latest version. As is the case
with the previous category, this information is not
exhaustive and cannot substitute the knowledge of
a professional.

7

The drug-symptom information is based only
on medical leaflets crawled from the ANMDM
website, which needs to be updated every several
weeks. In some cases, the drug-symptom queries
are very effective, for instance when searching for
drugs targeting flu-like symptoms, such as fever
and coughing. In other cases, the queries mistake
the symptoms that the drug should address, with
the drug’s effect. These types of mistakes cannot
be avoided for the time being due to manner in
which the information was indexed. If more structured information regarding the drug-symptom relation could be extracted from the leaflets, either
manually or by using different NLP techniques,
these outlier cases would be addressed.

Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler, and Ora Lassila.
2001. The Semantic Web. Scientific American
284(5):34–43.

Our knowledge base provides real aid for
Romanian users requiring drug-related information, and no similar initiatives exist at national
level. The system cannot substitute the knowledge of a professional, and there are still problems to be addressed, but it is still an easyto-use and useful tool for informing a user on
medical treatments. Further improvements will
be explored, including the orientation towards a
personal health assistant for drug administration,
similar in some degree to Babylon Health AI
(https://www.babylonhealth.com/ai).
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Abstract

1. Synthesize noisy summaries

We propose a simple method for postprocessing the outputs of a text summarization system in order to refine its overall quality. Our approach is to train textto-text rewriting models to correct information redundancy errors that may arise
during summarization. We train on synthetically generated noisy summaries, testing three different types of noise that introduce out-of-context information within
each summary. When applied on top of
extractive and abstractive summarization
baselines, our summary denoising models
yield metric improvements while reducing
redundancy.1

1

Noisy Summary

Ground Truth Summary
Noise
Model

2. Train/apply summary denoising model
Clean Summary

Noisy Summary
Denoising
Model

Figure 1: Overview of our approach to summary denoising.

We alter ground truth summaries to generate a noisy dataset,
on which we train denoising models to restore the original
summaries.

errors that may arise during summarization, focusing specifically on reducing information redundancy within each individual summary. To achieve
this, we synthesize from clean summaries noisy
summaries that contain diverse information redundancy errors, such as sentence repetition and outof-context information (Section 3.2).
In our experiments (Section 5), we show that
denoising yields metric improvements and reduces
redundancy when applied on top of several extractive and abstractive baselines. The generality of
our method makes it a useful post-processing step
applicable to any summarization system, that standardizes the summaries and improves their overall quality, ensuring fewer redundancies across the
text.

Introduction

Text summarization aims to produce a shorter, informative version of an input text. While extractive summarization only selects important sentences from the input, abstractive summarization generates content without explicitly re-using
whole sentences (Nenkova et al., 2011). In recent
years, a number of successful approaches have
been proposed for both extractive (Nallapati et al.,
2017; Narayan et al., 2018) and abstractive (Chen
and Bansal, 2018; Gehrmann et al., 2018) summarization paradigms. Despite these successes, many
state-of-the-art systems remain plagued by overly
high output redundancy (See et al. (2017); see Figure 3), which we set out to reduce.
In this paper, we propose a simple method (Figure 1, Section 3) for post-processing the outputs
of a text summarization system in order to improve their overall quality. Our approach is to train
dedicated text-to-text rewriting models to correct

2

Background

Post-processing of noisy human or machinegenerated text is a topic that has recently been
gathering interest. Automatic error correction
(Rozovskaya and Roth, 2016; Xie et al., 2018)
aims to improve the grammar or spelling of a
text. In machine translation, automatic post editing of translated outputs (Chatterjee et al., 2018) is
commonly used to further improve the translation
quality, standardise the translations, or adapt them

1
Code
available
at
https://github.com/
ninikolov/summary-denoising.
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3.2

to a different domain (Isabelle, 2007).
In (Xie et al., 2018), authors synthesize grammatically incorrect sentences from correct ones
using backtranslation (Sennrich et al., 2016a),
which they use for grammar error correction. They
enforce hypothesis variety during decoding by
adding noise to beam search. Another work that
is close to ours is (Fevry and Phang, 2018), where
authors introduce redundancy on the word level in
order to build an unsupervised sentence compression system. In this work, we take a similar approach, but instead focus on generating information redundancy errors on the sentence rather than
the word level.

3

We experiment with three simple types of noise,
all of which introduce information redundancy
into a summary. Our aim is to train denoising
models that minimize repetitive or peripheral information within summaries.
Repeat picks random sentences from the summary and repeats them at the end. Repetition
of phrases or even whole sentences is a problem
commonly observed in text generation with RNNs
(See et al., 2017), which motivates efforts to detect
and minimize repetitions.
Replace picks random sentences from the summary, and replaces them with the closest sentence
from the article. This type of noise helps the model
to learn to refine sentences from the generated
summaries, paraphrasing sentences when they are
too long or contain redundant information.

Approach

Our approach to summary refinement consists of
two steps. First, we use a dataset of clean ground
truth summaries to generate noisy summaries using several different types of synthetic noise. Second, we train text rewriting models to correct and
denoise the noisy summaries, restoring them to
their original form. The learned denoising models
are then used to post-process and refine the outputs
of a summarization system.
3.1

Types of Noise

Extra picks random sentences from the article,
paraphrases them, and inserts them into the summary, preserving the order of the sentences as
they appear in the article. With this type of
noise, a model learns to delete sentences which
are out of context or contain redundant information. To paraphrase the sentences, we use the sentence paraphrasing model from (Chen and Bansal,
2018), trained on matching sentence pairs from the
CNN/Daily Mail dataset.

Generating Noisy Summaries

To generate noisy datasets, we rely on an existing parallel dataset of articles and clean ground
truth summaries S = {s0 , , ..., sj }. We iterate
over each of the summaries and perturb them with
noise, according to a sentence noise distribution
pnoise = [p0 , p1 , ..., pN ]. pnoise defines the probability of adding noise to a specific number of sentences within each summary (fromP
0 up to a maximum of N noisy sentences), with pnoise = 1.
For all experiments in this work, we use
pnoise = [0.15, 0.85] in order to ensure consistency, meaning that ˜15% of our noisy summaries
contain no noisy sentences, while ˜85% contain
one noisy sentence. Initial experiments showed
that distributions which enforce larger or smaller
amounts of noise lead to stronger or weaker denoising effects. Our choice of noise distribution
showed good results on the majority of systems
that we tested; we leave a more rigorous investigation of the choice of distribution to future work.
In addition to adding noise, we generate 3 noisy
summaries for each clean summary by picking
multiple random sentences to noise. This step increases the dataset size while introducing variety.

Mixture mixes all the above noise types uniformly into a single dataset, keeping the same
dataset size as for the individual noise types. With
mixture, we explore whether the benefits of each
noise type can be combined into a single model.

4

Experimental Setup

Dataset We use the CNN/Daily Mail dataset2
(Hermann et al., 2015) of news articles and summaries in the form of bullet points, and follow
the preprocessing pipeline from (Chen and Bansal,
2018). We use the standard split of the dataset,
consisting of 287k news-summary pairs for training and 13k pairs for validation. We follow Section 3.1 to generate noisy versions of the datasets
to be used during training. During testing, instead
of clean summaries that contain noisy sentences,
we input summaries produced by existing extractive or abstractive summarization systems.
2
https://github.com/abisee/
cnn-dailymail
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Figure 2: Metric results (Rouge-1/2/L and Repeat rate) on denoising extractive summarization systems. The x-axis in all
plots is the number of extracted sentences. human is the result of the ground truth summaries (only for the Repeat rate).

5

Denoising models For all of our denoising experiments, we use a standard bidirectional LSTM
encoder-decoder model (Sutskever et al., 2014)
with 1000 hidden units and an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014), and train on the
subword-level (Sennrich et al., 2016b), capping
the vocabulary size to 50k tokens for all experiments3 . We train all models until convergence using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015).
In addition to our neural denoising models, we implement a simple denoising baseline,
overlap, based on unigram overlap between
sentences in a summary. overlap deletes sentences which overlap more than 80%4 with any
other sentence in the summary and can therefore
be considered as redundant.

5.1

Results
Extractive Summarization

We experiment with denoising two extractive systems: LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is an unsupervised graph-based approach which measures
the centrality of each sentence with respect to the
other sentences in the document. RNN-Ext is a
more recent supervised LSTM sentence extractor
module from (Chen and Bansal, 2018), trained on
the CNN/Daily Mail dataset. It extracts sentences
from the article sequentially. Both extractive systems require the number of sentences to be extracted to be given as a hyperparameter, in our experiments we test with summary lengths ranging
from 2 to 6 sentences5 .
The results on extractive summarization are in
Figure 2a for LexRank and Figure 2b for RNNExt, where we plot the metric scores for varying
numbers of extracted sentences for each of the two
systems. For both LexRank and RNN-Ext, we
observe ROUGE improvements after denoising
over the baseline systems without denoising. The
repeat and replace methods yielded more
modest improvements of 0.5-1 ROUGE-L points,
performing comparably to the simple overlap
baseline. The most effective noise types are
extra and mixture, yielding improvements of
up to 2 ROUGE-L points for LexRank and up to
3.5 ROUGE-L points for RNN-Ext. The superior
performance to overlap indicates that the addi-

Evaluation We report the ROUGE-1/2/L metrics (Lin, 2004). We also reportPthe Repeat rate
o(s ,s )
(Nikolov et al., 2018) rep(s) = i |s|i i which
is the average unigram overlap o of each sentence
si in a text with the remainder of the text (where si
denotes the complement of sentence si ). Since the
repeat rate measures the overlapping information
across all sentences in a summary, lower values
signify that a summary contains many unique sentences, while higher values indicate potential information repetition or redundancy within a summary.
3

We use the fairseq library https://github.
com/pytorch/fairseq
4
We empirically found that this threshold is sufficiently
high to prevent unnecessary deletion and sufficiently low to
detect near-identical sentences.

5
The average sentence count of a summary in the
CNN/Daily Mail dataset is 3.88.
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6

no denoising
overlap
replace
repeat
extra
mixture
human

30
10

2

5

6

System
Human
Article
Article
RNN
RNN
RNN
RNN
RNN
RNN
RNN-RL
RNN-RL
RNN-RL
RNN-RL
RNN-RL
RNN-RL

Denoising approach
Mixture
Overlap
Repeat
Replace
Extra
Mixture
Overlap
Repeat
Replace
Extra
Mixture

ROUGE-1
14.95
30.47
35.61
36.41
36.5
35.2
33.95
35.08
40.88
40.76
40.84
40.78
39.12
40.11

ROUGE-2
8.54
13.97
15.04
15.92
15.94
14.86
14.58
15.3
17.8
17.69
17.76
17.72
16.7
17.33

ROUGE-L
14.41
28.24
32.7
33.73
33.79
32.4
31.2
32.44
38.54
38.43
38.49
38.46
36.76
37.76

Repeat
28.86
70.5
53.43
51.9
26.84
27.65
51.51
37.19
27.27
39.29
37.71
38.78
39.24
34.04
35.45

#Sent
3.88
26.9
10.67
2.93
2.39
2.41
2.98
2.21
2.2
4.93
4.83
4.86
4.93
3.84
4.18

#Tok
61.21
804
304.7
58.46
47.31
48.34
57.0
42.82
42.14
72.82
71.02
71.69
72.2
55.43
61.15

Table 1: Results on denoising abstractive summarization. Repeat is the Repeat rate, while #Sent and #Tok are the average
numbers of sentences or tokens in the summaries. Best ROUGE results for each model are in bold. Human is the result of the
ground truth summaries, while Article uses the original article as the summary.

no denoising
mixture
no denoising
mixture
human

RNN
RNN-RL

0

decoder model with an attention mechanism
(RNN), identical to our denoising network from
Section 4. The second, RNN-RL, is a stateof-the-art abstractive system proposed in (Chen
and Bansal, 2018) that combines extractive and
abstractive summarization using reinforcement
learning. We train RNN ourselves, while for RNNRL, we use the outputs provided by the authors.

Human

1500 3000 4500 6000 7500 9000
# of repeating sentences

Figure 3: Number of sentence repetitions before and after
denoising.

Our metric results from denoising abstractive
summarization are in Table 1. In Figure 3, we also
compute the approximate number of sentence repetitions on the test set, by calculating the number
of sentences that overlap significantly (> 80%)
with at least one other sentence in the summary.

tional denoising operations learned by our models
(see Figure 4a) are beneficial and can lead to more
polished summaries that also may contain abstractive elements.
The gains from denoising are greater for longer
summaries of more than two sentences. Long
summaries are more likely to be affected by redundancy. For shorter summaries, denoising might
lead to deletion of important information, thus denoising needs to be applied more carefully in such
cases. Furthermore, for all sentence lengths and
noise types, we observe a reduction in the Repeat rate after denoising, demonstrating that our
approach is effective at reducing redundancy.
In Table 1, we additionally include the result
from using the whole articles (Article) as input
to our mixture model. Denoising is effective
in this case, indicating that our approach may be
promising for developing abstractive summarization systems that are fully unsupervised, similar to
recent work in unsupervised sentence compression
(Fevry and Phang, 2018).
5.2

For the RNN model, the repeat noise helps
to remove repetition, halving our repetition metric, while boosting the ROUGE scores. This result is similar to our much simpler overlap
baseline based on sentence deletion. The other
noise types help to reduce redundancy, bringing
the Repeat rate closer to that of Human summaries. This, however, comes at the cost of a
decrease in ROUGE. For RNN-RL, while denoising helps to reduce repetition, none of our noise
types managed to yield ROUGE improvements.
One reason for this may be that this model already comes with a built-in mechanism for reducing redundancy which relies on sentence reranking (Chen and Bansal, 2018). However, as shown
in Figure 3 (and in our example in Table 2), this
model still generates many more sentence repetitions than found in human summaries. In overall, our approach is effective at reducing redundant information in abstractive summaries, how-

Abstractive Summarization

For abstractive summarization, we test two systems. The first is a standard LSTM encoder840

0

extra

repeat

extra

repeat

replace

mixture

replace

mixture

0

25 50 75 100 0 25 50 75 100
% of outputs
% of outputs
no change
modification
deletion
deletion & modification
(a) RNN-Ext extractive system, extracting 5 sentences.

25 50 75 100 0 25 50 75 100
% of outputs
% of outputs
no change
modification
deletion
deletion & modification
(b) RNN abstractive system.

Figure 4: Types of denoising operations applied to an extractive (left) and an abstractive (right) system (averaged over our
test set).

ever this comes with a potential loss of information, which can lead to a reduction in ROUGE.
Thus, our denoising methods are currently better
suited for extractive than for absctractive summarization. Our work therefore calls for the development of novel types of synthetic noise that target
abstractive summarization.

system, Replace noise, where ”dinorah santana ,
the player s agent , said her client had rejected
the offer of a three-year contract extension” is
paraphrased to ”the player s agent said she had
rejected the offer of a three-year contract”), or
even a combination of deletion and rewriting (e.g.
RNN-RL system, Repeat noise).

5.3

6

Analysis of Model Outputs

In Figure 4, we quantify the types of operations
(deletion or modification of one or more sentences, or no change) our denosing models performed on the summaries produced by the extractive RNN-Ext (Figure 4a) and abstractive RNN system (Figure 4b). The replace and repeat
noises are the most conservative, leaving over 75%
of the summaries unchanged. extra is the most
prone to delete sentences, while repeat and
replace are most prone to modify sentences.
We see a similar pattern for both extractive and abstractive summarization, with an increase of deletion for longer summaries produced by the extractive system. This indicates that our approach flexibly learns to switch between operations depending
on the properties of the noisy input summary.
In Table 2 we show example outputs from denoising extractive and abstractive summaries produced for a sports article from our test set. All
baseline summarization systems produced outputs
that contain redundancy: for example, the first
three sentences generated by the RNN system, and
the 3rd and 4th sentences produced by the RNNRL system are almost identical. To denoise the
summaries, our models used diverse operations
such as deletion of one or two sentences (e.g. RNN
system, Repeat noise), rewriting (e.g. RNN-RL

Conclusion

We proposed a general framework for improving
the outputs of a text summarization system based
on denoising. Our approach is independent of the
type of the system, and is applicable to both abstractive and extractive summarization paradigms.
It could be useful as a post-processing step in a text
summarization pipeline, ensuring that the summaries meet specific standards related to length or
quality.
Our approach is effective at reducing information repetition present in existing summarization
systems, and can even lead to ROUGE improvements, especially for extractive summarization.
Denoising abstractive summarization proved to be
more challenging, and our simple noise types did
not yield significant ROUGE improvements for a
state-of-the-art system. Our focus in future work,
will, therefore, be to estimate better models of
the noise present in abstractive summarization, to
reduce information redundancy without a loss in
quality, as well as to target other aspects such as
the grammaticality or cohesion of the summary.
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Ground truth (Rep=38.38):
1. dani alves has spent seven seasons with the catalan giants
2. alves has four spanish titles to his name with barcelona
3. the brazil defender has also won the champions league twice with barca
RNN-Ext-4

RNN

RNN-RL

No denoising (R-1=33.6,Rep=45):

No denoising (R-1=34,Rep=79.6):
1. dani alves has been unable to agree
a new deal with catalan club
2. the brazilian has been unable to
agree a new deal with catalan club
3. alves has been unable to agree a
new deal with catalan club
4. alves has been linked with a number of clubs including manchester
united and manchester city

No denoising (R-1=31,Rep=51.6):
1. dani alves looks set to leave
barcelona this summer
2. alves has enjoyed seven successful
years at barcelona
3. alves has been unable to agree a
deal with the catalan club
4. the 31-year-old has been unable to
agree a new deal
5. dinorah santana , the player ’s agent
, said her client had rejected the offer
of a three-year contract extension

Replace (R-1=34, Rep=79.6):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Same

Replace (R-1=31, Rep=52.6):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Same
5. the player ’s agent said she had rejected the offer of a three-year contract

Repeat (R-1=33.6,Rep=45):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Same

Repeat (R-1=28, Rep=41.4):
1. Same
2. Deleted
3. Deleted
4. Same

Extra (R-1=43.6,Rep=36.8):
1. Same
2. Same
3. the 31-year-old has been unable to
agree a new deal with the catalan club
and will leave the nou camp this summer
4. Deleted
Mixture (R-1=43, Rep=36.2):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Deleted

Extra (R-1=37.2,Rep=92.8):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Deleted

Repeat (R-1=24.2, Rep=36.1):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Deleted
4. alves has been unable to agree a
new deal
5. Same
Extra (R-1=37, Rep=60.8):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Same
5. Deleted

1. dani alves looks set to leave
barcelona this summer after his representative confirmed the brazilian rightback had rejected the club ’s final contract offer
2. alves has enjoyed seven successful
years at barcelona , winning four spanish titles and the champions league
twice
3. but the 31-year-old has been unable
to agree a new deal with the catalan
club and will leave the nou camp this
summer
4. dinorah santana , the player ’s agent
and ex-wife , said at a press conference on thursday that her client had
rejected the offer of a three-year contract extension , which was dependent
on the player taking part in 60 per cent
of matches for the club
Replace (R-1=36.6,Rep=46.6):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. the player ’s agent and ex-wife said
at a press conference on thursday that
her client had rejected the offer of a
three-year contract extension

Mixture (R-1=28, Rep=41.43):
1. Same
2. Deleted
3. Deleted
4. Same

Mixture (R-1=37, Rep=60.8):
1. Same
2. Same
3. Same
4. Same
5. Deleted

Table 2: Examples for denoising extractive and abstractive summarization. Same indicates a summary sentence has been
unchanged, while Deleted indicates sentence deletion. In brackets, R-1 denotes the Rouge-1 score, while Rep denotes the
Repeat rate.
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Document alignment

Abstract

Sentence alignment
Target 1

We propose a simple unsupervised method
for extracting pseudo-parallel monolingual sentence pairs from comparable corpora representative of two different text
styles, such as news articles and scientific papers. Our approach does not require a seed parallel corpus, but instead
relies solely on hierarchical search over
pre-trained embeddings of documents and
sentences. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method through automatic and
extrinsic evaluation on text simplification
from the normal to the Simple Wikipedia.
We show that pseudo-parallel sentences
extracted with our method not only supplement existing parallel data, but can
even lead to competitive performance on
their own.1

1

Target 2
Source
document

Source
document

Target
document

Target 5

Target 4
Target 3

Figure 1: Illustration of large-scale hierarchical alignment (LHA). For each document in a source dataset, document alignment retrieves matching documents from a target dataset. In turn, sentence alignment retrieves matching
sentence pairs from within each document pair.

and Langlais (2018)) assume access to some parallel training data. This impedes their application
to cases where there is no parallel data available
whatsoever, which is the case for the majority of
text rewriting tasks, such as style transfer.
In this paper, we propose a simple unsupervised method, Large-scale Hierarchical Alignment (LHA) (Figure 1; Section 3), for extracting pseudo-parallel sentence pairs from two raw
monolingual corpora which contain documents
in two different author styles, such as scientific
papers and press releases. LHA hierarchically
searches for document and sentence nearest neighbors within the two corpora, extracting sentence
pairs that have high semantic similarity, yet preserve the stylistic characteristics representative of
their original datasets. LHA is robust to noise,
fast and memory efficient, enabling its application
to datasets on the order of hundreds of millions
of sentences. Its generality makes it relevant to a
wide range of monolingual text rewriting tasks.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of LHA on
automatic benchmarks for alignment (Section 4),
as well as extrinsically, by training neural machine translation (NMT) systems on the task of
text simplification from the normal Wikipedia to
the Simple Wikipedia (Section 5). We show that

Introduction

Parallel corpora are indispensable resources for
advancing monolingual and multilingual text
rewriting tasks. Due to the scarce availability of
parallel corpora, and the cost of manual creation,
a number of methods have been proposed that
can perform large-scale sentence alignment: automatic extraction of pseudo-parallel sentence pairs
from raw, comparable2 corpora. While pseudoparallel data is beneficial for machine translation
(Munteanu and Marcu, 2005), there has been little
work on large-scale sentence alignment for monolingual text-to-text rewriting tasks, such as simplification (Nisioi et al., 2017) or style transfer (Liu
et al., 2016). Furthermore, the majority of existing
methods (e.g. Marie and Fujita (2017); Grégoire
1

Code
available
at
https://github.com/
ninikolov/lha.
2
Corpora that contain documents on similar topics.
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documents in the corpora are parallel (labelled
document pairs, such as identical articles in two
languages), the task is to identify suitable sentence pairs from each document. This problem
has been extensively studied both in the multilingual (Brown et al., 1991; Moore, 2002) and
monolingual (Hwang et al., 2015; Kajiwara and
Komachi, 2016; Štajner et al., 2018) case. The
limited availability of parallel corpora led to the
development of large-scale sentence alignment
methods, which is also the focus of this work. The
aim of these methods is to extract pseudo-parallel
sentence pairs from raw, non-aligned corpora. For
many tasks, millions of examples occur naturally
within existing textual resources, amply available
on the internet.
The majority of previous work on large-scale
sentence alignment is in machine translation,
where adding pseudo-parallel pairs to an existing
parallel dataset has been shown to boost the translation performance (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005;
Uszkoreit et al., 2010). The work that is most
closely related to ours is (Marie and Fujita, 2017),
where authors use pre-trained word and sentence
embeddings to extract rough translation pairs in
two languages. Subsequently, they filter out lowquality translations using a classifier trained on
parallel translation data. More recently, (Grégoire
and Langlais, 2018) extract pseudo-parallel translation pairs using a Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) classifier. Importantly, these methods assume that some parallel training data is already
available, which impedes their application in settings where there is no parallel data whatsoever,
which is the case for many text rewriting tasks
such as style transfer.
There is little work on large-scale sentence
alignment focusing specifically on monolingual
tasks. In (Barzilay and Elhadad, 2003), authors
develop a hierarchical alignment approach of first
clustering paragraphs on similar topics before performing alignment on the sentence level. They argue that, for monolingual data, pre-clustering of
larger textual units is more robust to noise compared to fine-grained sentence matching applied
directly on the dataset level.

pseudo-parallel datasets obtained by LHA are not
only useful for augmenting existing parallel data,
boosting the performance on automatic measures,
but can even be competitive on their own.

2
2.1

Background
Data-Driven Text Rewriting

The goal of text rewriting is to transform an input
text to satisfy specific constraints, such as simplicity (Nisioi et al., 2017) or a more general author
style, such as political (e.g. democratic to republican) or gender (e.g. male to female) (Prabhumoye
et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2017). Rewriting systems
can be valuable when preparing a text for multiple audiences, such as simplification for language
learners (Siddharthan, 2002) or people with reading disabilities (Inui et al., 2003). They can also be
used to improve the accessibility of technical documents, e.g. to simplify terms in clinical records
for laymen (Abrahamsson et al., 2014).
Text rewriting can be cast as a data-driven task
in which transformations are learned from large
collections of parallel sentences. Limited availability of high-quality parallel data is a major
bottleneck for this approach. Recent work on
Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia (Coster and
Kauchak, 2011; Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016) and
on the Newsela dataset of simplified news articles for children (Xu et al., 2015) explore supervised, data-driven approaches to text simplification. Such approaches typically rely on statistical (Xu et al., 2016) or neural (Štajner and Nisioi,
2018) machine translation.
Recent work on unsupervised approaches to text
rewriting without parallel corpora is based on variational (Fu et al., 2017) or cross-aligned (Shen
et al., 2017) autoencoders that learn latent representations of content separate from style. In (Prabhumoye et al., 2018), authors model style transfer as a back-translation task by translating input
sentences into an intermediate language. They use
the translations to train separate English decoders
for each target style by combining the decoder loss
with the loss of a style classifier, separately trained
to distinguish between the target styles.
2.2

Large-Scale Sentence Alignment

3

The goal of sentence alignment is to extract from
raw corpora sentence pairs suitable as training examples for text-to-text rewriting tasks such as machine translation or text simplification. When the

Large-Scale Hierarchical Alignment
(LHA)

Given two datasets that contain comparable documents written in two different author styles: a
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source dataset Sd consisting of NS documents
Sd = {sd1 , ..., sdNS } (e.g. all Wikipedia articles)
and a target dataset Td consisting of NT documents Td = {td1 , ..., tdNT } (e.g. all articles from
the Simple Wikipedia), our approach to large-scale
alignment is hierarchical, consisting of two consecutive steps: document alignment followed by
sentence alignment (see Figure 1).
3.1

get sentence. We denote the nearest neighbours
of ssi as N N (ssi ) = {tsi1 , . . . , tsiK } and the nearest neighbours of tsj as N N (tsj ) = {ssj1 , . . . , ssjK }.
We remove all sentence pairs with similarity below a manually set threshold θs . We then merge all
overlapping sets of nearest sentences in the documents to produce pseudo-parallel sentence sets
(e.g. ({sse , ssi }, {tsj , tsk , tsl }) when source sentence
i is closes to target sentences j, k, and l and target
sentence j is closest to source sentences e and i).
This approach, inspired from (Štajner et al., 2018),
provides the flexibility to model multi-sentence interactions, such as sentence splitting or compression, as well as individual sentence-to-sentence reformulations. Note that when K = 1, we only
retrieve individual sentence pairs.
The final output of sentence alignment is a list
of pseudo-parallel sentence pairs with high semantic similarity and preserved stylistic characteristics
of each dataset. The pseudo-parallel pairs can be
used to either augment an existing parallel dataset
(as in Section 5), or independently, to solve a new
author style transfer task for which there is no parallel data available (see the supplementary material for an example).

Document Alignment

For each source document sdi , document alignment retrieves K nearest neighbours {tdi1 , ..., tdiK }
from the target dataset.
In combination,
these form K pseudo-parallel document pairs
{(sdi , tdi1 ), ..., (sdi , tdiK )}. Our aim is to select document pairs with high semantic similarity, potentially containing good pseudo-parallel sentence
pairs representative of the document styles of each
dataset.
To find nearest neighbours, we rely on two
components: document embedding and approximate nearest neighbour search.
For each
dataset, we pre-compute document embeddings
ed () as Is = [ed (sd1 ), ..., ed (sdNS )] and It =
[ed (td1 ), ..., ed (tdNT )]. We employ nearest neighbour search methods3 to partition the embedding
space, enabling fast and efficient nearest neighbour retrieval of similar documents across Is and
It . This enables us to find K nearest target document embeddings in It for each source embedding
in Is . We additionally filter document pairs whose
similarity is below a manually selected threshold
θd . In Section 4, we evaluate a range of different
document embedding approaches, as well as alternative similarity metrics.
3.2

3.3

System Variants

The aforementioned framework provides the flexibility of exploring diverse variants, by exchanging
document/sentence embeddings or text similarity
metrics. We compare all variants in an automatic
evaluation in Section 4.
Text embeddings We experiment with four text
embedding methods:
1. Avg, is the average of the constituent word
embeddings of a text4 , a simple approach that
has proved to be a strong baseline for many
text similarity tasks.

Sentence Alignment

Given a pseudo-parallel document pair
(sd , td ) that contains a source document
sd = {ss1 , ..., ssNJ } consisting of NJ sentences and a target document td = {ts1 , ..., tsNM }
consisting of NM sentences, sentence alignment
extracts pseudo-parallel sentence pairs (ssi , tsj )
that are highly similar.
To implement sentence alignment, we first embed each sentence in sd and td and compute an
inter-sentence similarity matrix P among all sentence pairs in sd and td . From P we extract K
nearest neighbours for each source and each tar-

2. In Sent2Vec5 (Pagliardini et al., 2018), the
word embeddings are specifically optimized
towards additive combinations over the sentence using an unsupervised objective function. This approach performs well on many
unsupervised and supervised text similarity
tasks, often outperforming more sophisticated supervised recurrent or convolutional
architectures, while remaining very fast to
compute.
4

3
We use the Annoy library https://github.com/
spotify/annoy.

5
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We use the Google News 300-dim Word2Vec models.
We use the public unigram Wikipedia model.

3. InferSent6 (Conneau et al., 2017) is a supervised sentence embedding approach based on
bidirectional LSTMs, trained on natural language inference data.

number of false positives. To evaluate document
alignment, we add 1000 randomly sampled articles from Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia as
noise, resulting in 1046 article pairs in total. The
goal of document alignment is to identify the original 46 document pairs out of 1046×1046 possible
document combinations.
This set-up additionally enables us to jointly
evaluate document and sentence alignment, which
best resembles the target effort of retrieving good
sentence pairs from noisy documents. The two
aims of the joint alignment task are to identify the
good sentence pairs from within either 1M document or 125M sentence pairs, in the latter case
without relying on any document-level information whatsoever.

4. BERT 7 (Devlin et al., 2019) is a state-of-theart supervised sentence embedding approach
based on the Transformer architecture.
Word Similarity We additionally test four
word-based approaches for computing text similarity. Those can be used either on their own, or
to refine the nearest neighbour search across documents or sentences.
1. We compute the unigram string overlap
o(x, y) = |{y}∩{x}|
between source tokens x
|{y}|
and target tokens y (excluding punctuation,
numbers and stopwords).

4.1

Our results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
For all experiments, we set K = 1 and report
the maximum F1 score (F1max ) obtained from
varying the document threshold θd and the sentence threshold θs . We also report the percentage
of true positive (TP) document or sentence pairs
that were retrieved when the F1 score was at its
maximum, as well as the average speed of each
approach (doc/s and sent/s). The speed becomes
of a particular concern when working with large
datasets consisting of millions of documents and
hundreds of millions of sentences.
On document alignment, (Table 1, left) the
Sent2Vec approach achieved the best score, outperforming the other embedding methods including
the word-based similarity measures. On sentence
alignment (Table 1, right), the WMD achieves the
best performance, matching the result from (Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016). When evaluating
document and sentence alignment jointly (Table
2), we compare our hierarchical approach (LHA)
to global alignment applied directly on the sentence level (Global). Global computes the similarities between all 125M sentence pairs in the entire evaluation dataset. LHA significantly outperforms Global, successfully retrieving three times
more valid sentence pairs, while remaining fast to
compute. This result demonstrates that document
alignment is beneficial, successfully filtering some
of the noise, while also reducing the overall number of sentence similarities to be computed.
The Sent2Vec approach to LHA achieves good
performance on document and sentence align-

2. We use the BM25 ranking function (Robertson et al., 2009), an extension of TF-IDF.
3. We use the Word Mover’s Distance (WMD)
(Kusner et al., 2015), which measures the
distance the embedded words of one document need to travel to reach the embedded
words of another document. WMD has recently achieved good results on text retrieval
(Kusner et al., 2015) and sentence alignment
(Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016).
4. We use the Relaxed Word Mover’s Distance
(RWMD) (Kusner et al., 2015), which is a fast
approximation of the WMD.

4

Automatic Evaluation

We perform an automatic evaluation of LHA using
an annotated sentence alignment dataset (Hwang
et al., 2015). The dataset contains 46 article pairs
from Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia. The
67k potential sentence pairs were manually labelled as either good simplifications (277 pairs),
good with a partial overlap (281 pairs), partial (117 pairs) or non-valid. We perform three
comparisons using this dataset: evaluating document and sentence alignment separately, as well
as jointly.
For sentence alignment, the task is to retrieve
the 277 good sentence pairs out of the 67k possible sentence pairs in total, while minimizing the
6
7

Results

We use the GloVe-based model provided by the authors.
We use the base 12-layer model provided by the authors.
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Table 1: Automatic evaluation of Document (left) and Sentence alignment (right). EDim is the embedding dimensionality.

Word sim Embedding

TP is the percentage of true positives obtained at F1max . Speed is calculated on a single CPU thread.
Document alignment
Sentence alignment
Approach
EDim F1max
TP
θd
doc/s F1max
TP
θs
Average word embeddings (Avg)
300
0.66
43%
0.69
260
0.675
46%
0.82
Sent2Vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018)
600
0.78
61%
0.62
343
0.692
48%
0.69
InferSent† (Conneau et al., 2017)
4096
0.69
49%
0.88
BERT† (Devlin et al., 2019)
768
0.65
43%
0.89
Overlap
0.53
29%
0.66
120
0.63
40%
0.5
BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009)
0.46
16% 0.257
60
0.52
27%
0.43
RWMD (Kusner et al., 2015)
300
0.713
51%
0.67
60
0.704
50% 0.379
WMD (Kusner et al., 2015)
300
0.49
24%
0.3
1.5
0.726
54% 0.353
(Hwang et al., 2015)
0.712
(Kajiwara and Komachi, 2016)
0.724
-

sent/s
1458
1710
110
25
1600
20K
1050
180
-

†: These models are specifically designed for sentence embedding, hence we do not test them on document alignment.

Table 2: Evaluation on large-scale sentence alignment:

et al., 2015) with an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015). We train our models on the
subword level (Sennrich et al., 2015), capping the
vocabulary size to 50k. We re-learn the subword
rules separately for each dataset, and train until
convergence using the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2015). We use beam search with a beam
of 5 to generate all final outputs.

identifying the good sentence pairs without any documentlevel information. We pre-compute the embeddings and use
the Annoy ANN library. For the WMD-based approaches,
we re-compute the top 50 sentence nearest neighbours of
Sent2Vec.
Approach
F1max
TP
time
LHA (Sent2Vec)
0.54
31%
33s
LHA (Sent2Vec + WMD)
0.57
33%
1m45s
Global (Sent2Vec)
0.339
12%
15s
Global (WMD)
0.291
12% 30m45s

Evaluation metrics We report a diverse range of
automatic metrics and statistics. SARI (Xu et al.,
2016) is a recently proposed metric for text simplification which correlates well with simplicity
in the output. SARI takes into account the total
number of changes (additions, deletions) of the input when scoring model outputs. BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) is a precision-based metric for machine translation commonly used for evaluation of
text simplification (Xu et al., 2016; Štajner and Nisioi, 2018) and of style transfer (Shen et al., 2017).
Recent work has indicated that BLEU is not suitable for assessment of simplicity (Sulem et al.,
2018), it correlates better with meaning preservation and grammaticality, in particular when using
multiple references. We also report the average
Levenshtein distance (LD) from the model outputs to the input (LDsrc ) or the target reference
(LDtgt ). On simplification tasks, LD correlates
well with meaning preservation and grammaticality (Sulem et al., 2018), complementing BLEU.

ment, while also being the fastest to compute. We
therefore use it as the default approach for the following experiments on text simplification.

5

Empirical Evaluation

To test the suitability of pseudo-parallel data extracted with LHA, we perform empirical experiments on text simplification from the normal
Wikipedia to the Simple Wikipedia. We chose
simplification because some parallel data are already available for this task, allowing us to experiment with mixing parallel and pseudo-parallel
datasets. In the supplementary material8 we experiment with an additional task for which there is no
parallel data: style transfer from scientific journal
articles to press releases.
We compare the performance of neural machine
translation (NMT) systems trained under three different scenarios: 1) using existing parallel data
for training; 2) using a mixture of parallel and
pseudo-parallel data extracted with LHA; and 3)
using pseudo-parallel data on its own.
5.1

Extracting pseudo-parallel data We use LHA
with Sent2Vec (see Section 3) to extract pseudoparallel sentence pairs for text simplification. To
ensure some degree of lexical similarity, we exclude pairs whose string overlap (defined in Section 3.3) is below 0.4, and pairs in which the target sentence is more than 1.5 times longer than the
source sentence. We use K = 5 in all of our align-

Experimental Setup

NMT model For all experiments, we use a
single-layer LSTM encoder-decoder model (Cho
8
Available in our arXiv paper at https://arxiv.
org/abs/1810.08237
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Table 3: Datasets used to extract pseudo-parallel monolingual sentence pairs in our experiments.
Dataset
Wikipedia
Simple Wikipedia
Gigaword

Type
Articles
Articles
News

Documents
5.5M
134K
8.6M

Tokens
2.2B
62M
2.5B

Sentences
92M
2.9M
91M

Tok. per sent.
25 ± 16
27 ± 68
28 ± 12

Sent. per doc.
17 ± 32
22 ± 34
11 ± 7

Table 4: Example pseudo-parallel pairs extracted by our Large-scale hierarchical alignment (LHA) method.
Dataset
wikisimp65
wikinews74

Source
However, Jimmy Wales, Wikipedia’s co-founder, denied that this was a crisis or that Wikipedia was running out of admins, saying, ”The number of admins
has been stable for about two years, there’s really
nothing going on.”
Prior to World War II, Japan’s industrialized economy was dominated by four major zaibatsu: Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Yasuda and Mitsui.

Table 5: Statistics of the pseudo-parallel datasets extracted

Target
But the co-founder Wikipedia, Jimmy Wales, did not
believe that this was a crisis. He also did not believe
Wikipedia was running out of admins.
Until Japan ’s defeat in World War II , the economy
was dominated by four conglomerates , known as “
zaibatsu ” in Japanese . These were the Mitsui , Mitsubishi , Sumitomo and Yasuda groups .

Evaluation data We evaluate our simplification
models on the testing dataset from (Xu et al.,
2016), which consists of 358 sentence pairs from
the normal Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia.
In addition to the ground truth simplifications,
each input sentence comes with 8 additional references, manually simplified by Amazon Meachanical Turkers. We compute BLEU and SARI on the
8 manual references.

Wikipedia using document and sentence similarity thresholds θd = 0.5 and θs = {0.72, 0.65},
producing two datasets: wiki-simp-72 and
wiki-simp-65.
Because LHA uses no
document-level information in this dataset, alignment leads to new sentence pairs, some of which
may be distinct from the pairs present in the existing parallel dataset. We monitor for and exclude
pairs that overlap with the testing dataset. Second,
we align Wikipedia to the Gigaword news article corpus (Napoles et al., 2012), using θd = 0.5
and θs = {0.74, 0.7}, resulting in two additional
pseudo-parallel datasets: wiki-news-74 and
wiki-news-70. With these datasets, we investigate whether pseudo-parallel data extracted from
a different domain can be beneficial for text simplification. We use slightly higher sentence alignment thresholds for the news articles because of
the domain difference.
We find that the majority of the pairs extracted
contain a single sentence, and 15-20% of the
source examples and 5-10% of the target examples contain multiple sentences (see Table 5 for
additional statistics). Most multi-sentence examples contain two sentences, while 0.5-1% contain
3 to 5 sentences. Two example aligned outputs
are in Table 4 (additional examples are available
in the supplementary material). They suggest that
our method is capable of extracting high-quality
pairs that are similar in meaning, even spanning
across multiple sentences.

Pseudo-parallel data We align two dataset
pairs, obtaining pseudo-parallel sentence pairs for
text simplification (statistics of the datasets we
use for alignment are in Table 3). First, we
align the normal Wikipedia to the Simple

Randomly sampled pairs We also experiment
with adding random sentence pairs to the parallel dataset (rand-100K, rand-200K and
rand-300K datasets, containing 100K, 200K
and 300K random pairs, respectively). The

tgt
with LHA. µsrc
tok and µtok are the mean src/tgt token counts,
tgt
src
while %s>2 and %s>2 report the percentage of items that
contain more than one sentence.

Dataset
wiki-simp-72
wiki-simp-65
wiki-news-74
wiki-news-70

Pairs
25K
80K
133K
216K

µsrc
tok
26.72
23.37
25.66
26.62

µtgt
tok
22.83
15.41
17.25
16.29

%src
s>2
16%
17%
19%
19%

%tgt
s>2
11%
7%
2%
2%

ment experiments, which enables extraction of up
to 5 sentence nearest neighbours.
Parallel data As a parallel baseline dataset, we
use an existing dataset from (Hwang et al., 2015).
The dataset consists of 282K sentence pairs obtained after aligning the parallel articles from
Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia. This dataset
allows us to compare our results to previous work
on data-driven text simplification. We use two
versions of the dataset in our experiments: full
contains all 282K pairs, while partial contains
71K pairs, or 25% of the full dataset.
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Table 6: Empirical results on text simplification from Wikipedia to the Simple Wikipedia. The highest SARI/BLEU results
from each category are in bold. input and reference are not generated using Beam Search.

Total pairs
Beam hypothesis 1
Beam hypothesis 2
(% pseudo)
SARI BLEU
µtok
LDsrc LDtgt SARI BLEU
µtok
LDsrc
input
26
99.37
22.7
0
0.26
38.1
70.21
22.3
0.26
0
reference
NTS
282K (0%)
30.54
84.69
35.78
77.57
Parallel + Pseudo-parallel or Randomly sampled data (Using full parallel dataset, 282K parallel pairs)
baseline-282K
282K (0%)
30.72
85.71
18.3
0.18
0.37
36.16
82.64
19
0.19
+ wiki-simp-72
307K (8%)
30.2
87.12
19.43
0.14
0.34
36.02
81.13
19.03
0.19
362K (22%)
30.92
89.64
19.8
0.13
0.33
36.48
83.56
19.37
0.18
+ wiki-simp-65
+ wiki-news-74
414K (32%)
30.84
89.59
19.67
0.13
0.33
36.57
83.85
19.13
0.18
+ wiki-news-70
498K(43%)
30.82
89.62
19.6
0.13
0.33
36.45
83.11
18.98
0.19
+ rand-100K
382K (26%)
30.52
88.46
19.7
0.14
0.34
36.96
82.86
19
0.2
+ rand-200K
482K (41%)
29.47
80.65
19.3
0.18
0.36
34.36
74.67
18.93
0.23
582K (52%)
28.68
75.61
19.57
0.23
0.4
32.34
68.9
18.35
0.3
+ rand-300K
Parallel + Pseudo-parallel data (Using partial parallel dataset, 71K parallel pairs)
baseline-71K
71K (0%)
31.16
69.53
17.45
0.29
0.44
32.92
67.29
19.14
0.3
+ wiki-simp-65
150K (52%)
31.0
81.52
18.26
0.21
0.38
35.12
77.38
18.16
0.25
+ wiki-news-70
286K(75%)
31.01
80.03
17.82
0.23
0.4
34.14
76.44
17.31
0.28
Pseudo-parallel data only
wiki-simp-all
104K (100%) 29.93
60.81
18.05
0.36
0.47
30.13
57.46
18.53
0.39
wiki-news-all
348K (100%) 22.06
28.51
13.68
0.6
0.63
23.08
29.62
14.01
0.6
452K (100%) 30.24
71.32
17.82
0.3
0.43
31.41
65.65
17.65
0.33
pseudo-all

Method or Dataset

random pairs are uniformly sampled from the
Wikipedia and the Simple Wikipedia, respectively.
With the random pairs, we aim to investigate how
model performance changes as we add an increasing number of sentence pairs that are non-parallel
but are still representative of the two dataset styles.
5.2

LDtgt
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.43
0.44
0.39
0.43
0.49
0.64
0.45

lines trained solely on parallel data. The BLEU
gains are larger when using the smaller parallel dataset, consisting of 71K sentence pairs. In
terms of SARI, the scores remain either similar or slightly better than the baselines, indicating that simplicity in the output is preserved. The second Beam hypothesis yields higher
SARI scores than the first one, in agreement
with (Štajner and Nisioi, 2018). Interestingly,
adding out-of-domain pseudo-parallel news data
(wiki-news-* datasets) results in an increase
in BLEU despite the potential change in style of
the target sequence.
Larger pseudo-parallel datasets can lead to bigger improvements, however noisy data can result
in a decrease in performance, motivating careful
data selection. In our parallel and random setup, we find that an increasing number of random
pairs added to the parallel data progressively degrades model performance. However, those models still manage to perform surprisingly well, even
when over half of the pairs in the dataset are random. Thus, neural machine translation can successfully learn target transformations despite substantial data corruption, demonstrating robustness
to noisy or non-parallel data for certain tasks.
When training solely on pseudo-parallel data,
we observe lower performance on average in comparison to parallel models. However, the results are encouraging, demonstrating the potential of our approach in tasks for which there
is no parallel data available. As expected, the
out-of-domain news data (wiki-news-all) is

Automatic Evaluation

The simplification results in Table 6 are organized
in several sections according to the type of dataset
used for training. We report the results of the
top two beam search hypotheses produced by our
models, considering that the second hypothesis often generates simpler outputs (Štajner and Nisioi,
2018).
In Table 6, input is copying the normal
Wikipedia input sentences, without making any
changes. reference reports the score of the
original Simple Wikipedia references with respect
to the other 8 references available for this dataset.
NTS is the previously best reported result on
text simplification using neural sequence models
(Štajner and Nisioi, 2018). baseline-{282K,
71K} are our parallel LSTM baselines, trained on
282K and 71K parallel pairs, respectively.
The models trained on a mixture of parallel and pseudo-parallel data generate longer outputs on average, and their output is more similar to the input, as well as to the original
Simple Wikipedia reference, in terms of the
LD. Adding pseudo-parallel data frequently yields
BLEU improvements on both Beam hypotheses:
over the NTS system, as well as over our base850

Table 7: Human evaluation of the Grammaticality (G),

less suitable for simplification than the in-domain
data (wiki-simp-all), because of the change
in output style of the former. Results are best
when mixing all pseudo-parallel pairs into a single
dataset (pseudo-all). Having access to a small
amount of in-domain pseudo-parallel data, in addition to out-of-domain pairs, seems to be beneficial to the success of our approach.
5.3

Meaning preservation (M) and Simplicity (S) of model outputs (on the first Beam hypothesis).
Method
G
M
S
reference
4.53 4.34 0.69
baseline-272K
4.51 3.68
0.9
+ wiki-simp-65 4.39 3.76 0.74
pseudo-all
4.02 2.96 0.77

Table 8: Example model outputs (first Beam hypothesis).
Method
input

Example
jeddah is the principal gateway to mecca , islam ’ s holiest city , which able-bodied muslims are required to visit at least once in their
lifetime .
reference jeddah is the main gateway to mecca , the holiest city of islam , where able-bodied muslims
must go to at least once in a lifetime .
baseline- it is the highest gateway to mecca , islam .
282K
+ wiki- jeddah is the main gateway to mecca , islam ’s
sim-65
holiest city .
+ wiki- it is the main gateway to mecca , islam ’ s holinewsest city .
74
pseudo- islam is the main gateway to mecca , islam ’s
all
holiest city .

Human Evaluation

Due to the challenges of automatic evaluation of
text simplification systems (Sulem et al., 2018),
we also perform a human evaluation. We asked
8 fluent English speakers to rate the grammaticality, meaning preservation, and simplicity of model
outputs produced for 100 randomly selected sentences from our test set. We exclude any model
outputs which leave the input unchanged. Grammaticality and meaning preservation are rated on
a Likert scale from 1 (Very bad) to 5 (Very good).
Simplicity of the output sentences, in comparison to the input, is rated following (Štajner et al.,
2018), between: −2 (much more difficult), −1
(somewhat more difficult), 0 (equally difficult), 1
(somewhat simpler) and 2 (much simpler).
The results are reported in Table 7, where we
compare our parallel baseline (baseline-272K
in Table 6) to our best model trained on a
mixture of parallel and pseudo-parallel data
(wiki-simp-65) and our best model trained
on pseudo-parallel data only (pseudo-all).
We also evaluate the original Simple Wikipedia
references (reference) for comparison. In
terms of simplicity, our pseudo-parallel systems are closer to the result of reference
than is baseline-272K, indicating that
they better match the target sentence style.
baseline-272K and wiki-simp-65 perform similarly to the references in terms of
grammaticality, with baseline-272K having
a small edge. In terms of meaning preservation, both do worse than the references,
with wiki-simp-65 having a small edge.
pseudo-all performs worse on both grammaticality and meaning preservation, but is on par
with the simplicity result of wiki-simp-65.
In Table 8, we also show example outputs of
our best models (additional examples are available in the supplementary material). The models
trained on parallel plus additional pseudo-parallel
data produced outputs that preserve the meaning

of ’Jeddah’ as a city better than our parallel baseline, while correctly simplifying principal to main.
The model trained solely on pseudo-parallel data
produces a similar output, apart from wrongly replacing jeddah with islam.

6

Conclusion

We developed a hierarchical method for extracting
pseudo-parallel sentence pairs from two monolingual comparable corpora composed of different text styles. We evaluated the performance
of our method on automatic alignment benchmarks and extrinsically on automatic text simplification. We find improvements arising from adding
pseudo-parallel sentence pairs to existing parallel
datasets, as well as promising results when using
the pseudo-parallel data on its own.
Our results demonstrate that careful engineering of pseudo-parallel datasets can be a successful
approach for improving existing monolingual textto-text rewriting tasks, as well as for tackling novel
tasks. The pseudo-parallel data could also be a
useful resource for dataset inspection and analysis. Future work could focus on improvements of
our system, such as refined approaches to sentence
pairing.
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Abstract

the syntactic information, such as phrase structures or dependency structures, of the source-side,
target-side, or both (Ding and Palmer, 2005; Chen
et al., 2017; Eriguchi et al., 2017; Wu et al.,
2018). In semantic role labeling (SRL), though the
task is not MT, Strubell et al. (2018) improved a
Transformer-based model through the learning of
self-attention weighting on the basis of syntactic
information, i.e., dependency structures. Hence,
it is expected that the performance of Transformer
NMT will be improved by incorporating syntax information.
In this paper, we aim to improve Transformer
NMT by using dependency structures. Some researchers have improved Transformer NMT by
modifying self-attention. Shaw et al. (2018) used
relative position information between two words
encoded in self-attention in addition to the absolute position information of words.
Inspired by Shaw et al. (2018), we propose a
novel Transformer NMT model that incorporates
the relationships between two words on source dependency structures into relative position representations in self-attention. In particular, the proposed model adds a vector that encodes relative
positional relationships between words on source
dependency structures to a word embedding vector. It adds only dependency information to the
word embedding vector; hence, there is no need
to change the whole Transformer’s mechanism
or objective function, and it is easy to adapt the
mechanism to other extended Transformer models because it is highly extensible. Strubell et al.
(2018)’s method is different from our work in that
their task is SRL, and to learn the attention between words directly from dependency structures,
they largely changed the Transformer’s model and
objective function.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
model on the WAT’18 Asian Scientific Paper Ex-

In this paper, we propose a novel model
for Transformer neural machine translation that incorporates syntactic distances
between two source words into the relative position representations of a selfattention mechanism. In particular, the
proposed model encodes pair-wise relative
depths on a source dependency tree, which
are the differences between the depths of
two source words, in the encoder’s selfattention. Experiments show that our proposed model achieved a 0.5 point gain in
BLEU on the Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus Japanese-to-English translation task.

1

Introduction

Machine translation (MT) has been actively studied for many decades. In recent years, neural machine translation (NMT) has become dominant. In
particular, the Transformer model (Vaswani et al.,
2017), which is based solely on attention mechanisms, has advanced the state-of-the-art performance on various translation tasks and has become
the focus of many MT researchers nowadays. Unlike recurrent neural network (RNN) based models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) or
convolutional neural network (CNN) based models (Gehring et al., 2017), the Transformer model
attends to words in the same sentence, i.e., a
source sentence or a target sentence, through the
self-attention mechanisms in each encoder and decoder. In addition, it encodes the positional information of each word, such as the word order,
as positional encoding (PE) so that recurrent and
convolutional structures are excluded and training
can be parallelized. Since NMT appeared, translation performance has been improved by using
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cerpt Corpus (ASPEC) Japanese-to-English translation task. The experimental results demonstrate
that our approach achieves a 0.5 point gain in
BLEU over baseline Transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Shaw et al., 2018).

2

dependency-based NMT model that uses dependency trees for both source and target languages.
Their model encodes source sentences with two
extra sequences linearized from source dependency trees and jointly generates both target sentences and their dependency trees. They applied
their model not only to bi-directional RNNs but
also to the Transformer, but did not improve the
Transformer’s architecture. In contrast, we improve the Transformer model so that it incorporates source dependency information by encoding pair-wise relative depths on a source dependency tree, which are the differences between the
depths of two source words, in the encoder’s selfattention.
Ma et al. (2019) proposed several strategies
for improving NMT with neural syntax distance
(NSD), which has been used for constituent parsing (Shen et al., 2018), and dependency-based
NSD, which is an extension of the original NSD
for dependency trees. In their work, they proposed a syntactic PE for Transformer NMT in
order to incorporate positions on a dependency
tree for each word via an absolute PE mechanism.
In contrast, our model uses relative dependencybased distances between two words via a relative
PE mechanism in the encoder’s self-attention.

Related Work

NMT performance has been improved by using
the syntactic information of source language sentences, target language sentences, or both.
Some researchers have focused on phrase structures as syntactic information. Aharoni and Goldberg (2017) incorporated target-side phrase structures into NMT, and Eriguchi et al. (2016) and Ma
et al. (2018) incorporated source-side phrase structures. Our work is different from their research in
that we focus on dependency structures rather than
phrase structures. In addition, while their models
are based on RNN-based NMT models, we aim to
improve a Transformer NMT model.
Other researchers have focused on dependency
structures as syntactic information. Chen et al.
(2017) proposed a hybrid NMT model of RNNs
and CNNs to incorporate syntactic information
into an encoder. Their model first learns source dependency representations to compute dependency
context vectors by using CNNs. The RNN-based
encoder-decoder model learns a translation model,
which is provided with the CNNs’ syntactic information. Sennrich and Haddow (2016) proposed
an RNN-based NMT model that combines embedding vectors of linguistic features such as partof-speech tags and dependency relation labels on
a source sentence with the embedded representations of the source words. Eriguchi et al. (2017)
proposed a hybrid model, called NMT+RNNG,
that learns parsing and translation by combining
recurrent neural network grammar into an RNNbased NMT.
Most existing dependency-based NMT models, including the above-mentioned models, are
improvements over RNN-based NMT models,
which, in terms of structure, differ greatly from
the Transformer model. Because we make the proposed model consider dependency information in
self-attention, which is the Transformer’s characteristic structure, the usage of dependency information is different from their models.
Recently, Wu et al. (2018) and Ma et al.
(2019) incorporated syntactic information into
Transformer NMT. Wu et al. (2018) proposed a

3 Background
In this section, we first describe the baseline of our
proposed model, the Transformer model. Then,
we describe a Transformer model that employs relative PE.
3.1 Transformer
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is an encoderdecoder model that has a distinct architecture
based on self-attention. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the model. Unlike RNN-based NMT
and CNN-based NMT, Transformer does not have
a recurrent or convolutional configuration of networks. Instead, it encodes source sentences as intermediate representations by using self-attention
and decodes them by using self-attention and
encoder-decoder attention.
The encoder maps an input sequence
(x1 , . . . , xn ) to a sequence of vector representations Z = (z1 , . . . , zn ). Given Z, the decoder
generates an output sequence (y1 , . . . , yn′ ). In
both the encoder and decoder, the embedding
layer converts input tokens (source tokens in the
855

first sub-layer is a multi-head self-attention mechanism, and the second layer is a simple, positionwise fully connected feed-forward network (FFN).
The decoder’s layer has three sub-layers. The first
sub-layer is a masked multi-head self-attention
mechanism, the second sub-layer is a multi-head
encoder-decoder attention mechanism, and the
third sub-layer is the FFN.
Residual connection (He et al., 2016) is applied
to the sub-layers, followed by layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016), i.e., the output of each sublayer is LayerN orm(x + Sublayer(x)), where
Sublayer(x) is the output of the original sublayer.
The self-attention and the encoder-decoder attention employ a multi-head attention mechanism.
The multi-head attention first computes h dotproduct attentions after linearly mapping three input vectors, q, k, v *1 ∈ R1×dmodel , from dmodel
dimension to dk dimension with parameter matrices, WiQ , WiK , WiV ∈ Rdmodel ×dk (i = 1, . . . , h),
where dmodel is the dimension of input vectors,
and dk = dmodel /h. In what follows, each dotproduct attention is referred to as a head (Hi (i =
1, . . . , h)).

Output
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Softmax

Linear

Add & Norm

Feed Forward

Add & Norm
Encoder-Decoder
Attention

Add & Norm
Feed Forward

N×

N×

Add & Norm

Add & Norm

Self-Attention
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Positional
Encoding
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Encoding
Input
Embedding

Output
Embedding

Inputs

Outputs
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Figure 1: Architecture of Transformer

Hi = Attention(q ′ , k′ , v ′ ),
q ′ k′T
Attention(q ′ , k′ , v ′ ) = sof tmax( √ )v ′ ,
dk

(1)
(2)

q ′ = qWiQ , k′ = kWiK , v ′ = vWiV . (3)
encoder and target tokens in the decoder) to vectors of dimension dmodel . Because the information
Then, multi-head attention linearly maps concateon proximity between tokens is not considered
nated heads with a parameter matrix, W o ∈
in self-attention itself, the information on a
Rdmodel ×dmodel .
token’s position is embedded by using positional
O
encoding (PE). Specifically, PE provides a matrix M ultiHead(q, k, v) = Concat(H1 , . . . , Hh )W .
(4)
that represents the absolute position information
The
encoder’s
self-attention
computes
Equation
of tokens in a sentence, and Transformer adds
4 by substituting the intermediate states of the enPE to the embedding matrix of the input tokens.
coder, x1 , . . . , xn , for q, k, v. Specifically, each
Each element of PE is computed by the following
head computes the following weighted sum.
equations, which are sine and cosine functions of
different frequencies.
n
∑
zi =
αij xj W V ,
(5)
2i/dmodel
),
P E(pos, 2i) = sin(pos/10000
j=1
P E(pos, 2i + 1) = cos(pos/100002i/dmodel ),

where z1 , . . . , zn are the outputs of the selfattention. Each coefficient, αij , is computed by
using a softmax function:

where pos is the position of each input token, i
is the dimension of each element, and dmodel is
the embedding dimension of an input token. The
input of the encoder’s or decoder’s first layer is
the embedding matrix added with the positional
encoding.
The encoder’s layer has two sub-layers. The

*1

exp (eij )
,
αij = ∑n
k=1 exp (eik )

(6)

In this paper, we treat a vector as a row vector according
to the original paper (Vaswani et al., 2017) unless otherwise
noted.
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where eij is computed:
eij =

(xi W Q )(xj W K )T
√
,
dz

bought
(7)

where dz is the dimension of zi .
The decoder’s self-attention computes Equation
4 by substituting the intermediate states of the decoder for q, k, v. During inference, however, it
is not possible for the decoder to get the information on the words that will be generated later
when predicting a word, i.e., only the intermediate states of the sub-sequence that has been generated can be used for self-attention. Hence, masked
self-attention is introduced to the decoder’s selfattention so as not to calculate the self-attention
between a predicted word and succeeding words.
Masked self-attention is calculated by changing
Equation 7:
{
(xi W Q )(xj W K )T
√
(i ≥ j),
dz
eij =
(8)
−∞
(otherwise).

.

car

father
a

My

red

Figure 2: Example of Dependency Tree
the input to the next layer. Specifically, the following equation is used instead of Equation 5.
zi =

n
∑

αij (xj W V + aVij ).

(11)

j=1

The following equation is also used for the substitution of Equation 7 in order to consider relative
position relationships between words in calculating eij :
T
xi W Q (xj W K + aK
ij )
√
eij =
.
dz

The coefficient representing the strength of the relationship between a certain word and the word located behind it (i < j) becomes zero, and it can be
controlled so as not to consider the relationship.
Hence, Equation 6 is changed:
{
∑nexp (eij )
(i ≥ j),
k=1 exp (eik )
αij =
(9)
0
(otherwise).

(12)

Shaw et al. (2018) assume that relative position information is not useful when the distance is
long. They define the maximum relative position
as a constant k. In addition, the relative position
relationships between two words are captured by
2k + 1 unique labels as follows, considering that
succeeding words are in a positive direction and
preceding words are in a negative direction.

In the encoder-decoder attention, the intermediate states of the decoder are used for q, and the
outputs of the encoder are used for k, v.
The FFN for input x compute as follows:
F F N (x) = max(0, xW1 + b1 )W2 + b2 , (10)

K
aK
ij = wclip(j−i,k) ,

(13)

V
aVij = wclip(j−i,k)
,

(14)

clip(x, k) = max(−k, min(k, x)),

where W1 ∈ Rdmodel ×df f , W2 ∈ Rdf f ×dmodel are
parameter matrices, and b1 , b2 are biases.

(15)

K , . . . , w K ) and w V
where wK = (w−k
=
k
V
V
K
V
d
k
(w−k , . . . , wk ) (wk , wk ∈ R ) are relative position representations to be learned.

3.2 Transformer with Relative Positional
Encoding

4 Dependency-Based Relative Positional
Encoding for Transformer

Shaw et al. (2018) proposed an extended transformer model that captures the pairwise relationships between input elements in terms of relative
positions in both the encoder and decoder. In their
method, the relationships between the intermediate representations xi and xj , i.e., relative position information between the i-th and j-th words
in an input sentence, are represented by vectors
dk
aVij , aK
ij ∈ R . The relative position representations are added to the output of the sub-layer to be

In this section, we explain our proposed method,
which encodes relative positions on source dependency trees in Transformer. We first introduce the inter-word distance on source dependency trees and then explain dependency-based
relative positional encoding, which provides relative position representations on the trees. The
dependency-based encoding is incorporated into
857

My
father
bought
a
red
car
.

My
0
1
2
0
0
1
1

father
-1
0
1
-1
-1
0
0

bought
-2
-1
0
-2
-2
-1
-1

a
0
1
2
0
0
1
1

red
0
1
2
0
0
1
1

car
-1
0
1
-1
-1
0
0

.
-1
0
1
-1
-1
0
0

We also describe a hybrid model that learns both
relative position representations on dependency
structures and relative position representations for
linear relations in sentences, i.e., the relative positional encoding explained in Section 3.2. This hybrid method is called T ransf ormerdep+rel . The
T ransf ormerdep+rel model uses the sum of aVij
K
and bVij and the sum of aK
ij and bij as relative position information between two words. zi and eij
are defined in T ransf ormerdep+rel as follows:

Table 1: Examples of Dependency-based InterWord Distances
the self-attention mechanism, following the idea
of relative positional encoding (Shaw et al., 2018).
The inter-word distance on dependency trees is
defined as the relative depth between two words
in dependency trees. The relative depth distij between node ni and node nj corresponding to word
wi and word wj is defined as follows:
distij = depth(nj ) − depth(ni ),

zi =

αij (xj W V + bVij ),

eij =

We experimented on the WAT’18 Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus (ASPEC) (Nakazawa
et al., 2016) by using the Japanese-to-English language pair. We tokenized English sentences by using Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and Japanese sentences by using KyTea (Neubig et al., 2011). We
also parsed the dependency of the Japanese sentences by using EDA*2 .
For model learning, we used 1,341,417 sentence
pairs of 50 words or less for both the English and
Japanese sentences from the first 1.5 million sentence pairs of the training data (train-1.txt, train2.txt). The Japanese dictionary was comprised of
words that appeared 7 times or more in the training
data, and the English dictionary was comprised
of words that appeared 10 times or more in the
training data. The other words were replaced with
⟨U N K⟩ tags representing unknown words. We
used 1,790 sentences (dev.txt) as validation data
and 1,812 sentences (test.txt) as test data.
We compared our models, T ransf ormerdep
and T ransf ormerdep+rel , with two baseline
Transformer NMT models, T ransf ormerabs
(Vaswani et al., 2017), which learns absolute position representations, and T ransf ormerrel (Shaw
et al., 2018), which learns relative position representations in a sentence.
Hyper-parameters of all Transformer models were determined, following the settings of
Vaswani et al. (2017). We set the number of stacks

(17)

T
xi W Q (xj W K + bK
ij )
√
.
(18)
dz
We assume that the influence of a distance decreases if the distance is longer than some certain
threshold. We limit the maximum distance to a
constant l. The relative position representations
bVij and bK
ij between node ni and node nj in a dependency tree are defined with inter-word distance
labels:

eij =

(19)
(20)

=

V
wclip(dist
.
ij ,l)

(22)

5.1 Experimental Setup

j=1

bVij

K T
xi W Q (xj W K + aK
ij + bij )
√
.
dz

5 Experiments

(16)

K
bK
ij = wclip(distij ,l) ,

(21)

j=1

where depth(n) is the depth of node n in a dependency tree. For example, in Figure 2, the depth of
“bought” (w3 ) relative to “My” (w1 ) is calculated
by dist1,3 = 0 − 2 = −2. Table 1 shows a list
of the inter-word distances on the dependency tree
shown in Figure 2.
The relative position between node ni and node
nj in a source dependency tree is represented by
dk
vectors, bVij , bK
ij ∈ R , and the following equations are used instead of Equations 11 and 12.
n
∑

n
∑

αij (xj W V + aVij + bVij ),

zi =

Using these expressions, the encoder’s selfattention networks learn the relative position representations on a source dependency structure. We
call this model T ransf ormerdep .

*2
http://www.ar.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/
tool/EDA/
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Model
T ransf ormerabs
T ransf ormerrel
T ransf ormerdep
T ransf ormerdep+rel

BLEU
25.91
26.72
26.10
27.22

bVij
✓
×
✓
×

Table 2: Experimental Results

bK
ij
✓
✓
×
×

BLEU
16.71
16.60
15.62
8.69

Table 3: Experimental Results for Ablating Relative Position Representations bVij , bK
ij
5.3 Discussion

of the encoder and decoder layers to 6, the number of heads to 8, and the embedding dimension to
512. We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, ϵ = 10−9 .
We used the same warm-up and decay strategy for
the learning rate as Vaswani et al. (2017), with
4, 000 warm-up steps.

Shaw et al. (2018) verified the effectiveness of
both aVij and aK
ij , representing relative positional
relationships. They showed that the translation accuracy was comparative when aVij was removed
from their model, but the translation accuracy decreased when aK
ij was removed. This means that
aK
was
an
effective
representation, but aVij was
ij
less effective. In this section, to confirm the effectiveness of the dependency-based representations, we conducted ablation experiments on bVij
and bK
ij . We evaluated the Japanese-English translation performance for T ransf ormerdep . The
absolute positional encoding was removed from
all models, following the settings of Shaw et al.
(2018)’s verification. Specifically, we evaluated
(i) the T ransf ormerdep model that used only bVij ,
where Equation 18 was changed to Equation 7,
(ii) the T ransf ormerdep model that used only
bK
ij , where Equation 17 was changed to Equation
5, and (iii) the T ransf ormerdep model that used
neither bVij and bK
ij , i.e., T ransf ormerabs without
the absolute positional encoding.
The settings for the ablation experiment were
as follows. In model training, we used the first
100,000 sentence pairs of 50 words or less for both
English and Japanese sentences, which were extracted from the training data (train-1.txt). Both
the Japanese dictionary and the English dictionary
were comprised of words that appeared 2 times or
more in the training data, and the other words were
treated as unknown words with UNK tags. The
batch size was 100, and the number of epochs was
50. Other settings were the same as the main experiments in Section 5.1.
The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that T ransf ormerdep using only
bVij was 1.09 points lower than the baseline
T ransf ormerdep , which used both bVij and

The maximum distances of the relative position for linear relations in the sentences and
dependency-based relations were set as k = 2,
l = 2 for T ransf ormerrel , T ransf ormerdep ,
and T ransf ormerdep+rel *3 . The batch size was
256, the number of epochs was 30, and the model
with the best accuracy for the validation data was
applied to the test data. In our experiments, target
sentences were generated by a greedy algorithm.

5.2 Results
The evaluation results are shown in Table
2. We used BLEU to evaluate the translation performance.
As shown in the table,
T ransf ormerdep improved by 0.19 BLEU
points against T ransf ormerabs . This means
that the dependency-based positional encoding was effective for the Transformer model.
Although the effectiveness of our dependencybased positional encoding (T ransf ormerdep )
was not as great as the relative positional encoding (T ransf ormerrel ), the hybrid model
(T ransf ormerdep+rel ) achieved the best result
among these models.
T ransf ormerdep+rel
improved by 1.31 BLEU points against
T ransf ormerabs and by 0.50 BLEU points
against T ransf ormerrel . From these results, on
the Japanese-to-English translation task, the performance of Transformer NMT can be improved
by incorporating source dependency structures
into relative position representations.

*3

We chose k = 2 because Shaw et al. (2018) showed that
BLEU scores for k ≥ 2 are nearly unchanged. l was tuned
on development data.
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K
bK
ij , while T ransf ormerdep using only bij
was 0.11 points slightly lower than the baseline T ransf ormerdep . Table 3 also shows that
the T ransf ormerdep that used neither bVij and
bK
ij was 8.02 points lower than the baseline
T ransf ormerdep , which was significantly worse.
These results were consistent with the experimental results in Shaw et al. (2018). The
dependency-based relative position representaV
tions, bK
ij and bij , were shown to be effective, but
V
bK
ij was more effective than bij .

6
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In this paper, we proposed a novel Transformer
NMT model that incorporates syntactic distances
between two source words into the relative positional encoding of an encoder’s self-attention
mechanism. We demonstrated that our proposed
model improved the translation accuracy, in terms
of BLUE score, on the ASPEC Japanese-toEnglish translation task.
For future work, we would like to improve our
model by introducing relative positional encoding
to target dependency structures, i.e., dependencybased relative positional encoding for decoders.
For example, we would like to integrate our encoding into the dependency-based decoder in (Wu
et al., 2018).
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Abstract
Images and text represent types of content which are used together for conveying
user emotions in online social networks.
These contents are usually associated with
a sentiment category. In this paper, we investigate an approach for mapping images
to text for three types of sentiment categories: positive, neutral and negative. The
mapping from images to text is performed
using a Kernel Ridge Regression model.
We considered two types of image features: i) RGB pixel-values features, and ii)
features extracted with a deep learning approach. The experimental evaluation was
performed on a Twitter data set containing
both text and images and the sentiment associated with these. The experimental results show a difference in performance for
different sentiment categories, in particular the mapping that we propose performs
better for the positive sentiment category
in comparison with the neutral and negative ones. Furthermore, the experimental
results show that the more complex deep
learning features perform better than the
RGB pixel-value features for all sentiment
categories and for larger training sets.

1

Introduction

A quick look at an image is sufficient for a human
to say a few words related to that image. However, this very easy task for humans is a very difficult task for the existing computer vision systems.
The majority of previous work in computer vision has focused on labeling images with a fixed
set of visual categories. However, even though
closed vocabularies of visual concepts are a convenient modeling assumption, they are quite restric-

tive when compared to the vast amount of rich descriptions and impressions that a human can compose.
Some approaches that address the challenge
of generating image descriptions have been proposed (Kulkarni et al., 2013; Karpathy and FeiFei, 2015). However, these models only rely on
objective image descriptors, and do not take into
account the subjectivity which appears when describing an image on social networks.
In this work, we want to take a step forward towards the goal of generating subjective descriptions of images that are close to the natural language that is used in social networks. Figure 1
gives a hint to the motivation of our work by showing several samples which were used in the experimental evaluation. Each sample consists of an image and the subjective text associated to it, and has
has a sentiment associated to it: negative, neutral
or positive.
The goal of our work is to generate subjective
descriptions of images. The main challenge towards this goal is in the design of a model that is
rich enough to simultaneously reason about contents of images and their representations in natural
language domain. Additionally, the model should
be free of assumptions about specific templates or
categories and instead rely on learning from the
training data. The model will go beyond the simple description of an image and give also a subjective impression that the image could make upon a
certain person. An example of this is shown in the
image from bottom-right of Figure 1, in which we
do not have a captioning or description of the animal in the image but the subjective impression that
the image makes upon the looker.
Our core insight is that we can map images to
subjective natural text by leveraging the imagesentence data set in a supervised learning approach
in which the image represents the input and the
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a.

b.

ping performs better for the positive sentiment category in comparison with the neutral and negative
categories. Furthermore, the experimental results
show that the more complex deep learning features
perform better than the RGB pixel-value features
for all sentiment categories and for larger training
sets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related works. Section 3 describes a
Kernel Ridge Regression model for image to text
mapping. Section 4 shows the experimental evaluation performed on a real-world data set. Section 5
finishes with conclusions and directions for future
research.

They fighting over who more useless
This was so kak sad as a child

c.
NEWS: Rams mailbag: How much has
Case Keenum improved? #SPORTS #LATIMES

d.
Well that's adorable

Figure 1: Motivation Figure: Our model treats language as a rich label space and generates subjective descriptions of images. Examples of samples
used in the experimental evaluation. Each sample consists of a pair made of an image and the
subjective text associated to it. Each sample has a
sentiment associated to it: a., b. samples convey
a negative sentiment; c. sample conveys a neutral
sentiment; d. sample conveys a positive sentiment.
sentence represents the output. We employ a Kernel Ridge Regression for the task of mapping images to text. We considered two types of image
features: i) RGB pixel-values features, and ii) features extracted with a deep learning approach. We
used a bag-of-words model to construct the text
features. In addition, we consider several sentiment categories associated to each image-text
sample, and analyze this mapping in the context
of these sentiment categories.
We investigate data from Twitter. These data
contain images and text associated to each image.
The text is a subjective description or impression
of the image, written by a user. Data from social networks, and especially Twitter, is usually
associated to a sentiment, which could be a positive, neutral or negative sentiment. We designed
a system that automatically associates an image to
a set of words from a dictionary, these words being not only descriptors of the content of the image, but also subjective impressions and opinions
of the image.
One of the interesting findings of our work is
that there is a difference in performance for different sentiment categories, in particular the map-

2

Related Work

Image captioning. The research presented in this
paper is in the direction of image captioning, but
goes further to map images to text. The texts that
we consider are not only descriptions of the images, which is the task of image captioning, but
they contain subjective statements related to the
images. Mapping images to text is an extension
of the image captioning task, and this mapping allows us to build some dictionaries of words and
select from these dictionaries the words which are
the most relevant to an image. The learning setting that we investigate in this paper is different
to the image captioning setting, because our system automatically associates an image to a set of
words from a dictionary, these words being not
only descriptors of the content of the image, but
also subjective opinions of the image. Image captioning has been actively studied in last years, a
recent survey on image captioning is given in (Bai
and An, 2018). Several approaches for image captioning are making use of the deep learning techniques (Bai and An, 2018; P. Singam, 2018).
Image description. Several approaches that address the challenge of generating image descriptions have been proposed (Kulkarni et al., 2013;
Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Park et al., 2017;
Ling and Fidler, 2017). However, these models
only rely on objective image descriptors, and do
not take into account the subjectivity which appears when describing an image on social networks.
Sentiment analysis. We investigate mapping
images to text in the context of sentiment analysis.
Most of the previous research in sentiment analysis is performed on text data. Recent works focus
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on sentiment analysis in images and videos (Yu
et al., 2016; You et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016).
The research on visual sentiment analysis proceeds along two dimensions: i) based on handcrafted features and ii) based on features generated automatically. Deep Learning techniques are
capable of automatically learning robust features
from a large number of images (Jindal and Singh,
2015). An interesting direction for sentiment analysis is related to word representations and capsule
networks for NLP applications (Xing et al., 2019;
Zhao et al., 2019).

3

Kernel Ridge Regression for Mapping
Images to Text

Let X
= {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } and Y
=
{y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } be the set of inputs and outputs, respectively, and n represents the number
of observations. And let FX ∈ RdX ×n and
FY ∈ RdY ×n denote the input and output feature
matrices, where dX , dY represent the dimensions
of the input and output features respectively.
The inputs represent the images, and the input
features can be either simple RGB pixel-values
or something more complex, such as features
extracted automatically using convolutional
neural networks (O’Shea and Nash, 2015). The
outputs represent the texts associated to the
images and the output features can be extracted
using Word2Vec (Ma and Zhang, 2015).
A mapping between the inputs and the outputs can be formulated as a multi-linear regression problem (Cortes et al., 2005, 2007). Combined with Tikhonov regularization, this is also
known as Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR). The
KRR method is a regularized least squares method
that is used for classification and regression tasks.
It has the following objective function:
1
1
argW min( ||W FX − FYT ||2F + α ||W ||2F ) (1)
2
2
where || · ||F is the Frobenius norm, α is a regularization term and the superscript T signifies the
transpose of the matrix.
The solution of the optimization problem from
Equation 1 involves the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and has the following closed-form expression:
W = FY FXT (FX FXT + αIdX )−1 ∈ RdY ×dX (2)
which for low-dimensional feature spaces
(dX , dY ≤ n) can be calculated explicitly (the

IdX in Equation 2 represents the identity matrix
of dimension dX ).
For high-dimensional data, an explicit computation of W as presented in Equation 2 without
prior dimensionality reduction is computationally
expensive. Fortunately, Equation 2 can be rewritten as:
W = FY FXT (FX FXT + αIdx )−1
=

FY (FXT FX + αIn )−1 FXT

(3)

Making use of the kernel trick, the inputs
xi are implicitly mapped to a high-dimensional
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space (Berlinet and
Thomas-Agnan, 2011):
Φ = [φ(x1 ), . . . , φ(xn )].

(4)

When predicting a target ynew from a new observation xnew , explicit access to Φ is never actually
needed:
ynew = FY (ΦT Φ + αIn )−1 ΦT φ(xnew )
=

FY (K + αIn )−1 κ(xnew )

(5)

With Kij = φ(xi )T φ(xj ) and κ(xnew )i =
φ(xi )T φ(xnew ), the prediction can be described
entirely in terms of inner products in the higherdimensional space. Not only does this approach
work on the original data sets without the need
of dimensionality reduction, but it also opens up
ways to introduce non-linear mappings into the regression by considering different types of kernels,
such as a Gaussian or a polynomial kernel.

4
4.1

Experimental Evaluation
Dataset

We used a data set with images and text that was
introduced in (Vadicamo et al., 2017). The data
have been collected from Twitter posts over a period of 6 months, and using an LSTM-SVM architecture, the tweets have been divided into three
sentiment categories: positive, neutral, and negative. For image labelling the authors have selected
data with the most confident textual sentiment predictions and they used these predictions to automatically assign sentiment labels to the corresponding images. In our experimental evaluation
we selected 10000 images and the corresponding
10000 tweets from each of the three sentiment categories. Figure 1 shows examples of image and
text data used in the experimental evaluation.
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1 Persian cat
2 Tabby
3 Pekinese
4 Egyptian cat
5 Tiger cat

1 Racket
2 Scoreboard
3 Ballplayer
4 Flagpole
5 Stage

1 Aircraft carrier
2 Fire boat
3 Drilling platform
4 Dock
5 Submarine

1 Plate
2 Cheeseburger
3 Carbonara
4 Hotdog
5 Meat loaf

Figure 2: Visualizing heatmaps of class activation in an image.
4.2

Image and Text Features

4.2.1 Image Features
The research on feature extraction from images
proceeds along two directions: i) traditional, handcrafted features, and ii) automatically generated
features. With the increasing number of images
and videos on the web, traditional methods have
a hard time handling the scalability and generalization problem. In contrast, automated generated
feature-based techniques are capable to automatically learn robust features from a large number
of images (Jindal and Singh, 2015). We discuss
below how these two directions for extracting features from images apply in our case, in particular,
we use RGB pixel-values features for the first direction and Deep Learning based features for the
second direction.
RGB pixel-values. In this approach for extracting features from images, we simply convert the
images into arrays. Each image was sliced to get
the RGB data. The 3-channels RGB image format was preferred instead of using 1-channel image format since we wanted to use all the available
information related to an image. Using this approach, each image was described by a 2352 (28 x
28 x 3)-dimensional feature vector.
Deep Learning based features. Deep Learning
models use a cascade of layers to discover feature
representations from data. Each layer of a convolutional network produces an activation for the
given input. Earlier layers capture low-level features of the image like blobs, edges, and colors.
This primitive features are abstracted by the highlevel layers. Studies from the literature suggest
that while using pre-trained networks for feature
extraction, the features should be extracted from
the layer right before the classification layer (Ra-

jaraman et al., 2018). For this reason, we extracted the features from the last layer before the
final classification, so the entire convolutional base
was used for this. The features were extracted using the pre-trained convolutional base VGG16 network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014). For computational reasons, the images were resampled to
a 3232 pixel resolution. The model was initialized
by the ImageNet weights. For understanding what
part of an image was used to extract the features,
visualizing heatmaps of class activation technique
was employed. This is a technique which illustrates how intensely the input image activates different channels, how important each channel is
with regard to the class and how intensely the input
image activates the class. Figure 2 illustrates the
heatmaps of class activation for some random images using VGG16 as a pre-trained convolutional
base. The VGG16 model makes the final classification decision based on the highlighted parts
from each image, and furthermore each image is
associated with the five most representative captions.
4.2.2

Text Features

We used a Bag-of-Words (BoW) model (Harris,
1954) for extracting the features from the text samples. The first step in building the BoW model
consists of pre-processing the text: removing nonletter characters, removing the html tag from the
Twitter posts, converting words to lower cases, removing stop-words and making the split. A vocabulary is built from the words that appear in the
text samples. The input of the BoW model is a list
of strings and the output is a sparse matrix with
the dimension: number of samples x number of
words in the vocabulary, having 1 if a given word
from the vocabulary is contained in that particular
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text sample. We initialized the BoW model with
a maximum of 5000 features. We extracted a vocabulary for each sentiment category, and the corresponding 0-1 feature vector for each text sample.
4.3

Experimental Results

Evaluation Measure
Each output of our model represents a very large
vector of probabilities, with the dimension equal
to the number of words in the dictionary (approximately 5000 components). Each component of
the output vector represents the probability of the
corresponding word from the vocabulary as being
a descriptor of that image. Given this particular
form of the output, the evaluation measure was
computed using the following algorithm:
1. we sorted in descending order the absolute
values of the predicted output vector;
2. we created a new vector containing the first
50 words from the predicted output vector;
3. we computed the Euclidean distance between
the predicted output vector values and the actual output vector.
The actual output vector is a sparse vector, a component in this vector is 1 if the corresponding word
from the vocabulary is contained in that particular
description of the image.
The values computed in step 3) described above
were averaged over the entire test data set and the
average value obtained was considered as the error.
Experimental Protocol
We designed an experimental protocol, that would
help us answer the following questions:
1. Could our proposed Kernel Ridge Regression
model map images to natural language descriptors?
2. What is the difference between the two types
of image features that we considered? In particular, we are interested whether the more
complex deep learning features give a better performance in comparison to the simple
RGB pixel-values features.

Figure 3: The plots show mean errors and standard deviation for different sizes of the training
set. Comparison between RGB pixel-values features and the more complex VGG16 features. The
different rows correspond to different sentiment
categories: top row - positive sentiment category,
middle row - neutral sentiment category, bottom
row - negative sentiment category.

3. Is there a difference in performance based on
the sentiment associated to each image-text
sample?
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Figure 4: Comparison of the learning performance
based on the type of sentiment using the VGG16
image features.
We designed the following experimental protocol. For each of the three sentiment categories, we
randomly split the data 5 times into training and
testing, taking 70% for training and the rest for
testing. For training the model, we considered different sizes of the training set: from 50 to 7000
observations with a step size of 50. For a correct evaluation, the models built on these different
training sets, were evaluated on the same test set.
The error was averaged over the 5 random splits of
the data into training and testing.
Results
The first two questions raised above can be answered by analyzing the experimental results
shown in Figure 3. The plots show the learning
curve (mean errors and standard deviations) for
different sizes of the training set and for different
sentiment categories. Since the error decreases as
the training size increases, we can say that there is
a learning involved, thus our proposed model can
map images to natural language descriptors.
The plots from Figure 3 also show the comparison between the RGB pixel-values and VGG16
features for the three categories of sentiments considered. Overall, the more complex deep learning
features give a better performance in comparison
to the simple RGB pixel-values features.
To answer the third question, we analyzed the
experimental results shown in Figure 4. There
is a significant difference in learning performance
for the positive sentiment category in comparison
with the other two categories, both using RGB
pixel-values features and VGG16 features. The
positive category is simpler to be learned because
of the subjective part from images: a positive feel-

ing can be interpreted as positive for the majority
of the people, but a neutral or a negative sentiment
can be interpreted as having a different meaning
depending on the people.
Furthermore, analyzing again Figure 3, we see
that the neutral sentiment category has a different behaviour in comparison with the positive and
negative sentiment categories, with respect to the
image features used. In the case of neutral sentiment, the more complex VGG16 features appear to have a better performance than the simpler RGB pixel-values features as the size of the
data increases. For positive and negative sentiment
categories the simpler RGB pixel-values features
lead to an error which varies a lot, while using the
VGG16 features, the error is more stable.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we investigated a method for image
to text mapping in the context of sentiment analysis. The mapping from images to text was performed using a Kernel Ridge Regression model.
We considered two types of image features: i) the
simple RGB pixel-values features, and ii) a more
complex set of image features extracted with a
deep learning approach. Furthermore, in this paper we took a step forward form the image captioning task, which allows us to build some dictionaries of words and select from these dictionaries
the words which are the most relevant to an image. We performed the experimental evaluation on
a Twitter data set containing both text and images
and the sentiment associated with these. We found
that there is a difference in performance for different sentiment categories, in particular the mapping
performs better for the positive sentiment category
in comparison with the neutral and negative ones
for both features extraction techniques.
We plan to further extend our approach by investigating the input-output kernel regression type
of learning (Brouard et al., 2016). The output kernel would allow us to take into account the structure in the output space and benefit from the use
of kernels. We also plan to integrate in our model
textual captions of images obtained using a pretrained network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014).
The textual captions could be used as a new type of
features and can be compared and integrated with
the other two types of image features considered.
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Abstract

writing system for Laz based on Latin alphabet and
later ‘Lazuri Alboni’ (Laz Alphabet) and only after
1990s, the written texts started to come out as several associations were founded for the preservation
of Laz language and culture. Now with all these
eﬀorts, Laz has been thought in public schools in
Turkey as an elective language course since 2013
(Kavaklı, 2015; Haznedar, 2018).
There is not much research on lexicon and syntax
of Laz and the ﬁrst academic level research studies
began by the end of 20th century. In 1999, the ﬁrst
dictionary for Laz (Turkish—Laz) was prepared
and published by İsmail Bucaklişi and Hasan Uzunhasanoğlu. The following years, Bucaklişi also published the ﬁrst Laz grammar book (Kavaklı, 2015)
and has begun teaching Laz at Boğaziçi University
in İstanbul as an elective course since 2011. The
foundation of the Lazika Publishing Collective in
2011 has given rise to the publication of more than
70 books on Laz language and literature (Kavaklı,
2015).
Laz language is only one of many that faces the
danger of extinction. By the end of this century,
many will not survive with the decreasing number of
the native speakers of such languages (Riza, 2008).
This has alarmed not only native speakers of these
languages but also research community to direct
their attention for language documentation as well
as preservation and revitalization studies for these
languages (Ćavar et al., 2016; Gerstenberger et al.,
2017). Bird (2009) calls out for a ‘new kind of computational linguistics’ in his paper that would protect
this endangered invaluable cultural heritage by helping to accelerate these studies, and he ends his paper
with these words ‘Who knows, we may even postpone the day when these languages utter their last
words.’ which emphasizes the importance of each
and every attempt to keep these languages alive.
Riza (2008) gives accounts on language diversity
on the Internet by pointing to the fact that many en-

This study is an attempt to contribute to
documentation and revitalization eﬀorts of
endangered Laz language, a member of
South Caucasian language family mainly
spoken on northeastern coastline of Turkey.
It constitutes the ﬁrst steps to create a general computational model for word form
recognition and production for Laz by
building a rule-based morphological analyser using Helsinki Finite-State Toolkit
(HFST). The evaluation results show that
the analyser has a 64.9% coverage over a
corpus collected for this study with 111,365
tokens. We have also performed an error
analysis on randomly selected 100 tokens
from the corpus which are not covered by
the analyser, and these results show that the
errors mostly result from Turkish words in
the corpus and missing stems in our lexicon.

1

Introduction

The Laz language, which is mainly spoken on the
northeastern coastline of Turkey and also in some
parts of Georgia has been recorded as a ‘deﬁnitely endangered1 ’ language in UNESCO Atlas of
the World’s Languages in Danger. It belongs to
South Caucasian language family2 with the number
of speakers estimated to be between 130,000 and
150,000 according to UNESCO 2001 records and
between 250,000 and 500,000 according to more
recent studies (Haznedar, 2018). Until the 1920s it
was a spoken language with only some written collection of Laz grammar and folklore studies. Later,
İskender Tzitaşi became the pioneer in developing a
1

UNESCO deﬁnes the degree of deﬁnitely endangered as
the situation in which “children no longer learn the language as
mother tongue in the home”.
2
The Southwest Caucasian language family consists of four
languages: Svans, Mingrelians, Georgian and Laz.
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dangered languages lacks access to Information and
Communication Technology and the representation
of these languages on digital environment is rather
low. Considering Laz resources online, there are
some online dictionaries and only a couple of web
sites that give information about the Laz language
and culture, and many of them are mostly in Turkish
or English. He suggests that regarding ‘digital language divide’ such small regional languages must be
represented more by creating and using resources in
digital format.
One of the drawbacks while working with these
languages is clearly the small amount of data to
begin with (written or spoken, annotated or nonannotated) (Riza, 2008). Current dominant computational methods and tools are mostly used on languages with large corpora, following a statistical approach to train their systems according to a relevant task. However, with little data at hand these
methods may not present a good solution. Therefore, Gerstenberger et al. (2017) suggests a rulebased morpho-syntactic modelling for annotating
small language data. On their study of Komi language, his results show by-far signiﬁcant advantages
of rule-based approaches for endangered languages
by providing much more precise results in tagging as
well as ‘full- ﬂedged grammatical description based
on broad empirical evidence’ and a future development for computer-assisted language learning systems.
In this study, the aim is to create a morphological analyzer using the Helsinki Finite State Toolkit
(HFST) that will help to overcome manual annotation of a potential Laz corpus. Additionally, as
Gerstenberger et al. (2017) suggest, these may later
help developing programs to be able to facilitate
learning of Laz, considering the increase of interest in Laz courses not only in secondary schools but
also in universities such as Boğaziçi University and
İstanbul Bilgi University (Haznedar, 2018). From
spelling and grammar-checkers to machine translation systems and language learning materials, this
small study will hopefully lead to further developments on Laz language in the ﬁeld of Computational
Linguistics.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows:
in Section 2, the grammatical structure of Laz is
discussed and later, in Section 3.1 and 3.2 the process of preparing a lexicon and corpus for Laz is described. The Section 4 gives and explains the details
of the morphological analyzer and the usefulness of

Flag diacritics for representing Laz verbal complex
and for generating complex verbal word forms.

2 Laz
There are eight dialects of the Laz language, none
of which is considered to be normative or ‘standard’.
Even though underlyingly the structure of these dialects is the same, they show lexical and morphological, as well as phonological diﬀerences. There are
two main groups. The Western dialects (Gyulva),
such as Pazar (Atina), Çamlıhemşin (Furthunaşi
gamayona), Ardeşen (Arthaşeni) and the Eastern
dialects (Yulva) as Fındıklı (Viʒe), Arhavi (Arkabi),
Hopa (Xopa), Borçka-İçkale (Çxala).3
For the purposes of this initial study we have chosen to base the analyser on the Pazar dialect. The
reasons for this are twofold: Firstly the Pazar dialect
is less irregular in terms of verbal inﬂection and secondly a separate and well-documented grammar of
Laz written in English is based only on this dialect.4
Unfortunately, there is no study yet that would provide an analysis of Laz grammar to be treated as
‘standard’ (Haznedar, 2018).
2.1 Verbs
In terms of morphosyntactic alignment, Laz is an
ergative–absolutive language. It marks the subject
of unergative predicates and transitives with agentive/causer subjects with ergative case while the
subject of unaccusative predicates and the direct object of transitive and ditransitive verbs are inﬂected
with nominative case. These patterns are marked
diﬀerently on the verbal complex, depending on
their case markings which also indicate their argument types. The verb encodes person information
both preverbally and postverbally as seen in Table 1
and Table 2 and 3.5 While we can observe verbs
agreeing with agent-like arguments and sole argu3
We exclude the Sapanca dialect as the region in which it
is spoken is further away from the other dialects. Speakers of
the Sapanca dialect are considered to be migrated from Batum,
Georgia to Sapanca, Turkey (Bucaklişi and Kojima, 2003)
4
The main grammar book used for this study is Pazar Laz
written by Öztürk and Pöchtrager (2011) which is based on
courses given by İsmail Bucaklişi in Boğaziçi University and it
is the most recent and only complete study on a dialect of Laz
written in English which would enable us to deﬁne grammatical rules for the morphological analyser. The grammar book
by René Lacroix (2009) was also referred to several times but
since it is mostly based on Arhavi (Arkabi) dialect and written in French, we used it when we needed to look for more
examples for certain structures and speciﬁc details, especially
valency-related vowels on the verbal complex and verb classes.
5
It should be noted that post-verbal person markers encode
tense information as well.
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or a non-core argument8 respectively. All these
operations commonly mark the verb with diﬀerent
valency-related vowel in the same preverbal position. Therefore, under conditions where the verb
is needed to be inﬂected both applicativization and
causativization at the same time,
vowel i/usuppresses
vowel o-. This is important for us
since when we mark the verb with
, the structure should allow
construction as well. We will
discuss such intersecting constructions and how we
deal with them in our lexicon ﬁle in Section 4.1 in
detail. An example of this from Öztürk and Pöchtrager (2011) is given in (4).

ments in both positions at the same time, we can
only observe theme-patient (of mono-transitive and
ditransitive verbs) and dative marked recipient-goal
or applied non-core argument agreement in preverbal position. Additionally, Laz applies a hierarchical selection rule among arguments while marking person in -2 pre-verbal position seen in Table 1.
This can be represented as in (1), where represents the dative-marked arguments in the structure
and represents theme/ patient argument type while
means agent-like argument type.6
(1)

1/2 > 1/2 > 1 > 3= 3= 2/3

The reason why 1/2 arguments comes ﬁrst but not
3 is that 3 is unmarked; therefore, overt / 1
markings ﬁlls the position if they are available in the
structure. Only when we have 2/3 type argument,
the position remains empty. We will also discuss
this topic later in Section 4.1.
(2)

(3)

Bere-k Lazuri d-i-gur-am-s.
childLaz.
- -learn- ‘The child is learning Laz.’
Bere-s
Lazuri dv-a-gur-e-n.
childLaz.
-learn- ‘The child is able to learn Laz.’

(4)

Him Ayşe-s bere
S/he Ayşe.
childu-bgar-ap-ap-u-n
-cry.
- - .3. .
‘S/he has made Ayşe make the baby cry.’

Table 1 shows the pre-verbal complex of Pazar
Laz and Table 2 and 3 show post-verbal complex
which we have based our main FST continuation
classes on.

.3.a.

.3. .

2.2 Substantives
Adjectives, adverbs and nouns together constitute
substantive category in the language since they behave similarly within a sentence depending on the
suﬃxes they carry as well as their position. An adverb can take dative suﬃx -s and an adjective can
be used as a noun by taking case or plural marker.
The diﬀerentiation between these categories are not
very clear.
As mentioned partially above, Laz marks nouns
with case markings such as ergative -k, nominative
(unmarked), dative -s, allative -şe (showing the direction of an event), ablative -şe(n)9 (indicating the
source of an event), genitive -şi and instrumental -te.
Other than these case markings, nouns are marked
plural marking -pe and only some nouns ending with
a take -lepe as plural marker. Since there is no
phonological rule for this alternation, we need to
categorise each noun in our lexicon manually for our
morphological analyser.

The case markings of arguments are apt to
change despite their argument type when the general construction of the predicate changes, which in
turn changes the verbal complex as in present perfect constructions and in expressing ability and involuntary actions.7 They lead to the backgrounding of agent-like arguments; therefore, we can only
observe 3. in post-verbal person marking position unless
marking objects are emphasized.
Emphasizing such arguments allow the verbal complex to bear their marking in post-verbal position, as
in (2) and (3) from Öztürk and Pöchtrager (2011).
As seen in the example, the verb not only takes
a- valency vowel and ability related -e(r)
sufﬁx but also changes the person marking as well.
There are also valency-changing operations such
as applicativization, causativization and reﬂexivization which introduces non-core dative marked arguments, nominative and dative-marked arguments,
and verbal reﬂexivization through a theme argument

2.3 Orthography
Orthographically, we have adopted the Laz alphabet
given below which is an extended version of Turk-

6

Intransitive verbs only has ’sole’ argument which has the
same marking pattern with arguments.
7
These three constructions are called inversion constructions which require certain type of predicates, speciﬁcally
those including agent-like arguments, and ergative case is never
available for these constructions.

8

This additionally assumes the function of applicativization.
Final n only occurs with post-position doni; therefore, we
will mark every noun with both forms.
9
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-4

-3

Aﬃrmative
Spatial preverb
preverb

o-,
ko-,
do-,
menda-

-2
Person marker

-1
0
Valencyrelated Root
vowel

ama-, ce-, cela-,
ç̆eǩo-, ç̆eşǩa-, do-,
dolo-, e-, eǩo-,
*S-A.1: v-,p-, p̆ -, b, (f-)
ela-, eşǩa-, eʒ̆o-,
**P-D.1: meyo-, gama-, go-,
P-D.2: g-, k-, ǩ
gola-, goyo-, ǩoǩo-,
i/u-, i-,
ǩoşǩa-, me-, mela-,
*‘S-A’ = Sole or
a-, omenda-, meşǩa-, meyo-,
agent-like arg
mo-, mola-, moǩo-,
**‘P-D’ =
moşǩa-, moʒ̆o-,
Patient/theme arg or
moyo-, oǩo-, exo-,
Dative marked arg
ǩoʒ̆o-, oxo-, gela-,
ǩoʒ̆a-

-tă x‘break’

Table 1: Pre-verbal complex the numbers in the header refers to the pre-verbal position relative to the verbal
root. The spatial preverb is a preﬁx that indicates the direction or manner of an event. The diﬀerent forms
of person markers are realised based on the laryngeal properties of the following consonant. This will be
later discussed in Section 4.2.

0

Root

-tă x’break’

1

2

3

4

Augment.
stem
formant

Causative
suﬃx for
intransitives

Causative
suﬃx for
transitives

Cusative
suﬃx for
present
perfect
cons.

Imperfect
Thematic
stem
suﬃx
formant

-ap

-am,um,-er,ur

-am

-in

-ap

5

6

-ť

Table 2: Post-verbal complex-1

7
Subjunctive
marker

-a

8
Person
suﬃxes

9
Conditional
marker

S-A.1.PST: -i
S-A.2.PST: -i -ǩo
S-A.3.PST: -u
S-A.1.PRS: ∅

10
Plurality

Auxiliaries

-t; -es, an
(3rd )

-(e)re,
-(e)rťu

Table 3: Post-verbal complex-2
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11

ish alphabet based on Latin letters. Across texts,
they have been encoded with diﬀerent characters
but these forms will be the standard for our study.

3

pronominals were among the hardest tasks for this
study. We needed to separate these word classes
semi-automatically because there were words that
should be put in more than one category such as
in both noun and adjective or adjective and adverb
(determined only by sentential position) or noun and
adverb. Therefore, it could not be possible for us to
include words (except verbs) that belong to other
dialects other than Pazar for this study.

Resources

3.1

Lexicon

The lexicon composed for this study comes from the
Büyük Lazca Sözlük (Didi Lazuri Nenapuna). It is
the most extensive dictionary available for Laz prepared by Hasan Uzunhasanoğlu , İsmail Bucaklişi
and İrfan Çağatay Aleksiva in 2007 in Laz and Turkish.
The verbs were extracted from the dictionary automatically whereas other word classes were extracted semi-automatically. The words are taken as
entries with their dialect labels10 and if available,
dialect-speciﬁc forms as seen in (5).11

3.2 Corpus
We have collected diﬀerent type of written texts
for our Laz corpus. However, diﬀerences in terms
of dialects have forced us to divide texts into their
corresponding dialects for this study since we have
decided on working Pazar Laz ﬁrst the reasons of
which are discussed in Section 2. Unfortunately,
Pazar Laz has almost no written text known in the
literature. The only resource we have is an 800 page
document consisting of 111,365 tokens collected by
İsmail Bucaklişi, a native speaker of Pazar Laz, by
himself which contains daily conversations and stories shared in his immediate circle. It should be
noted that it also contains Turkish words and sentences given as translations throughout the document the eﬀects of which on the results can be seen
in Section 5.2.

(5) doinu [Atn., Viw, dorinu Gyl., Ark., Xop.,
doǩunapa Sap.]
We have prepared verb word lists for each dialect
separately as well as a complete word list for all.
Considering the possibility that dialects may borrow
words from one another, we decided to build a lexicon based on not only the Pazar dialect but all dialects of Laz. This is an important strategy to form
a ‘common source lexicon’ (Beesley and Karttunen,
2003). However, for the sake of simplicity, we have
excluded nominal and verbal compounds from our
lexicon.
The challenging part in preparing the lexicon has
been the stemming process for verbs since the verbs
in the dictionary are in their inﬁnitival form and
some of them also include preverbs. Even though
the preverbs have been easily separated, the inﬁnitive suﬃxes were harder to process. For example,
there are verbs ending with -alu and while some
of these verbs include -al suﬃx in their bare form,
some do not. It means that they are lexically determined.
Even though noun declension was easy to deﬁne, extracting substantives from the dictionary
and carefully separating them into nouns, adverbs,
and adjectives as well as categorizing other syntactic elements like interjections, conjunctions and

4 Methodology
The purpose of this project is to develop a computational model for morphological analysis for Laz
by using the Helsinki Finite-State Toolkit (HFST;
(Linden et al., 2011)) which is popular in this
ﬁeld of research. A ﬁnite-state transducer associates a morphological analysis with the corresponding phonological representation. Xerox lexc and
twolc formalism supported by HFST are used to
create lexicon ﬁles and a two-level grammar ﬁle respectively (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003).
4.1 Lexicon Files
The lexc (Lexicon Compiler) formalism is used
to deﬁne lexicons which contain grammatical labels
and morphotactic rules for the morphemes in the
language (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003).
4.1.1 lexc File for Substantives
The substantive lexc ﬁle has 27 tags for morphemes indicating person, number and case information and 18 continuation classes for morphotactics or word-formation rules together with the

10
The following dialect codes were found in the dictionary:
‘Yul’ (Eastern dialects), ‘Gyl’ (Western dialects), ‘Viw’ (Viʒe),
‘Xop’ (Xopa), ‘Ark’ (Arkabi), ‘Çxl’ (Çxala), ‘Atn’ (Atina/Pazar),
‘Fur’ (Furthunaşi gamayona), ‘Arş’ (Arthaşeni), ‘Sap’ (Sapanci).
11
(5) shows that doinu ‘to give birth’ belongs to Atn. and
Viw. dialects, and it takes the form of dorinu in Gyl., Ark. and
Xop. dialects, and doǩunapa in Sap. dialect.
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a
[a]
m
[m]

b
[b]
n
[n]/[ŋ]

c
[dʒ]
o
[p]

ç
[͡tʃh ]
p
[ph ]

ç̆
[tʃʼ]
p̆
[pʼ]

d
[d]
r
[r]

e
[e]
s
[s]

f
[f]
ş
[ʃ]

g
[g]
t
[th ]

ğ
[ɣ]
t̆
[tʼ]

h
[h]
u
[u]

x
[x]
v
[v]/[w]

i
[i]
y
[j]

j
[ʒ]
z
[z]

k
[kh ]
ž
[dz]

ǩ
[kʼ]
ʒ
[tsh ]

l
[l]
ʒ̆
[͡tsʼ]

Table 4: The 34 letters of the Laz alphabet. The letters ǩ p̆ ť ç̆ ʒ̆ ʒ and ž represent ejective consonants.
structures with 3rd person suﬃxes by disallowing
paths including 1st and 2nd person preﬁxes. This
is done by setting a ﬂag, @ . - .3@ which means
Positive setting of the - (dative–patient) type argument bearing 3rd person information and later in
person suﬃx continuation class we reject/Disallow
those paths with positively setting of 3rd person information by setting @ . - .3@ for the 1st and 2nd
person suﬃxation. Additionally, we can also reject
paths that include combinations of 1st and 2nd person - with 1st and 2nd person (agent) respectively since the language does not allow such constructions. We use the same patterns as above for
these rules.
We have also found ﬂag diacritics useful for
overwriting of valency-related vowels. In such
constructions, we engage in two separate operations/constructions at the same time such as
causativisation and present perfect construction
both of which mark the verb with their speciﬁc
valency-related vowel in the -1 position. However, Laz allows overwriting causative o- to be overwritten by applicative i- while keeping post verbal causative markers -in or -ap. We have managed to form these constructions by also allowing
applicative i- (as well as causative o-) to have ﬂag
@ .
. @ which will let them through paths
deﬁned with @ .
. @ (Require the causative
feature to be present). These paths are naturally
those causative suﬃxes which do not allow structures with related valency vowel otherwise.13
Other ﬂag diacritics include which sets the related feature as Negative. In our study, we use them
for subjunctive suﬃx and its special construction
with thematic suﬃxes. They do not normally occur
together but we can see that they do in constructions
with the imperfective suﬃx in between in (6) from
Öztürk and Pöchtrager (2011).

lexemes. We speciﬁed pronouns as personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, demonstratives, reﬂexives, interrogative pronouns, indeﬁnite pronouns,
quantiﬁers as well as numerals in diﬀerent continuation classes. We have continuation classes for
case and plural markers to show nominal inﬂection.
There are two forms of plural markings and ablative
markings each, whose diﬀerentiation is lexical, not
phonological. Therefore, we have encoded this information in our lexicon by using ﬂag diacratics that
will be explained in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.2 lexc File for Verbs
The lexc ﬁle for Laz verbal complex has 53 tags for
the morphemes encoding preverb, valency-related,
mood, tense, person and number information and
19 continuation classes which correspond to the afﬁxes in the verbal complex as deﬁned in Öztürk and
Pöchtrager (2011) also seen in Table 1, 2 and 3
with three additions — additive position for suﬃx
-ti, — question for -i, — participle for -eri.
We have mostly followed the description in
Öztürk and Pöchtrager (2011) when naming the tags
and classes.
The ﬁnal combined lexc ﬁle also includes interjection, conjunction, negation, post-position and
pre-position lexicons with 5 more tags.
4.1.3 Flag Diacritics
Laz verb complex has required substantial use
of ﬂag diacritics12 to solve problems like dependent person marking, and causativisation or applicativisation processes, which require preverbal
valency-related vowel marking as well as postverbal causative markers at the same time. The hierarchical selection rule for person marking position
preverbally among the arguments of the verb is easily applied using ﬂag diacritics. We have allowed
structures with 3rd person preﬁxes to only occur in

13

Additionally, Laz allows only intransitive bases to take the
-in causative suﬃx, so we have also tried to use ﬂag diacritics to diﬀerentiate between transitive and intransitive bases
by encoding the information onto verb itself. However, since
we have automatically extracted verbs from the dictionary, we
could not label all of them (2240 verb roots) as transitive or intansitive for this study, we ignore this diﬀerentiation and allow
all verb roots to be able to bear both -in and -ap suﬃxes.

12

Flag diacritics are used for feature-setting and featureuniﬁcation operations. They represent long-distance constraints for dependencies within a word (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003). As a member of the same language family, Georgian also shows these kinds of long-distance dependencies in
verbal complex which are eﬀectively treated again with this device in order to build a computational grammar for Georgian
(Meurer, 2009).
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(6)

m-i-ťax-ap-ur-ť-a-s
1-break.
- ‘Let say that I have broken it.’

-

-

phonological alternation for valency-related vowels.
The alternation for valency-related vowels i/u- depends on the preverbal person information, i- for 1st
and 2nd person, and -u for 3rd person.
The preverbs show a great amount of morphophonological alternations in their ﬁnal vowels,
such as a, e and o. When they combine with overt
person preﬁxes (consonants) together with valency
related vowels, ﬁnal o and a become e or o and the
change is not always predictable. They can also turn
into v or can be dropped. Even though they may end
with the same vowel, the alternations can be diﬀerent when followed by the same sound; therefore; we
need to deﬁne diﬀerent archiphonemes for the same
vowel. For example, the ﬁnal o sound in exo- drops
when it attaches to a verbal complex starting with a
sound but not the one in moyo-.

.3. .

If the subjunctive follows imperfective (sets thematic suﬃx information as @ .
. @), the
path allows subjunctive (normally disallows thematic suﬃxes as @ .
. @) to follow thematic
suﬃx after imperfective; therefore, we need to get
rid of @ .
. @ setting by re-setting the same
feature to as @ .
. @ which will allow the
structure to go through the path by taking non-past
person markers that are set as @ . . @ disallowing past tense constructions.
The substantive lexc ﬁle includes only one ﬂag
diacratic case which is to label nouns that take -lepe
plural marker instead of -pe. We label the noun root
with @ .
. @ in order for it to be able to take
the path with @ .
. @ label.

5 Results

4.2 twol File

We have evaluated the morphological analyser by
calculating the naïve coverage and doing error analysis on randomly selected 100 tokens from the corpus.

The twolc (Two-level Compiler) formalism is used
to deﬁne phonological and morphophonological alternations. The twol ﬁle mostly includes person
marking elements diﬀering based on the following consonant’s laryngeal property for verbal inﬂection. We deﬁne rules/environments to account for
morphophonological changes in the structure with
archiphonemes14 as given in Figure 1.
Laz also exhibits a phonological change in noun
stems starting with n sound when preceded by ejective p̆ -, the person preﬁx for 1. . The two consonants are combined and becomes m. We represent
this as ejective p̆ turning to m and dropping the initial n of the stem. Additionally, the ﬁnal i sound
of noun stems becomes e when the stem is inﬂected
with plural marker.

5.1 Coverage
The coverage is measured by calculating the number
of the tokens that receive at least one morphological
analysis by the analyser. It should also be noted that
the tokens may have other analysis that is correct but
not provided by the analyser even though they get at
least one analysis.15 We have collected a corpus for
Pazar Laz which consists of 111,365 tokens mentioned before in Section 3.2. The ﬁnal morphological analyser has 64.9% coverage over this corpus.

"Assimilation of person prefix to p-"
{V}:p <=> _ >: Voiceless: ;
"Assimilation of person prefix to b-"
{V}:ṕ <=> _ >: Ejectives: ;

Corpus

Tokens

Coverage

Pazar Laz

111,365

64.9%

Table 5: Naïve coverage of the analyser
5.2 Error Analysis

Figure 1: Two two-level phonological rules for assimilation. The underspeciﬁed preﬁx archiphoneme
{V} is restricted to surface either as p before voiceless consonants or ṕ before ejective consonants.

We have looked at the tokens that are not covered by
the morphological analyser. Randomly selected 100
tokens has been examined and separated according
to their error type seen in Table 7. It should also be

We also observe a morphologically-conditioned

15
Unfortunately since there is no annotated corpus which can
be used as the ‘gold standard’, we were unable to calculate precision and recall that could show the average accuracy of the
analysis provided by the transducer.

14

An archiphoneme is used as a placeholder to be later
replaced with the appropriate sound determined by morphophonological rules written in twol ﬁle. They are given inside curly brackets.
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Category
Noun
Verb
Adjective
Adverb
Pronoun
Numeral
Interjection
Postposition
Conjunction
Preposition
Negation
Total

Number of Stems

Error Type

9417
2240
745
215
92
46
31
29
8
3
4
12,830

Frequency

Percentage

41
35

37.9%
32.4%

13

12.0%

7
7

6.4%
6.4%

5

4.6%

Missing lexeme
Turkish word
Missing or erroneous
morphotactic rule
Typing errors
Loanwords
Missing or erroneous
Phonological rule
Total

108

Table 7: Error analysis for randomly selected 100
tokens

Table 6: Number of lexicon entries by part of
speech / lexical category.
future studies. This requires both deﬁning morphotactics for other dialects and carefully separating
and including lexemes from the dictionary. It is also
equally important to prepare a gold standard corpus for Laz to be able to evaluate the accuracy of
the analyser. Additionally, investigating borrowed
words from speciﬁcally Turkish and how they are
adapted and used in Laz will also improve the results. Derivational morphology is also nontrivial to
look into to expand the lexicon.

noted that some of them may go into more than one
category.
The highest percentage of unrecognized tokens
belongs to the category of ‘Missing lexeme’. This
is partly because of the fact that our lexicon for
substantives was not large enough to account for
the phonological and lexical diﬀerences for stems
in diﬀerent dialects. For example, açkvaneri ‘next
time’ appearing in our corpus belongs to Xopa dialect but not to Pazar dialect according the the dictionary. It also includes lexemes which do not appear in the dictionary and consequently not in our
lexicon as well as those which are simply missed out
during the automatic extraction of words from the
dictionary.
We still have certain morphotactic rules to work
on to be able to cover inﬂectional morphology of
Laz such as verb inﬂection for adverbial clauses such
as the -şa suﬃx meaning ‘while’ (related to the allative suﬃx normally attached to nouns).

6

7 Concluding Remarks
We have presented the ﬁrst ever morphological
analyser for Laz, a language in the Caucasian language family spoken in Turkey. The analyser currently covers the Pazar dialect.
This study will hopefully lead to further studies
for language documentation and revitalization efforts for Laz in a larger context.
All the up-to-date project ﬁles have been uploaded on Github16 and licensed under the CreativeCommons BY-NC-SA 3.0.
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We would like to express our sincere gratitude to İsmail Bucaklişi for his enormous contribution to the
project as our native speaker informant as well as his
help in ﬁnding language resources.

Since we still have problems with verb stemming
and separating substantives into nouns, adjectives
and adverbs as well as determining other word
classes and their inﬂectional morphology, our current lexicon can be manually checked and extended
accordingly. We deﬁnitely need to improve the coverage of the morphological analyser not only for
Pazar Laz but also for other dialects of Laz for the

16

https://github.iu.edu/esraonal/
laz-morphological-analyser-fst
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Abstract

Lenci, 2010) such as pre-trained word embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014; Grave et al., 2018) encode
words as fixed sized real-valued vectors. Embeddings may address the issues of data sparseness and
lack of extensive context, by providing a semantic
representation model that is not as sensitive to literal word occurrence in the data, thus providing semantic information coverage of out-of-vocabulary
words (Bojanowski et al., 2017). This is because
embeddings may allow for any given word to be
mapped to a real-valued vector (e.g. by using character n-grams), even if it hasn’t been observed during training. Additionally, embeddings implicitly
capture semantic, syntactic and lexical properties,
thereby representing implicit relationships. In this
way, embeddings provide a rich representation that
is otherwise difficult to attain. In a short text scenario, despite early findings that a small corpus
size may not be sufficient for representing the relationships between words and documents (Song
et al., 2014), availability of pre-trained embeddings
makes this issue less of a concern. Despite these
advantages and growing popularity, embeddings
trained on general language data usually do not
perform well in (i) specialised domains (Liu et al.,
2018; Kameswara Sarma, 2018) and in (ii) languages with richer morphological variation than
English (Zervanou et al., 2014). In this work, we
attempt to address these issues while exploiting
the advantages of pre-trained word embeddings in
a text classification task for very short, domain specific texts in a morphologically rich language, i.e.,
invoices in Dutch.
Our aim is to classify short invoice descriptions,
in such a way that each class reflects a different group of products or services, as illustrated
in the examples in Table 1. When considering
such texts, the augmented information offered by
embeddings is crucial, because such texts abound
in ellipsis, grammatical errors, misspellings, and

Very short texts, such as tweets and invoices, present challenges in classification.
Although term occurrences are strong indicators of content, in very short texts, the
sparsity of these texts makes it difficult to
capture important semantic relationships.
A solution calls for a method that not only
considers term occurrence, but also handles sparseness well. In this work, we introduce such an approach, the Term Based
Semantic Clusters (TBSeC) that employs
terms to create distinctive semantic concept clusters. These clusters are ranked
using a semantic similarity function which
in turn defines a semantic feature space
that can be used for text classification. Our
method is evaluated in an invoice classification task. Compared to well-known content representation methods the proposed
method performs competitively.

1

Introduction

Bag-of-words approaches (Harris, 1954) to text
classification rely on measures of term occurrence,
or co-occurrence, such as tf ·idf (Salton and Buckley, 1988), log-likelihood (Dunning, 1993), and
mutual information (Church and Hanks, 1990).
Such methods, despite their enduring popularity,
are well known for their shortcomings in dealing with numerous natural language issues, such
as morphological, semantic, and other types of
variation and ambiguity (Augenstein et al., 2017).
These issues become more critical in very short
texts, such as microblogs, chat logs, reviews and
invoices, because of the lack of data and context
that could provide more reliable measures and a
source for semantic disambiguation.
Distributional semantic models (Baroni and
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Class
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tions and suggestions for further work.

2

Automation hardware

Related work

Text or document classification is defined as the assignment of text sections or entire documents to a
predefined set of categories (Feldman and Sanger,
2007). For this purpose, algorithms process various types of text representations which are used as
features for describing content. To our knowledge,
invoice text classification has not been investigated
previously1. Work related to text classification of
short texts has been applied for microblogs (Singh
et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016; Missier et al., 2016),
email subject classification (Alsmadi and Alhami,
2015) and spam detection (Bahgat et al., 2016).
Initial approaches to document content representation used counts of term frequency and inverse document frequency, tf · idf (Salton and
Buckley, 1988), whereby frequently occurring
terms are assumed to represent document content
and inverse document term frequency scores select the most distinctive terms for a given document within a collection. Various subsequent
approaches use variants of term occurrence measures with probabilities, such as χ2-test, log
likelihood (Dunning, 1993) and mutual information (Church and Hanks, 1990), or attempt to combine statistical measures with various types of linguistic and stop-word filters, so as to refine the
keyword results. Considerations regarding term
ambiguity and variation also led to rule-based approaches (Jacquemin, 2001) and resource-based
approaches exploiting existing thesauri and lexica,
such as UMLS (Hliaoutakis et al., 2009), or WordNet (Aggarwal et al., 2018). Knowledge poor statistical approaches, such as Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990) and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (Blei et al., 2003) attempt to detect document content in an unsupervised manner while
reducing the dimensionality of the feature space of
other bag-of-word approaches, but are also sensitive to sparse data and variation in short texts.
The advent of large semantic resources in the
form of pre-trained word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014; Grave et al., 2018) gave rise to
a new line of approaches employing word embeddings for document content representation, such as
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), GloVe (Pennington et al.,

Table 1: Example documents and classes
semantic variation. The inherent advantage of embeddings in dealing with out-of-vocabulary words
presents, at the same time, the disadvantage of
providing a text representation that does not focus on the importance of individual terms for the
classification. Conversely, measures of term occurrence focus heavily on individual term importance but are very sensitive to variation. In very
short text and domain-specific applications, where
occurring terms are both strong indicators of the
respective text class, as well as abound in variation, the preferred solution would combine embeddings to extracted terms. For example, for invoices, each occurring term in an invoice description is highly informative of the respective invoice
text class. Hence a method is required that not
only focuses on such terms, but also leverages the
flexibility of embeddings. Our proposed method
Term Based Semantic Clusters (TBSeC) attempts
to provide such a solution. The contribution of
this paper lies in (i) combining the advantages of
word embeddings with conventional term extraction techniques (ii) apply our method in an application domain not previously investigated, namely
invoice text, which is characterised by specialised
terminology and very short, elliptical and/or ungrammatical text, in a language that is morphologically richer than English and therefore posing an
additional challenge in statistical approaches.
TBSeC proposes a two-stage methodology. In
the first stage we use class-specific textual information to build semantic concept clusters. Concept
clusters are vector representations of strongly related terms that are distinctive for a certain class.
In the second stage, we compute cluster similarity
scores on generated concept clusters for a given
description. This serves as a ranking function that
can be used in both unsupervised and supervised
learning tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses related work; section
3 elaborates on the TBSeC method; section 4 outlines the experimental setup and section 5 discusses
the results. We conclude with our main observa-

1An approach reported by Bartoli et al. (2010) focuses on
image features of scanned invoices rather than the invoice text.
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3.1

2014), and ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). Within this
line of approaches, methods have also been developed using word embeddings specifically for document classification, such as task-oriented word embeddings (Liu et al., 2018) and word-sense based
embeddings (Jin et al., 2016). Embedding models
encoding words in documents or document sections have also been developed, such as Doc2vec
(Le and Mikolov, 2014), Infersent (Conneau et al.,
2017), Skip-thought (Kiros et al., 2015) and FastSent (Hill et al., 2016). Such type of embeddings
can be employed to calculate the semantic similarity between texts, but the risk is that intricate wordspecific semantic relationships are lost. Methods originating from text similarity research using
word rather than document embeddings, such as
Kusner et al. (2015); Kenter and De Rijke (2015);
De Boom et al. (2016) attempt to address this issue.
Embeddings have been also used for keyphrase extraction via supervised (Mahata et al., 2018) and
unsupervised (Bennani-Smires et al., 2018) approaches.

Concept clustering starts by extracting distinctive
terms, particular to a class2. Distinctive terms
are extracted based on normalized term frequency.
For a given class, word embeddings belonging to
found terms are used to form numerous clusters.
Hence, for each class multiple clusters are created
and each cluster can be seen as a group of terms
that are closely related. Each cluster is transformed
into a concept cluster vector by taking the respective word embeddings of terms and computing the
mean over each dimension. This process is illustrated in Figure 1, with actual examples included
and word embeddings indicated as vectors with
dots.
Specifically, the method works as shown in Algorithm 1 for n distinct classes, k most frequent
terms to be incorporated as cluster and normalized
term frequency (i.e., Bag-of-words, Bij ) threshold
t. A more detailed description is given underneath
the algorithm. Algorithm line numbers refer to
steps as denoted in Figure 1.
Terms that provide a clear distinctive value to
a class are retrieved using term frequency and
L1 normalization over rows and columns. Terms
not appearing in the vocabulary of the embedding
model, or having a score below the normalized
threshold t are filtered out. Word embeddings for
these selected terms are employed to create concept
clusters for each class using the DBSCAN clustering model (Ester et al., 1996). Terms can either
be included in a multi-term cluster through DBSCAN clustering or can be added as a single-term
cluster when occurring frequently enough based
on k. Ultimately, for each class i, concept clusters
are created as a single vector equal to the averaged
embedding of included terms.

Finally, the problem of variation and data sparsity with very short texts has been addressed in
the past with query expansion approaches (Vechtomova, 2009). For text similarity purposes query
expansion techniques have been used for document
term augmentation, exploiting relevant search results and a matrix representation (Sahami and Heilman, 2006; Abhishek and Hosanagar, 2007) or a
combination of search results page count difference and lexico-syntactic patterns derived from
text snippets (Bollegala et al., 2007).

3

Concept clustering

The TBSeC methodology

3.2

Semantic cluster similarity

We adapt the similarity measure by Kenter and
De Rijke (2015), which is based on the BM25
framework (Robertson et al., 2009), to propose our
semantic cluster similarity measure. We combine
idf scoring with word by word cosine similarity to
calculate a weighted similarity score.
The Kenter and De Rijke (2015) function for
calculating semantic text similarity between two
sentences sl and ss is as defined as follows:

Our proposed method, TBSeC, consists of two
stages: In the first stage we use class-specific textual information to build semantic concept clusters. Concept clusters are vector representations of
strongly related terms that are distinctive for a certain class. In the second stage, we compute cluster
similarity scores on generated concept clusters for
a given description, thereby forming a semantic
feature space. This serves as a ranking function
that can be used in both unsupervised and supervised learning tasks.

2In the case of invoice classification, each class refers to a
specific expense type.
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Figure 1: Concept clustering process diagram. Upper panel: Preparing normalized bag of words using
descriptions by class. Lower panel: Employing found values to create concept clusters for a given class

fsts (sl , ss ) =
X
IDF (w) ·
w∈sl

used because of the predefined vocabulary. Second, we argue that the limited amount of terms
appearing in a description justifies the exclusion of
term-specific weighting. Each term in the description holds an important piece of information and
differentiating is not essential. Third, terms that
don’t hold considerable semantic importance are
not likely to steer the score towards an incorrect
class. Each concept cluster is created to serve as a
distinctive concept, thus making it unrealistic that
unimportant terms will relate to it well. Fourth,
terms in descriptions are subject to frequent misspellings and personal abbreviations, making idf
scores inherently unreliable in this setting.
Based on the changes to Equation 1 discussed
above, our function for calculating semantic cluster
similarity fscs between text s and concept cluster
c is defined as follows:

(1)
sem(w, ss ) · (k1 + 1)

sem(w, ss ) + k1 · (1 − b + b ·

|ss |
)
avgsl

Parameters k1 and b are inherited from the BM25
framework and serve as smoothing parameters. Parameter k1 influences what semantic text similarity
value is approached asymptotically, thereby limiting the influence that semantic term similarity can
have. Parameter b provides a degree of importance
|ss |
to sentence length ratio avgsl
, comparing sentence
length to the average sentence length avgsl of sentences being ranked. The function sem returns the
semantic term similarity of term w with respect to
text s, as follows:
sem(w, s) = max
fsem (w, w0 )
0
w ∈s

(2)

fscs (s, c) =

where fsem is a vector similarity function that is
typically computed as cosine similarity.
In TBSeC, the Kenter and De Rijke (2015) function is adapted to compare each sentence to all
composed concept clusters. In our implementation, parameter b is redundant, because each concept cluster is represented as a single embedding
and the measure is computed by a single cosine
similarity score. Moreover, we normalize our similarity score with the number of terms appearing
in the sentence to allow for use in a supervised
learning task. Finally, we remove term-specific
weighting, for four reasons: First, idf scoring imposes a hefty constraint on the terms that can be

1 X (sem(w, c) · t(w)) · (k1 + 1)
·
|s| w∈s (sem(w, c) · t(w)) + k1

(3)

where t(w) is the term frequency of term w in the
text. The score is normalized by the number of
terms |s| in text s. In addition to smoothing parameter k1 , two other hyper parameters semth and
semsq are added to influence scoring. These hyper
parameters affect the result of sem as follows.


fsem (w, c)



sem(w, c) = fsem (w, c)2





0
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if fsem (w, c) ≥ semth
and semsq = false
if fsem (w, c) ≥ semth
and semsq = true
if fsem (w, c) < semth

(4)

The semantic threshold semth serves as a way
to add a semantic similarity bound above which
it will be presumed to hold importance. Parameter semth achieves that when fsem (w, c) is under the set threshold value, that sem(w, c) equals
0. Squaring fsem (w, c) through semsq increases
term importance of terms that are a near match and
lowers importance of terms that match to a lesser
extend. Squaring fsem (w, c) therefore promotes
the divergence of semantic similarity scores.
Semantic cluster similarity fscs produces features for use in supervised learning applications,
but the initial performance of TBSeC is measured
without a predictive model. For this reason, a similarity score for each class is required in order to
rank the classes. This is calculated as scs for each
class i, by extracting the maximum score over all
concept clusters c ∈ Ci (see Ci in Algorithm 1):

Algorithm 1 Concept Clustering

Parameters:
k - No. of most frequent terms to be incorporated as cluster
t - Normalized bag of words threshold
Input:
Di , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} - Merged descriptions for each class
Output:
Ci , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} - Concept clusters for each class
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Bij ← Calculate bag of words using Di ,
with found vocabulary set V ,
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . |V |}
Ci ← Instantiate empty concept cluster array,
with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
Bi∗ ← L1 normalize Bi∗
. Normalize by class
end for
for j ∈ {1, . . . |V |} do
B∗j ← L1 normalize B∗j
. Normalize by term
end for
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
. For each class
Retrieve terms in vocabulary with a score > t
and occur more than once
terms ← Array of found terms that appear in
word embedding vocabulary
emb ← Respective word embeddings of terms
Ci ← Create Clusters(emb, k, terms)
end for
return C

scs(s, Ci ) = max fscs (s, c)
c∈Ci

4

(5)

Experimental setup

This section covers data description, data processing and the experimental set-up for our method.
4.1

Data

Our invoice data originate from an auditing company. In the data, as illustrated in the examples
in Table 1, each class refers to a particular type of
expenses. Available data is accessed from a data
directory, where each file is specific to a client.
For our purposes, only the invoice description and
class assignment are relevant. The volume of the
entire data directory amounts to approximately 1.5
million instances. There is a total of 111 unique
classes to which assignments are made. The five
classes that are least represented have 24, 106, 178,
418 and 452 entries respectively. Invoice descriptions on average contain 2.80 terms, with a standard
deviation of 1.55.

function Create Clusters(emb, k, terms)
Instantiate DBSCAN clustering model with
eps, min_samples and
metric = cosine similarity
Fit emb on DBSCAN model
clusters ← formed clusters as collections of
word embeddings
for term in k most frequent terms do
if term not used in clusters then
e ← word embedding of term
cluster.append([e])
end if
end for
conceptsc ← empty concept cluster array
with c ∈ {1, . . . , |clusters|}
for c ∈ {1, . . . , |clusters|} do
conceptsc ← coordinate mean over each
dimension
end for
return concepts
end function

4.2

Word embeddings

Pre-trained Dutch FastText word embeddings3 are
used for sentence embedding construction and
for use in semantic similarity computations (Bojanowski et al., 2017). The FastText embedding
model was trained on Dutch Wikipedia.
3https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText/blob/master/docs/pretrained-vectors.
md
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4.3

Parameter
k1
semsq
semth

Data processing

Descriptions are processed using a procedure similar to the one used in training the FastText model.
Special characters are replaced with a whitespace,
stopwords in both the English and Dutch language
are dropped, digits are removed and finally terms
are retrieved by splitting on any sequence of unicode whitespace characters. When creating validation sets special care is taken to remove duplicates
and to include data from all individual clients and
all classes in a randomized manner. As a result,
largely balanced validation sets are formed with
data from various sources.
4.4

Table 2: fscs parameter settings
incorporated as cluster.
Validation is performed on a dataset with approximately 5,000 entries. Performance differences for fscs are evaluated using three performance measures: (1) accuracy, (2) ranking loss
and (3) standardized score. Accuracy is calculated by picking the class with the highest semantic
similarity score as predicted class and finding the
percentage of correctly classified instances. Ranking loss is calculated by obtaining the rank of the
true class. The standardized score is calculated by
standardizing all scores for a given instance and
retrieving the score of the true class. By standardizing it can be observed how the score for the true
class is positioned against all other scores. Ultimately, the objective is to maximize the accuracy
and standardized score and to minimize ranking
loss. Afterwards, we investigate the influence of
parameter k for concept cluster construction on the
basis of accuracy and dimension size. Accuracy is
calculated as an unsupervised score as well as a 5fold cross validated supervised score. Both scoring
methods use best values for k1 , semth and semsq
which are found in the previous step. Results are
compared to determine an appropriate value for parameter k for use of features in a predictive model.

Learning algorithm

During supervised learning a Support Vector Machine4 is used with regularization parameter C =
0.1 and a linear kernel. This classifier performed
best when compared to other feasible classifiers
(e.g. random forest), given a local working memory bounded set-up, and allows for the use of sparse
matrices. Regularization parameter C regulates
the importance of focusing on correctly classifying
training samples in favor of realizing a hyperplane
with a large minimum margin. A high C can lead
to overfitting, a low C can lead to the inability to
learn meaningful decision boundaries. We set C to
0.1 since it appears to offer a good balance on the
basis of the main validation set in terms of limited
running time and general performance.
4.5

Distinct values
[1.2, 1.6, 2.0]
[true, false]
[0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4]

Parameter tuning

Prior to including our framework in a supervised
learning task, we optimize the parameters (see section 5.1 for results). We construct an initial set of
concept clusters using preset values k = 5 and
t = 0.8. Parameters are set such that the model
offers a well-performing baseline with low chances
of overfitting. Initial concept clusters are used to
tune semantic cluster similarity parameters. This
order of parameter tuning is chosen, because it is
relatively straightforward to pick sensible values
for k and t, as opposed to fscs hyperparameters.
Table 2 lists the attempted combinations of parameter settings for fscs .
After parameter tuning for semantic cluster similarity, employed concept clusters are reconsidered.
Values in the range from 5 to 50 with a step size
of 5 are attempted for the k most frequent terms

4.6

Invoice classification

We use the proposed semantic cluster similarity
matching method, to measure performance in a
classification task. We compare the performance
to existing methods and we test whether combining
methods leads to an increase in performance.
The parameters for generation of semantic cluster similarity scores are set in accordance with values obtained during parameter tuning.
For validation, a dataset containing approximately 20,000 entries is used. The data is used to
perform 5-fold cross validation to determine overall performance. For all tests, we chose to use accuracy as performance quality measurement. Only
one out of 111 classes shows significant imbalance,
which for testing overall method performance is
deemed negligible. Consequently, no balancing is
performed and no alternative quality measure, such

4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
generated/sklearn.svm.LinearSVC.html
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Method
tf · idf
tf
LSA
LDA
FastText
P-mean

Parameters
# components: 100
# topics: 200
P-values: {−∞, 1, 2, 3, ∞}

Dimension size
117,766
117,766
100
200
300
1500

Table 3: Benchmark methods
k1
2.0
2.0
1.6
1.6
2.0
1.6

semsq
true
true
true
true
true
true

semth
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.2

acc
21.46
21.46
21.26
21.24
21.24
21.26

loss
28.08
28.09
28.12
28.13
28.35
28.40

std score
1.5773
1.5759
1.5412
1.5397
1.5127
1.4739

Table 4: Best fscs configurations

Figure 2: Concept clustering parameter tuning

as macro-averaged recall or F1-score is used.
Our benchmarks consist of other state-of-theart content feature generation methods: term frequency (tf ), tf · idf , Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA, Deerwester et al. (1990)), Latent Dirichtlet
Allocation (LDA, Blei et al. (2003)), concatenated
power mean word embeddings (P-mean, Rücklé
et al. (2018)), and FastText sentence embeddings
(Bojanowski et al., 2017). All benchmark methods, parameter settings and dimension sizes are
shown in Table 3.
Feature transformation models (tf, tf ·idf, LSA,
LDA) are trained on the entire training directory. Additionally, when using such transformation
models, words are stemmed to reduce inflectional
word forms to their word stem.

5

measures tend to score parameter settings similarly.
The configuration with k1 = 2.0, semsq = true
and semth = 0.0 across quality measures is the
best performing.
5.1.2

Next, we study the influence of parameter k on
concept cluster construction. For each setting, we
present the accuracy scores and dimension sizes in
Figure 2.
With increasing k, more concept clusters of unused single terms are added. As a result, the dimension size steadily increases. We can see that
accuracy also shows an increasing trend with the
value of k. When more unused single terms are
added, we run the risk of overfitting. The ratio of
single terms to broader concept clusters increases
with k, thereby relatively shifting the focus from
broader concepts to frequently occurring distinctive individual terms. This behaviour is also reflected in the graph, in the relative performance
difference between unsupervised and supervised
scoring. Although supervised accuracy is undoubtedly higher with lower number of concept
clusters, both accuracy scores converge with increasing k. By adding unused single terms, the
unsupervised ranking method is able to capture
an increasing number of edge cases, leading to a
convergence in performance. This behaviour is an
indication of overfitting.
After carefully considering the points above, we
proceed with value k = 20. This choice appears
to offer a good compromise between generalizing
ability and direct performance gains. The primary

Results

This section discusses our results from parameter
tuning and the subsequent supervised classification
task.
5.1

Concept clustering

Parameter tuning

5.1.1 Semantic cluster similarity
Parameter combinations have been attempted and
results have been retrieved for the used dataset. For
each quality measure, the 3 best scores have been
retrieved, returning all instances that conform to
that score. The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 tells us that squaring the semantic similarity score works well. High accuracy scores are
retrieved, accounting for the fact that evaluations
are made based on maximum similarity scoring
instead of a predictive model. As we are able
to retrieve six configurations, we note that quality
884

Methods
Benchmark
tf · idf
tf
LSA
LDA
TBSeC
FastText
P-mean
Feature combinations
tf & TBSeC
tf & FastText
tf & TBSeC
& FastText

test acc

test sd

train acc

train sd

43.93
44.85
7.89
11.78
36.03
32.62
39.78

0.89
0.67
0.35
0.37
0.60
0.79
0.63

82.79
84.84
9.16
14.15
46.96
41.26
90.33

0.07
0.12
0.20
0.15
0.26
0.24
0.1

47.83
47.07
47.86

0.54
0.48
0.42

86.17
85.81
86.38

0.13
0.14
0.10

techniques leads to surprising results. P-mean performs well as sole feature, but doesn’t yield better
results when combined with other techniques. In
contrast, FastText does pair well with other techniques and improves performance levels. Moreover, when TBSeC is used performance is even better. Term frequency in combination with both TBSeC and FastText does also improve performance,
although slightly. TBSeC and FastText are more
likely to be complementary as soon as TBSeC encompasses lower number of concept clusters, but
this doesn’t guarantee better overall performance.
In the current configuration it manages to perform
better, but the difference is not major. The tendency
to overfit for tf · idf , term frequency and P-mean
is a likely cause for some of the other unsuccessful
feature combinations.

Table 5: Invoice classification results
goal of TBSeC is relating input to broader concepts, which is why a relatively moderate value for
k is preferred.
5.2

6

Invoice classification

Conclusion

A new feature generation framework TBSeC was
presented that is suited to the prediction of well
defined classes on the basis of very short texts
(2.8 words on average). Generated features were
proven to be able to function well independently
and jointly with traditional feature generation techniques. Performance and reliability was improved
by pairing multiple disjoint feature generation techniques, including TBSeC. A combination of highly
specific features with more flexible ones was found
to lead to the best results. Combinations of features were found to reach a bound in effectiveness,
highlighting that methods ultimately start impeding each other. Businesses can use our method to
derive actionable insights from online user generated content such as firm-specific tweets, online reviews and customer chats logs. Future work could
test TBSeC on larger texts, since it offers more
room to differentiate from sentence embeddings.

In this section, we discuss the results of our method
against state-of-the art benchmark methods in a supervised invoice classification task. The results,
consisting of cross validated accuracy scores with
standard deviation (sd), are shown in Table 5 under
header ‘Benchmark’. The fact that term frequency
has comparable performance to tf · idf reinforces
the notion that all terms within an invoice description are important to take into account and that
term-specific weighting has limited value. Moreover, techniques that are concerned with dimensionality reduction (LSA, LDA) perform worse,
arguably because they truncate a large amount of
information, most of which should have been retained. Sentence embeddings and our method TBSeC perform relatively well, with accuracy scores
nearing performance levels of tf · idf and term
frequency. Furthermore, a large feature space
(1500D) that is achieved with P-mean embeddings
appears to have a positive influence on the amount
of information that is contained. It is also found
that methods tf · idf , term frequency and P-mean
have a tendency to overfit on the data, having crossvalidation training accuracy scores of over 80%. In
comparison, TBSeC and FastText have training accuracy scores closer to test accuracy scores.
Combinations of techniques are attempted next
to improve performance. The feature combinations
are formed by concatenating the feature spaces
of each method. The most successful combinations are highlighted in Table 5 under header ‘Feature combinations’. Combining feature generation
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Abstract
The detection of quotations (i.e., reported
speech, thought, and writing) has established
itself as an NLP analysis task. However,
state-of-the-art models have been developed
on the basis of specific corpora and incorporate a high degree of corpus-specific assumptions and knowledge, which leads to fragmentation. In the spirit of task-agnostic modeling,
we present a corpus-agnostic neural model for
quotation detection and evaluate it on three
corpora that vary in language, text genre, and
structural assumptions. The model (a) approaches the state-of-the-art on the corpora
when using established feature sets and (b)
shows reasonable performance even when using solely word forms, which makes it applicable for non-standard (i.e., historical) corpora.

1

use mostly sequence classifiers (Pareti et al., 2013;
Almeida et al., 2014; Scheible et al., 2016).
Not surprisingly, these corpora differ substantially across a number of relevant dimensions. including text genre, annotation scheme, and theoretical assumptions. For example, Pareti et al.
(2013) focus exclusively on newspaper text and
focus on developing a uniform annotation schema
that captures the shared properties of all kinds of
annotations. Thus, even though this corpus contains direct, indirect, and mixed quotations, these
not marked as instances of their specific subtypes.
In addition, each quote is assumed to be introduced
by a cue (markables are shown surrounded by red
square brackets):
(1)

Introduction

Quotation is a general notion that covers different
kinds of direct and indirect speech, thought, and
writing in text (Semino and Short, 2004). Quotations are a prominent linguistic device used to
express claims, assessments, or attitudes attributed
to speakers. Consequently, the analysis of quotations is gaining traction in computational linguistics and digital humanities, providing evidence for
speaker relationships (Elson et al., 2010; Agarwal
et al., 2012), inter-speaker sentiment (Nalisnick and
Baird, 2013), politeness (Faruqui and Pado, 2012),
and narrative structure (Jannidis et al., 2018).
As is often the case with semantic phenomena,
manual annotation of quotations has shown to be
slow and resource-intensive, in particular when
undertaken in conjunction with the annotation of
speakers and information quality (Brunner, 2013;
Pareti, 2015). This provides the rationale for automatic quotation recognition methods. After a
first round of rule-based methods (Pouliquen et al.,
2007; Brunner, 2013), recent supervised models

Hillary
Clinton
on
Saturday
[acknowledged]CUE [the state of the
economy is good]QUOTE .

This assumption is generally true for newspaper
text, and simplifies the task of quotation detection.
The situation is rather different in the literary
texts considered by Semino and Short (2004). Cues
are much more varied, and are sometimes omitted
entirely, such as in this exchange from Dickens’
Christmas Carol:
(2)

[”Much!”]QUOTE – Marley’s voice, no doubt
about it.
[”Who are you?”]QUOTE
[”Ask me who I was.”]QUOTE

The study follows a generally more differentiating
approach. It develop and annotate a rich typology
of different subtypes of quotations to distinguish,
e.g., direct from indirect quotations, and speech
from thoughts from writing.
Not surprisingly, therefore, all models for quotation detection were developed for one specific
corpus. This leads to two problems:
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1. The models inherit the corpora’s structural
and theoretical assumptions, such as the presence of a cue assumed by models for the Pareti
et al. (2013) corpus.
2. The models typically include domain-specific
features and knowledge sources that happened
to be available from the corpus, such as lists
of likely cue verbs or syntactic realizations of
quotations.
This corpus dependence amounts to conceptual
overfitting: while it leads to better fit for the original corpus, models are not transferable to new
domains and analysis schemes. In other words, it
leads to serious fragmentation.
In this paper, we develop and evaluate a corpusagnostic neural model architecture for automatic
quotation recognition that makes as few assumptions as possible about the corpus to be modelled
but is still expressive enough to deal with the challenge of recognizing quotation spans of essentially
arbitrary length (Scheible et al., 2016). In this respect, we see our study as a step towards transfer
learning (Pan and Yang, 2009) and task-agnostic
learning (Hashimoto et al., 2017). We find that our
model can perform reasonably well across corpora
differing in genre, language, and structure.

2

Related Work: Datasets and Models

We now review the state of the art in automatic
quotation annotation, describing the three major
quotation corpora for English and German and the
corresponding models. We exclude corpora that
focus on one specific quotation subtype such as the
Columbia Speech Attribution corpus (Elson and
McKeown, 2010) which only covers direct speech.
2.1 PARC Dataset
Dataset. The Penn Attribution Relation Corpus
(Pareti, 2015), version 3 (PARC 3) is a subset of the
Penn Treebank, annotated with quotations and attribution relations. It consists of English newswire
text from the Wall Street Journal. Each attribution relation consists of a cue, optionally a source
(speaker), and content (quotation span), all marked
as text spans. As part of the Penn Treebank, PARC 3
provides manually annotated tokenization, POS
tags, lemmas, and constituency parses.
Quotation spans are not labeled with more specific types, but PARC 3 distinguishes informally

(based on the surface form) between direct quotations (starting and ending with quotation marks),
indirect quotations (without any quotation marks),
and mixed quotations (everything else).
Pareti model. Pareti (2015), an extension of
Pareti et al. (2013), presents a pipeline architecture
for quotation annotation. It first applies a k-NN
classifier to identify quotation cues within the corpus. Then, a linear-chain conditional random field
(CRF) is used to identify quotation spans in the
vicinity of each cue. The Pareti model builds on
corpus-specific knowledge, including lists of cue
verbs, and handcrafted features sensitive to punctuation conventions in English newswire text.
Scheible model. Scheible et al. (2016) retain the
pipeline architecture of Pareti (2015) and its feature
set, but replace the components. Cue annotation is
performed with an averaged perceptron. More importantly, they replace quotation annotation proper
with a sampling-based procedure: a perceptron
samples tokens as likely span boundaries, which
are then combined into complete quotation spans,
using a semi-Markov model.
2.2

STOP Dataset

Semino and Short (2004) presents a corpus-based
ontology of quotations in English text. It introduces two dimensions: (a), speech vs. thought
vs. writing; and (b), direct vs. indirect vs. free
indirect vs. reported, yielding a Cartesian product
of twelve quotation subclasses. These are used to
annotate the Speech, Thought, and Writing Presentation corpus (STOP). It comprises 120 sections,
split evenly across three genres (fiction, newspaper,
and biographies), of about 2,000 words each (Total size: 250,000 tokens; 8,000 quotations). The
corpus has no linguistic annotation: the only features available are words’ surface forms. To our
knowledge, there are no models for this dataset.
2.3 Redewiedergabe Dataset
Dataset The Redewiedergabe (’reported speech’)
corpus (RWG) (Brunner, 2013) is a corpus of German narrative text, comprising thirteen publicdomain German narratives (1787–1913). The quotation annotations in RWG adopt the scheme by
Semino and Short (2004) and distinguish direct, indirect, free indirect, and reported variants of speech,
thought, and writing. The total size of the corpus
is 57.000 tokens, and 17.000 quotation spans.
Unlike STOP, RWG contains some linguistic information, namely POS tags, lemmas, and mor-
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Figure 1: The NQD architecture. Tokens are represented as a bag of feature embeddings, and each token sequence
is processed by a 2-layer bi-LSTM network, before a max-entropy classifier labels each token.

phological features (case, number, gender). This
information is obtained automatically, though.
Models. Brunner (2013) proposes two models
for quotation annotation on RWG. Both models
work at the sentence level and predict only the
presence of absence of quotations, not their spans
(even though this information is annotated). The
first model is rule-based (Brunner RB). It uses a
set of handcrafted rules to identify direct, indirect,
reported, and free indirect quotations. The second
model (Brunner ML) is a simple classification
model based on random forests.

3 Neural Quotation Detection (NQD)
We now define a neural architecture, NQD, with
the goal of modeling the quotations in all three corpora described in Section 2. We design our model
to leverage the commonalities across datasets,
while not depending on the features of any dataset
in particular. As all datasets involve long quotation
spans with long-distance dependencies, an LSTMbased approach was natural, given such models’
ability to capture very long-distance dependencies
of up to 200 tokens (Khandelwal et al., 2018). Conversely, given the structural differences between
corpora, we decided against a pipeline model like
those employed by Pareti (2015) and Scheible et al.
(2016) which predict cues first and then quotation
spans. NQD predicts quotations directly without

explicitly identifying cues.
NQD frames quotation prediction as token
classification, classifying each token as either
beginning a quotation (BEGIN), ending a quotation
(END), or neither (NEITHER). Quotation spans
then consist of all tokens starting with a BEGIN
tag, up to (but not including) the next END or
BEGIN tag, or the end of sequence. This model
is not limited to the sentence level: it is able
to make predictions for a whole document and
in this manner can capture very long quotation
spans (Scheible et al., 2016). Concretely, the
sequence-to-sequence architecture comprises a
2-layer bi-LSTM network, with the outputs of the
second bi-LSTM feeding into a 3-class softmax
classifier. Thus, the model takes token sequences
as input and produces a sequence of token labels.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the NQD
architecture. For datasets with multiple quotation
types, NQD uses a separate sequence-to-sequence
model for each span type, connecting them by
weight sharing. All NQD code is available from
https://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/
forschung/ressourcen/werkzeuge/
index.en.html.
In the input token sequences, each token is a
bag of features. Each feature value is represented
as an n-dimensional continuous vector, and each
token is represented as the sum of these vectors.
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This approach to feature representation allows our
model to work with corpora with arbitrary types
of token-level features. In the simplest case, when
only raw text is present in the corpus, each token
is given a single feature for that token’s word. If
other token-level features are present, such as POStags, lemmas, or even parse tree information, these
can be incorporated as additional feature vectors,
without requiring any changes to the model architecture. Feature vectors can also be initialized to
pre-trained representations (e.g. word embeddings)
when these are available, or initialized randomly
and learned when they are not. Section 2 describes
in detail which features are used for the corpora we
experiment with.

4

Experimental Evaluation

We now train and test NQD on the three corpora
and compare against the state-of-the-art.
4.1 Experimental Setup
PARC 3. For PARC 3, we train a single classifier
on the quote content spans and ignore the cue and
source spans. As features, we use token surface
forms, lemmas, POS tags, as well as, for each token,
the bags of constituents that start with, end with,
and contain it. These features are a subset of the
features used by Scheible et al. (2016) and Pareti
(2015), and like these studies, we use gold standard
annotation. We initialize the features for word surface forms with the default GloVe Wikipedia word
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). Our model
makes predictions on entire documents at a time.
We use performance on the corpus’s development
set to guide early stopping during training, and we
evaluate on the corpus’s test set.
STOP. For STOP , we train four classifiers for
the four quote types (direct, indirect, free indirect,
reported). We train and evaluate our model on a
per-document basis as for PARC 3. We use word
surface forms (and their GloVe embeddings) as
features, we used no other features in this model.
As the corpus contains no held-out development
or test sets, we used 10-fold cross validation to
evaluate our model, using 8 folds for training, 1 for
development, as 1 as for testing in each iteration.
RWG . For RWG , we adopt the same fourclassifier setting as for STOP, using the word,
lemma, POS, and morphological features available.
For the sake of comparability with (Brunner, 2013),
we train and evaluate on individual sentences, as

opposed to entire documents. We use 10-fold cross
validation again, randomly partitioning all corpus
sentences into 10 subsets. We use GloVe embeddings pre-trained on the German Wikipedia.1
Evaluation. Previous studies on PARC 3 adopted
an exact span match setting, i.e., only those predicted spans that exactly match a gold standard
span count as true positives. We report precision,
recall, and F1 in this setting for PARC 3 and STOP.
For RWG, we report the sentence-level accuracy
used by Brunner (2013). In this mode, we train and
predict with our model as before, but for evaluation we just record whether the model predicts the
presence of a quotation type in a sentence.
4.2

Results

PARC 3.

The results in Table 1 show that NQD cannot beat the performance of Scheible et al. (2016),
but does almost as well as Pareti et al. (2013).
Given that our model is substantially simpler than
either of these two (both include a special cue classifier, dictionaries, etc.), we see this as a success.
Our model is competitive with the Scheible et al.
model with regard to recall, but shows subpar precision for all quotation types, indicating a remaining
weakness in the input encoding: for direct quotations, quote characters should provide strong indicators for quotation boundaries.
Note that these results, as well as the earlier
studies (Pareti et al., 2013; Scheible et al., 2016),
use unrealistic gold standard features. Therefore,
we ran a second version of NQD using only word
features, but no tags or structural information. The
model is clearly worse, but still surprisingly good at
61% F1 . Not surprisingly, we see the highest drop
for indirect quotations, which are most sensitive
to syntactic structure. This indicates that NQD
does a reasonable job in a setting that is realistic in
general, and particularly so for non-standard corpus
varieties (e.g., historical and literary corpora) that
are often used in Digital Humanities.
STOP. To our knowledge, the results in Table 2
are the first modeling results on STOP. In comparison to PARC 3, the results are noticeably lower.
It is still the case that direct quotations are easiest to find, but their F1 is somewhat lower than in
PARC 3. Indirect quotations are much more difficult, and free indirect quotations essentially impossible. This involves multiple factors: (a) STOP is
1

Available from deepset at https://deepset.ai/
german-word-embeddings
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Overall

Model

Features

Pareti et al. (2013)
Scheible et al. (2016)
NQD
NQD

word, syn, domain
word, syn, domain
word, syn
word

Direct

Indirect

Mixed

Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1
80
79
67
61

63
71
71
61

71
75
69
61

94
94
82
84

88
93
94
90

91
94
88
87

56
64
64
53

78
73
64
56

65
69
64
54

60
68
70
60

67
81
59
54

63
74
64
57

Table 1: Results on PARC 3 (exact span match evaluation)

Model Features
NQD word

Overall

Direct

Indirect

Free Indirect

Reported

Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1
51

66 57

78

83 80

33

49 40

01

04 01

46

58 51

Table 2: Results on STOP (exact span match evaluation)

Model

Features

Brunner (2013) RB
Brunner (2013) ML
NQD
NQD

word, syn
word, syn
word, syn
word

Overall

Direct

Indirect

Free Indirect

Reported

Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1
71
63
60
59

67
77
78
73

69
69
68
65

87
85
77
77

81
88
86
83

84
87
82
80

62
47
52
40

81
62
69
69

71
53
60
50

44
29
31
14

24
63
68
62

31
40
42
23

64
45
34
41

51
56
56
50

57
50
43
45

Table 3: Results on RWG (sentence-level accuracy evaluation)

significantly smaller, but more varied, than PARC 3,
providing sparser training data; (b) STOP covers a
wider variety of quotation types, some of these are
intrinsically difficult to model – in particular free
indirect quotations (McHale, 2009).
RWG. The results in Table 3 show a picture that
is overall similar to PARC 3:2 NQD does not outperform the state-of-the-art, but approximates it
closely despite the lack of corpus-specific tuning.
As in STOP, we see the lowest results for free indirect quotations, showing that this class is generally
hard to classify. In general, even though this resource’s size and annotation are similar to STOP,
we see significantly higher numbers. This is mostly
due to the different evaluation we use for RWG to
compare to previous work: detecting the presence
of quotes is easier than identifying their spans.
On RWG, we also run a basic NQD with only
word form information. With this corpus and evaluation, this results in a drop of merely 3 points
F1 – due to losses on the indirect and free indirect
categories – which bolsters the potential of this
configuration.
2

Brunner (2013) does not report overall results. We compute them as micro-averages over reported per-type results.

5

Error Analysis

To gain some insights into the failure modes of
NQD, we perform a brief qualitative analysis of
the cases where our model gave false predictions.
These errors can broadly be divided into three
categories: cases where the model predicts the
presence of extraneous quotations (false positives),
cases where the model fails to identify existing quotations (false negatives), and cases where the model
correctly identified the presence of a quote, but did
not correctly determine its boundaries (boundary
mismatch, leading both false positives and false
negatives in our exact span evaluation). We focus
our error analysis on PARC, the previously best explored of our three corpora. In the examples, goldstandard quotations are marked with red square
brackets, as above, and model-predicted quotations
are marked with blue parentheses.
5.1

False Positives

Among the false positives produced by our model
was a surprising number of quotations that are correct according to PARC’s guidelines, but which
are not annotated in the corpus. As an example,
our model correctly identifies the presence of an
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unannotated quotation in the following sentence:
(3)

(Britain’s retail price index rose 0.7% in
September from August and was up 7.6%
for the year), the Central Statistical Office
said.

Outside of these cases, proper false positives seem
to be rare. Many of the false positives we found
were boundary mismatches, discussed separately
below.
5.2 False Negatives
Among the false negatives we analyzed, we found
that the model is most likely to miss “tricky” quotations that are unusual in their grammatical structure.
In particular, it tends to miss a class of quotations
that are expressed as short noun phrases or adjectival phrases embedded within a non-quotation sentence such as
(4)

Mandela, considered [the most prominent
leader of the ANC] remains in prison. But
[his release within the next few months] is
widely expected.

According to the PARC guidelines, these are cases
of quotations since they are attributable statements,
but they are difficult for the model to retrieve since
they are hard to distinguish from “non-quotation”
nominal phrases – in particular in cases like this
one, where there are not even overly realized speakers. In STOP and RWG, these cases might arguably
not even be annotated as quotations.
5.3 Boundary Mismatches
A large proportion of the errors of NQD are boundary errors, where the model identifies the presence
of a quotation, but fails to identify its exact boundaries. This can happen when our model correctly
predicts one quotation boundary, but not the other.
For example, in the following sentence, our classifier identified the first quotation’s beginning, but
not its end (it also failed to identify the second
quotation entirely – a false negative):
(5)

He reiterated ([his opposition to such funding], but expressed [hope of a compromise].

This type of error occurs both for noun phrases
and verb phrases and embedded sentences, but for
different reasons: noun phrases are difficult to recognize since they are not marked by punctuation as

are almost all other cases of quotation spans; verb
phrases, on the other hand, can become arbitrarily complex. In the case above, the segmentation
problems are exacerbated by the fact that the noun
phrase quotation span occurs in a complex syntactic environment involving coordination.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that existing models
of automatic quotation annotation suffer from the
tight relation between corpus annotation and model
properties in particular in terms of model reusability. As an alternative, we have presented a general
neural architecture, NQD, that can be trained “as
is” on various corpora that differ in terms of genre,
structure, and language. While the model does not
reach the state of the art on any particular corpus,
it performs close to it on all of them. Notably,
the model is also able to deal relatively graciously
with the absence of linguistic information. We will
release an implementation with pre-trained models.
As NQD makes independent predictions for
each token, it cannot model correlations and mutual
exclusions between labels, and there is no guarantee for well-formed output class sequences. We investigated a number of extensions, including linearchain CRF layers that are effective for Named Entity Recognition (Lample et al., 2016), but did not
obtain improvements. We believe this is due to
the unbounded length of quotation spans which is
challenging for CRFs (Scheible et al., 2016).
The overall greatest challenge that NQD faces
is data scarcity — all existing corpora with manual
annotation are small, and our results show consistently bad performance for infrequent quotation
types. In this situation, transfer learning seems
like a natural proposition, and our model makes it
possible for the first time to apply straightforward
transfer learning to quotation annotation. In future
work, we will explore this direction.
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Abstract

either true or false which is time consuming for
large data. Vlachos and Riedel (2014) discussed
the fact verification process as an ordinal text classification task, where they created a data-set using
the manually annotated data present on sites like
PolitiFact, FactCheck, FullFact. The FakeNews
Challenge1 by Riedel et al. (2017) addresses factchecking as a simple instance detection problem,
which mainly checks whether the given instance
is in accordance with the article or not. Recently
Thorne et al. (2018a) published a huge data set to
deeply understand the process of large scale factchecking. All of the above approaches rely completely upon the source against which data is to be
verified, but in some cases, the source text might
contain limited or no amount of information about
the claim and a claim might be Out-of-Context of
this source text. This leads to a problem of classifying a claim to be within the scope/context of
the source text or not. Concretely, we do need a
system which would not only classify a claim to
be true or false but also check whether the source
text is sufficient enough to classify the claim. To
address this issue, in this paper, we come with an
approach to verify facts or claims against a reliable
source and classify them into 4 different classes.
In our approach, a claim or fact is classified as
True (if a proper supporting evidence is available
from the source text), False (if a contradicting evidence is available from the source text), Inappropriate (nothing can be concluded about the claim
based upon evidence retrieved) or Out-of-Context
(out of the scope of the source text). Prior to the
classification, the evidence is retrieved from the

In today’s world, the spreading of fake
news has become facile through social media which diffuses rapidly and can be believed easily. Fact Checkers or Fact Verifiers are the need of the hour. In this paper,
we propose a system which would verify
a claim(fact) against a textual source provided and classify the claim to be true,
false, out-of-context or inappropriate with
respect to that source. This would help
us to verify a fact as well as know about
the source of our knowledge base against
which the fact is being verified. We
used a two-step approach to achieve our
goal. First step is about retrieving the evidence related to the claims from the textual source. Next step is the classification
of the claim as true, false, inappropriate
and out of context with respect to the evidence using a modified version of textual
entailment module. The accuracy of the
best performing system is 64.95%.

1

Introduction

Fact Checking is one of the biggest buzzwords
of this era. Many a time, the news transmitted
through social media can be moulded and altered
when so many people share information and it
is hard to discern between fact and fiction. So
there is a need to verify every piece of information we observe in our day-to-day life to be
true or false. A solution to this problem is, we
check each claim or fact manually against a reliable source and then label the claim or fact to be

1
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2

textual source related to a given claim. If the textual source has no knowledge about the claim, it
would be labelled as ‘Out-of-Context’ for example if we have a source text about sports and we
need to verify a claim related to politics then the
claim is Out-of-Context. Although if it has some
information about the claim it would further be
classified as True, False or Inappropriate. The
result would be ‘True’ if the source supports the
claim, it would be ‘False’ if the source opposes
the claim and it would be labelled as ‘Inappropriate’ if the evidence is not sufficient to conclude the classification of the claim, e.g., knowing that Michael Jackson was a singer, we cannot
infer whether his children will be singers. This
is something inappropriate to the information provided. Hence the claim ‘Michael Jackson’s children would be singers’ is an inappropriate claim
for the evidence ‘Michael Jackson was a Singer’.
This labelling would not only help in knowing
about the claim but also helps us to know about
our textual source as well. The labels Inappropriate and Out-of-Context claim tell us whether
the textual source has enough information to conclude about the claim or not, if a claim is Out-ofContext then the domain of our source text can
be expanded to answer the claim. Inappropriate
means that we do have required knowledge about
the claim and also cannot conclude anything based
upon this available knowledge. The best performing version of our system is seen to be giving
63.06% accuracy.
In Section 2 we have mentioned various works
done by different authors related to fact extraction and verification. Section 3 explains the dataset collection and the system architecture to classify claims against a textual source. Section 4 describes the stages of this experiment which are evidence retrieval, similarity measures used to obtain
the relation between claim and evidence, the first
level of classification of the claim into in-context
and out-context, then the further classification of
in-context claims to True, False and Inappropriate
claim. In Section 5 we discussed error analysis of
our system along with the results obtained on using different classification algorithms on our data
for classification purpose and comparative measure between different models. In Section 6 we
conclude about our model with its practical usage
in the real world.

Related Work

There has been a substantial amount of work
done in the field of fact verification. Vlachos
and Riedel (2014) provided the first dataset related to fact verification containing 211 labelled
claims in the political domain with evidence hyperlinks. An alternative is Wang (2017) which released a dataset called LIAR dataset for detecting
fake news, which contains 12.8K claims labelled
manually using POLTIFACT.COM2 on different
context. Alhindi et al. (2018) extended the LIAR
dataset and labelled a claim using the speaker related metadata without using the evidence. Basically, they used the justification given by the humans at the end of the article in the summary.
Modelling the extracted justification along with
the claim yielded better results rather than using
a machine learning model for binary classification and a six way classification. Ferreira and
Vlachos (2016) later presented a new modified
dataset known as Emergent, where they had 300
claims and 2,595 related articles and they came
to the conclusion that fact verification can also
be treated as Natural Language Inference Task,
as they used textual entailment to predict whether
the article supports the claim or not. The latest large scale dataset is prepared Thorne et al.
(2018a) which was annotated manually and used
for verification against textual sources. It contains
185,441 claims generated from Wikipedia. These
claims were classified Supported, Refuted and Not
Enough Info by annotators. In this, Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) component was proceeded by an evidence retrieval module. The accuracy measured found to be 31.87% if evidence
was taken into consideration and 50.91% if evidence is ignored. The only drawback of this
system is its restriction to the Wikipedia domain.
Thorne and Vlachos (2018) conducted a survey
on automated fact checking research stemming using natural language processing and other related
fields. According to this survey, the inputs for verification system play a vital role. Evidence retrieval plays a vital role in solving the fact verification problem. Fact checking requires the apt
evidence against which sentences can be predicted
to be true or false. Chen et al. (2017a) provides
a framework for open domain question answering
upon Wikipedia and SQuAD data set. This involved machine reading along with the document
2
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part. Lexical tagging is done by using two lexical tags name such as Parts-of-Speech and Named
Entity Recognition to enhance the performance.

retrieval and then identifying the answers. We deal
with a similar retrieval problem like open domain
Question Answering, which would be succeeded
by verification using textual entailment. Natural
Language Inference is basically a task to find out
whether a hypothesis entails, contradicts or is neutral about the claim. There have been recent developments in these fields like the SNLI dataset for
learning natural language inference built by Bowman et al. (2015). Different neural NLI models
(Nie and Bansal (2017); Parikh et al. (2016); Chen
et al. (2017b); Gong et al. (2018)) that achieve
promising performance. Parikh et al. (2016) has
the highest accuracy on the Stanford Natural Language Inference task. We used the similar approach as the FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018c) but,
instead of a three class classification we have extended it to a four class classification namely True,
False, Inappropriate and Out-of-Context. These
two modules combined together help us in validation of a fact. In 2018, a shared task known as the
FEVER Shared Task (Thorne et al., 2018b) was
held which dealt with the fact verification problem. The FEVER shared task is closely related to
our work as it uses the same two modules. The
following are some of the systems that participated in the FEVER shared task: Nie et al. (2018)
have scored the maximum of 64% accuracy in the
FEVER shared task, in which they used the neural semantic matching networks. For both the evidence retrieval and RTE model they enhanced the
working using the neural networks. Hidey and
Diab (2018) known as the Team Sweepers, made
the evidence retrieval system better using lexical
tagging and syntactic similarity. They used multitask learning and trained both the components together and set the parameters in a way using reinforcement learning so that it can first find sentences related to the claim and then find their relation with the claim. DeFactoNLP (Reddy et al.,
2018) aimed at retrieving the evidence for the valuation of the claim from Wikipedia. The retrieval
of documents which is considered as evidence is
done by TF-IDF vectors of the claim and the sentences in the documents followed by inputting
them to a textual entailment recognition module.
Then the Random forest classifier is used for the
classification of the claim. Lee et al. (2018) have
introduced a method by developing a neural ranker
using decomposable attention model and lexical
tagging instead of TF-IDF for evidence retrieval

3

System Architecture

In this section, we discuss the overview of our
system and our approach for classifying a claim
based upon a particular source text. Our approach
is divided into two stages: Evidence Retrieval and
Classification of claim as True, False, Inappropriate or Out-of-Context using a textual entailment
module. The reason for using textual entailment
is because it precisely gives us a relationship between an evidence and a claim. In the first stage
i.e., evidence retrieval, given a claim, we find its
TF-IDF vectors corresponding to the source text
against which it is being verified.
Later we find out the cosine similarity between
the TF-IDF vector of a claim to each of the sentences present in the source text. Then, we filter
out the top four sentences which have the highest
cosine similarity values and consider this as the
evidence for that particular claim as discussed in
section 3.2. The reason for considering top 4 sentences is that they closely correspond to the nearest
sentences to the claim. In the next stage, the extracted evidence and the present claim are passed
into a Textual Entailment module which returns
the probabilities of two texts entailing, contradicting or neutral towards each other. These probabilities along with other variables discussed later
are used as a feature vector for our classification
model. The entire claim classification process is
explained in 3.3. Section 3.1 describes the process of preparation of the dataset.
3.1

Dataset

Due to the uniqueness of our classification, we
were supposed to either prepare our own dataset or
modify an existing standard dataset for serving our
purpose. Here, we have done both, we modified a
dataset known as the SICK dataset and prepared a
new dataset called the NITA dataset.
3.1.1 SICK Dataset
The main target of our experiment was to classify
a claim based upon its evidence, so we required a
dataset consisting of sentence pairs and a correlation between these two sentences. Hence we used
a publicly available dataset known as the SICK
dataset. The SICK-2014 dataset (Marelli et al.,
2014) was introduced as Task 1 of the SemEval
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ID

Sentence1

Sentence2

Entailment

Score

23
14
13

A group of kids is playing in a yard and an old man is standing in the background
A brown dog is attacking another animal in front of the man in pants.
Two dogs are wrestling and hugging.

A group of boys in a yard is playing and a man is standing in the background
Two dogs are fighting.
There is no dog wrestling and hugging.

yes
unknown
no

4.5
3.5
3.3

Table 1: Sample SICK dataset with entailment labels and relatedness scores.
Source Text

Claim/Fact

Label

The Lion King
The Lion King
The Lion King

Mufasa is Father of Simba
Ram killed Ravan
Cats hate Lions

True
Out of Context
Inappropriate Claim.

Table 2: Sample NITA dataset.
entities. The claims were generated based
upon every source text. For example, consider “The rabbit tortoise race” as the source
text, one of the claims related to this source
text can be “Rabbit won the race”.

2014 conference and in contrast to SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), it is geared at specifical benchmarking semantic compositional methods, aiming
to capture only similarities on purely language and
common knowledge level, without relying on domain knowledge, and there are no named entities
or multi-word idioms. It consists of total 10,000
pairs of sentences.
We modified the SICK dataset as per our classification by adding two more columns to it. We
manually labelled a claim and an evidence pair to
be in-context or out-context based upon their relatedness score as given in the dataset, which indicates the semantic similarity of these pair of sentenced. Firstly, we labelled all the pairs with relatedness score less than 3 as Out-of-Context and
other claims as True, False or Inappropriate based
upon their textual entailment labels provided by
the SICK dataset.

• Claim Labelling: Classifying whether a
claim is True, False, Inappropriate or Outof-Context based on the evidence from source
text was done at this stage. We checked every claim manually with respect to its source
text and labelled the claim accordingly. The
labelling is done as per the meaning of each
label which was discussed in the introduction
section.
• Dataset Validation: Considering the complexity of labelling of claims, we considered
validation of the data set generated by us. For
this purpose we tried to analyse the labels we
gave to each claim, where labels generated by
one person were analysed by other to establish an inter annotator agreement. We considered around 30% that is 240 claims for this
validation process and calculated the Fleiss k
score (Fleiss, 1971) to be 0.876.

3.1.2 NITA Dataset
After considering SICK dataset we even wanted to
develop our own dataset consisting of source texts
and claims along with their labels as follows:
• Source Text Collection: We collected some
short stories and articles related to sports,
movies, mythology, moral stories, Wikipedia
articles in English language and considered
them as source texts. The total number of
source texts collected in this way turned out
to be 53 .

LABEL
TRUE
FALSE
OUT-OF-CONTEXT
INAPPROPRIATE
Total No. of Claims

• Claim Generation: Corresponding to these
53 stories/articles/textual content, we prepared a total of 928 claims. The purpose
was to generate claims about a single fact
which could be arbitrarily complex and allowed for a variety of expressions for the

No. of Claims
170
170
420
168
928

Table 3: NITA Dataset Splitting based upon Labels
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3.2

Evidence Retrieval

claim, and let ui be the probability of it being uninformative returned by textual entailment. Below
are some variables we considered for our convenience:
(
1
if si ≥ ri and si ≥ ui
csi =
0
otherwise
(1)
(
1
if ri ≥ si and ri ≥ ui
cri =
0
otherwise
(2)
(
1
if ui ≥ si and ui ≥ ri
cui =
0
otherwise
(3)
n
C.E
CosineSimilarity = cos(θ) = ||C||||E||

We used the concept of Document Retrieval from
the DrQA system (Chen et al., 2017a). Firstly, we
find out the Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TFIDF) vectors (Hiemstra, 2000) for
a claim and the sentences of the source text. We
then calculate the cosine similarity between the
claim and each sentence. Thereafter, we pick the
top four similar sentences based on the cosine
similarity between the bigram TF-IDF vectors of
the sentences and the claim. These sentences are
finally chosen as possible sources of evidence.
Now, we are left with claim and evidence pairs.
3.3

Classification

In this final stage, we classify all the claims to be
True, False, Inappropriate or Out-of-Context using machine learning classification models. The
features for this classification are obtained by
passing a claim and an evidence to a textual entailment module in order to obtain probabilities of
entailment, contradiction and neutrality between
claim and evidence. The RTE is the process of
determining whether a text fragment (Hypothesis
H) can be inferred from another fragment (Text
T) (Sammons et al., 2012). The RTE module receives the claim and the set of possible evidences
from the previous stages. Let there be ’n’ possible sources of evidence for verifying a claim. For
the ith possible evidence, let si denote the probability of it entailing the claim, let ri denote the
probability of it contradicting the claim, and let ui
be the probability of it being uninformative. The
RTE module calculates each of these probabilities.
The SNLI corpus (Bowman et al., 2015) is used
for training the RTE model. This corpus is composed of sentence pairs T, H where T corresponds
to the literal description of an image and H is a
manually created sentence. If H can be inferred
from T, the “Entailment” label is assigned to the
pair. If H contradicts the information in T, the pair
is labelled as “Contradiction”. Otherwise, the label ‘Neutral’ is assigned. We chose to employ the
state-of-the-art RTE by (Parikh et al., 2016). We
selected this because at the time of development of
this work, it was one of the best performing systems on the task with publicly available code.
For a particular claim c and an evidence e let
si denote the probability of it entailing the claim,
let ri denote the probability of it contradicting the

(4)

The similarity variable used here is cosine similarity between claim and evidence. The value C
and E denote the vector notation of claim c and
evidence e based upon their word frequency. Consider the cosine similarity between claim and evidence i to be Si . Using above variables we form a
feature vector for each claim and evidence pair for
the classification model i as:
feature vector =< si , ri , ui , csi , cri , cui , Si >
The above feature vector give us an understanding of how closely two statements are related i.e.,
a relationship between claim and evidence. Some
statements which are a negation to each other may
have high cosine similarity but then their contradiction probability would be high which would
help the learning algorithm to classify claims accurately. We used both the datasets i.e., the SICK
dataset and the NITA dataset, along with the above
mentioned feature vector for training and testing
purpose of various machine learning classification models like Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest and
Multi-Level Perceptron. These models were used
as they are widely used in the industry for practical
applications.

4

Experiments

As mentioned in section 3, our model of fact verification consists of two stages:
1. Retrieving evidence related to the claim from
the source text.
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Selected Evidence

Document
Evidence
Retrieval

claim

claim

evidence

sentence
Filtering & ranking
Figure 1: System Overview: Document Retrieval, Sentence Selection, and Claim Verification.
claim

evidence

Output Label
T,F,IC,OC

Classification
Model

Figure 2: System Overview: Claim Classification Process.
Relatedness
[1-2) range
[2-3) range
[3-4) range
[4-5) range

Entailment
923 (10%)
1373 (14%)
3872 (39%)
3672 (37%)

NEUTRAL
CONTRADICTION
ENTAILMENT

5595 (57%)
1424 (14%)
2821 (29%)

Table 4: Distribution of SICK sentence pairs for each gold relatedness level and entailment label.
4.2

2. Classifying a claim to be True, False, Inappropriate and Out-of-Context with respect to
the source text.
4.1

Classification of Claims

In this stage we classify the claims using textual
entailment module. For accomplishing the textual entailment task, we used the decomposable
attention model developed by Parikh et al. (2016).
This model was trained and tested upon the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) Corpus
and has a test accuracy of 86.8% . We used this
model to obtain probabilities of entailment, contradiction, and neutrality between a claim and evidence and further developed more variables as discussed in Section 3. The feature vector along with
modified SICK data was passed into various classification models. We used the same approach for
the NITA dataset. The test and train dataset split
for both the above experiments was 60% training,
20% cross validation and 20% testing. The results
of experiments on both the datasets are as in Table 5 which consists of the weighted average of all

Evidence Retrieval

We used the uni-gram TF-IDF vector of sentences
of the source text and the claim and computed the
cosine similarity between various sentences from
source text and claim. Based upon their cosine
similarities, we selected a concatenation of top
four sentences as evidence for the claim from the
source text. After the evidence is retrieved, we are
now left with a claim and an evidence upon which
classification of claim is to be carried out in the
next stage. In NITA dataset, we have a column
describing the name of source text from which we
wish to derive evidence from the claim.
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negation of each other and hence have high word
similarity. Next, upon observing results produced
by the classification model, we saw that most
inappropriate claims were classified as true and
some true claims were classified as inappropriate. This ambiguity is mainly due to evidence
supporting a claim partially, the probability of
entailment for this would be high but due to
variance in cosine similarity between claim and
evidence there can arise an ambiguity. The overall
system performance is at par with other existing
fact verification systems as mentioned in section
in terms of accuracy. Further modifications
to improve the performance of the system are
discussed in the next section .

Figure 3: Random Forest Confusion Matrix for
SICK Dataset

6

The uniqueness in our approach is classifying a
fact into four classes, this not only gives information about the fact whether it is true or false but
also gives us an insight whether the source text we
are using is limited. The Out-of-Context label particularly tries to validate the scope of our source
text whether the source is enough to classify a particular fact/claim.
Here we discussed about the modification of the
SICK dataset as per our requirement along with
our approach of carrying out the process of classifying our claims. Compared to the existing
fact verification systems such as FEVER systems
which classifies a claim only into 3 classes, our
model classifies a claim into 4 classes giving additional information. Our system can have many
practical applications like subjective paper correction, fake news identifier, social media fact checking, etc. We believe that our system will provide a
stimulating challenge for claim/fact extraction and
verification systems and be effective for knowing
about the scope of the source.
In future, we wish to tackle the problem of restricting our system for a particular source text,
by enabling the system to extract evidence from
a larger source like the internet itself by using various APIs provided by prominent search engines
such as Google API to get appropriate evidence.
Next thing we wish to implement further as a modification in our system is come up with a larger
dataset comprising of our 4 class classification labels to train our system for better accuracy.

Figure 4: Random Forest Confusion Matrix for
NITA Dataset

the results.
SICK dataset consists of pair of sentences and
their relationship, hence evidence retrieval part
for this dataset is skipped. The highest accuracy
model observed with both the datasets is the "Random Forests" model with 100 trees and a maximum depth of 5.

5

Conclusion and Future Scope

Error Analysis

On observing the results it was found that the
false claims were the most error-prone and have
the least correct results. The SICK dataset gave
better results in comparison to the NITA dataset
prepared by us which is depicted by the random
forest confusion matrix in Figure 3 and 4. The
reason behind this could be that the evidence
retrieved in the evidence retrieval part was not
appropriate consisting of punctuation symbols
and the other unwanted context in its text. On
observing the results it was found that the false
claims were the most error-prone and have the
least correct results. The possible reasons for this
could be the low probability rate of contradiction
returned by the textual entailment module and
also high cosine similarity, because in some
instances the claim and evidence pair can be a
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Data-set

SICK

NITA

Model

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Accuracy

Naive Bayes
SVM
Random Forest
Logistic Regression
MLP
Naive Bayes
SVM
Random Forest
Logistic Regression
MLP

0.53
0.58
0.63
0.57
0.63
0.61
0.62
0.61
0.61
0.61

0.53
0.58
0.63
0.58
0.62
0.63
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.64

0.50
0.57
0.63
0.57
0.63
0.59
0.61
0.61
0.60
0.61

0.535
0.582
0.630
0.577
0.624
0.631
0.649
0.649
0.649
0.644

Table 5: Classification result using various classification models
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Abstract

cally builds representations from raw data that are
suitable for a given machine learning problem.
When deep learning is used, we can often identify structures inside a neural network, which can
be explained as high-level concepts that are automatically discovered during the learning process (Bengio, 2012). For instance, in the image recognition domain, often internal neurons or
groups of neurons can be identified to recognize
common visual features such as textures or patterns or even specific objects (Le, 2013). Hence,
the neural network is able to build high-level concepts from low-level input (i.e., pixels). This ability to discover higher-level features is one of the
main strengths of deep learning and representational learning in general (Bengio, 2012). However, one of the main challenges of deep learning is interpreting the internal representations of
a neural network in terms that can be understood
by humans and mapped to clearly defined domain
concepts (Montavon et al., 2017).
To address this challenge, our proposal is
to“persuade” a neural network to build representations that can be interpreted in terms of a
formal conceptualization (such as a knowledge
base). This intuitive approach, as opposed to
hand-crafting features, would still allow the neural
network to learn the best representation of the input, while enabling a better interpretation and explanation of the whole learning process.
Our approach involves designing specific neural network components —Semantic Neural Networks (SNNs)— that are trained to learn how to
map raw input to specific domain concepts that
are extracted from a convenient knowledge base.
These components could then be included in larger
deep learning architectures, providing a semantic
representation of the input that the rest of the network could learn to use for solving a specific problem.

This paper presents Semantic Neural Networks (SNNs), a knowledge-aware component based on deep learning. SNNs
can be trained to encode explicit semantic knowledge from an arbitrary knowledge base, and can subsequently be combined with other deep learning architectures. At prediction time, SNNs provide a
semantic encoding extracted from the input data, which can be exploited by other
neural network components to build extended representation models that can face
alternative problems. The SNN architecture is defined in terms of the concepts
and relations present in a knowledge base.
Based on this architecture, a training procedure is developed. Finally, an experimental setup is presented to illustrate the
behaviour and performance of a SNN for
a specific NLP problem, in this case, opinion mining for the classification of movie
reviews.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the increase in the volume of available data has provided both new techniques and
new challenges for discovering relevant knowledge. The huge amount of information produced
daily makes it impossible for humans to manually build organized representations of all this information. On the other hand, the surplus of information enables the design of statistical learning techniques which scale better with large data.
Deep learning approaches have successfully obtained state-of-the-art results for many learning
problems, from image recognition to natural language parsing. Instead of handcrafted representations designed by experts, deep learning automati904
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In this work, SNNs have been designed to represent the relevant concepts of a knowledge base as
part of the artificial network architecture. Hence,
during the whole process, the structures that map
to specific concepts and relations are clearly identifiable inside the network. This process attaches
a semantic meaning to the network architecture,
which is useful for debugging and understanding
the learning dynamics. Furthermore, the SNN is
trained to learn the specific instances in the knowledge base and their relations. This way, the SNN
not only encodes abstract concepts, but also true
facts about instances of those concepts. Preliminary source code is available online for the research community.1
When used as a component of a larger deep
learning architecture, a SNN that is trained for a
specific knowledge domain can be seen as a semantic representational component. Its input consists of a low-level representation of data, (for example, words or entities), and its output consists of
an implicit representation of this data expressed in
terms of the learned domain. This representation
can be seen as a type of embedding that maps raw
input to a semantic space defined by the concepts
and relations of the learned knowledge base. The
SNN is used as a representational layer in a larger
neural network, for a natural language processing
problem in which the semantic representation induced by the learned knowledge base is expected
to be a good representation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a review of related works and relevant
concepts in the domain of representational learning, with an emphasis on different semantic representations of natural language. In section 3 the
architecture and training procedure for the SNN
is formalized and explained. Section 4 presents
a brief experimental setup designed to illustrate
the behavior and performance of a SNN in a specific natural language problem. Finally, section 5
discusses the main contributions of this proposal,
whereas section 6 presents the final conclusions of
the research and highlights possible future lines of
development.

2

common task for many machine learning problems. In this section we present different approaches to the design of semantic representations
for natural text.
Network-Based Approaches for semantic representations usually consist of defining some similarity metric based on the relations of terms in
some knowledge base, interpreted as a graph. It
is based in the assumption that words which are
connected by short paths in a knowledge base
should have similar semantics. WordNet is commonly used as a knowledge base where different semantic relations among words can be exploited for defining similarity metrics. Using
WordNet (Miller, 1995), several semantic similarity metrics are defined by exploring the graph
structure of the knowledge base, mostly depending on the graph structure of words, such as HirstSt-Onge (Hirst and St-Onge, 1998) and LeacockChodorow (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998). In this
direction, other researchers include information
content formulae to measure appearances of terms
in a corpus, such as the Resnik metric (Resnik,
1999).
Corpus-Based Similarity Metrics are defined
by some measure of the co-occurrence of terms
in a corpus of natural text. The intuitive idea is
that words which co-occur within the same context must have similar semantics. One such metric
is PMI-IR (point mutual information - information
retrieval) (Turney, 2001), which considers the information content of each pair of words (wi , wj ),
measured as the relative number of co-occurrences
of wi and wj in a document, with respect to
the individual count of occurrences of each word.
Another corpus-based similarity metric based is
ESA (explicit semantic analysis) (Gabrilovich and
Markovitch, 2007), which considers Wikipedia as
a corpus for building a co-occurrence matrix of
words. A similar approach is HAL (hyperspace
analogue to language) (Lund and Burgess, 1996),
which also builds a co-occurrence matrix, but only
considering words within a small window.
Dimensionality Reduction Techniques such as
PCA (principal component analysis) (Martinsson
et al., 2011) can be interpreted as a projection
from the BOW (bag of words) or TF-IDF (term
frequency - inverse document frequency) space
to a semantic space. An interesting recent approach, that mixes ideas from the previous tech-

Related Works

Building semantic representations of raw input
data, specifically for natural language text, is a
1
https://github.com/
knowledge-learning/snn
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crucial problems (e.g.medical diagnosis or legal
advice). By carefully designing the learning criteria and structure of embeddings, it is conceivable
that a semantic representation can be interpreted
in terms of a formal conceptualization defined a
priori.

niques, is the family of word embedding algorithms (Mikolov et al., 2013). In word embeddings, similar to PCA, each word is mapped to a
vector which encodes the semantics of the word.
The embedding is chosen such that a word’s vector contains an implicit representation of the probabilistic distribution of the word’s context in a
given corpus. To achieve this, a neural network
is trained to predict, given a word wi ’s embedding, the probability that some other word wj appears in a small window centered around wi . In
this sense, word embeddings can be seen as a
generalization of corpus-based metrics, whereby
the best representation is learned from the data,
rather than handcrafted. Even though word embeddings don’t explicitly model specific semantic
relations (such as hypernymy, or synonymy), it has
been shown that several interesting semantic relations get encoded in specific directions in the embedding space, enabling the solution of analogue
inference queries (Schnabel et al., 2015).

3

Semantic Neural Networks

We define a Semantic Neural Network (SNN) as
an artificial neural network architecture that encodes knowledge. Two main semantic elements
are encoded from the Knowledge Base. First, the
graph structure of the Knowledge Base (i.e. entity classes and their relations) is directly represented in the architecture of a SNN. Second from
a Knowledge Base KB, the information about
which instances belong to which entity classes
and their specific relations are encoded into the
weights of the SNN. By design, the architecture of
the SNN is built to represent each specific entity
class and relation in a clearly recognizable structure (a set of neurons with a pre-designed connection pattern). This allows a semantic meaning to
be attached to an activation of the SNN in terms of
the classes and relations defined in the Knowledge
Base.
The purpose of the SNN is to provide a semantic
representation of the input data that can be used as
component inside a larger deep learning architecture, to solve a related learning problem L. If the
knowledge represented in KB is useful for solving the problem L, then the representation provided by the SNN should be richer than plain bagof-words or general purpose embeddings. With
the same computational power (same number of
parameters), a deep learning architecture using a
SNN is expected to achieve equal or better performance than using other representations not specifically designed to exploit the knowledge in KB.
Furthermore, the SNN architecture provides a semantic explanation for the model’s predictions.
A SNN is built based on a specific Knowledge Base KB which is of interest for solving
a related learning problem L. Figure 1 shows a
schematic representation of the process for constructing, training and using an SNN in an arbitrary learning problem L. First, given the problem L to solve, a relevant Knowledge Base KB
is chosen. The entity classes and relations of
KB are used to define the architecture of the
SNN (Section 3.1). Then, training instances are

Entity Embeddings are a specific type of embedding technique that encodes the context of entities in a knowledge base. Several metrics can
be used to define the notion of “context similarity” when using a knowledge base for entity embedding. For example, embeddings can be designed such that a particular direction dr is associated with each particular relation of the knowledge base, such that ei + dr ≈ ej whenever ei
and ej are related by r. These formulations allow
a semantic meaning to be attached to a particular
algebraic operation and properties, and enable a
whole new field of study that finds the “meaning”
of, say, other directions d which are orthogonal to
or linearly dependent on a specific relation. Entity
embeddings have been extended to encode also
the hierarchical structure of knowledge bases (Hu
et al., 2015) and mixed with word embeddings for
tasks such as entity disambiguation (Yamada et al.,
2016).
Word and entity embeddings in general are
promising approaches to deal with learning semantic representations of data. Moreover, recent
research deals with finding ways to exploit the
structure of these representations to explain why a
specific answer is output by a neural network. Being able to explain neural networks is a first step
towards designing accountable machine learning
systems that humans can trust for solving the most
906
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representation. The output dimension is a fixed
size dense vector of small dimension (e.g., 10).
The input and output are connected by a linear
matrix operator. Additionally, a one-dimensional
indicator neuron is connected to the output layer
through a dot product operator with a sigmoid activation function. The purpose of the indicator is
to signal when the activation of the output is large
in absolute value. This is interpreted as the importance of the corresponding concept in a particular
input text.
A relation block is a similar computational
graph, but with an input variable whose size is
twice the entity output size. Thus, the relation
input shape corresponds with the output shape of
the two entity blocks that will be connected. The
outputs from each incoming entity block are concatenated, forming a single vector, which is then
connected through a linear matrix operator to the
output variable. An identical indicator neuron is
connected to the output variable.
The overall architecture of an SNN consists of
several entity blocks, one for each class in the
knowledge base, and several relation blocks, one
for each relation defined. The entity blocks are all
connected to a single input (e.g., a bag of words
representation). Every relation block is connected
to the respective outputs of the entity blocks that
represent the classes for which the relation is defined. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation
of an example SNN built from a knowledge base
in the cinematic domain (specifically the Internet
Movie Database, IMDB).
The input size of the SNN is the size of some
vocabulary chosen before hand. This vocabulary
should include the common terms in the knowledge domain(s) of interest. An additional input
dimension can be added to account for unknown
words (those not present in the vocabulary at the
moment of training).

Neural Network
Insert in
model

SNN

Training

Figure 1: The process for constructing and using
a SNN for a specific learning problem (L) and a
suitable Knowledge Base (KB). The SNN is first
defined and pre-trained based on KB, and then
used in a larger neural network trained specifically
for L.
extracted from KB and used to pre-train the SNN
weights (Section 3.2.1). Afterwards, the SNN is
included in a deep learning model (which can contain other components such as extra layers). Finally, this larger model is trained on instances
from L using standard optimization techniques
and loss functions suitable for the problem L (Section 3.2.2).
Different Semantic Neural Networks can be
trained on different Knowledge Bases ahead of
time and reused for many related problems. In
this sense, SNNs are similar to pre-trained word
embeddings, since a SNN trained for a commonly
used Knowledge Base (i.e., DBPedia or WordNet) could be useful in solving different problems.
However, pre-trained SNNs can (and should) be
fine-tuned on a specific problem L after deciding a convenient deep learning architecture for this
problem.
3.1

Architecture of the Semantic Neural
Network

The architecture of a Semantic Neural Network (SNN) is composed of several instances of
two simple structures: entity blocks and relation
blocks. For each class of the knowledge base, an
entity block is created, and for each relation, a corresponding relation block.
An entity block is a computational graph with a
single input variable and a single output variable.
The input dimension and shape is determined by
the specific application, a sensible default consists
of a single one-hot encoding layer when using a
bag-of-words representation, but an alternative input could be a general-purpose word embedding

3.2

Training the Semantic Neural Network

The training procedure for a SNN is divided in
two phases, each of which solves a different learning problem. In the first phase, which we call
“structured pre-training”, the parameters of the entity and relation blocks are adjusted. The learning
objective for this phase consists of predicting to
which instance of the knowledge base the sample
of natural text refers. In the second phase, in order
to deal with the original natural language process907

that hold in each relation must be encoded in the
Wr weights of the corresponding relation block.
Furthermore, in order to differentiate the relations,
the SNN needs to learn to differentiate the entities
implicitly because there is no requisite to define
the specific learning objective, namely representing different entities and their corresponding encodings.

Indicators

3.2.2

After the pre-training phase is completed, standard
training proceeds. In this phase, given the characteristics of the learning problem, the training is
performed. For example, if the problem consists
of text classification (i.e., opinion mining, topic
detection, etc.), then the training examples consist of pairs of single-hot encoded text and the corresponding class label. The exact parameters of
the training depend on the problem characteristics,
and are thus left unspecified in this proposal. During this training phase, the parameters of the SNN
are frozen, i.e., they remain unchanged throughout the training procedure. The reason for this is
that the parameters of the SNN have already been
adjusted, and the rest of the parameters are randomly initialized. Therefore, allowing the training
algorithm to change the SNN parameters would
destroy the learned mappings.
After the standard training, a final phase of finetunning can be optionally performed. In this final
phase, all the parameters, both those of the SNN
and those of the rest of the network, are allowed
to change. In this phase, only small parameter updates are expected to happen, since the network
should have converged in the previous phase.

Entity
Blocks

BoW

Unstructured Training

Relation
Blocks

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a Semantic
Neural Network, for an example knowledge domain in the film industry. The input layer consists
of a bag of words (BOW) representation. The middle layer contains all the entity blocks (Movie and
Person in this example) and the final layer contains all the relation blocks. The indicator outputs
are one-dimensional sigmoid neurons.
ing problem, a standard training is performed. In
this phase, the parameters of the rest of the network are adjusted. The internal parameters of the
SNN can either be frozen, or optionally, adjusted
together with the rest of the network in a postoptimization phase.
3.2.1 Structured Pre-Training
During the structured pre-training step, a knowledge base is used to extract random instances and
adjust the SNN parameters. This knowledge base
is the same as that chosen for designing the architecture, i.e., to choose the entities and relations
which are represented in the SNN blocks. A random instance of this knowledge base is a tuple
(ei , r, ej ) which asserts the relation r between entities ei and ej . In this instance, ei and ej are assumed to have a natural text label associated (e.g.,
a name, description, tag, etc.).
The SNN learns to represent natural text in a
manner which resembles the entity extraction process. Note that no natural text is associated to the
label of the relation. Hence, in order for the SNN
to accurately predict that relation r(e1 , e2 ) is true
for a specific pair of entities e1 , e2 , but false for another pair of entities, the “list” of pairs of entities

4

Experimental Analysis

To analyze the behavior of the SNN, we selected
a classic NLP problem and a suitable knowledge
base. The selected problem is opinion mining in
movie reviews, using the dataset from Pang and
Lee (2004). The corpus contains 1000 positive
and 1000 negative movie reviews written in English. For building the knowledge base, raw data
from IMDB2 was processed obtaining a graph representation with 2 classes (Person and Movie), 11
relations and a total 27,044,985 tuples. Table 1
summarizes the statistics of the knowledge base.
The SNN obtained from the IMDB knowledge
base has the structure shown in figure 3. The input
2
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Classes

Instances

Person
Movie

2 854 359
2 361 769

Indicators
dense ReLU
Person

Relations
actor
actress
archive footage
archive sound
cinematographer
composer
director
editor
producer
production designer
self
writer

binary
output

6 531 498
4 561 176
160 467
1 643
1 016 444
1 030 405
2 871 640
946 097
1 646 903
221 315
4 739 853
3 256 270

Director

Movie

etc.

BoW

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the Semantic Neural Network trained in IMDB. Not all relation blocks are shown, given space constraints.

Table 1: Summary statistics of the knowledge base
built from IMDB data.

layers with ReLU activation. A final dense layer
with sigmoid layer was used, since the movie reviews problem is a binary classification problem.
This network had an additional 141,361 trainable
parameters.
Training was performed only on these new
parameters for 10 epochs, using 100 batches
each one with 100 samples per epoch. After
this process, the SNN parameters were unfrozen,
and a fine-tune training was performed with all
5,491,981 parameters.
This final training was performed for 50 epochs,
until convergence was achieved. The validation
accuracy obtained at this point was 0.702. Finally,
an independent test set was used to measure test
accuracy, obtaining 67.82% precision in the movie
reviews problem.
For comparison purposes, a fully-connected
feed forward neural network, with 4 dense ReLU
layers and a total of 5,494,681 trainable parameters was also trained from scratch in the movie
review corpus. This network achieved a test accuracy of 64.47% in the same test set used for testing
the SNN. Hence, with roughly the same number
of trainable parameters the SNN obtains a small,
but statistically significant advantage (p ≈ 10−39 ).
Results are summarized in Table 2.

size is 267,178 (number of unique words in a standard English dictionary), the output size of each
entity block is 10, and of each relation block is 20.
The total number of indicator outputs is 14 (total
number of concepts present in the IMDB knowledge base). Hence, the total number of trainable
parameters in the SNN is 5,350,873.
The pre-training phase is executed for 10
epochs, each one with 100 batches, and each batch
comprising 100 training examples. This cycle was
repeated three times, first only with entities, then
only with relations, and finally with both entities
and relations. Hence, a total of 300,000 training
examples were used in the pre-training phase. The
final validation accuracy was 0.976 for the entities
cycle, 1.00 for the relations cycle and 0.987 for the
combined cycle. Since there are far fewer different
relation types than actual entities, convergence is
expected earlier when only training with relations.
4.1

Actor

Evaluating in the Opinion Mining
Problem

The performance of the pre-trained SNN was evaluated by including it as an internal component
in a larger neural network. This neural network
was applied to the original problem of classifying
movie reviews. The architecture of this extended
neural network consists of a single-hot encoding
input which is connected to the SNN. The output
of the SNN is connected to three sequential dense

5

Discussion

The experimental results obtained show that using a SNN provides some benefits over a stan909

Model
SNN + 3 ReLU
4 Dense ReLU

Parameters

Accuracy

5,491,981
5,494,681

67.82
64.47

Indicators
Person

Ben

Kinsley

Table 2: Comparison of performance in the opinion mining problem between different SNN-based
architectures.

Actor
is

amazing

dard architecture. No comparison has been performed with more advanced architectures, such as
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) or Convolutional (CNN) networks. However, the purpose of
SNNs is not to compete with, but rather to complement existing architectures with a new type of
component that is knowledge-aware. Hence, the
fact that the SNN performs effectively when combined with more traditional architectures encourages its use with other state-of-the-art deep learning components.
The most significant advantage of using a SNN
is that it provides a semantic interpretation of the
network’s behavior. The one-dimensional indicators used for guiding the SNN training could potentially act as a signaller for the high-level concepts that are being activated in any given example. By looking at the activation patterns inside
the SNN, it may be possible to obtain an explanation of the network’s prediction for a given example, in terms of the concepts in the knowledge base
learned. Figure 4 presents an illustrative example
in the context of the NLP problem presented in
Section 4.
Another advantage of SNNs is that once pretrained with a given knowledge base, they can
be reused in many different architectures. In a
sense, SNNs can be seen as feature extractors or
representational components that are associated
with a given knowledge domain. It is also conceivable to use multiple SNNs trained in different knowledge domains in the same neural network. This provides a strategy for knowledge
integration, when different and possible incompatible knowledge domains are considered relevant for a particular problem. This opens the
door to new strategies for transfer learning, from a
more semantic perspective, where the transferred
or reused knowledge can be tied to a particular domain.
In our experimental setup we used a small natural language dataset, since our purpose was not to
obtain state-of-the-art results in the opinion min-

in

Schindler's
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Entity
Blocks
Movie

BoW
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Blocks

Figure 4: Illustrative example of a Semantic Neural Network activation in response to a particular
input.
ing problem, but rather to illustrate the design of
the SNN and explain its main architectural characteristics. We demonstrated that the SNN model
provides effective support to learning approaches
for resolving NLP problems.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present Semantic Neural Networks (SNNs), which allow the inclusion of explicit semantic knowledge in traditional neural
networks without affecting performance. This
knowledge is extracted from available knowledge
bases, built by domain experts. We considered
that the SNN is a first step towards raising the
abstraction level in neural networks and building semantically-aware architectures that can be
self-explained. A possible line of future research
consists of combining multiple SNNs for multiple knowledge domains in a single problem, and
studying how the different representations output
by each network can be merged. Further, in the
current design, the core of the SNN is a simple
linear operation. In future works, we will explore
other, more complex operations, which will potentially improve accuracy. It is also necessary to
compare the performance of SNN-powered architectures with other state-of-the-art deep learning
910

architectures, such as LSTMs, CNNs and different embedding strategies. Finally, the SNN internal structure has a semantic meaning attached to
each neuron block. This opens the door for the
design of interpretation models that can automatically output an explanation of a neural networks
response in terms of human-defined concepts.
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Abstract

TR can involve many challenges, caused by
cases that are not trivial to resolve. This includes,
for example, locations contained in phrases such
as London Bus Company, which contains London but refers to an organisation and should
therefore not be marked as a location. Furthermore, locations can be contained in other types
of phrases, such as genome sequences mentioned
in bio-medical texts, as seen in the SemEval-2019
data (Weissenbacher et al., 2019). For example, the location Henan in the string A/Tree sparrow/Henan/4/04 could be omitted from the results,
as it is part of the name of a genome. Similar problems can occur where a location might be detected
in a character sequence denoting a chemical.
The increasing availability of online resources
has been beneficial to TR. On the one hand
large-scale geographical databases, such as GeoNames1 , make information about many different locations easily and freely available. On the other
hand, readily available mapping services, such as
Google Maps2 , allow users to visualise these locations. Although some of these services, such as
GeoNames, have been used since the beginnings
of TR (Smith and Crane, 2001; Leidner et al.,
2004), they are more complete today. A lack of
training and evaluation data also existed for some
time, mainly reflected by the fact that no standard
corpora existed up until a certain period (Leidner,
2004) and that advanced learning techniques could
not be used (Smith and Crane, 2001).
Geographic information contained in texts is
highly useful and, therefore, the areas where TR
is applied are diverse. In the past, TR has
been used to catalogue digital libraries (Larson,
1996; Hill et al., 1999) and to make information retrieval techniques spatially aware (Clough,

This paper compares how different machine learning classifiers can be used together with simple string matching and
named entity recognition to detect locations in texts. We compare five different state-of-the-art machine learning classifiers in order to predict whether a sentence contains a location or not. Following this classification task, we use a
string matching algorithm with a gazetteer
to identify the exact index of a toponym
within the sentence. We evaluate different
approaches in terms of machine learning
classifiers, text pre-processing and location extraction on the SemEval-2019 Task
12 dataset, compiled for toponym resolution in the bio-medical domain. Finally, we compare the results with our system that was previously submitted to the
SemEval-2019 task evaluation.

1

Introduction

The task of toponym resolution (TR) is a topic in
natural language processing (NLP) which is aimed
at extracting locations from texts. TR includes the
sub-tasks of detecting, disambiguating and finally
resolving and assigning coordinates to the proper
location in the text. The first step is to detect a
location in a text, which can be carried out by
more simple means of gazetteer lookup or named
entity recognition (NER) (Piskorski and Yangarber, 2013). Next, each detected location that is
ambiguous needs to be distinguished and the correct location chosen (Leidner et al., 2004). The
final step involves assigning coordinates or applying some other meta-information to clearly distinguish each proposed location (Smith and Crane,
2001; Leidner et al., 2004).

1
2
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cording as in SemEval (Section 4.2). Finally, in
Section 5 we come to general conclusions about
the project.

2005). A more specialised area included the
automatic tracking of biological specimens from
different places around the world (Beaman and
Conn, 2003). Today, the possible uses range
from analysing social media texts (Ireson and
Ciravegna, 2010) to news streams (Lieberman and
Samet, 2012), where locations of large-scale activity and problematic regions are mapped, respectively. A further example is the bio-medical
domain, where the spreading of viruses can be
tracked by analysing texts that mention locations
(Weissenbacher et al., 2019). However, as the areas of application are varied, the effectiveness of
toponym resolvers is also said to vary among different types of text (Gritta et al., 2018).

2

Related Work

Detecting and resolving locations or toponyms has
undergone some changes in its approach. The
topic was first dealt with more extensively towards the late 1990s and early 2000s (Larson,
1996; Hill et al., 1999; Smith and Crane, 2001;
Leidner et al., 2004). These earliest approaches
were aimed mainly at using geographical information for information retrieval, as well as catalogue searches in digital libraries. While the first
of these approaches used named entity tagging, as
well as specially constructed gazetteers to detect
(Larson, 1996; Hill et al., 1999), others went beyond this and used a combination of methods to
disambiguate. Smith and Crane (2001) used NE
tagging and a gazetteer to detect locations, and
disambiguated these using information gathered
beforehand. This information, ”local” and ”document” context, is said to include co-occurring
words and other locations mentioned throughout
the text, respectively. The authors also use ”world
knowledge” gathered from other sources, which
mainly includes meta information such as coordinates, size, corresponding political entities and so
on (Smith and Crane, 2001). Similarly, Leidner
et al. (2004) used a combination of simple heuristics, linguistic cues, co-occurrence statistics and
discourse information to detect locations and assign coordinates.
TR has shifted from the methods of earlier approaches and followed the trend of using machine
learning techniques. Whereas in the past learning
techniques lacked data (Smith and Crane, 2001),
this is no longer the case. Approaches using machine learning with (indirect) supervision include
Hu and Ge (2009) and Speriosu and Baldridge
(2013). Hu and Ge (2009) make use of hierarchical structures ensuing from geographical relations, an approach said to perform in an accuracy range of 73.55 to 85.38 percent on an
Australian news corpus. Speriosu and Baldridge
(2013) on the other hand, present their text-driven
approach, which uses context information to resolve toponyms. The classifiers themselves are
trained mainly on semi-automatically generated
data, obtained primarily from locations tagged in
Wikipedia. While the aforementioned approach

This paper presents further research into TR,
or to be more precise the detection of toponyms.
Moreover, this research was carried out in the context of SemEval-2019 Task 12: Toponym Resolution (Weissenbacher et al., 2019) and aimed
specifically at subtask 2, which deals only with
the detection of toponyms. To the best of our
knowledge, prior work on exploring how a machine learning classifier can be used together with
relatively simple string matching to detect locations in texts has been limited. Previously, we
explored the use of machine learning classifiers
to predict a location within short word windows
in the context of SemEval-2019 Task 12 (Plum
et al., 2019).We employ our system submitted to
the SemEval-2019 task as a baseline and make use
of the same dataset, consisting of texts from the
bio-medical domain Plum et al. (2019). While the
system serving as a baseline was reasonably competitive in terms of precision, it did not achieve
a high recall. The neural network architectures
that are used for this research are novel to this
type of task even though some of the architectures
have been used for sentence classification tasks
like sentiment analysis, spam detection and so on.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
We present related work in the field first (Section
2), followed by the methodology employed (Section 3). This section includes a description of the
dataset, system and network architectures. Section 4 presents the overall results, which are split
into classifier results at the sentence level, i.e. disregarding the indexes and therefore not comparable to the SemEval evaluation (Section 4.1) and
the overall results at the word level, where explicit
indexes are retrieved in order to be evaluated ac913

relies on the availability of gazetteers, a gazetteerindependent approach has been brought forward
by DeLozier et al. (2015). This approach, which
also relies on a machine learning classifier to disambiguate toponyms, solely uses NER techniques
to detect locations, and is said to perform on a
state-of-the-art level on the TR-CoNLL (Leidner,
2006) and Civil War corpora (DeLozier et al.,
2015).
Most recently, Gritta et al. (2018) have presented a survey of the current state of TR, which
they refer to as geoparsing. While the two terms
are essentially synonymous, the authors use geoparsing (or geoparsers) to refer to fully fledged endto-end systems. These include CLAVIN3 , the Edinburgh Parser (Tobin et al., 2010; Grover et al.,
2010), Topocluster (DeLozier et al., 2015) and
GeoTxt (Karimzadeh et al., 2019). These systems are said to perform at state-of-the-art levels, and are tested on the Local Global Corpus, as
well as a corpus compiled by the authors, which
is based on Wikipedia and GeoNames data (Gritta
et al., 2018). However, it should be mentioned
that Topocluster and CLAVIN apply learning techniques. The Edinburgh Parser and GeoTxt rely on
NER and heuristics to rank possible candidates.
The evaluation of toponym resolvers is carried
out on specifically created datasets or corpora.
Leidner (2004) was the first to raise awareness
for the need of a gold standard for these purposes. To this end, the paper describes the ongoing effort to create such a corpus, including a custom markup language (TRML) and editor (TAME)
(Leidner, 2004). Later, Leidner (2006) describes
the resulting corpus of the previous efforts. It
is based on news articles, with 6, 980 humanannotated instances of toponyms. The corpus, utilising the CoNLL format, is still used today (DeLozier et al., 2015; Gritta et al., 2018). However,
recently concerns have been raised again concerning the availability of datasets for toponym resolution or geoparsing by both Gritta et al. (2018) and
Karimzadeh and MacEachren (2019). Gritta et al.
(2018) have contributed their own dataset compiled from Wikipedia. In addition, Karimzadeh
and MacEachren (2019) present their tool GeoAnnotator which has been developed to aid the compilation of such corpora. The tool is said to not
only be useful for the creation of large-scale corpora on a collaborative basis, but also versatile
3

enough to be used for other applications of NLP.
Our System described in Plum et al. (2019)
that was submitted to SemEval-2019 Task 12 will
serve as the baseline. The approach uses GATE
with ANNIE to detect all the occurrences of locations in a text, using custom gazetteers based on
GeoNames. Several gazetteers were tested and the
best results achieved with a gazetteer of locations
with a population of 15, 000 people or more. Following the string matching, two neural network
models are used to classify five-word windows
around the matched location. For each window a
prediction is made whether a real location is contained or not. The method is reported to have a
significant drawback, since a five-word context is
not enough to carry out proper classification, as the
location itself could, for instance, be a multi-word
expression. Furthermore, the gazetteer matching
carried out beforehand severely limits the overall
recall of the approach, as it is not able to detect
locations that are written across line-breaks, or are
simply not contained in the gazetteer. In contrast
to this system, the approach proposed in this paper
predicts locations on a sentence-by-sentence basis,
then attempts to retrieve the correct index of each
location by using a gazetteer lookup.

3

System Description

This section describes the system we developed
for detecting toponyms in bio-medical texts. Our
approach is based on our system submitted to
SemEval-2019 Task 12, described in Plum et al.
(2019). It differs mainly in the order of the processing stages, as well as in the architectures that
were used. The previous system matches location
names using a gazetteer, followed by a machine
learning classifier to predict whether the matched
location is a proper location or not (Plum et al.,
2019). In the present approach, we use a machine
learning classifier to predict whether a sentence
contains a relevant location first, and on this preselection we perform a gazetteer lookup to identify
the specific index range of each location. We also
use spaCy NER4 to compare the effectiveness of
the gazetteer.
The approach for the system is split into three
steps, which are explained in the following three
sections. The first step deals with the preparation
of the texts from the dataset. This involves cleaning noisy sections of text and outputting an input
4

https://clavin.bericotechnologies.com/about-clavin/.
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3.1.1 Text Cleaning
The cleaning of the texts is performed in two steps.
First, all line breaks are removed and replaced
with spaces. This is mainly to deal with sentence
splitting and string matching problems that could
occur over line breaks. For instance, a line break
character between New and York would lead to this
location to be detected as York, not as New York.
The line breaks have to be replaced by one space,
as the annotations take line breaks into account
and add these to the index range of a location. It
should be mentioned that this requires the texts to
use LF-type line breaks, as any other type would
require a different number of replacement characters. For this dataset, it was ensured that all files
conform to this standard.
Next, we carry out more methods to clean the
texts. Using the guidelines set out by the task organisers and a brief analysis carried out by Plum
et al. (2019), we determined that certain parts of
the texts are not relevant for detection. This includes references and certain character and word
strings that describe biological genome sequences.
As these often include toponyms that were excluded from annotation in the SemEval-2019 task,
these could also be disregarded. In order to remove all irrelevant parts but retain indexing consistency, we use regular expressions to find and
replace certain text sequences with an equivalent
number of spaces. As before, we replace each
character with a space in order to ensure that the
indexes match up with the annotations.
We wanted to test the effectiveness of our cleaning methods. Therefore, we tested our methods
with both types of text: texts where only the line
breaks have been removed and texts that have been
completely cleaned. During testing it was clear
that the performance was better on fully cleaned
texts, due to the reduction in seemingly random
strings that could be detected (i.e. the string [..]
ACG GGG MA AUA UGC [..] could produce the
match MA, as in the U.S. state Massachusetts).

file for the machine learning classifier containing
all texts split into sentences. Next, each classifier
is trained and run in order to obtain predictions
at the sentence level. Finally, the output from the
classifier is used in conjunction with a gazetteer
lookup algorithm (and later spaCy NER) in order
to determine the exact indexes of the detected locations.
3.1

Dataset

To ensure comparability with the baseline system,
we work with the same dataset from SemEval2019 Task 12. This dataset is made up of 150
journal articles from PubMed Central and are from
the domain of epidemiology (Weissenbacher et al.,
2019). As mentioned previously, the main idea behind detecting locations in texts from this domain
is to track the spreading of viruses (Weissenbacher
et al., 2019). The articles were downloaded as
PDFs and converted to plain text using a pdf-to-txt
tool by the organisers of the task. The toponyms
were manually disambiguated by the organisers
and subsequently annotated using the Brat annotator (Stenetorp et al., 2012). Two texts of the
training set were removed, as they were unreadable, probably caused by PDF to text conversion
problems. Apart from this, we work with the same
training and test splits as supplied by the organisers, which are 73 and 45 texts, respectively. It
should be pointed out that we had to adjust the annotations of some of the training texts, as these
were carried out on texts using CRLF-type line
breaks5 and did not match the indexes read by our
system, as it used LF-type line breaks, which lead
to the indexes being offset.
The texts had to be prepared for the classification task. As some parts of the texts had been
deemed irrelevant by the organisers of SemEval2019 Task 12 (Weissenbacher et al., 2019), we
had to remove these. This includes the references
and acknowledgement sections of each article. We
also had to remove certain character strings which
are specific to texts from the bio-medical domain.
Finally, the texts had to be split into sentences and
stored with further information in order to be classified in the next step.

3.1.2 Sentence Splitting
As the identification of locations primarily happens at the sentence level, each individual text
needs to be split into sentences. We use spaCy
in order to complete this task. The sentences are
then output to a CSV file, containing information
on each sentence’s text id, as well as its own specific index range. This information is necessary at
the stage of identifying the exact index range of

5
CRLF-type line breaks are commonly used in text files
created with Microsoft DOS/Windows operating systems.
This type of line break uses two characters to denote the
end of a line. LF-type line breaks are commonly used
on UNIX/Linux-based operating systems, and only use one
character to denote the end of a line.
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3.2.1

a location and then producing the annotation files
for the SemEval evaluation script. For the machine
learning training file, a separate column indicating
whether or not a location is contained in the sentence is also included.
3.2

Pooled GRU

This model takes pre-trained fasttext embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2018) as a matrix for the input which is comprised of the vertically stacked
embedding vectors corresponding to the words
present in the sentence. The matrix can be
thought of as a sequence of embedded words.
Each of these embedding vectors is fed to the bidirectional GRU (Chung et al., 2014) at their respective timestep. The final timestep output is fed
into a max pooling layer and an average pooling
layer in parallel (Scherer et al., 2010). Following
this, the outputs of the two pooling layers are concatenated and connected to a dense layer (Huang
et al., 2017) activated with a sigmoid function.
Additionally, there is a spatial dropout (Tompson
et al., 2015) between the embedding layer and the
bi-directional GRU layer to avoid over-fitting.
The network was trained using adam optimiser
(Kingma and Ba, 2015), with a reduced learning
rate once learning stagnates. This model has been
discussed in Kowsari et al. (2019) as a common
model to perform text classification tasks.

Sentence Level Location Identification

Once the texts have been pre-processed, we run
a binary classification on the sentences, predicting whether a sentence contains a location, or not.
Table 1 shows some examples from the training
dataset which is used for this classification task.
Out of the 17, 535 sentences in the training
set, only 2, 117 sentences contain locations. This
means that the dataset is highly unbalanced, thus
making the classification task quite difficult. The
increased difficulty was also caused by the language used. As an example, in the row with the
ID PMC2857219, shown in Table 1, the sentence
contains Korea and is not annotated as a location
since it is a part of an organisation name. Also, in
the row with the ID PMC2857219, US is not annotated as a location, as it functions as an adjective
to the word soldier. General named entity recognisers such as spaCy or gazetteer matching could
possibly falsely detect that these sentences contain
a proper location as defined for this task. Furthermore, sentences similar to ID PMC5837706,
shown in 1, caused difficulties, as the text in the
sentence was not clear. Considering all of these issues, we need an intelligent classifier that detects
whether a sentence contains a location or not, by
considering the words that appear in the sentence.

3.2.2

Stacked LSTM with Attention

As with the previous model, this model takes pretrained fasttext embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2018)
as an input. Each of these embedding vectors
are then fed into a bi-directional LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997). The output of this layer
is again fed into a bi-directional LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) with self attention (Vaswani
et al., 2017). Finally, the output is connected to
two dense layers that are (Huang et al., 2017) activated first with a relu function, and then with a
sigmoid function.
Again, this network was trained using adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with a reduced
learning rate once learning stagnates. We adopted
this model from the Toxic Comment Classification
Challenge in Kaggle6 .

We use five different recurrent network architectures to perform the binary classification task
on the sentences: pooled Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) (3.2.1), stacked Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) with attention (3.2.2), LSTM and GRU
with attention (3.2.3), 2D convolution with pooling (3.2.4) and GRU with capsule (3.2.5). Each
classifier was run on prepared and cleaned text (as
explained in Section 3.1.1). These models were
successfully applied to a number of classification
tasks such as GRU for sequence labeling Chung
et al. (2014), LSTM for semantic similarity and
word analogy Coates and Bollegala (2018), and
GRU with capsule for toponym detection Plum
et al. (2019). Their success in these tasks inspired
us to try them for our problem.

3.2.3

LSTM and GRU with Attention

This architecture applies a spatial dropout to
the embedding layer (Tompson et al., 2015).
The output is then fed in parallel to a bidirectional LSTM-layer (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) with self attention and a bidirectional GRUlayer (Chung et al., 2014) with self attention
6
https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-commentclassification-challenge
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id

start

end

PMC2857219

15686

15753

PMC5005937

9817

9928

PMC2857219

14913

14947

PMC5837706

14489

14531

sentence
Dr Jin-Won Song is a professor of
microbiology at Korea University.
kConFab recruited multi-generational,
multiple-case families through cancer
family clinics in Australia.
These data showed the epidemiologic
link between US soldier patients and
rodent hosts at the training sites near
the Demilitarized Zone in South Korea.
(46.9) 395 (39.4) 75 (7.5) 245 (24.4) 329

loc?

location

0

NA

1

Australia

1

South Korea

0

NA

Table 1: Example rows in the training set. Sentences containing a location are represented with 1 in the
loc? column and 0 otherwise. The location column contains the explicit location names contained in the
sentence.
3.2.5

(Vaswani et al., 2017). The output from the bidirectional GRU-layer is fed into an average pooling layer and a max pooling layer. The output from
these layers and the output of the bi-directional
LSTM-layer are concatenated and connected to
a dense layer with relu activation. After that, a
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) is applied to the
output and connected to a dense layer activated
with a sigmoid function.
While this network was also trained using adam
optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), it was trained
with a cyclical learning rate (Smith, 2017) this
time. Plum et al. (2019) has used this model to
predict whether a word window contains a location or not.
3.2.4

GRU with Capsule

Most of the previous architectures rely on a pooling layer. However, this architecture uses a capsule layer (Hinton et al., 2018) rather than pooling
layers. After applying a spatial dropout (Tompson
et al., 2015) the output of the embedding layer is
fed into a bi-directional GRU-layer (Chung et al.,
2014). The output is then connected to a capsule
layer (Hinton et al., 2018). The output of the capsule layer is flattened and connected to a dense
layer with relu activation, a dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014) and batch normalisation applied, and
re-connected to a dense layer with sigmoid activation.
The capsule network was trained using adam
optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with a reduced
learning rate once learning stagnates. This model
has been used in Plum et al. (2019) to predict
whether a word window contains a location or not.

2D Convolution with Pooling

The fourth architecture takes a different approach
than the previous architectures by using 2D convolution layers (Wu et al., 2018), rather than LSTMor GRU-layers. The outputs of the embedding layers are connected to four 2D convolution layers
(Wu et al., 2018), each with max pooling layers.
The outputs of these are concatenated and connected to a dense layer activated with a sigmoid
function after applying a dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014).
This network also uses adam optimiser
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) and a reduced learning
rate once learning stagnates. This model has
been used in the Quora Insincere Questions
Classification Kaggle competition7 .

3.3

Word Level Location Identification

The location predictions made by the MLclassifier at the sentence level are passed as a
CSV file to the string matching script. It runs
through each sentence, matching locations from
a gazetteer. For matching the strings we use a
fast and efficient Aho-Corasick algorithm (Aho
and Corasick, 1975). The implementation used is
available for the Python programming language8
We use a large gazetteer that is comprised of
the full list of all locations from the GeoNames
database9 . The main idea behind this is that we
want to achieve the highest chance of detecting
8

7
https://www.kaggle.com/c/quora-insincere-questionsclassification
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https://github.com/WojciechMula/pyahocorasick/
http://www.geonames.org/, last accessed 21.05.2019

which are described in the next section. It should
be mentioned that we did run some word level predictions on the output of the other classifiers, but
as expected the results were always much lower,
due to the decreased starting point.

every location. However, as the gazetteer is so
large, is causes a lot of ”noise” during the string
matching, including partial matches and numbers
that have no meaning. In order to combat this,
we apply several filters after finding matches, in
order to exclude certain results. We consciously
avoided removing anything from the gazetteer itself, as this would be either time-consuming (manual) or could falsely remove desired locations (automatic). Therefore, we use filters to remove all
matches with numbers (i.e. 717, 7Palms, 50da),
strings shorter than three characters which are not
both uppercase (i.e. Bl, b1, al but not AL, CA, NY),
sub-string matches (i.e. London in Londonderry)
and all lowercase strings (which are usually fragments of location names left in the database, as
in paseo caribe). The resulting tables are sorted
by index, and duplicates removed. Where matches
overlap in terms of indexing, we give preference to
the longest match. This ensures that in sentences
such as I live in New York, we detect only New
York and not York (as these are separate entries in
the gazetteer).
For comparison purposes, we also employ
spaCy to detect locations in the sentences at this
stage. We used the standard English web corpus
and the spaCy NER algorithm.

4

4.2

As mentioned previously, we regard the word level
predictions as the overall result of the system. The
evaluation was carried out in accordance with parameters set out for SemEval-2019 Task 12, featuring strict and overlap categories on macro and
micro levels. For the strict measure, predicted locations are only considered as correct if the text
span matches the gold standard exactly. For the
overlap measure, predictions are considered to
be correct if they share a common span of text
with the gold annotations. The python script was
made available on Bitbucket10 by the SemEval2019 Task 12 organizers.
Table 3 shows the results for both the string
matching method using gazetteers to extract the
locations with a custom script for indexes, as well
as the spaCy NER algorithm (only considering
locations) and the baseline system submitted to
SemEval-2019. Our best results were achieved in
the overlap macro classes, and are highlighted in
bold. Overall, while we were not able to beat the
best precision score of Plum et al. (2019), we came
quite close. Nonetheless, we were able to improve
the recall significantly, as well as the overall fscore.
The trade-offs that each approach brings with
it should become clear when regarding the results.The approach using the GeoNames gazetteer
detects a higher number of locations overall. This
is due to the simplistic string matching method
backed by such a large gazetteer, and comes at the
cost of overall precision. The spaCy NER algorithm is much more precise, but is more limited
in terms of recall. We find it most likely that this
approach does not tag many locations as such, because the texts are still quite noisy, and because we
did not train it on our dataset. Due to the small size
and unbalanced nature of our dataset, we did not
consider training spaCy any further. In the future,
given an appropriate dataset from the bio-medical
domain, this could perhaps lead to better results.

Results

As our system operates at two levels, we first
present the results of location prediction at the sentence level using the five different recurrent network architectures. Next, we present the results
of the prediction at the word level. These results
are also regarded as our final results, as these predictions yielded the index range of each location,
which were evaluated with an evaluation script.
The evaluation script that was utilised was the one
provided for SemEval-2019 Task 12.
4.1

Toponym Identification

Sentence Level Prediction

Results of the sentence level predictions for the
test set are shown in Table 2. We use precision
and recall to evaluate the results. The third model
described, LSTM and GRU with Attention, provided the best results for the cleaned text. Despite
the dataset being quite unbalanced, the model reported good precision and recall scores of 0.852
and 0.853, which provided a high F1 score, too.
As this is the best model, we use these predictions as the basis for our word level predictions,

10
https://bitbucket.org/dweissen/semevaltask
12evaluator/src/master/
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Model

P

Uncleaned
R
F1

P

Cleaned
R
F1

Pooled GRU
Stacked LSTM with Attention
LSTM and GRU with Attention
2D Convolution with Pooling
GRU with Capsule

.755
.795
.811
.802
.843

.792
.784
.840
.743
.816

.772
.789
.825
.769
.829

.789
.826
.852
.842
.865

.816
.796
.853
.758
.823

.793
.813
.852
.792
.842

All sentences predicted 1
All sentences predicted 0

.042
.457

.500
.500

.078
.478

.060
.439

.500
.500

.107
.468

Table 2: Results for the sentence level classification. We report Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 for each
model (bold indicates the best set of results). Two baseline predictions with all sentences predicted 1 and
all sentences predicted 0 are also reported for comparison.
Approach - Level

Strict Detection
P
R
F1

Overlap Detection
P
R
F1

Gazetteer - Macro
Gazetteer - Micro

.524
.508

.791
.659

.631
.574

.571
.580

.840
.731

.680
.647

spaCy NER - Macro
spaCy NER - Micro

.780
.726

.573
.413

.661
.526

.861
.823

.627
.468

.726
.597

Baseline - Macro
Baseline - Micro

.828
.816

.474
.339

.603
.479

.898
.893

.496
.365

.639
.518

Table 3: Results for the word level classification. We report the same measures as previously, for the
categories described in Section 4. Results are shown for both approaches (bold indicates the best set of
results).

5

Conclusion

sult significantly. Of course, in both cases these
lookups provide necessary information for the system to work, as they provide the index range of
each location. The fact that our system performed
better in terms of precision when using the popular spaCy NER algorithm, shows that simple
gazetteer lookup lacks precision and is probably
too simple.

We have presented a system for toponym detection
based on a recurrent network and gazetteer lookup.
The approach is novel in that we use the recurrent
network to predict whether a sentence contains a
location, from which we later extract the exact location by more simpler means. This eliminates the
need for a more extensive sequence labelling task,
which would require more elaborately annotated
training data. Our approach was able to improve
on the baseline system presented at SemEval-2019
Task 12 on the same dataset. Albeit not at the same
level of precision.
The main conclusion of this paper is that using a hybrid approach, where a machine learning
approach is mixed with more traditional gazetteer
lookup methods, seems to introduce too many areas where performance is lost. Both in this paper and in Plum et al. (2019) the machine learning or rather neural network architectures on their
own perform quite well. However, performing
a gazetteer lookup before or after lowers the re-

In the future, we would like to introduce an endto-end system entirely based on machine learning
or recurrent network architectures. One emerging
approach is to use BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) for
token classification which is a fine-tuning model
that wraps the BERT model and adds a token-level
classifier on top of the BERT model. The recent
release of BioBERT (Lee et al., 2019) makes it
easier to apply BERT for NER in the bio-medical
domain. While a lot more research has been focused on these kind of architectures, we hope to
explore tasks other than only sequence labelling.
To this end, our aim is to also explore the use of
word and context embeddings further.
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Abstract

lel corpus from L1 to L2, with the source (L1) side
being the translated text and the target side being
the monolingual data. Back-translation has been
shown to be beneficial not only for MT but also
for other NLP tasks where data is scarce, e.g. automatic post-editing (APE) (Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz, 2016; Negri et al., 2018). However, the effects of various parameters for creating
back-translated (BT) data have not been investigated enough as to indicate what are the optimal
conditions in not only creating but also employing such data to train high-quality neural machine
translation (NMT) systems.

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models achieve their best performance when
large sets of parallel data are used for training. Consequently, techniques for augmenting the training set have become popular recently. One of these methods is
back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a),
which consists on generating synthetic
sentences by translating a set of monolingual, target-language sentences using a
Machine Translation (MT) model.
Generally, NMT models are used for backtranslation. In this work, we analyze the
performance of models when the training
data is extended with synthetic data using
different MT approaches. In particular we
investigate back-translated data generated
not only by NMT but also by Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) models and
combinations of both. The results reveal
that the models achieve the best performances when the training set is augmented
with back-translated data created by merging different MT approaches.

1

The work presented in Poncelas et al. (2018)
draws an early-stage empirical roadmap to investigating the effects of BT data. In particular, it looks
at how the amount of BT data impacts the performance of the final NMT system. In Sennrich et al.
(2016a) and Poncelas et al. (2018), the systems
used to generate the BT data are neural. However,
it has been noted that often different paradigms
can contribute differently to a given task. For example, it has been shown that applying an APE
system based on NMT technology improves statistical machine translation (SMT) output, but has
lower impact on NMT output (Bojar et al., 2017;
Chatterjee et al., 2018).

Introduction

Machine translation (MT) nowadays is heavily
dependent on the quantity and quality of training data. The amount of available good-quality
parallel data for the desired domain and/or language pair is often insufficient to reach the required translation performance. In such cases, it
has become the norm to resort to back-translating
freely available monolingual data as proposed in
(Sennrich et al., 2016a). That is, one can translate a set of sentences from language L2 into L1
with an already trained MT system for the language pair L2→L1. Then create a synthetic paral-

In this work we assess the impact of different
amounts of BT data generated by two different
types of MT systems – NMT and SMT. Our contribution is two-fold: (i) we provide a systematic
comparison of the BT data by building NMT systems with a combination of SMT and NMT BT
data and (ii) we identify the effects of BT data that
originates from SMT or NMT on the end-quality
of the trained NMT system. We aim to answer the
question: "What is the best choice for BT data?"
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2

Preparatory Study: the Effect of
Back-Translation when Controlling for
the Amount of Training Effort

the extra training effort is not required as no significant improvement has been observed. Based
on the outcome of these experiments we chose the
rest of our experiments.

A typical assumption made when training NMT
models, is that when more training data is used,
more training effort is warranted. Based on this
assumption when training NMT systems what is
normally kept constant is the amount of training
epochs rather than the amount of training effort
in the form of steps/mini-batches. Nevertheless,
when adding back-translated data to the training
set, while keeping the amount of epochs the same,
the effective amount of training increases. It could
then be questioned whether the extra training effort in itself does not partly explain the positive
effect of back-translation. For this reason, we seek
to answer the question: “Does the effect of backtranslation change when we control for the amount
of training effort, by keeping the total amount
of steps/mini-batches constant?". To answer this
question we compare the performance of systems
trained on purely authentic data to those trained on
authentic plus synthetic data, while keeping either
the number of steps/mini-batches or the number of
epochs constant in both settings:

3

Using Back-Translation from Different
Sources

The work of (Sennrich et al., 2016a) showed
that adding BT data is beneficial to achieve better translation performances. In this work we
compare the details related to the translation hypotheses originating from SMT and NMT backtranslated training data as well as combine the data
from those two different sources. To the best of
our knowledge, this has not been investigated yet.
We compare German-to-English translation hypotheses generated by systems trained (i) only on
authentic data, (ii) only on synthetic data, and (iii)
on authentic data enhanced with different types
of BT data: SMT, NMT. We exploit two types
of synthetic and authentic data combinations: (a)
randomly selected half of target sentences backtranslated by SMT and another half by NMT system, and (b) joining all BT data (thus repeating
each target segment).
The translation hypotheses are compared in
terms of four automatic evaluation metrics:
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), TER (Snover et al.,
2006), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and
CHRF (Popović, 2015). These metrics give an
overall estimate of the quality of the translations
with respect to the reference (human translation of
the test set). In addition, the translation hypotheses are analyzed in terms of five error categories,
lexical variety and syntactic variety.

1. Models trained with 1M auth + 2M synth sentences using the default settings, including 13
training epochs.
2. Models trained on 1M auth data only, trained
either:
(a) using the default settings, including 13
training epochs.
(b) Trained for 39 epochs, to obtain a same
amount of training effort as for the 1M
auth + 2M synth sentences model.

4

Related Work

A comparison between MT models trained with
synthetic and with authentic data that originate
from the same source has been presented in Poncelas et al. (2018). They show that while the performances of models trained with both synthetic
and authentic data are better than those of models
trained with only authentic data, there is a saturation point beyond which the quality does not improve by adding more synthetic data. Nonetheless,
models trained only with synthetic (BT) data perform very reasonably, with evaluation scores being close to those of models trained with only authentic parallel data. In fact, when appropriately
selected, BT data can be used to enhance NMT

When increasing the epochs to 39, we take appropriate measures to keep the starting point and
speed of decay of the learning rate constant for the
amount of training steps/epochs.1
The results of these experiments indicate that
training a model on authentic data with 1/3 of the
amount of the total parallel data (authentic + synthetic) for an additional 26 epochs to account for
1
This is implemented by changing the start of the learning
rate decay from epoch 8 to epoch √
22 (= 7 ∗ 3 + 1) and changing the decay factor from 0.5 to 3 0.5 = 0.7936. This way,
the learning rate decay starts after the same amount of data
when using the 1M auth dataset (7 × 3M ) and the decay rate
is maintained at 0.5 for each 3M sentences from this point
onwards.
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tic gradient descent (SGD), in combination with
learning rate decay, halving the learning rate starting from the 8th epoch.
In order to build the models, all data sets are
tokenized and truecased and segmented with BytePair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016b) built
on the joint vocabulary using 89500 merge operations. For testing the models we use the test
set provided in the WMT 2015 News Translation
Task (Bojar et al., 2015). As development set, we
use 5K randomly sampled sentences from development sets provided in previous years of WMT.

models (Poncelas et al., 2019).
Edunov et al. (2018) confirmed that synthetic
data can sometimes match the performance of authentic data. In addition, a comprehensive analysis
of different methods to generate synthetic source
sentences was carried out. This analysis revealed
that sampling from the model distribution or noising beam outputs out-performs pure beam search,
which is typically used in NMT. Their analysis
shows that synthetic data based on sampling and
noised beam search provides a stronger training
signal than synthetic data based on argmax inference.
One of the experiments reported in Burlot and
Yvon (2018) is comparing performance between
models trained with NMT and SMT BT data.
The best Moses system (Koehn et al., 2007) is almost as good as the NMT system trained with the
same (authentic) data, and much faster to train.
Improvements obtained with the Moses system
trained with a small training corpus are much
smaller; this system even decreases the performance for the out-of-domain test. The authors also
investigated some properties of BT data and found
out that the back-translated sources are on average
shorter than authentic ones, syntactically simpler
than authentic ones, and contain smaller number
of rare events. Furthermore, automatic word alignments tend to be more monotonic between artificial sources and authentic targets than between
authentic sources and authentic targets.
Burlot and Yvon (2018) also compared training
BT data with authentic data in terms of lexical and
syntactic variety, segment length and alignment
monotony, however they did not analyze the obtained translation hypotheses. In (Vanmassenhove
et al., 2019) it is shown that MT systems trained on
authentic and on backtranslated data lead to general loss of linguistic richness in their translation
hypotheses.

5

6

Data

The parallel data used for the experiments has
been obtained from WMT 2015 (Bojar et al.,
2015). We build two parallel sets with these sentences: base (1M sentences) and auth (3M sentences). We use the target side of auth to create
the following datasets:
• SMTsynth: Created by translating the targetside sentences of auth. The model used
to generate the sentences is an SMT model
trained with base set in the English to German direction. It has been built using the
Moses toolkit with default settings, using
GIZA++ for word alignment and tuned using
MERT (Och, 2003)). The language model
(of order 8) is built with the KenLM toolkit
(Heafield, 2011) using the German side of
base.
• NMTsynth: Created by translating the targetside sentences of auth. The model used to
generate the sentences is an NMT model
(with the same configuration as described in
Section 5 but in the English to German direction) trained with the base set.
• hybrNMTSMT: Synthetic parallel corpus
combining NMTsynth and SMTsynth sets. It
has been built by maintaining the same target
side of auth, and as source side we alternate
between NMTsynth and SMTsynth each 500K
sentences.

Experimental Settings

For the experiments we have built German-toEnglish NMT models using the Pytorch port of
OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017). We use the default parameters: 2-layer LSTM with 500 hidden
units. The models are trained for the same number
of epochs. As the model trained with all authentic
data converges after 13 epochs, we use that many
iterations to train the models (we use the same
amount of epochs). As optimizer we use stochas-

• fullhybrNMTSMT: Synthetic parallel corpus
combining all segments from NMTsynth and
SMTsynth sets (double size, each original
target sentence repeated twice with both an
NMT and SMT back-translation-generated
translation).
924

7

Experiments

The results show that adding synthetic data has
a positive impact on the performance of the models as all of them achieve improvements when
compared to that built only with authentic data 1M
base. These improvements are statistically significant at p=0.01 (computed with multeval (Clark
et al., 2011) using Bootstrap Resampling (Koehn,
2004)). However, the increases of quality are different depending on the approach followed to create the BT data.

In our experiments, we build models on different portions of the datasets described in Section
6. First, we train an initial NMT model using the
base data set. Then, in order to investigate how
much the models benefit from using synthetic data
generated by different approaches, we build models with increasing sizes of data (from the data sets
described in Section 6).
The models explored are built with data that
ranges from 1M sentences (built with only authentic data from base data set) to 4M sentences (consisting on 1M sentences from base and 3M sentences generated artificially with different models). We also include the models built with the
fullhybrNMTSMT set. As this set contains duplicated target-side sentences, the largest model we
build contains 7M sentences in total but only 4M
distinct target-side sentences.

8
8.1

First, we observe that models in which SMTgenerated data is added do not outperform the
models built with the same size of authentic data.
For example, the models built with 4M sentences
(1M authentic and 3M SMT-produced sentences,
in cell + 3M SMTsynth) achieve a performance
comparable to the model trained with smaller
number of sentences of authentic data (such as +
1M auth cell, 2M sentences).
Models built by using NMT-created data have
a better performance than those built with data
generated by SMT. When performing a pairwise comparison between models using an equal
amount of either SMT or NMT-created data, we
observe that the latter models outperform the former by around one BLEU point. In fact, the performance of models using NMT-translated sentences is closer to those built with authentic data,
and some NMTsynth models produce better translation qualities. This is the case of +1M NMTsynth model (according to all evaluation metrics)
or +3M NMTsynth (according to BLEU).

Results
Controlling the Amount of Training
Effort

Table 1 shows the effect of controlling the amount
of training effort when using back-translation. It
can be observed that increasing the number of
epochs from 13 to 39 when using just the 1M base
training set does not increase the performance over
using just 13 epochs (i.e. not compensating the
relatively smaller training set with more epochs),
rather it deteriorates it. From these results we conclude that there is no reason to believe that the
positive effects of using back-translation is caused
by an effectively larger training effort, rather than
by the advantage of the larger training set itself.
We therefore also conclude that it is reasonable to
keep the number of epochs constant across experiments, rather than fixing the amount of training
effort as measured by steps/mini-batches, and we
do the former throughout the rest of the paper.
8.2

Our experiments also include the performance
of models augmented with a combination of SMTand NMT- generated data. We see that adding hybrNMTSMT data, with one half of the data originating from SMT and the other half from NMT
models, have performances similar to those models built on authentic data only. According to some
evaluation metrics, such as METEOR, the performance is better than auth models when adding
1M or 2M artificial sentences (although none of
these improvements are statistically significant at
p=0.01). For these amount of sentences, it also
outperforms those models in which only SMT or
only NMT BT data have been included.

Addition of Synthetic Data from SMT
and NMT Models

Table 2 shows the results of the performance of the
different NMT models we have built. The subtables indicate the size of the data used for building the models (from 1M to 4M lines). In each
column it is indicated whether base has been augmented with the auth, SMTsynth, NMTsynth, hybrNMTSMT, or fullhybrNMTSMT data set.

The models extended with synthetic data
that perform best are fullhybrNMTSMT models. Furthermore, they also outperform authentic models when built with less than 4M distinct
target-sentences according to BLEU, METEOR
925

BLEU↑
TER↓
METEOR↑
CHRF1↑

1M base.- 13
Epochs
23.40
57.23
28.09
50.66

1M base.- 39
Epochs23.22
58.21
27.75
50.18

1M base + 2M
NMTsynth
25.44
55.62
29.47
52.5

Table 1: Results for experimental procedure validation: checking that it is reasonable to use constant
number of epochs, not constant amount of training effort, in the experiments.

1M lines
2M lines

BLEU↑
TER↓
METEOR↑
CHRF1↑

24.87
55.81
29.16
52.03
+ 2M auth.

3M lines

BLEU↑
TER↓
METEOR↑
CHRF1↑

25.69
54.99
29.7
52.77
+ 3M auth

4M lines

1M base.
23.40
57.23
28.09
50.66
+ 1M auth

BLEU↑
TER↓
METEOR↑
CHRF1↑

BLEU↑
TER↓
METEOR↑
CHRF1↑

25.97
54.54
29.91
53.16

+ 1M SMTsynth
24.38
56.05
28.93
51.89
+ 2M SMTsynth
24.58
55.7
29.02
52.09
+ 3M SMTsynth
24.65
55.58
29.26
52.24

+1M NMTsynth
25.32
55.66
29.33
52.25
+ 2M NMTsynth
25.44
55.62
29.47
52.5
+ 3M NMTsynth
26.01
55.33
29.71
52.87

+ 1M hybrNMTSMT
25.21
55.87
29.29
52.36
+ 2M hybrNMTSMT
25.62
55.25
29.73
52.89
+3M hybrNMTSMT
25.83
55.17
29.74
52.84

+ 2M fullhybrNMTSMT
25.34
55.79
29.47
52.47
+ 4M fullhybrNMTSMT
25.94
55.11
29.97
53.11
+ 6M fullhybrNMTSMT
25.86
54.95
29.88
53.11

Table 2: Performance of models built with increasing sizes of authentic set (first column) and different
synthetic datasets (last four columns). +1M, +2M and +3M indicate the amount of sentences added to
the base set (1M authentic sentences).
(showing statistically significant improvements at
p=0.01) and CHRF1. Despite that, when using
large sizes of data (i.e. adding 3M synthetic sentences) the models built with SMT-generated artificial data have the lowest performances whereas
the performance of the other three tends to be similar.

sion, addition and lexical errors, and we compared
lexical and syntactic variety of different outputs
in terms of vocabulary size and number of distinct POS n-grams. We also analyzed the sentence
lengths in different translation hypotheses, however no differences were observed, neither in the
average sentence length nor in the distribution of
different lengths.

8.3

Automatic Error Analysis
For automatic error analysis results, we used Hjerson (Popović, 2011), an open-source tool based on
Levenshtein distance, precision and recall. The results are presented in Table 3.

Further Analysis

In order to better understand the described systems, we carried out more detailed analysis of all
translation outputs. We analyzed five error categories: morphological errors, word order, omis926

training
1M base
1M base + 1M auth
1M base + 1M SMTsynth
1M base + 1M NMTsynth
1M base + 1M hybrNMTSMT
1M base + 1M fullhybrNMTSMT
1M base + 2M auth
1M base + 2M SMTsynth
1M base + 2M NMTsynth
1M base + 2M hybrNMTSMT
1M base + 2M fullhybrNMTSMT
1M base + 3M auth
1M base + 3M SMTsynth
1M base + 3M NMTsynth
1M base + 3M hybrNMTSMT
1M base + 3M fullhybrNMTSMT

morph
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.7
2.7
2.5
2.6
2.5

order
9.8
9.5
10.0
9.8
9.6
9.5
9.6
10.0
9.7
9.6
9.6
9.8
9.8
9.6
9.5
9.7

error class rates↓
omission addition
12.0
4.8
11.4
4.9
11.6
4.8
10.9
5.0
11.4
5.2
11.0
5.2
11.2
4.8
11.9
4.5
11.1
5.1
11.0
5.2
10.7
5.3
11.2
4.6
11.9
4.6
11.3
5.3
11.0
5.1
10.8
4.8

mistranslation
29.1
28.2
28.1
28.1
27.7
27.8
27.7
28.0
27.9
27.6
27.4
27.6
27.9
27.4
27.6
27.7

Table 3: Results of automatic error classification into five error categories: morphological error (morph),
word order error (order), omission, addition and mistranslation.
adding authentic data. As for the 3M corpus, the
improvement in this error category is similar to the
one by authentic data, but the best option is to use
NMT BT data alone.
In total, the clear advantage of using hybrid systems can be noted for mistranslations, omissions
and word order which is the most interesting category. This error category is augmented by adding
BT SMT data or not affected by adding BT NMT
data, but combining two types of data creates beneficial signals in the source text.

It can be seen that morphological errors are
slightly improved by any additional data, but it is
hard to draw any conclusions. This is not surprising given that our target language, English, is not
particularly morphologically rich. Nevertheless,
for all three corpus sizes, the numbers are smallest
for the full hybrid system, being comparable to the
results with adding authentic data.
As for word order, adding SMT data is not particularly beneficial since it either increases (1M
and 2M) or does not change (3M) this error type.
NMT systems alone do not help much either, except a little bit for the 3M corpus. Hybrid systems
yield the best results for this error category for all
corpus sizes, reaching or even slightly surpassing
the result with authentic data.
Furthermore, all BT data are beneficial for reducing omissions, especially hybrid which can be
even better than the authentic data result.
As for additions, no systematic changes can be
observed, except an increase for all types of BT
data. However, it should be noted that this error category is reported not to be very reliable for
comparing different MT outputs (see for example
(Popović and Burchardt, 2011)).
The mostly affected error category is mistranslations. All types of additional data are reducing this type of errors, especially the hybrid BT
data for 1M and 2M, even surpassing the effect of

Lexical and Syntactic Variety
Lexical and syntactic variety is estimated for each
translation hypothesis as well as for the human reference translation. The motivation for this is the
observation that machine-translated data is generally lexically poorer and syntactically simpler than
human translations or texts written in the original
language (Vanmassenhove et al., 2019). We want
to see how different or similar our translation hypotheses are in this sense, and also how they relate
to the reference.
Lexical variety is measured by vocabulary size
(number of distinct words) in the given text, and
syntactic variety by number of distinct POS ngrams where n ranges from 1 to 4. The results
are shown in Figure 1.
First of all, it can be seen that none of the
927

Figure 1: Lexical variety and syntactic variety for all translation hypotheses and for human reference
translations.
hypotheses are getting closer to the reference. We
take word 4-grams instead of single words because
it is not only important that a word makes sense in
isolation, but also in a context. Of course, it is still
possible that some of the new instances are valid
despite being different from the given single reference.
The results of precision and recall for word/POS
4-grams are are shown in Figure 2. Several tendencies can be observed:

translation hypotheses reaches the variety of the
reference translation (the black line on the top).
The difference is even more notable for the syntax, where the differences between translation hypotheses are smaller and the difference between
them and the reference is larger than for vocabulary.
Furthermore, it can be seen that for authentic data (thin gray line on the bottom and thick
gray line) the variety increases monotonically with
adding more text.
Lexical variety is increased by all synthetic
data, too, even more than by authentic data, however, for the NMT and hybrid synthetic data the
increase for the 3M corpus is smaller than for
smaller corpora.
The increase of syntactic variety is lower both
for authentic and for synthetic data than the increase of lexical variety. For 1M and 2M corpus, syntactic variety is barely increased by SMT
synthetic data whereas NMT and hybrid data are
adding more new instances. For the 3M corpus, however, all synthetic methods yield similar
syntactic variety, larger than the one obtained by
adding authentic data.

• hybrid BT data is especially beneficial for the
1M and 2M additional corpora, for 1M even
outperforming the authentic additional data,
especially regarding word 4-grams;
• NMT BT is the best synthetic option for
the 3M additional corpus, however not better
than adding 3M of authentic data. This tendency is largest for POS 4-gram precision.
• SMT BT data achieves the lowest scores, especially for POS 4-grams; this is probably related to the fact that it produces less grammatical BT sources, which are then propagated to the translation hypotheses. The differences are largest for the 3M additional corpus, which is probably the reason of diminished effect of the hybrid BT data for this
setup.

Word/POS 4-gram Precision and Recall
Whereas the increase of lexical and syntactic varieties is a positive trend in general, there is no
guarantee that the MT systems are not introducing noise thereby. To estimate how many of added
words and POS sequences are sensible, we calculate precision and recall of word and POS 4-grams
when compared to the given reference translation.
The idea is to estimate how much the translation

Overall tendencies are that the hybrid BT data
is capable even of outperforming the same amount
of authentic data if the amount of added data does
not exceed the double size of the baseline authentic data. For larger data, a deterioration can be ob928

Figure 2: Word/POS 4-gram precision and recall for all translation hypotheses.
data, mostly by reducing the number of mistranslations, and increasing the lexical and syntactic variety in a positive way (introducing useful new instances).
However, if the amount of synthetic data becomes too large (three times larger than the authentic baseline data), the benefits of hybrid system start to diminish. The most probable reason is
the decrease in grammaticality introduced by SMT
BT data which becomes dominant for the larger
synthetic corpora.
The presented findings offer several directions
for the future work, such as exploring efficient
strategies for mixing SMT and NMT data for different authentic/synthetic ratios and investigating
morphologically richer target languages.

served for the SMT BT data, leading to saturation
of hybrid models.
Further work dealing with mixing data techniques is necessary, in order to investigate refined
selection methods (for example, removing SMT
segments which introduce noise).

9

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we have presented a comparison of
the performance of models trained with increasing
size of back-translated data. The artificial data sets
explored include sentences generated by using an
SMT model, and NMT model and a combination
of both. Two mixing strategies are explored: randomly selecting one half of the source segments
from the SMT BT data and the other half from the
NMT BT data, and using all BT source segments
thus repeating each target segment.
Some findings from previous work (Burlot and
Yvon, 2018) are confirmed, namely that in terms
of overall automatic evaluation scores, SMT BT
data reaches slightly worse performance than
NMT BT data. Our main findings are that mixing SMT and NMT BT data further improves over
each data used alone, especially if full hybridisation is used (using two sources for each target
side). These data can even reach better performance than adding the same amount of authentic
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Abstract

labeling challenge easier. The resulting labels will
be more consistent and better suitable for model
training.
Simple intent analysis is based on empirical
rules, e.g. “question” intent contains phrase “what
is # of #” (Yan et al., 2017). More universal and
robust dialogue systems should work without any
supervision or defined rules. Such systems can
be implemented with automatic extraction of the
semantic hierarchy from the query by multi-level
clustering, based on different semantic frames (capability, location, characteristics etc.) in sentences
(Chen et al., 2015). In our work intents represent a
more complex entity which combine all intentions
and objectives.
Many previous works take advantage of hierarchical structures in user intention analysis. In
paper (Shepitsen et al., 2008) automatic approach
through hierarchical clustering for document tagging is used. However, this approach does not take
advantage of peculiar phrase features, such as syntax or specific words order. Syntactic parsing of
intention was applied in (Gupta et al., 2018) to
decompose client intent. This hierarchical representation is similar to a constituency syntax tree.
It contains intentions and objects as tree elements
and demands deep analysis of every sentence. Attempt to extract subintents along with main intent can be found in paper (Tang et al., 2018), but
as proved below it is not necessary to apply neural networks for precise and efficient retrieval of
multi-intent, especially in unsupervised task.
We propose a hierarchical multimodal regularized topic model as a simple and efficient solution for accurate approximation of the collection
structure. The main contribution of this paper is
the construction of a two-level hierarchical topic
model using different features on the first and second levels. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that investigates that possibility. We

One of the challenges during a taskoriented chatbot development is the scarce
availability of the labeled training data.
The best way of getting one is to ask the
assessors to tag each dialogue according
to its intent. Unfortunately, performing labeling without any provisional collection
structure is difficult since the very notion
of the intent is ill-defined.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical
multimodal regularized topic model to obtain a first approximation of the intent
set. Our rationale for hierarchical models usage is their ability to take into account several degrees of the dialogues relevancy. We attempt to build a model
that can distinguish between subject-based
(e.g. medicine and transport topics) and
action-based (e.g. filing of an application
and tracking application status) similarities. In order to achieve this, we divide
set of all features into several groups according to part-of-speech analysis. Various feature groups are treated differently
on different hierarchy levels.

1

Introduction

One of the most important goals of task-oriented
dialogue systems is to identify the user intention
from the user utterances. State-of-the-art solutions
like (Chen et al., 2017) require a lot of labeled
data. User’s utterances (one or several for a dialogue) have to be tagged by the intent of the dialogue.
This is a challenging task for a new dialogue
collection because the set of all possible intents
is unknown. Giving a provisional hierarchical collection structure to assessors could make the intent
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ample, Wikipedia. Further improvement in quality of clustering models with embeddings can be
achieved through fine-tuning. Similar to the tfidf approach dimensionality reduction is often employed for the clustering problem (Park et al.,
2019). Several averaging schemes can be used
to aggregate word embeddings: mean, where all
words contribute equally to the document, or idfweighted, where rare words have a greater contribution than frequent words.

introduce a custom evaluation metric which measures the quality of hierarchical relations between
topics and intent detection.
The hierarchy structure helps to make a provisional clustering more interpretative. Namely, we
require first level topics to describe the dialogue
subject and the second level topics to describe the
action user is interested in. We accomplish this
by incorporating information about part-of-speech
(PoS) tags into the model.
This paper is organized as follows. Section
two describes popular approaches to an unsupervised text classification. Section three describes
our reasoning behind our choices of model architecture. Section four briefly reviews our preprocessing pipeline and introduces several enhancements to the existing NLP techniques. We demonstrate the results of our model in section five. We
conclude our work in section six.

2
2.1

2.2

Topic modeling

Another approach to text clustering problem is
topic modeling. The topic model simultaneously
computes words and document embeddings and
perform clusterization. It should be noted that
in some cases topic model-based embeddings outperform traditional word embeddings, (Potapenko
et al., 2017). The probability of the word w in the
document d is represented by formula below:

Text clustering approaches
Embeddings approaches

p(w | d) =

The simplest way to build a clustering model on
a collection of text documents includes two steps.
On the first step, each document is mapped to a
real-valued vector. On the second step, one of the
standard clustering algorithms is applied to the resulting vectors.
There are many methods to build an embedding
of a document. The simplest way is the tf-idf
representation. Logistic regression on the tf-idf
representation is quite a strong algorithm for the
text classification problem. This algorithm is respectable baseline even in deep neural networks
research (Park et al., 2019). However, the direct use of the tf-idf representation leads to poor
results in the clustering problem because of the
curse of dimensionality. Dimensionality reduction
methods could be used to improve clustering quality: PCA or Uniform Manifold Approximation
and Projection (UMAP, McInnes et al. (2018)).
Another popular approach makes use of different word embeddings (Esposito et al., 2016). First
of all, each word is mapped to a real-valued vector.
Then the document representation is derived from
the embeddings of its words. The most popular
embedding models belong to the word2vec family
(Mikolov et al., 2013b): CBOW, Skip-gram and
their modifications (Mikolov et al. (2013a)). For
correct representation word2vec models should be
trained on a large collection of documents, for ex-

X

t∈T

p(w | t)p(t | d) =

X

φwt θtd

t∈T

where matrix Φ contains probabilities φwt of word
w in topic t, matrix Θ contains probabilities θtd of
topic t in document d.
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA)
(Hofmann, 2000) is the simplest topic model
which describes words in documents by a mixture of hidden topics. The Φ and Θ distributions are obtained via maximization of the likelihood given probabilistic normalization and nonnegativity constraints:
L(Φ, Θ) =

X X

d∈D w∈W

X

w∈W

X

t∈T

ndw log p(w|d) → max
Φ,Θ

φwt = 1, φwt ≥ 0
θtd = 1, θtd ≥ 0

This optimization problem can be effectively
solved via EM-algorithm or its online modifications (Kochedykov et al., 2017).
Latend Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.,
2003) model is an extension of pLSA with a prior
estimation of the Φ and Θ, widely used in topic
modelling. However, as a solution for both pLSA
and LDA optimization problem is not unique, each
solution may have different characteristics.
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p(t|d, w) more stable for w belonging to a same
local segment. In a way, p(t|d, w) distribution
could be interpreted as the analogue for context
embeddings in topic modeling world. p(t|d, w)
distribution isn’t used directly for topic representation, but it is used on the E-step of EM-algorithm
for φwt and θtd recalculation.
In order to obtain more control over intent robustness we propose to use a two-level hierarchical topic model. The first level is responsible for
coarse-grained similarity, while the second one
could take into account less obvious but important
differences.
The hierarchical ARTM model consists of two
different ARTM models for each level, which are
linked to each other. The first level of the hierarchical model can be any ARTM model. The second level is built using regularizer from (Chirkova
and Vorontsov, 2016) which ensures that each
first-level topic is a convex sum of second-level
topics. Various methods could be employed to ensure that each parent topic is connected to only a
handful of relevant children topics: one can use either interlevel sparsing regularizer (Chirkova and
Vorontsov, 2016) or remove “bad“ edges according to EmbedSim metric (Belyy, 2018).

Additive Regularization of Topic Models
(ARTM) (Vorontsov and Potapenko, 2015) is
non-bayesian extension of likelihood optimization
task, providing robustness of the solution by applying different regularizers. Each regularizer
is used to pursue different solution characteristics. For example, many varieties of LDA can
be obtained from ARTM model by using certain
smoothing regularizer; pLSA model is an ARTM
model without regularizers. Furthermore, documents can contain not only words but also terms of
other modalities (e.g. authors, classes, n-grams),
which allow us to select specific for our task language features. In this case, instead of a single Φ matrix, we have several Φm matrices for
each modality m. Resulting functional to be optimized is the sum of weighted with αm coefficients
modalities likelihoods with regularization terms:
X
m

3

αm L(Φm , Θm ) + R(∪m Φm , Θ) → max
Φ,Θ

Multilevel clustering

Our goal is to build a topic model with topics corresponding to the user’s intents. We use the following operational definition of intent: two dialogues (as represented by user’s utterances) are
said to have the same intent if both users would
be satisfied with the essentially same reaction by
the call centre operator. This definition, while inherently problematic, allows us to highlight several important practical problems:

3.1

Distinct hierarchy levels

Building a two-level clustering model is a difficult task due to the inaccuracy of clustering algorithms. Provided that documents in the model
first-level clusters are already similar to each other
(as they should be), further separation could be
complicated (especially if we attempt to subdivide
each cluster by the same algorithm). In practice,
the second-level clusters tend to repeat first-level
clusters at smaller scale instead of demonstrating
some meaningful differences. In order to make
our model able to distinguish new dissimilarities
in clusters on the second level, we adjust algorithm
at the second level: in broad strokes, we base the
second level of model on different features.
In the context of our problem, separation based
on the functional purpose of the model tokens is
proposed. We divide all words and n-grams into
two groups based on the PoS analysis: “thematic”
and “functional”. The “functional” group consists
of the verb words and n-grams that contain at least
one verb. The “thematic” group consists of the
nouns and adjectives and n-grams that contain at
least one noun and have no verbs. Inspired by

• Simple bag-of-words (BoW) approach isn’t
sufficient. Compare: “I want my credit card
to be blocked. What should I do¿‘ and “My
credit card is blocked, what should I do¿‘.
• In some cases, the intent of conversation is
not robust to a single word change. “I want to
make an appointment with cardiologist“ and
“I want to make an appointment with neurologist“ are considered to have the same intent
since they require the user to perform a virtually identical set of actions. However, “Payment of state duty for a passport“ and “Payment of state duty for vehicle“ are vastly different.
To account for the BoW problem we add an
n-gram modality and ptdw smoothing regularizer
(Skachkov and Vorontsov, 2018) for all tokens.
The ptdw smoothing regularizer respects the sequential nature of text, making the distributions
934

multi–level (Tang et al., 2018) and multi–syntactic
(Gupta et al., 2018) phrases annotation, among
with hierarchical partition, our approach is essential for client goal and subgoals extraction.
The purpose of the first hierarchy level is to determine the conversation subject (the entities the
dialogue is about). Hence, at the first level of the
hierarchy thematic tokens should have a noticeably higher weight than functional tokens. The
purpose of the second level of hierarchy, by contrast, is to determine client intent concerning particular objects (e.g. what action the client is trying
to perform). Functional tokens should have higher
impact over thematic ones. The tokens unrelated
to these two groups are used on both levels and
serve as a connection between the layers.

modification will extract every high-scoring collocation at the cost of increased memory usage.

4

4.3

4.2

There are a lot of references to the speakers’
names, company/product names, streets, cities in
the dialogue collection. It makes sense to take into
account some entities in a special way.
For the named entity recognition problem
(NER) different methods are commonly used:
rule-based, machine-learning-based or neuralnetworks-based. We used neural network from
Arkhipov et al. (2017) pretrained on a PERSONS1000 (Vlasova et al. (2014)) for our experiments. We replace all person related tokens by the
hPERSONi tag.

Preprocessing

Spell checking

Errors and typos in client utterances are common
in the dialogue collection. The simplest way to
deal with this problem is to apply a spell checking
algorithm. We use Jamspell1 algorithm for spell
checking since its fastness.
We make some modifications to adapt the Jamspell model to our case. First of all, the language
model used to select the best correction candidates
should be trained on the collection for clustering.
This modification takes into account the collection
specificity and collection specific words won’t be
treated as unknown.
Also the set of candidates can be extended. According to the statistics of Yandex search engine2
word merging error is one of the most popular typos in the dialogues. Hence, we add candidates
that are obtained via splitting a word in two.

We use standard preprossessing pipeline consisting of tokenization, lemmatization, part-of-speech
tagging, n-grams extracting, named entity recognition and spell checking. In this section we describe some details of preprocessing algorithms
since the preprocessing is very important for any
morphologically rich languages such as Russian.
Data prepossessing pipeline consists of many
parts, therefore each part must be relatively fast.
That is why we don’t use some great powerful approaches such as (Devlin et al., 2018) for NER.
4.1

Named entity recognition

N-grams extracting

Conventional approach in surpassing the bag-ofword hypothesis of the model is by adding ngrams or collocations into the model. To extract
n-grams we use TopMine algorithm (El-Kishky
et al., 2014) based on a words co-occurrences
statistics.
However, we found it beneficial to implement
some modifications. First change alters gathering
and usage of word co-occurrences statistics: TopMine differentiates between sequences (w1 , w2 )
and (w2 , w1 ), which is not desirable for synthetic
languages with less strict word order compared
to English. To make it better suited to the Russian language, we use multisets as containers for
collocations instead of sequences. Second change
modifies the extraction process: while the original
version of TopMine extracts only disjoint collocations and won’t detect sub-collocations (e.g. if
n-gram “support vector machines” is extracted, ngram “support vector” will not be extracted), our

5

Experiments

We use two dialogue datasets from the Russian
call-centres (∼ 90K dialogues in each) in our experiments. The first dataset is collected from client
dialogues with various public services. The second dataset is conversation logs of ISP tech support. All dialogues are between a user and a call
agent, mean length of a single dialogue is six utterances. Both datasets are proprietary.
5.1

Scoring metric

There are several approaches for measuring the
quality of topic model, especially its interpretabil1
2
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Jamspell github
Yandex search errors statistics (on Russian)

5.2

ity. The usual procedure involves evaluating the
list of most frequent topic words by human experts. However, this approach suffers from several
fundamental limitations (Alekseev, 2018). Therefore we choose to employ a different method.
For each dataset, we collect a set of dialogue
pairs to score our model. Following the reasoning
outlined in the section 3, we generated a number
of (d1 , d2 ) pairs (where di is a dialogue) and asked
three human experts to label them. To measure the
quality of the model, we compare these labels to
the labels predicted by model.
The following list summarizes our approach for
model estimation and labeling guidelines for human experts:

Baselines

As one of the baselines, we use the following
procedure. First, we convert raw texts into realvalued vectors using pretrained embeddings or tfidf scores in a way described in 2.1. Second, we
cluster this dataset via K-Means algorithm. Third,
we treat each cluster as a separate collection and
perform K-Means algorithm again. As a result, we
obtain both first-level and second-level clusters.
Another baseline models are hierarchical topic
model without any additional regularizers and hierarchical topic model with Φ and Θ smoothing
for both levels. For K-Means based algorithms
we tune embeddings dimensionality and both level
cluster number. For topic modeling based algorithms we tune both level topics number. As
shown in table 1 regularized topic model outperforms K-Means approaches at two out of the three
pair sets.

• 0: d1 and d2 have nothing in common. Such
objects should correspond to the different
first-level topics.
• 1: both d1 and d2 are related to the same
subject, but there are significant differences.
Such dialogues should correspond to the
same first-level topic, but to the different
second-level topics.

hKmeans (tf-idf)
hKmeans (emb.)
hPLSA
hARTM

• 2: d1 shares an intent with d2 . Such dialogues should correspond to the same firstlevel and second-level topics.

1-big
0.568
0.615
0.603
0.636

1-small
0.593
0.638
0.675
0.683

2-small
0.649
0.641
0.633
0.631

Table 1: Baselines accuracy
5.3

• ?: it is impossible to determine the intent for
at least one of the dialogues.

Proposed model perfomance

We use several NLP-based techniques described
in 4 to improve main model quality. We start with
the hPLSA model. For each problem we test a few
approaches and choose the best one. We add all
main features one by one, e.g. we choose the best
method for extracting n-grams and use it on the
next step. We conduct all the experiments in the
following order:

We select the best model according to the accuracy metric on a given labeled pairs. Three sets
of pairs are used for the estimation (∼ 12K and
∼ 1.5K for the first dataset, ∼ 1.5K for the second dataset). All model hyperparameters are tuned
according to the accuracy on a 12K dataset (“1big“). Two other sets are used to control overfitting (“1-small“ and “2-small“). Notably, the
good performance on 2-small dataset implies that
the model generalizes beyond the initial training
dataset.
The same preprocessing procedures are used for
both datasets. All tokens are lemmatized, stoptokens are deleted, simple entities (e-mails, websites e.t.c) are replaced by their tags. Operator utterances are deleted from the dialogue document
(they are not informative in our datasets; for example, there are many cases where operator fails
to reply at all). Finally, each document is a concatenation of one dialogue user utterances from a
single dialogue.

1. including additional n-gram modality, choosing between the based and modified n-grams
extracting methods, tuning modality weights
and topics number;
2. adding ptdw smoothing at the first model level
for all tokens, tuning regularizer coefficient
and topics number;
3. replacing person related named entities,
choosing between the dictionary-based and
rnn-based methods;
4. typo correction, choosing between the base
and modified algorithm
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hPLSA
+ n-grams base
+ n-grams mod.
+ ptdw smooth.
+ NER dict.
+ NER NN
+ Jamspell
+ mod. Jamspell

1-big
0.603
0.612
0.635
0.64
0.634
0.64
0.635
0.657

1-small
0.675
0.634
0.674
0.678
0.661
0.68
0.674
0.686

Tariff plan
How to change the tariff plan?
When did the tariff change happen?
How often can I change my tariff plan?
When will the changes take effect when the
tariff is changed?
Why can’t I change the tariff?
Why was the tariff plan changed without my
knowledge?
Why there are no available tariff plans for the
transition?

2-small
0.633
0.633
0.655
0.66
0.635
0.662
0.655
0.663

Table 2: NLP techniques quality improvement

Table 4: Subtopics of topic “Tariff plan”
As the table 2 demonstrates our n-grams extraction method outperforms traditional TopMine
algorithm in this task. Replacing persons by a
tag does not lead to a great improvement of the
quality. Our analysis of hPLSA cluster top-tokens
shows that only 3% of the top-tokens are related
to persons. After the NER preprocessing the proportion of named entities in top tokens reduces to
0.3%. And at the same time spellchecking improves the performance on all three pair sets. It
should be noted that standard Jamspell algorithm
leads to a quality decrease.
Finally, we apply feature grouping schemes proposed in 3.1. The results (table 3) turned out to
be reassuring. There is a noticeable performance
boost for all of the pair sets.
featured hARTM
+ groups

1-big
0.657
0.667

1-small
0.686
0.715

How do I switch from credit to advance
payment?
How do I switch from credit to advance payment?
Hi. Tell me can we change the credit system
of payment to advance? Well thanks!
I need to change my payment from credit to
advance.
How to disable credit payment system?
Hello. Change the payment system from
credit to advance!
Good morning. How to change the payment
system from credit to normal?
Disable the credit payment system.
Table 5: Top documents of subtopic “How do I
switch from credit to advance payment?”

2-small
0.663
0.672

quest and the action user wishes to perform helped
us to choose a two-level hierarchical model as our
main tool. This leads us to design a custom quality
metric which takes into account several degrees of
the dialogues relevancy.
Our next step was to devise a PoS-based feature
separation and to leverage n-grams, named entities
and spellchecking. This allowed us to construct
a hierarchical multimodal regularized topic model
which outperforms all baseline models.

Table 3: Grouping feature quality improvement
Further, we represent some examples of the
model performance. All example texts from examples were translated from Russian to English.
In the table 4 all subtopics of the topic “Tariff
plan” are presented. Each subtopic described by
the characteristic question.
In the table 5 we demonstrate top documents
corresponding to the “How do I switch from credit
to advance payment?” subtopic.
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In this paper, we report a success in formalizing
the clustering process suitable for unsupervised inference of user intents.
The realization that any intent consists of two
crucial parts: the entity relevant to the user’s re937
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Abstract

which is, in essence, a word sense disambiguation
task where the senses are frames (Das et al., 2010).
The FrameNet resource (Baker et al., 1998) provides concrete definitions of frames, predicates,
and participants (called frame elements) and is
structured as a hierarchical graph. Frames towards the top of the hierarchy are more abstract
(ex. I NTENTIONALLY ACT), while frames lower
in the hierarchy are more granular (ex., S UBMITTING DOCUMENTS ). FrameNet’s graph structure
captures the relationship between frames, their
predicates, and their frame elements, such that a
single frame can be connected to multiple frames
via different relationships (Baker and Ellsworth,
2017). Given the structure of the resource, it
is surprising that the graph is not used in current FrameID systems, as the relationships in the
FrameNet graph have been previously shown as
relevant to frame prediction, especially in cases of
unseen predicates (Das et al., 2014).
This work leverages FrameNet’s graph structure
to boost the performance of neural architectures
for FrameID. Specifically, we construct frame embeddings from the FrameNet graph structure and
use them as input to a neural network. Although
frame embeddings are often used in neural architectures for FrameID, prior work only learns
these embeddings from frame-annotated corpus
data (Hartmann et al., 2017; Hermann et al., 2014).
To our knowledge, this is the first work to incorporate embeddings composed from the FrameNet
graph structure itself, thus incorporating all frame,
frame element, and predicate relationships that
could otherwise be missing from corpus data. We
expand our frame graphs with knowledge from another lexical resource, WordNet, to achieve further
gains in performance.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes prior work in graph embedding models and
FrameID. We define our model in Section 3, and

Lexical resources such as WordNet
(Miller, 1995) and FrameNet (Baker et al.,
1998) are organized as graphs, where relationships between words are made explicit
via the structure of the resource. This
work explores how structural information
from these lexical resources can lead
to gains in a downstream task, namely
frame identification. While much of the
current work in frame identification uses
various neural architectures to predict
frames, those neural architectures only
use representations of frames based on annotated corpus data. We demonstrate how
incorporating knowledge directly from the
FrameNet graph structure improves the
performance of a neural network-based
frame identification system. Specifically,
we construct a bidirectional LSTM with
a loss function that incorporates various
graph- and corpus-based frame embeddings for learning and ultimately achieves
strong performance gains with the graphbased embeddings over corpus-based
embeddings alone.
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Jennifer Sikos
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Introduction

Frames are common scenarios, expressed by
their typical participants and the predicates which
evoke them. The I NFECTING frame, where someone transmits an illness, has participants I N FECTED ENTITY and I NFECTION CAUSE and is
evoked by predicates infect and give. A single
predicate can evoke one or more frames; give, for
instance, can evoke I NFECTING (give someone a
cold) or G IVING (give someone a present). The
disambiguation of which frame is evoked in context is the task of frame identification (FrameID),
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Subsequent FrameID models followed, including
a system that constructed frame embeddings using the Word2Vec model (Botschen et al., 2017).
More recent state-of-the-art models use contextualized embeddings of frames in the BERT framework (Sikos and Padó, 2019) or joint models with
semantic dependencies and frames (Peng et al.,
2018). All of these prior neural architectures construct frame embeddings directly from annotated
corpora, meaning the frame embeddings that are
used to make predictions in the model are limited
to frames that are seen in the corpora.

Section 4 focuses on the FrameNet and WordNet
graphs, while Sections 5 and 6 explain how we
use the FrameNet knowledge base to build graph
embeddings. Section 7 outlines our experiments,
and Section 8 gives results and further analysis of
the model performance.

2
2.1

Background
Graph Embeddings

Graph algorithms, especially random walk algorithms, have been applied to prediction tasks
such as word sense disambiguation (Agirre et al.,
2014), measuring semantic similarity and relatedness between words (Agirre et al., 2010), and
entity linking (Guo et al., 2011). These algorithms traverse over the relations and nodes in a
large knowledge base such as WordNet (Miller,
1995) or taxonomies built from Wikipedia links
(Cucerzan, 2007) to uncover relationships between the nodes in the knowledge base. However, the effectiveness of shallow neural networks
in learning word similarity, as shown by the popular Word2Vec and GloVe models (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014), rapidly replaced
traditional graph-based methods for word similarity and prediction tasks. Word representations
learned in these models, called embeddings, provide the latent features of a word in context as
low-dimensional vectors. Recent work has sought
to incorporate the best of graph algorithms and
embeddings by learning representations for words
over a neural network while using the structural information found in knowledge bases (Goikoetxea
et al., 2015; Faruqui et al., 2015).
Our method for constructing graph embeddings
follows the work of Goikoetxea et al. (2015) who
use random walks to build a synthetic corpus
based on entries in WordNet. In this corpus, a
word’s contexts are the other words in the knowledge base that it is related to. They use the corpus
to generate embeddings for words with CBOW
and Skipgram models.
2.2

3

Frame Identification Model

This section describes the overall architecture of
our FrameID model. We adopt a bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-LSTM) that accepts as
input different embeddings that represent frames
and predicates. This allows us to measure the effectiveness of the pre-trained embeddings (corpusbased, graph-based and combined) for an applesto-apples comparison within the same setting. The
components of our neural network include:
• an input embedding layer; the network
can allow two embedding inputs per word
– the embeddings from separate sources
(corpus/graph-based) are concatenated;
• bidirectional recurrent layers; the forward
and backward states are concatenated;
• an output vector with the same dimensionality as the frame embeddings;
• an objective function that compares the final output and the gold frame embeddings;
at those steps that do not introduce frameevoking predicates the network attempts to
reconstruct the embedding for the input word
itself, so that “infect” should result in the embedding of I NFECTING, but “the” should just
be reconstructed to the embedding of “the”.
At evaluation time, output vectors are compared
via cosine similarity to the frame embeddings,
where the label for the closest frame is selected
as the model’s prediction. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the network.

Neural Architectures for Frame
Identification

The first work to use embeddings for FrameID
used the WSABIE algorithm to project frames
and predicate contexts into the same shared space
(Hermann et al., 2014). The authors then apply a pairwise loss to minimize the distance between the frames and their predicate instances.

4

FrameNet as a Graph

As described above in Section 1, FrameNet has
a structure which connects frames via different
semantic relations. Relations in the knowledge
base include Inheritance, an is-a relation akin
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nected to their abstract counterparts with an is-a
relation (R EVENGE ::AVENGER is-a AVENGER),
which preserves the connectedness of the FE in
FrameNet and also provides some connectivity between frames that share the same FE.
4.1

Extending the FrameNet graph

We empirically find that, on its own, the graph described above does not form a dense enough graph
structure. This is due to the fact that few frames
can be connected through short paths since some
frames contain little to no relations to others and
FrameNet FEs are often very specific to particular
types of scenarios.
To overcome this limitation, we mapped
FrameNet to the WordNet lexical resource. WordNet groups synonymous words of the same partof-speech category into concept clusters called
synsets and provides lexical relations between
word senses and the relations between synsets. Its
dense semantic network provides a rich representation of the ecology of lexical meaning, especially when associated resources are brought into
play. This allows for connecting concepts that
might not be linked via lexico-semantic relations
but nevertheless are mutually dependent due to
contextual co-occurrence.

Figure 1: Bi-LSTM for FrameID. The diagram
shows a model with one embedding layer, but
combining with an additional embedding source is
done trivially via concatenation. The embeddings
used for the input and the gold frames can either
come from the same or a different vector space.
The size of the word/frame embeddings is n; k is
the number of hidden layers.

Mapping FrameNet predicates with the Predicate Matrix The mapping process is done in
two steps. First, the verbal predicates in FrameNet
are connected to their corresponding synsets in
WordNet. Since one word can be mapped to
several senses in WordNet, this mapping is far
from straightforward. We map FrameNet predicates and WordNet synsets through an auxiliary resource called the Predicate Matrix (De Lacalle et al., 2014), which aimed to automatically extend the predicate mappings from SemLink (Palmer, 2009). Within the Predicate Matrix,
predicates from a FrameNet frame are linked to
concept nodes, which are also connected to a corresponding WordNet synset. Via these synsets, we
now have access to WordNet’s semantic network,
where words are interconnected through lexicosemantic relations such as hypernymy, antonymy,
meronymy, as well as through other relations expressing relatedness.

to hypernymy in WordNet (e.g., R EVENGE inherits from R EWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS), Using, which connects a concrete frame to a related,
but more abstract frame (e.g. S PEED uses the
M OTION frame), and Subframe, where the parent frame is a more complex event that subsumes
the child frame(s) (e.g. C RIMINAL PROCESS subsumes A RREST). See Ruppenhofer et al. (2006)
for a more detailed description of all possible relation types.
This network of relations is used as the basis of
our graph. We construct a graph where each frame
is a node, and we build edges between frames according to the available relational information in
FrameNet. Frame elements (FEs) are also nodes
that are connected to their frames. Some FE nodes,
such as AGENT, are widely connected in the graph
since they are linked to a diverse set of frames. In
order to have a single FE node be distinctive to a
single frame, the FE nodes are given unique identifiers. For the unique identifier, the frame name
is prepended to the name of the FE together with
a colon separator, such as H IRING ::E MPLOYEE.
However, these unique FE nodes are further con-

Lexical fillers for FrameNet FEs via Wikipedia
and BabelNet The second step in the mapping
process is the automatic expansion of FrameNet
by extracting typical fillers for FrameNet FEs.
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For instance, S ELLER is strongly linked to lexical
items such as cashier or salesman, both available
in WordNet. While the Predicate Matrix aligns
the predicates in FrameNet to WordNet synsets,
we additionally align these candidate fillers from
WordNet to the FEs they instantiate in FrameNet.
Aligning FrameNet’s FEs with WordNet is made
possible by an automatically created extension
of FrameNet (Bryl et al., 2012). The method
used by the authors relies on a machine learning model linking nominal lexical fillers for the
FEs in the authors’ FrameNet reference corpus to
Wikipedia pages. The BabelNet resource (Navigli
and Ponzetto, 2010) provides mappings between
Wikipedia pages and the corresponding WordNet
synsets, which are mapped to the frame-FE tuples.
Because the process is automated, the correspondences are inevitably noisy. However, it provides
a significant expansion of words are not directly
given by the FrameNet lexicon but nevertheless intuitively related to the concepts in the frame; e.g.,
a cashier and salesman are implicitly related to the
C OMMERCE SELL frame. In this sense, this step
incorporates more world knowledge into a frame’s
graph.

5

employment
13968092-n:9
01217859-n:6 00947128-n:1

where the synset number is given along with a
letter after the synset (“-n”), which signifies the
POS category and the number (“:9”) is the number of instances of this specific sense found in
a reference corpus. The ukb walkandprint functionality requires this dictionary for the emission
of lexical items from the visited nodes along the
random walks. In the case when wemit prob is
set to a non-zero value, the tool will pick, with
probability wemit prob, one dictionary key associated with the current WordNet synset. The dictionary provides information on what items belong
to which synset. If the dict weight parameters are
provided, the tool will also take into consideration
the count-based weights for each predicate-synset
pairing and emit a predicate according to the available probability distribution.
Incorporating FrameNet frames into the UKB
dictionary Because the graph now includes
frames and FE relations, which are outside of the
WordNet lexicon, those need to be included in the
dictionary as well. Therefore, we add the frame
IDs to the dictionary. This is done in two ways;
first, the frames are added as keys corresponding
to the synsets to which they have been mapped below, the frame R ENTING is mapped:

The FrameNet Graph as a
Pseudo-Corpus

Once the nodes in FrameNet and WordNet are
aligned, the resulting graph structure is leveraged
to produce a large corpus of artificial sentences
on which a vector space model can be trained.
We follow the methodology of Goikoetxea et al.
(2015) for the generation of a pseudo-corpus,
where each line contains a sequence of node identifiers visited during one random walk of the algorithm as it moves along the graph. This is done
with the UKB tool1 and its “ukb walkandprint”
functionality. The wemit prob parameter is set to
0.5, which means that in half the cases it emits a
dictionary key associated with the node ID generated along the random walk, i.e., half the “words”
in the artificial sentences are either predicates or
frames corresponding to synsets, as established in
the mapping process.
The UKB tool uses a particular dictionary format for the creation of pseudo-corpora. Each line
is constructed as follows: a key, often a predicate,
begins the entry, followed by its associated WordNet synsets. The result looks like the following:
1

00584367-n:9

Renting 02208537-v:1 02460619-v:1 02208903v:2
Second, frames are added as values of lexical
items that evoke them, as per the information encoded in the FrameNet database. For instance, the
predicate hire.v is evoked by the R ENTING frame:
hire.v Renting:0 02208537-v:0 02460619-v:1
02409412-v:33 Hiring:342
A frame ID can be emitted whenever a connected
synset node is visited during a random walk, or if
a frame node is visited, it might emit a lexical item
connected to the frame as a key in the dictionary.
Thus the pseudo-corpus includes both references
to specific frames and frame-evoking expressions
whose use is contextualized with respect to particular frames. The weights for the frames in the dictionary are calculated by summing up the weights
2
Note that because we are interested in obtaining representations for lexical units (i.e. lemma.pos items), the dictionary is modified to include morphological information per
each key.

http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ukb/
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for the lemma-synset pairs mapped to the framesas-values.

This resulted in sentences of frames in context,
so the example input above would not only produce an embedding for the frame S TATEMENT,
but also embeddings for the context words such
as official. In addition to training embeddings on
this frame corpus, the authors also provide embeddings based on the original FrameNet annotated
corpus. This is important in our case, as we can
use the embeddings trained on the original corpus
at the input step and the embeddings trained on the
frames corpus at the output.

Augmenting the Graph with Wikipedia
With the graph and dictionary in place,
ukb walkandprint is used to generate 200
million random walks. This pseudo-corpus is then
concatenated to a lemmatized and POS-tagged
Wikipedia dump (where each word is transformed to a lemma.pos lexical item), so that the
embeddings can be trained on natural language
text in addition to the graph-generated artificial
sentences. This is a naive method to combine
graph and text information, in that the model is
never trained on both kinds of information in one
and the same sentence, but it nevertheless allows
it to encode real-text syntagmatic information
within the lexical space projected from the graph
structure. The Wikipedia data is approximately
the same size as the pseudo-corpus.

6

7
7.1

Model Setup

The inputs to our model are frame and lexical
unit embeddings with 300 dimensions, and the BiLSTM has 1 recurrent layer. Each LSTM cell is of
size 200, with 0.2 dropout applied to all its sublayers during training. We use the Adam optimizer
with a least squares loss function. The training
sentences are presented in batches of 128.
The graph that we use for generating the training data for the embedding models consists of
129,101 nodes and 1,146,508 edges. The nodes
correspond predominantly to WordNet synsets,
with the rest being frame and FE IDs. The synset
and FE IDs can be part of the pseudo-corpus or can
be omitted from it, depending on the parametrization of the ukb walkandprint command. Depending on this choice, the embeddings will either contain representations of synsets and FEs, or will not,
since they are not present as keys in the UKB dictionary.
The graph embeddings were produced by the
Word2Vec tool in the Skipgram variant, which
has many hyperparameters that can be tuned. We
use the following hyperparameters to generate
the graph embeddings: size=300; window=15;
sample=1e-7; negative=5; iter=7.

Frame Embeddings

Graph embeddings of frames We now
have a pseudo-corpus composed from the
FrameNet/WordNet graph structure, as described
in Section 5. These graph representations are
constructed for all the frames in the FrameNet
lexicon. We use the popular Word2Vec tool3 to
generate embeddings from the pseudo-corpus.
This model uses negative sampling to learn word
representations, and we apply the Skipgram
variant of the model where a single word is used
to predict its neighboring terms in the immediate
context. This produces a large inventory of graph
embeddings for frames in FrameNet and lexical
items, all located in the same space.
Corpus embeddings of frames To compare the
graph embeddings with frame embeddings learned
from a corpus, we took the freely available embeddings from Sikos and Padó (2018), in which
the authors generated frame embeddings using the
Word2Vec tool. Specifically, the authors took lemmatized sentences from the FrameNet annotated
data and replaced each predicate (e.g., say.v) with
the frame it evokes:
FrameNet sentence
Frame evoked
Embedding Input

Experiments

7.2

Officials say.v he left
S TATEMENT
official S TATEMENT he left

3
https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

We use the annotated data from the FrameNet v1.5
full text annotations to train our models. Sentences
are drawn from the balanced BNC corpus4 , and
overall there are over 11k frame-evoking predicates with their frames manually annotated. Standard training, development and test splits are defined by Das et al. (2014), where 39 documents are
used in training with over 15k target predicates, 16
4
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Datasets

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/

Model
Das et al. (2014)
Hermann et al. (2014)
Botschen et al. (2018)
I:GloVe & O:FN corpus embeddings
I&O:Graph embeddings (no FE & synsets)
I&O:FN corpus embeddings
I&O:Graph embeddings
I&O:Graph embeddings + FN corpus embeddings

Full Lexicon

Ambiguous

No Lexicon

Unseen

83.60
88.41
88.82
84.76
83.27
85.89
86.06
87.03

69.19
73.10
75.28
67.41
64.39
69.93
70.29
72.48

81.21
63.94
46.29
67.82
73.71
77.15

23.08
12.36
9.96
11.25
19.93
30.44

Table 1: Evaluation of FrameID with different frame embeddings. The table provides results obtained
with the same architecture, but with different input and output embedding models; I stands for input
embedding model and O – for output embedding model; + means concatenation of vectors from two
embedding models.
corpus embeddings at input and output. This indicates that learning the mapping between predicates and frames is much easier if their corresponding representations are drawn from identical
data. The graph-based embeddings are somewhat
better than those based solely on the FrameNet annotated corpus; the difference is especially pronounced in the evaluations without the lexicon.
However, the graph embedding model that does
not incorporate WordNet synsets and FrameNet
FEs seems to perform the worst, indicating that
those resources provide a strong conceptual skeleton for situating the embeddings of frames and lexical items. What is clear from the results, then,
is that both corpus-based and graph-based embeddings contribute to frame prediction and that a
richer structure underlying the graph-based embeddings is crucial for improved accuracy.

documents for development with over 4,500 target predicates, and 23 documents for testing with
4,458 target predicates.
7.3

Evaluation Metrics

Standard FrameID systems are evaluated via several different metrics, and we evaluate our models
on the most common types. “Full Lexicon” evaluation uses knowledge of the FrameNet lexicon, so
that for each predicate we classify the most likely
frame given the list of all possible frame candidates for that predicate. “Ambiguous” only runs
evaluation on predicates that can evoke multiple
frames, thus making the evaluation more challenging by removing predicates that can only evoke
one frame. “No Lexicon” reports only results from
the classifier, where all frames in the FrameNet
database are considered possible candidates. Finally, “Unseen” is the most challenging, as it only
evaluates predicates that were not seen in the training data and also does not incorporate knowledge
from the lexicon.

8

Our model underperforms compared to other
embedding frameworks from Hermann et al.
(2014) and Botschen et al. (2018), which can
be explained through an examination of the input representation methods used by the different
models, as well as their disambiguation strategies.
The model by Hermann et al. (2014) constructs
an input representation that encodes the syntactic dependency relations found within the predicate context by concatenating the embeddings for
the arguments and learning a mapping to a lowerdimensional space. In this way it is similar to our
recurrent neural network, but instead of learning
the syntactic information implicitly, it feeds it directly, which potentially gives it an advantage. In
our experimental setup this could be remedied by
training a syntactic dependency parser that shares
hidden layer parameters with the FrameID mod-

Results

Results of our models are given in Table 1. The
best performing model combines graph-based embeddings with corpus-based embeddings for frame
prediction, where strong gains are seen over the
basic model that uses corpus-based embeddings
alone. “Unseen” results in particular show the
largest performance gains, where the combined
graph- and corpus-based embeddings allow the
model to generalize over new predicates.
The model that uses the popular GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) at the input step
performs worse than the model that uses the FN
944

stances, so therefore a frame with a perfect score
will receive a higher rank when there are 80 instances of that frame than a perfect score with only
a single instance.
We define Rank(Fi ) of a single frame as:

ule. Since the FrameNet corpus is not annotated
with such data, sequential transfer learning can be
employed in order to train on two different signals
at different stages (Ruder, 2019).
The Botschen et al. (2018) model is most significantly different from ours in two respects: it
uses multimodal embedding representations at the
input (textual + visual), and it employs a softmax
classifier at the output step, whereas we use MSE
as a loss function. Prior work has shown that
the first option is more powerful in the context of
word sense disambiguation tasks (Popov, 2017).
The two classification approaches can be combined, however, in a multitask learning setting to
boost accuracy with respect to both (Popov, 2019).
Since our main goal in this paper has been to
demonstrate the benefits of embedding FrameNet
concepts using a graph model, we leave the task
of improving the accuracy of the framework for
future work.
Nevertheless, our Bi-LSTM does perform well
compared to the Das et al. (2014) system, and we
get strong results in the “No Lexicon” condition,
suggesting the model is able to successfully learn
frame categories without any knowledge from the
lexicon. The “Unseen” metric shows a complementarity between the graph- and corpus-based
embeddings, which further suggests that the two
sources of information encode very different lexical and world knowledge.
8.1

Rank(Fi ) = Acc(Fi ) + F req(Fi )

(1)

We then apply the ranking formula to all frames
F in the test data and select the 20 highest
ranked frames. The highest ranking frames for
each model are given in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2 gives frames that perform better with
graph-based knowledge, including AWARENESS,
T IME VECTOR, G OAL, and D EPARTING. Interestingly, AWARENESS and T IME VECTOR both
have a large number of predicates, where AWARE NESS has predicates comprehend.v, know.v, and
understand.v, and T IME VECTOR contains mostly
function words such as after.prep, before.prep,
and since.adv. Both frames have frame elements that appear in multiple related frames, including E XPRESSOR and C OGNIZER, which appear in AWARENESS and other frames relating
to mental activity, and L ANDMARK EVENT in
the T IME VECTOR frame, which also appears
in the closely related T EMPORAL COLLOCATION
frame. This suggests that their graph structures are
large but the knowledge in these frame graphs are
tied to a specific domain.
Alternatively, Table 3 shows frames that perform better in the corpus-based model, including O RIGIN, L EADERSHIP, and NATU RAL FEATURES . Their predicates are mostly restricted to one sense – O RIGIN, for instance, has
predicates jamaican.n, canadian.n, and french.a,
while NATURAL FEATURES has predicates mountain.n and continent.n. However, their frame elements are more likely to appear across different
domains. L OCALE is a frame element of the NATURAL FEATURES frame, and it appears in P O LITICAL LOCALES which has many politicallyrelated predicates and politically-related frames,
all relatively unrelated to the concept of NATU RAL FEATURES . E NTITY is a frame element of
the O RIGIN frame, and it appears in AGING and
E VENTIVE AFFECTING frames – both are also
only loosely related to the concept of an O RI GIN . Frames that perform better under the corpusbased model, then, have frame elements and related frames that are more spread out and distantly
connected in the graph, so it is perhaps not too sur-

Linguistic Analysis

We proceed with a qualitative comparison of
frame performance to establish which frames have
a boost in performance with graph or corpus-based
knowledge. To discriminate the best performing
frames within each model, we assign a ranking
function for frame performance. We run this ranking function over each model to obtain a ranked
list of its best performing frames.
Ranking combines the accuracy of each individual frame Acc(Fi ) with an added weight for the
frequency of the frame in the corpus F req(Fi ) to
obtain an overall rank score Rank(Fi ). Acc(Fi )
is defined as the number of correctly predicted instances of the frame over the total number of instances. F req(Fi ) is the total number of frame
instances over the total number of all frame instances in the test corpus. The F req(Fi ) weight
ensures that frames with higher counts in the corpus are ranked higher than frames that have few in945

Top 20 frames in graph- versus corpus-based frame embedding models. Frames in bold are not in the
top 20 of the other model, and thus have benefited from knowledge found in either the graph (Table 2)
or corpus (Table 3).
Top Graph-based Frames G-Rank C-Rank
B UILDINGS
1
2
Q UANTITY
2
3
P EOPLE
3
4
V EHICLE
4
5
AWARENESS
5
269
K INSHIP
6
6
A SSISTANCE
7
7
I NCREMENT
8
8
T IME VECTOR
9
279
P OLITICAL LOCALES
10
9
ROADWAYS
11
11
K ILLING
12
12
I MPORTANCE
13
13
W EAPON
14
14
I NTENTIONALLY ACT
15
17
E CONOMY
16
18
B UILDING
17
19
G OAL
18
400
D ISCUSSION
19
20
D EPARTING
20
21
Table 2: Top graph embedding-based frames
with the graph model rank (G-rank) and the
corpus model rank (C-Rank)

Top Corpus-based Frames C-Rank G-Rank
L OCATIVE RELATION
1
269
B UILDINGS
2
1
Q UANTITY
3
2
P EOPLE
4
3
V EHICLE
5
4
K INSHIP
6
6
A SSISTANCE
7
7
I NCREMENT
8
8
P OLITICAL LOCALES
9
10
O RIGIN
10
325
ROADWAYS
11
11
K ILLING
12
12
I MPORTANCE
13
13
W EAPON
14
14
N ATURAL FEATURES
15
286
L EADERSHIP
16
277
I NTENTIONALLY ACT
17
15
E CONOMY
18
16
B UILDING
19
17
D ISCUSSION
20
19
Table 3: Top corpus embedding-based frames
with the corpus model rank (C-Rank) and the
graph model rank (G-rank)

prising that under these conditions the graph embeddings do not help in prediction.

based embeddings.
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Conclusion

Our results here demonstrate that neural networks
can achieve a significant boost when combining representations learned from corpus data with
representations learned from knowledge graphs.
Many frames that perform poorly in pure corpusbased models improve in the graph-based models.
The graph-based model seems to learn better when
there is a large set of domain-specific knowledge
extracted from the frame’s graph. Alternatively,
corpus models provide benefits to frames whose
graph structures are more diffuse, suggesting the
corpus knowledge is better at helping the model
to narrow down the sense of the predicate by using the contextual cues found in the annotated
data. By combining both embedding types, we
achieve strong gains where the combined model
can draw advantages from both graph- and corpus946
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Abstract
This paper introduces several improvements over the current state of the art
in knowledge-based word sense disambiguation. Those innovations are the result of modifying and enriching a knowledge base created originally on the basis
of WordNet. They reflect several separate but connected strategies: manipulating the shape and the content of the knowledge base, assigning weights over the relations in the knowledge base, and the addition of new relations to it. The main
contribution of the paper is to demonstrate
that the previously proposed knowledge
bases organize linguistic and world knowledge suboptimally for the task of word
sense disambiguation. In doing so, the paper also establishes a new state of the art
for knowledge-based approaches. Its best
models are competitive in the broader context of supervised systems as well.

1

Introduction

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is a longstanding task in natural language processing
(NLP), which has been approached through
several broad families of computational techniques. While supervised learning models typically achieve the highest accuracy scores, problems related to the lack of gold corpora, data
sparseness and suboptimal granularity of the computational lexicons have plagued the field and
prevented significant breakthroughs. This paper
presents results achieved with knowledge-based
word sense disambiguation (KBWSD) algorithms
as an alternative pathway. It builds on previous work in the subfield and demonstrates that
KBWSD can achieve accuracy scores near and

in some cases even at the state-of-the-art, as a
rule dominated by supervised approaches. Moreover, the experimental results indicate that indepth analysis of knowledge representation and
knowledge enrichment hold significant promises
– both as an alternative to supervised WSD, able
to sidestep data-related issues, and as a source of
potentially powerful new training signals.
The contribution of the article is fourfold.
Firstly, it presents a novel strategy for constructing knowledge bases used in KBWSD, showing
that a structure centered on word senses rather than
on synsets can be more effective for this particular task. Secondly, another novel approach to
structuring the graph is explored in using word
and synset embedding models in order to assign
weights to relation arcs in the knowledge graph.
Thirdly, a number of avenues for the enrichment
of the semantic network used for KBWSD are pursued, thus linking WordNet to external resources.
Finally, a new state of the art for KBWSD is established, which is competitive even when compared
with supervised systems.
The paper is structured as follows: the next section presents related work; section 3 deals with
some preliminary experiments aimed at replicating previous work described in the literature, but
in a slightly modified setting; section 4 outlines
several strategies for improving the structure of
the knowledge base used for KBWSD; the penultimate section reports on our core experimental
work, and the final section concludes the paper.

2 Related Work
State-of-the-art results in the broader field of
WSD have been recently summarized in the Unified Evaluation Framework1 (UEF) by Raganato
et al. (2017a), which focuses on the all-words
1
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disambiguation task based on WordNet 3.0 (Fellbaum, 2012). The top-performing systems in UEF,
across supervised and knowledge-based ones, are
an SVM model – an extension of the popular IMS
system (Zhong and Ng, 2010), and a recurrent
neural network model – context2vec (Melamud
et al., 2016), with F1 scores on the concatenation
of all evaluation corpora ranging between 69%
and 69.7%. The supervised models are trained either on the SemCor corpus (Miller et al., 1993)
or jointly on SemCor and the semi-automatically
constructed OMSTI corpus (Taghipour and Ng,
2015). Very recently deep learning approaches
have produced results above the 70% threshold
(Luo et al., 2018a,b).
KBWSD has attracted a lot of interest from researchers over the years, since, at least notionally,
it does not require any training data or additional
resources beyond a computational lexicon and in
some cases a knowledge base (KB). Furthermore,
if the latter resources are designed in such a way
so as to be domain-independent, this could provide a big advantage in dealing with data of heterogeneous origins. One of the earliest popular
KBWSD methods is due to Lesk (1986); it takes
the dictionary definitions of word senses for target words that occur together in a shared context
and calculates the degree of overlap between them,
seeking to maximise the latter metric. KBWSD
systems, however, typically perform less well than
supervised models, due to a number of hurdles,
such as: the non-trivial issue of how to structure
a KB and what to put inside it; how to explore
a KB most effectively; how to integrate various
pieces of knowledge into a holistic representation
of meaning.
One of the most successful KBWSD approaches has been to use algorithms from the Random Walks on Graph family in order to obtain
sense representations over particular textual contexts. For instance, Mihalcea (2005) constructs a
subgraph with the possible word senses in a context and then runs PageRank (Page et al., 1999)
over it in order to calculate the most prominent
senses. Agirre and Soroa (2009) present an influential update on this method, within the UKB
tool for WSD2 . In addition to the static version
of PageRank (Spr; introduced in Agirre and Soroa
(2008)), which also constructs a sub-graph from
the WordNet semantic network as a preliminary
2

http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ukb/

step, they put forward Personalized PageRank, in
which the whole KB is used, with the context
words serving to inject probability mass into all
candidate word senses. The final state of the
PageRank vector over the graph indicates which
are the most relevant concepts in the particular
context. Two variants are described: Ppr and
Ppr_w2w, where the second one is modified so
as to put additional emphasis on connected concepts and away from the target senses themselves.
The second strategy is used to prevent competing
but related word senses from bolstering each other
inordinately, but also makes the algorithm significantly slower. Another related KBWSD system is
Babelfy, which uses a Random Walk with Restart
algorithm (Moro et al., 2014).
Two discussion points regarding Random Walks
on Graph approaches are central in the context of
this article: knowledge base enrichment and algorithm parametrization. Simov et al. (2016) have
shown that the addition of new relation sets to the
baseline WordNet 3.0 semantic network can have
significant positive effects on the performance of
the PageRank algorithm. Adding relations extracted from the manually disambiguated word
sense glosses, for instance, is a major improvement; including dependency-based relations between manually disambiguated words from SemCor has also led to big error reductions. Therefore the enrichment and structural optimization of
the KBs is clearly one possible avenue for the improvement of KBWSD accuracy. On the issue of
optimal parameters selection, Agirre et al. (2018)
have proposed an updated default parametrization
for using the UKB system for PageRank KBWSD.
They consider various possible changes: changing the length of the context under consideration,
the number of iterations, the value of the damping
factor, the use of word sense frequency information from WordNet, etc. This new default configuration yields much higher accuracy scores on the
UEF evaluation data sets – in fact those are the best
reported results for a KBWSD system that we are
aware of. They are significantly above the challenging most frequent sense (MFS) baseline, and
are not very far even from the accuracy scores reported for supervised systems.

3 Preliminary Experiments
Following the impressive improvements achieved
via parameter optimization in Agirre et al. (2018)
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and the observations by Simov et al. (2016) that
KB extension can lead to significant improvements over using just the baseline WordNet relations, we undertook to combine the contributions
of these two lines of research. In these preliminary
experiments, version 3.2 of the UKB system has
been used, which is set by default to the parameters described in Agirre et al. (2018). The immediate aim of the experimentation was to ascertain
whether this optimized parametrization generates
analogous positive effects when an extended KB is
used in conjunction with the PageRank algorithm.
We have performed an exhaustive combination
and evaluation of the relation sets presented in
Simov et al. (2016). In several cases we have
been able to obtain improvements over the results reported in Agirre et al. (2018). In addition to reusing these sets of relations, we have decided to further enrich the knowledge graph by assigning weights to the relation arcs, making use
of a synset embedding model in order to calculate node similarities. We have constructed such
a model following the methodology described in
Goikoetxea et al. (2015): using the UKB system’s random walk function to produce an artificial corpus of node sequences, then training a
Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013) over it.
Thus, for each relation in the KB of the kind
(synset_1, synset_2) its weight is set to
the value of the cosine similarity function between
the two synsets. The best results for the two types
of setting – without and with weights – are reported in Table 1, in lines 9 and 10 respectively.
Merely reusing the additional relation sets leads
to an improvement of 0.9%. Setting the relation
weights via the embedding model produces further
gain of 0.4%.

4

Improving the Knowledge Base

In this section we present further changes to the
knowledge base in order to improve accuracy.
These modifications can be summed up as follows:
• Changing the shape of the graph by representing nodes in terms of word senses
• Defining weights on the knowledge graph
arcs via embedding models
• Extraction of new relations from different external sources
We present each of these in turn.

4.1 Sense-Based vs. Synset-Based WSD
When constructing the KB, the UKB system generalizes lexical meaning in a number of ways. One
of these is the use of synset IDs as nodes in the semantic network. Here is an example of a relation
as represented in the KB distributed together with
the UKB system:
u:00007846-n v:04618781-n s:derivation

where u:00007846-n and v:04618781-n
represent two nodes in the KB and where there exists a relation between them. The source of this
connection is a derivational relation encoded in
WordNet. 00007846-n is the identifier3 for the
synset including the following senses4 :
person%1:03:00::, individual%1:03:00::,
someone%1:03:00::, somebody%1:03:00::,
mortal%1:03:00::, soul%1:03:00::

The second node corresponds to the following
synset:
personhood%1:07:00::

As made apparent by this example, the derivational relation holds only between two of these
senses5 :
u:person%1:03:00::-n
v:personhood%1:07:00::-n
s:derivation

We have exploited this original representation in
order to construct the new KB format. The biggest
open question we have been faced with is how to
represent the synonymy relation. The first option
considered was representing it in the same way as
in the WordNet distribution:
00007846-n
00007846-n
00007846-n
00007846-n
00007846-n
00007846-n

person%1:03:00::-n
individual%1:03:00::-n
someone%1:03:00::-n
somebody%1:03:00::-n
mortal%1:03:00::-n
soul%1:03:00::-n

This approach was our first choice. The relation
representation in the KB follows the distinction
between lexical relations holding among senses
and semantic relations holding among synsets.
After several experiments with this new representation of the KB it became clear that the novel format does not lead to improved accuracy.
Subsequently, we have excluded the synset
identifiers from the representation of the KB. In
3
This identifier is formed out of the original identifiers in
WordNet. The original part-of-speech prefix is deleted and a
part-of-speech suffix is added in its place.
4
A sense in WordNet is defined as a combination of a
lemma and a concept represented by a synset.
5
This is how derivational and other kinds of lexical relations are represented in the original distribution of WordNet.
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order to do this, a decision had to be made on how
to represent the semantic and the synonymy relations. The option to represent them via calculating complete Cartesian products seems unrealistic.
Hence our decision to utilize another source of information encoded in the distribution of WordNet
– the ordering of the senses within each synset,
which are supposed to represent their relative lexicographic importance. The main node for each
synset is thus represented by the first sense in it.
All remaining senses are mapped to this node,
which is taken to be representative for the synset.
All the semantic relations are mapped to the central nodes as well. The lexical relations are represented as before – between the corresponding
word senses.
The above synset is now represented as follows:
person%1:03:00::-n
person%1:03:00::-n
person%1:03:00::-n
person%1:03:00::-n
person%1:03:00::-n

individual%1:03:00::-n
someone%1:03:00::-n
somebody%1:03:00::-n
mortal%1:03:00::-n
soul%1:03:00::-n

The sense-centric experiments reported in the article have been performed using this format of the
KB.
The next step in transforming the KB is the construction of a set of relations extracted from external sources, such as the ones described in Simov
et al. (2016). Included in those is the set of external relations distributed together with the UKB
system. This set is constructed on the basis of a
WordNet gloss corpus, in which some of the words
used in the gloss for each synset are annotated with
the appropriate word senses from WordNet. Each
constructed relation holds between the synset associated with the gloss and the synset of the corresponding sense in the annotation. It is relatively
easy to reproduce this type of relation on the basis
of the gloss corpus.
The relations represented in the GraphRelSC
set are extracted from the SemCor corpus. This set
of relations includes two types of nodes: for the
semantically annotated words and for the nodes
in the dependency tree of the corresponding sentence. The dependency analyses of the sentences
are not part of the original annotation of SemCor.
Thus, those cannot be reused for the construction
of sense-based relations. The good news is that
we do not need to have the actual dependency
annotation, because in GraphRelSC the nodes
corresponding to the dependency nodes are numbered with the numerical IDs of the documents,
the sentences, and the words in the original cor-

pus. Thus, through a simple mapping we have
been able to substitute the synset identifiers with
the actual sense annotations in the corpus. In Table 1 this new set of relations is referred to as SC.
In addition to GraphRelSC, we have extracted
a set of co-occurrence relations from each sentence in SemCor. This new set of relations is
called SCR. We have not been able to reconstruct
the WN30gl set of relations because the mapping
from it to the original annotation is not straightforward. Similarly, we have decided not to use the
third set of relations, WN30glCon.6
4.2 Relation Weighting
Each relation in the KB can be assigned an individual weight. These weights are exploited within
the ranking algorithms implemented in the UKB
system. The original sets of relations do not assign
any weights to the arcs. In our preliminary experiments we have assigned each relation a weight determined by the similarity of its associated nodes.
This similarity is derived by calculating the cosine
similarity of the vector representations for the corresponding nodes.
In order to assign weights, then, appropriate
embedding models are necessary to provide vector representations. In the case of the preliminary experiments, we have used a synset embedding model constructed via random walks along
the WordNet KB7 . This is not the case with the
new format of the KB where the nodes are represented as senses in WordNet. A direct construction
of sense embeddings is also an option, which has
not been realized for the purposes of this paper,
and will be addressed in future research. Here we
use pretrained embeddings.
Each word sense in WordNet is connected to
a lemma and a synset. Thus, we could use either the synset embeddings, or the lemma (word)
embeddings, or some combination between them.
The first option has been disregarded since it does
not distinguish between the various senses in the
synonym sets. We have performed experiments
with pretrained word embeddings such as GoogleNews8 and Glove9 (the 300-dimensional version),
6
All new sets of relations, as well as the lexicon, available
at http://bultreebank.org/en/resources/.
7
All embedding models referred to here are also
made accessible at http://bultreebank.org/en/
resources/.
8
https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/
9
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
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also with lemma embeddings trained analogously
to the synset embeddings (see Goikoetxea et al.
(2015) on how to generate pseudo corpora from
WordNet and subsequently train embedding models on them).
For
instance,
for
the
sense
person%1:03:00::-n, the associated list of
synset and lemma IDs includes 00007846-n
and person. In the case when only a lemma
embedding is available, the corresponding vector
is used. In the case of multi-word expressions
like physical_object%1:03:00::-n, the
average of the vectors for the different component
words is calculated. In the case when there are
both a synset and a lemma embedding available,
the concatenation of the two vectors is considered.
The following embeddings have been used in the
current work:
• GoogleNews. A word embedding model
trained over 100 billion running words. The
vectors are of size 300.
• Glove. Word embeddings trained over global
contexts, as described in Pennington et al.
(2014).
• WN30WN30glConOne. Synset and lemma
embeddings trained by Simov et al. (2017).
• WN30WN30glConOneWiki. In this case
a lemmatized Wikipedia corpus has been
added to the pseudo corpus, in order to balance information from the knowledge graph
with actual text data.
The weights associated with the different word
senses in the new lexicon, which also play an important role for the optimal performance of the
UKB system, are the same as those associated
with synset identifiers in the original lexicon in the
UKB distribution. This is so because the frequencies have been originally determined on the basis of sense occurencies in "various semantic concordance texts" (according to the documentation,
quoted in Agirre et al. (2018)). Consequently, the
conjunction of lemma and synset ID in the lexicon provides a unique mapping to a singular word
sense, regardless of the structure of the KB.
4.3 Linking WordNet to VerbNet and
FrameNet
VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) and FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998) are structured lexical resources which
glove/

provide information that is, from a theoretical
point of view, complementary to that within WordNet. While the latter’s semantic network is a
rich representation of lexical semantics, the former give more insight into sentential semantics.
VerbNet classes bring together verbs that share
the same syntactic subcategorization and semantic
valency patterns. Membership in a VerbNet class
does not necessarily indicate that the lexical items
have a similar meaning (although that is often the
case), but that they share some kind of structurally
analogous behaviour, which is certainly a kind of
information that is not present in WordNet. For
instance, the verb buy is in the same class as hire,
lease, rent, but in the same class are also the verbs
catch, choose, pluck, slaughter10 .
FrameNet organizes lexical knowledge around
particular procedural scenarios called frames (Fillmore, 1968). An example of a FrameNet frame
would be Commerce_buy11 , which specifies frame
elements, i.e. participants and specifications of the
situation, such as Buyer, Goods, Seller, Means,
Money, etc. A frame is activated by certain lexical units, in this case buy, buyer, client, purchase
(noun), purchase (verb), purchaser. Frames can
be linked with one another, through relations like
Inherits from, Is used by, etc.
As part of the effort to complement already existing relation sets for KBWSD, the WordNet semantic network has been partially connected to
those of VerbNet and FrameNet. The Predicate
Matrix resource12 (De Lacalle et al., 2014, 2016),
which automatically maps the WordNet, VerbNet,
FrameNet, PropBank and MCR indices, has been
used to obtain most of the cross-mappings; in the
case of VerbNet, some of the verbs have already
been mapped to WordNet senses, but Predicate
Matrix can be used to extend the coverage of the
mapping. In this way all WordNet sense identifiers that could be mapped to predicates in VerbNet classes and FrameNet frames have been organized in structures that reflect this kind of membership in the external resources. This has been done
in a way that is similar to the one described earlier
in relation to graphically connecting the various
word senses in a synset. That is, the word sense
10

http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/
vn/get-13.5.1.php
11
The frame index is available at https://framenet.
icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex.
12
http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/
PredicateMatrix
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N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Knowledge base
WNsynsets
WNsenses
WN+VNMsenses+w
WN+VNM+FNMsenses+w
WN+VNM+FNM+FNRsenses+w
WN+GLsynsets (Agirre et al., 2018)
WN+GLsenses
WN+GLsenses+w
WN+GL+SCsynsets
WN+GL+SCsynsets+w
WN+GL+SCsenses
WN+GL+SCsenses+w+ctx=20,35
WN+GL+SC+VNM+FNMsenses+w
WN+GL+SCsenses+w+ctx=10,15,25,30

SNE-2
64.6
66.5
67.6
67.4
67.1
68.8
69.0
69.3
70.1
70.4
70.1
70.2
69.7
70.3

SNE-3
62.8
61.2
61.4
62.4
62.7
66.1
65.7
66.0
67.0
67.6
67.8
67.8
67.6
67.9

SME-07
51.6
51.6
53.2
53.6
54.3
53.0
55.4
55.2
53.0
53.4
57.4
58.2
57.4
57.8

SME-13
67.9
66.5
65.9
66.0
65.8
68.8
69.2
69.4
69.5
69.5
69.0
69.1
68.6
69.8

SME-15
66.6
70.5
71.6
71.4
71.1
70.3
71.8
71.6
70.9
71.9
72.2
72.4
72.5
71.8

ALL
64.3
64.8
65.3
65.5
65.4
67.3
67.7
67.9
68.2
68.6
68.8
68.9
68.5
69.0

Table 1: Accuracy scores on the UEF data sets with different KBs. Only the results for the Ppr_w2w
mode of the PageRank algorithm are reported. The synset-based models use KBs where the nodes are
represented by synset IDs in WordNet; sense-based models use the new KB configurations described in
the paper; the +w subscript means that a model takes into account relation weights. WN stands for the
original WordNet relations; GL – the relations from the annotated gloss corpus; SC – the relations from
the automatically parsed SemCor corpus; VNM – the sense groupings from VerbNet; FNM – the sense
groupings from FrameNet; FNR – the links between FrameNet predicate senses and role-type senses.
All experiments use the default parametrization from Agirre et al. (2018), with the exception of the cases
marked with a subscript ctx=num, where the context windows have been changed to include num words.
The best result (line 14) is achieved for contexts with 10, 15, 25 and 30 words. SNE stands for Senseval
and SME stands for SemEval.
WSD system
Luo et al. (2018a)
Luo et al. (2018b)
Raganato et al. (2017b)
Iacobacci et al. (2016)†
Melamud et al. (2016)†
Agirre et al. (2018)†
Moro et al. (2014)†
WN 1st sense†
This workbest

SNE-2
72.8
72.2
72.0
73.3
72.3
68.8
67.0
66.8
70.3

SNE-3
70.3
70.5
69.1
69.6
68.2
66.1
63.5
66.2
67.9

SME-07
—*
—*
64.8*
61.1
61.5
53.0
51.6
55.2
57.8

SME-13
68.5
67.2
66.9
66.7
67.2
68.8
66.4
63.0
69.8

SME-15
72.8
72.6
71.5
70.4
71.7
70.3
70.3
67.8
71.8

ALL
71.1
70.6
69.9
69.7
69.4
67.3
65.5
65.2
69.0

Table 2: The state of the art across WSD systems. The dagger symbol indicates that the result is reported
in the UEF (Raganato et al., 2017a). * Luo et al. (2018a,b) do not report accuracy on SME07 since it is
used as a development set; this is also true for Raganato et al. (2017b), which however does report the
result. The KBWSD models in the table (ours and those by Agirre and Moro) are deterministic, i.e. they
would always produce the same results with particular KBs, as no actual training is involved.
in a class/frame with the highest associated frequency of use is promoted to main node status that
stands in for the whole structure, then all the rest
of the senses are connected to it by setting a connection weight according to their respective frequencies (including a +1-count smoothing). The

verb class hierarchy and inter-frame connection
relations are also included in the new subgraph.
Additionally,
the automatically created
FrameNet extension13 by Bryl et al. (2012), which
13
https://dh.fbk.eu/technologies/
wordnet-sense-repository-framenet-extension
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maps FrameNet roles to WordNet synsets, has
been used to add links between predicate word
senses grouped in frames and role-filling word
senses. These new relations are weighted in
accordance with the numbers provided by the
generated sense repository, which correspond to
frequencies of use in an automatically tagged
corpus. The procedures described above should
provide higher inter-predicate connection density
(the class/frame membership relations) in the KB
and also more syntagmatically oriented relations
(the FrameNet role senses mapped to frame
lexical unit senses).

5

Experiments

In this section we provide several empirical points
of view to the currently presented project of extending and optimizing the knowledge graph used
for WSD. First we examine how the reconfiguration of the graph in terms of word senses compares
with the synset-based graph and show that the new
structure outperforms the previous one. In parallel with that we demonstrate that the introduced
KB extensions lead to significant improvements
over the baseline graphs. We also provide our own
contribution to the optimal parametrization of the
UKB system.

accuracy only on one data set (SME-15) and
in the rest of the cases bring it down (line 13).
5. The default parameters from Agirre et al.
(2018) are indeed a good optimization of the
UKB system. We have been able to improve
the result with the best KB only in one case,
which we report here, and the improvement
is not very big (0.1%; line 14). The result
nevertheless indicates that there is space for
optimizing the interaction between KB and
algorithm.
Comparison with state-of-the-art models Table 2 situates our best result in the context of the
state-of-the-art results in WSD at large. Again,
several observations are worth pointing out:
1. The combination of UKB with our bestperforming graph comfortably beats the WN
1st sense heuristic, which is not the case for
many WSD systems.
2. The model significantly outperforms all KBWSD models reported in the UEF, including the improved parametrization of Agirre
et al. (2018), whose results we have improved
upon with 1.7%.
3. Our result is at this point very close to the
top-performing WSD systems, regardless of
whether they are supervised or not. This has
typically not been the case for KBWSD systems. For one data set (SME-13) the present
model achieves the highest result of all14 and
for another one (SME-15) it is better than all
but the two leading supervised systems.

KB permutations Table 1 shows the various
combinations of KB relations, KB structuring and
parametrization of the UKB system. Several noteworthy observations come to the fore:
1. By comparing lines 1&2, 6&7, 9&11, it becomes clear that the KBs structured around
word senses perform better than those where
nodes are represented by synset IDs.
2. The addition of relations extracted from the
VerbNet-WordNet-FrameNet (gold and automatic) mappings does improve the baseline results over the WN relations (lines 3-5).
VNM builds over WN accuracy, FNM builds
over WN+VNM, while FNR does not seem to
decisively improve results (though on some
data sets it does help – SNE-3 and SME-07).
3. The addition of the gloss and SemCor relations has a very significant effect on accuracy
when compared to using just the baseline WN
relations (lines 6-14).
4. The VN-FN relations do not seem to reliably
improve accuracy when added to the gloss
and SemCor relations, in fact they improve

Improvements with static PageRank Finally,
in table 3 we show the performance of three different versions of the PageRank algorithm, as
implemented in the UKB system and described
in Agirre and Soroa (2009). The results with
the static version have been very significantly
improved in comparison to the results reported
in Agirre et al. (2018). The static mode performs better than the WN 1st sense heuristic when
used with the specified graphs. The difference
between the w1 and w2 models is as follows:
with w1 weights are set via a combination of
WN30WN30glConOne embeddings for synsets
and lemmas, and with w2 – via a combination of
14

SME-13 contains sense annotations of nouns only; with
its extensive taxonomic network, WordNet is a powerful tool
for representing nominal meaning. More detailed analysis is
required to ascertain the real reasons for the high accuracy
scores.
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Knowledge base
WN+GLsynsets (Agirre et al., 2018)
WN+GL+SCsenses+w1
WN+GL+SCsenses+w2
WN+GL+SC+SCRsenses+w2

Spr
57.7
65.5
66.5
66.6

Ppr
65.6
65.2
65.1
65.1

Ppr_w2w
67.3
68.9
68.0
68.1

Table 3: Comparison between different PageRank versions (accuracy measured on all UEF test data
sets). Spr stands for static mode, Ppr is Personalized PageRank, Ppr_w2r is Ppr with emphasis on
neighbouring concepts. w1 denotes weights set via the combination of WN30WN30glConOne embeddings for synsets and lemmas; w2 denotes the combination of WN30WN30glConOneWiki embeddings.
WN30WN30glConOneWiki embeddings, again
for synsets and for lemmas. The SCR relation set,
which is built on the basis of co-occurrences of
word senses in SemCor, contributes positively to
the best static model. Compared with previous
state-of-the-art results when using static PageRank, here we can see an improvement of nearly
9%.
Bearing in mind that the static version of the algorithm is much faster than the personalized ones,
these results should also be interpreted as important, as they demonstrate that KB improvement
might be even more beneficial for less sophisticated methods that nevertheless offer a good tradeoff in terms of speed of execution.

6

Conslusion

We have presented results from a series of experiments with a KBWSD system with state-of-the-art
default parametrization and have shown that accuracy can be further improved through the manipulation and extension of the KB. The present models achieve the highest reported accuracy scores
for a KBWSD system that we are aware of; they
also enter in the close orbit of the highest-scoring
supervised systems, achieving a new state of the
art on the Semeval-13 data set.
Further improvement to the content of the KB
is certainly possible. Based on the reported experiments, an intuition emerges that the relation
weighting schema has to have a dynamic character. This would correspond to the promotion and
demotion of semantic features within context. The
current implementation relies on the PageRank algorithms to maintain this kind of dynamics. The
experiments also demonstrate that the different
weighting schemata improve the performance of
different algorithms, which suggests complex patterns of interaction between algorithm and graph
structure. The current schemata do not distinguish

between different kinds of relations. The difference between paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations necessitates different weighting approaches.
Using the cosine similarity measure over the entire
embedding space seems to be a suboptimal blanket strategy. In our future research we plan to train
relation embeddings, following the approach for
generating pseudo corpora, as in the case of training synset and lemma embeddings.
Additionally, we plan on further investigating
strategies for generalizing knowledge from external resources such as VerbNet and FrameNet, as
well as other ones which can be mapped to WordNet, such as PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer,
2002) and the OntoNotes sense groupings (Snow
et al., 2007). As has been demonstrated, structuring a lexico-semantic graph in an optimal way
can make a big difference. Detailed error analysis
and sophisticated linguistic theory should be employed in order to capture the principles underlying a good knowledge base.
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Abstract

Therefore, ambiguity of nouns, verbs and pronouns has been investigated extensively in recent
years (Guillou et al., 2018; Müller et al., 2018;
Rios Gonzales et al., 2017, 2018). However, to
the best of our knowledge, no results for ambiguity of conjunctions have been reported so far.
The only work dealing with conjunctions and machine translation (Huang, 1983) explores conjunction scope for rule-based MT systems and does not
address the ambiguity. It should be noted, though,
that the conjunction ambiguity is more structural
than lexical: it is mainly related to certain aspects
of grammar involving the arrangement of words
and word types. Therefore, the conjunction ambiguity is related more to fluency than it is to adequacy.
In this work, we present the results of quantitative analysis addressing machine translation of
two potentially ambiguous conjunctions, “but”
and “and”. The analysis of the conjunction
“but” is carried out for {English,French}-into{Spanish,German,Serbian,Croatian} translation
directions, and the conjunction “and” is analysed
on {English,Portuguese}-into-{Serbian,Croatian}
outputs. Evaluation is carried out on specialised
test sets1 designed for evaluating translation
of these ambiguous conjunctions. Instead of
comparing the translation output with a reference
human translation, our evaluation is based on
presence or absence of the correct target language
conjunction variant in the translation output. For
a small number of sentences with both or with
none of the target variants (about 1-2%), manual
inspection is carried out.

The translation of ambiguous words still
poses challenges for machine translation.
In this work, we carry out a systematic
quantitative analysis regarding the ability
of different machine translation systems
to disambiguate the source language conjunctions “but” and “and”. We evaluate
specialised test sets focused on the translation of these two conjunctions. The test
sets contain source languages that do not
distinguish different variants of the given
conjunction, whereas the target languages
do. In total, we evaluate the conjunction “but” on 20 translation outputs, and
the conjunction “and” on 10. All machine translation systems almost perfectly
recognise one variant of the target conjunction, especially for the source conjunction “but”. The other target variant,
however, represents a challenge for machine translation systems, with accuracy
varying from 50% to 95% for “but” and
from 20% to 57% for “and”. The major
error for all systems is replacing the correct target variant with the opposite one.

1

Introduction

Ambiguous words are often difficult to translate
automatically, even by the state-of-the-art neural
machine (NMT) systems. Whereas the NMT approach significantly improved fluency (grammar)
of MT outputs compared to the previous stateof-the-art statistical phrase-based (PBMT) models, adequacy (meaning preservation) is still often
problematic (Castilho et al., 2017; Klubička et al.,
2018). Adequacy is even more problematic for
ambiguous words which have two or more meanings depending on the context.
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en
de
es
sr (hr)
en
es
de
sr (hr)

but1
We wanted to go to the beach,
but we went back to the hotel.
Wir wollten zum Strand gehen, aber
wir sind zurück zum Hotel gegangen.
Querı́amos ir a la playa,
pero hemos vuelto al hotel.
Hteli smo da idemo na plažu
ali smo se vratili u hotel.
She will not come but she can call.
No va a venir, pero puede llamar.
Sie kommt nicht, aber sie kann anrufen.
Neće doći ali može da zove.

but2
We didn’t want to go to the hotel,
but to the beach.
Wir wollten nicht zum Hotel,
sondern zum Strand.
No querı́amos ir al hotel,
sino a la playa.
Nismo hteli da idemo u
hotel nego na plažu.
She will not come but call.
No va a venir, sino a llamar.
Sie kommt nicht sondern ruft an.
Neće doći nego će zvati.

Table 1: Examples of difference between the two variants of the English conjunction “but”.
domain
News

Subtitles

lang.
En-De
En-Sr
En-Hr
En-De
Fr-De
En-Sr

but1
65.2
79.7
78.3
97.2
96.6
97.1

The first work dealing with conjunctions and
machine translation is described in Huang (1983).
It explores conjunction scope for English parser
to be used in rule-based MT systems, but it does
not address the ambiguity. Another work related to conjunctions and machine translation is
the work of Xu et al. (2014), who proposes using conjunctions for Chinese sentence segmentation in order to achieve better translation quality. Some problems with translating conjunctions by phrase-based machine translation systems
involving South Slavic languages are mentioned
in Popović and Arčan (2015), but without any systematic quantitative analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, our work represents the first experiments related to ambiguous
conjunctions and machine translation. We report
the results of an extensive evaluation showing that
certain conjunction ambiguities pose a challenge
to the state-of-the-art machine translation systems.

but2
34.8
20.3
21.7
2.8
3.4
2.9

Table 2: Distribution of sentences requiring each
of the two target language variants of the source
conjunction “but” in different publicly available
parallel corpora.

2

Related Work

Lexical ambiguity as a challenge for machine
translation has received a lot of attention in recent
years. Rios Gonzales et al. (2017) and Rios Gonzales et al. (2018) focus on ambiguous German
nouns, while Guillou et al. (2018) and Müller
et al. (2018) investigate ambiguous English pronouns. Broader linguistic evaluations presented
in Burchardt et al. (2017) and Klubička et al.
(2018) also include ambiguity, but conjunctions
are not mentioned in any context.
Syntactic ambiguity for rule-based Englishto-Bulgarian machine translation is investigated
in Pericliev (1984), but these ambiguities are not
related to conjunctions. Ambiguity of conjunctions “and” and “or” is investigated for requirement specifications in Sharma et al. (2014) and for
legal texts in Adams and Kaye (2006), however
without any relation to (either human or machine)
translation.

3
3.1

Ambiguity of “But” and “And”
Conjunction ”But”

In some languages, there are two possible variants of the conjunction “but”. One variant, but1 ,
can be used after either a positive or a negative
clause. The other variant, but2 , is used after a negative clause when expressing a contradiction. The
first clause in the sentence must contain a negation
marker, and the second part of the sentence must
contradict the first part of the sentence.
Three examples can be seen in Table 1. The
sentences on the left have the same context, same
or similar meaning, and contain similar words as

1
https://github.com/m-popovic/evaluating-ambiguousconjunctions-MT
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en
hr (sr)
en
hr (sr)
en
hr (sr)
en
hr (sr)

and1
The walls and the door are white.
Zidovi i vrata su bijeli.
I studied for the whole day and I
learned a lot.
Učio sam cijeli dan i svašta naučio.
Years passed, and he came back.
Prošle su godine i on se vratio.
Who is this and what is he doing here?
Tko je to i što on radi ovdje?

and2
The walls are white and the door is black.
Zidovi su bijeli a vrata su crna.
I studied for the whole day and I
didn’t learn anything.
Učio sam cijeli dan a ništa nisam naučio.
Years passed, and he still hadn’t come back.
Prošle su godine a on se još nije vratio.
And what is he doing here?
A što on radi ovdje?

Table 3: Examples of difference between the two variants of the English conjunction “and”.
domain
News
Subtitles

lang.
En-Sr
En-Hr
En-Sr
Pt-Hr

and1
60.0
59.4
62.2
60.4

Four examples can be seen in Table 3. Similarly
to the examples for the conjunction “but”, the sentences on the left have similar meaning and contain similar words as the sentences on the right,
but all “ands” on the left should be translated into
and1 and those on the right into and2 .
Table 4 presents the distribution of the two types
of conjunction “and” in publicly available news
and subtitles data. Again, the first variant, and1 , is
more frequent, although the difference is smaller
than between the two variants of the conjunction
“but”.

and2
40.0
40.6
37.8
39.6

Table 4: Distribution of sentences with two types
of conjunctions “and” in different publicly available parallel corpora.
the sentences on the right. Nevertheless, the conjunction “but” in all sentences on the left should
be translated into but1 and in those on the right
as but2 . This also illustrates the previously mentioned structural nature of conjunction ambiguity.
Generally, sentences with the first variant, but1 ,
can be found more frequently in the data. Table 2
presents the distribution of the two types of sentences with the conjunction ”but” found in publicly available data for several language pairs in
two domains: news and subtitles.
3.2

4

Experimental Set-Up

4.1

Test Sets

In order to estimate a system’s capability to translate ambiguous conjunctions, evaluation is performed on specialised test sets specifically designed for the conjunctions “but” and “and” and
their two variants.
The test sets are created semi-automatically
using the multilingual subtitles corpora2 (Tiedemann, 2012). Only short segments (up to 20
words) were included, all noise was removed, and
rare named entities which could introduce additional effects were avoided or replaced. Thus,
about 1000 source sentences in English and in
French were prepared for the conjunction “but”,
and 250 source sentences in English and in Portuguese for conjunction “and”. Detailed corpus
statistics are presented in Table 5.
It should be noted that although the test sets
were created using a bilingual corpus, the resulting
test sets do not contain any reference translations.
The reason for this is twofold: on the one hand,
bilingual manual filtering of noisy and complex

Conjunction “And”

Some target languages, such as Serbian and Croatian, distinguish two variants of the conjunction
“and”. The first variant, and1 , is used to connect non-contrasting actions or ideas, for example to indicate that one action follows another in
the chronological order, or that one idea is the expected result of another. The second variant, and2 ,
is used to indicate that the two connected facts are
different: it introduces a new or different meaning, that is, it introduces an idea that is different
or opposite to the idea that is desired, expected or
stated previously. Both variants are used to start
a new sentence or clause that continues or adds
to a previous sentence or clause, however and2 is
adding some new, different or unexpected facts.

2
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(a) Statistics of the test sets for the source conjunction “but”

source
language
English

French

target
conjunction
all
but2
but1
all
but2
but1

number of
sentences
1066
858
208
1010
806
204

number of
running words
13655
11058
2597
12963
10478
2485

vocabulary
size
2252
2043
560
2162
1823
673

average
sent. length
12.8
12.9
12.5
12.8
13.0
12.2

(b) Statistics of test sets for the source conjunction “and”

source
language
English

Portuguese

target
conjunction
all
and2
and1
all
and2
and1

number of
sentences
258
206
52
250
199
51

number of
running words
3217
2651
566
2763
2218
546

vocabulary
size
769
691
248
908
767
264

average
sent. length
12.5
12.9
10.9
11.0
11.1
10.7

Table 5: Statistics of the test sets for (a) conjunction “but” and (b) conjunction “and”: number of sentences, number of running words, vocabulary size and average sentence length.
content would be very time and resource consuming. On the other hand, reference translations are
not really needed, because we are interested only
in conjunction disambiguation, therefore, checking the conjunction in the translation hypothesis is
sufficient.
In order to encourage and enable future research
on the topic, the developed test sets are made publicly available.3
4.2

from the news domain were available. Two
English-to-German systems, one NMT and one
PBMT, are trained on one million parallel sentences from the WMT6 data. Two English-toSerbian systems, also one NMT and one PBMT,
are trained on the SETimes corpus (Tyers and
Alperen, 2010) containing about 200k sentence
pairs.
In total, the conjunction “but” is analysed on 20
MT outputs, and the conjunction “and” on 10 MT
outputs.

MT Outputs

The English and the French test sets for the conjunction “but” were translated into four target languages that distinguish the two variants but1 and
but2 in the same way, namely Spanish, German,
Serbian and Croatian. The English and the Portuguese test sets for the conjunction “and” were
translated into Serbian and Croatian. For all translation directions, two publicly available on-line
systems, “Google Translate”4 and “Bing Translator”5 are used. All on-line translations were generated between 26th and 30th April 2019.
In addition to this, for English-to-German and
English-to-Serbian translation, two internal systems trained on much smaller amounts of data

4.3

Evaluation

The majority of sentences are checked automatically, however for a small number of sentences a
manual inspection is needed. For each sentence,
there are four possible outcomes of the automatic
evaluation:
• only the correct conjunction is found
⇒ correct

• only the opposite conjunction is found
⇒ incorrect

• both conjunctions are found

3

https://github.com/m-popovic/evaluating-ambiguousconjunctions-MT
4
https://translate.google.com/
5
https://www.bing.com/translator
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⇒ manual inspection

http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/

be translated as but1 are present in the source sentence.
None of the two target variants: Only a small
number of such sentences are generated by on-line
systems when translating from English if the English sentence has a structure “not only X, but Y,
too”. In these cases, the sentence is paraphrased
in the way “not only X, Y too”. For the French
source, a number of other sentence structures are
paraphrased, and the majority of these paraphrases
are correct. An example can be seen in Table 7.
As for the scarce-data systems, manual inspection revealed that the wmt NMT system left many
sentences untranslated, of which mainly those requiring the conjunction but2 . However, a number
of those requiring the conjunction but1 were also
left untranslated. As for PBMT systems, many of
the sentences in the output used a possible translation for but1 such as “however”, which is of course
not correct for sentences requiring but2 . A number of PBMT sentences had a number of other error types and a low fluency in general. Apart from
this, when translating from English into Serbian
and Croatian, Google and Bing often translated
“but” as “except”, which is not a possible option
for any of the source sentence structures.

• none of the two conjunctions are found
⇒ manual inspection

Manual inspection is carried out in the following
way: if the structure of a sentence with additional
or without any conjunctions is correct, then the
sentence is considered correct.
All errors which are not related to the conjunction choice are ignored, both by automatic and by
manual evaluation.

5

Results

The results for both conjunctions and all language pairs are presented in the form of percentage of sentences automatically identified as correct (“aut.”), identified as correct after both automatic check and manual inspection (“full”), and
automatically identified as incorrect because the
source conjunction is translated into the opposite
conjunction (“opposite”).
5.1

Conjunction “But”

The results for the source conjunction “but” can be
seen in Table 6.
Target variant but1 : Recognising the target
conjunction but1 is generally not problematic: the
percentage of correct sentences is almost 100%
for all on-line systems, and close to 100% even
for the scarce-data setimes systems. Apparently,
there is no correlation between this accuracy and
the amount of the training data, because the two
wmt systems have lower accuracies than the two
setimes systems. These lowest accuracies are still
very high, i.e. close to 90%.
Target variant but2 : For this variant, the situation is, however, different. On-line systems
translate it correctly in 73-95% of cases, and the
predominant problem for the rest of the cases is
translating it into the opposite variant but1 (525%). The four scarce-data systems are struggling
much more with this variant, PBMT systems more
than NMT ones. In addition, the influence of the
amount of data is obvious, since setimes systems
are performing much worse than wmt systems.
For these four systems, replacing but2 with but1
is the most frequent problem too, but there were
more sentences requiring manual inspection than
for the on-line systems.
Both target variants: Manual inspection revealed that this is generally not problematic for
any of the systems and language pairs: it can happen if “however”, “yet” or similar words that can

5.2

Conjunction “And”

The results for the source conjunction “and” can
be seen in Table 8.
Target variant and1 : Similarly to the translation of “but”, the target variant and1 is not really
problematic for any of the systems, with almost
all accuracies close to 100% and all larger than
92%. Also, there is apparently no correlation between this accuracy and the amount of the training
data, since the Bing system has the lowest accuracy and it is certainly trained on more data than
the two setimes systems.
Target variant and2 : This target variant is
definitely problematic, and much more challenging than but2 : the highest accuracy is 56.3%.
Similarly to the conjunction “but”, the predominant problem is replacing and2 with and1 . Also,
the accuracies are lower for the scarce-training
setimes systems. Nevertheless, one curiosity can
be noted: the PBMT setimes system better disambiguates the conjunction “and” than the NMT
setimes system. Given that NMT systems are
generally more sensitive to the scarcity of training data (Koehn and Knowles, 2017) than PBMT
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language
pair
en-es
en-de

en-sr

en-hr
fr-es
fr-de
fr-sr
fr-hr

system
google
bing
google
bing
wmt-pbmt
wmt-nmt
google
bing
setimes-pbmt
setimes-nmt
google
bing
google
bing
google
bing
google
bing
google
bing

but2
correct
opposite
aut. full
(but1 )
93.3 93.4
6.2
76.5 76.6
22.6
88.6 89.1
10.3
94.3 94.4
5.3
48.9 48.9
46.8
60.5 60.5
28.6
90.3 90.3
9.3
79.6 79.6
18.9
7.0
7.0
88.3
53.5 53.6
43.8
91.8 91.8
7.7
73.6 73.6
25.4
92.6 93.8
6.0
72.0 75.1
24.1
87.6 89.0
10.4
88.5 92.9
6.7
90.6 90.9
8.5
75.2 77.3
21.7
90.6 90.9
8.4
72.0 73.9
24.5

but1
correct
opposite
aut. full
(but2 )
100 100
0
100 100
0
99.5 100
0
99.0 99.0
1.0
90.9 92.8
4.8
84.6 84.6
0.5
99.0 99.5
0.5
100 100
0
95.7 100
0
95.7 98.6
1.0
99.5 99.5
0.5
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0
100 100
0

Table 6: Percentage of correct target language conjunctions retrieved automatically and by full evaluation, and percentage of opposite target conjunctions for the source language conjunction “but”.
source
source (en gloss)
output (es)
output (de)
output (en gloss)

Ce n’est pas une étoile
mais un cristal.
It is not a star
but a crystal.
No es una estrella,
es un cristal.
Es ist kein Stern,
es ist ein Kristall.
It’s not a star,
it’s a crystal.

are correct: the affected source sentences contain
“too”, “as well” or similar, which can be correctly
translated as and1 . Three examples can be seen in
Table 9.
None of the two target variants: A small number of sentences containing “neither” were correctly paraphrased in the target language so that it
does not need any of the two “and” variants. These
cases are found only in translations generated by
on-line systems. An example can be seen in Table 10.

Table 7: Example of correct translation without
any of the two conjunction variants (mostly occurring in French-to-Spanish and French-to-German
on-line systems).

6

Summary and Outlook

We present a targeted evaluation of 20 translation outputs regarding their performance in lexical choice for the ambiguous source conjunction
“but”, and 6 (10) systems regarding the source
conjunction “and”. For the source conjunction
“but”, we observe that all systems almost perfectly
recognise the target conjunction but1 , whereas accuracies for the other target variant but2 are lower,
and depend on the model (NMT performs better
than PBMT), as well as on the amount of training
data. For on-line systems trained on large amounts

systems, disambiguating the conjunction “and”
is probably more sensitive to the amount of the
training data than disambiguating the conjunction
“but”. More experiments on systems trained on
different training data sizes should be carried out
in the future.
Both target variants: Manual inspection revealed that all sentences with both “and” variants
964

language
pair
en-sr

en-hr
pt-sr
pt-hr

system
google
bing
setimes-pbmt
setimes-nmt
google
bing
google
bing
google
bing

and2
correct
opposite
aut. full
(and1 )
38.8 39.8
58.8
33.5 33.5
62.2
22.3 22.3
75.4
13.6 13.6
83.5
42.7 43.7
54.9
54.8 56.3
41.9
35.7 36.2
59.3
32.7 32.7
61.8
37.7 37.7
57.3
49.2 49.2
46.2

and1
correct
opposite
aut. full
(and2 )
98.1 98.1
1.9
92.3 92.3
5.8
98.1 98.1
1.9
96.2 98.1
0
96.2 96.2
3.8
96.2 96.2
1.9
92.2 92.2
5.9
94.1 94.1
5.9
90.2 90.2
3.9
92.2 92.2
7.8

Table 8: Percentage of correct target language conjunctions retrieved automatically and by full evaluation, and percentage of opposite target conjunctions for the source language conjunction “and”.
source:
output (hr) :
output (en gloss):
source:
output (hr)
output (en gloss):
source:
output (hr)
output (en gloss):

I can swim well
and so do you.
ja mogu plivati dobro,
a i ti.
I can swim well,
and2 and1 you.
Holly travels a lot,
and her sister, too.
Holly puno putuje,
a i njena sestra.
Holly travels a lot,
and2 and1 her sister.
John likes burger, and
he likes fish, too.
John voli hamburger, a
voli i ribu.
John likes burger,
and2 likes and1 fish.

source
output (hr)
output (en gloss)

I don’t want you here,
and neither does my wife.
Ne želim te ovdje,
kao ni moja žena.
I don’t want you here,
as not my wife.

Table 10: Example of correct translation into
Croatian without any of the two conjunction variants.
for NMT than for PBMT. More systematic experiments including both models and different sizes
of the training corpus should be carried out in the
future to better understand this finding.
In addition to this, there are many other directions for future work. The current study is focused
on only two ambiguous conjunctions and only two
target language variants for each of them. More
conjunctions and ambiguities should be investigated in the future, as well as more source and target languages. Quantitative analysis of correlation
between the conjunction disambiguation and overall performance should be a part of future work,
too. Also, improving a MT system by, for example, adding more parallel data containing “difficult” target conjunction variants should be investigated as well.

Table 9: Examples of correct translations into
Croatian with both target variants of “and”.
of data, accuracies range from 73% to 94%, and
for the systems trained on small amounts between
50% and 60%. The errors for all systems are
mostly caused by replacing the conjunction but2
with the alternative conjunction but1 .
As for the conjunction “and”, its first variant
and1 is also not problematic, even for the systems trained on small amounts of data. The variant and2 is, however, much more challenging than
but2 , with the highest accuracy of 56.3%. In addition, disambiguation of this conjunction seems
to be more sensitive to the training data scarcity

7
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(1) [He]A0 believes [in what he plays] A1 .
(2) Can [you] A0 cook [the dinner] A1 ?

We present a live cross-lingual system capable of producing shallow semantic annotations of natural language sentences for
51 languages at this time. The domain of
the input sentences is in principle unconstrained. The system uses single training
data (in English) for all the languages. The
resulting semantic annotations are therefore consistent across different languages.
We use CoNLL Semantic Role Labeling
training data and Universal dependencies
as the basis for the system. The system is
publicly available and supports processing
data in batches; therefore, it can be easily
used by the community for research tasks.

1

(3) [The nation‘s] AM-LOC largest [pension]A1 fund,
Figure 1: Three examples of shallow semantic annotations: 1) and 2) are examples of verb predicates and 3) of a noun predicate.
at the same time expressive enough to bring a useful insight into the sentence semantics.
In order to be able to produce semantic annotations for more languages, we employ the crosslingual SRL. Cross-lingual SRL takes the training
data from a source language (usually English) and
builds a language independent model that can be
applied to target languages. The advantage of the
cross-lingual SRL is that it ensures coherent annotation for all supported languages because it trains
on single training data for all the languages. This
does not apply to the monolingual SRL where the
tagsets and annotation guidelines change with every training dataset.
In our approach, we heavily depend on Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al., 2016). They
are the primary means to transfer the learned rules
from one language to another. With universal dependencies, we can create language independent
parse trees. It means that sentences with the same
syntactic structure share (in theory) the same parse
trees for all (supported) languages. We train our
machine learning model on the UD trees to capture
the syntactic patterns required for semantic role labeling. We do not use any lexical information or
any other language dependent features. Our only
information for SRL comes from UD trees. Thus,
the resulting model can be applied to any of the
supported languages.
The system we present in this paper is a webbased application written in Java – see the screen-

Introduction

In this work, we present a major outcome in our
journey to build a system capable of producing semantic annotations for domain and language unconstrained natural language sentences. Currently,
we rely on the Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) annotation scheme (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002). The
SRL goal is to determine semantic relationships
(semantic roles) of given predicates (see examples
in Figure 1). Verbs, such as “believe” or “cook”,
are natural predicates but certain nouns can be accepted as predicates as well (see the third line in
the example). The semantic roles are specific for
each predicate; however, the meaning of the roles
is mostly shared across predicates. The core roles
are denoted by A0 (usually Agent), A1 (usually
Patient) and A2. Additional roles are modifier arguments (AM-*), restriction arguments (R-*) and
others. We selected SRL because we believe that
the annotations are simple enough to be generalized for different languages and target domains but
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Titov and Klementiev (2012) propose a superior
argument clustering by using the Chinese restaurant process.

shots in Figures 3 and 2. The system allows
a user to input a natural language sentence in
any of the 51 languages. The system outputs
SRL annotations (predicates and corresponding
semantic roles) of the input sentences. The semantic roles are associated with syntactic tree
nodes. The video demonstration of the system
is available here: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=8QPKCegHT_c. The system
itself can be accessed at the following address:
http://liks.fav.zcu.cz/ulsana. We
intend to support the system for public use for several years.

2

Our approach belongs among the model transfer approaches. Most of the other state-of-the-art
approaches to SRL rely on lexical features (e.g.
word lemmas). In the cross-language scenario,
such features require bilingual models (e.g. word
mapping via machine translation or bilingual clusters). In our demonstration application, we show
a multi-language model that is capable of producing annotations for many languages. Therefore,
we omit all bilingual features including the lexical
features from our model.

Related Work

Approaches to cross-lingual SRL can be divided
into three main categories: 1) Annotation projection methods attempt to transfer annotations from
one language to another and then they train an
SRL system on the transferred annotations. 2)
Model transfer approaches are designed to use
language-independent features to train a universal
model which can be applied to languages that support the designed features. 3) Methods based on
unsupervised training require no annotated data;
however, the models have difficulties in assigning
meaningful labels to predicate arguments.

3

Annotation projection Padó and Lapata (2009)
transfer annotations to a target language via word
alignments obtained from parallel corpora. Annesi
and Basili (2010) use a similar approach and extend it with an HMM model to increase the transfer accuracy.

We train our system on UD parse trees. However,
there are no such training data that would contain
SRL annotations on UD trees. Therefore, we proposed an algorithm to convert existing SRL annotations built on SD1 trees.
The conversion process is by no means straightforward. The main source of complications stems
from different approaches to choose head words
for syntactic phrases in UD trees. To solve this issue, we proposed optimization algorithms that attempt to select the most appropriate heads for UD
trees which would cover the same phrases as the
heads in original SD trees. In many cases, there is
no such word in UD trees which could be used as
the new head. In such cases, we choose the head
that minimizes the annotation error. The details of
the proposed conversion algorithms are presented
in the original paper – Section 4.
In our application, we use the CoNLL 2009
English dataset (Hajič et al., 2009). The corpus

System Description

In this section, we describe the core of the crosslingual system we use in our demo. The system is described in our original paper (Pražák and
Konopik, 2017) in full details. Here, we explain
only the basic principles. The system described
in (Pražák and Konopik, 2017) is available for five
languages only. In this demo, we extended the system for 51 languages.
3.1

Model transfer Kozhevnikov and Titov (2013)
use cross-lingual word mappings and cross-lingual
semantic clusters obtained from parallel corpora,
and cross-lingual features extracted from unlabelled syntactic dependencies to create a crosslingual SRL system. In (Kozhevnikov and Titov,
2014), they try to find a mapping between
language-specific models using parallel data automatically.
Unsupervised SRL Grenager and Manning
(2006) deploy unsupervised learning using the EM
algorithm based upon a structured probabilistic
model of the domain. Lang and Lapata (2011)
discover arguments of verb predicates with high
accuracy using a small set of rules. A splitmerge clustering is consequently applied to assign (nameless) roles to the discovered arguments.

Training Dataset and Annotation
Conversion

1
SD stands for Standard or language-Specific
Dependencies,
e.g.
Stanford
dependencies
–
urlhttps://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanforddependencies.shtml.
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Figure 2: Application screenshot
includes syntactic dependencies (from the Penn
Treebank [TB]) and semantic dependencies (from
PropBank [PB] and NomBank [NB]).
3.2

argument in a sentence.
• POS – part-of-speech of the predicate, the argument and their parent nodes.

Universal Dependencies Parser

• Dependency relation – dependency tree relation of the predicate, the argument and their
parent nodes.

Our system requires syntactic trees in the UD annotation scheme. We rely on the freely available
tool UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016). It contains pretrained models for all the languages we support
in our application. We use models provided with
parsers based on UD. The algorithms were developed on UD v1.2 models based on UD 2.0 were
also added, and they achieve better results (about
+1% of labeling accuracy).
3.3

• Directed path – dependency tree path from
the predicate to the argument including the
indication of the dependency directions.
• Undirected path – the list of relations from
the predicate to the argument.

Classifier & Features

• Verb voice – indication of active/passive
voice.

We train a supervised system based upon the Maximum Entropy classifier using the Brainy tool
(Konkol, 2014). We use separate models for verb
and non-verb predicates.
All features employed in our system are syntactic:

• Other syntactic features – feats column in
CoNLL 2009 format with additional information about the words.
• Bigram features – predicate-argument bigrams of the part-of-speech and the dependency relations.

• Predicate-argument distance – the distance
between the locations of a predicate and an
969

3.6

The dependency path features are encoded as a
probability of a word being a predicate argument
(or having a specific role) given the path. These
features are more general, and the resulting vectors have a smaller dimension. Also, the cost function is smoother, and thus the model is easier to
train.
3.4

• Parser errors – Since our system relies solely
on syntactic features, it is very sensitive to
parser errors. When the sentences match the
domain of training data of UD annotations
(mostly news domain) the parse trees are
generally quite correct. We produce mostly
correct SRL annotations with correct parser
trees. However, our system is usually unable
to classify correctly when the parse trees contain significant errors.

Web Application Description

We created a Java web UI for the SRL annotation
and its visualization. We use TikZ for visualization
of the trees. The TikZ output is converted to SVG
which is then shown in the browser. The application takes its input either in plain text or in various
CoNLL formats. Input can be a single sentence or
a file with sentences separated by new lines. On
the input, a user has to select an input language
(one of 51 supported languages) because syntactic
parsers are language-dependent and the application cannot determine the language automatically
at this time. The application can parse the sentences syntactically and semantically. After these
steps (if requested) the annotations are visualized
in the SVG format and showed in the browser. The
user can download analyzed sentences in svg, pdf
or raw CoNLLu format.
3.5

Known issues

• Visualizing complex relations – Our system
sometimes struggles with visualizing complex relations. It those circumstances the resulting visualization can be confusing.

4

Future Work

In future work, we plan to adopt the end-2-end approach to Semantic Role Labeling. We intend to
attach the SRL annotation after UD parsing and
use a global cost function to optimize the UD parsing and the SRL annotation simultaneously. In
order to apply the end-2-end approach, we might
have to switch to the SyntaxNet2 UD parser. We
expect to be able to produce more robust SRL annotations with one global optimization function.
Next, we plan to focus on lexical features. We
want to stay with the idea of one model for many
languages. Therefore, we need to use crosslingual embeddings as lexical features.

Application Use Cases

Research Experiments The primary purpose of
our application is to help the researchers to get
familiar with the capabilities of cross-lingual semantic processing. We also want to demonstrate
the power and limitations of Universal Dependencies. Users can work with examples entered into
the input field, but they can also use the batch processing feature. In this way, users can obtain SRL
annotations of larger corpora that can be used in
the consequent research.

5

Conclusion

We have created a semantic role labeling system
with a massively multilingual model. A single
model can be used for SRL in 51 different languages. The system supports large inputs, and
therefore it can be used to annotate entire datasets
for various NLP tasks.

Language Learning The application can also
help users who are learning a new language. Our
application shows the structure of a sentence and
the basic roles of the main phrases in the sentence.
In this way, users can more easily understand the
semantic structure of the sentence.
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Translation Cross-lingual SRL can be used either in the machine or human translation. When
translating a sentence, we aim to preserve the semantic structure of the sentence. We can achieve
that by studying both structures of the source and
target input sentences.

2
https://opensource.google.com/
projects/syntaxnet
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Figure 3: Application screenshot – sentence visualization example
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Abstract

knowledge or detailed context. However, in order to achieve the goal of a robust automatic factchecking system, we must first find a way how to
evaluate such a system. For English, there are publicly available datasets that researchers can use to
evaluate their systems. However, no systematic
research has been conducted in West Slavic languages yet; thus we establish a common ground
for further research by providing large datasets for
fact-checking in Czech, Polish, and Slovak languages including initial experiments which reveal
the complexity of the task. We set a baseline which
uses standard machine learning approach, and set
an upper bound which uses manually created external knowledge.

Fake news detection and closely-related
fact-checking have recently attracted a lot
of attention. Automatization of these tasks
has been already studied for English. For
other languages, only a few studies can
be found (e.g. (Baly et al., 2018)), and
to the best of our knowledge, no research
has been conducted for West Slavic languages. In this paper, we present datasets
for Czech, Polish, and Slovak. We also ran
initial experiments which set a baseline for
further research into this area.

1

Introduction & Motivation

2

Fake news is designed to incite agitation against
an individual or a group of people. Its aim is to
influence and manipulate public opinion on targeted topics. Fake news detection, including factchecking, which can be used as the first step of a
detection system, are currently receiving a lot of
attention in the research community and journalism.
This attention is apparent from the rise of
fact-checking websites that verify mainly political
claims (see the list of signatories of the code of
principles of the International Fact-Checking Network1 ). Research related to these tasks is on the
rise in a variety of fields, including natural language processing, machine learning, knowledge
representation, databases, and journalism (Thorne
and Vlachos, 2018).
The automation of these tasks or their parts
would greatly benefit journalism and perhaps help
the public to verify the credibility of various media. It is evident that fact-checking needs external

Related Work

This section presents a brief overview of related
work, for a more detailed survey, please refer, for
example to Thorne and Vlachos (2018).
For the development of the first fact-checking
systems, Vlachos and Riedel (2014) manually labeled a dataset and defined fact-checking as the assignment of a truth Boolean value to a claim made
in a particular context. They also discussed baseline approaches to fact-checking.
Wang (2017) presented a dataset of 12.8K manually labeled statements from the Politifact2 website. He experimented with logistic regression,
support vector machines, Long Short-Term Memory neural networks (LSTM), and convolutional
neural networks (CNN). He then introduced a
modified neural network architecture integrating
text with other meta-data. He performed similar
experiments to our work on English dataset with
six labels achieving 27.7% accuracy as the best result.
Tacchini et al. (2017) showed that fake news

1
https://ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.
org/signatories

2
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Language

MISLEADING

UNVERIFIABLE

FALSE

TRUE

ALL

848 (9.3%)
313 (11.0%)
1146 (9.1%)

1343 (14.8%)
113 (4.0%)
1751 (13.9%)

1222 (13.5%)
648 (22.9%)
1670 (13.3%)

5669 (62.4%)
1761 (62.1%)
7987 (63.6%)

9082 (100%)
2835 (100%)
12554 (100%)

Czech
Polish
Slovak

Table 1: Dataset label statistics.
Lang.
CS
PL
SK

M.

U.

F.

T.

ALL

39 / 44
28 / 32
36 / 40

38 / 44
19 / 25
36 / 40

33 / 39
19 / 24
29 / 33

33 / 38
22 / 26
32 / 36

34 / 39
22 / 26
32 / 37

3 Dataset
We provide three datasets for fact-checking - one
for each language downloaded from the following
fact-checking websites.

Table 2: Dataset size in words (median/average).

• Czech (https://demagog.cz/)
• Polish (http://demagog.org.pl/)

could be detected based on user likes. Using an
adaptation of a Boolean label crowdsourcing algorithm, they were able to detect hoaxes with 99%
accuracy. Their dataset consists of 15.5K posts
(58% fake news, 42% real news) with over 2,300K
likes from 900K users.
Jin et al. (2017) focused on detecting fake news
on Twitter related to the U.S. presidential elections. They labeled the data according to the
Snopes3 website. They analysed tweets of followers of the presidential candidates.
Yang et al. (2018) used a dataset of 20K news
(12K fake news, 8K real news) for fake news detection. They used a modified convolutional neural network trained using the title, images and
text of the news articles, making use of both explicit and latent features to detect fake news. They
achieved F1 -measure of 92% overcoming a baseline LSTM text-based model by 3%. They presented a thorough analysis of the dataset, including text style and image resolution.
In this paper we present the following novel
contributions:

• Slovak (http://www.demagog.sk/)

Each dataset contains claims of politicians4 annotated with one of four classes: FALSE, TRUE,
UNVERIFIABLE, and MISLEADING. The labels
have the following meaning:
• FALSE These statements are not in line with
publicly available numbers or information. It
may also be a situation where the calculation
method of the indicator differs, but none of
these sources confirms the number or claim
in question.
• TRUE Statement using the right information
in the right context.
• UNVERIFIABLE If it is not possible to find
the source of the claim, or it is not possible
to confirm or refute it based on the available
information.
• MISLEADING These are statements that use
correct facts, but in a wrong or incomplete
context, or are being torn out or otherwise
distorted from the original context. These
are inappropriate or disproportionate comparisons.

1. The availability of multi-lingual data for nonEnglish languages is lacking. Our paper addresses this need.

The labels are manually annotated by the authors of the corresponding language websites.
The dataset also contains information about the
speaker and his or her political affiliation. The
reasoning5 for the given label is also included in
the dataset. The data were downloaded from the
respective websites in April 2018. The following
example has been translated into English.

2. The dataset also contains reasoning for labeling each claim - this can be used in future
research, e.g. argumentation mining.
3. The claims are also labeled by Political party
affiliations - this may facilitate fine-grained
analysis.
3

4

Other publicly active people such as journalist are included in the dataset as well.
5
Including external knowledge.

https://www.snopes.com/
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Figure 3: Slovak Political Parties Statistics
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Miloš Zeman (SPO) → FALSE
CLAIM: “The Swedes have seven million inhabitants.”
REASONING: Sweden has according
to the latest official data from November
2017 10,113,000 inhabitants.

mance that can be achieved with an automatic approach. Our evaluation metrics are macro-average
F1 score and accuracy.
The reasoning text often contains words or
phrases which are strictly related to the assigned
label, for example, Výrok je pravdivý (The statement is true) for the TRUE label or Výrok nelze
ověřit (The statement is unverifiable) for the
UNVERIFIABLE label. We call these words giveaway words as they alone will be a sufficient
source of information for the classifier. In other
words, the reasoning text in a large number of
cases de facto contains the label.
We removed these words from the reasoning
text and repeated the experiments with the modified reasoning text. The list of removed give-away
words was manually selected from the words with
highest label occurrence ratio8 . All words were
selected only if they occurred at least 20 times in
the corresponding label class. Finally, we manually chose words and removed them from the reasoning text, see Table 3 that contains examples of
the removed give-away words. For Czech, we removed 9, 601 words out of 1, 552, 878, for Slovak, we removed 9, 147 words out of 2, 146, 465
and for Polish, we removed 573 words out of
367, 435. The complete list of the removed
words is available at http://nlp.kiv.zcu.
cz/projects/fact-checking.

The data distribution, according to the labels, is
shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the median and
the average number of words in a claim.
We compare the label distribution among selected political parties with the most claims. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the average label distribution and the distribution for the selected political
parties sorted by a number of claims for Czech,
Polish, and Slovak languages. Note that the labels Nezařazení for Czech, Niezrzeszeni for Polish, and Nestraníci for Slovak represent claims of
people without any political party affiliation. The
Other label is the average of the rest6 of the political parties present in the dataset 7 .
It is clear that the claims of some political parties often tend to be truth compared to other parties. This phenomenon can be observed for all
three languages. The opposite applies to the Czech
parties SPD, Rozumní, Polish party Porozumienie and Slovak party L’S-HZDS. However, the inconsistency of UNVERIFIABLE label across languages was more surprising. We believe that it is
caused by differences in labeling i.e. that in the
Polish dataset the UNVERIFIABLE label is used
only under stringent rules in comparison with the
other two languages.

4

Experiments

We performed identical classification experiments
for each language to allow a comparison for future
research. The main goal of these experiments is
to illustrate the complexity of the task and to set a
baseline for these datasets.
We use 10-fold cross-validation for the evaluation of both balanced and imbalanced datasets. We
also perform binary experiments only with FALSE
and TRUE classes. The input for the classifier is either the text of a claim or a text of a claim supplemented by the reasoning text. Experiments using
the reasoning text set up an upper bound of perfor-

Czech

Polish

Slovak

nepravdivý
pravdivíy
neověřitelný
neodpovídá

fałszywa˛
prawdziwa˛
nieweryfikowalna˛
manipulacj˛e

nepravdivý
pravdivý
neoveritel’ný
nevieme

Table 3: Examples of give-away words.
4.1

Models Settings

The preprocessing includes tokenization using
NLTK TreebankWordTokenizer (Bird et al., 2009),
text lowercasing, removing HTML tags and entities. No other preprocessing steps are employed.
We use Logistic Regression classifier from the LIBLINEAR library (Fan et al., 2008) with penalty
parameter C = 1 and L2 regularization (see Fan
et al. (2008) for detailed description), along with

6

The rest of the parties that had fewer claims than the selected parties. In the Czech dataset, this includes the null
value used for people who changed parties over time.
7
The dataset is available for research purposes at http:
//nlp.kiv.zcu.cz/projects/fact-checking

8
The number of occurrences of words for a given label
divided by the total frequency. We selected words with a ratio
≥ 0.8 for the TRUE label, and words with a ratio ≥ 0.6 for
the other three labels.
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Dataset
Imbalanced
Balanced
Imbalanced
Balanced

Labels
4
4
2
2

Czech
Macro F1
Accuracy

Polish
Macro F1
Accuracy

0.21 / 0.19 0.25 / 0.62 0.21 / 0.19 0.25 / 0.62
0.25 / 0.25 0.25 / 0.25 0.25 / 0.25 0.25 / 0.25
0.35 / 0.45 0.35 / 0.82 0.34 / 0.42 0.34 / 0.73
0.50 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.50 0.50 / 0.50
Results of random / majority class classifiers.

Slovak
Macro F1
Accuracy
0.21 / 0.19
0.25 / 0.25
0.33 / 0.45
0.50 / 0.50

0.25 / 0.64
0.25 / 0.25
0.33 / 0.83
0.50 / 0.50

Table 4: Results of a random and majority class (separated by slash random / majority) classification. For example, the accuracy for Czech imbalanced dataset for all four labels is 0.25 for the random
classifier, 0.62 for the majority class classifier.

Dataset

Labels

Czech
Macro F1 Accuracy

Polish
Macro F1 Accuracy

Imbalanced∗
4
0.26
0.61
0.25
0.60
∗
Balanced
4
0.31
0.31
0.26
0.26
∗
Imbalanced
2
0.48
0.81
0.49
0.72
Balanced∗
2
0.57
0.57
0.54
0.55
Imbalanced†
4
0.87
0.91
0.45
0.69
Balanced†
4
0.85
0.85
0.46
0.47
Imbalanced†
2
0.88
0.94
0.63
0.77
Balanced†
2
0.86
0.87
0.64
0.64
Imbalanced‡
4
0.51
0.72
0.36
0.64
Balanced‡
4
0.54
0.54
0.41
0.43
Imbalanced‡
2
0.65
0.85
0.59
0.74
Balanced‡
2
0.71
0.71
0.61
0.61
∗ dataset only with claim
† dataset with both claim and reasoning.
‡ dataset with both claim and reasoning without give-away words.

Slovak
Macro F1 Accuracy
0.27
0.35
0.51
0.58
0.79
0.78
0.86
0.85
0.53
0.56
0.67
0.68

0.62
0.35
0.82
0.58
0.86
0.78
0.93
0.85
0.72
0.56
0.85
0.68

Table 5: Results of logistic regression classification.
unigram and bigram features. Experiments with
the reasoning are performed on a combination of
the claim text and the reasoning text. First, the
reasoning text and the claim text are concatenated,
and then we extract the unigram and bigram features. These features are used as an input to the
classifier.
4.2

• claim
• claim & reasoning
• claim & reasoning without give-away words
On the balanced dataset we can see that using only unigrams and bigrams as features is not
enough for the classifier as the results are only
slightly better than the majority baseline; thus
more sophisticated methods are needed to extract
the information contained in the reasoning part of
the dataset.
We can see that the results achieved on both
claim and reasoning are very high (F1 0.87, accuracy 0.91 for Czech) confirming our hypothesis
that in ideal conditions this task could be solved

Results

We report results for the experiments for all three
languages, including results of a random and majority class classification in Table 4.
In Table 5 we show the results for the Logistic Regression classifier on the balanced and imbalanced datasets for the following text combinations:
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specialized applications, by the project LO1506
of the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and
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by a machine learning algorithm. In the case of using only the claim on the balanced binary dataset,
accuracy drops to 0.57, 0.55, and 0.58 for Czech,
Polish, and Slovak, respectively. Polish appears
as the most challenging language as the results are
lower compared to the other two languages. One
reason could be a smaller size of the Polish dataset
(see Table 2).
In the case of experiments with the give-away
words, results are still much higher than in experiments where only the claim was used (F1 0.53,
accuracy 0.72 for Slovak). We observed the highest performance drop for experiments with all four
labels, especially for Czech, in comparison to the
experiments with the original reasoning text. The
performance of the Polish model was least affected. This was caused by the low number of removed words (573 words out of 367,435 in total)
for Polish. Thus the assumption that the reasoning
contains only give-away words is false; leading us
to believe that some information about the validity
of the claim is contained in the reasoning.

5
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Abstract
Many Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks depend on using Named
Entities (NEs) that are contained in texts
and in external knowledge sources. While
this is easy for humans, the present neural
methods that rely on learned word embeddings may not perform well for these NLP
tasks, especially in the presence of OutOf-Vocabulary (OOV) or rare NEs. In this
paper, we propose a solution for this problem, and present empirical evaluations
on: a) a structured Question-Answering
task, b) three related Goal-Oriented dialog
tasks, and c) a Reading-Comprehension
task1 , which show that the proposed
method can be effective in dealing with
both in-vocabulary and OOV NEs.

1

Introduction

We come across Named Entities (NEs) in many
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. In
tasks such as Question-Answering (QA) and goaloriented dialog, NEs play a crucial role in task
completion. Examples include QA systems for
retrieving information about courses offered at a
university, and dialog systems that perform restaurant reservation, flight ticket booking, and so on.
In many cases, these tasks also involve interaction with external knowledge sources such as
DataBases (DB) which could have a large number of NEs. In these tasks NEs include people’s
names, restaurant names, locations etc.
∗
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There has been a lot of interest in building neural methods for NLP tasks. Past work has developed multiple methods for addressing the unique
challenges to neural methods posed by NEs. One
straightforward method is to add each and every
NE (including those in the DB) to the vocabulary. This method has been evaluated for only synthetic or small tasks (Neelakantan et al., 2015).
For real world tasks, especially those with large
DBs, this causes an explosion in the vocabulary
size and hence the number of parameters to learn.
There is also the problem of not being able to
learn good neural embeddings for individual NEs,
as individual NEs (e.g., a particular phone number) generally occur only a few times in a dataset.
Another previously proposed method is to encode
all the NEs with random embeddings and keep
them fixed throughout (Yin et al., 2015), but here
we lose the meaning associated with the neural
embeddings and risk interference and correlation
with others in unexpected ways.
A third method is to first recognize the NE-type
with either NE taggers (Finkel et al., 2005) or entity linkers (Cucerzan, 2007; Guo et al., 2013),
and then replace them with NE-type tags. For example, all location names could be replaced with
the tag NE location. This prevents the explosion
in vocabulary size; however, the system loses the
ability to distinguish and reference different NEs
of the same type. There is also the possibility of
new NEs arising during the test time. In fact, many
of the Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words that arise
during test time in many NLP tasks (e.g. Bordes and Weston (2016)) are NEs. Furthermore, in
many scenarios it is easier and accurate to work
with the actual exact values of NEs rather than
neural embeddings, like providing a phone number to a user or searching for a faculty name over
a DB. None of the above neural methods have the
ability to work with exact NE values.
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In this paper, we propose a novel neural
method that addresses all the aforementioned issues. There are three aspects to our method.
• On-the-fly-generation: Neural embeddings
for the NEs are generated on the fly using
their context information. This avoids the
explosion in vocabulary size, while still providing meaningful and distinguishable neural
embeddings for the different NEs.
• Key-Value-Table: The generated embeddings
are stored in a table (NE-Table), with embeddings as the keys (key-embeddings) and exact
NEs as the values (NE-values).
• On-the-fly-Retrieval: The NE-values can
later be retrieved from the NE-Table by attending over the key-embeddings, providing
the ability to interact with exact NE values.
We demonstrate our method on a readingcomprehension task, a simple structured QuestionAnswering (QA) task, and three goal-oriented dialog tasks. Our method achieves 10% increase
in accuracy for Reading-Comprehension, 19% increase for structured-QA and around 90% increase
for goal-oriented dialog tasks, with respect to their
corresponding baselines.

2

NE-Table: A Neural Key-Value Table
for Named Entities

Our proposed method (Figure 1) has three aspects.
On-the-fly-generation. Neural embeddings for
the NEs are generated on the fly using their context
information (shown as the NE-Embedding Generation Module in Fig 1), instead of adding them
to the vocabulary. The context information depends on the task. For a dialog task, the context
is the full dialog so far, including the present utterance which has the NE in it. For the QA task,
context is the sentence in which the NE appears.
For the Reading Comprehension task, the sentence
where the NE occurs or potentially the full story
can be used as the context. The context could
also include the NE-type information when available. The NE-Embedding Generation Module, denoted (fφ ), takes the context embedding as input
and outputs the NE-Embedding. For our purposes,
fφ is an multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The problem of explosion in vocabulary size is avoided, as
NEs are not part of the vocabulary and the NEEmbeddings are generated on the fly. Our proposed method also generates unique embeddings

Figure 1: For input question - Who teaches EECS545, the NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ )
takes the context embedding as input and generates a NE-Embedding for the NE EECS-545. The
NE-Embedding is stored in NE-Table with its actual value EECS-545. The NE-Retrieval Module
(gθ ) performs attention over the keys in NE-Table
to retrieve the NE-value. We show a simple example here to illustrate fφ and gθ . Depending on the
task, the context can vary and the NE-Table can
have more entries.
for different NEs with the same NE-type. This is
better than replacing a NE with its NE-type as that
results in all NEs with the same NE-type having
the same embedding and hence, losing the ability to distinguish different NEs with the same NEtype. The generated NE-Embeddings are meaningful as they are learned from the context, in comparison to fixed random embeddings and can also
be used as the learned neural embedding for that
NE word from thereon.
Key-Value-Table. As discussed in the previous
section, there are many scenarios where it is easier
and more accurate to work with the exact values
of NEs rather than their neural embeddings, like
providing a phone number to a user or searching
for a faculty name over a DB. For this purpose, the
generated NE-Embedding, along with its exact NE
value is stored in a table, NE-Table, as a key-value
pair, with the embedding as key (key-embedding)
and the exact NE as value (NE-value).
On-the-fly-Retrieval. The NE-value can later
be retrieved from the NE-Table by performing attention over the key-embeddings in the NE-Table.
This is performed by the NE-Retrieval Module
(gθ ) shown in Figure 1. For our purposes, gθ is an
MLP. The input to NE-Retrieval Module also depends on the task. For dialog task, the dialog state
vector is used, which has the information of the
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dialog so far. For QA task, the encoding of the input question is used. For Reading Comprehension
task, the full story is used as input to the retrieval
module. The retrieved NE-value can be used in the
output utterance (e.g. providing a phone number)
or to do an exact match over values in a DB (e.g.
searching for a faculty name in a DB).
While the matching of a NE-value retrieved
from the NE-Table, with other NEs in the DB is
performed through exact value match, the actual
retrieval of that NE from the NE-Table happens
using attention in the neural embedding space (using a dot product in our experiments). This allows
the training of the NE-Retrieval Module using the
supervision obtained from the downstream module (e.g., a DB retrieval module) that uses the retrieved NE-value. This also provides supervision
for training the NE-Embedding Generation Module. Our intuition is that, this would encourage
the NE-Embedding Generation Module to generate embeddings for the NEs such that the embeddings have relevant and enough information to allow the NE-Retrieval module to attend and retrieve
them correctly when required later.
Since the embeddings are generated on the fly
using the context, the above method works equally
well for new NEs that come during test time as
it would for the NEs present in the training data.
We show examples for NE-Table for the dialog and
Reading Comprehension task in Figure 2. A new,
separate NE-Table is created for each data instance
based on the task. For example, in the dialog
task, each dialog will have its own separate NETable. Only the NEs that have appeared in the dialog so far will be present in its corresponding NETable. The same NE occurring in different dialogs
will have different dialog-context-dependent embeddings in their corresponding NE-Table. Similarly, for the reading comprehension task, each
story will have a separate NE-Table with the NEs
present in that story and for the QA task, each
question will have a separate NE-Table. Note that,
a NE that occurs multiple times in the same dialog/story/question will also have multiple unique
embeddings in the NE-Table because of differing
contexts as shown in Figure 2 (right).

3

Experiments and Results

We evaluate our proposed method on three
types of tasks: a reading-comprehension task, a
structured-QA task and three goal-oriented dia-

Model
W/O-NE-Table (BoW)
W/O-NE-Table (LSTM)
With-NE-Table (BoW)
With-NE-Table (LSTM)

Validation
49.55
49.40
57.05
55.75

Test
41.69
41.10
51.28
51.08

Table 1: Results (accuracy %) on CBT-NE dataset
log tasks. Our proposed method is generic and
can be added to the state-of-the-art approaches for
these tasks. But instead of implementing 3 separate specialized neural architectures, we chose
the end-to-end memory network architecture from
Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) as the base architecture
for our tasks. This allows us to evaluate the advantage gained by adding our method to the base
architecture instead of trying to get state-of-the-art
performance in a particular task/dataset.
3.1

Reading Comprehension Task

The Children’s Book Test dataset (CBT), built
from children’s books from ProjectGutenberg,
was introduced by Hill et al. (2015) to test the
role of memory and context in language processing and understanding. Questions are formed by
enumerating 21 consecutive sentences, where the
first 20 sentences form the story (S), and a word
(a) is removed from the 21st sentence, which then
implicitly becomes the query (q). The specific task
is to predict the correct answer word (a) from a set
of 10 candidate words (C) present in the story or
the query. We test our method on the NE questions
subset of the CBT dataset.
We use the Window memory architecture proposed by Hill et al. (2015) for the CBT dataset as
our baseline. In Memory Networks (Sukhbaatar
et al., 2015), each complete sentence of S is encoded and represented in a separate memory slot.
For the CBT, this setting would yield exactly 20
memories for S. In Window memory, instead of a
full sentence from the story, a phrase is encoded
and represented in a separate memory slot. Each
phrase s corresponds to a window of text from the
story S centred on an individual mention of a candidate c in S. The window is constructed as span
of words wi−(b−1)/2 ... wi ... wi+(b−1)/2 where b
is window size and wi ∈ C is an instance of one
of the candidate words in the question. We perform two baseline evaluations: encoding the windows using a) Bag-of-Words (BoW) and b) LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
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Figure 2: Left: Two dialogs from bAbI task-1. A user (in green) chats with a dialog system (in blue) to
book a table. Each dialog has its own separate NE-Table and a separate NE-Embedding is generated for
the NE London though it appears in both dialogs. Right: Question from CBT . NE Enrico (highlighted in
yellow) occurs twice in the context S, where a separate NE-Embedding is generated for each occurrence.
For each NE2 , the corresponding window is
fed to an LSTM to create the context embedding.
The context embedding is used as input to NEEmbedding Generation Module (fφ ), as shown
in Figure 1, to generate the corresponding NEEmbedding, which is added to the NE-Table. The
NE-Embeddings are also added to window memory, in place of the NEs. The query (q) embedding
is used to attend over the memory (list of encoded
window memory slots) to get relevant information
from the memory. The internal state generated is
given as input to the NE-Retrieval Module (gθ ),
for retrieving the correct NE answer (a). Table 1
shows that replacing the baseline with our method
achieves higher performance on both BoW and
LSTM baseline models, across both validation and
test sets. We use a window size of 5 as in Hill
et al. (2015). We think that since the window size
is small, both BoW and LSTM models perform
similarly. We provide model training and hyperparameter details in the Appendix.
To further evaluate the impact of OOV NEs,
we created additional OOV test sets by replacing
NEs in the test set with new NEs not present in
the train and validation sets. We generate 5 such
OOV test sets with varying percentage of OOV
NEs (20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%). Figure 3
shows the comparison of our model with the baselines on OOV test-sets. The baseline models per2
The NEs present in the story are identified by the Stanford Core NLP NER system (Manning et al., 2014).

Figure 3: Results on CBT-NE OOV test sets

form poorly as OOV% increases, decreasing to as
low as 5% from 41%. We observe only a slight reduction in accuracy for the NE-Table models from
51% to 46% because the new entities are also part
of the windows, used to generate NE-Embeddings.
These experiments illustrate that our model performance is robust to OOV NEs.
The next two tasks, structured-QA and goaloriented dialog involve retrieval from an external
DB. This is performed by the DB-Retrieval Module (hψ ), which uses a multiple-attention based
neural retrieval mechanism. We describe this next
and then present results on the 2 tasks.
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3.2 Multiple-Attention Based Neural
Retrieval Mechanism
In both structured-QA and goal-oriented dialog
tasks, the external information is present in a single database table, where each row corresponds
to a new entity of interest and the columns correspond to the different attributes associated with
it. For example, in our structured-QA (which is
about course offerings at a university) DB, each
row corresponds to a course and the columns correspond to course attributes, such as course number, course name, instructor name, etc. Each column of the table has a column heading, which labels the attribute of that column. These headings
are also part of the vocabulary. While the non-NEs
present in the DB are part of the vocabulary and
represented by their learned neural embeddings,
the NEs are not part of the vocabulary and are represented by their exact values.
The DB-Retrieval Module performs attention
over both attributes(columns) as well as rows to
select the final cell(s) in 3 steps. In step 1, the column(s) that the final cell(s) belong to are selected
by attention over the column heading embeddings.
For the question Who teaches EECS545?, step 1
selects the column ’instructor name’. In step 2,
separate attention is performed over the column
headings to select the columns, which are used to
represent the rows (to retrieve the final cell) and
column ’course number’ is selected. Step 3 is to
do attention over the rows. For each non-NE column selected in step 2, the cell embeddings are
added together along each row, to generate an embedding for each row. Attention is performed over
these row embeddings to select row(s). For each
NE-column selected in step 2, a NE-value is retrieved from the NE-Table to do an exact match
search over that NE-column to select matching
row(s). The intersection of these matching row(s)
gives the final set of selected row(s), and their
intersection with the set of column(s) selected in
step 1 gives the retrieved cell(s). For our example,
only one column is selected to represent the rows:
’course number’, which is a NE-column. Therefore, a NE value is retrieved from the NE-Table
(EECS545) and an exact match search is done over
the ’course number’ column.
The input to the DB-Retrieval Module depends
on the task. For the dialog task, the dialog state
vector is used, which has the information of the
dialog so far. For the QA task, the encoding

of the input question is used. All the attention operations in our experiments are performed
through dot product followed by a sigmoid operation, which allows for multiple selections. Additional details and further explanation of the retrieval mechanism with examples are provided in
Appendix. Note that NE-Table can potentially be
used with other neural retrieval mechanisms. The
multiple-attention mechanism described above is
only one of the several neural retrieval mechanisms (Yin et al., 2015).
3.3

Structured-QA from DB

The task here is to retrieve an answer (single cell
in a table) from DB in response to structured one
line questions. We used the details of course offerings at a university to create structured QuestionAnswer (QA) pairs. The DB is a single table of
100 rows (Courses) and 4 columns (Course Number, Course Name, Department, Credits)3 , where
course numbers and course names are treated as
NEs. The QA pairs are generated through random
sampling from the DB, following the format Q: Col-1-type Col-1-value Col-2-type ?
A: Col-2-value

with the following being a specific example:
Q: Course Number EECS545 Credits ?

A: 4.

500 QA pairs were created and split randomly
between training and test set (400-100), where the
random split results in some NEs (OOV) in the
test set, not present in the training set. The task
was specifically constructed to be simple to show
the impact of OOV NEs on the model performance
and evaluate our proposed method.
The experiments were performed with two
models. Both models use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to encode the question and use the
multiple-attention based neural retrieval mechanism to retrieve answers. The baseline model
(W/O-NE-Table) does not distinguish NEs from
normal words, and all words (including NEs) that
occur in questions and DB are part of the vocabulary. The With-NE-Table model uses our proposed method and builds NE-table (course numbers and course names are the NEs in this task).
In the With-NE-Table model, when a NE word
is encountered, the hidden state of the RNN at
the previous time step (word) is used as input to
the NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ ). The
3
number of unique course numbers - 100, unique course
names - 96, unique dept names - 10 and unique credits - 4
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Model
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table

Retrieval accuracy (%)
81.0
100.0

Table 2: Results on structured-QA task

NE-Embedding generated by fφ is then fed back
to the RNN to continue encoding the question.
The generated NE-Embedding is also stored in the
NE-Table associated with this question. The final
hidden state of the RNN obtained after encoding
the full question is provided as input to the DBRetrieval Module (hψ ).
For our example, both models perform attention over the column headings to identify the correct column Credits required for the answer. Then,
both models attend over column headings to find
the column Course Number used for representing the rows. For W/O-NE-Table model, since all
course numbers are part of vocabulary, each row
is represented by neural embeddings associated
with course numbers and attention is done over the
row embeddings. For With-NE-Table model, since
course numbers are NEs, each row is represented
with exact course number values. A neural attention over NE-Table is performed to return the NE
value, EECS545, which is then used to perform an
exact match with the course number values. We
provide model training details in Appendix.
Table 2 shows the retrieval accuracy for both
models. While the test accuracy for With-NETable is 100%, it drops to 81% for W/O-NE-Table
model. Further analysis shows that out of the 19%
drop, 11% is due to OOV NEs encountered at test
time. These OOV NEs are in the DB, and hence
are part of the vocabulary for the W/O-NE-Table
model, but have random embeddings which did
not change during the training time (as they were
never encountered during the training). The rest
8% drop can be attributed to the model’s inability to learn good embeddings for unique NEs that
were rarely seen during training. However, these
issues do not pose a problem for our With-NETable model, since we generate embedding for a
NE on the fly for each question based on the context. This solves both problems: a) whether an NE
occurred rarely or b) it was not present in training
data at all. The With-NE-Table model should also
easily scale to large datasets with any number of
NEs without drop in performance.

3.4

Goal-Oriented Dialog Tasks

The Dialog bAbI tasks dataset was introduced by
Bordes and Weston (2016) as a testbed to break
down the strengths and shortcomings of end-toend goal-oriented dialog systems The task domain
is restaurant reservation and there are 5 tasks Task 1: Issuing API calls, Task 2: Updating API
calls, Task 3: Displaying Options, Task 4: Providing extra information and Task 5: Conducting
full dialogs (combination of tasks 1-4). The system is evaluated in a retrieval setting. At each turn
of the dialog, the system has to select the correct
response from a list of possible candidates.
In the original bAbI tasks, DB-Retrieval is bypassed by providing all possible system utterances
with all combinations of information pre-retrieved
from the DB in a large candidate response list.
We extend the original testbed and propose a new
testbed, which is closer to real-world restaurant
reservation, by adding an actual external DB so
that the system can also be tested on the ability to
retrieve the required information from the DB. We
evaluate our method on extended versions of task
1,2 and 44 .
For our experiments, we use an end-to-end
memory network similar to Bordes and Weston
(2016), except that we encode sentences using an
RNN, while they use BoW encoding. The encoded
sentences, which are part of the dialog history, are
stored in the memory and the query (last user utterance) embedding is used to attend over the memory to get relevant information from the memory.
The generated internal state is used to select the
candidate response, and is also given as input to
the DB-Retrieval Module (hψ ). The DB is used to
identify the NEs along with their types (if a word
is present in a NE-column in the DB it is a NE; the
column where it appears gives its NE-type).5
The experiments are performed on two models:
• W/O-NE-Table model (the baseline model) All input words including NEs are part of the
vocabulary. For NEs, however, their embedding given to the sentence encoder RNN is
the sum of the NE word embedding and the
embedding associated with its NE-type.
4
Task 3 requires to learn to sort. Bordes and Weston
(2016) achieve close to 0% accuracy on it.Therefore, we decided to skip tasks 3 and 5 (task 5 includes task 3 dialogs) to
focus on evaluating our proposed method.
5
This simple method (based on exact match) though
works for this dataset, is not very effective, as plural or abbreviated NEs will not match.
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• With-NE-Table model (uses our proposed
method) - When an NE is encountered in
the dialog, the last hidden state of the RNN
encoding the sentence is used as input to
the NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ ).
The NE-Embedding generated is stored in
the NE-Table. The generated NE-Embedding
and the embedding associated with its NEtype are fed to the RNN.
Note that both the models have access to the information whether a given word is a NE and its
NE-type. Supervision is provided for candidate
response selection and all attention operations performed during DB-Retrieval, for both models.
3.4.1 Extended Dialog bAbI Tasks 1 and 2
In the original bAbI task 1, the conversation between the system and the user involves getting information necessary to issue an api call. In task
2, the user can ask the system to update his/her
preferences (cuisine, location etc.). The system
has to take this into account and make an updated
api call. In our extended version, once the system
determines that the next utterance is an api call,
the system also has to actually retrieve the restaurant details from the DB (rows) which match user
preferences. The system is evaluated on having
conversation with the user, issuing api call and retrieving the correct information from DB. The DB
is represented as a single table, where each row
corresponds to a unique restaurant and columns
correspond to attributes, e.g. cuisine, location etc.
Both W/O-NE-Table and With-NE-Table models, first select the four relevant (cuisine, location,
price range and number of people) columns to represent each row (restaurant). The W/O-NE-Table
model then selects the rows using attention over
the row embeddings obtained through the combined (additive) representation of the four selected
attributes. The With-NE-Table model splits the
row selection into two simpler problems. For cuisine and location (which are NEs), one NE value
each is retrieved from the NE-Table and an exact
match is performed in the DB. The neural embeddings of the non-NE attributes (price range and
number of people) are added to perform attention
for selecting rows. The final retrieved rows are
the intersection of the rows selected by NE column and non-NE column based selections.
The results for tasks 1 and 2 are shown in Table 3. The With-NE-Table model achieves close

Model
Task 1
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table
Task 2
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table
Task 4
W/O-NE-Table
With-NE-Table

DBRetrieval

Per-Dialog

Per-Dialog +
DB-Retrieval

10.2 (7.0)
98.5 (99.0)

100 (90.3)
98.8 (99.0)

10.2 (6.7)
97.3 (98.0)

0.8 (1.0)
99.6 (99.8)

100 (100)
100 (99.9)

0.0 (0.1)
99.2 (99.7)

0.0 (0.0)
100 (100)

100 (100)
100 (100)

0.0 (0.0)
100 (100)

Table 3: Results for extended bAbI tasks 1, 2 and
4. % accuracy for Test and Test-OOV (given in
parenthesis). DB-Retrieval : Retrieval accuracy
for rows (task 1,2 - all restaurants matching user
preferences) and a particular cell (task 4 - restaurant phone number/address). Per-Dialog : Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response is
correct. Training details and hyperparameter values are provided in Appendix.
to 100% accuracy in both tasks, while W/O-NETable performs poorly. During DB retrieval, for
the With-NE-Table model, two NEs are chosen
from the NE-Table and exact matching is done
over different cuisines and locations in the DB,
but embeddings for these NEs are learned for
W/O-NE-Table. This results in poor DB-Retrieval
for W/O-NE-Table for less frequent/ OOV location/cuisine values. Both models perform well in
Per-dialog accuracy as it does not involve DB retrieval6 . The Per-Dialog accuracy is high for both
models on the normal test set. However, for task 1
OOV-test set, W/O-NE-Table model is affected by
OOV-NEs (90.3%), while With-NE-Table model
performance is robust (99.0%).
3.4.2

Extended Dialog bAbI Task 4

The original task 4 starts at the point where a user
has decided a particular restaurant. The system
is given information (location, phone number, address etc.) about only that restaurant as part of the
dialog history and the user can ask for its phone
number, address or both. For a given user request
e.g. address, the task is to select the correct response with the restaurant’s address from a list of
candidate responses. These candidate responses
have phone number and address information for
all the restaurants mentioned in the DB.
In our extended version, even though the user
6
The system responses in tasks 1/2/4 do not contain any
NEs, but the system still needs to understand user utterances
which might have NEs.
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has decided a particular restaurant, its corresponding information is not provided as part of dialog
history. This makes the task harder but more realistic. Now, the system needs to search for phone
number/address for the restaurant from the full
DB while in the original task, the phone number/address is already provided as part of dialog
history. In the extended version, the NEs in candidate responses are replaced with their NE-type
tags. For example, Suvai phone is replaced with
NE phone. The system has to select the candidate
with correct NE-type tag and then replace the tag
with the actual NE-value retrieved from the DB,
similar to Williams et al. (2017). This setting is
closer to how a human agent would do this task.
For With-NE-Table model, the restaurant name
that appears in the dialog would be stored in NETable. When the user asks for information such as
phone number, the restaurant name stored in NETable is selected and used for retrieving its phone
number from the DB. In W/O-NE-Table model, all
input words (including NEs) are part of vocabulary and phone number is selected by neural embedding attention over all restaurants names.
The results for task 4 are shown in Table 3.
We observe that both models perform well in Perdialog accuracy. The W/O-NE-Table model fails in
DB-retrieval (0%) because it needs to learn neural
embeddings for all restaurant names, while WithNE-Table performs well (100%) as it uses our proposed method to generate NE-Embeddings on the
fly and use the actual NE values later for exact
value matching over restaurant names in the DB.

4

Related Work

NE in QA: Neelakantan et al. (2015) and Yin
et al. (2015) transform a natural language query
to a program that could run on DBs, but those approaches are only verified on small or synthetic
DBs. Other papers dealing with large Knowledge
Bases (KB) usually rely on entity linking techniques (Cucerzan, 2007; Guo et al., 2013), which
links entity mentions in texts to KB queries. Recently, Liang et al. (2016) extended end-to-end
neural methods to QA over KB, which could work
for large KB and large number of NEs. However,
their method still relies on entity linking to generate a short list of entities linked with text spans in
the questions, in advance. Yin et al. (2015) propose ’Neural Enquirer’, a neural network architecture similar to the neural retrieval mechanism used

in this work, to execute natural language queries
on DB. They keep the randomly initialized embeddings of the NEs fixed as a method to handle NEs
and OOV words.
NE in Dialog: There has been a lot of interest in
end-to-end training of dialog systems (Vinyals and
Le, 2015; Serban et al., 2016; Lowe et al., 2015;
Kadlec et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2015; Guo et al.,
2017). Among recent work, Williams and Zweig
(2016) use an LSTM model that learns to interact with APIs on behalf of the user; Dhingra et al.
(2017) use reinforcement learning to build the KB
look-up in task-oriented dialog systems. But the
look-up actions are defined over each entity in the
KB and is therefore hard to scale up. Most of
these papers actually do not discuss the issue of
handling NEs though they are present. Williams
et al. (2017) propose Hybrid Code Networks and
achieve state-of-the-art on Facebook bAbI dataset,
but approach involves a developer writing domainspecific software components.
NE in Reading Comprehension and Others:
For certain tasks such as Machine Translation and
summarization, neural copying mechanisms (Gulcehre et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2016) have been
proposed for handling OOV words. Our NETable method can be used along with such copying
mechanisms for cases like dialog generation.

5

Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for handling NEs in neural settings for NLP tasks. Our
experiments on the CBT dataset illustrate that the
models with NE-Table perform better than models without NE-Table, and clearly outperform the
baseline models on the OOV test sets. We observe similar results for our experiments on the
structured-QA task and goal-oriented bAbI dialog
tasks. We also show that our method can be used
for NEs in the external DB provided. Overall,
these experiments show that the proposed method
can be useful for various NLP tasks where it is
beneficial to work with actual NE values, and/or it
is hard to learn good neural embeddings for NEs.
In future, we are interested in testing the proposed method with retrieval mechanisms such as
’Neural Enquirer’ (Yin et al., 2015), which can
work with multiple tables. We are also interested
in exploring the use of pre-trained embeddings:
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018) etc., to bootstrap our learned NE-
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embeddings. We are also interested in evaluating
our proposed method on tasks that are more unstructured and requires more free-form generation,
e.g. machine translation and dialog generation.
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A

Model Training and Hyperparameter
Details

A.1 Reading Comprehension - CBT
The hyperparameters used for baseline W/O-NETable models are as follows: hops = 1, embedding size = 100, batch size = 16. The W/O-NETable (LSTM) model uses an LSTM for encoding windows with hidden units = 100. The entire model is trained using stochastic gradient descent (learning rate = 0.05), minimizing a standard
cross-entropy loss between predicted answer â and
the correct answer a. We use the same embedding
matrix for encoding both story and the query.
For our With-NE-Table models, we use the same
hyper-parameters as mentioned above. The WithNE-Table (LSTM) model uses separate LSTM
cells for a) generating the context embedding for
NE-Embedding Generation Module (fφ ) and b)
encoding the windows.
A.2 Structured-QA
Both the With-NE-Table and W/O-NE-Table models use the following hyperparameters : embedding size = 20, batch size = 16. The RNN used
for encoding the sentences has hidden units = 20.
The model is trained using Adam (learning rate
= 0.01, epsilon = 1e-8). Supervision is provided
for DB-Retrieval attentions and standard crossentropy loss is used.
A.3 bAbI dialog tasks
Both the With-NE-Table and W/O-NE-Table models use the following hyperparameters : hops = 3,
embedding size = 40, batch size = 16. The RNN
used for encoding the sentences has hidden units
= 40. The model is trained using Adam (learning rate = 0.001, epsilon = 1e-8). Supervision is
provided for both the candidate response selection
and DB-Retrieval attentions and standard crossentropy loss is used.

B

Extended dialog bAbI tasks’ examples

B.1 Original dialog bAbI task 1:
U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in an
expensive price range with British food.
S: I’m on it.
S: Where should it be?

U: In London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call British, London, Six,
Expensive
B.2

Extended dialog bAbI task 1:

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in an
expensive price range with British food.
S: I’m on it.
S: Where should it be?
U: In London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call
S (Retrieved Information):
{The Place, british, london, ...}
{The Fancy Pub, british, london,
...}
B.3

Original dialog bAbI task 2:

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in
an expensive price range with British food in
London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call British, London, Six,
Expensive
U: Instead, could it be Indian cuisine.
S: Sure, is there anything else
to update?
U: No.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call Indian, London, Six,
Expensive
B.4

Extended dialog bAbI task 2:

U: Hi !
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table for six people in
an expensive price range with British food in
London.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
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S: api call
S (Retrieved Information):
{The Place, british, london,...}
The Fancy Pub, british, london,
...}
U: Instead, could it be Indian cuisine.
S: Sure, is there anything else
to update?
U: No.
S: Ok, let me look into some
options for you.
S: api call
S (Retrieved Information):
{Suvai, Indian, london, ...}
{Madras Masala, Indian, london,
...}
B.5 Original dialog bAbI task 4:
DB Information given :
NAME:The Place, C UISINE:British,
L OCATION:London, P RICE R ANGE:Expensive,
R ATING:7, P HONE:The Place phone,
A DDRESS:The Place address, AVAILABILITY:six
U: Hello
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table at The Place.
S: Great, let me do the
reservation.
U: May I have the address of the restaurant.
S: Here it is, The Place address.
B.6 Extended dialog bAbI task 4:
DB Information given : Entire DB
U: Hello
S: Hello, what can I help you
with today?
U: I’d like to book a table at The Place.
S: Great, let me do the
reservation.
U: May I have the address of the restaurant.
S: Here it is, NE address.
S: The Place address (retrieved
information)

C

Multiple-attention based neural
retrieval mechanism

Figure 4 shows the schematic of the entire retrieval process. In order to retrieve a particular
cell from the table, the system needs to find the
correct column and row corresponding to it. The

DB-Retrieval Module (hψ ) does that by generating 3 different attention key embeddings (vectors):
Attention over Columns for Columns (ACC), Attention over Columns for Rows (ACR), Attention
over Rows for Rows (ARR).
The column(s) that the final retrieved cell(s) belong to, are selected by matching ACC key embeddings with the neural embeddings of the column headings (Course Number, Instructor, Credits etc). A separate ACC key embedding is generated for every column heading and matched
with its embeddings to provide attention scores for
all the columns. For the example, Who teaches
EECS545?, the system would want to retrieve the
name of the Instructor. Therefore, the Instructor column heading alone will have high attention
score and be selected. In our experiments, the attention scores are computed through dot products
followed by a sigmoid operation, which allows for
multiple selections.
Now that the column(s) are chosen, the system
has to select row(s), so that it can get the cell(s)
it is looking for. Each row in the table contains
the values (EECS545, Machine Learning, Scott
Mathew etc) of several attributes (Course Number,
Course Name, Instructor etc). But we want to assign attention scores to the rows based on particular attributes that are of interest (Course Number
in this example). The column/attribute headings
that the system has to attend to for selecting these
relevant attributes are obtained by matching ACR
(Attention over Columns for Rows) key embeddings with the neural embeddings of the different
column headings.
The last step in the database retrieval process is
to select the relevant rows using the ARR (Attention over Rows for Rows) key embedding. ARR is
split into two parts ARR NE and ARR non-NE. In a
general scenario, ACR can select multiple columns
to represent the rows. For each selected column
that is a NE column, a separate NE-value is retrieved from the NE-Table using a separate ARR
NE embedding for each of them. These NE values are used to do exact match search along the
corresponding columns (in the NE row representations) to select the matching rows. For the nonNE columns that are selected by ACR, their neural embeddings are combined together along each
row to get a fixed vector representation for each
row in the DB (weighted sum of their embeddings,
weighted by the corresponding column attention
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Figure 4: Multiple-attention based neural retrieval mechanism. The DB-Retrieval Module attends to the
relevant rows and columns of the DB by generating attention key embeddings ACC, ACR and ARR.
scores). ARR non-NE is then used to match these
representations for selecting rows. The intersection of the rows selected in the NE row representations and the non-NE row representations is the
final set of selected rows.
In short, the dialog system can use neural
embedding matching for non-NEs, exact value
matching for NEs and therefore a combination of
both to decide which rows to attend to. Depending on the number of columns and rows we match
with, we select zero, one or more output cells. For
our running example, ARR NE is used to match
with the keys in the NE-Table to select the row corresponding to EECS 545 and the value EECS 545
is returned to do an exact match over the NE row
representations (represented by the course number
values). This gives us the row corresponding to
EECS 545 and hence the cell Scott Mathew. We
could use our NE-Table idea with potentially many
types of neural retrieval mechanisms to retrieve
information from the DB. The multiple-attention
based retrieval mechanism, described above, is
only one such possible mechanism.

D

sine, location, price range and number of people.
We consider cuisine and location to be NEs. So
whenever cuisine and location names occur in the
dialog, a NE key is generated on the fly and is
stored in the NE-Table along with the NE values.
• ACC: For tasks 1 and 2, ACC is not required
as we are interested in retrieving rows.
• ACR: ACR is used to select the columns required to represent the rows. These are four
columns - NE columns (cuisine and location)
and non-NE columns (price range and number of people)
• ARR-non-NE: Each row in the DB is represented by weighted vector (embedding) sum
of its price range and number of people (embeddings). The model returns the relevant
rows using attention on the non-NE columns
embeddings.
• ARR-NE: The model attends over the NETable by matching (dot product) its generated
key with the keys present in the NE-Table to
retrieve NE values. The selected NE values
are then matched (exact-match) with cuisine
and location values in DB to retrieve the relevant rows.

Goal oriented dialog tasks: extended
results

• The final retrieved rows are the intersection
of the rows selected by ARR-non-NE and
ARR-NE.

D.1 Extended results for tasks 1 and 2
The detailed results for task 1 and task 2 are shown
in Table 4.
With-NE-Table: For issuing an api call in tasks
1 and 2, four argument values are required - cui-

W/O-NE-Table: ACR is used to attend to the
four relevant columns. However, each row is rep-
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Task
Task 1
Task 2

Model

ACR

ARR non-NE

ARR NE

DB-Retrieval

Per-response

Per-Dialog

W/O-NE-Table

100 (100)

9.0 (6.9)

-

10.2 (7)

100 (98.2)

100 (90.3)

Per-Dialog + DB-Retrieval
10.2 (6.7)

With-NE-Table

99.4 (98.1)

96.9 (96.7)

100,100 (100,100)

98.5 (99.0)

99.8 (99.8)

98.8 (99)

97.3 (98.0)

W/O-NE-Table

100 (100)

8.6 (7.6)

-

0.8 (1.0)

100 (100)

100 (100)

0.0 (0.1)

With-NE-Table

100 (100)

99.1 (99.8)

100,100 (100,100)

99.6 (99.8)

100 (100)

100 (100)

99.2 (99.7)

Table 4: Results for extended dialog bAbI task 1 and 2. Accuracy % for Test and Test-OOV (given in
parenthesis). ARR non-NE columns are price and number of people. ARR NE columns are cuisine and
location. DB-Retrieval %: Retrieval accuracy for rows (task 1,2) and a particular cell (task 4). PerDialog %: Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response is correct. Per-Dialog + DB-Retrieval %:
Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response and information from DB retrieval are correct.
Model

ACR

ACC

ARR non-NE

ARR NE

DB-Retrieval

Per-response

Per-Dialog

W/O-NE-Table

100 (100)

100 (100)

0.0 (0.0)

-

0.0 (0.0)

100 (100)

100 (100)

0.0 (0.0)

With-NE-Table

100 (100)

100 (100)

-

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

100 (100)

Per-Dialog + DB-Retrieval

Table 5: Results for extended dialog bAbI task 4. Accuracies in % for Test and Test Out-Of-Vocabulary
(given in parenthesis). DB-Retrieval %: Retrieval accuracy for rows (task 1,2) and a particular cell (task
4). Per-Dialog %: Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response is correct. Per-Dialog + DBRetrieval %: Percentage of dialogs where every dialog response and information from DB retrieval are
correct.
resented by the combined neural embedding representation of all four attribute values, cuisine, location, price range and number of people. ARR
non-NE is used to retrieve the relevant rows.
From Table 4, we can see that both the models
perform well in selecting the relevant columns, but
the model W/O-NE-Table performs poorly in retrieving the rows, while With-NE-Table performs
very well. This results in With-NE-Table model
achieving close to 100% accuracy in DB retrieval
while W/O-NE-Table performs poorly.
This is because, in the With-NE-Table model,
the task of retrieving rows is split into two simpler
tasks. The NEs are chosen from the NE-Table,
and then exact matching is used (which helps in
handling OOV-NEs as well). The non-NEs, price
range and number of people, have limited set of
possible values (low, moderate or expensive for
price range and 2,4,6 or 8 for number of people respectively). This allows the system to learn good
neural embeddings for them and hence have high
accuracy in ARR non-NE. Whereas in W/O-NETable model, ARR non-NE involves the neural representations of cuisine and location values as well,
where a particular location and cuisine value will
occur only a few number of times in the training
dataset. In addition to that, new cuisine and location values can occur during the test time (Test
OOV dataset, performance shown in parenthesis).
For the dialog part (which does not involve
the DB retrieval aspect) of extended tasks 1 and

2, the system utterances do not have any NEs in
them. However, the user utterances contain NEs
(cuisine and location that the user is interested
in) and so the system has to understand them in
order to select the right system utterance. The
accuracy in performing the dialog (by selecting
responses from candidate set) is similar for both
the models on the normal test set. However, in the
OOV-test set, for task 1, where the system has to
maintain the dialog state to track which attribute
values have not been provided by the user yet,
W/O-NE-Table model seems to get affected, while
the With-NE-Table model is robust to that. While
W/O-NE-Table gets a Per-Dialog accuracy of
90.3% in the OOV-test set, With-NE-Table is able
to get 99%.
D.2

Extended results for task 4

Detailed results for task 4 are shown in Table 5.
With-NE-Table: In task 4, the user tells the system the restaurant in which he/she wants to book
a table. The restaurant name, which is a NE, is
stored in the NE-Table along with it’s generated
key. When the user asks for information about the
restaurant such as, phone number, the NE restaurant name stored in the NE-Table is selected and
used for retrieving its corresponding phone number from the DB. For this particular case, ACC
attends over the column Phone and ACR attends
over Restaurant Name. Since the column selected
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Task

Model

Evaluation

Task 1

Task 2

Task 4

Original bAbI tasks

Baseline(MemN2N + match-type + RNNencoding)

Per-Dialog

100 (100)

99.9 (50.6)

100 (100)

Extended
tasks

With-NE-Table

Per-Dialog + DBRetrieval

97.3 (98.0)

99.2 (99.7)

100 (100)

bAbI

Table 6: Performance comparison of our model in the extended dialog bAbI tasks, with a baseline model
in the original bAbI tasks. Accuracies in % for Test and Test Out-Of-Vocabulary (given in parenthesis).
by ACR is a NE column, the NE value (here the actual restaurant name given by the user) is retrieved
using ARR NE from the NE-Table. The retrieved
NE value is used to do an exact match over the DB
column selected by ACR to select the rows. The
cell that intersects the selected row and the column selected by ACC is returned as the retrieved
information and used to replace the NE type tag in
the output response.
W/O-NE-Table: Here, all input words (including NEs) are part of the vocabulary and for NEs,
their embedding given to the sentence encoder is
the sum of the NE word embedding and the embedding associated with its NE-type. The candidate response retrieval (dialog) is same as the
above model and the column attentions are also
similar. However, the models differ with respect
to attention over rows. Since NEs are not treated
special here, attention over rows happens through
ARR non-NE. For this task, when ACR is selected
correctly (restaurant name), each row will be represented by the neural embedding representation
of its restaurant names. ARR non-NE generates a
key to match these neural embeddings to attend to
the row corresponding to the restaurant name mentioned by the user.

E

Comparison with original dialog bAbI
tasks

We choose the best model (MemN2N + matchtype features) from (Bordes and Weston, 2016)
(they use match-type features for dealing with entities) and update the baseline model by using
RNN encoding for sentences (similar to With-NETable). Note that we achieve higher accuracy
for our updated baseline model for original bAbI
tasks than reported in (Bordes and Weston, 2016),
which we attribute to the use of RNN for encoding
sentences (they use BoW encoding).
For match-type features, (Bordes and Weston,
2016) add special words (R CUISINE, R PHONE
etc.), for each KB entity type (cuisine, phone,
etc.) to the vocabulary. The special word (e.g.

R CUISINE) is added to a candidate if a cuisine
(e.g. Italian) appears in both dialog and the candidate. For each type, the corresponding type word
is added to the candidate representation if a word
is found that appears 1) as a KB entity of that type,
2) in the candidate, and 3) in the input or memory.
For example, for a task 4 dialog with restaurant information about RES1, only one candidate ”here
it is RES1 phone” will be modified to ”here it is
RES1 phone R PHONE”. Now, if the user query
is for the restaurant’s phone number, using matchtype features essentially reduces the output search
space for the model and allows it to attend to specific candidates better. Hence, match-type features
can only work in a retrieval setting and will not
work in a generative setting. Our With-NE-Table
model will work in both retrieval and generative
settings.
Table 6 compares the performance of the WithNE-Table model in the extended bAbI tasks with
that of a baseline method on the original bAbI
tasks. Note that extended dialog bAbI tasks
require the dialog system to do strictly more
work compared to the original dialog bAbI tasks.
Though not a strictly fair comparison for our
model, we observe that the performance of our
With-NE-Table model in extended bAbI tasks is
as good as the performance of updated baseline
model in original bAbI tasks. In addition to that,
for bAbI task 2 OOV test set, With-NE-Table
model performance in the extended bAbI task, is
actually much higher compared to the baseline
model on the original bAbI task (99.7% vs 50.6%).
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Abstract

et al., 2011) and text classification (Rocchio,
1971). Semantic similarity also contributes to
many semantic web applications like community
extraction, ontology generation and entity disambiguation (Li et al., 2006), and it is also useful for
Twitter search (Salton et al., 1997), where it is required to accurately measure semantic relatedness
between concepts or entities (Xu et al., 2015). STS
is not limited only to natural language processing.
For example in Biomedical Informatics, it can be
used to compare genes (Ferreira and Couto, 2010).
Given the growing importance of having a good
STS metric and as a result of the SemEval workshops, researchers have proposed numerous STS
methods. Most of the early approaches were
based on traditional machine learning and involved heavy feature engineering (Béchara et al.,
2015). With the advances of word embeddings,
and as a result of the success neural networks have
achieved in other fields, most of the methods proposed in recent years rely on neural architectures
(Tai et al., 2015; Shao, 2017). Neural networks are
preferred over traditional machine learning models as they generally tend to perform better than
traditional machine learning models. They also do
not rely on explicit linguistics features which have
to be extracted before the ML model is learnt. Determining the best linguistic features for calculating STS is not an easy task as it requires a good
understanding of the linguistic phenomenon and
relies on researchers’ intuition. In addition, calculating these features is usually not an easy task, especially for languages other than English. Therefore, in contrast to traditional ML methods, models based on neural networks can be easily applied
to other languages.
However, the biggest challenge that the neural based architectures face when applied to STS
tasks is the small size of datasets available to train
them. As a result, in many cases the networks can-

Calculating Semantic Textual Similarity
(STS) plays a significant role in many
applications such as question answering,
document summarisation, information retrieval and information extraction. All
modern state of the art STS methods
rely on word embeddings one way or another. The recently introduced contextualised word embeddings have proved more
effective than standard word embeddings
in many natural language processing tasks.
This paper evaluates the impact of several
contextualised word embeddings on unsupervised STS methods and compares it
with the existing supervised/unsupervised
STS methods for different datasets in different languages and different domains.

1

Introduction

Measuring Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) is
calculating the degree of semantic equivalence between two snippets of text (Agirre et al., 2016).
Earlier, STS tasks largely focused on similarity
between short texts such as abstracts and product descriptions (Li et al., 2006; Mihalcea et al.,
2006). Recently, STS tasks at the International
Workshops on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) focused on measuring STS between full sentence
pairs. The introduction of competitive STS tasks
led to the development of standard datasets like
the SICK corpus (Bentivogli et al., 2016) and standardised the similarity score as a numerical value
between 1 and 5 (Agirre et al., 2014).
Having a good STS metric is crucial for many
natural language processing applications such as
information retrieval (IR) (Majumder et al., 2016),
text summarisation (Aliguliyev, 2009; Steinberger
and Jezek, 2004), question answering (Mohler
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method are evaluated in Section 4. Further experiments are conducted on Spanish sentence similarity and Bio-medical sentence similarity to observe
the portability of the model to other languages and
domains in section 5. Section 6 would briefly describe the related work done for STS. The paper
finishes with conclusions.

not be trained properly. Given the amount of human labour required to produce datasets for STS,
it is not possible to have high quality large training datasets. As a result researches working in the
field have also considered unsupervised methods
for STS. Recent unsupervised approaches use pretrained word/sentence embeddings directly for the
similarity task without training a neural network
model on them. Such approaches have used cosine
similarity on sent2vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018),
InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017), Word Mover’s
Distance (Kusner et al., 2015), Doc2Vec (Le and
Mikolov, 2014) and Smooth Inverse Frequency
with GloVe vectors (Arora et al., 2017). While
these approaches have produced decent results in
the final rankings of shared tasks, they have also
provided strong baselines for the STS task.

2

Settings of the Experiments

2.1

Data Sets

The experiments presented in this paper were carried out using several datasets which will be explained in next subsections. In order to prove the
portability of the approaches, the proposed architectures were also tested on an English Biomedical
STS dataset. In addition, the language independence of the method is tested by applying it to a
Spanish STS dataset.

Word vectors are used to determine a representation of a sentence in approaches like
Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner et al., 2015) and
Smooth Inverse Frequency (Arora et al., 2017).
The main weakness of word vectors is that each
word has the same unique vector regardless of
the context it appears. For an example, the
word ”play” has several meanings, but in standard word embeddings such as Glove (Pennington et al., 2014), FastText (Mikolov et al., 2018)
or Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) each instance
of the word has the same representation regardless
of the meaning which is used. However, contextualised word embedding models such as ELMo
(Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
etc. generate embeddings for a word based on the
context it appears, thus generating slightly different embeddings for each of its occurrence. The
recent applications in areas such as question answering and textual entailment show that contextualised word embeddings perform better than the
traditional word embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018).

2.1.1 English-English STS Data Set
For the experiments carried out on English STS,
we used the SICK dataset. (Bentivogli et al.,
2016). The SICK data contains 9927 sentence
pairs with a 5,000/4,927 training/test split which
were employed in the SemEval tasks. Each pair is
annotated with a relatedness score between 1 and
5, corresponding to the average relatedness judged
by 10 different individuals. Table 1 shows a few
examples from the SICK training dataset.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

Sentence Pair
A little girl is looking at a woman in costume.
A young girl is looking at a woman in costume.
A person is performing tricks on a motorcycle.
The performer is tricking a person on a motorcycle.
Someone is pouring ingredients into a pot.
A man is removing vegetables from a pot.
Nobody is pouring ingredients into a pot.
Someone is pouring ingredients into a pot.

Similarity
4.7
2.6
2.8
3.5

Table 1: Example sentence pairs from the SICK
training data

This paper explores the performance of several
contextualised word embeddings in three unsupervised STS methods - cosine similarity using average vectors, Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner et al.,
2015) and cosine similarity using Smooth Inverse
Frequency (Arora et al., 2016). The rest of the
paper is organised as follow. Section 2 contains
information about the settings of the experiments
carried out in this paper including the datasets employed here and the different contextualised word
embedding models explored. Each of the contextualised word embedding models against each

2.1.2 Spanish-Spanish STS Data Set
For the Spanish STS experiments we used the
dataset provided for Spanish STS subtask in SemEval 2015 Task 2 (Agirre et al., 2015). The training set has 1250 sentence pairs annotated with a
relatedness score between 0 and 4. There were
two sources for test set - Spanish news and Spanish Wikipedia dump having 500 and 250 sentence
pairs respectively. Both datasets were annotated
with a relatedness score between 0 and 4. Table 2
shows few pairs of sentences with their similarity
995

Sentence Pair
1. It has recently been shown that Craf is essential
for Kras G12D-induced NSCLC.
2. It has recently become evident that Craf is
essential for the onset of Kras-driven non-small
cell lung cancer.
1. Up-regulation of miR-24 has been observed in
a number of cancers, including OSCC.
2. In addition, miR-24 is one of the most abundant
miRNAs in cervical cancer cells, and is reportedly
up-regulated in solid stomach cancers.
1. These cells (herein termed TLM-HMECs) are
immortal but do not proliferate in the absence of
extracellular matrix (ECM)
2. HMECs expressing hTERT and SV40 LT
(TLM-HMECs) were cultured in mammary epithelial
growth medium (MEGM, Lonza)
1.The up-regulation of miR-146a was also detected in
cervical cancer tissues.
2. Similarly to PLK1, Aurora-A activity is required
for the enrichment or localisation of multiple
centrosomal factors which have roles in maturation,
including LATS2 and CDK5RAP2/Cnn.

score. As can be seen, this dataset is significantly
smaller than the English dataset presented in the
previous section. The effect of this is discussed in
more detail below.
Sentence Pair
1. Ams, los misioneros apunten que los nmberos d’infectaos
puen ser shasta dos o hasta cuatro veces ms grandess que los
oficiales.
2. Los cadveres de personas fallecidas pueden ser hasta diez
veces ms contagiosos que los infectados vivos.
1. Desde Colombia, el presidente Juan Manuel Santos dijo
que convers por telfono con Humala sobre el tema y que
entregara al detenido a las autoridades peruanas a ms tardar
el viernes.
2. El presidente de Colombia, Juan Manuel Santos, haba
anunciado horas antes que Orellana, que se encuentra
detenido, ser entregado a las autoridades peruanas sentre
hoy y maanas.
1. La polica abati a un canbal cuando devoraba a una mujer
Matthew Williams, de 34 aos, fue sorprendido en la
madrugada mordiendo el rostro de una joven a la que haba
invitado a su hotel.
2. La polica de Gales del Sur mat a un canbal cuando se
estaba comiendo la cara de una mujer de 22 aos en la
habitacin de un hotel.
1. Ollanta Humala se rene maana con el Papa Francisco.
2. El Papa Francisco mantuvo hoy una audiencia privada
con el presidente Ollanta Humala, en el Vaticano.

Similarity

0.6

3.2

2

4

3

1.4

0.2

Table 3: Example sentence pairs from the Biomedical dataset

3

Table 2: Example sentence pairs from the Spanish
STS training data

in two sentences - “I am walking by the river bank”
and “I deposited money to the bank” would have
the same embeddings which can be confusing for
machine learning models. The recent introduction of contextualised word representations solved
this problem by providing vectors for words considering their context too. In this way the word
’bank’ in above sentences have two different embeddings. As a result, contextualised word embeddings perform better than standard word embeddings in many natural language processing tasks
like question answering, textual entailment etc.
(Devlin et al., 2018). The following contextualised
words representation models were considered for
the experiments.

2.1.3 Bio-medical STS Data Set
In-order to see the performance of our baseline in a
complete different domain we used the biomedical
English STS dataset provided in Sogancioglu et al.
(2017). The dataset comprises 100 sentence pairs,
which were evaluated by five different human experts that judged their similarity and gave scores
ranging from [0,4]. To represent the similarity between two sentences we took the average of these
scores. Table 3 shows few examples in the dataset.
A dataset as small as this one can not be used by
to train a supervised ML method, requiring alternative approaches such as unsupervised methods.
2.2

Similarity

2.2.1

Contextualised Word Representations

ELMo

ELMo introduced by Peters et al. (2018) use bidirectional language model (biLM) to learn both
word (e.g., syntax and semantics) and linguistic
context. After pre-training, an internal state of
vectors can be transferred to downstream natural
language processing tasks. We used the ’original’
pre-trained model provided in Peters et al. (2018)
which was trained on the 1 Billion Word Benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013), approximately 800M
tokens of news crawl data from WMT 2011. Using the model we represented each word as a vector with a size of 3072 values.

In order to use words in machine learning models, words have to be represented with a numerical
form. Over the years researches have used many
word representations like bag of words, one hot
encoded vectors etc. But the recent neural models
like word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and Glove
(Pennington et al., 2014) provide better representations to the words considering its context too.
We call them standard word representations in this
research. Their main weakness is that every word
has a unique word embedding regardless of the
context it appears. As an example the word ’bank’
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2.2.2 BERT
BERT was introduced in Devlin et al. (2018). It
is based on a bidirectional transformer architecture rather than a unidirectional transformer used
in Open AI GPT (Radford et al., 2019). In contrast
to ELMo which uses a shallow concatenation layer
(Devlin et al., 2018), BERT employs a deep concatenation layer. As a result BERT is considered
a very powerful embedding architecture. We used
pre-trained ’bert-large-uncased’ model and represented each word as a 4096 lengthened vector.

tences and their variants we used. Each experiment was conducted using all three contextualised
word embedding models - ELMo, BERT and Flair
and one standard word representation model word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013).
3.1

The first unsupervised STS method that we used
to estimate the semantic similarity between a pair
of sentences, takes the average of the word embeddings of all words in the two sentences, and
calculates the cosine similarity between the resulting embeddings. This is a common way to acquire
sentence embeddings from word embeddings. Obviously, this simple baseline leaves considerable
room for variation. We have investigated the effects of ignoring stopwords and computing an average weighted by tf-idf in particular and reported
them in the 4 section.

2.2.3 Stacked Embeddings
Stacked Embeddings are obtained by concatenating different embeddings. According to Akbik
et al. (2019) stacking the embeddings can provide a powerful embeddings to represent words.
We represent the stacked embeddings in section
4 with ’+’ between the used models. As an example if the model name says ELMo + BERT, it
is a stacked embedding of ELMo and BERT. For
ELMo + BERT model we used pre-trained ’bertlarge-uncased’ model and ’original’ pre-trained
ELMo model to represent each word as a 4096 +
3072 vector.

3.2

Standard Word Representations

In order to compare the results of contextualised
word embeddings, we used a standard word representation model in each experiment as a baseline. In this research we used word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) pre-trained on Google
news corpus. We represented each word as a 300
lengthened vector using this model.

3

Word Mover’s Distance

The second baseline that we have considered is
Word Mover’s Distance introduced by Kusner
et al. (2015). Word Mover’s Distance uses the
word embeddings of the words in two texts to measure the minimum distance that the words in one
text need to “travel” in semantic space to reach the
words in the other text as shown in Figure 1. Kusner et al. (2015) says that this is a good approach
than vector averaging since this technique keeps
the word vectors as it is through out the operation. We have investigated the effects of considering/ ignoring stop words before calculating the
word mover’s distance.

2.2.4 Flair
Flair is another type of popular contextualised
word embeddings introduced in Akbik et al.
(2018). It takes a different approach by using
a character level language model rather than the
word level language model used in ELMo and
BERT. The recommended way to use Flair embeddings is to stack pre-trained ’news-forward’
embeddings and pre-trained ’news-backward’ embeddings with Glove (Pennington et al., 2014)
word embeddings (Akbik et al., 2018). We used
the stacked model to represent each word as a
4196 lengthened vector.
2.3

Cosine Similarity on Average Vectors

Figure 1: The Word Mover’s Distance between
two documents
3.3

Experiments

Cosine Similarity Using Smooth Inverse
Frequency

The third and the last unsupervised STS method
we have considered is to acquire sentence embeddings using Smooth Inverse Frequency pro-

This section describes the actual methods used to
calculate the STS score between a pair of sen997

1. All the word vectors were considered for averaging. Results are shown in table 4a.

posed by Arora et al. (2016) and then calculate the
cosine similarity between those sentence embeddings. Semantically speaking, taking the average
of the word embeddings in a sentence tends to give
too much weight to words that are quite irrelevant.
Smooth Inverse Frequency tries to solve this problem in two steps.

2. All the word vectors except the vectors for
stop words were considered for averaging.
Table 4b shows the results.
3. All the word vectors were weighted from its
tf-idf scores and considered averaging. Results are shown in table 4c

1. Weighting: Smooth Inverse Frequency takes
the weighted average of the word embeddings in the sentence. Every word embedding
a
is weighted by a+p(w)
, where a is a parameter that is typically set to 0.001 and p(w) is
the estimated frequency of the word in a reference corpus.

4. Stop words were removed first and remaining word vectors were weighted from its tfidf scores and considered averaging. Table
4d shows the results.

2. Common component removal: After that,
Smooth Inverse Frequency computes the
principal component of the resulting embeddings for a set of sentences. It then subtracts
their projections on first principal component from these sentence embeddings. This
should remove variation related to frequency
and syntax that is less relevant semantically.

As shown in table 4 the contextualised word
vectors did not perform better than the standard
word embeddings in all the variations. The only
model that came close to word2vec performance
was ELMo. All the contextualised word embedding models we considered have more than 3000
dimensions for the word representation which is
significantly higher than the number of dimensions for the word representation we had for standard embeddings - 300. As the vector averaging
model is highly dependent on the number of dimensions that a vector can have, the curse of dimensionality might be the reason for the poor performance of contextualised word embeddings.

As a result, Smooth Inverse Frequency downgrades unimportant words such as but, just, etc.,
and keeps the information that contributes most to
the semantics of the sentence. After acquiring the
sentence embeddings for a pair of sentences, the
cosine similarity between those two vectors were
taken to represent the similarity between them.

4

4.2

Evaluation on English SemEval Data

The results for the Word Mover’s Distance is
shown in 5. Following variations were considered
and reported in each sub-table.

This section describes the evaluation results of English SemEval data for all the unsupervised STS
methods we described above.
All the experiments were evaluated using the
three evaluation metrics normally employed in the
STS tasks: Pearson correlation (τ ), Spearman correlation (ρ) and Mean Squared Error (MSE). Following sub-sections will discuss the results in detail.
4.1

Word Mover’s Distance

1. Considering all the words to calculate the
Word Mover’s Distance. Results are shown
in 5a
2. Removing stop words before calculating the
Word Mover’s Distance. Table 5b shows the
results.

Cosine Similarity on Average Vectors

As depicted in table 5a contextualised word
representations could not improve Word Mover’s
method too over standard word representations.
Since the travelling distance is dependent on number of dimensions, the curse of dimensionality
might be the reason for the poor performance of
contextualised word representations in this scenario too.

Vector averaging results are shown in Table 4.
Since we calculated the similarity as the cosine
similarity between two vectors our predicted similarity lies between ∈ [0,1]. Since the GOLD standards are between ∈ [1,5] we re-scaled the predictions to be ∈ [1,5] in order to allow comparison.
Following variations were considered and reported in each sub-table.
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Embedding

τ

ρ

MSE

Embedding

τ

ρ

MSE

Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELMo + BERT

0.732
0.655
0.632
0.584
0.654

0.624
0.592
0.559
0.591
0.612

1.664
1.863
3.348
3.258
2.789

Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELM0 + BERT

0.720
0.676
0.668
0.646
0.693

0.585
0.597
0.561
0.607
0.620

1.440
1.729
2.235
2.958
2.496

(a) Averaging all the word vectors

(b) Averaging all the word vectors removing stop words

Embedding

MSE

τ

ρ

Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELMo + BERT

0.708
0.675
0.657
0.596
0.661

0.581
0.589
0.547
0.575
0.594

1.311
1.600
2.074
2.890
2.387

(c) Averaging all the word vectors weighting them with tf-idf

Embedding

τ

ρ

MSE

Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELMo + BERT

0.705
0.669
0.661
0.591
0.656

0.565
0.582
0.545
0.569
0.587

1.300
1.550
1.809
2.739
2.250

(d) Averaging all the word vectors weighting them with tf-idf
removing stop words

Table 4: Vector averaging results for SICK training set
Embedding

τ

ρ

MSE

Embedding

τ

ρ

MSE

Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELMo + BERT

0.642
0.584
0.592
0.605
0.595

0.593
0.559
0.561
0.578
0.568

1.051
1.210
1.166
1.145
1.189

Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELMo + BERT

0.636
0.600
0.615
0.639
0.619

0.573
0.549
0.557
0.580
0.565

1.156
1.416
1.254
1.177
1.299

(a) Considering all the word vectors

(b) Considering all the word vectors removing stop words

Table 5: Word moving distance results for SICK training set
4.3

Embedding
Word2vec
ELMo
Flair
BERT
ELMo + BERT

Cosine Similarity Using Smooth Inverse
Frequency

Table 6 shows the results for the Smooth Inverse
Frequency method. As shown there, all the contextualised word representations have improved
the results significantly over the standard word
representations. Since the first principle component is removed in the process, curse of dimensionality has not affected this method. The stacked
embeddings of ELMo and BERT provided the best
results to the experiment. Also, it is important
to notice that the Smooth Inverse Frequency using the stacked embeddings of ELMo and BERT
showed the best results from all three methods for
all three evaluation metrics.
As shown in the above tables, contextualised
word embeddings did not improve the results of
vector averaging and word movers distance. But
contextualised word embeddings showed a great

τ
0.734
0.740
0.731
0.746
0.753

ρ
0.632
0.654
0.634
0.661
0.669

MSE
0.604
0.593
0.601
0.456
0.446

Table 6: Smooth Inverse Frequency results for
SICK training set
improvement over standard word embeddings in
Smooth Inverse Frequency STS method which
also provided the best results among the considered unsupervised STS methods.
4.4

Further Experiments and Results

As shown in the above section Smooth Inverse
Frequency with ELMo and BERT stacked contex999

tualised word representations provided the best result. However, since we used the cosine similarity
between two vectors, the predictions of our model
are constrained to follow the cosine curve and are
thus not suited for these evaluation metrics. For
this reason, we applied a parametric regression
step to obtain better-calibrated predictions. We
trained a regression model on the SICK train data
and predicted on the SICK test data. This calibration step served as a minor correction for our
restrictively simple similarity function. However,
this regression calibration improved the Pearson
correlation by 0.01 for the SICK test set.
Our unsupervised method had 0.762 Pearson
correlation score, whilst the best result in the International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation 2014
Task 1 had 0.828 Pearson correlation (Marelli
et al., 2014). Our approach would be ranked on
the ninth position from the top results out of 18
participants, and it is the best unsupervised STS
method among the results. Our method even outperformed systems that rely on additional feature
generation (e.g. dependency parses) or data augmentation schemes. As an example, our method
is just above the UoW system which relied on
20 linguistics features fed in to a Support Vector
Machine and obtained a 0.714 Pearson correlation
(Gupta et al., 2014). Compared to these complex
approaches our simple approach provides a strong
baseline to STS tasks.

5

Portability of the Method to Other
Languages and Domains

Our approach has the advantage that it does not
rely on language dependent features and it does
not need a training set as the approach is unsupervised. As a result, the approach is easily portable
to other languages and domains given the availability of ELMo and BERT models in that particular language or domain. In order to observe how
well the method performs in other languages and
domains we applied it to Spanish STS dataset and
Biomedical STS dataset described in section 3.
5.1

Spanish STS

We run all the unsupervised STS methods described in section 2 on the Spanish STS dataset
explained in section 2.1.2. For the ELMo embeddings we used Spanish ELMo embeddings provided in Che et al. (2018), while for the BERT
embeddings we used ”BERT-Base, Multilingual

Cased” 1 model which has been built on the top
100 languages with the largest Wikipedias which
includes Spanish language too.
The predictions from the experiment were rescaled to lie ∈ [0,4] as the GOLD standards.
Organisers have used only one evaluation metric in this Spanish STS task: Pearson correlation
(τ ) against the predictions and GOLD standard.
They have calculated Pearson correlation for each
test set: Spanish news and Spanish wiki, separately and has taken the weighted average to give
the final rankings in the leader board. We took
the same procedure in order to evaluate our approach with the other approaches in the task. Also
we applied parametric regression step we did to
English-English STS experiment to obtain bettercalibrated predictions. Parametric regression step
improved the Pearson correlation by 0.01 for both
Wikipedia and Newswire datasets.
From the experiments, Smooth Inverse Frequency with ELMo and BERT stacked embeddings gave the best results, similar to the English
STS experiments we conducted. Our approach
had 0.660 Pearson correlation for Wikipedia
dataset, 0.547 Pearson correlation for Newswire
dataset and 0.570 weighted mean from both of
them. The best performing model that participated
in SemEval 2015 task 2, had 0.705 Pearson correlation for Wikipedia, 0.683 for Newswire and
0.690 weighted mean (Agirre et al., 2015). Our approach would rank fifth out of 17 team in the final
results, which is the best result for an unsupervised
approach. As with the English model, this one
also surpasses other complex supervised models.
As an example RTM-DCU-1stST.tree uses a supervised machine learning algorithm with Referential Translation Machines(Biici and Way, 2014)
and our fairly simple unsupervised approach outperform them by a significant margin. Comparing
the results we can safely assume that our approach
works well with Spanish language STS too.
5.2

Bio-Medical STS

In order to evaluate our approach in a different
domain, we experimented it on Bio-medical STS
dataset explained in 2.1.3. As in the previous experiments we applied all unsupervised approaches
mentioned. We used ELMo embeddings trained
on a biomedical domain corpora (e.g., PubMed
abstracts, PMC full-text articles) (Peters et al.,
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1

https://github.com/google-research/bert

2018) and BioBERT: BERT embeddings trained
on biomedical domain corpora (Lee et al., 2019).
We did not apply Parametric regression step to
this dataset since there was not enough data for
the training. The predictions from the experiment were re-scaled to lie ∈ [0,4] as the GOLD
standards. Organisers have used only one evaluation metric in this Bio-medical STS task: Pearson
correlation (τ ) against the predictions and GOLD
standard.
Same as English and Spanish experiments,
Smooth Inverse Frequency with ELMo and BERT
stacked embeddings performed best with this
dataset too. It had 0.680 Pearson correlation,
whilst the best performing method had 0.836 Pearson correlation. This would rank our approach
seventh out of 22 teams in the final results of the
task (Sogancioglu et al., 2017). It should be also
noted that it outperforms many complex methods
that sometimes uses external tools too. As an
example, the UBSM-Path approach is based ontology based similarity which uses METAMAP
(Aronson, 2001) for extracting medical concepts
from text and our simple unsupervised approach
outperform them by a significant margin. UBSMPath only has 0.651 Pearson correlation. Comparing the results we can safely assume that our approach works well in bio medical domain too.

6

Related Work

Given that a good STS metric is required for a
variety of natural language processing fields, researchers have proposed a large number of such
metrics. Before the shift of interest in neural networks, most of the proposed methods relied heavily on feature engineering. With the introduction
of word embedding models, researchers focused
more on neural representation for this task.
There are two main approaches which employ
neural representation models: supervised and unsupervised. Unsupervised approaches use pretrained word/sentence embeddings directly for the
similarity task without training a neural network
model on them while supervised approaches uses
a machine learning model trained to predict the
similarity using word embeddings. ConvNet (He
et al., 2015), Skip Thought vectors (Kiros et al.,
2015), Dependency Tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015)
and Siamese Neural Networks (Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016) can be considered as the most
successful architectures employed for calculating

STS. These supervised approaches always suffer
from less training data problem which is common
in STS tasks. As a result the researches have also
considered unsupervised approaches.
The three unsupervised STS methods explored
in this paper: Cosine similarity on average vectors,
Word Mover’s Distance and Cosine similarity using Smooth Inverse Frequency are the most common unsupervised methods explored in STS tasks.
Apart from them cosine similarity of the output
from Infersent (Conneau et al., 2017), sent2vec
(Pagliardini et al., 2018) and doc2vec (Le and
Mikolov, 2014) have been used to represent the
similarity between two sentences. All these approaches relies on pre-trained sentence embeddings.

7

Conclusions

This paper experimented three unsupervised STS
methods namely cosine similarity using average
vectors, Word Mover’s Distance and cosine similarity using Smooth Inverse Frequency with contextualised word embeddings for calculating semantic similarity between pairs of texts and compared them with other unsupervised/ supervised
approaches. Contextualised word embeddings
could not improve cosine similarity using average vectors and Word Mover’s Distance methods,
but the results when using Smooth Inverse Frequency method were improved significantly with
contextualised word embeddings, instead of standard word embeddings. Further more we learned
that stacking ELMo and BERT provides a strong
word representation rather than individual representations of ELMo and BERT. The results indicated that calculating cosine similarity using
Smooth Inverse Frequency with stacked embeddings of ELMo and BERT is the best unsupervised
method from the available approaches. Also, our
approach finished on the top half of the final results list surpassing many complex and supervised
approaches.
Our approach was also applied in the Spanish
STS and Bio-medical STS tasks, where our simple
unsupervised approach finished on the top half of
the final result list in both cases. Therefore, given
our results we can safely assume that regardless of
the language or the domain cosine similarity using
Smooth Inverse Frequency with stacked embeddings of ELMo and BERT will provide a simple
but strong unsupervised method for STS tasks.
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Abstract
Calculating the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) is an important research area in
natural language processing which plays a
significant role in many applications such
as question answering, document summarisation, information retrieval and information extraction. This paper evaluates Siamese recurrent architectures, a special type
of neural networks, which are used here to
measure STS. Several variants of the architecture are compared with existing methods.

1

Introduction

Measuring Semantic Textual Similarity (STS)
is the task of calculating the similarity between
a pair of texts using both direct and indirect relationships between them (Rus et al.,
2013). Originally, the work on STS largely focused on similarity between short texts such as
abstracts and product descriptions (Li et al.,
2006; Mihalcea et al., 2006). The introduction
of the STS tasks at the International Workshops on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) lead
to an increase of the interest that the field
received from the research community. The
SemEval tasks also led to the development
of standard datasets like the SICK corpus
(Bentivogli et al., 2016) and standardised the
similarity score as a numerical value between
1 and 5 (Agirre et al., 2014).
Having a good STS metric is very important
in many natural language processing (NLP)
applications. As an example, for certain types
of question answering systems, having an accurate STS component is the key to success
since the questions with similar meanings can
be answered similarly (Majumder et al., 2016).
STS is also important in translation memories

retrieval and matching (Gupta et al., 2014b).
Translation memories help translators by finding in the database they maintain previously
translated sentences, which are similar to the
one to be translated, and retrieving their
translations. Hence, accurate STS methods
are beneficial for translation memory.
Given the growing importance of having a
good STS metric and as a result of the SemEval workshops, researchers have proposed
numerous STS methods. Most of the early
approaches were based on traditional machine
learning and involved heavy feature engineering (Béchara et al., 2015). With the advances
of word embeddings, and as a result of the success neural networks have achieved in other
fields, most of the methods proposed in recent years rely on neural architectures (Tai
et al., 2015; Shao, 2017). Neural networks
are preferred over traditional machine learning models as they generally tend to perform
better than traditional machine learning models. They also do not rely on linguistic features which means they can be easily applied
to languages other than English. The architecture employed in this paper is a special class of neural networks called Siamese
neural networks. These networks contain two
or more identical sub-networks. The networks
are identical in the sense that they have the
same configuration with the same parameters
and weights. In addition, parameter updating
is mirrored across these sub-networks.
Siamese networks are popular among tasks
that involve finding similarity or a relationship between two comparable things. They
have been proven successful in tasks like signature verification (Bromley et al., 1993), face
verification (Chopra et al., 2005), image similarity (Koch et al., 2015) and have been re-
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cently used successfully in sentence similarity
(Neculoiu et al., 2016). Siamese architectures
are good in these tasks because, when the inputs are of the same kind, it makes sense to
use a similar model to process similar inputs.
In this way the networks will have representation vectors with the same semantics, making them easier to compare pairs of sentences.
Given that the weights are shared across sub
networks there are fewer parameters to train,
which in turn means they require less training
data and less tendency to over-fit. Given the
amount of human labour required to produce
datasets for STS, Siamese neural networks can
prove the ideal solution for the STS task.
This paper explores the performance of several architectures which use Siamese neural
networks for STS. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes several approaches used to measure
sentence similarity focusing more on Siamese
neural networks. Section 3 contains information about the settings of the experiments carried out in this paper including the datasets
employed here and the different architectures
explored. The architectures are evaluated in
Section 4. The paper finishes with conclusions.

2

Related Work

Given that a good STS metric is required for
a variety of NLP fields, researchers have proposed a large number of such metrics. Before
the shift of interest in neural networks, most
of the proposed methods relied heavily on feature engineering. A typical example is (Gupta
et al., 2014a) which employed 20 linguistic features fed into a support vector machine regressor. The top system (Zhao et al., 2014) in
task 1 in SemEval 2014 has used seven types
of features including text difference measures,
common text similarity measures etc. (Zhao
et al., 2014). Then they have fed it in to
several learning algorithms like support vector machine regressor, Random Forest, Gradient boosting etc (Zhao et al., 2014). With the
introduction of word embedding models, researchers focused more on neural representation for this task. Many of the leading teams
in the STS task at Semeval 2017 used some
kind of neural network architecture which employed word embeddings (Shao, 2017). As an

example, Maharjan et al. (2017) used an ensemble of traditional machine learning models
and deep learning models in their top performing system at Semeval 2017 STS task.
There are two main approaches which employ neural representation models: supervised
and unsupervised. Unsupervised approaches
use pretrained word/sentence embeddings directly for the similarity task without training a neural network model on them. Such
approaches have used cosine similarity on
sent2vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018), InferSent
(Conneau et al., 2017), Doc2Vec (Le and
Mikolov, 2014) and smooth inverse frequency
with GloVe vectors (Arora et al., 2017).
Supervised approaches use neural networks
to project word embeddings to fixed dimensional vectors which are trained to capture the
semantic meaning of the sentence. Recently,
many neural network architectures have been
used to calculate sentence similarity. He et al.
(2015) propose an elaborate convolutional network (ConvNet) variant which infers sentence
similarity by integrating various differences
across many convolutions at varying scales.
Kiros et al. (2015) propose the skip-thoughts
model, which extends the skip-gram approach
of word2vec from the word to sentence level.
This model feeds each sentence into an Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) encoder-decoder
with Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) activations. They attempt to reconstruct the immediately preceding and following sentences.
For the sentence similarity task, they obtain
skip-thought vectors for sentence pairs. Then
a separate classifier is trained using features
derived from differences and products between
skip-thought vectors for each pair of sentences.
Tai et al. (2015) propose Tree-LSTMs
(Long short-term memory) which generalize
the order-sensitive chain-structure of standard LSTMs to tree-structured network topologies. Each sentence is first converted into a
parse tree using a separately trained parser,
and the Tree-LSTM composes its hidden state
at a given tree node from the corresponding
word as well as the hidden states of all child
nodes. The hope is that by reflecting syntactic properties of a sentence, the parse tree
structured network can propagate necessary
information more efficiently than a sequen-
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tially restricted architecture. The output from
Tree-LSTM can be used for sentence similarity task as the same way as Kiros et al. (2015),
where representations of the input sentences
are now produced by Tree-LSTMs rather than
skip-thoughts.
Our proposed model also represents sentences using neural networks whose inputs are
word vectors learned separately from a large
corpus. But unlike the models proposed by
Kiros et al. (2015) and Tai et al. (2015) the
sole target of our objective function is to calculate sentence similarity. In order to have an
objective function that solely focus on similarity we need an architecture which is capable of
handling two sentences parallelly. To do that
we use a special kind of neural network architecture: Siamese neural network architecture.
Siamese recurrent neural networks have
been recently used in STS tasks. The MALSTM architecture (Mueller and Thyagarajan,
2016) uses two identical LSTM networks trying to project zero padded word embeddings of
a sentence to fixed sized 50 dimensional vectors using Manhattan distance as the similarity function between 2 sub networks. Mueller
and Thyagarajan (2016) report that it performs better than other neural network models like Tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015). This inspired us to use this model and extend it. This
research proposes new variants of the MALSTM architecture for predicting STS 1 .

3
3.1

Settings of the Experiments
Data Sets

The experiments presented in this paper were
carried out using the SICK dataset (Bentivogli
et al., 2016) and SemEval 2017 Task 1 dataset (Cer et al., 2017) which we will refer as
STS2017 dataset.
The SICK data contains 9927 sentence pairs
with a 5,000/4,927 training/test split which
were employed in the SemEval tasks. Each
pair is annotated with a relatedness score
between [1,5] corresponding to the average relatedness judged by 10 different individuals.
In order to generate more training data we
used thesaurus-based augmentation (Miller,
1992) and added 10,022 additional training ex-

amples. Evaluation was done with the SICK
test data. Mueller and Thyagarajan (2016)
uses the same thesaurus-based data augmentation in their research.
The STS2017 test datset had 250 sentence pairs annotated with a relatedness score
between [1,5]. As the training data for the
competition, participants were encouraged to
make use of all existing data sets from prior
STS evaluations including all previously released trial, training and evaluation data 2 .
Once we combined all datasets from prior STS
tasks we had 8277 sentence pairs for training.
3.2

Proposed Architectures

The basic structure of the Siamese neural network architecture used in our experiments is
shown in Figure 1. It consists of an embedding layer which represents each sentence as
a sequence of word vectors. This sequence of
word vectors is fed into a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) cell which learns a mapping
from the space of variable length sequences of
300-dimensional vectors into a 50 dimensional
vector. The sole error signal backpropagated during training, stems from the similarity
between these 50 dimensional vectors, which
can be also used as a sentence representation.
Initially, the similarity function we used was
based on Manhattan distance. To make sure
that the prediction is between 0 and 1, we took
the exponent of the negative Manhattan distance between 2 sentence representations. The
similarity function was adopted from Mueller
and Thyagarajan (2016). The proposed variants of our architecture are:

1
The code is available on ”https://github.com/
TharinduDR/Siamese-Recurrent-Architectures”
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1. LSTM - Block A in Figure 1 contains a
single LSTM cell. This is the architecture suggested by Mueller and Thyagarajan (2016)
2. Bi-directional LSTM - Block A in Figure
1 contains a single Bi-directional LSTM
cell. Bi-directional LSTM tends to understand the context better than Unidirectional LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997).
3. GRU - Block A in Figure 1 contains a
single GRU cell. GRUs have been shown
2

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task1/

Approach
Illinois-LH
(Lai and Hockenmaier, 2014)
UNAL-NLP
(Jiménez et al., 2014)
Meaning Factory
(Bjerva et al., 2014)
ECNU
(Zhao et al., 2014)
Skip-thought+COCO
(Kiros et al., 2015)
Dependency Tree-LSTM
(Tai et al., 2015)
ConvNet
(He et al., 2015)
Bi-directional LSTM†
GRU + Capsule + Flatten†
MALSTM (Baseline)
(Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016)
LSTM: Adagrad†
GRU + Attention†
LSTM + Attention†
Bi-directional GRU†
GRU†

τ

ρ

MSE

0.7993

0.7538

0.3692

0.8070

0.7489

0.3550

0.8268

0.7721

0.3224

0.8414

NA

NA

0.8655

0.7995

0.2561

0.8676

0.8083

0.2532

0.8686

0.8047

0.2606

0.8743
0.8786

0.8251
0.8286

0.2391
0.2301

0.8822

0.8345

0.2286

0.8831
0.8843
0.8886
0.8896
0.8901

0.8364
0.8372
0.8386
0.8390
0.8396

0.2195
0.2163
0.2142
0.2125
0.2112

Table 1: Pearson correlation (τ ), Spearman correlation (ρ), and Mean Square Error (MSE) for the SICK
test set.

stand the context better than Unidirectional GRUs (Vukotic et al., 2016).
5. LSTM + Attention - Block A in Figure
1 contains a single LSTM cell with self
attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014).
6. GRU + Attention - Block A in Figure 1
contains a single GRU cell with self attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014).
7. GRU + Capsule + Flatten - Block A
in Figure 1 contains a GRU followed
by a capsule layer and a flatten layer.
Dynamic routing used between capsules
performs better than a traditional maxpooling layer (Sabour et al., 2017).

Figure 1: Basic structure of the Siamese neural
network. Unit A is changed over the architectures.

to exhibit better performance on smaller
datasets (Chung et al., 2014).
4. Bi-directional GRU - Block A in Figure
1 contains a single Bi-directional GRU
cell. Bi-directional GRUs tend to under-

4

Evaluation Results

Table 1 shows the results obtained for the proposed architectures on the SICK test set. The
table only reports the best results for each ar-
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chitecture 3 . The first group of results are
top SemEval 2014 submissions and the second
group are recent neural network methods (best
result from each paper shown). † denotes the
experiments we conducted in this research.
All the models were evaluated using the three
evaluation metrics normally employed in the
STS tasks: Mean Square Error (MSE), Pearson correlation (τ ) and Spearman correlation
(ρ).
MALSTM (Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016)
is the baseline that we defined for this research.
The baseline is the best result achieved by
the architecture reported in Mueller and Thyagarajan (2016). Interestingly, we were able
to beat the baseline using the same architecture using the Adagrad optimiser (Duchi et al.,
2011) (LSTM:Adagrad).
The best result was obtained when block A
in figure 1 contains a single GRU. As can be
seen in the table 1, the proposed architecture
outperformed both the benchmark and all the
other architectures in all 3 evaluation metrics.
As can be seen in Table 1, the architectures
with bidirectional GRU, LSTM with Attention
and GRU with Attention also surpassed the
benchmark. However uni-directional GRU out
performed them on all 3 evaluation metrics.
We experimented with other similarity functions and other embedding models. Using Euclidean distance for the similarity function instead of Manhattan distance did not improve
the results for the model because semantically
different sentences could end up being represented by nearly identical vectors due to the
vanishing gradients of the Euclidean distance
(Chopra et al., 2005). Changing the embedding model to GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014),
fastText (Mikolov et al., 2018) or concatenating them with word2vec model did not improve the results either. For this reason, none
of these results are presented here.
The Siamese neural network with GRU was
tested with a cyclical learning rate (Smith,
2015), which has the advantage of forcing the
model to find another local minimum if the
current minimum is not robust and makes the
model generalize better to unseen data. However, neither cyclical learning rate nor reducing learning rate on plateau increased the per3

These results are reported in Marelli et al. (2014)

Approach

τ

FCICU
(Hassan et al., 2017)
BIT
(Wu et al., 2017)
ECNU
(Tian et al., 2017)
DT Team
(Maharjan et al., 2017)
Bi-directional LSTM†
GRU + Capsule + Flatten†
RTV

0.8540
0.8545
0.8547

MALSTM
LSTM: Adagrad†
GRU + Attention†
LSTM + Attention†
Bi-directional GRU†
GRU†

0.8651
0.8692
0.8725
0.8743
0.8750
0.8792

0.8280
0.8400
0.8518
0.8536

Table 2: Pearson correlation (τ ) for STS2017 test
set.

formance further. We do not report these results too.
Table 2 shows the results obtained for
STS2017 test dataset comparing our experiments with other top performing models in SemEval 2017 Task 1 (Cer et al., 2017). † denotes
the experiments we conducted in this research.
As SemEval 2017 Task 1 used Pearson correlation (τ ) to evaluate the submissions, we evaluated our models using Pearson correlation (τ )
too.
GRU based Siamese neural network performs better than existing systems for
STS2017 dataset too, as it is shown in table
2.
4.1

Error Analysis

In order to understand better why the GRU
based architecture performed better than the
LSTM baseline, we compared sentences where
the GRU architecture was better. Table 3
shows examples of such sentences from the
SICK testset. Our analysis suggests that
the GRU based architecture handles the additional words better than LSTM. Mueller and
Thyagarajan (2016) report that their architecture does not perform well with active-passive
equivalence. However, as shown in Table 4,
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Sentence 1
The people are walking on the
road beside a beautiful waterfall
The woman is frying a chop of
breaded pork
A white dog is standing on the
leaves on the ground
The man is erasing the other
man’s work from the board

Sentence 2
The people are walking on the
road beside a waterfall, which
is beautiful
The woman is frying a
breaded pork chop
A dog, which is white, is
standing on fallen leaves
The man is erasing the drawing on the board

GOLD
0.9750

LSTM
0.5260

GRU
0.9569

0.9250

0.5278

0.8561

0.9500

0.3611

0.7618

0.7500

0.5128

0.7584

Table 3: Example sentence pairs from the SICK test data. LSTM denotes the baseline and GRU the
best model

Sentence 1
A man is mixing vegetables in
a pot
Carrots are being sliced by a
woman
The elephant is being ridden
by the woman

Sentence 2
Vegetables are being mixed in
a pot by a man
A woman is slicing carrots

GOLD
0.9750

LSTM
0.6684

GRU
0.8154

1.0000

0.6739

0.7206

The woman is riding the elephant

0.9500

0.2249

0.5939

Table 4: Example active-passive sentence pairs from the SICK test data.

our architecture performs slightly better than
the LSTM based architecture.

5

Conclusions

This paper evaluated several neural architectures based on Siamese recurrent neural
network for calculating semantic similarity
between pairs of texts. Most of these architectures fared better than the approach proposed
in (Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016). The variant with a GRU performed best, capitalising
on GRU’s ability to exhibit better performance on smaller datasets like the ones available for STS. Our architectures can be easily
ported to other languages which have training
data available, and we are currently experimenting with other languages.
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Abstract
Traditional approaches to automatic term
extraction do not rely on machine learning (ML) and select the top n ranked candidate terms or candidate terms above a
certain predefined cut-off point, based on
a limited number of linguistic and statistical clues. However, supervised ML approaches are gaining interest. Relatively
little is known about the impact of these
supervised methodologies; evaluations are
often limited to precision, and sometimes
recall and f1-scores, without information
about the nature of the extracted candidate terms. Therefore, the current paper
presents a detailed and elaborate analysis
and comparison of a traditional, state-ofthe-art system (TermoStat) and a new, supervised ML approach (HAMLET), using
the results obtained for the same, manually
annotated, Dutch corpus about dressage.

1

Introduction

Automatic term extraction (ATE), also known as
automatic term recognition (ATR), has long been
an established task within the field of natural language processing. It can be used both in its own
right, to automatically obtain a list of candidate
terms (cts) from a specialised corpus, or as a preprocessing step for other tasks, such as machine
translation (Wolf et al., 2011). The traditional
method for ATE is a hybrid approach, combining
both linguistic and statistical information. In a first
step, linguistic preprocessing is performed and a
preliminary list of cts is produced based on partof-speech (POS) patterns. Next, statistical metrics are applied to measure termhood (to what degree a term is related to the domain) and unithood
for multi-word terms (whether the individual tokens combine to form a lexical unit) (Kageura and

Umino, 1996). These metrics are used to sort the
cts based on their likelihood to be actual terms. To
filter the list, one can either determine a cut-off
value or select the top n or top n percent of terms.
As a final step, manual validation is required.
This has been a standard methodology for some
time (Daille, 1994) and is still used by state-ofthe-art systems such as TermoStat (Drouin, 2003)
and TExSIS (Macken et al., 2013). However, the
problem with these methodologies is determining
the cut-off point (Lopes and Vieira, 2015) and
combining multiple features (e.g., separate measures for termhood and unithood). It has become
clear that multiple evidence (i.e. combining multiple features) is highly beneficial for ATE (Dobrov
and Loukachevitch, 2011; Loukachevitch, 2012).
Supervised machine learning (ML) methodologies
are now being used in answer to these problems.
By automatically learning an optimal combination
of features and cut-off points, many features can
be efficiently combined.
One of the biggest hurdles for the progress of
ATE technologies has been the data acquisition
bottleneck, both for evaluation and now also as
training data. Manually annotating terms is a
slow and arduous task, with notoriously low interannotator agreement due to the ambiguous nature
of terms. This lack of agreement on the basic characteristics of terms is also reflected in the different methodologies of various ATE research, e.g.,
min./max. length and frequency, POS patterns and
degree of specialisation. As a result, the supervised methodologies that have been developed are
extremely difficult to compare (both to each other
and to non-ML systems) and qualitative analyses
that go beyond calculating precision (how many
of the extracted cts are true terms), recall (how
many of the true terms are extracted) and f1-scores
(weighted average of precision and recall) are rare.
The construction of a diverse and extensive
dataset for ATE (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2019) pro-
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vided an opportunity to (1) develop a supervised
ML approach for ATE (HAMLET) and (2) perform a detailed evaluation of this system compared to a traditional tool without ML: TermoStat
(Drouin, 2003). These specific systems were chosen because they both allow extraction of singleand multi-word terms (swts and mwts) and are not
restricted to only nouns and noun phrases, but instead also allow verbs, adjectives and adverbs to
be extracted. Moreover, their methodology is similar, so the research can focus on one main difference: the fact that HAMLET uses supervised ML
to combine different features, rather than relying
on manually set filters and thresholds like TermoStat. This is important to better understand the
impact of the methodology. Are the same terms
found with both methodologies? Do they make
similar mistakes? Is it possible to see the impact of
the training data? The analysis is performed by a
terminologist, in her native language (Dutch) and
on a subject for which she is a domain specialist
(equitation - dressage).

2

Related Research

Some of the original supervised approaches to
ATE start appearing in the early 2000s. Vivaldi
and Rodrı́guez (2001) claim to be the first to combine different methodologies for term extraction
into a single system. Based on two manually annotated Spanish corpora in the medical domain, four
different strategies are combined. The first strategy is to use EuroWordNet (EWN) (Vossen, 1998)
to determine whether a word belongs to the medical domain. Next, Greek and Latin word forms are
detected. Context is analysed as well, focusing on
prime term candidates, i.e. those that are validated
with EWN as medical terms. Finally, three unithood measures help to find relevant multi-word
terms. Combining these four techniques leads to
better results than using any one of them separately. The system is only tested on the Spanish
medical domain; performance may vary significantly depending on EWN coverage of the corpus and relevance of the Latin and Greek words.
Later research does test on multiple domains, for
instance, an evolutionary algorithm based on the
optimisation of the Receiver Operating Characteristics curve for the extraction of mwts (Azé et al.,
2005), tested on the domains of biology and HR;
or a system for both swts and mwts (Yuan et al.,
2017), elaborately evaluated with different algo-

rithms, using undersampling to obtain more balanced data, and cross-domain training/testing on
four domains.
In 2016, neural network word embeddings are
applied to ATE for the first time (Amjadian et al.,
2016), first as a filter on an existing tool (TermoStat), later on also as a full ATE pipeline (Amjadian et al., 2018). The success of multiple features for ATE has been proven repeatedly (Dobrov
and Loukachevitch, 2011; Loukachevitch, 2012;
Nokel, Michael et al., 2012) and aside from the
original binary classification approach of cts, sequence labelling approaches are also gaining interest (Judea et al., 2014; Kucza et al., 2018). Additionally, There has been an increased interest
in more nuanced term labels (Ljubei et al., 2019;
Hätty and Schulte im Walde, 2018), even though
binary classification is still the norm.
Unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches
are starting to appear as well, which is interesting considering the time and effort associated
with constructing good gold standard data. Judea,
Schütze and Brügmann (2014) use the specific layout of patents to generate training data. Cts are
extracted based on their POS pattern and filtered
with an elaborate stopword list. When these cts
were preceded by a figure reference in patents,
95% of them were true terms. Since these terms
could be identified with high precision, they were
used as training data to detect other terms without figure references. Another strategy is faulttolerant learning, which has been used for Chinese
ATE (Yang et al., 2011). Two sets of seed terms
are extracted from the same, unlabelled dataset,
with two different termhood metrics methods. By
comparing the results of the two classifiers and retraining on only the best results (for n iterations), a
system can be trained without any labelled training
data. Human annotation is only used for evaluation, where an approximation of precision is calculated by randomly sampling and annotating 10%
of the extracted cts. Patry and Langlais (2005) take
an unusual approach regarding the difficulty of obtaining data and ask users to provide an annotated
corpus. This added effort on the part of the user
would be rewarded in the form of a customised
tool, considering the user’s own definition of the
ambiguous concept of a term. They also cite two
of the most common problems for ATE: the lack
of a common benchmark for evaluation and the
difficulty extracting hapax terms, especially con-
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sidering that these make up 75% of the terms in
their test corpus.
Despite the increasing research interest, research on the impact of ML approaches on ATE
is limited (Amjadian et al., 2018; Nokel, Michael
et al., 2012). Comparative evaluations are highly
problematic for several reasons. First, established benchmarks such as the GENIA corpus
(Kim et al., 2003) and the ACL RD-TEC (Qasemizadeh and Schumann, 2016) are rare and often
only available in a single language and domain.
Second, reported evaluation scores (usually precision, recall and f1-score) differ greatly depending
on the strictness of the evaluation (e.g., whether
or not partial matches are approved). Third, the
difficulty of the task varies considerably depending on the ct selection. For instance, limiting POS
patterns and frequency thresholds can result in a
more balanced data set and narrower search space.
Finally, results are rarely discussed beyond reporting the scores, which may result in a distorted
image, given the ambiguous nature of terms, as
will be discussed further on. Therefore, while researchers regularly mention the suspected impact
of methodology, term definitions, language and
domain, little is known about how these factors influence the actual results. The research presented
in this paper presents an elaborate and qualitative
evaluation and comparison of two tools and will
focus on the difference between a supervised ML
approach and a traditional approach.

3
3.1

Data and Tools
Data

The dataset is described in detail in (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2019).
The Dutch corpus on
dressage was chosen as the evaluation corpus.
The annotation scheme is based on lexiconspecificity (whether a term belongs to general
language or only the vocabulary of experts) and
domain-specificity (how relevant the term is to
the given domain). Terms are annotated with
three different labels: Specific Terms (which
are both domain-specific and lexicon-specific),
Common Terms (which are domain-specific but
not lexicon-specific) and Out-Of-Domain (OOD)
Terms (which are not domain specific but are
lexicon-specific). Named Entities are annotated
as well. In this corpus of around 55k tokens (64
documents), this resulted in 1326 different manual
annotations (excluding Split Terms).

3.2

TermoStat

TermoStat is a hybrid term extractor developed by
Drouin (2003) which is still continuously updated.
It is currently available in French, English, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese, with beta versions for
German, Catalan, Korean, Chinese and Dutch. It
is customisable in the sense that users can choose
to extract swts, mwts, or both and can also select which POS (nouns, adjectives, adverbs and/or
verbs) should be extracted. TermoStat selects cts
based on their POS pattern and filters and sorts
these cts with the Specificity score, a measure that
takes into account the relative frequency of a ct in
the specialised corpus, compared to that in a general reference corpus to calculate termhood.
3.3

HAMLET

HAMLET stands for Hybrid Adaptable Machine
Learning approach to Extract Terminology and is
a supervised methodology for ATE based on the
data described in (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2019).
HAMLET’s architecture is inspired by traditional
hybrid systems such as TermoStat. First, cts are
extracted based on their POS pattern. However,
rather than a predefined list, the patterns are obtained from the annotated training corpus. Since
there were no restrictions on which POS could be
annotated, this results in an extensive list. Moreover, incorrect patterns due to POS-tagging errors
are included as well. This may result in a lot of
noise but could also increase recall if similar tagging mistakes are made on terms in the test corpus.
Next, a series of features are calculated for each
ct. There are six different feature groups: morphological/shape (e.g., term length, capitalisation,
special characters), frequency (e.g., relative frequencies in specialised corpus, newspaper corpus and Wikipedia corpus), statistical (e.g., various termhood and unithood measures), related cts
(e.g., information about terms with same lemma
or normalised form), linguistic (e.g., POS pattern)
and corpus features (e.g., domain of corpus of origin). There are 152 distinct features in total. In
contrast to most other term extractors, no restrictions are placed on term length or frequency.
This information is fed to a binary decision tree
classifier in Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Hyperparameter optimisation with grid search is
performed in 5 folds on the training data. All values are scaled to a value between 0 and 1. For
the experiment discussed in the current contribu-
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tion, HAMLET was trained on the Dutch corpora
about heart failure and wind energy and tested on
the Dutch corpus about dressage. Irrelevant features (with the same value for all instances) are
discarded, leaving 136 features in this case. The
data is highly imbalanced, with fewer than 10%
positive instances (similar distribution in train and
test sets). While other algorithms were able to
reach better scores (e.g., a random forest classifier
obtained an f1-score of 61% on the same dataset),
only the decision tree model is discussed, because
it offers both decent performance and is easy to interpret. Future research will devote more attention
to the differences between algorithms for this task.

4
4.1

Experiments and Comparisons
Candidate Terms and Part-of-Speech
Patterns

The gold standard data (test data) contains 1326
unique annotations: 985 Specific Terms, 190
Common Terms, 45 OOD Terms and 106 Named
Entities. For this experiment, HAMLET was
trained to find all annotation types, which is the
configuration that lead to the best results for TermoStat. However, HAMLET could also be trained
on specific combinations of these labels to customise the results for different applications. Out of
the 1326 annotations which were considered true
terms, only two could not be found because the annotations were made below token-level and were
therefore never selected as a ct by either extractor: promotie (promotion, i.e. moving to a higher
level of competition) and k (one of the letters indicating a certain position in the riding arena). Another portion could not be found due to their POS
pattern. This is always a problem for non-ML extractors, since it is nearly impossible to manually
define all possible patterns, especially considering that POS taggers can make mistakes. However, the supervised system has similar troubles.
HAMLET’s preprocessing can only select terms
for which the POS pattern occurred in the training corpora (the two Dutch corpora on heart failure and wind energy). In this case, there are 216
different patterns in the training data, but the test
corpus still contains terms with 63 patterns that
are not in the training data. This illustrates how
domain-specific terminology can be. Dressage terminology contains many terms that start with a
preposition. For instance, there are 85 annotations
of the preposition+determiner+noun pattern, e.g.,

aan het been (responsive to a rider’s leg aids). Patterns including verbs are common in dressage as
well, e.g., vierkant halthouden (stopping the horse
so all four hoofs form a rectangle). Due to the
absence of such patterns in the training data, 104
terms were not extracted by HAMLET, while 11
of these were found by TermoStat.
Across all 3 languages and 4 domains in the
complete dataset, a total of 1345 distinct POS
patterns are identified (419 in Dutch in all four
domains), meaning that these types of errors are
greatly reduced when HAMLET is trained on a
larger portion of the data, though that also leads
to more noise. This emphasises the importance of
diverse datasets to train robust term extractors and
to evaluate extractors in multiple domains.
4.2

Decision Tree

The decision tree (of depth 8) that was created
based on the training data of Dutch corpora on
heart failure and wind energy uses 64 out of the
152 distinct features. All feature categories are
represented, except corpus features. In other experiments involving more domains and languages,
corpus features are regularly used, but in this setting, with only two different domains in the training data, they did not appear to be informative.
Statistical features are used most often (66 nodes,
using 17 distinct features), followed by linguistic
features (35 nodes, 16 features), related ct features
(28 nodes, 9 features), morphological/shape features (25 nodes, 9 features), and frequency features (16 nodes, 11 features).
The most discriminating feature (first node in
the decision tree) is Vintar’s termhood score (Vintar, 2010), calculated for the original, unlemmatised ct, compared to a reference corpus of newspaper articles. This is also the feature that, following domain consensus, is used most often (10
times and 8 times, respectively). The most frequently used features in the other categories are:
number of characters (morphological/shape feature used 7 times), number of cts that contain the
current ct (related feature used 6 times), the presence of either a preposition or a noun (linguistic
features, both used 4 times). The frequency features are all used 0-2 times and none stand out.
A possible explanation for the comparative irrelevance of frequency features, is that frequency is
most informative when already incorporated into
termhood or unithood measures and that many fre-
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quency features are strongly correlated.
A feature indicating presence in a list of stopwords is not used, even though lists of stopwords
are generally very useful for ATE. This may be related to the limited list used for Dutch (414 tokens)
or the way it is currently implemented (only complete matches are counted). This analysis shows
how the statistical termhood and unithood features
are indeed most useful for ATE, but that there are
many other informative features as well, in a range
of different categories.
4.3

Precision, Recall and F1-scores

HAMLET extracts 1352 cts with a precision of
55.03%, a recall of 56.11% and an f1-score of
55.56%. TermoStat extracts many more cts (4671)
and has a much lower precision of only 18.18%
but a higher recall at 64.03%, resulting in an f1score of 28.31%. This is where the supervised
ML component becomes immediately apparent:
HAMLET is trained to optimise f1-score, whereas
the cut-off point for TermoStat had to be set manually based on a limited set of experiments. Figures 1 and 2 show the precision, recall and f1score curves for HAMLET and TermoStat. In this
case, HAMLET did not print the predicted label
of the classifier, but the predicted probability of
label 1, i.e. the predicted probability that the ct is
a true term. In Figure 1, only terms with a probability higher than 50% (up until rank 1352) were
labelled as terms by HAMLET. However, for the
sake of comparison with TermoStat, the graph was
calculated supposing that all 4671 highest ranked
cts were predicted as terms. As can be seen in the
graph, the decision boundary is very close to the
highest possible f1-score. According to this ranking, that would have been 57.05%, if HAMLET
had extracted the highest ranked 1619 cts instead
of the first 1352. The TermoStat results in Figure 2 show a different trend. Here, the ideal cutoff point would have been after the 1307th highest
ranked term (Specificity of 16.06), which would
have resulted in an f1-score of 42.61%. Instead,
3362 more terms were extracted, causing a large
drop in f1-score.
Another notable peculiarity in these curves is
that the TermoStat curves are smoother and follow
a more predictable pattern: precision starts high
and decreases gradually, recall increases but starts
to slowly flatten out. The recall curve for HAMLET follows this pattern and even reaches over

80% at rank 4671, where TermoStat’s recall is
still only at 64%. However, HAMLET’s precision
curve is far from smooth in the beginning, with
the highest precision only around rank 285. These
fluctuations are due to two factors. First, precision curves are very susceptible to small changes
at the start, when it is calculated for few examples. Second, surprisingly, HAMLET’s predicted
probability that a ct is a true term does not always
correspond with the reality. For instance, 13 cts
were given a 100% probability and only 7 of these
were actual terms. So, while the predicted true
term probability for these cts was 100%, the actual precision was only 54%. One of the false positives should have been in the gold standard and
was missed by the annotators. Two were parts
of terms and the remaining three were very common words: bovenstaande (above), moet (has to),
and werd (became). Further research is needed to
explain this behaviour and compare results with
other algorithms and corpora.
4.4

Term Labels

While the extractors only performed binary classification, the gold standard does contain more
detailed labels (Specific Terms, Common Terms,
OOD Terms and Named Entities, see section 3.1).
It was already established that TermoStat extracts
many more terms, resulting in a lower precision
but also a higher recall. An additional analysis can show whether both tools extract the same
term types based on the more fine-grained labels.
Regarding these labels, two hypotheses were formulated. First, we expect HAMLET to be better than TermoStat at extracting Named Entities
and maybe also OOD Terms, since these were
included in the training data, while TermoStat’s
Specificity score is designed mostly to detect
domain-specific terms, i.e. Specific and Common
Terms. TermoStat may still extract Named Entities
and OOD Terms, since they share many characteristics with the other two categories, but the hypothesis is that it will extract comparatively fewer than
HAMLET. This hypothesis was partly confirmed
by the results. Even though HAMLET extracts
fewer terms in total, it extracts more Named Entities than TermoStat (63 versus 43) and a larger percentage of all HAMLET’s extractions are Named
Entities (5% versus 1%). For OOD Terms the hypothesis could not be confirmed. since the difference was too small. This may be due, at least
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Figure 1: Precision, recall and f1-curves of HAMLET, including the 4671 highest ranked cts based
on predicted probability that the ct is a true term; black line indicates boundary between cts that were
predicted to be terms and those that were predicted not to be terms.

Figure 2: Precision, recall and f1-score curves of TermoStat for all 4669 extracted terms, ranked based
on specificity score
in part, to the annotation. Since the corpus subject was dressage (a subdomain of equitation),
rather than equitation as a whole, many terms that
are specific to other branches of equitation were
annotated as OOD Terms. These are nearly all
terms related to other equitation disciplines, such
as gymkhana (same in English) or voltige (equestrian vaulting). Had the annotation been slightly
less strict about the domain-specificity, at least 27
of the 34 OOD Term annotations would have been
Specific Terms. This illustrates how a subjective
decision about whether or not to include a certain
group of terms, can have a large impact on the results.
The second hypothesis concerns Specific
Terms: we expect HAMLET to outperform
TermoStat for Specific Terms. TermoStat relies
heavily on a single termhood measure, which
means it has the typical drawback of being very
sensitive to frequency, leading to low recall on
rare terms. HAMLET combines many more
features, which may mean that it is less sensitive
to frequency. This is important for Specific Terms,

since they are often rare. The average relative
frequency of Specific Terms versus Common
Terms in the domain-specific corpus, calculated
by HAMLET is 0.0001268 versus 0.0003642
(similar for document frequency). Again, the
hypothesis could only partially be confirmed.
HAMLET extracts fewer Specific terms than
TermoStat (540 versus 626), though this is similar
when considering the comparative difference
in total number of extracted terms. However,
HAMLET does extract more hapax terms (291
versus 241 by TermoStat), despite extracting
fewer terms in total, confirming the part of the
hypothesis about HAMLET’s improved ability to
extract rare terms.
4.5

Agreement between HAMLET and
TermoStat

The agreement between HAMLET and TermoStat
is very low, with a Cohen’s Kappa score of only
0.162. Part of the disagreement is due to the much
higher number of non-terms extracted by TermoStat, but even agreement on true terms is only
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slightly more elevated (0.28). These numbers indicate that the two tools have different strengths
and weaknesses. In previous sections, two main
strengths of the supervised approach were already
discussed: it is better at optimising for f1-score
and it is better at extracting rare terms. The variety
of features also visibly results in other improvements. For instance, there is a feature indicating
the presence of a dash at the end of a ct. HAMLET has incorporated this feature into the decision tree and extracts only 3 wrong cts that begin
or end with a dash. This is not included in TermoStat’s preprocessing, resulting in 43 wrong extractions. This does not always explain the results, as
illustrated by the fact that the feature indicating the
presence of digits in a ct is never used, but HAMLET still correctly extracts 10 out of 21 gold standard terms with digits, whereas TermoStat does
not recognise any. Another notable result is that
TermoStat extracts 90 cts that begin or end with
an article (compared to only 5 such error extracted
by HAMLET). These types of mistakes were actually expected from HAMLET, rather than TermoStat, since HAMLET selects cts based on a list
of POS patterns that is not manually validated and
includes wrong patterns. The fact that only TermoStat makes this error, indicates that the former
may have learnt to exclude such cts, while the latter may include wrong patterns, due to its susceptibility to human error. Another possibility is that
the POS tagger used by TermoStat is less accurate,
resulting in more such errors.
There are also disadvantages to the supervised
method, specifically due to the differences between training and test data. For instance, single
letters, indicating certain positions in a dressage
arena, can be terms. This is not be the case in
most other domains, so a supervised system may
learn rules that obstruct the extraction of singlecharacter terms. HAMLET only extracts 3 out
of 10 single-character terms in the gold standard,
while TermoStat extracts 6. This is an illustration
of how domain-dependent term characteristics can

TS = 1
TS = 0
SUM

H=1
852
500
1352

H=0
3819
9360
13179

SUM
4671
9860
14530

Table 1: Agreement between TermoStat (TS) and
HAMLET (H); =0.162

be and how this could impact supervised systems.
Furthermore, HAMLET’s lower sensitivity to frequency is not only an advantage but can also backfire. A few seemingly obvious terms with very
high frequencies are not extracted, e.g., hulpen
(aids) and hand (meaning both literally hand, but
also the direction the horse is going in the arena).
Even paarden (horses) received a 0% probability
of being a term by HAMLET. A final category of
terms both extractors struggle with, are those that
are also part of general language and only become
terms in this context. An example is pijp, which
usually means pipe, but, in the context of dressage,
refers to a part of a horse’s leg. At least half of the
terms that were not found by either tool concern
terms that are also part of general language.
The described differences illustrate various
strengths and weaknesses of both approaches and
inspires a few suggestions for improvement. TermoStat’s approach could benefit from more elaborate preprocessing (e.g., removing cts ending
in a dash) and an evaluation of the POS patterns. The supervised approach is clearly influenced by the domain-dependence of term characteristics and could benefit from in-domain training
data or training data in more domains. The two
approaches are at least partly complementary and
a combination of the output results in a recall of
77.45%, which is high, considering the strictness
of the evaluation and the gold standard.
4.6

Agreement Between Tools and Gold
Standard

Even though the gold standard was rigorously annotated, there is always the possibility of human
error and the ambiguous nature of terms, which
means that these annotations are not the only possible correct annotations. Therefore, it is worth
looking at the ATE results in more detail. Are
there any terms that should have, or could have
been annotated among the false positives? Or the
opposite: terms which could or should not have
been annotated among the false negatives? Are
the mistakes made by the tools understandable or
undeniably wrong? In an attempt to answer these
questions, HAMLET’s results were analysed in
more detail.
Only a single annotation was found to be undeniably wrong: veel (many) was mistakenly annotated as a term. However, there were 76 others which were labelled: should (not) have been
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annotated, including terms such as uitzwaaien
(wrong positioning of the horse’s hindquarters,
mostly during a turn), and verruim (specific way
of lengthening the horse’s stride; other forms of
this verb were annotated correctly). Looking at
the 608 false positives, at least 217 of them could
have been terms, which would increase precision
to over 70%. It implies that there is at least
some logic in the errors and that, overall, HAMLET does appear to have learnt informative general characteristics of terms. However, this analysis should also be interpreted as a cautionary tale
regarding ATE evaluation. When evaluating a list
of already extracted cts, annotators are biased to
evaluate favourably. Therefore, results compared
to a predetermined gold standard may tend to be
worse than results based on the annotation of the
ATE output. Any comparisons between such results should be interpreted with due caution.
Nevertheless, it is encouraging to see logical
patterns in the ATE results. For instance, many cts
were extracted related to body parts (of both horse
and rider). These were not always consistently annotated but are still logical terms in the field of
dressage, which is a sport where the positioning
of horse and rider are crucial. At least 171 cts extracted by HAMLET were related to body parts or
bodily functions (e.g., schuimproductie, the production of foam in the horse’s mouth). They were
actually extracted by HAMLET more consistently
than they were labelled by the human annotator. Also encouraging was the fact that, despite
only very limited information about term variation, HAMLET often makes the same decision
for related terms, such as terms with different full
forms sharing the same lemma. Still, TermoStat’s
strategy of grouping terms with the same lemma
is more effective and should be considered as an
option to improve HAMLET.
One last item to mention here is that HAMLET is still susceptible to classic ATE errors, such
as wrongly extracting parts of terms, combinations of different terms, or very frequent terms in
combination with a non-term. For instance, 35
false positives contain the word paard or paarden
(horse(s)), but in combinations that are not terms,
e.g., paard gaat (horse goes), paard niet (horse
not), and paard symmetrisch (horse symmetrical). These are typical errors because such combinations are much more frequent in the domainspecific corpus than in reference corpora, so they

get high termhood values. Even though HAMLET
still makes these mistakes, there is a marked improvement compared to TermoStat, which relies
more heavily on termhood statistics. For instance,
TermoStat wrongly extracts 320 cts that contain
paard(en), compared to only 35 for HAMLET.
This further illustrates the positive effect of multiple features to limit frequency-related errors.

5

Conclusions and Future Research

The research described in this paper presents an
elaborate evaluation of a supervised ML approach
to automatic term extraction (HAMLET), compared to a traditional system without training data
(TermoStat). As expected, the supervised system obtains higher f1-scores by combining features with various types of information and optimising f1-score. A closer look at the results confirms that the system has clearly learnt informative
general characteristics of terms. It is less reliant on
frequency, leading to fewer mistakes on rare terms
or frequent non-terms. However, the supervised
system also has a distinct weakness, namely its
domain-dependence, since it was trained on outof-domain data. This emphasises the need for annotated data, though there are also indications that
very little training data could suffice (Amjadian
et al., 2018). Nevertheless, annotated data remains
critical for a nuanced evaluation.
Current versions of HAMLET can already obtain an average f1-score of 53%, using crossvalidation on all domains and languages combined. Preliminary results already show the impact of factors such as algorithm, language, domain, term definition, and in-domain training data,
with f1-scores of up to 66% depending on the
combination. Precision and recall are not always as balanced as for the presented use-case,
and results vary greatly per corpus. Future research will concentrate on further exploring the
robustness of HAMLET, with more contrasting results for different configurations and data. Aside
from the binary classifier, a sequence labelling approach, which is further removed from the original
methodology, will also be explored and will provide further material for comparison.
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Abstract

When relation extraction is performed automatically using machine learning approaches, this
complexity results in a lack of training examples. One technique that helps to accomplish this
task is distant supervision (DS), initially proposed
by (Mintz et al., 2009). It assumes to extract and
label data by relying on assumptions based on a
prepared knowledge base. Although many methods have been proposed in such domains as sentiment analysis and relation extraction (Turney,
2002; Zeng et al., 2015), the domain of sentiment
attitude extraction remains understudied.
This paper describes a new approach to distant
supervision for extracting sentiment attitudes between named entities mentioned in texts. It is
worth noting that DS faces the problem of wrong
labels, which becomes a reason of noisy labeled
data. To address the shortcomings of noisy labeling, in this paper we exploit two primary sources
of automatic annotation:

News articles often convey attitudes between the mentioned subjects, which is essential for understanding the described situation. In this paper, we describe a new
approach to distant supervision for extracting sentiment attitudes between named entities mentioned in texts. Two factors
(pair-based and frame-based) were used to
automatically label an extensive news collection, dubbed as RuAttitudes. The latter
became a basis for adaptation and training convolutional architectures, including
piecewise max pooling and full use of information across different sentences. The
results show that models, trained with
RuAttitudes, outperform ones that were
trained with only supervised learning approach and achieve 13.4% increase in F1score on RuSentRel collection.1

1

• Prior knowledge about current attitudes between political entities (figures);

Introduction

Relation extraction nowadays remains one of the
popular tasks in the natural language processing
domain. The relation types to be extracted from
texts may vary and result in different tasks: semantic classification of relations between a pair
of common nominals (Hendrickx et al., 2009),
source-target sentiment relation extraction (Ellis
et al., 2014), opinion expression towards entities
and events (Deng and Wiebe, 2015a), attitude extraction between mentioned named entities (Rusnachenko and Loukachevitch, 2018), etc.
Dealing with one of these tasks, the greatest difficulty one encounters is the complexity of the sentence structure. As for analytical articles, the idea
expressed by the author could be conveyed in different variants, which is a feature of natural languages.

• Sentiment frames that define attitudes between participants of a situation.
The obtained corpus annotated with attitudes
was used to train convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), adapted for relation extraction and full
use of information across multiple sentences. Our
key contributions in this work are two-fold:

1
The code is available on https://github.com/
nicolay-r/attitudes-extraction-ds
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• We propose a workflow of automatic sentiment attitudes extraction, which exploits
news title simplicity to perform annotation;
• We conduct extensive experiments on
RuSentRel (Loukachevitch and Rusnachenko, 2018) and the results demonstrate
that CNNs trained on two types of training
data achieve F1-score increase by 13.4%
over models that do not employ obtained
corpus in training.

Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 1022–1030,
Varna, Bulgaria, Sep 2–4 2019.

2

Related Work

The task of attitude recognition toward named entities or events, including opinion holder identification from full texts did not attract much attention. In 2014, the TAC evaluation conference in
Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track included
so-called sentiment track (Ellis et al., 2014). The
task was to find all the cases where a query entity (sentiment holder) holds a positive or negative
sentiment about another entity (sentiment target).
Thus, this task was formulated as a query-based
retrieval of entity-sentiment from relevant documents and focused only on query entities2 .
MPQA 3.0 (Deng and Wiebe, 2015b) is a corpus of analytical articles with annotated opinion
expressions (towards entities and events). The
annotation is sentence-based. For example, in
the sentence «When the Imam issued the fatwa
against Salman Rushdie for insulting the Prophet
...», Imam is negative to Salman Rushdie but is
positive to the Prophet.
In paper (Choi et al., 2016), authors studied the
approach to the recovery of the documents attitudes between subjects mentioned in the text. The
approach considers such features as frequency of a
named entity in the text, relatedness between entities, direct-indirect speech, etc. The best quality of
opinion extraction obtained in this work was only
about 36% F-measure, which shows that the necessity of improving extraction of attitudes at the
document level is significant and this problem has
not been sufficiently studied.
A corpus of analytical articles, obtained from
authoritative foreign sources and translated into
Russian has been invented in (Loukachevitch and
Rusnachenko, 2018). The collected articles contain both the author’s opinion on the subject matter
of the article and a large number of attitudes mentioned between the participants of the described
situations. Authors experiment with automatic attitudes extraction within the developed corpus. In
comparison with (Choi et al., 2016) where documents much smaller and written in English, authors mentioned the closest F-measure and conclude that the task still remains complicated.
Each attitude may be considered in terms of related article context, or sentence. The sentence
consists of words which could be gathered and
treated as an embedding, where each word repre2
https://tac.nist.gov/2014/KBP/
Sentiment/index.html

sents a feature vector. Convolving embedded sentence representation by a set of different filters, in
paper (Zeng et al., 2014) authors implemented and
trained the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
model for the relation classification task. Being
applied for the SemEval-2010 Task 8 (Hendrickx
et al., 2009), the obtained model significantly outperformed the results of other participants.
This idea was developed further in terms of
max-pooling operation (Zeng et al., 2015). This is
an operation, which is applied to the convolved by
filters data and extracts the maximal values within
each convolution. However, for the relation classification task, original max-pooling reduces information extremely rapid and blurs significant relation aspects. Authors proposed to treat each convolution in parts. The division into parts depends
on attitude entities: inner (between entities), and
outer. This approach resulted in an advanced architecture model and was dubbed as “Piecewise
Convolutional Neural Network” (PCNN).

3

Resources

This section describes resources (collections and
lexicons) that were used for the dataset annotation.
3.1

RuSentRel Collection

In our experiments, we use the RuSentRel corpus3
consisted of analytical articles from Internet-portal
inosmi.ru (Loukachevitch and Rusnachenko,
2018) devoted to international relations. In this
corpus, the manual annotation of the sentiment
attitudes towards mentioned named entities had
been carried out at the document level. The annotation is subdivided into two subtypes:
• The author’s relation to mentioned named entities;
• The relation of subjects expressed as named
entities to other named entities.
An analytical document can refer to an entity
with several variants of naming (Vladimir Putin –
Putin), synonyms (Russia – Russian Federation),
or lemma variants generated from different wordforms. For correct inference of attitudes between
named entities in the whole document, the corpus
is provided with a list of variant names for the
same entity found in the corpus.
3
https://github.com/nicolay-r/
RuSentRel/tree/v1.1
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Type of lexical unit
Verbs
Nouns
Phrases
Other
Unique entries
Total entries

In this paper, we utilize RuSentRel corpus in
experiments for the proposed approach. Table 1
describes the corpus statistics.
Parameter
Number of documents
Total opinion pairs
Sentences (avg./doc.)
Opinion pairs (avg./doc.)
Positive opinion pairs (avg./doc.)
Negative opinion pairs (avg./doc.)
Avg. dist. between named entities
within a sentence in words

Value
73
1361
105.75
18.64
8.71
9.93

Table 2: Quantitative characteristics of the RuSentiFrames entries.

10.2

Table 1: Attitude statistics of RuSentRel-v1.1 corpus.
3.2

RuSentiFrames Lexicon

The RuSentiFrames4 lexicon describes sentiments
and connotations conveyed with a predicate in
a verbal or nominal form (Rashkin et al., 2016;
Klenner and Amsler, 2016). The structure of the
frames includes the set of predicate-specific roles
and frame dimensions.
For role designation, the approach of PropBank
(Palmer et al., 2005) is used. In this approach, individual verb’s semantic arguments are numbered,
beginning with zero. For a particular verb, Arg0
is generally the argument exhibiting features of a
Prototypical Agent (Dowty, 1991), while Arg1 is
a Prototypical Patient or Theme.
In the main part of the frame, the following dimensions are described:
• the attitude of the author of the text towards
mentioned participants;
• positive or negative sentiment between participants;

The created frames are associated not only with
a single entry but with a "family" of related words
and expressions, which have the same attitudes.
The following lexical units can be associated with
a sentiment frame: single words, idioms, light
verb constructions, and some other multiword expressions.
Currently, RuSentiFrames contains 277 frames
with 6,412 associated frame entries. Table 2
shows the distribution of the RuSentiFrames entries according to parts of speech (POS) and other
characteristics. Let us consider frame "Одобрить" (Approve) presented in Example 1.
Example 1: Frame "Одобрить" (Approve)
"roles": {"a0": "who approves",
"a1": "what is approved"}
"polarity": {["a0", "a1", "pos", 1.0],
["a1", "a0", "pos", 0.7]},
"effect": {["a1", "pos", 1.0]},
"state": {["a0", "pos", 1.0],
["a1", "pos", 1.0]}
Nowadays, the lexicon is under development.
For the proposed distant supervision approach,
we utilize only the dimension of attitudes towards Prototypical Patient conveyed by Prototypical Agent. Table 3 provides related statistics.

• positive or negative effects to participants;

Effect
A0 → A1
A0 → A1

• positive or negative mental states of participants related to the described situation.
All assertions are provided with the score of
confidence, which currently has two values: 1, if
this assertion is true almost always, or 0.7, the assertion is considered in default. We do not describe assertions about neutral sentiment, effect or
state of participants.
4
https://github.com/nicolay-r/
RuSentiFrames/tree/v1.0

Number
2 794
822
2 401
49
6 036
6 412

Sentiment
pos
neg

Number
2 252
2 802

Table 3: The distribution of RuSentiFrames text
entries according to attitudes.
3.3

News Collection

The collection to be used for sentiment attitude extraction consists of Russian articles and news of
major news sources, specialized political sites, and
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Russian sites of world known news agencies published in 2017.
Each article is separated into the title and the
contents. The collection statistics presented in Table 4.
Parameter
Number of documents
Sentences (avg./doc.)

Value
2.8 ×106
13.24

4.2

This attitude annotation method utilizes the preassigned attitudes organized in a list of pairs (Figure 1).
Given a processed title with labeled named entities set E, we select pairs {hei , ej i | ei , ej ∈ E},
suitable for sentiment attitudes role. For relevant
pairs filtering, the following restrictions should be
met:

Table 4: News collection statistics.

4

1. The presence of synonymous attitude in a
given attitudes list;

Automatic Forming of Training
Collection for Sentiment Attitude
Extraction

2. All the entities appeared between pair endings should be authorized objects;

This section discusses two different methods of
sentiment attitude annotation: pair-based, and
frame-based. Both methods apply to the title as
it provides the main idea of the article and usually
has a relatively simple sentence structure. Figure 1
illustrates the collection development flow. Further subsections describe the flow components in
detail.
4.1

Text Processing and Named Entity
Recognition

For attitude extraction, it is necessary to parse a
text. This process involves the tokenization to
demarcate text string into words and punctuation
signs. Numbers and URL-links are considered as
non-meaningful and masked.
Each attitude is based on a pair of named entities. For named entity recognition (NER, Figure 1), we utilize the following resources:

However, in a specific sentence, the supposed
relation between countries can be false. For example, in the sentence “Зрители смогут увидеть показательные выступления спортсменов - чемпионов России и Европы” (Spectators will be able to see demonstrations of athletes
- champions of Russia and Europe), prior negative relations between Russia and Europe are not
mentioned. Therefore we need an additional factor to provide the quality of the annotation, and
the RuSentiFrames lexicon can be used as such a
factor.
4.3

• All the frame entries between ei and ej have
polarity;
• All the entities that appeared between ei and
ej should be authorized.

2. The list of named entities from RuSentRel
corpus, organized in authorized objects.
The list of authorized objects is necessary to avoid
accidental misses from the NER model.
The text of news articles may refer to an entity in several naming variants (Putin – Vladimir
Putin), and synonyms (EU – Europe). To match
named entity synonyms, in this paper we utilize
both stemming6 and list of synonyms, provided
along with the RuSentRel corpus.
6

https://github.com/deepmipt/ner
https://tech.yandex.ru/mystem/

Frame-Based Annotation

This attitude annotation method utilizes frame entries from the RuSentiFrames lexicon. Given a
processed title with labeled named entities set E,
an entry pair with ei , ej ∈ E, where ei appears before ej , considered as sentiment attitude when all
the following criteria are met:

1. The pre-trained neural network model5 ,
which is state-of-the-art for the Russian language (Burtsev et al., 2018);

5

Pair-Based Annotation

We assign a positive sentiment score when all
the polarities of inner frame entries have a positive sentiment. Otherwise, it assigns the negative
sentiment score. We also consider frame entry polarity as inverted, when it is used with “не” (not)
particle.
4.4

Attitude Filtering

To combine the annotation methods described
above (attitudes filter, Figure 1), we intersect the
annotations and separate the intersection into the
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Figure 1: Training collection development flow
following sets: (i) with the same polarity and (ii)
with different polarity according to both sources.
In the case of the non-empty set with the same
polarity (SAME), at last step we utilize sentence
filter (Figure 1). Given a set of processed news
sentences, we select those which contain at least a
single entity pair, presented in the SAME set.
Corpus
Pair-Based
Frame-Based
Intersection
Different
Same RuAttitudes

doc. level
attitudes
60 788
55 566
22 589
7 929
14 660

texts
count
52 377
43 383
20 885
7 435
13 450

titles and
sentences
136 496
104 205
50 958
17 939
33 019

Convolutional Neural Networks for
Attitude Classification

For automatic sentiment attitude classification, the
following CNN-based architectures were used:
https://github.com/nicolay-r/
RuAttitudes/tree/v1.0

Table 6: Accuracy of attitude annotation in the
generated collections.

• Piecewise-CNN (Zeng et al., 2015);

Finally, the workflow (Figure 1) is applied to
the news collection (Section 3.3), and we obtain the RuAttitudes7 dataset, automatically labeled with sentiment attitudes between named entities. Table 5 provides statistics separately for
each step. Evaluated accuracy of randomly selected sentences from different texts presented in
Table 6.

7

Accuracy
67.0
62.5
89.0

• Classic CNN (Zeng et al., 2014);

Table 5: The statistics of automated annotation of
texts and sentences.

5

Corpus
Pair-Based
Frame-Based
RuAttitudes

To predict the attitude polarity, both models utilize sentences in the input. Given a context (a set
of sentences) with a mentioned attitude in it, the
output of models is the class label. Two different
approaches to training were considered: singlesentence training and multi-sentence training.
5.1

Sentence Embedding

We use sentence embedding to present sentences
in model input. This is a matrix with rows related to words or token (for example, punctuation
marks) embeddings.
For words, we look up for vectors in precomputed and publicly available Word2Vec model8
based on news articles with window size of
w = 20. For tokens, we utilize a set of predefined
types (size of 17), where each type is a randomly
initialized vector of the same size as word vector.
Each word and token vectors have been additionally expanded with the following features:
8

http://rusvectores.org/static/models/
rusvectores2/news_mystem_skipgram_1000_
20_2015.bin.gz
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• Distance embedding (Rusnachenko and
Loukachevitch, 2018) – is vectorized distance in words from entities ei and ej of an
entry pair hei , ej i to a given word or token;
• Part-of-speech (POS) tags embedding; we
use “unknown” tag in case of tokens.

5.3

This training process assumes to predict a sentiment label for sentences set. This process refers
to a single sentence case described in Section 5.2
with the following modifications:
• Each minibatch presented as a sequence of
n bags bi = hEs , yi, where Es is a set of
embedded sentences (Section 5.2);

For features, we use randomly initialized vectors.
Table 7 provides parameter values of each embedding described above.
Type
Parameters
POS
vsize
Distance
vsize
Tokens
hsize, lt i
Words
hsize, lw , wi

Values
5
5
17, 103
147 · 103 , 103 , 20

5.2

• Result output vector {ol }nl=1 obtained by
an application of max-pooling operation
over separately convolved context sentences
(Jiang et al., 2016);

6

Table 7: Embedding parameters, where vsize is the
size of embedding vectors.

1. Composing a minibatch I = {b1 , . . . , bn }
where bi = {s1 , . . . , sm };
2. Performing a forward propagation through
the network; the result is a vector {ok }qk=1 ,
where ok ∈ Rc , and q = n · m;
3. Computing cross entropy loss for output:
lk =

c
X
j=1

log p(yi |ok,j ; θ), k ∈ 1 . . . q (1)

n
4. Composing cost
 vector {cost
 i }i=1 , where
costi = max li·g . . . l(i+1)·g is a maximal
loss within i’th bag;

5. Using cost to update hidden variables set;

Datasets and Experimential Setup

We consider the problem of sentiment attitudes
classification as a two-class task at the document
level. We conduct three different experiments using the following datasets:

Single Sentence Training

This training process assumes to predict a sentiment label by a single sentence. Given an attitude
context, we consider that each sentence should be
labeled with an attitude sentiment.
We utilize training process described in (Rusnachenko and Loukachevitch, 2018). The input
organized in minibatches, which yields n bags.
Each bag has a set of m sentences {s1 , . . . , sm },
where sj = hes , yi includes sentence embedding
es and related label y ∈ Rc . The training process is iterative, and iteration includes the following steps:

Multiple Sentence Training

1. RA – RuAttitudes dataset, described in this
paper (Section 4);
2. RSR – RuSentRel based dataset with
sentence-level attitude labeling (Section 3.1);
3. RSR+RA – a combination of RSR and RA
datasets;
By default, the RuSentRel dataset provides a
document level attitude labeling. This labeling
was used to complete RSR and therefore treat
RuSentRel in the same format as RuAttitudes. We
consider sentence-level attitudes as bidirectional
pairs of named entities. We filter sentences from
RuSentRel with sentiment pairs according to the
following rule. For each sentence among the all
documents we check, whether at least a single pair
has the labeled attitude, presented in document attitude annotation.
Statistical comparison of the RSR and RuAttitudes datasets is presented in Table 8. We use 10fold cross-validation (CV) in RA experiment. In
other experiments, the 3-fold CV has been chosen due to a small number of documents in RSR
dataset. In experiments with RSR+RA, the crossvalidation procedure applies to RSR; the RuAttitudes dataset combines with each training block of
RSR. It is worth noting that RuSentRel sentences
have a larger amount of opinions per sentences
(2.26), mainly due to the nature of their content –
these are analytical articles, while RuAttitudes has
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been based on news reports. This fact makes experiments with the RSR dataset significantly challenging.
For models to be trained, we apply named entity
masking for pairs due to: (i) omit entity-related
feature dependency, and (ii) prevent models from
learning the distribution of the latter.
Parameter
RuAttitudes
Documents
20 855
k-fold cross-validation
10
Opinions on sentence level 35 125
Negative opinion pairs
26 904
Positive opinion pairs
8 221
Avg. opinions per sentence
1.06
Avg. sentences per opinion
2.40

RSR
73
3
2 879
1 602
1 277
2.26
2.57

7

Table 8: Comparison of RuAttitudes and RuSentRel based (RSR) datasets for experiments.
Description
Minibatch
Optimiser
Terms
Window size
Filters count
Dropout

Parameters
hn, mi
hlr, ρ, i
k
w
c
ρ

Values
h8, 3i
0.1, 0.95, 10−6
50
3
300
0.9

Table 9: Predefined training parameters.
Table 9 illustrates model parameter values.
Each minibatch has n bags. As for the sentence
count per bag parameter, we select m = 3 to
cover the average sentence count per opinion (Table 8). To translate the labels onto the document
level, we utilize average function across all the
sentences (sentence sets) of a given attitude. All
the sentences were limited by k words, including
tokens. Each word is considered in a lemmatized9
form. The convolutional window size and the filters count were chosen according to (Zeng et al.,
2015). We use the adadelta optimizer with parameters according to (Zeiler, 2012).
Several baselines were also added in experiments: baseline_neg – all pairs of named entities
are labeled as negative; baseline_rand – pairs are
labeled randomly according to the sentiment distribution in the training collection;
We measure average values of accuracy every
five epochs. The training process terminates if one
of the following conditions are met: (i) average
9

https://tech.yandex.ru/mystem/

epoch accuracy reaches 99%; (ii) the training error
exceeds the prior related value (except RSR experiment). The latter exception is due to an unstable
training process, that might be caused by the relatively small training set passed per a single epoch.
For this task, we adopt macroaveraged (over
documents): F1-score (F1P N ), precision (π P N ),
and recall (ρP N ).

Result Analysis and Discussion

Table 10 provides the results of both evaluated
baselines and models for each dataset. For RuAttitudes dataset, where the negative class significantly exceeds positive, and most documents lack
positive attitudes, both baselines show high values.
For a certain model and related experiments α
and β, let Cα,β is a set of labeling contradictions
of two experiments. All the pairs of contradictions
could be then treated as correctly or wrongly la∗ as a subbeled by each experiment. We let Cα,β
set of contradictions where β corrects the errors of
α. This subset yields of only those pairs, where
the sentiment class has been correctly defined in
β. Table 11 provides the comparison statistics between RSR and RSR+RA experiments, separately
for each model, where |L| is an opinion pairs count
(Table 1). While the contradiction represents 34%
of total opinion pairs, with an average 61% of corrections and 38% of wrong labeling, we can conclude the average result error corrections are 7%
in case of RSR+RA experiment (Table 10).
The contribution of RuAttitudes corpus in
RSR+RA experiment could be considered in terms
of frequencies of following entry types E: nouns,
verbs, frames. Due to the task considered as sentiment attitudes classification, it is significant to
separate statistics by positive and negative classes.
To define a sentence class, we utilize sentiment of
attitude that appears in it. We utilize semantic orientation (SO) function (Turney, 2002) to reveal a
discrepancy in entries between sentiment classes:
SO(e) = P M I(e, pos) − P M I(e, neg)

(2)

where P M I(e, c) is a pointwise mutual information of entry e and sentiment class c. For each entry type separately, we utilize Formula 2 towards
RuAttitudes to complete a set of entries, bounded
with positive (SO(e) > 0) and negative (SO(e) <
0) classes. We order these sets by descending of
|SO(e)| to select k most distinctive entries and
complete RAck subsets, c ∈ {pos, neg}.
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Models
baseline-neg
baseline-rand
CNN
PCNN
MI-CNN
MI-PCNN

F1P N
0.83
0.72
0.91
0.93
0.91
0.94

RA
πP N
0.78
0.75
0.88
0.91
0.88
0.92

ρP N
0.89
0.71
0.94
0.96
0.94
0.96

RSR
πP N
0.31
0.51
0.52
0.58
0.56
0.60

F1P N
0.39
0.49
0.52
0.59
0.57
0.62

ρP N
0.54
0.48
0.55
0.61
0.60
0.64

F1P N
0.39
0.49
0.63
0.67
0.62
0.68

RSR+RA
πP N
0.31
0.51
0.62
0.66
0.60
0.67

ρP N
0.54
0.48
0.66
0.69
0.65
0.70

Table 10: Result of single sentence (CNN, PCNN) and multiple sentence (MI - CNN, MI - PCNN) trained
models in following experiments: RA – RA results trained on RA; RSR – RSR results trained on RSR;
RSR+RA – RSR results trained on RSR + RA.
Model
CNN
PCNN
MI-CNN
MI-PCNN

|C2,3 |
468
428
488
442

|L|/|C2,3 |
0.34
0.31
0.36
0.35

∗ |/|C |
|C2,3
2,3
0.63
0.62
0.58
0.60

E
Npos

Vpos

Table 11: Contradiction statistics between experiments RSR (2) and RSR+RA (3).
To assess how RuAttitudes effects on error corrections, we provide statistic of entries both ap∗ and RAc . For each entry e ∈ RAc
pears in C2,3
k
k
∗ ) – is an averaged (among
we calculate tf (e, C2,3
all models) normalized term frequency of entry e
∗ . Table 12 lists three (k = 3) most distincin C2,3
tive entries by each entry type, where entries with
∗ ) > 0.5 are bolded. It is possible to intf (e, C2,3
∗ mostly saturated with positively
vestigate that C2,3
bounded frames of RApos
k and negatively bounded
.
nouns of RAneg
k

Conclusion
This paper proposes an approach to the automatic
development of a train collection for the sentiment
attitude extraction task in the news domain. The
combination of two different techniques was used
to provide the double-check and keep labeled results of the common intersection. The first proposed technique obtains contexts by a manually
implemented list of pairs of named entities with
sentiment scores. The other technique, on the contrary, extracts relations from contexts using sentiment frames. The latter became possible due to
the assumption of title simplicity.
Sentiment attitude extraction was considered as
a two-class classification task. This result analysis demonstrates the model classification improvements achieve 13.4% increase in F1P N when the

Fpos

Nneg

Vneg

Fneg

Entry Value
«поддержка» (support)
«помощь» (help)
«переговоры» (negotiations)
«поддерживать» (to support)
«начинать» (to start)
«предлагать» (to suggest)
«помочь» (to help)
«начать» (to begin)
«договориться» (to agree)
«санкция» (sanction)
«борьба» (fight)
«отношение» (relation)
«обвинять» (to blame)
«вводить» (to introduce)
«продлять» (to extend)
«наказать» (to punish)
«обвинить» (to blame)
«бороться» (to fight)

tf (e)
0.20
0.02
0.24
0.55
0.26
0.10
0.23
0.68
0.98
0.78
0.50
0.96
0.05
0.06
0.00
0.59
0.06
0.44

Table 12: List of k = 3 most distinctive nouns
(N ), verbs (V ), and frames (F ) of RAck with re∗ ; E is an entry type.
lated frequencies in C2,3
latter being trained with the developed collection.
In further work, we plan to address the shortcomings in the following directions: to emphasize the difference between sentiment and nonsentiment relations and to reduce noisy labeling of
the existed approach.
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Abstract
Self-attentional models are a new
paradigm for sequence modelling tasks
which differ from common sequence
modelling methods, such as recurrencebased and convolution-based sequence
learning, in the way that their architecture
is only based on the attention mechanism.
Self-attentional models have been used in
the creation of the state-of-the-art models
in many NLP tasks such as neural machine
translation, but their usage has not been
explored for the task of training end-toend task-oriented dialogue generation
systems yet. In this study, we apply these
models on the three different datasets
for training task-oriented chatbots. Our
finding shows that self-attentional models
can be exploited to create end-to-end taskoriented chatbots which not only achieve
higher evaluation scores compared to
recurrence-based models, but also do so
more efficiently.

1

Introduction

Task-oriented chatbots are a type of dialogue generation system which tries to help the users accomplish specific tasks, such as booking a restaurant
table or buying movie tickets, in a continuous and
uninterrupted conversational interface and usually
in as few steps as possible. The development of
such systems falls into the Conversational AI domain which is the science of developing agents
which are able to communicate with humans in a
natural way (Ram et al., 2018). Digital assistants
such as Apple’s Siri, Google Assistant, Amazon
Alexa, and Alibaba’s AliMe are examples of successful chatbots developed by giant companies to
engage with their customers.

There are mainly two different ways to create a task-oriented chatbot which are either using
set of hand-crafted and carefully-designed rules
or use corpus-based method in which the chatbot
can be trained with a relatively large corpus of
conversational data. Given the abundance of dialogue data, the latter method seems to be a better and a more general approach for developing
task-oriented chatbots. The corpus-based method
also falls into two main chatbot design architectures which are pipelined and end-to-end architectures (Chen et al., 2017). End-to-end chatbots
are usually neural networks based (Shang et al.,
2015; Dodge et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2016; Eric
and Manning, 2017a) and thus can be adapted
to new domains by training on relevant dialogue
datasets for that specific domain. Furthermore, all
sequence modelling methods can also be used in
training end-to-end task-oriented chatbots. A sequence modelling method receives a sequence as
input and predicts another sequence as output. For
example in the case of machine translation the input could be a sequence of words in a given language and the output would be a sentence in a second language. In a dialogue system, an utterance
is the input and the predicted sequence of words
would be the corresponding response.
Self-attentional models are a new paradigm
for sequence modelling tasks which differ from
common sequence modelling methods, such as
recurrence-based and convolution-based sequence
learning, in the way that their architecture is only
based on the attention mechanism. The Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) and Universal Transformer (Dehghani et al., 2018) models are the
first models that entirely rely on the self-attention
mechanism for both encoder and decoder, and that
is why they are also referred to as a self-attentional
models. The Transformer models has produced
state-of-the-art results in the task neural machine
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translation (Vaswani et al., 2017) and this encouraged us to further investigate this model for the
task of training task-oriented chatbots. While in
the Transformer model there is no recurrence, it
turns out that the recurrence used in RNN models is essential for some tasks in NLP including
language understanding tasks and thus the Transformer fails to generalize in those tasks (Dehghani
et al., 2018). We also investigate the usage of the
Universal Transformer for this task to see how it
compares to the Transformer model.
We focus on self-attentional sequence modelling for this study and intend to provide an answer for one specific question which is:
• How effective are self-attentional models for
training end-to-end task-oriented chatbots?
Our contribution in this study is as follows:
• We train end-to-end task-oriented chatbots
using both self-attentional models and common recurrence-based models used in sequence modelling tasks and compare and analyze the results using different evaluation
metrics on three different datasets.
• We provide insight into how effective are
self-attentional models for this task and
benchmark the time performance of these
models against the recurrence-based sequence modelling methods.
• We try to quantify the effectiveness of selfattention mechanism in self-attentional models and compare its effect to recurrence-based
models for the task of training end-to-end
task-oriented chatbots.

2 Related Work
2.1

Task-Oriented Chatbots Architectures

End-to-end architectures are among the most used
architectures for research in the field of conversational AI. The advantage of using an end-to-end
architecture is that one does not need to explicitly train different components for language understanding and dialogue management and then
concatenate them together. Network-based endto-end task-oriented chatbots as in (Wen et al.,
2016; Bordes et al., 2016) try to model the learning task as a policy learning method in which the
model learns to output a proper response given
the current state of the dialogue. As discussed

before, all encoder-decoder sequence modelling
methods can be used for training end-to-end chatbots. Eric and Manning (2017a) use the copy
mechanism augmentation on simple recurrent neural sequence modelling and achieve good results
in training end-to-end task-oriented chatbots (Gu
et al., 2016).
Another popular method for training chatbots is
based on memory networks. Memory networks
augment the neural networks with task-specific
memories which the model can learn to read and
write. Memory networks have been used in (Bordes et al., 2016) for training task-oriented agents in
which they store dialogue context in the memory
module, and then the model uses it to select a system response (also stored in the memory module)
from a set of candidates. A variation of Key-value
memory networks (Miller et al., 2016) has been
used in (Eric and Manning, 2017b) for the training task-oriented chatbots which stores the knowledge base in the form of triplets (which is (subject,relation,object) such as (yoga,time,3pm)) in
the key-value memory network and then the model
tries to select the most relevant entity from the
memory and create a relevant response. This approach makes the interaction with the knowledge
base smoother compared to other models.
Another approach for training end-to-end taskoriented dialogue systems tries to model the taskoriented dialogue generation in a reinforcement
learning approach in which the current state of
the conversation is passed to some sequence learning network, and this network decides the action which the chatbot should act upon. Endto-end LSTM based model (Williams and Zweig,
2016), and the Hybrid Code Networks (Williams
et al., 2017) can use both supervised and reinforcement learning approaches for training taskoriented chatbots.
2.2

Sequence Modelling Methods

Sequence modelling methods usually fall into
recurrence-based, convolution-based, and selfattentional-based methods. In recurrence-based
sequence modeling, the words are fed into the
model in a sequential way, and the model
learns the dependencies between the tokens given
the context from the past (and the future in
case of bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs)) (Goodfellow et al., 2016). RNNs and
their variations such as Long Short-term Memory
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(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), and
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014)
are the most widely used recurrence-based models
used in sequence modelling tasks. Convolutionbased sequence modelling methods rely on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) (LeCun et al.,
1998) which are mostly used for vision tasks but
can also be used for handling sequential data. In
CNN-based sequence modelling, multiple CNN
layers are stacked on top of each other to give the
model the ability to learn long-range dependencies. The stacking of layers in CNNs for sequence
modeling allows the model to grow its receptive
field, or in other words context size, and thus
can model complex dependencies between different sections of the input sequence (Gehring et al.,
2017; Yu and Koltun, 2015). WaveNet (2016),
used in audio synthesis, and ByteNet (2016), used
in machine translation tasks, are examples of
models trained using convolution-based sequence
modelling.

3

Models

We compare the most commonly used recurrencebased models for sequence modelling and contrast
them with Transformer and Universal Transformer
models. The models that we train are:
3.1

LSTM and Bi-Directional LSTM

Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) networks are
a special kind of RNN networks which can learn
long-term dependencies (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). RNN models suffer from the vanishing gradient problem (Bengio et al., 1994) which
makes it hard for RNN models to learn long-term
dependencies. The LSTM model tackles this problem by defining a gating mechanism which introduces input, output and forget gates, and the model
has the ability to decide how much of the previous
information it needs to keep and how much of the
new information it needs to integrate and thus this
mechanism helps the model keep track of longterm dependencies.
Bi-directional LSTMs (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) are a variation of LSTMs which proved to
give better results for some NLP tasks (Graves
and Schmidhuber, 2005). The idea behind a Bidirectional LSTM is to give the network (while
training) the ability to not only look at past tokens, like LSTM does, but to future tokens, so the
model has access to information both form the past

and future. In the case of a task-oriented dialogue
generation systems, in some cases, the information
needed so that the model learns the dependencies
between the tokens, comes from the tokens that
are ahead of the current index, and if the model is
able to take future tokens into accounts it can learn
more efficiently.
3.2

Transformer

As discussed before, Transformer is the first model
that entirely relies on the self-attention mechanism for both the encoder and the decoder. The
Transformer uses the self-attention mechanism to
learn a representation of a sentence by relating
different positions of that sentence. Like many
of the sequence modelling methods, Transformer
follows the encoder-decoder architecture in which
the input is given to the encoder and the results
of the encoder is passed to the decoder to create the output sequence. The difference between
Transformer (which is a self-attentional model)
and other sequence models (such as recurrencebased and convolution-based) is that the encoder
and decoder architecture is only based on the
self-attention mechanism. The Transformer also
uses multi-head attention which intends to give
the model the ability to look at different representations of the different positions of both
the input (encoder self-attention), output (decoder
self-attention) and also between input and output
(encoder-decoder attention) (Vaswani et al., 2017).
It has been used in a variety of NLP tasks such as
mathematical language understanding [110], language modeling (Dai et al., 2018), machine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017), question answering (Devlin et al., 2018), and text summarization (Liu et al., 2018).
3.3

Universal Transformer

The Universal Transformer model is an encoderdecoder-based sequence-to-sequence model
which applies recurrence to the representation
of each of the positions of the input and output
sequences. The main difference between the
RNN recurrence and the Universal Transformer
recurrence is that the recurrence used in the
Universal Transformer is applied on consecutive representation vectors of each token in the
sequence (i.e., over depth) whereas in the RNN
models this recurrence is applied on positions of
the tokens in the sequence. A variation of the
Universal Transformer, called Adaptive Universal
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Transformer, applies the Adaptive Computation
Time (ACT) (Graves, 2013) technique on the
Universal Transformer model which makes the
model train faster since it saves computation
time and also in some cases can increase the
model accuracy. The ACT allows the Universal
Transformer model to use different recurrence
time steps for different tokens.
We know, based on reported evidence that transformers are potent in NLP tasks like translation
and question answering. Our aim is to assess
the applicability and effectiveness of transformers
and universal-transformers in the domain of taskoriented conversational agents. In the next section,
we report on experiments to investigate the usage of self-attentional models performance against
the aforementioned models for the task of training
end-to-end task-oriented chatbots.

4

Experiments

We run our experiments on Tesla 960M Graphical
Processing Unit (GPU). We evaluated the models
using the aforementioned metrics and also applied
early stopping (with delta set to 0.1 for 600 training steps).
4.1

Datasets

We use three different datasets for training the
models. We use the Dialogue State Tracking Competition 2 (DSTC2) dataset (Williams et al., 2013)
which is the most widely used dataset for research
on task-oriented chatbots. We also used two
other datasets recently open-sourced by Google
Research (Shah et al., 2018) which are M2Msim-M (dataset in movie domain) and M2M-simR (dataset in restaurant domain)1 . M2M stands
for Machines Talking to Machines which refers
to the framework with which these two datasets
were created. In this framework, dialogues are
created via dialogue self-play and later augmented
via crowdsourcing. We trained on our models on
different datasets in order to make sure the results
are not corpus-biased. Table 1 shows the statistics
of these three datasets which we will use to train
and evaluate the models.
The M2M dataset has more diversity in both
language and dialogue flow compared to the the
commonly used DSTC2 dataset which makes it
appealing for the task of creating task-oriented
1

https://github.com/google-research-datasets/simulateddialogue

Dataset
DSTC2
M2M-R
M2M-M

Num. of Slots
8
9
5

Train
1618
1116
384

Dev
1117
349
120

Test
500
775
264

Table 1: Statistics of DSTC2, M2M-R, and M2MM Datasets
chatbots. This is also the reason that we decided
to use M2M dataset in our experiments to see how
well models can handle a more diversed dataset.
4.1.1

Dataset Preparation

We followed the data preparation process used for
feeding the conversation history into the encoderdecoder as in (Eric and Manning, 2017a). Consider a sample dialogue D in the corpus which
consists of a number of turns exchanged between
the user and the system. D can be represented as
(u1 , s1 ), (u2 , s2 ), ..., (uk , sk ) where k is the number of turns in this dialogue. At each time step
in the conversation, we encode the conversation
turns up to that time step, which is the context of
the dialogue so far, and the system response after
that time step will be used as the target. For example, given we are processing the conversation
at time step i, the context of the conversation so
far would be (u1 , s1 , u2 , s2 , ..., ui ) and the model
has to learn to output (si ) as the target.
4.2

Training

We used the tensor2tensor library (Vaswani et al.,
2018) in our experiments for training and evaluation of sequence modeling methods. We use Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for training the
models. We set β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.997, and
 = 1e − 9 for the Adam optimizer and started
with learning rate of 0.2 with noam learning rate
decay schema (Vaswani et al., 2017). In order
to avoid overfitting, we use dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014) with dropout chosen from [0.7-0.9]
range. We also conducted early stopping (Goodfellow et al., 2016) to avoid overfitting in our experiments as the regularization methods. We set
the batch size to 4096, hidden size to 128, and the
embedding size to 128 for all the models. We also
used grid search for hyperparameter tuning for all
of the trained models. Details of our training and
hyperparameter tuning and the code for reproducing the results can be found in the chatbot-exp
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Dataset Split
test

development

Model
LSTM (bs=1)
LSTM + Attention (bs=2)
Bi-LSTM (bs=2)
Bi-LSTM + Attention (bs=2)
Transformer (bs=2)
UT (bs=2)
UT + ACT (bs=2)
LSTM
LSTM + Attention
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM + Attention
Transformer
UT
UT + ACT

BLEU
5.75
30.84
30.38
38.64
51.83
44.93
39.40
16.13
31.05
30.92
39.12
54.18
47.95
39.27

Per Turn. Acc
17.70
18.08
18.04
26.04
39.02
36.62
30.00
10.33
18.68
19.07
27.28
41.09
39.01
29.30

Per Diag. Acc
0.0
0.15
0.0
0.62
1.7
1.08
0.15
0.0
0.31
0.31
0.96
0.62
0.31
0.31

Entity F1
5.63
32.16
24.34
43.52
64.20
57.98
61.49
6.54
32.59
25.91
44.15
66.02
61.27
62.50

Table 2: Evaluation of Models on DSTC2 dataset for both test and development datasets (bs: shows the
best beam size in inference; UT: Universal Transformers)
github repository2 .
4.3

Inference

In the inference time, there are mainly two methods for decoding which are greedy and beam
search (Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2017). Beam
search has been proved to be an essential part in
generative NLP task such as neural machine translation (Wu et al., 2016). In the case of dialogue
generation systems, beam search could help alleviate the problem of having many possible valid
outputs which do not match with the target but are
valid and sensible outputs. Consider the case in
which a task-oriented chatbot, trained for a restaurant reservation task, in response to the user utterance “Persian food”, generates the response
“what time and day would you like the reservation for?” but the target defined for the system
is “would you like a fancy restaurant?”. The response generated by the chatbot is a valid response
which asks the user about other possible entities
but does not match with the defined target.
We try to alleviate this problem in inference
time by applying the beam search technique with a
different beam size α ∈ {1, 2, 4} and pick the best
result based on the BLEU score. Note that when
α = 1, we are using the original greedy search
method for the generation task.
4.4

Evaluation Measures

BLEU: We use the Bilingual Evaluation Under2

https://github.com/msaffarm/chatbot-exp

study (BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2002) metric which
is commonly used in machine translation tasks.
The BLEU metric can be used to evaluate dialogue generation models as in (Eric and Manning, 2017a; Li et al., 2015). The BLEU metric
is a word-overlap metric which computes the cooccurrence of N-grams in the reference and the
generated response and also applies the brevity
penalty which tries to penalize far too short responses which are usually not desired in taskoriented chatbots. We compute the BLEU score
using all generated responses of our systems.
Per-turn Accuracy: Per-turn accuracy measures the similarity of the system generated response versus the target response. Eric and Manning (2017a) used this metric to evaluate their systems in which they considered their response to
be correct if all tokens in the system generated response matched the corresponding token in the target response. This metric is a little bit harsh, and
the results may be low since all the tokens in the
generated response have to be exactly in the same
position as in the target response.
Per-Dialogue Accuracy: We calculate perdialogue accuracy as used in (Bordes et al., 2016;
Eric and Manning, 2017a). For this metric, we
consider all the system generated responses and
compare them to the target responses. A dialogue
is considered to be true if all the turns in the system generated responses match the corresponding
turns in the target responses. Note that this is a
very strict metric in which all the utterances in the
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Dataset Split
M2M-R
(test)

M2M-M
(test)

Model
LSTM(bs=2)
LSTM+Att.(bs=1)
Bi-LSTM(bs=1)
Bi-LSTM+Att.(bs=1)
Transformer(bs=1)
UT(bs=2)
UT+ACT(bs=2)
LSTM(bs=4)
LSTM+Att.(bs=2)
Bi-LSTM(bs=2)
Bi-LSTM+Att.(bs=2)
Transformer(bs=1)
UT(bs=2)
UT+ACT(bs=2)

BLEU
6.00
7.9
8.15
8.3
10.28
9.15
8.54
7.7
8.3
9.6
10.62
11.95
10.87
10.48

Per Turn. Acc
2.3
1.84
1.8
0.97
1.76
1.88
1.43
3.36
3.27
2.09
2.54
2.36
3.15
2.46

Per Diag. Acc
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Entity F1
7.99
16.77
19.61
24.12
36.92
25.44
23.12
31.07
31.18
28.09
32.43
39.89
34.15
32.76

Table 3: Evaluation of models on M2M restaurant (M2M-R) and movie (M2M-M) dataset for test
datasets (bs: The best beam size in inference; UT: Universal Transformers)
dialogue should be the same as the target and in
the right order.
F1-Entity Score: Datasets used in taskoriented chores have a set of entities which represent user preferences. For example, in the restaurant domain chatbots common entities are meal,
restaurant name, date, time and the number of people (these are usually the required entities which
are crucial for making reservations, but there could
be optional entities such as location or rating).
Each target response has a set of entities which
the system asks or informs the user about. Our
models have to be able to discern these specific entities and inject them into the generated response.
To evaluate our models we could use named-entity
recognition evaluation metrics (Jiang et al., 2016).
The F1 score is the most commonly used metric
used for the evaluation of named-entity recognition models which is the harmonic average of precision and recall of the model. We calculate this
metric by micro-averaging over all the system generated responses.

5
5.1

Results and Discussion
Comparison of Models

The results of running the experiments for the
aforementioned models is shown in Table 2 for
the DSTC2 dataset and in Table 3 for the M2M
datasets. The bold numbers show the best performing model in each of the evaluation metrics. As discussed before, for each model we
use different beam sizes (bs) in inference time

and report the best one. Our findings in Table 2
show that self-attentional models outperform common recurrence-based sequence modelling methods in the BLEU, Per-turn accuracy, and entity F1
score. The reduction in the evalution numbers for
the M2M dataset and in our investigation of the
trained model we found that this considerable reduction is due to the fact that the diversity of M2M
dataset is considerably more compared to DSTC2
dataset while the traning corpus size is smaller.
5.2

Time Performance Comparison

Table 4 shows the time performance of the models trained on DSTC2 dataset. Note that in order to get a fair time performance comparison, we
trained the models with the same batch size (4096)
and on the same GPU. These numbers are for the
best performing model (in terms of evaluation loss
and selected using the early stopping method) for
each of the sequence modelling methods. Time to
Convergence (T2C) shows the approximate time
that the model was trained to converge. We also
show the loss in the development set for that specific checkpoint.
5.3

Effect of (Self-)Attention Mechanism

As discussed before in Section 3.2, self-attentional
models rely on the self-attention mechanism for
sequence modelling. Recurrence-based models
such as LSTM and Bi-LSTM can also be augmented in order to increase their performance,
as evident in Table 2 which shows the increase
in the performance of both LSTM and Bi-LSTM
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Model
LSTM
LSTM+Att
Bi-LSTM
Bi-LSTM+Att
Transformer
UT
UT+ACT

T2C (sec)
1100
1305
1865
2120
612
1939
665

Dev Loss
0.89
0.62
0.60
0.49
0.31
0.36
0.33

results are very close to the Transformer model
with NH=1. This observation clearly depicts
the power of self-attentional based models and
demonstrates that the attention mechanism used in
self-attentional models as the backbone for learning, outperforms recurrence-based models even if
they are augmented with multiple attention heads.
Model
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=1]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=4]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=8]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=16]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=32]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=64]
Transformer[NH=1]
Transformer[NH=4]
Transformer[NH=8]

Table 4: Comparison of convergence performance
of the models
when augmented with an attention mechanism.
This leads to the question whether we can increase the performance of recurrence-based models by adding multiple attention heads, similar to
the multi-head self-attention mechanism used in
self-attentional models, and outperform the selfattentional models.
To investigate this question, we ran a number
of experiments in which we added multiple attention heads on top of Bi-LSTM model and also tried
a different number of self-attention heads in selfattentional models in order to compare their performance for this specific task. Table 6 shows
the results of these experiments. Note that the
models in Table 6 are actually the best models that we found in our experiments on DSTC2
dataset and we only changed one parameter for
each of them, i.e. the number of attention heads
in the recurrence-based models and the number of
self-attention heads in the self-attentional models,
keeping all other parameters unchanged. We also
report the results of models with beam size of 2 in
inference time. We increased the number of attention heads in the Bi-LSTM model up to 64 heads
to see its performance change. Note that increasing the number of attention heads makes the training time intractable and time consuming while the
model size would increase significantly as shown
in Table 5. Furthermore, by observing the results
of the Bi-LSTM+Att model in Table 6 (both test
and development set) we can see that Bi-LSTM
performance decreases and thus there is no need
to increase the attention heads further.
Our findings in Table 6 show that the selfattention mechanism can outperform recurrencebased models even if the recurrence-based models have multiple attention heads. The Bi-LSTM
model with 64 attention heads cannot beat the
best Trasnformer model with NH=4 and also its

T2C (sec)
2120
3098
3530
3856
7320
9874
375
612
476

Dev Loss
0.49
0.47
0.44
0.44
0.36
0.38
0.33
0.31
0.31

Table 5: Comparison of convergence performance
of the models

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have determined that Transformers and
Universal-Transformers are indeed effective at
generating appropriate responses in task-oriented
chatbot systems. In actuality, their performance
is even better than the typically used deep learning architectures. Our findings in Table 2 show
that self-attentional models outperform common
recurrence-based sequence modelling methods in
the BLEU, Per-turn accuracy, and entity F1 score.
The results of the Transformer model beats all
other models in all of the evaluation metrics. Also,
comparing the result of LSTM and LSTM with attention mechanism as well as the Bi-LSTM with
Bi-LSTM with attention mechanism, it can be
observed in the results that adding the attention
mechanism can increase the performance of the
models. Comparing the results of self-attentional
models shows that the Transformer model outperforms the other self-attentional models, while
the Universal Transformer model gives reasonably
good results.
In future work, it would be interesting to compare the performance of self-attentional models (specifically the winning Transformer model)
against other end-to-end architectures such as the
Memory Augmented Networks.
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Dataset Split
test

development

Model
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=1]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=4]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=8]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=16]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=32]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=64]
Transformer[NH=1]
Transformer[NH=4]
Transformer[NH=8]
UT[NH=1]
UT[NH=8]
UT+ACT[NH=1]
UT+ACT[NH=8]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=1]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=4]
Bi-LSTM+Att. [NH=8]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=16]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=32]
Bi-LSTM+Att.[NH=64]
Transformer[NH=1]
Transformer[NH=4]
Transformer[NH=8]
UT[NH=1]
UT[NH=8]
UT+ACT[NH=1]
UT+ACT[NH=8]

BLEU
38.64
42.23
42.61
43.11
48.62
47.33
45.90
51.83
51.37
43.02
48.17
34.98
36.29
39.12
40.47
42.78
42.88
49.36
47.28
47.86
54.18
51.54
43.01
47.89
35.74
38.95

Per-Turn Acc
26.04
29.01
28.18
30.34
36.46
33.17
36.64
39.02
39.45
31.20
35.76
25.66
24.97
27.28
27.64
28.36
30.36
38.24
33.12
38.33
41.09
39.42
32.12
35.57
26.46
27.10

Per-Diag Acc
0.62
0.92
0.77
0.61
1.85
1.23
1.7
1.7
3.24
1.54
2.93
0.46
0.31
0.96
0.93
0.31
0.93
0.61
0.93
1.85
0.62
1.54
1.58
1.23
0.31
0.31

Entity F1
43.52
48.06
49.90
50.87
59.8
56.49
57.55
64.20
62.38
60.10
61.56
51.32
55.27
44.15
48.10
50.05
52.09
61.26
56.86
60.37
66.02
63.56
60.42
61.33
52.71
57.02

Table 6: Evaluation of effect of self-attention mechanism using DSTC2 dataset (Att: Attetnion mechanism; UT: Universal Transformers; ACT: Adaptive Computation Time; NH: Number of attention heads)
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Abstract
Vectorial representations of meaning can be
supported by empirical data from diverse
sources and obtained with diverse embedding
approaches. This paper aims at screening this
experimental space and reports on an assessment of word embeddings supported (i) by
data in raw texts vs. in lexical graphs, (ii)
by lexical information encoded in associationvs. inference-based graphs, and obtained (iii)
by edge reconstruction- vs. matrix factorisation vs. random walk-based graph embedding methods. The results observed with these
experiments indicate that the best solutions
with graph-based word embeddings are very
competitive, consistently outperforming mainstream text-based ones.

1

Introduction

As neural networks are becoming a central technology in natural language processing, interest
on distributional semantics, with its vector space
models of meaning, has been a driving factor for
research on natural language semantics. When focusing on the meaning of words under this approach, information on lexical semantics has been
sought to be encoded into appropriate vectorial
representations, also known as word embeddings.
The source for this information has consisted
mostly of large collections of raw text, and thus
ultimately on the frequencies of co-occurrence of
words with other neighbouring words in certain
windows of context, (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2018) among
others. A few research trends have been gaining
momentum concerning the application of neural
networks to natural language technology, and a
fortiori in what concerns distributional semantics.
On the one hand, there has been a growing interest in the linguistic information that may be ultimately encoded in vectorial representations (Be-

linkov et al., 2017; Conneau et al., 2018), also
relating to their eventual ”universality”, in view
of possibly transferring these representations from
one language processing task or application to another (Shi et al., 2016; Cı́fka and Bojar, 2018).
On the other hand, growing attention has been
devoted to sources of information for word embeddings other than what may be conveyed and extracted from co-occurrences in text. This includes
information that is encoded in sophisticated lexical collections of data that are carefully crafted
and densely loaded with accurate information on
lexical semantics (Goikoetxea et al., 2015; Saedi
et al., 2018).
The results reported in the present paper lies at
the intersection of those research goals. In particular, we aim here to gain a better insight into
these two sources of lexical information, and the
quality of the resulting word embeddings, by assessing how graph-based word embeddings compare to mainstream text-based ones. To pursue
this objective, we explore an experimental space
that takes into account lexical semantic networks
of essentially different types as well as different
sorts of methods, with different strengths, to convert those graphs into embeddings. In the experimental space that will be explored here, text-based
embeddings will be represented by top performing
solutions from the literature.
In the next Sections 2 and 3, the lexical graphs
and the graph embeddings techniques used are introduced. Each one of the following Sections 4
and 5 will indicate how each graph was handled
and what was the outcome of applying graph embedding techniques to them.
Section 6 is devoted to ponder on the lessons
that can be learned from the results obtained.
Finally, in the last two Sections 7 and 8 the related
work will be taken into account and the conclusions of this paper will be presented.
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2

Lexical graphs

How to represent the meaning of words has been at
the core of research on lexical semantics. Besides
distributional semantics (Harris, 1954; Osgood
et al., 1957) that word embeddings adhere to, two
other broad families of approaches have emerged,
namely those advocating that lexical semantics is
better represented as a semantic network (Quillan,
1966) or as a feature-based model (Minsky, 1975;
Bobrow and Norman, 1975).
In a nutshell, in an inference-based semantic network, a lexical unit, typically a word, is
recorded as a node in a graph while the semantic
relations among words, such as hyponymy or synonymy, etc., are recorded as labelled edges among
the nodes of the graph — with the inference being
ensured by the relation that happen to be transitive.
Feature-based models representing lexical semantics, in turn, resort to a hash table that stores the
lexical units as keys, and the semantically related
units as the respective values.
The motivation for these two families of lexical
representation is to be found in their different suitability and success in explaining a wide range of
empirical phenomena, in terms of how these are
manifest in ordinary language usage and how they
are elicited in laboratory experimentation. These
phenomena are related to the acquisition, storage
and retrieval of lexical knowledge (e.g. the spread
activation effect (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971),
the fan effect (Anderson, 1974), among many others) and to how this knowledge interacts with other
cognitive faculties or tasks, including categorization (Estes, 1994), reasoning (Rips, 1975), problem solving (Holyoak and Koh, 1987), learning
(Ross, 1984), etc. Feature-based models seek to
respond primarily to our outstanding ability as
speakers of associating concepts with other concepts, while inference-based ones seek to respond
to the also outstanding ability to reason on the basis of semantic relations among concepts.
In the scope of the formal and computational
modelling of lexical semantics, these approaches
have inspired a number of initiatives to build
repositories of lexical knowledge. Prominent examples of such repositories are, for semantic networks, WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and for featurebased models, Small World of Words (SWOW)
(De Deyne et al., 2013). Interestingly, to achieve
the highest quality, repositories of different types
typically resort to different empirical sources of

primary data. For instance, WordNet is constructed on the basis of lexical intuitions systematically handled by human experts, while the information encoded in Small World of Words are
the associations between concepts evoked and collected from laypersons.
Even when motivated in the first place by
(psycho-)linguistic research goals, these repositories of lexical knowledge have been extraordinarily important for language technology. They
have been instrumental for major advances in language processing tasks and applications such as
word sense disambiguation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, sentiment analysis
(e.g. Li and Jurafsky (2015)), parsing (e.g. Socher
et al. (2013)), textual entailment (e.g. Baroni et al.
(2012)), discourse analysis (e.g. Ji and Eisenstein
(2014)), among many others.1
In our experiments, we resort to these two major representatives of inference- and feature-based
lexical networks, namely WordNet2 and SWOW3 .

3

Graph embedding methods

As for methods to convert graphs into embedding,
we are resorting also to one outstanding representative per major family of techniques.
Following the recent comprehensive survey by
(Cai et al., 2017), graph embeddings methods divide into those that represent a whole graph as a
single vector and those that output a vector for
each node in the graph. For our experiments, we
are interested in the latter, for which there are three
major families of approaches, viz. based on edge
reconstruction, on matrix factorisation and on random walks. Each of these techniques has its advantages and drawbacks, capturing the information encoded in the graph with different emphasis.
Graph embeddings techniques based on edge
reconstruction operate on graphs represented by
edge lists. An edge is a triple hlhs, rel, rhsi,
where lhs (left-hand side) and rhs (right-hand)
are nodes connected by a relation of type rel. The
system is trained to recognise triples that are feasible (present in the graph) from the infeasible ones.
The objective function optimised in the model
1
For the vast number of applications of WordNet, see
http://lit.csci.unt.edu/˜wordnet
2
Princeton’s WordNet 3.0 is the version used here,
obtained from http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ in
February 2019.
3
From http://github.com/SimonDeDeyne/
SWOWEN-2018 in March 2019.
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is either maximising the edge reconstruction probability or minimising the edge reconstruction loss.
The latter can be further divided into distancebased loss and margin-based ranking loss. Since
most of the existing knowledge graph embedding
methods choose to optimise margin based ranking
loss (Cai et al., 2017), we choose a method from
this subgroup as a representative of the edge reconstruction models, namely Semantic Matching
Energy (SME) from (Bordes et al., 2014).
Edge reconstruction methods support a relatively efficient training, but ensures optimisation
using only local information between nodes close
to each other.
Another family of graph embedding methods is
based, in turn, on graphs represented by matrices.
This is perhaps the family of techniques with the
largest number of instances, which in many cases
result from slight variants from one another in the
tricks used to weight and condense the nodes in
the matrix.
As a representative of the matrix factorisation
methods for graph embedding, we use the socalled Katz index (Newman, 2010, Eq. (7.63))
as this is the technique used in previous works
on WordNet (Saedi et al., 2018) and on SWOW
(De Deyne et al., 2018).
This method starts by creating a matrix with all
of the possible semantic relations between all the
words, resulting in an adjacency matrix M . Then
it populates each cell Mij of the matrix resorting
to a lexical semantic graph G. Each cell Mij is set
to 1 if and only if there is a direct edge between
nodes including the two words wordi and wordj
the cell represents. If there is no edge between
the two words, that cell is set to 0. For all nodes
not directly connected, that is connected through
other nodes in between, the representation of their
affinity strength is obtained by following the cumulative iteration:
MGn = I + αM + α2 M 2 + · · · + αn M n

(1)

M n is the matrix where every two words, wordi
and wordj , are transitively related by n edges. I
represents the identity matrix and α is used as a
decay factor for longer paths.
The iteration converges into the matrix MG , obtained by an inverse matrix operation:
MG =

∞
X
e=0

(αM )e = (I − αM )−1

(2)

Matrix factorisation inverts the trade off found
with edge reconstruction methods. Differently
from the latter, it is able to take into account the
affinity between nodes at the global level of the
graph, but at the cost of a large time and space
consumption though.
A third family of graph embedding methods is
based on a ”text” generated from graphs, where
the word embeddings are obtained from some
deep learning technique used over that text. This
is an ”artifical” text that results from concatenating
the words in the nodes that are visited in a random
walk through the edges in the graph.
Starting at a random node in the graph, at
each iteration, this technique randomly chooses a
neighbour node (with a probability α) to be the
starting point of the next iteration or stopping the
walk (with a probability 1 - α) .
Improving over the matrix factorisation and the
edge reconstruction approaches, the random walk
technique is effective and accommodates global
information on the nodes. However, as it only considers the local context within a path at each iteration, that makes it hard to find an optimal sampling
strategy.
In the next Sections, we report on the application of these three different graph embedding
techniques, with their different advantages and
drawbacks, over the two lexical networks, from
two distinct lexical semantic families, thus encoding lexical knowledge from quite distinct primary
sources of empirical data. This leads to different word embeddings that encode and emphasise
different shades of lexical information, thus contributing to an encompassing and discriminating
experimental space.

4

Inference-based graph embeddings

This section describes the conversion of WordNet
to word embeddings under each of the three graph
embedding techniques.
4.1

Edge reconstruction

In models based on edge reconstruction, the objective is to rank a true triplet hlhs, rel, rhsi over
a false triplet hlhs0 , rel, rhs0 i that does not exist
in the graph. Under the SME technique (Bordes
et al., 2014) we are following here, this is achieved
by designing an energy function frel (lhs, rhs), interpreted as a distance between the nodes lhs and
rhs in the context of relation rel, where the en-
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ergy value should be lower for feasible triplets and
higher for infeasible ones. SME seeks to minimise
the margin-based ranking loss, defined as:

Orank = min

X

max 0, γ + frel (lhs, rhs)
 (3)
−frel (lhs0 , rhs0 )

hlhs,rel,rhsi∈S
hlhs0 ,rel,rhs0 i∈S
/

where γ is the margin size (set by default to 1).
The SME function is designed as a neural network that first combines the nodes separately
with the relation type, putting the combinations
of hlhs, reli and hrel, rhsi in a common space,
where they can be matched. The matching is performed using a dot product of the resulting vectors. The combination function comes in two
flavours: linear and bilinear. We opted for the
former here given its lower complexity.
The triples were generated in the following
manner: for each word wlhs in the vocabulary and
for each synset slhs this word belongs to, a triple is
generated for each word wrhs in each synset srhs
(that wrhs belongs to), such that there exists a relation rel between synsets slhs and srhs , and both
wlhs and wrhs are in the vocabulary.
rel is one of the semantic relations used in
WordNet.4 Three of these relation types, namely
antonym, derivationally related form, and pertainym exist not between synsets, but directly between the word forms (lemmas). These were also
taken into account to generate triples.5
For training, we used a publicly available implementation of SME.6 The models were trained for
500 epochs, with evaluation at every 10 epochs,
a learning rate of 0.01 and 200 batches. The remaining parameters were left the same as the default ones used in Bordes et al. (2014). The model
with the best performance on the validation set
was picked.
Since the the edge reconstruction based methods are retaining the local neighbourhood only, we
experimented also with extending the data sets by
generating relations resulting from the concatenation of two simple relations. The data sets created
in this way, however, suffer from an exponential
growth in size. Due to resource limitations, we
4

For a list of relation types, see http://wordnet.
princeton.edu/documentation/wninput5wn.
5
To extract the data from the WordNet 3.0 files, we
used the NLTK library, available at www.nltk.org/
_modules/nltk/corpus/reader/wordnet.html.
6
http://github.com/glorotxa/SME.

managed to conduct the experiments on a 15k vocabulary only, which gave significant boost in the
performance of the model on the evaluation tasks.
Further exploration of this path could be beneficial, but needs to be left for future work.
For a fair comparison with other methods, the
data used for training the models is based though
on the same 60k vocabulary as in the matrix factorisation based method (see details in Section
4.2), and thus eventually restricted to 1-hop relations. The vocabulary was selected with the same
procedure as in Saedi et al. (2018). Also for the
sake of comparison with the other experiments
with text-based embeddings available from the literature (see details in Section 6), we chose vectors
of dimension 300. Since there is a random element in the system (the initialisation of the neural
network), we trained three models using different
seeds for the random number generator and averaged the results.
4.2

Matrix factorisation

For matrix factorisation, we started by building an
adjacency matrix from WordNet 3.0, which produced a square matrix of a size above 155k.
Tests with different weights for each type of
relation — namely hyponymy and hyperonymy
weighing the most, — showed that symmetrical
weights performed the best. Also the parameters
in equation 2 and other options to tackle computational complexity were empirically determined in
and taken from Saedi et al. (2018).
The matrix inversion raises substantial challenges in terms of the memory footprint. To cope
with this issue, we resorted to sub-graphs of WordNet of manageable size, and we will be using here
a vocabulary with 60k words. To mitigate the impact of this downsizing, we sorted the words by the
decreasing number of outgoing edges in the graph
and picked the 60k top ones.
Another parameter to consider is the decay
value (α) in equation 2, which discounts the
strength of a connection if the nodes are far away
from each other in the graph. Several values for α
were experimented with, with 0.75 performing the
best, which is also the value for α we used here.
After going through the procedure in equation 2,
a Positive Point-wise Mutual Information transformation (PMI+) was applied to reduce the frequency bias, followed by an L2-norm to normalise
each line of MG , and finally, a Principal Compo-
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nent Analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce the dimension of the vectors.
This procedure was evaluated with different
vector sizes by Saedi et al. (2018), namely 100,
300, 850, 1000 and 3000, with 850 performing the
best. For the sake of comparability with the other
models we resort to, namely the text-based ones,
we set a vector size of 300 for the matrix factorisation embedding technique.

stein and Goodenough, 1965). For semantic relatedness, WordSim-353-Relatedness (252) (Agirre
et al., 2009), MEN (3000) (Bruni et al., 2012)
and MTURK-771 (771) (Halawi et al., 2012) were
used.
The results with WordNet embeddings are displayed in Table 1.8

4.3

Similarity

Random walk

The random walk was based on UKB (Agirre and
Soroa, 2009; Agirre et al., 2014; Goikoetxea et al.,
2015), which performs a random walk through
edges on graphs and in each step writes a word
in the node into an artificial text. With the resulting corpus, a two-layer neural network model
(Skip-Gram) (Mikolov et al., 2013b) was trained
to predict for each vocabulary word its neighbouring words, thus generating in one of the layers the
resulting word embedding vectors.
We restricted the original technique to use only
the information from the graph and to ignore the
glosses. The random walk was applied to the same
WordNet graph (60k vocabulary) described in the
Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
We discarded the three lemma-lemma relations
not supported by UKB, namely antonym, derivationally related form, pertainym.
To create the artificial corpus, we used the default UKB random walk parameters7 and to obtain
the word embeddings, we used the default Gensim’s (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) Skip-Gram implementation, with a vector dimension of 300.
4.4

Results

The assessment of the word embeddings obtained
from the conversion of lexical graphs use the same
tasks used for this purpose when the embeddings
are obtained from corpora. These tasks consist in
predicting the semantic similarity and the semantic relatedness between words in pairs and in seeking to match the gold scores assigned by humans
to those test pairs. The cosine between the vectors
of the words in a pair is mapped into the scale used
for the gold scores.
For semantic similarity, we resorted to the
test sets SimLex-999 (with 999 pairs) (Hill
et al., 2016), WordSim-353-Similarity (203 pairs)
(Agirre et al., 2009) and RG1965 (65) (Ruben7

Edge

http://github.com/asoroa/ukb/

Factor.

Walk

Simlex-999
39.63±1.55 49.90 50.93±0.15
WordSim-353 54.93±2.31 50.80 67.40±0.30
RG1965
57.70±4.84 57.00 77.50±0.95
Relatedness
WordSim-353 26.20±4.10 30.90 28.43±0.76
MEN
39.67±2.55 45.00 52.17±0.70
MTurk-771
42.40±1.25 52.80 52.90±0.50
Table 1: Performance of WordNet embeddings
(columns) over test sets (rows) in terms of Spearman’s
Correlation Coefficient (higher is better), with deviation from averaging over three runs indicated where
relevant. Bold denotes best results.

5

Feature-based graph embeddings

This section describes the conversion of SWOW
to word embeddings under each of the three graph
embedding techniques.
5.1

Edge reconstruction

The data for the application of the SME method
was generated on the basis of the associative
strength among words, described in detail in
De Deyne et al. (2018). The vocabulary was restricted to their 12 216 cue words.
The relations were generated with the support of
the associative strength files that were generated
by using the publicly available implementation.9
The strength file is generated for three association
types separately (R1, R2, R3), which induced the
three relation types taken into by the SME method
with SWOW.
We used the same implementation and methodology as in Section 4.1. We empirically chose a
smaller interval between the evaluations (every 5
8

The coverage of the test sets is the following: 100% of
Simlex-999; 100% WordSim-353 S; 98.0% RG1965; 97.6%
WordSim-353 R; 83.4% MEN; 99.9% MTurk-771.
9
http://github.com/SimonDeDeyne/
SWOWEN-2018
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epochs instead of 10) and a lower learning rate
(0.001 instead of 0.01) for a better training quality. The validation and test sets each made up for
around 5% of the data set. For the sake of comparison, we again chose the vector size of 300.
Similarly, as in Section 4.1, we trained three
models and average the results.
5.2

5.4

Results

The results with SWOW embeddings are displayed in Table 2.10

Matrix factorisation

We follow the same methodology, data and implementation in De Deyne et al. (2018). The data set
contained 12 216 cue words, a shorter vocabulary
and matrix than the one selected from WordNet.
The data is pre-processed before generating the
adjacency matrix, where the cue words and responses are spell-checked, and the adjustment of
capitalisation and americanisms takes place. From
the cue-response data, only 100 participants for
each cue are considered. Since each participant
responded with three associated tokens, this associates each cue with 300 word instances.
The adjacency matrix was then created similarly
to the matrix factorisation of WordNet in section
4.2, yielding a square matrix AG , with every word
displayed in the rows and in the columns. The
cell AGij contains the associative strength of word
i with word j, obtained from the frequency with
which word j is responded when word i is cued.
The adjacency matrix is factorised using the
same parameters as described in Section 4.2,
namely with the decay factor α set at 0.75, and
with a vector dimension of 300. Due to the small,
12k vocabulary available here, no extraction of a
subset was necessary as it formed a data set computationally manageable.
The processing of the output matrix is also the
same as in section 4.2, with an application of
PMI+ to reduce frequency bias and PCA for dimension reduction.
5.3

the word embeddings, we used the default Gensim’s Skip-Gram implementation (Řehůřek and
Sojka, 2010) with vectors of dimension 300.

Random walk

The random walk used the same technique as used
for the inference-based graph, in Section 4.3.
The SWOW data set described in the previous
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 was converted into a graph
input for UKB. Each word in the vocabulary was
considered a node. Each relation from a SWOW
cue word to the associated word was considered
as a relation between nodes. With the resulting
graph, we created the artificial corpus by using the
default UKB random walk parameters. To obtain

Edge

Factor.

Walk

Similarity
Simlex-999
54.13±6.20 67.80 69.33±0.06
WordSim-353 77.07±4.76 85.00 84.53±0.06
RG1965
83.50±4.50 92.90 90.23±0.49
Relatedness
WordSim-353 70.70±3.68 79.30 77.73±0.23
MEN
78.50±3.90 87.20 84.27±0.06
MTurk-771
74.77±4.21 80.90 81.10±0.17
Table 2:
Performance of SWOW embeddings
(columns) over test sets (rows) in terms of Spearman’s
Correlation Coefficient (higher is better).

6

Discussion

The results in the Sections above were obtained
with word embeddings whose source of information are specifically designed and carefully curated lexical collections whose primary empirical
source of data are human lexical intuitions elicited
and gathered under a tightly controlled experimental protocol. This range of results should be enlarged with results obtained also with word embeddings that have, as the source of lexical information, collections of raw texts that were produced with purposes other than to serve specifically for word embeddings.
6.1

Text-based embeddings

For this purpose, we resort to mainstream textbased word embeddings. For a fair comparison,
we focus on embeddings that rely solely on lexical information, thus not possibly enhanced with
supra-lexical information, like for instance Dependency word embeddings (Levy and Goldberg,
2014), etc. The three word embeddings selected
are Glove (Pennington et al., 2014),11 word2vec
10

The coverage of the test sets is the following: 99.6% of
Simlex-999; 83.1% WordSim-353 S; 90.6% RG1965; 87.3%
WordSim-353 R; 89.4% MEN; 93.2% MTurk-771.
11
These embeddings have Vectors of dimension 300
trained over 840B Token text. They were obtained from
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(Mikolov et al., 2013a),12 and fastText (Mikolov
et al., 2018).13
The evaluation results for these text-based word
embeddings are displayed in Table 3.
Glove word2vec fastText
Similarity
Simlex-999
37.52
WordSim-353 62.98
RG1965
65.77

43.61
74.08
74.77

49.24
79.74
81.31

60.97
69.89
65.69

71.33
80.87
76.13

Relatedness
WordSim-353 57.09
MEN
67.65
MTurk-771
63.07

Table 3: Performance of text-based embeddings
(columns) over test sets (rows) in terms of Spearman’s
Correlation Coefficient (higher is better).

The word embeddings trained with a 600B token collection of texts, fastText, outperforms the
other ones trained with 100B (word2vec) and
840B (Glove) token collections.
6.2

Analysis

The experimental space explored gave rise to the
range of results displayed in Tables 1 to 3. We discuss in turn the observed impact of different graph
embedding techniques, different lexical graphs,
and different sources of lexical information.
The edge reconstruction technique consistently
delivers the worst results across all lexical graphs
and test sets. The top position, in turn, is shared
by the random walk and matrix factorisation methods. While the former originates the best results
with WordNet for most test sets, the latter does so
with SWOW.
A possible explanation for this contrast may lie
in that the systematic and exhaustive structuring
of WordNet with regards the semantic knowledge
pertaining to a given node of the graph may mitigate (more than SWOW does) the known drawhttp://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
in February 2019.
12
These embeddings have Vectors of dimension 300
trained over 100B Token text.
They were obtained
from
http://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/ on 22/04/2019.
13
These embeddings have Vectors of dimension
300 trained over 600B Token text.
They were obtained
from
http://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
english-vectors.html on 22/04/2019.

back of the random walk in terms of not ensuring
an optimal sampling strategy.14
In the reverse direction, a factor that may be
favouring matrix factorisation with SWOW may
lie in that the systematic coverage of all the paths
within the graph ensured by that technique may
mitigate (more than random walk does) the less
systematic nature of the lexical knowledge encoded in an association-based graph, like SWOW.
In what concerns comparison among lexical
graphs, in turn, SWOW stands out as supporting results consistently far better for every test
set than the ones supported by WordNet, with a
range of deltas that go from 20% (15 points) with
RG1965, to 159% (48 points) with WordSim-353
Relatedness. It is also interesting to note that
the largest deltas are observed with data sets that
test semantic relatedness, with deltas from 53%
(28 points) with MTurk-771 to 159% (48 points)
with WordSim-353, than with data sets for semantic similarity, with deltas from 20% (15 points)
with RG1965, to 36% (18 points) with Simlex999. This seems to indicate that the lexical knowledge necessary to solve the semantic tasks embodied in these test sets is better encoded in SWOW
than in (a subset of) WordNet.
We look now into the impact of different sources
of empirical data that inform word embeddings.
While the best scores of text-based consistently
outperform the best scores of WordNet embeddings, they are though consistently outperformed
by the best scores of SWOW embeddings, with a
range of deltas that go from 7% (5 points) with
MTurk-771, to 41% (20 points) with Simlex-999.
It is also interesting to note that the largest deltas
are observed this time with data sets that test
similarity, with deltas from 7% (5 points) with
WordSim-353 Similarity to 41% (20 points) with
Simlex-999, than with data sets for relatedness,
with deltas from 8% (6 points) with MEN, to 11%
(8 points) with WordSim-353 Relatedness.
As usual, this type of results needs to be taken
with a prudent grain of salt. The kind of individual
scores registered above depend on the size of the
supporting data sets, be they graph- of text-based
embeddings, and are expected to improve as the
data sets get larger. Nevertheless, the patterns ob14

It is of note that the random walk graph embedding technique is not limited by the excessive memory footprint of
the matrix factorisation method, and it is thus probably even
better suited to take advantage of the full information and
strength of WordNet.
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served with this experimental space seems to provide a clear indication that graph-based embeddings are very competitive, with the best scoring
solutions consistently outperforming mainstream
text-based ones by a substantial margin.
It is of note that this is obtained with data sets
of a much smaller size (12k) than the ones used
for text-based embeddings (600B) — whose collection can be obtained with quite affordable costs
in the case of SWOW, the graph that is informing
the top-performing embeddings.

7

Related Work

There have been some publications pioneering the
issue of obtaining word embeddings from lexical
semantic networks. Each has focused though on a
particular graph embedding technique or in a particular lexical graph, and thus a systematic study
of graph embeddings under comparable settings
was not undertaken, and a fortiori a comparative
assessment of their strengths with regards textbased ones is also lacking.
The application of Katz index for matrix factorisation was undertaken by De Deyne et al. (2016)
over SWOW and by Saedi et al. (2018) over a
WordNet subset. These are the results from previous works that we follow more closely here.
The graph embedding SME technique based on
edge reconstruction was pioneered by Bordes et al.
(2014), who applied it to a small WordNet subset
restricted to 1-hop relations, which we expanded
in the experiments reported here.
The random walk methods for graph embeddings were experimented with by Goikoetxea et al.
(2015) over full WordNet. This however does not
represent a ”purely” graph-based approach given
the raw text in the glosses was also used. In our
implementation here, the embeddings were based
solely on the information in the graph.
In this connection, it is worthy of note the work
by Hughes and Ramage (2007), which resorts also
to random graph walks over WordNet. Differently, from the goal here, its goal was to obtain
word-specific stationary probability distributions
— such that the semantic affinity of two words is
based on the similarity of their probability distributions —, rather than to obtain vectorial representations for words.
It is also worth mentioning that the task of determining the semantic similarity between two words
can be performed not only on the basis of the

distance of their respective vectors in a semantic
space, but also on the basis of the distance of the
respective concepts in the semantic network itself.
There has been a research tradition on this issue
whose major proposals include (Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Lin, 1998; Leacock and Chodorow,
1998; Hirst and St-Onge, 1998; Resnik, 1999)
a.o., which received nice comparative assessments
in (Ferlez and Gams, 2004) and (Budanitsky and
Hirst, 2006). The focus of the present paper,
though, is rather on vectorial representations and
semantic distances based on them.

8

Conclusions

This paper reports on the insights gained on word
embeddings with an experimental space that systemically explored empirical data from radically
different sources (raw texts vs. lexical graphs),
lexical information encoded in graphs from essentially different paradigms of lexical semantics
(association- vs. inference-based), and methods
to obtain vectorial representations of the nodes in
graphs from each major family of graph embedding techniques (edge reconstruction- vs. matrix
factorisation vs. random walk-based). Following mainstream practice, the resulting embeddings
were evaluated for semantic similarity and relatedness prediction tasks.15
The results obtained permit to observe a clear
pattern indicating that the best scoring solutions with graph embeddings are very competitive, consistently outperforming mainstream textbased ones by a substantial margin. They indicate
also that the graphs that are informing the topperforming word embeddings are of a type that can
be obtained with quite affordable costs, as they belong to the family of feature-based lexical graphs,
which can be collected from lexical associations
evoked from laypersons.
In future work, it will be interesting to study
how the distinct performance of word embeddings
that are informed by different empirical data and
embedding methods may have an equally distinctive impact into downstream tasks that take pretrained word embeddings as input.
15

The code and data sets used in this paper can be found
at https://github.com/nlx-group/Graph-vs.
-Text-based-Embeddings.
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Abstract
Language Models (LMs) are important
components in several Natural Language
Processing systems. Recurrent Neural
Network LMs composed of LSTM units,
especially those augmented with an external memory, have achieved state-of-theart results. However, these models still
struggle to process long sequences which
are more likely to contain long-distance
dependencies because of information fading and a bias towards more recent information. In this paper we demonstrate
an effective mechanism for retrieving information in a memory augmented LSTM
LM based on attending to information in
memory in proportion to the number of
timesteps the LSTM gating mechanism
persisted the information.

1

Introduction

Language Models (LM) are important components
in Natural Language Processing systems, such
as Statistical Machine Translation and Speech
Recognition (Schwenk et al., 2012). An LM is
generally used to compute the likelihood of a sequence of words appearing in a given language.
Recently, Recurrent Neural Networks LMs (RNNLMs) have became the state-of-the-art approach to
LMs (Józefowicz et al., 2016). However, RNNLMs struggle to keep their level of performance as
the length of the input increases.
A typical RNN-LM propagates a context vector
that integrates information about previous inputs
to use for the next prediction. Consequently, the
information that is captured at the beginning of a
sequence containing a long-distance dependency
∗
Work done while the author was at the ADAPT Center
and the Dublin Institute of Technology.

is likely to have faded from the context by the time
the model spans that dependency. To address these
limitations, several “memory-augmented” RNNLMs architectures have been developed that attempt to retrieve relevant information from its past
timesteps (e.g., Tran et al. (2016), Cheng et al.
(2016), Daniluk et al. (2017), Merity et al. (2017),
Grave et al. (2017) and Salton et al. (2017))
In this paper, we demonstrate that an efficient
and effective mechanism for a memory augmented
LSTM based LM (LSTM-LM) to retrieve important information from its history is to construct
a representation of the LSTM unit state history
that weights information in proportion to the number of timesteps the unit persisted the information. Using this strategy reinforces the decisions
of the LSTM gating mechanism at each timestep
regarding what is important in a sequence. Our
models achieve competitive results on the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) and on the wikitext2 (Merity et al., 2017). Structure: §2 presents
the architecture of LSTMs; §3 discusses the effect of uniformly weighting the hidden states of an
LSTM; §4 illustrates persistence of information in
an LSTM and describes our memory augmented
LSTM-LM; §5 presents experiments and results;
§6 contextualizes our findings; and §7 our conclusions.

2

Long Short-Therm Memory

LSTM units (aka. LSTM cells) are now a normal building block for neural based NLP systems (Bradbury et al., 2017; Murdoch and Szlam,
2017). LSTMs retain and propagate information
through the dynamics of the LSTM memory cell,
hidden state and gating mechanism (including the
input, forget, and output gates). The LSTM memory cell retains information that is only known by
the unit itself and the hidden state shares informa-
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tion to other LSTM units in the same or any next
layer of the network. This way, the units can decide what to keep in memory and how much of
that information it wants the other units/layers to
know about it. If something is deemed important,
the units will both keep it in memory and let other
units/layers to know about it. The gating mechanism controls the flow of information between the
memory cell and the hidden state. Therefore, the
gating mechanism plays an important role on the
LSTM hidden dynamics.
The computations of a standard LSTM unit
(Gers et al., 2000) (without peephole connections)
involve iterating over the following equations
(1)

e
ct =tanh(Wxt + Wh(t−1) + b)

it =σ(Wii xt + Whi h(t−1) + bi )

(2)

ft =σ(Wif xt + Whf h(t−1) + bf )

(3)

ot =σ(Wio xt + Who h(t−1) + bo )

(4)

ct =ft × c(t−1) + it × e
ct

(5)

ht =ot × tanh(ct )

(6)

where the weight matrices Wi∗ are associated to
the input; the weight matrices Wh∗ are associated
with the recurrence; the vectors it , ft , ot are the activation vectors produced by the input, forget and
output gates respectively; e
ct is the candidate memory cell state; ct is the new memory cell state; and
ht is the output of the unit.
The candidate vector (Eq. 1) contains information extracted from the input to the LSTM and, together with the input gate vector (Eq. 2) and forget
gate vector (Eq. 3), is used to update the memory
cell (Eq. 5). That update decides how much of the
input is important to the memory cell, how much
the memory cell will keep from its own content
and what will be remembered in the memory cell
for the next iteration.The output vector (Eq. 4) decides how much of the content in the memory cell
ct will be known on the next timestep (and by cells
in the next layer if it is a multi-layered LSTM or
to any layer that may come next o the network).
The success of LSTM-RNNs is attributed to
their ability to retain information about the input sequence for several timesteps in their internal
memory cell ct . That information is then made
available to the next layer in the network for the
amount of timesteps it is considered relevant to
the current sequence. As pointed by Murdoch and
Szlam (2017), each input to an LSTM makes a

contribution to the hidden state of the LSTM and
that is reflected when Eq. 5 is iterated. At any
given timestep t, the cell state ct can be decomposed into

ct =

t
t
X
Y
(
fi )iie
ci

(7)

i=1 j=i+1

which, according to the authors, can be interpreted
as the contribution at timestep t to the memory
block ct by a particular past input at timestep j.
In that view, the contribution of an input to a
given timestep can be understood as an importance
score weighted by the LSTM’s gating mechanism.
Therefore, if something is important to the current context if should receive a larger importance
score and be held in the memory block for a number timesteps. In addition to retaining information, Murdoch and Szlam (2017) have also demonstrated that, despite the fact that it is still difficult
to interpret what specific activations in the hidden
dynamics of LSTM units mean, it is possible to extract semantically meaningful rules from the memory cells to train a powerful classifier that can approximate the output of the LSTM itself. Moreover, Strobelt et al. (2016) and Karpathy et al.
(2015) have demonstrated that these networks can
extract meaningful attributes from the data into the
memory cells. These attributes carry fine grained
information and keep track of attributes such as
line lengths, quotes and brackets.
Although these and other work demonstrate the
power of LSTM units and their gating mechanism, RNN-LMs based on such units (LSTMLMs) struggle to process long sequences. In our
view, the main reason for this degradation in performance happens exactly because of the hidden
state dynamics of the LSTM units. Once the information retained in the memory cell ct is outdated,
the forget gate ft erases that block enabling the
unit to store fresh data without interference from
previous timesteps (Gers et al., 2000, 2003). This
behaviour creates a natural bias towards more recent inputs given that the memory cell has limited
capacity to store previous information and, once
the memory cell is saturated, the forget gate will
start to drop information in favour of more recent
inputs. Even though the LSTM units can learn
which information it must retain and for how long,
the model will struggle with long sequences that
are more likely to contain LDDs and that saturate
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the memory cell.
Once a memory cell has been saturated then, although some content has received a large importance score in past steps, it may be dropped from
the memory cell (because of the inherent limitation of the LSTM’s capacity of storing content)
and will not be available to contribute to the next
steps. For example, an LSTM-LM trained on English may persist the information related to a subject of a sentence for a number of time steps because the subject is important but this information may still have faded by the time the verb is
reached. However, by augmenting the network
with a memory buffer the information relating to
the subject continues to be accessible so long as
the memory buffer is not reset. This behaviour
is an indication of why the memory augmented
models such as the Neural cache model of Grave
et al. (2017) and the Pointer LSTM of Merity et al.
(2017) has gained success and achieved state-ofthe-art results in LM research. Even though the
required content has already faded from the context, the memory augmentation make it available
for subsequent timesteps.

3

The Curious Effectiveness of Uniform
Attention

As noted in Section 1, in recent years a number
of extensions to RNN-LMs have been proposed
to overcome the fading of information from context by adding a memory buffer (that is used to
store the LSTM hidden states) and then at each
timestep construct a representation of this history
to inform the current prediction. A variety of relatively sophisticated mechanisms for retrieving information from the memory buffer have been proposed. In many cases these retrieval mechanisms
include an extra neural network in the RNN-LMs
that at each timestep predicts what elements in the
memory buffer should be retrieved.
Salton et al. (2017) is a recent example that uses
an extra neural network1 to learn what to retrieve
from memory. In this architecture at the end of a
timestep the current LSTM hidden state is added
to the memory buffer. At the beginning of the
next timestep the additional neural network predicts an attention distribution over the elements of
the buffer (i.e., the previous LSTM hidden states).
Using this distribution a compact representation of
1
Similar to that proposed by Bahdanau et al. (2015) and
Luong et al. (2015) for Neural Machine Translation (NMT)

the RNN-LMs history is constructed by calculating a weighted sum of the elements in the memory
(where the weight of each element is the attention
attributed to it by the RNN). Curiously, although
this architecture was successful in terms of performance the attention mechanism did not work as
expected. Instead of focusing attention for each
time step on particular relevant elements in memory it spread out the attention nearly uniformly
across the memory. It might appear that this architecture was using a strategy of “pay equal attention to everything in the past”. However, we
argue this interpretation ignores the power of the
LSTM gating mechanism.
Our interpretation of the uniform attention
mechanism presented by Salton et al. (2017) is that
their Attentive RNN-LM is in fact (indirectly) reinforcing the decisions of the gating mechanism
of the LSTM units and is retrieving information
that is persisted across multiple timesteps. This
is important because it indicates that it may be
more fruitful and efficient to leverage the decisions
made by the LSTM gating mechanism (decisions
that the network must make anyway) to drive the
retrieval of information from the memory buffer
rather than train a separate neural network. It is
worth emphasising that to date none of the different retrieval mechanisms proposed in the literature
on memory augmented LSTM-LMs have explicitly considered the behaviour of the LSTM gating
mechanism.

4

The Persistence of Information

The LSTM gating mechanism will attempt to persist important information for as long as possible
(or until the state is saturated). We propose that
when retrieving/constructing a representation of
the LSTM history from a memory buffer the information held for more than one timestep should be
weighted in proportion to the number of timesteps
the LSTM gating mechanism persisted it across.
This way, we let the gating mechanism of the
LSTM determine what is important about the input and, anything that is persisted for more than
one timestep, will have a greater impact on the final prediction even if that information has already
faded from the current context.
A simple and efficient way to implement this
strategy is at each time point to construct a representation of the history of the RNN-LM that is
simply an average of the LSTM hidden states in
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the memory buffer. Pieces of information that
the LSTM unit persists for several time steps will
have a bigger impact on this average (simply because they are included multiple times) relative to
items that are not persisted. In effect, this average
weights each piece of information in proportion to
the number of time steps the LSTM persisted it
and so an RNN-LM that uses this average as its
representation of history pays attention to what the
LSTM gating mechanism persisted.
4.1

Averaging the Outputs

In this work we simplify the architecture of Salton
et al. (2017) and use an average of previous outputs instead of a neural network based attention
mechanism. Our intuition for this modification is
that the gating mechanism of the LSTM is telling
us what is important about an input and that we
must find a way to make that information available
for long distances in the future. In fact, Ostmeyer
and Cowell (2017) have presented a model that
computes a recurrent weighted average (RWA)
over every past hidden state. However, the authors
limit themselves to evaluate the model over simple tasks and the effectiveness of that model over
language modelling is still to be demonstrated.
Compared to other memory augmented models our architecture is relatively simple. A multilayered LSTM-RNN encodes an input at each
timestep and the outputs of the last recurrent layer
(i.e., its hidden state called ht ) is added to memory. At each timestep an average of the vectors in
the memory buffer is calculated and concatenated
with the ht generated by the processing of the current input. This concatenated vector is then feed
into the softmax layer which predicts the distribution for the next word in the sequence.
In our experiments with this uniform attention,
we found that initialising the memory with a zero
vector h0 and allowing the model to count this
vector as part of the memory when calculating the
average2 improved the performance of the model.

5

Experiments

To test our intuitions, we evaluate the averaging
process of the model using the PTB dataset using the standard split and pre-processing as in
Mikolov et al. (2010) which consists of 887K, 70K
2

In other words, the index of the memory starts at timestep
0 instead of timestep 1. Thus, the memory at any given
timestep t will be of length t + 1.

and 78K tokens on the training, validation and test
sets respectively. We also evaluate the model on
the wikitext2 dataset using the standard train, validation and test splits which consists of around 2M,
217K tokens and 245k tokens respectively.
5.1

PTB Setup

Following Salton et al. (2017) we trained a multilayer LSTM-RNN with 2 layers of 650 units
for the PTB experiment. We trained them using
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with an initial
learning rate of 1.0 and we halved the learning rate
at each epoch after 12 epochs. We train the model
to minimise the average negative log probability
of the target words until we do not get any perplexity improvements over the validation set with
an early stop counter of 10 epochs. We initialize
the weight matrices of the network uniformly in
[−0.05, 0.05] while all biases are initialized to a
constant value at 0.0 with the exception of the forget gate biases which is initialised at 1.0 as suggested by Jozefowicz et al. (2015). We also apply
50% dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to the nonrecurrent connections and clip the norm of the gradients, normalized by the mini-batch size of 32, at
5.0. We also tie the weight matrix used for the
transformation in the softmax layer to be the embedding matrix as in Press and Wolf (2016). Thus,
the dimensionality of the embeddings is set to 650.
5.2

wikitext2 Setup

For the wikitext2 experiments we trained a multilayer LSTM-RNN with 2 layers of 1000 units.
We also used SGD to minimise the average negative log probability of the target words with an
initial learning rate of 1.0. We decayed the the
learning rate by a factor of 1.15 at each epoch after 14 epochs and we used an early stop counter of
10 epochs. Similarly to the PTB experiment, we
initialize the weight matrices of the network uniformly in [−0.05, 0.05] while all biases are initialized to a constant value at 0.0 with the exception of the forget gate biases which is initialised at
1.0. For this model we apply 65% dropout to the
non-recurrent connections and clip the norm of the
gradients, normalized by the mini-batch size of 32,
at 5.0. Once again, we tie the weight matrix used
for the transformation in the softmax layer to be
the embedding matrix. Thus, the dimensionality
of the embeddings is set to 1,000.
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5.3

Data Manipulation and Batch Processing

When training each model, we use all sentences in
the respective training set, but we truncate all sentences longer than 35 words and pad all sentences
shorter than 35 words with a special symbol so all
have the same length. We use a vocabulary size
of 10k for the PTB and 33,278 for the wikitext2.
Each of the mini-batches we use for training are
then composed of 32 of these sentences taken from
the dataset in sequence.
Contrary to the recent trend in the field, we
do not allow successive mini-batches to sequentially traverse the dataset. We reinitialize the hidden state of the LSTM-RNN at the beginning
of each mini-batch, by setting it to all zeros.
Our motivation for not sequentially traversing the
dataset is that although sequentially traversing has
the advantage of allowing the batches to be processed more efficiently, some dependencies between words may not be learned if batch traversing is in use as the mini-batch boundaries can split
sentences. We also found that allowing the initial state of all zeros to be included in the memory
when averaging improves the performance of the
Average RNN-LM.
5.4

Results

Table 1 presents the results in terms of perplexity
of the models trained over the PTB dataset. As
we can see, the results obtained by the Averaging
RNN-LM are similar to those obtained by the Attentive RNN-LMs of Salton et al. (2017). Despite
the simple method to retrieve information from
the previous timesteps, the Averaging RNN-LM
achieves the same level of performance of more
complex models with less computation overhead.
Table 2 presents the results in terms of perplexity of the models trained over the wikitext2
dataset. Although the Averaging RNN-LM is still
behind the Attentive RNN-LMs and the Neural
cache model of Grave et al. (2017) on this dataset,
the results are encouraging given the simplicity of
the Averaging RNN-LM.
However, we should note that none of these
models perform at the same level of the state-ofthe-art models such as those of Merity et al. (2017)
and Takase et al. (2018) as we can see in Tables
1 and 2. These models use advanced regularization techniques and matrix factorization for training the RNN-LMs whilst our Averaging RNN-LM
use standard LSTM trainig regime and regular-

ization techniques. Nevertheless, we believe that
by adding the regularization scheme of the AWDLSTM and the direct output connection of AWDLSTM-DOC to our models we can bridge that performance gap.

6

Discussion

The Averaging LSTM-LM achieves the lowest
perplexity for a single model on the PTB (see Table 1). Given the similarity of the results between
the Attentive RNN-LMs of Salton et al. (2017) and
the Averaging LSTM-LM it would appear that our
hypothesis that the Attentive RNN-LMs was (indirectly) learning to use the dynamics of the LSTM
gating mechanism is correct.
Focusing on the results for the wikitext2 dataset,
the Neural cache model (Grave et al., 2017) has a
higher performance than our model on this dataset.
We are not able to estimate the number of parameters for the Neural cache model so we have not
included the parameter size of that model in the table. In discussing the wikietext2 results it is worth
noting that the Attentive RNN-LMs of Salton et al.
(2017) and the Averaging LSTM-LM are the only
models in Table 2 that reset their memory at each
sentence boundary whereas the memory buffers
of other models were allowed to span sentence
boundaries.
The results for the wikitext2 dataset highlights
an interesting trade-off and design choice for
memory augmented LSTM-LMs. One approach
is to use a dynamic length memory buffer which
resets at sentence boundaries and uses a simple
mechanism, such as averaging, to construct a representation of the memory to inform the prediction
at each timestep. This is the approach we have
proposed in this paper. This approach has the advantages of simplicity and that the memory length
can be anchored to landmarks in the history, such
as sentence boundaries. This approach is most
appropriate for sentence based NLP tasks such
as sentence based Machine Translation. There is
a question, however, regarding whether this approach will scale to very long sequences (such as
documents) as averaging over long-histories may
result in all histories appearing similar. We have
done some initial experiments where we have permitted the memory buffer to hold longer sequences
before being reset and the performance of the Averaging LSTM-LM dipped. The alternative approach is to use a larger memory buffer and a
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Model

Params

Valid. Set

Test Set

14.5M
14.5M
14.1M
24M
23M

72.6
71.7
71.6
60.0
54.12

72.1
70.7
70.1
69.9
57.3
52.38

Single Models
Neural cache model (size = 500) (Grave et al., 2017)
Attentive LM w/ combined score function (Salton et al., 2017)
Attentive LM w/ single score function (Salton et al., 2017)
Averaging RNN-LM
AWD-LSTM (Merity et al., 2017)
AWD-LSTM-DOC (Takase et al., 2018)

Table 1: Perplexity results over the PTB. Please note that we could not calculate the number of parameters
for some models given missing information in the original publications.
Model
Averaging RNN-LM
Attentive LM w/ combined score function (Salton et al., 2017)
Attentive LM w/ single score function (Salton et al., 2017)
Neural cache model (size = 2000) (Grave et al., 2017)
AWD-LSTM (Merity et al., 2017)
AWD-LSTM-DOC (Takase et al., 2018)

Params

Valid. Set

Test Set

50M
51M
51M
33M
37M

74.6
74.3
73.7
68.6
60.29

71.3
70.8
69.7
68.9
65.8
58.03

Table 2: Perplexity results over the wikitext2. Please note that we could not calculate the number of
parameters for some models given missing information in the original publications.
more sophisticated retrieval mechanism, for example the Neural cache model of Grave et al. (2017).
As the wikitext2 results demonstrate this second
approach works well for large datasets where the
sentences are in sequence, the cost of this approach being a more complex architecture.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we have highlighted the power of the
LSTM gating mechanism and argued that the persistence dynamics of this mechanism can provide
useful clues regarding what information is important within a sequence for language modelling. We
believe that attending to the information that an
LSTM gating mechanism has decided is important
in an input sequence at a given timestep (and hence
has persisted to a later timestep) is a natural way of
deciding what information will be useful again at a
subsequent timestep. Even if the information contained in the LSTM is replaced or altered later in
the process, we argue that it is relevant to the entire
history in proportion to the amount of timesteps it
was held. Informed by this hypothesis, in our work
we demonstrated that a simple average of the previous LSTM hidden states in memory is an effective mechanism for providing information to the
current timestep about previous inputs.

Admittedly, rating the importance of information in terms of the number of timesteps the LSTM
persisted it for is a relatively simplistic view of the
dynamics of LSTM units and of the complexity of
language. Furthermore, implementing this strategy using an average of past states is also a relatively blunt way of instantiating this approach.
However, as our results demonstrate this simple
approach is effective and we understand this is a
starting point. By drawing attention to the signals
implicit in the dynamics of LSTM units we hope
to contribute to the development of more efficient
LMs. At the same time, the fact that the internal
dynamics of an LSTM unit may be used to explicitly signal what is important and what should be
retrieved from a memory buffer may suggest alternative constraints and opportunities that should
be considered in the design of neural units and by
doing so contribute to the development of a new
class of units for use in RNN-LMs.
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2009; Singh et al., 2010); and 3) hybrid methods (Jansche and Abney, 2002). The ML-based
methods can often be “black boxes”, in comparison with RB techniques which are easy to interpret. Yet, ML-based methods are state-of-theart. Such example is a Stanford Named Entity
Recognizer (Manning et al., 2014), which can
be trained for many languages. Other notable
NER platforms include GATE (Desktop application that enables NER across many languages
and domains),1 OpenNLP (rule-based and statistical NER),2 spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017)
(module written in Python, used for advanced
NLP)3 and many others.

In this paper we present a rule- and
lexicon-based system for the recognition
of Named Entities (NE) in Serbian newspaper texts that was used to prepare a gold
standard annotated with personal names.
It was further used to prepare training
sets for four different levels of annotation, which were further used to train two
Named Entity Recognition (NER) systems: Stanford and spaCy. All obtained
models, together with a rule- and lexiconbased system were evaluated on two sample texts: a part of the gold standard and
an independent newspaper text of approximately the same size. The results show
that rule- and lexicon-based system outperforms trained models in all four scenarios (measured by F1 ), while Stanford
models have the highest recall. The produced models are incorporated into a Web
platform NER&Beyond that provides various NE-related functions.

1 Introduction
Named Entity Recognition is the task of identifying named entities in text (Nadeau and Sekine,
2007), which is often used as a first step in question answering, information retrieval, anaphora
resolution, topic modeling, etc. The first Named
Entity set had 7 types (Grishman and Sundheim,
1996): organization, location, person, date, time,
money and percent expressions. Sekine et al.
(2002) proposed a NE hierarchy which contains
about 150 NE types.
There are three categories of NER systems:
1) The rule-based (RB) (Krupka and Hausman,
1998; Friburger and Maurel, 2004); 2) the Machine Learning (ML) based (Finkel and Manning,
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For Serbian, thus far a rule-based and
lexicon-based NER system was developed –
S RP NER (Krstev et al., 2014). Its development
started with the recognition of a NE class present
in all NE schemes, personal names (Krstev et al.,
2005), while the recognition of other main NE
classes was subsequently added. In the next Section we present briefly this system and how it was
used to produce the corpus of newspaper texts annotated with personal names – the gold standard.
Section 3 describes NER systems based on Machine Learning methods that were trained on the
corpus derived from the gold standard, while the
evaluation and discussion of results are presented
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6 we
present a web platform that enables use and evaluation of these systems. Finally, some directions
for future work are given in the last Section.

1

GATE, https://gate.ac.uk/
OpenNLP, https://opennlp.apache.org/
3
spaCy, https://spacy.io/
2

Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 1060–1068,
Varna, Bulgaria, Sep 2–4 2019.

2

S RP NER and the Gold Standard

2.1 Rule-Based NER for Serbian
The first NER system for Serbian was a rule- and
lexicon-based system developed several years ago.
It has been designed to recognize the main classes
of NEs: 1) numerical expressions (measurement
and money), 2) temporal expressions (date and
time, and 3) name expressions (personal, geopolitical and organization names).
The system was designed in a form of the cascades of Finite-State Transducers (FST) in which
every transducer recognizes and tags a certain
class of NEs (Friburger and Maurel, 2004; Maurel et al., 2011). Each transducer rely in its work
on the results of previous transducers and on edictionaries of Serbian (Vitas and Krstev, 2012).
E-dictionaries play an important role specifically
in the recognition of name expressions, since,
beside general lexica, they contain many proper
names, both personal and geopolitical. The system
is modular which means that steps can be omitted
and can change order; however, it performs best
when used in predefined way since in each step
the disambiguation of some names is performed.
S RP NER presented in (Krstev et al., 2014) recognizes 11 classes of NEs: dates (moments and
periods), time (moments and periods), money expressions, measurement expressions, geopolitical
names (countries, settlements, oronyms and hydronyms), and personal names (one or more last
names with or without first names and nicknames).
The presented evaluation results for the recognition of all mentioned NEs obtained on a sample
of newspaper texts were F1 = 0.96 (R = 0.94;
P = 0.98). The system also recognized titles,
roles and functions of persons when they accompany personal names.
Since this first results, system has been continually improved by adding new NE classes (organization names) and new sub-classes (e.g. for
geopolitical names: regions, super-regions and
city counties). In addition, the e-dictionaries of
Serbian were also continually improved and enhanced, and that by itself contributes to better performance of S RP NER.
The new version of this system recognizes more
variations for naming persons: distinguished persons and first names alone. Moreover, system distinguishes names used for men from those used
for women (Krstev et al., 2015). Presented results
show that the system was more successful in rec-
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ognizing names of men than women.
The output of the system are texts with XML
tags for recognized entities inserted in them. Since
the system allows embedded NEs, recognized
names of persons can be components of other NEs,
e.g. organizations.
2.2

The Preparation of the Gold Standard

The system presented in the previous section was
used for the preparation of the gold standard – a
large text sample annotated with personal names
dubbed G OLD P ERS. The sample consists of short
news published on the Web in the period 2009–
2016 by 4 Serbian daily newspapers (Politika,
Danas, Blic, Novosti), one news portal (B92) and
one weekly magazine (Bazar). The sample consists of 321,127 tokens (simple running words).
The forms of personal names taken into account and their tagging are presented in Table 1.
The gold standard was produced following these
steps:4
• Each text was annotated using S RP NER;
• Tags that did not refer to personal names were
deleted;
• The remaining tags were evaluated as correct, partially correct (overlapping), not correct (not a name);
• The missing tags were inserted, and typos
that led to incorrect tagging were corrected.
For some texts this process was repeated from one
to four times which yielded “four levels” of gold
standard. Between these repeated runs the development of S RP NER continued, as well as the enhancement of e-dictionaries of Serbian.

3
3.1

Training Different NER Systems
Training Sets

The gold standard G OLD P ERS contains
9, 046 sentences, each one enclosed in
<seg>...</seg> tag.
Named entities in
sentences are annotated using tags listed in
Table 1. These tags contain different levels of
information: name type, role, gender. We wanted
to examine the recognition of NEs on different
level of details. Therefore, on the basis of the
gold standard, we developed its four versions by
4
The evaluation was performed as a homework by several
generations of students of Library and Information Sciences
at the Faculty of Philology, University of Belgrade, in the
scope of the course Information Retrieval. Their work was
checked by their professor, which means that texts were twice
evaluated in each run.

type
full
last
first
role

spec

example
<m.persName.full>Mohamed El Baradei</m.persName.full>
<f.persName.full>Ketrin Ešton</f.persName.full>
<m.persName.last>Obami</m.persName.last>
<f.persName.last>Timošenkove</f.persName.last>
<m.persName.first>Džim</m.persName.first>
<f.persName.first>Tamara</f.persName.first>
<role>generalnog sekretara</role>
<m.persName.full>Bana Ki Muna </m.persName.full>
<role>Komesarka UN za ljudska prava</role>
<f.persName.full>Nejvi Pilaj</f.persName.full>
<role>papa</role>
<m.persName.first>Franja</m.persName.first>
<role>kraljice</role>
<f.persName.first>Viktorije</f.persName.first>

original/translation
Mohamed ElBaradei
Catherine Ashton
Obama
Tymoshenko
Jim
Tamara
Secretary General
Ban Ki-moon
UN Commissioner for
Human Rights Navi Pillay
Pope
Francis
Queen
Victoria

Table 1: Examples of types of personal names and their tags; M - masculine, F - feminine personal names
defining different mappings of XML tags. These
mappings are named and represented in Table 2.
Different versions of G OLD P ERS are illustrated
with examples presented in Table 3.
We split each of these four versions of the gold
standard (namely PERS_{1, 3, 4, 9}) into training and test sets (containing 8, 151 and 895 sentences, respectively). We named this gold test set
S TUDENTS -G OLD.
As we wanted to have an independent text of
the similar structure and content we prepared an
additional set of news articles from Danas daily
journal. This was one of the source journals for
the S TUDENTS -G OLD, but for this new sample,
we have randomly chosen recent news (from year
2018, that is 2 years after the most recent news in
G OLD P ERS). This set of articles containing 860
sentences was tagged with S RP NER and manually corrected, thus producing the second test set
DANAS -G OLD. The distribution of NE tags in the
training set, and both test sets is given in Table 4.
We used four versions of the gold standard to
train two different Named Entity Recognition systems: SPAC Y NER (Subsection 3.2) and S TAN FORD NER (Subsection 3.3). Trained models
for Serbian are available on NER&B EYOND platform, which is presented in Section 6.
3.2

spaCy NER

spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) is a free,
open-source library for advanced Natural Language Processing in Python. For different natural languages, it is able to perform tokeniza-
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tion, POS-tagging, dependency parsing, lemmatization, sentence boundary detection, named entity
recognition, similarity comparing, text classification, etc. It offers statistical models for a variety
of languages, which can be installed as individual Python modules. It supports training new language models, as well.
We used it for training NER on our four versions of G OLD P ERS. We coded a Python script
that transforms each sentence into a training sample, represented as a list of triplets.6 For example, for the sentence “srpski reditelj Aleksandar
Saša Petrović” (Serbian director Aleksandar Saša
Petrović), the corresponding triplet representation
for the PERS_4 model would be:
(0, 14, ”ROLE”), (16, 39, ”P ERS_F U LL”)
where the first and the second element represent
the start and the end character offset, while the
third element represents the NE itself. Each of
the four models were trained in 10 iterations, using 0.5 value for the drop-out parameter. These
trained models can be inspected online.7
3.3

Stanford NER

S TANFORD NER (Manning et al., 2014) is a
Java implementation of a Named Entity Recognizer by the Stanford Natural Language Processing group. It is also known as CRFClassifier, since
6

Training NER in spaCy,
https://spacy.io/usage/training#ner
7
Visualization of SPAC Y NER for Serbian,
http://ner.jerteh.rs/

PERS_1
m.persName.full
f.persName.full
x.persName.full
m.persName.first
f.persName.first
x.persName.first
m.persName.last
f.persName.last
x.persName.last
role

PERS

-

PERS_3

PERS_4

PERS_FULL

PERS_FULL

PERS_FIRST

PERS_FIRST

PERS_LAST

PERS_LAST

-

ROLE

PERS_9
PERS_FULL_M
PERS_FULL_F
PERS_FULL_X
PERS_FIRST_M
PERS_FIRST_F
PERS_FIRST_X
PERS_LAST_M
PERS_LAST_F
PERS_LAST_X
-

Table 2: Mappings of NE tags G OLD P ERS to set tags used for training5
PERS_1

PERS_3

PERS_4

PERS_9

Film "Mančester na moru" <PERS>Keneta Lonergana</PERS> je u konkurenciji za
šest "Oskara", dok je <PERS>Izabel Iper</PERS>, glavna junakinja filma "Ona"
Holand̄anina <PERS>Pola Ferhufena</PERS> nominovana za najbolju žensku ulogu.
Film "Mančester na moru" <PERS _ FULL>Keneta Lonergana</PERS _ FULL>
je u konkurenciji za šest "Oskara",
dok je <PERS _ FULL>Izabel
Iper</PERS _ FULL>, glavna junakinja filma "Ona" Holand̄anina <PERS _ FULL>Pola
Ferhufena</PERS _ FULL> nominovana za najbolju žensku ulogu.
Film "Mančester na moru" <PERS _ FULL>Keneta Lonergana</PERS _ FULL> je u
konkurenciji za šest "Oskara", dok je <PERS _ FULL>Izabel Iper</PERS _ FULL>,
<ROLE>glavna junakinja filma "Ona"</ROLE> <ROLE>Holand̄anina</ROLE>
<PERS _ FULL>Pola Ferhufena</PERS _ FULL> nominovana za najbolju žensku ulogu.
Film "Mančester na moru" <PERS _ FULL _ M>Keneta Lonergana</PERS _ FULL _ M> je
u konkurenciji za šest "Oskara", dok je <PERS _ FULL _ F>Izabel Iper</PERS _ FULL _ F>,
glavna
junakinja
filma
"Ona"
Holand̄anina
<PERS _ FULL _ M>Pola
Ferhufena</PERS _ FULL _ M> nominovana za najbolju žensku ulogu.

Table 3: The same sentence in four versions of the gold standard – PERS_{1, 3, 4, 9}
it is based on Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001). For training this model,8 we
had to transform our texts into CoNLL02 IOB format (namely, “inside - outside - beginning”) with
conll extension (Sang, 2002). For this purpose, we
used XML 7→ CoNLL converter available within
NER&B EYOND on-line tool. An example of this
format is given in Table 5.

4

Evaluation

In order to evaluate three NER system for personal
names in Serbian, we need to have the output results in the same format. After running SPAC Y
NER on a text, an output is provided in BRAT format with ann extension. This format is similar to
the one for spaCy training, described in subsection 3.2. For the example given in the same sub8

Training Stanford NER, https://nlp.stanford.
edu/software/crf-faq.shtml#a
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section, an output file has the following content:
T1 ROLE 0 14 srpski reditelj
T2 PERS_FULL 16 39 Aleksandar Saša Petrović
After running S TANFORD NER on a text, an
output is provided in already mentioned CoNLL02
format. We used CoNLL02 7→ BRAT converter
available within NER&B EYOND online tool.
Finally,
for both SPAC Y NER and
S TANAFORD NER output files, we applied
ANN + TEXT 7→ XML converter offered by
Gemini, also available within NER&B EYOND
online tool. An output of S RP NER is already
an XML file with marked named entities, as is
the gold standard explained in Section 2 and
illustrated in Table 3.
We evaluated three NER systems using the open
source Gemini tool, described in Section 6, that
offers various options for files comparison (Feng,
2018). It is possible to select matching type: strict,

Entity
P1

PERS
FULL

P3 FIRST
LAST
FULL

P4

FIRST
LAST
ROLE
FULLm
FULLf
FULLx
FIRST m

P9 FIRSTf
FIRST x
LASTm
LASTf
LASTx

Train
6312/2825
3280/1865
360/185
2672/785
3280/1865
360/185
2672/785
2069/1410
2732/1506
547/358
1/1
253/117
107/69
0
2460/686
192/93
20/20

S
901/471
461/311
54/36
386/124
461/311
54/36
386/124
266/198
389/253
72/59
0
34/21
20/15
0
358/106
27/17
1/1

D
936/414
433/266
21/16
482/136
433/266
21/16
482/136
269/220
356/223
75/42
2/2
15/14
6/6
0
409/115
73/21
0

Fascinirala
me
je
Sonja
Savić
svojim
transformacijama,
Anica
Dobra
šarmom...

O
O
O
B-PERS
I-PERS
O
O
B-PERS
I-PERS
O

Table 5: CoNLL02 IOB format – the beginning of
the sentence I was fascinated by Sonja Savić and
her transformation, Anica Dobra and her charm...

Table 4: Number of NE tags vs. number of different name forms in the training set and in test sets
S TUDENTS -G OLD (S) and DANAS -G OLD (D)
where exact overlapping of NE annotations is subsumed (both annotation labels are the same) or
weighted, where partial overlapping is taken into
account, but with some weighted value to measure overlapping segment. To indicate alignment
type, one can choose among the two options: the
first option is greedyMatching, where the matching of annotations in the first and second files is
done with a greedy algorithm that tries to match
the closest annotations first. The second option
is maxMatching, where the matching of annotations in the first and second file is done optimally
using a maximum matching algorithm in bipartite
graphs. An annotation in the first file will correspond to at most one annotation in the second file,
and vice versa, in both cases.
We run 2 × 3 × 4 evaluation rounds: two test
sets, three NERs and four models per each. All
trials were run with strict matching type and maxMatching alignment type.
To indicate the chosen score type to evaluate
the correspondence between one annotation from
the first file and one annotation from the second
file, calculation of precision P , recall R and F measure in Gemini comes in three different flavors:
weak an annotation of the first file will be considered as corresponding to an annotation of
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the second file if they intersect on at least one
character;
strict an annotation of the first file will be considered as corresponding to an annotation of the
second file if they start and end exactly at the
same characters;
weighted the match is scored by the ratio of the
number of characters common to both annotations divided by the total number of characters covered by at least one of the two annotations.

Figure 1: The evaluation of SPAC Y NER, S RP NER and S TANFORD NER on S TUDENTS -G OLD

5

Discussion

The results of three NER systems, four models and
two test texts are presented in Table 6. The results show that in all cases (except one) S RP NER
achieved the best precision, in all cases (except
one) S TANFORD NER achieved the best recall,

DANAS

S TUDENTS

SPAC Y

model
PERS_1
PERS_3
PERS_4
PERS_9
PERS_1
PERS_3
PERS_4
PERS_9

P
0.804
0.815
0.727
0.812
0.819
0.864
0.807
0.818

NER

R
0.827
0.807
0.703
0.760
0.870
0.854
0.792
0.794

F1
0.815
0.811
0.715
0.785
0.844
0.859
0.799
0.806

P
0.857
0.837
0.842
0.807
0.916
0.905
0.907
0.872

S RP NER
R
0.847
0.827
0.840
0.797
0.841
0.830
0.824
0.800

F1
0.852
0.832
0.841
0.802
0.877
0.866
0.863
0.835

S TANFORD NER
P
R
F1
0.729 0.887 0.800
0.748 0.873 0.806
0.675 0.815 0.738
0.744 0.818 0.779
0.790 0.902 0.842
0.791 0.874 0.830
0.716 0.825 0.767
0.761 0.808 0.784

Table 6: The comparison of strict precision, recall and F1 between NER systems, models and test sets.

Figure 2: The evaluation of SPAC Y NER, S RP NER, and S TANFORD NER on DANAS -G OLD
while S RP NER achieved the highest F1 measure
in all cases. S TANFORD NER and S RP NER performed better on both test texts with models that
use less tags (PERS_1 and PERS_2), while S RP NER performed significantly worse only for the
model with 9 tags. Contrary to our expectations,
all NER systems for all models achieved better results for the independent test text DANAS _G OLD
than for the test set randomly chosen from the gold
standard. Namely, a number of news in G OLD P ERS that come from 6 different sources were produced at the same time period, and thus involved
same persons. However, that did not influence
results favorably towards S TUDENTS _G OLD test
text.
All measures are for all NER systems and
models highest for weak calculation, followed by
weighted, the strict calculation giving the lowest
result. However, as displayed in Figure 1 for the
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S TUDENTS -G OLD test set and in Figure 2 for the
DANAS -G OLD test set the mutual relationship between three NER system remains the same.
We also compared performance of all three
NER systems by each named entity type (Figure 3). Results for all three models distinguishing
entity types show that all three systems perform
poorly in recognizing first names only. For S TAN FORD NER and SPAC Y NER it can be explained
by the considerably smaller number of these tags
in training texts compared to other tags (see Table 4). As for S RP NER one can presume that developers devoted less effort to this entity type occurring only occasionally in newspaper texts. Similarly, in all experiment settings, the recognition of
full names was better than the recognition of last
names only. Again, the number of last name tags
was smaller than the number of full name tags (Table 4). A rule based system S RP NER makes use
of a personal name context in cases of disambiguity which tends to be less specific in the case of the
use of a last name only.
One can also note that when using the model
PERS_4, S RP NER system performs best in recognizing the role entity. Between other two systems, S TANFORD NER achieves better recall and
S PAC Y NER slightly better precision.
The chart for model PERS_9 shows that all
systems according to F1 measure recognize better
masculine names than feminine names regardless
of entity types. Feminine names show grater variety of forms than masculine names, especially
when only last names are used; moreover, they
occur significantly less than masculine names in
newspaper texts (as pointed in (Krstev et al., 2015)
there is approximately one feminine name per
7 seven masculine names) and confirmed in our
training sets (Table 4).

We compared the performance of S RP NER
with its previously reported results. In (Krstev
et al., 2005) results for the recognition of personal
names were P = 0.97, R = 0.86, F1 = 0.91.
One notes that all measures are higher than those
obtained when using the G OLD P ERS (see rows
PERS_1 in Table 4), which can partly be due to
the inclusion of first names only into the present
version of S RP NER. On the other hand, results
obtained for the recognition of roles with G OLD P ERS (F1 = 0.87 for S TUDENT and F1 = 0.86
for DANAS) were higher than those presented in
the same paper (F1 = 0.83). The same goes for
the recognition of last names only: the previous
result was F1 = 0.78, while the use of S RP N ER
on the gold standard yielded F1 = 0.86 for S TU DENT and F1 = 0.85 for DANAS .

P = 0.73, R = 0.73 and F1 = 0.73. Our results are comparable in the sense that they also
show that S TANFORD NER achieves the best recall, while S PAC Y NER tends to have the more
balanced precision and recall.

The capability to distinguish masculine and
feminine names was compared to the results presented in (Krstev et al., 2015). The results obtained in presented experiments were lower for
all NE types: masculine full F1 = 0.97 vs.
F1 = 0.90/0.94 (S TUDENT /DANAS), feminine
full F1 = 0.94 vs. F1 = 0.86/0.86, masculine
last F1 = 0.89 vs. F1 = 0.85/0.83, feminine last
F1 = 0.79 vs. F1 = 0.49/0.64. One can presume
that the use of gold standard produces more reliable results.
To the best of our knowledge, S TANFORD NER
and S PAC Y NER were used for the first time for
the recognition of personal names in Serbian texts.
Ljubešić et al. (2013) used S TANFORD NER to
build models for Croatian and Slovene. When
they used distributional similarity to improve results, on texts coming from different sources they
obtained the following results: for Croatian P =
0.91, R = 0.93 and F1 = 0.92, higher than
S TANFORD NER for the model PERS_1, and for
Slovene P = 0.82, R = 0.87 and F1 = 0.84,
comparable with S TANFORD NER for the model
PERS_1 (Table 6). One should note, however,
that their test set contained a smaller number of
personal names (approximately one third of number of personal names in our test sets).
Jiang et al. (2016) compared 4 NER systems,
two of which were S TANFORD NER and S PAC Y
NER, for English. Their test set consisting of Wiki
articles contained approximately the same number
of personal names as our both sets – around 900.
Their results were for S TANFORD NER P = 0.72,
R = 0.87 and F1 = 0.79, and for S PAC Y NER
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Figure 3: Evaluation of S RP NER, SPAC Y NER
and S TANFORD NER on two test sets, by each
named entity type

6

Online Tool for NER

Serbian NER team (2019) offers an on-line tool for
different purposes related to Named Entity Recognition. First, it supports conversion among different formats common for representations of NEs:

BRAT, CoNLL02 and XML. BRAT (Stenetorp
et al., 2012) is a web-based tool9 for text annotation, i.e., for adding notes to existing text documents. It is designed for structured annotation,
allowing embedded annotations, which are especially convenient for NER. Annotations are external, so for each text file, an additional annotation file contains annotation data described in Section 4. CoNLL02 is a two-column format, also
described in Section 4. An example of XML file
whit tags interpreted as NEs is given in Table 3.
NER&B EYOND contains nine different modules:
XML 7→ BRAT module supports transformation
of XML files which tags are interpreted as
named entities, to BRAT format;
BRAT 7→ XML module supports transformation
of files in BRAT format and their corresponding textual files to XML format;
BRAT 7→ CoNLL02 module supports transformation of files in BRAT format and their corresponding textual files to CoNLL02 format,
using a Python script that is a part of BRAT
package;
CoNLL02 7→ BRAT module supports transformation of files in CoNLL02 format to BRAT
format and their corresponding textual files,
using a Python script that is a part of BRAT
package;
XML 7→ CoNLL02 module supports transformation of XML files which tags are interpreted
as named entities, to CoNLL02 format;
spaCy NER module provides NE annotation using spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017), a
free, open-source library for advanced NLP
tasks in Python. This portal offers automatic
annotation of texts in English, Spanish, German, Portuguese, French, Italian, Dutch and
Serbian;
StanfordNER module provides Named Entity
annotation using S TANFORD NER models
(Manning et al., 2014), which are available
for Serbian, English and German with different levels of details, e.g. number of NE
classes. Serbian model is developed withing
presented research, while English and German are integrated from Stanford repository;
NER statistics module is developed for analysis
of annotated text co llections in BRAT, that
can be automatically downloaded via BRAT

web interface. Various statistics related to
distributions of named entities and attributes
can be computed, including frequencies of
annotated entities, classes, attributes per document and collection;
Gemini tool allows comparison of two text annotation files and provides different alignment
scores. It is possible to compare a pair of
XML files, a pair of files in BRAT for mat
and one XML file against a file in BRAT format. The first file is the output of a NER system and the second file represents a gold standard.10

7

Future Work

For the upcoming research, we plan to apply the
procedure we used for personal names to other
NE classes (organization, location, event, temporal, quantitative, etc) and to experiment with other
ML NER methods and tools with an ultimate goal
to produce a successful hybrid system. The important next step is the enhancement of our newspaper corpus with other types of text (Wikipedia
articles, domain texts, literary texts). The literary
texts would be particularly important for improving the recognition of first names. Finally, another
intended step is Entity Linking (EL), i.e. disambiguation of recognized named entities to a knowledge base, such as Wikidata, DBpedia WordNet
and BabelNet. Such example would be automatically assigning Wikidata URL that points to a biography of a famous person to the corresponding
named entity detected in text.
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Moral Stance Recognition and Polarity Classification from
Twitter and Elicited Text
Wesley Ramos dos Santos
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Abstract
We introduce a labelled corpus of stances
about moral issues for the Brazilian Portuguese language, and present reference
results for both the stance recognition and
polarity classification tasks. The corpus
is built from Twitter and further expanded
with data elicited through crowd sourcing
and labelled by their own authors. Put together, the corpus and reference results are
expected to be taken as a baseline for further studies in the field of stance recognition and polarity classification from text.

1

Introduction

Computational sentiment analysis may be understood as a wide range of tasks intended to identify opinions, emotions and other types of stance
expressed in natural language text (Tsytsarau and
Palpanas, 2012; Liu, 2015). Among these, opinion mining is arguably the most well-studied form
of sentiment analysis, consisting of identifying the
target of an opinion, and/or the polarity (positive, negative, neutral etc.) of the sentiment expressed towards this target (Tsytsarau and Palpanas, 2012).
Stance recognition (Anand et al., 2011; Hasan
and Ng, 2013; Lai et al., 2016; Mohammad et al.,
2016b; Zarrella and Marsh, 2016; Wei et al., 2016;
Mohammad et al., 2017), by contrast, consists of
deciding whether the author of a piece of text
shows a favourable or unfavourable attitude (or
position) towards a certain target (Mohammad
et al., 2017). The distinction between sentiment
and stance is motivated by the observation that a
sentiment, regardless of being positive or negative, may reflect a favourable or unfavourable position towards the target (Mohammad et al., 2016b).
For instance, given the target topic ’veganism’, a

Ivandré Paraboni
University of São Paulo
São Paulo, Brazil
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sentence as in ‘beef tastes wonderful’ expresses
a positive feeling (which would indeed be recognised as such by traditional sentiment analysis systems), but it also reflects an unfavourable position
towards this particular target.
Stance recognition from text is a well-known
and yet challenging research topic. Systems of
this kind enable the development of more complex
sentiment analysis applications, and have been at
the centre of a recent shared task (Mohammad
et al., 2016b) focused on the use of supervised
and unsupervised methods for stance recognition
in the English language. For other less-resourced
languages, however, resources remain scarce.
Based on these observations, this paper
presents a labelled corpus of stances in Brazilian
Portuguese, and a number of computational
models addressing two related issues: stance
recognition, is presently regarded as the binary
classification problem of deciding whether a given
text conveys any attitude towards a certain target
topic or not, and stance polarity classification,
which is regarded as the binary classification
problem of deciding whether a given stance
expressed as text shows a positive or negative
attitude towards the target topic. Examples of both
tasks for the target topic ‘veganism’ are as follows.
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Stance recognition:
• She says that avoiding animal products is just
a fad (no stance towards veganism)
• Veganism will save the world! (a stance towards veganism)
Stance polarity classification:
• No one should ever eat beef (a positive stance
towards veganism)

Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 1069–1075,
Varna, Bulgaria, Sep 2–4 2019.

• Vegans tend to have health issues (a negative
stance towards veganism)
As in the case of the English stance corpus in
(Mohammad et al., 2016b), we will favour the
recognition of stances about moral issues (e.g.,
abortion, drugs legislation etc.) in the Twitter domain. In addition to that, however, Twitter data
will be presently expanded with a collection of
moral stances elicited through crowd sourcing as
well, and which were labelled by their own authors
as a gold standard. Put together, the corpus and
its reference results are expected to be taken as a
baseline for further studies in moral stance recognition and stance polarity classification tasks.

2

Related Work

The work in (Anand et al., 2011) is among the
first to address the computational recognition of
stances from text, analysing a corpus of 4873 posts
in on-line discussion forums. The data set considered covers 14 topics, ranging from entertainment to ideological issues. Favourable and unfavourable stances are recognised with accuracy
of up to 69%, outperforming a unigram baseline
model that obtained up to 60% accuracy.
Stance recognition in discussion forums is also
addressed in (Hasan and Ng, 2013). In this case,
however, the work focuses on the question of how
the performance of a stance classifier varies in relation to the volume and quality of training data,
regarding the complexity of the underlying model,
the richness of the set of learning features and the
use of extra-linguistic restrictions in a wide range
of scenarios. The experiments leave a series of
contributions on how to build models of this type,
and on which kinds of knowledge to consider.
More recently, the SemEval-2016 competition
(Mohammad et al., 2016a) brought together 19
participating systems engaged in the task of supervised stance recognition from tweets in the English language. The training corpus, described
in detail in (Mohammad et al., 2016a), contains
2914 tweets about five target topics (atheism, climate change, feminism, Hillary Clinton and abortion legislation.) The corpus contains, on average,
583 tweets per target, but the set is unbalanced.
On average, there are 25,8% positive and 47,9%
negative stances. The test set, with 1249 tweets,
is even more unbalanced, with 24,3% of positive
stances and 57,3% negative stances. The SemEval

corpus is the basis of some of studies discussed as
follows.
The work in (Zarrella and Marsh, 2016)
presents the best overall performance in the
SemEval-2016 shared task (Mohammad et al.,
2016b) on supervised stance recognition. The proposal makes use of a recurrent neural network
with features learned by distant supervision from
large unlabelled datasets. Word and phrase embedding models are trained using Word2Vec skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013), and then used for
learning sentence representations with the aid of
a hashtag prediction model. Finally, sentence vectors are optimised for stance recognition based on
the labelled examples from the training corpus.
Also in the context of the SemEval-2016, the
work in (Wei et al., 2016) presents an approach
based on convolutional neural networks that, instead of simply predicting when the validation
accuracy will reach its maximum, uses a voting
scheme and other secondary improvements. The
model is trained individually for each of the five
targets of the SemEval-2016 corpus, and obtains
the second best overall results for the supervised
stance recognition track.
Subsequent to SemEval-2016, a number of improved systems have been proposed. The work
in (Lai et al., 2016), for instance, explores the
use of world knowledge - in the form of rules
about friendships and political enmities - to enhance the task of recognising political stances in
the SemEval-2016 corpus. The proposal consists
of a stance recognition model enriched with semantic features of each target topic, which outperforms the participant systems of the original
shared task.
Finally, the work in (Mohammad et al., 2017)
presents a post-hoc evaluation of the SemEval2016 stance recognition task, proposing a much
simpler and more accurate model than the overall
winner of the competition in (Zarrella and Marsh,
2016). The proposed model makes use of linear SVM and a set of features computed from
the training data, such as word and character ngrams and word embeddings computed from an
additional data set.

3

Current Work

The present investigation of moral stance recognition and polarity classification consists of a corpus
data collection (described in Section 3.1), and two
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individual experiments: stance recognition (Section 3.2) and stance polarity classification (Section
3.3). In both cases, we shall focus on methods that
rely on lexical and morphological knowledge only
by making use of word and char n-grams.
3.1

Corpora

Our initial goal was to create a corpus of moral
stances in the Brazilian Portuguese language that
would preferably be (a) at least as large as the
English training dataset for SemEval-2016 supervised stance recognition task (Mohammad et al.,
2016b), (b) more well-balanced if possible, and
(c) not limited to the Twitter domain. To this
end, we collected a 180k-word corpus conveying
over 5,000 moral stances from two sources - Twitter and stances elicited through crowd sourcing about five topics: abortion, death penalty, drug legalisation, criminal age, and racial quotas. Elicited
texts are, on average, 3.5 times longer than tweets.
Corpus descriptive statistics for our two domains are summarised in Table 1.
Twitter messages were collected by searching
Brazil Twitter for specific key words (e.g., ‘abortion’ etc.). For each topic, an initial 7000-message
set was selected for manual inspection and labelling.
Elicited stances were obtained from a crowd
sourcing task involving 490 Brazilian Portuguese
native speakers. Participants were requested to
give their opinions about each of the target topics by providing answers in a 0 (totally disagree)
to 5 (totally agree) scale and, subsequently, were
requested to provide motivation for each of their
opinions by writing a short text. The elicited corpus has been subject to spell-checking and it is
overall much more well-formed than the Twitter
data, and with a larger vocabulary.
Twitter messages were manually labelled by assigning a positive/negative class to all messages
that unequivocally expressed a stance on the intended topic, and by assigning the class ‘other’ to
any message that did not meet these criteria. Thus,
the class ‘other’ represents the fact that, despite
containing a key word of interest, the message did
not convey any obvious stance about the target
topic, and it was therefore regarded as noise1 .
1
For instance, annotators came across a number of references to ‘Aborto Elétrico’ (electrical abortion), which is the
name of a rock band with no relation to any stance about the
target topic.

Twitter text labelling proceeded until a minimum of 240 instances of each of the three class
were identified, or until the end of the dataset was
reached. This allowed us to obtain a certain balance between for/against stances for most topics,
but resulted in a vast majority of samples labelled
as ‘other’. Thus, the ‘other’ class - which corresponds to non-stance text - is several times larger
than the positive and negative classes in all five
topics.
Elicited stances, by contrast, were assigned labels automatically based on the opinion scores
provided by the crowd sourced participants. More
specifically, scores 0 and 1 were taken as representing negative stances, 2 and 3 as neutral
stances, and 4 and 5 as positive stances. Unlike
the Twitter dataset, we notice that all elicited texts
contain, by definition, some stance on the topics
under discussion, and hence there is no ‘other’ (or
non-stance) class in this domain.
Class label distributions for the Twitter and
elicited datasets are summarised in Table 2.
3.2

Stance Recognition

Our first experiment - stance recognition - is
presently defined as the binary classification problem of deciding whether a given text conveys any
attitude towards a certain target topic or not. Since
all texts from our elicited data (cf. the previous
section) express, by definition, some stance about
the target topic, the present task is applicable to
Twitter data only.
3.2.1

Models

For the stance recognition task, a range of n-gram
models - from 1 to 5 words and from 3 to 16
characters - was considered, and we found that
character-based models always outperform wordbased models. As a result, all models under consideration for this task are based on character ngrams only.
In what follows we consider the use of TF-IDF
character counts (here by called our Select.char
model) with k-best univariate feature selection using ANOVA F1 as a score function. By combining
relatively long character sequences (which in most
cases encompass words) with feature selection, we
expect Select.char to outperform the alternatives
under consideration, as discussed below.
The Select.char model was trained by making
use of the best out of three possible learning methods - Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Mul-
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Table 1: Corpus descriptive statistics
Source
Twitter
Elicited
Overall

vocab. size
5,789
9,081
11,845

words
44,564
137,122
181,686

messages
2,792
2,450
5,242

words / msgs
16
56
35

Table 2: Class distribution for Twitter and elicited data.
Twitter stances
Elicited stances
Topic
for
against other
for
neutral against
Abortion
240
384
2570 310
105
75
Death penalty 801
244
1518 105
125
260
Drugs
335
181
1482 263
129
98
Criminal age
243
240
1433 198
104
188
Racial quotas
240
364
2596 205
128
157
Overall
1859
1413
9599 1081
591
778
tilayer perceptron, with optimal k-values selected
in the 5000 to 90000 range at 1000 intervals by
performing grid search on the training dataset.
In addition to that, the entire input feature
set (i.e., with no feature selection) is taken as
the basis for two simpler methods - logistic regression (LogReg.char) and multilayer perceptron
(MLP.char). The latter consists of 3 layers conveying 150 neurons each, and using rectified linear
units (ReLU) as an activation function.
The three models of interest - Select.char,
LogReg.char and MLP.char are to be evaluated
against a majority class baseline Majority.
3.2.2

Data

The experiment makes use of the Twitter dataset
described in Section 3.1 with random 80:20 traintest split.
3.2.3

Evaluation

Table 3 shows F1 results of stance recognition on
Twitter data for both positive (stance) and negative (others, or non-stance) classes, and overall
weighted F1 scores obtained by each model under
consideration. Best weighted F1 scores for each
target topic are highlighted.
As expected, all models easily outperform the
Majority baseline, and the combination of char ngrams and feature selection in Select.char generally outperforms the alternatives under consideration, albeit for a small difference. This may be partially explained by the heavy data imbalance (cf.
Table 2), which may have obscured possible dif-

ferences across models. Moreover, we notice that
variation across target topics is also small, suggesting that stance recognition is relatively topicindependent.
3.3

Stance Polarity Classification

Our second experiment - polarity classification - is
presently defined as the binary classification problem of deciding whether a given stance expressed
as text shows a positive or negative attitude towards the target topic. For this task we consider
both elicited stances, and also the portion of Twitter data that conveys a positive or negative stance,
that is, disregarding only those tweets labelled as
‘other’ (cf. section 3.1.)
3.3.1

Models

Given the overall positive results of characterbased models and feature selection in the case of
stance recognition (cf. the previous section), we
will consider models of this kind for stance polarity classification as well. To this end, we make use
of a char n-gram model - hereby called MLP.char
that is similar to Select.char in the previous section, except that in the present case we will focus
on the use of MLP classifiers only.
In addition to MLP.char, we also consider
a mode based on skip-gram word embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2013), hereby called MLP.w2vec.
The model makes use k-best univariate feature selection with the ANOVA F1 function over TFIDFweighted word embeddings of size 50, 100 and
300. Learning methods under considerations are
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Table 3: Weighted average F1 results for Twitter stance recognition
Topic
Abortion
Death penalty
Drugs
Criminal age
Racial quotas
Overall

Majority
stance other avg
0.00 0.89 0.71
0.74 0.00 0.44
0.84 0.00 0.61
0.00 0.85 0.64
0.00 0.89 0.70
0.32 0.53 0.62

LogReg.char
stance other avg
0.40 0.85 0.76
0.62 0.74 0.69
0.43 0.76 0.67
0.45 0.80 0.71
0.36 0.85 0.75
0.45 0.80 0.72

MLP classifiers of 1-3 layers with numbers of neurons ranging from 33 up to the size of the embedding vector, and using either ReLU or hyperbolic
tangent (tanh) as an activation function. Optimal
parameters and vector sizes were determined by
performing grid search on the training data.
Finally, given the affective nature of the topics
in the corpus, we will also consider the use of psycholinguistic knowledge as provided by the LIWC
dictionary (Pennebaker et al., 2001). LIWC models word categories such as love, money, power
etc. that are known to play a significant role in
a range of NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis and, in particular, personality recognition from
text. Psycholinguistic knowledge will hence be the
basis of a simple model - hereby called LIWC consisting of a 64-feature subset of LIWC category counts for Brazilian Portuguese (Filho et al.,
2013).
The three models of interest - MLP.char,
MLP.w2vec and LIWC - are to be evaluated against
two baseline systems: a majority class baseline Majority, and a word-based TFIDF model
with k-best feature selection - hereby called
LogReg.word, in both cases making use of logistic regression.
3.3.2

Data

The experiment makes use of the elicited stance
dataset, and also the stance portion of the Twitter
dataset as described in Section 3.1. In both cases,
a random 80:20 train-test split was performed.
3.3.3

Evaluation

Table 4 shows weighted F1 score results obtained
by each model under consideration for the Twitter
domain, and Table 5 shows results for the elicited
data. In both cases, best weighted F1 scores for
each target topic are highlighted.
Although all Twitter models outperform the

MLP.char
stance other avg
0.43 0.88 0.79
0.65 0.78 0.73
0.41 0.82 0.71
0.55 0.84 0.76
0.36 0.86 0.76
0.48 0.84 0.75

Select.char
stance other avg
0.42 0.89 0.79
0.72 0.81 0.78
0.41 0.84 0.72
0.53 0.84 0.76
0.33 0.89 0.77
0.48 0.85 0.76

Majority baseline, results are overall mixed and,
for two topics (death penalty and criminal age),
the word-based baseline model LogReg.word actually outperforms the alternatives. Moreover, we
notice that the psycholinguistics-based LIWC approach produces the second lowest results of all,
and that none of the top-performing models seems
clearly superior to the others. We hypothesise
that the close results obtained by LogReg.word,
MLP.w2vec and MLP.char may be partially explained by the use of the same underlying feature
selection method, which turned out to be more significant than the actual choice of text representation or learning method.
Contrary to the Twitter scenario, results for the
elicited data were uniform, with the MLP.char approach outperforming all alternatives by a large
margin, and once again leaving the Majority baseline and LIWC models at the bottom. We hypothesise that, as in the case of the stance recognition
experiment in the previous Section 3.2, the use of
long char n-gram sequences does help the present
task as well, and that it may have been particularly successful in combination with the higher
text quality of elicited stances in our data.
Finally, a note on the use of char n-grams. As
expected, the k-best n-grams in the models that
use feature selection largely correspond to single
words (e.g., ‘unacceptable’) or short expressions
(e.g., ‘I agree’), both of which clearly denoting
stances in our domains. As a result, the model is
comparable to a variable-length word n-grams, but
with greater flexibility to include subwords (e.g.,
‘believ*’). To illustrate this, Figure 1 shows the
char n-grams distribution among the k-best terms
in the polarity classification task from the elicited
dataset. From these results, we notice that the selected char n-grams largely fall within the 4..10
range, peaking at n-grams with a length of 6.
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Table 4: Weighted average F1 results for polarity classification from Twitter data
Topic
Abortion
Death penalty
Drugs
Criminal age
Racial quotas
Overall

Majority
0.41
0.53
0.55
0.29
0.49
0.45

LogReg.word
0.68
0.82
0.60
0.82
0.73
0.73

LIWC
0.61
0.67
0.60
0.71
0.70
0.66

MLP.w2vec
0.66
0.81
0.77
0.75
0.76
0.75

MLP.char
0.71
0.77
0.66
0.76
0.76
0.73

Table 5: Weighted average F1 results for polarity classification from elicited data
Topic
Abortion
Death penalty
Drugs
Criminal age
Racial quotas
Overall

Majority
0.49
0.37
0.37
0.23
0.25
0.34

LogReg.word
0.69
0.53
0.48
0.64
0.50
0.57

LIWC
0.52
0.43
0.50
0.47
0.42
0.47

MLP.w2vec
0.76
0.72
0.57
0.67
0.59
0.66

MLP.char
0.92
0.90
0.82
0.87
0.77
0.84

Figure 1: Char n-gram distribution across k-best terms in polarity classification from elicited data.
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4

Final Remarks

This paper addressed the issue of moral stance
recognition from text. We introduced a labelled
corpus of stances taken from Twitter and additional crowd-sourced texts, and a number of supervised models of stance recognition and stance
polarity classification.
Initial results suggest that both tasks may be
performed with relatively high accuracy by making use of simple models based on char n-grams
and feature selection. As expected, best results
were observed when using more well-formed (in
our case, crowd-sourced) texts, rather than when
using Twitter data.
The corpus and the present results are expected
to be taken as a reference for further studies in
moral stance recognition in Brazilian Portuguese
natural language processing. As future work, we
intend to expand the current dataset in both domains by adding more instances and topics, and
assess the use of deep learning methods for both
the stance recognition and the polarity classification tasks.
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Abstract
The research presented here is based on
the theoretical model of corpus lattices.
We implemented this as an effective data
structure, and developed an algorithm
based on this structure to discover essential verbal expressions from corpus data.
The idea behind the algorithm is the “jump
and stay” principle, which tells us that our
target expressions will be found at such
places in the lattice where the value of a
suitably defined function (whose domain
is the vertex set of the corpus lattice) significantly increases (jumps) and then remains the same (stays). We evaluated our
method on Hungarian data. Evaluation
shows that about 75% of the obtained expressions are correct, actual errors are rare.
Thus, this paper is 1. a proof of concept
concerning the corpus lattice model, opening the way to investigate this structure
further through our implementation; and
2. a proof of concept of the “jump and
stay” idea and the algorithm itself, opening the way to apply it further, e.g. for
other languages.

1

Introduction

In this paper we present a novel, original verbal
construction discovery method. Our starting point
will be our former paper (Sass, 2018) which describes a theoretical model considered an appropriate basis for extracting so-called proper verb
centered constructions from analysed corpora.
First, let us look at our target. In this terminology, verb centered constructions (VCC) are verb +
slot structures, where slots can be unfilled (free)
or filled (by a filler word). In English, subject
(SBJ), direct object (OBJ) and all prepositions can

be considered as slots. For example, ‘take + SBJ
+ OBJ + into:account’ has two free slots (SBJ
and OBJ) and a filled ‘into’ slot where the filler
(marked by a colon) is the word ‘account’. In this
approach, a filler is the head of the phrase realizes
the slot. Length of a VCC (l) is defined as number
of slots and fillers added up, the above example
has a length of 4.
Then, what are proper verb centered constructions (pVCC)? They are complete and clean. That
means they contain all necessary elements, and
does not contain any unnecessary element for expressing the core meaning of the verbal expression
in question. For example, ‘take + SBJ + OBJ:part
+ in’ is proper, while ‘take + SBJ + OBJ:part’
is not proper (because not complete), and ‘read
+ SBJ + OBJ’ is proper, while ‘read + SBJ +
OBJ:book’ is not proper (because not clean). In
other words, free slots in pVCCs are complements
(subject included) and fillers in pVCCs are idiomatic, carrying some special meaning.
It is clear that pVCCs are constructions. They
are form–meaning pairs (Goldberg, 2006; Kay and
Michaelis, 2015), they are units of meaning (Teubert, 2005; Danielsson, 2007). Their meaning is
assigned to the whole form, they cannot be divided
into smaller units if we want to keep the original
meaning.
On the other hand, pVCCs are not necessarily
multiword. They are multiword in most cases as
we have seen in the examples, but there are cases
when the multiword property is not satisfied in
the strict sense that they consists of two or more
whole words. Consider for example ‘read + SBJ
+ OBJ’, it consists of three elements, from which
only one is a word, the other two are just slots. Or
consider a Hungarian example. In this language
slots are specified mostly by bound morphemes,
namely case markers. The Hungarian counterpart
of ‘believe + SBJ + in’ is ‘hisz + NOM + INE’
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l=
4
3

Mary

John

book

SBJ

OBJ

newspaper festival
mass
demo

read

part
in

OBJ
take

2
1
0

Figure 1: This pair of figures illustrate the notion of double cube and the notion of corpus lattice. On the
left, the double cube of ‘John reads a book’ (‘read SBJ:John OBJ:book’) and the double cube of ‘Mary
reads a newspaper’ (‘read SBJ:Mary OBJ:newspaper’) are combined together to create a small corpus
lattice. On the right, three clauses are combined. This figure presents two dimensional structures. The
subject slot is not depicted in the latter case, it would require three dimensional double cubes.
respectively, where ‘NOM’ is for nominative (subject) case, and ‘INE’ is for inessive case (appearing as a ‘-ban/-ben’ suffix). The English version is
strictly multiword, while the Hungarian is not.
We saw that a pVCC should be complete. ‘take
part’ is a MWE, but ‘take + SBJ + OBJ:part + in’
is a pVCC of full value containing all necessary elements. According to Siepmann (2005, page 416)
„collocation and verb complementation are intimately related . . . a two-word combination cannot
possibly be viewed as a fully-fledged collocation.”
Simply put, the free slots are just as important as
the words/fillers. They turn MWEs into real constructions.
This concept of completeness is essential and
unique here. We barely see it neither in classical papers, nor in recent works. Formerly, many
papers dealt with just e.g. verb+noun expressions
(Evert and Krenn, 2001; Fazly and Stevenson,
2006; Iñurrieta et al., 2016), but recently, also,
even the definition of verbal MWEs does not explicitly include the preposition or case marker constituting a complement that, we are convinced, is
an inherent part of the expression (Ramisch et al.,
2018; Walsh et al., 2018). It is maybe the dependency annotation itself which does not support the approach presented here as case markers
are usually not taken as separate units (see Simkó
et al., 2017, Fig. 4). Because of the above, we can
evaulate our method in itself only.
pVCCs are a large and key group of verbal expressions: they bear the different meanings and usage patterns linked to verbs. We think that it is a
good idea if a dictionary presents exactly the set
of pVCCs concerning a verb. It is not crucial that

they are formally multiword or not. To cover all
patterns, we should handle MWEs and constructions uniformly, in one framework. The method
presented here shares this attitude.

2

The Initial Model and the Conjecture

Let us summarize the initial model here. The basic processing unit is the clause, the unit which
contains a verb together with its complements and
adjuncts, and consequently, a pVCC. So as preprocessing, clause boundary detection and some shallow parsing is needed on the input corpus to determine the verb and the top level slots and fillers.
Corpus clauses are represented as so-called
double cubes (Sass, 2018, Fig. 3), which are a kind
of mathematical lattice structures. The verb is at
the bottom, every edge adds a slot or a filler to an
existing slot (chosen from the clause in question).
Vertices are VCCs, they represent nested VCCs
of the clause with slots and fillers present or not
in all variations. The top represents the original
clause: all slots are there and filled as in the original clause. One distinguished vertex is the pVCC.
In the next step, the so-called corpus lattice
(CL) is created from double cubes containing the
same verb. Using a kind of lattice combination operation, double cubes are projected onto each other
in a way that where they are identical they will
overlap, where they are different they will split up
(Fig. 1). It is important that, at the end, the evolving large semilattice structure will represent all
clauses of a given verb, and also the distribution of
all free and filled slots occurring beside this verb.
The initial paper contains only vague conjectures about how to actually apply the corpus lattice
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Figure 2: These are the same CLs as in Fig. 1, but here the pVCCs are marked: they are circled. The
pVCC is ‘read + SBJ + OBJ’ and ‘take + SBJ + OBJ:part + in’ in the two figures respectively. f values
are also depicted: f > 1 in the gray areas (f = 2 in the left lattice and f = 3 in the right one), at the
other vertices f = 1.
structure for discovering pVCCs. We thought, the
fact that the corpus lattice contains all information
about the distribution of slots and fillers makes it
a suitable “representation which can be a basis”
for finding pVCCs. We introduced a function (we
call it f now) on vertices of the corpus lattice: it is
essentially the corpus frequency of the VCC represented by the given vertex. In other words, this
f shows how many corpus clauses are represented
by the given vertex, or how many corpus clauses
this VCC fits to. We formulated the conjecture
that pVCCs should be “at some kind of thickening points of the corpus lattice”, and added that a
future algorithm would move through the corpus
lattice somehow systematically to find them.

3

The Idea of “Jump and Stay”

The model described above was purely theoretical. Our current contribution are implementation
of the data structure, elaboration and implementation of an algorithm for discovering pVCCs using
this data structure, and evaluation of the algorithm
on real data.
For outlining our idea which leads to the algorithm, let us take a look at the already known figure from another perspective (Fig. 2). The CLs
in the figure are for demonstration purposes: they
are, of course, very small, but suitable for presenting the main point (cf. a real CL can be very wide
(≈ how many words are there in the corpus), but
not too tall (2 × how many slots are in the longest
clause)). We mention that f always grows monotonically downwards in a CL.
Looking at Fig. 2, how can vertices representing
pVCCs be characterized? Firstly, as we go top-

down in the CL, f suddenly increases at certain
points. Secondly, of these vertices, we should prefer those which are located higher in the corpus
lattice. As it may be suspected, the first observation will be the basis of “jump” and second one
will be the basis of “stay”.
The principle of “jump and stay” can be formulated as follows: jump means that we advance
from a vertex to an adjacent one downwards in
the CL if f substantially increases, and stay means
that we advance from a vertex to an adjacent one
upwards in the CL if f remains more or less the
same. (Please note, that stay also means advancing between vertices, the term itself refers to the
fact that the value of f does not change during this
step.) In other words, where one (or only few) arrows originate from a vertex, it tend to be a place
of stay, similarly, when we have many arrows from
the same vertex, it is usually a place of jump. Notice that if we apply the two rules of the principle
starting from any of the vertices in Fig. 2, we end
up at the circled pVCC. This is the point, this is
the main idea of this paper itself.
If we look a bit more closely, in fact, we can
end up at one of the top vertices depending on the
application order of the two rules, at least in case
of the CL on the left. As we will see, top vertices
(fully filled clauses) will be excluded from being a
pVCC.
pVCCs can be considered as some kind of
thickening points indeed, where many edges converge (see the left lattice in Fig. 2), but stating the
principle of “jump and stay” is much more clearer.
In addition, we have an independent argument
in support of our idea. The “jump and stay” idea
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+

stay

mandatory
this will be the pVCC

accidental

OBJ:number

OBJ

tell

add
omit

Figure 3: A summing-up of the “jump and stay” principle. A three-vertex piece of the CL of ‘tell’ is
shown together with the f values for each vertex. It is clear, that this verb requires a direct object, but the
direct object itself can be several different words from which ‘number’ is quite rare. In this case, there is
a stay from ‘tell’ to ‘tell + OBJ’, and a jump from ‘tell + OBJ:number’ to ‘tell + OBJ’ so the pVCC is
‘tell + OBJ’ here, and that is correct. At the bottom, the directions to add/omit an element to a VCC are
shown. On the left, it is shown how a part of the graph of the f function basically look like in the case of
mandatory/accidental elements.
is nicely consistent with the fact that constructions
have mandatory and accidental elements, some elements are necessary while some are not, as it is
also reflected in the definition of the pVCC.
When we jump, we try to omit something which
is not mandatory. A typical case of jump, when
there are several different fillers (e.g. the various
foods as direct object of ‘eat’, which are obviously
relatively rarer one by one) in a given slot, and
the lower vertex is the one, where this slot is free.
Advancing to this vertex, we omit this diversity of
fillers, we omit something that does not seem to be
mandatory (cf. the vertex marked with ‘in’ and the
three arrows originating from it pointing to the left
in Fig. 2).
When we stay, we try to add something which
is mandatory. A typical case of stay, when we add
an element (a slot or a filler to an existing slot) to
a vertex/VCC, but we still cover roughly the same
amount of original corpus clauses. This shows,
that the added element is mandatory, namely it occurs in nearly all clauses represented by the original VCC. (cf. the vertex marked with ‘in’ and the
arrows above it in the gray area in Fig. 2).
We always advance by jump downwards (and
by stay upwards) in a CL, the other way round –
discarding what is needed and adding what is not
needed – would not make much sense.
Yet another argument supporting our idea. As
we investigate the structure of different CLs, it
turns out that a typical pVCC is an endpoint of

both jumps and stays, or to put it another way
no jump and no stay originate from it (Fig. 2).
Plain (not proper) VCCs, however, does not have
this property. Almost always, they are a starting
point of a jump or a stay (see ‘take + OBJ:part +
in:festival’ or ‘take + OBJ:part’ in Fig. 2 again).
To end this section, look over the “jump and
stay” principle in a summary figure (Fig. 3).
Recall the definition of pVCC: stays increase
completeness, and jumps increase cleanness. We
think that those vertices have the most chance to
be a pVCC which can be reached by a stay from
below and by a jump from above at the same time.

4 Implementation of the Data Structure
The corpus lattice is a special kind of graph structure. What crucially important to use it effectively
is to be able to effectively advance from one vertex to another connected by an edge. For this purpose, we store vertices and edges in hashes (dictionaries) in our python implementation. Edges are
stored firstly in one direction, and secondly in the
other direction separately.
Starting from a language resource consisting of
clauses represented in the form of verb + slots +
fillers we build a CL (for each verb separately) as
follows:
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1. We go through the corpus and take clauses
one by one.
2. We build the appropriate double cube of the
given clause: starting from the fully filled

3. Firstly, we look for a stay, i.e. try to
add a needed element. If the ratio of
f (actual)/f (above) < 1.7, then we consider this a stay, and advance to the vertex
above. In case of several stays we choose the
one with the smallest ratio.
4. Secondly, when no stay can be found, we
look for a jump, i.e. try to discard an element which is not needed. If the ratio of
f (below)/f (actual) > 4, then we consider
this a jump, and advance to the vertex below.
In case of several jumps we choose the one
with the largest ratio.
5. If we get to a new vertex, we repeat steps 3.
and 4.
6. If neither a stay nor a jump can be found, we
stop, and if the current VCC is not at the top
of the CL (that means it has out-edges) then
it is tagged as a pVCC.

clause, we add adjacent edges and vertices
omitting slots/fillers one by one recursively.
3. Our graph data structure for a double cube
and for a CL both will be the following: we
store vertices in a hash, and edges in a hash
of hashes (as we have said, in each direction separately). The key of the hashes is a
“canonical” JSON string form of the given
VCC, its slots ordered alphabetically by slot
names.
4. Finally, we combine the current double cube
to the corpus lattice being built recording and
updating the appropriate f values.
This way we obtain a quite effective representation of a CL.
Input data should be in a specific JSON format
which can be generated from either a (shallow) dependency or a (shallow) constituency parse of the
input corpus: the verb, the slots and the fillers need
to be identified. It is similar to “top level syntactic
sequence of the constituent tree” (Shi et al., 2016),
with the difference that the order of constituents is
not taken into account in our approach.
We used Hungarian data (Sass, 2015) for our
experiments. This dataset contains 28 million
clauses in a format which was not complicated to
convert to the needed input format.

5

The Algorithm

In this section we describe how we implemented
the “jump and stay” principle (section 3) using the
data structure presented above (section 4).
At the beginning of work, we separated about
7 percent of the data for development purposes.
That means, during developing the algorithm we
used data only from this part. Developing the algorithm is a kind of learning phase, we draw conclusions based on the input data. It is very important not to use test data for this.
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. We go through each vertices of the CL. (The
order does not matter, but we chose to begin with the bottom, and continue upwards
as pVCCs tend to occur not too far from the
bottom.)
2. Some kind of vertices are omitted early on:
which are too long (has a length more than 8
(l > 8)), which are too rare (has f < 3), and
which have no out-edge (that means which is
at the top of the CL).

Dealing with Hungarian data, at the beginning
we do a modification based on Hungarian verb
conjugation. Some Hungarian verb suffixes imply that the verb is transitive even when the direct
object is not present in the clause. In such cases
we add a free OBJ slot. Besides that, Hungarian
being a pro-drop language we add a free SBJ slot
to every clause without an explicit subject.
A small addition to step 4. In fact, we do not
do a jump in every case. If the jump would omit
the last filler from a VCC, we do not take this
step. That is because specific fillers are usually
important parts of a pVCC, and full-free VCCs
would usually be frequent enough to swallow all
pVCCs (being longer only by one filler) performing a jump. So we do the jump only if there remains at least one filler in the resulting VCC or
there is no filler in the initial VCC already.
Threshold values (exactly 1.7 for stays, and 4
for jumps) are manually tested and set values.
They gave the best results after some experimenting on the development corpus.
Fig. 4 shows some specific examples on how exactly our algorithm works in practice.
The source code of the algorithm and also
for building and handling the CL data structure,
together with some sample data, is available
at https://github.com/sassbalint/
double-cube-jump-and-stay. The algorithm is fast enough. Building a 365000 vertex
CL and investigate it for pVCCs took 63 seconds
in total on our server.
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#4
f= l=
["FAC", null]
309 1
Processing.
A stay found, we follow.
["FAC", null, "NOM", null]
309 2
A stay found, we follow.
["FAC", "jó", "NOM", null]
307 3
A stay found, we follow.
["ACC", null, "FAC", "jó", "NOM", null]
300 4
No stay (ratio=5.17 > 1.7), we stop.
No appropriate jump (keeping a filler, 1.02 < 4), we stop.
["ACC", null, "FAC", "jó", "NOM", null]
300 4 pVCC
#22699
f= l=
["ACC", "költségvetés", "FAC", "jó", "NOM", null]
4 5
Processing.
No stay (ratio=2.00 > 1.7), we stop.
An appropriate jump (keeping a filler, 4<) found, we follow.
["ACC", null, "FAC", "jó", "NOM", null]
300 4
No stay (ratio=5.17 > 1.7), we stop.
No appropriate jump (keeping a filler, 1.02 < 4), we stop.
["ACC", null, "FAC", "jó", "NOM", null]
300 4 pVCC
Figure 4: Two examples from the output of the algorithm. This demonstrates how the algorithm works:
it starts from a vertex and after some jumps and stays it finds the appropriate pVCC in the end. In the
first example, we start from a one-free-slot VCC, and get to the pVCC through three stays, adding three
mandatory elements (in bold), while the f value decreases from 309 only to 300. In the second example,
we start from a longer VCC where also ACC is filled. Here, only one jump is needed, omitting the
accidental element ‘költségvetés’ (‘budget’) (in bold), to get to the pVCC. (VCCs are in black, additional
info is in gray. VCCs are presented here as JSON lists in the form of: slot, filler, slot, filler. . . , where null
stands for a free slot.) The verb is ‘hagy’ (‘allow’), input data is taken from the development corpus. As
we see, the same pVCC is found in both examples, it is ‘hagy + NOM + ACC + FAC:jó’ which is word
by word ‘allow + SBJ + OBJ + FAC:good’ meaning ‘approve + SBJ + OBJ’. (ACC is for accusative
case, FAC is for factive case.) This figure gives a good example of a typical pVCC which “is an endpoint
of both jumps and stays”, as we said earlier (on page 4).

6

Evaluation and Discussion

The evaluation was carried out in the following
manner. Two moderately frequent verbs was chosen: ‘húz’ (‘draw/pull’) and ‘vet’ (‘cast/throw’).
Their data was taken from the testing part of the
corpus (which was 93 percent of the corpus). Our
“jump and stay” algorithm was run on these two
verbs, and then – according to the f value – the
first 20 pVCCs was investigated whether they are
correct or not. The input data for these verbs were
not only taken from the test corpus, but these verbs
were not even looked at in any way during the development phase.
See the results of the evaluation in Table 1.
Third column of the table contains the results of

the algorithm: the Hungarian pVCCs, fourth column is f value, fifth column is an English translation word by word (or element by element), sixth
column is an approximate English counterpart.
pVCCs are shown as usual, the verb is taken separately at the top. Slots in Hungarian are marked
by the three letter abbreviation of the given case
marker: NOM is for nominative (subject) case,
ACC is for accusative (direct object) case, and
there are some others. Their surface form is not
important here, their approximate translation can
be seen in the fifth column. Unfilled NOM slots
are not shown. (In Hungarian there are also postpositions. Apart from that they are separate words
they play similar role as the case markers. Thus,
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#

eval

Hungarian pVCC

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

3
3
3
3
3
3
≈
3
3
3
3
3
p
p
3
3
×
3
3
3

húz
ACC
ACC:idő
ACC:haszon + ELA
ACC + SUB:maga
ACC + után:maga
ACC + ALL:maga
ACC + SUB:fej
felé
ACC:rövid
ACC:vonal
ACC:láb
ACC:ujj + INS
ACC + NOM:aki
ACC + TEM:az
ACC + INS:maga
ACC + felé
ACC + közé
ACC:szék
ACC:határ
ACC:idő + INS

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

3
≈
3
3
≈
3
3
3
3
3
≈
3
p
3
3
3
3
3
p
p

vet
ACC
ACC + SUB
ACC:vég + DAT
ACC + SUB:szem
ACC:maga
ACC:pillantás + SUB
ACC + SUB:papír
ACC:fény + SUB
ACC:szám + INS
ACC:gát + DAT
ACC:maga + SUB
ACC:maga + ILL
ACC:az + SUB:szem
SUB:maga
ACC:szem + SUB
ACC:kereszt
ACC:árnyék + SUB
ACC + ILL:lat
ACC + SUB:én
ACC + NOM:aki

word by word

English counterpart

9505
8304
420
412
239
209
207
199
169
166
152
139
118
108
107
92
85
82
80
77
77

draw/pull
OBJ
OBJ:time
OBJ:profit + from
OBJ + onto:oneself
OBJ + after:oneself
OBJ + to:oneself
OBJ + onto:head
towards
OBJ:short
OBJ:line
OBJ:foot
OBJ:finger + with
OBJ + SBJ:who
OBJ + at:that
OBJ + with:oneself
OBJ + towards
OBJ + between
OBJ:chair
OBJ:border
OBJ:time + with

pull sg
temporize
profit from sg
put sg on
pull sg behind oneself
pull/draw sy to oneself
put sg on one’s head
be drawn/attracted towards sg
get the worst of it
draw a line
drag one’s feet
pick a quarrel with sy
who pulls sg
pull sg at that time
drag sy/sg with oneself
pull sg towards sg
draw sg (a line) between sg
draw one’s chair up
set limits
temporize on sg

14759
13649
5437
2632
1085
964
839
673
402
371
362
345
339
302
297
285
261
258
240
225
201

cast/throw
OBJ
OBJ + onto
OBJ:end + for
OBJ + onto:eye
OBJ:oneself
OBJ:glance + onto
OBJ + onto:paper
OBJ:light + onto
OBJ:number + with
OBJ:obstacle + for
OBJ:oneself + onto
OBJ:oneself + into
OBJ:that + onto:eye
onto:oneself
OBJ:eye + onto
OBJ:cross
OBJ:shadow + onto
OBJ + into:lat
OBJ + onto:me
OBJ + SBJ:who

cast/throw sg
cast/throw sg on sg
put an end to sg
reproach sy for sg
throw oneself
glance at sy/sg
note down sg
reflect (well/badly) on sy/sg
take sg into account
put a stop to sg
throw oneself into sg
throw oneself into sg
reproach sy for that
have only oneself to blame
take a fancy to sy/sg
cross oneself
cast/throw a shadow over sy/sg
use sg (one’s power)
cast/throw sg onto me
who casts/throws sg

f

Table 1: Evaluation of the “jump and stay” method on ‘húz’ (‘draw/pull’) and ‘vet’ (‘cast/throw’). Correct pVCCs are marked with 3. Further explanation is in the main text.
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they have their own slots in some pVCCs, we can
find ‘után’ (‘after’), ‘felé’ (‘towards’) or ‘közé’
(‘between’) in the table.)
Nevertheless, the most important column is the
second one which contains the evaluation of the
given pVCC in column three. There are four possible values here: 3 means correct, ≈ means
roughly correct, p means contains a pronoun as
a filler, and × means not correct (i.e. not complete
or not clean).
On the one hand, we see that 70-80 percent of
the pVCCs are completely correct, which can be
considered a high value in itself. On the other
hand, only one single real error is found among
40 constructions which is only 2.5 percent. This
one is #17, it is not complete, the direct object slot
would be filled by ‘vonal’ (‘line’). The p code
indicates a rather trivial problem, which seems to
be easily eliminated. Pronouns are very common
so they can appear as fillers, but they very rarely
bear idiomatic meaning. So the solution could be
simply to delete them in a preprocessing step and
leave a free slot instead. Note that ‘oneself ’ and
‘each other’ are certainly exceptions here.
Looking through the table, we can make some
interesting observations. We see several correct
pVCCs, they are complete and also clean. Considering the last column we see that different
pVCCs are often translated using completely different verbs. Optionality appears in the form of
two (or more) versions of the same construction.
#2 and #20 shows essentially the same construction, without and then with a specific complement.
This shows that this expression is used both ways,
and the ratio of f values (77/420 = 18%) tells
us something about which one is how frequent.
Constructions #28, #29, and #30 show the importance of our concept of completeness (see secton
1) which takes both collocation and complementation into account. A certain filler often brings in
a certain complement, and a new complement is
often a sign of a new pVCC.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Taking the theoretical model of double cubes and
corpus lattices we created a new method for discovering useful verbal expressions in corpora. Our
idea is called “jump and stay” (see section 3) because, in simple terms, wandering through the corpus lattice the value of a certain function jumps
up and then stays the same at certain locations,

and these are the locations which points to our target expressions, the so-called proper verb centered
constructions. These constructions are proper in
the sense that they contain exactly the necessary
elements. Consisting of a verb plus slots and
fillers, they can be simple or even quite complex;
they are not necessarily MWEs, but they are constructions indeed. The evaluation revealed that at
least 70-80 percent of the obtained expressions are
pVCCs. We worked with Hungarian data, but it
would be more or less straightforward to experiment with other languages.
An encouraging feature of the algorithm that it
provides complete expressions most of the time
(see section 6), incomplete VCCs rarely turn up
as pVCCs. However, it has limitations as well.
We mentioned the problem with pronouns, another
one that there is definitely place to work out some
more sophisticated process for setting the threshold values for jumps and stays, but take a look at a
more general observation now. In simple cases, if
a stay is found (that means an additional element
is needed), we add it to the VCC in question doing the step in the corpus lattice defined by this
stay (cf. first listing in Fig. 4). But what if we
have two (or more) potential additional elements
which are not significant separately, but together
(their f values added up) they would define a regular stay? In other words, what to do when two (or
more) elements seem to be mutually exclusively
mandatory at one point? This question can result
in some incomplete pVCCs now, and solving this
is a promising development direction.
Our conclusion is that the original idea works.
The present implementation can be considered as
a proof of concept with respect to the corpus lattice model. Clearly, properties of the corpus lattice refer to where pVCCs are located, the introduced lattice structure turned out to be suitable to
find them. On the other hand, the “jump and stay”
principle also proved to be promising. The basic
algorithm presented here can be improved in several aspects, and also the properties, the natural
structure of corpus lattices (of given verbs or verb
classes) can be further investigated, explored and
taken advantage of in the future.
Acknowledgement. This research was supported
by the János Bolyai Research Scholarship of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (case number:
BO/00064/17/1; duration: 2017-2020).
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Abstract
In recent years an increasing number of
analyses of offensive language has been
published, however, dealing mainly with
the automatic detection and classification
of isolated instances. In this paper we
aim to understand the impact of offensive messages in online conversations diachronically, and in particular the change
in offensiveness of dialogue turns. In turn,
we aim to measure the progression of offence level as well as its direction – For
example, whether a conversation is escalating or declining in offence. We present
our method of extracting linear dialogues
from tree-structured conversations in social media data and make our code publicly available.1 Furthermore, we discuss
methods to analyse this dataset through
changes in discourse offensiveness. Our
paper includes two main contributions;
first, using a neural network to measure
the level of offensiveness in conversations;
and second, the analysis of conversations
around offensive comments using decoupling functions.

1

Introduction

Offensive language is a complex problem, especially in social media where operators are required
to counter illegal hate speech in user-generated
content. However, it is not clear what counts as
offensive language since even humans struggle to
find objective definitions (Chen et al., 2012). The
general approach to this problem is to train systems for the detection of such unwanted content
1
https://github.com/Johannes-Schaefer/
oid_ranlp19

based on human annotations of empirically gathered data instances.
Several shared tasks engaged with the topic
of offensive language detection in recent years,
for example OffensEval-2019 for “Identifying and
Categorizing Offensive Language in Social Media” (Zampieri et al., 2019b) or GermEval-2018,
the “Shared Task on the Identification of Offensive Language” (Wiegand et al., 2018). The difficulty for machine learning systems at this task
becomes apparent when considering the performance scores of the submitted systems. For example, at GermEval-2018 the best performing submitted system reached a macro-averaged F1 -score
of only 76.77 %. Here, systems struggle to simultaneously detect all various types of offensive language and it remains highly questionable if we can
act on these automatic predictions and delete detected offensive language in practical applications.
Following the hint that deletion based on predictions of a machine learning system might not
be the most appropriate course of action, we try to
approach the problem of offensive language from
another direction. In almost the same manner as
mentioned above, we rely on machine learning
of annotated instances to detect messages which
might be offensive; however, we intend to act
differently. Rather than deleting supposedly unwanted instances, we suggest to use tactics to
counter offence. We aim for an empirical approach to automatically gather such tactics in a
first step by a data analysis of instances where humans attempt to defuse offensive situations. In this
paper we present our corpus creation using social
media data from Reddit and discuss methods to
analyse offensive dialogues. With our method we
intend to classify conversations by offence direction, to facilitate future study on language use in
offensive conversations. This research step could
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prove vital to Natural Language Generation researchers in their effort to tackle offensive language by developing similar tactics.
Hate speech detection, which is closely connected to the detection of offensive language, however, focusing on illegal offence, has also been researched extensively in recent years. An overview
of seminal work in this field is given by Schmidt
and Wiegand (2017).
Context aware models for hate speech detection
have been analysed by Gao and Huang (2017).
Their dataset also preserves the thread structure of
microposts, however, their approach is to use the
context to gather additional features for the detection process while they do not focus on analysing
the change of offensiveness in the conversation.
In related work on offensive language detection in conversations, Khatri et al. (2018) present
an extensive data collection strategy using different sources of social media data. While they also
utilise Reddit as data source, they only analyse individual utterances regarding offence.
A corpus with a focus on analysing conversations is presented by Walker et al. (2012) as they
mine data from a forum and specifically consider
the structure of comments in threads. While this
corpus has several annotations which might be
useful for exploring issues pertaining to online debate, they do not discuss offensive language.
Our research shows similarities to Zhang et al.
(2018) who try to identify conversations that are
likely to turn into offenses and predict the point
in which this is likely to happen. We would
also like to refer to the notions of constructive
language which is discussed by Kolhatkar and
Taboada (2017) and to a certain extent related to
cases of defusing offensive conversations.
For our analysis of contexts of offensive language in dialogues, we decided to acquire our own
corpus material which we process using methods
tailored for this task. In summary, the research
questions which drive our data analysis are as follows: How do people in dialogues react to offensive language? – Especially in terms of: what
tactics do they try to counter offence? From a
methodological view, we are particularly interested in investigating how to measure the change
of offensiveness in turns of a dialogue.
The further sections of this paper are structured
as follows: Section 2 presents our data sources
and outlines the corpus construction process. In

Section 3 we list our methods for data processing
and analysis which are then applied to our dataset
in experiments as described in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude by discussing the results and the efficiency of our methods in Section 5.

2

Corpus Data

The analysis of offensive comments in dialogues
requires a dataset of user posted messages which
are referencing other messages. Such data can
mainly be found on online social media where
multiple users discuss a certain topic while interacting with each other. In this section we discuss
our corpus construction process and motivate our
selection of dialogues.
2.1

Data Sources

The typical sources of online social media data,
Twitter and Facebook, have been mined extensively for text data to be researched, also with
regard to containing offensive language or hate
speech. The microposts from Twitter often lead
to flat conversation structures as users mostly initiate a discussion or directly reply to an initial post.
Hence, we disregarded this data source for our research on the change of offensiveness in a dialogue. We also decided not to use data from Facebook as we could not locate a restricted domain.
We were afraid that when only including messages
from a few selected Facebook-sites, we would not
be able to get enough data for a statistical analysis.
To acquire a corpus of deeply structured dialogues about constrained topics, we decided to
sample comments from Reddit2 which is a social
news aggregation, web content rating, and discussion website. In our corpus we only include comments from the Europe-Subreddit3 where users
post news or discussions which are geographically
or politically related to Europe. We reason this decision on the basis that we – as Europeans – feel
eligible to assess the content of these posts and
we assume this topic to include lively (possibly
heated) discussions containing offensive language.
While Reddit is an American organisation, authors
of posts in the Europe-Subreddit are mostly Europeans, but this is not restricted. Non-European
users are also allowed to participate in the discus2

https://www.reddit.com/
A Subreddit is a forum dedicated to a specific topic as
part of the website Reddit. The Europe-Subreddit can be
found at https://reddit.com/r/europe.
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3

sions, however, the content has to be related to topics from Europe.
2.2

Source Data Structure

Comments on Reddit are structured in threads,
each one being a directed graph form of a rooted
tree – similar to forums. An initial post, called
submission, is directly posted in a Subreddit where
users share content by posting stories, links, images, and videos. It can also just consist of a headline. Users can then reply to the initial post or
to previously posted replies in a recursive manner. Thus, a thread can comprise several comments structured in a tree with the submission as a
main or top-level (level 0) post, which corresponds
to the root of the tree. Direct replies to the toplevel post, direct successors of the root, we consider as being on level 1, replies to those in turn as
being on level 2, etc. Leaf nodes are posts which
have no further direct replies. Thus, there is always exactly one directed path from the root to
any comment in a thread. A comment can technically never be a direct reply to multiple comments,
i. e. cannot have multiple direct predecessors.
2.3

Data Acquisition

The first step to construct our corpus is to download Reddit posts using the Python 3 psaw4 module, which is a minimalist wrapper for searching public Reddit comments and submissions via
the pushshift.io Reddit API 5 . Our script selects
all comments in the time frame from 2009-12-31
23:00:00 (first posts in the Europe-Subreddit) until
2019-04-04 22:00:00 (date of our corpus initialisation). The downloaded submissions and comments are stored as individual dictionary objects,
however, contain metadata (ID for itself and a link
to the ID of the predecessor) which allows to reconstruct the abovementioned tree structure. We
store them in a pickle object and save it into a file.
2.4

Corpus Format

To be able to efficiently process these threads automatically as well as manually by annotation, we
convert the downloaded data into a specifically tailored Extensible Markup Language (XML) corpus
format with the following general structure: A single root element subredditcorpus is defined
as containing all the other elements. It consists
4
5

https://github.com/dmarx/psaw
https://github.com/pushshift/api

of multiple submission elements which correspond to the threads in our Europe-Subreddit data.
A submission element contains an optional
main_post element (which is not present in a
few cases when the submission consists only of
a headline) and an arbitrary number of comment
elements. A main_post element can either consist of a link element, in cases where no text
comment is submitted and only a link to an external site or another Reddit post is given, or of a
comment element itself. A comment consists
of a text string and can recursively nest further
comments – besides the comment element of the
main_post element, which never has a successor; however, we do not ensure this in our XML
Document Type Definition (DTD).
Several types of metadata are maintained in our
XML corpus, such as post IDs which allow us
to find the original source on the website. Additionally, we store for each comment the date
of the post, the author ID (Reddit user name),
the author_flair (which is a customisable
string appearing next to the user name and specific to each Subreddit; in the Europe-Subreddit it
is possible to choose a country name as a flair and
users usually select their country of origin) and the
score of the post which was assigned by other
users (via down- or upvoting the post).

3

Methods

In this section we describe our methods for corpus annotation and processing. First, we present
our offensive language detection system in Section 3.1 which is based on a neural network and
predicts offensiveness probabilities for each comment. Then we give our methods for automatically extracting uniformly structured linear dialogues containing offensive language from the corpus in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3, we
show how we intend to further analyse these linear dialogues by applying decoupling functions to
model the change of offensive probability.
3.1

Offensive Language Detection

To detect the level of offensiveness of comments
we use a supervised machine learning method,
which is a typical approach for this task. We train
a model on manually labelled messages which
have been classified whether they contain offensive language or not. Our system operates solely
on the linguistic text of an individual comment
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Figure 1: Neural network model architecture of our offensive language detection system.
as input since there is no overlap in the types of
metadata between the training data and our corpus data. For each comment, given its text and the
trained model, the system computes an offensiveness probability which is annotated in our corpus.
In the remainder of this section we elaborate on a
few details of our system – for the full configuration refer to our provided code.
We use a neural network to train a model of offensiveness of short text posts. A neural network
is able to learn highly complex functions given
enough labelled training data instances. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are structures
commonly applied to natural language which can
automatically identify sequences of words in a text
that are significant features for a specific classification task. By design, CNNs contain regularisation which is capable to abstract from a limited set
of training instances to unseen – ideally similar –
test data instances.
Neural Network Architecture: Our overall
neural network model is designed as follows (see
also Figure 1). In a first step the tokenised6 input text is encoded as a sequence in an embedding
layer. We use (Tweet-) word embeddings by Deriu
et al. (2017) to represent the meaning of our input
text based on the principle of distributional semantics. To model offensive language based on the
6

For tokenisation we use the NLTK TweetTokenizer
(www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html) which
includes custom-built methods to deal with social media text.

word embeddings of the input text, we apply six
parallel CNNs with different window sizes (from
one to six). These CNNs process the given sequence by moving a filter over it from left to right,
in each step selecting a number (depending on its
fixed window size) of consecutive words and computing a weighted combination of the dimensions
of their word embeddings. Thereby, we aim to select word n-grams which are likely to be relevant
to assess if a given text instance contains offensive
language. Each CNN consists of a single convolutional layer followed by a dropout layer and a
max pooling layer. With the inherent regularisation of a CNN by convoluting and max-pooling
plus the additional dropout layer (here we use a
dropout probability of 0.25), this step includes a
considerabe amount of regularisation. We justify
this design for our encoder by considering that
our test data (Reddit comments) is vastly different from the training data (Twitter microposts) in
terms of text type and website. By using a high
amount of regularisation we intend to be able to
generalise well when predicting on out-of-domain
text. In the final steps of our neural network, the
encoded output of the parallel CNNs is concatenated, reformatted using a flatten layer, and finally
we compute a score which can be interpreted as offensiveness probability using a densely-connected
layer with a sigmoid activation function. The exact parametrisation of the model is given in our
provided code.
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Training Procedure: We train our model using the Offensive Language Identification Dataset
(OLID) (Zampieri et al., 2019a) which has been
used for the OffensEval 20197 shared task of
“Identifying and Categorizing Offensive Language in Social Media”. The training dataset consists of 13,240 Tweets as individual messages labelled for containing offensive language or not.
The distribution of non-offensive to offensive messages in this dataset is approximately 2:1, i. e.
there are 4,400 messages labelled as being offensive. Our training algorithm optimises the weights
of the model based on 11,916 samples (90%) of
these annotated instances and validates on the remaining 1,324 samples (10%) to avoid overfitting.
Early stopping is executed when the performance
on the validation set did not improve in the last few
training epochs and we load the weights from after
the epoch which lead to the maximum validation
set performance.
Prediction: During testing we apply the abovementioned trained model to each comment of our
corpus and annotate the predicted offence as follows. We add new metadata to our XML corpus by
including the attributes p_off and off for the
comment elements. While the predicted probability score is directly stored as value of p_off,
the value of off expresses if the predicted probability of a comment to contain offensive language
is higher than 0.5, which we annotate as one of the
possible binary values "True" or "False".
3.2

Extraction of Linear Dialogues

The abovementioned corpus creation process (cf.
Section 2) provides us with a dataset of comments
structured in a forum-like manner as a tree – a top
post with direct replies which can in turn have direct replies themselves and so on. After we processed this corpus using our offensive language
detection system, the comments in this corpus include annotations expressing their offensive probabilities. However, as we aim to analyse conversations as turn-based dialogues around offensive
comments, we now have to filter the corpus and
extract such linear dialogues. In this section we
describe our method for this extraction process.
Our corpus can be formally described as a set
of comments C, a set of submissions S ⊂ C and
a set of relations R, where each comment ci ∈ C
7
https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/20011

#comments = n
n ≤ 10
10 < n ≤ 100
100 < n ≤ 1000
n > 1000
average
average(n>1)

#submissions
265,068
83,295
8,539
80
14
54

Table 1: Number of comments per submissions.
is either a submission or top post ci ∈ S or a direct reply to exactly one other comment cj ∈ C,
i. e. ∀ci ∈C ∃!cj ∈C : (cj , ci ) ∈ R.
For our target of linear conversations we now
need to extract a simplified dialogue out of this
dataset, i. e. a linear structure of turns. In general,
we consider a linear conversation an ordered list
of comments from our corpus as {c1 , c2 , ..., cn }
where ∀i∈{1,...,n−1} : (ci , ci+1 ) ∈ R.
We assert the following requirements to refine
this structure. As we intend to compare dialogues
around offensive comments with each other and
find patterns amongst them, we have to analyse a
uniform structure of contexts. Thus, we require all
linear conversations to have a fixed length (number
of comments) and the context before and after an
offensive comment to be equal in size. Additionally, we included the the top-level comment for
each linear conversation to give information about
the general topic in each case.
Thus, we define a linear conversation from
our corpus as l = {c0 , c1 , c2 , ..., cn }, where
∀i∈{0,...,n} ci ∈ C, ∀i∈{1,...,n−1} : (ci , ci+1 ) ∈ R,
c0 ∈ S, p_off(c n2 ) > 0.5 with n = 2 ∗ k + 2,
where k ∈ N corresponds to the number of comments of the context to the left and right of the
offensive comment (or window size) and there has
to be a path from c0 to c1 .
3.3

Decoupling Functions

In order to determine the progression of offensive
probability we have preliminarily tested two gradient based approaches on linear dialogues of two
users: firstly, using the gradient of all dialogue
turns (c1 , . . . , cn ); secondly, comparing the gradient before and after the offensive comment (comparison of (c1 , . . . , c n2 −1 ) to (c n2 +1 , . . . , cn )). We
visualise these approaches in our experiments in
Section 4.4. In future work we intend to compare
the gradient of the two different users. This will
theoretically show the most meaningful forms of
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ci
0
1

author
user 1
user 2

off p
0
0.11

2

user 1

0.20

3

user 2

0.97

4
5

user 1
user 2

0.85
0.30

6

user 1

0.52

7

user 2

0.64

comment
Do you find your government to be trustworthy?
So why exactly they don’t feel safe? Because Russia planned Babchenko assasination? Or because SBU managed to prevent that and safe him and 30+
others?
The way I understood it, they were not feeling safe in the first place, and now
they feel that the authorities undermined what little trust they had.
If your understanding is correct than I must state that those journalists are
dumb as fuck and infantile people.
Why are they dumb? Because they are sceptical of this whole circus?
Because they can’t set priorities between national security, life and death of
people and their personal feelings.
The issue is that they don’t trust the government. They don’t believe this thing
was needed, or even worse, they don’t believe that there was an actual threat in
the first place. Do you find your government to be trustworthy? Why do you
believe that this was real?
”The issue is that they don’t trust the government.” No one trust gov-t in
Ukraine. Any gov-t. It’s a national feature. Sometimes it’s good, sometimes
it’s bad. And up to 100% of journalists only criticizing the gov-t all the time it’s just how things work here. People don’t trust the officials and journalists
wat to be in trend. I doubt that any of those journalists actually lost some trust
to gov-t. They just never had it and now using this situation to state it.

Table 2: Example of a linear dialogue containing offence from our corpus.
dialogue progression. We plan to publish a detailed analysis of these examples, but for illustrative purposes and to articulate the motivation in
data collection, below are brief overviews of instances where offence probability declines.

4

Experiments

In this section we describe our observations when
we applied the abovementioned methods to our
corpus data.
4.1

Corpus Analysis

The download of Reddit submissions and comments using the mentioned API led to the total
number of 11,217,768 posts (356,982 being submissions). In Table 1 we show the distribution of
comments per submissions for certain ranges, to
gain an understanding of how comments are structured in threads in this dataset. While the vast majority of submissions (approximately 74%) have
very few replies (≤ 10 comments), only 80 submission have more than 1000 comments. However, there is a substantial amount of threads with
more than 10 comments and the average number
of comments per thread – if we exclude threads
with none or only one comment – is 54. Thus,

we consider this dataset to be rich enough to study
conversations and to be representative for different
phenomena.
4.2

Offensive Language Detection

Our training algorithm for offensive language detection calls early stopping on training epoch 10,
where a maximum binary accuracy is reached on
the validation dataset. The evaluation after this
epoch shows a binary accuracy of 0.82 on the
training data and a binary accuracy of 0.73 on the
validation data.
4.3

Extraction of Linear Conversations

To extract linear conversations as we defined them
above, we tested different window sizes for the
context. We decided to at least have 50k instances
of conversations around offensive comments as we
expect this to be a representative set of different
types of phenomena. We set the window size
k = 3 for the contexts before and after offensive comments, which leads to 67,456 instances
of linear dialogues of length 7 (plus one for the
top post), i. e. here l = {c0 , c1 , . . . , c7 } while
p_off(c4 ) > 0.5. In Table 2 we provide an individual example of a linear conversation from our
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Figure 2: Gradient of all comments in extracted linear conversations.
dataset including offensive probabilities.
We have to consider that linear conversations
from our dataset can have a certain partial overlap. From the data structure it only follows that
the comments in the context before the offensive comment are given, here {c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 }. For
the comments after the offensive comment (here
{c5 , c6 , c7 }), there is the possibility to produce
multiple linear conversations when there are multiple direct replies to one comment. We call this
case branching, i. e. when we have multiple linear conversations which differ only in some of the
comments {c5 , c6 , c7 } – when following a different branch in the tree.
To analyse the frequency of this phenomenon,
we counted how many unique first parts exist in
our set of 67,456 linear conversations. If we only
consider {c0 , . . . , c4 }, there are 54,286 unique instances. If we add c5 , there are 57,077 unique instances and if we add c6 there are 60,647 unique
instances. Considering these values, we assume
that branching is rather infrequent and we have
mostly entirely different linear dialogues of this
fixed length.
4.4

Progression of Offensive Probability

We now want to investigate the change of the level
of offensiveness in turns of our linear dialogues
statistically.
Complete Linear Dialogue Progression: We
calculated the linear regression gradient of all
comments in the collected linear dialogue, and

searched for instances where gradient decline was
the steepest. In simple terms, these reflect conversation where replies have been less offensive
than the stimulus. The graph in Figure 2 shows
the mean placement of each dialogue turn for the
50 steepest gradient dialogues, as well as standard
deviation in red; a line of best fit is shown in blue.
A clear downward vector in the overall gradient is
shown, as well as a steep decline in the latter half
of the dialogue, standard deviation accounted for.
Pre/Post Offence Comparison: We used the
initiating offensive instance (comment 4) to split
the dialogue into two halves (comment 1-4 and
4-7), and then we compared their gradients. We
searched for instances with opposing directions.
Unlike the above approach, comparing two halves
allows us to see the impact on dialogue of the offensive comment, and measure how it was reacted
to. The graph in Figure 3 shows a mean downward
trajectory for the fifty most clear examples of this
gradient.
In the example instance given in Table 2 the initiating comment probability is 0.85 in a reply to
a clearly offensive comment towards a group of
journalists (probability of 0.97). The latter half
of the dialogue passively expands on that point,
without returning to profanity or offence. We can
reasonably say that user 1 is consistently responding to user 2 without offending, and therefore of
interest to a study on inoffensive approaches to offensive dialogue.
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Figure 3: Gradient in comments before and after offensive comment trigger.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we presented our data collection
strategy for a corpus containing conversations and
discussed methods to analyse the corpus for linear dialogues around offensive comments. With a
substantial dataset of over 11 million posts we are
able to analyse over 50k unique linear dialogues,
each consisting of seven turns predicted to contain
offensive language. We now discuss our two main
contributions.
Using offensive-tagged individual messages
as training data for assessing the offensiveness
of dialogue turns: Our method to detect offence
is based on a machine learning model which predicts whether individual messages contain offensive language or not. In our model architecture,
the computed probability expresses the confidence
of the system that words and n-grams of the post
are typical expressions of offensive language. We
understand the offensiveness of a dialogue turn to
be approximately in line with this assessment. A
post can be seen as highly offensive when it contains several word sequences which are usually
used to express offence. A low level of offensiveness can be expressed by using word sequences
which are only incidentally used in offensive comments, i. e. they might for example not be offensive to everyone.
We also want to note that our offensive language
detection model is not fully optimised: we intend

in future work to experiment with different training data. The rather low scores given for the performance on the training/validation set can also be
justified by the high amount of regularisation in
our model which was implemented to make it generalise more when applied to our dataset (which is
different from the training data). The training algorithm also does not optimise on accuracy as we
use class weights, giving the more infrequent class
of offensive comments a higher weight. If we further go into the direction to base methods for automatic analyses on the computed scores, it might
be worth to investigate further how to optimise the
detection system.
Analysing conversations around offensive
comments using decoupling functions to find
tactics to counter offence: We have shown that
the analysis of gradients should be considered
when we want to measure the change in offensiveness of a conversation. With the use of decoupling
functions it especially seems suitable to split dialogues around offensive comments into two halves
to find tactics to counter offence, i. e. especially
instances where the gradient declines after the offensive comment trigger.
In future work we aim to focus on researching manual and statistical methods to find tactics
to counter offence. However, the analyses of the
given dataset and the provided code show promising results by pointing into the right direction.
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Abstract
Despite being a fairly recent phenomenon,
emojis have quickly become ubiquitous.
Besides their extensive use in social media, they are now also invoked in customer
surveys and feedback forms. Hence, there
is a need for techniques to understand their
sentiment and emotion. In this work, we
provide a method to quantify the emotional association of basic emotions such
as anger, fear, joy, and sadness for a set of
emojis. We collect and process a unique
corpus of 20 million emoji-centric tweets,
such that we can capture rich emoji semantics using a comparably small dataset. We
evaluate the induced emotion profiles of
emojis with regard to their ability to predict word affect intensities as well as sentiment scores.

1

Introduction

In recent years, information technology has profoundly altered the way humans communicate. A
substantial proportion of the global population has
adopted the use of social media platforms (such
as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram) and messaging technology (such as Facebook Messenger,
WeChat, and WhatsApp) to interact and voice
their opinion. The unique properties and expressive capabilities afforded by computer and mobile
device-mediated communication has led to quite
distinct forms of expression in comparison with
classic email etiquette, let alone traditional written correspondence.
Meanwhile, for any meaningful analysis of social interactions or expression of opinions, it is
critical to extract and understand the sentiment
and the affect of the source. There are numerous studies investigating the connection between

words or sentences and the affects they convey.
However, emojis are a particularly prominent feature of modern online interaction. Thus, this paper introduces a new basis for studying this new
modality with regard to conveyed affective associations. Emojis have become widespread in social
media, and are variously used to carry emotional
and contextual information pertaining to the content of social media posts. There have been studies
exploring the relationship between hashtags and
tweets (Ferragina et al., 2015), and between emojis and tweets (Campero et al., 2017). Additional
research has aimed at conducting sentiment analysis based on emojis and hashtags (Novak et al.,
2015). A number of other works study the connection between words and emotions, resulting in
datasets such as EmoLex (Mohammad and Turney,
2013). Most of these studies relied upon a crowdsourcing approach to compile the data and lexicons and to capture relationships among linguistic
and paralinguistic elements (Kulahcioglu and de
Melo, 2019).
However, previous work has neglected to focus
on the emotional aspects of emojis. For instance,
we may ultimately be interested in devising a system that jointly assesses the affect conveyed by a
tweet based not only on the words, but also in part
on the emojis occurring within it. In some cases,
an emoji may reinforce the emotion conveyed by
the text. In other cases, it may reveal an additional
dimension of affect. In some cases, it may also
point in the opposite direction, e.g., by helping to
discern sarcasm, which otherwise might be hard to
ascertain in certain contexts. Currently, there are
no readily available resources to understand the direct relationship between emojis and emotions.
We address this gap by harvesting an emojicentric collection of tweets. From this, we create the EmoTag resource. The name alludes to its
usefulness in exploiting emoji for emotional tag-
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ging. The resource is based on a series of cooccurrence statistics that allow us to quantify the
emotional associations of individual emojis. We
subsequently assess these connections in a series
of experiments and case studies.

2

Background

Emotion and Communication. Facial expression has been an important aspect of communication that predates the emergence of mankind.
Chevalier-Skolnikoff, in ascending order of phylogenetic complexity, draws connections between
the degree of evolution of the brain and the spectrum of facial expression observed for a species
(Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1973). Charles Darwin’s
well-known volume on the expression of emotions
(Darwin, 1872) analysed the connection between
emotions and their expression. He remarked for
instance, that for both animals and humans, anger
coincides with eye muscle contractions and teeth
exposure, and commented on the fact that humans
lift their eyebrows in moments of surprise. His
work then goes on to study the role of such forms
of facial expression in conveying to others how an
animal feels, studying primates as well as human
infants and adults.
In light of this, humans continue to rely extensively on such nonverbal cues even in oral forms
of linguistic communication. Although a person’s
emotion and mood can to some extent be conveyed
by means of suitable content words (e.g., “I am
happy to hear that!”) or interjections (“Wow!”),
face-to-face communication has important properties that written communication tends to lack
(Bordia, 1997). These include facial expressions
of the aforementioned sort, but also gesture and
intonation. In certain circumstances, e.g. certain
problem-solving settings, face-to-face communication may hence prove more efficient and effective (Bordia, 1997).
Accordingly, since the beginning of writing, humans have resorted to surrogate mechanisms to
convey emotive signals, attempting to push the
boundaries and overcome some of the inherent restrictions of plain written language as a medium.
Examples include illustrative embellishments and
ornaments, calligraphy, a judicious use of color,
and various typographic instruments. For instance,
it has been shown that the choice of font may radically alter the affective perception of a text (Juni
and Gross, 2008; Kulahcioglu and de Melo, 2018).

Emoticons and Emoji. While emoticons such
as “:-)” and Japanese 顔文字 (kaomoji) such as
“(ˆ ˆ)”, both based on regular characters, have
been in use for several decades, emojis originated in Japan in the 1990s and have only recently spread globally. Despite the lexicographic
similarity between the two words emoji and emotion, etymologically, the former stems from the
Japanese words 絵 (e, picture) and 文字 (moji,
character). Emoji characters, similar to earlier
dingbat characters, are pictorial and colorful.
Their principal use has indeed been to convey
emotion, particularly via facial expression emojis. In 2015, Oxford Dictionaries declared the
Face with Tears of Joy emoji its Word of the Year
2015. Kaye et al. (2017) explained how emojis may aid the interlocutor in disambiguating utterances that would otherwise remain ambiguous.
Emojis may also be useful as a more instantaneously and widely recognized form of communicating degrees of satisfaction. Kay et al. go as far
as suggesting them for consideration as possible
alternatives to regular Likert scales (Kaye et al.,
2017).
Historically, the spread of emojis has been
driven in large part by their adoption in popular
messaging and social media platforms, which led,
among things, to their inclusion in Shift JIS, and,
subsequently, the Unicode standard. Nowadays,
they are ubiquitous in social media and chat applications, but increasingly also in emails and other
digital correspondence.

3

Related Work

Emoticons. Early studies focused on the use
of emoticons in social media. Go et al. (2009)
proposed a form of distant supervision by using
emoticons as noisy labels for Twitter sentiment
classification. Davidov et al. (2010) adopted a
fairly similar approach by handpicking smileys
and hashtags as tweet labels and relying on a supervised method for sentiment analysis of tweets.
Emoji Semantics. A prominent work on emojis is
the DeepMoji project (Campero et al., 2017) from
MIT. It provided a model that recommends emojis
given a natural language sentence as input. The
deep learning model was trained on a collection of
1.2B tweets to learn the sentiment, emotions, and
the use of sarcasm in short text.
Barbieri et al. (2016) proposed a method to
learn vector space embeddings of emojis using the
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standard word2vec skip-gram approach, applied to
a large collection of tweets. In contrast, Eisner
et al. (2016) attempted to learn vector embeddings
of emojis based on their short descriptions in the
Unicode standard.
Emoji Associations. The first paper that thoroughly investigated the sentiment of emojis (Novak et al., 2015) proposed a sentiment ranking of
715 emojis on a corpus of 70,000 tweets. This
work provides a basis for future research on the
logographic usage of emojis in social media.
Zhou and Wang (2017) trained a natural language conversation model that accounts for the underlying emotion of utterances by exploiting the
existence of emojis as a signal.
Rakhmetullina et al. (2018) proposed a method
to classify emojis with regard to their sentiment
and emotion. Their corpus consists of 500 labeled
tweets, and they categorize emojis by assigning
them labels for 8 emotions. For this, they applied
a distant supervision technique for a reliable mapping based on manually annotated data.

4

EmoTag

Given the prominence of emojis in human communication, our work seeks to study relevant associations of emojis. We begin by assembling a
dataset for this purpose (Section 4.1), and subsequently induce a series of lexicons that reveal
potential connections (Section 4.2), including between words and emojis, as well as between emojis and emotions.
4.1

Data Collection

In assembling a collection of social media postings
containing both emojis and hashtags with tweets,
one strategy would be to rely on available datasets
and filter them so as to retain only those entries
that contain both emojis and hashtags. However,
this approach results in a comparably small number of postings. Despite the overall surge in popularity of emojis, only a fraction of all postings
includes emojis.
Instead, we proceeded to compile a new dataset
of about 20.8 million tweets by specifically
searching for postings that contain emojis. For the
set of target emojis, our goal was to focus on emojis associated with emotions, as opposed to generic
symbols from domains such as transportation or
household appliances. To this end, we relied on a
set of most frequently used 620 emojis from No-

vak et al. (2015) and from Emoji Tracker1 , a website that monitors the use of emojis on Twitter in
realtime.
Using our set of frequent emojis as search
terms, we retrieved tweets that specifically contain
one or more of these target emojis. The number of
tweets is evenly distributed across different emojis. While tweets can be in any language, we only
collected tweets labeled as being in English. In total, we obtained a set of 20.8 million tweets over
a span of one year. In addition to the volume that
such a large time span provides, collecting the data
for every day of the year aids in mitigating the effect of potential biases in the data. All collected
tweets contain at least one emoji.
Note that only a fraction of all tweets have hashtags. Specifically, within our collected data, we
found that only 10-15% of our tweets with emojis also include hashtags. To clean up the data,
we removed usernames (marked with @-symbol),
tweets consisting only of hashtags and emojis but
no text, tweets that only contain a short time stamp
such as “6AM” or simply a URL (with or without
the “http://” prefix), as well as all duplicate tweets.
4.2

Lexicon Induction

Based on the corpus, EmoTag is constructed as a
series of lexicons.
4.2.1 Co-occurring Emojis
We first collect a series of co-occurrence based
lexicons. Each entry in such a lexicon is the representation of pairwise count of desired unigram tokens. These resources can be useful for the community, but also allow us to conduct analyses of
the data.
In our tweet collection, there are roughly 36K
tweets per emoji, and these have a uniform distribution across the collection time period.
Inspecting the results, we observe that the overall top-ranked pair of co-occurring emojis in our
dataset is U+1F61D and U+1F61C . These
showed up together 42K times, which is fairly frequent in comparison with other pairs. Note that
U+1F61D is the “face with stuck-out tongue and
tightly-closed eyes” emoji, while U+1F61C is
the “face with stuck-out tongue and winking eye”
emoji.
Another emoji, U+1F602 , the “face with tears
of joy” one, appears to be the most common emojis to co-occur saliently with others. It appears
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http://emojitracker.com/

Unicode
U+1F649
U+1F648
U+1F649
U+1F64A
U+1F62D
U+1F602
U+1F620
U+1F608
U+1F620
U+1F629

Emoji

Sentiment
Score
0.333
0.432
0.333
0.459
-0.093
0.221
-0.299
0.265
-0.299
-0.368

Word
miss

Description
Hear-no-evil monkey
See-no-evil monkey
Hear-no-evil monkey
Speak-no-evil monkey
Loudly crying face
Face with tears of joy
Angry face
Smiling face with horns
Angry face
Weary face

happy

love

U+1F60D
U+1F618
U+2764

Table 1: Similarities and Contrasts of Cooccurring Emojis
with a broad range of other emojis with a relatively
high frequency. Three other popular emojis that
co-occurred with U+1F602 include U+1F62D
(“loudly crying face”), U+1F648 (“see-no-evil
monkey”), and U+1F629 (“weary face”).
Somewhat different from the previous cases, the
fourth pair in Table 1 involves the emoji U+1F62D
, i.e., a crying face, and U+1F602 , i.e., a face
with tears of joy. This is unusual in the sense that
these two emojis possess opposite sentiment polarities. According to Novak et al. (2015), the sentiment value of U+1F62D is -0.093, whereas the
sentiment value of U+1F602 is 0.221, i.e., a positive sentiment. This suggests that people tend to
conflate the two due to their similar appearance, as
both involve tears. Another possibility is that people may be using one of the two sarcastically. As
shown in the table, similar observations can also
be made for certain other pairs of emojis.
Our results also show a correlation between
U+1F60D and U+1F629 . The two are paired
up around 2,500 times, illustrating another connection between a positive and a negative senis the “weary face”
timent emoji. U+1F629
emoji, whereas U+1F60D is the “smiling face
with heart-shaped eyes” one. This appears to stem
from tweets that express positive sentiment about
a target entity, but also negative sentiment about
the current situation.
4.2.2

Emoji
U+1F62D
U+2764
U+1F622
U+1F389
U+2764
U+1F618

Emoji–Words Lexicon

Another lexicon that we produce aims to provide
co-occurring words for a given emoji, or, vice
versa, emojis for a given word. Table 2 shows
an excerpt of the emoji–word lexicon, grouped
by words. For example, the word “miss” co-

Description
Loudly crying face
Heavy black heart
Crying face
Party popper
Heavy black heart
Face throwing a kiss
Smiling face with
heart-shaped eyes
Face throwing a kiss
Heavy black heart

Table 2: Co-occurring Emojis and Words
occurs with a wide range of emojis, but the top
co-occurring emojis are U+1F62D , U+2764 ,
and U+1F622 . These emojis are likely to be
used when someone misses someone or something. Similarly, the words “happy” and “love”
appear with numerous emojis that carry happy and
positive sentiment.
4.2.3

Emoji–Hashtags Lexicon

This lexicon provides a collection of hashtags
along with the emojis that they co-occur with.
The resource also includes the corresponding cooccurrence frequencies between emojis and hashtags.
According to our findings, the emoji
U+1F637 (“face with medical mask”) co-occurs
with the hashtags #sick, #flu, #yuck, #cold, #insomnia, and #dying, which all are clearly semantically relevant for this emoji.
4.3

Interpretable Emoji-Based Word Vectors

Interpretability and explainability are widely regarded as highly desirable attributes of AI-driven
decision making (Xian et al., 2019). Dense
word vectors such as those produced by word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) are ubiquitous in NLP (de
Melo, 2017). However, it is often remarked that
they lack interpretability, in the sense that individual values in such vectors do not carry any easily interpretable inherent significance. Previous
work has proposed interpretable word vectors consisting of one or more sentiment polarity scores
for a word (Dong and de Melo, 2018; Dong and
de Melo, 2018). Given that emojis represent a
wide spectrum of aspects considered relevant in
human communication, we study to what extent
emojis can serve as a means of inducing word vectors endowed with interpretability.
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Figure 1: Inducing Interpretable Word Vectors via Emojis
This can be achieved by assigning every word
a 620-dimensional word vector, in which each dimension reflects the association of that word with
one out of 620 emojis. Since we use a list of the
620 most frequent emojis, the dimensionality of a
vector becomes 620. An obvious method would be
to adopt just simple frequency counts as the values
in these vectors, i.e., for a given word, the entries
in its word vector would simply reflect the number
of times that word co-occurred with a given emoji.
However, we can improve over this by relying
on the word2vec Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013) as an intermediate representation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We
first train such a word2vec model on the EmoTag
corpus. Then a cosine similarity score is calculated between all words and emojis. This yields a
semantic relatedness score in [0, 1] for any word–
emoji pair. Thus, we can view the score as reflecting to what extent a word correlates with an
emoji. We use these correlation coefficients to
form a word vector vw ∈ [0, 1]d for every word w,
such that each of the d = 620 dimensions reflects
the correlation with a particular emoji. This is the
final EmoTag word vector representation that we
use in all experiments.

5

Evaluation

In the following, we evaluate EmoTag for machine learning-driven emotion analysis of tweets
and show how it can be used to reveal the sentiment and emotion of individual emojis.
The first study aims at evaluating the usefulness of our interpretable EmoTag word vectors in
a downstream task, exploiting them in a machine
learning-driven system that seeks to identify the
emotion intensity of tweets.
Subsequently, we use our data to compute sentiment polarity scores for emojis, comparing these
against existing human annotations of emoji senti-

ment.
Finally, we develop the first resource providing
emotion scores for emojis. We evaluate these by
showing how they can be used to automatically induce emotion scores for words.
5.1

Emotion Intensity Prediction with
Interpretable Emoji-Based Word Vectors

We begin by evaluating the interpretable emojibased word vectors, assessing to what extent they
are able to keep up with regular word vectors in a
downstream task relating to emotions.
Benchmark. In particular, we consider the
EmoInt Shared Task from WASSA (Workshop on
Computational Approaches to Subjectivity, Sentiment & Social Media Analysis) 2017 (Mohammad
and Bravo-Marquez, 2017a), which involves determining the intensity or degree of emotion felt
by a speaker when a tweet and a target emotion
are given. Tweets were provided for four different emotion categories (anger, fear, joy, and sadness), and the ground truth intensity values range
between 0 and 1.
The Affective Tweets (AT) package was provided to all participants as a baseline for the
competition (Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez,
2017b), providing a rich set of features constructed based on several emotion and sentiment
lexicons such as NRC-EmoLex, NRC10E, etc.
(Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez, 2017a).
Model. We rely on a deep neural network to predict the emotion intensity for each tweet, adopting a similar CNN-LSTM architecture as that of
IMS (Köper et al., 2017), the 2nd-ranked system
among all participants in the competition, with the
CNN architecture based on that proposed by Kim
(2014). In training, each tweet is represented by a
matrix of size m x d, where d is the dimensionality of the pre-trained word vectors and m = 50 is
the maximal token sequence length considered for
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Method
A
Interpretable
AT
0.65
EmoTag
0.70
Non-Interpretable
Random Init.
0.68
Google News
0.70
GloVe
0.70
GloVe–Twitter 0.72
IMS
0.71

F

J

S

Avg

d

0.66
0.73

0.60
0.69

0.69
0.75

0.65
0.72

n/a
620

0.72
0.72
0.73
0.74
0.74

0.66
0.67
0.68
0.68
0.71

0.73
0.75
0.76
0.76
0.71

0.70
0.71
0.72
0.73
0.72

300
300
300
200
300

Novak
Score

EmoTag
Score

U+1F61C

0.455

0.482

U+1F617
U+1F49A
U+1F48B

0.611
0.656
0.691

0.591
0.654
0.744

Unicode

Table 3: Comparing with other methods, with regard to anger (A), fear (F), joy (J), sadness (S),
average (Avg), dimensionality (d).
a tweet. We can thus feed in either regular word
vectors or our interpretable emoji-based EmoTag
vectors for the series of words in the tweet. We applied a dropout rate of 0.25. The obtained matrix
then serves as input to a convolutional layer with a
window size of 3, followed by a max-pooling layer
(size 2) and an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to predict a numerical output for each
tweet. This numerical value was then added as
a feature along with other auxiliary features, and
passed to a Random Forest regressor to obtain the
final intensity score for a particular emotion. The
IMS team used a total of 142 features, including
the 45 baselines features from Affective Tweets.
Since we are comparing our results with both the
baseline features and the features used by the IMS
team, our classifier is also fed with the 142 features. All features were passed to a random forest regressor with 800 trees for identifying the intensity of a given emotion. A separate model is
trained for each of the four target emotions.
Results. Table 3 summarizes the results for the
EmoInt task, providing Pearson correlations for
each emotion as well the average Pearson correlation for all four emotions, along with the dimensionality of the respective word vectors used
in the experiments. The results show that the interpretable word vectors in EmoTag are able to
yield results that are comparable with those of
other dense word representations that are not interpretable. It should be kept in mind that EmoTag
was built based on a very small corpus, i.e., only
20M tweets, comparing to the massive size of the
corpora used for pretrained word vectors such as
the two GloVe models. For further comparison,
we also report results on just the AffectiveTweets
(AT) features, as well as the original IMS system.
In some cases, for example for the sadness emo-

Emoji

Description
Face with
stuck-out
tongue and
winking eye
Kissing face
Green heart
Kiss mark

Table 4: Comparison of emoji sentiment scores
from EmoTag and Novak et al. (2015).
tion, EmoTag actually outperforms the IMS team’s
baseline.
5.2

Evaluating the Sentiment of Emojis

Next, we evaluate to what extent our interpretable
word–emoji vectors can aid in revealing the sentiment of emojis.
Method. For obtaining sentiment scores, we rely
on the NRC Emotion Lexicon EmoLex (Mohammad and Turney, 2013), a list of English words
and their associations with eight basic emotions
(anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness,
joy, and disgust) and two sentiments (negative and
positive). The associations are merely given as
Boolean labels (0 or 1). To obtain a sentiment
score for an individual emoji, we first consider
all words with a sentiment score of 1 in EmoLex.
Then, we rank all words associated with the given
emoji based on their similarity score according
to our interpretable word vectors, where a higher
similarity score results in a higher rank. According to the ranking, the top K = 3 words are picked
and their similarity scores are aggregated using a
simple addition, which becomes the ultimate sentiment score for the given target emoji.
Results. To evaluate the sentiment score of emojis, we measure the Pearson correlations for several groups of emojis treating the scores by Novak
et al. (2015) as gold scores. Table 5 summarizes
the Pearson correlations for several groups of emojis. The first row of the table represents Novak’s
top 100 positive sentiment emojis. We also consider additional groups based on the Unicode standard emoji descriptions, particularly those with a
face and those with monkey faces.
Note that we observed a high positive sentiment score for all emojis with kiss symbol or kissing face in our data, compared to Novak’s scores.
For some emojis, our model obtains a high sentiment score such as 0.991 for “Kissing Cat Face
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Emoji Group
Top 100 positive emojis
Emojis with face
Monkey face emojis
Emojis with kissing

Correlations
0.71
0.45
0.53
0.14

Table 5: Pearson Correlations for Sentiment Score
with Closed Eyes” U+1F63D, whereas the score
by Novak et al. (2015) is 0.571. This can happen for several reasons. In some cases, the sentiment scores they propose may be misleading for
certain emojis, especially if they are less frequent
in their dataset. An example is U+1F63D, which
has an occurrence frequency of 88 only, compared
to emojis such as
“Face with Tears of Joy”
U+1F602, which occurred 14,622 times. Thus, in
some cases, their results may not be reliable.
Still, the results often show a strong agreement,
although our method produces sentiment scores
for emojis only indirectly via their associations
with words. Table 4 provides examples of such
sentiment scores generated by EmoTag and Novak
et al. (2015).
5.3

Evaluating Emotion Profiles of Emojis

Finally, we use our data to evaluate to what extent emojis are associated with certain emotions.
For this, we again rely on our emoji-based word
vectors in conjunction with EmoLex, the NRC
Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013).
EmoLex provides a set of words along with a set
of binary labels, where 1 signifies that the word
carries a particular association, while 0 represents
the negative case.
Method. First, for each emoji, we identify the
top K in EmoLex according to their cosine similarity with the emoji, as obtained in our interpretable word vectors, where a higher similarity
score entails a higher rank. For the top K words,
we compute a weighted average of emotion labels.
The emotion labels are taken from EmoLex, while
the similarity scores are used as weights. This
weighted average then serves as the final emotion
score of the emoji. The same process is followed
for all emojis. Results. We evaluate our induced
emoji emotion scores indirectly by using them to
reproduce emotion intensity scores for words, for
which we have ground truth intensity scores in the
Affect Intensity lexicon by (Mohammad, 2018).
This lexicon comes with 6K tokens, where tokes

are grouped by the four emotions anger, fear, joy,
and sadness. It provides crowdsourced emotion
intensity scores, which range between 0 and 1,
with 1 meaning that the word exhibits the highest degree of association with a particular emotion and 0 referring to the lowest degree. Note
that this ground truth resource is distinct from
the NRC Emotion Lexicon used in inducing our
scores. The latter merely provides Boolean labels
for word–emotion pairs, and thus it is non-trivial
to derive affect intensity scores from it, particularly via emojis.
To reproduce word emotion intensities based on
our emoji emotion scores, we proceed as follows.
For a given word w, we rank the top K emojis
based on their similarity score in the EmoTag word
vectors, where higher scores entail a higher rank.
Once the top K emojis have been identified, we
then compute the arithmetic mean of the emotion
scores of those related emojis, which yields the final emotion score for the target word w. We chose
K = 10, which led to better results than alternative values.
Table 8 depicts the Pearson correlations for
different subsets of the Affect Intensity lexicon.
These correlations reveal how close we are in predicting the emotion score for a given word based
on our emoji emotion scores. The first row shows
the scores for words that are common to all four
emotion groups, whereas the last row includes all
words. Table 7 provides examples of emotion
scores for a few select emojis.
Analysis. For further analysis, we compare our
scores with the classification obtained by Rakhmetullina et al. (2018). Table 6 compares the
emotional label that their classification provides
against our emotion scores for anger, joy, sadness.
Note that this is the complete set of emoji results
provided in their paper, apart from one additional
emoji for the emotion surprise, which our method
currently does not support, due to its omission in
EmoLex. Their labeling did not include the emotion fear, so we omit it in our comparison. The
bold scores in the last three columns indicate what
emotion labeling we would obtain if we had to select a single label for an emoji based on our obtained emotion intensity scores. For example, in
our case, emoji “Folded Hands” U+1F64F obtains the highest score 0.485 for the emotion joy,
which is labeled as being in the joy category in
their study as well. There are three cases (high-
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Unicode
U+1F612
U+1F602
U+1F60D
U+1F60A
U+1F495
U+1F601
U+263A
U+1F604
U+1F618
U+1F64F
U+1F62D
U+1F629
U+1F622

Name
Unamused face
Face with tears of joy
Smiling face with heart-eyes
Smiling face with smiling eyes
Two hearts
Beaming face with smiling eyes
Smiling face
Grinning face with smiling eyes
Face blowing a kiss
Folded hands
Loudly crying face
Weary face
Crying face

Emoji

E2E Label
anger
joy
joy
joy
joy
joy
joy
joy
joy
joy
sadness
sadness
sadness

Anger
0.418
0.381
0.307
0.067
0.172
0.091
0.095
0.184
0.233
0.187
0.246
0.236
0.284

Joy
0.119
0.099
0.308
0.248
0.383
0.123
0.245
0.188
0.215
0.485
0.198
0.186
0.210

Sadness
0.333
0.326
0.137
0.247
0.142
0.079
0.176
0.149
0.144
0.351
0.272
0.234
0.333

Table 6: A comparison between Emoji2Emotion (E2E) and EmoTag
Emoji
U+1F620
U+1F46E
U+1F492
U+1F4A9

Name

A

F

J

S

Angry face

0.49

0.36

0.07

0.44

Police officer

0.34

0.49

0.16

0.27

Wedding

0.09

0.14

0.63

0.25

Pile of poo

0.35

0.34

0.15

0.47

6

Table 7: Emotion scores of emojis for anger (A),
fear (F), joy (J), sadness (S).
Tokens
Common Words
All Words

A
0.51
0.45

F
0.41
0.40

J
0.19
0.20

S
0.50
0.45

Avg
0.40
0.37

Table 8: Pearson Correlations of gold scores and
our predicted scores for Affect Intensity lexicon
lighted in red) at which our scoring would fail. According to their labeling system and results, emoji
“Weary Face” U+1F629 should have obtained
its highest score for sadness (0.234) instead of
anger (0.236), though both scores are very close
in our case.
The emoji “Face With Tears of Joy” U+1F602
scored 0.381 on anger, which is the highest
among all scores for it, although the authors of
Emoji2Emotion marked it as belonging to the joy
category. This may stem from the phenomenon of
people frequently confusing this emoji with the
“Loudly Crying Face” U+1F62D emoji. In Table
1, we observe that both appear together very often,
which results in a strong association with a negative emotion (anger) for an emoji that intrinsically
ought to be more associated with joy.

Conclusion

The characteristics of a medium profoundly affect
the way that people express themselves using said
medium. While written communication lacks the
non-verbal cues that make face-to-face communication particularly effective for problem-solving
(Bordia, 1997), modern social media, and messaging platforms have unique properties that are interesting in their own right. Among these, the use of
emojis stands out as meriting very special consideration, not least due to their ability to compensate
for some of the shortcomings of written language
as a medium in conveying emotion and affect.
While research in social science and social media analytics has extensively studied the use of
emojis in everyday communication, previous work
has not fully explored the connection between
emojis and emotion. This paper presents a detailed
analysis of how emojis and words co-occur in social media, including their connection to emotions.
It also shows how an interpretable word embedding can be formed with the help of emojis, which
shows promise as an additional ingredient in emotion detection-related tasks.
Another key contribution of this work is the
creation of a large resource, consisting of several different sub-lexicons that describe connections among emoji, words, and other items, as well
as emotion scores for emojis, which are released
to the public2 . We hence believe that this work
will substantially benefit other researchers in several different fields.
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Abstract
We propose a morphologically informed
model for named entity recognition,
which is based on LSTM-CRF architecture and combines word embeddings,
Bi-LSTM character embeddings, part-ofspeech (POS) tags, and morphological
information. While previous work has
focused on learning from raw word input, using word and character embeddings
only, we show that for morphologically
rich languages, such as Bulgarian, access
to POS information contributes more to
the performance gains than the detailed
morphological information. Thus, we
show that named entity recognition needs
only coarse-grained POS tags, but at the
same time it can benefit from simultaneously using some POS information of
different granularity. Our evaluation results over a standard dataset show sizeable
improvements over the state-of-the-art for
Bulgarian NER.

1

Introduction

Although in recent years the Named Entity Linking (also known as Named Entity Disambiguation)
task has been central in NLP research, the Namedentity recognition (NER) task has remained far
from solve, having in mind the productivity of
names and the amount of information available in
the era of big and noisy data.
NER plays a critical role in the processing of
texts with application to many real-world Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as Question Answering, Information Extraction, Machine
Translation, Dialog Systems, and chatbots, where
it is sometimes called Concept Segmentation and
Labeling (Saleh et al., 2014).

Preslav Nakov
Qatar Computing
Research Institute, HBKU
Qatar
pnakov@qf.org.qa

Traditionally, NER has focused on recognizing entities such as person (PER), organization (ORG),
location (LOC), and miscellaneous (MISC). This
tradition goes back to the Message Understanding Conference (MUC) for English (Grishman
and Sundheim, 1996), and the subsequent CoNLL
2002/2003 shared tasks, which also targeted other
European Languages such as Spanish, Dutch,
and German (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003).1 This same setup was followed in more recent work for a number of other languages, and we
also follow it in the present work.
Early systems relied on hand-crafted rules with
pattern-matching (Appelt et al., 1995). Unfortunately, this required an large pre-annotated
datasets, collecting which was time-consuming
and error-prone. The next step was to add
gazetteers and lexicons that were generated automatically or semi-automatically (Popescu and Etzioni, 2005). Adding such resources required special approaches to resolve the ambiguity between
names and common words. Such problems were
solved using models such as Hidden Markov Models (Zhou and Su, 2002) and Conditional Random
Fields (Sutton and McCallum, 2012).
In our work here, we use deep neural networks for Bulgarian NER. Lample et al. (2016)
have shown remarkable results for English, using a combination of Bi-LSTMs (Bi-directional
Long Short-Term Memory) and CRF. However,
the approach is problematic for morphologically
rich languages. The main problem is the missing
information within word embeddings for the numerous word forms involved in multiword names
that require additional grammatical knowledge in
order to be processed properly. Here we incorporate such information as additional input to our
neural model.
1
Other schemata such as ACE (Doddington et al., 2004)
used a richer inventory of entity types.
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Our contributions are as follows:

Our work is based on Bulgarian, but we claim
that it is appropriate also for other languages with
rich morphological systems like Slavic and Romance languages, for example. For that reason, we present first the best results for NER in
other Slavic languages having in mind that they
are synthetic, while Bulgarian is a predominantly
analytic language whose morphological richness
lies exclusively in the verbal system and not so
much in the nominal one. Analytism implies more
types of multiword named entities in Bulgarian but
less inflection variety, and different distribution of
the common types for these languages. The direct comparison of the numbers presented below
should be taken with a grain of salt as they are on
different datasets and for different languages. Yet,
they are indicative for the different methods used
for these languages.
For Russian, a Hybrid Bi-LSTM approach was
applied by Le et al. (2018), who achieved precision of 89.57, recall of 84.89, and F1 score of
87.17. These results are comparable to the ones
by our model using the same approach.
For Czech, Straková et al. (2013) reported precision of 88.27, recall of 78.00, and F1 score of
82.82 using a Maximum Entropy Markov Model.
The feature modeling also proved to be working
in Czech, as their best results used features based
on morphological analysis, two-stage prediction,
word clustering, and gazetteers.
For Polish, Piskorski et al. (2004) achieved precision of 91.0, recall of 77.5, and F1 score of 82.4.
They used the SProUT system, which is an NLP
platform, consisting of pattern/action rules.

In the last years, the interest in NER for Slavic
languages grew. Two shared tasks were organized —- the first and the second Multilingual
Named Entity Challenge in Slavic Languages.
They have been descibed in (Piskorski et al., 2017)
and (Piskorski et al., 2019). The challenges included several tasks: recognition of mentions of
named entities in Web documents in seven Slavic
languages (Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Polish,
Russian, Slovak, Slovene, Ukrainian), their normalization/lemmatization as well as cross-lingual
linking.
Our evaluation on NER in this paper is more
similar to the relaxed evaluation parameter where
the string is detected and classified, not the invariant. Considering the complexity of the task,
the drop of the results per language and per entity
types have been expected. Such a task, however, is
also good motivation for improving the NER systems for Slavic languages, including Bulgarian.
There is some previous work on NER for
Bulgarian. Georgiev et al. (2009) presented a
model using Conditional Random Fields with several hand-crafted features. They combined wellestablished features used for other languages with
language-specific lexical, syntactic, and morphological information. Their result is the previous
state-of-the-art for Bulgarian.
So far, the highest reported results for NER
are for English. For example, Chiu and Nichols
(2016) reported an F1 score of 91.20 using BiLSTM + CNN + gazetteers + linking, while Passos
et al. (2014) achieved an F1 score of 90.90 using
a new form of learning word embeddings that can
leverage information from relevant lexicons. For
German, Gillick et al. (2016) achieved an F1 score
of 82.84, which shows that the rich morphology
causes a drop in the performance.
Currently, the prevalent paradigm in NLP is to
use neural networks, typically based on LSTMs
or CNNs. As we have mentioned above, Lample
et al. (2016) proposed an LSTM-CRF model for
NER.3 The model uses a bi-directional LSTM to
encode the left and the right context of the current input word. Then it passes the concatenation
of the two hidden vectors (one produced by the
left LSTM and one by the right LSTM) to a CRF
model. Its task is to ensure the global consistency
of the NER tags.

2
http://github.com/lilia-simeonova/
NER-bg/

3
They also proposed a transition-based model inspired by
shift-reduce parsers, but the results were worse.

• We show that for morphologically rich languages such as Bulgarian the access to POS
and morphological annotation is crucial and
can yield very sizeable performance gains.
• We achieve sizable improvements over the
state-of-the-art for Bulgarian NER.
• Finally, we make our data and code freely
available, which should enable direct comparison in future work.2

2

Related Work
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In this model, each input word is represented as
a concatenation of its word embedding and the
character-level embedding for the word produced
by a character Bi-LSTM. The character embedding provides features for the suffix and the prefix of the word. Thus, the left-to-right characterbased LSTM embedding models the word suffix,
while the right-to-left one models the word prefix.
The word embeddings are trained in an unsupervised manner on external data, while the characterbased LSTM embeddings are trained on the training data as part of the end-to-end training of the
full LSTM-CRF model. This model does not need
any explicit feature engineering nor does it need
manual gazetteers; yet, it achieved state-of-the-art
performance for four languages: English, German,
Dutch, and Spanish. Here we take this model as a
basis, and we augment it to model part-of-speech
(POS) and grammatical information, which turns
out to be very important for a morphologically
complex language such as Bulgarian.
Strubell et al. (2017) extended the above model
by substituting the LSTM with Iterated Dilated
Convolutional Neural Networks, a variant of
CNN, which permit fixed-depth convolutions to
run in parallel across entire documents, thus making use of GPUs, which yields up to 20-fold speed
up, while retaining performance comparable to
that of the LSTM-CRF model. They further aggregated context from the entire input document,
which they found to be helpful. In our preliminary
monolingual experiments, this model performed
very similarly, but slightly worse, than the LSTMCRF model, and thus we chose LSTM-CRF for
our experiments below.

3

Data

In this paper, we work with a Bulgarian corpus,
annotated with BIO tags and positional tags, the
same as in the CoNLL-2002 shared task (Tjong
Kim Sang, 2002). The data is in BIO format,
which encodes for each token in the text whether
it is at the beginning of the expression of interest (Named Entity in our case), inside or outside
of it. The annotation in the available Bulgarian data comes from the manually annotated Bulgarian treebank, known as BulTreeBank (Simov
et al., 2004a). In the treebank, each NE is represented as a constituent consisting of one or more
tokens. Each NE phrase is annotated by the categories Person, Organization, Location, and Other.

Христо
Hristo

Стоичков
Stoichkov

пристигна
arrived

в
in

София
Sofia

B-PER

I-PER

O

O

B-LOC

Table 1: An example in BIO encoding.
The BIO tags for the tokens forming a given
named entity (NE) in the treebank are created on
the basis of the syntactic annotation. The first
word in the phrase is marked as the beginning of
the NE, while the rest of the tokens ar emarked as
inside of the NE. The tokens that are not part of
any NE are encoded as outside elements. In order to represent the category of the NE, each tag
for begin and inside tokens includes a modifier for
the category. Thus, we use nine labels: B-PER, IPER, B-ORG, I-ORG, B-LOC, I-LOC, B-MISC,
I-MISC, O. The example in Table 1 shows a simple sentence annotated with two named entities:
a person name (Hristo Stoichkov) and a location
name (Sofia).
Besides the BIO tagging, the texts in the dataset
inherited the morphosyntactic annotation from the
treebank. This annotation uses the BulTreeBank
Morphosyntactic Tagset (Simov et al., 2004b).
The tagset is positional. It encodes parts-of-speech
and grammatical features for Bulgarian. For example, Npfsi stands for noun, proper, feminine,
singular, indefinite. This annotation offers an opportunity to explore how the morphological features can affect NER.
The resulting dataset is divided into three disjoint sets: training set (Train), development set
(Dev), and test set (Test). Table 2 shows statistics about the annotated data. We can see that a
large number of examples are labeled as Person
names, and that the distribution of Locations, Persons and Organizations is not balanced. While we
can still build a stable system based on this data,
the class imbalance makes our model more vulnerable to overfitting. Thus, we use early stopping
in order to prevent the model from continuing to
learn weights and parameters if it does not see an
improvement in the final score.
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Sent. Tokens

PER ORG LOC MISC

Train 28,636 528,567 16, 804 3,028 6,786
Dev 4,063 64,014 2,514 515 1,021
Test 3,907 60,645 1,875 305 781

Table 2: Statistics about the data.

911
227
112

4

Model

As mentioned above, we construct our model as
a modification of the Bi-LSTM-CRF architecture
from (Lample et al., 2016). After some experiments with the original system, we decided to
modify its input: we added a vector representing some of the information encoded in the morphosyntactic tags. Thus, we created the input vectors for the tokens in the sentences as a concatenation of three vectors: a word embedding vector,
a character embedding vector, and a vector containing some grammatical features, called a grammatical vector. We experimented with different
grammatical vectors, as explained below.
The rest of the Bi-LSTM-CRF architecture of
(Lample et al., 2016) was kept as in the original
model: First, we run a Bi-LSTM over the sequence
of word vectors so that we could get their contextual word representation. We use a fully connected
neural network to get a score for each of the tags.
At the end, we run a CRF decoder to decide what
the best combination of scores is.
The key takeout of our model is that we use
some feature modeling to show that for a morphologically rich language such as Bulgarian using
POS and grammatical information can improve
the results. Thus, we mix automatically learned
features — the word and the character embeddings
—, with hand-crafted features encoded as a grammatical vector.
In the rest of this section, we describe the different components of our system.
LSTM-CRF Implementation For the implementation of the general LSTM-CRF architecture,
we use Tensorflow (Sak et al., 2014).
Word Embedding Nowadays there are many
different approaches to train word vectors such
as Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), FastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017), and many more. In our experiments, we use
the pre-trained Bulgarian word embeddings from
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017).4 This choice
was motivated by the fact that FastText uses the
structure of the words by taking into consideration character n-grams, thus modeling morphology and many out-of-vocabulary words.
4
In this work, we do not use any contextualization of
the word embeddings such as ElMo (Peters et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), as our Bi-LSTM architecture already performs contextualization.

Character Bi-LSTM Embedding In order to
produce character embeddings, we use a bidirectional LSTM over the character representation of the text. For each character in the text, each
of the two LSTMs produces an hidden vector. For
each word, the hidden vector for the last character
produced by the left-to-right LSTM models information about the suffix of the word. Similarly, the
hidden vector for the first character produced by
the right-to-left LSTM models information about
the prefix of the word. Following the approach,
used in (Ling et al., 2015), we constructed the final
character embedding of the word as a concatenation of the prefix and the suffix vectors.
Grammatical Vectors We use several types of
grammatical vectors or their combinations. They
are divided into POS vectors that encode different
combinations of parts-of-speech and morphological vectors encoding other grammatical features.
POS Vectors The part-of-speech information for
each word is represented as an a one-hot vector
with eleven positions. This vector is concatenated
to the vector for the word embedding. In the
tagset, we have the following parts-of-speech: N
— noun, A — adjective, V — verb, H — hybrid, D — adverb, R — preposition, P — pronoun,
C — conjunction, T — particle, M — numeral,
and I — interjection. In our experiments, we divided these parts-of-speech into different groups
depending on the role they play in the representation of the named entities. For example, the tags
A, N, H, R were viewed as a possible part of a
named entity in contrast to the others that cannot
form named entities. In this case, the one-hot vector contains only two positions. The groups are
given in the experimental section below. The Hybrid tag (H) is special in the tagset. It refers to
both family names and name adjectives. Bulgarian family names (as other Slavic ones) are proper
names, but morphologically they behave like adjectives due to their adjectival origin.
Morphological Vectors The nominal system of
Bulgarian shares some features with other Slavic
languages, such as agreement in grammatical gender and number, rich pronoun system, etc. However, it has also specific features, such as the postpositioned definite article and lost nominal declension system. Our aim is to show the contribution
of all these types of features to the named entity
recognition task.
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Dropout In order to prevent overfitting, we use
a dropout layer on top of our word vectors as described in (Hinton et al., 2012). For each presentation of each training example, we randomly exclude a hidden unit from the network with a certain
probability. In this way, the system learns to detect
and use more useful features.

5

Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we present the experimental setup
and the evaluation results for the different models
we experimented with.
5.1

Figure 1: Full input vector representation with
concatenation of word embeddings, character embeddings, and morphological features.
Another thing worth mentioning is that the
nouns, adjectives and hybrid tags share some common features. This information appears to be very
useful for recognizing the more specific types of
named entities. Note that the existence of a preposition in a sequence can distinguish some further
patterns as well.
The morphological features vary between the
different entities, but there are few that can be defined for nouns, adjectives, hybrid tags and pronouns. Some of them are arguably useful, such
as gender, number, and definiteness, and we will
describe them briefly here:
Gender can have three values: masculine, feminine, and neutral;
Number can have four values: singular, plural,
only plural and count form (which is only for
masculine nouns for non-persons)’
Definiteness can have four values: indefinite, definite, short definite and full definite. The latter two are for singular masculine nouns only.
For each word with a POS tag of noun, pronoun,
adjective or hybrid, we concatenate a one-hot vector representation for each of the features above
(we use a zero vector for the rest). We form the
final version of our word vector as a concatenation
of all contextual vectors, as shown on Figure 1.

Training and Hyper-parameters

We experimented with different values of the
hyper-parameters and we found that changing
some of them can result in sizeable improvements. The most considerable difference was for
the learning method and the learning rate. Our best
resulst were achieved using the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014), which is computationally
efficient and has minimal memory requirements.
At the beginning, we set the learning rate to the
initial value of 0.001, and then at each epoch, we
multiplied it by a specific learning decay value.
Decreasing our learning rate over time can help
us find the minimum of our function without actually missing it. While Adam already decays the
learning rate at each iteration, previous work has
found that tuning the initial learning rate could
yield sizeable improvements over the default settings. Thus, we use this additional decay. (Wilson
et al., 2017)
The word embeddings we use from FastText
have a dimensionality of 300, while the character
embedding vectors have a dimensionality of 100.
In order to produce them, we uses the TensorFlow
default Xavier initializer and then we ran a BiLSTM on top of them in order to obtain contextual
vectors with no additional layers.
We set the batch size to 20 and the dropout to
2. The Adam’s parameters we used are as follows:
learningrate = 0.001; β1 = 0.9; β2 = 0.999;
 = 1e − 08; use locking = F alse. We also
added a gradient clipping with a value of 1.
At decoding time, we used a linear-chain CRF
(Lafferty, 2001). This model has been shown to
outperform a simple SoftMax classifier as the tagging decision needs to be global.
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No Morphology
F1

Model

With Morpholofy
F1
P
R

Model + POS-2
Model + POS-3
Model + POS-4
Model + POS-5
Model + POS-11

90.04
91.20
90.16
91.32
90.96

90.44
91.11
90.83
90.58
91.03

92.02
91.66
92.30
92.42
91.60

88.90
90.57
89.41
88.82
90.48

Model + POS-3+11
Model + POS-4+11

91.18
90.89

92.20
91.04

93.31
92.17

91.12
89.94

Table 3: Evaluation results for Bulgarian POS tagging. Shown are results where the standard input to the
Bi-LSTM-CRF model is augmented with different POS tags and morphological features.
English
Bulgarian

Ivan Valtchev visited the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
Иван Вълчев посети Българската академия на науките.

Tokens

Иван

Вълчев

посети

Българската

академия

на

науките

POS11
POS2
POS3
POS4
POS5

N
ANHR
ANH
NH
N

H
ANHR
ANH
NH
H

V
O
O
O
O

A
ANHR
ANH
A
A

N
ANHR
ANH
NH
N

R
ANHR
R
R
R

N
ANHR
ANH
NH
N

Table 4: Example of the POS tags for annotation schemes of different granularities when applied to the
same Bulgarian sentence.
5.2

Experiments

The experimental results suggest that adding
grammatical features can have a sizeable impact
on the performance of the general LSTM-CRF
model for Bulgarian NER. In Table 3, we can see
an example of different combinations of POS tags,
where Model stands for Bi-LSTM-CRF and POS
represents a one-hot encoding for the following:
POS11 = all part of speech tags separately
POS2 ”ANHR” vs. REST
POS3 ”ANH” vs. ”R” vs. REST
POS4 ”A” vs. ”NH” vs. ”R” vs. REST
POS5 ”A” vs. ”N” vs. ”H” vs. ”R” vs. REST
POS3 + POS11 POS11 vs. ”ANHR” vs. REST
POS4 + POS11 POS11 vs. ”ANH” vs. REST
Morph Gender, number, and definiteness
We further perform several experiments in order
to determine whether we need the full set of partof-speech tags or it is enough just to know whether
the entity is part of the group of the nouns, adjectives, hybrid tags, and prepositions.

Model

F1

(Georgiev et al., 2009)
Our model

89.40
92.20

Table 5: Comparing the previous state-of-the-art
results to our best morphologically informed BiLSTM-CRF model.
In Table 4, we see how the entities map to the
different POS groups. It appears that knowing the
concrete tag of each entity can help us improve the
performance by almost one percent.
Table 5 shows our best result compared to
the previous state-of-the-art result as reported in
(Georgiev et al., 2009). They achieved an F1 score
of 89.4% by sing regular expressions, gazetteers
and non-local morpho-syntactic characteristics.
Our model improves this to 92.20% without using
any external resources.
More detailed evaluation results for our best
model are presented in Table 6, where we show
the precision, recall and F1 score for each type of
named entity. We can observe relatively worse F1
score of 84.70 for Organization compared to 95.86
for Location and 94.95 for Person. We explain this
drop in F1 score by the fact that many organizations are named after persons.
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Entity

Precision

Recall

F1

Model

Word (Bulgarian / English)

Location
Person
Organization
Miscellaneous

97.75
95.67
75.57
96.15

94.05
94.23
96.34
22.73

95.86
94.95
84.70
36.76

Overall

93.31

91.12

92.20

Model
Model + POS11
Model + POS2
Model + POS3
Model + POS4
Model + POS5

Еминем / Eminem
Фердинанд / Ferdinand
Ваксберг / Vaksberg
Гьоте / Goethe
Обзървър / Observer
Шехеразада / Scheherazade

Model + POS11 + POS3

Ингмар / Ingmar

Table 6: Detailed results for the different kinds of
named entities.

Model
(1) LSTM-CRF (words only)
(2) fwd-LSTM-char + (1)
(3) bwd-LSTM-char + (1)
(4) Bi-LSTM-char + (1)
(5) POS11 + (4)
(6) Morph + (5)
(7) POS3 + (6)

Table 8: Examples of words which could not be
handled correctly by the specific configuration

6

F1
82.03
85.15
85.40
86.44
90.96
91.03
92.20

Table 7: The impact of different components and
different component combinations on the performance of our best model.

Table 7 shows the cumulative effect of adding
different components to our model. The basic
model we started with is shown on line (4). Then,
on lines (1)-(3) we remove different components
from this basic model, and on lines (5)-(7) we
add POS and morphological information to it. We
can see sizeable improvement for the standard BiLSTM-CRF model with only word vector representationa and the model with character-level
LSTM. Interestingly, there is almost no difference
between the suffix and the prefix vectors. We
can further see that adding POS11 (5) vector improves the performance by almost four percent absolute. The morphological vectors and POS3 also
improved the F1 score to 92.20 points absolute.
These improvements show that using known linguistic knowledge such as grammatical features
could improve the representation vectors learned
over huge text corpora. From the point of view of
feature learning, we speculate that vectors trained
over texts in morphologically rich languages do
not learn enough grammar such as POS and morphology. The character embeddings also seem not
to help much. One explanation for this could be
that the suffixes and prefixes in Bulgarian are also
highly ambiguous.

Error Analysis

Our manual analysis of the errors shows that one
of the main reasons for our model to work better
when POS tags are provided is due to the presence of many loanwords in the Bulgarian text. The
LSTM-CRF model manages to learn the grammar
of the language itself, but it needs additional help
with words borrowed from other languages.
A common problem for the LSTM-CRF model
is the mislabeling of foreign person or organization names. In such cases, the POS tags help
by suggesting the possible part-of-speech for each
word. In our test set, around 10% of the wrongly
labeled words are loan words, borrowed primarily
from English, Russian, German and Turkish. Table 8, shows some examples of words that could
not be handled properly.
The loanwords cannot be successfully recognized by our algorithm in all cases. Even though
some people try to write them in Cyrillic, their
structure is different from the typical structure of
the Bulgarian words. That is why, we further tried
to add gazetteers and lexicons with existing loan
words in Bulgarian. Similarly to the way we added
POS vectors, we created a one-hot vector for each
word that says whether that word is part of our
lexicon with loan words or not. We then concatenated the vector to the rest of the word embeddings. However, this approach did not result in
significant improvements because new words are
added to the language almost every day, and it is
impossible to capture them all.
Sometimes, the loanwords come in the Latin alphabet, as they are spelled in their original language. For such cases, we added a feature to the
model that captures the information whether the
words are in Latin or in Cyrillic. This feature, by
itself, did not make much of a difference. Yet, we
plan to explore it further in our future work.
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B-ORG
I-ORG
B-PER
I-PER
B-LOC
I-LOC
B-MISC
I-MISC
O

B-ORG

I-ORG

B-PER

I-PER

B-LOC

I-LOC

B-MISC

I-MISC

O

258
0
9
0
15
1
27
0
12

0
31
1
1
0
0
0
1
2

1
0
1,169
15
8
0
2
0
10

0
0
6
595
0
1
0
0
22

2
0
8
0
676
3
1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
36
0
0
0

6
0
7
0
4
0
39
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

6
1
58
6
36
1
41
0
57, 522

Table 9: Confusion matrix for our best model on the test dataset: the columns represent the true labels
and the rows show the predictions.
Table 9 shows a confusion matrix for the nine
BIO tags that we used for the four kinds of named
entities that we are recognizing. In the table, the
columns represent the actual expected gold tags,
while the rows show the predictions of our model.
There are several interesting observations that we
can make about this confusion matrix. First, it
looks like the biggest problem for the model is
with the tag B-PER, which is often confused with
the tag O, i.e., Outside. This is probably due to the
fact that in Bulgarian the first names sometimes
have more than one meaning, which can confuse
the model. The same argument holds for the tag
B-LOC, which is also often confused with the tag
O. Another place for improvements would be to
distinguish better between B-LOC and B-ORG,
as many places and organization have identical
names, or at least the identical first words. The
miscellaneous entities such as the names of books
or movies can also have names that are identical
to those of some organizations. Even more often,
Miscellaneous entities could be confused with the
Other category as they contain many common Bulgarian words.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We explored the potential of using morphological information to a recurrent Bi-LSTM-CRF neural network architecture with the aim to improve
named entity recognition for morphologically rich
languages such as Bulgarian, which pose different challenges for named entity recognition compared to English. Our experiments have shown
that adding morphological and part-of-speech information to the model’s input yields sizable performance gains over a model that only relies on
word-level and character-level embeddings as an
input to the neural network.

In future work, we plan to extend the modeling of the morphological structure of the entities. Here, we only used a limited number of features, namely gender, number and definiteness, but
it might be interesting to add the full linguistic
knowledge encoded in the BulTreebank. We further plan to explore features and models that can
help identify loan words in Bulgarian.
Another promising research direction is to compare the differences in the graphical representation
of named entities in Bulgarian and English. For
example, in English all components of a named
entity are capitalized (except for the functional
words). In order to have comparable data, we envision to pre-transform the Bulgarian dataset to
which to apply the English capitalization rule for
the phrasal named entities.
Finally, we plan to experiment with different monolingual representations from ElMo (Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
ROBERTa (Liu et al., 2019c), XLNet (Yang et al.,
2019), and Ernie 2.0 (Sun et al., 2019), pooled representations from Flair (Akbik et al., 2019), distilled representations from MT-DNN (Liu et al.,
2019a,b) or cross-language representations from
XLM (Lample and Conneau, 2019).
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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the named entity
recognition task for Russian texts related
to cybersecurity. First of all, we describe
the problems that arise in course of labeling unstructured texts from information
security domain. We introduce guidelines
for human annotators, according to which
a corpus has been marked up. Then, a
CRF-based system and different neural architectures have been implemented and
applied to the corpus. The named entity
recognition systems have been evaluated
and compared to determine the most efficient one.

1

Introduction

For a cybersecurity expert, it is vital to stay aware
of all of the newly discovered vulnerabilities and
exploits. Although various security databases,
such as National Vulnerability Database (NVD) or
MS Bulletins, contain detailed information on various cybersecurity problems, they do not usually
provide any data on the latest discoveries. The
most up-to-date descriptions of vulnerabilities are
usually posted on specific websites and forums in
form of unstructured informal texts. Therefore,
a system extracting relevant cybersecurity information from unstructured publications could be of
great use for a cybersecurity expert.
As there are a lot of NER systems for news
documents, the first idea one comes up with is to
apply such a system to the cybersecurity domain.
Unfortunately, all such attempts prove to be unsuccessful for two reasons. Firstly, there is a great
difference between general news documents and
informal publications on cybersecurity: the latter
contain a lot of non-vocabulary words (such as
jargonisms, borrowings and domain-specific
terms), include various grammar and spelling mistakes and use spoken syntax. What is more,
changing the domain, where the extraction is conducted, usually means that some new named enti-

ty types should be accounted for (e.g. for cybersecurity domain these are names of programs and
viruses). As none of the existing NER systems can
be applied to the cybersecurity domain, our only
option is to create a new system, which is trained
on a newly labeled corpus, where all the domainspecific names and terms are taken into account.
This paper observes the named entity recognition (NER) task for unstructured Russian texts related to cybersecurity. Our first step is a thorough
analysis of unstructured texts related to cybersecurity, elaboration of guidelines for human annotators and, finally, corpus labeling. At the second
step, we implement several NER systems (one
based on CRF-method and others based on artificial neural networks), apply them to the corpus,
evaluate and compare of the results shown by the
systems.

2

Related Work

The information extraction task in cybersecurity
domain has been discussed in several works.
However, the vast majority of the works consider
information extraction only from structured or
semi-structured English texts. For instance,
(Bridges et al., 2013) and (Weerawardhana et al.,
2014) use training corpora consisting of MS Bulletins and NVD vulnerability descriptions mainly.
The training corpus presented in (Joshi et al.,
2013) does contain unstructured blog posts, but
those comprise less than 10% of the corpus.
NER systems elaborated in the works mentioned above are based on several different methods such as principle of Maximum Entropy in
(Bridges et al., 2013), Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) in (Weerawardhana et al., 2014: Joshi et
al., 2013).
One of the latest works on the topic is (Gasmi
et al., 2018). The authors use the corpus created
by Bridges et al. (2013) as a dataset for two different NER systems. The corpus of over 850 000
tokens includes a large amount of NVD
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descriptions and also some MS Bulletins and
Metasploit Framework’s descriptions. The corpus
was auto-labeled by a special algorithm. The labeling scheme is BIO. The two NER systems
trained by Gasmi et al. (2018) are a CRF-model
(CRFSuite implementation by Okazaki (2007))
and a neural network (NN) based model LSTMCRF (as suggested by Lample et al. (2016)). The
NN-based model combines bidirectional LSTM,
word2vec models as a source of pre-trained word
embeddings and CRFs as an output layer.
The only work that discusses the NER task for
unstructured Russian text from cybersecurity domain is (Mazharov and Dobrov, 2018). The authors train their NER system on an early version
of Sec_col collection, which was annotated with a
CRF-classifier trained on news documents
(Mozharova and Loukachevitch, 2016a).

3

Labeled Corpus Construction

The source of the text for our corpus is Sec_col
collection. It consists of 2000 texts (posts and forum publications) from SecurityLab.ru website.
These texts can be described as follows: they do
not include any structured information; the writing style is informal; they contain quite a lot of
lexical, spelling and grammar mistakes, many
borrowings, words in foreign languages, words
containing non-alphabetic characters and many
instances of jargon. The average length of the
texts in Sec_col collection is about 400 words.
The texts were manually marked up by four independent annotators, not all of which are cybersecurity experts. For the annotation purpose, the
BRAT web based annotation tool was used.
There is no conventional set of labels for texts
related to cybersecurity, but different authors usually consider quite similar classes of named entities to be relevant for the cybersecurity domain.
For instance, both Bridges et al. (2013) and Joshi
et al. (2013) annotate such types of named entities
as software names, software versions, file names,
vulnerability names. Taking into account the experience of the works mentioned above, we propose the following set of labels to annotate named
entities: Person – people’s names; Loc – locations; Org – names of organizations; Hacker –
individual hackers’ nicknames; Hacker_Group –
names of hacker groups; Program – software
products and parts of programs; Device – electronic gadgets; Tech – technologies; Virus – vari-

ous malicious software; Events – for example,
conferences.
At first, annotators had quite modest instructions on how various named entities must be annotated. Our assumption was that this would help
to detect the trickiest contexts and regular mistakes that should be mentioned in the full-fledged
guidelines for annotators.
In total 1124 publications have been marked
up. Then those texts that do not contain any
named entities that are relevant for cybersecurity
were excluded. The final corpus contains 861
texts, which is more than 400 000 tokens.
In order to ascertain the degree of correctness
and consistency of the annotation, we conducted a
thorough analysis of the labeled texts. As the result, we found out that annotators tend to mark up
similar contexts quite differently. For example,
token ICQ was labelled as Program 18 times and
received label Tech in 9 other cases.
Also some other instances of inconsistent
markup were discovered:
 The number of named entities (one or two)
in the contexts where an abbreviation is followed by the full name of the same entity or
vice versa: Software Defined Network
(SDN); MITM (Man-in-the-Middle);
 The number of named entities (one or two)
in the contexts where a name or term in
Russian is followed by the same name in
English;
 Presence or absence of a named entity on a
version of software or device when it is
separated from the name by a punctuator or
a conjunction: Android 7.1, 7.1.1;
 Inclusion or exclusion of paired punctuators
(such as quotation marks or brackets) that
surround a named entity: сканер
уязвимостей
(nessus)
(scaner
ujazvimostej nessus) “vulnerability scanner
nessus”;
 Inclusion or exclusion of the second part of
a compound noun with a hyphen, the first
part of which is a named entity: Androidустройств – (android ustrojstv) “devices
run on Android”.
The vast variety of mistakes and instances of
inconsistency reveal that there is a strong need for
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Labels

Org

Loc

Person

Tech

Program

Device

Virus

Event

Hacker_group

Hacker

Amount of
entities

3797

1553

1130

3280

3995

586

561

310

45

16

Table 1: Statistics of the annotated named entities.
guidelines for human annotators, whether they are
cybersecurity experts or not.
3.1

Guidelines for Annotators

Within our study, comprehensive annotators’
guidelines have been developed. It includes description of all the problematic and/or ambiguous
contexts and indicates how named entities should
be annotated in these contexts. Some passages
from the guidelines are provided hereunder.
 If an abbreviation is followed by the full
name of the same entity or vice versa, then
the whole sequence is annotated as a single
NE;
 If a name or a term in Russian is followed
by the same name in English, then the
whole sequence is annotated as a single NE;
 If a version of a software or a device is separated from its name by a punctuator or a
conjunction, then it is annotated as a named
entity only if it contains an alphabetic character, for example: PowerPC G3, G4;
 Paired punctuators (such as quotation marks
or brackets) that surround a named entity
are included in its annotation;
 The second part of a compound named entity with a hyphen is included in its annotation.
The guidelines also include detailed labels’ description.
For each label we indicate the types of named
entities that should receive this label. For example, label Program should be assigned to: operating systems (iOS 9); browsers (Google Chrome);
programs that can be downloaded and installed
(Adblock); websites (e.g. SlideShare, but not a
link: https://www.slideshare.net/); files and processes,
whose
names
are
in format
«name.extension» (Autorun.exe, ipfilter.dat) and
some others. Likewise, label Tech should be as-

signed to: formats and filename extensions (when
mentioned separately, e.g. XML); programming
languages (Javascript); protocols (pptp), standards (PCI DSS) and some others.
For each label we also give the types of named
entities that should not receive this label. For example, label Program should not be assigned to:
links and directories, long instances of programmers’ code, some abbreviations (OS). Likewise,
label Tech should not be assigned to: abbreviations such as BYOD, CYOD, which are not technological, but business approaches.
The annotation of the corpus was corrected in
accordance with the guidelines. To access how
useful the introduction of the guidelines is, we
could compare agreement between annotators before and after the guidelines were introduced. Unfortunately, at the current point annotator’s
agreement cannot be measured as there are no
texts for which we would have several annotations
from different annotators.
In Table 1 the statistics of the annotated named
entities in the renewed corpus is presented.
The renewed corpus was used to train and test
several NER systems based on the modern machine learning methods.

4

Labeling Scheme

In recent works on NER, several specific labelling
schemes are usually used: IOB, BIO or IOBES.
The general idea is to enrich standard labels with
prefixes that indicate position of a token inside of
a named entity: for example, whether it is the first
word of a named entity.
It was shown that BIO-scheme is the one most
efficient tagging schemes for NER system training: see (Mozharova and Loukachevitch, 2016a)
for CRF-model and (Reimers and Gurevych,
2017) for neural networks. BIO-scheme suggests
marking the first token of any named entity with a
B- tag (beginning), every other token within the
named entity should receive an I- tag (inside).
Every token that is not a part of a named entity re-
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List name
Device_name
Device_type
Hacker_descr
Hacker_name
Org_name
Org_type
Program_name
Program_type
Tech_name
Tech_type
Virus_name
Virus_type

Examples of objects
Macbook, Em Marine
лэптоп (laptop, “laptop”), плеер (player, “player”)
хакер (hacker, “hacker”), онлайн-вор (online-vor, “online-thief”)
UGNazi, AnonCoders
ABBYY, ZYXEL
холдинг (holding, “corporate group”), лаборатория (laboratoriya,
“laboratory”)
Amazon, Blackberry
firewall, antispy
CD, SSH
алгоритм (algoritm, „algorithm“), протокол (protokol, “protocol”)
MITM, NonPetya
Trojan, Malware

Amount of
objects
54
57
31
39
306
46
335
167
195
19
42
179

Table 2: Lists information.
ceives tag O (outside).
To determine lemma and POS of each token, an
open source morphological analyzer MyStem2
5 CRF-Model
was used. For tokens that do not have any lemma
(for example, punctuation marks), lemma feature
CRF-model is a discriminative classifier, which can
coincides with the token. For tokens that are abbe used to predict sequences (Lafferty et al., 2001).
sent in MyStem’s vocabulary, POS feature gets
A CRF-classifier uses information about the whole
value ‘N\A’ or ‘PUNCT’, if a token is a punctuasequence of observable states (words) and infortion mark.
mation from previous unobservable states (labels).
We explain lexicon and cluster features in more
CRFs proved to be one of the most successful
details.
methods for NER.
To test a CRF-model, we use an open source
5.1 Lexicon Features
implementation CRF++1.
To improve NER system’s results we can use voThe following set of tokens’ features was used
cabularies that contain lists of objects of a certain
for the model training:
type. By object we mean a word or a phrase.
 String features: length of the token; initial
Words can also be treated as single-word phrases.
letter’s case; presence of non-alphabetic
At our disposal there are 12 lists (see Table 2
characters; presence of a vowel, etc.
for more detailed information). To create these
lexicons, a large collection of texts from different
 Token’s lemma;
sources on cybersecurity was used. Mutli-word
terms and names were extracted from the collec Part of speech (POS) of a token;
tion. Then the extracted objects were manually
 Lexicon features: whether a token is menclassified into several categories.
tioned in a special vocabulary list (see beEach token has 12 lexicon features. For a token
low);
T, a lexicon feature gets value ‘0’ if there is no
word T or phrases that include T in the corre Cluster feature: a number of the token’s
spondent list. If token T is included in some phase
cluster (see below);
in the list, then the correspondent lexicon feature
gets value which equals the matched phrase’s
 Context features: all the features menlength.
tioned above for the two preceding tokens
Let us consider an example. For token Google
and for the two following tokens;
(as a part of a named entity Google Chrome), the
feature that corresponds to Org_name list will get
 Bigram feature: previous token’s label.
1

https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/

2
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https://yandex.ru/dev/mystem/

value ‘1’, while the feature that corresponds to
Program_name list will get value ‘2’.
5.2

Cluster Feature

To form word clusters, we use an open source
model
ruwikiruscorpora_upos_skipgram_300_2_2019 (RusVectōrēs3,
(Kutuzov et al., 2016)). In total 300 clusters were
formed. For each token the cluster feature get value that equals the number of the cluster, that contains the token. If there is no such a cluster, then
the feature gets value ‘-1’.

6

Neural Networks

Nowadays the most successful NER systems are
usually those that are based on neural networks.
Within our study, six different neural network
architectures were implemented:
(A) BiDirectional LSTM: BiLSTM;
(B) BiDirectional LSTM with a CRF-classifier
as an output layer: BiLSTM-CRF;
(C) BiDirectional LSTM with BiDirectional
LSTM
embeddings: BiLSTMCHARBiLSTM;
(D) BiDirectional LSTM with BiDirectional
LSTM embeddings and a CRF-classifier
as an output layer: BiLSTMCHARBiLSTM-CRF;
(E) BiDirectional LSTM with CNN embeddings: CNNCHAR-BiLSTM;
(F) BiDirectional LSTM with CNN embeddings and a CRF-classifier as an output
layer: CNNCHAR-BiLSTM-CRF;
The core layer in all the architectures is Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) NN
(Graves et al., 2013), (Huang et al., 2015).
BiLSTM is capable of learning long-term dependencies and considers both left and right context of
every token.
All the architectures use pre-trained word embeddings
created
by
model
araneum_none_fasttextskipgram_300_5_2018
(RusVectōrēs, (Kutuzov et al., 2016)). Fasttext
models are able to build embeddings for nonvocabulary words (e.g. jargonisms or borrowings), which is vital for a big corpus like ours.
3

http://rusvectores.org/ru/about/

Models (B), (D) and (F) use a CRF-classifier as
an output layer (Huang et al., 2015), (Lample et al.,
2016), (Ma et al., 2016). Therefore, these models
are capable of learning standard constraints of the
markup such as that a token with I-label must always follow a token with B-label of the same class.
Models (C)-(F) also have special layers that
build character embeddings (Lample et al., 2016),
(Ma et al., 2016), which is said to improve the results shown by NER systems (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017), (Zhai et al., 2018). While models (C)-(D) use BiLSTM-layer to build character
embeddings, models (E)-(F) use CNN-layer for
the same purpose. Reimers and Gurevych (2017)
and Zhai et al. (2018) have shown that both layers
provide the same improvement of a NER system,
but CNN-layer is characterized by higher computational efficiency.

7

Evaluation

To evaluate all the NER systems, standard metrics
such as Precision, Recall and F-score were used
for each named entity type (label).We also compute macro and micro metrics for each system.
The evaluation method is as follows: a named entity considered to be correctly identified by a NER
system (true positive decision) only when both the
type and the boundaries are correctly defined.
This method is called exact (full) matching method.
To calculate the metrics the 3:1 cross validation
technique was used.
Table 3 presents Precision for all the systems,
while Table 4 and Table 5 present Recall and Fmeasure, respectively. The letters in the head of
the tables stand for NN-based models (as it was
introduced in Section 6). We also use following
notations: P for Person ; L for Loc; O for Org; H
for Hacker; Hg for Hacker_Group; Pr for Program; D for Device; T for Tech; V for Virus; E
for Events; Ma for macro measures; Mi for micro
measures.
As we can see, the CRF-model outperforms all
the NN-based models. A possible explanation
could be the fact that only CRF-model uses lexicon features.
As far as NN-based models are concerned,
BiLSTMCHAR-BiLSTM-CRF proves to be the
most successful one, judging from micro and
macro metrics. CNNCHAR-BiLSTM-CRF shows
quite similar results and, as it was expected, it
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O
L
P
H
Hg
Pr
D
T
V
E
Ma
Mi

CRF
85.9
96.7
85.4
0.0
87.5
82.1
65.4
71.3
68.5
67.8
71.0
82.2

(A)
68.7
90.2
28.9
0.0
0.0
56.6
0.0
63.0
0.0
0.0
30.7
63.1

(B)
73.0
88.1
61.2
0.0
0.0
65.1
0.0
67.2
0.0
0.0
35.5
70.0

(C)
75.3
92.7
79.1
0.0
0.0
77.6
0.0
71.8
0.0
0.0
39.7
76.9

(D)
78.1
92.9
85.7
0.0
0.0
85.8
11.1
77.4
37.5
71.4
54.0
79.7

(F)
78.3
95.5
72.8
0.0
0.0
71.4
18.8
70.2
3.0
0.0
41.0
74.5

(F)
76.4
94.6
79.2
0.0
0.0
78.5
11.9
76.6
23.8
37.6
47.9
78.4

Table 3: Precision.
O
L
P
H
Hg
Pr
D
T
V
E

CRF
65.5
81.9
57.8
0.0
14.0
61.2
21.9
53.6
28.3
27.2

(A)
30.3
39.4
8.9
0.0
0.0
29.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
0.0

(B)
38.3
53.5
30.0
0.0
0.0
40.4
0.0
16.8
0.0
0.0

(C)
62.1
70.0
46.9
0.0
0.0
51.3
0.0
55.5
0.0
0.0

(D)
69.1
82.3
54.7
0.0
0.0
60.0
0.8
41.9
5.1
5.9

(F)
48.6
52.5
35.0
0.0
0.0
57.1
2.5
48.0
0.4
0.0

(F)
67.5
73.5
49.1
0.0
0.0
58.2
0.8
53.7
3.8
7.2

Ma

41.1

11.2

17.9

28.6

32.0

24.4

31.4

Mi

59.0

21.6

31.3

51.7

55.3

45.4

55.2

(F)
59.9
67.6
47.2
0.0
0.0
63.4
4.3
57.0
0.7
0.0
30.0
56.4

(F)
71.6
82.7
60.6
0.0
0.0
66.6
1.3
63.1
6.6
12.0
36.4
64.7

Table 4: Recall.
O
L
P
H
Hg
Pr
D
T
V
E
Ma
Mi

CRF
74.3
88.6
68.9
0.0
24.0
70.0
32.5
61.1
39.6
38.5
49.7
68.7

(A)
42.0
54.8
13.5
0.0
0.0
38.4
0.0
13.3
0.0
0.0
16.2
32.2

(B)
50.2
66.6
40.3
0.0
0.0
49.9
0.0
26.9
0.0
0.0
23.4
43.3

(C)
68.1
79.8
58.9
0.0
0.0
61.8
0.0
62.6
0.0
0.0
33.1
61.8

(D)
73.3
87.3
66.8
0.0
0.0
70.6
1.5
54.4
9.0
10.9
37.4
65.3

Table 5: F-score.
outperforms BiLSTMCHAR-BiLSTM-CRF model
in training time.
As for the results shown for different classes of
named entities (labels), we could also suggest
several explanations. The poor quality for Hacker
and Hacker_group could be explained by the
small amount of named entities of these classes in
the corpus (16 and 45 respectively). The reason

for the low scores for Virus is possibly semantic
heterogeneity of the class, which, according to our
latest guidelines, comprises both malicious software and various technologies that hackers use
(e.g. DDos). Therefore, Virus class is also semantically similar to Tech and Program classes,
which could also influence the scores. As for
Event class, it is also semantically heterogenic, as
the label is assigned to both human arranged
events (e.g. seminars and conferences) and historical and cultural events (e.g. holidays and wars).
Unfortunately, the results performed by our
models cannot be compared to the results in
(Mazharov and Dobrov, 2018) for two reasons.
Firstly, although the same text collection
Seq_col was used in both studies, the markup of
the collection differs significantly. Only about 300
texts from dataset in (Mazharov and Dobrov,
2018) were annotated manually and contained labeled named entities that are relevant for cybersecurity. Other 1700 texts in the dataset had poor
quality automatic annotation, provided by a CRFclassifier trained on news documents. In our
study the dataset contains 861 texts that were
manually marked up in accordance with the annotators’ guidelines.
Secondly, as it was mentioned above, we used
full matching method of evaluation, whereas the
method used in (Mazharov and Dobrov, 2018) is
incomplete matching.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we discuss the NER task for unstructured Russian texts concerning cybersecurity
problems. Our first step is creating a labeled corpus of such texts. In order to ensure correctness
and consistency of the markup, we elaborate detailed annotators’ guidelines, which include description of every label and numerous examples of
various tricky contexts. Within our study, the first
consistently labeled corpus of unstructured Russian texts on cybersecurity was created. The corpus can now be used either as a dataset for NER
systems or to conduct linguistic analysis of the
text in question.
Our guidelines can be used to create new labeled corpora of texts on cybersecurity or to annotate the rest of the texts in Sec_col to increase our
corpus.
We applied several NER systems based on
CRF method and on NN to our corpus. The most
successful is the CRF-model. Our hypothesis is
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that the CRF-model outperforms all the other
models because it is the only one that uses lexicon
features.
Among
NN-based
models,
BiLSTMCHAR-BiLSTM-CRF shows the best results.
As for the future work, the usefulness of our
annotators’ guidelines should be captured by
comparing agreement between annotators before
and after the guidelines were introduced. What is
more, the set of features for the CRF-model could
be widen by adding such features as text statistics
or text collection statistics (Mozharova and
Loukachevitch, 2016b). Furthermore, some additional features such as lexicon features and casing
features could also be used to improve the performance of NN-based NER systems.
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Abstract
We address the problem of cognate identification across vocabularies of any pair
of languages. In particular, we focus on
the case where the examined languages are
low-resource, to the extent that no training data whatsoever in these languages,
or even closely related ones, is available
for the task. We investigate the extent
to which training data from another, unrelated language family can be used instead. Our approach consists of learning
a similarity metric from example cognates
in Indo-European languages and applying
it to low-resource Sami languages of the
Uralic family. We apply two models, following previous work: a Siamese convolutional neural network (S-CNN) and a support vector machine (SVM), and compare
them with a Levenshtein distance baseline. We test performance on three Sami
languages and find that the S-CNN outperforms the other approaches, suggesting
that it is better able to learn such general
characteristics of cognateness that carry
over across language families. We also
experiment with fine-tuning the S-CNN
model with data from within the language
family in order to quantify how well this
model can make use of a small amount of
target-domain data to adapt.

1

Introduction

Cognate identification is a core task in the comparative method, a collection of techniques used
in historical linguistics for the inference of language family trees, reconstruction of protolanguages, and other areas of study related to language history (List, 2013). Cognate informa-

tion can also be used to improve natural language
processing (NLP) applications, such as machine
translation (Grönroos et al., 2018). In addition,
knowledge of cognates can be useful for secondlanguage learning (Beinborn et al., 2014).
For a subset of the world’s languages, such
as Indo-European, language-family trees, protolanguages, and etymological databases are wellestablished. However, the majority of languages
have only few speakers, and such resources are
scarce. Since the tasks of the comparative method
are laborious to do manually, computational approaches have been taken to automatize these
tasks. In addition to cognate identification, previous work addresses phonetic alignment (Kondrak, 2000; Prokić et al., 2009; List, 2013), inference of family trees (Chang et al., 2015; Jäger,
2014; Bouckaert et al., 2012), and reconstruction
of proto-words (Bouchard-Côté et al., 2013).
Ideally, computational approaches to historical
linguistics should be applicable to any language,
even in the absence of hand-crafted resources and
analyses. Recent work addressing cognate identification for low-resource languages assumes either the existence of high-resource relatives, to be
used as training data (McCoy and Frank, 2018),
or the availability of detailed dictionary definitions
(St Arnaud et al., 2017).
In this paper, we address cognate identification in a scenario where we are only given a
set of unannotated vocabularies from truly lowresource languages, namely South, North, and
Skolt Sami of the Uralic family, without the aforementioned resources. We only assume a training dataset of example cognates in Indo-European
languages, highly unrelated to our languages of
interest. It might be expected that knowledge
of general tendencies in patterns of correspondence between related languages, such as common
phoneme substitutions, might be of some use, even
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Word x
it: notte
en: attend
fi: huvittava
en: oath
fi: pöytä
en: bite

Word y
es: noche
fr: attendre
et: huvitav
sv: ed
sv: bord
fr: fendre

Meaning of x
‘night’
‘attend’
‘amusing’
‘oath’
‘table’
‘bite’

Meaning of y
‘night’
‘wait’
‘interesting’
‘oath’
‘table’
‘split’

Table 1: Examples of cognates, i.e. etymologically related words. The degree of similarity in
form and meaning may vary quite substantially.
when searching for potential cognates in a different language family. Naturally, some knowledge
of more closely related languages, or of the language pair in question, is more informative, and
we attempt to quantify how well one of these models is able to make use of that.
Our aim is to investigate the extent to which
a similarity learning approach, that is learning a
similarity metric in a data-driven manner, is able
to generalize across language families. We experiment with two similarity learning approaches
from previous work, namely a support vector machine (SVM, Hauer and Kondrak, 2011) and a
Siamese convolutional neural network (S-CNN,
Rama, 2016), compared with a Levenshtein distance baseline (LD, Levenshtein, 1966). We train
the models on examples of cognates in IndoEuropean language pairs, then test how well they
are able to identify cognates in the Sami language
pairs, not seen at training time. In addition, we
fine-tune the S-CNN model on labelled targetlanguage pairs, in order to quantify how much the
lack of target-family training data affects performance.
Next, we explain the cognate identification
problem and its difficulties, and review previous
approaches to the problem. Then we present the
approaches we use in our experiments, as well as
the experimental setup in more detail. Finally, we
analyse the results of the experiments.

2

The Cognate Identification Problem

The term cognate has several distinct uses in the
literature. In historical linguistics, two words are
considered cognates only if they have descended
from the same ancestor word in a common protolanguage, implying that they also belong to two
related languages (e.g. Jäger et al., 2017; List,
2013; Kondrak, 2009). Meanwhile, a number
of broader definitions have been used in NLP,
motivated by practical concerns. For example,

some authors refer to any etymologically related
pair of words (i.e. sharing a common origin) as
cognates, including, for example, loanwords (e.g.
Kondrak, 2001; Beinborn et al., 2013; Bloodgood
and Strauss, 2017). Others assume that cognates
share both a similar form and common meaning
(e.g. Nakov and Tiedemann, 2012; Bergsma and
Kondrak, 2007). This assumption is problematic
for historical linguistics, since it excludes cognate
words that have come to have different meanings
since the languages diverged, but it may be more
useful for some language learning applications. In
this paper, we regard any pair of etymologically
related words as cognates, including genetically
related true cognates as well as direct loanwords
or loans from a common origin.
We formulate the cognate identification problem as follows. We are given two string sets
X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and Y = {y1 , . . . , ym }. The
task is to extract those pairs (x, y) in relation R:
R = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y | x is cognate with y }.
Each element x ∈ X and y ∈ Y is a string over
alphabets Σx and Σy respectively. The alphabets
do not necessarily overlap, since the orthographies
of different languages may vary. This issue is
often circumvented by using phonetic transcriptions of words. Lacking phonetic transcriptions
for our test data, we deal with orthographic forms.
Nonetheless, orthographic similarity often reflects
phonetic similarity, in particular in the Sami languages we take as examples here, where the orthography is largely phonemic.
Several factors have been found to predict cognateness: phonetic similarity (reflected by orthographic similarity), semantic similarity, and the
presence of regular sound correspondences, word
segments regularly occurring in similar phonetic
positions and contexts (Kondrak, 2009).
The example cognates in Table 1 illustrate the
difficulty of cognate identification. A straightforward example is the Italian–Spanish pair (notte,
noche), with a similar form and common meaning. However, many cognates have similar surface
forms, but differ in meaning, such as the English–
French (actual, actuel) and Finnish–Estonian (huvittava, huvitav). Such words are referred to as
false friends in the context of language learning.
Furthermore, cognates might look very different
on the surface. English–Swedish cognates (oath,
ed) and Finnish–Swedish (pöytä, bord) look quite
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different, but share a meaning (and common origin). On the other hand, English–French (bite,
fendre) are similar neither in form nor meaning.
The only way to recognise such cognates from
their surface forms alone is to identify regular correspondences, such as th – d for English–Swedish.
Consequently, and in contrast to much previous
work, we make no strict assumptions about the degree of similarity in form or meaning that any two
cognates should exhibit. Instead, following Jäger
(2014), we treat regular correspondences as the
main driving factor in the cognate relation and attempt to capture these in a completely data-driven
manner.

3

Related Work

Earlier computational approaches to cognate identification attempt to design a string similarity (or
distance) metric that assigns a higher score to cognate words and a lower score to unrelated ones. A
common approach is to extend the traditional Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) by associating specific weights to pairs of symbols using
linguistic knowledge (e.g. Kondrak, 2000; List,
2013), or sets of example cognates (e.g. Bergsma
and Kondrak, 2007; Rama, 2015).
Kondrak (2000) proposes the ALINE algorithm using specific weights based on several predetermined phonetic features. In addition, Kondrak (2005) generalizes the Levenshtein distance
with the n-gram similarity measure. Turchin et al.
(2010) use a heuristic based on mapping consonants to ten classes, and consider words matching
in their first two consonant classes to be cognates.
The SCA algorithm of List (2013) uses a larger
set of sound classes and also considers prosodic
aspects of words.
Other authors rely on learning regular correspondences (sometimes called mismatches or substitution patterns) from example cognates using
an alignment algorithm. For example, Ciobanu
and Dinu (2014) and Bergsma and Kondrak (2007)
use a global alignment algorithm to align orthographic word pairs and extract substring pairs,
which they use as features for an SVM. Gomes
and Pereira Lopes (2011) use the same approach
to develop a weighted string similarity metric for
words in orthographic form. Rama (2015) use
gap-weighted subsequences as features. McCoy
and Frank (2018) use character embeddings and
cosine similarity to extend Levenshtein distance.

Hauer and Kondrak (2011) convert word pairs
into features for an SVM using a set of string similarity metrics. This approach has been extended
with features for semantic similarity, for example
using the lexical database WordNet (Jäger et al.,
2017; St Arnaud et al., 2017; Kondrak, 2009).
Bloodgood and Strauss (2017) improve further
such an SVM model using global constraints and
reranking. In addition, St Arnaud et al. (2017)
utilise English and Spanish word embeddings of
dictionary definitions. This SVM classification
approach is one of the methods that we apply to
cross-language family learning.
Jäger (2014) and Rama (2016) take data-driven
approaches not relying on hand-designed features. Jäger proposes a similarity metric based
on weights for symbol pairs given by pointwise
mutual information, the values for which were
learned from a training set of cognate pairs. Rama
applies deep learning, encoding words into a gridlike representation and applying a Siamese convolutional neural network to cognate identification
for multilingual wordlists. He uses two methods
to encode a phonetic symbol into vector, a onehot encoding and one based on phonetic features,
achieving better performance with one-hot encodings for two out of three language families. This
approach is another method in our comparison of
models for cross-language family learning.
In recent work, Hämäläinen and Rueter (2019)
take an alternative approach of applying neural
machine translation methods to the problem of
predicting a cognate given a word in a related language. The same model could in principle be applied to the task we present here and we intend to
make a direct comparison in future work.

4

Methods

In this section, we present the three approaches
to solving the cognate identification problem that
we have used in our experiments: a string similarity metric based on the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) used as a baseline, an SVM with
several string similarity metrics as features (Hauer
and Kondrak, 2011), and a Siamese convolutional
neural network (Rama, 2016).
4.1

Levenshtein Distance–Based Similarity

The Levenshtein distance dL (s1 , s2 ), or string edit
distance, between strings s1 and s2 over an alphabet Σ is the minimum number of insertion, dele-
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training points in the two classes. When the
data classes are not linearly separable, the margin
can still be maximised while allowing some data
points to be on the wrong side of the optimal hyperplane. Another approach is to use a non-linear
kernel function, which enlarges the feature space
using basis expansions, such as a polynomial or a
radial-basis function.
For the model comparison in our experiments,
we have implemented the SVM model used by
Hauer and Kondrak (2011). In this model, a pair
of strings (s1 , s2 ) is represented by a feature vector x ∈ R6 such that

ŷ
Fully-connected layer with dropout

m = |ra − rb |
ra

rb
Max-pooling

Max-pooling
ReLU

ReLU
Xa ? W

Xb ? W

Xa

Xb

• x1 is the Levenshtein distance dL (s1 , s2 ),
• x2 is the number of common bigrams,

Figure 1: Architecture of the S-CNN. Column vectors in input matrices represent one-hotencoded characters. The same filter W is convolved with both inputs.
tion, or substitution operations needed to transform one string to the other. To obtain the normalised Levenshtein distance, this number is divided by the length of the longer word, equal to
the maximum possible distance between s1 and s2 .
The similarity metric is then:
simL = 1 −

dL (s1 , s2 )
.
max(|s1 |, |s2 |)

For example, for the cognate pairs (coupe, Kopf)
and (pöytä, bord), the respective similarities are
1 − 35 = 0.4 and 1 − 55 = 0. It is assumed that
both strings are drawn from overlapping alphabets,
since the similarity is always zero for disjoint alphabet sets.
Previous work has introduced a variety of
Levenshtein-based measures by defining different
ways of learning or computing the cost associated
with a character substitution. Here we apply the
basic version, in which a matching pair of characters have a zero cost and any other a unit cost.
4.2

Support Vector Machine

The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised
learning model trained by finding the optimal
separating hyperplane between multi-dimensional
data points of different classes. The basic SVM
is a non-probabilistic, linear binary classifier. For
data that is linearly separable, the optimal hyperplane creates the maximum margin between

• x3 is the prefix length,

• x4 is the length of s1 ,

• x5 is the length of s2 , and

• x6 is the absolute difference between the
lengths, i.e. x6 = |x4 − x5 |.
We have chosen this SVM model as it is based
on string similarity measures that are applicable
to the low-resource language setting. More recent
SVM-based approaches to cognate identification
exist, but they either require detailed dictionary
definitions in a high-resource language with highquality pre-trained word embeddings (St Arnaud
et al., 2017), or multilingual word lists aligned by
concepts (Jäger et al., 2017).
4.3

Siamese Convolutional Neural Network

The Siamese convolutional neural network
(S-CNN) is a supervised learning model originally proposed by Chopra et al. (2005) for the
task of face verification, and applied with some
modification to cognate identification by Rama
(2016). Our implementation is based on the latter
model. The architecture is presented in Figure 1.
The S-CNN is a two-input version of the convolutional neural network (CNN) specialized in processing data with a grid-like topology. CNNs have
been very successful in computer vision, and they
have also been applied to several NLP tasks, such
as text classification (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015).
When applied to NLP tasks, the CNN requires
a grid-like representation of the input. In the case
of cognate identification, it is convenient to represent a word as a matrix X ∈ {0, 1}|Σ|×n such
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Dataset
IE-T RAIN
sma–sme
sma–sms
sme–sms

# cognate
73,238
1,460
838
2,188

# all pairs
732,380
11,234 × 47,312
11,234 × 29,401
47,312 × 29,401

|Σ|
329
42 (27)
75 (27)
77 (38)

Table 2: The datasets used in the experiments. Etymological WordNet is used for training, and other
datasets are used for testing (see Table 3 for smaller fine-tuning sets). |Σ| is the number of all characters
observed in a dataset. The number of overlapping characters is given in parentheses (for language pairs).
Languages: South Sami (sma), North Sami (sme), Skolt Sami (sms).
Dataset
S AMI -FT
S AMI -FT-T EST

# cognate
986
3,500

# all pairs
100,000
350,000

trained model can be regarded as a learned similarity metric between pairs of inputs.

Table 3: The small-scale datasets sampled from
the Sami vocabularies in Table 2. We use these in
experiment 2 to fine-tune the S-CNN and analyse
how the number of in-family training pairs affects
the performance.
that X = [x1 x2 . . . xn ], where each column vector xi ∈ {0, 1}|Σ| is a one-hot vector representing
a character in the alphabet Σ. The training data
D = {(Xai , Xbi ), yi }N
i=1 then consists of pairs of
words such that yi = 1 if Xai and Xbi are cognates, and yi = 0 otherwise.
As shown in Figure 1, the S-CNN model is an
extension of the CNN: first, one filter W ∈ Rp×q
is convolved (cross-correlated) over character sequences of length q from both input matrices Xa
and Xb , producing a feature map for each input
matrix. These are run through a rectified linear
function, whereafter max-pooling is applied to the
results. The number of rectified and max-pooled
feature maps produced from each input matrix is
equal to the number of filters. We fix the filter
height at p = |Σ|, equal to the size of the alphabet
and the height of the input matrix.
The representation vectors ra and rb are obtained by concatenating all the feature maps into
single vectors. These vectors are then merged into
one vector m using some distance metric. We
use the absolute vector difference such that m =
|ra −rb | = [|ra1 −rb1 |, |ra2 −rb2 |, . . . , |ral −rbl |]T ,
where l = |ra | = |rb |. Finally, the merged vector
m is fed as input to a fully-connected layer, itself
connected to the output neuron. The dropout technique of Srivastava et al. (2014) is applied to the
fully-connected layer, and the output neuron is activated with the sigmoid function. The output of a

5

Experiments

In this section, we present our datasets, experimental setup, training and fine-tuning procedures,
and our evaluation scheme.
5.1

Datasets

A summary of the datasets is shown in Table 2.
All source data for training and testing is publicly
available and we release the exact processed training and test sets for reproducibility1 .
We use the Etymological WordNet (Gerard de
Melo, 2014) as our training data for the SVM and
S-CNN models. This is a database containing information of etymological origin, cognateness, as
well as derivational and compositional links between words. The database consists of word pairs
that each belong to one of the aforementioned relations. The database has been mined from Wiktionary, and its entries are mostly from widely spoken Indo-European languages.
Since we are concerned with the identification
of cognates across languages, we only use as our
training data those word pairs that are either cognates, or where one word is the root of the other.
Thus, we exclude derivationally and compositionally linked word pairs from our training set. Furthermore, we filtered out those pairs where both
words belong to the same language. In total, there
were 73,238 cognate pairs in the filtered training
set. In order to train a discriminative classifier, we
generated negative examples by randomly pairing
unrelated words, so that the ratio of cognate to unrelated word pairs was 10%. We refer to the resulting training set as IE-T RAIN.
1
All datasets released at https://github.com/
soisalon/LRCognates.
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As a source of unannotated word lists from lowresource languages, we use a set of three vocabularies from North, South, and Skolt Sami of the
Uralic family. We have retrieved these vocabularies from dictionaries compiled by Giellatekno2 .
We filtered out all words with upper-case (proper
nouns) or non-alphabetic characters. We retrieved
gold-standard cognate sets for evaluation and finetuning from Álgu3 , the etymological database for
Sami languages. This database contains (positiveonly) cognate information for only a subset of
all the words in the vocabularies. We refer to
this dataset as S AMI -F ULL and average results
over the three pairs of languages. The evaluation
scheme is explained in detail in section 5.3.
In addition, to fine-tune and evaluate models in
experiment 2 (see section 5.4), we sample smallscale sets with a higher proportion (1%) of cognates, presented in Table 3, S AMI -FT and S AMI FT-T EST.
5.2

Training and Fine-Tuning

In our implementation of the S-CNN model, we
used ten filters with width q = 2 and height
p = |Σ| (alphabet size). The alphabet was the
set of all characters observed in both the training and test datasets, and its size was |Σ| = 336.
We fixed the input matrix width to n = 20. For
words shorter than this, the input matrices were
zero-padded, and longer words were truncated at
this length. In the fully-connected layer, we used
a dropout rate of 0.5.
We trained the S-CNN model using binary
cross-entropy as the loss function, and the
Adadelta optimizer (Zeiler, 2012) with initial
learning rate α = 1.0, decay rate ρ = 0.95, and
the constant  = 1·10−6 . The batch size was set at
128, and number of epochs was 50. In fine-tuning
(experiment 2), the respective values were 32 and
20. Otherwise, we used the same hyperparameters when fine-tuning the model. We implemented
the model using the Keras library with Tensorflow
backend 4 .
For the SVM implementation, we used the
SVM module of the Scikit-learn library for Python
(Pedregosa et al., 2011), based on the C-support
2

The research group of Sami language technology at the
University of Tromssa. http://giellatekno.uit.
no/index.eng.html.
3
Available at: http://kaino.kotus.fi/algu/
4
Github repository available at: https://github.
com/fchollet/keras.

vector classification implementation of Chang and
Lin (2011). We trained the model using a linear kernel and regularization parameter C = 1.
For probabilistic prediction, the module uses Platt
scaling (Platt et al., 1999), which is based on
fitting a logistic regression on the initial binary
scores using cross-validation.
5.3

Evaluation

A difficulty in evaluating on the Sami datasets is
that the set of word pairs annotated as cognates in
the Álgu database is known to be far from complete for the vocabularies covered. As a result,
there are many word pairs in the vocabularies that
are cognates, but are evaluated as unrelated. Measures such as accuracy and precision are therefore
not useful for our problem setting, since we do
not know whether a given word pair not among
the annotated cognates is a cognate pair. We can,
however, evaluate the recall of the known cognate
pairs: what proportion of the annotated pairs make
it into the set ranked as most likely cognates by
the model. We use S AMI -FT-T EST to compute
precision-recall curves for the fine-tuned S-CNN,
unadapted S-CNN, SVM, and the baseline LD.
Computing scores for all pairs of words between two vocabularies is time consuming. Therefore, when evaluating on whole vocabularies, we
only take those words q in vocabulary X that we
know have at least one cognate in the other vocabulary Y . Then, we compute scores between
each of these words, and all words in the other
language. In order to evaluate these scores, we use
recall@k averaged over the words q, the queries,
and the set of language pairs in the test set. We
call this metric the mean average recall@k:
L

Q

l=1

q=1

1X 1 X
MAR@k =
R@k,
L
Q
where R@k =

#cognates within top-k results
,
#cognates in Y

where Q is the number of queries, and L is the
number of language pairs. That is, for each word
query q, we rank the pairs (q, yi )∀i and get the
top 100 words y for each q. We then compute the
recall@k for k = 1, . . . , 100 for q, that is, counting the cognates found within the k highest-ranked
words divided by the total number of cognates for
q in Y . For most words q, there is only one, and
for some there are several cognates in Y .
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Figure 2: MAR@k for k = 1 . . . 100, for S AMI F ULL, using models trained on IE-T RAIN. One
curve is the average over all pairs of Sami languages.
Sami

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7

Results

0.6

Experiment 1: Indo-European Models
for Sami Cognates

Figure 2 shows the MAR@k curves for Sami cognate identification for the three models trained
on Indo-European data: S-CNN (without finetuning), SVM, and the baseline LD. The S-CNN
outperforms the other approaches by a substantial margin, across values of k. This result suggests that the neural networks in the S-CNN are
able to capture aspects of the cognateness relation
that transfer across language families more effectively than the hand-designed features of the SVM.
The SVM also outperforms LD – unsurprising,
since the Levenshtein distance is included among
its features.
Since the S-CNN performs best in this experiment, we use it in experiment 2, where we finetune the model on the target language family.
6.2

S-CNN
SVM
LD

0.8

MAR@k

We present two experiments. We first train the
SVM and S-CNN models on IE-T RAIN. (LD requires no training.)
In experiment 1, we apply these three models directly to the three pairs of Sami vocabularies (S AMI -F ULL) to measure how well methods
trained only on Indo-European data can identify
cognates in Sami languages. This tells us how well
the methods can exploit information from a different language family. In this experiment, we evaluate the models using the MAR@k metric (see section 5.3).
In experiment 2, we fine-tune the S-CNN on
a small set of Sami cognates (S AMI -FT), containing example cognate pairs from all three language pairs. We test it on S AMI -FT-T EST to see
how much of the performance loss from language
transfer can be regained by providing the model
with just a small amount of data from the target
language family. We also analyse how the performance of the S-CNN improves with the amount of
fine-tuning data it is given. In this experiment, we
evaluate the models using precision-recall curves.

AP

5.4

Experiment 2: Fine-Tuning on Target
Language Family

Figure 3 shows how the number of cognate pairs
used in fine-tuning improves average precision.
Naturally, the average precision increases together
with the number of cognates used in training. The

0.5

0

100

200

300 400 500 600 700
# cognate pairs used in fine-tuning

800

900

Figure 3: The learning curve of S-CNN finetuned on S AMI -FT, having been pre-trained on
IE-T RAIN.
improvement converges with about 500 training
pairs, which is the number used for the fine-tuned
model in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows the precision-recall curves for
each approach for the small-scale Sami test set
(S AMI -FT-T EST). The corresponding values for
average precision are given in Table 4. The pattern of results reflects that in Figure 2: the S-CNN
outperforms the other two approaches based on
string similarity metrics. The fine-tuned S-CNN
substantially outperforms the untuned model. In
terms of average precision, the improvement is approximately 11%.
This result tells us that, in addition to learning
more general information about cognates that can
be carried across language families than the SVM,
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Approach
S-CNN + FT
S-CNN
SVM
LD

AP
0.825
0.741
0.608
0.540

Table 4: Average precision in the small-scale Sami
test set for each approach.
1.0

Precision

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

S-CNN + FT
S-CNN
SVM
ED
0.2

0.4

Recall

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 4: The precision-recall curves for each approach tested on S AMI -FT-T EST. S-CNN + FT
was pre-trained on IE-T RAIN and fine-tuned on
S AMI -FT. The unadapted S-CNN and SVM were
trained on only IE-T RAIN.
the S-CNN is also able to make use of even a small
number of annotated examples from the target languages to improve its predictions.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We have addressed the problem of cognate identification within a set of three truly low-resource
Sami languages of the Uralic family. We have
examined the extent to which training data from
a completely unrelated, higher-resource language
family can be utilised for this task. We have
taken two approaches to learn a similarity metric
for cognateness from Indo-European etymological
data, namely an SVM and an S-CNN, both applied
to cognate identification in previous work, compared with a Levenshtein distance baseline. In addition, we have compared these with a fine-tuned
S-CNN that has access to a small amount of training data in the target language family.
The results of our experiments have shown
that the S-CNN is able to generalize more effectively across language families, compared with the
SVM. Furthermore, a substantial improvement in

performance can be attained by fine-tuning the
model with only a small number of cognate examples from the target language set.
In future work, we will investigate whether language transfer for cognate identification can be
further improved by making use of unsupervised
multilingual character embeddings (GranrothWilding and Toivonen, 2019) instead of one-hot
encoded characters. This could allow the model
to exploit cross-lingual similarities in the usage
patterns of symbols, replacing some of the manually encoded knowledge about correspondences
across language pairs in previous work without the
need to specify features by hand. In addition, due
to the incomplete evaluation cognate sets, the experimental set-up could be complemented with a
manual evaluation of top cognate suggestions in a
manner similar to Hämäläinen and Rueter (2019).
Another avenue for future work is to investigate
qualitatively how similar data-driven models generalize across other languages and language families, and how the choice of training language(s)
affects performance. With such experimentation,
we could gain more insight of what properties of
sound change are carried over across families. In
addition, we could investigate how the data-driven
models presented here perform compared with
models with more linguistically-informed handcrafted features.
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Abstract
Parallel corpora are crucial resources for
NLP applications, most notably for machine translation. The direction of the (human) translation of parallel corpora has
been shown to have significant implications for the quality of statistical machine
translation systems that are trained with
such corpora. We describe a method for
determining the direction of the (manual) translation of parallel corpora at
the sentence-pair level. Using several
linguistically-motivated features, coupled
with a neural network model, we obtain
high accuracy on several language pairs.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that the accuracy is correlated with the (typological)
distance between the two languages.

1

Introduction

Parallel corpora are used for various purposes,
including for training and evaluation of statistical machine translation (SMT) systems (Koehn,
2010). While traditional SMT systems are agnostic with respect to the direction in which the parallel corpora they are trained on were (manually)
translated, several studies have shown that taking directionality into account when training SMT
systems has a significant effect on the quality of
the translation (Kurokawa et al., 2009; Lembersky
et al., 2012, 2013; Twitto-Shmuel et al., 2015). In
this paper we show the same effect also holds for
neural machine translation (NMT) systems.
We address the task of determining the direction of translation given a parallel text; this is cast
as a binary classification task. To strain the classifier, we focus on retaining high accuracy when the
size of text chunks to be classified is minimal: single sentence pairs. This is an extremely difficult

task for humans, in most cases: a single sentence
pair often does not reveal any obvious signal of
which of the two sentences is the original. It is
also a highly challenging task for machines: Figure 1 depicts a few English-French examples of
sentence pairs whose translation direction none of
our classifiers predicted correctly.
We define sets of features that reflect insights
drawn from Translation Studies regarding the special properties of translated texts, and in particular
the asymmetric nature of translation (Toury, 1980,
1995; Baker, 1993). These include the tendency
of translated texts to be simpler (Blum-Kulka and
Levenston, 1983; Vanderauwerea, 1985; Baker,
1993; Laviosa, 1998, 2002); the tendency of translators to explicate the source text (Blum-Kulka,
1986; Baker, 1993); the different distributions
of various statistical phenomena (e.g., the frequencies of function words or certain syntactic
structures) between the source and the translation
(Gellerstam, 1986; Blum-Kulka, 1986; Øverås,
1998; Koppel and Ordan, 2011); and interference
of language constructions from the source to the
target (Toury, 1979; Teich, 2003).
The contribution of this paper is manifold.
(1) First and foremost, we introduce a method for
accurately determining the translation direction of
sentence pairs in parallel corpora; the method is
based on the introduction of several new, linguistically motivated, types of features for this task.
We show that the combination of these features
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art in detection of translation direction.1 Importantly, these
features help shed light on the characteristics of
translated language. (2) Furthermore, we demonstrate the robustness of our method by evaluating
it on several language pairs and on three different
1

As we explain in Section 2, a direct comparison with the
state of the art is problematic as not enough detail is provided
in the original publications for us to replicate existing results.
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English→French
French→English
French→English

Now the question is , who’s going to pay for it all ?
La question est de savoir qui va payer .
Admit it and we will understand each other .
Dites -le moi et on va bien se comprendre .
We should at least ensure that there is no need to produce many more reports .
Il ne faudrait tout de même pas qu’ il y ait besoin d’ en faire de nombreux encore .

Figure 1: Some examples of sentence pairs with their translation direction
datasets. (3) We show that detecting the translation direction can indeed be used for improving
the quality of both statistical and neural machine
translation systems. (4) Finally, from a theoretical perspective, this work corroborates the intuitive hypothesis that the translation detection task
is easier when the two languages involved are typologically more distant.
After reviewing related work in the next section,
we describe our experimental setup in Section 4,
and the features we used in Section 5. The results
are presented and discussed in Section 6. We conclude with suggestions for future research.

2

Related Work

The differences between original and translated
texts have been a major field of investigation in
Translation Studies (Toury, 1980, 1995; Baker,
1995). Translated texts have unique characteristics
that set them apart from texts originally written in
the same language. These are not necessarily artifacts of poor translation; rather, they reflect different statistical distributions across the two genres.
The sub-language of translated texts (in any language) was referred to as translationese (Gellerstam, 1986). The unique properties of translationese are attributed to various reasons, some of
which are considered “universal” (e.g., translated
texts tend to simplify the original message; they
tend to use more standard language than originals), while others are related to interference,
namely the “fingerprints” of the source language
found in the translation product.
Distinguishing between original and translated
texts is a classic text classification task that has
been extensively addressed both with supervised
machine learning (Baroni and Bernardini, 2006;
van Halteren, 2008; Kurokawa et al., 2009; Koppel and Ordan, 2011; Ilisei et al., 2010; Volansky
et al., 2015; Avner et al., 2016) and with unsupervised methods (Rabinovich and Wintner, 2015;
Nisioi, 2015; Rabinovich et al., 2016a). The main

challenge, as is usually the case in text classification, lies in the choice of features with which
text chunks are represented. For the task at hand,
features frequently used include function words
(FW), character n-grams, part-of-speech (POS) ngrams, special sets of words such as discourse
markers, etc. With the right choice of features, accuracies can reach almost ceiling levels, depending on the dataset involved.
However, the classification unit used in all the
above-mentioned research was larger chunks of
text, typically 2,000 tokens. The accuracy of identifying translationese has been shown to drop significantly when the size of the text chunk used for
classification decreases (Rabinovich and Wintner,
2015). One of our goals in this work is to improve
the accuracy of translationese detection systems
with much smaller text chunks, as available parallel texts are not guaranteed to be long.
Previous research focused on identifying translationese in monolingual texts. However, in realistic scenarios, parallel texts are available and
the actual task is to determine the direction of
translation given texts in two languages. For such
tasks one can use features drawn from each of the
two languages, as well as from the alignments between words and phrases in the two texts. This
approach was taken by Eetemadi and Toutanova
(2014), who used the Canadian Hansard corpus of
parallel texts in English and French.
The motivation stems from the observation that
linguistic structures tend to have different distributions in original and translated texts. Therefore,
assessing the frequencies of syntactic structures
in two parallel texts, especially for text chunks
that are aligned with each other across two parallel sentences, may shed light on the direction of
the translation. As base structures, Eetemadi and
Toutanova (2014) used minimal translation units
(MTUs), defined as pairs of source and target word
sets that satisfy two conditions: (i) no alignment
links exist between distinct MTUs; (ii) MTUs are
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Figure 2: POS-MTUs, English–French
not decomposable into smaller MTUs without violating the previous rule. Once MTUs were identified, each word was replaced by its POS tag,
thereby creating POS-MTUs. These are the structures used as features.
As an example, consider the two aligned
English–French sentences in Figure 2; they yield
the following POS-MTUs: [PP]↔[PRO:per],
[VVP, TO]↔[VER:cond], [VV]↔ [VER:infi],
and [PP]↔[PRO:per]. More specifically, the POSMTU [VVP, TO]↔[VER:cond] reflects the fact
that English word pairs such as ‘want to’ translate to French verbs in the conditional form, e.g.,
‘voudrais’. Incidentally, this mapping is much
more common, by a factor of 10, in English-toFrench translations than in the reverse direction.
As another example, the two aligned
English–German sentences depicted in Figure 3 yield the following POS-MTUs:
[CD]↔[PIS], [IN]↔[ART], [NP]↔[ADJA],
[RB, JJS]↔[ADJA], [NNS]↔[NN]. In particular,
the POS-MTU [RBS, JJ]↔[ADJA] reflects the
fact that English word pairs such as ‘most famous’
translate to German adjectives in the superlative
form, e.g., ‘berühmtesten’.
Eetemadi and Toutanova (2014) do not provide sufficient details that would enable replication of their results, but they report 71%
accuracy with these features.
In a subsequent work, Eetemadi and Toutanova (2015) used
Brown clusters (Brown et al., 1992), a method of
clustering words according to syntactic and semantic relatedness, instead of POS tags. With
Brown cluster MTUs as features, they reached
80% precision and 85% recall on the Hansard corpus. This is the present state of the art for this task.

3

Motivation

This work was partly motivated by previous research that demonstrated that statistical machine
translation can be improved by training on sourcetranslated-to-target corpora rather than targettranslated-to-source texts (Kurokawa et al., 2009;

Lembersky et al., 2013; Twitto-Shmuel et al.,
2015). In this section we verify that such benefits
hold also for neural machine translation (NMT).
We used French–English data from three corpora
(Hansard, Europarl and UN; see below). The total data that was available to us consisted of 1.6
million sentences annotated as French original,
and 11.7 million sentences annotated as English
original. Focusing on translating French to English, we trained three different NMT systems using Marian (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018). In
one system (FO), the training material consisted
only of French original sentence pairs; in the
other (EO), we only used English original sentence pairs; and in the third (MIX), we mixed
equal portions of both. In all three cases we used
an equal number of sentence pairs (1.6 million).
We tested the three NMT systems on a reference
set of 10,000 sentences taken from French original data, following the methodology of Lembersky et al. (2013). We evaluated the quality of
the resulting NMT systems by comparing BLEU,
METEOR and TER scores using MultEval (Clark
et al., 2011).
The results, listed in Table 1, clearly corroborate
our hypothesis: for the task of French to English
translation, training data that were manually translated from French to English yield much better
NMT systems than training data that were translated in the reverse direction.
Train Data
FO
MIX
EO

BLEU↑
41.0
38.2
34.4

METEOR↑
38.4
36.7
35.0

TER↓
46.1
48.5
52.8

Table 1: Accuracy of NMT systems with varying
configurations of the training material

4

Methodology

Task Given a sentence pair in a parallel corpus,
our task is to identify the direction of translation,
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Figure 3: POS-MTUs, English–German
thereby determining the source and the target sentences. Our main challenge is to define a set of
features that will yield the best accuracy.
Datasets We used sentence-aligned parallel corpora from three resources: the Canadian parliamentary proceedings (Hansard), with English–
French sentence pairs; Europarl (Koehn, 2005),
the proceedings of the European Parliament,
where English is aligned with French and German;
and the UN parallel corpora (Ziemski et al., 2016),
in which English is aligned with Arabic, French,
German, Russian and Spanish. We used subsets of
these corpora in which the direction of translation
has been accurately annotated (Kurokawa et al.,
2009; Rabinovich et al., 2016b; Tolochinsky et al.,
2018). We cleaned the data by removing editor’s
comments and sentences with fewer than 5 tokens.
We then down-sampled the corpora and extracted
equally-sized subsets with 50,000 sentence-pairs
in each language pair, distributed evenly across
translation direction. These are the data we used
in all the experiments described below.2 Details
on the available data are presented in Table 2.
Preprossessing We preprocessed the data as follows. First, all words in the two languages were
tagged for part of speech using FARASA (Abdelali et al., 2016) for Arabic and TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995) for the other languages. Second, all the sentence pairs were word aligned using
FastAlign (Dyer et al., 2013). With the word alignments we were able to extract the features that will
be explained in the next section.
Classification For the task of identifying the
translation direction, we implemented various feature sets and used them for training a Logistic Regression classifier (with the implementation of Pedregosa et al. (2011)), mainly because it is faster
2

The only other parallel corpora that we are aware of
where the direction of translation is marked are the Dutch
Parallel Corpus (Macken et al., 2011), aligning Dutch with
English abd French, and EuroParl-UdS (Karakanta et al.,
2018), which largely overlaps with our dataset.

yet no less accurate than SVM. We performed tenfold cross-validation for evaluation and report accuracy in %. As our datasets are balanced, the trivial baseline is 50%.
Neural network In addition to the classifiers described below, we also approached the task of determining translation direction with a neural network. Our main goal here was to guarantee best
performance, even the cost of interpretability. We
used a network consisting of one bi-directional
Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) layer with
100 units, followed by a fully connected layer
with a single output; the loss is defined as binary
cross-entropy (the network was implemented with
Keras.) The input of the network is the two sentences, where the words are mapped to pre-trained
GloVe word embedding vectors of 50 dimensions
(we used Pennington et al. (2014) for English and
Bojanowski et al. (2017) for the other languages.)

5

Features

We defined several novel features motivated by
various insights from Translation Studies. We motivate and explain these feature in this section.
Baseline As a baseline, we implemented some
of the features that were suggested by Volansky
et al. (2015), including:
POS trigrams We used the frequencies of
the 2000 most frequent POS trigrams for
each language.
Function words Function words for many languages are available online. We used the frequencies of all the function words in each
language (between 160 in Arabic and 600 in
German).
Positional token frequency In different languages, the choice of words with which
sentences begin is rather different, and is
more constrained and formulaic than elsewhere in the sentence (Volansky et al., 2015).
A clear example is greetings: parliament
speakers may choose to begin their speeches
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EN original
EN original, cleaned
EN translated
EN translated, cleaned

Europarl
EN-FR EN-DE
217
225
215
222
130
155
128
153

EN-FR
8100
6600
773
683

UN
EN-ES EN-RU
6100
3600
5100
2800
447
107
381
91

EN-AR
4087
3338
88
65

Hansard
EN-FR
3377
2981
744
678

Table 2: Dataset sizes (in thousands of sentence-pairs)
by ‘Ladies and gentlemen’, but this turns out
to be much more common in French than in
English. We used the frequencies of words
that occur in the first, second, penultimate
and last positions in the sentences.
MTUs Finally, to compare with the state of
the art, we also computed POS-MTUs
and Brown Cluster MTUs, as defined by
Eetemadi and Toutanova (2014, 2015).
Word rank The simplification hypothesis conjectures that translated texts tend to be simpler
than originals. As one realization of this hypothesis, we assume that translations would use more
common, frequent words than originals. In order to determine how common each word is, we
used pre-trained frequency lists in all languages
(Michel et al., 2010).
Comparing the actual (frequency-based) ranks
of word forms across languages is rather problematic, especially when the morphologies of the languages differ. (e.g., when one language has many
more inflected forms per lexeme than the other).
Therefore, we split the word frequency lists to
seven bins that group together words by their frequency, and compared the bins rather than the actual ranks.3 The first bin includes words whose
accumulated frequency is up to 0.25; it includes
the most frequent words in each language. The
other bins include words with accumulated frequency up to 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.88, 0.95 and all the
rest. This facilitates comparison of words in the
same frequency brackets across two different languages. This feature defines 14 bins (7 for each
language); its actual value is number of words in
each bin.
Additionally, we compared the (frequencybased) ranks of aligned word pairs. Given a pair
of aligned sentences, consider the difference in
rank between each pair of aligned words. We hypothesize that such differences would depend on
3
The number of bins and their frequency ranges were determined empirically.

the translation direction (as rarer words tend to be
translated to more common ones). For example,
we expect the English ‘however’ (ranked 236th)
to be typically translated to French ‘mais’ (ranked
33rd), but French ‘mais’ to be more often translated to English ‘but’ (ranked 23rd).
To implement this observation, we defined a
histogram representing the values of the differences in rank between pairs of aligned words in
each sentence pair. For example, if the English
word ‘however’ is ranked 236th and its aligned
French word ‘mais’ is ranked 33rd, we used the
value 236 − 33 = 203. We computed these values for all the aligned words in a sentence-pair;
we then used the highest and lowest values as the
boundaries of a histogram and split it to 12 bins.
For example, if the defined limits of the histogram
are: [-100000, -50000, -25000, -8000, -4000, 300, 300, 4000, 8000, 25000, 50000, 100000] and
the resulting value from the differences between
the words in a sentence pair are -10953, -511, 402,
-3159, 4099, 11267, 10535, 80, 4280, 345; then
the resulting histogram is: [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1, 2,
2, 2, 0 ,0]. The values of this feature for a given
pair of sentences are the values of each bin in the
resulting histogram.
Lexically-Anchored-POS-MTUs While POSMTUs identify meaningful linguistic structures,
they are too general and may lose important nuances of the correspondences between constructions in the two languages. For example, consider
the POS-MTUs [IN]↔[ART] in Figure 3: clearly
it is not the case that prepositions in English translate to determiners in German. However, it is reasonable to assume that the English genitive preposition ‘of’ will be aligned to a German genitive
article such as ‘der’.
To reflect this notion, and define finer, subtler cross-language correspondences, we propose Lexically-Anchored-POS-MTUs (LA-POSMTUs): we only replace content words by their
POS tag, leaving function words intact. The values
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Figure 4: LA-POS-MTUs
of these features are the actual counts of each LAPOS-MTU in the sentences. Similarly to POSMTUs, they are distributed differently in each of
the translation directions.
As an example, consider the LA-POSMTUs in Figure 4: [one]↔[einer], [of]↔[der],
[NP]↔[ADJA],
[most,
JJ]↔[ADJA],
[NNS]↔[NN]. In particular, the LA-POSMTU [most, JJ]↔[ADJA] reflects the fact that
in English, some superlative adjectives can come
with the adverb ‘most’ or with ‘est’ as a suffix,
while in German there is only one form: adding a
suffix to the adjective. Indeed, the LA-POS-MTU
[most, JJ]↔[ADJA] is much more frequent in
English to German than in the reverse direction.
This is presumably an instance of interference
of German on the English translation product.
While in English there are two ways to form the
superlative, and sometimes both are valid (e.g.,
‘most clever’ and ‘cleverest’ ), German has only
one possible form. When a superlative adjective is
translated from German to English, the translator
may tend to keep it with the suffix (if possible),
rather than splitting it into two words. Hence, this
LA-POS-MTU is more frequent in the English to
German direction.
Syntactic structure The simplification hypothesis implies that the structure of translated sentences tends to be simpler than that of originals.
We therefore parsed the corpus with universal dependencies (Straka and Straková, 2017) and defined several measures that supposedly reflect sentence complexity: the height of the dependency
tree; its depth; and the average number of dependents per word. In addition, we used dependency tag trigrams as features, similarly to POStrigrams.
Back translation Translated texts carry a
unique signal; the challenge is to identify this
signal at the sentence-pair level, where it may be
extremely subtle. The motivation for the back
translation feature is to amplify this signal.

To do so, we use machine translation (Google
Translate) to translate the sentences again. Given
a sentence pair he1 , f1 i, we machine-translate both
sentences, yielding the pair hf2 , e2 i, where f2 =
M T (e1 ) and e2 = M T (f1 ), M T indicating machine translation. Now assume, without loss of
generality, that e1 is the original; hence f1 is
its manual translation, namely f1 = HT (e1 ),
where HT indicates human translation. Therefore, e2 = M T (f1 ) = M T (HT (e1 )). In other
words, e2 is “twice removed” from e1 , being translated once by a human and once automatically. In
contrast, f1 = HT (e1 ) and f2 = M T (e1 ); both
f1 and f2 are only “once removed” from e1 : f1
was translated manually and f2 automatically, but
only once. Therefore, we expect f1 and f2 (two
French sentences) to be closer to each other than
e1 and e2 (two English sentences) are. This is only
the case if f1 is the translation of e1 ; if the translation direction is reversed, we would expect e1 and
e2 to be closer to each other than f1 and f2 are.
To measure the similarity between the two sentences we used three metrics: BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie,
2005), and Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein,
1965). Each metric results in two scores: one for
the distance between the two English sentences
and one for the two French sentences. These six
scores were used as features for the classifier.

6

Results

Table 3 depicts the accuracy of 10-fold cross
validation evaluation of classifiers reflecting the
various features. The “All” column indicates a
dataset constructed from the French–English sentence pairs in all the three different corpora; it
is therefore a heterogenous dataset, which makes
the task much more challenging (Rabinovich and
Wintner, 2015). Indeed, the results on this dataset
are worst, lower than each individual dataset in
isolation. Still, even for this challenging experimental scenario, our best classifier achieves
over 72% accuracy. For the Europarl and UN
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Corpus
Feature set
POS-MTUs
LA-POS-MTUs
Brwn Clstr MTUs
Rank
POS-trigrams
Function words
Pos. token freq.
Syntactic structure
Back translation
All
BiLSTM
Stacking

Europarl
EN-FR EN-DE
64.4
63.1
65.6
66.2
73.0
67.1
63.5
64.8
65.0
65.7
65.6
68.0
62.0
64.7
64.0
62.0
61.2
58.5
81.0
78.1
81.0
80.9
83.0
82.3

EN-FR
63.4
63.4
66.4
58.0
64.0
66.3
65.9
65.0
75.6
79.8
80.3

UN corpus
EN-ES EN-RU
62.6
69.2
64.0
68.4
68.3
71.9
59.0
60.8
63.2
67.0
66.1
72.3
66.7
76.0
63.3
68.6
78.0
84.8
84.9

84.5
90.8
91.1

EN-AR
76.2
75.2
79.0
65.2
74.3
69.0
80.8
67.0

Hansard
EN-FR
62.7
64.8
64.8
56.6
64.1
66.5
64.2
61.4

All
EN-FR
58.1
59.9
60.3
56.0
59.6
56.6
61.0
58.8

90.1
89.0
90.0

75.1
78.4
76.5

67.9
74.6
72.1

Table 3: Results: accuracy (%) of predicting the translation direction
datasets, however, our results range between 80%
and over 90% accuracy; given the difficulty of the
task (refer back to Figure 1), we view this as a significant contribution.
The “All” row indicates the concatenation of all
features into one feature vector. Since these features encode different aspects of the relations between the two languages, we believe that they are
at least partially independent. Indeed, the results
of feature combination support this assumption.
The signal of translationese is indeed subtle, but
the results show that many of our basic classifiers
are able to detect it, albeit to a small extent. For
most language pairs and datasets, each of the feature sets we defined yielded accuracy of over 60%,
sometimes over 70%, and reaching 80% in a few
cases. Brown cluster MTUs, which were used
by the state of the art (Eetemadi and Toutanova,
2015), are indeed a good feature set. MTUs based
on Brown clusters turned out to be better than LAPOS-MTUs; presumably, Brown clusters encode
lexical semantic information that is helpful for the
task. However, they are outdone in more than half
of the cases by simpler features such as function
words or positional token frequencies.
Back translation turned out to be a less beneficial feature than we have expected on Europarl. As
it is a computation-intensive feature, we refrained
from computing it on the other datasets.
Combining features together yielded a sizable
boost in accuracy, advancing the state of the art
to the area of 80-90% accuracy in all cases. The
features that we defined are obviously not mutually independent; it therefore makes sense to try

some dimensionality reduction method to remove
redundant features. We tried several dimensionality reduction methods, with various dimensionalities, but none yielded better results (on the full
datasets) than using all features.
As could be expected, the accuracy of the BiLSTM is higher than feature combination in all
cases but one; yet we suspect that the features capture phenomena that are not reflected by the neural network. To test that, we used stacking. We
defined three different classifiers: one with features computed from the English texts only (rank,
POS trigrams, function words, positional tokens,
and syntactic structure); another with the same
features computed from the other language; and a
third from the alignment features computed from
both languages (the three MTU feature types). We
additionally trained the neural network. We then
used all four classifiers to predict the direction of
translation, and used their confidence scores as
features for a stacked classifier, whose prediction
is the class we use. The results are listed in Table 3
under “Stacking”, and show a small but consistent
improvement for all language pairs.
Still, the BiLSTM turned out to be better for
the Hansard corpus and for the mixed dataset.
We do not have a clear explanation for this outcome. We used paired t-test to determine the
statistical significance of the improvement in results between using all the features (“All”) and
the best results obtained by Stacking. The test
yielded p-values <0.001 for all language pairs except English–Arabic. Similarly, comparing the
neural network with Stacking in the same way, the
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test yielded p-values <0.001 in all language pairs
except English–Spanish. We thus conclude that
the generalizations of the neural network are, at
least to some extent, different from the features
we defined. In future work, we intend to consider new ways for incorporating linguisticallymotivated features in neural network architecture,
e.g., along the lines of Strubell et al. (2018).
Finally, observe that the results clearly support
our theoretical hypothesis: the accuracy of the
classification improves when the two languages
involved are more typologically distant. The
task is particularly hard for English-French and
English-German, and easiest for English-Arabic
and English-Russian. We tentatively conclude,
therefore, that translationese is more pronounced,
and interference is more powerful, when the two
languages are more distant. This chimes in with
recent results that show the relationships between
interference and language typology (Rabinovich
et al., 2017).

7

Conclusion

We have shown that linguistically-motivated features, based on Translation Studies insights pertaining to the asymmetry of the translation process, can yield high, state-of-the-art accuracy on
the task of translation direction detection. We introduced several novel features and used stacking to produce highly accurate sentence-pair-level
classifiers for five language pairs. We also confirmed the hypothesis that this task is harder when
the two languages involved are more closely related.
In future work, we intend to provide a deeper
analysis of the results, focusing on the constructions whose frequencies differ most across the two
languages. We would also like to evaluate our systems cross-domain, as it has been shown (Rabinovich and Wintner, 2015) that the signal of translationese is subtle, and can be overshadowed by
signals of the datasets used for training and testing. Finally, and depending on the availability of
datasets, we would like to extend the experiments
described herein to more language pairs.
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Abstract
In this work, we investigate the possibility of using fully automatic text simplification system on the English source in
machine translation (MT) for improving
its translation into an under-resourced language. We use the state-of-the-art automatic text simplification (ATS) system
for lexically and syntactically simplifying
source sentences, which are then translated with two state-of-the-art English-toSerbian MT systems, the phrase-based MT
(PBMT) and the neural MT (NMT). We
explore three different scenarios for using
the ATS in MT: (1) using the raw output of the ATS; (2) automatically filtering
out the sentences with low grammaticality
and meaning preservation scores; and (3)
performing a minimal manual correction
of the ATS output. Our results show improvement in fluency of the translation regardless of the chosen scenario, and difference in success of the three scenarios depending on the MT approach used (PBMT
or NMT) with regards to improving translation fluency and post-editing effort.

1

Introduction

In spite of recent advances in machine translation
(MT), the MT into under-resourced languages is
still facing a number of problems. First, there is
not enough parallel data to build robust phrasebased and neural systems. Second, the majority of those languages (including Serbian) have a
very rich morphology and suffer from data sparsity when it comes to less frequently used cases,
tenses, etc. Third, there is a number of syntactic differences which are difficult to capture. For
English-to-Serbian phrase-based system, a num-

ber of language-related problems has been identified so far (Popović and Arčan, 2015). Most
of them are related to syntactic differences, e.g.
missing verb parts due to distinct structure of certain verb tenses, incorrect prepositions, or incorrect translations of English sequences of nouns.
Although the neural approach better handles some
grammatical aspects, it still often fails to generate
correct inflections, prepositions and translations of
the English noun phrases (Popović, 2017).
Text simplification (TS) has the goal of transforming given text or sentence into its simpler
variant, while preserving the original meaning.
What is considered to be a simpler variant depends on the target application, or the target reader
in mind. In the case of simplifying texts for humans, a simpler variant is the one that requires a
shorter reading time and leads to better text comprehension scores. In the case of text or sentence
simplification used as a preprocessing step for a
given natural language processing (NLP) task, e.g.
machine translation (MT), information extraction
(IE), summarization, and semantic role labeling
(SRL), a simpler variant is the one that leads to
better performances of that NLP system.
Text simplification was originally proposed as a
pre-processing step for machine translation (Chandrasekar, 1994) and later for information extraction and parsing (Chandrasekar et al., 1996). At
those early stages, automated text simplification
(ATS) was not mature enough to help improving
performances of those systems. Instead, the idea
was explored only hypothetically, using manual
text simplification (Chandrasekar, 1994; Vickrey
and Koller, 2008). Evans (2011) later showed that
an automated simplification of coordinate structures can improve IE systems.
Later, the focus of the ATS shifted towards text
accessibility and better social inclusion, having the
main goal of making texts easier to understand by
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various target readers, e.g. people with low literacy levels (Aluı́sio and Gasperin, 2010), or people with some kind of reading or cognitive impairments, such as aphasia (Devlin and Unthank,
2006), autism (Orăsan et al., 2018), Down’s syndrome (Saggion et al., 2015), or dyslexia (Rello,
2012).
In this study, we want to return to the original motivation for text simplification and explore
whether the state-of-the-art ‘general purpose’ ATS
system can be used to improve machine translation
from English to some under-resourced language,
or not. Unlike the previous works, we focus on using fully automated TS output (without any manual corrections), and on filtering out simplifications that are not grammatical and do not preserve the original meaning. Furthermore, we perform experiments using two state-of-the-art MT
systems with different architectures, a PBMT and
a NMT system. We focus on English-to-Serbian
machine translation, taking Serbian as an example
of under-resourced languages.
We show that, regardless of the MT architecture
(PBMT or NMT) and the strategy for using ATS
system as a pre-processing step (without any manual correction, with filtering for its grammaticality and meaning preservation, and with minimal
manual correction of the output), the fluency of
the translation can be improved. With regards to
improving translation adequacy and post-editting
effort, our experiments show that the type of the
translation architecture (PBMT or NMT), and the
strategy for using ATS system, both play a significant role.

2

Related Work

For many language pairs (e.g. English-French,
English-Spanish, English-Hindu), attempts were
made at rewriting input sentences using paraphrasing or textual entailment to improve the performance of MT systems (Callison-Burch et al.,
2006; Mirkin et al., 2009; Aziz et al., 2010; Tyagi
et al., 2015; Mirkin et al., 2013a,b). However, they
all focus only on out-of-vocabulary words, or difficult to translate shorter n-grams.
Štajner and Popović (2016) went one step further, using lexico-syntactic automatic text simplification systems as a pre-processing step for
English-to-Serbian machine translation. In this
way, they covered both lexical and syntactic transformations on the source side. The ATS outputs

were manually inspected by human editors who
were also allowed to do minor revisions (correcting the tense, gender, article, etc.) in order to preserve grammaticality and the original meaning on
the source side. For both ATS systems used, it was
found that (with this minimal human correction of
the simplified output) such a pre-processing step
improves fluency of the translations, and reduce
the post-editing effort. However, the authors only
considered manually post-edited ATS output and
made no experiments with the raw (uncorrected)
ATS output. Nor did they explore how the grammaticality and meaning preservation of the ATS
output might influence the results.
In this work, we use one of the ATS systems
used by Štajner and Popović (2016), only the system which does not remove any original information. Unlike Štajner and Popović (2016), who used
only a phrase-based MT system for English-toSerbian translation, we also use the current stateof-the-art neural MT system for that language pair
(see Section 3.1). We explore three different scenarios for using ATS as the pre-processing step,
in search for fully automatic use of ATS in MT,
without human correction of the ATS output (see
Section 3). We find that success of the ATS used as
a pre-processing step heavily depends on the type
of the MT system used (PBMT or NMT).

3

Experimental Setup

We randomly selected 10 original articles from
the 100 news articles automatically simplified by
the state-of-the-art lexico-syntactic ATS system
(Siddharthan and Angrosh, 2014) in the work of
Štajner and Glavaš (2017). The ATS system that
consists of a rule-based syntactic simplification
module and a supervised lexical simplification
module built upon the English Wikipedia - Simple
English Wikipedia corpus (Coster and Kauchak,
2011).
We further explored three possible scenarios in
which ATS can be used as a pre-processing step
for MT (Figure 1):
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• Scenario 1 (Corrected): Automatically simplified sentences are manually corrected before being used as the source sentences for
MT, to ensure the preservation of the original
meaning and the grammaticality of the MT
input;
• Scenario 2 (Filtered): Automatically simpli-

original texts

STEP 1

automated text simplification
automatically simplified sentences

Scenario 1
STEP 2.1

Scenario 2

correcting (post editing)
sentences with low G and M

STEP 3

STEP 2.2

Scenario 3

filter sentences by G and M scores
(take only those with G>3 and M>3)

machine translation with PBMT and NMT

Figure 1: Workflow. The fully-automated steps are shown in dark blue (steps 1 and 3); fully-manual in
green (step 2.1); and those that can be used as either automated or manual, in orange (step 2.2).
fied sentences which did not preserve well the
original meaning and/or are ungrammatical
are filtered out, and in those cases, the original sentences are used instead of them as the
MT input;
• Scenario 3 (Automatic): Automatically simplified sentences are used as source sentences
for MT without any manual correction or filtering beforehand.
The last scenario (Automatic) is troublesome in
the context of ATS used as pre-processing step
for MT, as one cannot be sure that the original
meaning was preserved during automatic simplification. To account for possible changes of meaning, we slightly modify the common procedures
for assessing fluency and adequacy of MT output
in order to allow those scores to penalize such text
simplification errors (see Section 3.3).
3.1

http://server1.nlp.insight-centre.org/asistent/
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se
3
http://nlp.ffzg.hr/resources/corpora/setimes/
2

3.2

Assessment of Quality of ATS Output

The quality of the ATS output was assessed at the
sentence level by:
• human assessment of grammaticality (G) and
meaning preservation (M) on a 1–5 Likert
scale (1 – very bad; 5 – very good).
• measuring the time needed to correct grammaticality and ensure that original meaning
is preserved.

MT Systems

For English-to-Serbian phrase-based and neural
machine translation, we use ASISTENT1 (Arčan
et al., 2016), a publicly available web-based MT
system offering translation between three South
Slavic languages (Croatian, Serbian and Slovenian) and English in both translation directions.
Both NMT and PBMT variants were trained on the
publicly available data originating from the OPUS
website2 (Tiedemann, 2009) where three domains
were available for the Serbian-English language
pair: the enhanced version of the SEtimes corpus3 (Tyers and Alperen, 2010) containing “news
1

and views from South-East Europe”, OpenSubtitles4 as well as KDE localisation documents and
manuals, i.e. technical domain. In total, about
20.7M sentences were used for training (20.5M
subtitles, 200k news, 30k technical), and 2k sentences from each of the three domains were used
for tuning the systems.
The texts which we are translating in this study
are external, i.e. they cannot be found in any of the
above described corpora.

The first assessment was used in Scenario 2
(Filtered) for filtering simplified sentences according to their G and M scores, while the second assessment was used in Scenario 1 (Corrected). The
schema of the workflow is presented in Figure 1.
We asked three native English speakers to rate
our 130 sentences using the same guidelines as
Štajner and Glavaš (2017). The annotators were
also provided with several examples for each
score. To obtain the final G and M marks used in
Scenario 2 (Filtered), we averaged the three marks
and rounded the results to the closest integers. The
average G and M scores were 3.98 and 3.75, respectively. The average pairwise inter-annotator
4
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Version

Sentence

Original

Ex-Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev says Russian authorities must annul the parliamentary
vote results and hold a new election.
Simplification (uncorrected) Ex-Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev says. Russian authorities must annul the parliamentary
vote results. These authorities hold a new election.
Simplification (corrected)
Ex-Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev says that Russian authorities must annul the parliamentary vote results. These authorities must hold a new election.
Original

A 21-year-old man was arrested on April 30, on suspicion of murder and was released on bail
until May 29 pending further enquiries.
Simplification (uncorrected) A 21-year-old man was arrested on April 30, on suspicion of murder. This man was followed
until May 29 pending further enquiries.
Simplification (corrected)
A 21-year-old man was arrested on April 30, on suspicion of murder. This man was released
until May 29 pending further enquiries.

Table 1: Two examples of manual corrections performed on the simplified sentences. Differences between the automatically simplified sentences and their manually corrected versions are shown in bold.
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1

Adequacy
perfectly understandable (regardless of potential poor grammar)
understandable with minor ambiguities/differences
main gist is preserved but some things are unclear/different from the source
difficult to understand and different from the source meaning
very bad (regardless to potential grammaticality)
Fluency
perfectly grammatical (regardless of potential meaning loss/change)
almost correct – a small number of minor errors
a number of grammatical errors although not very heavy
many grammatical errors
very bad (regardless to potential meaning preservation)

Table 2: Guidelines for assigning adequacy and fluency scores.
agreement was 0.72 and 0.61 (weighted Cohen’s
κ), for the G and M scores respectively.
In Scenario 1 (Corrected), we used the manual corrections already provided by Štajner and
Glavaš (2017) for the ten selected articles. During manual corrections, only minimal corrections
were performed where necessary to restore the
original meaning and grammaticality of the sentences. As the goal of those correction was not to
make any further simplifications, and the mistakes
were easy to notice, the corrections were very fast
(15.0 seconds per sentence). They did not even
require a native speaker or trained annotator, but
rather someone with a proficiency level of English
(Štajner and Glavaš, 2017). Several examples of
performed corrections are given in Table 1.
3.3

Evaluation of MT Output

All translation outputs (translations of the original sentences, their raw (uncorrected) automatic
simplifications, and their manually corrected automatic simplifications) obtained by the two MT
systems (PBMT and NMT), a total of 390 target

sentences, were evaluated with respect to three aspects:
• adequacy, i.e. how well the sentence preserves the original meaning;
• fluency, i.e. how grammatical the sentence is;
• technical post-editing effort, i.e. the amount
of necessary edit operations to correct the
output.
These three evaluation aspects concentrate on
three distinct things, which are not necessarily correlated. For example, if the reference translation is
“We will not finish on time.” and the obtained MT
output is “We will finish on time.”, the adequacy
score will be very low (1), fluency perfect (5), and
edit distance very low (only one edit).
Each of the tasks has been carried out separately,
i.e. the evaluation of adequacy and fluency were
carried out in two separate passes, and post-editing
was carried out in the third pass.
The guidelines used for assigning adequacy and
fluency scores are presented in Table 2.
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(a) PBMT

(b) NMT

Figure 2: Average edit rates (y-axis) for corrected TS output (blue full) and uncorrected/raw TS output
(orange pattern), depending on the grammaticality (G) and meaning preservation (M) scores (x-axis)
after PBMT and NMT.
Raw edit counts and edit rates (raw counts normalised with the segment length) were calculated
using Hjerson (Popović, 2011) for:
• the five classes of edits/errors: inflectional error, reordering error, omission, addition and
mistranslation
• the sum of edit counts/rates of all classes
Each translated segment was post-edited, and
assigned fluency and adequacy scores, while looking into the corresponding source segment, i.e.
the English originals were used for evaluating
the translations of the originals, while the corresponding simplified and corrected English sentences were used for evaluating the translations of
the simplified sentences. This was done to ensure
that the change of meaning during ATS (in scenarios with filtered and fully automatic ATS) is penalised. Reference translations were not available.

4

Results

We first explored the influence of grammaticality (G) and meaning preservation (M) scores of
the automatically simplified sentences on the postediting effort needed to correct their translations

(Figure 2).5
We see that the differences in effort needed to
post-edit the translations of automatically simplified sentences (uncorrected) and corrected simplified sentences (corrected) decrease with the increase of grammaticality (G) and meaning preservation (M) scores of the uncorrected simplifications. This supports our initial idea that, instead of
correcting the automatically simplified sentences
(Scenario 1 in Figure 1), one could filter out the
automatically simplified sentences which did not
achieve high enough G and M scores, and instead
of those, use the original sentences (Scenario 2 in
Figure 1). This filtering should ideally be done
automatically. Given that here we just look for the
proof of concept, we wanted to ensure that we correctly assign G and M scores, and this was thus
done manually. However, it is important to note
that several systems for automatic assignment of
G and M scores to the ATS outputs have been proposed up to date (Štajner et al., 2016).
The initial exploration (Figure 2) indicated that
a good cut-off point for filtering bad simplifications would be around G = 3 and M = 3.
5
For the space constraints, we here present graphs only for
the average edit rates, but we also analysed the raw counts
and found that they follow the same trends as the avearage
edit rates.
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(a) PBMT

%
better
worse
same

uncorrected
Σer
r.e.c.
27.7
21.5
50.8
49.2
21.5
29.3

corrected
Σer
r.e.c.
46.2
38.5
27.6
26.2
26.2
35.3

uncorrected
Σer
r.e.c.
13.8
12.3
67.7
64.6
18.5
23.1

corrected
Σer
r.e.c.
46.2
36.9
37.5
32.3
32.3
30.8

G, M > 3
Σer
r.e.c.
20.0
16.9
13.8
12.3
66.2
70.8

G, M ≥ 3
Σer
r.e.c.
24.6
21.5
27.7
53.9
47.7
24.6

G, M > 3
Σer
r.e.c.
9.2
6.2
27.7
26.2
63.1
67.6

G, M ≥ 3
Σer
r.e.c.
13.8
10.8
41.6
40.0
44.6
49.2

(b) NMT

%
better
worse
same

Table 3: Percentage of raw simplified sentences (uncorrected), corrected simplified sentences (corrected)
and simplified sentences filtered by high grammatical and meaning scores (G, M > 3, and G, M ≥3) with
better/worse/same translations (in terms of edit rate (Σer) and raw edit counts (r.e.c.)) than their original
counterparts when translated with phrase-based (a) and neural (b) MT system. Those cases in which
more sentences improved than deteriorated are shown in bold.
We further investigated how the distribution
of sentences with better, worse, and same postediting effort differs in the two possible cut-offs:
(1) where G and M scores are both greater than 3;
and (2) where G and M scores are both greater or
equal to 3. The results are presented in Table 3, together with the corresponding results for the fully
automated simplification without any filtering (uncorrected) and for the manually corrected simplification output (corrected).
It seems that filtering automatically simplified
sentences according to their grammaticality (G)
and meaning preservation (M) score can substantially decrease the percentage of sentences whose
translation is worse (needs more post editing) than
the translation of their original counterparts, if the
cut-off point is correctly set. This happens in both
MT approaches used (PBMT or NMT), but the decrease is more pronounced in PBMT.
Interestingly, in PBMT, filtering sentences according to their G and M scores (with G, M > 3)
results in a lower percentage of sentences with deteriorated translations than correcting the simplification output before translation (corrected). This
happens at the cost of increasing the number of
sentences with the same MT post-editing effort required, and decreasing the number of sentences
with improved translation.
Table 4 shows the differences in fluency and adequacy scores between the translations of the original sentences and the translations of the corrected

simplified texts, uncorrected simplified texts, and
the filtered (G, M > 3) source sentences.
It can be seen that by using the ATS system in
a pre-processing step (marginally) improves the
translation adequacy, and only if the simplifications are manually corrected and used in the NMT
system.
Using any of the three proposed scenarios (manually corrected simplifications, filtered simplifications, or fully automated simplifications) leads
to a higher percentage of sentences with improved rather than those with deteriorated fluency
of translation. Interestingly, the percentage of improved sentences is the highest when the uncorrected simplifications are used, but at the cost of
the higher percentage of sentences with deteriorated translation adequacy (than in the case of using the manually corrected simplifications). Filtering automatic simplifications according to their
grammaticality and meaning preservation substantially decreases the percentage of sentences with
both improved and deteriorated translation fluency, but still results in substantially higher percentage of sentences with improved than those
with deteriorated fluency.
Several examples of the original English sentences and their simplified versions, together with
the scores for the fluency and adequacy of their
Serbian translations are presented in Table 5.
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(a) PBMT

Difference
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
Σ positive
Σ negative

corrected
0
3.1
21.5
60.0
15.4
0
0
15.4
24.6

Adequacy
uncorrected
1.5
16.9
53.8
23.1
4.6
0
0
4.6
81.2

G, M > 3
0
9.2
30.8
56.9
3.1
0
0
3.1
40.0

corrected
0
0
15.4
61.5
21.5
1.5
0
23.0
15.4

Fluency
uncorrected
0
0
20.0
53.8
34.6
1.5
0
36.1
20.0

G, M > 3
0
0
10.8
76.9
12.3
0
0
12.3
10.8

corrected
0
0
13.8
63.1
21.5
0
1.5
23.0
13.8

Fluency
uncorrected
0
3.1
18.5
52.3
23.1
1.5
1.5
26.1
21.6

G, M > 3
0
0
7.7
78.5
12.3
0
1.5
13.8
7.7

(b) NMT

Difference
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
Σ positive
Σ negative

corrected
1.5
4.6
20.0
47.7
23.1
3.1
0
26.2
26.1

Adequacy
uncorrected
3.1
13.8
33.8
38.5
9.2
1.5
0
10.7
50.7

G, M > 3
0
6.2
13.8
72.3
6.2
1.5
0
7.7
20.0

Table 4: Distribution of differences in adequacy and fluency scores (in terms of percentages) introduced
by the manually corrected simplifications, uncorrected simplifications, and by filtering automatic simplifications by their meaning preservation and grammaticality scores.

5

Summary and Outlook

effort, and improve the adequacy scores in
translation.

Going back to the initial motivation for automatic
text simplification, using it as a pre-processing
step to improve the performance of machine translation systems, we explored how the current stateof-the-art lexico-syntactic automatic text simplification system behaves in this role. We investigated
three possible scenarios: (1) using the output of
the ATS system as it is; (2) filtering out the automatic simplifications with low grammaticality and
meaning preservation scores and using the original sentences instead; (3) minimally correcting the
ATS output in order to preserve the original meaning and the grammaticality of the sentence.
The results of our experiments indicated that:
• The success of the ATS systems depends on
the type of MT system used (phrase-based or
neural).
• In the case of NMT, only the manually corrected ATS output can reduce the post-editing

• In the case of PBMT, two scenarios (manual correction of ATS output and maintaining
only automatic simplifications with high G
and M scores) can reduce the post-editing effort in translation, but none of the three investigated scenarios can improve the adequacy
of the translation.
• For both MT approaches, PBMT and NMT,
all three scenarios for using ATS improve the
fluency of the translation noticeably.
• The uncorrected ATS output improves the
fluency of the PBMT translation noticeably
more than it improves the fluency of the NMT
translation.
We also found that even manually corrected
ATS output can deteriorate translation adequacy
(in about 15% of the cases) and fluency (in about
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(a) PBMT

Ex. Version

r.e.c/Σer/A/F Sentence

1

21/75.0/2/2

Original

Uncorrected 18/58.7/1/2
(G=4, M=5)

2

Corrected

16/50.0/2/2

Original

9/56.7/2/2

Uncorrected 8/50.8/3/3
(G=4, M=5)
Corrected
7/43.6/4/4

The cabinet is also expected to demand banks to set aside a further
35 billion euros (27.9 billion pounds) to cover sound loans in their
real estate portfolios.
The cabinet is also expected to demand banks to set aside a further
35 billion euros, to cover sound loans in their real estate portfolios.
These is 27.9 billion pounds.
The cabinet is also expected to demand banks to set aside a further
35 billion euros, to cover sound loans in their real estate portfolios.
35 billion euros is 27.9 billion pounds.
The toxic assets now total 184 billion euros, but many fear the hole
is even bigger.
The toxic assets now total 184 billion euros. But many fear the hole
is even bigger.
The toxic assets now total 184 billion euros but many fear the hole
is even bigger.
(b) NMT

Ex. Version

r.e.c/e.r./F/A Sentence

1

5/28.3/5/4

Original

Uncorrected 3/14.1/4/4
(G=5, M=3)
Corrected
2/9.1/5/4
2

Original

3/14.3/3/3

Uncorrected 3/14.3/4/4
(G=5, M=5)

Jeffrey Burrows was killed at his home in Norfolk Square in
Brighton, East Sussex, on April 29.
Jeffrey Burrows was killed at his home in Norfolk Square in
Brighton, on April 29. Brighton is East Sussex.
Jeffrey Burrows was killed at his home in Norfolk Square in
Brighton, on April 29. Brighton is in East Sussex.
Spanish stocks were down 2.1 percent on Friday morning, in line
with other European markets, after getting a big boost on Thursday
from the banking reform plans.
Spanish stocks were down 2.1 percent on Friday morning, in line
with other European markets. This happened after getting a big
boost on Thursday from the banking reform plans.

Table 5: Examples of original sentences, automatically simplified sentences (uncorrected), and their
manually corrected versions, together with corresponding translation scores in terms of edit operations,
adequacy and fluency scores.
25% of the cases), and increases the post-editing
effort in translation (in about 26-27% of the cases
in PBMT, and about 32-37% of the cases in NMT).
This indicates that the general-purpose ATS systems (which were not initially developed for improving MT performances) might not be suitable
for this task. Depending on the source-target language combination, it might be better to design
a MT-oriented text simplification system, which
would target only the sentence structures and vo-

cabulary which poses particular difficulties in that
language pair and MT approach.
Our results also showed that there are notable
differences in how the three scenarios for using
ATS as a pre-processing step influence the performances of the PBMT and NMT (at least for the
language pair investigated here). This indicates
that the two MT approaches require different preprocessing strategies in order to improve their performances.
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Abstract
Abusive language detection has received
much attention in the last years, and recent approaches perform the task in a number of different languages. We investigate
which factors have an effect on multilingual settings, focusing on the compatibility of data and annotations. In the current
paper, we focus on English and German.
Our findings show large differences in performance between the two languages.
We find that the best performance is
achieved by different classification algorithms. Sampling to address class imbalance issues is detrimental for German and
beneficial for English. The only similarity
that we find is that neither data set shows
clear topics when we compare the results
of topic modeling to the gold standard.
Based on our findings, we can conclude
that a multilingual optimization of classifiers is not possible even in settings where
comparable data sets are used.

1

Wiegand, 2017; Park and Fung, 2017; Lee et al.,
2018), there is some work on other languages,
and first attempts have also been made to develop methods that work across different languages (Fehn Unsvåg and Gambäck, 2018).
Our interest also focuses on multilingual abusive language detection. However, before we engage in a full scale investigation of which methods
work well across multiple languages, we need to
know more about which factors have an effect on
multilingual settings, including but not restricted
to the compatibility of data and annotations, differences between languages, and topic effects. In
the current paper, we focus on two languages, English and German, where we have access to similar
data (see section 3 for more information). We approach the following questions as we investigate
an approach across the two languages:
1. Do classifiers behave similarly across the two
languages? I.e., can we establish the best
classifier on one language and then use it successfully for the second language?
2. Can we determine which types of features are
necessary for a classifier? Are the types of
features and the number of features comparable across the two languages?

Introduction

The last decade has seen a massive increase in user
generated content in social media. While most
people are interested in connecting with family
and friends and in exchanging experiences, there
is an increasing number of posts that cross the
line from sharing negative opinions to becoming
abusive. Since the data is too massive for manual filtering, automated methods to detect abusive
language reliably are required. This has created a
novel research area under the titles of abusive language detection, hate speech detection, flame or
cyberbullying detection.
While most of the work on abusive language
detection has focused on English (Schmidt and

3. The data sets are skewed towards non-abusive
language, and research in sentiment analysis
has shown that over-sampling methods can
improve results (Liu et al., 2014). Thus, do
over-sampling methods show consistent results across both languages?
4. For tasks related to sentiment analysis, it is
often the case that a classifier learns topic information rather that sentiment (Pang et al.,
2002). We investigate whether the two languages show similar effects with regard to
topics.
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Our results show that the data sets differ in
their answers to questions 1–3, only showing similarities with regard to topics, leading us to the
the preliminary conclusion that we cannot transfer
methodology across languages and data sets when
the data sets for the individual languages have
been collected opportunistically. Since it is highly
unlikely that we can completely replicate the data
collection methods from the “source” language,
the implications of our findings are far reaching
and necessitate further investigation into the issues
of multilingual abusive language detection.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We discuss related work in section 2 and
the data sets in section 3. Then, we explain our
experimental setup and feature sets in section 4.
Section 5 presents the results, and section 6 draws
conclusions and discusses future work.

2

Related Work

Research on abusive language detection has recently drawn much attention, as several recent
shared tasks (Basile et al., 2019; Kumar et al.,
2018; Wiegand et al., 2018; Zampieri et al., 2019)
demonstrate. So far, research has mostly focused
on English. For a comprehensive survey of NLP
techniques to detect hate speech see (Schmidt and
Wiegand, 2017; Fortuna and Nunes, 2018). Here,
we will focus on issues relating to problems in
multilingual abusive language detection.
There is work on abusive language detection in
Arabic, Dutch, and German. For Arabic, Mubarak
et al. (2017) developed a data set of abusive language by creating an abusive word list and then
splitting their Twitter dump into abusive and nonabusive classes by user, where users are considered abusive if they have used at least one word
from the list. They also created an algorithm to
extend the list of abusive words.
Cyberbullying detection in Dutch social media was performed by Van Hee et al. (2015).
They collected data from Ask.fm and annotated
it with 7 categories including ‘Threat’, ‘Insult’,
and ‘Defamation’. For their classifier, they used a
bag-of-words approach for word and character ngrams and a sentiment lexicon, with an SVM classifier. They found that sentiment features alone
yield poor results, as does a substantial reduction
in the number of bag-of-word features due to data
sparsity.
The 2018 Germeval shared task focused exclu-

sively on detecting abusive language in German
tweets (Wiegand et al., 2018) (for a description of
the data set, see section 3). While many of the
best systems used neural architectures, the winning system (Montani and Schüller, 2018) used an
ensemble method with classifiers trained on a subset of features (such as TF-IDF and character ngrams). The predictions were then combined with
a maximum entropy model for a final prediction.
They found that strategies such as feature selection, sampling, and extensive preprocessing ultimately reduced performance in their ensemble.
While most work focuses on identifying abusive language in a specific language, Fehn Unsvåg
and Gambäck (2018) examined how a single approach can handle abusive language across multiple languages: English, Portuguese, and German.
They used a number of existing twitter corpora including the corpus by Waseem and Hovy (2016)
for English1 , the one by Ross et al. (2016) for
German, and the one by Fortuna (2017) for Portuguese. They also incorporated “user features”
(i.e., specific demographic information known
about the author of the tweet) along with a standard set of word and character n-gram features using logistic regression. They noted slight improvements but only specific user features contributed
improvements to a given language (e.g., network
features boosting English and Portuguese).
Several systems for detecting abusive language
in Hindi and English were developed as part of
the 2018 Trolling, Aggression and Cyberbullying
shared task (Kumar et al., 2018). This shared task
used data from Facebook and Twitter. The systems had to label examples as ‘Not Aggressive’,
‘Covertly Aggressive’, and ‘Overtly Aggressive’.
Modha et al. (2018) achieved the best results on
the Hindi side of the shared task using a convolutional neural network with fastText embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2018). Galery et al. (2018) identified abusive language in the English portion of the
corpus as their initial survey found code-switching
between Hindi and English. To address this codeswitching, they used fastText embeddings for both
languages and a SVD transformation of these two
sets of embeddings to generate multilingual embeddings using sub-word units. These multilingual embeddings were used in a GRU-based recurrent neural network. They found that this approach
was not effective on their particular data set due to
1
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This is the same English corpus used in the present work.

English
These girls are the equivalent of
the irritating Asian girls a couple
years ago. Well ”done,” 7 #MKR
@ameedjadallah I read the entire
Quran. Islam is what is wrong.

German
@tagesschau Euere AfD Hetze wirkt. Da könnt ihr stolz sein bei
#ARD-Fernsehen (Eng.: @tagesschau Your AfD baiting works.
You can be so proud at #ARD-TV)
@welt Bla bla bla! Lügenpresse verkauft uns mal wider für
Dumm! Alles gespieltes Theater!! (Eng.: @welt Blah blah blah!
Lying press is taking us for fools again. It’s all totally staged!!)

Table 1: Sample abusive tweets for English and German

Train
Test
Total
Total in %
Train
Test
Total
Total in %

Abusive Non-Abusive
English
4 460
9 683
496
1 076
4 956
10 759
31
69
German
1 517
2 992
171
329
1 688
3 321
34
66

Table 2: Distribution of binary class labels in the
English and German data sets
the limited instances of code-switching present.

3

Data Sets

For our work, we chose two data sets that were as
similar as possible without creating a new, tightly
controlled bilingual data set. For English, we used
the publicly available Twitter hate speech data set
created by Waseem and Hovy (2016). The original corpus included approximately 16 000 tweets;
however we were only able to retrieve 15 715
tweets using the Twitter API, the rest were unavailable or deleted. The English data set was
manually annotated with three different labels:
‘racism’, ‘sexism’ and ‘none’, where none refers
to non-hate speech. For more information regarding the annotation guidelines, see (Waseem and
Hovy, 2016). For classification, we split the data
set using 90% (14 143 tweets) as training data and
10% (1 572 tweets) as test set. Every tenth tweet
was assigned to the test set and removed from the
training set to ensure the data sets were drawn
from the whole corpus.
For the German data, we used the 2018 GermEval shared task data set (Wiegand et al., 2018)
with the annotations for task 1 of the shared task.
The annotations are binary: examples are either

labeled as ‘offensive’ or ‘other’. For our work, we
use the training set of the shared task, which consists of 5 009 samples, and split it into our training
and test sets, taking every tenth example for the
test set. We do not use the official GermEval test
set since we basically perform optimization experiments, and any scores obtained on the test data
should not be directly compared to other research.
Since the English data set consists of a ternary
classification while the German set uses a binary
classification, we simplify the English data in order to make the data sets consistent across the
two languages: We group ‘racism’ and ‘sexism’
into an ‘abusive’ group while the ‘none’ labels
are maintained. Examples of the abusive class are
shown in table 1, and a summary of the class distributions in the two data sets is shown in table 2.
The imbalance between classes is clear given
the data in table 2. The non-abusive data outnumber the abusive data in a ratio of about 2:1 for both
languages. This will negatively affect the performance of the classifiers since statistical classifiers
tend to predict the majority class.

4

Methodology

We have developed two pipelines for detecting
abusive language in tweets: One pipeline is trained
on German data and the other is trained on English
data.
Classifiers. For the first set of experiments, we
use a range of classifiers including random forest,
SVM, XGBoost and a neural network approach.
For the former three classifiers, we use scikitlearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), for the neural network architecture tensorflow’s Keras API (Abadi
et al., 2016). Based on previous research on related tasks (Park and Fung, 2017; Badjatiya et al.,
2017), we experiment with several promising architectures, including fully connected neural networks and convolutional neural networks, along
with different word embeddings, with both BERT
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and Flair embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018; Akbik
et al., 2018), stand-alone and stacked respectively.
For the scikit-learn classifiers, we optimized
hyper-parameters using grid search. For the neural
networks, dropout and batch normalization techniques are applied, and architecture selection and
hyper-parameter optimization are done in a nonexhaustive search.
Features. We use simple character n-grams
along with stemmed word n-grams and dependency parse-derived features.
Stemming. Since we were unable to identify a
good lemmatizer for German Twitter data, we decided to implement a stemmer for both the English and German data, in order to maintain compatibility between the two languages. The YASS
stemmer (Majumder et al., 2007) is an unsupervised stemming algorithm that generates a minimum spanning tree of words based upon different
string similarity distance metrics, cuts the hierarchy, and then stems a word by replacing the word
with the centroid of the cluster the word belongs
to. We use the YASS stemming method with a
minor modification: While the YASS stemmer replaces all words that belong to a cluster with the
cluster centroid, we replace all cluster members
with the shortest member of the cluster. Stems are
shorter than their morphologically related forms
since affixes are not present. However, this step
is not a departure from the YASS algorithm, instead it is an adaptation to increase the effectiveness of this algorithm on our particular domain. In
addition, numbers, twitter handles, and URLs are
removed from the data prior to stemming.
The distance metrics used by Majumder et al.
(2007) rely heavily on the suffixing nature of German and English inflectional morphology. While
these distance metrics fall flat for non-suffix based
inflectional morphology like irregular past tense
(primarily ablaut grades in words like ‘sleep’,
‘slept’), they produce less spurious stems compared to other common metrics like the Levenshtein distance. We use distance metric 4 from the
YASS stemmer.
Dependency parsing features. To extract dependency features for English, we use the Tweebo
parser (Kong et al., 2014), which is designed to
parse Twitter data and requires minimal preprocessing to obtain useful parses. Unlike English,
German does not possess a Twitter domain spe-

cific parser. For this reason, we use the Mate
parser pipeline (Björkelund et al., 2010). However, in order to maximize the usefulness of Mate,
which expects a more standard text structure, we
preprocess the German Twitter data.
Preprocessing steps for parsing include: removing one or more hashtags or retweets after punctuation at the end of tweet as well as removing initial
hashtags and retweets, removing the # sign from
any hashtag in the middle of the tweet, removing
all emojis, and detaching punctuation from words.
We also use a base list of abbreviations2 and add
additional ones to ensure that these are kept during
the tokenization process.
We extract dependency triples consisting of (dependent, head, label) that occurred a minimum of
five times as features. These features are Boolean
valued, denoting their presence or absence in a
tweet.
Sampling methods. Given the imbalanced nature of the data sets, we investigate sampling techniques to examine whether sampling can yield
better performance. We use imbalanced-learn
(Lemaı̂tre et al., 2017) to perform both undersampling and over-sampling techniques. More
specifically, we use four over-sampling and two
under-sampling methods: SMOTE (Chawla et al.,
2002) constructs synthetic examples of the minority class by averaging over two randomly chosen minority examples. Borderline SMOTE (Han
et al., 2005) focuses on the area around the decision boundary to create new examples, SVM
SMOTE (Nguyen et al., 2011) uses an SVM to determine the examples to average while ADASYN
(He et al., 2008) concentrates on the areas of
the minority class search space that are difficult.
Edited Nearest Neighbors (ENN; Wilson, 1972)
uses a k-NN approach to identify examples that
are untypical for their neighborhood; these are
then deleted. One sided selection (Kubat and
Matwin, 1997) uses Tomek links to identify and
delete noisy examples.
Topic modeling. We train a topic modeler on
the two data sets, i.e., we create an LDA (Blei
et al., 2003) topic modeler per language and use
it to group tweets into two topics. We have preprocessed the tweets in the same manner that was
2
Taken from Stefanie Dipper’s Perl German Tokenizer and found at https://www.linguistics.
ruhr-uni-bochum.de/˜dipper/pub/software/
abbrev.lex
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Classifier
majority class
RF
XGBoost
SVM
NN

Prec
34.22
80.67
83.46
82.11
34.22

Rec
50.00
74.17
78.80
66.58
50.00

F-Score
40.63
76.08
80.49
68.20
40.63

Table 3: English results for a range of classifiers.
Classifier
majority class
RF
XGBoost
SVM
NN

Prec
32.90
66.00
68.50
74.41
32.90

Rec
50.00
66.50
60.00
70.97
50.00

F-Score
39.69
66.50
59.50
72.01
39.69

Table 4: German results for a range of classifiers
used for dependency parsing. We then use the top
100 words by frequency to produce two topics.
Evaluation. We report precision, recall, and F1 .
Because of the skewing in the data set, all these
measures are calculated as the macro average of
precision, recall, and F1 , i.e., we calculate the
measures per class and then average across both
classes.

5 Results
5.1 Classifier Behavior across Languages
Here we investigate whether the classifiers show
the same trends across both languages. This will
allow us to decide whether we can select the classifier for one language and then keep the selection
stable across further languages. For these experiments, we restrict the feature set to using only
character n-grams of length 2-7 with a minimum
frequency of 3, resulting in 137 434 features for
German and 282 507 for English.
The results of the experiments for English are
shown in table 3, the results for German in table 4.
These results show that classifying all tweets as
non-abusive, the majority class, results in a macroF of around 40% for both languages. All classifiers but the neural networks perform better. All
the neural network architecture/embedding combinations predict the majority class throughout.
For the other classifiers, we reach higher Fscores for English than for German: 80.49. vs.
72.01. This is not unexpected, since the English
data set is larger than the German one. However, the best English results are reached by XG-

Boost while the same classifier only reaches 59.50
F for German. The highest results for German
are reached by the SVM, which reaches a lower
F-score on English (68.20). It is also interesting
to see that for English, XGBoost reaches a recall
that is more than 12 points higher than the SVM.
In contrast, for German, XGBoost’s recall is the
lowest of all classifiers (except for the neural networks). For the SVM, recall is higher for German
than for English, thus going against the general
trend, but the difference is much less pronounced
(> 4 points).
From these results, we draw the conclusion that
we cannot choose a classifier for a new language
based on experience with another language.
5.2

Feature Selection across Languages

The next set of experiments is concerned with the
question of whether we can use the same features
across languages, or if each language requires its
own set of informative features. For these experiments, we decided to focus on SVMs since
they show good performance and similar trends
across the languages in the comparison of classifiers above and since they train much faster than
XGBoost. We add two additional feature types
into the vectors: stems and dependency features.
For German, this results in a total number of features of 148 322 and for English, in 308 323.
We use Information Gain (IG) for feature selection and perform experiments using the set of
features with the highest IG in incremental cutoffs. This results in a different amount of features
for English and German, but this difference can
be explained by the differences in the morphological complexity of the two languages and the data
sizes. Results for English are reported in table 5,
showing the overall results across both classes and
specifically for the abusive class. Results for German are reported in table 6. The last row in each
table repeats the results from the previous section,
i.e., using all character n-gram features.
For English, a comparison of the two experiments with the character n-grams only as opposed to the full feature set including stems and
dependency features shows that adding these features has a minimal negative effect, lowering the
F-score from 68.20 to 67.70.
For the experiments on English using feature selection, we see that results with even 2 660 features improve significantly over the all features
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IG threshold
0.000075
0.00005
0.000025
0.00001
0.0000075
0.000005
–
–

Num. IG features
2660
4232
9305
24350
33187
60000
all features
only char n-grams

Prec
79.38
80.29
80.72
82.26
82.64
83.06
81.87
82.11

Overall
Rec
72.62
0.74
74.27
76.48
75.99
75.10
66.18
66.58

F
74.49
0.76
76.18
78.36
78.04
77.33
67.70
68.20

Prec
77.95
78.95
79.59
81.21
82.42
84.00
87.31
87.56

Abusive
Rec
52.02
54.44
55.04
59.27
57.66
55.04
34.68
35.48

F
62.39
64.44
65.08
68.53
67.85
66.50
49.64
50.50

Table 5: English results with IG feature selection, overall and for the abusive class.
IG threshold
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.0016
0.0014
0.0011
0.0008
0.0006
0.0004
0.0002
0.0001
–
–

Num. IG features
266
451
788
2 338
4 071
6 404
9 690
16 791
26 801
48 014
69 541
101 605
all features
only char n-grams

Prec
66.18
65.54
67.59
66.19
67.42
68.70
69.68
70.21
69.62
72.84
75.21
74.92
74.71
74.41

Overall
Rec
58.76
60.88
62.79
62.74
65.19
66.23
67.40
65.71
66.26
68.93
72.28
72.13
71.13
70.97

F
58.02
61.10
63.30
63.27
65.80
66.92
68.10
66.56
67.06
69.95
73.26
73.07
72.20
72.01

Prec
61.97
59.18
62.14
59.13
59.70
61.65
62.77
65.49
63.71
68.55
70.80
70.29
70.77
70.23

Abusive
Rec
25.73
33.92
37.43
39.77
46.78
47.95
50.29
43.27
46.20
49.71
56.73
56.73
53.80
53.80

F
36.36
43.12
46.72
47.55
52.46
53.95
55.84
52.11
53.56
57.63
62.99
62.78
61.13
60.93

Table 6: German results with IG feature selection, overall and for the abusive class.
baseline, and they continue their upward trend until around 14 000 features. At this point, however,
a downward trend begins, suggesting that for English, a lower number of important features for the
SVM classifier is beneficial. The results for the
minority class follow the same trend: They also
reach their peak at around 14 000 features. This
means that the classifier’s performance on the minority class is the driving factor (which is partly a
result of using the macro-averaged values).
For German, the addition of stems and dependencies has a minimal positive effect, increasing
the F-score from 70.01 to 72.20. For the experiments on feature selection, we see a steady upward
trend as the number of features increases until we
reach around 70 000 features, at which point results start to decrease. Again, the results on the
abusive class follow the same trend. This means
that, at a certain point, we reach a saturation of
features in terms of modeling the abusive class. If

we add more features, the classifier suffers from
irrelevant features.
When we compare the results across the two
languages, we notice a discrepancy in that the
stems and dependencies help for German while
they are harmful for English. Both effects are minimal. One possible explanation may be that for
English, the additional features only increase data
sparsity without providing novel information. For
German, which is morphologically richer and has
freer word order. Introducing the stems and dependencies may help alleviate data sparsity to a
certain degree. This requires further investigation.
The second discrepancy concerns the optimal
number of features. For German, we achieve our
best results using slightly less than half the features; for English, the best results are based on
approximately 4.5% of the data. This means that
the results differ in terms of absolute numbers and
percentage.
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Sampling method
No sampling
SMOTE
Borderline SMOTE
SVM SMOTE
ADASYN
Edit nearest neighbors
One sided selection

Abusive
Precision Recall
85.49 43.95
63.21 76.21
62.23 73.99
62.46 73.79
61.19 74.40
81.77 57.86
85.60 44.35

Non-Abusive
Precision Recall
78.89 96.56
87.89 79.55
86.92 79.65
86.82 79.55
86.89 78.25
82.88 94.05
79.01 96.56

F-score
72.45
76.31
75.48
75.34
74.75
77.94
72.67

Table 7: Results for English using sampling (70 000 features).
Sampling method
No sampling
SMOTE
Borderline SMOTE
SVM SMOTE
ADASYN
Edit nearest neighbors
One sided selection

Abusive
Precision Recall
70.80 56.73
58.17 52.05
60.26 54.97
60.26 54.97
57.32 52.63
56.81 70.76
69.57 56.14

Non-Abusive
Precision Recall
79.61 87.84
76.37 80.55
77.62 81.16
77.62 81.16
76.38 79.64
82.58 72.04
79.28 87.23

F-score
73.26
66.67
68.42
68.42
66.43
69.98
72.60

Table 8: Results for German using sampling (69 541 features).
Consequently, we again come to the conclusion
that we cannot generalize across languages with
regard to which feature types are useful nor to the
amount of features that are useful.

neighbors, which reaches a somewhat lower precision on the abusive class than one-sided selection,
but a recall that is about 12.5 points higher.

5.3 Sampling Methods across Languages

For German, table 8 shows a different picture: We reach the highest precision for the abusive class along with the highest recall for the
non-abusive class and the highest overall F-score
(73.26) in the experiments without any sampling.
The highest recall for the abusive class along with
the highest precision for the non-abusive class
is reached by the edit nearest neighbors undersampling method.

In this section, we look into the effects of sampling methods. Since the problem of abusive language detection is inherently skewed towards nonabusive language, instance sampling on the training set can help make the classifier more sensitive towards the minority class. We investigate
the use of over-sampling of the minority class
and under-sampling of the majority class using the
best performing number of IG features for German
(69541) and approximately the number of top IG
features for English (70,000). The results of these
experiments are shown in table 7 for English and
in table 8 for German.
For English, table 7 shows that we reach the
highest precision for the abusive class using onesided selection, an under-sampling method. The
highest recall for the abusive class and the highest
precision for the non-abusive class are reached by
SMOTE, an over-sampling method. The highest
recall for the non-abusive class is reached without any sampling. The highest F-score across both
methods (77.94) is reached by using edit nearest

These results show that we again face a situation in which the two data sets behave completely
differently. For English, we reach the best results
with an under-sampling method while for German,
all of the sampling methods perform worse that not
using sampling at all. Additionally, while the experiments without sampling show the same trends
– high precision for abusive language and high recall for non-abusive language – across both languages, this is not the case for edit nearest neighbors: Here the English results show a high precision for the abusive class, but the German results
show high recall for the same class.
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Language
English
German

Abusive
Precision Recall
33.98 53.23
36.97 51.46

Non-Abusive
Precision Recall
70.82 52.32
68.32 54.41

F-score
52.59
51.80

Table 9: LDA Topic Modeling Classifications
5.4 Topic Behavior across Languages
One important distinction that needs to be better understood during the classification process is
whether our classifiers detect abusive language itself, or whether they detect topics that are more
likely to induce abusive language. If certain topics are strongly associated with abusive language
in the training data then the model obtained may
focus on these topic associations and not model
abusive language directly. More specifically, if
this trend is more pronounced for one language,
this may explain some of the differences in results
across the two languages that we found in previous sections. In order to investigate this possibility, we perform topic modeling on the tweets of
the two data sets. This experiment is based on
the assumption that if the topic modeler groups
tweets similar to the abusive, non-abusive classes,
then we have evidence that the abusive language
is closely associated with a content topic. We determine the overlap between the topic modeler and
the abusive/non-abusive split by calculating precision, recall, and F1 between the topic models decisions and the gold standard.
We perform topic modeling with the number of
topics set to 2, parallel to the grouping into abusive and non-abusive language. However, the topic
modeler does not tell us which of the two topics
corresponds to abusive language. Thus we calculate precision and recall for both correspondences
and choose the one with the higher F-score.
The outcomes of this comparison are presented
in table 9. The table shows that both languages follow the same trend with an F-score slightly higher
than chance (52.59 for English and 51.80 for German). For both languages, recall is around 50, and
precision is higher for the non-abusive class and
lower for the abusive one. We conclude from these
results that there is no meaningful overlap between
topics and abusive/non-abusive language. I.e., our
SVM classifiers do learn characteristics of abusive and non-abusive language rather than characteristics of topics. However, this also means that
the differences between the languages found in the

previous experiments cannot be explained by differences in associating abusive language with specific topics, and we need to investigate further to
determine the source of those differences.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have started an in-depth investigation into two data sets for abusive language detection, one in English and one in German. While
the data sets were collected independently and
annotated with different classes, collapsing them
into a binary annotation between abusive and nonabusive language resulted in data sets that superficially showed similar characteristics. However,
our investigation has shown notable differences:
For English, XGBoost provides the best performance, for German SVMs do. Stems and dependencies in addition to character n-grams help for
German while they are harmful for English. For
German, we need to use slightly less than half of
all features while for English, we only need 4.5%.
Even though the English data set is larger than the
German one, the percentages translate into a much
larger feature set for German than for English. Additionally, for English sampling improves results
while for German, it does not. One hypothesis,
namely that the differences may be related to a
stronger topical effect in the abusive tweets, was
rejected based on an experiment with a topic modeler.
Moving forward, we will investigate the differences between the German and English data sets
in more detail. Finding the causes will allow us to
better approach optimization of multilingual abusive language detection systems. The final goal of
this work is the development of a system for detecting abusive language that can truly work in a
multilingual fashion.
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Abstract
Previous work on using BiLSTM models for PoS tagging has primarily focused
on small tagsets. We evaluate BiLSTM
models for tagging Icelandic, a morphologically rich language, using a relatively
large tagset. Our baseline BiLSTM model
achieves higher accuracy than any previously published tagger not taking advantage of a morphological lexicon. When we
extend the model by incorporating such
data, we outperform previous state-of-theart results by a significant margin. We also
report on work in progress that attempts
to address the problem of data sparsity inherent in morphologically detailed, finegrained tagsets. We experiment with training a separate model on only the lexical
category and using the coarse-grained output tag as an input for the main model.
This method further increases the accuracy
and reduces the tagging errors by 21.3%
compared to previous state-of-the-art results. Finally, we train and test our tagger
on a new gold standard for Icelandic.

1

Introduction

Bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM)
models have in recent years been shown to be effective for various sequential labelling tasks, including Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging (Ling et al.,
2015; Plank et al., 2016).
BiLSTMs are an extension of general LSTMs
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that perform
better on sequences where the complete input sequence is available. Two LSTMs are trained on
the input sequence, one on its natural reading
order and the other on its reverse (Graves and
Schmidhuber, 2005). In addition to word em-

beddings (WE), character embeddings were first
used for tagging with BiLSTMs by Dos Santos
and Zadrozny (2014). This entails not only examining the sequence of words in a sentence during training but also the sequences of characters
within those words.
In this paper we use BiLSTM models, with both
word and character embeddings, to train a PoS tagger for a morphologically rich language, Icelandic,
with a fine-grained tagset of 565 morphosyntactic
tags. Only a small portion of previous work using
neural networks for PoS tagging has focused on
languages with rich morphology and large tagsets,
e.g. Sagot and Martínez Alonso (2017).
Various taggers have been developed for Icelandic: data-driven taggers (Helgadóttir, 2005),
a rule-based tagger (IceTagger) (Loftsson, 2008),
and a hybrid tagger (Loftsson et al., 2009). Prior to
the work presented here, an averaged perceptron
tagger, IceStagger (Loftsson and Östling, 2013),
was the current state-of-the-art tagger, achieving
an accuracy of 93.84% by employing a morphological lexicon and external word embeddings.
This paper presents the first deep neural network tagger for Icelandic. We evaluate three models. First, we confirm the effectiveness of a BiLSTM model for PoS tagging using a fine-grained
tagset. Second, we supplement the base model
with an external morphological lexicon, thereby
obtaining state-of-the-art results. Third, we propose an approach to further increase the accuracy
by creating a coarse-grained tagset from the finegrained one and using the resulting tagset to devise a two-step process. This approach is to our
best knowledge novel in the context of neural network tagging. Specifically, we train a separate
model on only the lexical category and use the
coarse-grained output tag as an input into the main
model. Combined, this results in an overall tagging accuracy of 95.15%, which is equivalent to
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an error reduction of 21.3% compared to the previous state-of-the-art. Finally, we train and test our
model on a new gold standard for Icelandic, MIMGOLD. The new standard is larger than the older
one, IFD (see Section 2), and contains more diverse texts. We achieve an accuracy of 94.17% on
MIM-GOLD.

of about 280 thousand paradigms and close to
six million inflectional forms (Bjarnadóttir, 2012).
The output from the database used in this project
contains word form and morphological features.
By incorporating DMII, the average unknown
word rate in testing, using the IFD ten-fold split,
drops from 6.8% to 1.1% (Loftsson et al., 2011).

2

3

Data

In this section, we describe the data and the tagset
used in our work.
The IFD Corpus: The taggers developed for
Icelandic so far have all been trained and tested
on the Icelandic Frequency Dictionary (IFD) corpus (Pind et al., 1991), a balanced corpus containing about 590 thousand tokens. The IFD corpus
was collected in the early 1990s and contains texts
from published books, primarily fiction (60%) but
also biographies (20%) and scholarly work (20%).
As with the other taggers referenced in this paper,
we use the so-called corrected version of the corpus, with the reduced tagset (565 tags) and tenfold split from Loftsson et al. (2009).1 The morphosyntactic tags in this tagset are mnemonic encodings, i.e. character strings where each character has a particular function. The first character
denotes the lexical category. For each category
there is a predefined number of additional characters (at most six), which describe morphological
features, like gender, number and case for nouns;
degree and declension for adjectives; voice, mood
and tense for verbs, etc. To illustrate, consider the
word form maður “man”. The corresponding tag
is nken, denoting noun (n), masculine (k), singular
(e), and nominative (n) case.
The MIM-GOLD Corpus: MIM-GOLD2
(Loftsson et al., 2010), a subset of the MIM corpus (Helgadóttir et al., 2012), contains a greater
diversity of texts than the IFD corpus. In addition to texts from published books, it contains texts
from news media, blogs, parliamentary speeches
and more. Furthermore, MIM-GOLD contains approximately 1 million running words, about twice
as many as IFD. The tagset used in MIM-GOLD
consists of the same reduced tagset of 565 tags,
mentioned above.
Morphological Lexicon: The Database of
Modern Icelandic Inflections (DMII) is a lexicon
1
IFD can be downloaded from http://malfong.is/
?pg=ordtidnibok.
2
MIM-GOLD can be downloaded from http://
malfong.is/?pg=gull.

3.1

The Three Models
Word and Character Embeddings

Word embeddings are vector representations of
words based on their context in training data.
Adding recurrent character embeddings has been
shown to significantly improve performance for
handling of unknown words (e.g. Plank et al.
2016; Dos Santos and Zadrozny 2014). For each
word, both forward and backward expressions are
generated, containing the sequence of characters
in the word, as well as word initial and word final
markers. This helps the model grasp morphological details.
In our baseline model, which is similar to Plank
et al. (2016), both word embeddings and recurrent character embeddings are used as input. The
character embeddings for a given word are input
into a BiLSTM. The output from the BiLSTM is
concatenated to the word embedding and the combined vector input into another BiLSTM, whose
output is input into a hidden layer. The hidden
layer feeds the output layer, which selects a PoS
tag.
3.2

Using Data from an External
Morphological Lexicon

Horsmann and Zesch (2017) replicated Plank et al.
(2016) using a collection of corpora annotated
with fine-grained tagsets of varying sizes, in contrast to the coarse-grained Universal Dependencies (UD) tagset in the previous study (17 tags).
The replication confirmed the superior performance of the BiLSTM tagger, also on fine-grained
tagsets. Furthermore, they found that the advantages of the BiLSTM tagger over other taggers
grow proportionally with the tagset size of the corpus. However, they also claim that for large tagsets
of morphologically rich languages, hand-crafted
morphological lexicons are still necessary to reach
state-of-the-art performance.
Using a morphological lexicon has become
common practice for enriching training data for
PoS taggers. Hajič (2000) marked the importance
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Figure 1: A partial n-hot vector and the corresponding features from DMII. The example shows
12 features, including the active features for the
word form strætó “bus”. The word, a noun, has the
same form for nominative, dative and accusative
and therefore all corresponding labels are activated. An actual vector in our model has 61 labels,
which are either active, 1, or inactive, 0.
of this for morphologically rich languages. It was
first done for Icelandic in Loftsson et al. (2011).
Sagot and Martínez Alonso (2017) first used
morphological lexicons as supplemental input for
PoS tagging with BiLSTM taggers and showed
that it yields consistent improvement. Following their work, we extend the baseline model by
adding an input layer that contains token-wise features obtained from the DMII lexicon (see Section
2). The input vector for a given word is an n-hot
vector where each active value corresponds to one
of 61 possible labels in the lexicon. An example
of an n-hot vector is given in Figure 1.
The vector is concatenated to the two vectors
described in the previous section, i.e. the word
embedding and the character embedding, and the
result is then fed into the BiLSTM layer. Previous
taggers using DMII have had to map the information to the IFD tagset. As the tagsets of IFD and
DMII are not completely compatible some information has been lost in the mapping process. Our
method allows the model to use and learn from all
the information encoded in the morphological lexicon, even though it uses a tagset slightly different
from our training data.
3.3

Stepwise Tagging Model

When employing a fine-grained tagset with
mnemonic encoding, the model does not place different significance on two tags when they differ in
lexical category, on one hand, or share a lexical
category but differ in morphological features, on
the other. A human, however, would consider the
former a more significant error than the latter. A
PoS tagger is especially prone to such errors when

the tagset is large and the amount of training data
is insufficient to detect all the subtle differences
between labels, as sometimes is the case for underresourced or domain-specific languages.
To place a higher emphasis on assigning the correct lexical category, we devise a two-step process.
First, we simplify the tagset from 565 to 10 tags
by using only the first letter of the fine-grained tag
mnemonic, i.e. the letter denoting the lexical category. We then train our model on this new coarsegrained tagset, using word and character embeddings as well as the morphological lexicon. This
results in a lexical category tagger with very high
accuracy, 98.97% in our case. In the second step,
the output of that tagger is embedded as a onehot vector and concatenated to the vectors input
into the BiLSTM layer of the main model. This
guides the tagger to the correct lexical category
and eliminates some of the errors caused by insufficient training data.
This is a work in progress and other morphological features in the tags are promising for evolving this stepwise approach and further increasing
overall accuracy. Thus, separate models for detecting gender, number and case agreement, for
example, might be considered at each step.
We are not aware of other implementations of
stepwise PoS tagging using BiLSTMs, but Horsmann and Zesch (2016) employ such a method in
a slightly different setting. They use a Support
Vector Machine for training, assume the coarsegrained tags are correct and then have their tagger assign the fine-grained tags based on them. In
their Bidir tagger, Dredze and Wallenberg (2008)
tag case separately in a second-pass, after running
a general first-pass that uses the whole tagset. The
second-pass tagger has access to the output of the
first-pass, and is permitted to change its case and
gender selections.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1

Experimental Setup

Our models were built using DyNet3 (Neubig
et al., 2017). We use the same hyperparameters for all models, SGD training with the initial
learning rate of 0.13, which decays 5% in each
epoch and runs for 30 epochs. The network has
128-dimensional embeddings for words and 20 for
characters. The supplemental embeddings have 61
3

The Dynamic Neural Network Toolkit, see http://
dynet.io.
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Figure 2: Our full model, employing word embeddings, character embeddings, a morphological lexicon,
and the output of the first-pass of the stepwise model. The hidden layer is omitted for simplicity. Figure
adapted from (Plank et al., 2016).
dimensions for the lexicon and 10 for the lexical
categories. The hidden layer has 32 hidden states.4
Our experiments consist of three models:
Baseline: The first model uses word and character embeddings only. This corresponds to the
model described in Section 3.1.
DMII: The second model adds external morphological data from DMII to the baseline model
by encoding the information in n-hot vectors as described in Section 3.2.
LC: The third and full model then adds the
lexical category embeddings created by a coarsegrained tagging step described in Section 3.3. This
full model is shown in Figure 2.
4.2

Part-of-Speech Tagging Results

The test results for all three models are shown
in Table 1, with the full model reaching 95.15%
accuracy after 30 epochs. The baseline model
(93.25%) already gets close to state-of-the-art results and surpasses existing taggers when not using an external morphological lexicon (cf. Loftsson and Östling 2013).
The substantial gain achieved by using DMII
confirms the advantages of using an external mor4

The source code for our implementation is available from
https://github.com/steinst/ABLTagger

Baseline
+ DMII
+ LC

Acc.
93.25%
94.84%
95.15%

Known
95.19%
95.17%
95.48%

Unknown
66.84%
54.61%
54.06%

Table 1: Accuracy of the three models trained and
tested on IFD. Note that when DMII is employed
the number of unknown words falls almost 90%,
from 4,036 to 476 out of an average total of 58,977
words in the splits.
phological lexicon as discussed in Section 3.2.
The accuracy gain is considerably higher than the
corresponding gain in IceStagger (1.59 vs. 0.88
percentage points).
By employing the stepwise model discussed in
Section 3.3 we try to guide the tagger to the highly
accurate lexical category given by the coarsegrained tagger. This helps in assigning rare or ambiguous tags in the fine-grained tagset by raising
the accuracy of the lexical category, resulting in a
further 0.31 percentage point gain.
Note that the baseline model achieves the highest accuracy for unknown words because when
adding data from DMII the unknown word ratio drops considerably (see Table 1), from 6.8%
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TnT
IceTagger
+ DMII
IceStagger
+ DMII
+ DMII,WE
Our model

Acc.
90.45%
92.73%
93.48%
92.82%
93.70%
93.84%
95.15%

Known
91.82%
93.84%
93.85%
93.97%
94.02%
94.15%
95.48%

Unknown
71.82%
77.47%
60.50%
77.03%
61.45%
61.99%
54.06%

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 2: Comparison to other taggers for Icelandic.
to 0.8%. This is in line with results of previous
taggers (see Section 2), further reduction in unknown words is due to us using the latest version
of DMII, while previous results were published in
2011. When DMII is employed the remaining unknown words are more likely to be foreign words,
typos or to be irregular in some other way and
therefore more difficult to tag. This explains the
drop in accuracy for unknown words.
4.3

Comparison to Other Taggers

A comparison of our model to other previously
published taggers for Icelandic is shown in Table 2. The results for TnT, IceTagger and IceStagger are presented in (Loftsson et al., 2009;
Loftsson, 2008; Loftsson and Östling, 2013), respectively. All the reported results are fully comparable as they are based on exactly the same
cross-validation split of the IFD corpus, with the
exception that the TnT tagger does not employ
data from DMII, and has therefore a higher ratio
of unknown words.
Our model outperforms all previous taggers by
a substantial margin, equaling a 21.3% reduction in errors compared to the highest accuracy
(93.84%) obtained by IceStagger. It also has the
highest accuracy for known words, i.e. those seen
in the training data, including DMII. It should
be noted though, that the numbers for accuracy
of known and unknown words are not very well
comparable between the different models, as using DMII eliminates a substantial part of unknown
words, but the ones that remain tend to be more irregular, and can thus be harder to tag correctly.
4.4

Error Analysis

When comparing the most frequent kinds of errors our tagger makes to the errors of IceStagger,
two differences stand out. The frequency of

Our model
Proposed tag
> gold tag
aþ>ao
ao>aþ
nveo>nveþ
nveþ>nveo
ao>aa
aa>ao
nkeo>nkeþ
nheo>nhfo
nkeþ>nkeo
ct>c

Error
rate
3.28%
2.99%
1.80%
1.72%
1.18%
1.09%
0.98%
0.92%
0.82%
0.81%

IceStagger
Proposed tag
> gold tag
aþ>ao
ao>aþ
nveo>nveþ
nveþ>nveo
sng>sfg3fn
ao>aa
sfg3eþ>sfg1eþ
aa>ao
nheo>nhen
nhen>nheo

Table 3: Ten most frequent kinds of errors.

sng>sfg3fn and sfg3eþ>sfg1eþ are drastically reduced and are no longer among the ten most frequent kinds of errors (see Table 3). These are
verbs that are assigned infinitive mood instead of
indicative mood (sn...>sf...) and third person instead of first (sfg3...>sfg1...), respectively. These
kinds of errors occur when the subject is far away
from the verb itself and the more frequent tag
for the word form is selected instead of the correct one. This corroborates that LSTMs are better
at handling long-distance dependencies (Linzen
et al., 2016) than other methods that have a limited context window during training.
The remaining kinds of errors in the top ten
list are for the most part mistakes in case assignment. For example, prepositions are often wrongly
marked as governing accusative instead of dative
and vice versa (1 and 2) and there is often a confusion between prepositions and adverbs (5 and 6).
The same goes for nouns (7 to 9) and, in addition, they are often assigned the wrong number,
i.e. singular instead of plural (8). The last kind of
error (10) is caused by a lack of syntactic and contextual information: a conjunction is marked as a
relativizer, i.e. conjunction introducing a relative
clause.
The nearly even distributions (1+2, 3+4, 5+6,
7+9) at which these kinds of errors occur indicate
that there is nothing in the training data to discern which tag to select in these instances. One
way forward to try to tackle these errors is to supplement the model further, e.g. with verb subcategorization frames.
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MIM-GOLD
+ IFD

Acc.
94.04%
94.17%

Known
95.13%
95.62%

Unknown
68.34%
68.18%

Table 4: Accuracy when training and testing on
MIM-GOLD.

5

Tagging a Different Gold Standard

In the previous sections, we have described the
tagging process and compared the results to previous taggers using the same splits on IFD. We have
demonstrated that our tagger achieves a significant gain in accuracy over previous taggers. Since
the IFD corpus mainly contains literary work (see
Section 2), these texts are not necessarily characteristic of texts that have to be tagged for language
technology or research purposes. This is one of the
reasons why a new gold standard, MIM-GOLD,
was built containing more diverse texts (see Section 2). In 2015, Steingrímsson et al. (2015)
trained IceStagger on MIM-GOLD, but found it
had many inconsistencies and errors. Since then it
has been reviewed and corrected and the final version, along with 10-fold splits, was made available
in 2018.
We trained our BiLSTM tagger on these splits
and measured the accuracy for our full model, employing both DMII and the two-step method. We
carried out two experiments. In the first, we only
trained and tested on the 10-fold splits for MIMGOLD, but in the second we added the whole IFD
corpus to the training data. As evident from Table 4, there is a substantial drop in accuracy compared to training and testing on IFD (see Table
1). The lower accuracy may, at least partly, be
due to a greater variety in texts than before and a
larger proportion of unknown words in the MIMGOLD test set compared to IFD (Steingrímsson
et al., 2015).

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that BiLSTM models with combined word and character embeddings achieve
state-of-the-art accuracy in PoS tagging of Icelandic texts. We have also confirmed that BiLSTMs perform well with a fine-grained tagset,
such as the one used in the Icelandic corpora, IFD
and MIM-GOLD. When dealing with small corpora, as often is the case with under-resourced languages, supplementing the models with external

data can be highly beneficial as shown by our experiments.
To deal with the problem of data sparsity, which
is more prevalent when using fine-grained tagsets,
we devised a stepwise method to guide the tagger
in assigning lexical categories. This method is a
work in progress – we have pinpointed morphological features that can be independently identified with very high accuracy and are therefore
promising candidates for being handled in a separate step in the tagging process. Furthermore,
it could be worthwhile to pre-train word embeddings on unlabeled data, such as the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus (IGC) of 1.2 billion words (Steingrímsson et al., 2018), e.g. employing the method
described by Wang et al. (2015), which is specifically adapted to BiLSTMs.
The error analysis in Section 4.4 suggests that
information on case governance is critical in reducing the most common errors the tagger makes.
This could be external data on case governance
of verbs and prepositions, or data derived from a
method akin to the stepwise method that better discerns this information from the training data.
The final version of a new gold standard, MIMGOLD, has recently been released and has not
been used for training a PoS tagger for Icelandic
before. IFD is heavily biased towards literary fiction but MIM-GOLD is a more balanced mix of
different text genres and is thus more diverse. The
lower accuracy for MIM-GOLD should thus not
have been surprising, even though it has more data
than IFD. Comparison of error analysis for both
gold standards should reveal if there are other factors at play. We suggest that further work on developing PoS taggers for Icelandic texts focuses
on this new gold standard.
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Abstract

larity. Some of the most popular are: Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB)2 , Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS)3 , Thomson
Reuters Business Classification (TRBC)4 , and International Standard Industrial Classification of
All Economic Activities (ISIC)5 .

This paper addresses the task of categorizing companies within industry classification schemes. The dataset consists
of encyclopedic articles about companies
and their economic activities. The target classification schema is build by mapping linked open data in a semi-supervised
manner. Target classes are built bottom-up
from DBpedia. We apply several state of
the art text classification techniques, based
both on deep learning and classical vectorspace models.

1

2

Motivation

The era of big data has made the task of integrating several heterogeneous sources quite common
and important. This is a challenging task because,
typically, data representation of the same object
can significantly differ in different sources, both
in level of detail and type of available information. In addition, different ontologies (classification schema) are used for the same concepts in different datasets. Ontology mapping is itself a challenge even for human experts. Thus the problem
of concept classification is very important in data
integration.
This paper presents a comparison of different
techniques for solving the task of company industry classification based on textual descriptions of
companies in DBpedia1 . The problem of textclassification is defined as follows: for a collection
of company descriptions D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn },
assign one or more industry categories to each
company from a discrete set of labels C =
{c1 , c2 , ..., ck }.
There are more than fifteen different company industry classifications of varying granu1

https://wiki.dbpedia.org

Text Classification Methods

Text classification methods are widely used in several applications like e-mail spam filtering (Youn
and McLeod, 2007), news categorization (Lin and
Hauptmann, 2002), in marketing for product reviews (Dang et al., 2009), etc.
The classical methods (Aggarwal and Zhai,
2012) in text classification are based on standard
techniques. Usually the texts from the training
corpus are transformed into vectors, where distinct
words represent features. One of the simplest and
most efficient methods is the probabilistic classifier Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) that has really good performance even with few examples and sparse features and works with a ”naı̈ve” assumption for attributes that are conditionally independent. However, usually not all words in a text are independent. Many techniques have been developed (AlAidaroos et al., 2010) to overcome the problems
caused by the existence of attribute correlations
that can lead to classification bias and negatively
affect an NB classifier’s performance. McCallum
and Nigam (McCallum et al., 1998) demonstrate
NB classifier applied on ”Industry Sector” data,
that contains 6,440 company web pages classified
in a hierarchy of 71 industry sectors, with a vo2

https://www.ftserussell.com/data/
industry-classification-benchmark-icb
3
https://www.msci.com/gics
4
https://www.refinitiv.com/
en/financial-data/indices/
trbc-business-classification
5
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/
publication/seriesM/seriesm_4rev4e.pdf
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cabulary of size 29,964. The reported results for
multinomial NB classifier for 20,000 words reach
accuracy up to 0.74, and for 1,000 words multivariate Bernoulli model reaches accuracy up to
0.46. Frank and Bouckaert (Frank and Bouckaert, 2006) propose a solution based on multinomial NB that deals with the problem of unbalanced
class sizes in Industry Sector dataset with 105
classes, where the largest category has 102 documents, the smallest has 27. They show how by using a centroid classifier and taking into account the
significance of different industry sectors classes
this method achieves significant gain in some categories. Maximum Entropy classifier used on Industry sector dataset (Nigam et al., 1999) shows
better performance than NB and reaches a higher
accuracy of 0.788. Ghani (Ghani, 2000) uses an
error-correcting codes method and achieves an accuracy up to 0.886 for Industry Sector dataset with
a vocabulary size of 10,000.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Joachims,
1998) are linear classifiers that, like NB, do not
require large training datasets but need more computational time. The most important advantage of
SVMs is that they have good performance even for
a high dimensional space, such as text classification, where dimensions can be well over 10,000.
Rennie and Rifkin (Rennie and Rifkin, 2001) propose application of SVM using one-vs-all and
error-correcting output coding for Industry Sector
dataset and the results show that this method significantly outperforms NB.
Logistic regression (Genkin et al., 2007) is quite
efficient in cases where the dimensions of the feature space surpass the total number of training examples, which is typically the case for text classification datasets.
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) Classification
method is a proximity-based classifiers that uses
distance-based measures for classification task.
Usually, such methods use all features in the vector space model which can cause lack of efficiency
as not all of them are useful. Several methods for
features selection are used, mainly based on the
weight of the words in the text. To overcome this
problem some modifications of kNN classifier
for text documents were proposed, like Weight
Adjusted k-Nearest Neighbor Classification (Han
et al., 2001). Trstenjak et al.. 2014 present a
method for text classification based on kNN and
Term frequency inverse document frequency

(TF-IDF). Tan (Tan, 2006) demonstrates the performance of kNN and DragPushing strategy based
KNN classifier (DPSKNN) methods over subset
of 48 sectors of Industry sector dataset (Sector-48
dataset). The Micro-F1 of kNN classifier for
Sector-48 dataset is 0.8188 and its Macro-F1 is
0.8235. While DPSKNN shows slightly better
performance with for Sector-48 dataset with
Micro-F1 0.8544 and Macro-F1 0.8585. In order
to emphasize the performance of the methods on
common and rare classes, special averages of F1
scores over different classes are used- Micro-F1
- F1 over categories and documents; Macro-F1 average of within-category F1 values.
Other classification techniques, like Random
Forests (Xu et al., 2012), Decision Tree Classifiers
(Harrag et al., 2009), Rule–based classifiers, and
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al.,
2001) are also used for this task.
Recent advances in Deep Learning and Transfer Learning introduce more complex methods
(Kowsari et al., 2019) with significantly better performance on solving the multi-class multi-label
task for industry sectors.
One of the breakthroughs in the area was done
by word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) that proposes
an efficient method for continuous semantics vector representation of words (continuous bag-ofwords (CBOW) and skip-grams), by learning from
a huge dataset with billions of words. Although its
primary purpose is not directly related to text classification, word2vec was used as stepping stone
for many other algorithms, because pre-trained
word representations are widely used in deep contextual models for word embeddings.
Some more advanced models, like Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) for word representations were
proposed, based on so called Global vectors - a
new global log-bilinear regression model, where
the learning is based on non-zero elements in
word-word co-occurrence matrix.
The ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) (Peters et al., 2018) representation uses deep
bidirectional language model (biLM), where each
token is assigned a representation which is a function for the whole input sentence.
Skip-thought unsupervised learning model
(Kiros et al., 2015) is a generic, distributed
sentence encoder that uses robust sentences
representation in skip-thought vectors. It uses the
idea of continuation of the information in the text
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and for an encoded sentence, it tries to reconstruct
its surrounding sentences.
Because our dataset is based on DBpedia, the
performance of neural networks (NN) algorithms
over it for text-based classification task is of primary interest for us.
One of the latest algorithms XLNet (Yang et al.,
2019) demonstrates the best performance for DBpedia with error 0.62. Where ”classification error” is defined as 1.0 minus classification accuracy. XLNet incorporates ideas from TransformerXL (Dai et al., 2019). The main advantage of
Transformer-XL(Dai et al., 2019) is that it allows
the capture of longer-term dependencies and resolves context fragmentation problem.
Other methods with comparable results are Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULMFiT),
(Howard and Ruder, 2018) with error 0.8 for DBpedia dataset.
Although deep learning algorithms show significant improvement in accuracy they require huge
amount of labeled training examples and are computationally expensive in comparison to classical
algorithms which do not need such large training
datasets.
Some semi-supervised methods (Johnson and
Zhang, 2016), (Sachan et al., 2019) and unsupervised methods (Xie et al., 2019) have been
proposed for use in combination with supervised
models to improve their performance. For example, combination BERTL arge+UDA of Unsupervised Data Augmentation (UDA) (Xie et al., 2019)
and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) demonstrate error 1.09 for text classification for DBpedia. The
state-of-the-art (SOTA) BERTL arge’s error for
the DBpedia is 0.64.
In this study we will compare the performance
of some deep learning and transfer learning algorithms over DBpedia companies descriptions. We
will present experiments with ULMfit and Glove
to a baselines of one-hot unigram and one-hot bigram models. These methods were chosen because they are not so computationally expensive
in comparison with the others and will serve as a
baseline to exploit the potential of the deep learning approach for text-based classification of industry sectors.

3

Dataset

The dataset6 we used for the experiments is
encyclopedic data, consisting of approximately
300,000 textual descriptions of organizations and
a classification based on DBPedia classes, which
itself is based on Wikipedia. The descriptions are
simply the English language abstracts7 of the the
Wikipedia articles about the organizations, and are
thus relatively homogeneous in size and style. The
Industries classification is based on the nature of
organization’s activity and is generated from the
industry8 property of DBPedia. The over 17,5009
distinct ”industries” are normalized via a custom
mapping we have developed in an iterative manner guided by the taxonomy’s commercial applicability. The end result is a multi–level hierarchy but the experiments described in this paper
concern only the 32 top-level classes. For example, the organization ”Bulgaria Air”10 is, according to DBPedia, an Airline11 , which according to
our mapping is a sub-industry of Air Transport12 ,
itself a sub-industry of Transport13 , the top-level
industry in our mapping. Note that, some organizations, such for example, the ”East Japan Railway Company”14 are directly classified the toplevel industry. As is visible in Table 1, the largest
classes have well over ten thousand positive examples while many of the smallest have much fewer
than a thousand.

4

Experiments and Results

To compare the performance of the methods discussed, we trained a series of algorithms on the
same split of our data to get comparable results.
We randomly split the training data into three
roughly equal parts that were used to carry out
three-fold cross validation. In each fold, 60% of
the data was used as training data, 7% as valida6

https://gitlab.ontotext.com/
trainings/global_datathon/blob/master/
data/dt18-ontotext-simple.csv.zip
7
In Wikipedia the abstracts are the short descriptions between the title and the table of contents of the article
8
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/industry
9
DBpedia is rather noisy, over 12,000 of these values are
hapaxes
10
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Bulgaria_
Air
11
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Airline
12
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Air_
Transport
13
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Transport
14
http://dbpedia.org/resource/East_
Japan_Railway_Company
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tion data to determine when to stop training and
33% was used as the test data shown to the algorithm only after training is complete. The results
reported here are the cumulative performance of
the algorithms trained on each fold so each entry
in the dataset has been seen as a testing example
by one fold one time.
4.1

Linear Baseline

Serving as a baseline, we have a straightforward
linear model- a perceptron with no hidden layers. The company descriptions are first processed
through a standard NLP pipeline for stopword removal and stemming and then each unigram is
converted into a one-hot vector representation15 .
The input for the perceptron is the sum of the unigram vectors.
4.2

Customized Linear Model

The second approach is a customized linear
model. It utilizes the same NLP preprocessing of
the text and feeds into the same linear perceptron
but the features include unigrams and bigrams.
Each feature is still represented as a one hot vector
as in the baseline model.
4.3

GloVe

The third approach serves as a baseline attempt
for incorporating context vectors. It uses the
same preprocessing steps as the linear baseline approach (i.e. NLP pipeline for stopword removal
and stemming, resulting text is processed into unigrams) but instead of one–hot vectors, GloVe vector embeddings are used. Specifically the 300dimensional GloVe vectors trained on the large
Common Crawl corpus of 840 billion tokens with
a vocabulary of 2.2 million words. While there
is no additional training of the GloVe embeddings
for our specific data, the corpus used to extract
context is many orders of magnitude greater than
our text data.
The resulting vectors are once again fed into a
linear perceptron but because the 300-dimensional
resulting vector is much smaller than the one-hot
representation in the first two experiments, this
approach had much lower training times than the
other examined alternatives. Training times were
generally under a minute instead of 15-60 minutes.
15
binary vectors that are all zero values except for the index
corresponding to the word or ngram

4.4

ULMfit

Finally, we tested one of the state of the art algorithms for classification with context vectorsULMfit(Howard and Ruder, 2018) by fast.ai16 .
This is the most sophisticated of the four approaches and the one that varies the most from the
initial three.
The first major distinguishing aspect of this approach is the text preprocessing. Rather than the
traditional NLP stemming pipeline feeding into
one-hot vectors, we use all available company descriptions in order to train a fully custom Language Model based on AWD-LSTM which produces our context vectors directly. For the purposes of these experiments, we used the default
settings for the network but there is significant opportunity for in-depth exploration of the language
model’s performance with various configurations.
The classification training step is implemented
as an additional layer added onto an already
trained language model. The effect allows relative quick initial training of the context vectors followed by some fine-tuning of the context vectors
along the specific classification layer training.

5

Discussion

To compare the performance of the four experiments, let’s first look at the class-by-class breakdown of their performance as shown in Table 1.
There we can see the F1-score achieved by each
algorithm on each of the 32 industries. The second
column of the table shows the number of companies of that class and we can see there is a very big
discrepancy- from over 76 thousand for the largest
class to barely 300 for the smallest class. We can
similarly observe that the algorithms achieve good
results on the larger classes but their performance
degrades and becomes increasingly erratic on the
smaller classes.
Looking through the data we can make several
other observations. Each algorithm has at least
a few classes where they get very poor results
and several classes where they achieve the highest results. The difference in results is generally
inversely proportional to the size of the class although there are some notable exceptions e.g. the
bigram linear model significantly underperforms
on the 3rd and 4th largest classes. Overall it is not
possible to identify a clearly superior algorithm
16
https://github.com/jannenev/
ulmfit-language-model
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Industry
Entertainment and publishing
Education
Travel and sport
Public sector
Information technology
Transport
Manufacturing
Financial services
Retail
Food and Beverage
Nonprofit organization
Personal and household goods
Automotive
Telecommunications
Aerospace and defense
Engineering
Utility
Commercial and professional services
Fossil fuel
Cultural heritage
Pharmaceuticals and life sciences
Real estate
Healthcare
Marketing
Conglomerate (company)
Construction and materials
Mining
Justice and law
Chemical industry
Agriculture
Forest and paper
Metal

Size
76309
55221
44768
26391
10255
10007
7757
6086
4464
3748
3655
3206
2564
2500
2425
1758
1599
1268
1213
1139
1062
920
915
902
780
764
665
577
526
359
328
302

hot-unigram
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.82
0.86
0.93
0.79
0.72
0.64
0.67
0.70
0.77
0.89
0.69
0.30
0.46
0.61
0.74
0.69
0.81
0.52
0.48
0.44
0.73
0.42
0.72
0.54
0.56
0.32
0.88
0.45

hot-bigram
0.98
0.98
0.68
0.63
0.97
0.99
0.93
0.87
0.84
0.83
0.69
0.76
0.78
0.67
0.62
0.80
0.52
0.49
0.54
0.76
0.71
0.46
0.75
0.53
0.74
0.72
0.91
0.90
0.47
0.53
0.36
0.37

GloVe
0.96
0.97
0.90
0.98
0.67
0.79
0.72
0.61
0.66
0.59
0.68
0.96
0.46
0.73
0.76
0.84
0.86
0.53
0.74
0.48
0.72
0.41
0.57
0.54
0.81
0.50
0.66
0.72
0.48
0.39
0.39
0.88

ULMfit
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.80
0.93
0.66
0.86
0.67
0.83
0.83
0.60
0.76
0.74
0.63
0.27
0.68
0.07
0.75
0.90
0.76
0.64
0.51
0.36
0.06
0.28
0.69
0.91
0.15
0.19
0.22
0.25

Table 1: Class-by-class comparison of F1 scores between the four algorithms

Micro
Macro

hot-unigram
Prec Rec
F1
0.943 0.901 0.922
0.788 0.625 0.689

hot-bigram
Prec Rec
F1
0.944 0.909 0.926
0.786 0.658 0.712

Prec
0.913
0.700

GloVe
Rec
F1
0.899 0.906
0.674 0.686

Prec
0.956
0.861

ULMfit
Rec
F1
0.888 0.921
0.572 0.641

Table 2: Comparison of overall performance between the four algorithms
by looking at the individual classes although it is
worth noting that the bigram linear model performance degraded on some of the largest classes.
If we turn our attention to Table 2, we can examine a micro and macro view of the algorithm
performance. The micro-average is obtained by
summing up each individual decision of the algorithm while the macro-average is obtained by averaging the scores for each class. The first observation here is that the macro-average recall of the
ULMfit is particularly low which makes its macroaverage F1 score similarly lower than the others.

However, because of the huge class size imbalance demonstrated in Table 1, the macro-average
is a poor metric for our particular problem. The
conclusion we can draw from this is that ULMfit
has achieved some abysmal recall on the smallest
classes; a likely cause for this is the lack of stemming in the language model used.
Looking to the micro-averages, the algorithms
have achieved much closer performance. The
GloVe linear approach is the only one falling significantly behind in F1-score while the hot-bigram
model narrowly achieves the best F1-score. To
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that end there is a clear trade-off, however, with
the ULMfit approach having the higher precision
while the ngram linear models achieve better recall. As already mentioned, this better recall is
likely caused by the stemming in the NLP pipeline
which the ULMfit context vectors cannot overcome with the limited size of the corpus.

6

Conclusion and Further Work

The analysis of the results shows that all of the
tested approaches produce relatively close results
with none emerging as clearly superior to all the
others. Overall we observed that ULMfit achieves
higher precision while one-hot vector linear models achieve better recall. The linear GloVe vector algorithm achieved inferior results to the other
three options overall.
The analysis also shows that the different models have surprisingly varying behavior on the
smaller classes indicating that there is still room
for improvement in the scores achieved for those
smaller classes. ULMfit, while giving comparable
results to the linear approaches, presents the best
opportunity for that improvement.
There are a few viable directions for exploring
further improvement in the performance of the algorithm. One approach would be to work towards
improving the reliability of the language model by
testing the effect of various parameters or beginning with already trained embedding vectors that
are only fine-tuned on our corpus. An alternative
direction of experimentation would be to look at
the data itself- we know it isn’t a true gold standard
and expect a relatively large rate of error so it is
possible that many of the algorithm ”mistakes” are
actually errors in the underlying data rather than of
the algorithms themselves.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel algorithm for
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) based
on Quantum Probability Theory. The
Quantum WSD algorithm requires concepts representations as vectors in the
complex domain and thus we have developed a technique for computing complex word and sentence embeddings based
on the Paragraph Vectors algorithm. Despite the proposed method is quite simple
and that it does not require long training
phases, when it is evaluated on a standardized benchmark for this task it exhibits
state-of-the-art (SOTA) performances.

1

Introduction

The introduction of the prototype theory by E.
Rosch (1973), one of the most influential theories describing concept organisation at cognitive
level, completely changed the perspective in semantics and nowadays most of the studies in computational semantics consider concepts membership and concepts similarity as graded features in
a “semantic space”.
In Natural Language Processing (NLP) all the
recent and fundamental studies on word and sentence embeddings, e.g. (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski et al., 2016; Le
and Mikolov, 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014; Kiros
et al., 2015; Subramanian et al., 2018; Cer et al.,
2018), as well as the older works on word spaces
based on co-occurence measures, e.g. see the reviews from (Turney and Pantel, 2010; Baroni and
Lenci, 2010), rely on an high-dimensional vector space to represent concepts, through the application of the Harrisian distributional hypothesis,
collecting contextual information from text corpora, and measuring their relationships by means

of some kind of geometric distance.
The fundamental experiments of Tversky
(1977) in cognitive psychology on concept similarity and concept combination challenged the
common view to adopt the Classical, Kolmorogovian, Probability Theory (CPT) to explain and
model these phenomena. Starting from Tversky’s
data, a large set of newer experimental studies in
cognitive psychology showed a systematic violation of the basic axioms of CPT. For example, the
classical problem known as the “pet-fish problem”
or “guppy-effect” (Osherson and Smith, 1981) is a
typical case of overextension in concept conjunction: if we denote as pet-fish the conjunction of
the concepts pet and fish and ask people to rate
“guppy” as member of pet, fish and pet-fish, they
tend to consider it as a highly typical pet-fish but
neither a particularly typical pet nor fish. This violates the CPT axiom stating that the probability of
the events conjunction must be less or equal to the
probability of the single events. In a similar way
scholars in cognitive psychology proposed various experiments showing a systematic violations
of CPT axioms in concept disjunction, conceptual
negation, decision making and some other relevant
cognitive processes: see, for example, (Hampton,
1988; Alxatib and Pelletier, 2011; Aerts et al.,
2015). These studies show clearly the impossibility of modeling such cognitive phenomena by
using CPT and even by using further elaboration
of it such as the fuzzy-set probability theory.
In the same field a growing set of studies in
the last decades started to explore the possibility of modeling such cognitive phenomena by using different, more sophisticated, probability theories, in particular Quantum Probability Theory
(QPT), the foundational calculus of Quantum Mechanics Theory (QMT). We refer the reader to
these books or comprehensive reviews for an indepth introduction to these approaches in cog-
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nitive psychology (Busemeyer, 2012; Haven and
Khrennikov, 2013; Pothos and Busemeyer, 2013;
Yearsley et al., 2015; Wendt, 2015; Ashtiani and
Azgomi, 2015; Aerts et al., 2016a,b; Haven and
Khrennikov, 2018). A very large set of these
works showed that, by applying the axioms of
QPT and taking advantage from the peculiar phenomena modeled by this calculus, such as superposition, interference and entanglement, it is possible to build complete models which are able to
well explain all the experimental data and incorporate in the theory all the deviations from CPT
exhibited by human behaviours during cognitive
experiments. Even if some studies try to find connections by QPT and brain functionality at neural
level (Khrennikov et al., 2018), the use of QPT in
this field is simply as an explanation theory useful to model real phenomena in the right way, but
none of them is really claiming that our brain is
working by applying QPT axioms. That is why it
is common to use the term “quantum-like” to describe models making use of this calculus in cognitive psychology.
Even if QMT is one of the most successful theories in modern science, the attempts to apply it
in other domains remain rather limited, excluding, of course, the large quantity of studies regarding Quantum Information Processing on quantum
computers and Electronics. Only in recent years
some scholars tried to embody principles derived
from QMT into their specific fields, for example, by the Information Retrieval community (van
Rijsbergen, 2004; Zuccon et al., 2009; Melucci
and van Rijsbergen, 2011; González and Caicedo,
2011; Melucci, 2015), by the Economics and Finance community (Baaquie, 2018) and by the
community studying Quantum Computation and
Information Theory (Nielsen and Chuang, 2010;
Wilde, 2013). In the machine learning field (Arjovsky et al., 2016; Wisdom et al., 2016; Jing
et al., 2017) have used unitary evolution matrices
to build deep neural networks obtaining interesting results, but we can observe that their works
do not completely adhere to QPT and use unitary
evolution operators in a way not allowed by QPT.
(Moreira and Wichert, 2018) presented an interesting application of QPT for developing Quantum
Bayesian Networks. In recent years, also the NLP
community started to look at QPT with interest
and some studies using it have already been presented (Blacoe et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Kart-

saklis et al., 2016; Basile and Tamburini, 2017).
Given this general framework, and the successful results in explaining cognitive experiments, it
seemed natural trying to explore the possibility of
applying QPT also in NLP and see if the peculiar
properties of this calculus could introduce some
benefits for solving NLP tasks.
In this paper we will apply QPT for modeling
the Word Sense Disambiguation problem testing
our proposal on well-known benchmarks. WSD
is an historical task which aims to assign the correct word sense for a polysemous word given a linguistic context. The possible senses for a given
word are extracted from a reference sense inventory. We refer the reader to the reviews of (Agirre
and Edmonds, 2007; Navigli, 2009; Vidhu Bhala
and Abirami, 2014) and to the papers describing
the last evaluation results (Navigli et al., 2013;
Moro and Navigli, 2015; Raganato et al., 2017a)
to get a clear picture of the SOTA for this task.
Computational systems solving such task can be
broadly divided into two main groups: knowledgebased systems do not require a sense-annotated
corpus for training the model and are usually
based on lexical or knowledge resources for performing the disambiguation process; on the contrary, supervised WSD systems require a sense annotated corpus in order to train the model and set
up all the parameters. Looking at the previously
cited evaluations, supervised WSD systems are
able to produce the best results and are currently
establishing the SOTA: see, for example, (Zhong
and Ng, 2010; Iacobacci et al., 2016; Papandrea
et al., 2017; Raganato et al., 2017b; Tripodi and
Pelillo, 2017; Luo et al., 2018b,a; Melacci et al.,
2018; Uslu et al., 2018). Despite these long time
studies, the Most-Frequent-Sense baseline is still
a strong algorithm challenging all new proposals,
and the best systems results are only few points
over that baseline.

2

Quantum Probability Theory

This section aims to introduce the basic background knowledge necessary to understand QPT
and the underlying mathematical constructions. A
more complete introduction about these topics can
be found, for example, in (Nielsen and Chuang,
2010; Busemeyer, 2012). It is important to note
that QPT is a probability theory more general than
CPT and it includes it completely.
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Quantum Events
QPT assigns probability to events as well as classical Kolmogorovian probability theory, but, unlike
CPT that defines events as sets, it defines events as
subspaces of a multidimensional complex Hilbert
space H = Cn .
Quantum States
In QPT the state of a quantum system is defined,
using the Dirac notation1 , as a complex vector
|ψi ∈ H with | |ψi | = 1 and, in its general formulation, it can be expressed as
|ψi = φ1 |e1 i + φ2 |e2 i + ... + φn |en i

(1)

where φj are complex numbers called probability
amplitudes, φj = hej |ψi, and {|ej i} is a basis of
the Hilbert space H. The state in (1) is called a
superposition state w.r.t. the basis vectors seen as
basic states.
For each event subspace spanned by the vector |xi, it is possible to build a projector operator
Px = |xihx| that can project a generic state vector
|ψi onto the subspace corresponding to that event.
Quantum Measurements
In QPT, quantum measurements of a variable (or
observable) M are usually represented by a set of
measurement operators {Mk } where the index indicates
P one †of the possible measurement outcomes
and k Mk Mk = I (I denotes the n × n identity matrix). Applying a measurement on a quantum system when in state |ψi we can compute the
probability of getting a specific result k as
P (k) = hψ|Mk† Mk |ψi .

(2)

When we measure a quantum system and an event
is observed, the act of measuring it changes the
state of the system from the superposed state |ψi
to a new state, it is said that the system collapses;
this new state is given by
|ψi0 = q

Mk |ψi

hψ|Mk† Mk |ψi

.

(3)

An important class of measurements is known
as projective measurements. These measurements
1
In Dirac notation |.i is a column vector, or a ket, while
h.| is a row vector, or a bra. Using this notation the inner
product between two vectors can be expressed as hx|yi and
the outer product as |xihy|. Then hx| = |xi† , where † marks
the conjugate transpose operation on vectors or matrices.

are represented by Hermitian observablesPthat admit a spectral decomposition M =
k vk Pk
where Pk = |uk ihuk | is the projector onto the
eigenvector |uk i of M with eigenvalue vk and we
can compute the probability of obtaining the result
k as P (k) = hψ|Pk |ψi = | huk |ψi |2 . The eigensystem obtained by the spectral decomposition imply the assumption of orthogonality between the
eigenvectors and thus force measurements on this
orthonormal basis of H. Once applied a measurement the system will collapse and no more uncertainty will remain. A further measurement of the
outcome k will result in P (k) = 1.
There is also another type of measurements, the
Positive Operator-Valued Measurement (POVM).
Projective measurements require the assumption
of orthogonality and are not well suited to measure
non-orthonormal states and compute their probabilities. A POVM is a set
positive
P of Hermitian
P
operators {Ei } such that i Ei = i Mi† Mi = I
is the only requirement. Note that for projective
nonorthogonal operators all Mi can be written as
outer products of general, non orthonormal, state
vectors and we can introduce any number of operators Ei .
Quantum Interference
Interference is one of the most intriguing phenomena arising only in the domain of quantum systems. The classical double slit experiment is often used as a simple example to introduce this
phenomenon, see, for example, (Zuccon et al.,
2009). Let us shoot a physical particle towards
a screen with two slits A and B and, once passed
the screen, the particle hits a detector panel behind the screen in a specific position x. By closing
one of the two slits, say B, we can compute the
probability that the particle hits the detector at a
position x passing through A, PA (x) = |φA (x)|2 ,
or the reverse, by closing A, PB (x) = |φB (x)|2
where φA (x) and φB (x) are the probability amplitudes associated with the two events |eA i and |eB i
forming an orthonormal basis for H = C2 . By
applying the classical probability we can compute
PAB (x) when both slits are open and the particle
can pass either through A or B as
PAB (x) = PA (x)+PB (x) = |φA (x)|2 +|φB (x)|2
(4)
but experimentally we can note that this equality
does not hold and that we have to correct equation
(4) by applying the QPT adding an interference
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3.2

term:
2

2

2

2

PAB (x) = |φA (x)| + |φB (x)| + IAB (x)
= |φA (x)| + |φB (x)| +

(φA (x)∗ φB (x) + φA (x)φB (x)∗ )

In summary, the classical Kolmogorovian rule for
addition of probabilities when the event can occur
in various alternative ways is violated and we have
to apply the QPT in order to completely explain
the experiments results.

3

Quantum WSD

3.1 Background
The literature on cognitive psychology gives us
precious suggestions about the definitions of the
elements involved in our problem and on how operationalise them in the framework of QPT.
Concepts can be seen as quantum states described by state vectors, |ψi, in a complex Hilbert
space H.
Specific entities or exemplars or, more appropriately in the WSD domain, polysemous words
are viewed as superposed states between the referring senses, or concepts, state vectors. For example the vector for a polysemous word |W i can be
expressed as
|W i = φ1 |S1 i + ... + φm |Sm i

(5)

where {|Sj i} represents the set of all its possible
sense vectors.
A context, as a piece of text in a natural language (e.g. a sentence), provides a specific meaning to a polysemous word collapsing its superposition to one of its possible senses. It is described
as a measurement operation projecting the system
state into a specific subspace spanned by the linguistic context.
In order to transform these general intuitions
into a practical system, the crucial step regards
the possibility of generating vector representations of words and senses in the complex domain.
The large set of works introducing word and sentence embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski et al., 2016; Le and
Mikolov, 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014; Kiros et al.,
2015; Subramanian et al., 2018; Cer et al., 2018)
produce representations in the real domain while
we need similar vectors but in the complex domain. The next section will show how to transform
a classical word embedding approach in order to
obtain complex word/sentence embeddings.

Complex Word/Sentence Embeddings

There are some recent work in literature (Trouillon et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018) proposing techniques for computing complex-valued sentence
embeddings to solve a specific task by training a
Deep Neural Network (DNN) on the problem output classes. Although strictly connected with our
work, these studies learn complex embeddings tailored to a specific task, while we are looking for
a procedure to learn general complex representations of words and sentences potentially useful for
solving a wide range of tasks.
We took inspiration from the unpublished underdocumented code made available by Théo
Trouillon2 extending word2vec code3 (Mikolov
et al., 2013) for working on complex numbers and
generating complex word embeddings.
In word2vec the skip-gram negative-sampling
model is trained minimising the objective
X
T
T
log σ(−v0 wj vwI )
E = −log σ(v0 wO vwI ) −
wj ∈Wneg

where σ is the sigmoid function, wO is the output word (a positive sample taken from the real
0
context), vw
is its corresponding vector taken
O
from the output weight matrix and vwI is the value
of the hidden layer that, for skip-gram models,
is equivalent to the input word (wI ) vector taken
from the input weight matrix.
For extending this model to work with complex
numbers we have to transform the input and output
weight matrices from real to complex values and
adapt the objective function consequently. Unfortunately there are no studies, up to our knowledge,
handling directly complex losses and most of the
more recent attempts to work with complex neural
networks (Trabelsi et al., 2018; Scardapane et al.,
2018; Sarroff, 2018) transform the complex loss
into a real one by applying some function f to the
network output. We can then adapt the objective
function as following


0
E 0 = −log σ f vw
v
−
w
I
O

X

0
log σ f − hvw
|vwI i
j
wj ∈Wneg

0 and v
where vw
wx are now complex vectors and
x
2

https://github.com/ttrouill/imwords.
git
3
https://code.google.com/archive/p/
\word2vec/
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f : C → R can be defined as
f (z) = <(z) + =(z) =

z+z z−z
+
.
2
2i

where z is the complex conjugate of z.
E 0 is still a real-valued loss function and, by
leveraging the Wirtinger calculus to extend the
complex derivative (well defined only for holomorphic functions) to non-holomorphic functions
and real-valued analytic functions, we can calculate and backpropagate all the gradients needed to
update the network weights:
∂E 0
0
∂vw
j

Ponzetto, 2012) or other lexical resources providing a large set of senses with their glosses and examples can be used for our purpose.
Given the general considerations made in Sections 3.1 and the complex vector representations
introduced in 3.2, we can list the ingredients for
our WSD recipe in the following way:
• the target word W to be disambiguated will
be represented as the corresponding cWV,
namely |W i;
• the subspace of H connected with the sense
S, has to be build by combining all the
glosses and examples provided by the external lexical resource, seen as the corresponding cPVs, and all the disambiguated contexts extracted from the training set belonging to this specific sense, again seen as cPVs.
The whole set of vectors {|Gj i} belonging
to a specific sense S are, in general, nonorthogonal each other and thus cannot form
a proper basis to define the subspace connected with the sense. A standard procedure
to obtain an orthonormal basis spanning the
same subspace of a specific set of vectors is
based on the Singular Value Decomposition
and it is available in any linear algebra library. Given the orthonormal basis spanning
the same space of {|Gj i}, say {|Oi i}, we can
build the projector over the subspace spanned
by {|Gj i} relative to the sense S as

h 

i
0
= (1 + i) σ hvw
|v
i
−
t
wI
j vwI
j

h 

i
∂E 0
0
0
= (1 − i) σ hvw
|v
i
−
t
vw
w
j
I
j
j
∂vwI

where tj = 1 if wj = wO (positive sample), tj =
0 if wj ∈ Wneg (negative samples) and i is the
imaginary unit.
Le and Mikolov (2014) proposed an extension
to the word2vec model to build vectors referred
to a generic piece of text (phrases, sentences, paragraphs or entire texts). They called this extension “Paragraph Vectors” (PVs). Following their
paper and the suggestions given by T. Mikolov
for implementing PVs4 , we extended the code accordingly, producing complex paragraph vectors
(cPVs) for fragments of texts longer than a word.
As in the cited paper, it was sufficient to insert a
fake word at the beginning of the paragraph and
training it together with all the other words forming the paragraph to obtain, at the end of the training process, reliable dense vector representations
for the paragraph in the complex domain as well as
complex vector representations for words (cWV).
Although this vectors are not derived using QPT
and we used the Dirac notation only for consistency, they will enable us to use such complex vectors as the basic elements in our WSD algorithm
based on QPT.
3.3 The WSD Model
The proposed model for WSD relies heavily on an
external lexical resource for getting all the glosses
and examples connected to a specific meaning.
WordNet (Miller, 1995), BabelNet (Navigli and
4
https://groups.google.com/d/
msg/word2vec\-toolkit/Q49FIrNOQRo/
J6KG8mUj45sJ

PS =

X
i

|Oi ihOi |

(6)

• the context subspace will be represented by
all the cPVs corresponding to the sentences
belonging to the context and the projector PC
to this subspace can be computed following
the same procedure as in the previous point.
Having defined such ingredients, the disambiguation process consists in projecting the word
state |W i onto the context subspace by applying
the quantum measurement operation of (3)
|WC i = q

PC |W i

hW |PC† PC |W i

and then compute, by applying another measurement on the new state |WC i, which of the possible
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Model

senses of W , {Sk }, exhibits the maximum similarity with |WC i or, in other words, the projection
of |WC i over Sk has the maximum probability:

GloVe BoW
fastText BoW
SkipThought-LN
InferSent
Char-phrase
ELMo (Orig.5.5B)*
USE (DAN)*
USE (Transf.)*
PVs (300)
cPVs (150)

S = argmax P (Sk ) = argmax hWC |PS†k PSk |WC i
Sk

Sk

where PSk is the projector obtained by equation
(6) for sense Sk .

4

Experiments

We made two kind of experiments: the first is
aimed to evaluate if the proposed procedure to
learn complex word/sentence embeddings from
texts produces effective results, while the second
is devoted to the specific evaluation of our Quantum WSD system (QWSD). Both experiments rely
on standard, largely-used evaluations benchmarks.
4.1 Complex Embedding Evaluation
Producing complex sentence embeddings for getting the best performance is not the main focus of
this work. We simply need word/sentence representations in the complex domain in order to use
QPT to develop our new approach to WSD. Thus,
the evaluation of the cPVs is simply devoted to be
certain that the cVPs are reliable dense representations of our glosses and contexts sentences.
To test the cPVs we adopted the benchmark proposed by (Conneau and Kiela, 2018) to evaluate
sentence embeddings focusing on the five Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) tasks. We chose to
apply only these tasks because we are not interested in a complete evaluation, but only in getting
a broad idea if our cPVs were reliable enough to
build our QWSD model.
Table 1 shows the evaluation results. The performances of our model in the STS tasks are in line
with the other basic method for producing sentence embeddings. For a fair comparison, cPVs
have the same number of parameters as the other
methods, thus, considering that the experiments in
(Conneau and Kiela, 2018) were made with vectors of 300 dimensions, our result is referred to
complex embeddings with 150 dimensions.

’12
0.52
0.58
0.31
0.59
0.66
0.55
0.59
0.61
0.53
0.53

’13
0.50
0.58
0.25
0.59
0.57
0.53
0.59
0.64
0.61
0.61

STS
’14
0.55
0.65
0.31
0.70
0.75
0.63
0.68
0.71
0.66
0.65

’15
0.56
0.68
0.31
0.71
0.76
0.68
0.72
0.74
0.69
0.69

’16
0.51
64.3
0.72
0.60
0.70
0.74
0.65
0.64

Table 1: Evaluation of sentence representations
on the STS benchmarks as the average of Pearson
correlations. Systems marked with * use embeddings bigger than 300 dim. Data were taken from
(Conneau and Kiela, 2018) and (Perone et al.,
2018). At the end the results of the cPVs and the
standard PVs in the real domain.
corpora for training the systems, namely SemCor
(Miller et al., 1994) and OMSTI (Taghipour and
Ng, 2015) and five test corpora taken from Senseval/SemEval evaluation campaigns: Senseval-2
(Edmonds and Cotton, 2001), Senseval-3 (Snyder
and Palmer, 2004), SemEval-2007 (Pradhan et al.,
2007), SemEval-2013 (Navigli et al., 2013) and
SemEval-2015 (Moro and Navigli, 2015).
We compare our evaluation results with all the
systems already evaluated by (Raganato et al.,
2017a) and with the new studies presented in the
last two years (Papandrea et al., 2017; Zhong and
Ng, 2010; Iacobacci et al., 2016; Raganato et al.,
2017b; Luo et al., 2018b,a; Melacci et al., 2018;
Uslu et al., 2018).
Most of the studies cited before required complex training phases and they use the SemEval2007 dataset as the validation set, thus, although
we did not need to use it in this way, it has to be excluded from the test sets for evaluating WSD systems. Moreover, most of the previous results were
obtained by using only SemCor as training set and
we stick to this practice to enable a complete comparability of the various results. The standard metric for this task is the F-score.
The setting for our experiments is very simple:

4.2 QWSD Evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed method to solve
the WSD problem we relied, as most of the recent studies, on the standardized evaluation proposed by (Raganato et al., 2017a) for English allwords WSD. This benchmark is based on two
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• we collected the glosses and the examples for
a given sense, a Wordnet synset, from BabelNet v3.7.
• with regard to the creation of cPVs, by following the unsupervised procedure described
in 3.2, we created a single corpus formed
by all the sentences contained in the British

National Corpus5 joined with the BabelNet
glosses and examples for the various senses
and all the training and test sets contexts to
be used during the evaluation. It is important
to underline that we connected the training
set context with the correct target word sense,
but for the test set we simply connected the
contexts to their instance id without any explicit link to the correct results. In other
words, the fake words we inserted for generating the cPVs are the correct WordNet sense
id string for the training context and the test
instance id string for the test contexts. In this
way we can retrieve the cPVs when needed
without compromising the evaluation. We
used the hyperparameters setting proposed in
the Mikolov’s post cited before without any
parameter optimisation (emb. size = 400,
win. size = 10, neg. samples = 5, sub-sampl.
= 1e-4, iter. = 20, min. word freq. = 5).
• the disambiguation procedure is deterministic and does not have any parameter to tune.
We only introduced a limit to the number of
senses for each target word equal to 20.
4.3 Results
Table 2 shows the results obtained by the proposed system (QWSD) compared with the results
obtained by the SOTA systems on the evaluation
framework proposed by (Raganato et al., 2017a).
QWSD, despite its simplicity, obtained very good
results, not far from those obtained by the best systems on the same benchmark, and it exhibits the
best performances in the last evaluation datasets,
namely SemEval 2013 and 2015, the best performance when classifying polysemous nouns and
the second best for adjectives.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
After the influential paper from Reimers and
Gurevych (2017) it is clear that we should report
the mean and standard deviation of various runs
with the same setting in order to get a more accurate picture of the real systems performances. We
had no possibility to reproduce all the results from
the other systems because some of them lack of
a public code, others do not work well or it is not
sufficiently clear how to set up them and for others
the results we obtained using the public code and
5

http://purl.ox.ac.uk/ota/2554

the described parameters are so different from the
published ones that, to be fair with the colleagues,
we prefer not to take any position on it and thus we
put in Table 2 our best result, as some other studies
did. In any case, to be consistent with the community trend, we made ten different experiments to
generate the cPVs and repeated the training procedure accordingly. Our results over the ten runs are
very similar to the best one: 70.1±0.22. The problem of results reproducibility for empirical studies
is becoming rather serious (Wieling et al., 2018).
But, why our method is working well? A possible explanation for these results could be traced
back to the interference phenomenon. A superposition of state vectors is usually a valid state
vector even if they are not orthogonal, thus we
can consider the vector representing a polysemous
word, |W i as in (5), as a superposition state. As
showed by (Khrennikov and Basieva, 2014; Aliakbarzadeh and Kitto, 2016) this can still produce the
interference phenomenon even if these vectors are
non-orthogonal. The presence of the interference
term when computing the word sense probability
over the context subspace might explain the good
results we obtained. This point deserves further
studies in order to verify this idea and understand
how to use this term to drive the disambiguation
process and obtain even better results.
Our Quantum WSD system relies on complex
vector representations for words and sentences; in
this study, for ease of experimentation, we tested
our proposal by using a simple extension of PVs
to the complex domain, but in literature there are
techniques to build better word/sentence embeddings that could be extended to the complex domain; the field of complex DNN is very active.
Another interesting idea worth to be explored
regards the possibility of solving the disambiguation process for all ambiguous words in the sentence as a single process (Tripodi and Pelillo,
2017) by using specific properties of QMT.
We feel it is worth spending few words on the
simplicity of the proposed system. The only training phase regards the production of cPVs and, as
well as the standard word2vec application, is
based on a very simple feedforward neural network employing very few non-linearities. The
disambiguation phase based on QPT is fully deterministic and involves few linear algebra operations, namely matrix multiplications and orthogonalisation procedures. Looking at the perfor-
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System
Most Frequent Sense baseline
IMS (Zhong and Ng, 2010)
IMS+emb (Iacobacci et al., 2016)
IMS-s+emb
Bi-LSTM+att+lex (Raganato et al., 2017b)
Bi-LSTM+att+lex+pos
supWSD (Papandrea et al., 2017)
supWSD+emb
supWSD-s+emb
GAS (Linear) (Luo et al., 2018b)
GAS (Conc)
GAS ext (Linear)
GAS ext (Conc)
CANw (Luo et al., 2018a)
CANs
HCAN
fastSense (Uslu et al., 2018)
IMSC2V+PR (Melacci et al., 2018)
IMSC2V+sSyn
IMSC2V+sSyn+PR
QWSD

SE2
65.6
70.9
71.0
72.2
72.0
72.0
71.3
72.7
72.2
72.0
72.1
72.4
72.2
72.3
72.2
72.8
73.5
73.8
74.2
74.1
70.5

Test datasets
SE3 SE13
66.0
63.8
69.3
65.3
69.3
67.3
70.4
65.9
69.4
66.4
69.1
66.9
68.8
65.8
70.6
66.8
70.3
66.1
70.0
66.7
70.2
67.0
70.1
67.1
70.5
67.2
69.8
65.5
70.2
69.1
70.3
68.5
73.5
66.2
71.9
68.2
71.8
68.1
71.6
68.1
69.8
69.8

SE15
67.1
69.5
71.3
71.5
72.4
71.5
70.0
71.8
71.6
71.6
71.8
72.1
72.6
71.1
72.2
72.8
73.2
72.8
72.8
72.8
73.4

Noun
67.6
70.4
71.8
71.9
71.6
71.5
71.7
72.1
71.9
72.2
71.1
73.5
72.7
73.1
71.9
73.1
73.6

All Test datasets
Verb Adj Adv
49.6 73.1 80.5
56.1 75.6 82.9
55.4 76.1 82.7
56.9 75.9 84.7
57.1 75.6 83.2
57.5 75.0 83.8
57.4 76.5 83.5
57.2 76.0 84.4
58.1 76.4 84.7
57.7 76.6 85.0
57.3 76.5 84.7
56.5 76.6 80.3
58.2 77.4 84.1
77.1 60.6 83.5
76.2 57.6 83.2
77.3 60.2 83.8
54.4 77.0 80.6

ALL
65.5
68.9
69.7
70.1
69.9
69.9
69.1
70.6
70.1
70.1
70.3
70.4
70.6
69.8
70.9
71.1
71.7
71.8
71.9
71.8
70.6

Table 2: Results obtained by the proposed system (QWSD) compared with the SOTA (F-score). The first
four columns show the results for the different test sets, while the last five the performances on all the
four test sets joined together analysed w.r.t. the different parts of speech.
mances in Table 2 it is clear that the results are
very near, and in some case better, than those obtained by system based on intricate DNN structures that require long training processes and a
careful parameter tuning. This paper presents the
results of a basic quantum system for WSD and
the results are very encouraging; more work in this
direction could drive to even better systems.
Codes and data are freely available6 .
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Abstract
In this paper, we try to understand neural machine translation (NMT) via simplifying NMT architectures and training
encoder-free NMT models. In an encoderfree model, the sums of word embeddings
and positional embeddings represent the
source. The decoder is a standard Transformer or recurrent neural network that
directly attends to embeddings via attention mechanisms. Experimental results
show (1) that the attention mechanism in
encoder-free models acts as a strong feature extractor, (2) that the word embeddings in encoder-free models are competitive to those in conventional models, (3)
that non-contextualized source representations lead to a big performance drop,
and (4) that encoder-free models have different effects on alignment quality for
German→English and Chinese→English.

1

Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) (Kalchbrenner
and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015) has emerged
in the last few years and has achieved new state-ofthe-art performance. However, NMT models are
black boxes for humans and are hard to interpret.
NMT models employ encoder-decoder architectures where an encoder encodes source-side sentences and an attentional decoder generates targetside sentences based on the outputs of the encoder.
In this paper, we attempt to obtain a more interpretable NMT model by simplifying the encoderdecoder architecture. We train encoder-free models where the sums of word embeddings and sinusoid embeddings (Vaswani et al., 2017) represent the source. The decoder is a standard Trans-

former (Vaswani et al., 2017) or recurrent neural
network (RNN) that attends to embeddings via attention mechanisms.
As motivation for our architecture simplification, consider the attention mechanism1 (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015), which has
been introduced to extract features from the hidden representations in encoders dynamically. Attention and alignment were initially used interchangeably, but it was soon discovered that the
attention mechanism can behave very differently
from traditional word alignment (see Ghader and
Monz, 2017; Koehn and Knowles, 2017). One reason for this discrepancy is that the attention mechanism operates on representations that potentially
includes information from the whole sentence due
to the encoder’s recurrent or self-attentional architecture. Intuitively, bypassing these encoder layers and attending word embeddings directly could
lead to a more alignment-like, and thus predictable
and interpretable behavior of the attention model.
By comparing encoder-free models with conventional models, we can better understand the
working mechanism of NMT, figure out which
components are more crucial, and learn lessons
for improvement. Experimental results show that
there is a significant gap between the two models.
We focus on exploring what leads to the big gap.
As the embeddings in encoder-free Transformers (Trans-noEnc) are only influenced by attention mechanisms, without the help of encoders,
we hypothesize that the quality of embeddings
leads to the gap between Transformers and TransnoEnc models. Thus we conduct both qualitative
and quantitative evaluations of the embeddings
from Transformers and Trans-noEnc models. We
also hypothesize that the attention distribution in
Trans-noEnc is not spread out enough for extract1
We refer to the encoder-decoder attention mechanism
unless otherwise specified.
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ing contextual features. However, we find that
word embeddings and attention distributions are
not the major reasons causing the distinct gap. We
further explore NMT encoders. We find that even
NMT models with one layer encoder get significant improvement compared to encoder-free models which indicates that non-contextualized source
representations lead to the evident gap.
In encoder-free models, the attention attends to
source embeddings rather than hidden representations fused with the context. We hypothesize
that encoder-free models generate better alignments than default models. We evaluate the alignments generated on German→English (DE→EN)
and Chinese→English (ZH→EN). We find that
encoder-free models improve the alignments for
DE→EN but worsen the alignments for ZH→EN.

2
2.1

Related Work
Understanding NMT

The attention mechanism has been introduced as a
way to learn an alignment between the source and
target text, and improves encoder-decoder models
significantly, while also providing a way to interpret the inner workings of NMT models. However,
Ghader and Monz (2017) and Koehn and Knowles
(2017) have shown that the attention mechanism
is different from a word alignment. While there
are linguistically plausible explanations in some
cases – when translating a verb, knowledge about
the subject, object etc. may be relevant information – other cases are harder to explain, such as an
off-by-one mismatch between attention and word
alignment for some models. We suspect that such
a pattern can be learned if relevant information is
passed to neighboring representations via recurrent or self-attentional connections.
Ding et al. (2017) show that only using attention is not sufficient for deep interpretation and
propose to use layer-wise relevance propagation to
better understand NMT. Wang et al. (2018) replace
the attention model with an alignment model and
a lexical model to make NMT models more interpretable. The proposed model is not superior but
on a par with the attentional model. They clarify
the difference between alignment models and attention models by saying that that the alignment
model is to identify translation equivalents while
the attention model is to predict the next target
word.
In this paper, we try to understand NMT by sim-

plifying the model. We explore the importance of
different NMT components and what causes the
performance gap after model simplification.
2.2

Alignments and Source Embeddings

Nguyen and Chiang (2018) introduce a lexical
model to generate a target word directly based on
the source words. With the lexical model, NMT
models generate better alignments. Kuang et al.
(2018) propose three different methods to bridge
source and target word embeddings. The bridging
methods can significantly improve the translation
quality. Moreover, the word alignments generated
by the model are improved as well.
Our encoder-free model is a simplification and
only attends to the source word embeddings. We
aim to interpret NMT models rather than pursuing
better performance.
Different from previous work, Zenkel et al.
(2019) introduce a separate alignment layer directly optimizing the word alignment. The alignment layer is an attention network learning to attend to source tokens given a target token. The attention network can attend to either the word embeddings or the hidden representations or both of
them. The proposed model significantly improves
the alignment quality and performs as well as the
aligners based on traditional IBM models.

3

Experiments

In addition to training Transformer and TransnoEnc models, we also compare Trans-noEnc
with NMT models based on RNNs (RNNS2S). We
train RNNS2S models without encoders (RNNS2SnoEnc), without attention mechanisms (RNNS2SnoAtt), and without both encoders and attention
mechanisms (RNNS2S-noAtt-noEnc) to explore
which component is more important for NMT. We
also investigate the importance of positional embeddings in Trans-noEnc.
3.1

Experimental Settings

We use the Sockeye (Hieber et al., 2017) toolkit,
which is based on MXNet (Chen et al., 2015), to
train models. Each encoder/decoder has 6 layers.
For RNNS2S, we choose long short-term memory
(LSTM) RNN units. Transformers have 8 attention heads. The size of embeddings and hidden
states is 768. We tie the source, target, and output
embeddings. The dropout rate of embeddings and
Transformer blocks is set to 0.1. The dropout rate
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of RNNs is 0.2. All the models are trained with a
single GPU. During training, each mini-batch contains 2,048 tokens. A model checkpoint is saved
every 1,000 updates. We use Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) as the optimizer. The initial learning
rate is set to 0.0001. If the performance on the
validation set has not improved for 8 checkpoints,
the learning rate is multiplied by 0.7. We set the
early stopping patience to 32 checkpoints.
The training data is from the WMT15 shared
task (Bojar et al., 2015) on Finnish–English (FI–
EN). We choose newsdev2015 as the validation set
and use newstest2015 as the test set. All the BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) scores are measured by
SacreBLEU (Post, 2018). There are about 2.1M
sentence pairs in the training set after preprocessing. We learn a joint BPE model with 32K subword units (Sennrich et al., 2016). We employ the
models that have the best perplexity on the validation set for the evaluation. We set the beam size to
8 during inference.
To test the universality of our findings, we conduct experiments on DE→EN and ZH→EN as
well. For DE→EN, we use the training data from
the WMT17 shared task (Bojar et al., 2017). We
use newstest2013 as the validation set and newstest2017 as the test set. We learn a joint BPE
model with 32k subword units. For ZH→EN, we
choose the CWMT parallel data of the WMT17
shared task for training. We use newsdev2017 as
the validation set and newstest2017 as the test set.
We apply Jieba2 to Chinese segmentation. We
then learn 60K subword units for Chinese and English separately. There are about 5.9M and 9M
sentence pairs in the training set after preprocessing in DE→EN and ZH→EN, respectively.
3.2

Results

Table 1 shows the performance of all the trained
models. Encoder-free models (NMT-noEncs) perform rather poorly compared to conventional
NMT models.3 It is interesting that Trans-noEnc
obtains a BLEU score similar to the RNNS2S
model. Even though the attention networks only
attend to the non-contextualized word embeddings, Trans-noEnc still performs as well as the
RNNS2S by paying attention to the context with

multiple attention layers. Tang et al. (2018a) find
that the superiority of Transformer models is attributed to the self-attention network which is a
powerful semantic feature extractor. Given our results, we conclude that the attention mechanism
is also a strong feature extractor in Trans-noEnc
without self-attention in the encoder.
Model
Transformer
Trans-noEnc
RNNS2S
RNNS2S-noEnc
RNNS2S-noAtt
RNNS2S-noAtt-noEnc
Trans-noEnc-noPos

Param.
104.4M
71.4M
91.5M
64.3M
90.3M
63.1M
71.4M

PPL
9.6
11.7
14.9
25.2
33.3
53.7
26.6

BLEU
18.9
15.9
15.9
12.5
8.2
4.1
7.1

Table 1: The performance of NMT models. PPL
is the perplexity on the development set. BLEU
scores are evaluated on newstest2015. “Param.”
denotes the number of parameters.

The attention mechanism improves encoderdecoder architectures significantly.
However,
there are no empirical results to clarify whether
encoders or attention mechanisms are more important for NMT models. We compare RNNS2SnoAtt, RNNS2S-noEnc, and RNNS2S-noAtt-noEnc
to explore which component contributes more to
NMT models.4 In Table 1, RNNS2S-noEnc performs much better than RNNS2S-noAtt. Moreover,
the gap between RNNS2S-noEnc and RNNS2SnoAtt-noEnc is distinctly larger than the gap between RNNS2S-noAtt and RNNS2S-noAtt-noEnc.
These results hint that attention mechanisms are
more powerful than encoders in NMT.
The positional embedding is also very important to Transformers which holds the sequential information. We are interested in the extent to which
the positional embedding affects the translation
performance. We further simplify the model by
removing the positional embedding in the source
(Trans-noEnc-noPos). Trans-noEnc-noPos has a
dramatic drop in BLEU score. It is even worse
than RNNS2S-noAtt. This result indicates that positional information is indeed crucial for Transformers.

2

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
We also trained a Transformer with less parameters
(64.3M). The Transformer still achieved a significantly better
BLEU score (18.2) than Trans-noEnc which means that the
number of parameters is not the primary factor in this case.
3

4

Because the encoders and decoders in Transformers are
only connected via attention, we only conduct this experiment on RNNS2S models.
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Word
more
for
ole (not)
Arvoisa
(honorable)

Neighbors
Transformer
Trans-noEnc
less, better, greater, most, further
less, greater, better, fewer, most
to, in, on, of, with
to, in, of, on, towards
olekaan (not the), kykene (unable to), kuulu
olekaan, kuulu (part of), ei
(part of), pysty (upright), ollut (been)
(no/not), ene (a suffix), liity (sign up)
arvoisa, Arvoisat (honorable), arvoisaa,
arvoisa, arvoisat, hyvät,
arvoisan (honorable), hyvät (honorable)
Arvoisat, Hyvä (honorable)

Table 2: Neighbors of the selected word embeddings. Bold words are distinct neighbors.

4

Analysis

ter based on the neighbors.

Trans-noEnc is obviously inferior to Transformer
but we are more interested in investigating what
causes the performance gap. In this section, we
will test our hypotheses on embedding quality and
attention distributions.
4.1

Embeddings

Word embeddings are randomly initialized by default and learned during training. As the embeddings in Trans-noEnc are only updated by attention mechanisms, we hypothesize that embeddings
in Trans-noEnc are not well learned and therefore
affect translation performance. We test our hypothesis by (1) evaluating the embeddings in the
two models manually and (2) initializing TransnoEnc with the learned embeddings in Transformer as pre-trained embeddings.
Qualitative Evaluation We select the 150 most
frequent tokens from the vocabulary and then
manually evaluate the quality of embeddings by
comparing the 5 nearest neighbors.
The quality of English word embeddings is
quite good based on the output of neighbors.
Finnish word embeddings are not as good as English word embeddings. Table 2 exhibits four examples, two English words, “more”, “for” and
two Finnish word, “ole” (not), “Arvoisa” (honorable). The neighbors of “more” in Transformer
and Trans-noEnc are all quite related words, including comparatives and “most” which is the superlative of “more”. The words “further” and
“fewer” are more different neighbors but both are
related to “more”. For the Finnish word “ole”
(not), both models have negative words as neighbors, but there are different unrelated words as
well. We can see that the qualities of neighbors
in two embedding matrices are close. We cannot
easily distinguish which embedding matrix is bet-

Quantitative Evaluation In addition to the
qualitative evaluation, we also conduct a quantitative evaluation. We first employ the learned embeddings from Transformer to initialize the embedding parameters in Trans-noEnc. The pretrained embeddings can be either fixed or not fixed
during training. Table 3 gives the BLEU scores
of these models. The pre-trained embeddings
slightly improve the BLEU score.
Embeddings
BLEU

Random
15.9

Fixed
16.1

Not-fixed
16.2

Table 3: BLEU scores of Trans-noEncs with different embedding initialization. “Random” means
no pre-trained embeddings. “Fixed” and “Notfixed” denote using pre-trained embeddings.
The evaluation reveals that the embeddings from
Trans-noEnc are competitive to those of Transformer. Thus, we can rule out differences in embedding quality as the main factor for the performance drop.
4.2

Attention Distribution

The attention networks in Trans-noEnc only attend to word embeddings. To better capture
the sentence-level context, the attention networks
need to distribute more attention to the context.
We test our hypothesis that the attention distributions in Trans-noEnc are not as distributed as
those in Transformer. If the attention distributions
in Transformer are more spread out than those in
Trans-noEnc, it means that smaller weights are
distributed to contextual features by Trans-noEnc.
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EAt (yt ) = −

|x|
X
i=1

At(xi , yt ) log At(xi , yt )

(1)

We use attention entropy (Equation 1) (Ghader
and Monz, 2017) to measure the concentration of
the attention distribution at timestep t. We then
average the attention entropy at all the timesteps
as the final attention entropy. xi denotes the ith
source token, yt is the prediction at timestep t, and
At(xi , yt ) represents the attention distribution at
timestep t. The attention mechanism in Transformer has multiple layers, and each layer has
multiple heads. In each layer, we average the attention weights from all the heads.
Figure 1 shows the entropy of attention distributions in both models. The attention distributions are consistent with the finding in Tang et al.
(2018b) that the distribution gets concentrated first
and then becomes distributed again. Transformer
has lower entropy, which potentially is because the
contextual information has been encoded in the
hidden representations. The attention entropy of
Trans-noEnc is clearly higher than that of Transformer in each attention layer. The attention in
Trans-noEnc tends to extract features from source
tokens more uniformly which indicates that the attention mechanism compensates for the fact that
embeddings are non-contextualized by distributing attention across more tokens.

Entropy

3

Transformer
Trans-noEnc

2

1

1

2

3 4 5 6
Attention layer

All

We train NMT models with different encoder
layers. Table 4 displays the performance of Transformer models that have different layers in the encoder. It is clear that even the model with only a 1layer encoder outperforms Trans-noEnc (0-layer)
by 1.7 BLEU points, which accounts for 56.7% of
the performance gap. The results seem to show
that source-side hidden representations are crucial
in NMT.
Layers
0
1
3
5
6

Encoders

We have shown that embeddings and attention
distributions are not the primary reasons causing
the gap between Transformer and Trans-noEnc.
Therefore, we move to explore encoders.
Encoders are responsible for providing source
hidden representations to the decoder. Encoderfree models have to use word embeddings to represent source tokens without the help of encoders.
Thus, the source-side representations probably
lead to the performance gap.

PPL
11.7
10.3
9.9
9.5
9.6

BLEU
15.9
17.6
18.4
18.6
18.9

Table 4: The performance of Transformer models
that have different layers in the encoder, including
the perplexity (PPL) on the development set and
the BLEU scores on newstest2015.
It has been shown that encoders could extract syntactic and semantic features in NMT (Belinkov
et al., 2017a,b; Poliak et al., 2018). In the meantime, contextual information is encoded in hidden
representations as well. Hence we conclude that
the quality of source representations is the main
factor causing the big gap between Transformer
and Trans-noEnc.
In Table 5, our additional experiments on
DE→EN and ZH→EN confirm that models with
contextualized representations are much better.
Transformer models always outperform TransnoEnc models substantially.
Lan.
DE→EN
ZH→EN

Figure 1: The attention entropy of each attention
layer and the entire attention mechanism.
4.3

Param.
71.4M
76.9M
87.9M
98.9M
104.4M

Trans-noEnc
29.5
18.5

Transformer
32.6
20.9

Impr.
10.5%
13.0%

Table 5: The improvement (Impr.) of employing encoders in Trans-noEncs on DE→EN and
ZH→EN.

5

Alignment

The weights of the attention mechanism can be interpreted as an alignment between the source and
target text. We further explore whether encoderfree models have better alignments than default
models. We evaluate the alignments on two manually annotated alignment data sets. The first one
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has been provided by RWTH,5 and consists of 508
DE→EN sentence pairs. The other one is from Liu
and Sun (2015) and contains 900 ZH→EN sentence pairs. We apply alignment error rate (AER)
(Och and Ney, 2003) as the evaluation metric.
Following Luong et al. (2015); Kuang et al.
(2018), we also force the models to produce the
reference target words during inference to get the
alignment between input sentences and their reference outputs. We merge the subwords after
translation following the method in Koehn and
Knowles (2017).6 We sum the attention weights in
all attention heads in each attention layer.7 Given
a target token, the source token with the highest
attention weight is viewed as the alignment of the
current target token (Luong et al., 2015). However, a source token maybe aligned to multiple target tokens and vice versa. Therefore, we also align
a source token to the target token that has the highest attention weight given the source token. Experimental results show that the bidirectional method
achieves higher alignment quality.
Figure 2 displays the evaluation results. The
alignment in the fourth attention layer achieves the
best performance. Therefore, we only compare the
alignments in the fourth layer. In DE→EN, the
encoder-free model has a lower AER score (0.41)
than the default model (0.43) which accords with
our hypothesis. However, in ZH→EN, the alignment quality of the encoder-free model (0.46) is
worse than that of the default model (0.43). The
effect on alignment quality is not clear-cut for
encoder-free models given limited language pairs.
DE-EN

0.95

ZH-EN
NoEncoder

0.55
0.35

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

Conclusion

To better understand NMT, we simplify the attentional encoder-decoder architecture by training
encoder-free NMT models in this paper. The noncontextualized source representations in encoderfree models cause a big performance drop, but
the word embeddings in encoder-free models are
shown competitive to those in default models.
Also, we find that the attention component in
encoder-free models is a powerful feature extractor, and can partially compensate for the lack of
contextualized encoder representations.
Regarding the interpretability of attention, our
results do not show that the attention mechanism in encoder-free models is consistently
more alignment-like: only attending to source
embeddings improves the alignment quality on
DE→EN but makes the alignment quality worse
on ZH→EN.
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Abstract

et al., 2009). Their collaborative construction importantly enables them to avoid the scaling problems encountered by expert-constructed knowledge
bases. Thus, CCKBs have come to play an important role in information systems, forming the basis
for a wide range of natural language processing
applications (Hovy et al., 2013) such as question
answering (Berant et al., 2013; Krishnamurthy and
Mitchell, 2015) or representation learning for entities (Toutanova et al., 2015; Yaghoobzadeh et al.,
2018).
The most crucial shortcoming of CCKBs is their
incompleteness (Min et al., 2013; West et al., 2014)
– not just with respect to the entities that they cover,
but also with respect to the attributes present for
entities that are nominally covered. This is not
surprising: When a contributor to a knowledge
base adds an entity, they will probably concentrate
on the most salient attributes (e.g., for a scientist,
field or affiliation), while other attributes (such as
parents or place of birth) may be added later or
never. This realization has led to a large boost to
work in the area of knowledge base completion, that
is, the prediction of attributes of entities that are
currently missing from the CCKB (Bordes et al.,
2013; Socher et al., 2013; Min et al., 2013; Guu
et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2017).
These methods, however, overwhelmingly concentrate on categorical attributes, that is, attributes
whose values are themselves entities in the knowledge graph. As an example, consider the attribute
capital that maps a country onto a city which is itself an entity (Mexico – Mexico City, UK – London).
A prominent approach to the prediction of categorical attributes is as an operation in embedding space,
which explains the popularity of embedding-based
approaches for this task.
Much fewer studies has considered the prediction of numerical attributes of entities in CCKBs
(Davidov and Rappoport, 2010; Gupta et al., 2015),

Collaboratively constructed knowledge bases
play an important role in information systems,
but are essentially always incomplete. Thus,
a large number of models has been developed for Knowledge Base Completion, the
task of predicting new attributes of entities
given partial descriptions of these entities. Virtually all of these models either concentrate
on numeric attributes (<Italy,GDP,2T$>)
or they concentrate on categorical attributes
(<Tim Cook,chairman,Apple>).
In this paper, we propose a simple feedforward neural architecture to jointly predict
numeric and categorical attributes based on
embeddings learned from textual occurrences
of the entities in question. Following insights
from multi-task learning, our hypothesis is that
due to the correlations among attributes of different kinds, joint prediction improves over
separate prediction.
Our experiments on seven FreeBase domains
show that this hypothesis is true of the two
attribute types: we find substantial improvements for numeric attributes in the joint model,
while performance remains largely unchanged
for categorical attributes. Our analysis indicates that this is the case because categorical
attributes, many of which describe membership in various classes, provide useful ’background knowledge’ for numeric prediction,
while this is true to a lesser degree in the inverse direction.

1

Introduction

Collaboratively constructed knowledge bases
(CCKBs) such as WikiData (Vrandečić and
Krötzsch, 2014), YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2008),
FreeBase (Bollacker et al., 2008) or DBPedia
(Bizer et al., 2009), capture world knowledge in
the shape of a graph structure where nodes denote entities and edges denote attributes (Hitzler
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Attribute

Value

latitude
longitude
GDP per capita::2015
fertility rate::2010
capital
containedBy
containedBy
member of
member of

41.90 N
12.49 E
29,957.8 US$
1.46
Rome
Western Europe
Europe
G8
European Union

Table 1: Sample of numeric and categorical FreeBase
attributes for Italy.

such as the attribute GDP-1990 which maps a country onto a number denoting its gross domestic product in the year 1990. For many entities in CCKBs,
numeric attributes actually form the majority of the
attributes for entities. Still, these attributes are often seen as secondary because their values are not
‘proper’ entities but numeric constants that themselves do not possess interesting attributes.
In this paper, we investigate the hypothesis that
joint prediction of numeric and categorical attributes can improve prediction quality for both
attribute types. As a motivating example, consider the sample of both numeric and categorical attributes listed for the country Italy in the FreeBase
CCKB (Bollacker et al., 2008), shown in Table 1.
It is clear that, as assumed by most models concentrating on categorical attributes, these attributes
correlate with one another, and therefore the presence of one attribute can serve as evidence for the
presence of another attribute. For example, containment in Western Europe implies containment
in Europe, and is correlated with membership in
the European Union. However, similar correlations
arguably hold between categorical and numeric attributes. For example, the high GDP per capita
constitutes evidence for Italy’s membership in the
G8 political forum, or vice versa, membership in
the European Union and the G8 points towards a
high GDP per capita. Similarly, Italy’s latitude
and longitude (defined by FreeBase to be the capital’s geolocation) determine Rome as the country’s
capital, and vice versa.
Concretely, in this paper we adopt two previous
embedding-based models for the individual prediction of numeric and categorical attributes from
textual data, respectively. We define a novel simple
joint model that predicts both attribute types con-

currently (Section 2) and evaluate these models on
a sample of seven FreeBase domains (Section 3)
and find that prediction improves substantially for
numeric attributes, but remains constant for categorical attributes (Section 4). Our analysis indicates
that this is the case because numeric attributes that
are difficult to predict from text-based embeddings
are still often correlated with categorical attributes,
and that can thus profit from joint training, while
this is not true for categorical attributes.

2

Predicting Numeric and Categorical
Attributes from Text

The majority of methods to predict attributes for
entities in CCKBs are based on techniques from
representation learning. Specifically, they us distributed representations (i.e., vectors, also called
embeddings) to represent the entities, and sometimes also the attributes. Embeddings can be built
from different sources, such as the knowledge bases
themselves (Bordes et al., 2013; Guu et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2015), from text corpora that mention
these entities (Socher et al., 2013; Krishnamurthy
and Mitchell, 2015), or from both (Toutanova et al.,
2015; Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2018).
In this paper, we use two prediction models that
build on embeddings that were built from text corpora, following the widely successful assumption
that text corpora implicitly contain a large amount
of world knowledge that can be extracted by observing the contexts in which words are used (the
so-called distributional hypothesis) (Firth, 1957;
Miller and Charles, 1991; Turney and Pantel, 2010;
Mikolov et al., 2013). The formulation of attribute
prediction on top of precomputed embeddings enables us to use rather simple supervised neural
model which are generally considered the state
of the art for computational models in natural language processing.
2.1

Numeric Prediction

The first model is a feed-forward neural network,
shown on the left-hand side of Figure 1. It builds on
a study that used a logistic regression model to predict the values of numeric values, scaled to the interval (0;1) (Gupta et al., 2015) to avoid the excessive
influence of outliers that linear regression is sensitive to. The model uses an n-dimensional entity
embedding as its input which is mapped through
a tanh nonlinearity onto an h-dimensional hidden
layer, which in turn maps onto an |N |-dimensional
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output layer (where |N | is the number of the numeric attributes) using a sigmoid nonlinearity. In
other words, each unit in the output layer corresponds to one numeric attribute, and the model
predicts all numeric attributes simultaneously.
We use a variant of the mean cross-entropy loss
function commonly used for logistic regression.
Let a ∈ A denote an attribute, E(a) = Tr(a) ∪
Val(a) ∪ Ts(a) the set of entities for this attribute,
partitioned into training, validation, and test sets,
and va (e) and v̂a (e) the gold and predicted values
for entity e, respectively. Then
Lnum = −

Lcat =

X

1
|A||T r(a)|
a∈A
X
va (e) log v̂a (e)+

e∈T r(a)

X

1
|A||T r(a)|
a∈A
X
(va (e) − v̂a (e))2 −
e∈T r(a)

µ


(1 − va (e)) log(1 − v̂a (e))
(1)

Even though simple, this model shows good performance in predicting numeric attributes of entities
in CCKBs, since distributed representations implicitly capture a large amount of world knowledge
(Gupta et al., 2015) and the hidden layer enables
the model to exploit correlations among numeric
attributes.
2.2

beddings, which is feasible with specialized indexes (Babenko and Lempitsky, 2016).
The loss function we use for this model is a
contrastive variant of mean squared error (MSE)
loss: we minimize the MSE between the prediction and the correct embedding while maximizing the MSE between the prediction and a sample
of confounders. Since MSE can be understood
as (squared) Euclidean distance, this loss function
pushes the predicted embedding towards the correct embedding and away from confounders:

Categorical Prediction

The second model (Gupta et al., 2017) is another
feed-forward neural network, shown on the righthand side of Figure 1. Again, it uses a precomputed n-dimensional entity embedding as its input.
Since this model predicts only the value of one
categorical attribute at one time, this embedding is
complemented by a representation of the attribute,
realized as a one-hot vector whose dimensionality
is the number of categorical attributes |C|.1 Again,
the input is first mapped onto an h-dimensional
hidden layer and then onto an output layer, passing
through a tanh nonlinearity in both steps.
In this model, the output layer is n-dimensional,
like the input, and actually represents an embedding of the attribute value. For example, given
the embedding for Italy and the attribute capital as input, the model should predict the embedding for Rome. To map the output of the model
back onto an explicit entity, we perform a nearestneighbor retrieval in the space of precomputed em1
We experimented with learning a distributed representation of the attributes, but did not achieve better results.

X

(va (e0 ) − v̂a (e))2

e0 ∈NN(k,v̂a (e),Y −{e})



(2)

The notation is the same as in Equation (1). Additionally, NN(k, x, X) is a function that returns
the k nearest neighbors of x in the set X, and µ
a weight that trades off the positive and negative
parts of the loss against each other. In this model,
we do not need an indicator function as in the numeric attribute model, since the loss in this model
is defined over seen attributes.
2.3

Joint Prediction

The similar structure of the two models described
directly above makes it easy to define a joint model
for the prediction of categorical and numeric attributes, shown in Figure 2. The new architecture
re-uses the input layer from the categorical model,
which subsumes the simpler architecture of the numeric one. It uses the same type of hidden layer, to
which both the numeric output layer and the categorical output layer are attached. The nonlinearities are the same as in the individual models. Since
the input to the model is still an entity embedding
plus a categorical attribute, as in the categorical
model, the model essentially predicts the numeric
attributes of the entity “on the side”.
Correspondingly, the loss function of this model
is a weighted average of the losses of its parts:
Ljoint = αLcat + (1 − α)Lnum

(3)

where α is the relative weight of the categorical
loss. For the extreme values of α = 1 and α = 0,
the joint model reverts to its component models.
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Output

(All) Numeric Attribute Values

Categorical Attribute Value Embedding

|N|

σ
Hidden Layer

Hidden Layer

h

h

tanh

tanh
Input

n
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Entity Embedding

Entity Embedding

n

n

1-hot Attribute Vector

|C|

Figure 1: Individual model architectures. Prediction of numeric attributes (left-hand side) and categorical attributes
(right-hand side). Subscripts in italics indicate dimensionality of layers (n: dimensionality of embedding space; h:
dimensionality of hidden layer; |N |: number of numeric attributes, |C|: number of categorical attributes)
Output

Numeric Attribute Values

|N|

Categorical Attribute Value Embedding

σ

tanh
Hidden Layer

tanh
Input

Entity Embedding

n

h
1-hot Attribute Vector

n

|C|

Figure 2: Joint model architecture for the simultaneous prediction of categorical and numeric attributes. Subscripts
in italics indicate dimensionality of layers (n: dimensionality of embedding space; h: dimensionality of hidden
layer; |N |: number of numeric attributes, |C|: number of categorical attributes)

Our hypothesis is that intermediate values of α
will improve prediction quality for the two types
of attributes. We expect this to be the case since
joint training can be seen as an instance of multitask learning, which is known to often positively
impact the quality of the learned intermediate representations (Zhang and Yang, 2017). Note that
this effect is not guaranteed, since we introduce
competition among the two output layers, which
may deteriorate the output of the ’losing’ layer.
2.4

Discussion

Note that all three model assume that all entities
share a common set of attributes: in the numeric
model, these determine the shape of the output
layer, and in the categorical mode, they determine
the shape of the attribute input layer. While it is still
possible to train global models, CCKBs are typically organized into top-level domains that share
little to no attributes. For example, people (which
have, e.g., birth and death dates) or organizations
(which have e.g., personnel, turnover, profit numbers) have no attributes in common. Consequently,
in the remainder of the paper, we adopt a domainspecific approach, learning and evaluating separate
models for each domain.

3

Experimental Setup

3.1

Dataset and Embeddings

To our knowledge, there are no existing datasets
that include both numeric and categorical attributes.
For example, the widely used FB15K and WN18
datasets (Bordes et al., 2013) focus exclusively
on categorical attributes. For this reason, we construct our own dataset which we make freely available on DANS at URL https://doi.org/10.
17026/dans-zxp-t7tf.
We construct the dataset on the basis of the FreeBase CCKB (Bollacker et al., 2008). As sketched
above, we proceed by domains and extract entities
and attributes for six of the most populous top-level
FreeBase domains (animal, book, citytown, country,
employer, organization, people).
Since we build on pretrained embeddings for
the entities in question, we only include entities if
they are covered by the largest existing pretrained
embedding space for proper names. This is the
“Google News” embedding space that used a 100G
token news corpus to compute embeddings specifically for FreeBase entities (Mikolov et al., 2013).2
The embeddings are computed with the Word2Vec
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https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/

skip-gram algorithm, 1000 dimensions. Similarity,
categorical attributes are only included if we have
embeddings for both the entity and the value.
Finally, we split all domains into training, validation, and test sets (60%–20%–20%). The split is
applied to each attribute type: at validation and test
time, our models face no unseen attribute types, but
unseen instances for each attribute. In the numeric
and joint models, this means that the model will
encounter ’incomplete’ numeric output layers since
some attributes of a given entity may be reserved
for testing (cf. the left-hand side of Figure 1 as well
as Figure 2). This does not hurt the model, though:
The objective function, Equation (1), only ranges
over attributes present in the training data.
Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for the resulting dataset. We consider just over 5000 entities for
a total of 269 categorical attribute types and 1041
numeric attribute types.3 Note that the domains
differ considerably with regard to their numbers of
entities, numbers of attributes, and relative prevalence of categorical and numeric attributes. For example, the country domain has the highest number
of attributes, and about ten times as many numeric
as categorical attributes. This reflects the large
number of time series recorded for countries. In
contrast, the organization domain has much fewer
attributes overall, and more categorical than numeric attributes (e.g., location, founders, officers,
business sector).
3.2

Evaluation

Categorical Attributes. As explained above in
Section 2.2, we apply nearest neighbor mapping
to the embedding output of the model to map its
prediction back onto an entity symbol. Following
earlier work (Gupta et al., 2017), we perform Information Retrieval-style ranking evaluation, mean
reciprocal rank (MRR) (Manning et al., 2008). Reusing the notation from Sec. 2 and writing ra for
rank, we define M RR as
1 X X
1
|T | a∈A
ra(v̂a (e), NN(∞, va (e), va (Ts(a))))
e∈Ts(a)

For each entity-attribute pair (e, a), MRR computes the (reciprocal) rank of the model’s prediction v̂a (e) in the nearest neighbor list of the true
value va (e). These values are averaged over all
datapoints in the test set T s.
3
We removed attributes that were not populated for any
entities in our entity set.

Intuitively, MRR describes how close, on average, the predictions are to the correct one in terms
of ranks: an MRR of 0.5 means that they are the
second-nearest neighbors, an MRR of 0.3 means
that they are the third-nearest neighbors, and so
on. Thus, higher MRR values indicate better performance. We report results at the domain level
as well as micro-averaged MRR for the complete
dataset.
Numeric Attributes. For numeric attributes, we
use the so-called normalized rank score (NRS).
NRS is a variant of Spearman’s correlation coefficient that takes into account both how correctly
the entities in the test set are ranked with respect to
each numeric attribute, and how consistent the predictions are with regard to the training set (Frome
et al., 2013). We choose this evaluation over a numeric error-based one because it is more robust to
outliers and sets a more realistic target for the prediction of numeric attributes (Gupta et al., 2015).
NRS is defined as
X

a∈A

1
med {|ra(v̂a (e), E(a)) − ra(va (e), E(a))|}
|A||Ts(a)| e∈Ts(a)

NRS measures divergence from the gold standard
ranking. It has range [0;1], with smaller numbers
indicating better performance: 0.2, for example,
means that the prediction is, on average, off by
20% of the ranks. As before, we report the statistic
for each domain, plus a micro-averaged NRS for
the complete dataset.
3.3

Hyperparameters

Individual Models. We trained the two individual models and the joint model using AdaDelta
optimization method, using the best parameters
according to the literature (Zeiler, 2012), namely
ρ = 0.95 and  = 10−6 . We trained until convergence or for at most 300 iterations with early
stopping. All hyperparameters were explored on
the validation set. We explored h, the size of the
hidden layer, by setting it to values between 200
and 3000 with a step size of 200. We found h=2000
to yield good results for both models and adopted
this number. In the model for categorical attributes,
we followed earlier work (Gupta et al., 2017) by
using just a single nearest neighbor for the negative
part of the loss (k=1) and setting µ to 0.6.
Joint Model. To build the joint model, we retained the hyperparameter settings of the two individual models. We explored values of α between
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Domain

# Entities (train/val/test)

Animal
Book
Citytown
Country
Employer
Organization
People

279/93/93
16/5/6
1783/594/595
155/53/51
720/140/141
187/63/62
85/28/29

Sum

3225/976/977

|C|

|N |

22
8
57
79
50
36
25

118
2
62
698
55
32
76

277

1043

0.30

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

NRS for numeric attributes (dashed line)

0.40
0.35

●

●

0.25

MRR for categorical attributes (solid line)

Table 2: Data set statistics. |C|: number of categorical attribute types. |N |: number of numeric attribute types

0.9

α

Figure 3: Hyperparameter exploration. Impact of different values of α on the animal domain for categorical
(solid) and numeric (dashed) attributes (validation set).

0.1 and 0.99 on the validation set of the animal domain. The results for the joint model are shown in
Figure 3. As expected, there is a trade-off between
the two objectives: Results for categorical prediction improve for high values of α, where the model
focuses on these attributes. Conversely, results for
numeric prediction improve when the model pays
more attention to these attributes, for low values
of α (recall that lower NRS values are better). We
chose α = 0.6 as a value that gives both models a
chance to profit from the joint setup.
3.4

Inference

Regarding inference in the models, the two individual prediction models are trivial, and so is the
categorical part of the joint model:To predict the
value of a categorical attribute for an entity, the
numeric output can simply be ignored. To predict
the value of a numeric attribute of entity, however,
different inference procedures are possible. We
used the simplest one, namely activating a random
categorical attributes to query a numeric attribute
(cf. Figure 2). We did not observe meaningful

variance across the choice of different categorical
attributes.
3.5

Baselines

We use two baseline models from previous studies. For categorical attributes, our baseline model
ignores the entity. For each attribute, it predicts
the frequency-ordered list of all values seen in the
training set (Frequency Baseline). We also report
on a baseline that simply models each attribute as
a linear operation in embedding space (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013) defined as the centroid of all difference vectors for a given attribute
between entities and their values for this attribute
(Linear Baseline).
For numeric attributes, our baseline model predicts the mean value of the attribute seen in the
training set (Mean Baseline).

4

Results and Discussion

Numeric Attributes. Table 3 shows the results
as averaged normalized rank scores (NRS) for each
domain as well as macro-averaged (Avg) scores for
the complete test set. Recall that for NRS lower
values are better.
We find that that the joint model (which predicts
numeric and categorical attributes at the same time)
yields substantially better results than the individual model on all domains, ranging between 0.03
(for animal and people) and 0.1 (books). Average
performance on all domains improves from 0.3 by
0.07 to 0.23. In turn, the individual model outperforms the baseline on all domains except people,
corresponding to a similar improvement by 0.07.
We see the best results of the joint model for citytown and the worst results for people. These numbers correlate with the numbers of entities present
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Domains
Joint Model
Individual Models
Mean BL

Mean

Animal

Book

City

Country

Employer

Organization

People

0.284
0.317
0.370

0.276
0.382
0.434

0.211
0.288
0.366

0.293
0.376
0.416

0.215
0.289
0.364

0.225
0.300
0.421

0.387
0.421
0.394

0.229
0.300
0.373

Table 3: Test set results on numeric attributes per domain (normalized rank score; lower is better). Best result for
each domain marked in boldface.

Domains
Joint Model
Individual Models
Linear BL
Frequency BL

Mean

Animal

Book

City

Country

Employer

Organization

People

0.330
0.331
0.215
0.247

0.244
0.256
0.217
0.225

0.198
0.202
0.084
0.045

0.105
0.105
0.046
0.018

0.118
0.116
0.085
0.028

0.096
0.096
0.090
0.022

0.352
0.352
0.250
0.173

0.193
0.195
0.101
0.064

Table 4: Test set results on categorical attributes per domain (mean reciprocal rank; higher is better). Best result
for each domain marked in boldface.

for these domains (Table 2): citytown is the largest
domain, with almost 1800 entities in the training
set, while people is the smallest domain with 85
training entities. Thus, we surmise that the differences in performance are not due to inherent differences in the features to be predicted, but reflect the
different amounts of training data available.
Categorical Attributes. Table 4 shows the results as mean reciprocal rank (MRR) scores for
each domain as well as macro-averaged scores
(Avg) for the complete test set. For MRR, higher
values are better.
The joint and the individual model outperform
both baselines for all domains, and outdistance
them substantially in average performance. However, the two informed models show almost identical performance overall, with average MRRs
of 0.193 and 0.195, respectively. For three domains (country, organization, people), they perform equally well. For one domain (employer), the
joint model performs better, and for three domains
(animal, book, city), the individual model does better. The results of the two models are generally
extremely close to one another, with the largest
difference between the models (of 0.012) appearing for book, the smallest domain where we would
expect the largest variance. Overall, we attribute
these differences to random fluctuation.
The performance of all models is markedly different across domains, with low results close to
0.1 for organization and country and high results

over 0.3 for animal and people. This is in line with
earlier results for categorical attributes that identified the predominance of one-to-many relations
across domains as important predictor of performance (Gupta et al., 2017).
Discussion. Probably the most surprising outcome of our experiment is the asymmetry that we
observe: Joint modeling achieves respective improvements over individual modeling for numeric
attributes, but not for categorical attributes. In other
words, the prediction of numeric attributes profits
from the availability of categorical attributes, but
not vice versa.
One potential explanation is a suboptimal setting
of the α parameter (Equation (3)) that would let the
joint model pay too much attention to the numeric
attributes. However, Figure 3 indicates that this not
the case: the change in performance on categorical
attributes is relatively minor across values of α, in
particular compared to the chance in performance
on numeric attributes.
To search for alternative explanations, we performed a qualitative analysis of the models’ predictions. What we observe is that many numeric
attributes of entities have a relatively low degree
of contextual support (Gupta et al., 2015), that
is, the values of these attributes do not correlate
well with salient textual characteristics of the occurrences of the entity name. For example, in the
animal domain, attributes like ’life span’ or ’litter size’ describe relatively detailed properties of
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animal species. Such attributes are unlikely to be
represented well in embeddings learned in an unsupervised manner from newspaper text. As another
example, the country domain contains attributes
like ’diesel price’ or ’gender balance among members of parliament’ that arguably suffer from the
same problem.
We believe that the prediction of such attributes
can profit from information added to the hidden layer by the categorical part of the objective
(Fig. 2), since specific values of categorical attributes provide informative priors. For animals,
life span and litter size differ, for example, among
different animal classes, orders, etc.; for countries,
fuel prices or gender equality are correlated with
categorical attributes such as membership in organisations (OPEC, Nordic Council).
For categorical attributes, an earlier study (Gupta
et al., 2017) found that difficulty arose both from
lack of contextual support and from list-valued attributes. In contrast to the numeric side, though,
lack of support for categorical attributes can often
not be compensated by access to numeric information. An examples, consider attributes such as ’disputed territories’ from the country domain, or ’supplier’ from the organization domain; arguably the
values of these attributes is so specific that numeric
information cannot help. Nor can the fundamental
problem of list-valued attributes be alleviated by
numeric information. Instead, this would require a
fundamentally different prediction mechanism that
supports list-valued attributes (Lin et al., 2015).

5

Conclusion

This paper is located in the area of knowledge
base completion, that is, the task of complementing knowledge bases with missing relations, which
is particularly pressing for collaboratively constructed knowledge bases. We focus on an understudied subproblem of knowledge base completion,
namely the prediction of numeric, as opposed to
categorical, attributes.
We assume a text-based approach that uses
corpus-derived entity embeddings as the basis for
attribute prediction. Building on top of two existing
models for categorical and numeric attributes, the
first contribution of this paper is a joint model for
the prediction of these two attribute types. The second contribution is an empirical evaluation of separate vs. joint modeling on a novel dataset, where
we find that numeric attributes profit substantially

from a joint model, while categorical attributes do
not. A qualitative analysis of the predictions indicates that there is indeed an asymmetry: in cases
where the values of numeric attributes are difficult
to predict from text-based embeddings, categorical information about the entity can often serve as
a prior, whereas difficult-to-predict categorical attributes are often so specific that numeric attributes
do not help.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents
the first joint model for the prediction of numeric
and categorical attributes. The joint model that
we present is a straightforward combination of individual models for the two attribute types, both
of which are purely text-based. A first step to improve the models would be to learn, or at least
fine-tune, text-based embeddings in a task-specific
manner, in order to enable the embeddings to pay
attention to infrequent context cues that are nevertheless highly informative for particular attributes.
On a more fundamental level, embeddings can be
made to take both textual evidence and the structure
of the knowledge base into account, as has been
demonstrated for categorical attributes (Toutanova
et al., 2015; Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2018). Finally,
a direction for future research that would address
in particular the difficulties in predicting categorical attribute could be the development of a neural
architecture that explicitly accounts for list-valued
attributes.
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Abstract
Arabizi is an informal written form of dialectal Arabic transcribed in Latin alphanumeric characters. It has a proven popularity on
chat platforms and social media, yet it suffers
from a severe lack of natural language processing (NLP) resources. As such, texts written
in Arabizi are often disregarded in sentiment
analysis tasks for Arabic. In this paper we describe the creation of a sentiment lexicon for
Arabizi that was enriched with word embeddings. The result is a new Arabizi lexicon consisting of 11.3K positive and 13.3K negative
words. We evaluated this lexicon by classifying the sentiment of Arabizi tweets achieving
an F1-score of 0.72. We provide a detailed error analysis to present the challenges that impact the sentiment analysis of Arabizi.

1

Introduction

Arabizi, a portmanteau of Arabic and Englizi (English), is a written form of dialectal Arabic (DA)
often used by Arabic speakers for informal communication in messaging applications and on social media enabling them to type Arabic words
using Latin letters (Yaghan, 2008). Arabizi lacks
a consistent orthography and reflects the various
dialects of Arabic, which differ from one Arab
region to another and from the formal Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA) phonetically, morphologically, and syntactically.
Studies show that Arabizi has reached 12% of
the Latin script tweets in Lebanon and 25% of
the Latin script tweets in Egypt (Tobaili, 2016).
It is a common way of communication among
the youth (Keong et al., 2015; Muhammed et al.,
2011; Allehaiby, 2013) and has been actively used
during relevant events in the Arab world such as
the Arab spring (Basis-Technology, 2012). Despite the growth of this newly born written language, Arabic sentiment analysis approaches of-

ten disregard Arabizi text due to the challenges it
poses and the scarcity of NLP resources to process
it (Bies et al., 2014).
In this work we contribute to the sentiment analysis of Arabizi by creating a new Arabizi sentiment lexicon (SenZi) for the Lebanese dialect.
We annotated a 3.4K Arabizi Twitter dataset to
evaluate the lexicon and to train an Arabizi language identifier. We used this identifier to create
an Arabizi corpus of 1M public Facebook comments. We widened the coverage of SenZi by enriching it with inflectional and orthographic forms
for each sentiment word using word embeddings
on the corpus reaching 11.3K positive and 13.3K
negative words. All resources and detailed description are made public and freely accessible on
the project’s webpage1 .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 explains the nature of Arabizi and the
challenges it poses. Section 3 reviews the related
work. Section 4 presents the annotated datasets
and the compiled corpus. Section 5 presents the
pipeline for creating SenZi. Section 6 presents the
sentiment analysis and results. Section 7 discusses
the contributions and limitations of this work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Background and Challenges

Arabizi privileged its users to transcribe their
mother tongue dialect in Latin script at their comfort, free of grammar and orthographic rules. This
section dissects the formation of Arabizi, the linguistic issues associated with it, and the challenges
it poses onto NLP.
2.1

Background

Arabizi naturally inherits the rich morphology of
Arabic but introduces an inconsistent orthography
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Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 1203–1211,
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2. Transcription Standards: Some transcriptions
became normalised among Arab regions,
such as mapping the guttural consonants ¨

and codeswitching.
Morphology: Arabic is an inflectional language where a given word may have a wide range
of inflectional forms to express gender, tense, case,
number, or perspective. Each of these inflectional
forms could be written with different pronoun affixes. An Arabic lemma is inflected by the attachment of clitics, prefixes, and suffixes, the insertion of infixes, or the deletion or replacement
of some letters, resulting in a deep morphological shift. For example, the following dialectal
words are few inflectional forms of the word ú»P

zake / smart: azkiya, zakeya /smart-people (regular and irregular plural forms), tetzeka, tetzeke, tetzeko / you-are-outsmarting (masculine, feminine,
and plural), azka / smarter-than, and ma azkek,
azkekon, azkeke / how-smart-you-are! (masculine,
feminine, and plural).
Orthography: Arabic is rich in guttural
phonemes. It contains two voiceless fricatives
h p, two voiced fricatives ¨ ¨, a voiced plosive

 , and a glottal stop Z.

It also contains distinct
consonants with similar phonemes known as soft
and emphasised or heavy consonants. Arabic contains five pairs of light and heavy consonants: q:
 ¼, t: H , d:  X, s:  , and th: X. This

is even exacerbated in Levant Arabic where the
q is pronounced as a glottal stop Z, both



and X th

 th (as in thrill) as 
(as in them) as P z, and the H
s. Additionally, there are short and long vowel letters. Short vowels are the diacritics, marks above

or below the letters as in I
. J», but they are not


scripted in most social texts as in I
. J», because a
native reader would comprehend the text without
the diacritics. These factors had lead to an inconsistent orthography in the transcription of Arabic
in Latin script. Moreover, users map the Arabic
phonemes with Latin alpha numeral in accordance
with their dialect, some transcription standards of
the region, and their individual choice of letters.
For example:


1. Dialect: The guttural  q is expressed as a
guttural g in Gulf Arabic but a glottal stop
Z in some Levantine Arabic dialects, therefore it is mapped with the number 2 in Levant

dialect Arabizi e.g., úæÊ¯ qalbi / my heart in

.

MSA, galbi in Gulf Arabizi, and 2albi or albi
in Levant Arabizi.

and p with the numerals 8 and 5 in some
countries like Egypt and Jordan (Aboelezz,
2009; Allehaiby, 2013; BIANCHI, 2012)
while gh and kh are more common in
Lebanon (Sullivan, 2017).
3. Choice of Letters: It is up to every user’s
personal choice whether to transcribe some,
all, or none of the vowel phonemes either
because the short vowels are diacritics or
the text is informal and readable without the
vowel letters. The following words are few
orthographic forms of the word úæJJ.k habibi

.

/ darling or my-love: 7abibi, 7bb, 7bbi,
7abebe, 7bibi, hbb, or habb.
Codeswitching: Arabizi users constantly switch
between Arabizi and Latin script languages,
mainly English and French. For example, Hi!
kifak, cava?, a common trilingual greeting from
Lebanon. Codeswitching may occur within individual sentences or within conversations, posing a
challenge for data collection and analysis.
2.2

Challenges

Lexical Sparsity: As mentioned earlier (in Section 2.1), Arabizi words can derive a large range
of inflectional forms and each form can be transcribed in several orthographic variants. This
leads to a high degree of lexical sparsity. Therefore, sentiment lexicons with one or few forms for
each sentiment word are insufficient to capture the
high number of inflections and variants that could
be derived from each Arabizi word.
Word Ambiguity: Apart from words that
are naturally polysemous, transcribing Arabic
phonemes that have no equivalent in English Latin
script may lead to ambiguity. Ambiguous words
are generated by:
1. Transcribing a short Arabic vowel phoneme,
a diacritic, as a vowel letter in Latin script.

For example, transcribing the word éªJ
(short vowel a, a diacritic originally) / village

as day3a becomes ambiguous with éªK A
(long vowel a) / lost or confused.
2. Transcribing one Latin script letter for two
distinct Arabic letters. This is common for
the soft and heavy consonants. For example,
transcribing H
. PX (soft d) / route as dareb be-
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comes ambiguous with H
. Qå (heavy d) / hit.
Transliteration: Transliteration in this context
is the automatic conversion of Arabizi into Arabic
script. With the heterogeneity of Arabic dialects
and the inconsistency of orthography, transliteration can not be achieved in a straightforward Latin
to Arabic mapping. The most accurate transliterators are online tools that generate a list of possible transliterations for every input word such as
Yamli2 and Google Input Tools3 . These tools are
designed to help Arabic users output MSA text
by typing in Latin script Arabic word by word.
Transliterating whole Arabizi texts to Arabic produces orthographic errors. Google Translate for
example, detects Arabizi, converts it to Arabic,
and translates it to the target language. It translated the tweet da5l jamelik w hadamtik / Oh-my
(expression), your-beauty and your-humour (feminine) to inside your camel and demolished due to
the dialect (Lebanese), choice of letters, and word
ambiguity.

3

Literature Review

Recent efforts in creating lexical resources for
Arabic focus mainly on MSA (Badaro et al., 2014;
Eskander and Rambow, 2015; Al-Twairesh et al.,
2016) and DA (Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2014).
Several works that analysed sentiment from Arabic social data filtered out Arabizi completely
from their datasets (Al-Kabi et al., 2013, 2014;
Duwairi and Qarqaz, 2014), missing the sentiment
from a considerable portion of the population in
general and the youth in specific.
To the best of our knowledge, (Duwairi et al.,
2016; Mataoui et al., 2016; GUELLIL et al.,
2018) are the only works that looked into sentiment analysis for Arabizi. All three papers proposed to transliterate Arabizi to Arabic. (Duwairi
et al., 2016) transliterated Jordanian dialect Arabizi to Arabic using their own transliterator without evaluating the transliterations. (Mataoui et al.,
2016) transliterated Algerian dialect Arabizi as
part of their sentiment analysis for Algerian Arabic pipeline. They used Google Translate without
evaluating the transliterations as well. (GUELLIL
et al., 2018) created a rule-based transliterator that
generates several transliterations per word, then
used a language model based on a large corpus
to select the best transliteration. Thus, minimis2
3

http://www.yamli.com
http://www.google.com/inputtools/try

ing the error of transliteration but maximising the
complexity of the task.
The following papers propose sophisticated
works for transliterating Egyptian (Darwish, 2014;
Al-Badrashiny et al., 2014; Eskander et al., 2014)
and Algerian dialect Arabizi (Guellil et al., 2017).
The limitations of these works include transliterating datasets manually, hand-crafting rules to preprocess and normalise Arabizi, and mapping Arabizi with Arabic heuristically.
In this work we aim to advance the state of the
art in Arabic sentiment analysis by analysing Arabizi directly, without the need to filter, preprocess,
or transliterate it.

4

Data Collection and Annotation

This section describes the collection and annotation of Twitter datasets to evaluate SenZi and train
an Arabizi identifier. It then describes the creation of a Facebook corpus that was used (in Section 5.2) to enrich SenZi with inflectional and orthographic forms.
4.1

Annotated Twitter Datasets

Collection: We used the Twitter stream API to
collect live tweets that have geographic coordinates lying within the region of Lebanon. We collected 177K tweets intermittently over the period
of one year, between 2016 and 2017. We filtered
out the Arabic tweets that were identified by Twitter as Arabic: ar (80K). The remaining dataset
contains 97K tweets in Latin script such as, Arabizi, English and French or codeswitched tweets
among these languages. Twitter misidentified Arabizi and codeswitched tweets as (ht, tr, in, hi, pt,
nl, ct, ey) where some stand for (Haitian, Turkish, Hindi, Portuguese, and Dutch). To accurately
identify the Arabizi tweets, we resorted for a manual annotation task.
Preprocessing: We removed the URLs, hashtags, mentions, and non-ASC characters and
deleted duplicated tweets and tweets that lack
an alphabet, obtaining a filtered dataset of 66K
tweets.
Annotation: We selected 30K tweets randomly
and created a user friendly annotation platform
that displays these tweets in different random order for every user. The platform asks each user:
1. Is the tweet written mostly in Arabizi?
(yes, no, I don’t know)
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2. What is the sentiment of the tweet?
(positive, negative, neutral, I don’t know)
We assigned this task to three Lebanese undergraduate students and guided them to:
1. Count the number of Arabizi words in
codeswitched tweets to determine if these
tweets are mostly written in Arabizi.
2. Consider the sentiment that the tweets infer
regardless of present expressions e.g., haha
tabashna bl exam / haha we failed the exam
is a negative tweet.
3. Answer I don’t know for ambiguous tweets.
A screenshot of the developed annotation platform
is presented in Figure 1. Further details about the
platform and the annotation process can be found
on the project’s webpage.
Results: Table 1 presents the annotation of the
30K tweets for Question 1: Is the tweet written
mostly in Arabizi? We had a total of 4.3K yes,
27.6K no, and 641 I don’t know. We applied
Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) to measure the agreement among the annotators scoring a substantial
agreement of 0.74 (Landis and Koch, 1977).
Table 1: Arabizi Annotation of 30K Tweets

Tweets
30K

Arabizi
4.3K

Not Arabizi
27.6K

IDK
641

Kappa
0.74

From the 4.3K Arabizi tweets, there were (3.4K
tweets) where at least two answers match for
Arabizi-yes and (2.2K Tweets) where all three answers match for Arabizi-yes. We balanced the
2.2K Arabizi with a 2.2K non-Arabizi tweets to
create an Arabizi identification (AI) dataset.
Table 2 presents the annotation of the (3.4K
tweets) for Question 2: What is the sentiment of
the tweet? We had a total of 1.2K positive, 1.4K
negative, 2.1K neutral, and 172 I don’t know scoring a fair agreement of 0.33 Fleiss’ Kappa.
Table 2: Sentiment Annotation of the (3.4K Tweets)

Tweets
3.4K

Pos
1.2K

Neg
1.4K

Neutral
2.1K

IDK
172

Kappa
0.33

From the 3.4K Tweets, there were (2.9K
Tweets) where at least two answers match for the
sentiment of the Arabizi tweets. They consist of
801 positive, 881 negative, 1.2K neutral, and 7
I don’t know. We balanced an 800 positive with
800 negative tweets to create the sentiment analysis (SA) dataset.
As a result, we had two datasets:

1. AI Dataset: 4.4K Tweets (2.2K Arabizi and
2.2K not Arabizi).
2. SA Dataset: 1.6K Arabizi Tweets (800 positive and 800 negative).
We used the AI Dataset to train the Arabizi identifier (in Section 4.2) and the SA Dataset to evaluate
SenZi (in Section 6.1).
4.2

Automatic Arabizi Identification

We used the AI Dataset (from Section 4.1) to train
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with
the tweets’ unigrams as input features. We shuffled the dataset and split it into 10 folds for cross
validation. The average of the classification results
for all folds are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Arabizi Identification
4.4K Tweets: 2.2K Arabizi - 2.2K non-Arabizi

Recall
0.93

4.3

Precision
0.97

F1-score
0.95

Accuracy
0.95

Facebook Corpus

We created an Arabizi corpus of 1M Facebook
public comments collected from 49 popular and
active Lebanese pages4 . The pages vary in genre
such as, news, comedy, and politics. We used
this corpus (in Section 5.2) to create a word embeddings space to discover inflectional and orthographic forms of SenZi’s sentiment words.
Collection: We wrote a script that uses Facebook API to iterate over all posts (texts, images,
and videos) in a public page and extract all the
comments and replies from every post. It collects
all Latin script comments and replies in reverse
chronological order up to the very first post posted
by the page. As we extracted the comments and
their replies, we skipped comments that contain
Arabic text. We ran the script over the 49 public pages in 2017 resulting in a 2.2M Latin script
Facebook comments.
Preprocessing: We removed the URLs, mentions, and media attachments and deleted duplicated comments and comments that lack an alphabet, reducing the comments to 2.1M.
Identification: We used the trained Arabizi
identifier (from Section 4.2) to identify the Arabizi
text, obtaining a corpus of 1M Arabizi Facebook
comments.
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4

The list of pages can be found at the project’s webpage.

Figure 1: Annotation Platform

5

SenZi

5.1.1

This section presents the pipeline of building
SenZi. It was built in two phases:
1. Lexicon Generation: Using existing resources to generate an initial list of Arabizi
sentiment words.
2. Lexicon Expansion: Expanding this sentiment word list using the created Facebook
corpus (from Section 4.3).
5.1

Lexicon Generation

Resources: We started with two English sentiment lexicons and one Lebanese dialect word list
as seeds to build SenZi. We chose two of the most
common English sentiment lexicons in the literature: Hiu and Liu5 (2K positive and 4.8K negative)
and the MPQA6 (2.7K positive and 4.9K negative)
(Wilson et al., 2005). LivingArabic is a list of
7.1K Lebanese dialect words compiled by the Living Arabic project7 . We generated the Lebanese
Arabizi sentiment words in five steps:
1. Combine the existing English lexicons.
2. Translate to Arabic.
3. Select the dialectal sentiment words.
4. Combine the resulting Arabic lexicons.
5. Transliterate to Arabizi.
5
https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/
sentiment-analysis.html
6
https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
subj_lexicon
7
http://www.livingarabic.com

Combination: English Lexicons

We took the union of Hiu Liu and MPQA to have a
list of 2.7K positive and 5.1K negative words. We
call this list HL-MPQA.
5.1.2

Translation

We used an online dictionary bab.la8 to translate
HL-MPQA to MSA. We wrote a script that inputs every word from HL-MPQA into bab.la and
copies the single-word translations keeping the
multi-word expressions for a future work. We
generated 4.2K positive and 5.2K negative unique
MSA words. We call this list HL-MPQA-Ar.
5.1.3

Selection

HL-MPQA-Ar: Since we aimed to create a
Lebanese dialect lexicon, we needed to filter HLMPQA-Ar from terms that are not common to the
Lebanese dialect. We asked a Lebanese graduate student to select the dialectal sentiment words.
The student selected 537 positive and 1K negative
dialectal terms.
LivingArabic: We assigned an annotation task
to three undergraduate Lebanese students to select
the sentiment words from LivingArabic. The students selected 531, 672, and 1K sentiment words.
We took 732 words (179 positive and 553 negative) where at least two students had agreed on the
sentiment.
8
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5.1.4

Combination: Arabic Lexicons

We took the union of the selected dialectal words
from HL-MPQA-Ar and the selected sentiment
words from LivingArabic to have a list of 607 positive and 1.4K negative Arabic words.
5.1.5

Transliteration

We asked the Lebanese graduate student to
transliterate the resulting dialectal Arabic words
to Arabizi. This marked the first version of SenZi,
consisting of 2K Arabizi words (607 positive and
1.4K negative).
5.2

We note that applying this technique against all
words in the corpus would match many irrelevant
words because most Arabic words stem from triliteral words, but in this case we are limited with the
nearest word neighbors, i.e., words that are semantically related.
This expanded SenZi to 12.3K words (5.1K
positive and 7.2K negative).
5.2.2

1. Retrieve a vector of 50 nearest word neighbors for each new word.
2. Normalise the orthography of these words.
3. Take the nearest word neighbors that contain the same consonant letter sequence of the
original SenZi word (not the new word).

Lexicon Expansion

As mentioned in Section 2, Arabizi inherits the
rich morphology of Arabic and introduces an inconsistent orthography causing a high degree of
lexical sparsity. We addressed this challenge by
expanding SenZi automatically to cover a range of
inflectional and orthographic forms for each sentiment word.
We created a word vector space by training a
word embeddings fastText skipgram model (Bojanowski et al., 2016) on the 1M Arabizi FB comments corpus (from Section 4.3). We retrieved
a vector of nearest word neighbours for every
SenZi word. Then, we matched the inflectional
and orthographic forms from the retrieved vector
with the SenZi word automatically. We learned
heuristically that a retrieved Arabizi word is a
form of a SenZi word if it contains the same sequence of consonant letters of that SenZi word.
We maximised the inflectional and orthographic
forms from the retrieved vector by normalising its
words lightly to stay consistent with the words of
SenZi. We ran this expansion twice, recursively.
5.2.1 First Expansion:
1. Retrieve a vector of 50 nearest word neighbors for each SenZi word.
2. Normalise the orthography of these words:
• Replace 8, 5 and ch with gh, kh and sh.
• Remove repeated letters (exaggeration).
3. Take the nearest word neighbors (in their
original form, before normalisation) that contain the same consonant letter sequence of the
SenZi word.
For example, the consonant letter sequence tyb
from the word tayab / cute or tasty matched 30 inflectional and orthographic forms such as, atyab,
atyabak, atyabo, 2tyab, tayoub, taybe, tayoubi,
taybeee, taybin, and tayoubin,.

Second Expansion:

For example, the word atyabak was retrieved in
the first expansion of the word tayab. In the
second expansion we match the consonant letter sequence tyb of the original word tayab with
the word neighbors of the newly retrieved word
atyabak. This further expanded tayab with two
new inflectional forms of atyabak in two different orthographies atyabek, atyabik, atyabkon,
and atyabkoun / cute-singular-feminine and cuteplural in the second person perspective.
We cleaned SenZi by deleting duplicates of
words and words that occurred in both the positive
and negative lists. This further expanded SenZi to
24.6K words (11.3K positive and 13.3K negative).

6

Evaluation

This section describes the sentiment analysis approach and results and presents a manual error
analysis.
6.1

Evaluation Setup and Results

We followed the evaluation method of AraSenti,
an Arabic sentiment lexicon proposed by (AlTwairesh et al., 2016), to evaluate SenZi. we
applied a 2-class sentiment classification using
a simple lexicon-based approach. We evaluated
SenZi before and after the expansion against the
SA Dataset (from Section 4.1) which consists of
800 positive and 800 negative tweets.
We created a list of 10 negators and expanded
it to 170 words9 using the same lexicon expansion technique. We classified a sentiment word in
its opposite sentiment class if it is preceded by a
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9

List of negators available at the project’s webpage.

negator. However, the negator AÓ ma acts as an intensifier in some cases. For example, the ma in ma
ajmala! / How beautiful-she/it-is! precedes an inflection of jamil / pretty that begins with a glottal
stop @ 2 or a, we therefore exempted this negator
from negation if followed by a glottal stop.
We matched the positive and negative words in
the tweets with SenZi and classified the tweet positive if the positive matches were greater than the
negative matches, negative if the negative matches
were greater than the positive matches, and no sentiment otherwise. Since this is a 2-class classification and the dataset is balanced, we classifed
tweets with no sentiment as positive or negative
randomly. The average results are presented in Table 4.
Table 4: SenZi Evaluation
Lexicon-Based Classification

SenZi Original
SenZi 1st Expansion
SenZi 2nd Expansion

R
0.56
0.74
0.79

P
0.59
0.64
0.66

F
0.57
0.69
0.72

A
0.58
0.67
0.69

Enriching SenZi with inflectional and orthographic forms pushed the F1-score by a solid 0.15
over the baseline. This implies that the word forms
and variants play a significant role in sentiment
analysis for Arabizi.
6.2

Error Analysis

We provide a detailed error analysis for the
lexicon-based classification using the best version
of SenZi (2nd expansion) in classifying 800 positive and 800 negative tweets (SA Dataset from
Section 4.1). The confusion matrix of this classification is presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Confusion Matrix
Lexicon-Based Classification
Actual
Positive
Negative

Positive
55%
13%

Classified
Negative No Sentiment
3%
42%
39%
48%

Most of the error (45%) lies in not determining a sentiment class for the tweets. As such,
we extracted a sample of 100 positive and 100
negative tweets that were wrongly classified for a
manual assessment. We checked all the words in
the sample whether matched or missed by SenZi.

The challenges that impact the performance of the
lexicon-based approach and their percentages are
presented in Table 6 followed by a small discussion for each challenge.
Sentiment form not in the lexicon: The main
factor for not classifying sentiment tweets was
due to lexical sparsity, the same challenge that we
addressed in this paper. Although we expanded
SenZi from 2K to 24.6K words with an increase
of 0.23 in recall, it still did not match 38% of inflectional and orthographic forms of SenZi’s sentiment words.
Sentiment word is in English: Although the
Twitter dataset was annotated as mostly Arabizi,
12% of the unclassified sentiment words are written in English. Sentiment words in English appeared in the positive set slightly more than the
negative set with expressions like my love, miss
you, happy birthday, best wishes, and good luck
over cursing and swearing in the negative set.
Borrowing is also common in Arabizi e.g., luvik
and missik for love-you-feminine and miss-youfeminine in the second person perspective.
Neutral word classified: The drawback of the
automatic expansion of words is a decrease in precision with 14% wrong classification of neutral
words in this case.
Multi-word expressions and sarcasm: Many
common multi-word expressions that express sentiment or sarcasm lack sentiment words, hence bypass a simple lexicon-based approach. For example, to2bor albe / burry my heart expresses love or
ras kbeer / big head means stubborn.
No sentiment words: 9% of the unclassified
tweets lack sentiment words with a higher tendency in the negative class. For example, the
translated negative tweet mom woke me up 30 minutes ago saying common common you have to give
your sister a ride, guess who is still waiting? or
the positive lets listen to keaton henson and eat
shawarma. This is an open problem in the literature of sentiment analysis (Liu, 2012).
Sentiment word not in the lexicon: SenZi did
not match 6% of the unclassified sentiment words.
Word Ambiguity: We identified 5% of the
wrongly classified words as ambiguous. As mentioned previously (in Section 2.2), word ambiguity
is one of the Arabizi NLP challenges generated by
the transcription of Arabic in Latin script.
Wrong negation: Classifying negated sentiment words accurately requires more effort than
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Table 6: Challenges of Arabizi Sentiment Analysis

Positive
Negative

Sentiment form not
in the lexicon
37.5%
39%

Sentiment word is
in English
15%
10%

Neutral word
classified
12.5%
15.5%

Multiword expressions
or sarcasm
11%
10%

negating sentiment words that are preceded by a
negator. A negator may precede or succeed a sentiment word by several words and it may only diminish the sentiment in some cases.

7

Discussion

In this work we focused on an area that has not
been explored thoroughly in the literature of sentiment analysis. Arabizi has been proven to be a
prominent way of texting on social media among
the Arab youth yet there are no public resources to
analyse sentiment from this script.
We provided a rigorous explanation of the linguistic challenges for analysing Arabizi text. We
created SenZi, the first Lebanese Arabizi sentiment lexicon. We addressed the high degree of
lexical sparsity by enriching SenZi with different inflectional and orthographic forms using word
embeddings. We achieved an F1-score of 0.72
using a lexicon-based sentiment classification approach.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no other
Levant dialect Arabizi datasets or sentiment lexicons to compare our work with. As such, we
provided a detailed error analysis to point out the
cases that bypassed SenZi.
The annotations carried out to create SenZi and
the datasets took place at different times between
2016 and 2018. We tried our best to keep three
annotators per task, but in a few cases we had one
annotator at hand. However, we tested the annotators with test sets for credibility.
Word embeddings proved to be an excellent
technique to expand SenZi, yet 38% of the unmatched sentiment words are forms of SenZi
words. Next, we will explore cross-lingual word
embeddings with Arabic for further expansion.
Arabizi is a code-switched language, with English appearing the most in Arabizi text from
Lebanon. We plan to add English sentiment words
to SenZi carefully to handle codeswitching.
Nevertheless, this work is one of the very first
attempts to create and evaluate NLP resources for
Arabizi sentiment analysis. We created a new
sentiment lexicon consisting of 11.3K positive

No sentiment
words
5%
12%

Sentiment word not
in the lexicon
8%
4%

Word
ambiguity
5%
5%

Wrong
negation
3%
4%

and 13.3K negative words, a sentiment-annotated
dataset of 3.4K tweets, and a Facebook corpus of
1M comments. All resources and detailed description are made public and freely accessible on the
project’s webpage10 .

8

Conclusion

We presented SenZi, the first sentiment analysis
lexicon for the Lebanese dialect Arabizi. We built
it by translating, annotating, and transliterating
other resources to have an initial set of 2K sentiment words. We expanded it to 24.6K sentiment
words by importing inflectional and orthographic
forms using word embeddings. We evaluated it using a lexicon-based sentiment analysis, achieving
an F1-score of 0.72. We finally presented a detailed error analysis to pinpoint its limitations and
the challenges that impact the lexicon-based approach for Arabizi sentiment analysis.
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Abstract
Semantic change detection (i.e., identifying words whose meaning has changed
over time) started emerging as a growing area of research over the past decade,
with important downstream applications
in natural language processing, historical
linguistics and computational social science. However, several obstacles make
progress in the domain slow and difficult. These pertain primarily to the lack
of well-established gold standard datasets,
resources to study the problem at a finegrained temporal resolution, and quantitative evaluation approaches. In this work,
we aim to mitigate these issues by (a) releasing a new labelled dataset of more than
47K word vectors trained on the UK Web
Archive over a short time-frame (20002013); (b) proposing a variant of Procrustes alignment to detect words that have
undergone semantic shift; and (c) introducing a rank-based approach for evaluation purposes. Through extensive numerical experiments and validation, we illustrate the effectiveness of our approach
against competitive baselines. Finally, we
also make our resources publicly available
to further enable research in the domain.

1

Introduction

Semantic change detection is the task of identifying words whose lexical meaning has changed
over time. Detecting this temporal variation enables historical and social scientists to study cultural shifts over time (Michel et al., 2011), but it
can also have important implications on the performance of models in various NLP tasks, such as
sentiment analysis (Lukeš and Søgaard, 2018).

While early theoretical work on semantic
change dates back to the previous century (Bloomfield, 1933), the recent availability of historical
datasets has made the computational study of
the task feasible (Sandhaus, 2008; Michel et al.,
2011; Davies, 2012). Past work has demonstrated
that semantic change can manifest over decades
(Cook and Stevenson, 2010; Mihalcea and Nastase, 2012), years (Yao et al., 2018; Basile and
McGillivray, 2018), or even months and weeks
(Kulkarni et al., 2015; Tsakalidis et al., 2018).
However, important gaps make progress in the
field slow. In particular, there is a relative lack
of labelled datasets to study the task over a short
time-frame, since most known instances of semantic change took place over centuries or decades.
Furthermore, the evaluation of a semantic change
detection model is typically performed by manually inspecting a few examples, which can result in
unreliable or even non-measurable performance.
Finally, on a methodological front, a common
practice to measure the semantic shift of words
between consecutive time periods is to calculate
their displacement error that results from “aligning” word vector representations across these time
periods (Hamilton et al., 2016). However, a subset
of these words may have actually undergone semantic change and thus trying to align their representations across time is counter-intuitive for the
task of semantic change detection, and – importantly – can result in drop in performance. To this
end, our work makes the following contributions:
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• We release a new dataset for semantic change
detection, comprised of word vector representations trained on yearly time intervals of
the UK Web Archive (>20TB), along with a
list of words with known semantic change, as
provided by the Oxford English Dictionary.
• We propose a variant of Procrustes alignment

Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 1212–1221,
Varna, Bulgaria, Sep 2–4 2019.

for semantic shift detection, trained on an
extremely small number of “anchor words”
whose meaning is “stable” across time.
• We illustrate the effectiveness of our approach through extensive experimentation,
by also proposing the employment of rankbased metrics for evaluation purposes.

2

Related Work

Early work on semantic change detection relied
primarily on the comparison of word frequency
and co-occurrence patterns between words at different time intervals (Sagi et al., 2009; Cook and
Stevenson, 2010; Gulordava and Baroni, 2011),
most often representing a single word based on its
context (Mihalcea and Nastase, 2012; Jatowt and
Duh, 2014; Basile and McGillivray, 2018). Recently, word embeddings have become the common practice for constructing word representations in NLP (Mikolov et al., 2013). A typical process followed in the context of semantic change is
to learn the representations of a word over different time intervals and then compute its shift, by
employing some distance metric over the resulting
representations (Kim et al., 2014; Hamilton et al.,
2016; Del Tredici et al., 2018).
A key issue that results from this process is that
the comparison of the same word across different time periods becomes impossible, due to the
stochastic process of generating the word vectors
(e.g., word2vec). To accommodate that, Kim et al.
(2014) proposed the initialisation of the word embeddings at time t + 1 based on the resulting word
representations at time t. Kulkarni et al. (2015)
learned a linear mapping between the word representations of the nearest neighbours of a word
at different time periods. Hamilton et al. (2016)
employed Orthogonal Procrustes (Schönemann,
1966) to map the resulting word representations of
the whole vocabulary at time t to their corresponding ones at time t + 1. Another strand of work
focuses on generating diachronic word embeddings (Kutuzov et al., 2018), aiming to learn word
representations across time (Bamler and Mandt,
2017; Rosenfeld and Erk, 2018; Yao et al., 2018;
Rudolph and Blei, 2018). However, these are often hard and slow to train under a massive dataset,
such as the UK Web Archive. Similarly, the approach by Kim et al. (2014) does not allow for parallel processing of massive historical collections,
since the word vectors at time t + 1 need to be

initialised based on the resulting representations
at t. Our work is more closely related to Hamilton et al. (2016). However, aligning the vectors
of the whole vocabulary at different times can be
noisy and is counter-intuitive for the task of semantic change detection. To mitigate this effect,
we propose to learn the alignment based only on
a few “stable” (from a semantic point of view)
words and apply the same transformation to the
full vocabulary, leading to more appropriate alignment and, therefore, to more effective detection of
semantically shifted words.
Regardless of the methodological approach, an
open issue is the evaluation method of such a
model. Owed to the lack of large-scale groundtruth datasets, past work has performed the evaluation either on the basis of detecting only a
few word cases of semantic change (Cook and
Stevenson, 2010; Gulordava and Baroni, 2011;
Del Tredici et al., 2018) or by creating an artificial
task, such as word epoch disambiguation (Mihalcea and Nastase, 2012). In this work, we propose
instead a rank-based approach that can be employed for the evaluation of a semantic change detection model, even with a few positive examples
of words whose lexical semantics have changed.
For more information on semantic change detection, the reader is referred to Tang (2018).

3
3.1

Methodology
Task Definition

Let [W (0) , ..., W (|T |) ] be word representations of
a common (intersected) vocabulary of |V | terms
across |T | consecutive time intervals given by
{[t, t+1], t ∈ {0, . . . , T −1}}, where each t maps
to a given year. Our goal is to find the words whose
meaning has changed the most over each of the
consecutive time intervals [t, t + 1] (e.g., between
[2000, 2001], [2001, 2002], etc.).
Clear cases of words that have undergone semantic change are difficult to find in a short time
period. Furthermore, it has been recently demonstrated that semantic shift is a gradual process and
not a sudden and distinctive phenomenon (Rosenfeld and Erk, 2018). Therefore, here we treat our
task as a word ranking problem, where our aim is
to rank the words based on their semantic shift.
Importantly, this also enables us to validate the
performance of our models in a more robust way
as compared to treating the task as a classification
problem, since in the latter case the precision score
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Figure 1: After constructing the word vectors on an annual basis, we learn their pairwise alignments
of the resulting word vectors {W (t) , W (t+1) }. We rank the words based on their average displacement
errors across all pairwise alignments in Dmerge and select the k most stable words as our diachronic
(t+1)
(t)
anchors Wa . Finally, we learn the alignment of Wa
based on Wa , and apply the same transformation
to W (t+1) based on W (t) . The words whose meaning has changed the most within [t, t + 1] are the ones
(t,t+1)
with the largest displacement error in D∗
.
of the positive (semantically shifted) class can be
highly biased due to the small number of words
belonging to it.
3.2

Our Approach

Figure 1 provides an overview of our approach
for ranking the words based on their semantic
shift levels. Given some word representations
{W (t) , W (t+1) } across two consecutive years (see
section 4), our goal is to find an optimal way
to align W (t+1) based on W (t) , so that we can
then compute the semantic shift level of a word
by means of some distance metric. Typically,
this alignment between W (t+1) and W (t) is performed on the complete vocabulary (Hamilton
et al., 2016). This implies that the representation
of words that have undergone semantic shift are
still used as an input to the alignment algorithm,
which can result into noisy pairwise alignments
(Lubin et al., 2019).
To mitigate this issue, inspired by recent work
in word translation (Conneau et al., 2017), we propose the use of a small number of “anchor words”
to learn the optimal alignment between word representations at two consecutive time periods. Anchor words are defined as words whose lexical semantics remain static over two consecutive time
periods. Similarly, “diachronic anchor words”
correspond to those whose representations remain
static across multiple and consecutive time inter-

vals. The detection of these words can lead to
more appropriate pairwise alignments of the word
vectors, thus facilitating the task of finding semantically shifted words in a more robust fashion.
Anchor Words We formulate our approach on
aligning the word vectors {W (t) , W (t+1) } across
consecutive time periods [t, t + 1] on the basis of
the Orthogonal Procrustes problem (Schönemann,
1966). Besides past work on semantic change
(Hamilton et al., 2016), this approach has been
employed in related NLP tasks, such as word
translation (Conneau et al., 2017; Ruder et al.,
2018). In our case, it finds the optimal transformation of W (t+1) that best aligns it with W (t) , by:
R = argmin W (t) Ω − W (t+1)
Ω;ΩT Ω=I

F

.

(1)

The solution to Eq. 1 can be found via singular value decomposition: R = U V T , where
U ΣV T = SV D(W (t+1) W (t)T ). In our work,
we ensure that W (t+1) and W (t) are centered at the origin and that tr(W (t) W (t)T ) =
tr(W (t+1) W (t+1)T ) = 1. Finally, we transform
(t+1) as: W (t+1) = W (t+1) RT s, where s =
W
∗
P
Σ. We measure the displacement error matrix
D(t,t+1) using the cosine distance over the result(t+1)
ing representations {W (t) , W∗
}. The k anchor
words across [t, t + 1] correspond to the k words
of D(t,t+1) with the lowest cosine distance (where
one can vary the “stability” threshold of the anchor
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words by varying k).
Diachronic Anchor Words The sets of the detected anchor words may vary between consecutive pairwise time intervals {[t, t+1], [t+1, t+2],
...}. This contrasts with our intuition of aligning
the word vectors based on a few static (from a lexical semantic point of view) words. An intuitive
way to accommodate this is to use words that are
static throughout a longer period of time. Therefore, to detect “diachronic anchor words”, we first
perform all of the pairwise alignments and calculate the cosine distances of the words as before.
We then concatenate these distances in a |W |-by|T | matrix Dmerge . The diachronic anchor words
correspond to the k words with the lowest average
cosine distance in Dmerge . In Figure 1, we denote
their representations as Wa .
Semantic Change Detection We can now use a
two-fold process to align the word vectors of two
consecutive years [t, t+1]: first, we use Procrustes
(t+1)
(t)
to learn the alignment of Wa
based on Wa ,
(i)
where Wa corresponds to the vector representations of the diachronic anchor words at the time
period i. Then, the learned transformation is applied to the representations of the complete vocab(t+1)
ulary W (t+1) , which are transformed into W∗
.
This way, we map the word representations at t+1
to the corresponding ones at t in a more robust
way. Finally, we calculate the cosine distance ma(t,t+1)
trix D∗
between the word representations in
(t+1)
(t)
W and W∗
, where lower ranks indicate the
index of a word with a higher level of semantic
shift. The process is repeated for every pair of
consecutive years, by keeping the same set of k
diachronic anchor words for each alignment.

4

detection in a short-term and fine-grained temporal resolution (Basile and McGillivray, 2018).
Word Vectors Generation The dataset was processed based on previous work by Basile and
McGillivray (2018), resulting in over 20TB of
textual data. Instead of generating a single vector representation of a word across all years
(e.g., by using Temporal Random Indexing (Basile
and McGillivray, 2018)), we treated the concatenated content that was published within each
year as a single (annual) document D(t) , t ∈
{2000, ..., 2013}1 . Following most of the past approaches on semantic change (Kim et al., 2014;
Hamilton et al., 2016), we generated word representations by training |T + 1| word2vec models
m(t) (one per year), using Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling and excluding all words appearing
less than 1,000 times within a year. Each model
was trained for five epochs, using a window size
of five words. Finally, we represent every word in
(t)
year t as a 100-dimensional vector wi , and the
resulting matrix of all words as W (t) . The resulting vocabulary size per year is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Vocabulary size per year (till May ’13),
excluding words appearing less than 1,000 times.

Data

We employ two datasets in our analysis: (a) the
UK Web Domain Dataset 1996-2013 (JISC-UK)
is used to learn word representations over different
time periods (section 4.1); (b) the Oxford English
Dictionary (OED) is used to refine our vocabulary
and to build our ground truth – i.e., words that have
changed their meaning over time (section 4.2).

4.2

4.1

Ground Truth We consider the lemmata that
are single words and with definitions whose first
appearance in OED is recorded between 2001 and

JISC-UK Dataset

The UK Web Domain Dataset 1996-2013 (JISCUK) contains textual information published in
UK-based websites over the time period 19962013, thus facilitating the task of semantic change

Oxford English Dictionary

The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) is one of
the largest dictionaries and the most authoritative
historical dictionary for the English language. It
records over 250K lemmata along with their definitions, including the year in which each sense was
first introduced in the language.

1
We excluded the years 1996-1999 owed to the data sparsity observed for these years.
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2013 as our ground truth (218 words). Arguably,
we expect there to be cases of words whose meaning has changed over time but are not recorded in
the OED – i.e., the precision rate of our ground
truth is not guaranteed to be 100%. However, this
does not affect much our evaluation, since we are
not treating our task as a classification problem,
but are instead interested in ranking words with
known semantic shift in an appropriate manner
compared to more semantically stable words (i.e.,
we are interested in having high recall score of our
ground truth, which is guaranteed by the OED).
4.3

Resulting Dataset

As opposed to early work studying the change
in word frequency over time to detect semantic change (Michel et al., 2011), here we are
interested in detecting words that have undergone semantic change based purely on their context. Therefore, to avoid any bias towards words
that have appeared at a certain point in time
(e.g., “facebook”), we focus strictly on the words
that appear every year, yielding a vocabulary of
168,362 unique words. Finally, we filter out any
word that does not appear in OED, due to the lack
of ground truth for these words. The resulting
dataset that is employed in our modelling is composed of 47,886 unique words that are present in
OED and appear at least 1,000 times in every single year between 2000 and 2013, out of which 65
are marked by OED as words that have gained a
new meaning after the year 20002 .
4.4

Empirical Evidence of Semantic Change

Before presenting our experiments, it is important to get some insights on whether (a) semantic
change actually occurs in such a limited time period and (b) that our ground-truth showcases this
shift, in a qualitative manner.
We begin our analysis by leveraging Procrustes
alignment in all possible year-to-year combinations and measure the sum of squared errors of
each of the respective alignments. We try this
approach on both (a) the intersected vocabulary
(approximately 168K words) and (b) the resulting vocabulary by keeping only the words that
are mapped to an OED entry (approximately 48K
words, see section 4.3).
The results of this process are illustrated in Figure 3. We plot three heatmaps for each case,
2
The resulting dataset is available through: https://
github.com/adtsakal/Semantic_Change

Figure 3: Normalised sum squared errors when
aligning the word vectors across different years
(2000-2013), using the complete vocabulary (left)
and the its intersection with the OED dictionary
(right), with different minimum frequency thresholds: 1K (top), 10K (middle) and 100K (bottom).
so that we see if there is an influence stemming
from relatively rarely appearing words (when the
threshold is set to 1,000). The results demonstrate
that the further we move away from the diagonal,
the higher the error becomes – note that this is
picked up even though there is no notion of “time”
in the alignments – indicating that there is a gradual/temporal shift in the meaning of the words, as
captured by the context they appear in.
To further validate the notion of semantic
change with respect to our ground truth, we take
a closer look at the 65 semantically shifted words
that are used in our experiments. The five closest neighbours (by means of cosine similarity)
of eight of these words in the years 2000 and
2013 are shown in Figure 4, along with the shift
level, measured for each word w and its neighbour
n as cos(w(13) , n(13) ) − cos(w(00) , n(00) ). Figure 5 shows the temporal shift in the meaning of
the same words from their top-100 neighbours in
2000, using a 3-year moving averaging filter. Both
figures demonstrate that the semantic change of
our ground-truth is captured through our representations. However, it is also demonstrated that semantic shift is a gradual process and its level may
vary across different words. In what follows, we
examine the extent to which we can capture this
effect using our approach presented in section 3.2.
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Figure 4: Closest neighbours of words that have undergone semantic shift, at two years (2000, 2013).
The bar indicates the shift level of each word towards (away from) each of its neighbours in 2013 (2000).
tween its resulting vectors on the first and the second year. Our task is performed on every pair of
consecutive years separately.
5.2

Figure 5: Cosine distance over time between four
semantically shifted words (as marked by OED)
and their top-100 neighbours in the year 2000.

5
5.1

Experiments
Task Formulation

Given the vector representations of all words
across consecutive pairs of years (i.e., {[2000,
2001], ..., [2012, 2013]}), our aim is to rank the
words based on their respective displacement errors that result after each pairwise alignment. Similarly to past work, we assume that the words corresponding to the highest displacement are those
whose semantics has changed the most (Kim et al.,
2014; Hamilton et al., 2016). The displacement of
a word in a certain interval of a pair of years is
calculated on the basis of the cosine distance be-

Data Split

Experiment 1 We split our data into two sets:
(a) in our training set we use most of our data
to learn the alignment of the word representations
across two different years, by ensuring that none
of the 65 words denoted by the OED as words with
altered meaning falls in this set (i.e., all of them are
considered “static”); (b) we use the rest of our data
for evaluation purposes (see next subsection), by
ensuring that we include the 65 “changed” words
in this set. We experiment with different percentage splits between training and evaluation sets
(evaluation set size: [10%, ..., 50%]). This enables
us to study the effect of the training set size and
the number of diachronic anchor words (see 5.4
below) that are needed to detect semantic change
effectively. Due to the small number of “changed”
words in the evaluation set, for each percentage
split, we perform 40 runs with random splits of
the “static” words into the two sets.
Experiment 2 Here we use the complete set
of word representations to learn the alignments
across the different time intervals, disregarding the
split into train/evaluation sets. This enables us
to get clearer insights on the performance of the
models under a complete setting and study the effect of diachronic anchor words in more detail.
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5.3

Evaluation

We propose an alternative, rank-based metric,
which can yield robust comparisons across different models, even with a relatively small number
of labelled words. Given the final word rankings
of an algorithm when applied on a certain pair of
years, we denote the average relative rank of a
word whose meaning has changed (as denoted by
the OED) as µ-rank. The value of a single word
for this metric lie within the [0, 1] interval, with
lower values indicating a better rank produced by
the model. The µ-rank of a model is calculated for
each of the 13 pairs of years independently and all
the results are averaged across the 40 runs, yielding a vector of rank 13. Finally, we consider the
average µ-rank score of this vector as our evaluation metric. For all of the models used in Experiment 1, the µ-rank is calculated based on the
evaluation set.
5.4

Models

Baselines Our
first
vanilla
approach
(P ROCR100 ) ranks the words by means
of their respective displacement errors (i.e., cosine
distance), by learning a single transformation
across the whole dataset (Hamilton et al., 2016).
For Experiment 1, we also include a second
approach (P ROCR90 ) which similarly learns
the transformation based on the training set and
then applies it to the evaluation set.
Our Models We employ two models based on
the notion of anchor words: for a given pair of
years, P ROCRk first learns an optimal alignment based on the full training set (similarly to
P ROCR90 ) and then selects the k words with the
lowest displacement error of this set to serve as
“anchor” words, in order to learn a new alignment
based strictly on them; this new transformation is
then applied in the evaluation set to yield the final word rankings. This implies that the anchor
words are not necessarily the same across all pairs
of years. P ROCRkt operates in a similar fashion, albeit resolving this drawback through the use
of diachronic anchor words: it first learns all of
the alignments across the different pairs of years
({[2000, 2001], ..., [2012, 2013]}) and then it selects the k words with the lowest average displacement error across time; finally, it ranks the words
in the evaluation set by learning a single transformation for every pair of years based strictly on
these anchor words. For both of our models, we

experiment with a varying value for k, measured
as a % of the size of our training set in Experiment
1. For Experiment 2, we fix k to be the optimal
number of words found in Experiment 1.

6

Results

Experiment 1 The results of our models and the
baselines are presented in Figure 6. We provide
one chart for each evaluation set percentage of the
data that was used in our experiments, averaged
over the 40 randomised splits we performed.
It becomes apparent that the anchor-based approaches perform clearly better (i.e., they have
consistently lower average µ-rank) than those
based on the alignment of all of the words – either of the training set, in P ROCR90 , or of both
sets, in P ROCR100 . This is because the alignments of the former are based on the representations of words that are indeed stable over time.
As we have empirically demonstrated in the previous section, semantic change is a gradual process; thus, aligning words whose representations
are not stable across time results into noisy alignments that fail to capture the semantic change of
words effectively.
The comparison between the anchor
(P ROCRk )
and
diachronic
anchor
(P ROCRkt ) approaches indicates that the
latter performs consistently better. We find that
using a very small number of anchor words (0.1%
of the training set) yields much better results in
almost all cases. Depending on the size of the
evaluation set, this number of words ranges from
43 (in the case of 10%) down to 28 words (in the
case of 40%). When we further increase the size
of the evaluation set (thus decreasing the size of
the training set) to 50% of our dataset, we find that
using 1% (239) of the words in the training set
as anchor words yields slightly better results than
using 0.1%. This is because some of the anchor
words are placed within the evaluation set, thus
the alignment is learned based on weaker anchors,
yielding poorer performance. Having a large
training set to extract the (diachronic) anchor
words from and learn the optimal alignments
between their representations across different
years is sufficient to overcome this issue.
Finally, while the proposed models outperform
the standard practices found in related work, we
observe that their performance is still relatively
poor: a semantically shifted word is expected to be
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Figure 6: Average µ-rank in Experiment 1 across all runs, using different % of anchor words (x-axis).
ranked close to the top-30% of all of the competing words, with respect to its semantic shift level.
This indicates that the task of semantic change
detection is rather challenging. Incorporating the
temporal dimension of the task is a promising direction for future research in this perspective.
Experiment 2 We present the results when
we employ the full dataset to learn the alignments of the P ROCR100 , P ROCRk and
P ROCRkt models. We fix the percentage of
(diachronic) anchor words to be the 47 most
stable words (i.e., the top-0.1%). The results
are provided in Figure 7 in a per-year basis. P ROCRkt performs better on average
µ-rank terms (29.48±3.67) against P ROCRk
(32.68±4.93) and P ROCR100 (35.08±4.71),
demonstrating again the effectiveness of the alignment based on the diachronic anchor words.

Figure 7: µ-rank of the three models on an annual
basis in Experiment 2.
To shed light into the difference between the
performance of models employing the anchor and
the diachronic anchor words, we calculate the
number of anchor words that belong to the set
of the diachronic anchors, per year. On average,
we find that only 16% (st.dev.: 5.9%) of the annually detected anchor words belong to the latter
set. Throughout the pairwise alignments, there are
overall 434 unique anchor words detected, from
an overall possible of 611. This is owed to the
“noisy” selection of anchor words. In Experiment
1, we have demonstrated that aligning the word

vectors based on a very small number of anchors
performs better. However, the accurate selection
of such a small proportion of words can be rather
challenging and can vary a lot over consecutive
time intervals, due to the noisy nature of the word
representations and the alignments themselves. By
selecting diachronic anchor words, we are able to
filter out this noise, thus yielding more accurate
word alignments and tracking the semantic shift
of words through time in a more robust way.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced a new labelled dataset for semantic change detection. Approaching our task as
a word ranking problem, we have proposed an approach to align word representations across different points in time on the basis of a few stable words across time. Through extensive experimentation, we have demonstrated that our approach yields better performance compared to current practices that are based on aligning word representations at different points in time.
An extension to our work is the incorporation of
Generalised Procrustes Alignment (Gower, 1975).
This will allow us to align the word representations across all years simultaneously and observe
the trajectory of each word through time. Furthermore, in our exploratory analysis, we have qualitatively demonstrated that semantic change is a
gradual process. Therefore, incorporating the temporal dimension of the task in our approach is a
major direction for future work. In particular, we
plan to incorporate temporal approaches that are
well-suited for the task, such as temporal word
clustering and change point detection. Finally, by
making our resources publicly available, we hope
to facilitate further research in the domain.
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Abstract

languages. Document classification (Klementiev
et al., 2012), information retrieval (Vulić and
Moens, 2015), dependency parsing (Guo et al.,
2015), and sequence labelling (Zhang et al., 2016)
are examples of downstream NLP tasks in which
CLEs serve as a source of cross-lingual knowledge.

Cross-lingual word embedding models learn
a shared vector space for two or more languages so that words with similar meaning
are represented by similar vectors regardless
of their language. Although the existing models achieve high performance on pairs of morphologically simple languages, they perform
very poorly on morphologically rich languages
such as Turkish and Finnish. In this paper, we propose a morpheme-based model in
order to increase the performance of crosslingual word embeddings on morphologically
rich languages. Our model includes a simple extension which enables us to exploit morphemes for cross-lingual mapping. We applied our model for the Turkish-Finnish language pair on the bilingual word translation
task. Results show that our model outperforms the baseline models by 2% in the nearest
neighbour ranking.

1

Introduction

Cross-lingual word embeddings (CLEs) have
drawn a lot of attention in recent times. CLE
models learn vectors of words in two or more
languages and represent them in a shared crosslingual word embedding space, where words with
similar meaning have similar vectors, independent
of their language. Most popular approaches for
CLEs are mapping-based approaches which are
also called offline approaches. These kinds of
approaches require only pre-trained monolingual
embeddings and a small seed dictionary so that the
CLE model learns a mapping that minimizes the
distance between word pairs in the seed dictionary
to align the pre-trained embedding spaces.
CLE models enable multi-lingual modeling
which has direct applications on cross-lingual
tasks such as unsupervised machine translation
(Lample et al., 2017), and cross-lingual transfer for downstream NLP tasks and low-resource

Although the existing models achieve high performance, agglutinative languages, such as Turkish, Finnish and Estonian, pose a challenge to
learn cross-lingual word embeddings due to three
main reasons. First, with respect to the monolingual aspects, morphological complexity causes
high sparsity which decreases the quality of monolingual embedding spaces (Cao and Rei, 2016;
Üstün et al., 2018). Second, in the context
of CLEs, the rich morphology causes inaccurate mappings especially for complex words because the existing CLE models cannot access
the sub-word level information to align complex
words with the correct morphological counterparts. Søgaard et al. (2018) shows that the existing CLE models underperform on rich morphological complexity. On the bilingual dictionary induction task, while the baseline method
achieves 82.62% score on English-Spanish, it performs very poorly on English-Finnish (28.01%),
English-Estonian (31.45%) and English-Turkish
(39.22%). In the Estonian-Finnish dictionary induction experiment in which both languages are
morphologically complex, the baseline model performs even worse (24.35%). Last, in addition to
this limitation, word-based CLE models are also
unable to map an inflected word in the morphologically complex language to a counterpart which
corresponds to a phrase in a language with simple
morphology.
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In this study, we propose a morphologically-
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sensitive cross-lingual word embedding model1 in
order to overcome the second limitation. We build
a cross-lingual model to learn the morpheme representations in the source languages so that a word
can be represented through its morphemes in the
target space. We design a supervised learning
setting as in the baseline model that contains a
small bilingual dictionary consisting of morphologically complex word pairs. We perform experiments on Turkish and Finnish as a pair of morphologically complex languages and compare our
approach with the baseline models.

2

The Morpheme-Based Alignment
Model

Figure 1: Morpheme-based cross-lingual alignment
model that contains a source side word encoder for
morphemes. The encoder is trained to learn morpheme
representations in the target space

Baselines In this paper, we consider two baseline models. As the first baseline, we employ a
simple projection-based CLE method which learns
a mapping between embedding spaces by solving the Procrustes problem (Smith et al., 2017;
Artetxe et al., 2016). This method first learns a
linear transformation matrix to minimize the distance between vectors of word pairs in a seed dictionary by imposing the orthogonality constraint
(Gower et al., 2004) and then it uses this matrix to
transform the source language embedding space to
represent both languages in a shared embedding
space. The baseline method is denoted by Procrustes in this paper.
As the second baseline, we use relaxed crossdomain similarity local scaling (RCSLS) (Joulin
et al., 2018). RCSLS optimizes the transformation
matrix by maximizing the cross-domain similarity
1

Code available at:
https://bitbucket.org/
ahmetustunn/morphology-sensitive-cle

local scaling (CSLS) score, instead of minimizing
the distance between word pairs in the training dictionary. CSLS is a modification of cosine similarity commonly used in information retrieval. In this
way, RCSLS relaxes the orthogonality constraint
used in Procrustes according to a retrieval criterion.
Note that for the both baseline models and our
model, we use fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017)
to generate monolingual word embeddings. Fasttext represents words as sequence of character ngrams but in many cases this is suboptimal since
not all character n-grams are morphemes (Üstün
et al., 2018). Besides that the aim of this study is to
incorporate morphology into cross-lingual training, whereas fastText is designed for monolingual
training.
Morpheme-based Model In the morphemebased model, we extend the projection-based
baseline (Procrustes) in order to exploit subword (morpheme) level information for the crosslingual mapping. Our model starts by splitting all
words in the source language into morphemes by
using a morphological analyzer. A vector is then
computed for each generated morpheme, by using
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), as fastText is
able to generate a vector for any sub-word since it
is based on character n-gram representations.
After the resulting morpheme vectors are inserted into the source vector space, we apply a
linear transformation based on the seed dictionary by using the Procrustes method to initialize
source and target side vectors in a shared embedding space. Then, our model learns an encoder
that encodes each word as a morpheme sequence
and transforms them by aligning to their counterparts in the target language. In this way, the resulting encoder learns to represent source side morphemes in the target embedding space.
The model architecture is given in Figure 1. In
the figure, x denotes the fixed length word representation generated by the word encoder through
morphemes and y represents the target side word
embedding. The source encoder is trained to
mimic target word embeddings in the bilingual
dictionary by minimizing the loss function:
Lalign = dist(x, y) − λ(dist(xc , y) + dist(x, yc ))
where (x, y) corresponds to the source and target word embeddings, (xc , yc ) is a contrastive
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term. λ2 controls the effect of the negative samples in the alignment loss. We use the cosine similarity for the distance measure.
For the encoder model, following (Conneau
et al., 2017a), we use bidirectional LSTMs with
max pooling. It encodes the words in both the forward and the backward direction to capture unidirectional information, then it combines the resulting numbers to form a fixed-size vector by selecting the maximum value over each dimension
of the hidden units. Figure 2 shows the encoder
model. In the figure, each word vector u is computed from morphemes mn through the bidirectional LSTM encoder.

features for both languages by using the Universal Dependency Treebanks (Nivre et al., 2016)
and the Universal Morphology (Sylak-Glassman,
2016) project.3 Each word pair in the dictionary
is then searched in these lookup tables to list their
inflections. The inflected word forms which have
the same morphological features for a pair are then
added to the bilingual dictionary. Table 1 shows
the inflected wordforms found in lookup table for
the seed pair gölge-varjo.4 The morphological
features that occur in both languages are given in
Table 2.
Turkish
gölgem
gölgenin
gölgelerin
gölgelerde

Finnish
varjoni
varjojen
varjoja
varjoissa

N;SG;PSS1S
N;SG;GEN
N;PL;PSS2S
N;ESS;PLS

Table 1: The inflected wordforms with the same morphological features for the word pair gölge-varjo which
mean shadow

Attribute
Number
Polarity
Person
Case
Tense
Agreement
Voice
Mood

Figure 2: An overview of the word encoder which is
used for the source language. It consists of bidirectional LSTMs and a max pooling layer. The inputs of
the encoder are the morpheme sequences for each word

3

Morphologically Sensitive Bilingual
Lexicon

In order to build a bilingual dictionary for the
Turkish and Finnish word pairs, we use the MUSE
dataset (Conneau et al., 2017b). Since the MUSE
bilingual lexicon consists of translations to or from
English for these two languages, we use the intersection of their translation to English. These bilingual lexicons are built with an automatic translation system and the dictionaries handle well the
polysemy of words. However, the dictionaries
mostly consist of morphologically simple word
pairs since English is used as a pivot language.
Considering the morphological variations in
these languages, we enriched the dictionary with
morphologically complex word pairs. To this end,
we first create a lookup table for the lemmas, their
inflections and the corresponding morphological
2

Following Conneau et al. (2018), we set λ to 0.25

Morphological Classes
Sing, Plu
Neg, Pos
{Pss1,Pss2,Pss3}+{Sg,Pl}
{in,on,at}+{Ess,Abl}, Gen, Prt
Pst, Prs, Imp
P1,P2,P3
Pass
Ind, Imp, Cond

Table 2: Morphological features which are common in
both Turkish and Finnish

The training dictionary comprises the first 5000
Turkish words and their Finnish counterparts
while the test set is composed of the following
1500 word pairs in the lexicon.

4

Experiments

We compare our morpheme-based model with
Procrustes (Smith et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2016)
and relaxed cross-domain similarity local scaling
(RCSLS) (Joulin et al., 2018), as explained in Section 2.
3
During the preprocessing step, the default morphological
features which are language specific are removed from the
datasets.
4
Both words mean shadow in English
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Model

NN

CSLS

16.54
18.26
20.35

17.89
21.06
20.40

12.72
15.10

14.89
17.05

Model
Morph2Vec (Üstün et al., 2018)
Our model
Fasttext (Bojanowski et al., 2017)

Turkish-Finnish (TR-FI)

Procrustes
RCSLS
Our model

Table 4: The comparison of the Spearman correlation
between human judgments and the word similarities
obtained by computing the cosine similarity between
the learned word embeddings for Turkish.

TR-FI on English

Procrustes
RCSLS

Table 3: Bilingual word translation performance of the
models at P@1 (%). First three rows show the results after training with Turkish-Finnish morphologically sensitive seed dictionary. The last two rows
present the results when English is used as a pivot language.

Evaluation Task In order to evaluate the models, we used the bilingual word translation task.
Bilingual word translation has become the standard evaluation task for mapping-based CLE models. Given a shared embedding space which is
learned by a CLE model, the task is to translate
source language words to the target language by
retrieving a word in the target language. As the
retrieval criterion, either nearest neighbor search
(NN) or cross-domain local scaling (CSLS) can be
used.
Implementation Details Our evaluation comprises Turkish and Finnish which are both morphologically complex languages. We use the l2 normalized fastText word and morpheme vectors
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) trained on Wikipedia for
these languages. We initialize source side embeddings with a linear transformation defined by a
Procrustes operation based on the seed dictionary.
In order to split words into morphemes, we use
the Zemberek toolkit (Akın and Akın, 2007)5 for
Turkish and the Omorfi project (Pirinen, 2015)6
for Finnish. Both morphological analyzers are
rule-based and run with high accuracy. All models
are trained with the same seed dictionary and evaluated on the same test set. We evaluated the model
by the scores of precision at rank 1 (P@1) so that
the results can be morphologically sensitive.

5

Results

Table 3 shows the results on the bilingual word
translation performance of the models for the
Turkish-Finnish language pair. According to the
5
6

https://github.com/ahmetaa/zemberek-nlp
https://github.com/flammie/omorfi

Spearman
52.90
42.05
20.80

CSLS scores, RCSLS (Joulin et al., 2018) outperforms our models by a slight margin (0.66%).
This is expected because the RCSLS model is explicitly designed to maximize the CSLS objective which causes better performance on the bilingual word translation task according to the CSLS
score. However, according to nearest neighbor
ranking, our model displays the strongest performance compared to Procrustes and RCSLS with a
2.09% score difference. Table 5 show examples
of the nearest neighbour predictions of different
models including our model.
We also run Procrustes and RCSLS on the
Turkish-English and Finnish-English language
pairs so that all three languages share the monolingual English embedding space. We use the
MUSE (Conneau et al., 2017b) training dictionaries for both language pairs. In this setting, both
Procrustes and RCSLS perform worse on TurkishFinnish bilingual word translation suggesting that
a third language (as a pivot language) does not provide benefit for word translation across morphologically rich language pairs even if it has highquality word vectors. As our model requires the
translations of inflected (morphologically complex) words in the target language, we can not run
our model on Turkish-English or Finnish-English
pairs because the translations mostly correspond
to phrases instead of words.
Monolingual Impact Similar to the RCSLS,
our model changes the cosine distance between
word vectors in the same language, that is, it
also has an impact on the monolingual embedding
space. We evaluate this impact on the Turkish
morphologically complex wordlist (Üstün et al.,
2018). Results are given in the Table 4.
The Morph2Vec model (Üstün et al., 2018)
learns a morpheme-based encoder which is monolingually trained on the large Turkish wordlist
which consists of 100K unique words. Although
our model is trained on 5K Turkish-Finnish word
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No

Source Word (Turkish)

1

öptüm

2

aileler

3

zamanımız

4

acemilerden

5

makineler

Procrestus
suutelit
(you kissed)
perhe
(a family)
aikani
(my time)
aloittelijoilla
(in the beginners)
koneet
(machines)

Target Translations (Finnish)
RCSLS
Our Model
suutelen
suitelin
(I kiss)
(I kissed)
perheet
perheet
(families)
(families)
aikani
aikamme
(my time)
(our time)
aloittelijasta
aloittelijoilta
(from the beginner) (from the beginners)
koneet
koneissa
(machines)
(in machines)

Table 5: Examples comparing the translations of different models which also includes the glosses in English.
Bolding indicates the correct translation. In Examples 1-4, our model predicts correct word considering the morphological structure but in the Example 5, our model gives wrong translation.

pairs, it improves the monolingual quality of
Turkish word vectors for morphologically complex words. The reason behind this impact is
that our model also changes the cosine similarity among Turkish word vectors according to morphologically sensitive cross-lingual signals, during the cross-lingual transformation. However,
the Morph2Vec model still outperforms our model
by a high margin. The results demonstrate that
even if training a morpheme-based encoder on
cross-lingual word pairs improves the monolingual embedding quality, the same training strategy still performs substantially better on a monolingual wordlist.
Error Analysis Here we study the errors produced by our model on Turkish-Finnish word
pairs. Although our model is motivated by morphology, a small portion of the wrong translations is caused by the prediction of wrong inflections of a correct root word. The model translates the Turkish word santralin (of the power
plant) as voimalaa (in the power plant) instead of
voimalan. However, the majority of errors have incorrectly translated root words with correct inflections. These observations can suggest two shortcomings. Firstly, our model over-focuses on morphemes so that in some cases it lost the meaning of
the content word. Secondly, especially for the distant language pair, some morphological features
have different meanings which depend on the sentence syntax and contextual meaning, even if they
have the same label. This issue could be alleviated
by modeling and processing sentence-level context.
Limitations Similar to the baseline models, the
main limitation of our model is that it can not

generate multi-word expressions such as phrases
on the target side, although our model is able to
represent a sequence of strings in the source encoder. However, a morphologically complex word
in the source language such as Turkish or Finnish,
in most cases corresponds to a phrase, containing
more than one word, in morphologically simple
target languages such as English. For this reason,
our model does not have any direct benefit for the
morphologically simple languages and this issue
will be the focus of follow-up studies.
Another limitation is that, our model requires a
morphological segmenter to split words into morphemes. A simple solution for this could be to
employ an unsupervised morphological segmenter
which is commonly used in the literature such as
Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005).

6

Conclusion

In this work, we extend the simple mappingbased cross-lingual embedding (CLE) model to
learn a morphology-sensitive transformation between embedding spaces for morphologically rich
language pairs. We start with the baseline transformation to initialize the source and target embedding spaces and then our model learns an encoder
based on morphological segments in the source
side and their counterparts in the target space.
Thus, the transition matrix which is computed to
produce a shared cross-lingual embedding space,
is learned through morpheme representations and
their composition in the source language.
We evaluated our model on the bilingual word
translation task and compare our results with Procrustes and RCSLS (Joulin et al., 2018) scores.
Results show that our morpheme-based crosslingual embeddings model learns slightly better
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alignments for complex word pairs for languages
having rich morphology compared to the baseline models. In this work, we have made the first
step towards the comprehensive evaluation of CLE
models according to the morphology of languages,
however, our evaluation is limited to the bilingual
word translation task. For further analysis, we
are planning to evaluate our model on other language pairs which consists of both morphologically complex and simple languages and on downstream NLP tasks such as POS tagging and dependency parsing.
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Abstract
We propose a multi-task deep-learning
approach for estimating the checkworthiness of claims in political debates.
Given a political debate, such as the 2016
US Presidential and Vice-Presidential
ones, the task is to predict which statements in the debate should be prioritized
for fact-checking. While different factchecking organizations would naturally
make different choices when analyzing the
same debate, we show that it pays to learn
from multiple sources simultaneously
(PolitiFact, FactCheck, ABC, CNN, NPR,
NYT, Chicago Tribune, The Guardian,
and Washington Post) in a multi-task
learning setup, even when a particular
source is chosen as a target to imitate.
Our evaluation shows state-of-the-art
results on a standard dataset for the task
of check-worthiness prediction.

1

Introduction

Recent years have seen the explosion of fake news,
rumors, false claims, distorted facts, half-true
statements, and propaganda, which are spreading primarily in social media, but also via standard news broadcasters. This trend became particularly evident during the 2016 US Presidential
campaign, which was the turning point that attracted wide public attention to the problem. By
then, a number of organizations, e.g., FactCheck1
and Snopes2 among many others, launched factchecking initiatives. Yet, this proved to be a very
demanding manual effort, and only a relatively
small number of claims could be fact-checked.
Thus, it is important to prioritize what to check.
1
2

http://www.factcheck.org/
http://www.snopes.com/

Lluı́s Màrquez
Amazon Core ML
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Preslav Nakov
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The task of detecting check-worthy claims has
been recognized as an important stage in the process of fully automatic fact-checking. According
to Vlachos and Riedel (2014) this is a multistep process that (i) extracts statements to be
fact-checked, (ii) constructs appropriate questions,
(iii) obtains the answers from relevant sources, and
(iv) reaches a verdict using these answers. Hassan
et al. (2015a) presented a similar vision, and in a
follow up work they made check-worthiness an integral part of an end-to-end fact-checking system
Hassan et al. (2017).
Here, we approach the problem of mimicking the selection strategy of several renowned
fact-checking organizations such as PolitiFact,
FactCheck, ABC, CNN, NPR, NYT, Chicago Tribune, The Guardian, and The Washington Post. An
important characteristic of this setup is that, perhaps due to editorial policies, fact-checking organizations often select different claims for the same
text, with little overlap in their choices (see Tables 1 and 2). Yet, it has been previously shown
that it might be beneficial to learn from the union
of the selections by multiple fact-checking organizations (Gencheva et al., 2017). Thus, we propose
a multi-task deep learning framework, in which we
try to predict the choice of each and every factchecking organization simultaneously. We show
that, even when the goal is to mimic the choice
of one particular fact-checking organization, it is
beneficial to leverage on the choices by multiple
such organizations. The evaluation results on a
standard dataset show state-of-the-art results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related
work. Section 3 describes the used dataset. Section 4 describes our method and features. Section 5
presents the experiments and the evaluation results. Finally, Section 7 concludes and points to
some possible directions for future work.
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2

Related Work

The proliferation of false information has attracted
a lot of research interest recently. This includes
challenging the truthiness of news (Brill, 2001;
Hardalov et al., 2016; Potthast et al., 2018), of
news sources (Baly et al., 2018, 2019), and of social media posts (Canini et al., 2011; Castillo et al.,
2011; Zubiaga et al., 2016), as well as studying
credibility, influence, bias, and propaganda (Ba
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2013; Mihaylov et al.,
2015; Kulkarni et al., 2018; Baly et al., 2018; Mihaylov et al., 2018; Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2019;
Da San Martino et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).
Research was facilitated by shared tasks such
as the SemEval 2017 and 2019 tasks on Rumor Detection (Derczynski et al., 2017; Gorrell
et al., 2019), the CLEF 2018 and 2019 CheckThat! labs (Nakov et al., 2018; Elsayed et al.,
2019b,a), which featured tasks on automatic identification (Atanasova et al., 2018, 2019) and verification (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2018; Hasanain
et al., 2019) of claims in political debates, the
FEVER 2018 and 2019 task on Fact Extraction
and VERification (Thorne et al., 2018), and the
SemEval 2019 task on Fact-Checking in Community Question Answering Forums (Mihaylova
et al., 2019), among others.
The interested reader can learn more about
“fake news” from the overview by Shu et al.
(2017), which adopted a data mining perspective and focused on social media. Another recent
survey (Thorne and Vlachos, 2018) took a factchecking perspective on “fake news” and related
problems. Yet another survey was performed by Li
et al. (2016), and it covered truth discovery in
general. Moreover, there were two recent articles
in Science: Lazer et al. (2018) offered a general
overview and discussion on the science of “fake
news”, while Vosoughi et al. (2018) focused on the
proliferation of true and false news online.
The first work to target check-worthiness estimation, i.e., predicting which sentences in a
given input text should be prioritized for factchecking, was the ClaimBuster system (Hassan
et al., 2015b). It is trained on data that was manually annotated by students, professors, and journalists, where each sentence was marked as nonfactual, unimportant factual, or check-worthy factual. The system used an SVM classifier and features such as sentiment, TF.IDF representations,
part-of-speech tags, and named entities.

In our previous work (Gencheva et al., 2017; Jaradat et al., 2018), we used debates from the 2016
US Presidential Campaign and fact-checking reports by professional journalists; we use this same
dataset here. Beside most of the features borrowed
from ClaimBuster, our model paid special attention to the context of each sentence. This includes
whether it is part of a long intervention by one of
the debate participants and its position within such
an intervention. We predicted both (i) whether any
of the fact-checking organizations would select the
target sentence, and also (ii) whether a specific
fact-checking organization would select it. There
was also a lab on fact-checking at CLEF 2018 and
2019 (Atanasova et al., 2018, 2019), which was
partially based on a variant of this data, but it focused on one fact-checking organization, unlike
our multi-source setup here.
Patwari et al. (2017) also focused on the 2016
US Election campaign. Their setup asks to predict whether any of the fact-checking organizations would select the target sentence. They used
a boosting-like model that takes SVMs focusing
on different clusters of the dataset and the final
outcome is considered as that coming from the
most confident classifier. The features considered
range from LDA topic-modeling to part-of-speech
(POS) tuples and bag-of-words representations.
Other claim monitoring tools include
FactWatcher (Hassan et al., 2014) and DisputeFinder (Ennals et al., 2010b). FactWatcher
classifies claims as situational facts, one-of-thefew, or prominent streaks. It checks whether a new
text triggers some of the three types of claims,
treating the sentences in the text as sequential
data. DisputeFinder mines the Web for alreadyverified claims. Both maintain a growing database
of facts and known claims.
Beyond the document context, it has been proposed to mine check-worthy claims on the Web.
For example, Ennals et al. (2010a) searched for
linguistic cues of disagreement between the author
of a statement and what is believed, e.g., “falsely
claimed that X”. The claims matching the patterns
would then go through a classifier. This procedure
can be used to acquire a dataset of disputed claims.
Given a set of disputed claims, Ennals et al.
(2010b) looked for new claims on the Web that
entail the ones that have already been collected.
Thus, the task can be reduced to recognizing textual entailment (Dagan et al., 2009).
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de Marneffe et al. (2008) also looked for contradictions in text. They tried to classify the contradictions that can be found in a piece of text in two
categories —those occurring via antonymy, negation, and date/number mismatch, and those arising
from different world knowledge and lexical contrasts. The features that are selected for the task
of contradiction detection include polarity, numbers, dates and time, antonymy, factivity, modality,
structural, and relational features.
Finally, Le et al. (2016) used deep learning.
They argued that the top terms in claim vs. nonclaim sentences are highly overlapping in content,
which is a problem for bag-of-words approaches.
Thus, they used a Convolutional Neural Network,
where each word is represented by its embedding
and each named entity is replaced by its tag, e.g.,
person, organization, location.
Unlike the above work, we mimic the selection
strategy of one specific fact-checking organization
by learning to jointly predict the selection choices
by multiple such organizations.

3

Data

In our experiments, we used the CW-USPD2016 dataset from our previous work (Gencheva
et al., 2017), which can be found on GitHub.3
It is derived from transcripts of the 2016 US
Presidential campaign, and includes one VicePresidential and three Presidential debates, all of
which were fact-checked by the following nine
reputable fact-checking organizations: PolitiFact,
FactCheck, ABC, CNN, NPR, NYT, Chicago Tribune, The Guardian, and The Washington Post.
Overall, there are four debates with a total of
5,415 sentences. A sentence is considered checkworthy with respect to a source if that source has
chosen to fact-check it. Overall, a total of 880 sentences were fact-checked by at least one source,
191 were selected by two or more sources, 100
by three or more, and only one sentence was chosen by all nine sources, as Table 1 shows. Table 2
shows an example: interventions by Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump from the first US presidential debate. This reflects the disparities in checkworthiness selection criteria. More details about
the dataset can be found in (Gencheva et al., 2017).
3
http://github.com/pgencheva/
claim-rank

Selected by
# Sources
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Number of
Sentences

Cumulative
Sum

1
6
5
19
26
40
100
191
492

1
7
12
31
57
97
197
388
880

Table 1: Agreement between the fact-checkers:
sentences selected by 1, 2, . . ., 9 of them.

4

Our Multi-Task Learning Model

We approach the task of check-worthiness prediction as a multi-source learning problem, using different sources of annotation over the same training
dataset. Thus, we can learn to mimic the selection
strategy of each of the individual sources.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our neural
multi-task learning model which, given an input
sentence in the context of a political debate, predicts whether each of the nine individual sources
(tasks) would have selected it, and whether at least
one of them would, which is the special task ANY.
The input to our neural network consists of various domain-specific features that have been previously shown to work well for the task of checkworthiness prediction. In particular, from (Hassan et al., 2015b), we adopt TF.IDF-weighted
bag of words, part-of-speech tags, the presence
of named entities, sentiment scores, and sentence length (in number of tokens). Moreover,
from (Gencheva et al., 2017), we further adopt
lexicon features, e.g., for bias (Recasens et al.,
2013), for sentiment (Liu et al., 2005), for assertiveness (Hooper, 1974), and for subjectivity;
structural features, e.g., for location of the sentence within the debate/intervention; LDA topics (Blei et al., 2003); word embeddings, pretrained on Google News (Mikolov et al., 2013);
and discourse relations with respect to the neighboring sentences (Joty et al., 2015). See (Hassan
et al., 2015b; Gencheva et al., 2017) for more details about each of these feature types.
After the input layer, comes a hidden layer that
is shared between all tasks. It is followed by ten
parallel task-specific hidden layers. During training, in the process of backpropagation, each task
modifies the weights of its own task-specific layer
and also of the shared layer.
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Figure 1: The architecture of our neural multi-task
learning model, predicting whether each of the
nine individual fact-checking organizations (tasks)
would consider this sentence check-worthy and
one cumulative source: task ANY.
Finally, each task-specific layer is followed by
an output layer: a single sigmoid unit that provides
the prediction of whether the utterance was factchecked by the corresponding source. Eventually,
we make use of the probability of the prediction
to prioritize claims for fact-checking. This kind of
neural network architecture for multi-task learning
is known in the literature as hard parameter sharing (Caruana, 1993), and it can greatly reduce the
risk of overfitting.

5

Experiments and Evaluation

As the CW-USPD-2016 corpus contains four debates, we perform 4-fold cross-validation, where
each time we leave one debate out for testing, and
we train on the remaining three debates. Moreover,
in order to stabilize the results, we repeat each experiment three times with different random seeds
and we report the average over these three reruns
of the system.4
4
Having multiple reruns is a standard procedure to stabilize an optimization algorithm that is sensitive to the random seed, e.g., this strategy has been argued for when using MERT for tuning hyper-parameters in Statistical Machine
Translation (Foster and Kuhn, 2009).

In our neural model, we used ReLU units and a
shared layer of size 300. For training, we used
Stochastic Gradient Descent with Nesterov momentum,5 iterating for 100 epochs.
Recall that our main objective is to prioritize
the claims that should be selected for manual factchecking, which is best achieved by proposing
a ranked list of claims. Thus, we have a ranking task, for which we use suitable information
retrieval evaluation measures. In particular, we
adopt Mean Average Precision (MAP) as our primary evaluation measure. We further report RPrecision, or R-Pr, and precision at k, or P@k,6
for k “ t5, 10, 20, 50u. Note that 50 is the approximate number of claims checked by most of the
sources for each debate (the exception being PolitiFact, with up to 99 checked claims).
Table 3 presents the evaluation results comparing three models. The first one is a single-task
model singleton where a separate neural network
is trained for each source. The other two are multitask learning models: multi predicts labels for each
of the nine tasks, one for each fact-checker, and
multi+any predicts labels for each of the nine
tasks (one for each fact-checker), and also for task
ANY (as shown in Figure 1). We further compare to the online version of ClaimBuster (Hassan
et al., 2015b) and to the singleton results reported
in (Gencheva et al., 2017) (on the same dataset,
with the same cross-validation).7
We can see in Table 3 that our singleton is comparable and even slightly better than the singleton model in (Gencheva et al., 2017), and both outperform the online version of ClaimBuster (Hassan et al., 2015a). We further see that limiting
our singleton system to ClaimBuster’s features
yields a sizable drop in performance. Moreover,
for most sources, multi-task learning improves
over the singleton models. The results of the multitask variations that improve over the single baseline are boldfaced. The improvements are consistent across the evaluation measures, but they vary
largely depending on the fact-checking source and
the evaluation measure.
5
Using Adam optimizer was faster, converging after only
30 epochs, but it yielded slightly worse results.
6
See (Buckley and Voorhees, 2000) for a discussion on
these evaluation measures.
7
Note that we could not compare to (Patwari et al., 2017)
directly as they used a different dataset. However, they use a
small set of basic features that overlap with those of ClaimBuster (Hassan et al., 2015b) to a large extent, and thus we
expect that they would perform similarly to ClaimBuster.
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Speaker Total CT ABC CNN WP NPR PF TG NYT FC Text
Clinton
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 So we’re now on the precipice of having a potentially much
better economy, but the last thing we need to do is to go
back to the policies that failed us in the first place.
Clinton
6
1
1
0
0
1 1 0
1
1 Independent experts have looked at what I’ve proposed and
looked at what Donald’s proposed, and basically they’ve
said this, that if his tax plan, which would blow up the debt
by over $5 trillion and would in some instances disadvantage middle-class families compared to the wealthy, were to
go into effect, we would lose 3.5 million jobs and maybe
have another recession.
Clinton
1
1
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 They’ve looked at my plans and they’ve said, OK, if we can
do this, and I intend to get it done, we will have 10 million more new jobs, because we will be making investments
where we can grow the economy.
Clinton
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 Take clean energy.
Clinton
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 Some country is going to be the clean- energy superpower
of the 21st century.
Clinton
6
1
1
1
1
0 0 1
0
1 Donald thinks that climate change is a hoax perpetrated by
the Chinese.
Clinton
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 I think it’s real.
Trump
5
1
1
0
1
1 1 0
0
0 I did not.

Table 2: Excerpt from the transcript of the first US 2016 Presidential Debate, annotated by nine sources:
Chicago Tribune, ABC News, CNN, Washington Post, NPR, PolitiFact, The Guardian, The New York
Times and Factcheck.org. Whether the media fact-checked the claim or not is indicated by a 1 or 0,
respectively. The blue sentences are considered as positive in the any setting.
One notable exception is NYT, for which the
single-task learning shows the highest scores. We
hypothesize that the network has found some distinctive features of NYT, which make it easy to
predict. These relations are blurred when we try
to optimize for multiple tasks at once. However, it
is important to state that removing NYT from the
learning targets worsens the results for the other
sources, i.e. it carries some important relations that
are worth modeling.
Table 4 presents the same results but averaged
over the nine sources. The first section in Table 4
shows the results for the online version of ClaimBuster (Hassan et al., 2015b), and for the singleton and the task ANY results in (Gencheva et al.,
2017). We can see that our singleton model is
comparable to the singleton and any models in
(Gencheva et al., 2017), and our multi-task learning models consistently improve over them for all
evaluation measures in all but one case.
It is common in neural networks to try to implicitly learn the representations based on word
embeddings. We include this as a baseline in the
second section in Table 4. The performance of
the model that only uses embeddings is in general
poor, which suggests that complex feature modeling is necessary for this task; including features
that go beyond the current-sentence level. Further
feature analysis is included in Table 6.

The third section of Table 4 presents the results
for the models of this paper. Again, we can see
that multi-task learning yields sizeable improvement over the single-task learning baseline for all
evaluation measures.
Another conclusion that can be drawn from
this table is that including the task task ANY
(i.e., whether any of the nine media would select
a target) does not help to improve the multi-task
model. This is probably due to the fact that this
information is already contained in the multi-task
model with nine sources.
The last section in Table 4 presents two additional variants of the model: the single-task learning any system —which trains on the union of the
selected sentences by all nine fact-checkers to predict the target fact-checker only—, and the system
singleton+any that predicts labels for two tasks:
(i) for the target fact-checker, and (ii) for task ANY.
We can see that any performs comparably to the
singleton baseline, thus being clearly inferior than
the multi-task learning variants. Finally, singleton+any is also better than the single-task learning variants, but it falls short compared to the other
multi-task learning variants. Including output units
for all nine individual media seems crucial for getting advantage of the multi-task learning, i.e., considering only an extra output prediction node for
the task ANY problem is not enough.
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Model

MAP R-Pr P@5 P@10 P@20 P@50

ABC
singleton CB
CB online
singletonG
singleton
multi
multi+any

Model

MAP R-Pr P@5 P@10 P@20 P@50

.050
.150
.050
.250
.333
.300

.038
.125
.050
.175
.225
.233

.056
.088
.100
.162
.217
.229

.050
.080
.060
.100
.122
.132

NPR
singleton CB
CB online
singletonG
singleton
multi
multi+any

.085
.186
.216
.195
.210
.207

.136
.200
.550
.250
.333
.333

.089
.225
.475
.250
.342
.283

.096
.225
.350
.283
.300
.250

.087
.180
.255
.228
.245
.227

The Washington Post (WP)
singleton CB .051 .053 .050
CB online
.048 .056 .050
singletonG .102 .098 .200
singleton
.106 .110 .150
multi
.127 .127 .350
multi+any
.130 .129 .350

.033
.075
.175
.100
.233
.250

.046
.050
.113
.112
.162
.171

.048
.045
.080
.110
.123
.110

The Guardian (TG)
singleton CB .066 .075
CB online
.084 .128
singletonG .121 .156
singleton
.127 .174
multi
.133 .199
multi+any
.130 .159

.110
.100
.250
.200
.183
.217

.070
.100
.225
.150
.175
.175

.070
.125
.200
.196
.192
.200

.066
.140
.155
.178
.193
.167

CNN
singleton CB
CB online
singletonG
singleton
multi
multi+any

.057
.065
.059
.097
.119
.118

.061
.066
.068
.112
.157
.160

.079
.144
.193
.175
.186
.180

.055
.082
.079
.087
.113
.109

.058
.096
.076
.091
.132
.126

.063
.150
.100
.250
.250
.167

.038
.125
.100
.150
.208
.200

.050
.088
.100
.121
.183
.167

.053
.085
.090
.090
.140
.128

Chicago Tribune (CT)
singleton CB .058 .063
CB online
.053 .032
singletonG .087 .118
singleton
.079 .110
multi
.081 .090
multi+any
.087 .087

.050
.050
.150
.100
.100
.133

.050
.050
.150
.100
.133
.100

.050
.038
.175
.125
.104
.108

.065
.065
.105
.075
.082
.093

FactCheck (FC)
singleton CB .068
CB online
.081
singletonG .081
singleton
.084
multi
.105
multi+any
.117

.072
.213
.098
.114
.136
.110

.108
.150
.050
.117
.250
.333

.071
.125
.125
.125
.175
.242

.077
.100
.088
.088
.146
.196

.070
.115
.085
.100
.118
.107

The New York Times (NYT)
singleton CB .080 .084 .138
CB online
.103 .250 .250
singletonG .136 .178 .250
singleton
.187 .221 .350
multi
.150 .213 .233
multi+any
.147 .197 .200

.094
.163
.225
.325
.200
.167

.100
.135
.188
.238
.196
.158

.088
.135
.135
.192
.180
.162

PolitiFact
singleton CB
CB online
singletonG
singleton
multi
multi+any

.143
.213
.274
.278
.258
.252

.250
.200
.450
.250
.400
.500

.200
.300
.325
.250
.367
.350

.188
.238
.300
.262
.317
.333

.185
.210
.270
.262
.270
.272

singleton CB Singleton only w/ClaimBuster features
CB online Online version of ClaimBuster
singletonG Singleton from (Gencheva et al., 2017)
singleton
Trained on the target medium only
multi
Multi-task for nine sources
multi+any Multi-task for nine sources+any

.137
.154
.218
.201
.209
.210

Table 3: Evaluation results for each of the nine fact-checking sources as a target to mimic. Shown are
the results for single-source baselines vs. for multi-task learning with nine and with ten classes. The
improvements over the singleton baseline are marked in bold. We further compare to singleton that is
limited to ClaimBuster’s features, to the online version of ClaimBuster (Hassan et al., 2015b), and to
singletonG results in (Gencheva et al., 2017). The improvements over the latter are underlined.
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Model

MAP R-Pr P@5 P@10 P@20 P@50

CB online
singletonG
anyG
singleton (embed.)
singleton CB
singleton
multi
multi+any
any
singleton+any

.090
.120
.128
.058
.072
.127
.136
.136
.125
.130

.138
.142
.225
.065
.077
.156
.169
.159
.153
.153

.144
.228
.194
.055
.106
.213
.270
.281
.204
.237

.143
.206
.186
.055
.076
.181
.229
.222
.197
.220

.121
.179
.178
.068
.081
.176
.202
.201
.175
.184

.117
.137
.153
.072
.079
.148
.164
.155
.153
.148

Table 4: Evaluation results averaged over nine
fact-checking organizations (see Table 3 for the
unrolled results). We compare multi-task learning to three singleton baselines; the improvements
are shown in bold. The first section compares to
the online version of ClaimBuster (Hassan et al.,
2015b), as well as to singleton and to task ANY results in (Gencheva et al., 2017). The improvements
over the latter are underlined. The last section
shows the results for two more baselines: any and
singleton+any .

6

Discussion

In this section, we provide deeper insight into the
peculiar characteristics of the multi-task model.
Error Analysis First, we perform comparative error analysis, showing both examples of improvement of the proposed multi model with respect to
the singleton as well as some cases where the former fails. The results are shown in Table 5. The
first four rows are true positive claims, which were
misclassified by the singleton model, but were correctly classified by the multi-task one. As we can
see, the claims were selected for fact-checking by
many organizations: between six and eight. This
reflects that these instances were certainly checkworthy and the multi-task model correctly spotted
them. The observation holds for a prevailing number of all of the new true positives. This is a natural
consequence of our neural architecture, where all
sources share a hidden layer and tend to learn from
the selection criteria of the other sources as well.
Two types of false positive errors occur in rows
5–8. Rows 5 and 6 are predicted by multiple
sources that reinforce one another for the wrong
guess. We can attribute this to the specifics of
the multi-task architecture. On the one hand, the
shared layer helps a medium to learn from the selection process of other media. On the other hand,
it begins to make more mistakes on claims selected
by more media.

N Type Tgt # Sentence
1 TP CT 8 Trump § It’s gone, $6 billion.
2 TP WP 8 Trump § I was against – I was against the
war in Iraq.
3 TP TG 6 Trump § You ran the State Department, $6
billion was either stolen.
4 TP NYT 6 Pence § Less than 10 cents on the dollar of
the Clinton Foundation has gone to charitable
causes.
5 FP CT 4 Trump § Wrong.
6 FP CT 3 Trump § In Chicago, they’ve had thousands
of shootings, thousands since January 1st.
7 FP CNN 0 Clinton § Donald has said he’s in favor of
defending Planned Parenthood.
8 FP WP 0 Trump § I never met Putin.
9 FN FC 6 Clinton § Donald thinks that climate change
is a hoax perpetrated by the Chinese.
10 FN NYT 4 Pence § And Iraq has been overrun by ISIS,
because Hillary Clinton failed to renegotiate...
11 FN NPR 1 Trump § China should go into North Korea.
12 FN NPR 1 Trump § We have no growth in this country.

Table 5: Sentences with prediction type (for the
multi model, with respect to the target medium),
the target medium, and total number of media that
selected this sentence (#).
On the contrary, rows 7 and 8 show claims that
are not check-worthy for any source, but exhibit features such as named entities and negations that typically suggest that the claim might be
check-worthy. Finally, rows 9–12 are false negative instances. We have two claims that were factchecked by several media and two selected by one
medium only. The first group indicates that some
tasks might try to learn their own features, while
the second group shows a possible down side of
the multi-task model.
Feature Importance Next, we conduct feature ablation experiments to determine which of the feature groups are most important for the final multitask model. For this purpose, we remove one feature group at a time from the multi model.
Table 6 shows that without the Embedding features the performance of the model drops significantly. They were also the best features in the
singletonG model of Gencheva et al. (2017).
Metadata features are the second most important
for the model. An interesting observation is that
some of the best-preforming features from singletonG are the least contributing to the multi-task
model. Such features are Sim. to prev. (similarity to previously fact-checked claims), and the linguistic features.
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Feature

MAP R-Pr P@5 P@10 P@20 P@50

Embeddings .102
Metadata
.120
Sentiment
.122
Topics
.123
Discourse
.123
NER
.125
Segment size .125
Position
.125
Linguistic
.126
Contradiction .126
Lengths
.127
Sim. to prev. .127

.133
.147
.146
.147
.140
.149
.149
.143
.150
.149
.144
.151

.250
.278
.233
.244
.261
.244
.256
.261
.250
.250
.272
.222

.231
.217
.203
.211
.217
.217
.211
.219
.208
.203
.233
.214

.188
.175
.164
.172
.175
.178
.172
.193
.190
.174
.175
.178

.129
.139
.140
.142
.141
.140
.139
.138
.151
.142
.147
.148

Table 6: Ablation experiments: removing a feature
group from the multi model, using all nine tasks.
Source Ablation Figure 2 shows ablation results
with the multi model. A cell at row r and column
c shows the performance difference for target c
when excluding the target r at training time. For
example, in the first row we run the multi model
neglecting CT in the set of targets. Negative values indicate that removing target r worsens the
MAP of target c. Conversely, positive values indicate that removing target r improves MAP for
target c. We can observe that the MAP of ABC has
dropped by .008, meaning that ABC finds beneficial information from sharing a layer with the CT
target. On the contrary, the target FC improves after removing CT, pointing out the presence of conflicts in the learning phase of the shared layer. The
largest decrease in MAP is observed in PF after removing CNN, NYT, and NPR. On the other hand,
the most significant increase in MAP is in WP after removing NPR and CNN.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a multi-task learning approach
for estimating the check-worthiness of claims in
political debates, and we have further demonstrated its effectiveness experimentally, pushing
the state of the art.
In future work, we plan to experiment with
more debates. We further plan to go beyond debates, i.e., to general news articles. Moreover, we
would like to apply our approach to other languages for which multiple check-worthiness annotations of the same dataset are available.
We plan to try information sources such as the
Web (Popat et al., 2017), as well as tweets and
temporal information (Ma et al., 2016). We also
want to explore other multi-task learning options,
e.g., as described in (Ruder, 2017).

Figure 2: Ablation experiment with the
multi model. Each row is an experiment removing one target. Each column is the MAP
difference with respect to the multi model for the
corresponding target.
It would be interesting to investigate the reasons
why the NYT source does not benefit from the
multi-task architecture. In order to adapt to this
situation with a single model, we plan to experiment with a network with soft parameter sharing,
e.g., as in (Duong et al., 2015). For example, we
could create a chain of layers that back-propagate
to the input using only single task targets and then
add an auxiliary layer that is shared between the
tasks on the side. In this way, the model would
be able to turn off the multi-task learning completely for some of the sources. However, training such kind of model might require significantly
more training data; semi-supervised training might
be a possible solution.
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Abstract

due to the lack of large datasets with previous results for players and games. Sport is a very dynamic area and players are active for a relatively
short period of time. There are also limitations to
the predictability of sports outcomes data over a
long period of time.
Team sports are more difficult to predict because different team members are selected to play
games and even during the game several changes
are made to the team, several penalties and injuries
to the players that can have a huge impact on the
end result. Such predictions in sports rely on many
features and time models over a long period of
time. In this way, we are able to tackle the task of
predicting sports results only in individual sports,
such as tennis, boxing, mixed martial arts (MMA)
and etc.

This paper presents an approach for prediction of results for sport events. Usually the sport forecasting approaches are
based on structured data. We test the
hypothesis that the sports results can be
predicted by using natural language processing and machine learning techniques
applied over interviews with the players
shortly before the sport events. The proposed method uses deep learning contextual models, applied over unstructured textual documents. Several experiments were
performed for interviews with players in
individual sports like boxing, martial arts,
and tennis. The results from the conducted
experiment confirmed our initial assumption that an interview from a sportsman before a match contains information that can
be used for prediction the outcome from it.
Furthermore, the results provide strong evidence in support of our research hypothesis, that is, we can predict the outcome
from a sport match analyzing an interview,
given before it.

1
1.1

1.2

Introduction
Motivation

The problem of predicting sports results is very
challenging and is widely explored in artificial
intelligence (AI) (McCabe and Trevathan, 2008).
This task requires application of complex algorithms over a huge variety of heterogeneous types
of features. Classical decisions are based on statistical and probability models. The AI techniques
used to solve this task are based on machine learning (Keshtkar Langaroudi and Yamaghani, 2019)
and data mining (Haghighat et al., 2013). This is

Related Works and Methods

The task of prediction of the sport results can be
solved as a classification problem. Naı̈ve Bayes
(NB) (McCallum et al., 1998) is the simplest
method of classification. It can show good results
even for small sets of training data, as is the case
with the sports prediction task. The main drawback of the approach is the assumption of attribute
independence. Joseph et al (Joseph et al., 2006)
presents an application of NB to predict football
scores from a database of 76 matches with 30 attributes. The overall average percentage of correct NB learner estimates is 47.86% for the entire
database. For a subset of season 1, both with train
and test settings from the same season, accuracy
increases to 81.58%.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Cortes and
Vapnik, 1995) are linear classifiers that, like NB
classifiers, do not require a large set of training data, making them an appropriate method for
predicting sports outcomes. Igiri (Igiri, 2015)
presents experimental football prediction results
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with an accuracy of 53.3%. The dataset is based
on the English Premier League, with 38 attributes,
data for 16 matches in a training set and 15
matches in a test set.
Logistic Regression (Dreiseitl and OhnoMachado, 2002) can handle the latter problem
when the size of the feature space is larger than
the size of the training set.
K-nearest neighbour (kNN) (Cunningham and
Delany, 2007) A classifier is a proximity classifier that uses distance-based measures for the
classification task. Joseph et al (Joseph et al.,
2006) presents a kNN application for predicting
football scores with an overall average accuracy
of 50.58%. They report the highest accuracy of
97.37% for a subset where both training and test
sets contain data from the same season.
Other classic classification methods are Random forest, Decision trees, and Rule-based classification. Lock and Nettleton (Lock and Nettleton,
2014) also propose a Random Forest-based approach to predicting winners in the National Football League. Joseph et al.(Joseph et al., 2006) report experiment results for classification for predicting football scores with an overall average accuracy of 45.77% and a maximum accuracy of
78.95%.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs), deep learning, and transfer training are the current preferred
approaches to the classification task as they show
very high accuracy for large training datasets. An
example of applying ANN in predicting football
results is presented in (Arabzad et al., 2014) for a
set of 2,068 match results records.
The successful application of the classification
techniques in tweets for football prediction was
presented by (Kampakis and Adamides, 2014) and
(Sinha et al., 2013). The model has been learned
from about 2 million posts by Tweeter. The maximum accuracy reported for classification is 74.7%
(Kampakis and Adamides, 2014).
1.3

Research Hypotheses

We assume that an interview by a sportsman
shortly before the match contains information that
can be used to predict the outcome of it. In order
to extract this information, we first need to understand what the interviewee specifically says about
the outcome of the match. Furthermore, this information can be shaded. In addition, we need to
capture information that is relevant to the match,

but is expressed in a semi-explicit or implicit way,
such as health conditions, confidence, psyche, etc.
Therefore, we formulate the following research
hypothesis: We can predict the outcome of a sport
match by analyzing a given pre-match interview
using modern NLP and ML methods. To test this
hypothesis, we developed the following experiments. First, we learned a model for predicting
the outcome of a match without thinking about
the interview, using only the available player data
such as rank, score in the previous match and ages.
We then learned a model for predicting math score
solely based on an NLP interview analysis.

2

The Dataset

2.1

Data Collection

For the purpose of our study we collected 50
articles with interviews, in Bulgarian language,
conducted with sportsmen shortly before their
matches. Interviews are collected online manually and include only individual sports - Boxing,
Mixed martial arts (MMA) and Tennis. The idea
is to determine if information from them could
serve to guess the outcome of the upcoming match
- win or lose. For these interviews, we also collected some additional structured data from the
official sports rankings, as follows: Sport (Boxing:MMA:Tennis – 21:5:24), Sex (M:F – 47:3),
IntRank (Rank of the interviewee), OppRank
(Rank of the opponent), IntAge (Age of the interviewee), OppAge (Age of the opponent), PrevMatch (The result in the previous match with
the same opponent: W (The interviewee wins), L
(The interviewee loses), N (There isn’t a previous
match)) and Result (Whether the interviewee Wins
or Loses the match - 56%:44%).
There are no missing values. All structured data
and interviews are publicly available1 .
2.2

Data Preprocessing

2.2.1

Structured Data Preprocessing

There is a significant difference in the presentation of player rank and calculations for different
sports. For example, tennis rank is a singular number, unlike boxing rank and MMA players are usually presented as a triple ”win – lose – draw”. So,
some sort of rank data format was merged. In addition, two derived attributes were added to represent the difference in age and rank of players:
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Figure 1: The number of tokens and symbols in the interviews
DiffRank and DiffAge. Finally, all data were normalized using a min-max normalization approach.
2.2.2

Unstructured Data Preprocessing

Initial data cleaning and preprocessing was performed. From interviews were removed reporters’ comments, leaving only sportsman’s
quotes/replies. All data are labeled in two categories ”win” and ”lose”, depending on whether
the interviewee wins or loses the match discussed
in the interview.
Some additional text transformations are applied to the texts for text vectorization. The basic
transformations consist of the following steps:
• tokenization - the collection contains 7,799
tokens from 1,469 types;
• all words are converted to lower case;
• all non-Cyrillic words and symbols are removed;
• all punctuation marks are removed;
• all numbers are removed;
• a stemmer is applied - we used the stemmer
for Bulgarian language - Bulstem (Nakov,
2003), that provides 3 types of context stemming rules. Based on this, three different
datasets are formed, for which we will refer
as ”Stem 1”, ”Stem 2” and ”Stem 3”.
• and finally text vectorization based on TFIDF
is applied.

The number of words and characters for each interview is shown in Figure 1. The average number
of words and characters for interview is respectively 124.52 and 623.8.

3

Experiments

The main purpose of the conducted experiments
is to test the assumption that an interview by a
sportsman before a match contains information
that can be used to predict the outcome of it. Furthermore we would like to explore whether modern pre-trained contextualization models such us a
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) could help in this task. We
also explored how feature selection can affect the
accuracy of model building prediction using machine learning (ML) algorithms. Feature selection seems to be an important preprocessing step
for many ML algorithms, especially when the attribute space is large, but the examples shown are
scarce.
In the experiment we use the following supervised ML algorithms: k-Nearest Neighbors,
Support Vector Machines (v-SVM, RBF kernel),
Stochastic gradient descent (Squared loss regression, Squared & insensitive classification, Elastic
Net regularization, Inverse scaling learning rate),
Random Forest (5 trees, 4 attributes per split),
Neural Networks (ReLu, 20 hidden layers, Adam
solver), Naı̈ve Classifier and Logistic Regression
(Regularization type – Ridge L2). Most of the algorithms’ parameters are on its default value. The
initial setup of some of them was made for structural data so that the algorithms would show their
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Model
SVM
Random Forest
Neural Network
Naı̈veBayes

best performance on it. It then remains unchanged
throughout the remaining experiments.
For all experiment we used 10-fold crossvalidation for models’ prediction evaluation.
3.1

Experiments with Structured Data

In the first experiments, we used a structured data
set just to learn models that could predict the outcome of the matches. In our general setup of experiments, the prediction accuracy of these models will serve as a baseline for the performance of
models learned on an unstructured dataset. The
very baseline of the dataset is the prediction of the
majority class - 56%.
Model
kNN
SVM
SGD
Random Forest
Neural Network
Naı̈ve Bayes
Logistic Regression

Accuracy
0.60
0.64
0.60
0.62
0.66
0.56
0.58

LDA
0.36
0.60
0.56
0.62

LSI
0.58
0.48
0.50
0.54

Table 2: Average accuracy of used machine learning algorithms on unstructured data using Topic
models HDA, LDA and LSI
3.2.2 Features Selection
To reduce the space dimensionality after text vectorization are applied several features selection
techniques. The approach combines the results
from the following 6 features selection techniques
(Yang and Pedersen, 1997), (Shardlow, 2016),
(Saeys et al., 2007):
• Filter methods: (1) χ2 and (2) Pearson Correlation;
• Wrapper methods: (3) Recursive feature
elimination with Logistic Regression;

Table 1: Performance of employed ML algorithm
using structured data only.
Table 1 presents the experiment results with
structured data. The average forecast accuracy
is 61%, which is slightly higher than the baseline. Our main goal is not to compare the accuracy
achieved with different ML algorithms, but we can
mention that algorithms that build more sophisticated models, such as ANN, SVM, and Random
Forest, achieve slightly higher accuracy.
3.2

HDP
0.62
0.60
0.64
0.62

Experiments with Unstructured Data

In the second group of experiments the employed
ML algorithms are used on unstructured datasets.
3.2.1 Topic Models
This experiment is based on topic models that have
been chosen as a more advanced method than the
BOW and TFIDF, as an attempt to capture the
basic semantics of the interviews. We experimented with several Topic Modeling Techniques
for pre-selected limit 20 for topics sets: Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2005), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003),
and Latent Semantic Indexing (LDI) (Hofmann,
2017). The result from experiments are presented
in Table 4. We can see that model performance is
about the same as that learned on structural data,
and HDP slightly outperforms the other two algorithms in this task.

• Embedded methods: (4) Logistics Regression L1; (5) Random Forest, and (6) LightGBM (Gradient Boosting Machines).
The features, selected from all 6 methods as appropriate, form the first set of features called ”Top
1 features”. Features that are selected through 5 of
the 6 appropriate methods form the second feature
set, called the ”Top 2 Features”. These two feature categories help to create datasets with filtered
features. As a result, there are 3 versions for each
dataset: ”All features”, ”Top 1 & Top 2 features”
and ”Top 1 features”.
We experimented with the 3 stemmers available. We found no significant effect on the prediction accuracy of the selected stemmer for this
task.
Most of the Top 1 features include words
that describe in some way the player’s condition (“форма” - form, “способен” - ability, “специал” - specialty, “силен” - strong, “здрав” solid), player expectations and attitudes (“чувств” - feel, “участва” - involved, “нокаутира”
- knocked out, “постижени” - achieved, “получи” - received, “оценява” - evaluated, “вярвам”
- believe, “вълнува” - excite, “край” - end), information about the training process (“треньор” trainer, “тренировъч” - training) and many others
that are difficult to summarize as a specific category (“деца” - children, “взето” - taken, “софия”
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- sofia, and etc.). Interesting is the presence of
the words “бокс” - box and “боксов” - boxing
in these features because they are describing one
exact sport - boxing. 42% of interviews are about
boxing matches. Top 2 features include words that
are related to pre-match preparation (“подготвя”
- prepares, “план” - plan, “процес” - process) and
its outcome (“видим” - visible, “обрат” - turning
point, “доказва” - proves).
Using feature selection we can reduce features
to average 4.80% features with Top 1 features and
average 7.49% features with Top 1 & Top 2 features, see Table 3.
Features
All Features
Top 1 Features
Top 2 Features

Stem 1
1281
65
36

Stem 2
1350
64
40

Stem 3
1453
67
34

Table 3: Number of features for Top 1, Top 2 and
all features on unstructured data
Model
kNN
SVM
SGD
Random Forest
Neural Network
Naı̈ve Bayes
Logistic Regression

Stem 1
0.60
0.48
0.60
0.50
0.58
0.52
0.48

Stem 2
0.60
0.50
0.52
0.38
0.48
0.54
0.52

Stem 3
0.62
0.40
0.52
0.42
0.46
0.52
0.50

Table 4: Accuracy of prediction for the employed
ML algorithm using unstructured data and all features.
The experiments with all features (Table 4)
show comparable result with those obtained for
topic model and unstructured data.
Model
kNN
SVM
SGD
Random Forest
Neural Network
Naı̈ve Bayes
Logistic Regression

Stem 1
0.62
0.92
0.90
0.78
0.94
0.78
0.84

Stem 2
0.62
0.90
0.88
0.70
0.78
0.88
0.90

Stem 3
0.62
0.88
0.88
0.74
0.82
0.82
0.86

Table 5: Accuracy of prediction for the employed
ML algorithm on unstructured data with Top 1 &
Top 2 features
Experiments with datasets with feature selection in above described setup (Top 1 & Top 2 features) shows surprisingly good accuracy of prediction, see Table 5. Further reducing the size of
feature space (Top 1 features) results in even better forecasting accuracy, see Table 6. Given the

Model
kNN
SVM
SGD
Random Forest
Neural Network
Naı̈ve Bayes
Logistic Regression

Stem 1
0.62
0.96
0.94
0.84
0.82
0.84
0.86

Stem 2
0.62
0.94
0.82
0.70
0.88
0.86
0.86

Stem 3
0.62
0.92
0.92
0.72
0.86
0.88
0.92

Table 6: Accuracy of prediction for the employed
ML algorithm on unstructured data using Top 1
features
large number of features and the relatively small
training data set, such an improvement after the
selection of features is not unexpected. All experiments were performed with the same parameter
settings for ML algorithms as those for the structured dataset.
3.2.3

Employing BERT Pre-trained Models

For the text/unstructured dataset, we also used the
Google’s pre-trained model BERT (deep bidirectional transformers for language understanding)
(Devlin et al., 2018). It has been trained on English Wikipedia and the BookCorpus. For this
study we used two of the models: the first one
is the default one - “bert uncased L-12 H-768 A12”: the second model we used is the Multilingual
one - “bert multi cased L-12 H-768 A-12”. For
our experiments the raw text format is used as an
input.
Table 7 presents the results of the experiments
performed. We can see that the BERT default
model performs significantly better than the multilingual BERT model - over 20 %. At the moment we do not have explanation to such difference. An interesting observation is that the accuracy varies very much across the folds from 0%
to 100%. Therefor we run 10 times 10-fold cross
validation on random selected folds.
In the context of our main research hypothesis,
the two BERT models achieved greater accuracy
than the models learned from structured data. This
is further evidence that strongly supports our main
hypothesis that sportsmen interviews contains information (mostly implicitly presented) that modern NLP techniques and pre-trained models can
capture and use it to predict the outcome of a
match with very high altitude accuracy.
3.3

Discussion

The results of the experiments performed on structured data alone show that we can build a model
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BERT model
Default BERT
Multilingual BERT

Average Accuracy
0.92
0.70

Table 7: Performance of BERT models on interviews in Bulgarian language
that achieves a prediction accuracy of 66%. This
is significantly above the accuracy of the majority
class prediction baseline , which is 56%.
Model based on interviews’ content only,
achieves an maximum accuracy of 64% for the
topic models and 62% for all features. This confirms our initial assumption that the content of the
sportsman’s interview given before the match contains information that can be used to predict the
outcome of the match. In addition, it provides evidence to support our research hypothesis that using modern NLP and ML methods, we can build
a classifier that ”understands” the text, even possibly caching implicit signals in the text related to
the outcome of the match. The interviews show
the sportsman’s current attitude towards the match
and his/her current physical and mental form for
the next match. The text contains many moods
and shows the sportsman’s willingness and readiness to win.
In comparison with our basic model, based on
structure data only, we can see that the model
build on interviews only, provides approximately
the same accuracy. Finally, using feature selection
that allows to be captured more significant words
for the interviews context, we achieve accuracy
96% for SVM model and Top 1 features, which is
an increase in comparison to the previous results.
This provides evidence to support the hypothesis
that the interview text contains some implicit signals that current NLP methods are able to extract,
and that cannot be extracted from structured data.

4

Conclusions

The results of the experiment confirmed our initial assumption that the pre-match sportsman’s interview contain information that could be used to
predict the outcome of the match. In addition, the
results provide strong evidence to support our research hypothesis, that is, we can predict the outcome of a sport match by analyzing an interview
given before it using modern NLP and ML methods. More generally, the result of the experiment
provides some evidence that current NLP methods are quite cable to ”understand” the meaning

of text at an almost human level. For feature work
we plan to collect a bigger corpora of interviews
and conduct further experiments to provide more
solid evidences about our research hypotheses and
to explore the problem in more details. We also
plan to make experiments for collective sports and
to combine information from several player interviews, because for such sports is not clear how individual player performance can contribute to the
overall match result.
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2 Department

Abstract
We describe a novel system for automatic
extraction of typological linguistic information from descriptive grammars of natural languages, applying the theory of
frame semantics in the form of framesemantic parsing. The current proof-ofconcept system covers a few selected linguistic features, but the methodology is
general and can be extended not only to
other typological features but also to descriptive grammars written in languages
other than English. Such a system is expected to be a useful assistance for automatic curation of typological databases
which otherwise are built manually, a very
labor and time consuming as well as cognitively taxing enterprise.

1

Introduction

There are more than 7,000 living languages in the
world and grammatical descriptions1 are available
for some 4,000 of these (Seifart et al., 2017). A
central concern of the academic discipline of linguistics is to classify languages along different
dimensions. The subbranch of linguistics which
deals with classification and comparison of languages based on their structural and functional
characteristics is known as linguistic typology (or
typological linguistics. In addition to comparing
the world’s languages, practitioners of linguistic
typology aim to explore the distribution of various structural and functional patterns among languages and to explain them in historical and/or
universal terms. (Song, 2010)
1 Grammatical

descriptions are plain text descriptions of
various phonological, morphological, and syntactic characteristics of languages.

To achieve its goals, typological linguistics has
relied largely on manual reading of available descriptive material about languages for the extraction of pertinent feature values for comparison of
these across languages. For example, in their sentence structure, different languages favor different
word orders (e.g. subject-object-verb, verb-objectsubject, or object-verb-subject, etc). If word order
is to be used as one structural feature for language
comparison, the word order of all the languages
to be compared has to be found out manually
by reading available material on those languages.
This is doable, if the scope of comparison is to be
limited to a few features spanning across a few languages. If one aims to extend the scope from a few
to a few hundred features spanning across thousands of languages, the manual reading and comparison strategy seems simply unfeasible. With the
availability of large amounts of digital data, and
the recent advances in natural language processing, automatic extraction of typological features
from grammatical descriptions seems a plausible
task.
There have already been a few attempts to automatically extract typological and other linguistic information from descriptive grammars (Virk
et al., 2017; Borin et al., 2018). In these studies,
the authors have reported simple pattern matching and syntactic parsing based approaches, and
have shown that their strategy is useful, yielding reasonable precision and recall values. Even
though simple pattern matching based systems
are easy to comprehend, implement, and maintain, they require a deep understanding of the
rules/patterns which may not be very obvious in
certain cases. Further, such systems are heuristics
based and also require a large manual effort (Chiticariu et al., 2013). For these reasons the patternmatching based systems are becoming a less and
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less attractive choice and machine learning and
big-data based approaches are taking their place.
In this paper, we report a novel methodology
and a system for automatic extraction of typological information from descriptive grammars. The
system is based on the theory of frame semantics and frame-semantic parsing, and employs a
machine learning based approach. Using a set of
domain-specific semantic frames, a handful of descriptive grammars are manually annotated with
linguistic frames and their associated frame elements. Using these annotations as training data,
machine learning models are trained and tested,
which are then used to automatically annotate new
descriptive grammars. The annotations are subsequently converted into typological feature values
using a small rule based module, hence resulting
in automatic extraction of typological feature values from descriptive grammars.
Section 2 describes frame semantics, FrameNet,
and frame-semantic parsing as a theoretical background, followed by a brief introduction to the the
linguistic domain FrameNet (Section 3). The development of a parser for the linguistic domain is
outlined in Section 4, leading to a description of
the system for automatic extraction of typological
features (Section 5).

2
2.1

Frame Semantics, FrameNet, and
Frame-Semantic Parsing
Frame Semantics

Frame semantics is a theory of meaning in language introduced by Charles Filmore (Fillmore,
1976, 1977, 1982). The theory is based on the notion that meanings of words can be best understood when studied in connection with the situations to which they belong, and/or in which they
may occur.
The backbone of the theory is a conceptual
structure called a semantic frame, which is a
script-like description of a prototypical situation,
an event, an object, or a relation. As an example,
consider a real life scenario of robbery – a situation in which someone (a perpetrator) wrongs a
victim by taking something (goods) from him/her.
A structured representation of such a situation
is called a semantic frame. The participants of
the situation (i.e. the perpetrator, the victim, the
goods, time, place, manner) are called frame elements. Some of the them (the perpetrator, the victim, and the goods) are necessary for the situa-

tion to make sense and are called core frame elements. Others like the place where the robbery
took place, the manner in which it took place are
called non-core frame elements (see Ruppenhofer
et al., 2016 for details). Now, with the availability
of a structured representation of the robbery situation, words like hold up, mug, ransack, rifle, rob,
stick up can be better understood and analyzed.
2.2

FrameNet

The development of a lexico-semantic resource –
FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) – based on the theory of frame semantics was initiated in 1998 for
English. In this lexical resource, generally referred
to as simply FrameNet or Berkeley FrameNet
(BFN), each of the semantic frames has a set of associated words (or triggers) which can evoke that
particular semantic frame. The linguistic expressions for participants, props, and other characteristic elements of the situations (called frame elements) are also identified for each frame. In addition, each semantic frame is accompanied by
example sentences taken from naturally occurring natural language text, annotated with triggers,
frame elements and other linguistic information.
In the context of deploying FrameNets in NLP
applications, BFN and other FrameNets have often
been criticized for their limited coverage. A solution to this problem is to develop domain-specific
(sublanguage) FrameNets to complement the corresponding general-language FrameNets for particular NLP tasks. In the literature we find such
initiatives covering various domains, e.g.: (1) a
FrameNet to cover medical terminology (Borin
et al., 2007); (2) Kicktionary,2 a soccer language
FrameNet; (3) the Copa 2014 project, covering the
domains of soccer, tourism and the World Cup in
Brazilian Portuguese, English and Spanish (Torrent et al., 2014).
Because of their perceived usefulness for a variety of purposes, general-language FrameNets have
also been developed for a number of other languages including Chinese, French, German, Hebrew, Korean, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish.
2.3

Frame-Semantic Parsing

In addition to the annotated examples, FrameNets
are also often accompanied by varying amounts
of frame-annotated natural running text intended
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both to illustrate particular semantic-frame usages
and to demonstrate the utility of frame semantics
as a model of meaning in language. One of the
uses of such annotated text is to develop automatic
frame-semantic parsers, which in turn have proved
useful in a number of natural language processing
tasks including question answering (Shen and Lapata, 2007), coreference resolution (Ponzetto and
Strube, 2006), paraphrase extraction (Hasegawa
et al., 2011), machine translation (Wu and Fung,
2009), and information extraction (Surdeanu et al.,
2003).
Frame-semantic parsing necessarily involves
three basic steps. These are frame identification,
frame element identification, and frame-element
classification. Consider the annotated sentence
shown in Figure 1 to better understand those basic steps of the frame semantic parsing. If the annotation shown is to be done automatically, the
first step would be to consider each word of the
sentence and check if it evokes a particular frame
or not, and disambiguate in case if the candidate
word evokes more than one frame. As a result,
the word agrees (shown in bold) will be recognized as a lexical unit triggering the AGREEMENT
frame. This is the frame identification task. Having
identified the frame-triggering lexical units and
the triggered frame, the next steps are to identify the text segments filling various semantic roles
(i.e. frame elements) of the triggered frame. For
this task, each word (or combination of words)
in the sentence needs to checked for whether it
expresses a frame element or not. This is the
frame-element identification task. When a particular word or word-combination has been recognized as a frame element, it should be labeled next
i.e. frame-element classification. So the frameelement identification and classification tasks will
label the text segment The genitive as ‘Participant_1’, sometimes as ‘Frequency’, noun as ‘Participant_2’, in gender as ‘Grammatical_Category’
and Gondi as the ‘Reference_Language’.
All of these three steps can be formulated as
supervised machine learning classification tasks.
Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) were the first to report their experiments with an automatic framesemantic parsing system, and since then there have
been a number of studies (Johansson and Nugues,
2008; Swayamdipta et al., 2017; Kabbach et al.,
2018) and a shared task (Surdeanu et al., 2008)

devoted to exploring and improving the task of
frame-semantic parsing.

3

LingFN – a FrameNet for the
Linguistic Domain

Linguistics has established a rich set of domainspecific terms and concepts such as verbs, nouns,
determiners, inflection, agreement, affixation, etc.
Inspired by other domain-specific FrameNets
(mentioned in Section 2.2), the development of
a FrameNet for the linguistic domain (LingFN)
has been previously reported (Malm et al., 2018).
LingFN contains two types of frames: the filler
frames and the eventful frames. The former are to
cover simple linguistic terms such as noun, verb,
etc. mostly referring to the morpho-syntactic linguistic categories, and the later type covers linguistic processes such as inflection, agreement, affixation etc. Based on the empirical investigations
of the usage of those terms and concepts in a large
collection of domain-specific data, both types of
frames were constructed. Consider again Figure
1 which also shows the structure of the AGREE MENT frame – an eventful of frame. In the linguistic domain, agreement is a phenomenon in
which words of a particular morphological category (e.g. nouns) agree with another morphological category for a particular grammatical category
(gender, number, etc.). The structure shown in Figure 1 was developed based on the investigations
of the usage of the word agree within the linguistic corpora. See Malm et al. (2018) for a detailed
description of the procedure followed to design
frames together with annotated example sentences
given to show the realization of those frames in the
linguistic domain data.
The current version of LingFN contains a total of 100 frames, 32 frame elements, 360 lexical
units, and around 2,800 annotated examples.
For the study reported in this paper, we have
restricted ourselves to the frames outlined in Table 1 in addition to the AGREEMENT frame above.
These frames will prove useful while automatically extracting values of certain typological feature as will be elaborated in Section 5.

4

The LingFN Parser

This section describes the development of an automatic parser based on LingFN. Treating it as a
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1

Figure 1: The structure of the AGREEMENT frame
supervised machine learning task, we describe the
production of training data, feature selection and
training data generation, and the training and testing of machine learning models in the following
subsections.
4.1

2

Data Annotation

A set of 66 grammatical descriptions from the
classical Linguistic Survey of India (LSI; Grierson,
1903–1927)3 were annotated with the frames from
LingFN described in Section 3.4
An online annotation tool from the Brazilian
FrameNet Brasil project5 was used. The annotation process was a collective effort and a number
of data annotators were involved in this step. Each
data annotator was responsible for 6 documents,
and the length of each document is between 90 and
255 sentences. The task for each annotator was to
go through the sentences of each document, identify each lexical unit and record the frame triggered by it. Once the frame has been identified,
the next task was to identify and label the text segments (if present) of the sentence indicating the
frame elements of the frame. Figure 2 shows a
screenshot from the web tool used for annotation.
As can be seen, the tool provides a layered view
with the sentence to be annotated appearing in the
top layer. This is followed by two layers, one for
the frame and the other for frame elements annotation, for each of the triggered frames. The screenshot shows the annotation of the sentence the verb
agrees in number and gender with the subject with
3 The LSI presents a comprehensive survey of the languages spoken in South Asia conducted in the late nineteenth
and the early twentieth century by the British government. It
has descriptions of various phonological, morphological, and
grammatical features of about 723 linguistic varieties spoken in the nineteenth-century British-controlled India (modern Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and parts of Burma).
4 There, we also mentioned that we have restricted ourselves to a few frames for the study reported in this paper, but
it is worth mentioning that the data was annotated with the
full set of LingFN frames.
5 http://www.ufjf.br/framenetbr-eng/

3

Frame Name: A FFIXATION
Definition: A frame to capture the phenomena of affixation in linguistics, which is the process of adding
a morpheme — or affix— to a word to create either
a different form of that word or a new word with a
different meaning
Frame Elements: Stem, Affix, Language_Variety,
Reference_Language, Location Frequency, Manner,
Purpose, Condition, Position, Degree
Example Annotation: [An n]Morpheme_one is
[often]Frequency [infixed]LU [after the first vowel of
a word]Morphosyntactic_position , the vowel being also
repeated after n .
Frame Name: S EQUENCE
Definition: A frame to capture the ordering information of various morphological or syntactical categories
Frame Elements: Entity_1, Entity_2, Order,
Language_Variety, Entities, Condition, Frequency, Reference_Language, Certainty, Data,
Data_Translation
Example
Annotation:
[Adjectives]Entity_1
in [Garo]Language_Variety , [as in Kacha
ri]Reference_Language
,
[generally]Frequency
[[follow]Order ]LU [the noun they qualify]Entity_2
Frame Name: C REATION
Definition: A frame to capture the phenomena of
creation of a morphological or syntactic category
from another morphological or syntactic category
Frame Elements: Created_Entity, Created_From,
Process, Degree, Certainty , Language_Variety, Reference_Language, Data, Data_Translation, Condition
Example
Annotation:
[Adverbs]formed_Entity
are often separate words , but are also
[frequently]Degree [formed]LU from [the corresponding adjective]formed_From [by adding hui or
ui]Process .

Table 1: Targeted frames
two frames i.e. the frame V ERBAL triggered by the
lexical units verb (shown in black) with an empty
FE layer (since there is no FE to be annotated in
the sentence for this frame) and the frame AGREE MENT triggered by the lexical unit agrees. The FE
layer for the AGREEMENT frame contains the annotations ‘Participant_1’ (in red) referring to textsegment the verb, ‘Participant_2’ (in blue) referring to the text segment the subject, and ‘Grammatical_Category’ (in green) referring to the text
segment in number and gender.
Table 2 shows some statistics of the produced
annotated data. Further details, such as interannotator agreement, etc., are beyond the scope of
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Figure 2: Frame annotations
# Documents
66

# Sentences
3,926

# Frames
7,080

# Frame Elements
4,599

Table 2: Annotated data statistics
this paper, and will be reported on in a separate
publication.
4.2

Feature Selection and Training Data
Generation

To train machine learning based classification
models, the first task is to define a useful set of
features, and then compute the feature values from
the training data. The area of frame-semantic parsing is well researched meaning that a set of suitable features both for the frame-element identification and frame-element classification tasks have
previously been explored (Johansson and Nugues,
2008; Das et al., 2014). Since our objective in
this work is not to improve frame-semantic parsing, but rather to show how frame-semantic parsing can be exploited to extract linguistic features
from descriptive grammars, we have opted to use
the same feature set as described by Johansson and
Nugues (2008).
While a detailed explanation of the features can
be found in Johansson and Nugues (2008), Table 5
lists 15 features used for training both the frameelement identification and frame-element classification models. The procedure for generating the
training instances and computing the features values is as follows: Each sentence of the training data set was parsed using the Stanford constituency parser (Manning et al., 2014) resulting
into parse trees as shown in Figure 3. Each node
of the tree is then taken as one training instance
and the required feature values are computed. The
features values given in the last column of Table 5
were computed for the NP node referring to the
qualified nouns (the one enclosed within the dotted
area) as the argument node (i.e. the frame-element
node) and with agree as the target word (i.e. frame
triggering word). When computing for the whole

tree, if a given argument node has been annotated
as a frame element in the annotation the computed
feature vector will get ‘Y’ as its class label, and
‘N’ otherwise resulting into the type of training
instances shown in Table 3, and making it a binary
classification task.
For the frame-element classification task, the
objective is not to learn whether an argument node
is a frame element or not, but rather to learn the
frame-element label for all the annotated nodes (a
multi-class classification task). The training data
for the frame-element classification task was generated by going through all the nodes in the parse
tree (as above), but this time only keeping those
nodes which have been annotated as frame elements together with their label. Table 4 below
shows a few instances from the generated frameelement classification data set.

Figure 3: Example parse tree
The described procedure resulted into a set of
197,313 training instances for the frame-element
identification task, and 11,904 training instances
for the frame-element classification task. After removal of duplicates, 81,878 instances were left.
Out of these, 76,036 (92.86%) were labeled ‘Y’,
and the remaining 5,842 (7.14%) were labeled
‘N’.
After removing duplicates, 5,855 cases were
available for the frame-element classification task,
covering 49 different classes of frame elements.
For the frame identification task, a simple dictionary lookup based approach was preferred at
this stage simply because there are not many
frames in the LingFN, indicating that frame disambiguation is rarely required. In future, we intend to train model for this task as well.
4.3

Data Representation

All of the variables in both of the datasets are the
same, except that they differ on the possible set
of values for the target variable, label. However,
in either case, together with the target, all of the
variables are categorical.
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target_lemma
verb
plural
plural
oblique
decline

target_pos
NNS
NN
NN
JJ
VBD

arg_word
also
is
past
ag
like

arg_word_pos
RB
VBZ
NN
NN
IN

right_word
Default
Default
.
Default
Default

right_word_pos
Default
Default
.
Default
Default

left_word
about
was
The
twai-na
Default

left_word_pos
RB
VBD
DT
NN
Default

parent_word
walked
past
ROOT
twai
like

parent_word_pos
VBD
NN
ROOT
NN
IN

c_subcat
NP->JJNNS
NP->NNNN
NP->NNNN
ADJP->JJJJ
VP->VBDPP

phrase_type
ADVP
SBAR
ROOT
NP
IN

position
R
L
O
R
R

fes_list
fe_language_variety#and#fe_data
fe_subclass#and#fe_data#and#fe_data_translation
fe_subclass#and#fe_data#and#fe_data_translation
fe_sublass#and#fe_data#and#fe_data_translation
fe_inflectional_scheme#and#fe_form

gov_cat
VP
ROOT
ROOT
VP
VP

label
N
Y
N
Y
N

Table 3: A sample from the frame-element identification dataset
target_lemma
verb
pronoun
prefix
suffix
pronoun

target_pos
VB
NNS
NNS
NN
NN

arg_word
tong
Relative
towards
yo
who

arg_word_pos
NN
JJ
IN
NN
WP

right_word
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default

right_word_pos
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default

left_word
Default
Default
signifying
Default
Default

left_word_pos
Default
Default
VBG
Default
Default

parent_word
tong
pronouns
Hon
ya
who

parent_word_pos
NN
NNS
NNP
NN
WP

c_subcat
VP->VBSBAR
NP->DTJJNNS
NP->DTVBGNNS
NP->DTNN
NP->JJNNNN

phrase_type
NN
JJ
UCP
NP
WP

position
R
L
R
L
R

fes_list
fe_data#and#fe_data_translation#and#fe_subclass
fe_language_variety#and#fe_data
fe_subclass#and#fe_data#and#fe_language_variety
fe_subclass#and#fe_language_variety
fe_language_variety#and#fe_data#and#fe_data_tr

gov_cat
VP
VP
VP
VP
ROOT

label
data
sublass
fe_Data_Translation
data
data_translation

Table 4: A sample from the frame-element classification dataset
#

Feature

Explanation

1

target_lemma

2

target_pos

3

arg_word

4
5

arg_word_pos
right_word

6
7

right_word_pos
left_word

8
9

left_word_pos
parent_word

10
11

parent_word_pos
c_subcat

12

phrase_type

13

position

14

fes_list

Lemmatized form of the target
word
Part of speech (POS) tag of the
target_lemma
The head word of the argument
node
POS tag of the arg_word
The right most dependent word
of the argument node
POS tag of the right_word
The left most dependent word of
the argument node
POS tag of the left_word
Head word of the parent node of
the target
POS tag of the parent_word
Subcategorization frame corresponding to the phrase structure
rule used to expand the phrase
around the target
Phrase type of the argument
node
Position of the argument w.r.t
target word
List of frame elements of the
triggered frame

15

gov_cat

The governing category either S
or VP

Example Feature Value
agree

categorical values to numerical data. One such
technique is one-hot encoding. The basic strategy
is to convert each category level (value) of the categorical variable into a new variable, and assign
the value 1 to this new variable wherever the corresponding categorical variable equals this level, and
0 otherwise. This is done for all category levels
of the variable being encoded except one, which
will be redundant (applies when all other associated variables equal zero) and can be any category
level. The key is to always create one fewer binary
variables than the number of categories. The new
binary variables together replace the original categorical variable. The new variables are sometimes
termed dummy variables, and the approach is also
called Dummy Variables Encoding. This encoding
has the benefit of not weighting a value improperly, but does have the downside of adding more
variables to the dataset.

VBP
nouns
NNS
the
DT
NA
NA
agree
VBP
VP- >VBP PP

NP

(Participant_1,
Participant_2,
Grammatical_Category,
Degree,
Frequency,
Language_Variety,
Reference_Language,
Condition)
VP

4.4

Table 5: Feature set

In order to achieve best performance while
performing machine learning modeling, the right
choice of data representation technique for categorical data is very important. The main reason is
that there are a limited number of machine learning algorithms that can be directly applied to categorical data. On the other hand, if we can turn
them into numerical variables, starting from basic Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, Support Vector
Machines, Logistic Regression, Random Forest,
to Multi-layer Perceptron (Deep Learning), almost
all of the machine learning algorithms can be applied. There are plenty of techniques to transform

Model Training

Successful encoding makes the dataset ready to
be used for applying machine learning algorithms.
We experimented with different machine learning
models. A comparison of the machine learning
models chosen for binary classification (frameelement identification) and multiclass classification (frame-element classification) tasks for our
datasets has been performed. Tables 6 and 7 provide a comparison of various evaluation metrics
using average scores of 5-fold cross validation) respectively for the frame-element identification and
classification tasks.
Model
Decision Tree
Logistic Regression
Naïve Bayes
Support Vector Machine

Accuracy
0.926
0.936
0.658
0.929

Precision
0.712
0.797
0.552
0.465

Recall
0.664
0.609
0.686
0.5

F_score
0.921
0.922
0.741
0.895

Table 6: Model comparison for the frame-element
identification dataset using one hot encoding
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Model
Decision Tree
Logistic Regression
Naïve Bayes
Support Vector Machine

Accuracy
0.789
0.817
0.528
0.465

Precision
0.56
0.619
0.481
0.019

Recall
0.542
0.545
0.489
0.04

F_score
0.786
0.808
0.537
0.295

Table 7: Model comparison for the frame-element
classification dataset using one hot encoding

that description is The adjectives follow the noun
they qualify. Automatic parsing of this sentence
using the developed LingFN parser will result into
the annotations shown in Figure 5 (a screenshot
from the web demo of the parser).

The best performing logistic regression models
were selected and used in the typological feature
extraction system described in the next section.

5

Topological Feature Extraction System

Figure 4 shows the complete architecture of the
typological feature extraction system. As shown
(the middle part within dotted area), the system
takes a descriptive grammar in raw form and annotate it with LingFN frames using the pre-trained
models both for the frame-element identification
and frame-element classification tasks (i.e. the part
above the dotted area). The annotated data is further processed with a simple rule based module
to convert those annotations to typological feature
values (i.e. the part below the dotted area). Lets
take an example to explain this part in particular,
and the overall purpose of such a system in general.

Figure 5: Automatic frame annotation
This parse contains the answer to the above
asked question. However, the typological
databases often record answers in a specific
format. For example, the answer to the above
question could be required to be of one of these
values ‘NA’, ‘AN’, or ‘Both’ meaning that the
order is ‘Adjective-Noun’, ‘Noun-Adjective’, or
‘Both’ respectively. If required, the above given
parse information can be converted into specific
feature values using a simple rule-based module
such as given below (only a part of the full
module is shown). The module simply checks the
contents of different frame elements to formulate
the feature value.
Using the same sort of procedure and the frames
mentioned in Section 3, we have targeted to extract and formulate values for some of the typological features given in the Grambank7 and other
typological databases. A few of these features are
given below.
• Can an adnominal property word agree with
the noun in gender/noun class?

Figure 4: System architecture

• Can an article agree with the noun in gender/noun class?

Suppose we are interested in finding an answer
to the question “What is the order of adjective and
noun in the noun phrase” for the Siyin6 language.
The LSI data set contains a grammatical description of this language, and one of the sentences in
6A

Tibeto-Burman language spoken in southern Tedim
township, Chin State, Burma. Also known as Siyin Chin and
Sizang Chin, ISO 639-3: csy

• Can an article agree with the noun in number?
• Can the relative clause precede the noun?
7 A typological database: https://github.com/
clld/grambank.
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Algorithm 1 Extract adjective noun order
1: procedure
E XTRACTA DJECTIVE N OUN O RDER(parse)
2:
for <every frame in parse> do
3:
if f rame = SEQUENCE then
4:
NA ← False
5:
AN ← False
6:
Both ← False
7:
if 0 ad jective0 ∈ Entity_1 ∧0
0
noun ∈ Entity_2 then
8:
if
Frequency
∈
[sometimes, usually, mostly, o f ten] then
9:
Both ← True
10:
else if order = f ollow then
11:
AN ← True
12:
else if order = precede then
13:
NA ← True
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end procedure
• Can the relative clause follow the noun?
• Order of Adjective and Noun.
• Order of Subject, Object and Verb.
• Order of Numeral and Noun.
• Order of Relative Clause and Noun.
It is worth mentioning that the same methodology
can be used to extract values for various other typological features from the descriptive grammars.
This will require designing suitable frames, annotating the data and re-training models. Further, the
methodology can be extended to descriptive grammars written in languages other than English.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a novel system for automatic
extraction of typological features from descriptive
grammars based on the theory of frame semantics
and frame-semantic parsing. We have presented
the methodology, set up the machinery and architecture, and shown the working of this machinery for extraction of feature values of an example typological feature. The methodology is scalable and can easily be extended not only to other
features but also to the descriptive grammars written in other natural languages. This is required

because there are many grammatical descriptions
written in languages other than English (German,
French, Spanish, and Russian are among them).
The system we report is expected to be a useful assistance for the development of typological databases, which otherwise are built manually.
Manual curation of typological databases is very
time and labor consuming, as well as cognitively
taxing, thus making the scope of studies based
on such databases very limited. We hope with the
automatic extraction of typological databases, the
scope of studies in typological and other related
areas can be broaden further.
The current version of LingFN provides a very
limited number of eventful frames restricting us to
target only a few typological features. There are
195 typological features listed in Grambank. In
the future, we would like to build more frames,
annotate more grammars, and automatically extract values for as many as possible features of the
Grambank.
In conclusion, the current study can be considered as a proof of concept. In the future, we plan to
extend the system and evaluate it against existing
manually curated typological databases to compute measures such as precision and recall. Further, the extraction of typological features is just a
case study, the automatically annotated grammars
are envisioned to be equally useful in other linguistic subdisciplines, in particular the related areas of genetic and areal linguistics. In the future,
we also have plans to show the usefulness of the
annotated descriptions in these and other related
areas.
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Abstract

cording to (Lai et al., 2017), we refer this setting
as a single premise entailment (SPE for short).
Current state-of-the-art approaches are based on
deep learning and/or ensemble methods. Over the
years, solid resources for supervised learning for
SPE were developed. In contrast, problems related
to NLI and/or problems derived from NLI, like relation inference (Levy and Dagan, 2016), question entailment (Abacha and Demner-Fushman,
2016), partial/facet entailment (Levy et al., 2013)
and (Nielsen et al., 2009), and others, are strongly
under-resourced. For further development in these
fields, this fact may be limiting.

Natural language inference (NLI) is a key
part of natural language understanding.
The NLI task is defined as a decision
problem whether a given sentence – hypothesis – can be inferred from a given
text. Typically, we deal with a text consisting of just a single premise/single sentence, which is called a single premise entailment (SPE) task. Recently, a derived
task of NLI from multiple premises (MPE)
was introduced together with the first annotated corpus and corresponding several
strong baselines. Nevertheless, the further
development in MPE field requires accessibility of huge amounts of annotated data.
In this paper we introduce a novel method
for rapid deriving of MPE corpora from
an existing NLI (SPE) annotated data that
does not require any additional annotation
work. This proposed approach is based on
using an open information extraction system. We demonstrate the application of
the method on a well known SNLI corpus. Over the obtained corpus, we provide
the first evaluations as well as we state
a strong baseline.

1

Recently, a task of NLI from multiple premises
was proposed in (Lai et al., 2017) – the idea is
based on relaxing the common assumption that
the premise is just a single sentence. Again, according to this paper, we will call this derived of
NLI task multiple premises entailment (MPE for
short). Similarly to other mentioned entailment
tasks, MPE is also under-resourced: to best of our
knowledge, there exists only one annotated corpus
(introduced in the original paper) for MPE.

Introduction

Natural language inference (NLI), formerly
known as recognizing textual entailment (RTE)
task – as a part of natural language understanding (NLU) – belongs to one of the most prominent
problems in NLP for more than ten years. Generally, the NLI task is to classify the relationship between a given text and a given hypothesis: whether
the hypothesis can be inferred from the text. The
task is typically formulated in a “sentence-pair setting”, i. e., the text is just a single sentence. Ac-

The main aim of this work is to describe a novel
method of preparing MPE annotated corpora from
existing NLI SPE ones. It is based on using
open information extraction systems and on several plausible assumptions. Then we apply the
proposed method on a concrete corpus and provide
the first evaluation and we state a strong baseline
for MPE task on this obtained corpus.

2

Preliminaries and Related Work

In this section we are going to put MPE task in
context, describe briefly the notion of open IE and
recall two entailment tasks where textual tuples
play a certain role.
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2.1

NLI Task and Notable Corpora for NLI

There exist several definitions of NLI or, formerly,
RTE task. Indeed, the differences among them
are rather subtle and have no real consequences
for NLP. For completeness, we provide the original definition from (Dagan et al., 2005): “We say
that T entails H if humans reading T would typically infer that H is most likely true.” The deep
insight into the nature of NLI from the logical and
philosophical point of view is provided in (Korman et al., 2018).
Originally, RTE was proposed as a binary decision task (entailment/non-entailment). Later, the
3-way task (entailment/neutral/contradiction) became more frequent.
Nowadays, there exists a number of annotated
corpora for the NLI task. At the beginning of
RTE investigations, it was a collection of RTE corpora created for Pascal/NIST/SemEval challenges.
A comprehensive overview of older RTE corpora
is provided in (Bentivogli et al., 2017).
A massive development in the field of NLI using
deep learning approaches was started after the release of the Stanford NLI corpus (Bowman et al.,
2015), probably the most widely used annotated
corpus for NLI, containing approx. 570K of annotated sentence text-hypothesis pairs. This corpus
was later followed by MultiGenre NLI corpus –
MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) – of a comparable size, but with a wider range of genres, including spoken language, newspapers, 9/11 etc.
Both of these corpora were constructed in a similar way: given a sentence/premise, the annotators
were asked to write a sentence that is entailed by
the premise, a sentence that is contradictory to the
premise, and a sentence neutral w. r. t. the premise,
i. e., such that its truth value is independent to the
truth value of the premise. According to the classification presented in the paper (Poliak et al., 2018),
these two corpora belong to the human elicited
category. The paper also provides a comprehensive analyses of SNLI, MultiNLI as well as an
overview of more recent and specific NLI corpora.
2.2

Natural Language Inference from
Multiple Premises

As already mentioned, the novel NLI task that is
based on inference over multiple premises was recently introduced in (Lai et al., 2017). Given four
premise sentences and one hypothesis sentence,
the task is to label this premises-hypothesis pair

in a standard 3-way manner – entailment, neutral,
or contradiction.
This work was inspired by the Approximate entailment task (Young et al., 2014), that arises from
processing the image captions – the task is to decide whether a brief caption h (the hypothesis)
can describe the same image as a set of captions
P = {P1 , . . . , PN } known to describe the same
image (the premises).
The (only one) MPE corpus1 introduced in the
paper (Lai et al., 2017) was created upon the
F LICKR 30K dataset (Plummer et al., 2015). Hypotheses were generated in by simplifying either a fifth caption describing the same image or
a caption corresponding to a different image and
given the standard 3-way tags (Poliak et al., 2018).
The simplification process relies on the denotation
graph (Young et al., 2014) – it is based on normalization and reduction rules (e. g. lemmatization,
dropping modifiers and prepositional phrases, replacing nouns with their hypernyms, extracting
noun phrases), see (Lai et al., 2017). Each hypothesis has at most 50% overlap with the words in
its corresponding premises. The MPE corpus contains 8000 items in the training set, 1000 items in
the development set and 1000 in the test set.
To provide a better idea about the corpus, here
is an example of positive (entailment) item taken
again from (Lai et al., 2017):
Premises:
1. Two girls sitting down and looking at a book.
2. A couple laughs together as they read a book
on a train.
3. Two travelers on a train or bus reading
a book together.
4. A woman wearing glasses and a brown
beanie next to a girl with long brown hair
holding a book.
Hypothesis: Women smiling.
Label: ⇒ E NTAILMENT

In the paper, the authors also investigate the relation between MPE and the standard (SPE) entailment. In this particular MPE task/corpus,
each premise consists of four independently written sentences and, using crowdsourcing, singlepremise entailment labels for each individual
1

https://github.com/aylai/
MultiPremiseEntailment/tree/master/data/
MPE
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single-premise-hypothesis pair in the D EV dataset
were obtained. Based on these individual labels, it
has been shown that majority voting strategies as
well as more sophisticated rule based approaches
over single labels to obtain the final MPE label do
not lead to sufficient results, hence MPE cannot be
trivially reduced to multiple SPE tasks.
2.3

Information Extraction (IE) and Open
Information Extraction (Open IE)

Information extraction is generally a process of
transforming an unstructured textual information
into a structured representation in the form of relational phrase and its arguments, usually (arg1
; rel-phrase; arg2), see (Niklaus et al.,
2018). Information extraction deals with a predefined relation vocabulary.
In contrast, in open information extraction introduced by (Banko et al., 2007), this assumption
is relaxed, i. e., we do not require a fixed vocabulary of relations. Open information extraction
systems extract textual n-tuples that represent basic propositions asserted by a sentence (Stanovsky
et al., 2018). An example of a result of open IE
process taken again from (Stanovsky et al., 2018):

method for collecting data (on relation inference)
in context: the inference task was transformed into
simple factoid question answering. The resulting annotated corpus has a form of “textual tripletextual triple plus entailment label”.
Indeed, in both cases, textual tuples are a “subject of entailment” – in the final corpus, the tuples
are inputs for the entailment decision. In this paper we are going exploit open IE in a different way
– to create certain sentences.

3

In this section we are going to describe a general method of constructing an MPE corpus from
a given single premise entailment corpus using an
open IE system and also its evaluation. Concrete
implementation details are provided in the next
section.
3.1

• From longer sentences, it is usually possible
to extract multiple textual n-tuples.
• Results of open IE systems is naturally interpretable when reading from left to right
(Stanovsky et al., 2018), hence they correspond with sentences.

OUTPUT:

• The entailment label in an SPE task can be
used even for tasks where premise is represented in a “semantically equivalent form”.

• (mercury filling; particularly
prevalent; in the USA)

• (mercury filling; was banned;
in the EU; partly because it
causes antibiotic resistance)
2.4

Relational Entailment/Relation Inference

Open information extraction over particular parts
of an NLI corpus (hypotheses) was already
exploited in (Víta, 2018) in order to obtain
“sentence-textual tuple” entailment pairs when introducing a task of relational entailment. This
task can be employed for checking facts in open
knowledge bases, i. e., sets of extracted tuples, see
(Mausam, 2016).
Another entailment task based on relational tuples, was introduced by Levy et al. in (Levy
and Dagan, 2016) together with a new annotation

Creating MPE Corpus from SPE One

The main idea of this proposed approach is based
on the following observations:

INPUT: Mercury filling, particularly prevalent in
the USA, was banned in the EU, partly because it
causes antibiotic resistance.

• (mercury filling; causes;
antibiotic resistance)

Methods

In order to provide a compact notation, we introduce the following convention: let us denote
a set of word types contained in a sentence or a textual n-tuple t by a symbol ||t||. Let e(s) be a set
of textual n-tuples extracted by an open IE system
from a sentence s and, finally, let s(t) be a string
obtained from a textual n-tuple t by removing auxiliary symbols (brackets and semicolons) – this
refers to the second observation: we assume that
s(t) can be treated as a sentence – it is a subject of
further investigations.
Given a premise P and a hypothesis H and
a corresponding entailment label L, we transform
this P -H pair into a set of multiple premises
M (P ) = {s(t) | t ∈ e(P )} accompanied with the
unchanged hypothesis H a s well as unchanged label L, iff the following conditions hold:
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1. |e(P )| > 1, i. e., we are interested only in
such cases, when more than one tuple is extracted from a given premise,
2. (∪t∈e(P ) ||t||) \ {“and”} = ||P ||, i. e., each
word of the premise is contained in at least
one extracted tuple (except “and”),
3. ∀t ∈ e(P ), ||H|| 6⊆ ||t||, i. e., we do not allow
situations, where the hypothesis is a shortening of some of the considered tuples,
4. ∀t, u ∈ e(P ), t 6= u, ||t|| 6⊆ ||u|| and ||u|| 6⊆
||t||.
The first condition is obvious. The second one
ensures that the information contained in the set
of extracted tuples is the same as in the original
premise under the natural assumption that a content of a sentence can be fully represented by a set
of textual n-tuples for sufficiently high n. By the
third condition we want to avoid cases of trivial
entailment from one of the multiple premises.
The last condition excludes situations when the
result M (P ) set contains “inclusion sentences”
like:
Three men standing on grass
and Three men standing on grass by
the water looking at something on
a table.
The procedure of generating the MPE corpus
from an existing NLI one is now straightforward:
for each P − H − L triple of NLI corpus check
the conditions 3.1 for P , e(P ) and H – if satisfied, the obtained M (P )-H-L item is added into
MPE corpus being created. These items can be
further filtered according to different intentions,
e. g., we want to deal with items having at least k
premises or at most m premises, for instance. Obviously, the quality of the annotation of the original SPE corpus hardly influences the quality of the
obtained MPE corpus.
Unlike the MPE corpus from (Lai et al., 2017)
where all entailment items contain a set of a fixed
number of premises (4), we will generally obtain
sets of variable number of premises.
Reducing the number of trivial inferences by
limiting lexical overlap In order to reduce the
number of items where the inferences can be done
trivially, we may set up a threshold for lexical
overlap and consider only such items that the fraction of the number of hypothesis tokens that appear in at least one premise and the number of hypothesis tokens after stopwords removal is lower

or equal to a given threshold.
Remark The process can also produce positive (entailment) items where not all premises in
the M (P ) set take part in the entailment of the
hypothesis, i. e., one or more of the premises involved together with the hypothesis form a neutral
pair/pairs. This phenomenon will be a subject of
further investigations. Nevertheless, in real situations, it is natural to deal with it, as well as with
premises such that one extends information provided by another, thus not fulfilling condition 4.
According to (Poliak et al., 2018) again, our
proposed corpus can be classified as automatically
recast, i. e., a corpus that was automatically generated from an existing dataset constructed for a different NLP task and the labeling was done with
no or a little manual work. In such cases, some
properties of the source corpora may be also transferred into the recasts.
3.2

Quality Evaluation of Our Corpus

NLI corpora are prone to contain several types of
annotation artifacts (Gururangan et al., 2018). For
example, a negation can indicate a contradiction
label, mainly in human elicited corpora. Using
“generic” words such as “animal” or “instrument”
is often typical for the entailment label thanks to
common annotators’ strategies.
In order to obtain a better insight into the characteristics of the obtained corpus, we are going to
investigate the role of occurrence of certain single
words in hypotheses when predicting labels and
the role of the hypothesis-context relation as well
as appearance of different (annotators’) patterns.
3.3

Lexical Biases

At first, we are going to focus on words that are
strongly indicative of each inference class. In
(Gururangan et al., 2018), the authors use pointwise mutual information (PMI) for all words and
classes in the training set:
P M I(word, class) = log

p(word, class)
.
p(word, .)p(., class)

The authors use add-100 smoothing to emphasize
word-class correlation and select Top 5 words in
each class.
In (Poliak et al., 2018), a conditional probability
was used:
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p(l|w) =

count(w, l)
.
count(w)

Figure 1: Overall architecture of the simple
hypothesis-only classifier
3-class sigmoid

Fully connected layers

Hypothesis embedding

Then they analogously select Top words for each
class (label) l. If p(l|w) is highly skewed across labels, there exists the potential for a predictive bias
(Poliak et al., 2018). In this paper, we are going to
use this second approach.
3.4

Hypothesis-Only Approach

Annotation artifacts in NLI corpora are common,
since annotators, mainly in human elicited corpora
development, have different strategies and patterns
for generating hypotheses. There are also artifacts
that arise from the “hypothesis-context” relation.
To model the degree of annotation artifact existence, a classifier that uses only hypotheses for
predicting the entailment classes can be trained. In
other words, the classifier completely ignoring the
information contained in the premise(s) is used.
In (Poliak et al., 2018), the authors call this approach “hypothesis-only” and they used a modified InferSent model (Conneau et al., 2017).
In (Gururangan et al., 2018), fastText
(Joulin et al., 2017), bag-of-words and bigram
based model was used, there it is called “premiseoblivious text classifier”.
A general architecture of a hypothesis-only
classifier is depicted in Figure 1.
Since the outstanding results of BERT model in
SPE NLI task2 , we use BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
embeddings.

4

4.1

As an input for our approach, the training dataset
of SNLI was used.
From 150.736 unique
texts/premises, 229.428 n-tuples were extracted,
i. e., 1.522 n-tuples per sentence in average. The
extraction process was performed by Open IE 5.03
(Mausam, 2016). Additional labels provided by
the system (like L: for location) were removed.
For premise-hypothesis-GoldLabel items of
SNLI train, we follow the list of requirements in
subsection 3.1. The SNLI corpus contains appox. 2% of items without GoldLabel (marked “-”)
(Bowman et al., 2015). Even if P -H-L item with
L =“-” meets the requirements, it is not added to
the corpus being created. Hence the corpus contains only three common labels (entailment, neutral, contradiction) – the number of such items
was 96.
Moreover, we set-up a threshold for a lexical
overlap according to (Lai et al., 2017) to be equal
to 0.5.
The obtained dataset contains 45.622 items. It
was then randomly split into train/dev/test datasets
containing 32.000, 7.000 and 6.622 items, respectively. Although the SNLI corpus is roughly balanced between the three classes, our corpus contains slightly higher fraction of contradiction labels, mainly because of application of the lexical
overlap threshold – high lexical overlap typically
indicates the entailment class.
To provide a better idea about the proposed corpus, we provide an example of each label – the
premises are syntactically transformed (from t to
s(t) in our notation): from textual tuples into sentences, i. e. brackets and semicolons are removed,
the first letter is capitalized.
Example 1
Premises:
1. A white dog with his tongue out is in the snow.
2. A brown dog with his tongue out is in the
snow.

Results and Discussion

The proposed approach for MPE corpus development can be generally used on any single premise
NLI annotated corpus in a language where a suitable open IE system is available. To demonstrate it
on a concrete dataset, we have chosen the already
mentioned SNLI corpus.
2

See state-of-the-art results on SciTail corpus:
https://leaderboard.allenai.org/scitail/
submissions/public

MPE(SNLI) Corpus

3. A black dog with his tongue out is in the snow.
Hypothesis: There are animals outdoors.
Label: ⇒ E NTAILMENT
Example 2
Premises:

3
https://github.com/dair-iitd/
OpenIE-standalone
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1. 3 women posing for a picture.

like object, similar, multicolored matches common strategies and patterns when creating entailment pairs. We can also note that the first item in
the “contradiction list” is linked to negation. Investigations of annotation strategies and patterns
can be a part of the future work.

2. 3 women are sitting down.
Hypothesis: The women are smiling.
Label: ⇒ N EUTRAL
Example 3
Premises:

Table 3: Cond. prob.: l = “entailment”

1. A baby has food on his face.

w
similar
facial
multicolored
object
least

2. A baby eats.
Hypothesis: Baby playing with a dog.
Label: ⇒ C ONTRADICTION

The distribution of labels in the corpus is provided in Table 1.

Table 4: Cond. prob.: l = “neutral”

Table 1: Distribution of labels in MPE(SNLI)
Train
Dev
Test
entailment
0.231 0.235 0.231
neutral
0.361 0.362 0.372
contradiction 0.407 0.403 0.396

w
favorite
tired
first
tips
tour

As already mentioned, we do not require the
same number of premises in each corpus item, the
distribution of number of premises in the corpus is
also provided, see Table 2.

w
nobody
naked
quietly
cats
napping

MPE(SNLI) Lexical Biases

In order to select the most characteristic words
for each entailment label, we used the conditional
probability of a word w w. r. t. the label l. Since
there are extremely discriminative words having
a very low frequency, we focus only on words that
appear at least five times in the training dataset.
Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 present Top 5 words
for each class in MPE(SNLI) corpus (training):
entailment, neutral, and contradiction respectively
together with corresponding values of conditional
probability.
These results correspond with our intuition, if
we consider the fact that the source of SNLI sentences are mainly photo captions and the fact that
the original SNLI corpus was human elicited. Using lexical items that refer to “general” words

p(l|w)
0.976
0.964
0.940
0.9385
0.933

Table 5: Cond. prob.: l = “contradiction”

Table 2: Number of premises in MPE(SNLI)
# prem.
2
3
4
5 ≥6
# items 37765 5013 2294 253 297
4.2

p(l|w)
0.875
0.857
0.857
0.848
0.840

4.3

p(l|w)
0.994
0.971
0.968
0.938
0.931

Hypothesis-Only Classifier

Sentence (hypothesis) BERT embeddings were
computed using BERT-as-a-service application (Xiao, 2018). We have used a pretrained
BERT model4 (12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads,
110M parameters). Each hypothesis was encoded
as a 768-dimensional vector. The optimal dimension (d = 100) of the single hidden layer was obtained by a grid search.
The achieved accuracy reached 0.671 on the
test dataset, highly above the majority baseline
that equals 0.396. This result indicates a notable
4

https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_
models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_
A-12.zip
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presence of annotation artifacts in MPE(SNLI)
corpus. Nevertheless, approximately the same accuracy was obtained on the test set of the original SNLI single premise corpus using premiseoblivious fastText classifier. We may conclude
that proposed corpus achieves a comparable level
of annotation artifacts occurrence.
4.4

Conclusion

We have proposed a method of exploiting an
open information extraction system for transforming a NLI single premise corpus into a multiple
premises entailment (MPE) setting. The method
was then applied on SNLI training data and an
annotated MPE(SNLI) corpus was obtained. The
final corpus will be available at: https://
github.com/martinvita/openIE-MPE
4.5

Future Work

This work presents the first steps in creating corpora for MPE task using open IE with a particular
application on SNLI data. The further work on
the proposed MPE(SNLI) corpus will include extending investigations outlined in this paper, e. g.
obtaining deeper insight into lexical bias or investigations about individual entailment classification
between hypotheses and individual premises – “elements of M(P)” etc. as a natural continuation of
the work.
The keystone of the further work are the investigations of relations among the members of the
premise set M (P ) together with the development
of the entire MPE task . According to our intuition, the MPE should be significantly more difficult than SPE task in the sense that the entailment
judgement should be based on a fusion of information contained in the premises. This is also a natural step after the initial work (Lai et al., 2017) –
approving the importance of the MPE task.
Both the quality and quantity of extracted tuples
– hence also the number of premises and items
in the MPE corpus – are strongly influenced by
the functionality and quality of the open information extraction system used. Comparing results/outputs of different open IE systems is another prospective field of study.
As we have seen from examples provided in the
text, the proposed process led to the MPE corpus
with a variable number of premises whereas in the
first MPE corpus (Lai et al., 2017), each item contains preciously four premises. In order to prepare
a formally compatible corpus, we are interested

also in “normalizing” the number of premises using various techniques, e. g. a paraphrase generation for cases when we have less premises than
needed, and concatenation in cases when the number of premises exceeds the required number.
Obviously, the proposed process does not rely
on certain properties of SNLI, hence it can be
straightforwardly applied to other corpora, (e. g.
MultiNLI, SciTail etc.), even to NLI singlepremise corpora in different languages where open
IE tools are available. SNLI is prone to several biases (that are transferred to MPE corpus), thus we
can expect the result obtained by applying our procedure on other corpora can lead to more valuable
and inspiring results.
A general task when having MPE corpora of
suitable quality and volume, is the development of
classifiers for MPE task based on different architectures, i. e., general development in MPE field
as well as further study on the mutual relationship
between the SPE NLI and the MPE NLI task.
Remark Finally, it should be noticed that MPE
task is related to NLI with external/background
knowledge, which seems to be a promising direction in the field of NLU (Jiang et al., 2018).
Having a premise-hypothesis pair and an external/background knowledge that can be formalized in the form of sentences, we can generally
add these sentences as additional premises. The
key question is obviously the process of selection/recommendation of relevant sentences to become these new additional premises. Clearly, the
number of premises needs to be limited. This observation illustrates the importance of the MPE
task in the entire NLU field.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of readability of automatically generated summaries in the context of second language
learning. For this we experimented with
a new corpus of level-annotated simplified
English texts. The texts were summarized
using a total of 7 extractive and abstractive
summarization systems with compression
rates of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. We analyzed the generated summaries in terms
of lexical, syntactic and length-based features of readability, and concluded that
summary complexity depends on the compression rate, summarization technique
and the nature of the summarized corpus.
Our experiments demonstrate the importance of choosing appropriate summarization techniques that align with users needs
and language proficiency.

1

Introduction

It is often the case that people, at some point in
their lives, are incapable of benefiting from available information due to various aspects of text
complexity resulting from domain-specific terminology and grammatical structure complexity. The
literature has identified specific instances of this,
such as: diabetes patients with no medical training
who try to make sense of recent scientific advances
in the treatment of the disease (Ong et al., 2008);
elderly people forced to embrace the technical terminology of the digital age when using computers and mobile phones (Li and Perkins, 2007);
parents trying to decipher the latest slang words
used by their teenage children (Vizgirdaite, 2009);
people with different degrees of learning difficulties such as aphasia (Carroll et al., 1998), dyslexia
(Rello et al., 2012) or autism (Štajner et al., 2012);
and, second languag (L2) learners trying to infer

the meaning of idioms from the literal meaning of
their constituents (Charteris-Black, 2002).
Extensive research has been carried out in the
field of automatic text simplification and text enrichment (Rello et al., 2014; Aranzabe et al., 2012;
Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Thomas and Anderson, 2012; Barbu et al., 2015). But only a few
studies integrate them into other applications of
natural language processing (NLP), such as, for
example, in text summarization for the purpose of
improving readability. Text summarization is not
considered to be primarily a simplification task.
However, it becomes useful when long documents
are involved as it aims to reduce text processing
time and thus to access quicker the main concepts
of the document. In this context most of the studies apply text simplification to reduce redundant
or less important information and to increase the
informativeness of extractive summaries, but not
their readability (Jing, 2000). Lloret et al. (2019)
point out that summaries are rarely evaluated for
readability. But text summarization can clearly
benefit from readability assessment to better serve
its purpose of saving reading time and to avoid the
generation of incomprehensible summaries. We
take this idea further and suggest that to maintain
an optimal level of summary complexity and to
adapt it in a personalized way according to user
needs and language proficiency, the summarization aproach needs to identify and integrate the
necessary degree of simplification.
This paper presents the initial study of ongoing research on the development of an abstractive text summarization approach that can adapt
generated summaries to user language proficiency
and cognitive abilities. In this study, we rely on
the fact that texts for L2 learners are written in
a well-structured manner with clear style. Unlike
first language texts, these texts, in addition to their
semantic readability features, include a broader
range of syntactic features, thereby providing an
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overall richer set of readability metrics for examination (Heilman et al., 2007). Once identified
these features can be used to measure variation in
readability of automatically generated summaries.
For this purpose we harvested a corpus of texts
for L2 learners of English that are classified into
7 levels according to language proficiency . This
dataset provides an appropriate setup to explore
the distribution of different readability characteristics across the levels and to study how these characteristics change when summarization is applied.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• we experiment with a new dataset of graded
L2 learner texts that can be used both for text
simplification and text summarization tasks;
• we test a number of summarization approaches on this corpus and demonstrate that
compression rate always affects the complexity of generated summaries;
• we show that the domain of the corpus affects
the results;
• we prove that the complexity of generated
summaries varies depending on the summarization technique and the readability metric.

2

Related work

The present study spans two fields of NLP: text
summarization and readability assessment as a
part of the text simplification process.
Only a few studies address the problem of how
text summarization affects summary readability.
Petersen and Ostendorf (2007) are among the first
to point out that text summarization techniques
alone do not control the degree of readability
of generated summaries because sentences with
challenging vocabulary and complex grammatical
structures may be chosen. Lloret et al. (2019) further explore this idea, showing that text summarization does not maintain the same degree of text
complexity as the original document. However,
based on their experiments with a corpus of unsimplified newswire documents for native speakers
DUC 20021 and contrary to the observation of Petersen and Ostendorf (2007), they conclude that on
some readability metrics the summaries generated
with the compression rate of 20% score better and
are easier to comprehend than the original texts.
For their experiments Lloret et al. (2019) used a
1

http://duc.nist.gov/

total of 9 lexical and length-based readability features and a modular extractive text summarization
approach that allowed the testing of how anaphora
resolution, word sense disambiguation and textual
entailment affect the readability of summaries.
Only a handful of text summarization methods so far have integrated readability assessment
to select not only the most informative, but also
the most comprehensible sentences. Nandhini and
Balasundaram (2014) designed one of such approaches. They represent each document as a set
of 4 informative features (sentence position, title
similarity, etc.) and 5 readability features (word
length, sentence length, etc.) and treat summarization as an optimization problem to maximize the
average informative score of the summary and to
improve its readability. However, their set of readability features is small and they do not study the
relative importance of each feature with respect to
the corpus or the target language proficiency level.
In recent years, several studies appeared that
address readability assessment and text simplification for L2 learners. Vajjala and Lučić (2018)
compiled the OneStopEnglish corpus of simplified
level-annotated news articles for L2 learners with
comparable texts across all levels. Xia et al. (2016)
trained a machine learning algorithm for readability assessment on past Cambridge English Exam
papers. Their set of readability features includes
data from English Vocabulary Profile, an online
vocabulary resource with integrated grading scale
based on the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR) (Council of Europe, 2001).
Our study has been inspired by the aforementioned research and further expands on the idea
of Lloret et al. (2019) by experimenting with a
graded simplified corpus of texts for L2 learners
of English, adding vocabulary-based and syntactic
families of readability features, including an abstractive summarization system and testing these
metrics with 4 different compression rates.

3

Data

The goal of this paper is to provide an initial analysis on how automatic text summarization affects
readability for L2 learners with the long term goal
of integrating these findings into an abstractive
text summarization approach capable of adapting
generated summaries to user language proficiency,
knowledge and cognitive abilities. This requires a
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Level
# of docs
CEFR
% of docs
Difficulty

0
251
A2
64.94%
low

1
251
A2
45.02%
low-med

2
251
A2
23.11%
med

3
251
A2-B1
61.35%
pre-int

4
250
B1-B2
78.40%
pre-int/int

5
250
B2
54.40%
int

6
250
C1-C2
40.80%
upper-int

Table 1: Statistics for the BNE corpus
corpus of simplified texts that are adapted to different reading proficiency levels and also include
the original source documents. To the best of our
knowledge there is no such freely available levelannotated corpus of learner’s materials that can
also be used for text summarization.
Motivated by this fact we harvested a corpus of texts for English learners from Breaking
News English website2 . Breaking News English
(BNE) is a website with different resources for
English language teachers created and maintained
since November 2004 by an experienced ESL/EFL
teacher Sean Banville3 . This website was nominated for a British Council ELTons award in the
category “Innovation in Learner Resources” in
2014. We obtained permission from the author
to use it for research purposes. The site contains
materials classified into seven levels from 0 to 6
that roughly correspond to CEFR grading scale,
comprising levels from A2 to C2 (see Table 3). A
new lesson, containing quizzes, reading and listening activities, appears every two days. The main
component of each lesson is a piece of news from
120 to 250 words long, depending on the level.
Texts cover a broad range of topics, but try to avoid
more emotive and sensitive ones (Banville, 2005).
As the vocabulary difficulty depends on the topic,
each news article topic is assigned to one of two
groups, representing linguistic levels 0 to 3 or 4
to 6, respectively. The grading process is the following: first, the author manually creates a text for
level 3 or 6 and then makes the easier levels by reducing sentence length, simplifying grammar, introducing easier vocabulary and avoiding idioms.
We will revisit this grading policy in Section 4.2,
as it affects readability statistics of the corpus.
The distinguishing features of this resource are:
• each text is available at different levels of
complexity.
• each text can be considered as a summary of a
set of news articles that can be extracted from
the provided URLs.
2
3

https://breakingnewsenglish.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/seanbanville/

As mentioned in Section 2 the OneStopEnglish
corpus (Vajjala and Lučić, 2018) is a similar resource for readability assessment that contains the
same texts rewritten for elementary, intermediate
or advanced reading proficiency levels. However,
given the 7 levels from the BNE dataset we expect
to be able to identify the more subtle readability
differences between them. Going forward, with
access to the original news articles via URLs, we
will be able to develop and test an adaptive multidocument summarization approach on this corpus.
The BNE website has been evolving since its
creation in 2004, thereby level annotation is available only starting from July 2013. We harvested
all the suitable data, but for this initial research
we used a subset from March 2016 to January
2019, resulting in 1,754 news articles in total and
250/251 articles for each of the 7 levels. Table 1 shows further statistics of the corpus where
CEFR and Difficulty rows reflect grading information provided on the resource’s website.
To contrast BNE’s website CEFR level annotation with the CEFR annotation of other state-ofthe-art resources, we evaluated our corpus with the
readability assessment method developed by Xia
et al. (2016) and trained on past Cambridge English Exam papers and on the set of 100 additionally annotated news articles. The row % of docs
illustrates how many texts were identified by this
method as belonging to the indicated CEFR level.

4
4.1

Readability
Features

The most recent research on readability assessment uses machine learning based approaches in
combination with a broad set of linguistic features. Such sets of features are usually organized
into families that share similar linguistic properties. They typically include length-based, syntactic, lexico-semantic and discourse-based features,
among others. Experiments show that different
families, or even individual features, affect the accuracy of the classifier in a different manner (Xia
et al., 2016).
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Following previous research on assessing readability of summaries by Lloret et al. (2019), we selected the same set of 9 readability features. However, after detailed analysis of the set and the revision of other research in readability assessment
of L2 texts, we added further lexical and syntactic
features (Xia et al., 2016; Heilman et al., 2007).
The rationale for this was twofold. First, experiments show that these families of features significantly improve performance of classifiers and
therefore help to correctly identify the grade of
text complexity (Pitler and Nenkova, 2008). Second, the initial set of readability metrics would not
be capable of grasping grammatical and vocabulary changes that are an integral part of second language acquisition. To cover these aspects of text
complexity we added 12 more features4 including
the revised Dale-Chall formula (Chall and Dale,
1995). This formula calculates the proportion of
words that do not belong to the list of 3,000 familiar words. Some studies view this formula as
a simplified version of a language model (CollinsThompson and Callan, 2004). The complete set of
21 features, by families, is described below.
Traditional Features This family includes
superficial length-based features and traditional
readability formulas that are easy to compute, but
provide a competitive baseline.
- Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) (Flesch, 1948)
- Avg. Word Length (AWL)
- Mean Length of a Sentence (MLS)
- Avg. Number of Sentences (ANS)
- Avg. Text Length in Tokens (ANT)
Lexical Features Our final feature set does not
include discourse features, although 4 already integrated features from the original feature set of
Lloret et al. (2019) based on noun and proper noun
ratios may be related to the entity-density features,
which could cast some light on the discourse properties of the corpus (Feng et al., 2009).
- Word variation index (OVIX) is a variety of
type-token ratio measure (Hultman and Westman,
1977)
- Revised Dale-Chall formula (DC)
- Proper Noun Ratio (PNR)
- Avg. Number of Unique Proper Nouns
(uPNR)
- Noun Ratio (NR)
- Pronoun Ratio (PR)
4

We indicate them with an * in Table 2

Syntactic Features Heilman et al. (2007) emphasize that grammatical features may play a more
important role in readability assessment for the L2
learners than for the native speakers. Following
their example, we calculate the last 4 features in
this family on a per word basis.
- Parse Tree Depth (PTD)
- Noun Phrase Ratio (NPR)
- Verb Phrase Ratio (VPR)
- Adjective Phrase Ratio (ADJPR)
- Adverbial Phrase Ratio (ADVPR)
- Avg. number of SBARs per sentence (SBAR)
- Ratio of Passive Voice constructions (PV)
- Avg. number of Relative Clauses (RC)
- Past Participles (VBN)
- Modal verbs (MD)
4.2

BNE Readability Statistics

In Section 3 we explained how Sean Banville manually creates the news articles for each complexity level. His grading scheme does not correspond one-to-one to other established classifications, such as for example CEFR level annotation.
To analyze how readability varies across the 7 levels, we extracted statistics from the BNE corpus
for each of the 21 features. Table 2 contains average values by level for each of the selected readability measures and Table 3 Pearson correlation
coefficient.
Length-based readability features reveal irregularities in the size of articles between levels 3 and
4 when the more complex topic replaces the easier one. One can observe that the average number
of tokens and sentences per article, as well as the
mean sentence length (ANS, ANT, MLS) gradually increase from level 0 to level 3, but then in
level 4 decrease almost to the values of level 1,
again increasing and surpassing previous values
up until level 6. It affects FRE formula and introduces the same irregularity in its values. These
size differences are intended by the author. Indeed, he states on his website that levels 4 and 5
texts are shorter than levels 2 and 3 respectively.
Average word length is the only length-based feature that grows linearly and slightly smooths out
the values of FRE.
This tendency in length-based features also affects syntactic features, since more complex syntactic constructions tend to contain more words.
Considering these findings, none of the discussed
features in isolation, except for AWL, could be
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Level
FRE
AWL
MLS
ANS*
ANT
OVIX
DC*
PNR
uPNR
NR
PR
PTD*
NPR*
VPR*
ADJPR*
ADVPR*
SBAR*
PV*
RC*
VBN*
MD*

0
69.123
4.621
9.995
10.912
106.000
45.091
7.106
0.053
0.033
0.311
0.072
8.542
2.650
1.067
0.223
0.200
0.337
0.005
0.006
0.117
0.257

1
64.060
4.681
12.186
12.498
147.701
45.855
7.438
0.052
0.033
0.304
0.069
9.320
2.893
1.091
0.250
0.241
0.401
0.006
0.008
0.171
0.256

2
59.235
4.754
14.292
13.677
188.829
46.258
7.720
0.052
0.033
0.301
0.067
9.997
3.060
1.114
0.262
0.285
0.460
0.007
0.009
0.226
0.261

3
53.951
4.839
16.846
14.040
229.016
47.009
8.000
0.055
0.036
0.299
0.063
10.821
3.258
1.130
0.284
0.354
0.527
0.008
0.010
0.312
0.265

4
55.470
4.860
14.027
10.716
144.572
50.507
8.216
0.048
0.033
0.305
0.066
9.766
2.966
1.106
0.242
0.281
0.420
0.009
0.008
0.285
0.240

5
50.073
4.937
16.623
11.476
183.588
51.076
8.540
0.049
0.034
0.302
0.062
10.434
3.141
1.136
0.247
0.323
0.476
0.009
0.009
0.354
0.235

6
42.011
5.063
20.432
11.160
220.160
52.702
8.989
0.052
0.038
0.300
0.058
11.469
3.421
1.160
0.288
0.401
0.542
0.011
0.010
0.491
0.233

Table 2: Readability statistics for the BNE corpus
used to correctly identify the level of a BNE document. Among lexical features, we want to point
out the OVIX and the DC metrics that together
with the AWL suggest that the best approach to automatically assess complexity of this corpus may
involve a statistical language model.
Based on the values of Pearson correlation coefficient we reduced our readability set to 3 features
including FRE, DC and PTD - one feature per family - as the most reliable readability indicators for
the given corpus (see Table 3). Since average sentence length is one of the components of FRE, we
included FRE and not MSL in this set, even though
it has a higher correlation coefficient. We will use
this reduced set in the next experiments.

5

Feature
FRE
AWL
MLS
ANS
ANT
OVIX
DC
PNR
uPNR
NR
PR
PTD
NPR
VPR
ADJPR
ADVPR
SBAR
PV
RC
VBN
MD

Summarization Methods

For this research we considered 7 state-of-theart methods with different summarization techniques that include graph-based and frequencybased methods, methods that implement language
models, incorporate such heuristics as word sense
disambiguation and anaphora resolution and involve abstractive text summarization. Implementations of 2 of them were obtained from the authors (ExL19, AbL15), while the remaining 5
were provided by the sumy framework5 . Each
5

Pearson correlation
r
p-value
-0.6197
0
0.4133
0
0.6459
0
-0.1167
0
0.6154
0
0.4080
0
0.5429
0
-0.0197
-0.410
0.0527
-0.0272
-0.0597
-0.0125
-0.1393
0
0.5454
0
0.4114
0
0.2279
0
0.0753
-0.0016
0.3218
0
0.2555
0
0.2430
0
0.1252
0
0.5199
0
-0.0493
-0.0388

Table 3: Correlation coefficient for the BNE corpus.

https://github.com/miso-belica/sumy
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method is described in more detail below.
Luhn’s classical technique was one of the first
summarization algorithms ranking sentences on
word and phrase frequencies (Luhn, 1958). It
weighs each sentence according to the number
of significant words it contains ignoring high frequency common words from a stop word list.
SumBasic (Nenkova and Vanderwende, 2005)
is another frequency-based summarizer that incorporates context information. It assumes that distribution of words in a human summary is similar
to that of the original text. The authors reported
that it outperformed many of the DUC 2004 systems, so it is frequently used in the literature as a
baseline summarizer.
KLSum (Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009)
uses Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure the
similarity between a sentence and the language
model of the document and selects a set of sentences such that the distribution of words in the
selected sentences is as similar as possible to the
overall distribution of words in the document.
ExL196 Lloret et al. (2019) designed a modular extractive text summarization approach based
on frequencies. For this experiment we selected
the combination that includes anaphora resolution,
word sense disambiguation and textual entailment,
scoring sentences on concept frequencies.
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is a graphbased approach that uses cosine similarity of TF–
IDF vectors to calculate pairwise similarity between two sentences. The final score of each sentence is the sum of the weights of all the edges
connected to it. The sentences are ranked by applying PageRank to the resulting graph.
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) is another graph-based approach that uses PageRank
to rank the sentences. In the case of TextRank,
the similarity between two sentences is calculated as the number of words they have in common normalized by sentence length. In contrast
to LexRank, TextRank recursively changes the
weights of the sentences incorporating in this manner how all the sentences in the graph relate to
each other.
AbL15 (Lloret et al., 2015) is an abstractive
text summarization approach that incorporates the
stages of text interpretation, transformation and
summary generation. Each text passes through the
6
We will refer to the systems developed by Lloret et al.
using ExL19 for extractive and AbL15 for the abstractive one.

process of syntactic simplification that splits complex sentences into shorter ones. Subsequently, the
system extracts subject-verb-object triplets, identifies named entities and head nouns in nouns
phrases, and supplies all this information to the
summarizer. The summarizer scores each sentence representation based on the extracted information. In the final step the system translates
each sentence into its surface representation and
selects the highest rated sentences with respect to
the maximum allowed summary size.

6

Results

The final setup of our experiment includes: 7 summarization methods (Luhn, SumBasic, ExL19,
LexRank, TextRank, KLSum, AbL15); 4 compression rates (20%, 40%, 60% & 80%); and, 3
readability metrics (FRE, DC and PTD). To evaluate how much readability of generated summaries
(sread) differs from that of the original documents
(oread) we calculated for each document i the percent deviation (PD)
P Di =

(sreadi − oreadi )
∗ 100
oreadi

(1)

and then averaged it across the entire set. This
value can be both negative and positive and indicates whether the summary is more or less complex than the original text.
Another way to assess the summarizer’s performance on readability is to calculate the average
absolute deviation from the original text’s complexity, in other words from 0. With this information we can determine the degree to which the
summaries, independently from being more complex or simple, differ from the original documents
across all the compression rates. Although the
complexity of a system may vary across all the
compression rates, their average variation may be
very small.
P4

n=1 |P Dn

− 0|

(2)
4
where AADs is the average absolute deviation of
a given system s and P Dn is its percent deviation
for the compression rate n.
AADs =

6.1

Length-based readability results

Table 4 shows how selected text summarization
methods affect length-based readability features.
FRE measure depends on the number of tokens per
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%compression
20
40
60
80
Avg. abs. dev.

Luhn
-12.36%
-5.24%
-1.53%
0.95%
5.02%

SumBasic
12.68%
9.16%
6.94%
4.85%
8.41%

KLSum
-8.80%
4.68%
8.04%
7.63%
7.29%

ExL19
-4.82%
-3.74%
-1.41%
0.19%
2.54%

LexRank
-1.67%
2.25%
3.45%
3.81%
2.80%

TextRank
-7.20%
-2.51%
-0.59%
1.35%
2.91%

AbL15
-12.36%
-3.38%
4.32%
10.16%
7.56%

TextRank
3.30%
2.34%
1.60%
0.48%
1.93%

AbL15
10.65%
6.62%
2.91%
0.05%
5.06%

Table 4: Flesch Reading Ease statistics
%compression
20
40
60
80
Avg. abs. dev.

Luhn
6.98%
4.69%
2.73%
0.76%
3.79%

SumBasic
-5.25%
-3.29%
-2.58%
-1.62%
3.18%

KLSum
2.06%
-3.60%
-4.37%
-3.59%
3.41%

ExL19
9.67%
7.72%
6.03%
4.28%
6.93%

LexRank
2.01%
0.68%
-0.52%
-0.79%
1.00%

Table 5: Dale-Chall statistics
sentence and syllables per words; the higher the
score, the easier is the text. Thus when the percent
deviation is negative, the summary is less comprehensible than the original text. This occurs across
almost all of the settings where the summary comprises only 20% of the original text. The only exception is SumBasic that, with higher compression
rates7 , tends to select shorter words and shorter
sentences. For this readability feature SumBasic
simplifies summaries across all the compression
rates. However, other frequency-based summarization systems show a different tendency: Luhn
and ExL19 tend to generate more complex summaries with longer words and sentences for almost
all the compression rates. Graph-based approach
TextRank shows the same tendency. In turn, KLSum and AbL15 for higher compression rates generate more complex summaries and for the lower
compression rates more simple ones. The degree
of difficulty for compression rate 20% is almost
the same as the degree of simplification for 80%
rate. For example, consider AbL15 that for 20%
rate generated 12.36% more complex summaries,
while for 80% rate 10.16% more simple.
The overall average degree of deviation from
the readability of the original document also needs
to be taken into account. ExL19 has the lowest average absolute deviation. It generates summaries
with closest complexity to the original (2.54%)
across all the compression rates.
Contrary to the findings of Lloret et al. (2019),
who showed that for the DUC 2002 corpus, ExL19
generated more comprehensible summaries with
7

Under “higher compression rates” we understand shorter
summaries; in our study compression rate of 20% is the highest

respect to FRE, for the BNE corpus, ExL19 tends
to select longer words and sentences. We believe
the variation in original document complexity is
what causes this difference because the BNE coprus contains texts simplified for L2 learners ranging mostly from A2 to B2 CEFR levels, whereas
DUC 2002 is comprised of unsimplified newswire
documents that are instrinsically more complex.
This may indicate that present analysis of selected
summarization systems and their impact on readability cannot be extended to other domains beyond L2 learner materials, since the performance
of any summarizer depends on the corpus.
6.2

Lexical readability results

Lexical complexity of summaries was evaluated
with the help of Dale-Chall formula; lower values
of this metric indicate easier to comprehend summaries. Results in Table 5 show that in this evaluation SumBasic again simplifies summaries across
all the compression rates. KLSum reveals similar values, except for the setting with 20% compression rate. Luhn, ExL19 and AbL15 include
sentences with high percentage of complex words
in summaries. In terms of lexical complexity,
summarizers based on graphs (LexRank and TextRank) demonstrate the lowest average absolute
deviation across all the compression rates and thus
maintain lexical complexity of summaries that are
closest to the original documents. For the lengthbased readability metric, graph-based approaches
were also among the most similar.
6.3

Syntactic readability results

Parse tree depth statistics can be found in Table
6. For this feature as well, higher values indicate
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%compression
20
40
60
80
Avg. abs. dev.

Luhn
3.13%
3.03%
2.33%
1.13%
2.41%

SumBasic
-6.38%
-3.70%
-2.48%
-1.02%
3.40%

KLSum
11.37%
0.05%
-2.01%
-1.73%
3.79%

ExL19
-13.86%
-8.06%
-4.78%
-2.53%
7.31%

LexRank
3.47%
0.71%
-0.20%
-0.17%
1.13%

TextRank
7.87%
5.50%
4.02%
2.46%
4.96%

AbL15
-15.21%
-16.63%
-19.87%
-23.10%
18.70%

Table 6: Parse tree depth statistics.
summaries with more complex syntactic constructions and negative percent of deviation indicates
that the respective system selects syntactically less
complex sentences. For this feature SumBasic
again simplifies summaries with respect to the
original documents; and graph-based LexRank, by
maintaining the lowest average absolute deviation,
preserves the original text complexity. For parse
tree depth and the other two readability features,
KLSum tends to simplify summaries on lower
compression rates, but for the compression rate of
20% it generates more complex summaries. Due
to the integrated syntactic simplification step, abstractive system AbL15 generates sentences with
shorter parse trees across all the settings. It also
displays the highest average absolute deviation to
the original values. Extractive system ExL19 reveals a similar tendency, namely, while selecting
more complex sentences in terms of lexical complexity, it tends to include syntactically more simple sentences in summaries.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we experimented with a new dataset
of level-annotated L2 learner texts that can be used
both for text simplification and text summarization tasks. We analyzed its syntactic, lexical and
length-based readability features and evaluated its
level annotation with a machine learning system
trained on data annotated by Cambridge exam annotators.
We further conducted a novel analysis on how
different extractive and abstractive summarization
techniques at different compression rates affect
readability of simplified L2 learner texts. Our experiments showed how this impact varied depending on the system used: 1) frequency-based system SumBasic consistently simplified summaries
with respect to the original texts across all the
compression rates, and thus may be considered a
competitive baseline, not only in terms of recall
but also readability; 2) graph-based approaches,
especially LexRank, tended to maintain the same

complexity as the original document; 3) Luhn’s
classical frequency-based method generated more
complex summaries; 4) KLSum method based
on Kullback-Leibler divergence produced complex summaries at higher compression rates, while
simplifying them at lower compression rates; 5)
integration of anaphora resolution, textual entailment and word-sense disambiguation led to syntactically more simple, but lexically more complex summaries; 6) abstractive summarizer AbL15
oversimplified syntactic structures and maintained
at the same time a high complexity of lexical readability component. Hence no common pattern
among the summarization approaches was identified with respect to the effect of compression rate
on readability.
This work has provided an insight on the behaviour of different summarization approaches
and permitted the discovery of a necessary dataset,
as well as the analysis of the dataset’s readability.
These findings can be viewed as the first important
step for designing a summarization system aimed
at people with different levels of language proficiency. Future lines of research will consider integrating second language acquisition and discourse
readability metrics.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe how an abstractive text summarization method improved
the informativeness of automatic summaries by integrating syntactic text simplification, subject-verb-object concept frequency scoring and a set of rules that
transform text into its semantic representation. We analyzed the impact of each
component of our approach on the quality of generated summaries and tested
it on DUC 2002 dataset. Our experiments showed that our approach outperformed other state-of-the-art abstractive
methods while maintaining acceptable linguistic quality and redundancy rate.

1

Introduction

Rapid growth of digital information increases the
need for automatic text summarization methods
that can digest large amounts of textual data,
such as scientific articles, blogs and news articles
to extract concise and relevant information from
them. Text summarization methods can be classified into abstractive and extractive ones (Nenkova
and McKeown, 2012). Extractive methods compose summaries from the most salient sentences
of the original document. In contrast, abstractive
methods generate novel or partially novel text using such techniques as sentence compression, fusion, calculation of path scores in graphs or, natural language generation tools such as SimpleNLG
(Gupta and Gupta, 2018). They involve an intermediate step of deep linguistic analysis and an abstract semantic representation of the data. Extractive techniques have been intensively researched
for over half a century and, according to some
studies, “have more or less achieved their peak
performance” (Mehta, 2016).

Over the past few years interest in the field of
text summarization has shifted towards abstractive methods and quickly produced a large variety
of approaches. Gupta and Gupta (2018) classify
them broadly into methods based on the structure,
semantics and deep learning with neural networks.
The main advantage of semantic-based approaches over deep learning ones lies in their independence from a large training corpus. Most
of the available datasets for deep learning belong
to the domain of news text that further restricts
the application of these methods to other domains.
However, semantic-based approaches rely on a
parser to transform text to its semantic representation and, therefore, a poor parser performance
will reduce the quality of generated summaries.
Another limitation of the deep learning methods
comes from the fact that they rely on statistical cooccurrence of words and are prone to semantic and
grammatical errors. This is something that a reliable parser could help to avoid.
Structure-based methods, such as template and
ontology based ones reveal other weaknesses.
Template-based methods lack diversity. At the
same time, ontology based ones rely on a timeconsuming task of creating an ontology by a human expert. However, they provide highly coherent summaries and can handle uncertainties respectively. Semantic-based approaches that rely
on handcrafted rules to transform text into semantic representation may be criticized for the same
reason related to the human effort and time required to solve the laborious task of creating transformation rules.
It becomes clear that each abstractive approach
can reliably handle only some aspects of the summarization process while revealing weaknesses in
the remaining ones. Thus far, none of the approaches has been capable of offering a broadbased solution. Research in this field is mak-
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ing headway, each time with more elaborate algorithms and combining techniques from a number
of different methods. However, Chen et al. (2016)
have shown via their analysis of the reading comprehension task – another natural language processing task that requires interpretation of the text
– that a straightforward approach designed around
a small set of carefully selected features can obtain
high, state-of-the-art accuracy.
Therefore, this study has a threefold objective.
First, to design a broad-based abstractive text summarization method. Second, to evaluate whether
the proposed method is capable of delivering concise and informative summaries while maintaining
above-average linguistic quality and redundancy
rate. Third, to compare it against other state-ofthe-art abstractive methods.
The approach that we propose in this work falls
into the previously mentioned semantic-based
group of abstractive summarization approaches
and has been inspired by the ideas of Genest and
Lapalme (2011) and Lloret et al. (2015). Our contribution takes their abstractive models one step
further by scoring abstract information representation without taking into account its surface representation. The proposed method incorporates syntactic text simplification, subject-verb-object concept frequency scoring, and a set of rules that
transform text into its semantic representation.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2
discusses related semantic-based abstractive summarization approaches. Section 3 describes in detail the architecture of our method. Evaluation
methods and results are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the effect of individual components of our approach upon the quality of generated summaries. Section 6 provides a summary
of the conclusions and areas for future work.

2

Related Work

All the methods in the semantic-based abstractive summarization group include the initial step
of converting texts into an abstract semantic representation. For example, Genest and Lapalme
(2011) introduced the concept of information item
that was defined as a smallest element of coherent information and represented as a dated and
located subject-verb-object triplet. Lloret et al.
(2015) also base their concept representation on
subject-verb-object triplets. Alshaina et al. (2017)
use predicate-argument structure as their underly-

ing information representation and extract a number of features from it that are later used for
ranking. Li (2015) define the concept of Basic Semantic Unit (BSU) where each BSU is an
actor-action-receiver triplet with its obligatory arguments, namely, actor and receiver of the action.
The BSUs are used to construct a BSU semantic
link network representation for each text.
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)
graphs is the most recent approach to abstract
semantic representation of texts (Vilca and
Cabezudo, 2017). AMR nodes are represented
by either words or PropBank1 frames, and edges
define relationships between them. Both the AMR
graph representation and the subject-verb-object
(SVO) representation depend on the efficiency
of the parser. However, AMR graphs also rely
on PropBank framework whose limitations pose
additional constraints on AMR graphs. Furthermore, the problem of text generation from AMR
graphs is still a challenge and it has not yet been
solved (Li, 2015).
The summarization method based on BSUs proposed by Li (2015) overcomes the limitation of
text generation faced by AMR graphs, and produces informative, coherent and compact summaries. However, as the authors state, the BSU
network cannot yet handle data that express opinions rather than facts and actions, since these cases
involve verbs that lack meaningful actions, such as
’be’, and the underlying representation of actoraction-receiver cannot be appropriately computed.
Alshaina et al. (2017) use K-means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms to group
similar predicate-argument structures (PAS) based
on semantic similarity measures, and to eventually select the most representative PAS based on a
weighted set of 12 features. The PAS proposed by
this approach are classified into simple and complex ones. Complex PAS are derived from sentences with multiple verbs, otherwise they are considered to be simple. Nested PAS are eliminated.
One of the features that determines whether to include a PAS into the summary or not is the ”number of verbs and nouns” that gives preference to
complex PAS as crucial to summary generation.
Lloret et al. (2015) propose an abstractive
semantic-based approach to ultra-concise opinion summarization. It involves a syntactic sentence simplification in the preprocessing step and
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1

https://propbank.github.io/

semantic representation based on subject-verbobject triplets. Their scoring heuristics relies on
subject-verb-object term frequencies.
The approaches closest to ours are those of
Lloret et al. (2015); Genest and Lapalme (2011,
2010). However, the difference between them is
twofold. First, the aforementioned systems use
term or document frequencies for scoring. We integrate word sense disambiguation to identify similarities between subject-verb-object triplets on the
conceptual level that allows us to introduce concept frequencies for scoring. Second, the architecture of our approach is characterized by a higher
level of abstraction. Namely, our approach scores
abstractive concepts represented in the form of
enriched subject-verb-object triplets and not their
surface representation. Their surface representation is integrated in the final step when all the
triplets have already been assigned their score.
Unlike the approach of Alshaina et al. (2017)
who give preference to sentences with more than
one verb, our approach integrates syntactic sentence simplification in the preprocessing step in
order to split complex sentences into simpler ones
and ideally reduce syntactic structure to a single
main verb. This allows us to generate various
subject-verb-object triplets from a single sentence
and to manipulate them in a more precise manner.

3

Abstractive Summarization
Framework

The architecture of our proposed abstractive text
summarization approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
This section describes the role and the implementation of each of its components.
Simplification. We begin by applying syntactic simplification to the original document as a
pre-processing step. Simplification targets only
complex sentences, splitting their syntactic trees
into simpler ones. Each newly created sentence
is a fully grammatical construction that, not always but in most cases, contains one main verb
and covers one single concept2 . In the next stages
our method generates an information item from
each simplified sentence. Simplifying the syntactic structure of the input text allows us to have
fewer, less recursive and less error-prone rules for
information item extraction. And capturing as
many concepts as possible benefits the process of
information item selection: only the most salient
2

Table 9 provides an example of a simplified sentence.

bits of information are selected while the irrelevant ones are discarded. We use the Factual Statement Extractor to carry out the simplification task
(Heilman and Smith, 2010).
Analysis. In this stage, we perform a linguistic analysis decomposing each supplied simplified sentence into lemmas, stems, parts of speech,
senses, named entities, syntactic roles and noun
phrases. This is done mainly with the help of
Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014). Additionally we use Porter stemmer for stemming
(Porter, 1997), Freeling for word sense disambiguation (Padró and Stanilovsky, 2012) and Java
DOM parser for noun phrase chunking.
Information Items Generation. Once the data
have been analyzed we proceed to build an abstract representation of each of the sentences. We
adopt the same naming convention as Genest and
Lapalme (2011) and refer to them as information
items (InIts). At the core of each InIt lies
the main verb of the sentence accompanied by its
subject and object, if they are present. Contrary
to Genest and Lapalme (2011) we do not incorporate any manual rules to reject candidate InIts.
However, a small portion of them will be lost during the surface realization stage if SimpleNLG
fails to generate a sentence from an InIt. It happens at most to 1-2 simplified sentences per document. Preserving all InIts may introduce a
higher rate of grammatically incorrect sentences
due to the incorrect sentence parses3 . However,
since no clear pattern between syntactic linguistic phenomena and incorrect parses was observed,
we could not discard such cases. Additionally, we
extend the core subject-verb-object structure to include open clausal complements and prepositional
phrases. Since the Stanford CoreNLP configuration that we used implements Universal Dependencies 4 for dependency parsing, our rules for
transforming text into InIts are also designed
around this annotation scheme. We implemented
5 transformation rules:
1. ccomp rule retains a clausal complement of
a verb or adjective, rejecting the initial part.
He says that [you like to swim].
2. subject and verb rule identifies them in
the remaining sentence. It also handles copula and passive voice.
3

Common mistakes provoked by this decision can be
found in Section 4.2.
4
https://universaldependencies.org/
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Simplify

Source Text

Simpliﬁed Text

Analyze

Generate InIts

Generate surface
representation

Generated Text

Simpliﬁed Text

Summary

Select Surface
Representation

Information Items
(InIts)

Calculate SVO
frequencies

Score InIts

Select InIts

Figure 1: Our Abstractive Summarization Framework.
3. direct and indirect object rule sets
corresponding objects if they exist.
4. xcomp rule handles open clausal complements of verbs and adjective. She looks [very
beautiful]. I consider him [a fool]. He tried
[to run].
5. pp rule identifies remaining prepositional
phrases. They talked [about London].
All the InIts are stored internally as an ordered
list.
Calculation of frequencies. In this stage we
analyze InIts and calculate concept frequencies
of all the verb, subject and object phrase heads of
the input. For the purpose of evaluating effectiveness of concept frequencies, we also incorporated
their term frequency scoring for comparative purposes. Our scoring strategy is based on the idea
that there is “a very strong correlation between
concepts of topic and subject in English.” (Foley,
1994). And it has also been shown in previous research on text summarization that subjects, verbs
and objects play a crucial role in content selection
and cannot be dropped (Harabagiu and Lacatusu,
2010). Along with the SVO frequencies we also
calculate term frequencies of named entities that
represent subject or object phrase heads.
Information Items Scoring. Unlike the approaches of Genest and Lapalme (2011); Lloret
et al. (2015) in our approach, InIt scoring
and surface realization are independent from each

other. We apply extracted SVO and named entity
head frequencies from the previous step to score
InIts directly. This gives us the flexibility to
choose which parts of InIts to use for scoring.
Our scoring is based on the idea that InIts that
cover the main topic of the document contain the
most frequent SVO concepts and named entities
in any of their components. Given the flexibility to
work with InIts directly and not the raw text, we
experimented with scoring on SVO components
and also combined them with open clausal complements and prepositional phrases. While scoring, we calculate matches not only between candidate noun phrase heads, but other phrase constituents es well.
For testing purposes we also integrate a modification of this step that, instead of scoring InIts
directly, applies SVO and named entity frequencies to the simplified text. This configuration is
indicated with the dashed arrow in Figure 1. It allows us to compare how much information is lost
during the transformation and generation stages.
Text Generation. We generate sentences from
InIts with the help of SimpleNLG realization
engine (Gatt and Reiter, 2009). The order of text
generation rules is defined mainly by functionalities of SimpleNLG and follows these steps:
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• generate a noun phrase (NP) to represent the
subject if present;
• generate the main verb;

• generate an NP to represent direct object if
present;
• generate an NP for indirect object if present;
• generate prepositional phrases
• generate open clausal complements if present
(xcomp transformation rule); and,
• assemble all the components and generate the
verb phrase (VP).
We do not do any other modifications apart from
syntactic simplification of long sentences in the
preprocessing step of our approach. This means,
for example, that we do not convert passive constructions into active ones. However, since we always use the same order for the text generation
rules, the original order of constituents may be
changed, i.e. prepositional phrases will always be
generated after subject, verb or objects, despite the
fact that in the original sentence they may be in
a different position. Generated sentences play no
role in InIts scoring or InIt selection. They
remain on hold until the selection of InIts and
surface representation stage.
Information Items Selection. At this stage,
we inspect all the InIts and reject the ones
with empty text representation generated by SimpleNLG.
Selection of Surface Representation. For all
the remaining ranked InIts, starting from the
highest ranked one, we add each InIt’s surface
representation to the final summary until the maximum allowed size has been reached. Once we
reach it we reorder sentences to preserve the original order of simplified sentences that each InIt
originated from and deliver the summary. For surface representation our approach allows the selection of either a representation generated with SimpleNLG or the simplified sentence. In this final
stage we do not integrate additional date or location information as Genest and Lapalme (2011),
but if an InIt contained them among its prepositional phrases, they are included into the generated
sentence by SimpleNLG.

4

Evaluation

Our approach is evaluated on DUC 2002 dataset
for the single document summarization task5 . After discarding duplicates, the dataset consists of
530 newswire articles. Each article is accompanied by one or more manually created abstractive
model summaries of approximately 100 words.
5

http://duc.nist.gov/

At this development phase, our approach generates summaries operating exclusively with the
words present in the original text. However, as
a result of the syntactic simplification, they are
likely to be reorganized into shorter sentences.
Moreover, some of the words are ordered differently or not included into generated sentences as
a consequence of the implemented translation and
surface realization rules. These operations create
summaries that go beyond the literal extraction of
original text fragments.
We evaluate the content selection part of our approach with ROUGE toolkit and use human evaluation to assess the linguistic quality of generated
summaries as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.
4.1

Informativeness

Following the example of recent works on abstractive text summarization we used ROUGE
toolkit (Lin, 2004) to evaluate generated summaries (Vilca and Cabezudo, 2017; Hsu et al.,
2018). ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 are used to assess informativeness and together with ROUGESU4 they have been found to correlate well with
human judgement. The longest common subsequence ROUGE-L is used to assess fluency. We
compared our summaries to the human summaries
provided for DUC 2002 corpus, and each text can
be evaluated against at least 2 of them.
We also calculated average pairwise ROUGE
values for human summaries to identify the highest score that an abstractive summary can obtain
with ROUGE (see Table 1).
The selected baseline was implemented with the
help of our method such that each original text
passes through all the stages specified in Section 3,
including sentence simplification and surface realization stages but avoiding the SVO and named entity scoring. To produce the baseline summary we
applied tf-scoring to such regenerated sentences.
This ensures that the baseline is an abstractive
summary only differing in the scoring method.
We compared our approach to two state-of-theart approaches for abstractive text summarization
of a different nature: 1) Vilca and Cabezudo’s
(2017) approach based on AMR graphs and
Rhetorical Structure Theory; and, 2) the approach
proposed by Hsu et al. (2018) based on deep learning and combines abstractive and extractive components. To compare our approach with the latter
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Human
Ours
Baseline
Hsu’18 abs
Vilca’17

R-1
0.507
0.410
0.378
0.266
0.244

R-2
0.218
0.154
0.138
0.116
0.231

R-L
0.460
0.378
0.351
0.239
-

Grammaticality:
1. TAS gave not details of Gorbachev ’s suggestion.
2. Six bodies were founded in the hull of the ferry by
Police.
3. The Lone Star Statuette were built by Chicago ’s
Creative House Promotions.
Redundancy:
1. Martin Nelson was another meteorologist at the center at center.
2. Dullah Omar was an activist and family friend of the
Mandelas of Mandelas.
3. A resolution promises reforms. A resolution
promises reforms.
Completeness:
1. A quake of 6 on the scale is capable.
2. Reunification mishandled.
3. Arthur Andersen wanted.

R-SU4
0.239
0.180
0.163
0.126
0.033

Table 1: ROUGE scores for different summarization methods.
one, we used their abstractive model pre-trained
on CNN/Daily Mail dataset of newswire articles.
Table 1 shows that our approach outperforms
both the abstractive baseline and the approach of
Hsu et al. (2018) on all the ROUGE metrics. It
also outperforms Vilca and Cabezudo’s (2017) approach on 3 of the 4 metrics.
To illustrate how our approach and the approach
of Hsu et al. (2018) modify original sentences, we
contrast an extractive term-frequency based summary with the abstractive summaries generated by
both of the approaches (see Table 2). For convenience, the common chunks between the summaries are numbered and surrounded by square
brackets, while the unique chunks are italicized.
Our approach: [More than 4,000 workers at a coal
mine in the southern city of Jastrzebie went to demand
legalization of Solidarity and higher wages on strike]1 .
[Workers on the overnight shift at the Manifest Lipcowy
mine stayed outside the mine shaft]2 . [The miners are
demanding the legalization of Solidarity]4 . The workers
are calling for higher wages and better working conditions. The workers are requesting two lawyers and two
economists. Workers at the Rudna copper mine near the
city of Wroclaw staged a protest rally.[Workers at factories around the northern port of Gdansk joined striking
shipyard workers.]5 .
Extractive TF summary: Solidarity spokeswoman
Katarzyna Ketrzynska said [[workers on the overnight
shift at the Manifest Lipcowy mine stayed outside the
mine shaft]2 all night and were joined by workers arriving for the morning shift]3 . The strike began at noon
today, according to Katrzynska. She said [the miners
are demanding the legalization of Solidarity]4 and reinstatement of workers fired for union activities. Three
members of Solidarity were barred Saturday from working. On Aug. 16, 1980, [workers at factories around
the northern port of Gdansk joined striking shipyard
workers]5 to form Solidarity, the first and only independent trade federation in the Soviet bloc.
Hsu’18: [more than 4,000 workers at a coal mine in
the southern city of jastrzebie went on strike today to
demand legalization of solidarity and higher wages]1 .
[[workers on the overnight shift at the manifest lipcowy
mine stayed outside the mine shaft]2 all night and were
joined by workers arriving for the morning shift]3 .

Table 3: Examples of some of the mistakes produced by our approach.
4.2

Human Evaluation

For our preliminary human evaluation of generated summaries, we used the statistical formula to
calculate the correct size of a representative sample that was proposed by Pita-Fernández (1996)
and successfully applied to different NLP tasks
(Vázquez et al., 2010; Lloret et al., 2019). For
DUC 2002 dataset, a representative sample consists of 77 documents that we randomly chose
from the corpus. They were evaluated according
to the following criteria based on the DUC guidelines, but adapted to the specific task and errors:
• grammaticality - grammatical correctness of
the summary (i.e. number agreement);
• non-redundancy - no unnecessary repetitions;
and,
• completeness - completeness of grammatical
construction (i.e. a missing direct object of a
transitive verb).
The generated abstractive summaries were assessed on a five-point Likert scale by 3 external
annotators without any knowledge about how the
summaries were produced. A grammatically correct, non-redundant and complete summary would
receive a score of 5-5-5 respectively. The results
in Table 4 show that the summaries produced by
our approach scored above the average on the three
criteria.

Table 2: An comparison of abstractive summaries
with an extractive summary.
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Measure
Grammaticality
Non-redundancy
Completeness

Score
3.60
3.71
3.81

Table 4: Average scores for human evaluation.

Table 3 shows examples of such mistakes. Upon
closer inspection we detected that the completeness errors are often caused by incorrect parses.
Some of the grammatical errors are produced by
SimpleNLG, whereas others refer to the cases
not covered by information item extraction rules.
Contrary to our predictions, the non-redundancy
rate was above the average. The overall linguistic
quality looks promising and reveals areas for improvement. However, there is a need for a deeper
evaluation that is planned for future work.

5

Further Experiments and Discussion

In this section we analyze the impact of each of the
components of our method on the informativeness
of generated summaries.
5.1

Syntactic Constituents

We experimented with different configurations
of our scoring module to test whether the subject, verb and object are enough for the scoring, or should be extended with open clausal
complements and prepositional phrases to improve its performance. For this purpose we applied the scoring in three different contexts: exclusively SVO (SVO); the SVO extended with
clausal complements (SVO+xComp); and, the
SVO+xComp extended with prepositional phrases
(SVO+xComp+PPs). This means that the scoring module checked occurrences of the most frequent SVO elements only in subject-object-object
triplets or in the extended structures. The results
in Table 5 show that there is some improvement
in performance when additional syntactic components are included. We believe that this improvement may increase as the corpus increases, since
a larger corpus will contain more cases of open
clausal complements and prepositional phrases.
SVO
SVO xComp
SVO xComp PPs

R-1
0.4064
0.4078
0.4102

R-2
0.1522
0.1523
0.1544

R-L
0.3756
0.3765
0.3776

Table 5: ROUGE scores for syntactic components
5.2

Generation and Recall

applied the SVO frequencies to the simplified text
and delivered it in the final summary. This setting overcomes two possible limitations of our approach: it also scores the parts of the sentence that
are not included into an InIt and provides more
text for the future recall evaluation with ROUGE.
Results in Table 6 show a slight improvement over
the InIt-based scoring, but the difference is not
as high as we expected. We may conclude that
our InIt extraction rules capture most of the information, and surface realization rules generate
sufficient material for the ROUGE evaluation.
InIt
Simpl. text

R-1
0.4102
0.4181

R-2
0.1544
0.1668

R-L
0.3776
0.3797

Table 6: ROUGE evaluation of text-based scoring
5.3

Effect of Concept Frequency Scoring

Word sense disambiguation and the resulting concept scoring should positively affect InIt selection as well. Table 7 shows that in this setting the
difference between term and concept frequencies
is almost non-existent. We believe that if we integrate the entire noun phrase when calculating SVO
frequencies and not only the noun phrase head, it
may lead to a more significant difference.
SVO cf
SVO tf

R-1
0.4102
0.4100

R-2
0.1544
0.1545

R-L
0.3776
0.3777

Table 7: ROUGE scores for concept and term frequency scoring.
5.4

Simplification and Recall

Our motivation behind the integration of a syntactic simplification module was to reach a greater
degree of concept granularity that would allow us
to select only the most salient InIts while discarding the less relevant ones. We tested our approach both with and without simplification. The
results revealed in Table 8 indicate that working
with original text yields a slightly better recall.
Close inspection showed that our simplification
module generates syntactically more simple sentences, but introduces more repetitions that are

Another experimental setup addresses the question
of how much important information is lost during
the generation stage. As described in Section 3,
we integrated a setting (signaled with the dashed
arrow in Figure 1) that, instead of scoring InIts,
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Simplified
Original

R-1
0.4102
0.4169

R-2
0.1544
0.1588

R-L
0.3776
0.3803

Table 8: ROUGE scores for simplification test.

picked up by the SVO and named entity scoring.
Consider the example in Table 9:
Original sentence: Greek marine archaeologists focus on locating and surveying historic wrecks scattered
around the Aegean and rarely carry out excavations.
Simplified:
1. Greek marine archaeologists focus on locating.
2. Greek marine archaeologists focus on surveying historic wrecks scattered around the Aegean.
3. Greek marine archaeologists carry out excavations.
Simplified summary:
1. Greek marine archaeologists focus.
2. Greek marine archaeologists carry out excavations.
Original summary:
not included

Ours
Human
Original

FRE
50.74
42.76
43.51

DC
10.56
10.45
10.13

PTD
8.30
10.51
11.48

Table 10: Readability metrics for different methods.

6

Table 9: Simplification example.
When we split a long sentence into several
shorter ones with the repeated subject, the scoring module gives them more importance by considering the repeated subject to be the topic of the
document. If some of these split sentences are included in the final summary, the repeated subject
noun phrase takes summary space that otherwise
could be occupied by a different phrase. On the
other hand if the subject of such a split phrase is
the true topic of the document, our method generates a very topic-focused summary. We hypothesize that scoring should be performed on the original subject-verb-object distribution of the document so as to avoid scoring for repeated subjects.
5.5

syntactic sentence simplification positively affects
the parse tree depth metric. However, it also generates summaries with greater lexical density.

Summary Readability

Readability is rarely studied in detail in the context
of automatic text summarization. Our summarization approach integrates syntactic simplification
that results in syntactically simpler summaries and
concept frequency scoring that may yield summaries with richer vocabulary when compared to
term frequency based ones. To assess readability
of generated summaries we calculated their Flesch
Reading Ease (FRE), Dale-Chall (DC) and depth
of the parse tree (PTD) scores. These three metrics give us a quick but complete assessment of
the length, vocabulary and syntactic complexitybased readability aspects. Higher FRE and lower
PTD and DC values correspond more comprehensible texts.
Results in Table 10 show that human summaries
include longer sentences and words, and are also
more concept dense than the original texts. Human
summaries also tend to consist of syntactically less
complex sentences. Unlike human summaries, our
approach generates more comprehensible texts in
terms of sentence and word length. As expected,

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a broad-based abstractive
text summarization method that outperforms
other state-of-the-art abstractive approaches while
maintaining acceptable linguistic quality and redundancy rate. Our approach is based on the set of
syntactic rules that transform text into its semantic representation as well as the combination of
subject-verb-object concept frequency and named
entity frequency for scoring.
The results show that some aspects of the proposed approach require improvement. Integration
of the entire subject and object noun phrases for
the calculation of frequencies may increase informativeness of the generated summaries. Coreference resolution and sentence fusion may help
to lower the degree of redundancy introduced
through the syntactic sentence simplification.
In future work, we plan to integrate these improvements and to evaluate our method on other
datasets such as CNN/Daily Mail dataset. First,
a larger dataset can provide more insights on the
relative importance of open clausal complements,
prepositional phrases and concept frequency for
information item rating. Second, it will allow us
to gauge the weaknesses and strengths of our approach, which is based on the concept of information items and handcrafted syntactic transformation rules, via a comparative analysis with stateof-the-art deep learning and semantic graph approaches.
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Abstract
Given many recent advanced embedding models, selecting pre-trained word embedding
(a.k.a., word representation) models best fit for
a specific downstream task is non-trivial. In
this paper, we propose a systematic approach,
called ETNLP, for extracting, evaluating, and
visualizing multiple sets of pre-trained word
embeddings to determine which embeddings
should be used in a downstream task.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on our pre-trained word embedding models in Vietnamese to select which
models are suitable for a named entity recognition (NER) task. Specifically, we create a large
Vietnamese word analogy list to evaluate and
select the pre-trained embedding models for
the task. We then utilize the selected embeddings for the NER task and achieve the new
state-of-the-art results on the task benchmark
dataset. We also apply the approach to another
downstream task of privacy-guaranteed embedding selection, and show that it helps users
quickly select the most suitable embeddings.
In addition, we create an open-source system
using the proposed systematic approach to facilitate similar studies on other NLP tasks. The
source code and data are available at https:
//github.com/vietnlp/etnlp.

1

Introduction

Word embedding, also known as word representation, represents a word as a vector capturing
both syntactic and semantic information, so that
the words with similar meanings should have
similar vectors (Levy and Goldberg, 2014). Although, the classical embedding models, such as
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017), have been shown to help improve the performance of existing models in a variety of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks like pars-

ing (Bansal et al., 2014), topic modeling (Nguyen
et al., 2015), and document classification (Taddy,
2015; Vu et al., 2018b). Each word is associated
with a single vector leading to a challenge on using the vector across linguistic contexts (Peters
et al., 2018). To handle the problem, recently, contextual embeddings (e.g., ELMO of Peters et al.
(2018), BERT of Devlin et al. (2018)) have been
proposed and help existing models achieve new
state-of-the-art results on many NLP tasks. Different from non-contextual embeddings, ELMO
and BERT can capture different latent syntacticsemantic information of the same word based on
its contextual uses. Therefore, for completeness,
in this paper, we incorporate both classical embeddings (i.e., Word2Vec, fastText) and contextual
embeddings (i.e., ELMO, BERT) to evaluate their
performances on NLP downstream tasks.
Given the fact that there are many different
types of word embedding models, we argue that
having a systematic pipeline to evaluate, extract,
and visualize word embeddings for a downstream
NLP task, is important but non-trivial. However,
to our knowledge, there is no single comprehensive pipeline (or toolkit) which can perform all
the tasks of evaluation, extraction, and visualization. For example, the recent framework called
flair (Akbik et al., 2018) is used for training and
stacking multiple embeddings but does not provide the whole pipeline of extraction, evaluation
and visualization.
In this paper, we propose ETNLP, a systematic pipeline to extract, evaluate and visualize
the pre-trained embeddings on a specific downstream NLP task (hereafter ETNLP pipeline). The
ETNLP pipeline consists of three main components which are extractor, evaluator, and visualizer. Based on the vocabulary set within a downstream task, the extractor will extract a subset of
word embeddings for the set to run evaluation
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and visualization. The results from both evaluator
and visualizer will help researchers quickly select
which embedding models should be used for the
downstream NLP task. On the one hand, the evaluator gives a concrete comparison between multiple sets of word embeddings. While, on the other
hand, the visualizer will give the sense on what
type of information each set of embeddings preserves given the constraint of the vocabulary size
of the downstream task. We detail the three main
components as follows.

The side-by-side visualization helps users compare the qualities of the word similarity list between multiple embeddings (see figure 5). It allows researchers to “zoom-out” and see at the
overview level what is the main difference between multiple embeddings. Moreover, it can visualize large embeddings up to the memory size
of the running system. Regarding implementation,
we implemented this visualization from scratch
running on a lightweight webserver called Flask
(flask.pocoo.org).

• Extractor extracts a subset of pre-trained
embeddings based on the vocabulary size of a
downstream task. Moreover, given multiple sets of
pre-trained embeddings, how do we get the advantage from a few or all of them? For instance,
if people want to use the character embedding to
handle the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem in
Word2Vec model, they have to implement their
own extractor to combine two different sets of
embeddings. It is more complicated when they
want to evaluate the performance of either each
set of embeddings separately or the combination
of the two sets. The provided extractor module in
ETNLP will fulfill those needs seamlessly to elaborate this process in NLP applications.

For the interactive visualization, it helps researchers “zoom-in” each embedding space to explore how each word is similar to the others.
To do this, the well-known Embedding Projector
(projector.tensorflow.org) is employed
to explore the embedding space interactively. Unlike the side-by-side visualization, this interactive
visualization can only visualize up to a certain
amount of embedding vectors as long as the tensor graph is less than 2GB. This is a big limitation
of the interactive visualization approach, which
we plan to improve in the near future. Finally, it
is worth to mention that the visualization module
is dynamic and it does not require to change any
codes when users want to visualize multiple pretrained word embeddings.

• Evaluator evaluates the pre-trained embeddings for a downstream task. Specifically, given
multiple sets of pre-trained embeddings, how do
we choose the embeddings which will potentially
work best for a specific downstream task (e.g.,
NER)? Mikolov et al. (2013) presented a large
benchmark for embedding evaluation based on a
series of analogies. However, the benchmark is
only for English and there is no publicly available
large benchmark for low resource languages like
Vietnamese (Vu et al., 2014). Therefore, we propose a new evaluation metric for the word analogy
task in Section 3.
• Visualizer visualizes the embedding space of
multiple sets of word embeddings. When having
a new set of word embeddings, we need to get
a sense of what kinds of information (e.g., syntactic or semantic) the model does preserve. We
specifically want to get samples from the embedding set to see what is the semantic similarity between different words. To fulfill this requirement,
we design two different visualization strategies to
explore the embedding space: (1) side-by-side visualization and (2) interactive visualization.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the ETNLP
pipeline, we employ it to a use case in Vietnamese.
Evaluating pre-trained embeddings in Vietnamese
is a challenge as there is no publicly available
large1 lexical resource similar to the word analogy list in English to evaluate the performance of
pre-trained embeddings. Moreover, different from
English where all word analogy records consist of
a single syllable in one record (e.g., grandfather |
grandmother | king | queen), in Vietnamese, there
are many cases where only words formulated by
multiple syllables can represent a word analogy
record (e.g., ông nội | bà ngoại | vua | nữ_hoàng).
We propose a large word analogy list in Vietnamese which can handle the problems. Having
that word analogy list constructed, we utilize different embedding models, namely Word2Vec, fastText, ELMO and BERT on Vietnamese Wikipedia
data to generate different sets of word embeddings.
We then utilize the word analogy list to select
suitable sets of embeddings for the named entity
recognition (NER) task in Vietnamese. We achieve
1
There are a couple of available datasets (Nguyen et al.,
2018b). But the datasets are small containing only 400 words.
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the new state-of-the-art results on VLSP 20162 , a
Vietnamese benchmark dataset for the NER task.
Here are our key contributions in this work:
• Propose a systematic pipeline (ETNLP) to
evaluate, extract, and visualize multiple sets of
word embeddings on a downstream task.
• Release a large word analogy list in Vietnamese for evaluating multiple word embeddings.

Emb#1

Vocab File of
Downstream Task

2.1 Extractor

Extracted Embeddings
for Target NLP Tasks
S

2.2. Evaluator

Emb#2

S

Evaluation Results

1. Pre-processing
Emb#n

2.3. Visualizer

Visualization of
Embedding Space

Figure 1: General process of the ETNLP pipeline where
S is the set of extracted embeddings for Evaluation and
Visualization of multiple embeddings on a downstream
NLP task.

• Train and release multiple sets of word embeddings for NLP tasks in Vietnamese, wherein,
their effectiveness is verified through new stateof-the-art results on a NER task in Vietnamese.

the word appears in the training corpus to generate embeddings for each of its occurrences. Then
the final embedding vector is the average of all its
context embeddings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how different embedding
models are trained. Section 3 shows how to use
ETNLP to extract, evaluate, and visualize word
embeddings. Section 4 explains how the word embeddings are selected for the NER task using the
word analogy task. Section 5 concludes the paper
followed by future work.

• BERT_{Base, Large} (Devlin et al., 2018):
BERT makes use of Transformer, an attention
mechanism that learns contextual relations between words (or sub-words) in a text. Different
from ELMO, the directional models, which reads
the text input sequentially (left-to-right or rightto-left), the Transformer encoder reads the entire
sequence of words simultaneously. It, therefore,
is considered bidirectional. This characteristic allows the model to learn the context of a word
based on all of its surroundings (left and right of
the word). BERT comes with two configurations
called BERT_Base (12 layers) and BERT_Large
(24 layers). To get the embedding vector of a word,
we average all vectors of its subwords. Regarding
contexts, similar to the ELMO model above, we
choose the contexts where the word appears in the
training corpus.

2

Embedding Models

This section details the word embedding models
incorporated in our systematic pipeline.
• Word2Vec (W2V) (Mikolov et al., 2013): a
widely used method in NLP for generating word
embeddings.
• W2V_C2V: the Word2Vec (W2V) model
faces the OOV issue on unseen text, therefore, we
provide a character2vec (C2V) (Kim et al., 2015)
embedding for unseen words. When the C2V is not
available, it can be easily calculated from a W2V
model by averaging all vectors where a character
occurred. Our experiments further confirm this averaging approach is efficient.
• fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016): it associates embeddings with character-based n-grams,
and a word is represented as the summation of
the representations of its character-based n-grams.
Based on this design, fastText attempts to capture
morphological information to induce word embeddings, and hence, deals better with OOV words.
• ELMO (Peters et al., 2018): a model generates embeddings for a word based on the context
it appears. Thus, we choose the contexts where
2

http://vlsp.org.vn/vlsp2016/eval/ner

3

Systematic Pipeline

Figure 1 shows the general process of the ETNLP
pipeline. The four main processes of ETNLP are
very simple to call from either the command-line
or the Python API.
• Pre-processing: since we use Word2Vec
(W2V) format as the standard format for the whole
process of ETNLP, we provide a pre-processing
tool for converting different embedding formats to
the W2V format.
• Extractor: to extract embedding vectors at
word level for the specific target NLP task (i.e.,
NER task in our case). For instance, the popular
implementation of Reimers and Gurevych (2017)
on the sequence tagging task allows users to set location for the word embeddings. The format of the
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$python3 etnlp_api.py

input
"<emb_in#1>;<emb_in#2>"
input_c2v <emb_in#3>
vocab <file>
output <out_file.gz>
args extract;solveoov:1

Vietnamese

English

ông nội | bà ngoại | ông | bà
ông nội | bà ngoại | vua | nữ_hoàng

Figure 2: Run extractor to export single or multiple embeddings for NLP tasks.

file is text-based, i.e., each line contains the embedding of a word. The file then is compressed in
.gz format. Figure 2 shows a command-line to extract multiple embeddings for an NLP task. The
argument “-vocab” is the location to a vocabulary list of the target NLP task (i.e., the NER task)
which is extracted from the task training data. The
option “solveoov:1” informs the extractor to use
Character2Vec (C2V) embedding to solve OOV
words in the first embedding “<emb_in#1>”. The
“-input_c2v” can be omitted if users wish to simply extract embeddings from the embedding list
given after the “-input_embs” argument. Output of
this phase is a set of embeddings S to run on the
next evaluation phase.
• Evaluator evaluates multiple sets of embeddings (i.e., S) on the word analogy task. Based on
the performance of each set of embeddings in S,
we can decide what embeddings are used in the
target NLP task. To do this evaluation, users have
to set the location of the word embeddings and the
word analogy list. For more convenience to represent the compound words, we use “ | ” to separate different part of a word analogy record instead of space as in the English word analogy list.
Figure 3 shows an example of two records in the
word analogy in Vietnamese (on the left) and their
translation (on the right). The lower part shows a
command-line to evaluate multiple sets of word
embeddings on this task. Regarding this evaluator, it is worth to note that with a huge number of
possible linguistic relations (and different objectives, e.g., modeling syntactic vs. semantic properties), no embedding model is able to hold all related words close in the vector space. Therefore,
only one testing schema (i.e., word analogy test)
is not enough to evaluate multiple pre-trained embeddings. Thus, ETNLP is designed with the capability to be easily plugged in more tests, which
makes evaluator more robust. However, in this paper, our experimental results showed that, word
analogy task is sufficient to select good embeddings for the NER task in Vietnamese.

$python3 etnlp_api.py

grandfather | grandmother | grandpa | grandma
grandfather | grandmother | king | queen
input "<emb_in#1>;<emb_in#2>"
analoglist <file>
output <eval_results> args eval

Figure 3: Run evaluator on multiple word embeddings
on the word analogy task.

$python3 etnlp_api.py

input
"<emb_in#1>;<emb_in#2>"
args visualizer

Figure 4: Run visualizer to explore given pre-trained
embedding models.

zoom-out (the side-by-side visualization) and
zoom-in (the interactive visualization) manners.
For the zoom-out, users type a word that they want
to compare the similar words in different embedding models (see Figure 5). For the zoom-in, after
the executions, embedding vectors are transformed
to tensors to visualize with the Embedding Projector. Each word embedding will be set to different local port from which, users can explore the
embedding space using a Web browser. Figure 6
shows an example of the interactive visualization
of “Hà_Nội”Hanoi using ELMO embeddings. See
Figure 4 for an example command-line.

4

4.1

Evaluations: A Use-Case in Vietnamese
Training Word Embeddings

We trained embedding models detailed in Section
2 on the Wikipedia dump in Vietnamese3 . We then
apply sentence tokenization and word segmentation provided by VnCoreNLP (Vu et al., 2018a;
Nguyen et al., 2018a) to pre-process all documents. It is noted that, for BERT model, we have to
(1) format the data differently for the next sentence
prediction task; and (2) use SentencePiece (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018) to tokenize the data for
learning the pre-trained embedding. It is worth
3

https://goo.gl/8WNfyZ

Table 1: Evaluation results of different word embeddings on the Word Analogy Task. P-value column
shows significance test results using Paired t-tests. ‘*’
means significant (p-value < 0.05) to the rest.

• Visualizer: to visualize given word embeddings in the argument “-input_embs” in both
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Model
W2V_C2V
FastText
ELMO
BERT_Base
BERT_Large
MULTI

MAP@10
0.4796
0.4970
0.4999
0.4609
0.4634
0.4906

P-value
*
See [1] & [2]
vs. FastText: 0.95 [1]
*
vs. FastText: 0.025 [2]

Figure 5: Side-by-side visualization for the word “heo pig ” with multiple embeddings. From this visualization, we
get the sense that W2V_C2V, ELMO, and Bert_Base mainly capture the categorical information (i.e., “heo pig ” is
surrounded by names of other animals, e.g., "bò cow ", "trâu buffalo ") while “FastText“ captures both categorical information (i.e., surrounded by names of other animals) and related verbs to “pig” such as “xào frying ”, “nướng grill ”.
Bert_Large, on the other hand, does not converge well due to the short training steps mentioned in section 4,
therefore, many irrelevant words (e.g., “cốc cup ”, “dịu floppy ”) are surrounded the input word “heo pig ”, “keoglue ”.

Table 2: Example of five types of semantic and four (out of nine) types of syntactic questions in the word analogy
list. “NOT AVAILABLE“ means that the syntactic phenomena do not apply in Vietnamese in comparison to the
list of Mikolov et al. (2013).

Semantic

Syntactic

Type of relationship
capital-commoncountries
capital-world
currency
city-in-zone

Word Pair 1
Athens | Hy_Lạp Greek

Word Pair 2
| Baghdad | Irac

Abuja | Nigeria
Algeria | dinar
Hòa Bình Hoa Binh | Tây Bắc Bộ West North

family

cậu bé boy | cô gái girl

| Thổ Nhĩ Kỳ Turkey | Turkey
| Canada | đô la dollar
| Hà Giang Ha Giang | Đông Bắc
Bộ East Northern
| anh trai brother | em gái sister

gram1-adjective-toadverb
gram2-opposite

NOT AVAILABLE

gram3-comparative
gram4-superlative
gram5-present-participle
gram6-nationalityadjective
gram7-past-tense
gram8-plural-nouns
gram9-plural-verbs

chấp nhận được acceptable | không thể
chấp nhận unacceptable
tệ bad | tệ hơn worse
lớn big | lớn nhất biggest
NOT AVAILABLE
Albania | Tiếng Albania Albanian
NOT AVAILABLE
NOT AVAILABLE
NOT AVAILABLE
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| nhận thức aware | không biết unaware
| lớn big | lớn hơn bigger
| sáng bright | sáng nhất brightest
| Argentina | Tiếng Argentina Argentinean

sults in an unrealistic scenario for a pipeline evaluation (Vu et al., 2018a), therefore, we tested on a
“modified” VLSP 2016 corpus where we merge
contiguous syllables constituting a full name to
form a word. This similar setup was also used
in (Vu et al., 2018a; Dong and Nguyen, 2018), the
current state-of-the-art approaches.
4.3

Figure 6: Interactive visualization for the word
“Hà_Nội” with ELMO embeddings where near
“Hà_Nội” are the names of many other cities in Vietnam (e.g., “Hải_Phòng Hai Phong ” as well as capital of
other countries (e.g., Tokyo).
Table 3: Grid search for hyper-parameters.
Hyper-parameter
cemb dim (char embedding)
drpt (dropout rate)
lstm-s (LSTM size)
lrate (learning rate)

Search Space
50
100
0.3
0.5
50
100
0.0005 0.001

500
0.7
500
0.005

noting that due to the limitation in computing resources, we can only run BERT_Base for 900,000
update steps and BERT_Large for 60,000 update
steps. We, therefore, do not report the result of
BERT_Large for a fair comparison. We also create MULTI embeddings by concatenating four sets
of embeddings (i.e., W2V_C2V, fastText, ELMO
and BERT_Base) 4 .
4.2

Dataset

The named entity recognition (NER) shared task
at the 2016 VLSP workshop provides a dataset of
16,861 manually annotated sentences for training
and development, and a set of 2,831 manually annotated sentences for test, with four NER labels
PER, LOC, ORG, and MISC. The data was published in 2016 and recently reported in Nguyen
et al. (2019). It is a standard benchmark on the
NER task and has been used in (Vu et al., 2018a;
Dong and Nguyen, 2018). It is noted that, in the
original dataset, each word representing a full personal name are separated into syllables that constitute the word. Because this annotation scheme re4
We do not use W2V here because W2V_C2V is W2V
with the use of character embedding to deal with OOV.

Word Analogy Task

To measure the quality of different sets of embeddings in Vietnamese, similar to Mikolov et al.
(2013), we define a word analogy list consisting of 9,802 word analogy records. To create the
list, we selected suitable categories from the English word analogy list and then translated them to
Vietnamese. We also added customized categories
which are suitable for Vietnamese (e.g., cities and
their zones in Vietnam). Different from (Mikolov
et al., 2013), five categories: “Adjective to adverb”, “Present Participle”, “Past tense”, “Plural
nouns”, “Plural verbs” were not used to be translated in Vietnamese since the same syntactic phenomena does not exist in Vietnamese. Table 2
shows the list of categories and their examples of
the constructed word analogy list in Vietnamese.
Since most of this process is automatically done, it
can be applied easily to other languages. To know
which set of word embeddings potentially works
better for a target downstream task, we limit the
vocabulary of the embeddings similar to vocabulary of the task (i.e., the NER task). Thus, only
3,135 word analogy records are being evaluated
for the NER dataset (Section 4.2).
Regarding the evaluation metric, Mikolov et al.
(2013) used accuracy metric to measure the quality of word embeddings on the task in which only
when the expected word is on top of the prediction list, then the model gets +1 for true positive count. However, this is not a well-suited metric in low resource languages where training corpus is relatively small, i.e., 233M tokens in Vietnamese Wiki compared to 6B tokens in Google
News corpus. Therefore, we change to use mean
average precision (MAP) metric to measure quality of the word analogy task. MAP is widely used
in information retrieval to evaluate results based
on the topK returned results (Vu et al., 2019). We
use MAP@10 in this paper. Table 1 shows evaluation results of different sets of embeddings on the
word analogy task. The evaluator of ETNLP also
shows P-value using the paired t-tests on the raw
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Table 4: Performance of the NER task using different embedding models. The MULTIW C_F _E_B is the concatenation of four embeddings: W2V_C2V, fastText, ELMO, and Bert_Base. “wemb dim” is the dimension of the
embedding model. VnCoreNLP* means we retrain the VnCoreNLP with our pre-trained embeddings.

F1
88.28
89.58
88.55
91.30
89.01
88.26
89.46
89.65
89.67
91.09

BiLC3 (Ma and Hovy, 2016)
VNER (Dong and Nguyen, 2018)
VnCoreNLP (Vu et al., 2018a)
VnCoreNLP (*)
BiLC3 + W2V
BiLC3 + BERT-Base
BiLC3 + W2V_C2V
BiLC3 + fastText
BiLC3 + ELMO
BiLC3 + MULTIW C_F _E_B

wemb dim
300
300
300
1024
300
768
300
300
1024
2392

MAP@10 (No dpUGC)
0.42

cemb dim
300
50
500
100
500
100
100

0.414

0.406
0.4

0.4

0.398

0.396

lrate
0.001
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.001
0.0005
0.001

0.414

0.412

0.408
0.401

lstm-s
100
100
500
100
500
100

MAP@10 (dpUGC)

0.411
0.41

drpt
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.7
0.7

0.399
0.396

0.396

0.408

0.41

0.398
0.392

0.386

0.39

0.38
20

200

500

1000

5000

10000

20000

50000

90000

100000

Learning_Step

Figure 7: Evaluation results of different word embeddings trained using dpUGC and No dpUGC (i.e., one option
in dpUGC to train embeddings without privacy guarantee for comparison) on the Word Analogy Task.

MAP@10 scores (i.e., before averaging) between
different sets of embeddings. The P-values (Table 1) show that the performances of the top three
sets of word embeddings (i.e., fastText, ELMO,
and MULTI), are significantly better than the remainders but there is no significant difference between the three. Therefore, these sets of embeddings will be selected for NER task.
4.4 NER Task
Model: We apply the current most well-known
neural network architecture for NER task of Ma
and Hovy (2016) with no modification in its
architecture, namely, BiLSTM-CRF+CNN-char
(BiLC3). Only in the embedding layer, a different
set of word embeddings is used to evaluate their
effectiveness. Regarding experiments, we perform
a grid search for hyper-parameters and select the
best parameters on the validation set to run on the
test set. Table 3 presents the value ranges we used
to search for the best hyper-parameters. We also

follow the same setting as in (Vu et al., 2018a) to
use the last 2000 records in the training data as the
validation set. Moreover, due to the availability of
the VnCoreNLP code, we also retrain their model
with our pre-trained embeddings (VnCoreNLP∗ ).
Main Results: Table 4 shows the results of
NER task using different word embeddings. It
clearly shows that, by using the pre-trained embeddings on Vietnamese Wikipedia data, we can
achieve the new state-of-the-art results on the task.
The reason might be that FastText, ELMO and
MULTI can handle OOV words as well as capture better the context of the words. Moreover,
learning the embeddings from a formal dataset like
Wikipedia is beneficial for the NER task. This also
verified the fact that using our pre-trained embeddings on VnCoreNLP helps significantly boost its
performance. Table 4 also shows the F1 scores
of W2V, W2V_C2V and BERT_Base embeddings
which are worse than three selected embeddings
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Table 5: P-values of the paired t-tests between embeddings obtained using dpUGC at different learning step
(Emb@L). “-” denotes values of these entries in the upper triangular matrix are the values of the transposed
entries in the lower triangular matrix. P-values in bold font are statistical significance at the level of 0.05.

Emb@L
20
200
500
1000
5000
10000
20000
50000
90K
100K

20
1
0.0578
0.0074
0.0053
0.0178
2.543
0.0016
0.5077
0.1205
0.3777

200
1
0.1809
0.169
0.0009
6.9872
0.0001
0.9023
0.2878
0.6822

500
1
0.9031
6.992
2.25867
1.757
0.73137
0.5127
0.9932

1000
1
1.6242
9.3987
9.6053
0.7003
0.5323
0.9764

5000
1
0.001
0.112
0.031
0.0049
0.0357

(i.e., fastText, ELMO and MULTI). This might indicate that using word analogy to select embeddings for downstream NLP tasks is sensible.
4.5

Privacy-Guaranteed Embedding
Selection Task

In this section, we show how to apply ETNLP
to another downstream task of privacy-guaranteed
embedding selection. Vu et al. (2019) introduced
dpUGC to guarantee privacy for word embeddings. The main intuition behind dpUGC is that,
when the embedding is trained on very sensitive text corpus (e.g., medical text data), it has to
guarantee privacy at the highest level to prevent
privacy leakage. However, among many embeddings at different learning steps of dpUGC, how
to choose a suitable embedding to achieve a good
trade-off between data privacy and data utility is
a key challenge. To this end, we propose to apply
ETNLP into this scenario to select good embeddings for knowledge sharing using dpUGC.
Similar to Vu et al. (2019), we trained 20 different embeddings from 10 different learning steps
while training on the same Vietnamese Wikipedia
dataset as used in Section 4.1 with (dpUGC)
and without privacy-guarantee (No dpUGC) to
evaluate their performances. Figure 7 shows that
the pre-trained embedding at learning_step 1000
(Emb@1000) seems to be a good word embbedding candidate to have a good trade-off between
privacy guarantee and data utility. Emb@1000
was in favor because of two reasons. Firstly, in
training privacy-guaranteed embeddings, we try
to stop as early as possible since the more training steps we run, the higher privacy we have to
sacrifice (Vu et al., 2019). Secondly, its perfor-

10000
1
0.1819
5.0673
2.4211
8.2638

20000
1
0.0001
0.0001
0.0019

50000
1
0.2688
0.7274

90K
1
0.2758

100K
1

mance in the Word Analogy Task was more or
less similar to the other good embedding at the
learning step 90K (i.e., Emb@90K). In fact, from
Table 5 we know that the performance between
Emb@1000 and Emb@90K learning steps are not
significant difference. Therefore, selecting the pretrained embedding at the learning step 1000 is the
best option for privacy-guaranteed embedding using dpUGC. In summary, in this task, we showed
how ETNLP can be used to select a good word embedding candidate for privacy-guaranteed knowledge sharing. Normally, this selection process is
very time consuming, however, it is much easier
with ETNLP since it allows users to import multiple embeddings for running evaluations.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a new systematic pipeline,
ETNLP, for extracting, evaluating and visualizing multiple pre-trained embeddings on a specific
downstream task. The ETNLP pipeline was designed with three principles in mind: (1) easy to
apply on any language processing task, (2) better performance, and (3) be able to handle unknown vocabulary in real-world data (i.e., using
C2V (char to vec)). The evaluation of the approach
in (1) Vietnamese NER task and (2) privacyguaranteed embedding selection task showed its
effectiveness.
In the future, we plan to support more embeddings in different languages, especially in low
resource languages. We will also support new
ways to explore the embedding spaces including
at phrase and subword levels.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a morphosyntactic tagger dedicated to Computermediated Communication texts in Polish.
Its construction is based on an expanded
RNN-based neural network adapted to the
work on noisy texts. Among several techniques, the tagger utilises fastText embedding vectors, sequential character embedding vectors, and Brown clustering for the
coarse-grained representation of sentence
structures. In addition a set of manually written rules was proposed for postprocessing. The system was trained to
disambiguate descriptions of words in relation to Parts of Speech tags together
with the full morphological information in
terms of values for the different grammatical categories. We present also evaluation
of several model variants on the gold standard annotated CMC data, comparison to
the state-of-the-art taggers for Polish and
error analysis. The proposed tagger shows
significantly better results in this domain
and demonstrates the viability of adaptation.

1

Introduction

Morpho-syntactic disambiguation (called also
morpho-syntactic tagging) is an important preprocessing step in many text processing pipelines
(e.g. terminology and information extraction), especially in the case of highly inflected languages
where tagging is tightly correlated with lemmatisation. Work on the development of programs
for morpho-syntactic disambiguaters, henceforth
taggers, has been concentrated on texts written
in the standard language, i.e. containing only
small percentage free of jargon, extra-linguistic

elements like codes or symbols, etc. Computermediated communication (CMC) texts, especially
texts from different kinds of social media, are written in language that often is significantly different
from the standard language, see Sec. 3. While in
the case of texts in a standard language, a state-ofthe-art tagger reaches near 95% of accuracy in disambiguation, taggers for CMC texts express much
lower accuracy. Moreover, much fewer works are
devoted to tagging CMC texts than text of the standard language, while the problem of processing
CMC texts is continuously growing in importance
and numbers of applications. Thus, the fast growth
of social media requires appropriate adaptation, or
even expansion, of the tagging methods, to serve
growing interest and requirements in the processing of texts of such kinds. According to our best
knowledge, a morpho-syntactic tagger dedicated
to CMC texts in the Polish language has not been
yet developed or at least made publicly available.
The goal of this work is a far going adaptation of
a tagger for the standard Polish to the demands of
CMC texts in Polish.
In the rest of the paper, first solutions for tagging the standard Polish language and CMC texts
in general are discussed. Next, we analyse characteristic features of CMC texts on the basis of a collected CMC corpus. A tagger model is proposed.
Finally, we presented evaluation of the tagger and
discuss perspectives for its further development.

2

Related Works

The construction of our CMC tagger has been inspired by a tagger for the Polish language that
won the PolEval competition (Kobyliński and
Ogrodniczuk, 2017) in 2017 that is called Toygger
(Krasnowska-Kieraś, 2017). Toygger is based on a
recursive neural network – a bidirectional LSTM.
Recursive layers extract features based on an input
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vector encoding morphological information and
including embedded vectors. The extracted features are next transferred to separated non-linear
layers, where each represents a different part of
the morpho-syntactic tag. In Sec. 4 we propose
several expansions to this model which are aimed
at providing better handling of noisy texts. Aside
from Toygger, another tagger – KRNNT (Wróbel,
2017), also based on a bidirectional LSTM network, achieved very good results in the PolEval
contest. The main difference between these two is
in the encoding of the input text and features generated for it. Toygger uses text encoded as a sequence of embedding vectors in combination with
information from the morphological analysis performed with the morpho-syntactic analyser Morfeusz2 (Kieraś and Woliński, 2017), and KRNNT
uses information from the morphological analysis
from Maca (Radziszewski and Śniatowski, 2011)
(that is also employing Morfeusz inside) in combination with predetermined features based on a set
of features from the Concraft (Waszczuk, 2012)
tool.
In a similar way, complex systems such
as dependency parser COMBO (Rybak and
Wróblewska, 2018), in their internal taggers began to use LSTM networks with similar architecture to the stand-alone taggers mentioned above.
Inside the COMBO system the tagger component
obtains the features extracted from a bidirectional
LSTM layer and passes them through a fully connected network with one hidden layer with a softmax activation function. That network predicts a
universal part-of-speech tag and a tagset specific
tag (for instance a grammatical class in the case of
a tagset for Polish). The morphological features
have similar networks for each feature type.
Apart from the systems created for the Polish language, several solutions were proposed for
other Slavic languages or even highly inflected
languages in general. The winning solution of the
competition organised at the VarDial 2018 conference (Zampieri et al., 2018) was a system based
on a bidirectional LSTM network, which instead
of classifying words with morpho-syntactic tags
generates the tags in a character per character way
and uses a different type of a recursive network
(Silfverberg and Drobac, 2018) for this purpose.
The way the network is trained ensures that a tag
that has never occurred in the training data is not
generated. Such a manner of getting replies from

networks allows also words, which are concatenated together from several morphemes, to have a
‘multi-part’ tag, i.e. a cluster of several tags per
se. This solution was inspired by the Sequence-toSequence architecture. It also shows the positive
effect of combining embedding vectors for words
and characters, which is confirmed by other works
from this genre, such as (Plank et al., 2016). Another work in this field is (Ljubešić, 2018), which
compares a tagger model based on Conditional
Random Fields with a model based on a recursive neural network in disambiguation of Slovene,
Serbian and Croatian CMC texts. The differences
between the two models are small (about 0.02),
which leads to the conclusion that both methods
are worth considering in further research. However, a comparative study in (Östling, 2018) shows
that better results are achieved with good manual processing of features than with extending and
deepening the architecture.
Apart from CRF-based models, the other methods presented here do not pay attention to both
sides of the context. Using a bidirectional LSTM
layers does bring information about the context,
but only before the word (or after the word when
looking from the other direction) and the method
of combining the results of these two directions
does not guarantee focusing on both sides of context in the same degree. Therefore, our solution
proposes to add to the network information about
the context from the Brown clustering algorithm.
Here, we were inspired by another work about tagger adaptation (Ljubešić et al., 2017).

3

Computer-Mediated Communication
Corpus

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) texts
are part of user-generated content (UGC) data.
Due to the nature of this kind of data, the texts
commonly include many mistakes and problematic phenomena. A linguistic analysis of the data
as well as the results of similar research (see e.g
(Pluwak et al., 2016)) helped us to define distinctive features, which are related to various text
levels such as: notation (e.g. lack of diacritics,
spelling mistakes, typos, omissions of capital letters, incorrectly connected or disconnected segments, lack of or poor punctuation), morphology
and syntax (e.g. incorrect word endings, token repetition, lack of phrase elements), or lexical issues
(e.g. emojis and special characters, internet slang,
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characters replacements, abbreviated forms, URL
addresses, hashtags, mentions). Most of these
phenomena require specific solutions in annotation guidelines. Since the available data in Polish is based on the sources of a different nature
– they are mostly edited and officially published
texts (Przepiórkowski et al., 2012) – there was a
need to create a CMC corpus manually annotated
with morphological information.
The Corpus of the Colloquial Polish Language1
(CCPL) used in all experiments presented in this
paper consists of 7,561 documents (402,810 tokens). All the source texts were posted by users
on online social media platforms, so they have the
characteristics of user-generated content (UGC).
The texts include opinions, tweets, comments, social media posts and chat utterances.
The whole corpus was manually annotated
with morphological information and next morphosyntactically disambiguated by the team of professional linguists from the Wrocław University
of Science and Technology. The inter-annotator
agreement for various pairs of annotators was calculated. The results ranged from 0.91 to 0.97.

4

Tagger Model

4.1 Data and Preprocessing
National Corpus of Polish (NCP) as the basic
training data, and only in some experiments we expanded the training data with annotated texts from
social media coming from CCPL, see Section 5.
This subcorpus of NCP contains a bit above 1.2
million of manually annotated and disambiguated
tokens from different sources. It is commonly
used as training-testing data set for a tagging task
in Polish language. For the test data set we used
CCPL, which is described in Section 5.1.
We have decided not to apply text normalisation
before tagging process in order to save as much information as possible from the text structure which
can be helpful in next stages of processing like
sentiment recognition. Many of the methods proposed in literature are based on a process: normalisation followed by tagger application. Thus, a
comparison of our solution with them is difficult,
as the text tagged is different. Therefore we do
not handle segmentation problems in our tagging
system. To deal with typos and lack of diacritics
we focus on character representation together with
suffix representation and choose to use the fastText
1

http://hdl.handle.net/11321/637

embedding (Bojanowski et al., 2017), because it
is based on the n-gram based subword word representation. In addition, we obtained cluster information to get better representation of contexts
for similar words. We applied the Brown Clustering algorithm (Brown et al., 1992) to group words
on the basis of the one million subcorpus of NCP
(Przepiórkowski et al., 2012) (this is the same data
set which is used as training data). The Brown
Clustering is a method of hierarchical clustering
of words based on their contexts. We assumed
that words belonging to the same clusters have the
same probability of the contextual occurrence under the condition of the occurrence of preceding
and following words. In principle, we want to
achieve good results in spite of processing noisy
textual data, due to the knowledge of their structure on the coarse-grained description level based
on Brown clusters of words. We assume that such
representation helps to determine to which group
of words an unknown or broken word may belong to. Other elements of CMC texts are emoticons, URL and e-mail addresses, hashtags and
user mentions. We handle these cases with handwritten rules.
In several experiments, see Section 5, the evaluation of the whole tagging process was performed
on the entire CCPL corpus, because it was not involved in training in those cases.
4.2

Input Text Representation

In order to improve the tagger ability to generalise
over the training data, we used a representation
based on distributional vector models. An input
vector for a word from the processed sentence is
constructed as a concatenation of several subvectors representing different properties of a word:
1. a morphological information vector,
2. a suffix character embedding vector,
3. a suffix index in the set of known suffixes,
4. a suffix embedding vector,
5. a word embedding vector from a fastTextbased model,
6. a whole word character embedding,
7. a Brown cluster embedding vector.
The morphological information vector expresses jointly information collected from all tags
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that are possible for a given token according to the
morphological analysis (in the case of unknown
words, the full vector is set). Sets of possible tags
are represented as a sequence of bits: every single
bit of each vector represents a possible grammatical class or a value of some grammatical category
(an attribute), e.g. case, number gender etc. For instance for the Polish word jedzenie ‘food’ we obtain a vector with two bits set for the two grammatical classes: noun (jedzenie as ‘food’) and gerund
(jedzenie ‘eating’), bits for the nominal and accusative genders, one bit for the singular number,
one for the m3 gender etc. The morphological vector is intended to be a kind of regularisation constraining the tagging process and to make the tagger decisions compatible with the morphological
analyser.
The suffix character embedding vector – the part
2 – is trained during the time of learning by using
an additional small (64 hidden units) biLSTM network to represent suffixes as character sequences.
In all experiments, we set the size of a suffix to 3,
based on the results published in the (KrasnowskaKieraś, 2017) (who tested experimentally 4 and 5,
too) and our previous experiments. This vector
is aimed at recognition of different suffixes (carrying important morphological information) and
their similarity.
The suffix index (3) and suffix embedding vector (4) represent also suffixes, but on the level of
suffixes as tokens, not sequences of characters.
Concerning the former, a set of known suffixes is
first extracted from the learning data. Next each
recognised suffix is represented by its index during training and testing. In the case of the latter,
for suffixes as tokens their vector embeddings are
trained during learning the sequential tagging task.
During testing and application for each known suffix its embedding vector representation is searched
for in the look-up table layer. By introducing these
two components we want to emphasise the presences of more frequent suffixes that often express
more specific morpho-syntactic information.
The fifth part is a word embedding vector for
the whole token obtained from fastText model. We
use a fastText model for Polish that was trained on
a very large corpus of Polish (Kocoń, 2018). This
vector introduced lexical element to the representation, but due to the nature of the distributional
model, words of similar distribution receive similar vectors. Moreover, fastText (a subword distri-

butional model) assigns also vectors to unknown
words on the basis of n-gram structure.
The sixth part is a character embedding for
whole words. Similar to suffix character embedding in part 2, it is learned during the training the
whole tagger and has similar architecture. The
most significant difference is that it takes whole
words at the input, not just suffixes.
The last component (7) is an embedding vector for the Brown cluster of the given word. In a
similar way to the suffix embedding vector, vector
embeddings for Brown clusters are trained during
learning the tagger. If the word does not appear
in any cluster, it receives a cluster index for Out
of Vocabulary (OOV) words. During testing and
application the vectors are read from the look-up
table layer. Brown clusters offer a coarse-grained
representation of the input sequence that helps to
analyse OOV words.
4.3

Network and Processing

The core part of the tagger is a deep neural network. The input vector is a sequence of the combined word vectors. It is sent to two bidirectional
LSTM layers with 512 hidden units each. 50%
dropout is applied to both LSTM layers. The goal
of these layers is to calculate features for each
word of the input sentence. Next, these features
are used to feed down separated layers. These
separated layers are softmax layers. The first one
is dedicated to the grammatical class and the rest
(13) to the 13 different grammatical categories
(morphological attributes). The whole network is
trained with the help of the RMSprop optimizer
(Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) and the Categorical
Cross Entropy loss function.
Due to the variability of CMC texts the main
processing by the neural network is supplemented
by deterministic post-processing which is performed in three steps:
1. verification of the correctness of a predicted
tag,
2. final tag selection,
3. rule-based error detection and correction.
Concerning the first, the correctness of the predicted tag is checked in relation to the set of all
possible tags proposed by the morphological analysis. Checking correctness of predicted tag is simple task. On the basis of the predicted grammatical class we verify if the attributes obtain values
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number
No clusters
500
750
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000

accuracy
85.21%
85.46%
85.44%
85.44%
85.31%
85.23%
85.48%
85.36%

Table 1: Influence of the number of clusters on
the tagger strict accuracy.

settings
SCE(128) + SE(64)
SCE(128) + SE(64) + CLE(64)
SCE(128) + SE(64) + CLE(64) + R
CE(128) + SE(64) + CLE(64) + R
CE(128) + SCE(128) + CLE(64) + R

Table 2: CMC tagger strict accuracy in relation to
the different ways of composing the input vector.

5

Evaluation

5.1
specified for this grammatical class. In the case
of the lack of a tag exactly matching the predicted
one among the tags obtained from the morphological analysis, for the final tag selection, we choose
a tag that is in the minimal Levenshtein distance
of its form to the form of the predicted tag, i.e.
the predicted tags are somehow mapped onto tags
available from the morphological analysis (in the
case of out-of-vocabulary words the full set of tags
is assumed as the result of the morphological analysis).
In order to improve an automatic tagging process, we developed and applied several rules. They
specify morphological interpretations for selected
words directly encountered in text. This concerns,
in particular, emojis or internet addresses. In some
cases a rule covers only the first characters which
serve to identify the relevant word form, e.g. it was
not possible to list all URL addresses but the rule
using the expression [if ’https://’ in w] could be
applied to all word forms that begin with https:// ).
A morphological interpretation for several word
forms (or types of word forms) were assigned irrespective of the interpretation automatically predicted by the tagger. An example of such a general
rule is given below:
if 0 https : //0 in w or 0 http : //0 in w :
corrected_tag =0 subst : sg : nom : m0
The results of the first attempt to error analysis
were the basis for drawing up also specific rules
for the word forms tagged initially with specific
morphological information, e.g.
if (w == 0 jak 0 or w == 0 tak 0 )
and predicted_tag == 0 adv : pos0 :
corrected_tag = 0 adv 0

accuracy
86.09%
87.06%
87.87%
87.39%
87.67%

Experiments

In our research, we focused on two main aspects
• determining the best number of Brown clusters,
• and selecting the best possible configuration
of the input vector components.
In all experiments the input vector included the
components representing the morphological analyses and the fastText based representation of
words. The fastText component vector size was
fixed to 300 elements.
First, we performed tests to find the best number of the Brown clusters. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 1. The performance
of the tagger is measured in the strict accuracy,
i.e. only the assigned tags that completely, in relation to all its components, match the tag from the
manual annotation are treated as correct solutions.
The results show that the addition of clustering, regardless of its size, improves the tagging accuracy.
Finally, we set the number of clusters to 1,750 in
accordance with the best result obtained during the
first experiments.
Next, we performed several experiments that
were aimed at investigating the influence of the
different joint vector components on the tagger accuracy. The results of the most important ones are
presented in Table 2 where the shortcuts mean:
SCE – suffix characters embedding,
SE – suffix embedding,
CE – character embedding,
CLE – clustering embedding,
R – postprocessing rules.
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The numbers in the round brackets remind
about the size of the given vector component. In
Table 2 the performance of the tagger is measured,
like above, in the strict accuracy. The results show
that suffix characters embedding brings the most
benefits. This is consistent with the intuition, that
in the case of words that are blured by noise inside
them and OOV words their suffix can tell us most
about their morphology. Also, adding rule-based
post-processing to the tagger output increased its
final accuracy.
On the basis of the experiments, for the final
version of the system we chose the input vector
consisting of the following components: morphological information, suffix characters embedding,
suffix embedding, fastText embedding and clustering embedding for 1,750 clusters.
After selecting the network architecture parameters, we made an additional experiment. Using
cross-validation we conducted a test during which
we trained the tagger on the two combined data
sets, namely: the manually annotated part of NCP
and a subset of the manually annotated part of
CCPL (i.e. the training folds). The manually annotated CCPL subcorpus was divided into five parts
further on referred to as folds. The sub-models
during the cross-validation process were trained
on an NCP with four folds from CCPL and the
sub-model was tested on the fifth fold from CCPL.
Our tagger tested in this way achieved an average
accuracy of 90.14%.
Finally, we compared the version of our CMC
Tagger trained on the combined NCP and four
folds of CCPL with the two taggers for Polish
treated as a baseline, namely:
• MorphoDiTa-pl (Piasecki and Walentynowicz, 2017) is accessible at http://ws.
clarin-pl.eu/tager.shtml and its
source code at https://github.com/
ufal/morphodita.
• Toygger, already mentioned, originally
trained on NCP with word2vec embedding
and suffix information feature, with 20
epochs.
The results of the tests done on the folds of
CCPL are presented in Table 3.
5.2 Results
We performed detailed linguistic error analysis.
It covered the word forms differently tagged by

Tagger
CMC Tagger
MorphoDiTa
Toygger

Accuracy (strong)
90.14%
81.32%
86.12%

Table 3: Strong accuracy (identical morphosyntactic class and values of grammatical categories) measured on CCPL corpus.
human annotator and morphological tagger. 600
word forms most frequently judged inconsistently
(3,675 error instances) were analysed. Among
them several error types can be distinguished that
mainly correspond to grammatical categories incorrectly recognised and every tuple (word form –
human annotator tag – automatically ascribed tag)
was assigned to one of the categories presented in
Table 4.
The most common error concerned grammatical class. The most frequently confused classes
are: adverb – particle-adverb (174 of 3,675 error
instances) and coordinating conjunction – particleadverb (90 instances). The word that appeared to
be most difficult to judge was to (‘this’, ‘then’,
‘to be’, adverb) (263 error instances), which could
be interpreted as adjective, predicative, noun,
particle-adverb or subordinating conjunction depending on the context. Tagger had also problems
with emojis correct recognition (177 instances).
Generally, the issues described above concern
parts of speech that are very often the source of
confusion for human annotators. Furthermore, the
distribution of tagger errors is very similar to the
observed distribution of inconsistencies in manual
CCPL tagging. This shows that the mistakes are
related to the difficult cases in general. A few use
cases from the test dataset are presented below.
In the original, the fragment of sentence looks
as follows:
“[...] a mu sie nie spodoba i po wezystkm.”
Correctly (without typing errors) this sentence
would look like this:
“[...] a mu si˛e nie spodoba i po wszystkim.”
(English: “and he will not like it, and this is all.”).
The CMC Tagger output for this sentence is
shown in Table 5. Our tagger for the word sie
(reciprocal participle si˛e but written without diacritics) wrongly chose adjective as the grammatical class. This problem originated from the morphological analysis. Word form sie exists in the
dictionary and the tagger could not recognise it
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object of inconsistency
number of assigned categories
base
grammatical class
case
number
gender
rection
person
aspect
human error
other

percent
4.71%
6.80%
31.16%
14.45%
2.29%
22.42%
4.60%
1.41%
0.33%
9.31%
2.53%

Form
W
kredytowaniu
zakupu
auta
poszło
bardzo
sprawnie
i
całkiem
przyzwoite
spłaty
.

Table 4: Selected categories of the CMC Tagger
errors.
Form
a
mu
sie
nie
spodoba
i
po
wezystkm

Tag
conj
ppron3:sg:dat:m1:ter:nakc:npraep
adj:pl:nom:m2:pos
qub
fin:sg:ter:perf
conj
prep:loc
subst:sg:loc:m1

Table 5: Example sentence number 1
as a corrupted form of si˛e, which is a reflexive
pronoun or reciprocal participle (an component
of a compound verb). The form wezystkm (i.e.
in its proper form: wszystkim ‘everything’/‘all of
them(case:dative)’) is an unknown (OOV) word
for the morphological analyser, but our tagger
made only a small mistake in the gender attribute
– it should be neutral.
In the case of a sentence that is grammatically
constructed correctly, like the one in Table 6, our
tagger works quite well. This sentence in English
looks as follows: “In crediting the car purchase
all went very smoothly and quite decent repayments.”.

6

Conclusions

We presented that standard approaches to morphosyntactic disambiguation must be adapted to specific domains of non-standard texts, like CMC and
User Generated Content texts, e.g. including social media texts. Thus, we proposed significant
expansions to the state-of-the-art tagger for Polish,
namely Toygger, that resulted in large gain in per-

Tag
prep:loc:nwok
ger:sg:loc:n:imperf:aff
subst:sg:gen:m3
subst:sg:gen:n
praet:sg:n:perf
adv:pos
adv:pos
conj
adv
adj:pl:nom:f:pos
subst:pl:nom:f
interp

Table 6: Example sentence number 2
formance in CMC texts, as measured on the manually annotated gold standard for this domain. In
the proposed expansions we focused on the representation and appropriate encoding in the input
vector the information about: suffix types, better
word embedding models (i.e. taking into account
the sub-word level) and word clusters generated
on the basis of standard text, but enabling coarsegrained text representation.
In future we want to focus on improving the usage of the morpho-syntactic information, e.g. in
a form of partial recognition of possible dependencies. We plan to expand morphological vectors with the representation of the manually written constraints. We also want to work on semiautomatic extraction of contextual post-processing
rules for improvement of the tagger performance.
At the same time we want research how to expand
representation of words on character level to get
better recognition of noisy elements in text. An
important challenge is handling of the segmentation in a correct way or applying a more advanced
normalisation process before tagging. The tagger is available on the open licence from: http:
//hdl.handle.net/11321/634.
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Abstract
The paper presents an evaluation of word
embedding models in clustering of texts
in the Polish language. Authors verified
six different embedding models, starting
from widely used word2vec, across fastText with character n-grams embedding,
to deep learning-based ELMo and BERT.
Moreover, four standardisation methods,
three distance measures and four clustering methods were evaluated. The analysis was performed on two corpora of texts
in Polish classified into subjects. The Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) metric
was used to verify the quality of clustering results. The performed experiments
show that Skipgram models with n-grams
character embedding, built on KGR10 corpus and provided by Clarin-PL, outperforms other publicly available models for
Polish. Moreover, presented results suggest that Yeo–Johnson transformation for
document vectors standardisation and Agglomerative Clustering with a cosine distance should be used for grouping of text
documents.

1

Introduction

A number of digital repositories of texts enlarge
each year. The variety of tools for natural language processing and the quality of their performance are growing steadily. That opens possibilities for automatic categorisation of text documents
in terms of the subject areas in any digital collection of documents. It is also an important problem
for researchers from different areas of the humanities and social science (Eder et al., 2017).
Commonly used methods rely on representing
documents with feature vectors and using clus-

tering algorithm (Hastie et al., 2009) to assign
documents to some groups. The classical feature
vectors are based on the bag-of-words technique
(Harris, 1954). Components of these vectors represent frequencies (weighted) of occurrences of
words/terms in individual documents. The contemporary state-of-the-art technique is word2vec
(Le and Mikolov, 2014), where individual words
are represented by high-dimensional feature vectors trained on large text corpora. This technique is
constantly being improved. This is demonstrated
by the most recent propositions of algorithms like
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) or BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018). Choosing the most useful clustering algorithm is not a trivial task since there is a large number of them. Just to mention the most popular ones
like K-means (K.Jain, 2009), Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (Day and Edelsbrunner, 1984)
and Spectral Clustering (Ng et al., 2002). Moreover, the results of clustering are strongly dependent on the chosen distance measure and the used
method of an input data standardisation. The entire workflow, described above, expresses many
factors which can influence results of the text exploration. It is difficult to control them and thus,
might lead to unpredictable outcomes of the experiment. It becomes challenging for texts in an
inflected language such as Polish.
The main aim of this research is the evaluation
of clustering accuracy on documents in Polish,
using publicly available word embedding models. We conducted our experiments to answer the
following research questions: What is the best
method (i.e. the word2vec model, standardisation
method, distance metric and clustering algorithm)
for subject grouping texts in Polish? The experiments were performed on two corpora with texts
assigned to subject groups. We analysed the quality of results (defined by AMI metric (Romano
et al., 2016)) in a function of method options.
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Some works studied the quality of word2vec models for Polish (Piasecki et al., 2018; Mykowiecka
et al., 2017; Kocon and Gawor, 2019), but they focus on single words, not on an application of the
word embeddings to represent whole documents
for a clustering purpose.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we describe in details word embedding techniques and list the models examined in the work.
Next, we provide technicalities about the methods
we compared and finally in Section 4 we present
test corpora used in the study as well as results of
the comparative study.

2
2.1

Word Embeddings
Techniques of Word Embedding

Word embedding is an approach of text analysis
based on the assumption that individual words can
be represented by high-dimensional feature vectors. It is based on the hypothesis that relationships (distances) between vector representations
of words can be related to semantic similarities
of words. The models are built on large text
corpora by observing co-occurrence of words in
similar contexts. One of the most popular technique, word2vec, is based on neural networks (Le
and Mikolov, 2014). The authors proposed two
approaches: CBOW and Skipgram. In the first
one, the aim is to predict a word based on context words. The Skipgram model does the opposite task, it predicts context words from a given
word. In the classical word2vec (Le and Mikolov,
2014) technique each word (form from the text) is
represented by a distinct vector, which might be
a problem for a language with large vocabularies
and rich inflexion like Polish is. The first solution
to this problem was to build models based on word
lemmas (Mykowiecka et al., 2017), however, such
a technique requires a morphological analysis of
all texts in a training corpus. Next, in (Bojanowski
et al., 2017) authors extend the Skipgram model
by building a vector representation of character ngrams and constructing the word representation as
the sum of the character n-grams embeddings (for
n-grams appearing in the word). It could decree
the model size and allows to generate word embedding for words not seen in a training corpus.
The next step forward was introducing (Grave
et al., 2018) the extension of the original CBOW
model (Le and Mikolov, 2014) with position
weights and subword information (character n-

grams).
The newest approaches are inspired by deeplearning algorithms. In a recently introduced
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), word embeddings are
defined by the internal states of a deep bidirectional LTSM language model (biLSTM), which
is trained on a large text corpus. What is important, ELMo looks at the whole sentence before assigning an embedding to each word in it. Therefore, the embeddings are sentence aware and could
solve a problem of polysemous words (words with
multiple meanings). Another approach similar to
ELMo is BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). It is also
a bidirectional representation, but it is jointly built
on both the left and the right context. The available
BERT models1 are multilingual and pre-trained on
two unsupervised tasks: masked language modelling and next sentence prediction.
Word embeddings can be simply used to generate feature vectors for document clustering by averaging vector representations of individual words
occurring in a document. This approach is known
as doc2vec and used for example in fastText
(Joulin et al., 2017) algorithm. In the case of
BERT, we get sentence embeddings, but the approach used for word models can be repeated here
as well (as an average of sentence embeddings).
2.2

Available Models for Polish

There are two groups working on publicly available word embedding models for Polish: IPI PAN2
and Clarin-PL3 . The IPI PAN provides4 a set of
more than 100 CBOW and Skipgram models generated from data consisting of National Corpus
of Polish (NKJP) (Przepiorkowski et al., 2012)
and Wikipedia (Wiki). Some of them are generated only for lemmas, others of words from texts
(forms). For tests we have selected the Skipgram model (i.e. nkjp+wiki-forms-all-300-skipghs-50). The model was generated by gensim tool5 .
It assigns a distinct vector to each word.
The Clarin-PL provides6 16 models generated
by fastText software7 on larger than in a previous case corpus (Kocon and Gawor, 2019). They
are joint models of words and character n-grams
1
https://github.com/google-research/
bert
2
https://ipipan.waw.pl/en/
3
https://clarin-pl.eu/en/home-page/
4
http://dsmodels.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl
5
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
6
http://hdl.handle.net/11321/606
7
https://fasttext.cc/
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able to produce vectors for unknown words (Bojanowski et al., 2017). For tests, we have selected
two Skipgram models based on forms (KGR10)
and lemmas (KGR10 lemma). The second group
of sources of word2vec models for Polish are
web pages of word embedding tools like fastText,
ELMo and BERT. They were trained on Polish
Common Crawl and Wikipedia. However, the
BERT model was trained on many languages in
parallel. The details on used models are summarised in Table 1.

3

4. Expectation–maximisation (EM) (Bilmes
et al., 1998) is used to estimate parameters in
statistical models, Gaussian mixture model
in our example. Gaussian mixture model
assumes that data is generated from a finite
number of Gaussian distributions.
3.2

Methods

3.1

significant eigenvectors create new, lower dimensional space that is used with a K-means
algorithm.

Metrics and Clustering

A distance measure needs to distinguish contrasting samples. Sometimes that contrast is well defined, and we know what kind of behaviour we
require from the chosen function. In natural language processing commonly used function is a cosine distance as i.e. it does not distinguish documents, described as a vector of most frequently
occurred words in the corpus, that have a linear
dependence between features. It also works well
with sparse high-dimensional space and is less
noisy than euclidean (Kriegel H-P., 2012). Models we want to compare have different properties,
so relevant distance function is even less obvious.
In our work we decided to focus on cosine, Bray–
Curtis and Euclidean distance.
We also tried few different variations of them
but the results were not significantly different.
In order to group data, we decided to use following methods (mind that two of them use only
Euclidean distance or Lk norm in general, because
otherwise algorithms may stop converging).

Standardisation of input data is usually necessary,
because many machine learning algorithms requires features to have a normal distribution and,
probably more important in clustering algorithms,
a similar scale. In our work, we decided to use
following methods:

1. K-means (K.Jain, 2009) algorithm is a classic
method that assigns labels to the data, basing
on a distance to the nearest centroid. Centroids are moved iteratively until all clusters
stabilise.
2. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AC)
(Day and Edelsbrunner, 1984) is a method
that iteratively joins subgroups basing on a
linkage criterion. In this paper, we present
result for the average linkage clustering.
3. Spectral clustering (SC) (Ng et al., 2002) is
based on the Laplacian matrix of the similarity graph and its eigenvectors. The least
8

Standardisation

CBOW with position weights
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Table 2: Symbols description
X
X
Xmin , Xmax
xi , x̂i
σ
λ

feature vector (column of the input matrix)
mean value of the feature
minimal/maximal value of the feature
new/old value of the feature of i-th sample
standard deviation of the feature
power parameter that is estimated
through maximum likelihood

1. Min–Max scaling - the most popular way of
scaling data. Returned values are in range
from 0 to 1:
x̂i =

xi − Xmin
Xmax − Xmin

2. Z-score normalisation - one of the classic
method of standardisation. It results in a distribution with a standard deviation equal to 1:
x̂i =

xi − X
σ

3. Yeo–Johnson transformation - a member of
power transform functions that allows negative values of input (Yeo and Johnson, 2000):

(x +1)λ −1

,
if λ 6= 0, x ≥ 0
 i λ



log(x + 1),
if λ = 0, x ≥ 0
i
x̂i =
( 2−λ)−1
(−x
+1)


− i 2−λ
, if λ 6= 2, x < 0




− log(−xi + 1),
if λ = 2, x < 0

Table 1: Used embedding models
name

method

feature

tool

size

address

IPIPAN

CBOW

forms

gensim

300

dsmodels.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl

KGR10

Skipgram

forms, character n-grams

fastText

300

hdl.handle.net/11321/606

KGR10 lemma

Skipgram

lemmas,character n-grams

fastText

300

hhdl.handle.net/11321/606

fastText

CBOW+8

orths, character 5-grams

fastText

300

fasttext.cc

elmo

ELMo

forms

ELMo

1024

vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/11/167.zip

bert

BERT

multilingual forms, sentences

BERT

768

github.com/google-research/bert

3.3

Quality Metrics

Evaluation of clustering quality may be performed
in two different ways: with external knowledge of
sample membership or without it. The first way is
usually better if we have already labelled data and
using supervised learning is none of our options.
For example, we know that the clustering problem
we want to solve concerns similar data we have labelled, which is a case in this work. We compare
how different vector representation of documents,
which have an assigned label to it, can be clustered.
There are plenty of clustering quality measures
that have a different interpretations, like purity, Vmeasure or Rand Index (Amigo et al., 2009). In
our work, we decided to use corrected for a chance
measures where the result does not increase with
several clusters for randomly chosen labels. Two
most common metrics are Adjusted Rand Index
(ARI) and Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI)
(Vinh et al., 2010). According to (Romano et al.,
2016) AMI is better suited to our problem as documents types are often unbalanced. It gives more
weight to a clustering solutions with purer small
groups than to minor mistakes in bigger ones.
Adjusted mutual information score is one of the
information theoretically based measures. It is
based on mutual information (MI) which comes
naturally from entropy.
Table 3: Symbols description
X, Y
H
MI
NMI
AM I
xi , y i
P (xi ), P (yi )
P (xi ŷj )
E(M I)

set of classes/clusters
Entropy
mutual information
normalized mutual information
adjusted mutual information
i-th element of X/Y (class or cluster)
probability of the document being in ith class or cluster
intersection of P (xi ) and P (yj )
expected value of MI

H(X) =

X
i

M I(X, Y ) =

XX
i

j

P (xi ) log

1
P (xi )

P (xi ∩ yj ) log

P (xi ∩ yj )
P (xi )P (yi )

The problem with mutual information is that the
maximum is reached not only when labels from
one set (clusters) matches perfectly those from the
other (classes), but also when they are further subdivided. The simple solution for that is to normalise MI by mean of entropy of X and Y :

N M I(X, Y ) =

M I(X, Y )
(H(X) + H(Y ))/2

Normalised mutual information can be further improved by subtracting expected value of MI from
nominator and denominator:

AM I(X, Y ) =

M I(X, Y ) − E(M I)
(H(X) + H(Y )/2 − E(M I)

This is what is called ”corrected for a chance”.
The general form of AMI was proposed in (Hubert
and Arabie, 1985).

4
4.1

Experiments
Data Sets

We performed tests on two collections of text documents in Polish: P ress and Rewievs. The first
corpus (P ress) comprises Polish press news. It
is a complete, high quality and well defined data
set. The texts were assigned by press agency to
five subject categories. All the subject groups are
well separable from each other and each group
contains a reasonably large number of members.
In the study (Walkowiak and Malak, 2018), the
authors reported 95.5% accuracy achieved on this
data set in supervised classification. There are ca.
6, 500 documents in total in this corpus.
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The second corpus (Reviews) consists of reviews of scientific works from 21 different science
areas. The achieved accuracy on this data set by
fastText (Joulin et al., 2017) in supervised classification was 90.7% (after division 2:1 for training
and testing). There are ca. 10, 500 documents in
this corpus.
4.2

Idea

The goal of our experiments was to find the best
performing word embedding model in a clustering problem. In order to do that, first, we checked
how standardisation affects results and picked one
of the methods to use it in further tests. Then
we compared several models using different clustering approaches with and without standardisation. In order to generate feature vectors for documents (doc2vec) we averaged word/sentence embeddings for every text in the dataset.
4.3

Choosing the Standardisation Method

We performed our first experiment as follows:
having the documents di ∈ D represented as
doc2vec vectors from KGR10 lemma model, we
performed several tests to evaluate the quality
measure (AMI) of multiple clustering algorithms
with different distance functions. The results are
given in the Figure 1 and Figure 2. It can be observed that for EM, K-means and SC standardisation does not significantly improve the results.
What is more, for Euclidean distance, data scaling
may blur the distances between points and worsen
the quality of the solution. On the other hand, usage of standardisation methods with Agglomerative Clustering (AC) algorithm improves obtained
results. It is not surprising as the linkage method
strongly depends on variance especially when using a cosine distance. On average (the average
height of the AMI score) the best method of standardisation turned out to be Yeo–Johnson transformation, so we used it in subsequent experiments.
4.4

6. It can be noticed that standardisation has minor influence on Spectral Clustering (SC). It either
slightly improves or does not deteriorate results.
The only exception is Euclidean distance where
standardisation can blur and therefore worsen the
score. It is clearly visible for Agglomerative Clustering (AC) which, after standardisation and with
a cosine or a Bray–Courtis distance, works best.
Using standardised version of K-means algorithm
with any of proposed models is rather not suitable
since standardisation does not necessarily increase
the score, however this classic approach is usable
with the given problem, especially that it strongly
depends on centroids which usually are quite useful. We expected that standardisation will have
a positive influence on Gaussian mixture model
(EM) which assumes data is generated from some
number of Gaussian distributions and standardisation should make that data more Gaussian-like. It
is probably the case with those models that have
higher score in figures 4 and 6 than in figures 3
and 5, but it is not a rule.

Model Comparison

In order to compare how the chosen model affects quality, we performed multiple tests, similar to the previously conducted. They were evaluating the quality measure due to used doc2vec
representations, generated from models described
in Section 2. The results of clusterisation of the
original data can be observed in figures 3 and 5
alongside with the results of standardised vectors
with Yeo–Johnson transformation in figures 4 and
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Figure 1: Standarization - PRESS
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Figure 2: Standarization - REVIEWS

5

Conclusion

As a conclusion, we would like to recommend
using Yeo–Johnson transformation to standardise
doc2vec embedding and if a task is to group documents, Agglomerative Clustering (AC) with a
cosine distance. For researchers who deal with
Polish datasets, we strongly recommend using
KGR10 lemma or KGR10 word2vec models (Kocon and Gawor, 2019)9 . First of them gives better
results but the second one (only slightly worse) is
much faster in a usage, since it does not require
a time consuming lemmatization of texts. We are
now working on implementing the best selected
workflow as a part of WebSty (Eder et al., 2017),
an online tool10 aimed for researchers in humanities and social science working with texts in Polish.
Although, that ELMo and BERT perform great
in many tasks in NLP our results show otherwise.
Two factors can be responsible for this. First, we
used already trained models downloaded from the
addresses shown in Table. 1. As they might not be
9
10

the best quality for the Polish language, we currently training our own model to verify this hypothesis. The second reason may be that both
BERT and ELMo do not work well with the discussed problem. It is hard to find any article dealing with document clustering problem using those
methods.
We plan to test other methods of composing
document vectors, i.e. representing documents
by several concatenated vectors. We want to test
two approaches. One is based on a division of
documents into parts and generating doc2vec for
each part. And the second, based on clustering
of word embeddings into a predefined number of
groups and using centroids as elements of final
document vectors.
The work was funded by the Polish Ministry of
Science and Higher Education within CLARINPL Research Infrastructure.

http://hdl.handle.net/11321/606
http://ws.clarin-pl.eu/websty.shtml
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Figure 3: Model Comparison - PRESS
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Figure 4: Model Comparison - PRESS (standardised with Yeo–Johnson transformation)
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Figure 5: Model Comparison - REVIEWS
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Figure 6: Model Comparison - REVIEWS (standardised with Yeo–Johnson transformation)
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Abstract
The current state of the art for First Story
Detection (FSD) are nearest neighbourbased models with traditional term vector
representations; however, one challenge
faced by FSD models is that the document representation is usually defined by
the vocabulary and term frequency from
a background corpus. Consequently, the
ideal background corpus should arguably
be both large-scale to ensure adequate
term coverage, and similar to the target domain in terms of the language distribution.
However, given these two factors cannot
always be mutually satisfied, in this paper we examine whether the distributional
similarity of common terms is more important than the scale of common terms
for FSD. As a basis for our analysis we
propose a set of metrics to quantitatively
measure the scale of common terms and
the distributional similarity between corpora. Using these metrics we rank different background corpora relative to a target
corpus. We also apply models based on
different background corpora to the FSD
task. Our results show that term distributional similarity is more predictive of
good FSD performance than the scale of
common terms; and, thus we demonstrate
that a smaller recent domain-related corpus will be more suitable than a very largescale general corpus for FSD.

1

Introduction

Given a stream of documents about news events in
a chronological order, the goal of First Story Detection (FSD) is to identify the very first story for
each event. Each story is processed in sequence,

and a decision is made for a given candidate document on whether or not it discusses an event that
has not been seen in previous documents; crucially
this decision is made after processing the candidate document but before processing any subsequent documents (Allan et al., 1998; Yang et al.,
1998). The decision making process for each incoming document is normally based on a novelty
score; namely, if the novelty score of a new document is higher than a given threshold, we say it is
a first story.
Hundreds of FSD models have been proposed
in prior research, and the nearest neighbour-based
models, in which the novelty score is defined as
the distance from the new story to the closest existing story, remain the state of the art (Wang
et al., 2018). In the implementation of nearest
neighbour-based FSD models, the first step is to
represent each story with a sound document representation. Even though many deep learning-based
document representations have been shown to
achieve very good results in a range of NLP (Natural Language Processing) tasks (Goldberg, 2017),
the dominant document representation model for
FSD remains the traditional term vector models
in which each feature represents a term in the vocabulary (Brants et al., 2003; Petrović et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2018; Kannan et al., 2018).
The majority of machine learning research assumes that the data used for building a model and
making inference are sampled from the same distribution, i.e., the data generation process is stationary. However, because of its online characteristic, one challenge faced by FSD models is that
the system’s vocabulary (and hence document representation) cannot be derived from a target corpus, but must instead be defined by the vocabulary
of a background corpus. The resultant potential
difference between the background and target corpus demonstrates a non-stationary characteristic
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of FSD. To mitigate for potential differences between background and target data, the ideal background corpus should be both large-scale, so as to
ensure an adequate number of common terms between it and the documents in the target stream
(i.e., minimize unknown words), and similar in
the sense of language distribution. In many cases,
these two factors cannot be satisfied at the same
time, and thus the emphasis has to be placed on
the more informative one of the two, which leads
to a question of “bigger or similar?”. To the best
of our knowledge however, there is little research
addressing this question empirically, and no metrics have been proposed for the quantitative comparison of the scale and similarity between background corpora relative to a target corpus.
In this paper we examine whether the distributional similarity of common terms between corpora (background and target story stream) is more
important than the scale of common terms for
FSD. As a basis for our analysis we propose a
set of metrics to quantitatively measure the scale
of common terms and the distributional similarity between corpora. Using these metrics we rank
different background corpora relative to a target
FSD corpus. Finally, we apply the models based
on different background corpora to the FSD task to
determine the relative utility of different assumptions about the background corpus. Our contributions are thus two-fold: an investigation of background corpus similarity versus scale, and a metrics framework for making such an investigation.

2

First Story Detection

FSD as a challenge was initially defined within the
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) competition
series (Yang et al., 1998; Allan et al., 2000b); and
was considered to be the most difficult challenge
in all five TDT tasks (Allan et al., 2000a). Since
then, the need for accurate FSD models has been
greatly strengthened by the proliferation of digital content, and social media streams in particular.
One of the challenges of FSD is the undefinable
characteristic of a first story. We can never know
what the next first story will look like; instead, we
only know that it must be different to existing stories to some degree. Therefore, we normally consider FSD as an unsupervised learning application,
and hence attempt to define and make use of a novelty score in a similar fashion to how novelty-style
metrics are defined in other unsupervised learning

applications (Wang et al., 2017).
Based on different definitions of novelty scores,
it has been proposed that there are three categories
of FSD models (Wang et al., 2018): Point-toPoint (P2P) models, Point-to-Cluster (P2C) models, and Point-to-All (P2A) models. P2P models,
in which the novelty score is defined as the distance from the incoming story to an existing story,
are normally nearest neighbour-based (Yang et al.,
1998; Allan et al., 2000b), or approximate nearest neighbour-based (Brants et al., 2003; Petrović
et al., 2010, 2012; Moran et al., 2016; Kannan
et al., 2018). In P2C models or P2A models, the
novelty score is defined respectively as the distance from the new story to a cluster of existing stories (also can be considered as the distance
to an existing event), or to all the existing stories. The former is usually clustering-based (Yang
et al., 1998; Allan et al., 2000b; Li et al., 2017),
and the latter uses all the existing data to build a
system, and applies this system to the incoming
story to generate a novelty score (Schölkopf et al.,
2001; Wurzer et al., 2015). Based on previous literature and research on FSD, it has been shown
that nearest neighbour-based P2P models perform
the best among all these three categories of FSD
models (Wang et al., 2018).
2.1

Term Vector Models for First Story
Detection

As presented above, the novelty score in a P2P
model is calculated by comparing the incoming
story to previous stories and then finding its (approximate) nearest neighbour and the corresponding closest distance. When implementing a P2P
model, the first step is to convert the raw stories
to document representation vectors that can be fed
into the detection model; this is then followed by
the quantitative comparisons between these document representations. The state of the art document representation model for P2P FSD models
remains the traditional term vector models, due,
in part, to their specificity of terms (Wang et al.,
2018). In a term vector model, each feature (dimension) represents a term in the vocabulary, so
the dimensionality of each vector is generally the
same length as the corpus vocabulary.
TF-IDF is the most well-known term vector
model and also the most effective one used for
FSD (Brants et al., 2003; Petrović et al., 2010;
Kannan et al., 2018). A TF-IDF weight is calcu-
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lated for each term in a document vector as the
product of the TF (term frequency) and IDF (inverse document frequency) components. The TF
component captures the number of times a term
was encountered in the document, while the IDF
component discounts the term weights that are
very common in the corpus such that these are
judged to have little information relevant to the
distinction of documents. A TF-IDF model always stores a vocabulary as well as an IDF dictionary in which the key is each term while the
value is the corresponding IDF component for that
term. When applying a TF-IDF model, it is necessary to use some corpus to build the vocabulary and the IDF dictionary before calculating the
TF-IDF weight for each term in a document using
some specific scheme. A widely-applied TF-IDF
weighting scheme is shown as follows:
tf -idf (t, d) = tf (t, d) × idf (t)
idf (t) = log

N
df (t)

(1)
(2)

where tf (t, d) represents the TF component, that
is just the number of times the term t occurs in
document d, and idf (t) represents the IDF component, in which N denotes the total number of
documents and df (t) refers to the number of documents that contain the term t.
In the context of FSD, the labelled target corpus is always unavailable before detection because
of the online characteristic of FSD, and thus a
background corpus is required to build the TF-IDF
model, i.e., the vocabulary and the IDF dictionary
in the model. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that
a TF-IDF model is built with a background Corpus B and is applied to the FSD task for a target
Corpus T. Set 2 is the overlapping term set that
contains the terms common to both Corpus B and
T, and Set 1 and 3 contain the terms that only exist
in Corpus B or T respectively. Consequently, Set
1 and 2 constitute all terms in Corpus B, while Set
2 and 3 constitute all terms in Corpus T.
2.2

Set Overlap and FSD Modelling

In a pre-built TF-IDF model, all the terms in the
vocabulary are from the background Corpus B,
i.e., the terms used to generate the term vector
space are those from Set 1 and 2, while those terms
in Set 3 will not appear in the TF-IDF model at
all. In other words, the terms in Set 3 are all the

Figure 1: Term Sets within a Background Corpus
B and a Target Corpus T
unknown terms with respect to the TF-IDF model.
However, when the TF-IDF model is applied to
FSD, all the documents to be analysed will be
from the target Corpus T, which means that all the
terms in Set 1 will not appear at all in the process
of FSD; as a result the TF components for these
terms are always zero and thus all the final TFIDF weights of these will always be zero as well.
It should be noted that we can look at all the terms
of the target corpus here because we are now doing the analysis. However, during the real FSD
we will never know whether a term from the background corpus appears in the target corpus or not.
Therefore, we have to keep all the terms in Set 1
and 2 that are from the background corpus, even
though the weights of all the terms in Set 1 are
always zero.
The comparison between TF-IDF representations is usually based on cosine distance calculations for FSD (Allan et al., 2000b; Brants et al.,
2003). For such calculations, all representation
vectors are normalised so that the cosine distance is not sensitive to the specific weighting
schemes (Allan et al., 2000b). To clarify, given
an incoming story represented by ~a and an existing story represented by ~b, the cosine distance between them is defined as:
~a · ~b
cosine distance(~a, ~b) = 1 −
|~a| ~b

(3)

According to the definition of cosine distance,
in each document vector the terms whose weights
are always zero do not have any effect on the result of calculation, so they can be ignored when
we analyse the calculation. Hence, the valid terms
that make sense for FSD are only those in Set 2,
which are the common terms in both the background and target corpus. Given this, the effectiveness of the TF-IDF model only depends on Set
2, and specifically, two factors of Set 2: the scale
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and the distributional similarity between the background and target corpus. The scale describes the
number of common terms between the corpora.
The larger the scale of Set 2, the more informative
terms are taken into account. The distributional
similarity of two corpora refers to similarity of the
frequencies of common terms. As the IDF components of these common terms are calculated only
based on the background corpus, the more similar the background corpus is to the target corpus
in terms of the language distribution, the better
the generated weights can represent the common
terms for FSD in the target corpus.
Therefore, the ideal background corpus for FSD
should be both large-scale and similar in frequency distribution to the assumed target corpus.
However, in many cases, these two factors cannot
always be satisfied at the same time, and so it can
be useful to determine which of these factors is
more predictive of good FSD performance.

3

Quantitatively Measuring Background
Corpus Suitability

To propose a method for evaluating the relative
importance of the quantity of shared terms versus
the similarity of language distributions between a
background and target corpus, in this section we
outline a set of quantitative metrics to make pairwise comparisons between different background
corpora relative to the target FSD corpus.
3.1

Measuring the Scale of Common Terms

As shown earlier in Fig. 1, the scale of common
terms relative to the target Corpus T can be quantitatively measured using the proportion of common
terms of Set 2 relative to all the terms of Corpus
T; we refer to this as the overlapping rate of the
background Corpus B relative to the target Corpus
T. Given any specific target corpus, the bigger the
overlapping rate is for a background corpus, the
more informative terms are available to be taken
into account, and hence the less unknown terms
occur in the FSD process.
3.2

Measuring the Distributional Similarity

While measuring the scale of common terms is relatively straightforward, the assessment of distributional similarity is somewhat more involved.
As we focus on the TF-IDF model, the distribution similarity between corpora should be based on
the document frequencies. If we order the terms

by document frequency for different corpora, each
term will likely have a different rank within each
corpus. Moreover, if we only look at the ranks
of common terms in both corpora (i.e., the terms
in Set 2 shown in Fig. 1), it is possible to measure the dissimilarity between two corpora based
on their different lists of term ranks.
Before making rank based similarity measurements, some preparation is required. Firstly, the
common terms in both corpora (background and
target corpus) are extracted as the basis for the
comparisons. For each corpus, these common
terms are ordered in a descending order based on
their document frequencies calculated with only
this corpus, and then each term is assigned an index from 1 to n, where n is the number of common terms that are being taken into account. For
different corpora, the order of terms will be different, as well as the index of each term. If there
are no terms with the same document frequency
in an ordered term list, the index of each term can
be reasonably considered as its rank in this corpus.
However, the fact is that many terms have the same
document frequency in a corpus, so they should
have the same rank. Instead of assigning different ranks to the neighbouring terms with the same
document frequency, we implement some extra
operations to make their ranks the same. Specifically, for the terms with the same document frequency, i.e., the terms with indices from i to j, we
assign the same average rank i+j
2 to all of these,
such that this does not affect the rank of any other
term. If from the 1st to the 4th terms in the ordered
term list have the same document frequency, all of
them will be assigned a rank (1 + 4)/2 = 2.5.
After pre-processing, we count the number of
inversions and calculate the distance between two
ordered same-length term lists to present the dissimilarity between these two corpora:
1 Inversion count If the order of two different
terms in one corpus is not the same as that in the
other corpus, e.g., in one corpus, term X has a
rank smaller than term Y, while in the other corpus, term X has a rank larger or equal to term
Y, we call this situation an inversion. The inversion count metric is defined as the count of
all the inversions between two different ordered
rank lists.
2 Manhattan distance To calculate the dissimilarity between two same-length rank lists we
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subtract the rank of each term in one list from
the rank of the same term in the other list and
sum the absolute value of each of these differences (Kelleher et al., 2015).
As both these dissimilarity metrics show the
degree to which a background corpus is different from the target corpus, we expect that the
greater the metric the worse the subsequent model
is expected to perform on the FSD task. We
only evaluate the distributional similarity based
on the frequency ranks of the common terms,
rather than the quantitative frequency values, because the comparisons based on the quantitative
frequency values usually lead to more emphasis
on the terms with high frequency values, which
should be avoided. It is worth noting that in real
use both of these metrics are normalised to between 0 and 1 by being divided by n2 , where n
is the length of the rank lists, i.e, the number of
common terms. The calculation of these two metrics requires time complexity of O(n2 ) and O(n)
respectively.
3.3

Comparison between Two Background
Corpora Relative to a Target Corpus

With the metrics proposed above, we can make
comparisons between different background corpora relative to a target FSD corpus. For the comparison of the scale of common terms, the overlapping rate can be applied to multiple background
corpora to rank them based on their rate values.
However, the situation for the comparison of the
distributional similarity is more involved.
As explained in their definitions, both two dissimilarity metrics proposed above are calculated
based on the common terms of a background corpus and a target corpus. If we want to compare
among multiple background corpora relative to a
target corpus, the calculation should be based on
the common terms of all the background and target
corpus to ensure the rank list for each background
corpus in the same length1 . The situation of two
background corpora and a target corpus is depicted
in Fig. 2, in which the calculation of dissimilarity
metrics would be based on Common Set. Generally, the common terms shared by the three cor1
We also tried designing metrics that can be generated
based on different terms, i.e., for each background corpus
using the terms shared only by the target corpus and itself,
rather than common terms shared by all corpora, but we failed
because we could not find any valid method to normalise the
metrics generated based on different numbers of terms.

Figure 2: Common Set among two Background
Corpora B1 and B2 and a Target Corpus T
pora will be less than those shared by only any two
of them. For each background corpus, the terms
used for the comparison (i.e., the terms in Common Set) will be less than those used in FSD (i.e.,
the terms in Common Set and Set 1 for Corpus
B1, and the terms in Common Set and Set 2 for
Corpus B2). This will lead to errors in the measures and comparisons, and the more background
corpora are being compared, the greater the errors
will be. In order to limit this kind of error, we restrict to pairwise comparison between background
corpora so that the number of terms used for comparisons are relatively large in comparison to the
terms used in FSD.

4

Experiment Design

In this section, we present our experiments for
comparing the scale of common terms and the
distributional similarity between different background corpora relative to a target FSD corpus,
and apply the models based on different background corpora to the FSD task in an attempt to
determine which factor is more predictive of good
FSD performance.
4.1

Corpora Used in the Experiments

The target corpus we use for FSD detection is the
standard T DT 5 corpus2 ; the contents of which are
newswire stories generated from April to September 2003. The background corpora we are making use of for the current investigation are subsets of COHA (Corpus of Historical American
English) (Davies, 2012) and COCA (The Corpus of Contemporary American English) (Davies,
2010). The former covers comprehensive historical English documents from 1810 to 2009 in different domains such as news, fiction, academia
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https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006T18

and so on, and the latter is similar to COHA in
themes but focuses only on the contemporary contents from 1990 to present. The numbers of documents in T DT 5, COHA and COCA are about
278,000, 115,000 and 190,000 respectively. As
mentioned we make use of subsets of COHA and
COCA; specifically we mostly include data that
predates 2003, i.e., the year of T DT 5 collection,
unless otherwise stated.
In order to answer our underlying research
question, i.e., whether bigger or similar background corpora provide the clearer benefit, we
carried-out three sets of experiments. In the first
set, comparisons are made between COCA and
COHA with the assumption that a contemporary
corpus will be more similar to the target corpus
than a historical one. The second set of experiments supplement the first set and focus on corpus temporality. Comparisons are made between
two subsets of the entire COCA corpus - COCA
and COCA Af ter 2003 that respectively include
only the documents before and after 2003, the year
when the target corpus was collected. We assume
that a corpus with future data is more similar to a
target corpus than that with prior data only3 . The
last set of experiments establish comparisons between two subsets of COCA - COCA N ews and
COCA Except N ews, in which COCA N ews
contains only the documents in the domain of
news, which is the same as the domain of the target
TDT5 corpus, while COCA Except N ews contains the documents in other domains except news.
We also assume that the domain-related corpus is
more similar to the target corpus than those in different domains.
4.2

Metric Calculation

In the implementation, we apply all the metrics
to each corpus mentioned above, and then make
comparisons in each pair of background corpora.
In addition, for the comparison of corpus similarity, we examine whether the two proposed metrics,
inversion count and Manhattan distance, are consistent with each other in deciding which corpus in
each pair is more similar to the target corpus, i.e.,
whether two metric values for a corpus are both
smaller or greater than those for the other corpus
in the comparison pair. We also verify whether
the results of comparisons correspond with our as3
In real FSD, future data is always unavailable. This set
of experiments are only for the use of analysis.

sumptions about corpus similarity in Sect. 4.1.
4.3

FSD Evaluation

Following background corpus metric calculation,
we build TF-IDF models based on the background
corpora being compared and apply these models
to the FSD task.
The implementation of FSD is based on the
nearest neighbour algorithm with the TF-IDF representations we described in Sect. 2.1. We also
adopt the cosine distance as the dissimilarity measure between document representations. In order
to reduce the effect of useless terms and different term forms, for both the background and target corpus we remove terms with very high and
very low document frequency (stop words and typos), and stem all terms. Aligning with previous research (Yang et al., 1998), comparisons are
only implemented with the 2000 most recent stories for each incoming story. The output of each
FSD model is a list of novelty scores for each document in the target corpus TDT5. Based on these
outputs, the standard evaluation method for FSD
is to apply multiple thresholds to sweep through
all the novelty scores. For each threshold, a missing rate and a false alarm rate are calculated, and
then for all thresholds, the missing and false alarm
rates are used to generate a DET (Detection Error Tradeoff) curve (Martin et al., 1997), which
shows the trade-off between the false alarm error
and the missing error in the detection results. The
closer the DET curve is to the zero point, the better the FSD model is said to perform. It happens
sometimes for the evaluation with DET curves that
many curves are in a tangle – making it is difficult
to figure out visually which model performs better.
Therefore, we calculate Area Under Curve (AUC)
for each FSD model, and the model with the lowest AUC is judged to be best.
In order to achieve more comprehensive results for this evaluation, we implement tests for
set variants. Specifically, for each set of experiments, we make comparisons not only between
the two background corpora being evaluated, but
also between each corpus and the union of both
corpora; for example for COCA vs. COHA,
we not only implement the comparison between
COCA and COHA, but also between COCA
and COCA + COHA and between COHA and
COCA + COHA, where COCA + COHA is
the union of COCA and COHA. In this way, we
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(a) Metric Results for COCA vs. (b) Metric Results for COCA vs. (c) Metric Results for COCA N ews
COHA
COCA Af ter 2003
vs. COCA Except N ews

Figure 3: Comparisons of Corpus Dissimilarity
have six more comparison results that can be used
for the evaluation of the relations between background corpus and model performance for FSD.

5

5.2

Results & Analysis

We first look at the comparisons between corpora
before looking at FSD performance for different
background corpora.
5.1

judge Manhattan distance as the most useful metric due to its ease of calculation and interpretation.

Results of the Comparisons of Corpus
Dissimilarity

We applied the two metrics, inversion count
and Manhattan distance, to the three sets of
comparisons: COCA vs. COHA, COCA
vs. COCA Af ter 2003 and COCA N ews vs.
COCA Except N ews. The results are shown
in Fig. 3. We find firstly that in all comparison sets that the results of the two evaluation
metrics are consistent with each other, i.e., the
metric values for COCA are both smaller than
COHA, but greater than COCA Af ter 2003,
and those for COCA N ews are both smaller than
COCA Except N ews. Secondly, we also find
that these comparison results all correspond with
our assumptions that more recent domain-related
corpora are more similar to the target corpus.
Given this, we conclude that both metrics are effective for the comparison of the distributional
similarity between background corpora relative to
the target corpus, and for the sake of simplicity, we

Results of the Relations between
Background Corpus and Model
Performance for First Story Detection

Results are shown in Table 1, 2 and 3, where
the values of the overlapping rates and Manhattan distances are the values for one corresponding background corpus relative to the target corpus. The cells in bold indicate the better results
in the comparisons of the scale of common terms
and the common term distributional similarity between each pair of background corpora, as well as
the better FSD performance. We find that all corpora that are more similar (in terms of term distributions) to the target corpus lead to better performance in FSD, except in the case of very similar performance between COCA and COCA +
COHA. However, it is worth noting that only six
in nine corpora that have a larger scale of common
terms correspond with better FSD performance
while the other three do not. For example, in Table 3 although the corpus COCA has the much
larger scale of common terms, the FSD performance based on it is still worse than that based on
COCA N ews, because COCA N ews is more
similar to the target corpus in terms of language
distribution.
Based on these results, it can be argued that
term distributional similarity is more predictive of
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coca vs. coha
coca
coha
Overlapping
Rate
Manhattan
Distance
AUC

coca vs. coca+coha
coca
coca+coha

coha vs. coca+coha
coha
coca+coha

0.3771

0.3255

0.3771

0.4193

0.3255

0.4193

0.1869

0.2090

0.1996

0.2068

0.2076

0.1949

0.1056

0.1100

0.1056

0.1056

0.1100

0.1056

Table 1: Comparisons between COCA and COHA
coca vs. coca after 2003
coca
coca after 2003
Overlapping
Rate
Manhattan
Distance
AUC

coca vs. coca all
coca
coca all

coca after 2003 vs. coca all
coca after 2003
coca all

0.3771

0.4077

0.3771

0.4583

0.4077

0.4583

0.1987

0.1928

0.1996

0.1950

0.1997

0.2009

0.1056

0.1008

0.1056

0.1020

0.1008

0.1020

Table 2: Comparisons between COCA and COCA Af ter 2003
coca news vs.
coca except news
coca news coca except news
Overlapping
Rate
Manhattan
Distance
AUC

coca news vs. coca
coca news

coca

coca except news
vs. coca
coca except new
coca

0.2932

0.3184

0.2932

0.3771

0.3184

0.3771

0.1698

0.1943

0.1795

0.1996

0.1986

0.1880

0.1044

0.1078

0.1044

0.1056

0.1078

0.1056

Table 3: Comparisons between COCA N ews and COCA Except N ews
good FSD performance than the scale of common
terms; and, thus we can give general guidance to
the selection of background corpus for FSD that a
smaller recent domain-related corpus will be more
suitable than a very large-scale general corpus for
FSD. Of course, our research is directed only at the
general situations, as the interpretations do not include extreme situations such as extremely large or
small scale of common terms. It is also worth noting that we are purposefully focusing here on the
case of a static background corpus and not on the
case of updates being made to the TF-IDF model
as the FSD process unfolds.

6

Conclusion

We conclude with a highlight of our three main
contributions. We proposed a set of metrics for
the quantitative evaluation of the scale of common
terms and the term distributional similarity of a
background corpus relative to a target corpus, and

a pairwise comparison scheme between two different background corpora. We also applied the
proposed metrics and comparison scheme to the
comparisons between background corpora relative
to the target FSD corpus, and our results indicate
that term distributional similarity is more predictive of good FSD performance than the scale of
common terms. Finally, we answered the research
question of whether bigger or similar corpus are
more useful for FSD by showing that a smaller recent domain-related corpus will be more suitable
than a very large-scale general corpus for FSD.
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Abstract

IMDB movie reviews of (Pang et al., 2002) indicated accuracy over 80%. Recently, the accuracy of a deep learning system reported on this
data set exceeded 95% (Howard and Ruder, 2018).
Similarly, sentence-level sentiment predictions exceeded 95% accuracy on binary version of the
popular Stanford Sentiment Treebank (abbreviated as SST-2) (Liu et al., 2019).
However, multiple studies indicate that the
models trained on such data sets are in fact very far
from being applicable universally. Machine and
deep learning models tend to fit to specific type
of texts and language. When applied to different
language types in terms of both style and vocabulary, the performance drops sharply. This issue
is often explored under the name of domain dependency or data set dependency. Several methods have been proposed to address it, such as for
example (Selmer et al., 2013). In another stream
of related studies, authors considered the task of
cross-domain sentiment analysis: adaptation of a
model to target domain or text type that is different
from the domain or text type that the model was
trained on. Examples include (Peng et al., 2018).
The goal of this article is to evaluate and compare supervised techniques of sentiment analysis
of short texts using all available resources in the
Polish language. We utilize three generations of
machine learning:

The goal of this paper is to use all available
Polish language data sets to seek the best
possible performance in supervised sentiment analysis of short texts. We use text
collections with labeled sentiment such
as tweets, movie reviews and a sentiment
treebank, in three comparison modes. In
the first, we examine the performance of
models trained and tested on the same text
collection using standard cross-validation
(in-domain). In the second we train models on all available data except the given
test collection, which we use for testing (one vs rest cross-domain). In the
third, we train a model on one data set
and apply it to another one (one vs one
cross-domain). We compare wide range
of methods including machine learning
on bag-of-words representation, bidirectional recurrent neural networks as well as
the most recent pre-trained architectures
ELMO and BERT. We formulate conclusions as to cross-domain and in-domain
performance of each method. Unsurprisingly, BERT turned out to be a strong performer, especially in the cross-domain setting. What is surprising however, is solid
performance of the relatively simple multinomial Naive Bayes classifier, which performed equally well as BERT on several
data sets.

1

• machine learning models using bag-of-words
vector representations, algorithms such as
Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines,

Introduction

Automated sentiment analysis usually involves
training machine learning or deep learning models
in supervised fashion. Typically, studies involve
one data type and report high accuracy. For example, the seminal machine learning studies on
1321

• recurrent deep neural networks based on
LSTM with and without pre-trained word
embeddings,
• finally the most recent generation of deep
neural networks, pre-trained on language
modeling tasks (BERT and ELMO).

Proceedings of Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing, pages 1321–1327,
Varna, Bulgaria, Sep 2–4 2019.

The questions that our paper addresses are: (1)
to what extent is each of the method usable for
training a universal sentiment analysis model (how
well it performs in cross-domain setting) and (2)
how good it is for predicting sentiment within the
same text type it has been trained on (how well it
performs in in-domain setting).
The motivation for a universal classifier might
not be obvious at first, as clearly the best performance is achieved by in-domain classification (Twitter may need tweet classifier, Facebook needs
posts classifier, IMDB needs review classifier, and
so on). However, universal character of sentiment
classification models allows for better performance in cases when source data distribution is
different than target data distribution. This happens on every day basis, for instance Twitter posts
change their topic over time and optimum performance requires new train sets to match the newest data. These issues are well-known to machine
learning community and explored under topics
of domain adaptation, dataset shift and semantic
drift. Ability to apply the model universally to
various data types is a great advantage from the
practical point of view.
Our intention is to focus on supervised learning.
Specifically, this means working on collections of
short texts such as single sentences, tweets or short
reviews with labeled sentiments. The goal of our
task is to classify sentiment of the whole written utterance (as for example, a sentence, review
or tweet) into three classes: as positive, neutral or
negative.
When computing sentiment we rely only only
on learning from provided text examples and do
not use any resource which might help in sentiment predictions such as a sentiment dictionary.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
contains a description of sentiment datasets, Section 3 describes the methods used for sentiment
prediction. Section 4 describes the results obtained
in our experiments. Finally, Section 5 contains
conclusions and a discussion of possible future
work.

2

Data Sets

The experiments described in this paper are based
on several resources with manually labeled sentiment. The texts in our experiments are “short”:
tweets do not exceed 140 characters, Treebank
sentences are arbitrarily long in terms of tokens

but syntactically and semantically correct, reviews
contain from 1 to 3 sentences.
2.1

Polish Sentiment Treebank (TW)

The first resource is Polish language dependency
treebank with sentiment annotations (“Treebank
Wydźwi˛eku” abbreviated as TW). It is available
to download 1 . Similar to Stanford’s Sentiment
Treebank (SST) (Socher et al., 2013), Treebank
Wydźwi˛eku (TW) was intended to study compositional phenomena in sentiment analysis. There are
several notable differences between the two:
• Dependency trees (TW) instead of constituency binary parse tress (SST),
• 3-class sentiment (TW) instead of 5-class
(SST),
• Open-domain (TW) instead of one domain of
movie reviews (SST).
In TW, overall sentiment of each sentence corresponds to the sentiment of its root. Sentences in
this data set often contain mixed sentiment, even
opposite polarities: one part may be positive and
the other negative. This makes the task of predicting overall sentiment more difficult.
2.1.1

TW Version 1.0

Initial version of the TW treebank contained sentences from Składnica Treebank2 (part referred to
as sklad) and sentences from two types of product
reviews: perfumes and clothes (part called rev).
The first release of the treebank was published
as a part of Task 2: Sentiment analysis in PolEval 2017 campaign on evaluation of natural language processing tools for Polish. In this competition, submitted tools competed against one another
within certain tasks selected by organisers, using
provided data. Solutions were evaluated according
to common procedures.
The intended use of the treebank was as follows:
given a set of syntactic dependency trees, the goal
was to provide the correct sentiment for each subtree (phrase). Phrases correspond to sub-trees of
dependency parse tree. Annotations assign sentiment values to whole phrases (and in some cases,
sentences), regardless of their type. The PolEval
1
http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/
TreebankWydzwieku
2
http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/Sk%C5%
82adnica
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part of the treebank and related evaluation script
may be freely downloaded3 .
Three systems participated in the tasks, all of
them based on TreeLSTM (Tai et al., 2015). The
description of systems and evaluation methodology can be found in (Wawer and Ogrodniczuk,
2017). Due to different nature of these tasks (computing sentiment of each sub-phrase and each sentence vs sentiment of sentences only) the results of
these systems are not directly comparable to results reported in our paper.
2.1.2

TW Version 2.0

In August 2018, a new batch of sentences has been
added to TW. It contains following new parts:
• Test (evaluation) sentences from PolEval
2017 sentiment task (part called polevaltest),
• 2 x 500 sentences collected from various
web sources, mostly difficult, mixed sentiments and negative ones (parts called neg and
jun18).
To our best knowledge, our paper is the first to describe and use the new version of this resource.
2.2

Twitter Data

This data set contains one thousand Polish language tweets, gathered and manually labeled as
to their sentiment during the TrendMiner project4 . Many tweets are related to publicly discussed events, some of them originate from politicians, journalists and public figures. Many of them
are tweets of simple Twitter users, including teenagers. Overall, the dataset appears to be a fairly
representative sample of communication occurring on Twitter in the Polish language. Due to
Twitter’s policy it can not be made publicly downloadable.
2.3

of stars) from 1 to 10, assigned by the review’s author. Each category (number of stars) has exactly
one hundred reviews.
All scores were re-scaled into three categories:
stars from 1 to 3 were re-scaled into negative category (-1), stars from 4 to 6 into neutral (0), stars
7 to 10 into positive (1).
What should be noted, however, is that the reviews very often contain spelling mistakes, words
with omitted Polish diactric marks, often contain
slang or sarcasm. All that makes them problematic
for automated analysis.
2.4

Label Frequencies

Most of the datasets are not balanced in terms of
sentiment label distributions. Twitter data set contains mostly neutral texts (tweets). Filmweb’s balance is nearly perfect, as only the positive class has
slight advantage in terms of frequency. Also TW’s
balance is far from perfect distribution between
three sentiment classes as most sentences are neutral. Some pieces of TW treebank have been deliberately created to address imbalance issues in the
sentiment treebank, such as for example part of the
data called neg in TW 2.0, which contains many
negative sentences.
Table 1 presents sentiment label distribution in
each of the data set.
Table 1: Distribution
data set
file
jun18-TW
neg-TW
polevaltest-TW
rev-TW.
sklad-TW
twitter
filmweb

of sentiment classes in each
-1
59
252
40
7
3
80
300

0
240
245
215
868
230
854
300

1
202
3
95
90
2
66
400

all
501
500
350
965
235
1000
1000

Movie Reviews

This data set consists of one thousand manually collected movie reviews from Polish website: http://www.filmweb.pl. Most of them are very
short texts (1-2 sentences), the rest is a collection
of reviews containing up to 5 sentences. Each review has a corresponding numeric score (number
3
http://2017.poleval.pl/index.php/
tasks/
4
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/
100752/factsheet/en

3
3.1

Machine and Deep Learning Methods
Bag-of-Words and Machine Learning

Machine learning methods described in this subsection used bag-of-words text representations.
We converted text to word vectors using wordlevel unigram vectorizer with TF-IDF weights.
We have focused on two machine learning algorithms: Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines.
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Multinomial Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier is
a well-known supervised machine-learning algorithm with an assumption of independence
among predictors.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is also a wellknown supervised machine learning algorithm.
We used linear kernels and implementation from
the liblinear library5 .
3.2

LSTM Neural Network (NN)

We used two approaches to implement the first
layer of the neural network.
In the first approach we used untrained, random
initialized embedding layer that uses 32 length
vectors to represent each word. This method is
marked as NN in the results.
In the second approach we changed this layer to
pre-trained word2vec 100-dimensional word embeddings for Polish6 . The embeddings were generated using gensim package (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010) with skip-gram model architecture for two
large text corpora: The National Corpus of Polish7
and Polish edition of Wikipedia. We marked this
approach as NN+E subsequently.
The structure of the neural network was as follows: word embedding layer, LSTM layer with
100 memory units, two Dense layers: the first
with 100 neurons, the second with 3 output values, one for each class, with dropout regularization between them. As an output layer we used the
softmax activation function.
3.3

ELMO

In one of the approaches we used ELMo method
(Peters et al., 2018) to represent texts. ELMo, as
it’s authors put it, is a deep contextualized word
representation that models both (1) characteristics of word use (e.g., syntax and semantics), and
(2) how these uses vary across linguistic contexts
(i.e., to model polysemy). These word vectors are
extracted from states of a deep bidirectional language model, which is pre-trained on a large text
corpus. We used the ELMO implementation and
models described in (Che et al., 2018). The model
was trained on Polish language Wikipedia.
ELMO, although currently often superseded by
other alternatives, contributed to state-of-the-art
5
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/
liblinear/
6
http://dsmodels.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/
dsmodels
7
http://nkjp.pl

results in multiple natural language processing
tasks such as question answering or paraphrase detection.
To obtain ELMO representation of each text, we
computed average vector from 3 neural network
layers, which resulted in a vector of 512 numbers.
In the second step, these vectors were used to classify sentiment of an input text. Here, we experimented with multiple well-known machine learning methods such as Logistic Regression (LR),
Random Forest (RF) with 200 trees and Support
Vector Machine classifier (SVC) with a linear kernel. Each of these variants is subsequently marked
as ELMO-LR, ELMO-RF and ELMO-SVC.
3.4

BERT

BERT is an example of the newest generation of
pre-trained neural networks based on transformer
architecture (Devlin et al., 2018). BERT acronym
stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers, also obtained state-of-the-art
results on multiple NLP tasks such as natural language inference and question answering. BERT
model comes pre-trained on a very large corpus
of unlabeled data, can be subsequently fine-tuned
to a task with a limited amount of data such as sentiment analysis.
In our experiments we used smaller version of
BERT. It contains 110M parameters and has support for 104 languages, 12 layers, the size of each
hidden layer is 768, 12 self-attention heads (bertbase-multilingual-cased). We set maximum sequence length parameter to 128, which is enough
to cover several sentences, and tested 3 and 4 training epochs. We tested BERT in a scenario which
adds a sequence classification head on top. BERT
Transformer is pre-trained, the sequence classification head is only initialized and has to be trained.

4

Results

This section illustrates the results of three experimental modes tested in our paper.
4.1

In-Domain

In the first mode (in-domain), we examine the performance of models trained and tested on the same
text collection using standard cross-validation. On
one hand, the performance of in-domain is driven
up by lexical and structural similarity: training
data are likely to be similar to test data in terms of
vocabulary and syntactic structures. On the other,
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data set
jun18-TW
neg-TW
polevaltest-TW
rev-TW
sklad-TW
all-TW
twitter
filmweb

NB
44.3%
42%
55.4%
88.2%
100%
71.5%
84.6%
63.2%

SVC
44.3%
42%
54.2%
92.2%
100%
67.9%
85.4%
69.6%

NN
45.9%
46%
61.1%
92%
96.7%
71.2%
84%
40%

NN+E
45.9%
44.8%
61.1%
92%
96.7%
71.2%
84%
40%

Method
ELMO+LR
40.9%
47.8%
49.1%
93%
97.9%
67.3%
75.5%
58.7%

ELMO+RF
44.7%
46.8%
61.1%
92%
97.9%
70.9%
80.2%
55.2%

ELMO+SVC
43.5%
46.8%
46.9%
90.8%
98%
63.2%
70.5%
55.3%

BERT
47.9%
50%
53.4%
89.9%
97.8%
70.4%
85.3%
40%

Table 2: In-domain average accuracy in 5-fold cross-validation
data set
jun18-TW
neg-TW
polevaltest-TW
rev-TW
sklad-TW
twitter
filmweb

NB
47.9%
49%
61.4%
89.7%
97.9%
85.3%
30%

SVC
44.9%
41.4%
57.4%
76.7%
83.8%
78.3%
37.7%

NN
42.7%
40.8%
54.3%
69%
73.2%
64.1%
34.3%

NN+E
47.9%
41.6%
58.9%
82.5%
95.7%
84.5%
30.2%

Method
ELMO+LR
43.9%
40.6%
57.1%
69.1%
74%
60.1%
36.9%

ELMO+RF
47.5%
48%
60.9%
88.4%
97.9%
79.8%
30%

ELMO+SVC
43.5%
37.8%
57.1%
65%
66.4%
52%
39.1%

BERT
47.9%
49%
61.4%
89.9%
97.8%
85.4%
30%

Table 3: One vs rest cross-domain accuracy
models do not utilize information contained in
other available data sets.
The results of this mode are presented in
Table 2. The best results were achieved by BERT
(two treebank datasets: jun18 and neg) and SVC
classifier (treebank dataset sklad, twitter and filmweb). Except for filmweb data set with over 30%
discrepancy between the best and worst methods,
the differences between methods were not large,
usually did not exceed several percents.
On the whole TW sentiment treebank (marked
as all-TW) the surprising winer was Naive Bayes,
that managed to outperform other methods including BERT by a small margin.
4.2

algorithm (best performance for 4 out of 7). Recurrent neural networks (NN) did not manage to
reach state-of-the-art results, however it is easy
to notice strong positive influence of pre-trained
word2vec word embeddings (NN+E), with accuracy gains from several to as much as twenty percentage points in the case of twitter. One can also
note that the performance of ELMO with Random
Forest (ELMO+RF) is significantly better than the
two other ELMO variants we tested.
4.3

all-TW
tweets
filmweb

One vs Rest Cross-Domain

In the second mode (one vs rest cross-domain)
we train models on all available data except the
given test collection, which we use as a test set. In
this mode, models did not have a chance to learn
from data similar to test data (maybe except some
parts of TW treebank which may be considered
similar). However, can utilize and possibly benefit
from information contained in all other data sets
available. Table 3 presents the results of one vs
rest cross-domain experiments. In this mode, the
best performers were BERT (the best results for
5 out 7 data sets) and surprisingly, Naive Bayes

One vs One Cross-Domain
all-TW
85.4%
30%

tweets
70.4%
30%

filmweb
15.3%
30.6%
-

Table 4: One vs one cross-domain accuracy of
BERT method

all-TW
tweets
filmweb

all-TW
79.1%
38.9%

tweets
67.9%
30.5%

filmweb
32.1%
37%
-

Table 5: One vs one cross-domain accuracy of NB
method
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In the third mode (one vs one cross-domain),
we train a model on one data set and apply it to
another one, repeating for each combination. In
this mode we tested only the highest performing
methods, such as BERT and Multinomial Naive
Bayes. In this experiment we merged all sub-parts
of the sentiment treebank (jun18, neg, polevaltest,
rev, sklad) into one data set presented as TW. It
consists of 2500 sentences.
Table 4 contains one vs one results for BERT
classifier. Rows refer to test data sets and columns
to train data sets. As we can see, the accuracy
of 85.4% on tweets with models trained on TW
is high and identical to SVC of in-domain 5-fold
cross-validation and also identical to BERT in one
vs rest mode. The performance on filmweb indicates that the models did not start to learn effectively. Training on filmweb did not help the performance on TW treebank (only 15.3%). Since
filmweb dataset is reasonable in size and balanced,
we can only hypothesize that the language is too
different.
Table 5 contains one vs one results for Naive
Bayes classifier. As before, rows refer to test data
sets and columns to train data sets. In some cases
Naive Bayes outperformed BERT. It was the case
with training on filmweb movie reviews, models trained on this data set performed better than
BERT both on tweets and on sentiment treebank
TW. Also in the scenario of training on TW and
testing on filmweb, Naive Bayes turned out to be
better.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

The main point of this paper was to use all available Polish language data sets to seek the best
possible performance in supervised sentiment analysis of short texts. We compared three generations
of methods: machine learning with bag-of-words
representation, recurrent neural networks (with
and without pre-trained word embeddings) and
finally deep neural networks pre-trained on language modeling task, including the newest transformer architecture BERT.
In sentiment classification, data available at
training time is often different from data we intend
to analyze in production environments. Ideally,
classifiers should be capable of predicting sentiment on multiple types of data, covering various
topics and texts of varied length without the need
of re-training. In practice, achieving the best pos-

sible performance requires training or re-training
on data very similar to those we intend to analyze.
To explore the limits of this approach we experimented with cross-domain setting in which we
train the model on one text type and apply it to
another text type (one vs one cross-domain). We
confirmed that this setting poses a problem often
leading to substantial performance degradation.
Using several sentiment-labeled data sets as
training data may in theory improve classifier’s accuracy and robustness. In our paper we investigated possible benefits from training models on data
less similar to the test set (cross-domain one-vsrest mode) and compared this to model training on
smaller amounts of highly similar data (in-domain,
models trained on the same type of data).
We found that for some data sets (TW treebank sub-sets, twitter) the results are comparable
for cross-domain and in-domain setting, while for
movie reviews in-domain setting turned out to
be almost 30% better. Here, similar training data
played a more significant role than using other
less similar data sets to learn from. The bestperforming in-domain method turned out to be
somewhat old SVC with simple bag-of-words representation.
BERT, transformer-based neural network with
pre-training, turned out to benefit from large
amounts of less similar data, with top performance in one-vs-rest cross-domain setting. Interestingly, multinomial Naive Bayes method turned out
to perform on a very similar level with far less
model parameters, which may be a viable alternative in more speed oriented environments without
GPU processors.
Some of the issues raised in this paper are worth
pursuing in further work. The first problem is the
amount of pre-training and architecture changes
needed to reach acceptable cross-domain performance. Apparently, this problem has still not been
solved and more efforts are needed to reach high
accuracy.
The second problem worth investigating is the
matter of how suitable are sentiment treebanks, designed for experiments on within-sentence compositional sentiment phenomena (for example,
studying sentiment propagation in sentence structure or mixed sentiments) for predicting single label of sentence-level sentiment. As a part of this
future study, we intend to compare the performance of Tree-LSTM methods such as those re-
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ported in PolEval 2017 (Wawer and Ogrodniczuk,
2017) on sentence-level sentiment with methods
reported in our work.
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Abstract
Gold standard corpora and competitive
evaluations play a key role in benchmarking named entity linking (NEL) performance and driving the development of
more sophisticated NEL systems.
The quality of the used corpora and the
used evaluation metrics are crucial in this
process. We, therefore, assess the quality of three popular evaluation corpora,
identifying four major issues which affect these gold standards: (i) the use of
different annotation styles, (ii) incorrect
and missing annotations, (iii) Knowledge
Base evolution, (iv) and differences in annotating co-occurrences. This paper addresses these issues by formalizing NEL
annotations and corpus versioning which
allows standardizing corpus creation, supports corpus evolution, and paves the way
for the use of lenses to automatically transform between different corpus configurations. In addition, the use of clearly defined scoring rules and evaluation metrics
ensures a better comparability of evaluation results.

1

Introduction

Named Entity Linking (NEL) systems identify
mentions of named entities and link them to
Knowledge Bases (KBs) (Ji et al., 2017). Their
evaluation heavily depends upon annotated gold
standards and competitions such as TAC-KBP (Ji
et al., 2017) or Open Knowledge Extraction (Nuzzolese et al., 2016) which help drive research and
advance the state of the art. Knowledge Bases,
annotation guidelines and gold standards, NEL
tools, as well as the evaluation systems themselves, were found to introduce errors into NEL

evaluations (Braşoveanu et al., 2018). The most
critical issues are related to corpora quality due
to wrong, partial or insufficient annotations (van
Erp et al., 2016; Jha et al., 2017). Annotation
guidelines used to produce a gold standard come
with different rules for describing whether the annotation systems should take into account overlapping mentions, co-references or general concepts mentioned in a KB (Rosales-Méndez et al.,
2018). These guidelines are domain-specific and
often depend on the application and task-specific
context. Semantic search, for instance, would not
require co-references, but they are relevant for
relation extraction tasks (Rosales-Méndez et al.,
2018).
The mentioned issues can be approached from
various angles. General improvements such as a
clear definition for NEL will affect multiple components of a NEL system. More specific suggestions, such as KB refinements typically affect only
corpora that link entities to that particular KB. In
all these cases the objective should be improving
the quality and transparency of both the corpus and
the evaluation processes.
A serious issue with current NEL evaluations is
the lack of flexibility during the evaluation process which forces NEL systems to adapt to the
used evaluation corpora. For example, if a KB
has more name variants (e.g., Bobby Kennedy and
RFK for Robert F. Kennedy) than the corpus annotators have considered, NEL systems able to correctly detect these name variants will be penalized since they do not occur in the corpus and are,
therefore, considered errors. This paper, therefore,
suggests solutions such as lenses (Section 3) and
corpus versioning (Section 4.2) to address this issue. In particular, our main contribution is describing the innovations that can be applied at a corpus and evaluation systems level in order to create
more flexible and expressive evaluations.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes related work; Section 3 collects empirical evidence for common issues with
NEL corpora and provides a concise problem description; Section 4 presents our approach towards
building flexible evaluation systems; whereas the
final section discusses the conclusions.

2

and Cardie, 2018).
The lack of parallel language corpora like Europarl (Koehn, 2005) for NEL (except for some
smaller corpora like MeanTime (Minard et al.,
2016)) is another serious issue that is rarely discussed, though such corpora are available for NER
(Agerri et al., 2018).

Related Work

An early analysis on the effect entity overlap between different data sets, confusability (the number of meanings a surface form can take) and dominance in several data sets was performed in (van
Erp et al., 2016). Most current gold standards are
known to suffer from annotation mistakes, lack of
updates (typically due to the fact that there are no
clear updating guidelines or funds for this operation), popularity bias (tools return most popular
candidates), small volume (only several hundred
examples), and are typically focused on a small
set of languages (Ngomo et al., 2018).
Early methods to improve the quality and speed
of human annotations have included: dynamic
sentence selection in combination with iterative
pre-annotation and qualitative checks (Tsuruoka
et al., 2008) or crowdsourcing (Sabou et al., 2014);
whereas more recent techniques include hypergraphs in order to highlight various name variants (Katiyar and Cardie, 2018). Several recent
linguistic-driven techniques for improving gold
standard quality discussed in (Sakor et al., 2018)
include effect of capitalization, of implicit/explicit
entities, of number of words or hidden relations.
Automatically generated benchmarks like those
provided with BENGAL (Ngomo et al., 2018) can
help improve annotation speed, but only if deployed together with advanced debugging and error analysis tools, as otherwise there will be a risk
of increasing bias.
A set of KB improvements can also be devised
to aid domain experts and NEL systems in identifying mentions of named entities. KBs, for example, can be used to expand upon the number of
name variants from a corpus by including multiple annotations for each entity to cover cases of
embeddings, overlap and extensions (Odoni et al.,
2018). At the named entity disambiguation level,
such techniques include collecting all name variants from multiple Knowledge Graphs (Ehrmann
et al., 2016) or using hypergraphs and multi-layer
bi-LSTMS to detect the nested entities (Katiyar

3

Lenses and Corpus Quality

Today’s NEL evaluation tools automatically compare the performance of multiple NEL systems
on various data sets using a wide variety of experiments (e.g., NER - Named Entity Recognition, Entity Typing, D2KB - matching entity mentions to certain KB, etc) and indicators (e.g., precision, recall, F1, accuracy, etc). GERBIL (Röder
et al., 2018) and its extensions (Waitelonis et al.,
2019) were designed to support multiple experiment types using black box evaluation techniques.
The neleval system (Hachey et al., 2014) based on
the TAC-KBP guidelines provides primary error
explanations. As an alternative, visual evaluation
systems such as Orbis (Odoni et al., 2018) and
VEX (Heinzerling and Strube, 2015), also allow
close inspection of the evaluation results and help
designers improve system performance. Upon analyzing these packages, we came to the conclusion
that none of them provides suitable tools for handling multiple annotation styles and updating gold
standards. Therefore, reuse of old gold standards
can lead to problematic results (e.g., entities declared NIL in the gold can currently exist in the
current KB version and can be retrieved by annotator tools) or even unfair evaluations (e.g., tools
that use an old KB should not be compared with
those who use the latest updates).
We think NEL systems should be evaluated
against both updated gold standards and KBs,
therefore we suggest the application of lenses over
the existing data, i.e. transformations between different KB versions (e.g., DBpedia 2015-10 and
DBpedia 2017-10), KBs (e.g., DBpedia and Wikidata) and annotation styles (e.g., always take the
longest strings or only annotate non-NIL entities).
The following section presents an analysis of three
popular NEL corpora, discusses different use case
for lenses and the corresponding transformation
rules that are required to transfer corpora from one
representation to the other.
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3.1 Corpus Quality
Creating high quality gold standard data is a difficult task due to: (i) incomplete annotation rules
- i.e. cases that have not been properly covered in
the annotation rules; (ii) errors - present on multiple levels, from human or automated annotation
errors, to process errors (e.g., errors in the annotation guidelines) or KB errors; as well as (iii) decay
- KBs used for the annotation might become obsolete or outdated, forcing the corpus maintainer to
consider KB evolution or even KB migration.
In order to understand the extent to which a
corpus may require updating, we have analyzed
several well-known corpora from our field: (i)
OKE2016 Task 1 (Nuzzolese et al., 2016) - focuses on short biographical sentences extracted
from Wikipedia; (ii) Reuters128 (Röder et al.,
2014) - a set of texts extracted from the classic
Reuters corpora; and (iii) the English partition of
the MeanTime (Minard et al., 2016) corpus that
covers events extraction.
Table 1 illustrates several attributes related to
the number of entities in a corpus that directly reflect incomplete annotation rules, errors and decay: (i) the number of original annotations; (ii)
the number of NIL annotations at publication date;
(iii) updated NIL counts which indicate the impact
of KB evolution; (iv) count of potential overlaps
within the original annotations that need to be handled according to the used annotation guidelines;
(v) potential missing entities based on the annotation the guideline (if such a document exists).
Empty columns (marked with -) were not filled
due to lack of available data or guideline. Counts
from rows (i) and (ii) were taken directly from the
corpora; row (iii) count was estimated based on
SPARQL queries that aim at linking NIL entities
to the KB; and counts for columns (iv) and (v)
were estimated based on annotating samples from
each data set.
Two annotators have independently annotated
a quarter of the documents that have been selected using random sampling. Only the entities mentioned in the article or guideline related
to a data set were used for the respective counts
(e.g., Reuters128 was only annotated with Person
(PER), Organization (ORG) and Location (LOC)
based on (Röder et al., 2014)). The analysis only
considers NIL entities that were marked as such
(e.g., NIL or similar designation). Consequently,
the OKE 2016 counts shows no NIL entities, since

they were not included in the original dataset.
The updated NIL counts are obtained by using
SPARQL queries that determine whether NIL entities have become available in new KB versions.
Table 2 examples were extracted from the
Reuters128 corpus and illustrate (i) missing and
wrong groundings, (ii) KB evolution, and (iii) surface forms deviations due to different annotation
rules.
Overlaps tend to appear in cases related to LOC
and ORG entities. Quite often, an overlap is identified in long names such as Chattanooga State
Technical College or City University of New York
Graduate Center. In similar cases a surface form
expansion that will contain the longest possible
string should correctly match the entity from the
gold standard. Complicated cases like the following: Loyola’s University in Belgium, Economics
(from OKE2016) can be interpreted in multiple
ways. This example can either be rendered as
(i) one long entity that corresponds to the whole
string; (ii) one entity that describes the University (Loyola’s University in Belgium); (iii) two
entities (Loyola’s University and Belgium); (iv)
two entities again (Loyola’s University in Belgium and a string Economics); even (v) three entities (Loyola’s University and Belgium and Economics). The phrasing of the examined sentence
suggests that the fourth version is the correct one.
Without a thorough text analysis such instances
are extremely difficult to disambiguate for both
humans and machines.
Even if we leave aside difficult cases that typically show a low inter-rater agreement such as Potential Overlap (Table 1, row iv; e.g., agreement
of 0.40 for Reuters128) or confusability (van Erp
et al., 2016), there are still many mentions that are
not spotted in the original corpus such as those
from the Missing Entities Guideline (Table 1, row
v) for which experts also exhibit better inter-rater
agreements (e.g., 0.61 for Reuters128).
These findings suggest that the methods and
processes used for annotating documents need to
be updated. Applying lenses would be one of the
methods that could address some of the mentioned
shortcomings, as they would help both accounting for multiple points of views when annotating,
as well as for KB evolution. Such lenses coupled
with well-defined metrics for measuring NEL performance are key towards reliably assessing a system’s performance and driving its development.
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No

Rule

OKE2016

Reuters128

MeanTime

i
ii
iii
iv
v

Original Annotation ALL
Original NIL Only
Updated NIL Count
Potential Overlap
Missing Entities Guideline

176
84
76

880
230
175
104
180

853
554
465
221
272

Table 1: Estimated entity counts based on different criteria in three corpora. All data sets are in English.
surface
[Volkswagen AG]
[VOWG.F], [VW], is due ...
bid for [Avondale Mills] ...
[The Chicago Mercantile
Exchange], [CME], said ...
... of [Salem, Ore.]

gold link

correct link

error

NIL

dbr:Volkswagen

Missing Annotation

NIL

dbr:Avondale Mills
dbr:Chicago
Mercantile Exchange
dbr:Salem, Oregon

KB evolution

dbr:CME Group
dbr:Salem, Oregon

Incorrect Link
Different surface form

Table 2: Examples of dataset errors. Gold entity spans are marked by parentheses. Errors are presented
in bold. Abbreviations or tickers should be separate entities. Locations can include states.
3.2 Context-Specific and Application-Specific
Transformation Rules for Lenses
A named entity linking system links a mention
me[sii,KB
or me[xi ,KB
of a named entity with surface
]
i ,yi ]
form si within a document d to the corresponding
entity ei in a knowledge base KB. The variable
xi indicates the mention’s start position within the
document and yi the corresponding end position.
Mentions may overlap and the specification of
the knowledge base KB can be omitted, if it is not
relevant for the application (e.g. if we do not consider different KB versions in the given use case).
The system distinguishes between

snippet University of Western Australia Cricket
Club may contain, dependent on the applied annotation rule, up to four overlapping mentions (Australia, Western Australia, University of Western
Australia, University of Western Australia Cricket
Club). In addition, annotation styles might be entity type specific even within a single corpus.
We consider the following three annotation
styles, as illustrated based on the annotation of the
text snippet Vienna, VA:
1. 6OMIN disregards overlapping entities and
tries to extract the minimum number of entiienna, V irginia
ties: mdbr:V
, i.e. links the snip[Vienna, VA]
pet to the Vienna, Virginia DBpedia entity.

1. me[sii,KB
surface forms si that were linked to
]
an entity ei within a knowledge base KB,

2. The annotation style 6OMAX, in contrast, extracts the maximum number
of entities from a given text snippet:
dbr:V irginia
ienna, V irginia
mdbr:V
, m[VA]
[Vienna]

2. mnil
[si ] mentions of Named Entities (NEs) that
are not available in the KB and, therefore,
are not linked (i.e. NIL entities), and
3. m∅[si ] candidate mentions with surface form
si that do not refer to a named entity.
3.2.1 Different Annotation Styles
Annotation styles specify rules that aid annotators
in assessing if (i) a candidate mention should be
considered a mention of a named entity, and (ii)
the extent of the corresponding surface form.
Although a trivial design decision for isolated
mentions, the consistent handling of nested mentions requires more thought. For instance, the text

3. The style OMAX allows for overlaps and,
again, extracts the maximum number of enienna, V irginia
dbr:V irginia
tities: mdbr:V
, m[VA]
[Vienna, VA]
The presented rules only consider borderline
cases, even though combinations of them can also
be used within a corpus. For instance, a corpus might use the OMAX rule for LOC entities
but apply 6OMIN for all other entity types, thereH Zurich rather than
fore only yielding mdbr:ET
[ETH Zurich]
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H Zurich and mdbr:Zurich for the text snipmdbr:ET
[ETH Zurich]
[Zurich]
pet ETH Zurich.
Table 3 outlines transformation rules between
different annotation styles.

3.2.2 Knowledge Base Evolution
Lenses are also able to capture KB evolution,
i.e. the case where a KB evolves due to changes
or extended coverage of the underlying domain.
Changes to the KB may
1. introduce new entities (e.g. the company Alphabet Inc. in October 2015),
2. lead to the deletion of entities that are no
longer considered relevant, or
3. drive the introduction of a more fine grained
or coarser mapping for existing entities.
Table 4 introduces the corresponding transformation rules. Newly introduced entities may enable the grounding of NIL entities to the extended
knowledge base. The removal of an entity, in contrast, may transform an existing grounding to a
NIL entity since the corresponding KB entity is no
longer available. Finally, changes in granularity
may either lead to the introduction of additional
entities, or to the deletion of links to the KB.
3.2.3 Knowledge Base Migration
KB migration is the case in which a corpus that
has been initially annotated with one KB is used
to evaluate a component that links mentions to
another KB. Many well maintained knowledge
bases such as DBpedia, GeoNames and Wikidata contain links to indicate equivalent entities
(e.g., owl:sameAs, skos:exactMatch, etc). These
links and techniques such as ontology alignment
may be used to automatize the transformation of
a mentions me[xi ,KB
within a KB (KB) to the
i ,yi ]
0

corresponding mention me[xi ,KB
in the target KB
i ,yi ]
0
(KB ). KB migration draws at the same set of
transformation rules as the KB evolution use case.
3.2.4 Co-references
Co-references play a crucial role in natural language processing tasks such as relation extraction.
A co-reference is a mention with surface form s0i
that refers to the same entities eij as other mene
tions m[sijij ] within the document. Its surface form
often contains prepositions or noun-phrases that
on their own do not provide enough context to

determine the referred entities eij . For anaphora
and cataphora the co-reference me[sii,KB
points to a
]
single entity, for split antecedents the co-reference
refers to multiple NEs. For instance, in the text:
“Berlin, Rome and Paris are capitals of European
countries. These cities are also popular tourist
destinations.” the surface form These cities refers
to three previous named entities and is, theredbr:Berlin , mdbr:Rome and
fore, annotated as m[These
cities]
[These cities]
dbr:P aris . Systems and corpora that do not supm[These
cities]
port co-reference resolution, therefore, consider
co-references as candidate mentions m∅[si ] that do
not link to any named entity.
3.3

Limitations of Corpus Transformation
with Lenses

The rules outlined in the previous section can be
used to translate between different corpus representations. Translations from expressive representations to less expressive ones can be done automatically and exposed to users as lenses. For example, a transformation from the OMAX to the
6OMIN annotation style, from a corpus with annotated co-references to a corpus which does not
considers them, and the KB migration use case for
NIL entities may be performed automatically.
Otherwise, corpus versioning (Section 4.2) is
required to record any changes added by manual
or semi-automatic processes.

4

Method

This section discusses options for improving corpus quality by (i) introducing semi-automatic tools
that support corpus creation and evaluation by automatically spotting violations of the annotation
style and suspicious entities (Section 4.1), and (ii)
suggesting guidelines for versioning corpora ensuring that improvements and extensions are incorporated in a meaningful and backward compatible way (Section 4.2).
4.1

Corpus Analysis Tools

Software developers frequently use static code
analysis tools such as pylint1 , findbugs2 and
checkstyle3 as part of the build pipeline to enforce
coding style guidelines and to spot potential bugs
in an early stage.
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1

www.pylint.org
findbugs.sourceforge.net
3
checkstyle.sourceforge.net/
2

Table 3: Lense transformation rules between different annotation styles.
Annotation
style
Corpus entity

6OMIN

6OMAX

OMAX

e1 ,KB
m[x1,y1]

en ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y11]
, . . . , m[x1n,y1]

n ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y1]
, . . . , me[x1,y1]

e1 ,KB
m[x1,y1]

1 ,KB
me[x1,y1]

1 ,KB
me[x1,y1]

6OMAX

n ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y11]
, . . . , me[x1n,y1]

en ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y11]
, . . . , m[x1n,y1]

n ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y11]
, . . . , me[x1n,y1]

OMAX

n ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y1]
, . . . , me[x1,y1]

en ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y1]
, . . . , m[x1,y1]

n ,KB
1 ,KB
me[x1,y1]
, . . . , me[x1,y1]

Transformation to
6OMIN

Table 4: Lense transformation rules for knowledge base evolution and knowledge base migration.
Task

new entity

deleted entity

more fine grained
entity mapping

coarser entity
mapping

Corpus entity

mnil,KB
[xi ,yi ]

me[xi ,KB
i ,yi ]

me[xi ,KB
i ,yi ]

me[xi1i1 ,yi1 ] , . . . , me[xinin,KB
,yin ]

Transformation

me[xi ,KB
i ,yi ]

0

mnil,KB
[xi ,yi ]

0

0

0

ein ,KB
me[xi1i1,KB
,yi1 ] , . . . , m[xin ,yin ]

0

• addressing data quality issues and mistakes in
the original corpus,

We strongly believe that similar tools could be
highly beneficial for aiding researchers in the creation and validation of NLP corpora, by

• the linking of NIL entities to a knowledge
base entity due to knowledge base evolution
or knowledge base migration, and

1. automatically locating violations of annotation styles (e.g. overlaps in case of a nonoverlapping annotation style).
2. drawing upon POS tagging and dependency
parsing for marking unusual annotations such
as NEs that do not contain a noun to flag potentially incorrect annotations.

ei ,KB
m[x
i ,yi ]

• a new more expressive annotation style.
Versioning should enable researchers to address
these issues while ensuring

4.2 Corpus Versioning
Even corpora that are frequently used in NEL evaluation suffer from quality issues (see Table 1). Although addressing these issues is important, backward compatibility of refined corpora is key to
their usefulness since it ensures that results can be
compared to previously published work.
We, therefore, suggest corpus versioning to promote the improvement of corpora. Publishing
multiple corpus versions will enable researchers to
run evaluations against these versions and, therefore, provides means to compare the gathered results to other work.
Corpus versioning is needed for cases where an
automatic translation to the desired gold standard
representation via lenses is not feasible:
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• a clear relation to the original corpus that
makes comparison with previous versions
feasible;
• support for multiple versions and version
trees that have been contributed by different
people and organizations (Figure 1)
• that corpus metadata provides (i) information
on the relations between different corpus versions, (ii) easily traceable contributions, (iii)
credits for contributors, and (iv) easy re-use
of refined corpora for further evaluations;
• easily accessible corpus versions, e.g. by uploading them to research data platforms and
providing a digital object identifier (DOI) for
each version, so that researchers can easily
cite, locate and re-use corpora.

Table 5: Lense transformation rules for co-reference resolution.
Task
single
split antecedents
co-reference
Corpus entity

me[si0 ]

m[s0i ]ei1 , . . . m[s0i ]ein

No co-reference resolution

m∅[s0 ]

m∅[s0 ]

i

i

i

Table 6: Suggested corpus metadata
Metadata

Description

Example

corpus name
corpus url

A name that identifies the corpus.
The corpus archive URL.

creator

A comma-separated list of persons or
organizations that created the corpus.
The corpus’s publishing date.
A description of the current corpus version.

OKE2018
http://github.com/fhgr/oke2016dbpedia-2019-02-01 v1.zip
Sue May <sue@myorg.edu>

date
description

final
parent corpus url

Is it usable for official evaluations?
The URL of the parent corpus (if any)

considers corpus url

A list of URLs pointing to related corpus versions.
A list of annotation styles per supported named entity type.
Number of annotators per document.
Inter-rater-agreement between annotators computed using the Fleiss’ kappa.

annotation style
annotators per document
annotator agreement

The key here is making evaluations easier to
replicate and increase the benefit they provide
to the community. Currently evaluations are often tightly designed to a specific context such as
a competition or an application domain. These
kinds of results are helpful for determining the
best performing system under tight restrictions,
but they unnecessarily restrict the scope of the
evaluation. For instance, such results do not provide information on how systems cope with different annotation rules, settings and use cases. Automatically performing evaluations with all available lenses, corpus versions and scoring rules
(Section 4.3) could address this issue. Scientists
could still publish the results for their particular application context in the research paper but
would in addition provide a DOI to the full results that cover also settings for which their system hasn’t been optimized. Ultimately such an

2019-05-30
Adapted OKE2016 to DBpedia
2019-02-01 and integrated bug
fixes from 2018-03-07.
false
http://github.com/fhgr/oke2016dbpedia-2018-09-03 v2.zip
http://github.com/sue/oke2016dbpedia-fixes-2018-03-07.zip
PER: NOMIN, GEO: OMAX,
ORG: OMIN
3
0.61

approach would improve the usefulness of evaluations since it would provide (i) much more context
on the strengths and weaknesses of NEL systems,
and (ii) broader insights into the effects of the suggested methods and design decisions.
4.2.1 Publishing a Corpus Version
We recommend a standardized directory structure
for publishing corpora that contains:
1. a corpus directory containing all corpus
data and annotations in the NIF format.
2. a METADATA.yaml file that describes the
corpus based on the metadata introduced in
Table 6.
3. a README.md file which provides additional
unstructured information.
Popular version control services such as github
and gitlab offer a release feature that automatically
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5

CORPUSX
dbpedia.2016
annotation
style

KB migration

CORPUSX
dbpedia.2016
OMAX, v1

CORPUSX
wikidata.2019, v1
correct
annotation
errors

KB evolution
CORPUSX
dbpedia.2019-02-01
OMAX, v1

CORPUSX
wikidata.2019, v1a

considers
version

correct
annotation
errors
CORPUSX
dbpedia.2019-02-01
OMAX, v1a

Figure 1: Common corpus versioning use cases.
publishes an archive of the released repository version which can be used to publish a certain corpus
version. Another option would be publishing corpus versions in research data repositories such as
zenodo.org which also provide a DOI and bibliographical metadata to data artifacts.
4.3 Scoring Rules
Scoring rules outline the conditions under which
a gold standard corpus mention mc := me[xcc,KB
,yc ]
and a mention returned by the NEL system ms :=
me[xss,KB
,ys ] are considered equivalent to each other.
The following three scoring rules are frequently
used in NEL evaluations:
1. perfect match P - the entities refer to the
same KB entity ei , and the exactly same surface form si .
2. contained match C - both entities refer to the
same KB entity ei and the surface form of
the mention returned by the NEL system ms
is contained in the surface form of the corpus
mention mc , i.e. xsi ≥ xci and yis ≤ yic .
3. overlapping match O - this case is equivalent
to the contained match but further relaxes the
restrictions on the surface form, so that even
an overlap (i.e. yis ≥ xci and xsi ≤ yic ) between entities is considered a valid match.
The used scoring rule have a significant impact
on the computation of the NEL system’s performance metrics such as precision and recall.

Conclusion

This paper discusses approaches for addressing
the issues of corpus quality and the comparability of evaluations that have been performed with
these corpora, together with associated annotations4 . We discuss (i) factors that seriously affect
the accuracy of evaluation corpora such as different annotation styles, missing and wrong annotations, KB evolution and co-reference handling.
In addition we also shed light on the issue of
KB migration, which is relevant if the evaluation
corpus and the NEL system use different KBs. Afterwards we (ii) introduce a formalization that captures these factors, and (iii) present transformation
rules between different corpus configurations.
These transformation rules that expose different corpus configurations as lenses in conjunction with corpus analysis tools and corpus versioning are key towards improving corpus quality.
Well-defined scoring rules and evaluation metrics
are further steps towards standardizing evaluations
and improving their validity and reproducibility.
Future research will focus on (i) applying these
guidelines to the NEL evaluation of annotation of
TV-related content in the ReTV project5 so that
results can be compared and evolved in the future if need be,(ii) the creation of tools that support corpus creation and evaluation processes, (iii)
adding support for corpus versioning and the parallel analysis of multiple corpus versions to evaluation tools such as Orbis (Odoni et al., 2018) and
GERBIL (Röder et al., 2018), and (iii) proving a
research data infrastructure for publishing evaluation corpora and evaluations that have been performed on these corpora.
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Abstract

transition-based approaches by viewing parsing
as sequential graph generation. In this view, a
graph is incrementally built by adding edges to
an edge set. No distinction between projective
and non-projective trees is necessary. Since edges
do not have a pre-specified order, we propose
a set-based learning method. Like (FernándezGonzález and Gómez-Rodrguez, 2019), our parser
runs in n steps. However, our learning method
and transitions do not impose a left-to-right parsing order, allowing easy-first (Tsuruoka and Tsujii, 2005; Goldberg and Elhadad, 2010) behavior.
Experimentally, we find that the proposed method
can yield a sequential parser with preferred, inputdependent generation orders and performance
gains over strong one-step methods.1

We propose a method for non-projective
dependency parsing by incrementally predicting a set of edges. Since the edges
do not have a pre-specified order, we propose a set-based learning method. Our
method blends graph, transition, and easyfirst parsing, including a prior state of
the parser as a special case. The proposed transition-based method successfully parses near the state of the art on both
projective and non-projective languages,
without assuming a certain parsing order.

1

Introduction

Dependency parsing methods can be categorized
as graph-based and transition-based. Typical
graph-based methods support non-projective parsing, but introduce independence assumptions and
rely on external decoding algorithms. Conversely,
transition-based methods model joint dependencies, but without modification are typically limited
to projective parses.
There are two recent exceptions of interest here.
(Ma et al., 2018) developed the Stack-Pointer
parser, a transition-based, non-projective parser
that maintains a stack populated in a top-down,
depth-first manner, and uses a pointer network to
determine the dependent of the stack’s top node,
resulting in a transition sequence of length 2n −
1. Recently, (Fernández-González and GómezRodrguez, 2019) developed a variant of the StackPointer parser which parses in n steps by traversing the sentence left-to-right, selecting the head of
the current node in the traversal, while incrementally checking for, and prohibiting, cycles.
We take inspiration from both graph-based and

2

Graph Dependency Parser

Given a sentence x = x1 , . . . , xN , a dependency
parser constructs a graph G = (V, E) with V =
(x0 , x1 , . . . , xN ) and E = {(i, j)1 , . . . (i, j)N },
where x0 is a special root node, and E ⊂ E forms
a dependency tree.2
We describe a family of sequential graph-based
dependency parsers. A parser in this family generatesSa sequence of graphs where V is fixed and
E = Tt=1 Et :
H enc = fenc (x0 , . . . xN )

dep
Hthead , Ht

= fV (H

enc

, E<t , ht−1 )
dep

(1)
(2)

St = fE (Hthead , Ht , St−1 )

(3)

Et = fdec (St , E<t ).

(4)

Steps (2-4) run for T ≤ N time-steps. At each
time-step, first fV generates head and dependent
1

Code will be made available at https://github.
com/wellecks/nonmonotonic_parsing.
2
See properties (1-5) in Appendix A.
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representations for each vertex, Ht· ∈ RV ×dH ,
based on vertex representations H enc ∈ RV ×d ,
previously predicted edges E<t , and a recurrent
state ht−1 ∈ Rd . Then fE computes a score for
every possible edge, St ∈ RV ×V , and the scores
are used by fdec to predict a set of edges Et .
This general sequential family includes the biaffine parser of (Dozat and Manning, 2017) as a
one-step special case, as well as a recurrent variant which we discuss below.
2.1

Biaffine One-Step

The Biaffine parser of (Dozat and Manning, 2017)
is a one-step variant, implementing steps (1-4) using a bidirectional LSTM, head and dependent
neural networks, a biaffine scorer, and a maximum
spanning tree decoder, respectively:
H enc = BiLSTM(x1 , . . . , xN )
H head , H dep = MLPh (H enc ), MLPd (H enc )

dep

and fE (Hthead , Ht , St−1 ) is defined as:
dep

St∆ = BiAffine(Hthead , Ht )
St = St−1 + St∆ ,
where t ranges from 1 to N , W ∈ Rdemb ×dH , and
each emb(·) : N → Rdemb is a learned embedding
layer, yielding emb(·) (0, . . . , N ) in RV ×demb . We
use a bidirectional LSTM as fenc .
The scores at each step yield a distribution over all
V × V edges, which we denote by π:
π((i → j)|E<t , x) ∝ softmax(flatten(St )). (5)
Unlike the one-step model, this recurrent model
can predict edges based on past predictions.
Inference We mustSensure the incrementally decoded edges E = Tt=1 Et form a valid dependency tree. To do so, we choose fdec to be a decoder which greedily selects valid edges,
Et = fvalid (St , E<t ),

S = BiAffine(H head , H dep )
E = MST(S),
where each row of scores S (i) is interpreted as a
distribution over i’s potential head nodes:
p((j → i)|x) ∝ softmaxj (S (i) ),
and MST(·) is an off-the-shelf maximumspanning-tree algorithm. This model assumes
conditional independence of the edges.
2.2

which we refer to as the valid decoder, detailed
in Appendix A. We only predict one edge per step
(|Et | = 1), leaving the setting of multiple predictions per step as future work.
Embedding Edges We embed a predicted edge
Et = {(i,ˆj)} as:
femb (Et ) = eedge ; ehead ; edependent
enc
enc
eedge = We H(i)
− We H(j)

ehead = embh (i)

Recurrent Weight

edependent = embd (j),

We propose a variant which iteratively adjusts a
distribution over edges at each step, based on the
predictions so far. A recurrent function generates
a weight matrix W which is used to form vertex
embeddings and in turn adjust edge scores.
Specifically, we first obtain an initial score matrix
S0 using the biaffine one-step parser (2.1), and initialize a recurrent hidden state h0 using a linear
transformation of fenc ’s final hidden state. Then
fV is defined as:
W, ht = LSTM(femb (Et−1 ), ht−1 )
Hthead = embh (0, . . . , N )W
dep

Ht

= embd (0, . . . , N )W,

enc ∈ Rd are row vectors, W ∈ Rde ×d
where H(·)
e
is a learned weight matrix, emb(·) are learned embedding layers, and ; is concatenation.

Future Work The proposed method does not
specifically require a BiLSTM encoder, LSTM,
or the BiAffine function. For instance, fV could
use a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) to output states that are linearly transformed into H head
and H dep . Additionally, partial graphs (V, E<t )
might be embedded using neural networks specifically designed for graphs (Gilmer et al., 2017).
Finally, predicting edge sets of size greater than
1 could potentially be achieved using a partiallyautoregressive model, trained with a ‘masked
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edges’ objective, similar to recent work in machine translation with conditional masked language models (Ghazvininejad et al., 2019). Each
call to fV would involve a separate forward pass
which calls a Transformer fenc . The partial tree
is encoded via non-masked inputs to fenc . fE corresponds to having V outputs, each a distribution
over V edges. The multi-step decoder (Appendix
A) might be used at test time.

3

our choices of C, π out , π ∗ , and π in , and evaluate
them later in the experiments (4).
3.1

Cost Function and Roll-Out

Following (Welleck et al., 2018, 2019) we use a
KL-divergence cost:
C(πθ , π out , s) = DKL (π out (·|s)||πθ (·|s)).

(7)

We use the oracle π ∗ as the roll-out π out .

Learning

In this paper, we restrict to the case of predicting a single edge (i,ˆj) per step, so that the recurrent weight model generates a sequence of edges
with
SN theˆ goal of matching a target edge set, i.e.
t=1 (i, j)t = E. Since the target edges E are a
set, the model’s generation order is not determined
a priori. As a result, we propose to use a learning
method that does not require a pre-specified generation order and allows the model to learn inputdependent orderings.
Our proposed method is based on the multiset loss
(Welleck et al., 2018) and its recent extensions for
non-monotonic generation (Welleck et al., 2019).
The method is motivated from the perspective of
learning-to-search (Daumé III et al., 2009; Chang
et al., 2015), which involves learning a policy πθ
that mimics an oracle policy π ∗ . The policy maps
states to distributions over actions.
For the proposed graph parser, an action is an edge
(i, j) ∈ E, and a state st is an input sentence x
along with the edges predicted so far, Ê<t . The
policy is a conditional distribution over E,
πθ ((i, j)|Ê<t , x),
such as the distribution in equation (5).
Learning consists of minimizing a cost, computed
by first sampling states from a roll-in policy π in ,
then using a roll-out policy π out to estimate costto-go for all actions at the sampled states. Formally, we minimize the following objective with
respect to θ:
Ex∼D Es1 ,...,s|x| ∼πin C(πθ , π out , st ).

(6)

This objective involves sampling a sentence x
from a dataset, sampling a sequence of edges
from the roll-in policy, then computing a cost C
at each of the resulting states. We now describe

3.2

Oracle

Based on the free labels set in (Welleck et al.,
2018), we first define a free edge set containing
the un-predicted target edges at time t:
t
Efree

=E\

t−1
[

t0 =1

(i,ˆj)t0 ,

(8)

0
where Efree
= E. We then construct a family
of oracle policies that place non-zero probability
mass only on free edges:
(
t
pij (i, j) ∈ Efree
t
π ∗ ((i, j)|Efree
)=
(9)
0
otherwise.

We now describe several oracles by varying how
pij is defined.
Uniform This oracle treats each permutation of
the target edge set as equally likely by assigning a
uniform probability to each free edge:
(
1
t
(i, j) ∈ Efree
t
∗
t
πunif
((i, j)|Efree
) = |Efree |
0
otherwise.
Coaching Motivated by (He et al., 2012;
Welleck et al., 2019), we define a coaching oracle
which weights free edges by πθ :
∗
t
∗
t
πcoaching
((i, j)|Efree
) ∝ πunif
(·|Efree
)πθ (·|E<t , X).

This oracle prefers certain edge permutations over
others, reinforcing πθ ’s preferences. The coaching
and uniform oracles can be mixed to ensure each
free edge receives probability mass:
∗
∗
βπunif
+ (1 − β)πcoaching
,

where β ∈ [0, 1].
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(10)

Annealed Coaching This oracle begins with the
uniform oracle, then anneals towards the coaching oracle as training progresses by annealing the
β term in (10). This may prevent the coaching
oracle from reinforcing sub-optimal permutations
early in training.
Linearized This oracle uses a deterministic
function to linearize an edge set E into a sequence
Eseq . The oracle selects the t’th element of Eseq at
time t with probability 1. We linearize an edge set
in increasing edge-index order: (i1 , j1 ) precedes
(i2 , j2 ) if (i1 , j1 ) < (i2 , j2 ). This oracle serves as
a baseline that is analogous to the fixed generation
orders used in conventional parsers.
3.3

Roll-In

The roll-in policy determines the state distribution
that πθ is trained on, which can address the mismatch between training and testing state distributions (Ross et al., 2011; Chang et al., 2015) or narrow the set of training trajectories. We evaluate
several alternatives:
∗
1. uniform (i, j) ∼ πunif

2. coaching (i, j) ∼ πθ

∗
πunif

3. valid-policy (i, j) ∼ valid(πθ )
where valid(πθ ) is the set of edges that keeps the
predicted tree as a valid dependency tree. The
coaching and valid-policy roll-ins choose edge
permutations that are preferred by the policy, with
valid-policy resembling test-time behavior.

4

Experiments

In Experiments 4.1 and 4.2 we evaluate on English, German, Chinese, and Ancient Greek since
they vary with respect to projectivity, size, and performance in (Qi et al., 2018). Based on these development set results, we then test our strongest
model on a large suite of languages (4.3).
Experimental Setup Experiments are done using datasets from the CoNLL 2018 Shared Task
(Zeman et al., 2018). We build our implementation from the open-source version of (Qi et al.,
2018)3 , and use their experimental setup (e.g.
3
https://github.com/stanfordnlp/
stanfordnlp.

Figure 1: Per-step edge distributions from recurrent weight models trained with the given oracle.
pre-processing, data-loading, pre-trained vectors,
evaluation) which follows the shared task setup.
Our model uses the same encoder from (Qi et al.,
2018). For the (Qi et al., 2018) baseline, we use
their pretrained models4 and evaluation script. For
the (Dozat and Manning, 2017) baseline, we use
the (Qi et al., 2018) implementation with auxiliary outputs and losses disabled, and train with
the default hyper-parameters and training script.
For our models only, we changed the learning rate
schedule (and model-specific hyper-parameters),
after observing diverging loss in preliminary experiments with the default learning rate. Our models did not require the additional AMSGrad technique used in (Qi et al., 2018). We evaluate validation UAS every 2k steps (vs. 100 for the baseline). Models are trained for up to 100k steps, and
the model with the highest validation unlabeled attachment score (UAS) is saved.
4.1

Multi-Step Learning

In this experiment we evaluate the sequential aspect of the proposed recurrent model by comparing it with one-step baselines. We compare against
a baseline (‘One-Step’) that simply uses the first
step’s score matrix S0 from the recurrent weight
model and minimizes (6) for one time-step using
a uniform oracle. At test time the valid decoder
uses S0 for all timesteps. We also compare against
the biaffine one-step model of (Dozat and Manning, 2017) which uses Chu-Liu-Edmonds maximum spanning tree decoding instead of valid decoding. Since we only evaluate UAS, we disable
its edge label output and loss. Finally, we compare against (Qi et al., 2018) which is based on
(Dozat and Manning, 2017) plus auxiliary losses
for length and linearization prediction.
Results are shown in Table 1, including results for
4
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/
stanfordnlp/installation_download.html.
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En
D & M (2017)
Qi et al. (2018)
One-Step
Recurrent (U)
Recurrent (C)

91.14
92.11
91.74
91.92
91.99

De
90.38
89.46
91.07
91.02
91.19

Grc
78.99
81.35
79.60
79.15
79.93

Zh
86.50
86.73
86.61
86.69
86.77

Roll-in

UAS

Loss

Linear

∗
πlinear
∗
πunif
∗
πunif
∗
πcoach
∗
πcoach
∗
πcoach
πθvalid
πθvalid
πθvalid

81.03

0.04

91.02
91.04

0.35
0.17

90.93
91.17
90.89

0.45
0.33
0.34

90.99
91.19
90.91

0.51
0.31
0.30

U
C
U
C
CA

Table 1: Development set UAS for single vs.
multi-step methods. (U) is uniform oracle and
roll-in, (C) is coaching with greedy valid roll-in
(β = 0.5). D & M (2017) is an abbreviation for
(Dozat and Manning, 2017).
a recurrent model trained with coaching (‘Recurrent (C)’) using a mixture (eq. 10) with β = 0.5.
The one-step baseline is strong, even outperforming the uniform recurrent variant on some languages. The recurrent weight model with coaching, however, outperforms the one-step and (Dozat
and Manning, 2017) baselines on all four languages. Adding in auxiliary losses to the (Dozat
and Manning, 2017) model yields improved UAS
as seen in the (Qi et al., 2018) performance, suggesting that our proposed recurrent model might
be improved further with auxiliary losses.
Temporal Distribution Adjustment Figure 1
shows per-step edge distributions on an eight-edge
example. The recurrent weight variants learned to
adjust their distributions over time based on past
predictions. The model trained with the uniform
oracle has a decreasing number of high probability edges per step since it aims to place equal mass
t . The model trained
on each free edge (i, j) ∈ Êfree
with coaching learned to prefer certain free edges
over others, but with β = 0.5 the uniform term
in the loss still encourages placing mass on multiple edges per step. By annealing β, however, the
coaching model exhibits vastly different behavior
than the uniform-trained policy. The low entropy
distributions at early steps followed by higher entropy distributions later on (e.g. t ∈ {5, 6}) may
indicate easy-first behavior.
4.2

Oracle

Oracle and Roll-In Choice

In this experiment, we study the effects of varying the oracle and roll-in distributions. Table (2)
shows results on German, analyzed below. Models trained with coaching (C) use a mixture with
β = 0.5, after observing lower UAS in prelim-

U
C
CA

Table 2: Varying oracle and roll-in policies on
German. (U), (C), (A) refer to uniform, coaching,
∗
and annealing, respectively. The πcoach
and πθvalid
roll-ins are mixtures with a uniform oracle, with
β = 0.5 for coaching (C), and β linearly annealed
by 0.02 every 2000 steps for annealing (CA).
∗
inary experiments with lower β. The πcoach
and
valid
πθ
roll-ins use a mixture with β = 0.5 and
greedy decoding, which generally outperformed
stochastic sampling.

Set-Based Learning The model trained with
the linearized oracle (UAS 81.03), which teaches
the model to adhere to a pre-specified generation
order, significantly under-performs the set-based
models (UAS ≥ 90.89), which do not have a
pre-specified generation order and can in principle
learn strategies such as easy-first.
Coaching Models trained with coaching (C,
UAS ≥ 91.04) had higher UAS and lower loss
than models trained with the uniform oracle (U,
UAS ≤ 91.02), for all roll-in methods. This suggests that for the proposed model, weighting free
edges in the loss based on the model’s distribution
is more effective than a uniform weighting.
Annealing the β parameter generally did not further improve UAS (CA vs. C), possibly due to the
annealing schedule or overfitting; despite lower
losses with annealing, eventually validation UAS
decreased as training progressed.
Roll-In With the coaching oracle (C), the choice
of roll-in impacted UAS, with coaching roll-in
∗
(πcoach
, 91.17) and valid roll-in (πθvalid , 91.19)
achieving higher UAS than uniform oracle roll∗ , 91.04). This suggests that when using
in (πunif
coaching, narrowing the set of training trajectories
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AR
CA
CS (CAC)
CS (PDT)
DE
EN (EWT)
ES
ET
FR (GSD)
GRC (Perseus)
HI
IT (ISDT)
KO (KAIST)
LA (ITTB)
NO (Bokmaal)
NO (Nynorsk)
PT
RU (SynTagRus)
ZH

Ours

Qi et al. (2018)

88.22
94.13
93.53
93.80
88.39
91.28
93.70
89.56
91.07
80.90
96.78
94.06
91.02
93.66
94.63
94.44
91.22
94.57
87.31

88.35
94.13
93.22
93.21
87.21
91.21
93.38
89.40
90.90
82.77
96.78
94.24
90.55
93.00
94.27
94.02
91.67
94.42
88.49

5

Transition-based dependency parsing has a rich
history, with methods generally varying by the
choice of transition system and feature representation. Traditional stack-based arc-standard and
arc-eager (Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre,
2003) transition systems only parse projectively,
requiring additional operations for pseudo-nonprojectivity (Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2014) or
projectivity (Nivre, 2009), while list-based nonprojective systems have been developed (Nivre,
2008). Recent variations assume a generation order such as top-down (Ma et al., 2018) or left-toright (Fernández-González and Gómez-Rodrguez,
2019). Other recent models focus on unsupervised settings (Kim et al., 2019). Our focus here
is a non-projective transition system and learning
method which does not assume a particular generation order.

Table 3: Test set results (UAS) on datasets from
the CoNLL 2018 shared task with greater than
200k examples, plus the Ancient Greek (GRC)
and Chinese (ZH) datasets. Bold denotes the highest UAS on each dataset.
to those preferred by the policy may be more effective than sampling uniformly from the set of all
correct trajectories. Based on these results, we use
the coaching oracle and valid roll-in for training
our final model in the next experiment.
4.3

Related Work

CoNLL 2018 Comparison

In this experiment, we evaluate our best model on
a diverse set of multi-lingual datasets. We use the
CoNLL 2018 shared task datasets that have at least
200k examples, along with the four datasets used
in the previous experiments. We train a recurrent
weight model for each dataset using the coaching
oracle and valid roll-in. We compare against (Qi
et al., 2018) which placed highly in the CoNLL
2018 competition, reporting test UAS evaluated
using their pre-trained models.
Table 3 shows the results on the 19 datasets
from 17 different languages. The proposed model
trained with coaching achieves a higher UAS than
the Qi et al. (2018) model on 12 of the 19 datasets,
plus two ties.

A separate thread of research in sequential modeling has demonstrated that generation order can
affect performance (Vinyals et al., 2015), both in
tasks with set-structured outputs such as objects
(Welleck et al., 2017, 2018) or graphs (Li et al.,
2018), and in sequential tasks such as language
modeling (Ford et al., 2018). Developing models with relaxed or learned generation orders has
picked up recent interest (Welleck et al., 2018,
2019; Gu et al., 2019; Stern et al., 2019). We investigate this for dependency parsing, framing the
problem as sequential set generation without a prespecified order.
Finally, our work is inspired by techniques for
improving upon maximum likelihood training
through error exploration and dynamic oracles
(Goldberg and Nivre, 2012, 2013), and related
techniques in imitation learning for structured prediction (Daumé III et al., 2009; Ross et al., 2011;
He et al., 2012; Goodman et al., 2016). In particular, our formulation is closely related to the
framework of (Chang et al., 2015), where our oracle can be seen as an optimal roll-out policy which
computes action costs without explicit roll-outs.

6

Conclusion

We described a family of dependency parsers
which construct a dependency tree by generating
a sequence of edge sets, and a learning method
that does not presuppose a generation order. Ex-
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perimentally, we found that a ‘coaching’ method,
which weights actions in the loss according to the
model, improves parsing accuracy compared to a
uniform weighting and allows the parser to learn
preferred, input-dependent generation orders. The
model’s sequential aspect, along with the coaching
method and training on a state distribution which
resembles the model’s own behavior, yielded improvements in unlabeled dependency parsing over
strong one-step baselines.

acle for non-projective dependency parsing. In Proceedings of the 2014 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP), pages
917–927. Association for Computational Linguistics.
James Goodman, Andreas Vlachos, and Jason Naradowsky. 2016. Noise reduction and targeted exploration
in imitation learning for abstract meaning representation parsing. In Proceedings of the 54th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
(Volume 1: Long Papers), pages 1–11, Berlin, Germany. Association for Computational Linguistics.
Jiatao Gu, Qi Liu, and Kyunghyun Cho. 2019.
Insertion-based decoding with automatically inferred
generation order.
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4. S̃i,i = −∞ for all i

3. Ai,j = 1 implies S̃i,j = −∞
5. Ri,j = 1 implies S̃j,i = −∞, where R ∈
{0, 1}N ×N is the reachability matrix (transitive closure) of A. That is, Ri,j = 1 when
there is a directed path from i to j. 5
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A

The selected edge is then arg max(i,j) S̃i,j .
A full tree is decoded by calling fvalid for T steps,
using the current
S step scores St and an adjacency
matrix A<t = t−1
t0 =1 {(i, j)t0 }.

Multiple Edges Per Step To decode multiple
edges per step, i.e. |Et | ≥ 1, we propose to repeatedly call fvalid , adding the returned edge to the adjacency matrix after each call, and stopping once
the returned edge’s score is below a pre-defined
threshold τ .

Sequential Valid Decoder

We wish to sequentially sample E1 , E2 , . . . , ET
from score matrices
S S1 , S2 , . . . , ST , respectively,
such that E = t Et is a dependency tree. A dependency tree must satisfy:
1. The root node has no incoming edges.
2. Each non-root node has exactly one incoming
edge.
3. There are no duplicate edges.
4. There are no self-loops.
5. There are no cycles.
We first consider predicting one edge per step
|Et | = 1, then address the case |Et | ≥ 1.

5

The reachability matrix
P R can be computed with batched
matrix multiplication as tk=1 Ak where t is the maximum
path length; other methods could potentially improve speed.
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Abstract
The processing of medical information
is not a trivial task for medical nonexperts. The paper presents an artificial
assistant designed to facilitate a reliable
access to medical online contents. Interactions are modelled as doctor-patient
Question Answering sessions within a preoperative patient education scenario where
the system addresses patient’s information
needs explaining medical events and procedures. This implies an accurate medical
information extraction from and reasoning with available medical knowledge and
large amounts of unstructured multilingual
online data. Bridging the gap between
medical knowledge and data, we explore
a language-agnostic approach to medical
concepts mining from the standard terminologies, and the data-driven collection
of the corresponding seed terms in a distant supervision setting for German. Experimenting with different terminologies,
features and term matching strategies, we
achieved a promising F-score of 0.91 on
the medical term extraction task. The concepts and terms are used to search and
retrieve definitions from the verified online free resources. The proof-of-concept
definition retrieval system is designed and
evaluated showing promising results, acceptable by humans in 92% of cases.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, digital online services possess the
dominant role delivering widely accessible applications at limited costs. For instance, recent technological advances make the provision of various
eHealth services feasible. Using these applica-

tions, patients can stay informed searching content
outside hospital business hours in a more convenient manner. A doctor, who conducts 120,000
- 160,000 interviews in the course of a 40-year
career (Lipkin et al., 1995), meets then ‘competent’ patients who understand their medical needs
and potential consequences of medical decisions.
In the healthcare sector, language barriers and domain complexity may result in poor understanding
of diagnosis, low compliance with recommendations, a significantly greater likelihood of a serious medical event and lower patient satisfaction
(Bonacruz Kazzi and Cooper, 2003; Cohen et al.,
2005; Pitkin Derose et al., 2009). The mainstream
online services are therefore required to be reliable, accessible and to account for the diversity
in individual needs, educational backgrounds, personal preferences, cognitive and physical limitations.
This paper addresses the needs in the reliable access to verified multilingual complex medical information. As a use case, we simulate
pre-operative Question Answering (QA) sessions
between doctors and patients. As a core part
of these medical encounters, Patient Education
Forms (PEFs) need to be filled in and the patient’s
informed consent signed. It is of chief importance
that the forms are properly understood, medical
procedures and risks are explained. PEFs contain many medical terms including those in Latin
and as abbreviations. These terms have to be
detected and corresponding definitions retrieved
from available electronic medical documents. Although a number of biomedical entities recognition systems (Zhang and Elhadad, 2013; Björne
et al., 2013; Sahu and Anand, 2017) and medical resources exist (Gurulingappa et al., 2010;
Ohta et al., 2012), they are mostly built for English. We explore a language-agnostic approach
to medical concepts mining based on the existing
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de-facto standard terminologies and dictionaries,
and the collection of the corresponding German
seed terms in a distant supervision setting. The extracted concepts and terms are used to search and
retrieve definitions from the verified online free
text sources. The proof-of-concept definition retrieval system is designed and evaluated.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we provide an overview of the state-of-the-art
in Biomedical Named Entity Recognition (BMNER). In Section 3, we discuss the conceptual
design of a medical domain. Section 4 defines
the medical term extraction task, assesses various
resources for medical information extraction and
presents the overall QA system architecture. Section 5 proposes the experimental design by specifying the collected and simulated data, and discusses the obtained results. Finally, Section 6
summarizes our findings and outlines directions
for the future research and development.

2

Biomedical Named Entity Recognition

In 1995, the 6th Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) focused on the Information Extraction (IE) from unstructured textual data (Grishman
and Sundheim, 1996) and defined the Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) task,
see (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007) for a comprehensive overview. The relevant entities comprised
names of persons, organizations and locations defined as E NAMEX (Entity Name Expression), extended later with T IMEX (Time Expressions) and
N UMEX (Numerical Expressions).
In the early 2000s, the interest in bioinformatics lead to enriching the categories with concepts
from biomedical domains focusing on the recognition of biological and genetic terms, disease and
drug names and other medical or clinical entities
(Settles, 2004; Shen et al., 2003). Biomedical
named entity recognition is a key step in biomedical language processing.
Early (BM-)NER approaches were largely rulebased detecting entities based on the observed
contextual and orthographic patterns. Such systems are especially useful if no or little training
examples are available (Sekine and Nobata, 2004),
are often straightforward to implement, suited for
the entity classes or domains where the regularities
in orthography or morphology can be exploited,
and have other important advantages (Chiticariu
et al., 2013). Although they achieve a rather high

precision, recall is often low as the rule sets are
rarely exhaustive. AbGene system of Tanabe
and Wilbur (2002) uses a POS tagger extended
to include gene and protein names as tag types.
The system was trained on the manually labelled
biomedical text. In its second iteration, it applies
manually defined post-processing rules.
Another successful approach underlies the socalled dictionary-based systems. Here, the decision whether an entity is of an interest is made
by matching against the entries in a dictionary, i.e.
gazetteer or word list. To expand the coverage, linguistic methods (e.g. stemming or lemmatization),
as well as fuzzy or exact matching strategies are
used. cTakes of Savova et al. (2010) is an opensource information extraction tool from Electronic
Health Records (EHR) which NER component is
based on a dictionary look-up approach.
Dictionaries are also used supplementary to machine learning approaches (Tsuruoka and Tsujii,
2003), which are particularly useful if there is a
high variability in entities observed. Supervised
models like Hidden Markov Models (Zhou and
Su, 2002), Support Vector Machines (Björne et al.,
2013), Conditional Random Fields (Settles, 2004)
and Neural Networks (Sahu and Anand, 2017) are
reported to show the state-of-the-art performance.
These approaches rely on large amounts of the annotated training data. To perform BM-NER some
resources are created: the NCBI Disease Corpus
(Doğan et al., 2014), the GENIA corpus (Kim
et al., 2003) for molecular biology, the i2b21 corpus of clinical notes. The data for languages other
than English is still an issue. Techniques which
allow to automatically generate labelled training
data like bootstrapping and distant supervision
(Mintz et al., 2009) methods are proposed to build
models in semi-supervised or weakly supervised
way. For example, Dembowski et al. (2017) extract word lists from Wikipedia to label the data
for an NER model training. The trained classifier
outperforms the simple dictionary baseline.
Unsupervised approaches do not require any labelled training data, but rely on external resources
like knowledge-bases or semantic nets (Alfonseca
and Manandhar, 2002), lexical patterns (Evans and
Street, 2003), and distributional semantics. Zhang
and Elhadad (2013) applied a distributional semantics method to clinical notes and biological
texts. The final system yields competitive results
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1

https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/DataSets/

Category
Body-organ
Body-related
Condition
Disease
Drug
Effect
Institution
Instrument
Person
Procedure
Procedure-related
Purpose
Symptom
Misc

Frequency (in %)
19.6
6.5
4.0
3.1
8.0
2.9
0.5
7.8
2.5
17.6
2.2
0.7
21.9
2.7

Seed Terms Examples
German
English
Bronchien, Kopf
bronchia, head
Atem, Hören
breath, hearing
gesund, schläfrig
healthy, sleepy
Hepatitis, Schlaganfall
hepatitis, stroke
Aspirin, Schlafmittel
aspirin, sleeping pills
Wärmegefühl
warm sensation
Intensivstation, Aufwachraum
intensive care unit, recovery room
Nadel, Larynxmaske
needle, laryngeal mask
Arzt, Pflegepersonal
doctor, nursing staff
Eingriff, Narkose
intervention, narcosis
intravenös, operativ
intravenous, operative
muskelentspannend, Schmerzausschaltung muscle relaxing, pain relief
Atemnot, Juckreiz
shortness of breath, itching
medizinisch, peripher
medical, peripheral

Table 1: The taxonomy and distribution (relative frequencies, in %) of semantic concepts categories
illustrated with examples of German and English seed terms.
on the i2b2 biomedical dataset of clinical notes
and the GENIA corpus of biological literature,
and outperforms the dictionary-matching baseline.
This approach incorporates the collection of seed
terms. The seed term sets are gathered from external terminologies and grouped into entity classes
that represent the domain the best. For a QA application, it means that the classes of domain-specific
semantic concepts can be used to generate signature vectors and the semantic similarity with the
signature vectors of the answer candidates can be
computed for retrieval and ranking. The concept
classes can be also translated into the Expected
Answer Types (EATs) to query the structured or
unstructured data to retrieve an answer in a supervised or rule-based way.

3

Conceptual Domain Modelling

To facilitate an accurate information extraction
from and reasoning with large amounts of (un)structured data, it is important to specify and
model real world entities and relations between
them. This knowledge is often represented as
ontologies, terminologies with semantic concepts
groupings and taxonomic relations between them,
and semantic networks. In many knowledge-based
QA systems, high level semantic representations
are used to query databases or other types of structured data. For example, Wilensky et al. (1988)
developed the Berkeley Unix Consultant, for the
domain related to the UNIX operating system
where questions are analysed and transformed into
an internal representation which are used to generate hypothesis about the user’s information needs.
A knowledge-based QA system as used by Ap-

ple Siri2 and Wolfram Alpha3 also first builds a
query representation and then maps it to structured
data like ontologies, gazeteers, etc. The Watson a
DeepQA system of IBM Research (Ferrucci et al.,
2010) incorporates content acquisition, question
analysis, hypothesis generation, etc. Inside the
hypotheses generation, it relies on NE detection,
triple store and reverse dictionary look-up to generate candidate answers.
Alternative approaches advocate that intelligent
behaviour is a result of the processing of stimuli rather than symbols. Sub-symbolic modelling
is based on uninterpreted input and distributed
representations by dynamic connection weights,
e.g. Artificial Neural Networks comprise interconnected networks of simple processing units.
In QA, so-called Neural Question Answering currently dominates the field, see e.g. (Weston et al.,
2015). Based on neural network models, the systems involve relatively small pipeline, but require
a significant amount of annotated data.
Recently, a number of approaches have been devised proposing a combination of symbolic and
sub-symbolic processing. It has been shown that
fundamental to human cognitive abilities is the capacity to process concepts which emerge from a
distributed connectionist representation at a lower
level where stimuli are processed, and are combined to form symbolic structures at the highest
level to support understanding and reasoning, see
e.g. (Gärdenfors, 2004). For a QA system, it implies that questions understanding and answers retrieval can be modelled at a higher level of semantic abstraction mining key concepts from available
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2
3

http://www.apple.com/ios/siri/
www.wolframalpha.com

(e.g. medical) taxonomies, mapping them to (parts
of) EATs, which on their turn can be used to perform data-driven entity recognition and semantic
relation classification tasks.
Over the past few years, the community proposed different approaches to generate taxonomies
which range from flat lists of mutually exclusive
categories to hierarchical taxonomies with coarse
categories subdivided into fine-grained classes.
For example, Srihari and Li (1999) used the defined MUC NER categories to derive their taxonomy. Kim et al. (2001) created a taxonomy for semantic categorization of questions and candidate
answers based on the WordNet categories. Chuang
and Chien (2003) clustered queries with similar
information needs into groups. Hereby, higher
ranked results from web search engines were used
as features to create multi-way trees via hierarchical clustering.
Chilton et al. (2013) applied crowdsourcing
techniques to generate taxonomies based on three
Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) where different
groups of participants: (1) generate a category for
each shown item; (2) decide which items and the
generated categories fit the best; and (3) decide for
each category whether an item fits in it or not.
The conceptual complexity of medical domains,
can make it difficult for users of information systems to comprehend and interact with the knowledge embedded in those systems (Wickens et al.,
1998). To give an example, the Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS)4 integrates over 2 million names for 900 000 concepts from more than
60 families of biomedical vocabularies, as well as
12 million relations among these concepts. The
UMLS semantic network reduces the complexity
of this construct by grouping concepts according
to the semantic types that have been assigned to
them McCray et al. (2001). Medical knowledge
bases, ontologies, standard terminologies and lexicons can facilitate many NLP and AI tasks, and
are exploited in this work.

4
4.1

Methodology
Medical Term Extraction: The EAT
Taxonomy and Seed Terms

Trustworthy
+
(+)
(+)
+
+

Available
(+)
+
+
(+)
+

Accessible
+
+
(+)

Table 2: Overview of the assessed medical online
resources. (+ stands for ‘yes’, − for ‘no’, and (+)
for ‘partially’. see Section 4.2
consequences of medical decisions, so that doctors can be sure that the patient’s consent is wellinformed. It is a common practice nowadays that
before meeting a doctor who will plan an operative
medical procedures, patients often have to fill in
Patient Education Forms (PEF) to understand procedures and risks involved, and ask their doctors
more precise and in-depth questions. To model
system’s QA behaviour for our use case, the reference PEF5 was analysed to extract the domainspecific semantic concepts and grouped them into
14 categories using the UMLS semantic network.
The form consists of 1,886 tokens, from which
448 tokens (261 unique tokens) were identified as
medical entities. Thus, in theory a patient can ask
261 question to the system requesting additional
information or explanation. The resulted taxonomy (Table 1) was used to annotate 64 PEFs in
German, cluster dictionary terms and to define the
EAT to classify questions and retrieve definitions
for the system’s answers.
The semantic categories were populated with
relevant seed terms. For this, the dictionary was
created using a medical word list available on
Wiktionary6 . We first matched the PEFs seed
terms to the lexicon entries using dictions (i.e.
case, number), lemma, and/or stem, and enriched
it further with synonyms, hyponyms, and hypernyms using the Wiktionary relations.
To improve the coverage of the proposed term
set, we augmented the list with entities from available online unstructured medical data in a distant
supervision setting. The classifiers, Naive Bayes
(NB) and Multinominal Naive Bayes (MNB),
were trained operating on different types of lexical
and linguistic (e.g. words, lemmas, stems and as5

Ideally, doctors want to meet competent patients
who understand their medical needs and potential
4
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/
umls/

Source
Pschyrembel
Wikipedia
Wiktionary
Roche
MedlinePlus

The form in English, German, French, Italian, Serbian
and Turkish can be found here: https://www.oegari.
at/arbeitsgruppen/arge-praeoperativesund-tagesklinisches-patientenmanagement/
937.html
6
https://de.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Verzeichnis:Deutsch/Medizin An XML dump
of the German Wiktionary was used: https://dumps.
wikimedia.org/dewiktionary/20181001/
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Dataset
Training set
PEFs
Wikipedia articles
Full training dataset
Test set
PEF

signed POS tags), orthographic (e.g. capitalization
information and word length), morphological (e.g.
inflections) and contextual features where preceding and following words as well there POS tags
are encoded as bi- and tri-grams.
4.2

Resources for Definition Retrieval

https://www.pschyrembel.de/
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Hauptseite
9
https://de.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Wiktionary:Hauptseite
10
https://wikimediafoundation.org/
11
https://www.roche.de/lexikon/index.
htm?loc=www.roche.de&content=/lexikon/
suche.html
12
https://medlineplus.gov/healthtopics.
html

#tokens

#NE

64
6,865
6,929

55,280
4,017,388
4,072,668

7,333
262,337
263,568

1

1,886

448

Table 3: Training and test datasets.

Users of medical QA systems want to get medical
information which is accurate, not misleading or
fake. The verified sources, in our view, need to
fulfil the following criteria:
1. Trustworthiness: the resource is accepted as
medical information source;
2. Availability: the resource is distributed under non-exclusive license agreements with no
costs associated with its use;
3. Accessibility: the resource can be crawled
from the website or there are APIs available.
For example, the Pschyrembel7 is the most referred clinical German database. Although there
exists a free online test version, a license is required for a complete access. The website can not
be crawled. Pschyrembel is an excellent source for
medical terminology even for laymen, since the
definitions are very well explained and concise, include synonyms and an English translation.
Wikipedia8 and Wiktionary9 , published by
the Wikimedia Foundation10 , are freely available
databases. Generally, the Wikimedia databases
are good information sources, however can not be
considered as trusted medical resources. Both resources are available in many different languages
enabling terms alignment and translation. Wiktionary definitions are mostly one-sentence short
explanations capturing the term meaning in general, whereas Wikipedia often provides long and
detailed descriptions of multiple related aspects.
There are interfaces available to access the data.
Other surveyed medical resources are Roche
Lexikon Medizin11 for German and MedlinePlus12 of the US National Institute of Health for
English. However, their trustworthiness comes
with a price, see Table 2 for a comparison.
7

#texts

4.3

QA System Architecture

The designed QA system consists of three core
modules performing pre/post-processing, term extraction and definition retrieval.
A general
overview of the system is depicted in Figure 1.
Patient’s input and available resources are preprocessed, e.g. tokenized, segmented; language
models and (multilingual) word embeddings are
computed. As output, vectors representing questions and documents are generated.
The next step is concerned with medical entities recognition. The medical term extractor exists
in two versions (Section 5.2.1). The dictionarybased (DB) extractor annotates tokens depending
on their presence in the dictionary. The module
takes different parameters specific for the matching process such as word, dictions, lemma, stem,
and case-(in-)sensitive matching. The machine
learning (ML) classifier operates on the computed
features discussed above, applies the trained prediction models and extracts the relevant entities.
To query online resources either unstructured
online contents or available medical knowledge
bases, queries are formulated containing the EAT
concepts extended with the collected (multilingual) seed terms. The expanded queries are also
transformed into the signature vectors to measure the semantic similarity with the previously
computed document vectors. Multiple definitions
can be retrieved and ranked. For the generation of system’s answers, definitions can be summarized (Hardy et al., 2002), simplified or lexically/syntactically adapted, see e.g. (Wang et al.,
2016).

8

5
5.1

Experiments
Data

The data used in our IE experiments is of two
types: (1) dictionaries, and (2) medical free texts
as training and test data for classifiers.
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Patient’s questions
Resources
System’s answers

tokenization, stemming
..
.
tagging, parsing
..
.
language modelling
..
.
feature extraction
..
.
vectors generation

query formulation & expansion
signature vectors generation

DB Term Extractor

annotate

ML Term Extractor

training data

adaptation
..
.
simplification
..
.
summarization

Seed terms

(online) Patient Education Forms

Concepts
mining/mapping

Standard
Terminology, e.g.
UMLS, ICD

query/
vectors matching

EAT

Dictionary/
Lexicon/
Thesaurus

(reference)
Patient
Education Form

Online medical documents
Electronic Health Records
ranking/
selection

DEFINITIONS

Figure 1: Proposed QA system architecture. From left to right: patient’s questions and available medical
documents are processed. Medical terms are extracted using available concepts taxonomies, terminologies, medical dictionaries and are learned from the annotated data. Concepts and terms are mapped to
the EAT to formulate and expand the query. Signature vectors for questions and answer candidates are
computed. The verified (un-)structured data/knowledge sources are queried to retrieve definitions which
are ranked and post-processed before returning to the patient.
Dictionary comprises the initial word list of
2,035 Wiktionary medical term entries.13 The
word list covers different fields of medical work
from general medicine to dentistry, and contains a
mix of Latin and German names of medical procedures, tools and events. We augmented this
list with the Wiktionary technical terms14 and
Wikipedia medical terms15 . The resulting cleaned
term list comprises 12,711 terms, see Table 4.
Word list
Wiktionary medical
Wiktionary medical
+ technical
Wikipedia medical
Complete list

#terms
2035

P
0.947

R
0.120

F1
0.213

2485

0.949

0.125

0.220*

11041
12711

0.928
0.915

0.285
0.312

0.436*
0.465*

Table 4: Results of word list experiments. Here
and in the further Tables, P stands for precision, R
- for recall, F1 - for F-scores. *differs significantly
from the baseline obtained on the smallest word
list according to the McNemar’s test, α < 0.05
The training data consists of the 64 online
PEFs and 6,865 Wikipedia articles16 extracted
with the Wikipedia term list. The test data as described above was constructed from a single PEF,
see Table 3 for details.
13

https://de.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Verzeichnis:Deutsch/Medizin
14
https://de.wiktionary.org/
wiki/Verzeichnis:Deutsch/Medizin/
Fachwortliste
15
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:
Medizin/Index
16
The Wikipedia articles dump of September 10,
2018 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/dewiki/
20181001/ was used.

5.2

Results

5.2.1 Medical NE Recognition
We conducted: (1) the dictionary-based, and (2)
machine learning NER experiments. For evaluation, the standard metrics of precision, recall, and
F-scores were used. The McNemar’s tests were
performed to measure statistical significance (McNemar, 1947).17
Relation depth:
synonym,hypernym,hyponym
0,0,0
0,0,1
1,1,1
1,1,2
3,2,2
2,2,3
3,1,1

P

R

F1

0.92
0.93
0.85
0.85
0.63
0.76
0.63

0.31
0.41
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48

0.47
0.57*
0.61*
0.61*
0.55*
0.59*
0.55*

Table 5: Results of the dictionary-based experiments: the assessment of the relation depth levels.
*differs significantly from the baseline 0,0,0 setting according to the McNemar’s test, α < 0.05
Dictionary-based (DB) term recognition experiments were performed in two steps. First,
the dictionary was gradually expanded to improve
its coverage. We evaluated the performance using the word lists compiled from Wiktionary medical terms and technical medical terms, Wikipedia
medical terms and combinations of those. Further, we experimented with the depth of Wik17
The null hypothesis for our tests states that two algorithms, applied to the same data, retrieve the same results.
The test statistic has a distribution of χ2 with one degree of
freedom. A significance level of α = 0.05 was set.
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Setting
baseline
+diction
+lemma
+stem
-case
+diction -case
+lemma -case
+stem -case
+diction+lemma
+stem-case
Naive Bayes
Multinominal Naive Bayes

P
0.855
0.810
0.787
0.807
0.847
0.802
0.789
0.713

R
0.477
0.635
0.666
0.641
0.481
0.639
0.673
0.657

F1
0.611
0.712*
0.721*
0.715*
0.614
0.711*
0.726*
0.684*

0.703

0.679

0.691*

0.639
0.853

0.670
0.859

0.653
0.851*

Features
word
+POS
+Suffix
+Prefix
+nextBigramPOS
+prevBigramPOS
Best features

Table 6: Results of the dictionary-based experiments assessing of various matching strategies
with relation depth 1,1,1 (best results) and the
classification performance. *differs significantly
from the baseline according to the McNemar’s
test, α < 0.05
tionary synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms relations. For example, a depth of 2 in the hypernym
relation means that the hypernym of the word, and
the hypernym of the hypernym is added to the dictionary.
Subsequently, different matching strategies
were tested tuning parameters like lemma, stem
and different inflections types and combinations of
those. The matching was also conducted in casesensitive and case-insensitive setting.
From the results presented in Table 4 can be observed that larger dictionaries result in a better system performance in terms of higher F-scores. The
expanded dictionary coverage leads to a higher recall, as more relevant terms can be found. The
precision, by contrast, drops slightly when larger
dictionaries are used, due to the larger amount of
false positives. For our use case, we assume that
the system’s acceptance will depend on its ability
to explain as many terms as possible than missing
many relevant of them.
In the second set of experiments, we assessed
the impact of the relation depth on the term extraction performance. As Table 5 shows that
encoding the relation information of 1,1,1 and
1,1,2 types resulted in the best performance (Fscores of 0.611). We concluded that recall increases with the increased relation depth. Deeper
relations, however, generate more out-of-domain
terms causing the precision drop. For example,
the further up the hypernym relation gets, the more
general the terms become. Considering synonyms
of all word senses introduce further noise in the
training data, e.g. the German word ‘Nase / nose’
is also a fish and the synonym list does not only

P
0.875
0.876
0.879
0.882
0.877
0.879
0.909

R
0.879
0.880
0.882
0.885
0.880
0.882
0.909

F1
0.876
0.877
0.879*
0.883*
0.877
0.880*
0.909*

Table 7: Classification performance on different
feature sets. Note: only features that improved
the previously obtained results are reported here.
*differs significantly from the word baseline according to the McNemar’s test, α < 0.05
contain ‘Riechorgan / olfactory organ’ or ‘Zinken
/ beak’, but also ‘Näsling / common nase’, which
is a kind of carp and is unlikely to occur in PEFs.
In the final dictionary experiments, we assessed
the impact of the word-based matching strategies.
The experiments showed that using lemmas and
case-insensitive strategies yielded the best results.
The best overall F-score of 0.726 was achieved using the complete Wikipedia and Wiktionary word
list, a relation depth set to 1,1,1 for synonyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms respectively, lemmatising and ignoring capitalizations in the input. The
performance of the best dictionary-based extractor outperforms the Wiktionary medical baseline
by broad margins, compare Tables 4 and 6.
For our machine learning (ML) experiments,
we generated the training data using the distant
supervision approach and the best version of the
dictionary-based extractor. The MNB classifier
outperformed the NB classifier by broad margins,
achieving F-scores of 0.85 comparing to 0.65, consider two last rows of Table 6.
Finally, the impact of different feature combinations on the classifier performance was evaluated. For this, each feature was tested individually in combination with the word feature. Results
showed that only few features contributed to the
improvement of the overall classification performance, see Table 7 for an overview. The best feature combination was found to be a combination
of word features and POS information of previous,
current and next word, as well as the morphological information concerning prefixes and suffixes.
Our experiments showed that the built classifiers outperformed the dictionary-based extractors.
The overall F-scores improvement of 0.183 was
achieved. More importantly, the recall was drastically improved from 0.236 (dictionary baseline)
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Dictionary-based NE recognition
Configuration
Baseline: Wiktionary medical data
Best Lexicon: Wikipedia & Wiktionary data
Best relation depth: 1,1,1
Best matching strategy: +lemma, -case

F1
0.213
0.465
0.611
0.726

Machine-learning based NE recognition
Configuration
Baseline: PEF training data
Best training data: PEF & Wikipedia articles
Best feature pair: word+prefix
Best feature combination: word, +POS trigram, +inflexion

F1
0.851
0.876
0.883
0.909

Table 8: Summary of the best obtained results for medical entities extraction.
Source
Wiktionary
Wikipedia
Both resources

# retrieved definitions
(in % of all PEF terms)
133 (51.0)
124 (47.5)
134 (51.3)

# accepted definitions
(in % of all retrieved)
123 (92.4)
93 (75.0)
123 (92.4)

Table 9: Coverage and quality of the retrieved
Wiktionary and Wikipedia definitions.
and from 0.673 (best dictionary-based system) to
0.909 of the best classification model. Table 8
summarizes the key experimental results.
5.2.2

Definition Retrieval

The proof-of-concept definition retrieval was implemented using Wiktionary and Wikipedia resources that contain clear understandable definitions and are available in many different languages. The methods developed for German and
English can be used for many other languages.
On a technical note, the Wikipedia and Wiktionary APIs are available to retrieve the summary
part of the corresponding Wikipedia article, and
the sense of Wiktionary. Coverage of the reference PEF medical terms and the quality of the retrieved definitions were evaluated.
Both resources covered 51.3% of the annotated
PEF terms: 47.5% for Wikipedia and 51.0% for
Wiktionary. The retrieved definitions were evaluated on their acceptability: whether the definition is correct, clear and sufficient. The evaluation was performed by three human raters. Out of
the 133 Wiktionary definitions, 123 (92.4%) definitions were evaluated as acceptable: wording and
sentence structure were simple, i.e. not containing other complex terminology and more than one
subordinate clause. The retrieved Wikipedia definitions were, by contrast, evaluated as less acceptable: multi-sentence definitions are frequent with
complex sentence structures using other medical
expressions. The assessment results for the definition coverage and quality from the respective
sources can be found in Table 9.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we addressed medical terms and
definitions extraction simulating Patient Educa-

tion QA sessions. We assessed two core methods
to medical terms extraction: based on the standard medical terminologies and available dictionaries, and applying a machine-learning approach
to extract German seed terms in a distant supervision setting expanding the system’s coverage.
We also proposed criteria to test and select medical resources for a QA application. A proofof-concept definition retrieval systems was implemented and evaluated. The work contributes to a
closed-domain QA system design to facilitate access to verified multilingual medical information.
The baseline DB and ML-based extraction techniques are assessed considering various dictionaries/datasets sizes, word matching strategies and
different feature combinations. The distant supervision is a viable method to overcome the shortage
of manually annotated monolingual data and can
be successfully applied to automatically and productively generate large sets of the annotated multilingual seed terms. The proposed term-based information extraction opens perspectives for multiand cross-lingual QA application design. The concepts categories populated with terms in multiple
languages enable cross-lingual mappings. If the
language is available on Wiktionary, the relational
connections can be used as well.
Our future work will pursue multiple goals. To
improve the quality, a larger annotated corpus for
German will be collected. Larger data sets will
also allow to train machine learning classifiers
on noisy labelled data. Different search and retrieval methods will be explored, i.e. based on
machine translation, cross-lingual language models and multilingual embeddings. In particular, we
are interested in training new neural networks in
multi- and cross-lingual term extraction and definition retrieval settings. We also plan to invest into
the adaptation and simplification of the retrieved
definitions where the complex medical terms will
be translated into common terms. This can be
achieved in a dictionary-based setting augmenting
seed terms collections, but also defining the task
as a machine translation one.
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Abstract
NLP approaches to automatic text adaptation
often rely on user-need guidelines which are
generic and do not account for the differences
between various types of target groups. One
such group are adults with high-functioning
autism, who are usually able to read long
sentences and comprehend difficult words
but whose comprehension may be impeded
by other linguistic constructions. This is
especially challenging for real-world usergenerated texts such as product reviews, which
cannot be controlled editorially and are thus
in a stronger need of automatic adaptation.
To address this problem, we present a mixedmethods survey conducted with 24 adult webusers diagnosed with autism and an agematched control group of 33 neurotypical participants. The aim of the survey is to identify whether the group with autism experiences any barriers when reading online reviews, what these potential barriers are, and
what NLP methods would be best suited to improve the accessibility of online reviews for
people with autism. The group with autism
consistently reported significantly greater difficulties with understanding online product reviews compared to the control group and identified issues related to text length, poor topic
organisation, identifying the intention of the
author, trustworthiness, and the use of irony,
sarcasm and exaggeration.

1

Introduction

The aim of automatic text adaptation (also known
as automatic text simplification) is to make the
meaning of texts more accessible to specific target
groups such as language learners or people with
cognitive disabilities. To achieve this, the development of automatic systems is driven by guidelines
that describe the needs of the target group, but
very often these guidelines are generic. For example, one of the most authoritative sources of such

guidelines for people with cognitive disabilities,
the European Guidelines for the Production of
Easy-to-Read Information (Freyhoff et al., 1998),
lists requirements that fit the profile of people with
moderate to severe comprehension deficits, but not
those of more highly able individuals. As a result,
the majority of text simplification strategies aim to
reduce sentence and word complexity, while approaches to other aspects of text adaptation (e.g.
clarifying the opinion of the author or strengthening the text organization) receive less attention.
In this paper we address this issue by providing
insight into the needs of a specific subgroup, people with high-functioning autism, who are known
to be able to read and comprehend complex texts,
but may struggle with specific aspects of their
comprehension. For example, readers with highfunctioning autism are usually able to cope with
the meaning of complex words but are known to
struggle with non-literal language or with combining the meaning of individual text components
into a meaningful whole (see Section 2).
These difficulties are particularly challenging
when interacting with texts that were not controlled editorially and may create barriers for people with autism to interact with the web, make informed decisions, and being an active part of the
economy. One such type of text is the user feedback on goods and services, which is increasingly
used to guide decision making in many aspects of
life, from travel, entertainment, and shopping to
education, social care, and policy making (Eynon
and Margetts, 2007). This feedback usually comprises numerical ratings and written reviews submitted by users. A survey of online shoppers
in the UK showed that product reviews have the
greatest influence on purchasing decisions, greater
than that of expert reviews or advice from friends
(Fretwell et al., 2013). Unlike other types of Web
content, whose accessibility can be controlled edi-
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torially, product reviews in user feedback are produced spontaneously by a large, dynamic, and heterogeneous population of writers. Unsurprisingly,
this feedback, which represents a large proportion
of content available on the Web, is of varying levels of accessibility.
The paper presents a mixed-methods survey
conducted with 24 adult web-users diagnosed with
autism and an age-matched control group of 33
neurotypical participants. The aim of the survey
was to identify whether the group with autism: i)
experienced any barriers when reading online reviews, ii) what these potential barriers were, and
iii) what automatic methods would be best suited
to improve the accessibility of online reviews for
people with autism. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time when the perception of online
product reviews has been investigated in terms of
its accessibility for people with autism.
The next section presents information on the
reading difficulties of people with autism.

2
2.1

Background
Autism Spectrum Disorder and Reading

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder with neural origin characterised
by impairment in communication and social interaction (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)
and is known to affect about 1 in 100 people in the
UK (Brugha et al., 2011). Language comprehension difficulties in autism cover phenomena such
as difficulties in syntax processing of long sentences (Whyte et al., 2014), resolving ambiguity in
meaning (Happe, F., and Frith, U, 2006), and identifying pronoun referents (O‘Connor and Klein,
2004), as well as having difficulties in figurative
language comprehension and making pragmatic
inferences (MacKay and Shaw, 2004). These difficulties, together with the specific cognitive profile
of individuals with autism (e.g., differences in the
Theory of Mind (Baron-Cohen, 2000)) may lead
to secondary issues such as challenges with identifying author intent and subtler nuances of meaning. In addition, web users with autism have been
consistently shown to have different information
searching strategies when processing web pages
(Eraslan et al., 2017; Yaneva et al., 2018; Eraslan
et al., 2019; Yaneva et al., 2019), which relate to
differences in visual attention. As a result of these
difficulties, information contained in online user
feedback can be less accessible for people with

autism.
2.2

Automatic Text Adaptation for Adults
with Autism

In terms of systems aimed at making text more
accessible for autistic individuals who are fairly
able, the OpenBook tool1 is the most comprehensive existing system to date. The tool provides
semi-automatic conversion of text documents by
reducing syntactic complexity and disambiguating
meaning by resolving pronominal reference, performing word sense disambiguation and detecting conventional metaphors (Evans et al., 2014;
Orăsan et al., 2018), with some initial efforts
towards concept substitutions for images (Barbu
et al., 2015). As part of the research project, the
tool was evaluated together with end-users with
ASD who were shown to find the adapted texts
more accessible than the originals. Nevertheless,
a major impediment for the automatic evaluation
of such systems is the limited amount of userevaluated data. To the best of our knowledge,
the only available resources containing a limited
amount of such data are the ASD corpus (Yaneva
et al., 2016a; Yaneva, 2016), followed by a corpus of easy-to-read documents that were specifically developed for people with cognitive disabilities (Yaneva et al., 2016b) 2 . Constrained by these
limitations, some approaches propose to automatically evaluate text simplification systems for people with autism in terms the change in readability of the generated sentences (Evans et al., 2014;
Štajner and Saggion, 2013), the incorporation of
user-evaluated data into larger corpora (Yaneva
et al., 2017), or the use of corpora containing texts
for children and language-learners (Štajner et al.,
2014). Therefore, very little is known about the
perceptions of adults with high-functioning autism
on the usefulness of specific simplification strategies.
In the following sections we present a survey
on the perceptions of adults with high-functioning
autism on the accessibility of user reviews.

3

Data Collection

This section presents the way the survey responses
were collected.
1

http://www.openbooktool.net/
Note, however, that the latter is not targeted at readers
with high-functioning autism
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2

Question
1. Do you read online reviews to determine whether a product or service is good or bad?
2. How many product reviews do you read before coming
to a decision?
3. In general, do you find understanding product reviews:
4. In general, how do you find understanding whether the
author approves or disapproves of the described product?
5. Have you ever felt confused about the meaning of an
online review because the author used irony or sarcasm?
6. Do you think that having a summary of the main points
of all reviews would be:
7. Do you feel that there are certain barriers for you with
regards to understanding product reviews?
8. Do you have any recommendations about improving online reviews? Please type your answer in the box below.

Possible Answers
a) Every time b) Very often c) Sometimes d) Rarely e) Never
a) None b) Less than 10 c) Between 10 and 20 d) More than
20 e) Most of the available reviews
a) Very easy b) Easy c) Medium d) Difficult e) Very difficult
a) Very easy b) Easy c) Medium d) Difficult e) difficult
a) Very often b) Often c) Sometimes d) Rarely e) Never
a) Very helpful b) Helpful c) Moderately helpful d) Not very
helpful e) Not helpful at all
a) Most of the time b) Often c) Sometimes d) Rarely e)
Never
(open ended question)

Table 1: List of the survey questions and their possible answers

3.1

3.2

Survey Structure

The questions and their possible answers are presented in Table 1. The survey was designed in
such a way as to collect information on four main
subjects. The first subject was whether or not the
participants had any interest in and/or experience
with reading online reviews, as well as whether
the two groups read a similar amount of surveys
before reaching a decision (Q1 and Q2). The second subject was whether or not the participants
felt that they experienced any barriers when reading online reviews. This was assessed through two
separate questions positioned at different places in
the survey. The first question was formulated as a
question about rating their experience with understanding the reviews (Q3), while the second one
directly asked whether they experienced any barriers (Q7). Collecting responses relevant to this subject using two separate types of questions allowed
assessing the consistency of the answers between
the two. The third subject consisted of structured
questions about specific barriers that were both: i)
suggested by the literature as potential obstacles
for this target population and ii) had corresponding NLP applications developed for these domains
(e.g. opinion mining, figurative language identification and text summarization) (Q4, Q5 and Q6).
Finally, the last subject was the recommendations
that participants had on improving the accessibility of online reviews (Q8), which simultaneously
revealed other frustrations that they had which
we not accounted for in the structured questions.
This was an open-ended question, the responses to
which were coded into categories during the analysis stage.

Participants

A total of 57 participants took part in the survey, of
whom 24 had a formal clinical diagnosis of autism
and 33 were neurotypical control-group participants. All participants from both groups were native speakers of English, with the exception of 1
ASD participant who was native in Romanian and
Hungarian but fluent in English. We screened the
participants for other conditions affecting reading
such as dyslexia and aphasia. None of the controlgroup participants had any of these conditions and
2 of the ASD participants had been diagnosed with
dyslexia. The mean age in years of the ASD group
was m = 40.08 (SD = 14.09). Number of years
spent in formal education were m = 17.4 (SD =
3.26). 18 out of the 24 participants responded to
the question “When did you receive your diagnosis?”. A total of 7 cases were diagnosed before
2013 following the diagnostic criteria outlined in
the DSM-IV. The remaining 11 cases were diagnosed after 2013 following the diagnostic criteria
in the DSM-5. The mean age in years of the Control group was m = 40.38 (SD = 10.89) and number of years spent in formal education were m =
16.39 (SD = 3.11).
3.3

Recruitment Channels

The majority of the participants with autism were
recruited through a UK charity organisation (N =
17). Another 3 participants were recruited through
the Student Enabling Centre at the University of
Wolverhampton and the remaining 4 participants
were recruited through peer-support groups for
people with autism on Facebook. All controlgroup participants were recruited through snowball sampling.
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3.4

Survey Administration

All participants completed an online version of the
survey. All control-group participants and four
ASD-participants were sent a survey link through
Survey Monkey3 . The rest of the ASD participants
(N = 20) took part in a larger online reading comprehension experiment and completed the survey
as an attachment to that experiment. The questions and their presentation was identical in both
platforms.
First, all participants read an information sheet
and ticked “Yes” to a question asking for their informed consent to take part in the research. After that the participants were asked for their age
in years, number of years spent in formal education and whether or not they had been diagnosed
with any of the following: Autism Spectrum Disorder, Dyslexia, Aphasia. If they ticked “Yes” to
any of these they were required to state the year
in which they had received their formal diagnosis. Another answer options was “No”, in which
case the participant was assigned to the Control
group. The next question assessed whether or not
the participant was a native speaker of English. If
not, they were required to state their level of fluency in English and their mother tongue. Once
information about the demographic characteristics
of the participants was collected, they proceeded
to answering 7 multiple-choice questions and one
open-ended question related to online product reviews.

4

Results

This section presents the main results from each
question of the survey.
Q1: Do you read online reviews to determine
whether a product or service is good or bad?
All participants who took part in the survey had
experience with reading online reviews for products and services. An equal number of ASD-group
participants chose the answer options Sometimes
(33.33%, N = 8) and Very often (33.33%, N = 8).
Another 7 participants chose the option Every time
(29.17%, N = 7) and only 1 participant chose the
option Rarely (4.17%, N = 1). More than half of
the control-group participants said they read online reviews Very often (54.55%, N = 18) or Every
time (15.15%, N = 5). Nine control participants
said they read reviews Sometimes (27.27%, N =
3

https://www.surveymonkey.com

Figure 1: In general, do you find understanding product
reviews:

9) and one participant selected the option Rarely
(3.03%, N = 1).
Q2: How many product reviews do you read before coming to a decision? The majority of the
participants from both groups indicated that they
read less than 10 reviews before coming to a decision. The answer distribution for the ASD group
was 65.22% (N = 15) for the option Less than 10,
21.74% (N = 5) for the option Between 10 and 20,
and 8.7% (N = 2) for the option More than 20. One
participant had selected the answer Most of the
available reviews (4.35%, N = 1). For the Control
group, 69.7% (N = 23) of the participants chose
Less than 10, 24.24% (N = 8) chose Between 10
and 20, 3.03% (N = 1) chose Most of the available
reviews, and, surprisingly, 3.03% (N = 1) chose
None. The answer of this last participant contradicts the results from the previous question where
no participant chose the option Never.
Q3:In general, do you find understanding product reviews ... There was a statistically significant association between the perceived level of
understanding and the group type, where the participants with ASD reported greater difficulty with
understanding product reviews (χ2 (3) = 21.25, p
< 0.0001). The answer distributions are presented
in Figure 1.
Q4: In general, how do you find understanding
whether the author approves or disapproves of
the described product? Similar to the previous
question, there was a statistically significant association between the perceived understanding of
the author’s opinion and the group type, where
the participants with ASD reported greater difficulty with understanding what the opinion was
(χ2 (3) = 11.94, p = 0.008). The answer distribution for the two groups is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: In general, how do you find understanding
whether the author approves or disapproves of the described product?

Figure 4: Do you feel that there are certain barriers for
you with regards to understanding product reviews?

Figure 3: Have you ever felt confused about the meaning of an online review because the author used irony
or sarcasm?

and 6.06%, N =2 of the Controls. Finally, one participant from the Control group selected the option
Not helpful at all (3.03%, N =1). There were no
significant differences between the opinions of the
two groups (χ2 (4) = 1.37, p= 0.848).
Q7: Do you feel that there are certain barriers for you with regards to understanding product reviews? Analysis of the responses to this
question revealed that the participants with autism
significantly more often felt that there are barriers to their comprehension of online reviews5
(χ2 (3) = 12.92, p= 0.005). The percentages for
each answer option are presented in Figure 4.

Q5: Have you ever felt confused about the
meaning of an online review because the author used irony or sarcasm? The answers to
this question were very diverse, however, there
was a statistically significant association between
the group type and the selected answers (χ2 (4) =
10.16, p= 0.038). While 33.33% (N = 11) of the
control group said that they had never felt confused by irony or sarcasm in online reviews, this
corresponded to only 12.5% (N = 3) of the ASD
group. The rest of the answer distributions are presented in Figure 3.

Q8: Do you have any recommendations about
improving online reviews? The answers to this
open-ended question were manually coded. The
responses of the ASD participants were grouped
into the two main categories below.
Category 1: Issues related to language and presentation.
• Text length: Long reviews were identified as
the most confusing ones by the participants
with autism and they would often give up on
them because of information overload, e.g. “I
don’t like those really long reviews as I can’t
take it in”.

Q6: Do you think that having a summary of the
main points of all reviews would be ... Large
proportions of both groups4 reported that they find
the idea of summary of the main points of all reviews either Very helpful (36.36%, N = 8 of the
ASD group and 45.45%, N = 15 of the Control
group) or Helpful (45.45%, N = 10 of the ASD
group and 39.39%, N = 13 of the Control group).
Moderately helpful and Not very helpful were selected by an equal number of people from both
groups, namely 9.09%, N = 2 of the ASD group
4
Two participants from the ASD group did not give an
answer to this question

• Organisation: Another demand was for the
information to be better organised: “I would
rather have numbers and star ratings to support any language.”; “Subheadings for what
to review; i.e. cost, appearance, functionality etc.”; “Bullet points or a summary of the
review at the top of the review would be brilliant”, and “Having the positive and negatives
in a table would be really helpful for me”.
5
One person with autism did not give an answer to this
question.
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Category 2: Issues related to interpretation
• Trustworthiness: Another general issue was
anxiety over not being able to decide which
reviews are truthful and which ones might be
biased or should not be taken seriously. “I
would also like to know who the reviewers
are and their bias! I find it difficult to trust
unknown sources.”
• Focus on facts instead of emotion: There
was a clear preference for facts to avoid confusion: “Stating facts rather than how it made
you feel”.
• Exaggeration: Although this was mentioned
by only one participant, they explained at
length that reviews containing exaggeration
and jokes were very confusing for them.
The responses of the control group were mostly
related to better organisation and the inclusion of
summaries and subheadings.

5

Discussion

The results from the survey revealed two important points: i) that the ASD group does perceive
reviews as being more challenging to comprehend,
confirming the need for adaptation efforts in this
domain and ii) the specific aspects in which they
find the reviews challenging, together with recommendations for their improvement.
First, participants with and without autism alike
had a similar disposition towards reading product
reviews and the amount of reviews they read before coming to a decision (less than 10). However,
the group with autism consistently perceived online product reviews as being more difficult to understand compared to the control group (Q3). Furthermore, significantly more people from the ASD
group felt that there were certain barriers to understanding product reviews compared to the controlgroup participants (Q7), which was a control question that assessed similar information as Q3 (general understanding of product reviews). Formulating this query in two different ways gave consistent results about the perceived difficulty of online
reviews for people with autism, which was significantly higher compared to controls.
With regards to specific aspects of the reviews
that were potentially challenging, there were significant between-group differences in terms of the

understanding of the author’s opinion of the product (Q4) and the use of irony and sarcasm (Q5).
This suggests that adaptation strategies related to
sentiment analysis or opinion mining, together
with figurative language identification would be
suitable for this domain and target population.
Both groups felt strongly in favour of having a
summary of the main points of all reviews (Q6),
indicating that text summarisation would also be
helpful for improving accessibility.
The open-ended question revealed even more
aspects that need to be improved, including the
length of the text, the lack of consistent structure
and the use of exaggeration (Q8). Again, summarisation and topic modeling could help improve
the structure of the reviews and potentially present
them as a populated table of characteristics that
has a consistent structure. An interesting addition
was the issue with trusting the reviews. While
relevant to all, this may be particularly challenging for individuals on the spectrum due to overall
comprehension issues. Therefore, another application that would be particularly helpful for this
group of web users would be the detection of fake
reviews. While less applicable to a broad type of
texts, detecting fake reviews or posts is also relevant to improving the accessibility of social media
by making it a safer space.
It is important to note that these results reflect
the perceived experiences of the participants rather
than their actual processing of product reviews. It
is therefore possible that the results from evaluation studies of specific text adaptation strategies
may point out to different outcomes. Nevertheless, the perceived experiences of the target group
should always be taken into consideration when
developing technical solutions and gaining insight
into what these are is the first step towards making
the web more accessible.

6

Conclusion

We conducted a survey with 24 participants with
high-functioning autism and 33 neurotypical control participants on their experiences with reading online product reviews. The results showed
that both groups were interested in reading reviews
before making a purchasing decision but that the
ASD group perceived comprehending the reviews
to be significantly more challenging. Appropriate
strategies for making the reviews more accessible
were clarifying the opinion of the author, identify-
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ing any figurative language and summarising the
main points of the review, together with enhancing the way the information is structured, as well
as flagging reviews that are not trustworthy.

Gilbert MacKay and Adrienne Shaw. 2004. A comparative study of figurative language in children with
autistic spectrum disorders. Child Language Teaching and Therapy, 20(13).
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a two-level
morphological analyzer for Turkish which
consists of five main components: finite
state transducer, rule engine for suffixation, lexicon, trie data structure, and LRU
cache. We use Java language to implement finite state machine logic and rule
engine, Xml language to describe the finite state transducer rules of the Turkish
language, which makes the morphological
analyzer both easily extendible and easily applicable to other languages. Empowered with a comprehensive lexicon
of 54,000 bare-forms including 19,000
proper nouns, our morphological analyzer
is amongst the most reliable analyzers produced so far. The analyzer is compared
with Turkish morphological analyzers in
the literature. By using LRU cache and
a trie data structure, the system can analyze 100,000 words per second, which enables users to analyze huge corpora in a
few hours.

1

Introduction

Morphological analysis is one of the key components of computational language processing, especially in morphologically rich languages. After some preprocessing stages such as stripping
nontextual parts from the corpus and sentence segmentation, the first and foremost stage in computational analysis of the text is morphological analysis, that is dividing the words into constituent morphemes.
In this study, we deal with the morphology of
Turkish, which is a textbook example for an agglutinative language. In Turkish, a word in its surface form contains 3 to 4 morphemes on the aver-

age (Sak, 2011), and these morphemes can have a
semantic and/or syntactic content. Not only a surface form can have a multimorpheme structure in
Turkish, but also has multi morphological analyses.
In this paper, we will present a new morphological analyzer, which is (i) open: The latest version
of source codes, the lexicon, and the morphotactic rule engine are all available on the Internet1 ,
(ii) extendible: One of the disadvantages of other
morphological analyzers is that their lexicons are
fixed or unmodifiable, which prevents to add new
bare-forms to the morphological analyzer. In our
morphological analyzer, the lexicon is in text form
and is easily modifiable, (iii) fast: Morphological
analysis is one of the core components of any NLP
process. It must be very fast to handle huge corpora. Compared to other morphological analyzers, our analyzer is capable of analyzing hundreds
of thousands words per second, which makes it
one of the fastest Turkish morphological analyzers available.

2

Turkish Morphology

In linguistics, the term morphology refers to the
study of the internal structure of words. Each word
is assumed to consist of one or more morphemes,
which can be defined as the smallest linguistic
unit having a particular meaning or grammatical
function. One can come across morphologically
simplex words, i.e. roots, as well as morphologically complex ones, such as compounds or affixed
forms.
(1) Batı-lı-laş-tır-ıl-ama-yan-lar-dan-mış-ız
west-With-Make-Caus-Pass-Neg.Abil-Nom-PlAbl-Evid-A3Pl
‘It appears that we are among the ones that cannot
be westernized.’
1
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The morphemes that constitute a word combine
in a (more or less) strict order. Most morphologically complex words are in the ”ROOT-SUFFIX1SUFFIX2-. . .” structure. Affixes have two types:
(i) derivational affixes, which change the meaning
and sometimes also the grammatical category of
the base they are attached to, and (ii) inflectional
affixes serving particular grammatical functions.
In general, derivational suffixes precede inflectional ones. The order of derivational suffixes is
reflected on the meaning of the derived form. For
instance, consider the combination of the noun göz
‘eye’ with two derivational suffixes -lIK and -CI:
Even though the same three morphemes are used,
the meaning of a word like göz-cü-lük ‘scouting’
is clearly different from that of göz-lük-çü ‘optician’.
Owing to its morphological properties, in Turkish, the problem of parsing and disambiguation
constitutes a major challenge, as not only content words in their base forms but also functional morphemes may be the source of ambiguity.
While certain affixes have clear functions/meanings, there exist others, for which the meaning can
only be determined within a context. In fact, only
a few derivational suffixes (which are productively
used for word-formation) are semantically transparent and some derived forms are no longer considered to be compositional in that their meaning
cannot be predicted from the morphemes they contain.
2.1

Allomorphy

Linguists speak of underlying representations
(UR) of morphemes, which is the representation
of a form in the mental lexicon, and surface representations of morphs, which concerns their exact
pronunciation. While some morphemes may be
realized in a single way, others have several allomorphs, i.e. phonetic variants. There are, in general, two major kinds of allomorphy with respect
to their source: (i) phonologically conditioned,
and (ii) morphologically or lexically conditioned.
2.1.1

Phonologically-Conditioned
Allomorphy

Turkish has a rich inventory of phonological rules
affecting the pronunciation of morphemes and dictating what a well-formed word in Turkish may
look (or rather sound) like. There are restrictions
concerning the distribution of vowel segments (V),

a. kedi ‘cat’ + 1st person Poss = kedim ‘my cat’
b. ev ‘house’ + 1st person Poss = evim ‘my house’
Table 1: Example cases showing how morphology
must respect the rules of phonology.
UR
a. akl ‘mind’
b. sırr ‘secret’

Bare-form
a.kıl
sır

Accu.
ak.l-ı
sır.r-ı

Plural
a.kıl-lar
sır-lar

Table 2: Example words whose underlying representation ends in an impermissible cluster or a
geminate.
Bare-form
a. kas ‘muscle’
b. kasa ‘safe’

Accu.
kas-ı
kasa-yı

Dative
kas-a
kasa-ya

Plural
kas-lar
kasa-lar

Table 3: Example Turkish words which do not
contain two successive vowels.
consonants segments (Cs) or their co-occurrence.
For instance, the nature of consonant clusters is
highly restricted. Due to the rules dictating the
so-called Vowel-Alternation, an epenthetic high
vowel is inserted to break up a disallowed sequence of consonants. Morphology must respect
the rules of phonology, and therefore, for instance, an impermissible cluster cannot be formed
through morphological operations – an epenthetic
vowel comes to rescue as in (Table 1(b)), as opposed to (Table 1(a)).
There are some words in Turkish whose underlying representation ends in an impermissible
cluster or a geminate. In the former case, vowel
epenthesis takes place (Table 2(a)) whereas words
of the latter kind undergo degemination (Table
2(b)), unless they are followed by a vowel which
results in the resyllabification of the second consonant in the cluster (‘.’ indicates syllable boundary
in the examples below).
There are also restrictions on neighboring vowels. Typically, Turkish words do not contain two
successive vowels, except for some loanwords.
Therefore, if a vowel-initial suffix is attached to
a vowel-final word, a consonant (typically ‘y’)
emerges to avoid a VV sequence, as demonstrated
in (Table 3(b)).
A further phonological operation in Turkish is
Vowel Harmony, which requires any vowel to
agree in backness and any high vowel to agree
in rounding with the preceding vowel. Respecting the rules dictating harmony, suffixes in Turkish
have various allomorphs. Turkish vowel harmony
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Bare-form
a. at ‘horse’
b. et ‘meat’
c. saat ‘hour, clock’

Accusative
at-ı
et-i
saat-i

Plural
at-lar
et-ler
saat-ler

Table 4: Example Turkish words which obey/does
not obey vowel harmony while taking suffixes.
Bare-form Past
kal ‘stay’
kal-dı ‘She/he/it stayed’
Table 5: Example Turkish cases with consonant
harmony.
UR
a. kitab ‘book’
b. top ‘ball’

Bare-form
kitap
top

Accu.
kitab-ı
top-u

Plural
kitap-lar
top-lar

Table 6: Example Turkish words with word-final
devoicing.
operates regularly on suffixes with a very few exceptions consisting of non-alternating suffixes, the
most productive of which being the progressive
suffix –(I)yor (e.g. when attached to git ‘to go’,
we get gidiyor ‘s/he goes’, instead of *gidiyör
or *gidiyir) and some words which take a frontvowel suffix even though their last vowel is back
(Table 4)).
Other than Vowel Harmony, there is also Consonant Harmony in Turkish according to which oral
stops and affricates agree in voicing with the preceding segment. Hence, a suffix, such as the past
tense morpheme –DI, has up to 8 allomorphs when
both consonant and vowel harmonies are applicable (Table 5)).
Another process relating to the voicing properties of consonants is called ‘word-final devoicing’,
according to which word-final obstruents must be
voiceless. Words, or rather morphemes, that are
affected by this process have a voiced obstruent in
the final position in their UR (as in Table 6(a)),
which gets devoiced unless a vowel-initial suffix
follows.
A further alternation targets the word- or rather
morpheme-final ‘k’s. Dubbed ‘k-alternation’ in
the literature, this process results in the replacement of morpheme-final ‘k’s with ‘ğ’ (which
phonologically means a lengthening of the vowel
preceding it) when they are followed by a vowelinitial suffix. K-alternation may affect roots (as in
köpek ‘dog’ + ACC = köpeği instead of *köpeki)
as well as suffixes (as in göz ‘eye’ + lIK + ACC
forming gözlüğü instead of *gözlükü).

a. dur ‘stop, stand’ → dur-ur
b. kur ‘set up’ → kur-ar

bil ‘know’ → bil-ir
sil ‘wipe’ → sil-er

Table 7: Examples of unpredictable allomorphy.
a. it ‘push’ → it-tir
b. bak ‘look’ → bak-tır

bit ‘end’ → bit-ir
ak ‘flow, leak’ → ak-ıt

Table 8: Examples of unpredictable allomorphy
for the causative suffix.
The list of phonological processes presented in
this section covers some of the most frequently occurring alternations, yet it is not exhaustive. For
one, there are also processes that do not have any
reflection on orthography, such as alternations on
vowel length. There are several others which have
a narrower distribution, such as vowel reduction
occurring in verbs ending in a vowel.
2.1.2

Morphologically or Lexically
Conditioned Allomorphy

The crucial difference between phonologically
conditioned allomorphy from other types of allomorphy is that in the former case, the alternations are predictable and apply regularly, while in
the latter case the phonological features, by themselves, are not sufficient to define the environment
in which the change takes place. Among the suffixes having several allomorphs, which cannot be
accounted for by phonological premises only, is
the aorist. While some of its forms are phonologically conditioned and thus predictable, others (Table 7(a) vs. Table 7(b)) are unpredictable from the
phonological shape of the base they are attached
to. A similar allomorphy is found for the causative
suffix, as demonstrated in Table 8.
2.2

Inflectional Categories

Inflectional markers encode grammatical information and are category-selective. For instance, (i)
Number (Singular vs. Plural); (ii) Case (nominative, accusative, dative, locative, ablative, genitive,
comitative); and (iii) Possessive are encoded by inflectional suffixes (or the lack of them) on nominal
stems.
Inflectional suffixes attached to verbal stems
encode (i) Tense/Aspect/Modality (such as Past,
Future, Aorist, Progressive, Evidential, Optative,
Conditional, Ability/Possibility, Obligative etc.);
(ii) Agreement (person & number); (iii) Voice
(Passive, causative, reflexive, reciprocal); and (iv)
Polarity (Affirmative vs. Negative).
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Due to spatial restrictions, only a brief overview
of morphological processes in Turkish is presented
in this paper. For further information on the linguistic structure of Turkish in general, and on
Turkish morphology in particular, the reader is referred to (Lewis, 1967), (Kornfilt, 1997), (Underhill, 1976), (Göksel and Kerslake, 2005), and (Erguvanlı, 2015).

3

Related Work

3.1

Available Resources

There exist several morphological analyzer resources in the Turkish NLP literature. In this section, we aim at analyzing currently available resources in terms of their usage, technology, structure, availability, and extendibility. Table 9 shows
a comparison table of such resources along with
our utility. Publicly unavailable resources such
as widely known KIMMO-based (Karttunen et al.,
1983) analyzer (Oflazer, 1994) were decidedly left
out of scope of this study.
Sak et al. (2008) released the Finite-State Morphological Parser (SakMP) which uses AT&T
FSM parser (Mohri, 1997). Although it is not publicly available, authors provide compiled Linux library (*.so file) upon requests. As it does not depend on any external components on runtime, researchers can call the services through the command line or Python scripting without making any
installations on Linux systems. Since it is delivered as a single compiled file, its lexicon, suffixation rules and the transducer is not extendible for
researchers.
TRMorph (Çöltekin, 2010) is another morphological analyzer implementation which is built
upon an existing FST engine. Its latest version2 (2.0 pre-release) uses Foma FST compiler
(Hulden, 2009) which is basically a C compiler
converting regular expressions to finite automata
and transducers. TRMorph’s lexicon files are in a
raw text file format which makes them easily updatable for the researcher. It has a special regular expression based syntax (through *.xfst files)
that enable researchers to update suffixation rules
in compile time. Once the output file (*.fst) compiled for the platform, it can be queried with the
help of Foma executables through the command
line or Python scripts. The author has also introduced a web service integration with the WebLicht
environment (Hinrichs et al., 2010) which allows
2

https://github.com/coltekin/TRmorph

serving TRMorph’s functionality through the web
interfaces (Çöltekin, 2015).
Similarly, ITU Turkish NLP Web Service
(ITUWS) (Eryiğit, 2014) offers a publicly available3 NLP user interface4 and a web service for
Turkish language which covers common tools
such as tokenizer, morphological analyzer/disambiguator and dependency parser. ITUWS requires
an access token on http requests in order authenticate researchers to web services. According to
their paper, ITUWS wraps the morphological analyzer tool ITUMORPH (Şahin, 2013)(Şahin et al.,
2013) which depends on another external tool
HFST (Lindén et al., 2009) for its FST implementation. Since ITUWS is a web service-based resource, it is not suitable for tasks that require millions of analyses. Another downside of the web
service-based model is the researcher could not
modify any of its components such as lexicon, suffixes, and suffixation rules.
Lastly, Zemberek5 is a popular open-source
NLP framework which includes tools for Turkish such as morphological analyzer/disambiguator, tokenizer, and spell checker. It has been using as a spelling checking extension for LibreOffice6 and the Turkish national Linux Distribution
Pardus.7 Although the project is still actively developed and maintained, its original paper is quite
outdated (Akın and Akın, 2007). In documentation pages, authors note that the latest version of
the library almost written from the scratch. While
the original goal of the project was to abstract language specific components form the parser to support all Turkic languages (e.g., Turkmen, Azeri,
Uzbek), its current focus seems on the Turkish
language only. Unlike the generally accepted approach in the literature, Zemberek does not use a
FST for morphological parsing. Whereas it allows
developers to easily modify the lexicon through
text files and the API, updating the suffixation and
morphotactic rules require recompilation because
of they are represented in the core Java code.

4

Core Components

Our morphological analyzer consists of five main
components, namely, a lexicon, a finite state trans3

http://tools.nlp.itu.edu.tr/
http://tools.nlp.itu.edu.tr/MorphAnalyzer
5
https://github.com/ahmetaa/zemberek-nlp
6
https://extensions.libreoffice.org/extensions/zemberekturkce-yazim-denetleyicisi
7
https://www.pardus.org.tr/
4
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Resource
Paper
Availability
Form
Compile-time
Runtime Dep.
Operating Sys.
FST Impl.
Lexicon
Suffix Rules

Ours
this paper
open-source
Java library
Java runtime
Java runtime
Win, OSX, Linux
custom Java
text file
xml file

SakMP
Sak et al. (2008)
by request
binary
AT&T FSM
no dep.
Linux
AT&T FSM
embedded
embedded

TRMorph
Çöltekin (2010)
open-source
Foma impl.
Foma, C proc.
Foma, Unix tools
Win, OSX, Linux
Foma
text file
regex, C, lexc

ITUWS
Eryiğit (2014)
free, by request
web service
invisible
any REST
Any OS
HFST
invisible
invisible

Zemberek
Akın and Akın (2007)
open-source
Java library
Java runtime
Java runtime
Win, OSX, Linux
no FST
text file
Java code

Table 9: Comparison of available morphological analyzer resources.
ducer, a rule engine for suffixation, a trie data
structure, and a least recently used (LRU) cache.
4.1

Lexicon

For the purposes of the present study, we will
assume all idiosyncratic information to be encoded in the lexicon. While phonologically conditioned allomorphy will be dealt with by the transducer, other types of allomorphy (including the
ones discussed in Section 2.1.2), all exceptional
forms to otherwise regular processes, as well as
words formed through derivation (except for the
few transparently compositional derivational suffixes) are considered to be included in the lexicon.
Table 10 shows 10 example words taken from
our lexicon, where the lexicon is sorted alphabetically. Each line in the lexicon consists of the bareform and a set of attributes separated by white
space.
4.1.1

Bare-Forms

The bare-forms in the lexicon consists of nouns,
adjectives, verbs, adverbs, shortcuts, etc. Each
bare-form appears the same in the lexicon except
verbs. Since the bare-forms of the verbs in Turkish
do not have the infinitive affix ‘mAk’, our lexicon
includes all verbs without the infinitive affix. For
instance, in Table 10, verbs ‘abanmak’ and ‘abartmak’ appear as ‘aban’ and ‘abart’ respectively.
Since our morphological analyzer must support
all types of texts, the bare-forms with diacritics are
included in two forms, with and without diacritics. For example, noun ‘rüzgâr’ appear both as
‘rüzgâr’ and ‘rüzgar’.
Special markers are included as bare-forms
such as <doc>, <s>, etc.
Some compound words are included in their affixed form. For instance, ‘acemlalesi’ appears as
it is, but not as ‘acemlale’.
Foreign words, especially proper noun foreign
words, are included, so that the system can eas-

ily recognize them as proper nouns. In Table 10,
the words ‘abbott’, ‘abbigail’ are example foreign
proper nouns. Including foreign proper nouns,
there are 19,000 proper nouns in our lexicon.
From derivational suffixes, we only include
words which has taken -lI, -sIz, -CI, -lIk, and
-CIlIk derivational affixes. In Table 10, the
bare-forms ‘abacı’, ‘abdallık’, ‘abdestli’ and ‘abdestlilik’, are included, since they have taken one
or more derivational affixes listed above.
abacı CL ISIM
abart CL FIIL F5PR
abbigail IS OA
abdestli IS ADJ
rüzgar CL ISIM

aban CL FIIL F5PR
abbott IS OA
abdallık CL ISIM IS SD
abdestlilik CL ISIM IS SD
rüzgâr CL FIIL CL ISIM

Table 10: 10 example words from our lexicon.
4.1.2

Attributes

Each bare-form has a set of attributes give in Table
11. For instance, in Table 10, ‘abacı’ is a noun,
therefore, it includes CL ISIM attribute. Similarly, ‘abdestli’ is an adjective, which includes
IS ADJ attribute. If the bare-form has homonyms
with different part of speech tags, all corresponding attributes are included.
4.2

Finite State Transducer

Given a possible bare-form, depending on the possible part of speech(es) of that bare-form, the finite state transducer (FST) starts with one or more
initial state. FST is responsible from state transitions, where at each transition FST (i) changes
from one state to another state, (ii) appends a suffix to the current surface form to generate a new
surface form, (iii) produces an output, which is
the current morphological analysis of the current
surface form. After a set of transitions, the current surface form will be equal to the word, for
which morphological analysis sought, and if also
the current state is a final state, FST will output
current morphological analysis as a possible mor-
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Name
CL ISIM,
CL FIIL, . . .
IS OA
IS DUP
IS KIS
IS UU, IS UUU
IS BILEŞ
IS B SI
IS CA
IS ST
IS UD, IS UDD,
F UD
IS KG
IS SD, IS SDD,
F SD
F GUD,
F GUDO
F1P1, F1P1-NOREF, . . .

Purpose
Part of speech tag(s)
Proper noun
Part of a duplicate form
Abbreviation, which does not obey vowel
harmony while taking suffixes.
Does not obey vowel harmony while taking suffixes.
A portmanteau word in affixed form,
such as ‘adamotu’
A portmanteau word ending with ‘sı’,
such as ‘acemlalesi’
Already in a plural form, therefore can
not take plural suffixes such as ‘ler’ or
‘lar’.
The second consonant undergoes a resyllabification.
Includes vowel epenthesis.
Ends with a ‘k’, and when it is followed
by a vowel-initial suffix, the final ‘k’ is
replaced with a ‘g’.
Final consonant gets devoiced during
vowel-initial suffixation.
The verb bare-form includes vowel reduction.
A verb, and depending on this attribute,
the verb can (or can not) take causative
suffix, factitive suffix, passive suffix etc.

Table 11: Attributes of the bare-forms
phological analysis. Depending on the number of
initial states, the number of possible paths FST has
sought, FST can output one or more possible morphological analyses.
In our morphological analyzer, FST is encoded
in an xml file. Table 12 shows three example states
from our Turkish FST xml file. <state> tag shows
the properties of a state including; name of the
state, if the state is a start state, if the state is a
final state, the pos (part of speech) of the state if
the state is a start state.
<to> tag shows the properties of state transitions from the current state including; name of the
next state, output of the transducer while doing
this transition, if the transition changes the part of
the speech, pos of the produced surface form.
<with> tag has a text showing the suffix to append to the current surface form in this current
state. null transitions are shown with ‘0’ suffix.
Similar to the <to> tag, <with> tag may have
output of the transducer while doing this transition; if the transition changes the part of the
speech, pos of the produced surface form.
In Table 12, first state is the ConjunctionRoot
state, which shows the initial state for conjunctions. Since in Turkish conjunctions can not take
suffixes, it is also a final state with no additional
transitions. Second state is the VerbalRoot(F4PW)
state, which shows the initial state for a specific

<state name=”ConjunctionRoot” start=”yes”
final =”yes” pos=”CONJ”>
</ state >
<state name=”VerbalRoot(F4PW)” start=”yes”
final =”no” pos=”VERB”>
<to name=”Reciprocal” output=”RECIP”>
<with>Hs</with>
</to>
<to name=”PassiveHn”>
<with>0</with>
</to>
</ state >
<state name=”NominalRootPlural” start=”yes”
final =”no” pos=”NOUN”>
<to name=”Possessive”>
<with output=”A3PL+PNON”>0</with>
<with output=”A3PL+P1SG”>Hm</with>
<with output=”A3PL+P2SG”>Hn</with>
<with output=”A3PL+P1PL”>HmHz</with>
<with output=”A3PL+P2PL”>HnHz</with>
</to>
</ state >

Table 12: Example states from Turkish FST.
class of verbs. These verbs can take a reciprocal
suffix ‘Hs’, a causative suffix ‘t’, a passive suffix
‘n’, and null passive suffix. Third state is the NominalRootPlural state, which shows the initial state
for root nouns already in plural form. Since they
are already in plural form, the morphological outputs always start with ‘A3PL’ and depending on
the possesive suffix, the person of the possessive
is determined.
4.3

Morphotactic Rule Engine

Given the FST and a possible transition, the rule
engine’s job is to apply morphotactical rules to append the suffix (in the transition) to the current surface form to produce the suffixed surface form.
When the suffixes are appended to the bareform, for the categorical exceptional cases, rule
engine uses the attributes of the bare-forms given
in Section 4.1.2. So, for example, if the bare-form
is ‘saat’, and since it has an attribute IS UU, when
the accusative suffix is appended to that word, we
get the surface form ‘saati’ (Table 4c)).
The most important function of morphotactic
rule engine is to solve allomorphic cases, that is
phonetic realization of metamorphemes such as
‘Hs’. There are a total of four allomorphs defined
in our FST. The allomorphs, the metamorphemes
which use those allomorphs, and their possible
phonetic realizations are given in Table 13).
There are also well known exceptions in the
application of morphotactical rules, for example,
when the pronouns ‘bu’, ‘şu’, ‘o’ get the suf-
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A.morph
D
A
C
H

M.morpheme
DA, DAn, DH, DHk
Ar, CA, cAsHnA, DA
CA, CH, CHk
cAsHnA, CH, CHk, DH

Real.
d, t
a, e
c, ç
ı, i, u, ü

Table 13: Allomorphs defined in our FST and
some of the metamorphemes and their realizations.
fix ‘ylA’, the surface form is not ‘buyla’, ‘şuyla’,
‘oyla’; but ‘bununla’, ‘şununla’, ‘onunla’. Another example is, when the pronoun ‘ben’ gets
the suffix ‘ya’, the surface form is not ‘bene’ but
‘bana’. The engine must also handle these kind of
irregularities.
4.4

Attribute
IS BILEŞ
IS B SI
IS UD, IS UDD, F UD
IS KG
IS SD, IS SDD, F SD
F GUD, F GUDO

t
sl−1
sl−2
sl−2 + s[l] +
s[l − 1]
sl−1 + ‘g’
sl−1 + (‘b’ | ‘c’
| ‘d’ | ‘ğ’)
sl−1

Example
ademot
acemlale
aklı
aheng
açlığ
açıkl

Table 14: Tokens to be inserted for the selected
attributes.

Trie Data Structure

One of the most important tasks of a morphological analyzer is to guess possible bare-forms
given a surface form. The speed of the analyzer
mainly depends on the number of initial bareforms it starts with. When extraneous bare-forms
are present, FST deals with unnecessary morphotactics and / or phonetic realizations, which decreases the speed of the analyzer significantly.
The naive approach of taking the k (1 ≤ k ≤
length of the surface form) leftmost characters
as possible bare-forms does not work well, since
there are many irregularities. For instance, if the
word ‘ahenk’ takes an accusative suffix, ‘k’ is replaced with ‘g’, resulting in the word ‘ahengi’. In
this case, we can not get the bare-form ‘ahenk’
by taking any leftmost characters of the word
‘ahengi’.
To overcome these irregularities and also to accelerate the search for the bare-forms, we use a trie
data structure in our morphological analyzer, and
store all words in our lexicon in that data structure.
For the regular words, we only store that word in
our trie, whereas for irregular words we store both
the original form and some prefix of that word. Let
sk represent the leftmost k characters of a string
s, s[m] represent the m’th character of a string s,
and l represent the length of string s. The irregular cases occur, when the bare-form has one of the
following attributes.
In these cases, we insert token t into the trie.
Figure 1 shows the above cases on a trie data structure. After inserting all of the lexicon into the
trie, we are ready for searching the candidate bareforms of a given surface form. We just traverse the
trie and select matched words in the trie as candidate bare-forms.

Figure 1: An example trie in our analyzer.
4.5

LRU Cache

The speed of a morphological analyzer is usually calculated on large corpora. These corpora
contains millions (sometimes billions) of surface
forms and as expected include many surface forms
repeatedly. Since the morphological analyses of a
surface form does not depend on the neighboring
words, one can safely assume that, once we have
extracted the morphological analyses of a word,
we do not need to reextract those analyses. We
can just look up the analyses of that surface form
from a cache.
The idea of caching items for fast retrieval goes
back nearly to the beginning of the computer science. We also use that idea and use a LRU
cache for storing morphological analyses of surface forms. Before analyzing a surface form, we
first look up to the cache, and if there is an hit, we
just take the analyses from the cache. If there is
a miss, we analyze the surface form and put the
morphological analyses of that surface form in the
LRU cache. As can be expected, the speed of the
caching mechanism surely depends on the size of
the cache. In our experiments, our cache contains
up to 100K (sometimes 1M) surface forms.
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5

Evaluation

5.1 Functional Evaluation
The main motivation behind our functional experiments is to test our morphological analyzer’s
parsing capability against known suffixation cases
based on our own lexicon entries and their attributes described in the section 4.1.2. To achieve
this, first, we synthetically generated test cases for
14 attributes by applying suffixes to bare-forms using our FST as a word generator. Then reversely,
we tried to analyze the generated words using the
same engine. After fixing some incorrectly generated cases manually, we ended up with 28,900
generated test cases in total. Lastly, we ran generated test cases on all available morphological analyzers. Table 15 shows the passed case counts of
14 group of test cases for each morphological analyzer. Our analyzer successfully parsed generated
tests cases with 99.36% accuracy.
Test oracles for test cases slightly differ based
on their group of attributes. For instance, IS OA
group test cases check whether the parser successfully yields any analysis which contains the given
proper noun. This is the most simple group of test
cases where its success depends heavily on the existence of such proper nouns in lexicons. Another
example from group IS UU has the test oracle
”saat | saatler” meaning that at least one analysis (e.g., ”saat+NOUN+A3PL+PNON+NOM”) of
the second string ‘saatler’ should contain the first
string ‘saat’ as a bare-form. All analyzers have
marked as ’passed’ in this specific test case. One
last special test oracle example is the IS BI SI attribute. This time the test oracle marks the case
as passed even if the last two characters of the
parsed bare-form does not match the given bareform. This special oracle resolves the falsely
failed cases caused by the incompatible bare-form
structures of different analyzers as in the example
of ”geceyarısı | geceyarıları” where the parsed
bare-form of the second string can be accepted for
both ‘geceyarı’ or ‘geceyarısı’. In this study, our
test oracles do not check for any special tags (i.e.,
POS, MTAG) or suffixes while marking the test
case as passed or not. We leave the test cases with
more advanced oracles for future work.
5.2

Performance Evaluation

For the performance comparison, we used three
corpora in different sizes: Milliyet (Hakkani-Tür
et al., 2002), BounCorpus (Sak et al., 2008), and

Groups
F GUD
IS BILES
IS UD
IS ST
IS UU
IS KG
IS CA
F SD
IS UUU
IS BI SI
F UD
F GUDO
Subtotal
IS SD
IS OA
Overall

Cases
1,367
1,186
176
38
347
26
415
90
10
201
12
2
3,870
100%
5,970
19,060
100%
28,900
100%

Ours
1,366
1,084
175
37
324
26
415
90
10
199
12
2
3,740
96.64%
5,917
19,054
99.78%
28,716
99.36%

Zemb.
1,324
547
151
32
265
24
348
90
7
77
10
2
2,877
74.34%
2,591
14,649
68.88%
20,117
69.61%

TRMo.
337
109
151
25
231
24
296
62
7
3
6
2
1,253
32.38%
2,025
15,005
68.04%
18,283
63.26%

SakMP
1,261
260
132
24
243
22
326
76
6
38
2
2
2,392
61.81%
3,085
12,646
62.85%
18,123
62.71%

ITUWS
1,333
1,186
116
14
309
25
415
82
8
200
2
2
3,692
95.4%
-

Table 15: The number of passed test cases on functional evaluations, grouped by attributes.
Corpus (words)
Milliyet (810K)
Gazete (19M)
BounC. (433M)

Ours
Dur.
Par.
22 sec
1.2M
219 sec 37M
24 min 839M

TRMorph
Dur.
Par.
39 sec
950 sec 161 min -

Zemberek
Dur.
Par.
17 sec
1.6M
330 sec 47M
72 min 1.1B

Table 16: Durations (Dur.) and parse counts (Par.)
our corpus Gazete. All datasets are constructed
from daily news websites. We excluded ITUWS
and SakMP from the experiments. Since their usage models and platform (web service-based and
Linux) is different, it would not yield comparable
results with others. Table 16 shows final durations
and number of analyses/parses of our performance
tests. Number of returning parses vary depending
on the authors’ design choices for morphological
analysis process. Parse counts are not related with
the execution performances.
Our performance experiments show that our analyzer can analyze a big corpus with 37.2 million sentences in 24 minutes. Compared to the
other analyzers, our tool’s built-in cache mechanism leverages the memory efficiently which leads
to the reduction of the analysis times.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented common challenges of morphological analysis task for Turkish caused by the rich morphology of the language. Then we extensively explained the internal
structure of our open-source morphological analyzer toolkit which is designed to deal with such
challenges. Finally, we analyzed the currently
available morphological analyzer resources in the
Turkish literature and reported the functional and
performance-wise comparisons we have made.
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Abstract
Self-attention networks (SAN) have shown
promising performance in various Natural Language Processing (NLP) scenarios, especially in
machine translation. One of the main points of
SANs is the strength of capturing long-range
and multi-scale dependencies from the data. In
this paper, we present a novel intent detection
system which is based on a self-attention network and a Bi-LSTM. Our approach shows improvement by using a transformer model and
deep averaging network-based universal sentence encoder compared to previous solutions.
We evaluate the system on Snips, Smart
Speaker, Smart Lights, and ATIS datasets by
different evaluation metrics. The performance
of the proposed model is compared with LSTM
with the same datasets.

1

Introduction and Related Work

Spoken dialogue systems are agents that are intended to help users to access information efficiently by speech interactions (Liu, et al., 2006). In
doing so, spoken dialogue systems categorize most
of the major fields of spoken language technology,
including speech recognition and speech synthesis,
language processing, and dialogue system
(McTear, 2002). There are different areas of research in the field of spoken dialogue systems.
Spoken language understanding (SLU) is one of
the essential components of spoken dialogue systems, and it aims to form a semantic frame that
captures the semantics of user utterances or queries. Intent detection is one of the main tasks of
SLU system. It can be treated as a semantic utterance classification task; since the dialogue system
is created to answer a limited range of questions,
there is a predefined finite set of intents (Balodis
and Deksne, 2019). This task focuses on classifying the user’s intent and extracting semantic con-

cepts as constraints for natural language. For example, the utterance “Switch off the garage lights”
is related to switching the light off, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Example of utterance and a corresponding intent label.
Utterance
Intent
Switch off the garage SwitchLightOff
lights.
Get the room brighter, IncreaseBrightness
please.
Skip this song and go on NextSong
to the next one.
Intent detection has been an ongoing field of research in SLU, and similar to most NLP tasks,
there are two main approaches to identify the intent
of an utterance: rule-based and statistical methods
(Hashemi, et al., 2016). The rule-based systems
use predefined rules to match new utterances to
their intents, and these rules need to be carefully
engineered by human experts. Thus, the advancement of these systems requires a huge amount of
human effort.
Statistical models, like conditional random field
(CRF) and Support Vector Machines, were investigated for this task (Mendoza and Zamora, 2009;
Chen et al., 2018). Another important task of SLU
is slot filling, which can be formulated as a sequence labelling task. The combination of intent
detection and slot filling models was investigated
(Mendoza and Zamora, 2009; Kim, 2016).
Furthermore, neural network-based models
have also been investigated by (Liu, 2017). Convolutional neural networks (CNN) were applied
for classifying intents in (Hashemi, et al., 2016).
The combination of CNN and the triangular CRF
model (TriCRF) was proposed for the intent labels
and the slot filling in (Kim, et al. 2016). During
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training, the features are learned through CNN layers and shared by the intent detection and slot filling tasks. With this approach, for intent detection,
the error on the ATIS dataset was 5.91%, and F1score was 95.42% for slot filling.
In recent years, neural network-based solutions
and word embeddings have gained growing popularity for intent detection (Balodis and Deksne,
2019; Kim, et al. 2016). The enriching word embeddings with semantic lexicons can be helpful intent detection, and it is combined with bidirectional LSTM in (Kim, et al., 2016).
The encoder-decoder neural architectures have
achieved remarkable success in various tasks (e.g.,
speech recognition, text-to-speech synthesis and
machine translation). This type of networks has
also been enhanced with attention mechanism (Xu,
et al., 2015; Luong, et al., 2015). Those models
have also been used for intent detection and other
SLU tasks (Liu and Lane, 2016; Schumann and
Angkititrakul, 2018). The combination of attention-based encoder-decoder architecture and alignment-based methods was studied in (Liu and Lane,
2016) for joint intent detection and slot filling.
Self-attention networks (SANs) have shown outstanding performance in various NLP tasks, such as
machine translation (Vaswani et al. 2017), and sentiment analysis (Letarte, et al., 2018) stance classification (Xu, et al., 2018; Raheja and Tetreault
2019). It is a special attention mechanism for selecting specific parts of an input sequence by relating its elements at different positions (Vaswani et
al. 2017). With a well-designed architecture, SANs
are capable of multi-scale modelling. Inspired by
(Xu, et al., 2018), we propose the Self-Attention
Network (SAN) architecture for intent detection. In
our approach, the self-attention is applied to utterances (input), and it is combined with Bi-LSTM (or
LSTM). For evaluation, we used Natural Language
Understanding benchmark dataset (Snips) (Goo, et
al., 2018), Smart Speaker and Smart Lights dataset
(Saade, et al., 2018), and ATIS (Hemphill, et al.,
1990). We show the effectiveness of this approach
in different experimental settings. The application
of pre-trained Word2vec (Mikolov, et al., 2013),
and FastText (Bojanowski, et al., 2017) embeddings also helps to get competitive results. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we introduce word embedding methods. Section 3 presents the proposed approach. In
Section 4, we describe the datasets, which were

used in this work and discuss the experimental
setup and the results.

2

Word Embedding

Word embeddings map the words to vectors of real
numbers. This approach has been widely used as
the inputs to neural network-based models for NLP
tasks. Word embedding models can be trained with
several different tools, such as Word2vec (skipgram and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW))
(Mikolov, et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington, et al.,
2014), FastText (Bojanowski, et al., 2017). Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Continuous
Skip-gram models are both powerful techniques for
creating word vectors. FastText is one of the recent
advances in word embedding algorithms. The main
contribution of FastText is to introduce the idea of
modular embeddings, which computes a vector for
sub-word components, usually n-grams, instead of
computing an embedded vector per word. These ngrams are later combined by a simple composition
function to compute the final word embeddings. In
pre-trained word embedding models, the word embedding tool is trained on large corpora of texts in
the given language and highly useful in different
NLP tasks. One of the latest embedding methods is
Universal Sentence Encoder models (Cer, et al.,
2018), which is a form of transfer learning. In (Cer,
et al., 2018), it was introduced two encoding models. One of them is based on a Transformer model
(TM) and the other one is based on Deep Averaging
Network (DAN). They are pre-trained on a large
corpus and can be used in a variety of tasks (sentimental analysis, classification, etc.). Both models
take a word, sentence or a paragraph as input and
generate a 512-dimensional output vector. The
transformer-based encoder model targets high accuracy at the cost of greater model complexity and
resource consumption (Cer, et al., 2018). But DAN
targets performance efficient inference with
slightly reduced accuracy.
In this work, we used 300-dimension Word2vec
and FastText word embeddings, which were pretrained on the English Wikipedia corpus. We also
investigated TM and DAN based universal encoder
models, and each embedding is combined LSTM
and Bi-LSTM.
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3

Proposed Model

In this section, we introduce two models for intent
detection:
1. SAN and LSTM (SAN + LSTM)
2. SAN and Bi-LSTM (SAN + Bi-LSTM)
Both proposed models encode each word to its embedding first. We carried out experiments with different embeddings, as discussed in Section 4.3. As
the next step, the contextual information in the input sentences (utterances) is encoded. In the first
model, LSTM, in the second one, a Bi-LSTM was
used to capture the left and right contexts of each
word in the input. In the second model, Bi-LSTM
combines two unidirectional LSTM layers that process the input from left-to-right and right-to-left, respectively. Both models are followed by the SAN
(see Figure 1), which is based on an attention
mechanism for selecting specific parts of a sequence by relating its elements at different positions (Vaswani, et al., 2017). In our work, we only
perform input-input attention with self-attention.
By using the self-attention, the semantics of the entire utterance can be extracted, and it can be helpful
for the better classified. To score attention weight
vectors we applied the method of (Xu, et al., 2018).

Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed model.
The goal of training is to minimize the loss
function. For this purpose, we use multi-class
cross-entropy loss,
𝐽 = − ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑗𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦̂𝑗𝑖 + 𝛾‖𝜃‖2
𝑖

(1)

𝑗

where 𝑖 is the index of utterance and 𝑗 is the index of the intent label. 𝛾 is the 𝐿2 regularization coefficient and 𝜃 is the parameter set. 𝑦𝑗𝑖 is the
ground-truth label indicator for 𝑖-th utterance, and

𝑦̂𝑗𝑖 is the predicted probability output of 𝑖-th utterance. At the output of the network, softmax function was used to predict probabilities.

4

Experiments

4.1. Dataset
We used Natural Language Understanding benchmark dataset (Snips) (Goo, et al., 2018), Spoken
Language Understanding research datasets (Saade,
et al., 2018) and Airline Travel Information System
(ATIS) dataset (Hemphill, et al., 1990). Snips is a
balanced dataset and collected from the Snips personal voice assistant; the number of samples for
each intent is approximately the same. The training
set contains 13,084 utterances, the test and validation (development set) set consist of 700 - 700 utterances. Vocabulary size is 11,241 and intent types
are 7, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The intent labels and the number of utterances in each label in Snips.
Type of intent
Number
PlayMusic
1914
GetWeather
1896
BookRestaurant
1881
RateBook
1876
SearchScreeningEvent
1851
SearchCreativeWork
1847
AddToPlaylist
1818
Smart Lights has 6 intents allowing to turn on or
off the light or change its brightness or colour, as
shown in Table 3. It has a vocabulary size of approximately 400 words. Smart Speaker dataset has
9 intents and vocabulary size is approximately
1,270. The number of utterances in each intent label is presented in Table 4. In these two datasets,
we have split the data into 90 % training and 10%
test sets. The validation dataset consists of 10%
proportion of the training set.
Table 3. The intent labels and the number of utterances in each label in Smart Lights.
Type of intent
Number
Decrease Brightness
296
Increase Brightness
296
Set Light Brightness
296
Set Light Color
306
Switch Light Off
299
Switch Light On
278
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Table 4. The intent labels and the number of utterances in each label in Smart Speaker.
Type of intent
Number
GetInfos
199
NextSong
200
PlayMusic
1508
PreviousSong
199
ResumeMusic
200
SpeakerInterrupt
172
VolumeDown
215
VolumeSet
100
VolumeUp
260
ATIS contains audio recordings of people making
flight reservations. The training set contains 4,478
utterances, the test set contains 893 utterances;
500 utterances were used as development set. The
intent types in ATIS are unbalanced. For example,
the intent atis_flight equals about 73.8 % of the
training data, while the number of some intents
were less than 10.
4.2 Training setup
Data preprocessing may include data normalization, tokenization, lower-casing, removal of
punctuation, grammar correction, feature extraction etc., by depending on the task and given dataset. We have done tokenization, have removed
punctuation and have converted the numbers to
words for all investigated datasets. The word embeddings are initialized with the pretrained 300dimension Word2Vec or FastText word vectors
and these are fixed during training. We also investigated TA and DAN Universal Encoder modelbased utterance vectors. The number of units in
LSTM and Bi-LSTM is 64.
The L2-regularization coefficient λ in the loss is
0.01.

ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2015) is used as the optimizer, with a learning rate of 0.001, and with the
baseline values of β1, β2 and ε (0.9, 0.999 and 1e08, respectively). The batch size is 16, the number
of epochs is 25.
4.3 Evaluation and Results
We evaluated the performance of the models by
accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score. The results
are presented in Table 5.
By micro and macro averaged, overall F1scores were computed, and their average was used
(Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009). In Table 5, the
first column describes the proposed models, and
other columns show the overall accuracy and F1score for each dataset.
For all datasets, SAN + Bi-LSTM consequently
have shown better results than SAN + LSTM, as
expected. For Snips, the accuracy of FastText +
SAN +Bi-LSTM and TM +SAN +Bi-LSTM is almost the same. The result of Word2Vec + SAN +
Bi-LSTM, FastText + SAN + Bi-LSTM, and TM
+ SAN + Bi-LSTM is almost the same for Smart
Speaker. The lowest accuracy score for Smart
Lights was produced by DAN + SAN + LSTM,
which is 90.2%. The highest accuracy score for
ATIS was produced by TM + SAN + Bi-LSTM,
which is 96.81. This result is comparable with
(Goo, et al., 2018; Hakkani-Tür, et al., 2016). We
observed that TM based universal encoder can
help to improve accuracy.
Furthermore, Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the
confusion matrix of Smart Lights and Snips test
dataset by using DAN and TM universal encoder
vectors with SAN + Bi-LSTM. SAN + Bi-LSTM
based DAN correctly classified 30 intents labels
out of 31 for SetLightBrightness and 29 tokens out
of 30 for SwitchLightOff, which is the same in
SAN + Bi-LSTM based TM.

Table 5. Result of proposed models
Model

Word2Vec + SAN + LSTM
FastText + SAN + LSTM
DAN + SAN + LSTM
TM + SAN + LSTM
Word2Vec+SAN+Bi-LSTM
FastText + SAN + Bi-LSTM
DAN + SAN + Bi-LSTM
TM + SAN + Bi-LSTM

Snips
Acc(%)
94.2
94.6
94.1
94.2
95.6
96.1
94.2
96.5

F1-s.
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.96
0.96
0.94
0.97

Smart Lights

Smart
Speaker
Acc (%) F1-s. Acc(%) F1-s.
91.8
0.90 94.9
0.94
92.1
0.92 95.1
0.95
90.2
0.90 91.7
0.90
93.6
0.93 94.2
0.93
93.8
0.94 97.7
0.98
93.4
0.92 97.7
0.97
93.2
0.93 94.7
0.95
96.6
0.97 97.7
0.98
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ATIS
Acc(%)
93.93
94.51
93.56
94.81
94.49
95.77
94.91
96.81

F1-s.
0.92
0.94
0.93
0.94
0.93
0.94
0.93
0.95

Figure 2. Confusion matrix of Smart Light test dataset by using DAN and TM Universal encoder vectors
with SAN + Bi-LSTM.

Figure 3. Confusion matrix of Snips test dataset by using DAN and TM Universal encoder vectors with
SAN + Bi-LSTM.

Conclusion
The intent of IncreaseBrightness was predicted
correctly in case of 24 out of 30, while 4 intent
labels were misclassified to the SwitchLightOn by
SAN + Bi-LSTM based DAN.
For Snips, SAN + Bi-LSTM based DAN correctly classified 88 intent labels out of 105
SearchScreeningEvent, while the TM-based approach classified 93 intent labels correctly. The
AddToPlaylist, GetWeather, RateBook labels
achieved almost the same accuracy from both
models. SearchCreativeWork intent labels were
better predicted by TM based SAN + Bi-LSTM.
As reasons for the misclassification are that
some words can belong to both intent classes, depending on the context, and the size of training
data is not large enough.

In this paper, the combination of SAN and BiLSTM for intent detection were proposed. 300-dimensional Word2Vec and FastText embeddings
pretrained on English Wikipedia were used as
word representations. Utterance vectors of DAN
and TM based Universal sentence encoders were
investigated. The results were evaluated with the
help of accuracy and confusion matrices. Experiments were also carried out with SAN + LSTM,
however, the accuracy was worse than with SAN
+ Bi-LSTM.
Generally, comparison of these models shows that
SAN + Bi-LSTM with TM embeddings performs
better than other models on all the investigated datasets. In the future, we would like to carry out
more comprehensive analysis and investigate other
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attention mechanisms such as directional self-attention and bi-directional block self-attention
(Shen, et al., 2018) for this task.
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Abstract
Short-text classification is a challenging
task, due to the sparsity and high dimensionality of the feature space. In this study,
we aim to analyze and classify Turkish
tweets based on their topics. Social media jargon and the agglutinative structure
of the Turkish language makes this classification task even harder. As far as we
know, this is the first study that uses a
Transformer Encoder for short text classification in Turkish. The model is trained
in a weakly supervised manner, where the
training data set has been labeled automatically. Our results on the test set, which
has been manually labeled, show that performing morphological analysis improves
the classification performance of the traditional machine learning algorithms Random Forest, Naive Bayes, and Support
Vector Machines. Still, the proposed approach achieves an F-score of 89.3% outperforming those algorithms by at least 5
points.

1

Introduction

Short-text usage is increasing day by day and we
encounter short-text messages on many social media platforms in different forms such as tweets,
Facebook status posts, or microblog entries. Twitter is one of the most widely used platforms, where
a huge amount of short-texts are produced. More
than 500 million tweets are posted on a typical day
(Aslam, 2018). People use Twitter in order to produce and reach information faster about the topic
they are interested in. Therefore, tweet classification becomes an important task to improve tweet
filtering and tweet recommendation.
∗

Traditional machine learning algorithms such
as K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machines
(SVM), and Naive Bayes have been widely used
for text classification tasks and accuracy levels of
over 80% have been reported in the literature for
various data sets (Kadhim, 2019). However, obtaining a similar level of success for short-text
classification is difficult, since short-texts contain
smaller number of words compared to lengthy
texts, which makes classifying them effectively
a challenging task (Taksa et al., 2007). While a
number of studies have been conducted for shorttext classification, most of them have addressed
the task of English tweet classification (Batool
et al., 2013; Selvaperumal & Suruliandi, 2014).
In this paper, we tackle the task of Turkish tweet
classification. The grammatical and syntactic features of the Turkish language pose additional challenges for short-text classification. The agglutinative nature of Turkish results in a high number of different word surface forms, since a root
word can take many different derivational and inflectional affixes. This leads to the data sparseness problem. We propose a Transformer-Encoder
based model for Turkish topic-based tweet classification and compare it with the traditional machine learning algorithms Naive Bayes, SVM, and
Random Forest. The results show that morphological analysis enhances the performance of the
traditional classification algorithms. However, the
Transformer-Encoder model achieves the best Fscore performance, even without any morphological analysis. Another contribution of this study is
the constructed Turkish tweet data set on nine different topics. The tweet IDs and the corresponding
topics are made available for future studies. 1
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we give a review of the related work
1

Equal contribution
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The dataset can be obtained by e-mailing the authors.
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on short-text classification, especially for Turkish. In Section 3, the data set creation and the
steps of tweet preprocessing are explained in detail. Section 4 describes the proposed Transformer
Encoder model and its usage. The experimental
results and error analysis are presented in Section
5. Finally, Section 6 includes the conclusion and
future works.

2

Related Work

Traditional text classification methods based on
the BoW (Bag of words) model (Harris, 1954) suffer from high dimensionality and sparse feature
sets, particularly in short-texts. Other limitations
of BoW based models are that semantic features
are not captured, the positions of the words in the
text are not considered, and the words are assumed
to be independent from each other.
In order to overcome the weaknesses of BoW,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.,
2003), where the terms are mapped to distributional representations based on latent topics within
documents, has been used for building classifiers
that deal with short and sparse text (Phan et al.,
2008; Song et al., 2014).
One of the most commonly used algorithms for
short text classification is Naive Bayes, which is
based on word occurrence and class priors. For example, Kiritchenko & Matwin (2011) used this algorithm on an email dataset and Kim et al. (2006)
offered powerful techniques for improving text
classification by Naive Bayes. Sriram et al. (2010)
extracted different features from short-texts and
used these with Naive Bayes to classify them.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is another commonly used algorithm in short text classification
studies. Pointing to the weaknesses of the BoW
approach, different kernels have been developed
for SVM such as semantic kernels that use TFIDF (Salton & Buckley, 1988) and its variants
that apply different term weighting functions on
the term incidence matrix. Wang & Manning
(2012) showed that Naive Bayes obtains higher
scores than SVM for short-text sentiment classification tasks and the combination of SVM and
Naive Bayes outperforms SVM and Naive Bayes
for some of the datasets that they used. More relevant to our study, Lee et al. (2011) used SVM for
text-based classification of trending topics under
18 classes and reached 61.76% accuracy. They obtained 65.36% accuracy with Multinomial Naive

Bayes.
The advances of deep learning in NLP led to
the use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based
models in recent studies. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) and Dynamic CNNs have been
applied to text classificatioon and promising results have been obtained (Kim, 2014; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014). In a recent study, Le & Mikolov
(2014) successfully added sequential information
by using Recurrent and Convolutional Neural Networks for sequential short-text classification.
In this study, we address the task of Turkish
short text classification. Turkish is an agglutinative language, which may result in the same
word to map to different features when it takes
different inflectional affixes or suffixes. Possessive pronouns, tenses, and auxiliary verbs can be
encoded as affixes of the words. For this reason, a word may have many different forms and
this poses challenges for classical term weighting methods to construct strong relations between
the text and its topic. Most prior work on Turkish short text classification is on sentiment analysis. Demirci (2014) used Naive Bayes, SVM
and k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) for emotion analysis on Turkish tweets and obtained accuracy levels of up to 69.9%. Similarly, Yelmen et al.
(2018) showed that SVM reaches 80% accuracy
for sentiment classification of Turkish tweets for
GSM operators, whereas an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) results in slightly lower performance.
Türkmenoğlu & Tantuğ (2014) compared lexicon based sentiment analysis and machine learning based sentiment analysis on tweet and movie
review datasets and concluded that the machine
learning based algorithms SVM, Naive Bayes, and
decision trees achieve better scores. Yıldırım et al.
(2014) combined lexicon and machine learning
based methods to improve sentiment analysis of
Turkish tweets.
Unlike prior studies on Turkish short text classification that address the task of sentiment analysis,
we tackle the task of topic-based tweet classification and create a Turkish tweet data set for nine
different topics. We propose using Transformer
Encoder architecture for Turkish short-text classification. Transformer Encoder is a recently proposed model that offers a better understanding of
the language structure by protecting the semantic
values and meanings of word sequences (Vaswani
et al., 2017). Furthermore, the positions of the
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terms in text are taken into account and the terms
are not assumed to be independent from each other
by using a contextual word embedding representation.

3

Dataset

In this section, we briefly explain how we created
the dataset and the main steps of data preprocessing, as well as the importance of lemmatization on
Turkish short-text classification.
3.1

Dataset Creation

The dataset includes 164,549 Turkish tweets, written by 74 different users until February 2019.
These tweets are retrieved from the users’ profiles, who are known experts in their areas and
mostly write tweets on the subjects of their expertise. The tweets of each user are automatically labelled with the topic of expertise of the user. The
dataset contains nine topics, namely politics, economics & investment, health, technology & informatics, history, literature & film, sports, education
& personal growth, and magazine. The selection
of topics was made in a similar way the news sites
categorise their content.
We observed that some of the tweets of a user
could be mislabeled, since a user may also tweet
about topics different than his/her area of expertise, which results in noise. In order to ensure that
most of the tweets are related to their assigned topics, we selected a random sample of tweets and
manually checked the percentage of the correctly
labelled ones. The percentage of the correctly labelled tweets was around 80%. That is, the training dataset contains around 20% noise (i.e., incorrectly labeled tweets). We randomly selected 10%
of the dataset as a test set. In order to report reliable results, we manually verified and corrected
the labels of the test set.
3.2

Data Preprocessing

Preprocessing Turkish sentences is quite different
from the English ones, since Turkish is an agglutinative language and we may encounter words in
many different forms. In addition, tweets come
with their own difficulties when they are used in
natural language processing. They contain hashtags, mentions, emojis, and links which make tokenization difficult. To overcome those challenges
we follow three main steps for preprocessing as
described in the following subsections.

3.2.1

Data Cleaning

Users use some adhoc pattern such as hashtags,
mentions, the link of website they want to refer
to, and emojis in tweets.In our work, we are only
interested in lexical terms in tweets. Hence, we
drop the hashtags, mentions, links, emojis, numbers, and punctuations. On the other hand, hashtags can be quite useful when deciding the topic of
a tweet. There are some studies to split hashtags
(Çelebi & Özgür, 2018) into meaningful words in
English. However, it is left as an open future work
for Turkish hashtags.
Some tweets contain only response to a tweet
like “greetings”, “thank you”, “okay”, or “congratulations” for good news etc. When we examine the tweets which have less than 4 words, nearly
all of these tweets are examples of such tweets.
These tweets are removed from the dataset, since
they are not about any specific topic.
In addition, when we examined the tweets with
retweet and like statistics that are significantly different from the others, we discovered that those
tweets are mostly retweets of campaigns or calling for help. For this reason, we filtered this type
of tweets from the dataset.
3.2.2

Language Identification

In Twitter, users sometimes write and retweet
tweets in languages different from their native language. When we analysed our dataset, we observed that the languages used by users are Turkish, English, Arabic, French, and German. For filtering non-Turkish tweets, we used the language
identification model in (Lui & Baldwin, 2012).
After the dataset cleaning and language-based
filtering steps, the training set contains 119,778
tweets and the test set contains 3050 tweets.
3.2.3

Lemmatization

The goal of lemmatization is to find the lemmas
of the words by removing the prefixes, suffixes,
and other types of affixes based on morphological
analysis. This process is harder for the Turkish
language, since it has more types of affixes than
English.
In the Naive Bayes model, the frequency of a
word is prominent for scoring the importance of
the word for each class. Therefore, finding the correct lemmas of the words is a useful transformation to classify tweets correctly. Lemmatization
is also important for the SVM classifier, in order
to compute the similarity between the instances in
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the training set, as well as the support vectors and
the test instances in the classification step more accurately. Yıldırım et al. (2014) showed the positive impact of morphological analysis for the sentiment analysis of Turkish tweets. Therefore, in
order to increase the success of the Naive Bayes
and SVM models, we use a lemmatization model
(Sak et al., 2008) which is trained by nearly one
million Turkish sentences. An example tweet and
its lemmatized version are shown in Figure 1. The
effects of lemmatization on the success of Turkish
tweet classification are presented in Section 5.

Moreover, in order to account for the word order in text, positional embeddings (Vaswani et al.,
2017) are used and combined with the word embeddings. When using the input embeddings, they
are fed into the Transformer Encoder by matching
each word in the input tweet with the longest token in the vocabulary of the pretrained contextual
word embeddings. An example from the dataset is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Input embeddings representation.
Figure 1: A sample tweet from the dataset and its
lemmatized from.

4

Model Description

In this section, the main components of the proposed model are presented. First, the general
structure of the input embeddings is explained.
Then, the architecture of the Transformer Encoder
model is described in detail.
4.1

Input Embeddings

One of the most widely used and robust word
embedding models, word2vec, was proposed by
Mikolov et al. (2013). Besides word embeddings,
sentence embeddings (Logeswaran & Lee, 2018)
and paragraph embeddings (Le & Mikolov, 2014)
were studied in order to represent larger text snippets correctly and classify documents accordingly.
Aiming to construct the word embeddings based
on the context of each word, Peters et al. (2018) offered a new word embedding representation model
named as ELMo. ELMo tries to keep the contextual features in word embedding representations
so that the polysemy and homonymy problems are
alleviated.
In our study, pretrained contextual word embedding representations of Turkish words (Devlin
et al., 2019) are used. They are obtained by using
the bidirectional approach with masked language
model (Taylor, 1953) in training. Hence, the representation of each word contains the information
of the left and right words in their own context.

4.2

Transformer Encoder

This model is based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), which contains selfattention layers. What we aim to find in this architecture is reaching the importance of every word
in tweets by training the query and key matrices
of the attention layers. Hence, the attention score
is calculated for every word in a tweet in order
to determine its usefulness for each class. Lots
of different attention patterns are obtained with
multi-head self attention layers, which enable the
model to decide which attention score is significant among the pairs of the terms in the tweet.
In general, the transformer architecture is constructed by combining the layers of multi selfattention heads, Dropout, Layer Normalization,
and 2 fully-connected layers, respectively. A pictorial representation of this Transformer architecture is shown as a grey block in Figure 3.
In the general architecture of the Transformer
Encoder, Layer Normalization and Dropout layers are applied to the contextual word embeddings, into which positional information is added
before it enters into the Transformer. In the Transformer, multi-head self attention layers are used as
we mentioned above. After the Transformer obtains the attention score matrices containing the
score of every word with different attention patterns, these inter-layer features are connected into
2 fully-connected layers in order to reach the combination of different attention scores of the terms.
Then, the class prediction of the tweet is found after passing the pooler, dropout, and the last fully-
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Model
Random Forest (Baseline)
Random Forest + Lemmatization
Random Forest + Lemmatization + TF-IDF
Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes + Lemmatization
Naive Bayes + Lemmatization
+ TF-IDF
SVM
SVM + Lemmatization
SVM + Lemmatization + TFIDF
Transformer Encoder + Input
Embeddings

Accuracy Precision
65.0
64.9
71.1
70.9

Recall
64.5
70.9

F1-Score
64.5
70.7

69.9

69.8

69.6

69.6

82.7
85.0
85.4

82.4
84.8
85.3

82.4
84.7
85.4

82.6
84.9
85.2

78.6
80.3
84.4

78.2
80.3
84.2

78.3
80.2
84.3

78.1
80.1
84.2

89.4

89.3

89.4

89.3

Table 1: Comparison of the models’ scores over the manually labeled test set.

Figure 3: The architecture of the Transformer Encoder model.
connected layer. The class probabilities are calculated by using the Softmax classifier. The general
architecture of the model is shown in Figure 3.

5

Experiments

We compared the performance of the Transformer
Encoder model with three different baseline models, which are widely used in the area of short-text
classification: Naive Bayes, SVM and Random
Forest. The parameters of the models are tuned

using cross-validation over the training set and the
performance results are reported over the manually labeled test set (Table 1).
In the training phase of the Transformer Encoder, 10 epochs are run on the dataset. Batch size
of training data is selected as 8 due to computational constraints. Maximum sequence length is
128, learning rate is equal to 2e-5, and the number
of attention heads is equal to 12 in our configuration.
For Naive Bayes, SVM and Random Forest the
most frequent 15000 words are selected as the features to represent the data. We also experimented
with using the most frequent 10000, 20000, and
25000 words, however, the results in the crossvalidation experiments were lower. So, we report
the results with 15000 words over the test set. We
also investigated the effect of lemmatization and
TF-IDF weighting on the baseline models.
5.1

Comparison Results

The results of the compared models over the test
set are shown in Table 1. Naive Bayes, Random
Forest, and SVM obtain better scores when morphological analysis is performed.
However, in spite of these improvements, the
proposed Transformer Encoder model achieves
the highest scores in all metrics for tweet classification even though it does not use the morphological analysis. These results point out that using
pretrained word embeddings, which are trained on
large datasets, with a Transformer Encoder archi-
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tecture is more effective than using morphological
analysis and TF-IDF based term weighting with
the traditional machine learning algorithms Random Forest, Naive Bayes, and SVM for Turkish
short text classification.

label is literature & film. As another misclassified example the topic of the tweet “The Lausanne
Treaty debate should be discussed in public.“ is
predicted as politics, whereas this tweet is in the
scope of the recent history.

5.2

6

Error Analysis

Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix for the Transformer Encoder model over the test set.

Figure 4: Confusion matrix for the Transformer
Encoder. The names of the topics (from T1 to T9)
are literature & film, education & personal growth,
economy & investment, magazine, politics, health,
sport, history, and technology & informatics, respectively.
It is observed that most of the errors are caused
by the proximity of the topics like politics and history or literature & film and education & personal
growth. The main reason is that there are many
common words which are frequently used in close
topics. In many cases, it is hard to differentiate a
tweet about recent history from a tweet about politics. Similarly, an expression from a novel can
be similar to an expression written by an educator.
For example1 , the topic of the tweet “Bachmann is
so right, the real death of a man is not from diseases, but from what another man does to him.“
is predicted by the Transformer Encoder model as
education & personal growth, whereas its correct
1

The original tweets are in Turkish. Their English translations are provided here for easier comprehension.

Conclusion and Future Works

We proposed using a Transformer Encoder architecture with contextual word embeddings and positional embeddings for Turkish short text classification. In addition, we compiled a dataset of
Turkish tweets for topic-based classification. The
training set has been labeled automatically using a
weakly supervised approach, whereas the test set
has been manually labeled for reliable evaluation.
Our results demonstrate that the Transformer Encoder model outperforms the widely used machine
learning models for topic-based Turkish tweet
classification. Also, this study shows the importance of morphological analysis for Turkish shorttext classification with the widely used machine
learning algorithms SVM, Naive Bayes, and Random Forest. It is interesting to note that, the Transformer Encoder model is able to outperform these
algorithms, even though it does not involve a morphological analysis step.
One of the areas of usage of this study is guiding Twitter users and making easier for them to
find correct accounts to follow. Twitter is one
of the most used social media platforms in the
world in order to get news and learn about what
people think (Riquelme & Gonzlez-Cantergiani,
2016). Users may prefer Twitter for getting breaking news or reading about a social event. Therefore, it is necessary to find the correct people to
follow and be aware of the popular and informative tweets. By using our model, Turkish tweets
can be categorized and the most relevant ones can
be suggested to users according to their interests,
which would lead to saving time and manual effort.
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1

Abstract

Dynamic topic models (DTMs) capture the evolution of topics and trends in time series data.
Current DTMs are applicable only to monolingual
datasets. In this paper we present the multilingual
dynamic topic model (ML-DTM), a novel topic
model that combines DTM with an existing multilingual topic modeling method to capture crosslingual topics that evolve across time. We present
results of this model on a parallel German-English
corpus of news articles and a comparable corpus
of Finnish and Swedish news articles. We demonstrate the capability of ML-DTM to track significant events related to a topic and show that it finds
distinct topics and performs as well as existing
multilingual topic models in aligning cross-lingual
topics.

2

Introduction

Dynamic topic models (DTMs, Blei and Lafferty,
2006) capture themes or topics discussed in a set
of time-stamped documents and how the words related to these topics change in prominence over
time. Other topic models have been proposed that
aim to model time series data (Wang and McCallum, 2006; Wei et al., 2007; Hall et al., 2008).
These models can be used to explore historical
document collections to study historical trends,
language changes (Frermann and Lapata, 2016)
and track the emergence and evolution of certain
subjects (Hall et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2011).
With the internet becoming more multilingual
it is increasingly important to build cross-lingual
tools to bridge different linguistic groups online.
Fortunately, large multilingual datasets such as
Wikipedia, the Europarl parallel corpus (Koehn,
2005) and other datasets assembled from crawling the web (Van Gael and Zhu, 2007) are also
becoming widely available to researchers. This
has led to the development of several multilin-

gual topic models to infer topics from multilingual datasets. Examples include the polylingual
topic model (PLTM, Mimno et al., 2009), multilingual topic model for unaligned text (MuTo,
Boyd-Graber and Blei, 2009), and JointLDA (Jagarlamudi and Daumé, 2010). What is currently
lacking are topic models for multilingual timestamped data that can model historical and linguistic changes in a specific context. Digitalization efforts in libraries and archives, such as the
Europeana collections1 , have made available online historical document collections from different
European countries. Collections such as these are
valuable resources for comparing historical trends
in different countries. However, scholars and other
interested parties may not possess the linguistic
skills necessary to explore such data and would
benefit from tools to automatically discover connections across linguistic boundaries.
In this paper, we present the multilingual dynamic topic model (ML-DTM), a novel topic
model that captures dynamic topics from broadly
topically aligned multilingual datasets. We extend
a DTM inference method by Bhadury et al. (2016)
to train this model.
In the following sections, we give a broad review of related work, discuss existing dynamic
and multilingual topic models in more detail, and
then give a description of our proposed combined
model. We then demonstrate usage of this model
on a parallel dataset and a comparable dataset of
news articles and present our results. We show
that this novel topic model learns aligned bilingual
topics as demonstrated by the cosine similarities
of learned vector representations of named entities. Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this
paper. Code is available at: https://github.
com/ezosa/multilingual_dtm.
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Symbol
α
β
ψ
θ
φ
D
Wd
Nd
Zd
K
T
L
V

Description
parameter for θ
hyperparameter for φ
hyperparameter for θ
distribution of topics
over a document
distribution of words
over a topic
set of documents
words in document d
number of words in
document d, or |Wd |
topic assignments of
words in document d
number of topics
number of time slices
number of languages
in the dataset
words in a vocabulary
for language

Table 1: Summary of notations.

3

Related Work

Topic models capture themes inherent in document collections through the co-occurence patterns of the words in documents. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA, Blei et al., 2003) is a popular method for inferring these themes or topics.
It is generative document model where a document is described by a mixture of different topics and each topic is a probability distribution over
the words in the vocabulary. In a document collection we can only observe the words in a document. Therefore, training a model involves inferring these latent variables through approximate
inference methods.
In the case of documents with timestamps covering some time interval, such as news articles, we
might want to capture dynamic co-occurence patterns that evolve through time. Dynamic Topic
Model (DTM, Blei and Lafferty, 2006) divides
time into discrete slices and chains parameters
from each slice in order to infer topics that are
aligned across time. DTM gives us a set of topicterm distributions that evolve from one time slice
to the next. There are also other topic models for
time-series data such as the Continuous Dynamic
Topic Model (cDTM, Wang et al., 2008), a version of DTM that does not explicitly discretize

time intervals. Dynamic Mixture Model (DMM,
Wei et al., 2007) captures the evolution of documents across time and Topics over Time (TOT,
Wang and McCallum, 2006) is a method that models the prominence of topics over time.
A limitation of LDA, as well as these dynamic
models, is that it is not applicable to multilingual data. LDA captures co-occurences of words
in documents and words from different languages
would rarely, if ever, occur in the same document regardless of their semantics, as demonstrated by experiments on the Europarl corpus (Jagarlamudi and Daumé, 2010; Boyd-Graber and
Blei, 2009). Multilingual topic models are developed to capture cross-lingual topics from multilingual datasets.
Polylingual Topic Model (PLTM, Mimno et al.,
2009) is a multilingual topic model that extends
LDA for an aligned multilingual corpus. Instead
of running topic inference on individual documents as in LDA, PLTM infers topics for tuples of
documents, where each document in the tuple is in
a different language. PLTM assumes that the documents of a tuple discuss the same subject broadly
and therefore share the same document-topic distribution.
Other topic models for multilingual data include Multilingual Topic Model for Unaligned
Text (MuTo, Boyd-Graber and Blei, 2009) and
JointLDA (Jagarlamudi and Daumé, 2010). MuTo
attempts to match words between languages in the
corpus and samples topic assignments for these
matchings. JointLDA is a multilingual model that
does not require an aligned corpus but requires a
bilingual dictionary and uses concepts, instead of
words, to infer topics where concepts can be entries in the bilingual dictionary.
In this work we will focus on DTM and PLTM
because we want to capture topic evolution in multilingual settings without using additional lexical
resources such as dictionaries.
3.1

Dynamic Topic Model

LDA uses Dirichlet and multinomial distributions
for inferring both topic-term distributions φ and
document-topic distributions θ. The conjugacy
of these distributions allow φ and θ to be integrated out leaving us only with the posterior distribution for topic-term assignments Z, which we
can sample through Gibbs sampling (Griffiths and
Steyvers, 2004). Inference in DTM, however, is
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Zd,n,t-1

Vulić et al. (2015), we provide the update formulae for the bilingual case for brevity. The update
formulae for documents in languages x and y are:

y

mxd,k − 1 + myd,k + α
·
PK
PK
y
x
i=1 md,i + Kα
i=1 md,i − 1 +

Zd,n,t+1
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Nd,t D
t

Nd,t-1 D
t-1

x
P (zd,n
= k|z x , z y , wx , wy , α, β) ∝

fk,t

x
vk,w
−1+β
d,n

P |V x |

Wd,n,t+1

Nd,t+1

fk,t+1

i=1

Dt+1
K

(1)

y
P (zd,n
= k|z y , z x , wy , wx , α, β) ∝

myd,k − 1 + mxd,k + α
·
PK
PK
y
x
i=1 md,i + Kα
i=1 md,i − 1 +

b

Figure 1: DTM for three time slices as shown in
Bhadury et al. (2016).
more complicated due to the non-conjugacy of the
distributions used in the model. Blei and Lafferty
(2006) use variational Kalman filtering for topic
inference, which does not scale well for a large
number of topics and documents and large numbers of time slices (Bhadury et al., 2016; Wang
et al., 2008). Bhadury et al. (2016) developed a
method for inferring the posterior distributions of
DTM with Gibbs sampling. In their method, the
parameters α, θ, φ and Z are re-sampled during
every iteration of the sampler.
The document-topic proportions θ, sampled for
each document in each time slice, and the topicterm distributions φ, sampled for each topic in
each time slice, are updated using Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics (SGLD, Welling and
Teh, 2011) which is based on Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD). Figure 1 shows the plate diagram
for DTM from Bhadury et al. (2016).
3.2

x
− 1 + |V x |β
vk,w
d,i

Polylingual Topic Model

The polylingual topic model (PLTM, Mimno et al.,
2009) is an extension of LDA that infers topics
from an aligned multilingual corpus composed of
document tuples. Tuples are composed of documents in different languages that are thematically
aligned, meaning that they discuss the subject in
broadly similar ways. For instance, a news article in German and another article in English that
report on the same event can compose a tuple.
Inference on PLTM can be done via Gibbs saml
pling where the topic assignment of each term zd,n
is resampled during every iteration. Following

y
vk,w
−1+β
d,n

P |V y |
i=1

y
vk,w
− 1 + |V y |β
d,i

(2)

is the number of times topic k has
where
been assigned to a word in document d written
x
in language x and vk,w
is the number of times
d,n
word wd,n , that is, the word at position n in document d, has been assigned to topic k. |V x | is
the vocabulary size of language x. The first part
of these formulae links the two languages together
and is language-independent while the second part
is language-specific.
Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of
PLTM for l languages.
mxd,k

4 Multilingual Dynamic Topic Model
Here we combine the above dynamic and polylingual models to produce a Multilingual Dynamic
Topic Model (ML-DTM). Figure 3 shows the diagram of ML-DTM for two languages and three
time slices. Although we show only the bilingual
case here for brevity, the model is applicable for
any number of languages.
The inference method of Bhadury et al. (2016)
was originally motivated by the need to speed up
DTM inference for very large datsets. We apply it
here to the combined ML-DTM model. We propose the following posterior conditional distribution for θx,t where x is a tuple index in the dataset:
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p(θx,t |αt , Zx,t ) ∝ N (θx,t |αt , ψ 2 I)×
N

dl ,t
L Y
Y

l=1 n=1

M ult(Zdl ,n,t |π(θx,t )) (3)
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Figure 2: Polylingual topic model for l languages
of Mimno et al. (2009).

Figure 3: ML-DTM for two languages and three
time slices.
Parameter
α
θ
φ

Following Bhadury et al. (2016), the update
k becomes:
equation to evaluate the gradient of θx,t
∇θk log p(θx,t |αt , Zx,t ) =
x,t

−1 k
(θ − αtk )
ψ 2 x,t

L
k ) 
X
exp(θx,t
k
+
Cdl ,t − Ndl ,t × P
(4)
j
j exp(θx,t )
l=1

where Zx,t are the topic assignments for the words
in the documents in tuple x at time slice t; Cdkl ,t is
the number of times topic k has been assigned to
a word in document dl at time t; and Ndl ,t is the
length of document dl at time t.
Instead of evaluating θd,t for a single document
as in monolingual DTM, we compute θx,t for a
document tuple. The second term in (4) links the
languages together by summing up the counts of
each document in the tuple.
The equation for evaluating the gradient of the
topic-term distributions φk,t is the same as in the
original paper except that we compute separate
distributions for each language since every language has a different vocabulary. This means that
for each time slice, instead of updating K different φs (one for each topic), we will need to update
K · L φs. Table 2 shows the dimensions of the
parameters to be estimated.
Finally, the topic assignment Zdl ,n,t is sampled

Dimension
K ×T
t
D ×K ×T
|V l | × L × K × T

Table 2: Dimensions of the sampled parameters in
the multilingual dynamic topic model (ML-DTM).
Dt is the number of document tuples in a dataset.
as in the original paper:
l
P (Zdl ,n,t = k|θx,t , φw
k,t ) ∝

k
l
exp(θx,t
)exp(φw
k,t ) (5)

where wl is a word from the vocabulary of language l.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Datasets

We ran experiments on ML-DTM with two kinds
of data: a parallel dataset and a thematicallycomparable one.
The DE-N EWS parallel dataset consists of German news articles from August 1996 to January
2000 with English translations done by human
volunteers2 . This dataset covers 42 months with
an average of 200 articles per month. Since this
is a parallel corpus there is no need to align the
articles.
2
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/
pkoehn/publications/de-news/
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For the comparable dataset, we use the YLE
news dataset which consists of Finnish and
Swedish articles from the Finnish broadcaster
YLE, covering news in Finland from January 2012
to December 20183 . The Finnish and Swedish
articles are written separately and are not direct translations of each other. We use existing methods for aligning comparable news articles (Utiyama and Isahara, 2003; Vu et al., 2009).
Specifically, we create an aligned corpus by pairing a Finnish article with a Swedish article published within a two-day window and sharing three
or more named entities. We want to have a oneto-one alignment in our dataset such that no article is duplicated, so we pair a Finnish article
with the first Swedish article encountered in the
dataset that fits the above criteria and remove the
paired articles from the unaligned dataset. The unaligned dataset has a total of 604,297 Finnish articles and 228,473 Swedish articles and the final
aligned dataset consists of 123,818 articles covering 84 months. A script for aligning articles using the method described is provided in the Github
project associated with this work.
We tokenized, lemmatized (using WordNetLemmatizer for German and English and LAS
(Mäkelä, 2016) for Finnish and Swedish) and
removed stopwords for these two datasets and
then used the 5,000 most frequent words of each
language as the vocabulary for that language.
5.2

Cross-Lingual Alignment

We compare the cross-lingual alignment of topics
of ML-DTM and PLTM by evaluating the similarity of the learned vector representations of named
entities (NEs) that appear in both languages of
the same dataset. This method is suggested by
Vulić et al. (2015) on the basis that NEs tend to
be spelled in the same way in different languages
and can be expected to have a similar association
with topics across languages. The K-dimensional
vector of a NE w for language s is thus:
vec(ws ) = [P (z1 |ws ), P (z2 |ws ), ..., P (zK |ws )]
(6)
Under an assumption of a uniform prior over
topics, this vector can be computed as:

3

https://www.kielipankki.fi/corpora/

P (ws |zk )
P (ws )
φl,zk ,ws
=
N ormφs,.,ws

P (zk |ws ) ∝

N ormφs,.,ws =

K
X

φs,zk ,ws

(7)
(8)

k=1

vec(ws ) =

[φl,z1 ,ws , φl,z2 ,ws , ..., φl,zK ,ws ]
N ormφs,.,ws

(9)

We then take the cosine similarities between the
L different vector representations of the NE (for
both datasets, L = 2).
We evaluate the cosine similarities of NEs that
occur five or more times in each time slice. To
make the comparison between PLTM and MLDTM, we train one ML-DTM model on three time
slices for 10 topics and three separate PLTM models for each time slice, also capturing 10 topics.
We set α = 1.0 and β = 0.08 for PLTM and
α = 0.5 and β = 0.5 for ML-DTM for both
datasets, which achieved the best results of a small
range of values tried. We did not, for now, perform
more extensive optimisation of hyperparameters.
5.3

Topic Diversity

We also measure the diversity of the topics MLDTM finds by computing the Jensen-Shannon (JS)
divergence of every topic pair for each time slice
for each language and averaging the divergences.
Wang and McCallum (2006) used this method,
though with KL divergence. It is desirable for the
model to find topics that are as distinct as possible
from each other.
We compare the diversity of the topics found by
ML-DTM, trained as in the previous section, with
the topics found by DTM. To make this comparison we train separate DTM models for each language in our two datasets, giving us four different
models and compare the divergences of the topics
found by these models with their ML-DTM counterparts. We use the Gensim implementation of
DTM4 where we set the chain variance to 0.1 and
leave other parameters to be inferred during training. We train both ML-DTM and DTM on 10 time
slices for 10 topics.
4
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
models/ldaseqmodel.html
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Time slice

# of NEs

PLTM

ML-DTM

Time slice

DTM English

ML-DTM English

Aug 1996
Sept 1996
Oct 1996

53
65
64

0.880
0.876
0.840

0.692
0.908
0.885

Aug 1996
Sep 1996
Oct 1996
Nov 1996
Dec 1996

0.372
0.368
0.366
0.365
0.363

0.655
0.660
0.657
0.664
0.650

DTM German

ML-DTM German

0.315
0.312
0.310
0.308
0.306

0.661
0.670
0.665
0.638
0.666

Table 3: Average cosine similarity of topic vectors
for NEs over three time slices in DE- NEWS.
Time slice

# of NEs

PLTM

ML-DTM

Jan 2012
Feb 2012
Mar 2012

79
71
72

0.800
0.810
0.722

0.896
0.796
0.745

Aug 1996
Sep 1996
Oct 1996
Nov 1996
Dec 1996

Table 4: Average cosine similarity of the vectors
of NEs for three time slices in the YLE dataset.

6

Results and Discussion

Tables 3 and 4 show the average cosine similarity
between NEs for each language in the DE-N EWS
and YLE datasets, respectively. In the DE-N EWS
data (Table 3), PLTM outperforms ML-DTM in
the first time slice but ML-DTM performs better
on the succeeding time slices. This is an encouraging result, considering that the parameters of MLDTM at time slice t are estimated from adjacent
time slices, adding a large degree of complexity
to the model, whereas PLTM estimates parameters
based on the current time slice only (PLTM has no
concept of time).
For the YLE dataset (Table 4), ML-DTM shows
an improvement in the first time and third slices
and comparable performance in the second. The
comparable nature of this dataset makes aligning
NEs a more challenging task for both models. One
way to improve performance on this task might be
to use stricter criteria in aligning the dataset, such
as pairing articles only if they were published on
the same day or if they share more named entities.
We compare topic diversity of the topics found
by DTM and ML-DTM. Tables 5 and 6 show the
average JS divergence of every topic pair for five
time slices in the DE-N EWS and YLE datasets,
respectively. ML-DTM consistently learns more
diverse topics than DTM for both datasets.
In Figure 4, we show the evolution of one topic
found by ML-DTM trained on DE-N EWS. We
show the top words of a topic about labor unions
for the first eight months of the dataset. The English and German words are not exact translations
of each other but we see similar or related words

Table 5: Topic diversity comparison between
DTM and ML-DTM: average JS divergences of
each topic pair for five months of the DE-N EWS
dataset for English and German.
and NEs in each time slice. For instance, in August 1996 ‘employer’ and ‘arbeitgeber’ both appear, as does ‘einzelhandel’ and ‘retail’. In Sept
1996, ‘kohl’ is the top term for both languages
(referring to former German chancellor Helmut
Kohl). There are cases where German terms have
no direct translation in English but an equivalent
concept appears in the English topic. This is
the case with ‘lohnfortzahlung’ (sick-leave pay)
where the terms ‘sick’ and ‘pay’ appear on the English side; and ‘steuerreform’ (tax reform) where
‘reform’ appears on the English side as well.
A named entity, ‘thyssen’, appears in March
1997 in both languages but not in other months.
This is because of an event that happened around
mid-March where the German steel company
Thyssen was being bought by competitor KruppHoesch (also a top term in the German topic)
prompting concerns about job losses5 .
Figure 5 shows the first six months of a topic
about political news from the YLE dataset. The
first two months has terms related to presidential elections. This refers to the Finnish presidential election in 2012, where rounds of voting took place in January and February 20126 .
These time slices also mention the two candidates in the runoff election, Sauli Niinistö and
5

https://www.nytimes.com/1997/03/19/
business/krupp-hoesch-confirms-bid-of-8billion-for-thyssen.html
6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_
Finnish_presidential_election
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Time slice

DTM Finnish

ML-DTM Finnish

Jan 2012
Feb 2012
Mar 2012
Apr 2012
May 2012

0.332
0.324
0.322
0.353
0.357

0.445
0.465
0.470
0.498
0.495

DTM Swedish

ML-DTM Swedish

0.365
0.360
0.354
0.388
0.393

0.480
0.491
0.497
0.535
0.537

Jan 2012
Feb 2012
Mar 2012
Apr 2012
May 2012

Aug 1996

Table 6: Topic diversity comparison between
DTM and ML-DTM: average JS divergences of
each topic pair for five months of the YLE dataset
for Finnish and Swedish.
Pekka Haavisto. Sauli Niinistö eventually won the
election which explains why the next time slices
ceases to mention Pekka Haavisto while ‘niinistö’
is still a prominent term. After March 2012, the
topic stops talking about presidential elections and
moves on to other political news. This gives us
an insight into how the model can track significant events, such as high-profile elections, related to a topic. Another example is May 2012,
where Greece (‘kreikka’ in Finnish, ‘grekland’ in
Swedish) suddenly becomes a prominent term for
both languages due to the Greek legislative elections which took place on 6 May 2012. The term
‘syyria’/‘syrien’ appears in May and June, corresponding to the beginning of the Syrian Civil War.
Figure 6 shows the posterior probabilities of
some terms related to the presidential elections
(’niinistö’), Greece (‘kreikka’ or ‘grekland’) and
Syria (‘syyria’ or ‘syrien’) in the political news
topic for both languages. We see the rise and fall
of the prominence of the terms according to their
relevance in the news.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present a novel topic model,
the multilingual dynamic topic model (ML-DTM),
that combines dynamic topic modeling (DTM)
and polylingual topic modeling (PLTM) to infer
dynamic topics from aligned multilingual data.
ML-DTM uses an extension of the DTM inference
method of Bhadury et al. (2016) to aligned multi-

Sept 1996

wage
employee
employer
retail
reform
strike
negotiation
party
increase
fdp

kohl
cut
social
budget
pay
health
party
employer
agreement
company

prozent
(percent)
mehrwertsteuer
(value-added
tax)
gewerkschaften
(labor unions)
arbeitgeber
(employer)
spd
einzelhandel
(retail)
steuerreform
(tax reform)
erhoehung
(increase)
gewerkschaft
(labor union)
hbv

kohl
lohnfortzahlung
(sick-leave pay)
prozent (percent)
jahr (year)
spd
kuerzung
(reduction)
mehr (more)
bundesregierung
(federal gov’t.)
bundestag
(parliament)
bundeskanzler
(chancellor)

Oct 1996

Nov 1996

pay
employer
sick
wage
cut
industry
worker
party
metal
budget

party
budget
health
pay
new
cut
coalition
employer
industry
sick

lohnfortzahlung
(sick-leave pay)
spd
prozent (percent)
heute (today)
metall (metal)
1997
mehr (more)
jahr (year)
waigel
koalition
(coalition)
kohl

spd
heute (today)
koalition
(coalition)
lohnfortzahlung
(sick-leave pay)
kohl
1997
jahr (year)
neuen (new)
arbeitgeber
(employer)
bundesregierung
(federal gov’t.)

Dec 1996

Jan 1997

Feb 1997

employer
pay
agreement
new
party
year
sick
suessmuth
president
reform

reform
party
year
pension
social
cdu
kohl
president
group
waigel

reform
pension
party
social
year
coalition
talk
agreement
wage
cdu

Mar 1997

company
year
thyssen
talk
billion
party
reform
percent
mark
plan

jahr (year)
lohnfortzahlung
(sick-leave pay)
deutschen
(german)
suessmuth
spd
arbeitgeber
(employer)
1997
bonn
bundesregierung
(federal gov’t.)
koalition
(coalition)

jahr (year)
heute (today)
prozent (percent)
waigel
kohl
steuerreform
(tax reform)
spd
fdp
bundesregierung
(federal gov’t.)
koalition
(coalition)

spd
heute (today)
steuerreform
(tax reform)
kohl
koalition
(coalition)
jahr (year)
bundesregierung
(federal gov’t.)
waigel
prozent (percent)
rund (round)

thyssen
heute (today)
spd
prozent (percent)
bundesregierung
(federal gov’t.)
mark
(german currency)
milliarden
(billions)
kohl
angaben
(information)
krupphoesch

Figure 4: Top words of a topic concerning news
about labor unions from the DE-N EWS dataset
for English (top) and German (bottom) from Aug
1996 to March 1997. English translations of the
German words excluding named entities are enclosed in parentheses.
lingual data.
We ran experiments on ML-DTM with parallel and comparable datasets. We compare crosslingual topic alignment of PLTM and ML-DTM
by evaluating the cosine similarities of topic vectors corresponding to named entity terms across
languages for corresponding time slices. MLDTM achieves similar performance to PLTM on
DE-N EWS and the comparable dataset (YLE). We
also demonstrate the ability of ML-DTM to detect
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Jan 2012

Feb 2012

niinistö
haavisto
ehdokas (candidate)
äänestää (to vote)
prosentti (percent)
kierros (round)
toinen (second)
presidentti (president)
presidentinvaali
(presidential election)
soini

niinistö
haavisto
presidentti (president)
prosentti (percent)
ehdokas (candidate)
sauli
presidentinvaali
(presidential election)
kierros (round)
puolue (party)
vaali (election)

euro
prosentti (percent)
miljoona (million)
maksaa (to pay)
niinistö
viime (last)
puolue (party)
kaupunki (city)
suuri (large)
laskea (to count)

niinistö
haavisto
rösta (to vote)
paavo
omgång (round)
procent (percent)
röst (vote)
kandidat (candidate)
presidentval
(presidential election)
pekka

niinistö
haavisto
röst (vote)
sauli
pekka
rösta (to vote)
president (president)
omgång (round)
presidentval
(presidential election)
parti (party)

euro
miljon (million)
niinistö
finland
stor (large)
öka (increase)
stödja (support)
röst (vote)
del (part of)
ekonomisk (economics)

Apr 2012

May 2012

prosentti (percent)
euro
vuonna (year)
miljoona (million)
niinistö
presidentti (president)
viime (last)
espanja (Spain)
miljardi (billion)
maa (country)

kreikka (Greece)
euro
presidentti (president)
prosentti (percent)
maa (country)
hallitus (government)
uusi (new)
eurooppa (Europe)
miljoona (million)
syyria (Syria)

euro
procent (percent)
miljon (million)
stor (large)
finland
nokia
eu
mycken (much)
öka (increase)
fjol (last)

president (president)
land (country)
procent (percent)
grekland (Greece)
regering (government)
hålla (to keep)
euro
ekonomisk (economics)
ny (new)
stor (large)

Mar 2012

June 2012

presidentti (president)
venäjä (Russia)
syyria (Syria)

yhdysvallat (United States)

maa (country)
yk (UN, United Nations)
hallitus (government)
niinistö
tavata (to meet)
kiina (China)
ryssland (Russia)
president (president)
syrien (Syria)
land (country)
fn (UN, United Nations)
rysk (Russian)
eu
dag (day)
bland (among)
ny (new)

Figure 5: Top words of a topic on political news
in Finland from the YLE dataset for Finnish (top)
and Swedish (bottom) from Jan to June 2012. English translations of the words excluding named
entities are enclosed in parentheses.
significant events regarding a topic through sudden changes in the prominent terms of the topic.
This same method can also detect approximately
when the event emerged and when it ended.
In a further experiment, we compared MLDTM to the monolingual DTM, showing that MLDTM achieves a consistently higher topic diversity
within a single language.
We plan to run further experiments with MLDTM using noisy datasets, such as historical news
data where OCR errors might affect upstream
tasks such as tokenization and lemmatization. We
also plan to use named-entity recognition to improve our model such that named entities are
treated as distinct items in the model’s vocabulary,
allowing us to track mentions of an entity across
time slices and languages.
Historical news data covering a longer time

Figure 6: Posterior probabilities of salient terms
in Finnish (top) and Swedish (bottom) related to
events in the political news topic captured by MLDTM from the YLE dataset.
span (several decades or more) would also enable
us to study the changes in the use of words in a
language and compare these changes with other
languages. Historical news data from different regions would enable us to compare the way certain
historical events were discussed in these places.
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Abstract
We present an open-source, widecoverage context-free grammar (CFG) for
Icelandic, and an accompanying parsing
system. The grammar has over 5,600
nonterminals, 4,600 terminals and 19,000
productions in fully expanded form,
with feature agreement constraints for
case, gender, number and person. The
parsing system consists of an enhanced
Earley-based parser and a mechanism to
select best-scoring parse trees from shared
packed parse forests. Our parsing system
is able to parse about 90% of all sentences
in articles published on the main Icelandic
news websites. Preliminary evaluation
with evalb shows an F-measure of 71.90%
on parsed sentences. Our system demonstrates that parsing a morphologically rich
language using a wide-coverage CFG can
be practical.

1

Introduction

A CFG consists of a set of production rules that recursively describe how the strings of the underlying language can be derived. A parser for a natural
language CFG checks whether a sentence can be
derived by the CFG, and if so, assigns a syntactic
structure (one or more parse trees) to the sentence.
Well-known general parsing algorithms for CFGs
include the (bottom-up) CYK algorithm (Younger,
1967) and the (top-down) Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970).
Various textbooks on Natural Language Processing (NLP) contain toy CFGs (for English,
in most cases, e.g. (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009;
Ljunglöf and Wirén, 2010)), but very few papers in recent literature describe hand-crafted natural language CFGs and parsers for them (we dis-

hrafn@ru.is

cuss a couple of them in Section 2). The reason
is that the development of wide-coverage handcrafted CFGs has been viewed as a challenging
and time-consuming task (Briscoe et al., 1987;
Hindle, 1989; Kinyon and Prolo, 2002), and that
common phenomena, like agreement and inflection, have been considered complicated to describe using a CFG (Ljunglöf and Wirén, 2010).
The processor and memory requirements of fully
general parsing algorithms that can handle ambiguous grammars, being of worst-case cubic order (Younger, 1967; Scott, 2008), have also been
seen as prohibitive. Beyond parsing, hand-crafted
CFGs can be used inter alia to check and correct
grammar in text (see Section 3).
Several treebanks have been developed for various languages during the past 25 years or so, e.g.
(Marcus et al., 1993; Brants et al., 2004; Rögnvaldsson et al., 2012). Thus, instead of developing
a CFG for a given language and a parser for the
grammar, the more common approach has been to
induce a probabilistic CFG (PCFG) from a treebank, and to train a probabilistic parser on the
PCFG (Cahill, 2008). However, creating a highquality treebank is a labor-intensive task, and, indeed, in many aspects similar to the process of
manually crafting a grammar (Xia, 2001). Moreover, attempts to apply probabilistic parsing to
morphologically rich languages (MRLs) have in
many cases yielded unsatisfactory results, as complex word structure and flexible word order cause
data sparseness in the probabilistic model (Tsarfaty et al., 2013).
In this paper, we present the development of an
open-source, wide-coverage CFG for Icelandic, an
MRL in the Germanic language family. We also
present a parsing system, based on an enhanced
Earley parser, that performs Part-of-Speech (PoS)
tagging and parsing in a combined algorithm, and
is able to cope with the large CFG and high lev-
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els of ambiguity associated with an MRL. It uses
heuristics to return a single best scoring tree from
the (often very large) packed parse forest for a sentence.
This paper is organized as follows: We discuss
related work in Section 2 and the motivation for
our work in Section 3. Tokenization and Out-ofVocabulary words are discussed in Sections 4 and
5, respectively. We describe the development of
the CFG in Section 6 and the parsing system in
Section 7. The system is demonstrated in Section
8 and an evaluation is presented in Section 9. Finally, we conclude in Section 10.

2

Related Work

As discussed in Section 1, it is difficult to find
published work from recent years describing the
development of wide-coverage natural language
CFGs and parsers for them. Here, we mention a
couple of papers that we are aware of.
A CFG for English, developed over several
years, is part of the GATE (General Architecture
for Text Engineering) system, developed at the
University of Sheffield (Gaizauskas et al., 2005).
The CFG was specifically developed to complement a general purpose bottom-up chart parser
called SUPPLE for feature-based CFGs, i.e. a
CFG augmented with features in order to enforce
agreement.
Abbas (2016) describes an extended Earley algorithm for parsing Urdu, an MRL. The parser
uses a CFG extracted from a small treebank of
1,400 sentences (in comparison, the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) contains 40,000 sentences). The small size of the treebank is, presumably, the main reason for not training a probabilistic parser. Moreover, the author mentions that it
is hard to achieve good parsing results with probabilistic parsers for an MRL, without explicit encoding of linguistic information.
Before the work presented in this paper, no
full parser existed for Icelandic. On the other
hand, a shallow parser, IceParser, has been developed for the language (Loftsson and Rögnvaldsson, 2007). IceParser is an incremental finite-state
parser, which annotates both constituent structure and syntactic functions, given PoS tagged input. The annotation scheme was designed in the
project.
One Icelandic treebank, The Icelandic Parsed
Historical Corpus (IcePaHC), has been developed

(Rögnvaldsson et al., 2012). It consists of one million words of historical texts, from the late 12th
century to the present, with about 10% being modern Icelandic. The annotation scheme follows the
Penn Treebank style. IcePaHC has been used to
train a probabilistic parser in a project aimed at
improving the parsing accuracy of a related language, Faroese (Ingason et al., 2014).

3

Motivation

An initial primary goal of our project was to be
able to extract information from text on Icelandic
websites, such as associating person names with
titles, and named entities with their definitions, irrespective of the grammatical forms that such associations may take in the text. As the project
evolved, a secondary goal became to leverage the
CFG and the parser to check and correct grammar, by adding specially annotated grammar rules
and parser configurations for common error constructs. Finally, as our corpus of automatically
parsed sentence trees grew to an order of millions,
it became the basis of a follow-on project, beyond
the scope of this paper, to train a deep neural network to parse Icelandic text.

4

Tokenization and Annotation

One of the catalysts for the project was the availability of the Database of Modern Icelandic Inflection (DMII) (Bjarnadóttir, 2012)1 . DMII is a
database that maps over 6 million lexical entries,
2.8 million unique word forms, to lemmas as well
as PoS tags (word categories and morphological
features).
The first phase of our project involved writing a
tokenizer that uses data from the DMII to annotate
each word token of a sentence with the set of its
possible lemmas and corresponding PoS tag profile (possible PoS tags). In Icelandic, even common words such as á are highly ambiguous; á
can mean own (verb), female sheep (noun), river
(noun), or on (preposition), and can also occur as
an adverb and an exclamation – our system associates it with 14 different PoS tags. This again
means that the token for á, and indeed most word
tokens, can match several different terminals in the
CFG.
The tokenizer greedily recognizes certain multitoken spans, such as dates and adverbial multi1

The DMII is available for download at http://bin.

arnastofnun.is/dmii/.
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word idioms, and coalesces them into single compound tokens. This makes the parsing stage more
efficient and reduces ambiguity.

5

Out-of-Vocabulary Words

Compounding in Icelandic is very productive, and
thus out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, i.e. word
forms that are not present in the DMII, are frequently encountered. We handle this by implementing a de-compounding algorithm, on top of a
Directed Acyclic Word Graph comprising all word
forms in the DMII, that maps each OOV word to
a minimal sequence of prefixes followed by the
longest possible suffix. This suffix is then used
as a proxy for the compound word when looking
up its PoS tags in the DMII.2
If the de-compounding algorithm is unable to
make sense of a word, e.g. a foreign word, spelling
error, or previously unseen named entity, its token
is assumed to represent a neutral gender, singular noun that matches noun terminals in any of the
four cases.

6

way to identify problem areas and assess the system’s performance facilitated the iterative cycle.
Our CFG for Icelandic is defined in a text file,
presently about 5,800 lines including comments,
written in a superset of Enhanced Backus-Naur
Format (EBNF). This superset is our own implementation which facilitates automatic expansion
of production rules (as discussed in Section 6.2).
Apart from the CFG itself, the file contains annotation pragmas, such as priority scores for nonterminals (further discussed in Section 7.2). The total
effort to date on the construction of the CFG is on
the order of 2–3 man years.
6.1

Terminals

Our CFG allows three types of terminals:

Context-Free Grammar

Once we had designed the mechanism for tokento-terminal matching (further described in Section
6.1), we proceeded to write out the nonterminals
and productions of our CFG in an iterative fashion. Initially, a kernel of core nonterminals and
productions for basic sentence structures and simple forms of noun, verb, prepositional and adverbial phrases was created.3 This small CFG was
then used to parse a starting reference set of typical texts selected from news articles. In each iteration, the most significant gaps in the CFG were
identified and a round of improvements was applied. The set of reference texts was gradually expanded as the CFG coverage increased. This cycle
is still ongoing, albeit of course with diminishing
returns.
A web-based graphical user interface (GUI) was
developed at an early stage in the project (see Section 8). The GUI provides an overview of news
articles where sentences that the system fails to
parse are clearly identified, and allows inspection
of parse trees in graphical format. Having a visual
2
An example is menntamálaráðherra, (the minister of
matters of education), composed of mennta-mála-ráð-herra,
i.e. three prefixes and the suffix noun herra, from which the
inflection of the compound word is derived.
3
The general outlines of such a kernel would be similar
for most languages in the Germanic family.
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• Literal terminals: Terminals of the form
"text" match tokens with that text only
(case-insensitive). This terminal form is, for
example, used for various types of conjunctions.
• Lemma terminals: Terminals of the form
’lemma:category’_var1_var2... match
tokens having at least one PoS tag matching the indicated word category with the
given lemma, optionally also agreeing with
the specified variants (see Section 6.2). As
an example, ’hafa:vb’_sg (hafa being the
infinitive of the verb to have) matches any
singular form (_sg) of the verb, including
hef ([I] have), hafðir ([you] had) and hefur
([she] has). This terminal form is, for example, used for auxiliary verbs in complex verb
constructions.
• Lookup terminals:
Terminals of the
form category_var1_var2... match tokens having at least one PoS tag with the indicated word category that agrees with all of
the specified variants, if any. As an example, no_neut_sg_nom matches any word token that has a PoS tag that identifies it as a
noun (no), neutral (_neut), singular (_sg),
nominative case (_nom). A word token such
as veður (meaning weather) would match the
terminal no_neut_sg_nom, but the same token also has a PoS tag indicating a verb
(meaning (he) wades) and would thus also
match the terminal vb_sg_p3 that specifies
a singular, third person verb.

Feature

Variant

Values

Gender
Number
Case
Person

/gender
/number
/case
/person

_masc, _fem, _neut
_sg, _pl
_nom, _acc, _dat, _gen
_p1, _p2, _p3

Table 1: The major variants used in our CFG for
Icelandic.
6.2

Variants and Feature Agreement

Describing nontrivial, potentially long-distance
feature agreement in CFGs has been considered
a challenge. In our grammar, we use automatic
expansion of macro-like constructs, called variants, for this purpose. Variants are defined for
the morphological features for which agreement is
required within the productions of a nonterminal.
They can be applied to both nonterminals and terminals. Table 1 shows the major variants used in
our CFG for Icelandic.
Terminals with variants can only match word tokens that have at least one PoS tag that matches
all of the variants. If a terminal has, e.g., an accusative case variant (_acc), it can only match
word tokens that have a PoS tag indicating the accusative in the DMII.
As a simplified (and anglicized) example of
how feature agreement is specified in the CFG,
consider the following fragment:
NounPhrase ->
Determiner/case/number/gender?
Noun/case/number/gender
Determiner/case/number/gender ->
det/case/number/gender
Noun/case/number/gender ->
no/case/number/gender

Here, the nonterminal NounPhrase is defined as
an optional Determiner having case, number and
gender variants (/case/number/gender), followed
by a mandatory Noun nonterminal, again with case,
number and gender variants that agree in each expansion with the ones in the Determiner. The production for Determiner consists of a single terminal, det/case/number/gender, which matches word
tokens having a PoS tag with the det category, inflected in accordance with the variants. The same
applies to the production for Noun, which contains
a single no terminal matching any noun that agrees
with the features specified by the variants.
When the CFG is parsed, the variants are expanded as macros having each of their feature values in turn. The fragment above is expanded from

three production rules to a total of 3 rules * 4 cases
* 2 numbers * 3 genders = 72 expanded rules in the
grammar. They include:
NounPhrase ->
Determiner_nom_sg_masc? Noun_nom_sg_masc
| Determiner_nom_sg_fem? Noun_nom_sg_fem
| Determiner_nom_sg_neut? Noun_nom_sg_neut
...[21 generated productions omitted]...
Determiner_nom_sg_masc -> det_nom_sg_masc
Determiner_nom_sg_fem -> det_nom_sg_fem
Determiner_nom_sg_neut -> det_nom_sg_neut
...[21 generated productions omitted]...
Noun_nom_sg_masc -> no_nom_sg_masc
Noun_nom_sg_fem -> no_nom_sg_fem
Noun_nom_sg_neut -> no_nom_sg_neut
...[21 generated productions omitted]...

7

Parsing System

7.1

Earley-Based Parser

Parsing algorithms for natural language text can
be evaluated on a number of criteria. They need to
be able to parse all well-formed CFGs, including
(heavily) ambiguous ones. A direct relationship
between the produced parse forests and the original, unmodified CFG is a desirable feature. Last,
but not least, the parsing performance in terms
of time and space must be good enough for realworld applications.
The Earley (1970) algorithm handles all CFGs
and, when extended from its original recognizer
form to a full parser, returns parse trees that correspond directly to the original grammar (i.e. not
requiring any ex ante transformation of the CFG).
However, performance has been seen as a problem
when parsing heavily ambiguous sentences, with
both time and space requirements being worstcase cubic (O(N 3 )) in the sentence length N.
Tomita (1986) described Shared Packed Parse
Forests (SPPFs), a data structure that avoids redundancy when generating and storing parse trees
for ambiguous token spans. Tomita’s parser was
a Generalized LR parser of worst-case unbounded
polynomial order. Later, Scott (2008) and Scott
and Johnstone (2010) presented an Earley-based
parser which produces a binarized SPPF representation of all derivations of a sentence in worst-case
cubic time. This parser meets all of the above
mentioned criteria.
We implemented the Earley-Scott-Johnstone algorithm in C++ and found it to perform well
enough for parsing natural language text according to our highly complex and ambiguous CFG for
Icelandic.4
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4

Our system takes just over 1 second of wall-clock time

7.2

Disambiguation

The parser produces a binarized SPPF that includes all possible derivations of a sentence. A
typical ambiguity factor is around 1.8, meaning
that a sentence of N tokens typically has around
1.8N different parse trees.
A nonterminal node in the SPPF may have more
than one family of children if there are multiple
derivations of that nonterminal for the same token
span. Note that a single packed subtree may occur
within multiple parse trees in a forest, by virtue of
the packing mechanism.
Once the parse forest has been derived, bottomup scoring heuristics are applied in a disambiguation step to find a single “best” parse tree. We
begin the disambiguation process at the terminal
(bottom) level of the SPPF, by assigning a score
to each token-terminal match based on the probability of that match. For instance, the word ekki
can be both an adverb (meaning not) and a noun
(meaning sob, as in crying). The former meaning
is much more common than the latter one, and thus
a match of ekki to a noun terminal gets a relatively
lower score, while a match of ekki to an adverb
terminal gets a relatively higher score. The scores
are heuristically defined and hand-tuned by us.
The scores assigned at the terminal level are
summed up as they percolate upwards in the SPPF,
and further adjusted at nonterminal nodes. In the
CFG specification, scores can be assigned to nonterminals using pragmas. More common grammatical constructs have positive scores, while less
common or exceptional ones have negative scores.
When the traversal encounters an ambiguous
nonterminal node with multiple families of children, the accumulated scores of the families are
compared. The family (subtree) with the highest
score “wins” and is retained, while the other families are pruned from the tree. At the root (top)
nonterminal, a single highest-scoring tree remains
and is returned. It is at this point that the PoS tag
for each word token is finally determined.
7.3

manifests itself in ambiguous sentences such as:
Ég las blaðið í gær (I read the paper yesterday
/ I read yesterday’s paper); should the PP í gær
(yesterday) be attached to the verb las (read) or
to the noun blaðið (the paper)? The problem is
not perfectly solvable since the correct attachment
may depend on semantics. We approximate a solution by augmenting our database of almost 7,300
verbs with a hand-crafted list of prepositions that
are commonly attached to each verb. For example, with the verb tala, meaning talk, we associate
the preposition við/acc (meaning to/accusative),
indicating that the preposition við, when governing an object in the accusative case, is commonly
attached to the verb tala.
Recall that our parser generates an SPPF representing all possible parse trees, including ones
where PPs are attached to verbs and ones where
they are attached to nouns. We want to selectively
boost the score of subtrees where a PP (such as
við/acc) is attached to a verb phrase (VP) with a
matching verb (such as tala). This makes such
subtrees more likely to “win” in the disambiguation and tree pruning process, vs. subtrees where
the same PP is attached to a noun or to a nonmatching verb.
In order for this to work correctly, we must partially unpack the parse forest. Specifically, PP
nodes are unpacked (cloned) to become independent children of any ambiguous parent nonterminal nodes up to and including the enclosing VP
node. This is done in a special top-down preprocessing pass before the main disambiguation scoring and pruning pass. During the scoring pass,
we keep track of current VP scopes (such as the
scope of tala) and assign scores to preposition terminal nodes (such as við) depending on whether
the preposition matches an enclosing verb. Since
the PP nodes have been unpacked, they can have
different scores in different subtrees and can be
independently pruned from the forest, which the
SPPF structure would otherwise not allow.

8

Attachment of Prepositions

There is, however, one exception to the general
case described in the last subsection: The mechanism for attaching prepositional phrases (PPs) to
verb or noun phrases. This well-known problem
to parse, disambiguate and process a typical 22-sentence
news article from the web, on a quad-core Intel R i7 based
GNU/Linux server.

Demonstration

Our system is open and available both as a public
website5 and as a GNU GPLv3-licensed Python
package for NLP researchers and developers.6
5
6

https://greynir.is (only in Icelandic).

The source code for the CFG and the parsing
system, written in Python 3 and C++, is available at
https://github.com/mideind/ReynirPackage.
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Recall

Precision

F-measure

Average
Crossing

71.15%

72.67%

71.90%

4.18

Table 2: evalb results for 78 hand-annotated sentences.

Figure 1: A part of a simplified parse tree, as
displayed on the greynir.is website. The sentence is Julian Assange, founder of Wikileaks, has
been arrested. (Beygingarliður, Frumlag, Eignarfallsliður, Sögn, Sagnfylling, Lýsingarliður) = (IP,
Subject, Possessive Phrase, VP, Predicative Complement, Adjective Phrase).
The website is refreshed every 30 minutes with
new articles from the major Icelandic news outlets. The news articles can be browsed, and parse
trees for individual sentences can be viewed in a
graphical format by clicking on them (see Figure
1). Sentences that the system is not able to parse
are marked in red. The system shows the names
and titles of people who have been mentioned in
recent news articles, the definitions of named entities, and geographical locations that occur in recent news. This information is picked up from tokens and parse trees.
Apart from browsing news articles, users are
able to enter their own text and have it parsed and
checked by the system. As with news articles, the
parse tree of a user-entered sentence can be displayed by clicking on the sentence.

9

Evaluation

On the basis of the current CFG, our parser is able
to derive at least one parse tree from about 90%
of sentences in our database of 8.7 million sentences extracted from news articles. The remaining 10% are divided between sentences in languages other than Icelandic, number-oriented text
in currently unparsable format such as sports results and data tables, sentences containing severe
spelling or grammar errors, and valid sentences
which our CFG does not yet cover.
To estimate the accuracy of our CFG and the

parser, we hand-annotated 80 randomly selected
sentences from news articles using a simplified,
syntactically bracketed annotation scheme similar
to that of the Penn Treebank. The trees output
from our parser were converted from their internal representation, corresponding directly to the
CFG, to the simplified scheme via a set of mapping rules. Spelling and grammar errors were corrected before parsing. Results for this small test
corpus, using the evalb tool (Sekine and Collins,
2013), are shown in Table 2.
Out of 80 sentences, two could not be parsed
as they contain syntactic structures not presently
covered by the CFG. Out of 1,444 word tokens, 66
(4.6%) were OOV of which the de-compounding
algorithm handles 35.
Many errors are caused by wrong attachment of
PPs and subclauses, or when NPs from phrases or
clauses deeper in the tree are erroneously attached
as objects of verbs in the main clause, instead of
correctly identifying a complement clause or PP
as the object.
Both error types affect all intermediate levels
in the tree, and thus lower evalb’s reported scores
severely. We continue to work on our grammar
and our parsing system to address these errors, as
well as developing a gold standard of parsed news
text for more accurate evaluation.

10 Conclusion
We have presented a system consisting of an opensource, wide-coverage CFG for Icelandic, and an
accompanying parser. Our system demonstrates
that it is practical to develop a wide-coverage CFG
for an MRL, such as Icelandic, with a parsing system that performs well enough for real-world use
cases. Such a system can be used inter alia for
information extraction from news websites, grammar correction, and to generate dependency annotated corpora as well as treebanks for training deep
neural network-based parsers.
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